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Akt. I^DI\TNE agency in material PHENOilENA.

1

.

0/ the Divine Agenaj in the Production of Material Phenomena. Art. VII. Biblio-

Uioca S;icr;i, May, 18-18.

2. Wstiyrs of t/ie Nalural History of Creation.

3. Wurls OH yatural Scieu<::e.

Ov the real nature of matter we knovr as little as of spirit. A
\..liinu' niii^ht be filled with the various and em'ious speculations of

philc-i-tphors, which have added little to our knowledge, and are

^nluablo only as a part of the history of mind. One class, spiritual-

iziii;:; all things, consider matter as merely phenomenal having no

real existence ; while others, taking the opposite view, deny the

iiulcpcndent existence of mind, and maintain that sensation and

tiiought are the result of material combinations. Chi-istian philo-

sophers of the present day admit the real and independent existence

of matter and spirit, and have chiefly occupied themselves in inves-

tigntitig their laws, and tracing the immediate causes of their phe-

n*imciia. The first principles of our knowledge of the external

^orld are derived through the senses. All admit their evidence to

tc unciucstionable ; but in making it the basis of theories, we ought

l-T tc careful not to mistake this testimony by confounding original

•n.| acquired perceptions. Professor Chace, the author of the

wticlo referred to in the Bibliotheca Sacra, thus speaks of the de-

|H'ijdvncc to be placed on this evidence :

—

" All iDcn an' .k» coni^titutcd that they cannot help bclic>in<r in the reality

of what th. y voc or ftcl. or cain a knowlcdcre of through any of the senses.

" 'Ibit fc» lin;^ of assurance, this conviction of absolute certainty, is natu-

nilly ami inst-jvirably connected with the exercise of all our perceptive

fJwliltlfS.

" It 'i» a part of our nature, and we cannot escape it without ceasing to be
ounclve*."

Fourth Series, Vol. in.—

1





10 Divine Agency in Material Phenomena. [January,

" The information derived tlirou":b the senses, therefore, rests upon the

same ground as the truths of revelatiun, namely, the Divine veracity.
" Tlic testimony of the senses, therefore, in relation to the existence and

attributes of matter, must be admitted. Couiinji; from the same source, it has

equal authority witli tlie <lictat03 of reason or the voice of inspiration. "We
cannot question it -n'ithout (luostioning the truthfulness of our constitution,

nay, the veracity of God himself,—without (questioning everything, through
whatever channel derived."—I'p. 316, 347.

Did we not know that our senses arc now imperfect, this strong

confidence in their proper testimony, which we think no one, from

his individual experience, now feels, mi^ht exist. But as a result

of this imperfection, the same sensations are not always experienced

in like circumstances, as in the case where two individuals gazing

on the same object suppose it to be of different colours. There are

many instances in which individuals fail to distinguish even all the

primary colours, and are made sensible of their defect only through

the teaching of others. The concumng testimony of many is re-

quisite to produce that strong confidence which results from the

voice of inspiration. Here reason comes to the aid of the senses.

The assertion of Professor Chace, that the senses directly give us

a knowledge of the existence of matter and its properties, cannot be

sustained. The knowledge thus imparted is very limited. Each
sense gives us one class of simple ideas only : thus, by sight, we
learn of colom-s ; by hearing, sounds, and so of the other senses. So
far from giving us a knowledge of the existence of matter generally;

no one of the senses reveals to us directly the existence of its own
organ. This knowledge, like most, the origin of which is ascribed

to the senses, must be refen-ed to reason and experience. ^Neither

is it true that the senses reveal to us the attributes or properties of

matter. The terms applied to sensations have a double meaning,

including both the cause and the effect. All sensation is, properly

speaking, in the mind. When standing before a landscape in sum-
mer, if we open our eyes we are immediately conscious of a sensa-

tion which we may call gi-een, and we appl}' the same tenn to the

vegetation which we believe to exist around us. But in this case

the sense of sight is only the medium through which an effect has

been produced on us,—of the external cause it tells us nothing. A
sensation may be experienced when no exteraal cause is present.

If we place a red water on a sheet of white paper exposed to the

sun's rays, and gaze steadfastly on it a few moments, we shall see,

when the wafer is removed, another in it.s place of the same size,

but of a different colour. In this, and many other instances that

might be named, a simple sensation gives us no correct knowledge

of the external cause. Moreover, the consideration that, previous

1*
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lo invrsti;];ation. men confound sensations and their causes, and also

ori;;in:il and acquired perceptions, must detract from any practical

n-tiulttf of the infallibility ascribed to the testimony of the senses.

All ut first confound sensation -with its cause, and suppose that

Roiiicthin^ like it exists in the external world. Till convinced by

r^-.u-^ou, when lookint:; on a portrait, or a painted landscape, men
suppose there is more before them than mere canvass covered with

jii;;uient3 possessin;.:; different properties of reflecting light, which at

inidni;riit present only an even, colourless suiface. It is now well

c-!^tab!ishcd, that the eye gives us no knowledge of the place, dis-

tniice, or form of bodies. These arc all matters of experience.

Wo cannot tell, by the sense of sight simply, whether an object is on

our right hand or our left ; whether it is a sphere or a cube ; a few

foot distant, or many rods. As we gaze on nature, the eye does

not reveal to us whether a great mountain or a deep valley is before

U.S. It gives us no knowledge of the position of the heavenly bodies

;

we nevtT see the stars in their tnie places ; and we suppose we see

the Run after it has been several minutes below the horizon.

iVofessor Chace, denying the direct Divine agency in the pro-

duction of material phenomena, maintains that they must be

a.<icribi'd t«> properties which God gave matter at its creation. He
wvmingly settles the whole question at the outset, by asserting, in

the btrungest terms, that oiu- senses in the clearest manner support

his views. They declare that material bodies arc

" actual substances, possessing properties, and acting by virtue of those pro-
fx-rtio*. This testimony bears on it the impress of ct-rLiiuty. We cannot
tJouJit it if we would. It brings with it the Divine sanction.' and God him-
•rlf is rcspon5il>le for its truth. God has so made us, and placed us in such
n-l-Yion* to these bodies, that we arc naturally and instinctively led to take
lilts view of their constitution. Nay, further, such is the structure of our
mind"-, that this view is forced ujion us, so that we cannot avoid it without
<l«ing ihc greatest violence to our understandings."—Pp. 346-348.

Denying, a.s we do distinctly, the main position of the author,

that our senses reveal to us directly the existence of matter in its

\.%riMti5 forms, possessing properties, and acting by virtue of those

pn-fK-rties.—it seems we become liable to serious charges, no less

than bLvphemy. and a want of common sense. As, however, we
hive not been "led instinctively and naturally" to his conclusions,

>»c ho{«' that under the plea of natural inability we may escape the

imputation of guilt.

NN e have but indicated a course of argument we should pursue
a^AiDst tlie assumptions of Professor Chace which he has not at-

tempted to prove.
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We suppose there are fe-w, if any, at the present day who really

douht, however the conviction may have been acquired, the existence

of matter, or that, in our connexion with it, we experience sonsa-

tioas which become the sure foundation of much of our knowledge.

All our researches, as well as our experience, show us the perfection

and harmony of the works of God. We are astonished when we

Icai-n how few are the elements that compose the infinitely varied

forms in which matter appears, and how few, simple, and general are

the laws by which these forms arc governed. Design is every-

where manifest, and man cannot comprehend the wisdom displayed.

All parts of inanimate nature are fitted to each other, when the

least mistake would ruin all ; and the whole is perfectly adapted to

the wants and conditions of the various orders of animate beings

earth' sustains. Says Aristotle
—

" Whoever admires not the skill

and contrivance of nature, must either be deficient in intellect, or

must have some private motive which withholds him from express-

ing his admiration."—Lib. x, cap. 10.

In nature's vast expanse, wherever we turn, what new wonders

rise I If we look upward, we are led to exclaim,

—

" O what a confluence of ethereal fires,

From urns unnumber'd down tlie steep of heaven,

Streams to a point, and centres in my sijjht!

What involution ! what extent! what swarms

Of worlds that laugh at earth ! immensely great

!

Immensely distant from each other's spheres

!

Nor think thou seest a wild disorder here

:

Through this illustrious chaos to the sight,

Arrangement neat, and chastest order reign."

The question of controversy is not,

—

" What hand behind the scene,

What arm Almighty put these globes

In motion, and wound up the vast machine ?

Who rounded in his palm those spacious orbs?

Who bowl'd them flaming through the dark profound,

Numerous as glitt'ring gems of morning dew,

Or sparks from populous cities in a blaze,

And set the bosom of old Niglit on fire,

Peopled her desert, and made Horror smile ?"

"This prospect vast is nature's system of divinity." It is

" elder Scripture writ by God's own hand." It tells us of his

existence, and the origin of worlds his hand has formed.

But the question we are considering is scarcely less important.

We ask, who guides these orbs in all their varied motions ?
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" On yon cerulean plain,

In exultation to their God and thine,

They dance, Uiey sini,' eternal jubilee.

Mark how the labyrinlhian turns they take.

The circles intrieiile, and mystic ma/.e,

Weave the grand cipher of Omnipotence."

Wo ask. ^s-ho sivcs orij^in to the various combinations of matter

tUa arc Continually foru.od or dissolved on the ^-face o the e

world. V Who causes the infmitely varied phenomena there dis-

rbve.!-' The ^reat majority of philosophers ascnbe all these

Lanifc.'tations of power and .visdom to the la^vs, properties, and

n tributes of matter They remove the agency of God tar from the

. rks of liis hands. We consider this the first step towards

Mhei'^m If we may suppose matter to sustam itself independent

if God and cause all the varied changes to which it is subject, it is

but a step farther on the same road to suppose it equaUy mdepend-

cnt in its origin. As a specimen of the kind of mstruction given the

young on thfs subject, we may select Comstocks ^^atural 1 hiloso-

pbv a work probably more generally circulated than any other of the

L'nc kind. The author deiines matter, or a body, to be any sub-

.Unce of wliich we can gain a knowledge by our senses, ihe

t-«5cntial properties common to all forms of matter are said to be,

ItniKnctrability, Extension, Figure, Di\isibihty, Inertia, and Attrac-

tion There are several errors in this statement we shall not now

notice as the particular point is, that to these essential, and to

certain peculiar properties of a similar character, must all the phe-

nomena of the material miiverse be ascribed. Attraction and re-

pulsion, indeed, are the great agents producing change. We should

UHter understand Mr. Comstock's views if he had clearly defined

his tenns. We are at a loss what meaning to ascnbe to the vei^

important term property. Extension and impenetrability can only

refer to the fact, that matter exists in certain states ;
but attraction

and repulsion imply necessarily power as well as a state; no com-

mon definition can be applied to these properties. :Moreover, a

cmtrndiction seems to be implied in calhng both attraction and

inertia essential properties of matter. Inertia he defines to be,

" i»avsivenes9, or want of power. Thus matter is of itself equally

inrajabk- of putting itself in motion, or of bringing itself to rest

when in motion." But attraction is defined to be, " that property

or qu.vlitv in the particles of bodies which makes them tend toward

eai.-h other This power pervades all material tilings ;
it not

only makes the particles of botlies adhere to each other, but it is

the' cause which keeps the planets in their orbits as they pass

through the heavens." It is made the chief cause of motion.
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Thus matter is described as passive, not capable of producing

any motion, and also as constantly producing motion, and exerting

power at insensible and inconceivable distances. IIow can these

views be reconciled?

There is much confusion as to the meaning of Attraction. It is

described in all its operations as the same power, but manifested

iinder different circumstances. It causes the descent of all falling

bodies, and, at the same time, forces liquids to ascend through

tubes and the pores of plants. It is said to be proportioned m its

force to the quantity of matter; how, then, in opposition to the

whole attractive force of the earth, can the capillary attraction of a

tree cause liquids to ascend to its highest leaf, and even extend its

leaves and twigs?

The most curious manifestation of this power is called Affin ity,

—sometimes single elective, at others, double. Under its influence,

the particles of bodies, forsaking old combinations, form neAV ones

;

"for there seem," says Comstock, "in this respect to be very sin-

gular preferences and dislikes existing among the particles of

matter." "While some particles have this strong mutual affection,

others have a degree of dislike amounting to aversion ; hence re-

pulsion is often so great that they cannot remain peaceably in the

same neighbourhood. Some degree of knowledge of circumstances

seems absolutely essential to the exercise of these preferences and

dislikes ; hence, we have the manifestation of intelligence and the

passions by the inert, utterly powerless particles of matter.

That matter is impenetrable, inert, and has extension, we can

readily conceive. These terms imply only facts relating to an

existing substance. They leave the changes and phenomena of

matter, usually ascribed to attraction, to be referred, as we think

they ought, to an independent, intelligent cause. The supposition

that there is poAver, energy, force, or intelligence in an inert lump

of matter, we cnnnot regard otherwise than as absiu-d. Let any

one point out, if he can, the connexion between Avhat are usually de-

nominated cause and effect in matter. It is said to be the nature

or law of bodies mutually to attract each other ; hence a stone falls

to the earth. In this statement no efficient cause is described, no

explanation given ; but a fact is named, and rcfen-ed to a class of

results of a similar character previously observed. A law of nature

is a term applied to a class of phenomena supposed to be simikir;

but to call this law their cause would be a perversion of language.

Many of the phenomena of nature are incorrectly classed. "Who at

present is prepared to enunciate the general law of chemical com-

position and decomposition ? The name attraction is given to the
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t:i: fea:u:rble;;i;is »a tu; attractions of wMeh aloue .e

n>rS':oT,tLa g.av.ty as an inherent cause in .atto,-

1I„ aid not prctcna to have discovered the cause ot a stone . WUn

o tie "round, or of the revolution of the planets. Cons.denns

.ulti^n as a phenomenon, he hesitated as to the cause, sometimes

c,^Irin,. it as material. (OpUcs. p. 343,) and sometimes as

immatS ill': P-
325.) fo a letter found m Bentlcy s Works,

ho says,—

otlu.r utattcr ^vithout mutual contact, as it
"^"^\;^/;,,^^ f^°"',eason .vhv I

of Kpi.:uru5, be cs.scntial and inherent in it. And ^^'^ »= ^"^
.hould'be.

V.rWal mu..t be cau.ed by an agent acting constantl) accoiding to ccria

hw*."— /.V/.f.Vv's iror/^>-, vol. Ill, pp. 211, 212

Tlie onlv reasonable mode of accounting for the phenomena of

the nmtcri:vl .vorld is to refer the physical effects, usually ascribed

to KravitY and other la^'S of nature, to the direct action of the

Deity The laws of nature, such as the la.vs of motion, gravitation.

amnity. are only a figui-e of speech, expressions of the regularity

and contiiiultv of one infinite cause. The course of nature is

nothing but the >vill of God producing certain effects, in a constant

and uniform manner. The changes in the external .vorld, the

least and the greatest, the fall of a stone, the motion of the planets

in their orbits, the gro.vth of plants, the murmuring rivulet, Uie

Rcntly rolling stream, the impetuous cataract, sunshine, dew, rum.

stems, tempests, the flashing lightning and the rolling
_

thunder

must be refen-ed to the will and power of God. Matter is wholly

Ta.s..ive and inert, having no powers or active inherent properties.

Mind alone is active, and all changes must result from its vo-

litions.
1.

• fv
AU tbe researches of science have not pointed out with certamty

a single active cause apart from the operation of mmd. In nature

^•e see lu.tecedents and consequents, yet no connexion but sequence

in time can be discerned between them,—the former are the mere

signs, not the causes, of the latter. We see regularity and smii-

britv of effects, but the attribution of these effects to certain hidden
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qualities inherent in particles or atoms, is inconceivable and absurd.

Much of the language used relative to matter, in the generalizations

of science, is figurative. Of this character are the terms force,

power, agencies, action, ifcc. It is absurd to speak of one particle

of matter as literally acting on another. These terms, properly
speaking, are characteristic only of Avill, of mind. With reference
to the cause of the changes in matter, the simple child of nature,

"The poor Indian, whose untutor'd mind
Sees God in clouds, or hears Lim in the wind,"

is far -vriser than he who

" Steps forth the spruce philosopher, and tells

Of homogeneal and discordant springs

And principles
; of causes, how they work

By necessary laws their sure eflects

;

Of action and reaction."

It is certainly incumbent on those who ascribe material phe-
nomena to inherent power, or properties of matter, either to demon-
strate their existence, or to show the plausibility of their supposed
operation. But neither has been done. The effects witnessed are
referred to the operation of what are called the laws of nature,
because some cause must be assigned ; but the mode of that opera-
tion is confessedly slu-ouded in deepest mystery. The fall of a
stone is ascribed to the attraction of the earth. Let us for a mo-
ment examine this. Suppose a stone suspended in the air : it is

itself inert, having no more tendency to approach the earth than to
recede from it. Beyond the fact that these bodies meet, what
shadow of proof is theie that any force is exerted by the one on the
other ? If the earth cb-aws the stone to itself, by what cords, what
means, or in what conceivable mode is this done ? If a stone were
brought from a distant planet, and placed witliin our atmosphere,
how would the earth become aware of its presence? Is it con-
ceivable that the peculiar power necessary to cause its fall was
exerted ere it came witliin the vicinity of the earth? If so, on
what, or for what purpose, was it exerted ? and what connected this

force vith this new mass ?

Many other facts in nature may be mentioned, the explanation
of which cannot be foimd in the alleged properties and la*vs of
matter. By means of a lever a man can raise a weight which,
with his hands simply, he cannot move; a force equivalent to a
weight of ten pounds on the long arm of a lever ten feet in length,

will move ninety pounds on the short arm one foot in length, and
nine pounds on the long arm will exactly balance the larger weight.
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In whr^t law or property shall the cause of these facts be found?

If it bo referred to gi'avity, its force exerted on the two bodies evi-

di'Htly can only be tlie same it would be, were they placed in any

other circumstances at the same distance from the centre of the

earth. In what consists the differcjice between a body in motion

and the same body at rest? A pebble may be thrown from the

hand with a force that w ill carry it several yards ; a train of cars

trill continue in rapid motion, which a very great force would be

rt'<juircd suddenly to stop, long after the steam, which is supposed

to ori;:inate that motion, has ceased to act on them, and frightful

ftct'itkiit.s often result from their momentum. We ask, what and

whence this force? In these cases, and also in those of the lever,

the tfTects are said to result from acquired velocity. Velocity is

dcfinetl by philosophers to be rate of motion, and motion as change

of place; hence the cause, literally interpreted, is, acquired rate of
rhcn^c of place. Is there anything more than the fact to be ex-

pbincd, contained in this statement ?

The flowing of rivers is ascribed to gravity, which draws all

bodies toward the centre of the earth ; but the mouth of the ]\Iis-

Bu^.sijipi is several miles higher, that is, farther from the centre of

lh<' c-arth, than its source ; hence, contrary to the law of gi-avity, it

runs up hill. As an explanation of this, and other similar instances

where stre;uns run nearly south, it is said that the centrifugal force

of tlio earth counteracts gravity. Centrifugal force is defined to be,
' the cflurt of bodies, Avhcn moving in curves, to proceed directly

forward in a straiglit line."* It is a result of the fii-st law of

motion, which asserts that all movmg bodies have a tendency to

move in straight lines. But shall we deem that sound philosophy

which assigns as the cause of so important facts a mere laiv, an

fffort or tendency of inert matter?

Asa specimen of a different class of facts in the operations of na-
ture, we select germination. Soon after a seed has been placed in

»ppropriate soil a change ensues, e\ddently resulting from design
and uitelligence. Shoots come forth, a part of them extend down-
warJ.H ;ui,l form roots ; others, extending upwards, are developed into

»11 ill.- parts of the future plant. Will any modification of attraction
or any proi>orty of matter be assigned as the cause why some of the
shootjj grow downwards, and others extend upwards? Before the
seed was cast into the soil, was the power necessary to form the tree
in exercise V If not, is it conceivable that the earth perceived its

presence, and put fortli the intelligence and power necessary to min-

Olmsted's Rudiments of Natoral Philosophy and Astronomy, p. 34.
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gle the diverse elements in due proportion, that constitute the trunk,

juices, leaves, and fruit ?

In the formation of compound bodies the elements unite in defi-

nite proportions, which cannot be changed. Thus, water is formed

of one part hydrogen and one proportional of oxygen, whose atomic

number is 8, making the representative number of water 9. Proto-

chloride ofmercury is composed ofone part of chlorine 3C, and one part.

of mercury 200, making its representative number 23G. Perchloride

of mercury is composed of two proportionals of chlorine 72, and one
of mercury 200, making its number 272. No substances can be
formed from these elements in any other than these proportions, or

multiples of them. "What property of matter, understanding when
the requisite quantities are in contact, causes these combiuations,

which no power under other circumstjinces can effect ?

We hold that it is inconceivable that ages ago a mere property
implying no intelligence, no choice, was given matter, which now
begins to operate in the production of a given plant or animal.
There is nothing in the mere contact of elements to produce action,

this being only one of the circumstances in wliich it takes place.

Every action implies intelligence, and also choice, a direct volition,

immediately preceding it. All the changes in nature must be re-

ferred to the will of some intelligent agent. Who is this a^^ent ?

" Has matter more than motion f has it thought,

Judgment, and genius ? is it deeply Icarn'd

In mathematics ? has it framed such laws,

Which but to guess, a Newton made immortal ?

—

If so, how each sngc atom lauglis at me,
Who think a clod inferior to a man

:

If art to form, and counsel to direct,

And that which greater for than human skill.

Resides not in each block,—a godhead reigns !"

iN'ot only does he reign, but continually exerts his power in changing,
combining, and dissolving the inert substances that constitute hfs
material universe. If we exclude the immediate agency of God from
the works of nature, we must suppose each atom of matter endowed
with a voluntary intelligent spirit ; the action of masses cxhibitin'^
the union of the power of particles, while the phenomena of repulsion
manifest instances of disagreement. On this theory, the sun chooses
to attract the earth, and the earth, by its own act, yields to his
influence

; and a tree sUiuding exposed on a plain, perceivin^r its

danger of being overturned by the tempest, extends its roots farther
and deeper than it would were it standing in a grove. This theory
would hardly be an improvement on one of the early conjectures of
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Kepler, tliat the earth was an animal finding its way through the

hiMvctiS by instinct.

If we arc not prepared to admit that matter in all its forms is

fttniiiatod by an intolli.^ent, volmitary spirit, we must admit the

.liri'ct ai;«ncy of God in natural phenomena, and consider the laws

of n.ituro and its course but as the manifestation of his power uni-

fonnlv made in j^iven circumstances. The properties and laws of

m.ittJr have {gained a hold of men's imagination as if they were se-

cn/t powers ; something which, besides expresshig the fact of the

cJum-oH in the material world, involves the idea of an influence com-

|>ellih- or producing these changes. But there is no propriety in

U'iii)g'"tlie term pliysical cause, if we mean more than simple ante-

cedence. Nichol says :

—

»• Th.- iihv.sical or immediate cause of any event is merely that other event

*;tl..)iit whii-h, as a precedent, the other never occurs.
_
We say that one event

caus.^ or brinps about another, not because aught is visible—any pecuhar

%irtut—in the Tirst event, which neces.iilalcs the second; but because it is so

•rruM^ed in the economy of the known universe, that when the first happens

i\„ Mvoiid alwavs I'ullows it. And if we find events so ordered, that in a long

< n.-« rrt" clianuf's thev succeed each other in a certain recognizable plan, we

U T.x ilwt <ar«4Tvi-d pl-m the taw of these events. The name or word Law does

t.'.-t tlj<i» in».ilv.' the idea of any controlling power; it is the mere result of an

t^^-r^rl ni<TO.«>ion. the mode" by which w"e thread together in our minds the

d.firrrnt event* which befall; and if the sliijhtest element involvln"; control h
prv-pt-rlT «-onnc<ted with it, it can only be in refl-rence to the relation of such

»u-ct'svfon to spiritual or mental phenomena, and ultimately as it represents

iL«t iiiK.v in tlie Almlglity :Mind, according to which the order in question

»4» .-^rnii.L'ed llogarding L.\-\v, not as causative, but expressive,—as the

»iiu|.le indication of uiiglity arrangements,—a gleam into the finite mind from

lh.it of il.e C'r»'ator,—surely the farthest stretch of vision which man can ever

A. liifvo is only a further 'disclosure of Ahiiighty glory and excellency."

—

iVir/to/ on the Solar Si/stcin, pp. 141, 146.

In the views we have expressed we do not deny that God may
Make use of means to accomplish his purposes, provided no power

W- a'-cribed to these means. Man uses machinery—a lever to move
ft Weight—but we do not consider the power as in the machinery or

l).c l.-viT. As in this instance the machinery does not render un-

»'<'^^-Ary the agency of man, so do not secondary causes exclude the

a,rifK-y of (lod. But of the existence of secondary causes, in most

of the operations of nature, we see no proof and no necessity for

them.

The author of the " Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation
"

^•m-i to have pushed the theory, that ascribes all material pheno-

mena to the laws and properties of matter, to its legitimate results.

^i^ book lias met with little favour from any who admit the exist-

ence and agency of Deity; yet he only develops to a gi-eater extent
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the principles and theory of Professor Chace, and others of the same

school. They suppose God created the earth by an immediate

exertion of his power, and gave it the properties tliat have produced

all the changes it has undergone ; that he also created the first of

each species of plants and animals, and endowed them with the

power of generating the series that has succeeded them. The author

of the " Vestiges " goes further. By his iron chain of law we are

dragged still further backward in seai-ch of the direct agency of God.

He does not admit it as exerted when " man became a living soul
;"

not when every beast of the field, and fowl of the air, and everything

that creepeth upon the earth appeared; not when the waters re-

ceived theii' inhabitants ; not when the all-prolific animalcules came

into being. All these sprang from mere earth, without the inter-

vention of direct creative power. AVe are carried back to the gi'cat

abyss of " fii-e-mist," of " star-dust," to contemplate the universe in

a nebular state, resolved into inconceivably thin air, and are told

that then the whole work of creation was done; matter then received

properties and laws, from the natural and necessary action of which

every change that has since taken place, every form and grade of

animate existence, even man himself, body and soul, resulted. He
does not design to exclude God from natm-c, but declares his pm--

pose is to show,
—

" That the whole revelation of the works of God
presented to our senses and reason, is a system based in what we

are compelled, for want of a better term, to call law ; by which,

however, is not meant a system independent or exclusive of Deity,

but one which only proposes a certain mode of his working." He
explains that by a low, must be understood " something indepen-

dent of the Deity ;" and that no one may suppose that he favours in

any form the idea of specific creation, he states expressly that his

object is to show :

—

" That animals -were indebted for their gradations of advance to a law pens-
rally impressed by the Deity upon matter; and that their external peculiari-

ties arc owing immediately to the agency of those very conditions to which
they are suppoi^ed to have been adapted." "Life i< everywhere one.
The inferior animals are only less advanced types of that ibrm of being, per-

fected in ourselves."

—

Explanations of the Vestiges, pp. 2, 94, 95, 130, 131.

Law reduced the star-dust to this round solid earth, separated

the water from the land, clothed the barren hills and valleys with

the humblest forms of vegetation, and then in the seas made the

first stock of rudimentary animals. The lowest kinds of plants and

animals, acquiring at each step in an ascending scale, through the

long lapse of ages, an improved organization, evolved at length the

highest grades. Rowers and lofty trees are the progeny of humble
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jca-wcoils and lichens ; all varieties of animals,—dogs, horses, ele-

j)h:int."<, fowls, fish, monkeys^, and men, are but animalcules of a

lar;^'^ p-owth and more perfect development.

llis theory of development is thus humorously set forth by one

of his reviewers. In speaking of the authors theory of "the uni-

\<T:<al gc'.-^tations of nature," he says:

—

" Tliat 19 to say, all the higher races of plants and animals were not, in any
nmjKT ^^nM; of lln' word, created at all, but they grt'u: The Deity did not

«iiufn» hini-iflf witli oriirinatin;! each species after its kind, according to the

r<t«iiiiioti Acceptation of Holy Writ, but made certain ]\Ionads capable of pro-

du'inL' any and all of them Throughout his -writings, our author expli-

cilJy tiwhes that the creation of species results necessarily from the operation

of natural laws,—of laws as strictly natural as those through which the com-
mon cliangos on the face of the inorganic world are brought about, or the

d«vomjvisitiou of a carcass elFected, and no more than these requiring either in

kind or degree the intervention of the Deity. He toaches not only that the

ori;;iiiation of species and the production of progeny are equally natural and
tn:ly analogous, but in fact that the two are fundamentally the same. The
one is merely a modification of the other. It is ' a law to which that of like

reprwluction is subordinate.'

"The anim.nlcules, he says, produce animalciiles in abundance, but they
now and l}ien pnxiuoe a polype ; the polype produces polypes, and also some-
titin-* a mitlluv; one of the latter occasionally engenders a Hsh ; the tish steal-

liijly pu-« birth t^) a salamander or a frog; the reptile plays the same trick,

attd Uhdid a binJ; and the uulineal offspring of a bird appears successively

* an ornithorliynchus, a kangaroo, and a common mammal."

—

Xorth Ameri-
''tin Hcriew.

If we search in the "Vestiges" for a statement how this develop-

ment, this transmigration is eflected, we find:

—

"That the immediate cause of the development of each line through its

Tanous peneral grades of being is to be sought in an internal impulse, the na-
turv of which is unknown to us, but which resembles the equally mysterious
impuLtc by which an individual embryo is passed through its succession of
2Taile? unld ushered into mature existence."

—

Explanations, p. 50.

All this is sufficiently absurd
;
yet with as much reason may we

litrihute the changes in nature to "an internal impulse, the nature
•»f which is unknown to us," or to "certain external conditions,'"* or
crrt, to the Appetencies of Lamarck, as explained in the Philoso-
phic Zoul(.;^r„jue, as ascribe them to certain properties or qualities
•-•f maitt-r of w hich we know as Httle as of either of the other alleged

It ^•(ems inconsistent for those who deny the direct agency of
Ood in nature, to charge on the author of the '-Vestiges" that his
system IS Atheistical. If law or the properties of matter can cause
that from a seed shall arise a lofty tree, perfect in all its varied

» Vestiges, p. 161.
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parts ; if by the same means, in connexion with the agency of ani-

mals, the reproduction of species and their growth to maturity arc

secured, surely it is not a great step farther in the same course to

suppose that these agents may have formed the seed and combined

the parts of the body of the first parent animal. All the elements

of either exist in the earth and air. If from the crude earth, in con-

nexion with a single seed, a gigantic tree, bearing flowers, fruit, and

myriads of seeds may be formed, by the properties of matter, with-

out the interposition of Deity, shall we be greatly startled, and cry

Atheism, when we are told that the first simple seed may be formed

by these agents ? One supposition as much excludes God from his

works as the other. There is nothing more in-eligious and Atheistic

in asserting that creation is can-ied on by universal laws, than there

is in ascribing reproduction to the same cause. Is the power and

wisdom displayed in the production of the highest inorganic combi-

nations so much inferior to that displayed in theiowest vegetable,

or does the lowest rank of animals so much excel the highest class

of plants in the same qualities, (especially as it is very difficult to

find one characteristic that divides the two kingdoms.) that the

mighty power which sustains the material universe without the

agency of its Creator, cannot pass the great abyss that separates

these classes ? We consider the theory developed in the " Vestiges
"

as the natural result of principles long maintained relative to changes

in nature. We object to those principles, as well as to this theory.

The learned Agassiz seems disposed to admit the direct Divine

intervention, in part, in nature's operations, and seems at a loss

where to fix its limits. He says :

—

"If it is an obligation on science to proclaim the intervention of a Divine
power in the development of the whole of nature, and if it is to that power
alone tliat we must ascribe all tliin-zs, it is not the less incumbent on science

to ascertain what is the intluonce which pliysical forces, left to themselves, ex-

ercise in all natural phenomena, and what is the part of direct action which
•we must attribute to the Supreme Being in the revolutions to which nature

has been subjected.

« *»**•»*»« »

" It is now time for naturalists to occupy themselves likewise in their domain,
in inquiring within what limits we can recogiiixc the traces of a Divine inter-

position, and within what limits the phenomena take place in consequence
of a state of tilings immutably established from the beginning of the crea-
tion."

—

Jameson's Journal, 1842, quoted in the Krplanntions of the Vestiges,

p. 99.

The proposed inquiry is a most important one ; but if the great

naturalist can show how "a state of things," with a degree of pro-

priety, can be called a cause, he will remove a great obstacle in the

way of Buccessful investigation.
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Wo now return to a further brief consideration of the article of

>Ir. Chace. We have ah-eady noticed his main argument, which is

a mrre assertion, lie has nut attempted to prove that our senses

U-ach \i^, that the material bodies by which -we are surrounded

mn; actual substances, possessing " properties and acting by

vttlur of those properties.'' This operation, for various reasons,

wt« Lave douiod, although he says, " We cannot question it, without

qui-jitiuniiig the truthfulness of oui- constitution, nay, the veracity

of (.lud hiin.'^i'lf; without questioning everything, through whatever

chaimcl derived.'' ^Vlthough, in view of so positive an assertion, oui'

<nur<o n):iy be one of great temerity, yet we are not conscious of

hAviii;; become as yet a universal skeptic. In his remaining argu-

tinixU and illustrations he assumes the point to be proved, and

Iriiigs forward particular instances vmder a general law, themselves

iv'juiring to be established as proof of the existence and universahty

of tliat law. His first illustration is drawn from the adaptation of

wjiuKil.'^, their powers and capabilities, to the varying conditions of

ditTercnt parts of the earth, in respect to soil, climate, (fcc. He

" Son in tlio .-ictual constitution of animals, these powers and capabilities

kr" tmt rn-:»t.-if. but flevflopod. They are not broui^ht into existence by the

(lirrct artMn of tln» Divine power, but attained by tlie proper employment of

ujc«ni filled in thi-ir character to produce them. The material atoms are so

rombin«-d with one another, and are wrought in such a manner into the

r»lrv- fpf the animal, as to develop by their own inherent endowments in each
part tlu> pn-ci<e (jualities required in it. The skeleton, which is the frame-
»ork of the animal, and which, to a great extent, determines the character
of the otlier parts, is constructed ou "strictly mechanical principles."—Pp.
M6, 319.

The alleged adaptation of animals to the different regions of the

earth, the development of their powers and capabilities, are ad-

mitted. The question at issue relates not to the fact, but the

cause. Is the indefinite assertion, that it is " the proper employ-
mrnt of means fitted in their character to produce them;' a satis-

f»ct4.ry explanation? AVhat is the proof of the existence of those

nutans, and what is their character? They are said to be em-
ploye*]; who or what employs them? Does not the very nature of

tho assertion imply the direct agency of another power not de-

scrilH^l'.' Do the "inherent properties of matter" cause the diver-

•ity in the earth's surface, and then, with wonderful foresight, adapt
•luiiials accordingly? He says,—" The material atoms are so com-
bined with one another," »fcc., as to constitute the parts of an ani-
mal. AVe a>k, what combines them? Does blind, inert matter,
the mere dust we tread, by its own choice, its own energj-, with
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knowledge surpassing the highest attainment of a human soul, take

its place in the bones, adapt joint to joint, form the muscles, and
arrange them in their places, design and construct every organ, and
give the whole body its compactness, symmetry, and perfection in

all its parts ? Every distinct action must of necessity be imme-
diately preceded by a choice and an exertion of power. If the

capability of exercising these is not in matter, then in all these

wonderful operations the direct agency of an intelligent being must
be exerted : that being we assert is God.

The author tells us,

—

' Thu3 far in the animal structure all proceeds upon purely mechanical
principles. It is simple macliiiicry, the several parts of which act upon one
another In the same manner as the springs and wheels of a watch, or the

pistons, levers, and valves of a steam-engine."—P. 349.

But what are mechanical principles? Are they a self-acting

cause, or merely modes, as we assert, in which a power operates ?

Has it ever been proved that springs, wheels, pistons, levers, and

valves, have any power to act in any way; or even that water, wind,

or steam, by their own inherent energy, act on them ?

It is true that, " with a full comprehension of the ends proposed,

a thorough acquaintance with the means to be employed for attain-

ing them, and the necessary skill in effecting combinations, we our-

selves should form just such a structure." God has the requisite

knowledge, and thus operates. In further illustrating the subject,

he says,
—

" The circulation of the blood, through the agency of the

heart and arteries, is conducted on mechanical principles, and

governed by mechanical laws, as much as the irrigation of a field

by means of ponds and canals." But has it been proved that ponds

and canals by their own power irrigate fields? or that the heart

and arteries are anything more than instruments through which the

blood is conveyed? There is as much reason for one supposition

as the other. We claim that Divine power is the agent in both

cases, operating in certain modes called mechanical principles.

Again :
—

" The digestion of food in the stomach is as much a

chemical process as the solution of marble in muriatic acid, or the

production of alcohol from sugar." Granted: but has it been shown

that muriatic acid, by its inherent energy, dissolves marble, or that

sugar, through the properties of matter, is changed into alcohol ?

Further :
—

" The eye is constructed as strictly in accordance with the

laws of optics as the telescope or microscope ; and, in ministering

to vision, it acts upon light in the same manner, and by virtue of

Uie same properties." Is it certain that the laws of optics are a
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cause, and docs the telescope act on light ? No more does the eye

oct on it.

In the discussion, the author's faith in the -wonderful energy of

the properties of matter increases, and he thinks that int^uirics

luive already been entered upon,

•* Wliirh shall onaMc us to cx])Iain the vital phenomena by resolving lite

tt<-ir, so Ion;: rp'jrnrdod as a nivrsteiious, unknown power, presiding over tlie

juerr physical properties of matter, into a simple modification of these pro
portivK, fth-eled through the influence of organization."

—

V. '3'jO.

As organization, he claims, results from the properties of matter,

lh«- amount of this explanation is this,—that the properties of

inatttT modifying themselves to some extent constitute life. We
conff.-s that the comprehension of this is beyond the gra.sp of our

understanding. He makes frequent use of indefinit<i terms, the

force of which he does not explain, and which, in tiieir connexion,

can convey no clear meaning, such as " properties of matter," " in-

htTL-nt endowments,"' '" means fitted in tht-ir character," to produce

^iven residts. He is perpetually substituting flicts for principles.

ile jjpeaks of things being done, "atoms of matter combined," &.c.,

\*hile tiie agent, namely, these indefinite, undefinable properties of

matter, is not clearly brought to view. If his theory -were more
cloarly stated, it would be instantly rejected as absurd by many,

Kho may not in its present form perceive its inconsistency.

The next argument is drawn from tlie mode of coimteracting

harmful qualities and injurious tendencies found in the organization

of animals, and resulting from the laws of matter. An illustration

is found in the eye. Such is its structiu-e, that it must be kept

moist, A constant supply of liquid must be provided to meet the

waste occasioned by evaporation, and, furthermore, to constitute a

^ash for the eye, since if all vrere allowed to evaporate, a residuum
of various artick-s would collect, which would soon destroy vision.

A delicate tube inserted at the inner angle of the eye conveys this

liquid, it having answered its design, into the nose, when a"^ warm
current of air passing over it causes it rapidly to evaporate.

The inference is,

—

•* S.1 tN>niple.T i<? the lachrymal apy)aratu3 appended to the eve, for the
Mpn-ss ptiriK^e of securing what, upon any one of the suppositions of ideal-
iMU, rvqmrvd only a suspension of the Divine agency."

Further, the stipposition of direct Divine agency,

•• rrcscnta to us the surprising fact of the Creator sustaining, bv the imme-
diflto exerei<e of his power, an injurious quality in the lachrymal fluid, and
th-n, by the further exorcise of his power, preventing the eviLs that would
WtoraUy arise from it"—P. 3.52.

FouKTU Seriks. Vol. III.—

2
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His argument might have furcc if he had sliown how, on any sup-

position advanced, a mere suspension of ])ivine agency would

render a less complicated apparatus sufficient for the purpose.

No liquid having qualities common Avith any known liquid could

consistently be left on the eye. We hold there is no conceivable

mode of attaining the desired end more simple or natui-al than the

one devised. The Creator acts by general, simple laws, and the

unifonnity, harmony, and simplicity manifest in all his works are

seen in this instance.

The liability of the organization of animals to injury and dis-

axrangemcnt from various causes, furnishes another illustration of

the author's argument. JJones are broken; limbs are severed; the

teeth decay; the lungs inllame; the heart enlarges, or its valves

ossify. There arc ten thousand other accidents and disorders in-

cident to our constitution, and the circumstances in which we are

placed. • From these causes much privation and suffering residt.

Remedial provisions arc, moreover, found incorporated, to a greater

or less extent, in the structure of all animals
;
provisions for the

reparation of injuries, and the reproduction of those parts which
have been lost by accident or disease. The author not only thinks

these facts more consistent with his theoiy than any other, but

says,

—

" If -we suppose the phenomena connected with matter to be immediately
dependent upon tlie power of God, we must then refer these evils directly
to his ^^•ill, and suppose them to bo as really and a^ fully intended by him as
any of the most obvious ends of our creation; an idea not only contradicted
by everytliing which we behold around us, but one from which our whole
moral nature revolts ; for it makes God responsible for the evil in the world.
not inseparably connected with the means employed for the production of a
greater amount of ^ood, but as existing by itself and for its own sake

"

—P. 355.

In reply to this, we assert that the theory of direct Divine ao-encv

no more makes God responsible for evil than the other. If at firs"t

he gave matter laws and properties producing action, he foresaw

their effects, and designed them. The difficulty, if any exist, is as

great on one supposition as the other. The same remark applies to

the alleged complexity of the animal organization. If it results

from the properties of matter, God so constituted them as to pro-

duce it. Nearly all the difficulties suggested by Mr. Chace may be
urged as strongly against his theory as the other. It is an error to

represent that, according to our theory, the disaiTangement and
suffering in nature are " objects of Divine intention ;" " as fully in-

tended by Him as any of the most obvious ends of our creation."

A few principles, maikcd by simplicity and uniformity in given
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circumstances, characterize the manifestations of Divine power

'I'lu' ^-eatcr part of human suffering results from ignorance or

wickedness. If, th^ou^h other agencies, the plans of Deity are

interrupted, if the animal system is deranged, we cannot expect

liitu to produce the results of a healthy organization by departing

jVum the fixed principles of his government. It may not be con-

ceivable, uu any system, how this uniformity could be secured with-

out some apparent evil.

The authi^r's bust argument is founded on simplicity, which he

a'llrgcs is found in his system; while he says of the opposite, "it is

wh.illy wanting in that beautiful simplicity which, as we have said,

cU.ino:erizes all the operations of nature. It cannot therefore be

Hue." Apply this test in the stiictest sense, and we think but a

casual investigation will be required to determine which system is

sustained by it. In the theory of direct Divine agency, we see the

fame JJeing who created all things, upholding them, and causing all

tlic varied phenomena of nature, in accordance with a few fixed

gfti'-nil ])rinciples. We see a cause adequate to produce aU the

iv-ult< we witness. " We look through nature up to nature's God."
lii the opposite hvpothesis matter is presented as inert, powerless,

>il viidiiwiil witii certain indefinite, indefinable properties, actin-T

KitJi jMjwtT sc:ircely less than omnipotent, and intelligence more
tiiAjj hunian. One theory presents us one cause whose existence

If- clearly proved, whose action is harmonious ; the other present!?

uj< with several, whose existence is at best but conjectm^l, and
whose action is involved and discordant.

Mi-. Chace thinks it a disparagement of the Deity to suppose his

f»ower

" To |>o exerted every moment about each one of all the innumerable atoms
ronuined in the universe . . . following; them through all their combina-
Ui^M and changes, varying its manifestation with every new condition under
• Kich ihcy are placed."—P. 355.

We have already remarked on the harmony in the opinions of
Mr C'haco and the author of the " Vestiges." They differ only in

liii.^. Uiat one pushes their common principles further than the
other. The author of the " Vestiges " thinks it

" Tho narrowort of all views of the DcitA', and characteristic of an humble
cUm of inti-llecu, to suppose him constantly acting in particular ways for par-
tx-ular occasjoni."—P. 119.

Indeed, in his estimation, it is " a very mean view of the creative
Power," which considers it as immediately exerted,
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"At one time to produce zoophytes; another time to add a few marine
mollusks; another, to brint; in one or two conchif'ers ; apain, to produce
ciustacoous fishes; again, perlcct fishes; aud so on to the end."—P. 117.

He thinks more than a siifTicient condemnation of the doctrine of

original and separate creations is found

"In the sinnjle fact that it necessitates a special fiat of the inconceivable
Autlior of this sand-cloud of worlds to produce the flora of St. Helena."

—

Explanations, p. 108.

Thus one thinks it unreasonable and ahsurd to suppose Deity
would stoop to direct the atomn of matter, to uphold the universe

directly by his power; and the other, that it is a supposition dis-

paraging to the dignity of his character to suppose he Tvould imme-
diately create the various orders of beings whose existence is

revealed to us. One view is as reasonable as tlie other; for if

God could create the myriads of animalculns that float on a sun-
beam, or swarm in a drop of wat'-r, we surely may consider it no
degradation to suppose him constantly employed in originatinf' the
magnificent operations his universe presents. This view, as main-
tained by both these authors, is but a revival of the old infidel

argument against the doctrines of a sp(.vial Providence and man's
accountability, founded on the insignificance of the Creator s own
works when compared with himself It is a suspicious circumstance
against any theory, that it is made in any way to depend upon it.

Christian men in the present age surely caniiot need its formal
refutation. The Scriptures represent our heavenly Father as exer-
cising a constant superintendence over his works, and fn^-inrf them
the most minute attention. He feeds the ravens; he hears the
young lions when they roar, and seek their meat from him: he sees
the span-ows when they fall ; he feeds the fowls of the air • he
gives beauty to the lily, and clothes the grass of the field. By him
even the hairs of our heads are all numbered. It is the most un-
natural and unreasonable view of God, that represents him as
neglecting any of his works on account of their comparative insi<T-

nificance. " Though the Lord be high, yet hath he respect unto the
lowly." " Though he warms the breast of the highest an-^-el in
heaven, yet he breathes life into the meanest insect on earth. He
shines in the verdure tliat clothes tlie plains, in the lilvthat delights
the vale, and in the forest that waves on the mountain. He sup-
ports the slender reed that trembles in the breeze, and the sturdy
oak that defies the tempest."

The system that excludes the immediate Divine agency from
nature, denies, of course, the doctrine of special Providence, and
makes prayer, at least so far as relates to temporal bles'sinf^s
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aUjurd K the properties of matter produce all its changes, it is

vain to pray to God for deliverance from the pressm-e of calamity

in the day of evil. When the iieavens arc brass, the showers fail,

the herba-e is Avithered, the barren fields elude the tiller s toil, and

U.e hopos^'of the husbandman perish; no fasting, fervent prayer of

perisiiin- thousands, no deep humility, can move God to change

uaturc's°dreary aspect. When the howling of the midmght tem-

pest brings fearful agitation to a mother's heart, as she thinks of

her sailor"" boy exposed to its fuiy on the ocean, we cannot tell her

to have faith in God, and pray trustingly for the safety of her child,

for such prayers are impotent and vain.

tScripture,' indeed, assures us that God has not left himself with-

out witness, in that he did good, and gave us rain from heaven, and

fruitful seasons. " Whatsoever the Lord pleaseth, that did he m
heaven and in earth, in the seas and all deep places. He causcth

the vapours to ascend from the ends of the earth; he maketh

Ughtnings for the rain; he bringeth the wind out of the treasmies."

Fh-e and hail, snow and vapour, stormy wind fulfil his word. He

commandeth and raiseth the stormy wind, which lifteth up the

waves of the sea. He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves

thereof are still. We might suppose that He who has promised to

deliver all who in trouble call upon him, having such control over

nature, might interpose his Almighty arm to save ;
but men con-

sidered wise tell us this is vain; that God rules not in the domain

of nature.

From their theory it follows, that we might as well pray to the

north wind, to the driving sleet, or the raging tempest, as to ask

God for deliverance.

The views of Mr. Chace would seem to sanction those infidel,

though beautiful lines of Pope :

—

" Shall burning Etna, if a sage requires,

Forget to thunder, and recall her fires 1

On air or sea new motions be imprcss'd,

O blameless Bctliel ! to relieve thy breast

!

When tlic loose mountain trembles from on high, •

Shall gravitation cca.*e if you go by ?

Or some old temple, nodding to its fall.

For Chartres' head reserve the hanging wall ?"

With reference to the objection founded on prayer, it may be

Baid that God, foreseeing all things, had reference to prayer in the

original direction given to the properties of matter, and ordered

events accordingly. From this it would follow that prayer is a

part of the universal scheme of things, and is as directly governed
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by the law of necessity as matter. When the Almighty created

matter, and gave it those laws which make its phenomena fixed

and sui'C, he made provision for a certain number of cflfcctual pray-

ers, neither more nor less, and these prayers must be ofi'ered : the

stability of the universe depends on it. Of course, all anxiety

relative to prayer may cease. If we were selected in the beginning

to utter a part of these prayers, we must present them; if not, we
cannot pray acceptably.

We are thus led into the wildest system of predestination and

fatalism. We consider the objection to the views we oppose

founded on the doctrine of a special Providence, and the duty of

prayer, as conclusive.

Before leaving the article of Mr. Chace, we wish simply to notice

a singular statement near its close. He propounds the question

relative to the origin of matter, and states that it lies Avholly be-

yond the reach of our faculties—reason does not take hold of it

—

aside from revelation, we have no means of fonning an opinion upon

the question whether matter is eternal and self-existent, or whether

it had a beginning, and derived its existence from a power without

itself

This conclusion follows naturally from his theory. But if this

be true, of course the existence of God cannot be proved from the

existence and phenomena of the material universe, and reason has

no argument from nature against Atheism. It tells us of matter as

having real existence, possessing inherent and miderived qualities,

and, by virtue of these, capable of producing all the phenomena
of the material universe; but surely it points not to God, but

strengthens rather the hands of infidels. Such are the conclusions

to which we must be led when we deny the immediate agency of

God in his works.

We think it is time that more definiteness relative to the causes

of natural phenomena should be exhibited in the works on natui'al

science put into the hands of the young. It woidd seem as though

many of their authors did not •' like to retain God in their know-
ledge." Seldom do they make any attempt to lead the young
mind " through nature up to nature's God." In many of these

works the Deity is not named. The great First Cause, ever pre-

sent and ever acting, is excluded, and we are told of nature, of

inherent properties, of essential properties, and these are set forth

as the causes of all events ti'an.^piring in the material world. This

is the language of infidels. Meeting with these terms used as

causes in their writings, the young mind is easily led to receive

their speculations. Thus the teaching of philosophy in Christian
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whools oft aids the progress of error and Atheism. This ought

not longer to be tolerated. Many writers on this subject give us

words and phrases that, to common minds at least, convey no

meaning. Sir John Ilcrschel says,

—

" The Divine Author of the universe cannot be supposed to have laid down

i)articular laws, enumerating all individual contingencies, which his mate-

rials have understood and obey—this would be to attribute to him the imper-

fections of human legislation ; but rather, by creating them endowed with

certain fixed qualities and powers, he lias impressed them in their origin with

the spirit, not the letter, of his law, and made all their subsequent combina-

lions and rebtions inevitable consequences of this first impression."

Wc shall not stop to consider this reasoning, in -svhich we can

perceive no force, at length; but we ask, in what sense can the

materials of the universe, the insensible clod, the rock, the dull.

inert mass of earth, be said to ''understand and obey" the laws of

God ? What intelligible meaning can be given to the tenns '• qnali-

tics" and "poicers" in the above quotation? Plow shall we under-

stand the phrase, '4he spirit of his law impressed onm-atter'r" or

the a?.<ertion, that '' the combinations and relations of the materials

of the universe, subsequent to creation, are the inevitable conse-

quences of this first impression of the spirit of a laiu .'"'

This is a flilr specimen of much that is written relative to the

phenomena of nature. To us it is perfectly incomprehensible. No

consistent meaning can be given to many of the terms used as

causes. Use has made them so familiar that at first this may not

be perceived. Moreover, there is no propriety in using the terms

that express actions of intelligent beings, to explain the changes

that take place in the inert earth.

"We trust the time is not far distant when the young shall be

taught universally that God not only created the universe, but that

he upholds it by the immediate and constant exertion of his power.

The awe that will result from a knowledge of the nearness of God.

as derived from the exhibition of his poAver in nature, will have a

powerful influence to lead the inquirer to that true wisdom, the

beginning of which is the fear of the Lord.
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Art. n.—the PRESENT STATE OF ASTRONOMY.

Outlines ofAstronomy. By Sir Jonx F. "W. IIerschel. Philadelphia: Lca& Blan-

chard.

Astronomy, which is the oldest of sciences, is emphatically a sci-

ence of accumulation. The date of its be;]rinning it is impossible to

fix. Its first birth is commonly attributed to the shepherds of Chal-
dea. But there cannot be a doubt that its existence commenced
with that of man himself The heavenly bodies were ever before his

eyes, and he must have begun immediately to discern some of the
more grossly perceptible laws of their movement. As a science of
observation it has been one of successive approximations to truth, so
slow and so often repeated, that the immense period during which
the process has been conducted has been sufficient to eliminate almost
every vestige of error; and, by removing at last the most minute
imperfections, to render this a perfect science.

In the chapter upon astronomical instruments, in the work whose
title is at the head of the present article, the kind of process alluded
to above is incidentally set forth in a very minute and strikin-T

manner :

—

" The steps by -which we arrive at the laws of natural phenomena, and
especially those which depend for their verification on numerical determi-
nations, arc necessarily successive. Gross results and palpable laws are ar-
rived at liy rude observation with coarse instruuients, or without anv instru-
ments at all, and are expressed in language which is not to be considered
as absolute, but is to_ be interpreted with"'a degree of latitude commensu-
rate to the imperfection of the observations themselves. These results are
con-ected and refined by nicer scrutiny, and with more delicate means.
The first rude expressions of the laws which imbody them are perceived to
be inexact. The langua<re used in their expression is corrected, its terms
more rigidly defined, or fresh terms introduced, until the new state of lan-
guage and terminology is brought to fit the improved state of knowledge of
facts. In the progress of this" scrutiny subordinate laws are brought" into
view which still further modify both the verbal statement and numoncal re-
sults of those which first oirorc<l themselves to our notice ; and when these are
traced out and reduced to certainty, others, again, subordinate to them, make
their appearance, and become subjects of further inquiry. Now, it invariably
hapjiens (and the reason is evident) that the first glimpse we catch of such
subordinate laws—the first form in which they are dimly shadowed out to our
mmds— is that of errors. We perceive a discordance between what wo expert,
and what we jind. The first occurrence of such a discordance we attribute
to accident. It happens again and again ; and wo begin to suspect our instru-
ments. Wc then inquire.to what amount of error their determinations can,
by posfihlhty, be liable. If their //,/)(/ of possible error oxceetl the observed
deviation, we at once condemn the instrument, and set about improvinc its
construction or adjustments. Still the same deviations occur, and, so far Irom
being palliated, are more marked and better defined than before. \Ve are
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,^w sure that we are on the traces of a law of nature and we pursue it tiU

^c have rcaucea it to a deilnltc sUtoincnt, and venfiod .t by repeated obser-

Tfttion under every variety of cireumsUincos. —Fp. 89, Ju, ^ l^J-

Many of the changes detected in tlic manner here described are

eo'slow. and require 'so long a period to amount to any appreciable

qu-mtitv that ages are sometimes requisite to bring them to light;

and it is' on this"" account that length of time is such an important

element in astronomical investigations, and that the age of this

science, owing to its peculiar nature, is a more than urdmary

advantage. .

^V-r-iin-—space being the theatre of astronomic phenomena, the

scieirce of space and its relations, namely, geometry in the ^videst

sense of the term, becomes directly applicable, and aU the improve-

ments from the sublime geometry of the ancients to the most refined

results of modern analysis, become available, and contribute to the

perfection of astronomy. Finally, since the great discovery of the

law of gravitation by Newton, astronomy has presented itself in

unother'and new aspect ; the movements of the heavenly bodies are

brought under the laws of force and motion which constitute the

scieiKO of mechanics,—a strictly mathematical science, requiring for

its full development all and even more than all, that the highest

branches of mathematical calculus in their present imperfect state

can funiish.

Astronomy, indeed, may be divided into four distinct branches

:

1. l»racticai Astronomy, which includes the use of the iustniments,

the calculations necessary to free the observations with them from

the effects of atmospheric refraction, parallax, and the abeiTation of

light, and such solutions of spherical triangles as may be necessary

to"determine the co-ordinates of the places of the heavenly bodies, to

wit, their right ascension and declination, or latitude and longitude.

i. Theoretic Astronomy, or the theory of the movements of the

heavenly bodies in space, as derived from the results of practical

astronomy :—as, for instance, the determination of the nature ot the

orbits of the planets ; their eccentricities ; their nodes, or points of

intcr.^ectiou with the plane of the earth's orbit ; the inclination of the

planes of their orbits to that of the earth; the mean distance of the

planets from the sun, and their periodic times or terms of revolution.

3. Descriptive Astronomy, which relates to the physical constitu-

tion of the planets, and requires for its prosecution the aid of pow-

erful telescopes. Tins branch of the subject leads to inquiries into

the existence of atmospheres, of oceans, mountain-ranges, volcanoes,

and other features in the physical phenomena and topography of
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the planets. In tliis field the elder Herschel and Schroeter of Lili-

enthal have been particularly distinguished.

4. Physical Astronomy, -which, in the present acceptation of the

term, is the investigation of the heavenly movements as a great me-
chanical problem, setting out from the simple law of gravitation, that

the bodies attract each other -with a force proportioned directly to

the mass, and inversely as the square of the distance, and thence

deducing all the gi-and and minor movements Avhich result from the

mutual influences of the numerous bodies, primary and secondary,

in our system.

The complete solution of this grand problem, by the aid of that

modern invention in mathematics, the calculus, is the boast of the

immortal work of Laplace, known as the " ^Nlecanique Celeste."

When it is considered that the number of bodies in the solar sys-

tem now discovered, including the satellites, amounts to nearly forty

;

that of more than seven hundred comets, the orbits of one himdred
and fifty have been computed ; that of late years the bounds of the

solar system have been passed, and the delicacy of modem instru-

ments has detected the minute annual parallax of the fixed stars,

thus furnishing the means of determining their distance ; that orbitual

motion in binary systems, each composed of two of these remote suns,

has been discovered and exactly computed ; that the motion of the
solar system itself in space has been ascertained.—some conception
may be fonned of the extent and complication of the field which
presents itself for the labours of the astronomer.

It is tliis science, of the nature and extent of Avhich we have thus
endeavoured to give a general notion,—a science so vast, so long
prosecuted by mankind, so multifarious in its aspects, requiring for

its full comprehension such profound knowledge of other sciences,—it

is this science which the work before us attempts to present in popu-
lar form. Demanding but a schoolboy's knowledge of geometry in

the reader, it seeks to furnish him with some just conception of every
part of this great and varied subject. ]So easy task. With what
success it is accomplished, we shall now endeavour to show.

The natui-e and difficulty of the undertaking ai-e set forth by the

author himself, as follows :

—

" After :ill, I mu.«t distinctly caution such of my readers as may commence
and terminate their a.<trononiical studies with tlic present work, (though of such,—at least in the latter predicnment,—I trust the number will be few.) that lU
utmost pretension is to place thorn on the threshold of this particular -n-infj of
the temple of science, or rather on nn eminence exterior to it, whence thev
may obtain somclhinjr like a i:cneral notion of its structure ; or, at most, to
give those who may wish to enter, a frround-plan of its accesses, and put them
in possession of the pass-word. Admission to its sanctuary, and to the privi-
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\c^on and feeling of a votary, is only to be pained by one means,

—

sovnd and

tufliricitt knovlalye of vialhemalirs , the (jreat instrument of all exact iti<[uiiff.

t'il/iout tcliir/i no man can ever make such, advances in this or any other of the

l.inhcr departments of science as ran entitle him to form an independent opinion

on any suhject of discussion within their range. It is not v/itbout an etVurt tliat

tliosc who po55t.-Vs this knowledge can conmuinicate on such suljjects with those

who do not, ami adapt their laii;j:uage and their illustrations to the necessities

ot'such an intercourse."—Pp. 20, 21, § 7.

The author be;i;ins with the usual subject of the figure and mo-

tions of tlic earth. Oui' insensibility to the vast rapidity of tlie

earth's motioit through space is happily exempUficd.

'• When, for examj)le, we are carried along in a carriage Tvith the blinds

down, or with our eyes closed, (to keep us from seeinfr external objects.) we
perceive a tremor arising from inecjualities in the road, over which the car-

riage is successively lifted and let fall, but we have no sense of progress. As
the road is smoother, our sen^c of motion is diminished, though our rate of

travelling is accelerated. Railway travelling, especially by night or in a tun-

nel, has familiarized every one with this remark. Those who have made
teronautic voyages testify that with closed eyes, and under the influence of a

Meady breeze, communicating no oscillatory or revolving motion to the car,

the .sensation is that of perfect rest, however rapid the transfer from place to

place.
" IJut it is on shipboard, where a gi'cat system is maintained in motion, and

where we are surrounded with a multitude of objects which participate with

ourselves and each other in the common progress of the whole mass, that we
feel most satisfactorily the identity of sensation between a state of motion and
one of rest In the cabin of a large and heavy vessel, going smoothly before

the wind in still water, or drawn along a canal, not the smallest indication

ao<iuaints us ^rith the way it is making. We read, sit, walk, and perfonn
every customary action as if we were on land. If we throw a ball info the

air. it falls back into our hand ; or if we drop it. it alights at our feet. Insect*

buzz around us as in the free air ; and smoke ascends iu the same manner as it

would do in an apartment on shore. "When we look at the shore, we then
jv.-rceive the eflect of our own motion transferred, in a contrary direction, to

external objects

—

external, that is, to the system of which we form a jxirt."

—P. 28, § 15, 16.

The author passes on to the consideration of the atmosphere, -which,

refracts the rays of light passing into it from the heavenly bodies.

bontling the rays downward, and making the bodies, which appear

always in the last direction of the rays as they enter the eye, to

look more elevated than they really are. Thence he goes on to con-

sider the subject of parallax, which is the only correction of import-

ance, besides refraction, to be applied to the observed altitude of a

heavenly body, in order to obtain its true altitude. This subject

appears to us confused from unnecessary profuseness of illustration.

I'arallax may be defined to be the difference in direction in which an

object appears as viewed from two different points, as from the cen-

tre and surface of the earth, (Avhich is diurnal parallax,) or from the

centres of the earth and sun, which is called annual paralla.x. As
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the difference of direction of two lines is the definition of the angle

which they form with each other, parallax is therefore the angle

subtended at the distant object by the radius of the earth. Obser-
vations made at different parts of the earth's surface, when corrected

for parallax, all become as if made from the centre of the earth, and
thus admit of direct comparison with one another, for the pui-pose

of indicating the precise angular movement of the object itself

Passing over the second chapter we come to the third, which is

one of the best in the book. It explains the nature and use of the

astronomical instruments. In the introduction to this chapter is an
admirable exposition, in a general way, of the means by which the

astronomer, with the necessarily imperfect workmanship of the
most skilful human hands, arrives at perfect results in his obser-

vations.

" Astronomical instnimcnt-niakin!:; may be justly regarded as the most re-
fined of the mochaniral arts, and that in" which the nearest approach to <zeo-
metrical precision is required, and has been attained. It may be thought an
easy thinir,_byone unacquainted with the niceties required, to turn a circle in
metal, to divide its circumterence into three hundred and sixty equal parts,
and these again into smaller sulxlivisions,—to place it accurately on its centre',
and to adjust it in a given position ; but practically it is found to be one of
the most difficult. Nor will this appear o.xtraoixlin'ary, when it is considered
that, owing to the application of telescopes to the ])u"rposes of angular mea-
surement, everj' imperfection of structure of division becomes ma;:nified by
the whole optical power of that instrument ; and that thus, not only direc"t
errors of workmanshij), arising from unsteadiness of hand or imperfection of
tools, but tho?e inaccuracies which originate in far move uncontrollable causes,
such as the unequal exjiansion and contraction of metallic masses, bv a change'
of temperature, and their nnavoitlable ilexure or bending by their own wei.jht,
become perceptible and measurable. An angle of one' minute occupies" on
thecircumfercnce of a circle of ten inches in radius, only about Tj-Voth part of
an inch, a quantity too small to be ccrtainhj dealt with without the use of ma<T-
nifying glasses

;
yet one minute is a gross quantity in the astronomical n\ea-

suremont of an angle. "With the instruments now emploved in observatories,
a single second, or the GOlh part of a minute, is rendered a distinctly visible
and appreciable cpianlity. Now, the arc of a circle, subtended bv one second,
u less than the ^OO.OOOth i)art of the radius, so that on a circle of six feet in
diameter it would occupy no greater hnear extent than vnrrr*^ P^irt of an inch

;

a quantity requiring a powerful microscope to be d'i^rcrvcd at all. The
ever-varying tluctuations of heat and cold have a tendency to produce
not merely tempoi-ar\- and transient, but permanent, unconqjensated chanijes
of form in all considerable masses of those metals which alone are appli-
cable to such uses; and their own weight, however synmietricallv formed,
must always be unciually sustained, since it is impossible to apply the
sustaining jyower to crrrij part separately: even could this be done, 'at all
event:* force must be used to move and to fix them; which can never be
done without producing teuijiorary, and risking permanent, chan;:e of
form. It Is true, by dividing thcui on their centres, and in the idi'ntlcal
places they are destined to occupy, and by a thousand ingenious and deU-
cate contrivances, wonders have been acconqilished in this department of
art, and a degree of perfection has been given, not merely to chefs d'ocuvre,
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but to instruments of moderate prices and dimensions, and in ordinary use,

whirh, on due consideration, must api)car ver}' surpnsin?. But thoucrh we

arc entitled to look lor tcondcrs at the hands of scientific artists, we arc not to

expect niiraclcs. The demands of the astrouomer will always surpass the

power of the artist; and it must, therefore, be constantly the aim of the former

U^ make himself, :i^ far as possible, independent of the imperfections incident

to every work the latter can place in his hands. lie must, theretbrc, endea-

vour ?•> to combine his observations, so to choose his opi)ortuuitie3, and so to

tamiliai-i/o himself with all the causes which may produce instrumental

deranjremcnt, and with all the peculiarities of structure and material of each

instrument he possesses, as not to allow himself to be misled by their errors,

but to extract troui their indications, as far as possible, all that is true, and

rcjtrct all tliat is erroneous. It is in this that the art of the practical astrono-

mer consists,—an art of itself of a curious and intricate nature, and of which

we can here only notice some of the loading and general features.

'• The great aim of the practical astronomer beinc; numerical correctness in

the results of instrumental measurement, his constant care and vigilance must

be directed to the detection and compensation of errors, either by annihilating,

or by taking account of, and allowing for them. Now, if we e.xamine the

.sources from which errors may arise in any instrumental determination, we

shall find them chiefly reducible to three principal heads:—
"

1 St. External or incidental causes of error ; comprehending; such as depend

on extenial, uncontrollable circumstances: such as tiuctuations of weather.

which disturb the amount of refraction from its tabulated value, and being

reducible to no fixed law, induce uncertainty to the extent of their own pos-

sibli' magnitude ; such as, by varying the temperature of the air, vary also the

form and position of the instruments' used, by altering the relative magnitudes

and tlie tension of their parts; and othere of the like nature.
'* 2dlv. Errors of ohi^ervation : such as arise, for example, from inexpert-

ness, defective vision, slowness in seizing the exact in.^fant of occurrence of a

phenomenon, or precipitancy in anticipating it, &c. ; from atmospheric indis-

tinctness; insufllcicnt optical power in the instrument, and the like. Under
this head may also be classed all errors arising from momentary instrumental

derancrement,—slips in clam]jlng. looseness of screws. &c.
" odly. The thinl, and by far' the most numerous class of errors to which

astronomical measurements arc liable, arise from causes which may be deemed
instrumental, and which may be subdivided into two principal classes. The
first comprehends those which arise from an instrument not being what it pro-

t'csscs to be, which is error of icoihnanship. Thus, if a pivot or axis, instead

of Ix-ing. as it ought, exactly cylindrical, be slightly flattened, or elliptlcrd,-—

if it be"not exactly (as it is' intended it should) concentric with the circle U
carries ;—if this circle (so called) be in reality not exacdy circular, or not in

one plane ;—if its divisions, intended to be precisely equidistant, should be

pl.«ccd in reality at unequal intervals,—and a hundred other things ot the

Name sort.

" T\\e other suVxlivision of instrumental errors comprehends such as arise

from an instrmnent not being placed in the position it ought to have
;
and

from tho-^e of its parts which are made puqiosely movable, not being properly

disjio^cd inter se. These are errors nf adjufUnent. Some are unavoiilable. as

they arise from a general unsteadiness of the soil or building in which the

instruments arc placed; which, though too minute to be noticed in any other

way, become appreciable in delicate astronomical observations ; others, again,

arc con<equ('nccs of imperfect workmanship, as where an instrument once

•well adjusted will not remain so, but keeps deviating and shifting. But the

most important of this class of errors arise from the non-e.xistence of natural

indications, ol/itr than those afforded by astronomical observations themselves.
*' Now, with respect to the first two classes of error, it must be observed.
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that, in so far as they cannot be reduced to known laws, and thereby become
subjects of calculation and due allowance, tliev actually vitiate, to their full

extent, the results of any observations in which they subsist. Beinir, how-
ever, in their nature casual and accidental, their etrect.s necessarily lie some-
times one way, sometimes the other; sometimes diuiini.-hinj:, sometimes teudini;
to increase the results, llencc, by greatly nmltiplyinp; observations, under
varied circumstances, by avoiding unfavourable, and taking advantage of fa-

vourable circumstances of weather, or otherwise using opportunitv to advan-
tage—and finally, by taking the vican or atrrago. of the results obtained, this

class of errors may be so fir subdued, by setting them to destroy one another,
as no longer sensibly to vitiate any theoreticaror practical conclusion.

" With regard to errors of adjustment and workmanship, not only the pof-
sibiliti/, but the certainty, of their existeuco, in every imaginable lonn. in all

instruments, must be coutomplatcd. Human hands or machines never ibniK-d
a circle, drew a straight line, or erected a i)erpeiidicular, nor ever placed an
instrument in /jer/t'f^ adjustment, unless accidentally; and then onlv during
an instant of time. 'J'his does not prevent, however, that a great approxima-
tion to all these desiderata should be attained. But it is the peculiarity of
astronomical observation to be the ultimate }ncfins of detection of all mechaui-
cal defects -which elude by their minuteness every other mode of detection.
What the eye cannot discern nor the touch perceive, a course of astronomical
observations will make distinctly evident. The imperfect products of man's
hands are here tested by being brought into comparison under vcrv crreat

magnifying powers (corresponding in efiect to a great increase in aciiteness

of jiercejition) with the yiertect workmanship of nature ; and there is none
which will bear the trial. Now, it may seem like arguing in a vicious circle,

to deduce theoretical conclusions and laws from observation, and then turn
round upon the instruments with which those observations were made, accuse
them of impertection, and attempt to detect and rectify their errors by means
of the very laws and theories which they have helped us to a knowledge of.

A little consideration, however, will suffice to show that such a course of pro-
ceeding is perfectly legitimate."—P. 85-89, §§ 131-138.

Here follows the passage which we have ah-cady r|uotcd : (page 32,

ante.)

Certain classes of instrumental error may be kno^^^l and provided

for a priori. Such as arise from the foreseen impossibility of per-

fection in some particular of the construction.

" Suppose, for example, the principle of an instrument required that a cir-

cle should be concentric with the axis on which it is made to turn. As this

is a condition which no workman^hip can exncthj tulfil, it becomes necessary

to inquire what errors will be produced in observations made and registered

on the faith of such an instrument, by any assigned deviation in this i-espect;

that is to say, what would be the disagi-cemcnt between observations made
•with it and with one absolutely perfect, could such be obtained. Now, simple

feomctrical considerations sullice to show,— l^t, that if the axis be eccentric

y a given fraction (say one thousandth part) of the radius of the circle, all

angles read otT on that part of the circle toirards wliich the eccentricity lies,

will appear by that fractional amount too small, and all on the opposite side

too large. And, idly, that tchatcver be the amount of the eccentricity, and
on tcAo^t cer part of the circle any proposed angle is measured, the elfect of the
error in question on the result of observations depending on the graduation

of its circumference (or limb, as it is technically called) will be completely-

annihilated by the very easy method of always reading oil" the divisions on two
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aiaim-trioallv opposite points of the circle, and taking a mean; for the ofTcct

of .Hax«ntric-ltv is alwavs to incrousc the arc representing the angle in question

on one m.Ic oi' the circle, by just the same (luantity by which it climinishe3 that

oalhcother."—F. 91,§1-11.

An easily appvelicndcd clucklatlon of the spirit of astronomic

method is given in connexion with the subject we are now upon :—

'• Ob-:ervant pcr-^ons, before the invention of astronomical instruments, liad

^Irca-lv conclu.le.l the apparent diurnal motions of the stars to be pci-tormed

in circ'U-s al.J.it fixed poles in the heavens, as sliown in the foregoing chapter.

In drawin'T this conclusion, however, refraction was entirely overlooked
;

or,

if forced on their notice by its great magnitude in the immediate neighbour-

ho<xl t.f the huil/.on, was regarded as a local irregularity, and, as such, neg-

lected or slanv.1 over. As soon, however, as the diurnal paths of thestar^

were att.'mpted to be traced bv instruments, even of the coarsest kind, it be-

came evident that the notion of exact circles described about one and the same

pole would not represent the phenomena correctly, but that, owing to some

cau«^e or other, the apparent diurnal orbit of every star is distorted from a

circular into an oval form, its lower segment being jlatler than its upper; and

the deviation being greater the nearer the star approached the horizon, the

cflVct bcln^ the same as if the circle had been squeezed upwards trom below,

and the lower parts more than the higher. For such an effect, as it was soon

found to arise from no casual or Instrumental cause, it became ^^^^f^'O' ^
seek a natural one ; and refraction readily occurred to solve the dilhcuity.

This new bw once esUiblishcd, it became necessary to modify the expression

of that an.icntlv rocoived, by inserting in it a salvo tor the eff'ect of refraction,

or bv makin.T a distinction between the apparent diurnal orbits, as affected by

rvfnl-tion. alid the true ones cleared of that effect. This distinction between

tliC apfxirtnt and the /r«(?—between the uncorrected and co/rtr/fr/—between

the rough and ohvlous, and the refined and ultimate—u of perpetual occurrence

in every part of astronomy."—P. 92, § 142.

.Another illustration of the incorrectness of first impressions is to

be found in the time of diurnal revolutions of the sun, moon, and

stars :

—

" Again. The first impression produced by a view of the diurnal movement

of the heavens is, that all the heavenly bodies perform this revolution in one

common period, namelv, a day, or twenty-four hours. But no sooner do we

come to examine tlie matter imtrumentally, that is, by noting, by time-keepers,

their successive arrivals on the meridian, than we find differences wdiich can-

not be accounted tor by anv error of observation. All the stara, it is true,

occiipv the same interval of time between their successive appulscs to the

meridian, or to anv vertical circle ; but tlm Is a very different one trom that

orcupifd bv the siln. It is palpably shorter ; being, in tact, only 23'' .:)(i 4 J ,

insie,-»d of twcntv-four hours, such hours as our common clocks mark. Here,

tlicn. we have alreadv two dilJercnt daija, a sidereal and a solar; and it, m-

ftead of the sun, we 'observe the moon, we find a third, much longer than

either.—a lunar dav, whose average duration is 21*- 54-" of our ordinary time,

•which la-l is s<,!ar time, being of necessity contbrmable to the swi's successive

re-appearanco*, on which all the business of life depends.

"Now, all tiie stars arc found to be unanimous in giving the same exact

duration of 23^ JG' 4.09", for the sidereal day ; which, therefore, we cannot

bwlLatc to receive as the period In which the earth makes one revolution on

itfl axis. We are, therefore, compelled to look on the sun and moon as ex-

ceptions to the general law ; as having a different nature, or at least a differ-
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ent relation to u?, from the stars ; and as havlnpr niotions, real or apparent,
of their own, independent of the rotation of the earth on its axis. Thus a
great and most important distinction is disclosed to us.

" To establish these facts, almost no apparatus is required. An observer
need only station himself to the north of some well-defined vertical object, as

the angle of a bnildintr, and, placing his eye exactly at a certain fixed point
(such as a small hole in a plate of metal nailed to some immovable support,)

notice tlie successive disappearances of any star behind the building, by a
watch."—r. 93, § 143, 145.

Exact observations upon the length of the sidereal day are best

made by noting the instant at -which a star culminates, or makes its

transit over the meridian or gi-cat circle -which passes through the

poles and zenith of a place. The observation is taken Avith -what is

called a transit insfrwncnt, -s>'hich is a telescope made -with pro-

jections from the sides of the tube resembling the trunnions of a

cannon, and called the supporting axis of the instrument ; and, as a

cannon is supported by the trunnions resting on the cheeks of the

carnage, so the telescope is by the extremities of its supporting

axis resting upon two stone piers, one of -which is on the east, the

other on the -^vest side of the telescope, -which pohits north and

south ; and, as it turns upon its trunnions, the line of vision, as one

looks through the telescope, prolonged to the celestial sphere or blue

vault of the sky, describes upon the latter the circle -^hich is the

celestial meridian of the place.

This instrument is used in connexion with -what is called the

astronomical clock, keeping sidereal time. A common clock, -with

the pendulum a little shortened, -v\-ill ans-wer the purpose ; but the

clock, to be as useful as possible, should be of the best workmanship,

and have a mercurial or other compensating pendulum, which does

not change its length with changes of temperature.

The zero of time by the astronomical clock, is the instant that the

point of the heavens kno-wn as the vernal equinoctial point is on the

meridian. This is the point in which the annual path of the sun

amongst the stars crosses the celestial equator. "When any star is

upon the meridian, the astronomical clock will show the right ascen-

sion of the star in time ; that is, the difTercnce in time between the

meridian transits of the vernal equinox and the meridian transit of

the star. The right ascension in time being multiplied by 15, gives

the right ascension in space, or in degrees and fractions of a degree.

Because, as the earth turns round in 2i hours, 3C0"' -^ 24", or 15°,

will be the space that the earth turns in one hour.

The transit instrument is used by elevating the telescope till the

altitude shown on a graduated circle at one extremity of the support-

ing axis is equal to the meridian altitude of the star, which depends
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upon the latitude of the place of observation, or the distance of its

zenith from the equator, and the declination of the star, or tlie dis-

tance of the star from the equator, and is found by simple addition

or subtraction. The telescope being thus set to the meridian alti-

tude of the star a minute or two before the time that the clock

indicates the right ascension of the star, the star vrill be seen coming

into the field of view of the telescope, and moving across horizontally

towards the vertical wires, as they are technically called ; of which

thi-rc arc five, (in large instruments seven,) made of the web of the

spider, and placed at the focus of the object-glass, where the image

of the star is fonned and magnified by the eye-glass of the telescope,

which is a mere microscope for examining the image. As the star

approaches the first wire, the observer looks at the clock, and takes

up the count of the second, which he keeps by the ear, applying his

eye to the telescope ; and, noting the instant that the star is bisected

by the first wire, lie records in a book the number of seconds, esti-

mating the fraction of a second, then looks at the clock and records

the minute,—the hour may be left till the end of the obsen-ation.

By this time the star has approached nearly to the second vertical

vire, over which its transit is observed in the same way ;
and so on

for all the five wires. The sum of the times of transit over the sepa-

rate wires divided by five, will give the time of transit over the

middle wire, with a probable error of one-fifth of what would have

been the en'or had the time of transit over the middle wire been

alone observed. This affords a good illustration of what occurs so

frequently with astronomers,—the taking a mean of a number of ob-

servations. The greater the number of observations that can be

made for deteraiining any element derived from observation, the

better. Each will differ a little from the truth, but the mean of the

whole will be very near it. The errors of the individual observa-

tions arise not only from the imperfection of the instrument, but the

uncertainty in the observer. In this connexion there is a very

curious fact developed by the experience in observatories. It is, that

the same individual wilf usually fix the instant of occurrence of a

phenomenon which he observes, on the same side of the truth ;
that

in, invariably a little too early or a little too late, according to his

personal peculiarity. This gives rise to what is called personal

e«iuation, a correction which has to be applied to an observation de-

pending on the person observing, and hence his name is always

recorded with the observation.*

* The star will often be seen bisected bv a wire between two beats of seconds.

The eye then notes how far from the wre the st.ir was at the beat before the bisection,

and how far at the beat after, and estimates tlic fraction of a second at which the bi-

PouRTH Series, Vol. HL.—3
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To retuiii for a moment to the transit instniment ^Yhich ^ve were

describing. If the star observed be one Aviiose right ascension is already

accurately known, (ami there are large catalogues of such,) the differ-

ence between its right ascension and the time of transit, as observed

by the clock, will be the clock's error. If the star's right ascension

section took place. By tlic a'nl of electro-magnetism tlic exact instant, to a very small

'fraction of a second, may be not only observed, but recorded without the trouble of

keeping count. The arrangement for the purpose is as follows : A wire is made to

communicate from one pole of a voltaic battery to the brass work of the clock: the

electricity perviates all the brass work, and passes down the pendulum rod : under-

neath the pendulum a globule of mcrcmy is supported in a little metallic cup, from

which a wire passes to a magnet, round which it coil.s, and then pa'^ses on to the

other pole of the batten,-. Every time the pendulum vibrates on reaching the lowest

point of its arc, it dips into the globule of mercury for an instant, and thus a com-

munication is made between the two poles of the battery, and the magnet acts, draw-

ing back a little hammer which is armed with a sliai-p point that pricks a narow strip

of paper made to pass along under it, at a uniform rate, by clockwork. The intervals

betn-een the points on the jiapcr will correspond to seconds. Two wires communicate

also from the opposite poles of a battery (one of them coiling round a magnet close

beside the magitet already mentioned) to a wooden block held in the hand of the ob-

server at the instrument, by touching a button in which he connects the wires com-

municating with it, and the magnet then acts, causing a small hammer to prick with

its sharp point the narrow strip of paper a little on one side of the line of points

which mark the seconds. The precise position in the interval between r\vo even sec-

onds, of the instant of bisection of the star by the wire, is thus indicated with great

precision, and by applying a scale with a vernier, the fraction of a second may be

obtained to thousandths, the space on the strip of paper corresponding to a second

being usually from half an inch to an inch. The observer, at the end of the observa-

tion, notes on tlic clock the minute with which the obsen-ation closes, and WTites it

with the hour on the strip of paper in pencil.

The even minutes in the line of dots which marks the seconds on the strip of

paper are indicated iiy the omi.>iion of a dot, which is effected as follows : To the

axis which carries the second hand of the clock is attached a fork of two prongs,

projecting perpendicularly from the axis; when the second hand has made a com-

plete revolution of the clock dial, the two prongs of the fork dip into two globules of

mercury communicating with the two poles of the battery, one of which wires is the

same tliat communicates the electricity to the brass work of the clock from which it

goes down the pendulum as before described. When the connexion is made by the

fork dipping into the two globules of raercurj-, the electricity goes back to the battery

by the shortest path instead of taking the course down the pendulum, and that beat

is lost on the magnet.

A number of rapid strokes of the button, which impress a corresponding number

of points on the paper, serve to indicate the commencement of the observation.

This invention also affords the means of determining the velocity of tlie electro-

magnetic cun-ent.

Experiments have been made between Washington and Cincinnati, by transmit-

ting the beats of the clock from the former to the latter place and back, and mark-

ing them simultaneously at the point of departure. The ditfcrencc indicates the

time employed in passing and repassing over the distance between the two cities-

The result is a Telocity of 16,000 miles per second.

3*
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bo unkno\vn, the time of meridian transit will determine it, if tlicre

be no error of the clock, or the error be corrected by obsen-ation

upon a known star. True sidereal time, bein;^ knoAvn, is easily con-

verted, by a very simple calculation, into mean solar time ; and ob-

servation with the transit instrument upon the stars, aflfords the

best method of correctin;^ coumion clocks.

It will be seen, from what has been said above, 1. That, in obser-

vation with the transit instrument, the supporting axis ought to be

e-vactly horizontal, so that the line of vision, in looking tb'ough the

telescope, will describe a vertical circle; and, -1. That tliis circle

should coincide with the meridian, neither of which can be exactly

attained. This, however, is of no consequence ; for the observer has

but to apply a spirit-level to the supporting axis, and to take the

transits of two known stars differing but little in right ascension,

—

one near the zenith, and the other nearer the horizon,—and he is

provided with the means of calculating the exact deviation of the

instrument from the meridian, and its influence, as well as that of the

error of level upon the time of meridian transit of the star.

This somewhat minute description will serve to give an idea of

the delicacy and accuracy of the results arrived at in modern obser-

vations, not only in consequence of the superiority of the instru-

ments, but of the power of deducing the true from the erroneous

possessed by the astronomer. We will only add a word upon the

other two instruments principally employed.

The mural circle is used for measuring the declinations of the

stars when the latitude of the place of observation is known, and

vice versa. It is a circle of brass, five or six feet in diameter, turn-

ing on an axis which passes through a stone wall, the circle being

flat against the vertical face of the wall, which stands north and

south. The telescope is a diameter of the circle, and turns round

with it, its visual axis, like that of the telescope of the transit in-

strument, moving in the meridian. The degrees, minutes, etc.,

pointed out on the circle by the index when the telescope is directed

to the north pole of the heavens, are called the polar zero. The

difference between this reading and the reading when the telescope

points to a star as it crosses the meridian, is the polar distance of the

star, which is given in the new catalogues instead of the declination :

—

'* Tlic declination of a heavenly bodv is the complement of its distance from
the polo. 'J'he pole, bein;; a point in the meridian, mi<:ht be directly observed
on the limb of the cin-te, if any star stood exact/!/ therein ; and ihenee the

polar (llstiince^, and, of course, the declinations of all the rest, niijiht be at ouce
di'U'rmined. But this not beinir the case, a bright star as near the pole as can
be found is selected, and observed in its upper and lower cuhuinations ; that is,

when it passes the meridian above and below the pole. Now, as its diitance
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from the pole remains the same, the diflcrence of readinjr off the circle in the
two cases is, of course, (when corrected for refraction,) equal to twice the
polar distance of the star."—P. 107, § 170.

The star in crossing the meridian is made to thread a horizontal

vdxe in the telescope.

Instead of a polar zero a horizontal zero is oftcner employed, which
is obtained by observing the star on one night as reflected in a basin

of mercury,—the telescope pointing obliquely downwards,—and the

ne.xt night observing the same star direct in the heavens. Half the

difference of the readings is the altitude of the star above the hori-

zon, which, by addition or subtraction with the latitude of the place,

gives the de(5!ination of the star :

—

" By a peculiar and delicate manipulation and management of the setting,

bisection, and reading off of the circle, aided by the use" of a movable horizon-
tal micrometic -sv-ire in the focus of tlie object-glass, it is found practicable to

obsers-e a slow moving star (as the pole sUir) on one and the same ninht, both
by reflection and direct vision, sufliciently near to either culmination to give
the horizontal point, without risking the change of refraction in twcnty-lbur
hours; so that this source of error is thus comjilctely eliminated.—P. 109, iwie.

Recently a nadir zero has been introduced, obtained by placing a
basin of mercury directly under the telescope, and pointing it down-
Tvard till the wires reflected in the mercury coincide with them as

Been direct. The telescope then points to the nadir. The method
of procedure afterwards, to obtain the declination of a star, is obvious.

To correct for error of figure, of graduation and eccentricity

in the circle, si.x microscopes are placed at equal intervals, or 60^

apart, outside the circumference. They are fastened firmly to the

wall, and the circle moves past them. For Q\erj position of the

telescope the reading is taken with all six, and a mean of the sec-

onds which they give employed. The minutes will usually agi-ee.

The contrivance of these microscopes for measuring the fraction of

a second is most ingenious and beautiful, but it would be enterinc'

too much into details for us here to describe them.

The two instruments above noticed, are the essential ones of a

modern observatory. It is with such that the voluminous labours of

the Eoyal Observatory at Greenwich, in England, have been per-

formed. The Germans use but one instrument in place of the two,

—

a sort of transit instrument, with a large circle attached :

—

" Such an instrument is called a transit ciucr.E, or a mkripi.^x circle.
and serves for the simultaneous determination of the right ascensions and
polar distani.'os of olijects observed with it ; the time of transit being noted by
the clock, and the circle being read oil' by the lateral microscopes. There is

much advantage, when extensive catalogues of small stars have to be formed,
in this simultaneous detennination of both their celestial co-ordinates : to which
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n^y Ik; addcl the facility of applying to the meridian circle a telescope of any

rjf^h am optical power. The construction of the mural circle renders this

hi!'Uy fnconlenicnt, and indeed impracticable beyond veiy moderate limit..

—F.'llO, § 174.

Prof. Airy is about introducing one with a very powerful tele-

.^cope at Greenwich.
. .1 • i •

At the risk of being tedious, we will barely mention a third in-

strument ^hich is a very valuable one in an observatory for observa-

tions out'of the meridian, those already described being confined m
their use to the instant in which a heavenly body crosses that gix^at

circle of the heavens, and hence called meridian instruments. \\ e

aillude to the equatorial instrument, so called because it is contrived

in such a manner that the visual axis of the telescope, prolonged to

the heavens, describes on the celestial sphere a circle parallel to the

equator. This is accomplished by placing a strong axis of iron, with

proper supports, in the mericUan, and under an inclination equal to

the latitude of the place, so that this axis points to the poiO of the

heavens This is called the polar axis of the instrument. Its lower

end is enlarged mto a sort of clock dial, called the hom-circle, per-

pendicular to the polar axis ; at its upper end, at right angles, is fas-

tened another strong axis, called the equatorial axis, at one end of

wliich the side of the telescope s tube is fastened, and the other end is

enlarged into a circle which is divided info degi'oes and fractions of a

degre'e, called the declination circle. To find any object in the hea-

vens whose riL'ht ascension and declination arc kno^-n, set the index

of the declination circle to the given declination of the object, and

that of the hour circle to the horn- angle of the object.—which is the

time that has elapsed since it passed, or must elapse before it comes

to the meridian, and is equal to the difference between the right

ascension of the object and the time at the instant by the sidereal

clock. This being done, the object will be seen in the centre of the

field of view of the telescope. i3y turning the telescope on the polar

axis, it will follow the object as it passes out of the field of view by

the diurnal rotation of the earth.

Clock-work is sometimes attached, which gives the instrument a

motion about its polar axis, at the same rate that the earth tm-ns,

and th-^n the object thus continues steadily in the centre of the field,

:is if the observer were looking at a stationary fii-mament. A pecu-

liar eve-piece is used with this instrument, called a position micro-

meter. The wires in this are movable, so as to be separable,

continuing parallel by means of a screw, and the number of turns

of the screw indicates the distance apart of the wu-es. They have

aUo a motion of revolution round the visual axis of the telescope.
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If they be turned so that a star will run along them like a bead upon

a thread by the diuraal motion, they are then parallel to the equator.

If one of them in this position be made to pass throuj^h a known star,

and the other separated from it till it passes through another object

as a comet, for instance—in the same field of view, the distance

of the wires apart, as indicated by the screw, (or, rather, by a mag-

nified notched scale seen near the wires, over one notch of which a

pin moves at every turn of the screw,) will be the diflerence of decli-

nation between the known star and the comet. Again : if the trans-

its of the star and comet over a wire perpendicular to these, or over

these themselves after the micrometer has been turned in position

90=, be taken by the clock, the difTercnce in their time of transit will

be the diflerence of right ascension of the comet and star. So that

thus, by simple addition or subtraction, the absolute right ascension

and declination of an imk-nown object may be obtained out of the

meridian. This instrument is particularly suitable for observations

of comets, which emit too faint a light to be seen till after sunset

with the telescope, and arc then often in the west near the sun. It

is also specially adapted to observations upon double stars, as will

be seen in the sequel.

The author's description of the astronomical instruments, though

somewhat voluminous, is neither as full nor clear as many other

parts of the work. Many of his descriptions, however, are admira-

ble, such as that of the double image micrometer, (§ 203.)

The fourth chapter is entitled Geography, and includes not so

much what is usually understood by that term, as the determination

of the exact elliptical figure of the earth ; the action of gi-avity at its

smface ; the methods of determining geographical positions, or lati-

tudes and longitudes ; and the modes of conducting a trigonometric

survey, including the making of maps or projections of the sphere.

As a specimen of the author's happy manner often of first present-

ing a subject, we quote the following under tlus head :

—

" As we cannot grasp the earth, nor recede from it far enough to A'iew it at

once as a whole, and compare it -with a known standard of measure in any de-

gree commensurate to its own size, but can only creep about upon it, and
apply our diminutive measures to comparatively small parts of its vast surface

in succession, it becomes nt;cessary to supj)ly, by geometrical reasoning, the

defect of our physical powers, and from a delicate and careful measurement ot

such small parts to conchide the foru\ and dimensions of the whole mass."

—

r. 131, § 209.

The tendency of the earth to assume the elliptical form, composed

as it is of land and water, is very happily shown at §§ '224-228, and

concludes as follows :

—
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«' Wc arc far from meaning here to trace the process by which the earth

n^ally assumed its actual form ; all wc intend is, to show that this is the form

to which, under the conditions of a rotation on its axis, it mast terul ; and
which it would attain, even if originally and (so to speak) perversely consti-

tuted otherwise."—P. 142, § 228.

At page 152 is given a very simple and clear exposition of the

mode of obtaining the latitude of a place, with the prime vertical

transit, that is, by means of a transit instrument placed east and

west, instead of north and south, moving in the precise vertical, as

the vertical cii'cle perpendicular to the meridian is called. Instru-

ments of this kind, so constructed as to admit of rapid reversion,

by which error of level is eliminated, by Pistar of Berlin, are in use

at the Observatories of Pulkova and Washington.

The nature of local time, and the modes of obtaining difference of

longitude between two places, are very plainly and succinctly set

forth at page 155 et seq. Under this head we have the following

curious statement :

—

" Suppose an observer now to set out from any station as above described,

and cousti^ntly travelling- westward to make the lour of the globe, and to re-

turn from the point he set out from. A singular consequence will happen :

he will have lost a day in his reckoning of time. He will enter the day of his

arrival in his diary, as Monday, for instance, when, in tact, it is Tuesday. The
n-;i.<on is obvious. Days and nights are caused by the alternate apjioarance

of the sun and stars, as the rotation of the earth can-ies the spcctntor round to

view them in succession. So many turns as he makes absolutely round the;

centre, so often will he pass through the earth's shadow, and emerge into light,

and so many nights and days will he experience. But if he travel once round
the globe in the direction of its motion, he will, on his arrival, have really

made one turn viore round its centre, and if in the opposite direction, one
turn /?.«, than if he had remained upon one point of its surtace : in ihe former

case, then, he will have witnessed one alternation of day and night more, in

thu latter one less, than if he had trusted to the rotation of the earth alone to

carry him round. As the earth revolves from west to east, It follows that a

westward direction of his journey, by which he counteracts its rotation, will

Muse him to lose a day, and an eastward direction, by which he conspires

with it. to gain one. In the former case, all his days will be longer : in the

latter, shorter, than those of a stationary- observer. This contingency has

actually hai)pened to circumnavigators. Ilcncc, also, it must necessarily hap-

l>on that distant settlements, on^t/ie same meridian, will differ a day in their

u-'ial reckoning of time, according as they have been colonized by settlers

arriving in an eastward or in a westward direction,—a circumstance whicli

may prmluce strange confusion when they come to communicate with each
other."—P. ir>7, § 257.

In presenting the method of obtaining longitude by lunar dis-

tances, the author fancifully compares the starry sky to the dial-

plate of a clock, and the moon moving amongst them to the hands

;

an irregular and complicated clock trul}-, as he admits.

" Such a clock as we have described might, no doubt, be considered a very
bad one ; but if it were our only one, and if incalculable interests were at
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stake on a perfect knowledge of time, wc should justly regard it as most pre-
cious, and think no pains ill bestowed in studyinjr the laws of its movements,
or in facilitating the means of reading it correctly."

—

V. 165, § 272.

The "whole analop;y is entertaining, but scarcely aids the student.

The whole subject of difference of longitude, whether determined by
chronometer or lunar distances, lies in a nut-shell. If the local time

at any place be determined by observation with the transit inptini-

ment, or on sliipboard by an altitude of the sun, taken with the

sextant, from which, the latitude and declination of the sun being

known, the time may be calculated, and then this be compared with

the Greenwich time, carried by a chronometer, the difference will

be the longitude in time, converted into space by multiplying by
15. If there be no chronometer carrying Greenwich time, the

distance of the moon from some one of the large stars near her

coui-se must be measured with a se.xtant. This measured distance,

cleared of the effects of parallax and refraction, being found in the

table of lunar distances in the Greenwich Nautical Almanac, against

it will be found the Greenwich time at the instant of observation.

No other heavenly body, except the moon, moves with sufficient ra-

pidity among the stars, thus to indicate distinctly small differences

of time.

The fifth chapter treats of Uranography, or Celestial Maps and

Globes. This subject is exceedingly well managed. It contains a

very detailed exposition of the precession of the equinoxes, and the

consequent change of longitude in all the stars : and in this connexion

we have the following example of the light wliich astronomy some-

times throws upon history:

—

" At the date of the erection of the Great Pyramid of Gizoh, wliich pre-

cedes by 3,970 years ("say 4,000) the present epoch, the lonfritude:^ of all the stars

were le>s by 05- 45' than at present. Calculating from tiiis datum the place

of the pole of the heavens among the stars, it would be found to fidl near a
Draconis; its distance from that star being 3^ 44' 25". This being the most
conspicuous star in the immediate neighbourhood Avas therefore the pole star

at the epoch. And the latitude of Gizeh being just 30^ north, and conse-

quently the altitude of the north pole there also 30-, it follows that the star in

question must have had at its lower culmination, at Gizeh, an altitude of
26° 15' 35". Now it is a remarkable fact, ascertained by the late researches

of CoL Vyse, that of the nine pyramids still existing at Gizeh, six (including

all the largest) have the narrow passages by which alone they can be entered
(all which open out on the northern faces of their respective pyramids) in-

clined to the horizon downwards at angles as follows

:

1st, or Pyramid of Cheop.s 26° 41'

2d, or Pyramid of Cophron 25 55
3d, or PjTamid of Myccrinus 26 2

4tb, 27
6th, 27 12
9th, _28

Mean 26 47
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t^SpU cue bas U,e auglc 27- i', the other 20^

After 'treating of aberration of light, the author sums up much

„rtl.e foregoing part of the work iu the following brief, but .ell-

expressed passage :—

..The comi>lote I!ecIuction, tis it is called, of an astronomical observation

1 la. comp ui. i - .

observed heavenly body, as read off on
consols >n appl> >

^ ^J
^^^ Z in perteot adjustment.) rive distinct and

n^;;:: Xn o.SX^ T?^-lv, those ir retra^ion, parallax, aberrat^oju
in<!. [M-naciic cohl^ 7

,
- '

, correct on for retraction enables us to

Ual circles."—1'. 19S, §336.

The skth chapter is a Ions and interesting one relating to the

sun. its apparent motions and physical constitution. Speaking ot

the 'Tcater proximity of the sun to the earth in wmter, o^vlng to tne

eccentricity of the orhit, than in summer, the author says :—

" Tln.s does not prevent, however, the direct impression ^^
^J^^ f^^^j;jjj^;"

the hci-'ht ofsuminer,-thc -low and ardour of his rays, under a perfectly

•l^ar s!^-, at nonu, in equal latitudes and under eriual circumstances of ex-

posure -^^from hein- very materially greater in the soutliern hemisphere than

K^,h 'nortrrn? bneifteenth is" too considerable a fraction ot the whole

iuten>itv of sunshine not to a..?ravate in a serious decree the
4,f/™ f

ot

those who are exposed to it in thirsty deserts without ^
'^-^^'f ^ J' ^, ^^^^^i

of these .uffcrin'vs in the interior of Australia, lor instance, are ot the mo^t

?rlshtful kind aiiil would seem far to exceed what have ever been undergone

bv travellers in the northern deserts ot Africa.
Prnrp<;^nr

•"A conclusion of a very remarkable kind ^^^en^ly dm^vn by Prof^^^^^^

Dove, from the comparison of thcrmometric observations
f/f^^^^^^^f/;^^^

in verv remote regions of the .crlobe, may appear on first sight ^^
^;^";";^;^4^i

^hat is above stated. That eminent meteorologist has shown, b) taking at^au

soasoas the mean of the temperatures of points diametrically oppo>.tc to e.e

other, that the mean temperature of the whole eartJ^^ surjace
^^l^;^^^^'^^

5ldcrablv exceeds that in December. This result, which is at variance un

xU jzreatcr proximity of the snu in December, is, however, di e to a totaU)

ditre^ent and verv powerful cause,-the "reater amount of '^"^ ."\^^^^'^^^^™

M,!u-ro which has' its summer solstice in 5unc, (that is. the ';\ortlK>rn ^tc art.

3C-> ;) and the tact is so explained by him. The etU^ct of land under .un=hane

is to throw heat into the general atmosphere, and so distribute it U> tii^ ^aj-

ryiiig power of the latter Svcr the whole earth, ^^^ater is much less effective

In this respect, the heat penetrating it. depths, and being there absorbed .0

that the surface never acquires a very elevated temperature even under

the e(iuator."—rage 214, §§ 369, 370.

As the author's father is the originator of the best received theory
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respecting the solar spots, it will be interesting to our readers to

hear it from himself:

—

*' "WTien viewed througli powerful telescopes, provided with coloured glasses,

to take ofT the heat, which would otherwii^c injure our eyes, the sun ia ob-
served to have frequently large and perfectly Mack spots upon it, surrounded
with a kind of border, less completely dark, called a penumbra. They are,

however, not permanent. A\'hen watched from day to day, or even from hour
to hour, they appear to enlarge or contract, to change their forms, and at

length to disappear altogether, or to break out anew in parts of the surface

•where none were before. In such cases of di?appearance, the central dark
spot always contracts into a point, and vanishes before the border. Occa-
sionally they break up, or divide into two or more, and in those cases oilier

every evidence of that extreme mobility which belongs only to the tluid state,

and of that excessively violent agitation which seems only compatible with the
atmospheric or gaseous st^ite of matter. The scale on which their movements
take place is immense. A single second of angular measure, as seen from the
earth, corresponds on the sun's disc to 461 miles ; and a circle of thi.s diameter
(containing therefore nearly 167,000 square miles) is the least space which can
be distinctly discerned on the sun as a visible area. Spots have been observed,
however, whose linear diameter has been upwards of 40,000 miles ;* and even,
if some records are to be trusted, of very much greater extent. That such a
spot should close up in six weeks' time, (for they"seldoni last much longer,) its

borders must approach at the rate of more than 1000 miles a day.
'• The part of the sun's disc not occupied by spots is far from uniformly

bright. Its f/roitnd is finely mottled with an appearance of minute dark dots,

or pores, which, when attentively watched, are found to be in a constant state

of change.
" Lastly, in the neighbourhood of great spots, or extensive groujis of them,

large spaces of the surface are often observed to be covered with strongly
marked curved or branching streaks, more luminous than the rest, called

facula, and among these, if not alrca<ly existing, spots frequently break out.

They may, perhaps, be regarded with most probability as the ridges of im-
mense waves in the luminous regions of the sun's atmosphere, indicative of
violent agitation in their neighbourhood. They are most commonly, and best
seen, towards the borders of the visible disc.

" But what are the spots ? IMany fanciful notions have been broached on
this subject, but only one seems to have any degiee of physical probability,

namely, that they are the dark, or at least comparatively dark, solid body of the
sun itselt", laid bare to our view by those immense lluctuations in the luminous
regions of its atmosphere, to which it appears to be subject. Respecting the
manner in which this disclosure takes place, ditferent ideas again have been
advocated. Lalande (art. 3,2-10) suggests, that eminences in the nature of
mountains are actually laid bare, and ])rnject above the luminous ocean, ap-
pearing black above it, while their shoaling declivities produce the pcnumbrae,
•where the luminous tluid is less deep. A tatal objection to this theory is the
uniform shade of the penumbraand its sharp tennination, both inwards, where
it joins the spot, and outwards, where it borders on the bright surtace. A
more probable view has been taken by Sir "William IIerschel,f Avho considers
the luminous strata of the atmosphere' to be sustained far above the level of
the solid body by a transparent elastic medium, carrying on its upper suiface
{or rather, to avoid the former objection, n^ so7>te consitlerahli/ lower level iril/iin

Us depth) a cloudy stratum, which, being strongly illuminated from above, re-

* Mayer, Obs. Mar. 15, 1758. " Ingens macula in sole conspicicbatur, cujus

diameter =^(5- diam. soils
"

t Phil. Trans., 1801.
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rt M a considerable portion of the light to our eyes, and forms a penumbra,
fl,vt* a consiucrrtuic I

..„",.i„.„r. T-ofUpt- nonf. The temoorarv

Tlic author seems to anticipate that when the periodic laws of the

changes producing the spots shall be known, bv regular and long-

continued observation, changes of temperatm-e upon the earth may,

vitli greater certainty, be predicted; for, says he,—

"-n". inriulrv h one of singular interest, as there can be no reasonable

.l.,i.bl hit the ^uvplv of rmht and heat atlorded to our globe stands in intimate

'

.nul-xion .ith thLo pro5es.es .hich are taking place on the |,olar surlace,

and to which the spots in some ^vay or other owe their ongm. —F- 228,^^ d'iA.

We had marked for quotation several interesting passages on the

solar atmosphere, but cannot find room for them.

The seventh chapter treats of the physical constitution of the

moon, and is one of the most excellent in the volume. Our limits,

however, will not allow us to quote largely £i-om it.

" \ circle of one second in diameter, as seen from the earth, on the surface

of the n..>on, contains about a square uiUe. It should, however, be observed,

tl«t owiii- to the small densitv of the materials of the moon, and the com-

I.-,r.itivi-lv7ceble gravitation of bodies on her surface, muscular force would

llu-ie .'o'mk times as far in overcoming the weight of m.ntena s as on the

cirtli
*"

Owin<- to the want of air, however, it seems impossible that any

form of life, analogous to those on earth, can subsist there. >.o appearance

imii.'atin'- ve.retation, or the sliditest variation of surface, which can, in our

o,.inion, fairlv be ascribed to change of season, can anywhere be discerned. —
rp. •j:>l---'5-4;^^42[i-133.

'J'he Rosso Telescope would show an object of the size of a large

cathedral on the moon.

The appearance of the earth from the moon is thus described:—

"If there be inhabitants in the moon, the earth must present to them the

C.Mraordinarv appearance of a moon of nearly 2^ in diameter, exhibitmg phases

«-.,.nnlcmcntary to those which we see the moon to do. but xmmovahhi pxed m
/<>;r.v/../. for, at least, changing its apparent place only by the smaU amount

of the iibration,) while the stars must seem to pass slowly beside and Ix-hina

\x. h will appear clouded with variable spots, and belted with equatorial am

tn.;.;.-.d zones corresponding to our tra<le-winds ; and it may be douL.tea

uh..th.r. in their perpetual chan-o. the outlines of our continents and seas can

OMT be cU-arlv discerned. Duriu- a solar eclipse, the earth s atmosphere will

U'i-..m<' viMble as a narrow, but brl-ht luminous ring of a ruddy colour, where

it re^i-< ..n tlie earth, gradually passinn into faint blue, encircling the whole or

p-irt of t!i.- dark disc of the earth, the remainder being dark and rugged with

tloiids."—P. -'.^.J, ^ 43G.

Chapter eighth, which relates to the causes of the celestial mo-

tions, opens with a short metaphysical disquisition :—

" Whatever attempts mav have been made by metaphysical writers to rca-

»on away the connexion of cause and eflect, and fritter it down into the
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nnsatisfaotorv' relation of habitual sequence, it is certain that the conception

of some more real and intiuiate connexion is quite as strongly impressed upon
the human mind as that of the existence of an external world,—the vindica-

tion of whose reality has (>tnin;ie to say) been rctrarded as an achievement

of no common merit in the annals of this branch of philosophy. It is our oivn

immediate consciousness of ejlhrt, when we exert force to i)ut matter in motion,

or to oppose and neutralize force, which gives us this internal conviction of

power and causation so far as it retVrs to the material world, and compels us

to believe that whenever we see material objects put in motion from a state

of rest, or detlccted from their rectilinear paths and.changed in their velocities

if already in motion, it is in consequence of such an kfi'OIIt somehow exerted,

though not ai^companied with our consciousness. That such an efibrt should

be exerted with success through an interposed space, is no more difficult to

conceive, than that our hand should communicate motion to a stone, with

which it is demonstrahl/j not in contact.

" All bodies with which we are acquainted, when raised into the air and
fjuietly abandoned, descend to the earth's surface in lines perpendicular to it.

They are therefore urged thereto by a force or cftbrt, which it is but reason-

able to regard as the direct or indirect result of a consciousness and a will

existing somewhere, though beyond our power to trace, which force we term
gracit'/, and whose tendency or direction, as universal experience teaches, is

towards the earth's centre."—P. 2J7, §§ 439,440.

This opens, but does not go into fairly, the great question of the

intrinsic character of the forces of nature. Are they direct and

immediate results of the Divine energy, as muscular action is of

human Avill ; or are they mere resident properties of matter ?

One of the three laws of Kepler is here made the basis of an in-

teresting reflection, having an indirect theological bearing :

—

" It required no ordinary penetration in the illustrious Kepler, backed bv
unconmion ])crscverance and industry, at a pericnl when the data themselves
were involved in obscurity, and when the prooe^ses of trigonometrv and of
numerical calculation wore encmnW'red with diliiculties, of which the more
recent invention of logarithmic tables has happily lett us no conception, to

perceive and demonstrate the real law of tlieir connexion. This connexion
is expressed in the following proposition :

—
' The squares of the periodic times

of any two planets are to each other, in the same proportion as the cubes of
their mean distances from the sun.' Take, for example, the P2arth and Mars,"*
whose periwls are in the proportion of 3,U52,.'i(;4 to C,8G9,7"}6, and whose dis-

tance from the sun is that of lOO.OdO to 152,300 ; and it will be found, by any
one who will take the trouble to go through the calculation, that

—

(3S52,bG-iy-: (6,800,700)2;: (100,000^: (152,309)3.

" Of all the laws to which induction from pure observation has ever con-
ducted man, this third law (as it is called) of Kepler may justly be reiranled
as the most remarkable, and the most {)reguant with inijKirtant consequences.
When we contemplate the constituents of the planetarv svstcm from the point
of view which this relation allords u.s it is no longer "mere analosrv' which
strikes us—no longer a general resemblance among them, as individuals inde-
pendent of each other, and circulating about the sun, each according to its

* The expression of this law of Kcplcr requires a slight modification when we
come to the extreme nicety of numerical calculation, for the greater planets, due
to the influence of their masses. This correction is imperceptible for the Earth and
Iklars.
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own peculiar nature, and connected with it by its own peculiar tic. The
n.-«crnlil;incc is now perceived to be a trxiQ fmnih/ likeness; they are bound up

ill one cli;un—interwoven in one web of mutual relation and harmonious

acrnH-mont—subjected to one pervadinj^ influence, which extends from the

centre to the farthest limits of that preat system, of which all of them, the

o.-irth included, must henceforth be regarded as members."—Pp. 285, 28G,

^vS 487, -188.

Speaking of the variety in the physical constitution of the planets,

the author takes occasion to notice the scope thus afforded to Divine

benevolence, in providing for the happiness of sentient beings :

—

" Three features principally strike us as necessarily productive of extra-

ordinary diversity in the provisions by which, if they be, like our earth, in-

h.il)iU'd^ animal life must be supported. These are, first, the ditference in

their respective supplies of light and heat from the sun ; secondly, the dif-

fon-nce ia the intensities of the gravitating forces which must subsist at their

surfaces, or the diScrent ratios which, on their several globes, the inertia: of

iKxlies must bear to their weights ; and, thirdly, the difference in the nature

of the materials of which, from what we know of their mean density, we have

cvcrv reason to believe they consist. The intensity of solar radiation is nearly

seven times greater on ^Mercury than on the Earth, and on Uranus 330 times

less ; the proportion between the two extremes being that of upwards of 2,000

to 1. Let any one figure to himself the condition of our globe, were the sun

to be septupled, to say nothing of the greater ratio ! or were it diminished to

a s''vrnth, or to a 300lh of its actual power ! Again, the intensity of gravity,

or irs clHf a<.-y in counteracting muscular power and repressing animal activity,

«n .Jupiter, is nearly two and a half times that on the Earth ; on Mars not more
than one-half; on the I^Ioon one-sixth; and on the smaller planets probably

r.ot more than one-twentieth,—giving a scale of which the extremes are in the

proportioa of sixty to one. Lastly, the density of Saturn hardly exceeds one-

cichlh of the mean density of the Earth, so that it must consist of materials

r.ot inui-Ii heavier than cork. Xow. under the various combinations of ele-

Uiunls so important to life as these, what immense diversity must we not admit
in the conditions of that great problem, the maintenance of animal and intel-

lectual existence and happiness, which seems, so far as we can judge by what
•we see around us in our own planet, and by the way in which every corner
of it is crowded with living beings, to form an unceasing and worthy object for

the exercise of the Benevolence and "Wisdom which preside over all I"—Pp.
2^9, 300, ^ 508.

The tenth chapter treats of satellites, and the eleventh of comets.

The comet of Encke, -which is one of the very few which have elliptic

orbit.-5. and makes its revolution in the short period of 1,211 days,

affords the only incontestable evidence of a fluid medium, called

fther, penading all space.

" On comparing the intervals between the successive perihelion passages

of this comet, afl. r allowing in the most careful and exact manner for all the

disfurb.inccs due to the actions of the planets, a very singular fact has come to

liirht. namely, that the periods are coutinuallv diminishing, or, in other words,
tht; mean distance tVom the sun, or the major axis of the ellipse, dwindling by
"low and regular degrees at the rate of about 0'. 11 per revolution. This is

«"vi(lently the effect which would be produced by resistance experienced by
the comet from a very rare ethereal medium pervading the regions in which
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it moves ; for such resistance, by diminishing its actual velocity, would diminish
also its centrifugal force, and thus Jiivc the sun more power over it to draw it

nearer. Accordingly this is the sokition proposed by lOiicko. and at present
generally receivcfl. It will, therefore, probably fall ultimately into the sun,
should it not first be dissipated altogether,—a tliiug no way improbable when
the lightness of its matcriaLi is conbidered."

—

1\ :J 10 ^ 577.

"We quote the following intcrcstmg passage at the conclusion of

the chapter upon comets :

—

" It is by no means merely as a subject of antiquarian interest, or on account
of the brilliant spectacle which comets occasionally aflbrd, that astronomers
attach a high degree of importance to all that regards thorn. Apart even from
the singularity and mystery which appertains to their physical constitution,
they have become, tlirough the medium of exact calculation, unexpected
instruments of inquiry into points connected with the plauetarv svstem itself,

of no small importance.. We have seen that the movements of the comet of
Encke, thus minutely and persevcringly traced by the eminent astronomer
whose name is used to distinguish it, has afibrded ground for believing in the
presence of a resisting medium filling the whole of our system. Siiuilar in-
quiries, prosecuted in the cases of other periodical comets, will extend, confirm,
or modify our conclusions on this head. The perturbations, too, which comets
experience in passing near any of the planets, may afibrd, and have aflbrded.
informatlop as to the macrnitude of the disturbing masses, which could not well
be otherwise obtained. Thus the ai)proach of this comet to tlic planet ^Slcv-
cury, in 1838, afibrded an estimation of the mass of that ])Ianet the more pre-
cious, by reason of the great uncertainty under which all previous determina-
tions of that element laboured. Its approach to the same planet in the present
year (1848) will be still nearer. On the 22d of November their mutual
distance will be only fifteen times the moon's distance from the earth."
P. 356, § 598.

One of the most able papers upon the tails of comets, has appeared
recently in Silliman's Journal, by Professor Norton, of Newark Col-
lege, in Delaware. There was also, a few years since, in the same
Journal, a theory of the tails of comets, Avhich deserves more atten-

tion than it has received. It is. that the rarer* parts of the nucleus

of the comet act as a lens, through which the light of the sun being
transmitted, the rays, crossing each other, illuminate the ])articles

of ether beyond the comet, or on the side opposite to the sun. A
regular comet's tail may be seen every night from tiie brilliant light

upon the top of the American Museum in this city, Avhich is most
distinct when the atmosphere is filled with particles of moisture.

The rapid movement of the tail, contrary to all the laws of matter,

gives much plausibility to this theory.

"The tail of the great comet of 1G80, immediately after its perihelion
passage, was found l)y Newton to have been no Ic^s than 20,000,000 of leagues
m length, and to have occupied only two days in its emission from the comet's
body ! a decisive proof this of its being darted iurth by some active force, the
origin of which, to judge from the direction of the tail, must be sought in the
8un itself."—P. 332, § b(Hi.
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And again :—

" In no respect is the question as to the materiality of the tall more forcibly

nr.-.cd ou us for consideration, than in that of the enormous sweep which it

L-ikrs rouiul the sun in perihelio, in the manner of a straight and rigid rod,

in di-fiance of the law of gravitation, nav, even of the received laws ot motion,

cxtondin.'Vas wc have seen in the comets of 1G80 and 1843) trom near the

Kuu-s surface to the earth's orbit, yet whirled round unbroken; in the latter

cv<c throurrh an an^le of 180^ in little more than two hour3._ It spems utterly

incrediblo'that in such a case it b one and the same matenal object which is

thus brandished."—P. 357, ^ 599.

The tails occasionally seen directed towards the sun, may be

]iroduccd by reflection from an inner stratum of the nucleus under

favourable circumstances, and the various capricious appearances of

tlie tails may be caused by accidental changes, the result of explo-

sive or other actions in the comet's surface.

Tart 2d, which commences at chapter twelve, is a long and laboured

e.vposition of the subject of planetary perturbations, occupying one

hundred and twenty-six pages. This is a novel experiment, and

would be so for treatises which profess to require much more mathe-

matical knowledge than the present one does. It requires much

patience to follow the author through the whole of this part of his

work ; and it may be questionable whether the result is proportionate,

iua-smuch as, after all, only an idea of the nature of the perturbations

is gained, and not the modes of calculating them.

Under the head of perturbations of Uranus, the author introduces

a somewhat minute account of the discovery of the planet Neptune,

the Theoretic planet, as it has been called. The ordinary problem

is as follows : Given the elements of the orbit of disturbing body

and those of a disturbed body, to find the amount of disturbance as

aflfecting each of the elements of the latter. Adams and Leverrier

reversed this problem, taking for data the elements of the orbit of

the disturbed body and their perturbations, to find the elements of

the orbit of the disturbing planet, which had never yet been seen.

The problem Avas simphfied by assuming the mean clistance of the

unknown planet about double that of Uranus, in accordance with

Bode' 8 empirical law :

—

" The idea, however, of setting out from the observed anomalous deviations,

and cmplfjying them as data to ascertain the distance and situation of the

unknown IkkU; or, in other words, to resolve the inverse problem of perturba-

tions, 'ijion (he di^'turbance.'i to find the orbit, and place in that orbit, of the

di<!firblnfj ]<Jaiict,' appears to have occurred only to two matlumaticians. ^Ir.

Adams in Kncrland and M. Leverrier in France, with suflicient distinctness

and hopefulness of success to induce them to attempt it^ solution. Both suc-

ceeded, and their solutions, arrived at with perfect independence, and by each

in entire ignorance of the other's attempt, were found to agree in a surprising

nuuiucr when the nature and difficulty of the problem are considered ;
the
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calculations of M. Lcverricr assigniug for the heliocentric longitude of the
disturbing planet for the 23d of Sept. 184G, 326^ 0', and tho>e of Mr. Adams
(brougbt^to the same date) 32!)- I'J', dinering only 3^ TJ'; the plane of its

orbit deviating very siiglitly, if at all, from that of the ecliptic.

" On the day above mentioned—a day forever niemorable in the annals of
astronomy—Dr. Gallo, one of tlie astronomers of the lloyal Ob^ervatorv at

Berlin, received a letter from ^I. Lcverricr, announcing to him the result he
had arrived at, and rc(iuesting him to look for the di-turbing planet in or near
the place assigned by his calculation. He did so, and on that very night actu-
ally found it. A star of the eighth magnitude was seen by him and bv INI. Encke
in a situation -where no star was marked as existing in Dr. Brcraiker's chart,

then recently published by the Berlin Academy. TJie next night it was tbund
to have moved from its place, and was therefore assuredly a planet. Subse-
quent observations and calculations have fully denioustrated this jilanet, to

which the name of Neptune has been assigned, to be really that bodv to whose
disturbing attraction, accordincr to the Newtonian law of gravity, the" obsen-ed
anomalies in the motion of Uranus were owing. The geocentric loniritude

determined by Dr. Galle from this observation was 325-^ 53'. which, converted
into heliocentric, gives 326° 52', ditlering 0- 52' from "M. Leverrier's place.
2'-' 27' from that of ]Mr. Adams, and only 47' from a mean of the two calcu-
lations."—Pp. 477, 478, ^^ 767, 768.

We had the following anecdote, in connexion with this first sight

of the new planet, from fountain-head :
—

" A young American as-

tronomer, who was studying at the Observatory of Berlin, asked

Dr. Galle, when Leverrier's letter arrived, if he intended to look for

the planet whose existence had been announced in such an unheard-

of way? The doctor replied in the negative, characterizing the

communication as French nonsense. ' Will you permit me. then,

to look ?' ' Certainly,' replied the doctor ; and the young man took

a hght to go to the dome of the equatorial. "If you will go,' said

the doctor, ' I may as well accompany you T They both went, the

doctor placing himself at the telescope, and our young friend holding

a map to read off the stars in the field of view. ' Is that all V said

the doctor, as he finished. ' All !' was the reply— ' Es ist noch ein

grosser Kerl,'* slowly enunciated the doctor; and this proved to be
the hitherto unseen planet, one of the largest in the solar system.

Soon after the intelHgence of this discovery reached America.

Mr. Sears C. ^Valker, then of the Observatory at Washington, com-
puted the orbit of the planet on the hypothesis of its differing little

from a circle, from the few observations already obtained of its

places, making use of the method of least squares, to eliminate as

much as possible the effect of the inadequate data. The result was
an orbit differing considerably from that announced by M. Levenier.

Tracing back the path of the planet, in accordance with his orbit, to

the time when Lalande's celebrated catalogue of 50,000 stars was
made, Mr. Walker discovered a star of the proper magnitude (about

* There is still a big fellow.
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the ninth) occupying the very place -which should have been occu-

pied bv the planet. lie re(jucsted that the equatorial of the Wash-

ington Ob.servatory might be turned to the spot, confident that this

star would bo found missing, believing it to be identical with the

planet which must, of course, have disappeared from the place in

question by its movement in its orbit. One or two cloudy nights

were passed over impatiently. At length the sky became clear, the

large ec[uatorial was brought to bear upon the point of the heavens in

question, and no star was to be seen. Professor Pierce, of Harvard,

who happened to be in Washington about this time, was disposed to

attribute the circumstance to error of observation on the part of

Lalande, especially as the observation in question was marked with

a dagger, Lalande's index of uncertainty. It appeared, however, on

inspecting the manuscripts of Lalande in Paris, that he had made

two observations of the star on two successive nights, and that in con-

sequence of their ginng different places for the star, he had marked the

one which he selected doubtful. A strong confirmation this of Mr.

Walker's hypothesis, as, if the star were really a planet, its places

ought to differ slightly on two successive nights. This was an import-

ant discovery, inasmuch as it gave the arc of the orbit for fifty years,

an immcnseadvantage for determining with exactitude its elements.

Professor Pierce, on returning home, had the elements of the

orbit computed from the Cambridge observation made by Mr. Bond,

and on finding the results to agree with INIr. Walker's, set about

examining the problem theoretically, as Messrs. Leverrier and

Adams had done, assuming, however, a mean distance of thirty,

which was much less than theirs. The results which he obtained

agreed remarkably with the observed pertm'bations of Uranus. M.

Leverrier had asserted that the mean distance could not be less

than tliirty-six ; Mr. Adams told the writer of this article, he knew

that it ought to be thirty,* within three weeks from the time of the

discovery, by the Cambridge (England) observation of Mr. Challis.

The merit of M. Leverrier's achievement has been called in question,

in consequence of the wide difference between his theoretic orbit and

the actual orbit of Xeptunc, as determined subsoijuently by observa-

tion. He attempts to show, however, that his results were as

near the truth as the data which he had to go upon w(Hild pennit,

and calls attention to the fact, that his en-or is not so gi-eat, being

only one-fifth of the whole, as was the error in the first discovered

distance of the sun by the parallax of Mars, which was an error of

one-fourth the whole distance.

Yet the only notice taken by our author of the agencies of Mr.

* In these mimhcrs. the mean distance of the earth from the sun is the unit

Fourth Series, Vol. 111.—

4
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Walker and Professor Pierce, in setting this \yhole matter right, id

given in a brief and unsatisfactory paragraph. Professor Pierce's

name, in fact, is only mentioned in connexion Avith the determination

of the mass of tlie planet by means of observations of its satellite

with the large equatorial at Harvard, (page 4Si!.

)

Part Third of the v,ork treats of Sidereal Astronomy. Chapter

fifteenth, -with -which it commences, includes, amongst a variety of

matter, the subject of the annual parallax of the fixed stars, "svhich is

unfolded very clearly and distinctly. We regret that we cannot cite

the explanation in full.

The subject of variable stars, with which the sixteenth chapter

opens, is prefaced thus :

—

" Now, for what purpose are Ave to suppose such magnificent bodies scat-

tered throujrh the abyss of space ? Surely not to illuminate our nights, -which

an additional moon of the thousandth part of the size of our own would do

much better, nor to sparkle as a pageant void of meaning and reality, and
bewilder us among vain conjectures. Useful, it is true, tliey are to man as

points of exact and permanent reference ; but he must have studied astronomy
to little purpose, who can suppose man to be the only object of liis Creator's

care, or who does not see in the vast and -vvonderi'ul apparatus around us pro-

vision for other races of animated beings. The planets, as we have seen,

derive their light from the sun ; but that cannot be the case with the stars.

These doubtless, then, are themselves suns, and may, perhaps, each in its

flphere, be the presiding centre round which other planets, or bodies of which
we can form no conception, from any analogy offered by our own system, may
be circulating.

' Analogies, however, more than conjectural, are not wanting to indicate a

correspondence between the dynamical laws which prevail in the remote re-

gions of the stars and tl-.ose which govern the motions of our own system.

Wherever we can trace the hnv of jieriodicity— the regular recurrence of the

same phenomena in the same times—we are strongly impressed with the ide^

of rotary or orbitual motion. Among the stars arc several which, though no
way distinguishable from others by any apparent change of place, nor by any
diflerence of appearance in telescopes, yet undergo a more or less regular

periodical increase and diminution of lustre, involving in one or two cases a

complete extinction and revival. These arc called periodical stars."—Pp.
520,521, ^^819,820.

Our author gives a list of some forty variable stars, with descrip-

tions of the more remarkable. His examination of the subject closes

with an interesting conjecture :

—

" "What origin can we ascribe to these sudden fl:L«hcs and relapses ? What
conclusions are we to draw as to the comfort or habllability of a system de-

f>ending for its supply of llirht and heat on so uncertain a source ? Specu-
atlons of this kind can hardly be termed visionary, when we consider that

from what has before been said, we are compelled to admit a connnunity of
nature between the fixed stars and our own sim ; and when we reflect that

geology testifies to the fact of exteiiMvc changes having taken place at epochs

of the most remote antuiuity in the climate and temperature of our globe

;

changes dllhcult to reconcile with the operation of secondary causes, such as

a different distribution of sea and bnd, but which would find an easy and na-
4*
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tun.1 oxplanntion in a slow variation of the supply of ligbt and heat afforded

f.riiii.irilv hv the sun itself."—P. C>27, ^ a30.
• , ,

'
.' Tl.c' Nvliolc sulicLt of variable stars is a branch of practical astronomy

whic-h ha. boon t.>o little follovvc.l up, and it is precisely that in which ama-

U-ur. of the science, an.l especially voyagers at sea, provided with only cood

rve^ or moderate instruments, might employ their time to excellent adyau-

ivH.' It holds out a sure promise of rich discovery, and is one in whicli

a,tronou,ers in established observatories are almost of necessity prcch.dcd from

Ukiut; a part by the nature of the observations required. —i p. o2^, o.J,
s^
So..

Many stars which appear single to the naked eye, on the apphcation

of tiio telescope to them are tbuud to be composed of tico or 7norc :—

"To the amateur of Astronomv the double stars offer a subject of very

LhaMii- interest, as tests of the peiformance of his telescopes, and by reason

If tlie fmelv contrasted colours which manv of them exhibit, of which more

hereafter 'liut it is the hiirh de-rce of phy.-ical interest which attaches to

Jhem, which assigns them a conspicuous place in modern Astronomy, and

iusiifics the minute attention and unwearied diligence bestowed on the mea-

iure'ment of their angles of position and distances, and the continual enlarge-

ment of our catalogues of them by the discovery ot new ones. —F. ooi, ^ 8o.^.

The physical connexion between the individuals of some of the

binary stars was first discovered by accident, by Sir William Her-

pchel, whilst en-aged in the pursuit of parallax, which he hoped to

detect, on the hypothesis that the smaller of these double stars being

greatly more distant, and situated nearly behind the larger, its rela-

tive place would change by the motion of the earth in its orbit,

^•hich change would be diie to parallax. He found, in many in-

stances, the distance of the two stars from each other undergoing a

change, as also the position in the heavens of the line joining them;

but this change not completing its period in a year, but going on in

. the same direction for many years. This led to the discovery of

what are termed binary systems ; that is, suns revolving about each

other, or rather about their common centre of .gi-avity. A list of

fourteen of these binary systems is given, with the elements of the

orbits.* Their periods of revolution vary from tlurty-one to seven

hundred and thirty-six years :

—

" Manv of the double stars exhibit the curious and beautiful phenomenon

of rontnisted or complcmentarv colours.f In such Instances, tlic larger star

U uju.illy of a ruddy or orange' hue, while the smaller one appears blue or

• Tlicse arc calculated from the distance apart and angle of position, measured

with a i»osition micrometer, at distant intervals of time. The angle of position is the

tajlc which a line joining the two stars miikes with the declination circle of the larger.

t
** other suns, perhaps,

With their attendant moons thou wilt descry.

Communicating male and female light,

(Which two great sexes animate the world,)

Stored in each orb, perhaps, with some that live."

Paradise Lost, viii, 148.
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<rreen, probably in virtue of that general law of optics, -which proudes, that

when the retina is under the iiitluencc of cxciteiiicnt by any brigbt, coloured

lifrht, feebler lights, which seen alune wouM pr-xluce no sensation but of -white-

ness, shall for the time appear coloured -witli tlie tint eomplemenUiry to that

of the brii^hter. Thus a yellow colour pnHluininating in the light of the

brighter star, that of the less bright one in the sinie ficia of vie-»v -vvill appear

blue ; while, if the tint of the brighter star verge to crimson, that of the other

will exhibit a tendency to green—or even appear as a vivid green, under fa-

vourable circumstances. The former eonlra.-t is beautifully exhibited by

t Cancri—the latter bv y Andromeda-, both line rloublc stars. If, however,

the coloured star be much the less bright of the two. it will not materially

afiect the other. Thus, for instance, ?/ Cassiopeia' exhibits the beautiful com-

bination of a large white star, and a small one of a rich ruddy purple. It is

by no means, however, intended to say, that in all such cases one of the colours

is a mere cflcct of contrast, and it may be easier suggested in words, than

conceived in iinaijination, what variety of illumination two suns—a red and

a green, or a yellow and a blue one—must atlbrd a planet circulating about

either ; and what charming contrasts and ' grateful vicissitudes,'—a red and

a green day, for instance, alternating; with a white one and with darkness,

—

might arise from the presence or absence of one or other, or both, altove the

horizon. Insulated stars of a revl colour, almost as deep as that of blood,

occur in manv parts of the heaven-^, but no green or bine star (of any dpvided

hue) has. we believe, ever been noticed uuassociated with a companion brighter

than itself."—Pp. 543, 5-11, ^ 851.

We come now to a subject, under the vastness of which the mind

staggers :

—

«No one, who reflects with due attention on the subject, Avill be inclined to

denv the hi;xh probability, nay, ceitaiiity, that the srm as well as the stars

must have a'propcr motion in s'.ni'- direetion ; and the inevitable consequence

of such a motion, if unparticipat.'<l l>y the rest, must be a slow nvera>ic appa-

rent tendencv of all the stars to tl;e vanishin^I point of lines parallel to that

direction, and to the reirion whii-h he is leaving, however greatly individual

stars miglit ditVer from'such avernge by reason of their own peculiar proper

motion.
^
Tliis is the necessary ethct of pci-spcetive ; and it is certiun that it

must be detected bv observation, if we knew a(!euratcly the apparent proper

motions of all tlie stars, and if we were sure that they were independent, that is.

that the whole firmament, or at least .all tliat part which we sec in our own neigh-

bourhood, were not driftinir almig togeilier, by a general set, as it were, m one

<lirection, the re.-ult of unkiuiwn processes and slow internal changes going on

in the si<lereal stratum to wliieh our system belongs, as we sec motes sailing in

a current of air. and keeping nearly the same relative situation with respect

to one another. . ,. , .

" It was on this assumption, tacitly made indeed, but necessarily implied in

every step of his reasoning, that Sir William Herschel,in 17S.'5,on a considera-

tion of the apparent propir moti.ms of such stars as could at that period be

considered as tolerably (tliough *till impert'eetly) ascertained, amved at the

<;onclusion that a relative motion of the sun among the fixed stars in the di-

rection of a point or paraliaetie a]iex, situated near /. Herculis, that is to say,

in K. A. 17'' 2-2"'=2G(J ." 1', X. V. 1>. G."]- 4;?' (1790,) would account lor the

ehief observed a[)parent motions, leaving, however, some still outstanfling and

not explicable by this cause."—P. 54G, ^^ 58:1, aS4.

Subsequent investigations by the best observers and ablest astro-

nomers have confinuod this result, fixing the precise direction of

the motion of the solar system with greater accuracy.
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Not long since, the discovery of the centre about Tvliich that por-

tion of the universe wliich constitutes the Milky Way was revolving,

wa3 announced to have been made by Maedlcr, of Dorpat. He (1.)

guj)poscd this centre to be somewhere in the Galactic circle, or circle

marked out on the heavens by the Milky Way: (-1.) That it is in

a circle, the pole of which is at the point near a Hercules, toward

which the solar system is tending; and (3.) therefore near the in-

tersection of these circles. On examining the stars in the neigh-

bourhood, he is obliged to depart as far from this point as the

constellation of the Pleiades, before he can find stars having their

proper motions all in one direction, as those near the great centre

must have, in consequence of the motion of the sun about it. The

vTiter of tliis article foimd that the principal astronomers of Europe,

most of whom he saw about a year since, placed very little con-

fidence in this discovery of jMaedler, which would seem to be indi-

cated also by the following paragraph of om* author :

—

" Speculations of this kind have not been wanting in astronomy, and recently

an attempt has been made by M. Miidler to as:;ign the local centre in space.

roiiiul -whioh the sun and stars revolve, which he places in the group of the

i'lciailo.", a situation in itself improbable, lying as it does no less than 2C- out

of the pUine of the galactic circle, out of which plane it is almost inconceivable

lli.it any gKnenil circulation can take place. In the present defective state

of our knowledge respecting the proper motion of the smaller stars, especially

in right ascension, (an element for the most part far less exactly ascertainable

than the polar distance, or at least which has been hitherto far less accurately

n>certained.) we cuTinot but regard all attempts of the kind as to a certain

e.Ment premature, though by no means to be discouraged as forerunners of

something more decisive."—P. 552, i^ 801.

The seventeenth chapter relates to Clusters of Stars and Ne-
bulce

:

—
" There are a great number of objects which have been mistaken for

comets, and, in fact, have very much the appearance of comets without tails :

.Mnall round, or oval nebulous specks, which telescopes of moderate power
only show as such. Messier has given, in the Coivioit:. des Temps for 1784, a
li-'t of the places of 103 objects of this sort; which all those who search for

CtMne-ts ought to be familiar with, to avoid being misled by their similarity of

p|i«'anince. That they are not, however, comets, their fixity suOiciently
provfs; and when we come to examine them with instruments of great power,
—such as relkctors of eighteen inches, two feet, or more in aperture,—any
such ifli-.A is completely destroyed. They are then, for the most part, per-
ceived to <onsi-t entirely of stars crowded totrether so as to occupy almost a
tk-finite outline, and to run up to a blaze of light in the centre, where their

con<lons:ition is usually the greatest. Many of them, indeed, are of an exactly
round figiin', and convey the complete idea of a globular space tilled full of
Mars, insul.iteil in the heavens, and constituting in itself a family or society
apart from the rest, and subject only to its own internal laws. It would be a
^^aiu Uisk to attempt to count the stars in one of these fjlofndar chistem. They
aiv not to bo reckoned by hundreds ; and on a rough calculation, grounded
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on the apparent' intervals between them at the borders, and the angular di-

ameter of the whole <rroup, it would appear that many clusters of this descrip-

tion must contain, at least, live tiiousand stars, compacted and wodpod to^rether

in a round space, whose angular diameter does not exceed eight or ten
minutes; that is to say, in an area not more than a tenth part of that covered
by the moon.

" Perhaps it may be thought to savour of the glgantescjue to look u])on the
individuals of such a group as suns like our own, and their mutual distances
:ls eijual to those which separate our sun from the nearest fixed star : yet,

when we consider that their united lustre ailects the eye with a less impression
of light than a star of th»; tburth magnitude, (lor the largest of these clusters

is barely visible to the naked eye,) the Idea we arc thus couipollcd to form of
their distance from us may i)repare us tor almost any estimate of their dimen-
sions. At all events, we can hanily look upon a group thus insulated, thus

in seipso (otus, tf?rs, atquc rotumlus, as not f(U-ming a ."^ystem of a peculiar and
definite character."—1'. ajO, .j57, ^ 8G j, t^iio".

" Double nebula' occasionally occur—and when such is the case, the con-
stituents most commonly belong to the class of spherical nebuhe, and are in

some instances undoubtedly j;Iobular clusters. All the varieties of double
stars, in fact, as to di-;tance, position, ami relative brightness, have their coun-
terparts in double nebu];e ; besides wliich, the varieties of form and gradation
of light in the latter alVord room for comliiiiations peculiar to this class of
objects. Though the conclusive evidence of observed relative motion be yet
wanting, and though from the vast scale on which such systenisare constructed.

and the probable extreme slowness of the angular motion, it may continue for

ages to be so, yet it is impossible, when we cast our eyes upon such subjects,

or on the figures which have been given of them, to doubt their physical con-
nexion. The argument drawn from the comparative rarity of the objects in

proportion to the whole extent of the heavens, .so cogent in the case of the
double stars, is infinitely more so in that of the double nebuhc. Nothing more
magnificent can be presented to our considfratittn than such combinations.
Their stupendous scale, the multitude of individuals they involve, the
perfect symmetry ami regularity which many of tliem present, the utter
disregard of complication in thus heaping tog'ther syst(>m upon svstem,
and construction upon c instruction. lca\e us lo>t in wonder and admiration
at the evidence thev atlbrd of infinite power and unfathomable design."
Pp. 5C7, 568, ^^878.'

One of the principal acliievcmcnts of the f^eat reflector of Lord
Rosse, is the discovery of what he terms Spiral St/stems. The
followin!:; is an account of one of tliesc :

—

"The 51st nebula of ^Messier, viewed throuL:h an 18 inch rcficctor, pre-
sents the appearance of a large and bright globular nebub, surrounded bv a
ring at a considerable distance from the glo!--, v<-rA- unc(pial in brightness in
iUs difierent parts, and subdivided througli altout tw.>-liiUis of its cireuniterence
as if into two lamina', one of which appears as if turned up towards the eve
out of the plane of the rc'^t. Xear it (at a!"«ut a nidius of the ring distant)
is a small bright rouml nebula. Viewed fhrou'jh the G fi'i-t rellcctor of Lord
Rosse, the aspect is much altered, 'i'he interior, or what appeared the up-
turned portion of tlie ring, assumes the aspect of .i nebulous coil or convolu-
tion tending in a spiral t'urm towards the centre, and ;i general tendency to ,i

.spiroid an-angement of the streaks of nebula lonnciiin-j; the ring and central
mass which this power brings into view, become.-* apparent, and t;<nns a very
striking feature. The outlying nebula is also perceived to be connected by a
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Borrow, curvctl banJ of nebulous light with the rin^, and the whole, if not

cUaHv 'resolved into stars, has a ' resolvable' character which evidently indi-

tatoi'its comiKwition."

—

Vp. oOd, 570, «^ a»2.

Another feat of this enormous instrument has been the resolution

of the j;reat nebula in Orion, and the consequent overturning of one

of the bases upon which rests the celebrated nebular theory of

Laplace.

Tlic Fourth Tart, which contains but one chapter, relates to the

difTcri'iit kinds of time and the calendar. With this the work con-

cludes.

In tlic Christian Examiner for September is a review of Herschel's

Outlines of Astronomy, supposed to be from the pen of a young

American astronomer, for Avhom we anticipate a very brilliant career.

It treats the work with gi-eat severity, and its strictures, which are

numerous, are in the main just, especially those relating to the parts

which treat of Comctary orbits and the discovery of the planet Nep-

tune. How far an eminent writer is excusable for inaccuracy in

some of the details of his science, to which his attention may not

have been particularly di-awn, we shall not attempt to decide. One

thing is certain, that no eye would be more sure to detect eri'ors in

the recently discovered planetary and comctary orbits, than that of

tlic reviewer in question, who, if we are not mistaken in the person,

ha.'? been most industriously and successfully occupied with these

matters during the last two years.

We could ourselves, if disposed to be hypercritical, find many
faults. It is easier to do this than to produce an imexceptionable

work for popular reading upon such a science.

We have preferred to give such an analysis of the work as should

at the same time convey an idea of the present improved state of

astronomy. The impression left upon the mind after the contem-

plation, is one of the vastness of the field which is opened, and the

immense amount which still remains to be done in this stupendous

science. Every one, however humble his sphere, who contributes

anything towards its improvement, confers a possession for eternity,

for it becomes incorporated in the great mass of intelligence which

h;w been accuumlating and preserving for ages, and which it is im-

possible to conceive can ever be lost by any of the vicissitudes of

human affairs. It is in the hope of exciting a more general taste

for a.>tronomical pursuits—pursuits so ennobling and so rich in their

innnediatt^ rewards to those who engage in them—that the preceding

pages have been prepared, and for which the appearance of a work
from such a high source, designed for the instruction of the unin-

itiated, afTordod a fittin!^ occasion.
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akt. m—cmipbell's life and letters.

1. Life and Letters of Thomas Campbell. Edited by William Beattie, M. D., one

of his Executors. In two vols., 12mo. New-York : Harper & Brothers. 1850.

2. The Poetical Works of Thomas Cavipbell, complete; with a Memoir. S)C. Phila-

delphia: Lea & Blanchard. 1845.

The republication in this country of the " Life and Letters " of

Thomas Campbell make.-; this a fitting occasion to take a passing

notice of his personal and literary history. Among the heavy taxes

imposed on greatness, not the least onerous is that levied by the

biogi-aphcr. No sooner does the child of genius or renown go down

to the house appointed for all the living, than this public adminis-

trator seizes upon all his nionorabilia, and proceeds to appropriate

.

them for the benefit of his heirs at law,—to wit, the great public.

T^he task is generally performed either Avith a deep veneration for

the illustrious dead, or else with a patronizing officiousness, as if

the sun had indeed consented to act as usher for the morning star.

Very few, however, can afibrd to have the secrets of their private

afiFairs tluro^vn open to the gaze of an unsympathizing public. There

are joys and sorrows that belong exclusively to the domestic and

social being, with which the world ought not to intermeddle, and

into which it is not often inclined to intrude, unless invited by the

excessive communicativeness of ostentatious sorrow.

Biographies of persons recently deceased are generally productions

pro tempore,—a fui-ther lapse of time is requisite to remove the

object a little way from the beholder, that it may be contemplated

as a whole as well as in its details. Such temporary memoirs.

however, answer a valuable purpose in preserving and making

accessible the materials out of which, in due time, the real bio-

grapher will constnict his work. ^luch discrimination is required

in making such collections of memoirs, for, since they are designed

for the public, the}' should contain nothing that does not properly

belong to that distinguished personage. The man who, in the

privacy of domestic or social life, should never do or say anything

unfit to be made public, might be a very safe man, but he would

also be a very reserved, if not indeed an austere one ; and any other

than such a one could suffer no greater calamity, in his posthumous

fame, than to fall into the hands of some admirer, who, Avith more

zeal than judgment, should, a la Bosxcell, expose to public gaze the

picture of his private life.

The " Life and Letters of Thomas Campbell " is a work in some

degree obnoxious to these criticisms. Dr. Beattie, the compiler,
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WAA the intimate personal friend of the poet during the later years

of his life, aiul an ardent admirer of his gcnrns; was appointed one

of tlie executors in his will, and by consent of surviving friends.

Wcanic his biogi-aphcr. Of course, he came to his literary task

with much zeal,' and has pursued it with an unf\\iling interest. But

vhile he evcrA,-s\h(.TC manifests the interest that he himself feels, he

fails to communicate it to the reader, who is often only a spectator

when he should be a participant of the joys or sorrows of the occa-

sion. Ho scorns to have thought that whatever Campbell had said

or done, ought to be remembered and admired, and, therefore, that

it was his d"ity to detail everything for public use; and though the

example of his admired subject is evidently an unsafe one, yet arc

his faults and fullies all spread out before us, but with so kind u

hand as to seem only as the venial aberrations of a gifted spirit.

or the exuberances of genius. This method of ^^Titing biography

i.> most pernicious. Either let the faults of the sons of genius be

forgotten, or, if they must be remembered, let them be branded with

their real character, lest the lustre of mental greatness gild the

dcfonnitics of vice, and cause crime itself to appear no longer

odious.

As a vTiter, Dr. Beattie is not destined to attain great eminence.

He is fitted rather to be the companion of literary men than to

assume a high place as one of the craft. He has more taste than

genius,—and his taste is rather appreciative than discriminating.

Yt't has he given us a very readable work,—too large, indeed, by

nearly one-half, which is so common a fault among that class of

lM>oks. that it must be endured as a kind of destiny. But in this

case the reader may readily abridge for himself by omitting any

portion of the documentary matter with which these volumes

abound,—ludess, indeed, he fears that he may lose some of the good

things that are scattered among these voluminous extracts. The

work will unquestionably find readers.

With these notices of the work spoken of above, we take leave of

it for the present, designing to devote this paper rather to the sub-

ject tluui to the book,—the life and literary history of Thomas

Campbell the poet.

'J'hc old Scottish crone was somewhat in error, who, when her

little grandchild read to her the story of the patriarch of Cz, at the

mention of the three thousand camels, exclaimed. '• Och, lassie \ the

r.aumels are an auld clan, then,"—for, in fact, the Campbells were

among the mo.-t recent of all the clans of Scotland, dating back no

further than the eleventh century. Among the adventurei-s who

followed the Norman Conqueror into England was Gilespie de
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Camille, -who afterward engaged in the service of the king of Scot-

land, in Avhich ser\ice he

" won the Lady of the west,

The daughter of Macaillan Mor,"

and with her the lairdship of LochaAVC. From that stock sprang the

famous clan of the Campbells. Tlic line of their chieftains may be

traced dowmvard through Sir Keil, a contemporary and compatriot

of Robert Bruce, to Archibald, whose name stands as a pillar of

history in the records of his clan. This Archibald died in 1360,

leaving three sons;— Colin, who succeeded to the honours of the

family,—Tavis, ancestor of Dunai-drie,—and Iver, from vhom
sprang the Campbells of Kiruan, the f\imily of Thomas Campbell.

The fame of the poet, however, rests but slightly upon his ancestry, •

and he had the good sense not to pride himself upon a title so pre-

carious. Only once is the subject introduced in his poems, and

then with a liighl}- commendable modesty. In his "Lines on Re-

ceiving a Seal with the Campbell Crest," after denominating that

crest the same

—

" That erst the adventurous Norman wore,"

he adds,

—

" Yet little nii^ht I prize the stone.

If it hut typed the feudal tree.

From whence, a scatter'd leaf, I "m blown

On Fortune's mutability."

Before the birth of the poet, CSept. 27, 1777,") the family estat<^

at Kiman had been alienated. His father was the youngest of three

brothers, all of whom went from home to better their fortunes.

Robert, the oldest, went to England, and v-as a political writer

under Walpole's administration, but sunk into obscurity upon the

decline of that minister, and afterward died in ]ienury. Archibald,

the second brother, came to America, and was settled as a Presby-

t^erian minister in AVestmoreland. Virginia, where he died in 1795.

full of years, and gi-eatly honoured. Alexander, the father of the

poet, having been bred to the mercantile profession, followed his

brother to Virginia, and was for several years occupied as a mer-

chant at Falmouth, in that State. He then returned to his nativ
country, and established himself in his pn^fi-ssion. in the city of

Glasgow, where he married when past middle life, and afterword reared

a large family. His business, being mostly in American trade, was

ruined by the war of the Revolution, so that he was greatly embar-

rassed during his subsequent life-time, and at Inst died in poverty.

He was a man of singidar integrity of character, and, true to the reh-
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Cious affinities of his countrymen, he was a Presbyterian. In after

Times his -ifted but more way^vard son used to speak ot his

father' 3 dailv family devotions, and pronounce them the most cor-

rect and eloquent extempore prayers to Avhich he had ever listened.

Thomas \vas the youn-est of eleven children that were born to his

parent^ -the son of his Other's old age, and peculiarly an object ut

parental affection and earnest hope. His f\ither's smiles were al-

ways most ra<liant when they beamed upon his boy,—his jumor by

almost seventy years,—

'• While, like a new existence to liis heart,

That living flower uprose beneath his eye."

And even the native severity of his more youthful and energetic

companion relaxed into fondness as she gazed upon the last of her

progeny bud.ling into adolescence before her. The feelings with

which her indomitable spirit lingered ai-ound the object of her

niatenial affections and ambitious expectations arc happily delineated

in one of the most exquisite passages of the " Pleasui'es of Hope."'

—the mother s apostrophe to her sleeping infant:

—

" Sleep, image of thy father, sleep, my boy

:

No lingering hour of sorrow shall be thine,

No siijfis that raid thy father's heart and mine;

Bright as his manly sire the sou shall be, r

In form and soul ; but, ah! more blest than he:

Thy fame, thy worth, thy filial love at last,

Shall soothe his aching heart for all the past—

With many a smile my solitude repay,

And chase the uarld's unc/cncrous scorn aivaij.'"

Johnson's observation relative to Goldsmith, that " he was a plant

that flowered late," will not apply to Campbell; for he was evi-

dently and eminently a vernal flower. His poetical genius was

especially precocious]^ for at ten years old he produced verses of

very considerable merit. His school exercises, consisting of trans-

htions from the classics, were rendered in verse, as a matter ot

preference, and large portions of the Latin poets were committed to

memory. But the Greek became at length his favourite pursuit,

and to'tlic end of his life he seemed more ambitious of the reputa-

tion of a first-rate Greek scholar than of that of the first of Eng-

li.sh poets.

At thirteen years old he entered the University of Glasgow, where

his progress was one uninterrupted triumph. Though the youngest

member of his class, he won neariy all the first prizes; and in

classics and belles-lettres he had no competitor. Not satisfied

with his college triumphs, nor sufiiciently occupied with the labour
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they cost him, he was accustomed to indulge his satirical muse in

good-natured attacks upon his rivals, and to touch off their several

peculiarities with ratlier a free hand.

At sixteen, an event occurred that made a deep impression upon
his mind, and probably gave direction to his subsequent career.

He visited Edinburgh for the first time, and, while there, witnessed

the trial and condemnation of a number of notable political offend-

ers. The whole affair, with its attendant circumstances, was well

adapted to impress the mind of a country youth possessed of a

highly susceptible and active imagination. The stately eloquence

of the advocate and counsel counuandcd his admiration ; but the

impassioned and highly eloquent address of one of the prisoners

—

Avho, passing by mere conventional foru)S, and appealing to a higher

authority than legislatures can give, claimed for himself and his

associates the inalienable rights of men—quite overwhelmed him.

He returned home, and resumed his duties at the university, but he

seemed a very different person from his former self. His wit and
vivacity were replaced by a cold reserve and moping meditativeness.

Politics for a season took the place of poetry, and " human rights
"

were more thought of by him than taste and philosophy. His appH-
cation to his college duties, however, was rather increased than

diminished, and the award of two prizes, at the ensuing examina-

tion, convinced his associates that if indeed he was mad, there was
some "method in his madness."

During his fourth session at the university, the increasing exi-

gencies of the family caused him to wish for some means by
which to provide for his own subsistence. His father was bend-

ing over the grave, burdened with old age and accumulated

misfortunes ; and from the other members of the family our young
student could expect but little assistance. He wished to gain

a profession; but the relief promised in that direction was dis-

tant and problematical, while his case demanded a certain and
speedy return. A situation was accordingly procured as tutor in

the family of a widowt-d relative. Mrs. Campbell, of Smiipol, in

Mull, one of the Hebrides. Here he devoted himself to his new
duties, and divided his large intervals of leisure between his fa-

vourite classics and his out-door rambles. For these his situation

was highly auspicious, for here he communed with nature in her

sublimest aspects, and imbibed from the contemplation a deep and
awful inspiration.

But it was a new and somewhat painful change of situation, for

one so young and susceptible to be torn away from his cherished

associations, and placed, almost in solitude, in his far-off island
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nin^t The tedium of his summer's stay at Mull was, however,

rt-licml by at least one "au-ol's visit," which, as it was the occa-

»i..n of his first preserved poem, demands a passmg notice. Miss

Caroline F., dau-hter of a clcr-yman at Inverary, made a protracted

visit to his patroness at Sunipol, and, of course, there grew up some

intinuicy between them; for nothing is more natural than

"Love in such a wilderness as this."

8ho VS3.S his junior by about a year, and her personal graces, both

of fonn and inanners, are described as sufficient to justify the admi-

ration of tlie youthful poet, as uttered in his " Caroline." Of that

I,.>oin tlie first part was written during his stay at Mull, and the

Kt-cund was forwarded to the object of his earliest amorous aspira-

tions the next summer. Of that afiair we shall hear again by

and by.
, n u n

After a residence of five months at Sunipol, young Campbell

returned to the university and resumed his studies, which, from

this time, were of a more gi-ave and serious cast than at any earlier

period. lie was especialW interested with the lectures on Law and

Jurisprudence, and his half-formed political notions were perfected

from tlie models of the Pandects. So completely was he captivated

by the ennobling beauties of the Justinian code, that with a full

hl'art he gave himself to be a devotee at its shrine forever. For a

M-hilc he was tutor in the family of Sir William Napier, at Downie,

where he also continued his application to his favourite study and

its kindred themes, anticipating, at the same time, the period when

he shr.uld be able to pui-sue an easy independence in the law-offices

of Edinburgh.

The anticipations of youth are like the blossoms of spring upon

fruit-bearing trees, which are mostly destined to perish, yet are they

lovely in their season, and of them come all the golden stores of

autumn. So were young Campbell's expectations destined to

perish, but not till he had dallied with the illusion, and, by antici-

pation, realized its pleasures. But disappointments, that in after

life bogct dcsp.mdcncy and despair, are in youth only stimulants to

j^-ator eiVorts and to higher hopes. So in this case :
there were no

dis<:ourigeinents occasioned by disappointed hopes and thwarted

puqiosfs. He had also at this time an additional motive to noble

a.'jpintions,—one that oft(M\ proves ennobling in itself, as well as a

powerful incentive to self-respect and virtuous emulations. His

Rusceptible heart had become the victim of a more pleasing, but not

loss controlling authority than even that of his muse, and his spirit

revelleii in an imaginary elysium, while he sang lays of love to the
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Evening Star, that shone upon the " S'.veetlj-scented road" of his

own " Caroline." But the stern decree of poverty forbade him to

press his earnest suit, Avhich probably ^vould not have been wholly
unsuccessful, till at length one more fiivourcd by fortune possessed
the charms that had won his heart, and so he was freed from the

witching toils of love.

The next year opened with brightening prosjiccts upon the ardent
spirit of Campbell; for a place was actually obtained in the office

of an attorney in Edinburgh as copyist, and the highway to the legal

profession lay plain before him. But he soon found the reaUties of
legal practice so utterly unlike the ideas he had entertained respect-

ing it, that after a few months he abandoned it in disgust. He next
attempted to do something toward helping himself by his literary

labours, but with very partial success. He, however, made the ac-

quaintance of some of the most distinguished scholars of the Scotch
metropolis, as well as gained an increased knowledge of men and of
tlie world,—an acquisition that he greatly needed. A literary

"job," undertaken for an Edinburgh bookseller, at length induced
him to return to the country, where he spent most of the following

winter. He also devoted himself anew to poetry, and his produc-
tions began to assume a remarkable vigour and a tnily classical

elegance. A portion of this winter was passed at the residence of
Mr. Sterling, at Courdale, whose daughter played several Scottish
airs very skilfully, to some of which Campbell composed appro-
priate songs. Among these was '^ The \Vounded Hussar," a piece
founded on an iiicident in one of the then recent battles on the
Danube. This song immediately obtained a great and deserved
popularity. It was sung in the streets of Glasgow, and soon found
its way over the whole kingdom, and in its progress proved itself a
successful rival to Burns' " Poor but Honest Soger," then all the
rage throughout Scotland.

Upon his return to the capital the next spring, it began to be
known that he had in hand a poem of considerable length, and in a
state of forwardness approaching to completion. It was first recited
among the young poet's youthful associates; but before many
months had passed it had been read by most of the principal
scholars in Edinburgh, and was especially admired and commended
by Dr. Anderson, author of the " Lives of the British Poets."

It appears that the idea of such a poem was first conceived
during his residence at Mull, though but little of it had been written
before he came to Edinburgh, the year before the time now under
consideration. During his stay in the country it had been prose-
cuted with new zeal, till it began to assume shape and proportions.
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The favour expressed toward his unfledged bantling aroused the

full powers of the young poet, and he recast, and in a manner

reproduced the whole. A final revision was given to it under the

judicious direction of Dr. Anderson, and the poem Avas pronounced

iinishcd. The introductory paragraph, as it then stood, was not

exactly satisfactory to the rigid!}'- correct taste of the friendly

critic, and this he mentioned to the author, though he confessed liis

inability to suggest the needed improvement. One morning, soon

after, the doctor called on his young friend, and though the morning

was pretty far advanced, he found him still m bed, though sleepless

and feverish. As soon as he entered the chamber, Campbell

lianded him a paper containing about a dozen lines, designed for

an introduction to the new poem, instead of the first thirty as it

stood before. The improvement was complete, so that what had

before been considered a defective portion became one of the most

beautiful of the whole poem.

From the day of its publication " The Pleasures of Hope
'"

assumed a place among the first-class specimens of English poetry.

)t does not aspire to the venerable dignity of the epic,—a kind of

p»>ctical composition that has proved the field of adventure and

defeat to many an ambitious aspirant to poetical eminence. It

claims a place midway between that and the light ballad and

Kprightly song, and very successfully maintains that claim.

Among productions of its own class, though the collection be so

exclusively select that only Gray's "Elegy," and Goldsmith's two

gems, and a few choice pieces from such great masters as Pope and

Drydcn, be admitted, we shall still find this poem, like a star, glit-

tering in its o-wn mild lustre, undimmed by the radiance of any
other, and uneclipsed by the deep shades of the midnight heavens.

After reading it, one is often at a loss to say what it is that has

taken hold of his heart, and compelled him to admire even before

he has consented to approve. Its theme, though naturally poetical.

18, from its constant recurrence, somewhat common-place ; and the

images presented in its picture-gallery are little more than painted

and burnished truisms. As a composition, it is a patch-work,—

a

mosaic—whose several parts, though naturally distinct, are so con-

joine<l, that they seem to have been originally designed for the

places they severally occupy. This is the triumph of the " art

divine," and indicates the presence of real genius more surely than
a thousand tumid descriptions of the sublime or terrible.

As a specimen of literary art, the " Pleasures of Hope " has many
and decided e.xcellences. Its versification, though it lacks the

flexible smoothness of some of Pope's best pieces, or the fresh-
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ness and naturalness of Goldsmith's, has fewer positive faults

than that of almost any other WTitcr; while it presents, in a high

degree of perfection, many of the best })ropcrties of English verse.

If, as some may be inclined to say, the author had less of the ori-

ginal elements of a poet than some others of much less reputation,

his defect of creative genius was wonderfully compensated by his

artistical ability. But c\xn this excellence appears sometimes to

be in excess, as the work bears the mark of the hand of the artist,

and is rendered somewhat stiff by too much smoothing and polishing.

This defect, however, is not a prominent one, nor such as obviously

to characterize the poem, which is instinct with the very life of

poetry, and makes its appeals directly to the deep feelings of

the soul.

In moral and religious tone, this poem is deserving of our decided

commendation. The author was yet under the mfluence of the good
old Presbyterian elder of Clutha, and felt the impression of those

fervid devotions that afterward so commanded his admiration ; nor

had he forgotten the lessons that he had learned from the Scriptures

and the " Shorter Catechism." Many of his happiest illustrations

are from Biblical subjects; and throughout the poem there is a

most gratifying absence of even covert profanity and obscenity, and
a reverential deference to Christian truth and morals, that cannot

fail to please all who desire to see good taste in unison with good
morals and Christian piety.

The success of '• The Tleasures of Hope " was instantaneous and
complete. Campbell was soon brought hito acquaintance with the

principal wits of the capital,—among whom were Dr. Gregory.

Mackenzie, Dugald Stuart, Alison, and Telford. With Sir Walter
Scott he had before enjoyed an intimacy, which now became closer;

and with characteristic good-nature Scott delighted to introduce his

young friend to the first circles in Edinburgh.

As has often been the case with the most successful literary pro-

ductions, the copy-right of the "Pleasures of Hope" was sold for

an inconsiderable sum. It ran through two editions very rapidly,

and brought a golden harvest to the publisher, who, with a rare

liberality, then permitted the author to issue a superb edition for

his own benefit. I lis finances were thus greatly improved, and, at

the same time, a permanent reputation obtained, that secured his

future success in the profession of letters.

The changed circumstances of the young poet now enabled him
to realize a wish that had been long, but hitherto almost hopelessly

indulged by him ;—that was, to visit the continent. His attention

had been attracted by tlic fame of the German Universities, and he
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earnestly desired to pursue his favourite studies at these celebrated

Urtitrf of learniii;^. Accordinj^ly, after spending the year next fol-

lowiii;; the issuing of his poem in a succession of rather aimless,

but highly flattering engagements, he set out on his literary pil-

grimage.

lie passed over to Hamburg, where he -was received by the

British residei\ts in a highly flattering manner; and a letter of

introduction to Klopstock, -who Avas then in Hambm-g, brought him

into an actpiaintance with that gi'cat luminary, through •\viiom he

obtained a ready access to the inferior lights in literature in that

place. It was his desigi^ to proceed directly to Jena, but as that

city was then in the hands of the French, he was compelled to

change his purpose, and accordingly he tuiTied his course toward

Ilatisbon. His arrival at that place was highly opportune,—not,

however, for the prosecution of his studies, but for the attainment

of a higher class of ideas and impressions than can be acquired

from books.

Three days after his arrival, Ratisbon was taken by the French

forces, after a stubborn and bloody engagement, of which he was an

eye-witness. From an eminence near the city he witnessed the

evolutions and manoeuvring of the hostile forces previous to their

colli.sion ; and at length the conflict itself, with its consequences of

rout and slaughter. The impressions of that temblc day were

deep and enduring. They may be still traced in some of his battle-

pieces, which were composed soon afterward. Toward the latter

part of his life he remarked, relative to this matter, " These impres-

sions at seeing numbers of men strewn on the field of battle,—or,

what Avas worse, seeing them in the act of dying, are so honible to

my memory that I study to banish them. At times, when I have
been fevered and ill, 1 have awoke from night-mare di-eams about

tliese dreadful images." Copies of these images may doubtless be
Been in such poems as " Hohcnlindcn," and the " Soldier's Dream."
The fall of Ratisbon placed Campbell in rather awkward circum-

stances. Ho was, however, treated with much courtesy by General
Muroau and his officers, and permitted to go in and out througii the

city; yet he was actually a prisoner, as he could neither leave ^nth-

out great <langor, nor while he remained have any communication
with his friends. There were at that time very few British resi-

dents in that place of whose society he could avail himself; but
there was a college of Scotch monks, of the order of St. James,
whose hospitality he enjoyed during a portion of his stay at Ratis-
bon. I^ut as both his religious and pohtical sentiments were the
antipodes of those of his ghostly entertainers, their communion was
FouRTu SEUiEd. Vol. UL—5
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not always the most cordial. But in the president of the monastery
(Arbuthnot) he found a kind and faithful friend, of whom he has
left an honourable memento, which is also an evidence of his own
appreciation of the favoui-s there received. In the " Hitter Bann "

we have the following sketch, which is generally recognized as a
picture of his reverend friend :

—

" There enter'd one whose face he knew,
Whose voice he was aware

He oft at mass liad listcn'd to

In the holy house of prayer.

'Twas the abbot of St. James' monks,

A fresh and fair old man
;

His reverend air arrested e'en

The gloomy Hitter Bann."

It was his design to travel pretty extensively in Germany, ac-

companied by a young friend whom he expected from Edinburgh,

but the unsettled state of affairs again frustrated his pm-poses.

Before finally leaving Ilatisbon, however, he made a hasty excur-

sion to Munich, and returned again by the valley of the Iser ; and as

there were increasing indications of the renewal of hostilities, which
would probably expose him to some inconvenience, and perhaps
personal danger, he soon after returned to Leipsic, and thence to

Altona. Here he found Anthony M'Cann, "the Exile of Erin,"

who, with several compatriots, for having been concerned in

the local disturbances in Ireland, about 170S, had been forced to

quit their native country, and were now residing at Altona. M'Cann
had risen to a good degree of respectability in the home of his

exile, and had even attained to a considerable estate, so that the

picture given by the poet, describes rather what was the condi-

tion of the exiles at their first landing than anything that the
poet witnessed; or, rather, it is most likely that he drew pretty

largely on his imagination for the materials that he has used with
such exquisite ability. The poet himself informs us, that it was
after meeting M'Cann one evening on the banks of the Elbe, lonely

and pensive at the thoughts of his situation, that he wrote the
" E.xile of Erin." The piece was highly appreciated by the exiies

at Altona, and, having been set to music, it became a fiivourite at
their convivial meetings. It was soon after sent over to the British
Islands, where it at once became a universal favourite.

Campbell had at this time an engagement with the London
Morning Chronicle to furnish poetical matter for that paper.
Hitherto he had been hindered from performing that dutv, but
during his stay at Altona he devoted himself with much industry

6*
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lo his cn^^cmcnt. The first piece of the series thus contributed

va.s his "Lines Written on Visiting a Scene in Argylcshire."

That piece was first Avritten during liis last visit to his father's

r\'?idi.'nce in that part of the country, but Avas now, and by this nie-

diuui. communicated to the pubUc. The pictures tliat it presents of

ihe ih^sohitious that liad come upon '• the home of his forefathers
'"

are painfully true to nature, and impart an agreeable tinge of

UK'lancholy to that delightful production. The closing stanza con-

tains a fine moral, and gives us some intimation of las own mental

hi.'^iory at that period. It was about this time that his " Caroline"

rave lior IkuuI to a more fortunate suitor than the youthful bard,

aud hence Ids occasion to rally his "dark spirit" to fortitude

Rud hope:

—

" Through perils of chance, and the scowls of disdain,

May thy front be unulter'd, thy courage elate !

Yea! even the name I have uorshipp'd in vain

Shall awake not the sigh of remembrance again

:

To BEAR IS TO CONQUER OCR FATE."

"The Beech Tree's Petition" was the second of the series. Its

8t'«ry ijt briefly this:—In the kitchen-garden of a gentleman at

Aril well, near Craigie Burn, was a large and beautiful beech-tree,

which, us it exhausted the soil, was doomed by the proprietor to the

axe. ]5ut just before the sentence was to be executed, the garden

M'a.s visited by a number of gentlefolks, who greatly admired the

sUitcly tree, and when they learned what had been decreed against

it. they strongly remonstrated with the proprietor, and petitioned

for a reversal of the sentence. Campbell was intimate with all the

parties, and, at the request of some of the fair petitioners, reduced

the remonstrance to the form and proportions of a poem. The

petition did not fail of its purpose; the beech-tree was permitted

to enjoy a green old age, even after it had sufi'ered a poetical

apotheosis. After this he forwarded to London, and thus gave to

the public, "The E.xile of Erin," "The Ode to Winter," the "Mari-

ucrs of England," aud the "Name Unknown." This list, with

tliose before named, it will be seen, comprises many of Campbell's

bo>t pieces, and shows that at that early period he had attained to

gn-at maturity of thought, and a strength of genius that he scarce

excelled iu after life.

Though denied the much-coveted privilege of studying at the

German universities, he devoted himself to the pursiut of the Ger-

man language and literature, and even made some brief essays upon

the interminable ocean of German philosophy. He' actually stu-

died Kant for three months, presuming, all the while, that as every-
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body about him extolled the -work, there must be some latent excel-

lence about it that he -would find at length ; but having sought in

vain for so long a time, he had the sense to abandon the pursuit,

and the honesty to declare his want of success. A closing remark

in the letter in which he humorously narrates his ill success in

studying Kant, shows that his failure Avas not for want of either

acuteness of perception or ripeness of judgment. " In belles-

lettres," he remarks, " the German language opens a richer field

than in their philosophy."

Though Campbell's visit to the continent seemed to be ill-timed,

and his return premature, yet his time and expense were well

remunerated by what he saw and learned. He visited some of the

principal cities of Germany, and saw much of German life and

manners, and—which he could have done at scarcely any other

time—he saw two battle-fields,—one (that near llatisbon) during

the action, and the other (Ingoldsby) very soon after the conflict

had ceased. He did not, however, as is often supposed, witness the

battle of Hohenlinden, Avhich, indeed, did not occur till the year

after his visit to the Danube.

Early in the spring of 1801 Campbell returned from the conti-

nent, going first to London, where he was very cordially received

by a number of distinguished persons, who knew him only by his

writings and through mutual friends. lie had designed to spend

some time in the metropolis, and, if possible, settle himself there in

some remunerative employment ; but the news of the decease of

his vcncraltlc father, which met him in Lomlon, caused him to

hasten at once to Edinburgh, to condole with his relatives in their

common bereavement.

The death of his father increased his pecuniary embarrassments

rather than brought him a patrimony, as the property consisted

only of a life-annuity from a mercantile association of Glasgow;

and the family, consisting of the mother and three unmarried sisters

of the poet, were left in most destitute circumstances. With true

generosity of heart, the youthful bard devoted himself to the care

of his needy relatives,—a duty that he continued to perform as

long as they had need of his kindness. These domestic affairs de-

tained him most of the following year in Edinburgh, whither the

family had removed before the death of his fither. He also con-

templated a second tour to the continent, in Avhich he purposc-d to

visit the south of Europe, and spend some time among the classical

associations of Italy. His muse in the mean time was not idle.

Having returned to London, he found a quiet retreat at the resi-

dence of a distant relative at Sydenham, where he produced, and
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pave to the public, some of his most spirited and exquisite minor

l>.)enis. Among these Tvcre " Ilohenlinden " and " Lochiel," pieces

that have veiy few equals among the works of their author or

elsewhere.

Lochiel was the chief of the warlike clan of the Camerons, who

embarked in the cause of the house of Stuart against the Hanove-

rian dynasty, in 1745. "When the Pretender was about to raise his

ptandanl in Scotland, Lochiel hastened to his quarters to dissuade

him from so desperate an enterprise; but failing to do this, he

united his own fortune to that of his legitimate prince. The

approach of the conflict that ensued is the point of time occupied

by the poem. Lochiel is met by an old man, gifted with the faculty

of " second sight," who warns him of the certain and terrible over-

throw that awaits him. Increased energy is given to the predic-

tions of this wizard by the fact, that the whole scene was then pass-

ing in vision before him. There is a terrible directness in the

vaticinations of this mysterious seer that might well carry terrors

to the heart of the superstitious ; but the responses of the chieftain

are bold and haughty, though they betray some signs of doubt.

which, however, are checked and overborne by a desperate purpose

to peril everything in the coming conflict.

Thi.-^ poem was principally written during a brief residence by

the poet at the mansion of Lord ]Minto. As first issued, it was of

little more than half its present length, and wanted some of the

most spirited verses of the poem, as it now is. One evening, while

it was in process of composition, he retired to rest rather early.

with his head full of the " Warning," but unable to put into suit-

able shape the wizard's annomicement of his prescience. But during

the night he awoke, repeating the long-sought distich in a form that

struck him as peculiarly felicitous. He arose hastily, rang the bell,

and, calling for a light, wrote off his midnight inspirations :

—

" 'Tis the sunset of life gives me mystical lore,

Aiid coming events cast their shadows be/ore;"

in which form this common idea has since been almost universally

enunciated;—a high encomium on the poetical conception and felici-

tous diction of the author.

Two events of great interest in the history of the young poet

occurred about this time. One of them was the receipt of a sub-

stantial mark of royal fiivour, in the shape of an annuity of two

hm)dred poimds,—a much-needed, and yet much-to-be-deprecated

boon ; the other was his marriage to Miss Sinclair, the daughter of

his kind host at Sydenham. This latter event, of course, put an
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end to liis notions of going abroad, at least for a season, and

Sydenham continued to be his residence for a number of years

afterward.

Early in 1809 Mr. Campbell pubhshed his second great poeha,

and the one that has more than any other of his works, especially

in this country, given celebrity to his muse,—'* Gertrude of

Wyoming." Among the productions of pensioned poets this

stands pre-eminent; and without considenng any qualifying cir-

cumstances, it must always, upon its own intrinsic merits, claim a

high place among the works of the muse.

The history of this chief production of its author, like that of all

the works of genius, is full of interest. It seems that when the

poet had become settled in his own quiet domicil at Sydenham, his

mind aspired to some literary exercise more worthy of himself than

"svriting fugitive articles for the ephemeral press. "Writing to Scott,

in the spring of 1^05, he remarks :
—"I want some tolerable poem

—

French or German—to tran.slatc, and I wish you to choose it for

me; any one of about the size of six hundred or a thousand lines."

At the end of the same letter is the following bit of news, which,

though evidently designed to answer no ulterior pm-pose, is, in this

connexion, somewhat suggestive :

—
" There is a Mohawk Lidian in

town, who whoops the war-whoop to ladies in drawing-rooms, and
is the reigning rage of the town at this season." Two years later

he was occupied with a new narrative poem, some hints for which
he seems to have taken from a tale from the German of Au'^ust

Lafontaine, which afforded both the name of his heroine and some
of the incidents of the story. ]n a letter to a female correspondent,

written early the same year, he communicated a copy of some
verses that he had then just written, which verses are now found,

with only slight modificatiou.s. making an integi'al and highly

valuable portion of " Gertrude," the portraiture of Albert of

Wyoming, the "gentle Pennsylvanian sire." Of the design of

the hues thus communicated, the poet observed :
—" They relate

directly and solely, indeed, to the most venerable of mankind;
they were written from the contenqdation of his character—from
tlie impulse which his benign and beautiful countenance occasioned.

. . . The case is, I was engaged, about the time of the afflicting

intelligence, [of the death of Mr. Mayow, the father of his corre-

spondent,] in a poem, where a character such as his is one of the

most important ; the description nf serenity in mature life—of that

composure which is not the result of indifference—but of the fire,

fervour, and sensibility of earlier life, subdued and sweetened by
reflection." The reader will not fail to recognize in the above
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extract the features of the good old Pennsylvanian, nor to admire

that portrait the more, when it is thus seen to be a transcript from

the warm heart of the poet.

A few months later we find him in full chase about London,

hunting; for a copy of Jefferson's "Notes on Virginiar^ " for refer-

ences and authorities in a work in which I am engaged." The

poem was now rapidly approaching to completion. It had been

read in its unfinished state in a private circle of his friends as early

as the i)rcceding Chiistmas. In July, he ^vrote to a literary friend

that he had " given some touches of his best kind to the Second

Part ;" and then adds,
—

" I am growing a great deal more sanguine

about the poem, which shall be out {D. v.) about Christmas." It

was not out, however, till early the next spring.

The appearance of the new poem created a great sensation among

the author's numerous personal friends, especially those at Edin-

burgh. The proof-sheets were sent to Alison, "the man of taste,"

by whom they were shown to Dugald iStuart, Jeffrey the reviewer,

Telford, and a few others of the poet's intimate friends. Alison

was enraptured, and forthwith returned a letter of strongly ex-

pressed congratulations. Stuart insisted on reading it first by

himself; which when he had done, he came back to his company

"as pale as a ghost, and literally sick with weeping." Jeffrey

received this new candidate for public favom* with a critic's

cautiousness, and examined it with the discrimination of a prac-

tised reviewer: and though he detected what he deemed several

slight blemishes and defects, he, nevertheless, commended the whole

production with more than a critic's fervour. But Mrs. Stuart

would not abide the cool criticisms of the reviewer, but insisted

that the poem was perfect ; and instead of confessing that it was

too short, as had been suggested,—which itself sounded more like

praise than censm-e—she declared that she " could not have read

one page more for the world." Telford was too deeply concerned

for the success of the new-comer to be able to satisfy his OAvn judg-

ment, though he ventm-ed, with gi-eat modesty, to intimate his

approbation; and writing to some of the poet's London friends

respecting its reception in Scotland, he suggested that "such un-

qualifiod praise Avill cither drive him frantic, or make him complete

the epic j)oem on ' Bruce,' which he has threatened before he closes

his eyes."

" At length, finely printed in quarto, and inscribed to his steady

friend and patron. Lord Holland, ' Gertrude of Wyoming' was intro-

duced to the public. The first perusal of the poem justified the

chai-acter that had preceded it; and the cordial reception of liis
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heroine fonned a bright epocli in the poet's life. On the same day

appeared a number of the Edinburgh Review, opening with a brilliant

article on ' Gertrude,' and the genius of its autiior The cha-

racter of genuine poetry, as defined in this critical analysis, is illus-

trated by many of those striking passages in which the poem so

much abounds ; and in confirmation of the opinion then expressed,

may now be added the testimony and experience of nearly forty

years, during wliich ' Gertrude ' has been adding to the number of

her admirers, and still appears as fresh, and lovely, and intensely

interesting, as on the day of her first coming out."

Criticisms on a production of such a fixed reputation may seem

quite superfluous ; we will, nevertheless, venture a few additiona.1

observations. The distinguishing characteristic of the poem is its

tenderness. Though the plot is laid among scenes of blood and

rapine, the imagery of the Avhole is rather pastoral than heroic.

The landscape sketch of the lovely valley is truly Arcadian ; and

though remarkably true to nature, yet such is the poetic charm

thrown over the whole scene, that it seems rather Paradisiacal than

earthly. The power of genius to consecrate to taste and the tender

sympathies of the heart, what else were entirely common, was

never better illustrated than in the witching air of romance that

this poem has given to the very name of Wyoming. The eagle-

eyed critic may indeed detect slight inaccuracies,—sins against

natural history, and j)0S3ibly against minor facts,—but there is a

higher and broader truthfulness pervading the entire poem, that

commends it to every heart that is capable of appreciating its worth.

The characters of the principal persons of the drama are sketched

with the hand of a master. They resemble pictures that seem to

stand out from the canvass, elcar and distinct in their own indi-

viduality. And what is especially remarkable, and very unusual,

all the characters are good ones. This contributes largely to that

tenderness just referred to, and yet it is so managed as not to

sacrifice the appropriate tone and elevation of the piece. Where
will three more manly characters be met with than are those of the

male persons of this poemV And even Gertrude, all gentleness as

she is, is not destitute of that degree of energy that renders beauty

itself more attractive.

The venerable patriarch, Albert, "this gentle Pennsylvanian

sire," is the very embodiment of dignified age; where child-like

tenderness blends with unyielding integrity, and over the whole the

mellowed radiance of life's smiset casts its own brightness. Ger-

trude, the heroine of the tale, is the genuine beau-ideal of rural

lovehness. Delicate and sensitive in a high degree,—susceptible to
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CTory natural and intellectual charm, yet artless and timid as the

f»Mi»s of her own wilderness home, she charms by her intnnsic

aj.iial.k'ucss, and unconsciously steals into the approving S}Tnpa-

U'ii-s of every reader. Waldcgrave, too, though not so fully dc-

linoutal, is a well-sustained character; a youth of high pui-poses

of <oul-' endowed Avilh a vigorous uiKlcrstanding, and adorned with

varitMl k-amin-. and the jjcculiar polish given by extensive obser-

vation —b.-ave. ardent, and chivalrous, yet gentle as the dove, and

as tenderly constant to the object of his youthful attachments. But

prrhrips tlio bcst-sustaincd character of the group is the Oneida

chief, the man of " monumental brlonze.

"A sonl that pity totich'd, but never shook;

Train'd from his trec-rock'd cradle to his bier,

The fierce extremes of good and ill to brook

Impassive—fearing but the shame of fear

—

A stoic of the icoods—a siax uithout a tear.'"

The attempt to delineate Indian character has often been made,

and with very uniform want of success. Especially have endea-

vours to embody the pecuhar sentiments of our aborigines in their

own lanzua-c been unsuccessful. Here, however, the thing is

done; and the excellence of the result compensates amply lor the

diir.cultv of its attainment. The old chieftain, Outalissi, is a real

Indian—no bedizzened and tattooed imitation, lisping a few stiff

sot phrases, mere counterfeits of the "talk" of the sons of the

forest His words and figures, his sentiments and philosophy, (tor

ho was at once a savage and a philosopher,) are all in character.

Now he bends with native tenderness to gaze upon ^
the little foot-

prints" of his \oycd protegee, and anon he rouses his "flower"

" To pay with Huron's blood his father's scars.

And gratulate his soul rejoicing in the stars."

The closing song of the old chief is worthy of a place among the

-randest conceptions of genius. Every word is alive with poetic

inspiration, and every line presents some striking trait of the Indian

clianicter; wliile through the whole runs a deep and rich vein of

the ;esthctioal philosophy of the genuine native American. His

bosom is heaved with deepest sorrow; yet he may not weep, for he

is the son of a warrior; but his smothered sorrow shall vent itself

in vengeance upon his enemies. Still, he seems half conscious that

there is a luxury in weeping, though he may not enjoy it
;
and so

he commends it to him

" Whose breath was given

By milder genii o'er the deep,"
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since he may weep without offence to Ids father's spirit, and with-

out incurring the reproach of " the Christian host." The characte-

ristic gloom of his race again comes over him as he recurs to his

own desolate condition,—the common destiny of his people, whe-

ther leagued with or against the white man,—and he finds even

vengeance no longer sweet, since there are none of his tribe remain-

ing to enjoy it -snth him. But in the gatherings of despair, his

rehgious faith supplies the lack of other motives to deeds of daring,

and to the exercise of his vindictive prowess :

—

"Even from the land of iluidows now,

My father's awful ghost appears,

Amidst the clouds that round me roll,

lie bids rtuj soul for battle thint."

Another characteristic of this poem, and, indeed, of nearly all

Campbell's poetry, is equally obvious to the discriminating reader.

Whether it should be esteemed a blemish or a beauty, we will not

attempt to determine, but there certainly is a kind of obscurity,—

a

mistiness, hanging over this whole ])roduction. Though perspicuity

is very generally esteemed essential to good writing, yet we are not

sure that in this case the want of it is not rather an advantage ; for

as the blue vapours of the Indian summer that veils "fair ^Vyo-

ming," give a magic charm to its autumnal landscape, so this

haziness of the poetical atmosphere may heighten the beauties that

it half conceals. Through this we may view the whole scene, not

less certainly, but as in "a fairy perspective," and apparently

somewhat removed from the beholder; and here, as elsewhere,

—

" 'Tis distance lends enchantment to the view."

This, we presume, was wholly undesigned by the poet, whose over-

scrupulous taste was ill-satisfied with his own best efiusions till

corrected and poHshed at the expense of both their vivacity and
perspicuity. He was accustomed to rewrite and condense his first

sketches till they often became obscure, and sometimes stitF, and
both these properties are plainly seen, especially in his more elabo-

rate productions. A poet should never have more taste than genius

:

and, especially as a poet, his self-esteem should exceed his love of

praise, that he may dare to issue his effusions in their original

freshness and natural vivacity.

"Gertrude of Wyoming" was issued during the thirty-second

year of the age of its author, and evinces a remarkably precocious

maturity. This seems, too, to have been the culminating point in

the ascent of the poet's genius ; for though he lived the greater part

of his entire life-time afterward, yet was his course from this point
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one of rapid and continuous descent ; and through aU that pro-

tniotitl period of declension he remained httle more than the sha-

dow of his former self. „ ,

,

In 1810 appeared "O'Connor's Child," a spmted and well-told

tale —one of a class of compositions in which the writer especially

deli-litcd. This, too, was a worthy seriuel to its more pretending

pre«lecessor.. The Irish legend has all the tenderness of the Penn-

pylvanian story, with greater intensity of passion, blending in plea-

sing harmony the strong impulses of love, machiess, and despair.

The p:ithetic element, however, predominates throughout, and every

heart is moved to sorrow rather than to fury, while seeing and feel-

ing that " the flower of love hes Weeding."

"One other of Campbell's minor poems requires a notice in

this review of his works,—" The Last Man." This was issued m
the New Monthly, in 1823, and may be called the last poem of its'

author, for what he wrote afterward was rather verses than poetry.

Tliis poem has one distinguishing property,—its obscurity, which

is so studiously and succe^ssfully developed that the whole produc-

tion appears as an embodiment of "the majesty of darkness."

Every reader asks, Who and what is this "Last Man" that is so

cfR^tually adumbrated by the poet? Is he a sophist, a sage, or a

Christian? as he seems to exhibit some of the characteristics of

both of the former two, and yet, in his final song of triumph, he

identifies himself with the last. These inconsistencies, however,

all contribute to the chief property and poetical excellence of the

piece—its obscurity.

The resemblance between this poem and Byron's " Darkness " is

obvious ; and as this last-named was published first, it gave to the

" Last Man " the appearance of an imitation. But it seems that if

cither poet was obliged to the other, it was Byron rather than

Campbell. Li a letter to a friend, soon after the appearance of his

piece, in which he speaks of the resemblance of the two poems.

Cami)bell remarks :—" Many years ago 1 had the idea of this • Last

Man ' in my head, and distinctly remember speaking of the subject

to Lord B I am entirely disposed to acquit Lord Byron of

having intentionally taken my thoughts. It is consistent with my

own experience to suppose that an idea that is actually one of

memory may start up, appearing to be one of the imagination."

This e.xtract is valuable, as a sufficient vindication of the author

from the suspicion of plagiarism, and also as a felicitous statement

of a curious but veritable psychological phenomenon.

Campbell's life was throughout devoted to literary pursuits ;
and

though the promises of his youth and early manhood were not
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realized in middle life, yet was he always an able and accomplished

scholar, especially in the belles-lettres. In 1814 he published
" Specimens of the British Poets," in three octavo volumes,—

a

selection that evinces much fj;ood taste, and a thorough acquaint-

ance -with that department of English literature. Ten years later,

he published " Theodric, a Domestic Tale," a poem of gi-eater

extent than any other of his pieces except his two principal ones.

Upon this he bestowed the most elaborate care, that it might make
the nearest possible approach to absolute perfection in its kind;

and as, in other cases, his excessive carefulness left its unfavour-

able impress upon his works, so, in this, the soul of poetry is sacri-

ficed to the drapery of verse. Tried by the rules of rhetoric, and

the art of poetry, " Theodric " is nearly faultless, and, at the same
time, it is almost equally destitute of the positive qualities of

•poetry,—a production as unlike the genuine inspiration of the muse
as a wax figure is less beautiful tiian the living and breathing

human form. Indeed, nearly all Campbell's later productions,

of which there were many, arc little better than lifeless forms,

negatively faultless, but almost entirely destitute of poetical in-

spiration.

Campbell was for some years editor of the iS^ew Monthly
Magazine; and afterward he conducted the Metropolitan for a

short time. In 1S27, and the two succeeding years, he was Lord-

rector of Glasgow University. During the latter portion of his

life he devoted his pen to prose writings, and gave to the public

in succession, biogi'aphics of ]Mrs. Siddons, Shakspeare, Frederick

the Great, and Petrarch. His otlier prose works are, "A History

of the Reign of George the Third," and "Lectures on Greek
Poetry." IS one of these works add anything to his literary repu-

tation, and most of them serve only as mementoes of the premature

decay of his genius. His whole history presents the image of an

early flowering plant, which in spring-time arrests the admir-

ing gaze of every passer-by, but presently fades, and remains,

through summer and autumn, an unsightly stock. The painful

truth cannot, and indeed should not, be concealed, that Campbell
fell a sacrifice to his evil habits, and his towering genius was balked

in its midway flight by the undue indulgence of his grosser appe-

tites. He died at Boulogne, in June, 1S45, and his body reposes,

with the ashes of kindred bards, in Poet's Comer, Westminster
Abbey.

Before dismissing this subject, as an act of mere justice, some
notice should be taken of Campbell as a familiar con-espond-

ent. His memoirs are chiefly made up of these spontaneous effu-
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ions from the soul ; and through them, as it could not be done by

aiiv otiicr means, do viC gain the most complete acquaintance with

tJio character of the man. His fricndsliip was ardent, and his ex-

pressions wholly unreserved ; and he })0ssessed the rare faculty of

tlirowing his whole soul into the epistolary sheet when addressing

any of his numerous personal friends, llis letters constitute an

almost unbroken sketch of his life, and form the best literary his-

tory of his works ; and if they often betray both his foibles and his

faults, they also exhibit his human sympathies, and the unselfish

generosity of a genuine poet's heart. These letters may be studied

art models of that kind of composition in which it is least of all

true, that words are designed to conceal the real sense of the soul.

The most rigid moralist must concede great praise to Campbell

as an author, however much he may condemn the waywardness of

the man. Every line of his poetry may be read in a mixed com-

pany without exciting a blush upon the cheek of the most fasti-

diously modest ; and every sentiment may be presented to the sus-

ceptible heart of youth without danger to the moral character. It

was his own consolation, when the evening shades of life were upon

him, that he had written no line that could inflict pain upon any but

the enemies of mankind, nor seduce even the most wavering from

the paths of virtue. ^Ve believe, indeed, that the perusal of Camp-
bell's poems would in most cases be followed by decidedly favour-

able effects upon the moral character of young persons ; while few

compositions in our language are better adapted to develop a deli-

cate and correct literary taste. Wc regret that we have no really

good American edition of these poems. That of the Philadelphia

press is the best, and, for the purposes of a plain edition, answers

very well. But we need an edition in style and dress corresponding

to the essential value of the matter, and we look to the publishers

of these volumes of " Life and Letters " to follow up that publica-

tion with an illustrated edition of the poetical works of Thomas
Campbell, as an appropriate companion to their own illustrated edi-

tions of Milton, Cowper, Thomson, and Goldsmith.
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akt. IV.—tile young rien of the church.

The Gospel demands of every human being an unreserved conse-

cration of body and soul, -with all thcii' energies and capabilities,

throughout the entire period of his probation. In thus claiming for

God all the services which a mortal man, aided by Divine grace,

can render, it puts forth a claim upon any peculiar powers, endow-

ments, or faculties with wluch he may be providentially endowed

or intrusted. In asserting its rightful dominion over our entire

eai-thly career, it proclaims the Divine right to reign with an undi-

vided and unrivalled authority over each period of life. Every

talent is confided to us under the tacit condition that it shall be

used and improved in accordance with the will and design of the

great Giver. Days, and months, and ycai's, are added to our exist-

ence here below, because they supply us with more opportunities

and advantages for working out our own salvation, and promoting

the well-being of others ; for building up the kingdom of Clurist, and

making manifest the glory of God. For the attainment of these

high ends, much reliance is placed upon human e.Kcrtion, and the

physical and intellectual resom'ces of every age and station are

tasked to the uttermost. Even the morning of existence, and the

childhood of religious life, are pressed into this great enterprise.

"I write unto you, little children, because your sins are forgiven

you for His name's sake." The glow, and out-bm-sting, jo^^ous -n-ati-

tude of the new-born soul—the fervours of his ''first love"—the

fresh lustre of his "beautiful garments," become potent agencies

for good, and no more pleasant incense than his ever rises up to

Heaven.

The mature piety and deep acquaintance with Divine tilings,

which are the result of long experience and habitual communion
with God, also have their special vocation under tlie Gospel economy.
"I write unto you, fathers, because you know Him tliat is from the

beginning." These " old disciples" constitute the Hnk of connexion
between the existing Christian church and the church of history, as

well as between the church militant and the churcli triumpliant.

They are the channels through wliich the tide of spiritual life has
flowed down upon us from the ages of the past. They are the de-

positaries of reverend traditi(.>ns. and the conseiwators and models
of orthodoxy in opinion and purity of life. Without being con.=ciou3

of exercising so high a function, tliey have made the church what
it is. Our Christianity, with all its excellencies as well as its im-
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porfcctions, has been derived from theirs. It has, no doubt, under-

gone some modifications. It has, in some respects, deteriorated

in our hands. In others, it has groAvn better; but, as a whole,

il is u natural and fair derivation from the -svaninp; Christian age,

to Avhich a new and ^^f;orous religious generation are rapidly suc-

cec-diiig. Wc sometimes unconsciously look upon the company

of vi-nerable disciples who move in the van of our heavenward

march, as liaving really, and to all important ends, accomplished

their warfare and won the victory. iShould all others forsake the

Saviour, they, we feel quite sure, will never participate in the

crime, for they have lived unto God till rehgion has, through grace,

bec<jme a sort of second natm-e, in which all their habits, and senti-

un-nti, and aspirations, and joys have their somx-e and support. To
turn them away from God and the heavenly inheritance must re-

quire some gi'cat moral convulsion. It would be like the annulment

of the law of gravitation—like thrusting a rolling planet from its

appointed orb. We do not subscribe to the inamissibility of gi-ace,

and the mevitable salvation of all souls once regenerated,—and yet

we firuily believe that these fathers and mothers in Israel will never

fall. They will abide in the old paths, whoever turns back. They

remember the days of old. They "know Him that is from the

beginning." So long, at least, as they live, there will be true

witnesses. Their trumpet shall give a certain sound. They are

living epistles of Christ, which shall continue to be read of all

men. So long as they constitute a part of the life of the

church, the chmxh camiot lose its vitality. "While their presence

and prayers among us will certainly conciliate the Divine favour,

and perpetuate a holy seed, they reprove our backshdings, and warn

us of dangers, and recall us to the old landmarks of truth, and ex-

perience, and duty.

Let us thank God for so bright a manifestation of his grace in

the fathers, who still bless and guide us by their counsels, and in

the yet large company of mature, established Christians who still

bear the burden and heat of the day. We may yet rejoice in their

light fur a season, and there will be days of mourning when these

luminaries, so long our guides and exemplars, shall one after an-

other b*: exalted to shed their radiance upon brighter, holier regions.

It will, however, readily occur to the thoughtful reader, that the

high qualities, in virtue of which aged, mature Christians fulfil

for the church offices so conservative and salutary, are partially or

wholly incompatible with the performance of other functions con-

nected no less intimately with the spread and efficacy of the Gospel.

Consen'atism, which spontaneously clings to the past, is less
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favourable to progress. Zeal for traditional or hereditary opinions

or usages is often indiscriminate, and is prone to resist not rash

innovations and pernicious novelties alone, but needful improve-

ments. It is no slight calamity that befalls religion and human
society, when venerable truths and ancient institutions are guarded

with a morbid jealousy, which rejects new discoveries and salutary

cbajiges. The church, under such un[)ropitious circumstances, is in

danger of losing its power and vitality, and of wasting its energies

in idle contests for dogmas and forms, which, however true or

Scriptural, are no longer of any special significance or utility, now
that their life and spirit have de})arted from them. And here we
have occasion to adore the infinite wisdom of the great Head of the

Church, in employing for its edification such a variety of gifts and

agencies. In His wonderful economy, men of all ranks and capa-

cities co-operate harmoniously for the production of a common re-

sult, each fulfilling his own special and appropriate function, and, at

the same time, supjjlying some deficiency, or checking some exagge-

rated action of his fellow-labourer. The rich and the poor have

assigned to them their proper sjjhere, and they contribute not alike,

but equally, it may be, to the general weal. The faith, and pray-

ers, and spotless example of an illiterate or obscm-e man may con-

tribute as successfully to the great designs of Christianity as the

counsels of the sage or the eloquence of the learned. Thus it is

that " the whole body, fitly joined together, and compacted by that

which every joint supplictli, according to the effectual working iji

the measure of every part, maketh increase of the body unto the

edifying itself in love."

For the satisfaction of wants and liabihties which find no

adequate provision in the fixed ideas and unyielding habits of

veteran piety, the Gosi)cl makes its appeal to the special endow-

ments and adaptations of the young. " I liave v.ritten to you,

young men, because ye are strong, and the Avord of God abi-

deth in you, and ye have overcome the wicked one." In the

economy of Divine Providence, youth is endowed with peculiar

attributes, on which the success of all great moral and social

interests and enterprises is made dependent.

1. This responsibility for the well-being of the race, which accrues

to the young in virtue of their providential endo'SMnents, is de-

volved upon them by an inevitable destiny. They are the predes-

tined successors of all who now wield moral influence, and all who
occupy positions of authority and power. They are moving inces-

santly onward toward this great inheritance, and the fliglit of years

makes haste to bring them into contact with burdens and respon-
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iibilities which they cannot elude or devolve upon others. Those

who are now young /mist govern mankind. They inust become the

ti-icliers of the race. They must become the world's lawgivers, and

its (hspcnsers of justice. They must manage its material interests

—nm^t plan and prosecute its improvements and ameliorations

—

nuist conduct its Avars and negotiations—must meet the unseen

?xigencies of the great future. God has provided no other teachers

for that coming generation, which, in its turn, is desthied to occupy

\\i\< great field of action and probation, and to transmit to a still

l.it'T posterity its character—its virtues, and vices, and achieve-

uiciits. Were we able to divest this _gi-eat law of human existence

of its inoQiciency as a hackneyed truism, and clothe it in the fresh-

rn'.<<; and potency of a newly-discovered truth, we should need no

otluT argument to impress upon the young the duty of diligence

and faitlifulness in their high vocation; for the young, though often

m>h and reckless of the future, are neither selfish nor malevolent.

'J'hey would not thrust themselves upoA the inheritance in reserve

for them without qualifications to preserve and improve it. They
*ould not bring back upon the world the ignorance of the dark

ugt-x. nor re[»roduce upon the face of civilized society the horrible

^c«tn-s of the rei.:n of terror. They would not taniish the lustre of

our national character by deeds of cowardice, treachery, or dis-

honour. Thty- M-ould not give to the country a race of incompetent

or profligate statesmen. They would recoil from the thought of

occiipving the pulpits of this Christian land, the strongholds of its

nioi-.ilify and stern virtues, without the requisite qualifications of

intelligence and piety. They would not dwarf and taint the public

mind with a feeble, polluted literature, nor degrade the schools and
lilx.Tal professions to which this great republic looks for the men of

the future—its orators, its teachers, the guides of its youth, and the

k-u(l(TS of its senates. And yet nothing is more certain than that

ihi '.-;(> great interests, one and all, look to the present generation of

youiig men as their sole hope and resource. Nothing is less a

ni.TtUT of doubt than that these potent agencies, on which the well-

bi'ing of a great nation depends, must speedily come under the

direction of the young men who are now forming their character,

niond and intellectual—many of them wholly unconcerned about

tint future in which they have so deep a stake, and for which they
will be held to a responsibility so fearful.

We should ])laco before the youth of this land only a vQxy humble
standard of duty and ambition in urging them to such attainments

^ wdl merely enable them to maintain these institutions and social

and moral enterprises in the present state of efficiency and useful-

i'ounin Series, Vol. 111.-6
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ness. To do less than this would plainly be nothing less than treason

against our country and common humanity. It cost our fathers

infinite toil and sacrifices, and precious blood, to raise this country

to its present position, and to form such a heritage of light, and

liberty, and glory as they are ready to bc<[ucath to their sous ; and

that young man must be dead to all high aspirations who does not

bum with shame at the thought of transmitting it to posterity

enfeebled, or dilapidated. One or two such recreant genera-

tions Avould plunge this free and glorious land into the dark-

ness and wretchedness of its primitive barbarism, and make them-

selves the reproach of noble ancestors, and the scorn and byword of

history. But the rising generation cannot even escape this foul

dishonour of wasting its inheritance, and betraying the sacred inte-

rests inti-usted to it for the benefit of po.sterity, without high attain-

ments in knowledge and virtue. Om- fathers were a brave, intel-

lectual, noble race; and they who now sway the destinies of this

country are educated, vigorous, laborious, enterprising men. The
land is no doubt cursed with hordes of ilcmagogues and pretenders,

and its honours are too often bestowed u})ou the unworthy and
incompetent. Still, the gi-eat body of om- legislators, public offi-

cers, and professional men, are not gi-ossly deficient either in lite-

rary attainments or intellectual vigour. There is a Vulcanic energy
at work in our enterprises of science, and fabrication, and internal

improvement. A mighty intellectual machinery is concerned in

bringing forth the products of our vast literature, periodical ami
permanent. Many thousand of fine minds, and well cultivated, are

labom-ing incessantly and intensely in our pulpits and schools of
learning, to promote the moral and mental illumination of the

people of this great country. >Ve must not midervalue the past, or

complain unjustly of the deficiencies of the present time. Our
country has been made what it is, and is kept up to its actual hit^U

moral and social position, by the strenuous e.xertion of immense
capacities and honourable virtues. It will be no easy task for our
young men to outstrip their predecessors. It will even be well for

them if they shall be prepared to act the part which awaits them
without provoking unfavourable comparisons—if they shall acquit
themselves as well in the sight of their country of history and
of God.

Something more than this, however, will justly be expected of
them. It is the glory of the men of the present generation that
they have improved upon all past ages, and greatly enriched and
beautified the inheritance which their fathers bequeathed them. It

will be the undying reproach of their successors if this full tide of
6*
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iinprovcmcnt shall be stayed upon their accession to the high phices

of power and responsibility. They ^vill enter upon their career with

jKYuliur advantages. The accumulations of past ages constitute

their resources for new enterprises. The light of rich and varied

experiments shines full upon their pathway, and the wonderful dis-

coveries of the last half century constitute the vantage-gi-ound from

which they are allowed to commence their new career. If with

facilities so many and so great, unknown to their predecessors, they

tihall do no more than maintain the actual status of the intelligence,

and happiness, and virtue of the community, they are destined to

act but an inglorious part. They ought to contribute to the welfare

of jJociety such measures of new light, and vivacity, and momentum,
as will quicken and multiply the energies gf every ameliorating

enterprise. This is their proper function and vocation, for which

they should diligently equip themselves, as champions whose eyes

are already fixed upon the arena of the coming conflict.

The actual state of education, morals, and happiness in a com-
munity, may be regarded as the trae expression of the power of the

moral and intellectual forces engaged for its improvement. The
efficiency and usefulness of a church, for instance, are precisely

what the zeal, purity, and intelligence of its members can make it.

We may conclude, therefore, that the Christian enterprises of the

present time must remain stationary, without some new accession

of moral resources. If the rising generation shall come forward

with only the same degrees of piety and intelligence that belong to

their fathers, then the utmost that can be expected is, that the cause

of religion and humanity shall not retrograde. Progress, under the

circumstances supposed,, is wholly out of the question. The chm-ch
is now barely able to hold its ground against the opposing forces of

sin and eiTor, or to advance with a tardy step to future triumphs

;

and if it is to be recruited and reinforced by such members and
ministers only as already wield its destinies, it must remain in

essentially the same condition, while the accession of even a few
jversons of deeper piety, and stronger faith, and larger views, miglit

sweep away the obstacles that retard its progress, and open a

career of unexampled successes. A single individual of enlarged

conceptions of duty, and burning zeal for Christ, is sometimes
able to communicate new spirit to a whole church which has,

for years, scarcely given a sign of vitality. It had just enough of
moral power to maintain a bare existence, and resist the pressure
from without ; and now the additional impetus given by one tnie
man of God puts everything in motion and triumphs over ob-
stacles. AY hat victories, then, might we not anticipate, what
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enlargement for Zion, could the -whole host of our young men

be induced to gird themselves with strength, and enter upon the

•whitening field to which they are called, with something like the

spirit of primitive Christianity? It would be as a new life from

the dead. It would be as the birth of a new dispensation. They
who are ready to perish would revive ag;iin, and' all the islands

of the sea would rejoice.

Manifestly it is such a revival of heavenly charity, and wisdom,

and apostolic zeal, that is imperatively demanded by the present

condition, of all our social and Christian enterprises. The passing

era will ever be recognized in history as an age of noble conceptions

and of great moral convictions. It has planned, and begun to exe-

cute, godlike enterprises, but it evidently lacks the sinews needful

for their successful accomplishment. It reels under the burdens it

has assumed. The existing race of Christians has propag;ited

sublime ideas, which it is appointed for their successors to realize

in sublime achievements. This is in accordance with a great law.

An age of discovery lends in an age of performance. First comes

the science, and then its applications to life. The church is well

furnished with grand ideas. It has on its hands comprehensive

evangelizing schemes, wlioso successful accomplishment will usher

in the millennium. What she now wants is agents to execute them.

She wants an aiTny of young men, large-minded and large-hearted,

and deeply baptized into the Saviour's spirit. This is the great

want to which all others are suiiordinate. Let it be supplied, and
all other obstacles will vanish away. The cause of Christ and
humanity calls for men—needs men—cultivated, sanctified, self-

sacrificing, brave men, and it really wants nothing else to the com-
pleteness of its triumphs. ^laterial resources with which the

church ovei-flows, only wait for the bidding of lips touched with

holy fire to call them forth upon the altar of sacrifice. And now
what Christian young man will endure the thought, that all these

goodly enterprises for the improvement and salvation of the race

shall fail or languish for want of worthy champions ? The church

has just now started forth from the ignominious repose of centuries.

and trembles to recognise itself as charged by Christ with the evan-

gelization of the world. Shall this work, so nobly begun, fail or lan-

guish forwant of labourers? T? it tolerable to think of thattlio triumph

of Christ shall be postponed, ami the deadK* curse of sin continue to

blight the hopes of three- fourths of the human race, because we love

our ease and our money, and because our 3'oung men have shallow

piety and huge ambition? We have discovered that the general

diffusion of a more thorough and effective common education is
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absolutely indispensable for a self-governing people, and that uhat-

cvcr else our republic lias or lacks, the preservation of freedom and

happiness Avithout tliis great reform is an impossibility. The work

is already begun, and the means for its extension and completion

arc at least partially provided. AVill our young men accept of this

holy trust at the hands of their fathers? Are they ready to offer

themselves for a service equally commended to their favour by
religion and patriotism? Good men, -who arc yet alive, were the

first to know and proclaim that the exhilarating bowl, which fashion

liad long made indispensable in the high places of society, and np[)c-

titc had made the tyrant and the scourge of common life—which

^as fondly kissed by ruby hps, and inspired the eloquence of grave

ecclesiastics, is an accm-sed poisoned chalice, which has drugged
our people with disease, and vice, and damning guilt. This fearful

tnith had nearly succeeded in penetrating the heart of our popula-

tion, and making its lodgment in the public conscience, when,
through the Avcariness of some of its advocates, and the indiscre-

tions of others, the apathy of the church, and the sleepless efforts

of interested dealers, their deluded victims, and demagogue abettors,

a paralyzing reaction has befallen the great enterprise, and the

poHuting cup is again brought forth from its hiding-place—again

sp:irkles at the feast, and maddens the joyous circle of our youth.
Are our educated young men prepared to preach up another cru-

snde, and march in the van of another holy war against this worse
than the false prophet? Our own favoured land, and the entire

Christian world, unquestionably labour under great and giievous
social evils. Our intense and highly artificial civilization does, in

some of its modes and operations, press with dreadful and almost
exterminating severity upon the happiness, the hopes, and the ^irtues

of large classes of the people. Ignorant quacks, and interested

pretenders and demagogues, are everywhere prescribing absurd and
pernicious remedies for this inveterate disease. Keligion and edu-
cation possess the true panacea, and they would enlist an army of
valiant, wise philanthropists in an enterprise which must fail in

onlinary hands. Are our young men ready for this good work
also? Will this call to holy duties be able to make itself heard
amid the incitements to selfishness and ambition which throng the
avenues to professional and pubhc life?

For the satisfaction of these, and other moral and social Avants,

vhich j.ress so heavily upon our country and the human race, intel-

ligent, pious young men are at this moment the only adequate re-
source. Others, who have a heart for such work, are akeady
occupied, and their energies are ahready fully tasked in maintaining
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these great moral enterprises in their actual state of advancement.

They look to the young for the succour without which reaction and

ignominious retrogression will be unavoidable. They boldly con-

front the foe and keep him at bay, whilst, with every muscle strained,

they beckon to their sons to " come and help tiicui,"

Young men alone can be fully adapted to the special exigencies

of their own times. Those who have been long engaged in any de-

partment of action acquire habits favourable to success in their par-

ticular pursuit, which often become disqualifications under a change

of circumstances, or for new enterprises. The middle-aged pastor

will generally be found essentially unfit for the new duties and ideas

of missionary life. He cannot learn strange languages, and inure

himself to new climates and modes of life. The young man, on the

contrary, has nothing to unlearn. He is pliable and plastic, ready

to be moulded into any form of physical and mental activity which

the exigencies of the times may demand. When the French revolu-

tion had brought on a crisis in human affairs imknown in the world's

previous history, old statesmen and old generals were found imi-

versally unfit for the new exigency, and supreme power, civil and

military, passed, as if in obedience to some hidden law, to the

vigorous hands of Napoleon, and Pitt, and Talleyrand, and Wel-

lington, all young men, who took their character from the crisis, and in

their turn impressed it upon the times. Several of our great bene-

volent enterprises, which are rapidly extending their influences to the

remotest nations of the earth, were projected by young men, while

tliey were still under-graduatcs ; and Mills, aiul Judson, and Newell,

passed immediately from the schools into the distant lands where

they laid the foundations of Christian empires. Young men have

usually been Heaven's chosen depositaries of new and great ideas,

and its chosen instruments for effecting beneficent revolutions.

They soonest hear, and most deeply feel, the appeals of suffering

humanity, and their character most readily conforms itself to the

hue and pressure of their era.

For prudent counsels, and the conduct of grave negotiations, for

the conservation of holy truths and time-honoured institutions, for

the safe management of the great trusts and established interests of

human society, we are to look to the serene, unimpassioned wisdom

of more advanced life ; but new and difficult enterprises, and daring

moral adventures that are without precedent .in the memory of the

aged, must, for the most part, expect to enlist their champions from

the ranks of buoyant, unhackneyed youth. This is eminently the

period of mental and bodily vigour and power. The warm blood

courses bravely through the veins, and every limb and muscle re-
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ioiccs in action. The bosom swells ^vith high hopes, which disap-

.Kjiiitment lias not vet chilled with its paralyzing touch. The

vonn- are wont to place confidence in man, in human improvement.

in truth and in the power of endeavour. Experience has not yet

ina.le them timid, nor broken the spirit of adventure. The future

ri-^cs up before them gorgeous with rich promise, and opulent m
hithlcu resources. Religion chastens, but it does not dim these

vivi.l conceptions and loftv aspirations of the young. Very often,

itideed. the discoveries of taith far outstrip and outshine the visions

of fancy ; and what was sheer extravagance in the expectations of

the natural man, becomes an object of sober and reasonable pursuit

with him who has received an endowment of strength from on high.

It is a great point gained when we can get young men, constitu-

tionally prone to adventure and activity, who love labour, and fear

liothin^—whose bomiding hearts impel them onward, as if conscious

that to°will and to achieve were tasks equally feasible—it is a gi-eat

thin- to ^et all these elements of efficiency fairly embarked m some

holv" enterprise in which the smallest degrees of success might

FutWfv the most ardent ambition, and the gi^ndeuv and certainty

of whose triumphs can sustain the spirit of man under all the vicis-

situdes of hope deferred. Here is found precisely that comjunctiou

of circumstances which is most favourable to the highest develop-

ment Of the best qualities of the heart and the intellect. The m-

ppiration of an object divinely sublime, and yet in closest contact

with all the benevolent feelings ; the prospect of a glorious reward,

actin- without prejudice to conscious, disinterested pliilanthropy—

iiifalUblc guarantees of ultimate, complete success—offer a combina-

tion of motives that camiot fail to exalt the human powers to their

utmost capacity, and even to make ordinary men gi'eat.

In addition to the inspiration of ennobling pursuits acting upon

the plastic nature and fervent temperament of fresh and buoyant

life. Christianity furnishes to yomig men other and peculiar ele-

ments of strength. " The rcord of God ahideth in thcmr and thev

nrc thus supplied, from the beginning of their career, with rules ot

action and maxims of life perfectly adapted to all their circum-

stances and wants. It is not necessary to prove that the Lible.

whicli is the expression of Divine wisdom, announces to man the

tnic method of life. It contains the mind of God, and makes

known to us the decisions of the highest intelligence. In all mat-

ters of high moral import it reveals to us, in anticipation of expe-

rience, those great practical lessons which cannot be learned else-

where,' if at all, but by years of careful observation and laborious

experiment. ^Yisdom acquired by methods so tedious and expen-
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sive, usually comes too late for any valuable purpose, after life has

been exhausted in fruitless, raisdirected endeavours, and its energies

impaired, and the heart saddened by disculna;,^'nKnt and discomfi-

ture. Life commenced and prosecuted uutlcr the infallible guid-

ance of the Divine oracles, escapes all such retnrdhig influences.

Its movements begin in the right direction. It.s energies are saved
from the wear and the Avaste of unsuccessful essays and of an endless

empiricism. The character early awiuires compactness and soHdity,

and that momentum which is derived from lixcdness of purpose and
singleness of heart.

There is great advantage in the Divine authority of the rules

which religion prescribes for the conduct of life. Its announce-
ments are so many of the decrees of .Jtiiuvah, of -which it is not in

human folly to question the -wisdom, ami to -which nothing short of
absolute madness could hope to ollVr successful resistance. Obe-
dience, therefore, becomes the highest dictate of reason as -well as

of conscience. All the interests of thue and eternity are involved m
a frank, earnest concurrence with tliLse expressions of the Divine
will. After God has si)okcn. there are no doubtful questions to

settle—no -wavering probabilities for scrutiny and adjustment. It

only remains for those -who have heard his voice to gird up their

loins and hasten to the accompli.-hmiiit of an appointed task. It

must be obvious to the slightest rcticction how much the business

of life is simphfied by this authoritative settlement of doubtful

questions, and the subonlinatiou of all it- pursuits to one control-

ling principle. They who choo.-e to f.lluw other guides, neces-

sarily lose this powerful ck-UM-nt of tnicit-ney. They must often

hesitate in the choice of their ru!v.s of action—they must often

falter in the pursuits to which tlay finally devote themselves, and
often fliil in the attainment of their obj.els. thnnigh the insufficiency

of worldly motives to sustain untirin- a<-tivity. They hang in

equipoise, while others, obedient to tin* l)iviiic lawgiver, advance in

the race. They stop to reconsider where ilie demand is stron^^est

for accelerated motion, 'fluy find the ineentives to which they
have yielded up the direction of life t*^) feeble to sustain them.
They doubt, under the pressure of tod an.l weariness, whether they
have not consulted ambitii-n and avarici- at the sacrifice of hi-'her

interests—whether they may n-.t lia>e thought too little of°the
claims of repose, t»r too hi^'hly t.f n jiutation. They discover too
late, some lack of congeniality for the .>iccni'S or society upon which
they have been precii'itan-^l by l-vity. or pride, or indolence
Above all. will the thuuglit that Cio.l is n.-t in all their schemes
and that they tend to an is^ue upon which Heaven's blessiucr has
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never been asked nor promised, often obtrude itself, to relax the

liiju'ws of effort, and even to sudden the triumphs of success. Such

Uii>;;i\ini5S arc most likely to come upon the mind in its days of

dt'ubt and despondency, when the hand is tremulous and the heart

f;iint. Just then it is that the Christian most feels the support of his

|iriucipk'S. "The word of God abidcth in him," and he travels on

••from strength io strength." it is his infallible counsellor in a

time of perplexity. It assures him of deliverance from all dangers

and all disasters. It sustains him most completely Avhcn all other

SJijipurta confess their insufficiency. Its light is most intense in

tlie darke::;t day, and it raises the loudest notes of victory -when its

dvvoted champions ai-e borne on their shields from the mortal

conflict.

The Christian yoimg man gains another element of efficiency in

the permanence of the influences under which his character is

formed. From youth to old age, through all of life's changes, he

walks by the same unerring light. His eye is fixed upon one object.

His pursuits obey one great law, and all tend to a common grand

result. Life's entire energies arc concentrated upon a point which

becomes liencefortli the goal of all his efforts and aspirations.

Ix)'.ver worldly maxims lose their force and application with the

progress and mutations of time. The appetite becomes sated with

tnjojnnent or paralyzed by age. Disappointment, or the sober

second thought of experience, dissipates the illusions of ambition.

Hardly any worldly motive but avarice, confessedly tlie lowest and
the worst, is accustomed to maintain its sway to the close of life.

Failure or change in the ruling principle, necessarily destroys

unity and continuity of action ; and enterprises eagerly begun in

the thoughtlessness of youth, are abandoned as hopeless or un-
worthy by sober manhood. The tastes fluctuate. Imagination
refuses any longer to gild the phantom with which it at first se-

duced the unwary. With these changes, come changes of purpose,

and even middle life finds itself unsettled and~ ^u-averihg, shorn of

its strength in its very prime and unwasted vigour ; while the latter

days of an irreligious life are almost invariably tasteless, unsatis-

lactory, and to all the higher ends of existence absolutely useless.

Such a life has. and can have, no pervading unity. Its efforts are
unsteady and fitful, as they needs must be from*^ the variable and
conflicting impulses of which they are the result. How different

the history of him who has chosen God for his portion in early life,

and made the Divine will his one i-ule of action! "The word of
God, which abideth in him," is "quick and powerful," and minis-
ters an unfailing supply of living, powerful resources. It has a
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rule of action and a ministration of stron;^ impulses for each period

and exigency of our earthly existence. Buoyant youth and sober

manhood it links together in an indissoluble unity of interest, and

hope, and effort ; and it quickens the slow pulses of hoary age with

prospects more radiant and exhilarating than ever rose before the

visions of childhood. Now it is chiefly in this steady and unfal-

tering devotion of the entire life to a single object, that we are to

look for the secret of all eminent success. It was to this continuity

and intensity of effort in a single direction, rather than to any spe-

cial attributes of genius, that Davy, and Cuvier, and others were

indebted for their eminent achievements in science. For the pro-

duction of great characters or great actions, there is wanted the

early adoption of some worthy object of pursuit—its steady prose-

cution through all the vicissitudes of life, and an earnest, fervent

temperament, which stirs old age itself with living impulses. How
completely religion, embraced in early life, satisfies these indispen-

sable conditions, we have already seen.

The presence and supremacy of Divine truth v.-hich pervades the

life with an influence so benignant, and produces such strength of

character and efficiency of action, performs for the young another

function very noticeable and important. It offers itself as a guide

and counsellor at a period of life Avhcn there exists the strongest

indisposition to listen to human advisers, and when submission to

human authority is often deemed incompatible with a manly inde-

pendence. This tendency to revolt against the admonitions of age

and experience, is among the most unaccountable of the character-

istics of young persons—especially of those who are early removed
from parental control. Every teacher finds in it a chief obstacle in

the Avay of a satisfactory^ discharge of his duties, and it often proves

a fatal barrier to that moral and mental culture which is the

proper business of education. Our reference here is not to that

reckless folly peculiar to low and vicious dispositions, which makes
a pastime of perpetrating petty crimes and violating good order,

and slides into \'ulgar profligacy through the spontaneous tendencies

of a base and intractable nature. Youths of a more ingenuous cha-

i-acter, by no means deficient in good impulses and manly aspira-

tions, often fall into the delusion of regarding obedience, and all

manifestations of deference for age and authority, as some reflection

upon their dignity of character, and an hidication of a tame and
timid spirit. They place their point of honour in violating the

order which would protect their retired hours from intrusion, and
in contemning the solicitude and counsels that would encourage

and guide to mental improvement, and conserve their moral senti-
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mcnts and character. They avoid, as a reproach and a stigma, all

!<usj)icion of recognizing; the restraints and reverencing the ordi-

nances of religion. They are ashamed of having it thought that

thev bear with them some respect for the holy influences of home

recollections and sympathies—some tender remembrance of mother

and sisters—some dutiful reverence for the authority and instruc-

tions of a father. This false honour and false shame too often

tyrannize over conscience and the heart—prove too strong for the

love of knowledge and distinction—too strong for the restraints of

law and morality. We have seen fine young men, endowed with

ponius and high aspirations, in whom this absurd, unnatural con-

troversv with their own real sentiments, as well as interests, had

a.-sumed the form of a monomania, directed against every influence

solicitous to promote their w-ell-being, and restrain them from reck-

lessness. More distressing cases never occur than such as leave no

power for good but in a rigid exercise of authority—a remedy little

adapted to cure, though it may sometimes restrain the folly which so

pertinaciously revolts against influence, and thinks it dishonour to

listen to good advice. Rehgion offers, we think, the only remedy,

and, in certain temperaments, the early inculcation of its principles

constitutes the only preventive of the unmanageable evil under con-

sideration. The fear of God, once established in the mind, will often

prove an effectual antidote to the bad independence which denies re-

spect to age and allegiance to authority. The most vaulting ambition

may not deem it a" degradation to do homage to Jehovah. The

perverted sentiment of honour which spurns the advice of teacher

and parent, may yet acknowledge that God's counsels are worthy

of some respect. The pride that cannot stoop to confess a fault, or

to avow purposes of amendment, may consent to bow in submission

to an authority which is confessedly supreme, and to do homage to

a power too high to provoke envy, or to tolerate disobedience.

The revival of earhj religious impressions has saved many a

reckless youth, w'ho obstinately refused to be guided by any human

authority or influence. The dupes of bad example and perverted

sentiments of honour sometimes discover. Avith surprise, that their

awakened deference for Divine authority has, without provoking

jealousy, or wounding their self-love, brought them into perfect

harmony with laws and restraints against which it had been their.

pride and their business to wage perpetual war. It may be

aflirmed, without qualification, that there is always hope for a

young man in whom the great truths of religion have made an

curly lodgement. They have a tenacity of life beyond what we are

accustomed to think of. "The word of God abideth" in the in-
'
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structed son of Christian parents, and makes disclosure of its latent
energies at times and in ways which we least of all anticipate. It
whispers good counsel, and utters notes of warning in hearts appa-
rently dead to its influences, and into ears contemptuously closed
against the most faithful admonitions. J low often have our unbe-
lieving fears in regard to thoughtless, reckless youth, been signally
rebuked by their sudden and unexpected conversion ! How^often
have we seen the graces of a backslidden young man revived again,
after years of neglect and apparent indifterencc to Divine things

!

If we are compelled to admit that some cast off the restraints °of
early education, and even of a religious profession, and apparently
" make shipwreck of their faith," we are also bound to acknowledge,
for the honom- of Divine grace, that a large proportion of them tu'm
again to righteousness. Some good, reviving influence from Heaven
visits them. Some array of affecting circumstances—some hour
when tender remembrances come up to mingle with the fears and
hopes of the future—perhaps the thoughtfulness wliich an actual
entrance upon serious, active life forces upon them, is made the
occasion of a recurrence to holy first principles. The slumbering
elements of eternal truth then awaken into new life. Eepudiated
conscience trembles into new consciousness and power. The ten-
der associations of childhood and home—the mother's tear—the
family altar—the joyous, holy experiences of Christian fellowship
and heavenly hopes, rise up before the soul's eye with tlic energy of
a Divine resuncction. All honour to the powerful word, which
through so many dark months and years slept, but did not die in
these returning souls. '• The word of God abideth in them," and
is likely, some day, to make its power known. So strong is the
evidence of past experience on this point, that we expcS young
men, who have been piously trained, to be converted. We expect
to hear, if we do not personally witness it, that they who for a time
yielded to worldly iniluonces and strong temptations, to the dis-
honour of their Christian profession, have retmnied again to Zion
with songs; and our reliance for all this is in the%-itality and
Divine potency of " the word of God." They may reject it alto-
gether, but we rather expect impressions so early, so deep, and so
Divine, to remain permanent and effectual for savino- ends.

'

Christian young men have won. through the gospel, another vie--
tory. They have ••overcome the wicked one." He secm-es a
mighty advantage for life's entire career, who, at the outset, solves
the gi-eat problem of his existence. Tlie conflict between good and
evil, in which the greater number of men pass all their days on
earth, has formed a fruitful theme for moralists and theologians,
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r.i^na and Christian, ever since the phenomena of man's intel-

|<v(u:il and moral nature became objects of research and obser\'a-

tion. Some of the earlier Christian sects, as well as some schools

of heathen philosophy, believed in the existence of two great prin-

ciples, a ;z;ood and an evil principle, engaged in a perpetual conflict

fur ddmitii'^'n over the universe and in the heart of man. Human
life was exhausted in this terrible struggle, and its happiness or

misery was very exactly proportioned to the relative ascendency of

these warring elements. 'J'he undecided strife was thought to be

ofti-n transferred to a future state of being, when other ages of

undoHncd duration were spent by the soul in struggling omvard to

ibi ukininte destiny. This theory expresses very accm-ately the

u.-ual history of man's interior life. It does not exaggerate the

fierceness of the protracted contest here, and only errs when it

concedes to the hapless victim of an unequal fate another trial

beyond the boundaries of the present life. The Gospel adopts

this idea of human life in a modified form. The sore conflict is

CJirried on, not between two demons, but between God's holy law and
the sinful dispositions of man. It may be prolonged to the horn*

of death, but no " device or work " is done in the region beyond.

It tuny be brought to a successful termination in early life, and
even '"young men" "have often overcome the wicked one." The
true Christian idea of this inner conflict is expressed by St. Paul

:

•' The flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the spirit against the

tle.-h." Early piety puts an end to this doubtful strife, and leaves

the young man free to enter, with an imdivided heart, and un-

tainted principles, upon the high moral vocation to which his whole
existence is consecrated, with no evil habits to unlearn—no coun-

teracting forces to resist—no internal insurrections to suppress
beyond the infirmities of a fallen, but renovated nature. A career

of virtue and usefulness, commenced under such auspices, has the

fairest promise of certain, eminent, complete success. Whoever
Ix'giiis life without a settlement of this great preliminary ques-
tion, with an unsubdued enemy ambushing his every step, has but
two possible alternatives before him. lie must either yield himself

unresistingly to the foe, and consent to the forfeiture of life's gi-cat

ends, or, what is more usual, spend his resources in an endless,

bootless conflict, under conditions that render victory impossible,

and deprive partial success of all its value. He -^Tithes in a con-
suming fire, which, though partially smothered, is never extin-
t^Tiished. He never " overcomes the wicked one," nor ever
Jitteuipts so much, but only to keep him at bay. He is, conse-
quently, forever in the midst of the conflict of appetite and pas-
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sion, but never clears his path of enemies farther onward than he

can reach Avith the point of his sword. His hfe is spent in alter-

nately rolling up the stone of Sisyphus, and starting back from its

inevitable recoil. As he does not aim at being a thoroughly good

man, real improvement is impossible, and partial reforms only

sei-ve to mark his varying gi-adations in vice. jNleantime, his

moral diathesis becomes more and more deplorable, by the lowering

of his principles, by the growing obtuseness of his moral senti-

ments, and by the imperceptible funnation of habits that strengthen

the tendency to evil by something like the sanction of an organic

law. The sort of moral progress which we arc attempting to por-

tray is illustrated by famiUar phenomena of a student's life.

The ingenuous youth who holds himself obliged in conscience,

and in all manhness, to make the best use of his opportunities for

improvement, soon finds the performance of his duties easy and
agreeable. Every day's industry and perseverance add to the

facility and comfort of his progi'css, and he speedily attains to such

feelings and habits that it would cost him a struggle to omit a

duty. An hour spent in sleep, which ought to be devoted to im-

provement, wounds his self-respect, and really becomes a som-cc of

more annoyance than all the mental efibrts of a month's toil in the

study and the recitation-room. Such a student, it is obvious, must
soon find himself within the range and action of impulses that

ensure the highest mental improvement, while they quite disarm all

petty temptations to indolence and in-egularity. Another enters

upon the scholastic career Avith lower, though not with dishonour-

able aims. He satisfies his sense of obligation and self-respect by
such a performance of scholastic tasks, and such attention to order,

as may leave a convenient margin for self-indulgence, and yet not

be quite incompatible with proficiency and respectability. Tliis

theory of the student-life seldom fails to produce in practice an abun-

dant growth of evils, and to lead to the ultimate forfeiture of the

chief benefits of education. As some duties are to be neglected,

each, in its turn, becomes a candidate for repudiation. As some
liberties are to be taken, the mind is thrown upon the comparison

of all minor irregularities, in order to make its selection judicious in

number and kind—in time and degree. A few months passed

imder the auspices of such a code of scholastic morals usually

stamp their complexion upon the whole college-life. The indolence

and the irregularity, from being occasional, become habitual. They
come to be regarded as privileges and enjoyments, and studious

industry a burden and a bondage. What can be WTCSted from the

claims of industry and order is won for pleasure and social enjoy-
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uicntii, the rest is a painful sacrifice to necessity. In the end, the

fKTfofinance of duty inflicts a pang, and the period of education

Uvomcs a -svoariness to the flesh, too often a preparatory discipline

for an unsuccessful, unhonourcd subsequent career.

An illustration borrowed from the moral, rather than the mental,

«lH.'rnitions of the young, inculcates the same lesson in another

fonn. A young man leaves the safeguards of home and of pa-

rental supervision, alive to all the seductions that beset his new

and exposed career, and ambitious of forming a pure and lofty

diaructer. It is a wise, and not an unusual measure of precaution

which he adopts, when lie arms himself with high resolves, and

Bonictimes with a formal pledge, against every approach toward

deadly evils, from Avhich he is purposed to keep his morals pure.

From every circle and every incitement which might lead to the

violation of his vow he stands aloof, and writes accursed upon

every inebriating cup. In this position he stands secure, defended

by an impregnable bulwark. lie " has overcome the wicked one
"

by a single manly resolve. Appetite itself quails before decision

of purpose, and the brave youth pursues the quiet tenor of his way
hardly more exposed to the vice of intemperance than to commit

theft or suicide. Ilis associate is skeptical in regard to the dan-

ger, and scorns the cowardly precaution against himself. He
does not intend to be intemperate, and still less to betray a sus-

picion of the strength of his own virtue. He will naturally test the

value of his reserved rights by -their occasional exercise. Bash-

fully at first, infrequently, stealthily, and only on fit occasions, and

in reputable company, does he become initiated into mysteries over

vrhich not the songs and merry conceits alone shall be poured forth,

but bitter tears and unavailing penitence. The restraints, mean-
time, which respect for public opinion or the dread of exposure

impose, and the reproaches of a condemning conscience, constitute

a serious drawback upon the pleasure of unlawful indulgence, while

the ever-sinking scale of virtue, which honour, fear, and shame
incite him to uphold, is maintained at its actual elevation by efforts

of self-denial a thousand times more difficult and painful than it

vould cost to smite down the demon appetite, and at once deliver

the falling spirit from its degrading bondage. It should be remem-
bered, too, that this struggle to keep out of the lower depths of

degrading vices by those who, in spite of all warning, resolve to

disport themselves along the steep declivities that lead to the

inentable abyss, is not a struggle for virtue, nor entitled to any of

itj immunities or rewards. Every manly effort to break away from
the power of a bad habit, and ascend to the dignity of a pure life,
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is likely to improve the moral sentiments, and evolve some new
moral force. Such an attempt, made in the integrity of the soul,

always has in it a redeeming element, and even unsuccessful efforts,

a thousand times repeated in the same spirit, never wholly lose

their virtuous character. But he who pro})ose3 to do homage to

honesty, or temperance, or chastity, or truth, or any other virtue,

to a certain extent only, commits a crime against all real virtue by

the hybrid conception. He fairly takes upon his conscience the

guilt of all the degrees of vice from which a selfish prudence alone

restrains him ; and we may be sure that he only Avaits to obtain the

consent of some low interest, or to secure guarantees or indemnity

against some anticipated injury, in order to do all the evil from

which any motive lower than the ft-ar of God and the love of right-

eousness now restrains him. Of all the villanies committed under

the sun, we most indignantly condemn the cautious, well-considered

devices of a cool, forecasting man who aims to secure just so many
of the gains of dishonesty as he can, and escape the disgrace and

the penalty of detection. Tlie morality of this righteous judgment

is justly applicable to all those whose theory of life allows them to

stop in the career of virtue whenever it becomes too rough and

arduous, and to drink of the cup of vice till they get too strong a

taste of its nauseous or its poisonous dregs. These are bad men

—

not only to the full extent of all the virtues which they discard on

vicious principles, but also by the full measure of those which they

practise from low and corrupt motives—not only to the extent

of all the vices in which they unscrupulously indulge, but also by
the whole number and degree of those which their hearts approve,

and from which they reluctantly refrain from no higher sentiment

than cowardice or cunning. In the sight of God, and of sound

ethics, there is no such thing as partial virtue or piety in the man
who has resolved to reserve to himself the practice of certain degi-ees

of vice or sin, such as he may deem consistent with convenience or

a good name. It is no dou])t highly expedient to sin with modera-

tion. Unla^vful pleasure may be prolonged by subtracting some
degi-ees from its intensity. They who never even aspire to '' over-

come the wicked one," may have good reasons for subjecting his

acknowledged authority to certain limitations; but the compact

that imposes these checks, and settles the conditions, betravs col-

lusion with the foe, and is treason against God. True virtue and

piety begin when all compromises with sin arc at an end, and when
the soul has pledged itself to unconditional obedience and devotion.

Life begun and prosecuted under the sanction of so high a conse-

cration, cannot prove a failure. Dark days may lower over its
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|c>ihw;iy. Sore strup'gles may be appointed as tests of sincerity,

nii.l fur the disci{)linc of those who aspire to do the bidding of God
ill o hi,!ihcr sphere, but for ultimate discomfiture, there is no phicc

in such a cureer. Tlie spirit in which the enterprise is conceived

\i a pledge of success. Its lofty aims bring it into alliance with

unfiiiling, Divine resources.

In passing on to aj)ply some of the practical lessons suggested

by this discussion, we shall transpose the order of its topics, and

nccept our lirst theme of exhortation from the conclusion of the

iirgwmcnt,
—

" Oocrcome the loickcd otic."' Lay the foundation of

huccoss in all the moral and intellectual enterprises to which con-

science and your own generous aspirations invite you in a de-

cisive, unqualified, instantaneous renunciation of every bad or

doubtful habit, and in a brave, unreserved, immediate, life-long

<lcvotion to every virtue and every duty to which you are held by
any obligation, Divine or human. To young men, far more than to

middle life or old age, is applicable that startling passage of H0I3-

iScripture, " Behold, noiu is the accepted time ; behold, now is the

day of salvation." Genuine conversions are always sudden.

\'i.sibh' jjrogress in virtue may be slow, and its beginning inap-

jirtriable; but the hour which witnesses the entrance of the new
I)rinci{»le, and plants the germ of a new life, constitutes a well-de-

lined cnv in the moral history of a man, as well as a memorable
crisis in his moral character. The vacillations that precede, and
the struggles that sometimes follow the moment consecrated bv
high resolves and heavenly grace, may be remembered as parts of
the same period of doubtfulness and darkness, but they are histo-

rically distinct, and lie on opposite sides of the ,gi-eat turning-point
in character and destiny. ^Vhoever would reform his life, and
*' turn from the power of Satan unto God," must begin by having
faith in his own deliberate purpose, formed in the fear of the Lord,
and in reliance upon heavenly grace. Such a purpose is the start-

ing.placc of every successful enterjirise of virtue and improve-
nient. Let the young man who aspires to become either vir-

tuoim or wise, take his position on this high vantage-ground. Let
liim intpiire, if he has not brought Avith him to the preseiit moment
some unsatisfied convictions of duty, and pmposes of reform and
improvement, which as yet have found no realization in the daily
lifoV ^\'c need not admonish him that the tendency, the error, the
Hin. wluch now has but a feeble hold upon him, and will readily
yield to the corrective force of virtuous resolution and manly
cflbrt, speedily makes for itself an impregnable stronghold in the
inveteracy of habit, and is thus enabled to bid defiance to all ordi-

I'ouRTu Series. Vol. III.—7 .
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nary reformatory endeavours. These incipient vices make haste to

expand into proUfic sources of evil, and to pour their polluting

streams into the tide of life. It has loni^ been with us an esta-

blished opinion, that the majority of educated men pass through life

shorn of half their strength fur want of a symmetrical, well-ex-

pressed mental and moral development. Hardly less considerable

is the proportion of young men engaged in a career of education,

who forfeit its chief benefits, and go forth imfiumished for the de-

mands of life, just because they will not be at the pains of correcting

petty faults before they become habits, and of forming a \irtuou8,

manly, vigorous character, at the only time when such an achieve-

ment is possible. Some minds pertinaciously resist all attempts to

ingraft more liberal ideas and elevated sentiments, more refined

tastes, and more graceful manners upon their original stock. iS'o skill

or assiduity of the teacher is able to eliminate the pro\ancialisms

and -sailgarisms of their spoken and written language, to correct an
unnatural tone, or reform an ungainly attitude or gesture. No
friendly converse can lure them away from the deteriorating, mi1-

garizing associations and affinities to which they yield up body and
soul, from the moment they cross the threshold of a place of educa-

tion. A few weeks or a few months of vigilant self-inspection and
yielding docility, of vigorous resolution and manly effort, are

sufficient to correct such faults and supply such deficiencies, and to

purify the literary neophyte from the grosser elements derived from
careless training or unfortunate associations; but this is a price

wluch he can never bo imluced to offer for improvements indispen-

sable alike to the success and respectability of his chosen career.

We dwell the more at largo upon this lower and less important
aspect of a great practical evil, not only because we would make
manifest the balefid tendency of an error into which many fall with
little forethought of consequences, but because we have here a pal-

pable and imsuspectcd illustration of its higher moral bearino-s.

We readily condemn the folly of the reckless youth who resolves to

carry with him into life all the bad tastes, and vulgar sentiments,

and coarse manner.s, and low habits which he brought to colleo-e, as
well as all that the worst associations of a college can impart to

him. What shall we say, then, of him- who, with equal levity,

passes through this forming period, not of life only, but of being,

disfigured with moral blemishes, and making no effort to deliver the
soul from the vicious habitudes and hateful malformations that are
to be the burden and dishonour of its entire existence? It is by
temptations as feeble, and for indulgences as worthless, as any that

ever blinded and enthralled the victim of indolence and deorading
7*
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impulse!?, that many a thoughtful and high-minded young man con-

st'iits to a forfeiture of all good hopes, and thwarts the great designs

of Heaven's mercy in behalf of his soul. It is because lie Avill not

nllow grave care to cloud the enjoyments and disturb the occupa-

ti(>u.'< of ihc present moment, that he goes on from year to year pre-

ferring dreams to realities. It is because he lacks the nerve to

interfere uith illusions -^vliich he knows can only deceive and rum

him, that he madly trifles with imperishable interests, and braves

whatevrr there may be of danger in God's wrath, when provoked to

tlic uttermost by a guilty man. ^Vho can hope to break the spell

by winch "the wicked one" holds such a man in vile durance?

Who to gain his audience for the sober lessons of truth? And yet

ho nmst"pause and think—he must struggle and break his bands

asunder—he must smite his enemy with a deadly stroke, or pre-

pare for evils which an archangel's intellect cannot compute.

This series of postponements must soon be exhausted, and that

last hour come in which even prayer and a soul-struggle cannot be

of any avail. Under such conditions, it is not like a man to shrink

from "this inevitable crisis. Young man, fear to plmige into life

with life's great problem unsolved. You venture out upon a bot-

toude.^s sea^ with a millstone hung upon your neck. Subdue the

oneu)y within your own bosom, and then may you go with a whole

and a brave heart into the great conflict before you. You would be

strong, valiant men, fit for worthy enterprises. Begin this^ great

conflict of life by trampling Satan under your feet. Make alliances

with God, and holy men, and good angels, and you shall win the

field. To-day, if ye hear his voice—to-day, if you will be wise or

strong, " harden not yom- heart."

II. Let the word of God abide in you. Treasure it up in your

heart as an unspeakably precious deposit. God hath bestowed

u}XMi you no better gift. It is the expression of his own ineflFable

wisdom, lie sent you into this world of trial a stranger and a pil-

grim ; and this is the infallible guide which he ordained for your

gafcty and salvation. Follow it implicitly. Obey it reverently.

Listen to the oracles Divine with profound, absolute devotion. To

prc<fe-s faith in the Bible as the veritable word of Jehovah, and, at

the Bame time, to withhold obedience, involves a gross inconsistency

pccidiarly unworthy of a rational, intelligent man. Without dwell-

ing further upon the moral aspects of such a delinquency, we com-

mend a reverent and habitual recognition of the " word ot God " as

the source of mental power, and an incomparable auxiliary to great

intellectual achievements. It has been said, most erroneously, by

a great ethical writer, that when a course of right action has become
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habitual, it is no matter how soon the reasons for its adoption are

forgotten. Ou the contrary, it is a radical defect in mere habitual

virtue, that it speedily degenerates into dull, irksome routine, and

gradually loses the vitality and earnestness which are essential to

all high performance. For this paralyzing tendency there is in

most constitutions no remedy but what may be supplied by the

power and permanence of the actuating motive. So long as the

mind is kept under the influence of strong and predominating con-

siderations and interests, its energies are likely to be kept in full

play, and neither habit nor old age can dry up the sources of its

vigour and activity. We know of no mental habitude more
favourable to the full development and lasting efficiency of the

intellectual powers than that of keeping the soul in perpetual con-

scious communion with its highest sources of activity. It is an
inspiring, as well as a hallowing thought, that we are performing a

part assigned to us by the Divine wisdom, and in accordance with

God's own specific directions. Something of a Divine influence.

we had almost said of the divinity itself, rests upon and pervades
that mind which derives its maxims, and imbibes its spirit, from
Heaven's living oracles. " Whosoever drinketh of this water shall

never thirst—it shall be in him a well of water, springing up into

everlasting life." Once enthroned as the supreme arbiter of human
pursuits, the word of God is able completely to harmonize the
soul's jarring, conflicting impulses, and to bring the emotional and
moral nature of man into fraternal alliance and co-operation with
the understitnding. The sublime principles and sublimer hopes
which it supplies become incorporated with a new life, of which
every purpose, and plan, and effort, is instinct with a power more
than human. The indwelling monitor, heeded thoughtfully and
reverently obeyed, grows to be the source of all genial aspirations

and joys, as well as of authority. Obedience to such a rule of life,

begun early, and carried out in all of life's pursuits, consciously and
cordially, inspires om- entire earthly career with something like the

buoyancy and freshness of perpetual youth. It supplies an anti-

dote for distaste and discouragement—it supplies all needful re-

sources against the day of defeat or disaster, by making God a
partner and co-worker in all our enterprises. It is the only expe-
dient kno^NTi either to philosophy or experience for furnishing with
an adequate supply of cheering, invigorating motive, the rapidly

approaching period of sere and sapless old age. The young man in

whom the Avord of God abidcth and reigneth, has discovered the

fabled herb which cures the fell disease of age, and beautifies and
refreshes the soul with perpetual youth. " He shall be like a troe
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planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth his fruit in his

HtM.son; liis leaf also shall not wither, and whatsoever he doeth

•thill prosper."

Finally. "I write unto you, young men, because ye are strong."

Hodily and mental vigour belong to the young, as physical attri-

butes.* Their energies are fresh and unwasted. They plan cou-

rageously, and execute with a strong hand. These are spontaneous

tendencies of youth, and they indicate very intelligibly the duties

of this period, so important in the history of human life. "E,c-

joioe, O young man, in thy youth, and let thy heart cheer thee in

the days of thy youth." Be strong. '^ "Whatsoever thy hand find-

eth to* do, do it with thy might." ]Make the most of the powers

intntsted to you. Cultivate the habit of doing your best in all

your undertakings. Put your highest energies in requisition,

li^ummon to youi- aid the strongest impulses which the enterprise

in hand is entitled to enlist in its favour. You are a student.

Strive to go to the bottom of every subject of investigation. Aim

at nothing less than a thorough knowledge of every author and

every branch of science to which you direct your attention, less for

the scholarly acquisitions which it en.sures, than for the mental

habits it induces. Accustom yourself to superficial study and

negligent investigation, and you soon become incapable of any

other. The mind speedily learns the bad art of being satisfied

with this degraded standard of perforaiance, and of thinking well of

its mean attainments. It ceases to know, or even to suspect, that

there arc depths beyond the 'measurements of its own shoii; line,

and in the very profoundness of its ignorance grows conceited, and

egotistic, and flippant. Some yeai-s consumed in scholastic pur-

suits, conducted on such a plan, arc likely to establish mental

habits utterly incompatible with any masculine development or

lionourable achievement in after life, just as the prisoner, long con-

fined to his cell, loses the power of vigorous and graceful locomo-

tion, or as the invalid, bed-ridden for half a lifetime, never afterward

a-'spires to do more than creep softly along covered piazzas and

shady alcoves. On the contrary, earnest, vigorous intellectual

t'IT<»rt soon becomes easier than any other, because it rallies the

mind's best powers, and is sustained by its strongest impulses.

Such occupation is always pleasant, because dista.-ites and igno-

minious sloth fly from the presence of a manly, vigorous movement

;

and honourable success, which earnest, brave endeavour never fails

to secure, is itself an independent source of interest and satisfac-

tion perpetually renewed.

Wo would inculcate the same doctrine in regard to all of the
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occupations in "wliicli an educated young man is likely to engage,

^ever enter upon any pursuit or profession which you do not deem

worthy of your attention ; and when your career is once resolved

upon, devote to it your undivided ener<^ies. Aim at the highest

excellence. Do your best. Some departments of professional life

present stronger incitements than others to this generous outlay of

earnestness and endeavour. The urgent competition of the bar,

and the fact that its efforts are usually made in the presence of

learned judges and advocates, who would not fail to detect and

expose empty pretensions, afford, perhaps, the best guarantee

against indolence and superficial attainments—a guarantee, how-

ever, which has not been able to exclude from the forum a con-

siderable number of incompetent men. • The physician performs his

functions in a more private sphere, and, for the most part, in the

presence of unprofessional spectators, where it is more easy to

make pretension and bluster pass for science. The danger of being

content with superficial attainments, and of falling into habits of

mental lethargy, is proportionably increased, and with it the need

of moral incitements to a faithful and wise discharge of duties as

important and sacred as any which do not more directly act upon

the moral and intellectual interests of man.

It is worthy of especial observation, that those professions which

are most intimately concerned with the highest interests of the

race, are more than others remote from the operation of ordinary

worldly motives, and to a greater extent left to the power of con-

scientious and religious considerations. This is eminently the case

with teachers of youth, whose functions are never effectively per-

formed without such a degree of professional enthusiasm, or of con-

scientious devotion to duty, as will supply the resources of strong

impulses and unfailing earnestness. The man who has nothing to

bring to these duties but so much work for so much pay—who re-

tires satisfied when he has read his lecture, and made his criticisms,

and recorded delinquencies, may be pronounced wholly unSt for the
responsibilities of a profession which acts upon mind. He might
become a respectable artisan or labourer, but not a teacher of

youth. He is not fit to bo trusted with the culture of intellect.

He does not sympathize with its wants or destinies. Whoever
rightly comprehends tliesc will shrink from the responsibilities of
the teacher's profession, or he will labour to satisfy them with all

the solicitude that a sense of personal and religious obligation can
inspire. He will habituate himself to reflect that he is engaged in

making impressions that must remain ineffaceable and inimortal

—

that he is giving to mind such developments and tendencies as it
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fcliidl bear with it throuprh etcniity—that no other man can correct

his mistakes, or supply his deficiencies, or atone for his faults.

What he does, must remain forever essentially unchanged; .T\hat he

nep;lects to do, will remain undone. Even professional enthusiasm,

without this higher sense of the moral relations of his calling, will

prove an insufficient incitement to fidelity to the claims of duty.

It may ensure all due attention to pupils of quick parts and aspir-

ing minds, but this is precisely the class which has least occasion

for tht' teacher's aid. The less gifted, the tardier mind, the timid.

the thoughtless, and even the indolent youth, has claims upon the

toacher not less sacred, and the untu-ing zeal, and patient, conscien-

tious fidelity with which he applies himself to the self-denying work

of developing such minds, so tar as they are susceptible of improve-

ment, and of doing his best with every individual committed to his

instruction, constitutes the highest test of excellency in his vocation.

Whoever is above or below this toilsome detail—whoever does not

think any sane mind, made immortal by its God, worthy to engage

his solicitude and his labours—has no special calling to the work of

n teacher. lie may win a reputation by his success with apt, am-

bitious pupils; but his negligence, impatience, contempt for others.

vho arc also to be trained for eternity, intellectually as well as

morally, and the scantiness of whose resources the more urgently

demands a painstaking culture, are offences against humanity and

moralit}', which it would not be easy to characterize by epithets to(»

strong. We dwell the more earnestly upon this topic, because a

very considerable proportion of our educated young men engage

cither for a season or permanently in the business of teaching, and

we would inspire them with a deep sense of the responsibiUties

they perhaps too inconsiderately assume. AVe would encourage

them to enter upon this work with enlarged views and the most

Christian purposes. It ranks next to the Christian ministry in its

intimate relations with man's highest interests, and in the dignity

of the greatest usefulness. ]More properly, it is itself a Christian

ministry, co-operating with the Gospel in exalting the human family

to intelligence and purity, and in fitting men for the joys and occu-

pations of heaven. Lower views than these of the teacher's function

vill prove too feeble to sustain his ^^gour and fidelity under the

trials and distastes incident to his vocation, and to resist the

tempt;itions to discouragement and relaxed effort, which pcrverse-

ness, indolence, and inaptitude will never fail to supply ; while the

consciousness of toiling, not with the low ambition of qualifying a

few more gifted pupils to acquire distinction in literary or profes-

Bional life, but with the holy purpose of preparing all, according to
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the measure of mental capacity besto-\ved upon them by the Creator,

for the destinies of their endless bein^^, is likely to prove an unfail-

ing source of encouraL^emcnt and strenuous activity.

In conclusion, we apply the teachings of this discussion to the

Christian ministry. All who aspire to this holy function, our argu-

ment admonishes to come 'to its toils prepared to put forth the

highest mental and moral energies with which nature, study, and

the gi-ace of God have endowed them. Here, more even than in

any secular pursuit, success is proportioned to the spirit of conse-

cration and self-sacrifice in which the work is done, rather than to

the measm-e of native or a,cquired endoA\'meuts. Such a spirit,

however, supposes the most earnest endeavours to acquire qualifi-

cations for usefulness no less than earnestness in the use of them.

It breathes itself forth in the preparations of the closet no less than

in the efforts of the pulpit. God has joined these things together,

and the man who presumptuously puts them asunder does it at the

certain peril of his usefulness, no less than of his reputation. That

Divine grace which, beyond all controversy, is the gi-eat element

of saving power, does, with great uniformity, co-operate with the

clearest, strongest, and most earnest inculcation of truth; while

the preacher whose thoughts are feeble, puny, and obscui'e, and

uttered heartlessly, is never likely to be honoured with a sanction

which might be mistaken for Heaven s approbation of ignorance or

indolence. The church has never more reason to be ashamed than

of ministers who no longer try to preach tvcll—who only go to

their study to read newspapers and periodicals, and have nothing

fresher and better for the pulpit than the dry, cold fragments of

oft- tasted feasts, or the yet more refuse and unwholesome viands

which the troublous agitations of the moment are able to galvanize

into some of the lower forms of life. It is wonderful that the least

spark of piety should not deter men from bringing such cheap

offerings before God. And yet one often hears such moral enormi-

ties justified and defended on something like logical and Christian

grounds. The minister should not be forever pressing upon his

highest notes. He should guard against the danger of exciting

expectations which he will not be able, without much inconve-

nience, to satisfy. It is not quite compatible with humility to

labour so incessantly after imcommon thoughts and classical ex-

pressions. The minister must come down to the common mind if

he would not lose the sympathies of his audience. The most com-

mon argument of all—it betrays an overAvecning confidence in

human effort, and too little sense of dependence upon God, to lay

so much stress upon great sermons. These truisms must all essen-
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ti»lly fail of sheltering; laziness and folly under their philosophic or

saiiilly ^:irb, since in so far as they are of any application to the

nulijtct, they are embraced by the rule -which ever demands of the

prejichcr's hands the best cj/'ort he is able to make. It is gi-eat

fjlly. as well as ;;rcat arrogance, to talk of coming doxcn to the

popular mind. The sort of slip-shod, meaningless preaching to

winch uo have adverted, is beyond all other human perfonuances,

inconiprfhcnsible by a popular assembly Avhich grasps -with ease

and .<])oiitaneous intuition the luminous thoughts, and terse, clear

argumentation and analysis of a really intelligent, earnest man.

TluTc is contagion in the movement of his spirit, and the hearer

ilriukK in the deep import of his words without a tithe of the labour

it rusts to sift the eddying chaflf of an empty, unimpassioned mind.

The objection with which we are dealing takes it for granted that a

sermon, which is the product of thoughtful, studious hours, must be

dark with tantahzing metaphysics, or with turbulent scholastic or

transcendental jargon, as if the man who thinks most vigorously,

and prepares most carefully and systematically, were not more
likely on tliat account to speak intelligibly. The theory suggested
by our subject, as well as by every rational view of the Clnistian

iniiiistry, is not over-solicitous about the production of great, or

learned, or highly-finished, or eloquent sermons; but it docs im-
peratively demand that every preacher of the Gospel should put
forth his utmost energies both for preparation and for performance

—that he keep his soul all alive to the sacredness and fearful

n\-ponsibilitic3 of his calling—that he shun as a fatal, damnable
th-roliction, a negligent, perfunctory ministry, which satisfies itself

^ith decent, easy routine, and deems it no offence to bring into the
Divine presence a maimed sacrifice, that costs neither study nor
prayer, and conciliates the favour of neither God nor man. So far

as results are concerned, the measure of capacity or learning is of
infinitely less importance than the spirit in which the work is done.
God docs unquestionably employ in his vineyard a great variety of
talents and attainments, and he honours every man according to

the fidelity and spirit of consecration with which he fulfils his mis-
sion

;
but there is no place for the idle—none for those who are

only half awake—none for those who are not prepared to " make
full pruof of their ministry," who are not of a fervent spirit, ready
to endure hardness, or bonds, or death, for Christ's sake.

It is a source of unspeakable satisfaction, that, in defiance of ever-

multiplying temptations to worldhness and ambition, so many of
f>ur educated young men are devoted in purpose to this sacred
i-alhng. Let them be entreated to remember well that the Chris-
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tian ministry is not a work for drones. " Be ye strong." " Quit

yourselves like men." j\Iake your sacrifices in a liberal, magna-

nimous spirit. Hold no base parleying with flesh and blood. Ask
of the Crucified, '"Lord, what wilt thou have me to do"^" and let the

responsive oracle be henceforth the law of youi- being. rejoice

to lay your talents, and your scholarship, and your life at the foot

of the cross I
" 1 wi'ite unto you, young men, because ye are

strong." By the grace of God you can achieve something worth

living for. Be ever mindful of what Divine resources are at the

command of your prayer of faith. Seize upon them all, and con-

secrate them all to the service of Him " who hath loved you, and

given himself for you." Shun no labour—no sacrifices. Give the

best of your life, of your learning, of your genius, and yoiu- elo-

quence, if you possess them, to Him from whom you have received

much more than all of these. You will be enriched by what you

give. You will bo made strong by the efforts you shall put forth.

Such a consecration opens the way to the only true distinction.

The only ambition worthy of a Christian scholar here finds its

appropriate field of display.

Akt. v.—the incarnation.

1. God in Chi-ist: Three Discourses delivered at Neic-Haven, Cambridije, and Andover,

icitk a PrcUminari/ Dissertation on Langwtfje. By IIoK.vcE Bcsiinei.l. Hart-

ford : 18-49.

2. 77(6 Doctrine of the Incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ, in its Re'atiun to Mankind
and to the Church. By Robert Isaac Wilbeufoece, A. M., Archdeacon of

EastEiding. Ix)ndon: 1848.

3. Theophanji ; or, the .]raniftstalion of God in Jesus Clirist. By Egbert Tcrkbull.
Second edition. Hartford: 1849.

4. The Person and Work of Christ. By Ernest Sartorius, D. D.. General
Superintendent and Consi.-storial Director of Konigsberg, Prussia. Translated

by C. S. Stearns, A. M. Boston: 1848.

5. fyctters on the Kternol Sonship of Christ. By Ecv. William Beauchamp, with

an Introductory Essay, by Leroy M. Lee, D. D. Charleston : 1849.

The Person and Work of Christ is emphatically the great theological

question of the age. Underlying the whole fabric of Gospel tiiith,

it has to do with the faith, the experience, and the hopes of all

Christians. Interwoven as it is with all the doctrines and insti-

tufions of religion, it seems to constitute a part of each, or rather

the grand centre from which they all radiate. In itself a question

of paramount importance, it infolds all the minor questions of

revelation and religion. The apostle terms it the "great mys-
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tery of f^odliness ; God manifest in the flesh." This is the sub-

lime mystery of our holy rclijL^ion. Our faith centres in it; our

Iii.jH) cHngs to it; and our very yearnings of soul impel us on-

ward in humble oflbrt to comprehend its majesty and glory. So

long, then, as this su])limc mystery stands in the gateway that

opens to heaven, and mortals are looking and hoping to enter by

" the door," this question must open freshly before the successive

generations of men. From the very nature of the case it must

always be mooted and discussed in every succeeding age, as it has

been" in cverv past age ; unless, indeed, humanity shall succeed in

fatlioniini:^ the unfathomable mysteries of the Godhead—the finite

prasp and encircle the Infinite.

Jiut circumstances have given at the present time a momentous

iinp.ortancc to this subject. Modes of thought and forms of expres-

sion, derived from a certain school in Germany, have been gradually

working their way into our metaphysical and speculative philosophy,

have also entered the domain of theology, and are endeavouring to

Buhjcct its principles to new and untried, if not inapplicable tests.

The cardinal and long- established doctrines of the Christian faith arc

to be subjected to a new and most searching re-examination, with a

vi<'w to the general renovation of our established theological systems.

These theological revolutionists are determined to dig dov,-n to the

very foundations of Christianity, and to remodel the whole fabric

upward. Without reverence, they enter the sanctuary of revela-

tion, and assail its most sacred truths with a ruthless and arrogant

criticism, that tramples everything Divine beneath its iron hoof. In

this school, man becomes a critic and an umpire, inspecting Chris-

tianity as a system—not so much with a view of being instructed

and blessed by it, as of discovci-ing its defects, and making it more

precise, critical, and philosophic in its character. Far different this

from being a disciple in the school of Christ ! In such a school of

criticism and speculation, the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures,

tlif iiicaniation of our Lord Jesus Christ, his essential divinity, and

his atonement, or vicarious death, furnish fruitful subjects in which

••old (.'hristianity" is to be recast, ncAvly moulded, modernized by

t!5c •• nrw philosophy." The results of this attempt to philosophize

Christianity, are seen in that rank denial of the inspiration of the

Divine word which reduces the Bible to the level of common books,

bating only its high antifiuity, and its historical and literary charac-

tt-r; also in that rank denial of the character and }nission of Christ.

^>liich reduces him to the common level of humanity, or converts

his whole history into a myth, having no foundation in historical fact.

We arc not, however, protesting against the re-examination and
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discussion of these questions. It is fittin::^, perhaps, that they

should be re-examined, with all the advantages which modern

science and method can offer. Nor do we fear the ultimate result

of this investigation, -whatever may be its more immediate conse-

quences. Essential tnath can lose nothing by the discussion. A
clearer apprehension and a more precise statement of cardinal

principles may possibly be reached. And even if, in reaching them,

we should be compelled to sun-ender points we have been accus-

tomed to regard as fundamental and essential, Christianity loses

nothing, and we are infinite gainers. Indeed, we regard it as of no

small moment that the public mind, and especially the thinkers of

the age, liave been awakened to recognize the importance of the

subject. The dawn of a sounder and more healthful criticism is

already discerned. Men no longer fear results. Error is looked

boldly in the face; its aiTOgant assumptions and foregone con-

clusions are calmly and carefully weighed in the balance. The
battle for truth is more than half fought.

Our object in this paper is less to review any of the able treatises

that have recently been given to the world upon tins subject, and
the reading of which has been the occasion of our writing, than to

examine briefly the subject itself We search after truth, upon one

of the profoimdest and most momentous subjects that ever occu-

pied the attention or tasked the powers of man.

The teachings of Christ were not given in the scientific forms of

dogmatic theology. He spoke in sentences and in parables : but

personally he stood forth the }>lediator between man and God.

This is the great religious and moral fact from which spiritual

regeneration Hows to the human race. It is the germ and central

point of his doctrine. "We cannot, therefore, separate his dc>ctrine

from his person. Humanity, divinity, and the union of the two, all

are here. Biblical theology has then to ascertain, and classify, and
express, under scientific forais. the contents of the Gospel history.

The first disciples of the Lord Jesus followed the example of their

Master in teaching and illustrating Christianity. But as the doc-

trine of Christ necessarily became a subject of theoretical conside-

ration, as well as of experience and exemplification with them, they

soon began to give scientific form and expression to it. Thus, St.

John propounds the doctrine of the incaniation of the Logos in

Christ.* On the other hand, St. Paul develops the doctrine of

justification by faith.f If a man wars against didactic theology,

(^dogma,) he wars against John and Paul.

* Introduction to his Gospel ; also his First Epistle.

t Epistle to the Romans, &c.
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In fact, when Christianity was brought into conflict with heresy,

Uio ^»(>Ieiiuc statement of the doctrines of Christ was no longer to

Ik? nvoiik'd. The first heresies in the early church appeared under

tho f<'rui of JuJaizing and ethnizing tendencies. To counteract

the former, St. Paul develops the doctrine of justification by faith

in .systt'Uintic form; to counteract the latter, St. John expresses in

ilogniatic form the doctrine of the incarnation of the Logos in the

person of Jesus Christ. This was in the apostles' day.

During the second century, two new forms of heresy were de-

veloped—opposite in their character, but each seeking its correction

in II more precise and rigid statement of the doctrines held by the

church from the beginning. One of these errors appeared under

the form of Montanism—which was an eccentric supematuralism.

conceiving the true nature of inspiration to consist in extraordinary

emotions still continued in the church. The other error consisted

in an attempt to adapt the mysteries of faitli to the understanding,

and thus to fill up the gulf between the natural and the superna-

tural. This, perhaps, was the first development of rationalism, and

vas the error of the Alogi and the first Monarchians.'^ From
MunnrrJiianism we have two branches of error, which were re-

iij>e<;tivcly germs of Sahdlinnism and Arianism, which, under the

various forms of their development in subsequent ages, have con-

tinued to be the ever-present and pestilent heresies concerning the

character and work of Christ.

§ 1.

—

Symbol of the Church concerning the Logos.

For the correction of these errors, a more precise and scientific

statement of the doctrine of the Logos was felt to be necessary.

The local councils of the church during the third century protested

against the teachings of Noetus, Beryll, and Paul of Samosata, as

heretical ; but they lacked the plenary power to determine and im-
part general authority to the form in which the church should give

utterance to this cardinal doctrine of the gospel. Li the mean time,

error became rampant and wide-spread. Sabellius had revived the

errors of Xoetus and Beryll, and given them scientific form and
<levelopmcnt. Arius, witli a still more alarming success, had be-

come the champion of the opposite phase of error. The necessity

which led to the local councils had now become universal, and
the first Oecumenical Council, held at jSice, in 3-25, was the result.

A difiicult task was before the council. To preserve orthodoxy
in its purity, it must avoid Sabellianism on the one hand, and
Ananism on the other. It must maintain sameness of essence

Hagcnbach, EUstory of Doctrines, vol. i, S 24.
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in the Trinity, but yet distinctness of persons. But how should

this be done without giving coimtcnance to the doctrine of subordi-

nation ? How should the Arian shoals bo escaped but by steering

close to the Sabellian rock ? Ileace the term ofioLoCoiog (of similar

essence with the Father) would not do, and onoovaio^ (of the sa7ne

essence with the Father) was adopted. Nor was the evasion of

these errors the only difficulty the council had to encounter. It was

now called by the force of circumstances, in the development of the

«loctrines of the Christian faith, to give scientific form, dogmatic

expression, to one of the most sublime mysteries of the gospel.

The success of its effort to reach this result will be a matter of

discussion by and by. But we will here premise, that the faith of

the early church upon the doctrine of the Logos is made clearer to

our apprehension by the struggles through which she passed, than

by any subsequent dogmatic embodiment of it.

So much of the Nicene Creed as relates to this subject runs as

follows :

—

" We believe In one God, tbc Father Almip;hty, Maker of all tliingrs visible

and invisible ; and in one Lord Jesus Christ, llie Son of God, only-begotten

of the Father, that is, of the substance of the Father, God of God, light of

light; true God of true God; begotten, not made: of tlic same substance with

the Father; by whom all things were made, both in heaven and upon the

earth. . . . And those who say thai there was a time when He was not, that

before he was born he was not, and that he was made from nothing, or that

he was of a different substance or essence, or that the Son of God was created,

or is mutable, or is susceptible of change,—them the whole catholic and apos-
tolic church anathematizes."

From this time forth the Nicene Symbol may be considered the

accredited expression of the faith of the church. Subsequent modi-
fications have never revoked its essential clcmeuts, and the ascend-

ency of Arianism at a subsequent period was violent and temporary.

The second fficumenic Council, hold at Constantinople, in the year

of our Lord 381, confirmed and established the Nicene Creed, addin"

to it also a section affirming the Divinity of the Holy Ghost, which
had been denied by Macedonius and his followers. The Council

of Chalcedon, in the fifth century, (453,) set forth that, "in Chiist

there is one person ; in the unity of person, tico natures, the divine

and the human ; and that there is no change, or mixture, or con-

fusion of these two natures, but that each retains its own distin-

guishing properties." The " Athanasian Creed," the date and
authorship of which are alike in doubt, but which has been attri-

buted to Hilary of the fifth centiu-y,* and is styled " Athanasian,"

Dr. Waierland, Crit. Hist.—It is said that no mention of tliis creed is made in

SJiy of the works of Athanasius, nor any reference to it j but he, and all the divines
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probably beccuse it expresses the doctrines of which Athanasius

Ka-* the great champion, is somewhat more precise in its state-

ment ;

—

" Tcrfoct God and perfect man, of a reasonable soul, and human flesh sub-

HHting—who, although he be God and man, yet he is not two, but one Christ

;

ont', not !)>• conversion of the Godhead into llesh, but by taking the manhood
iiitii CIo<l ; one altojzethor, not by confusion of substance, but by unity of

IM>rs<in; fur as the reasonable soul and llcsh is one man, so God and man is

one Christ"

The Westminster divines declare the three persons of the God-

hrad to be,
—

" the same in substance, and equal in power and

f»lory;" that is, the Godhead is numericaUy one, while among the

persons composing the Divine unity there is an equality of power

und glory. The Chm-ch of England, in her First Article, tells us

tliat,
—

" In unity of this Godhead there be three Persons, of one

substance, power, and etcniity;" and, in her second, that "the Son,

which is the Word of the Father, begotten from everlasting of the

Father, the very and eternal God, of one substance with the Fa-
ther," A:c. Such are the polemic statements of this doctrine that

have from time to time been adopted. Between the Fathers and
the modem Truiitarians we mark this difference of opinion. The
Fathurs held the communication of the suhstarice (rrjg ovoiac)

of the Father to the Son; while the modern formula represents

the Father as begetting only the personality (vrroaraaig) of the

Son, and the Father and Son, begetting only the personality

{vToaruoig) of the Spirit. All these formula}, however, make this

radical distinction between the Father and the Son, namely, thac

the Father is unhegottcn, and that the Son is begotten.

Let us apply ourselves to a careful scrutiny of this single feature

of these symbols. But we must first premise, that our own con-

victions are clear and decided as to the distinct personality, the

eternal and perfect equality, of the three that constitute the ever-

blessed Godhead. Tertullian opposed to Arianism on the one hand,

and to Sabellianism on the other, the doctrine, that while the Son

—

tliat is, that which was superhuman in him—was one in substance
witlj the Father, yet was his personality distinct and real. Orlgen
advances a step farther, and declares the " Son's eternal genera-

tion." thus excluding time from the generation of Christ, and

of his age, continnallj refer to the Nicene Creed. Nor do any of the writers imme-
diately succeeding; m.ake any allusion to it. thoutrh abundant occasion was alTorded
them. Dr. Cave says it was not cited till about the year A. D. 800 ; and that it

*a5 not received in the church till about A. D. 1000. It is, however, of nnqncs-
tiooable antiquity, and quadrates well with the views of the most orthodox of
the fuhers.
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endeavouring to cut off the objection to his divinity that might be

based upon hi? generation. And this symbol, " eternal generation,"

has been handed down through every succeeding age. So far as

these statements arc regarded simply in their original design,

namely, to oppose, in a polemic way, the doctrine that Christ is a

being merely human, or that he was merely a manifestation of God.

we can readily see how they reach their design.

But another question comes up here. How can they consist with

the absolute equality of the persons in the Godhead? This we
freely confess we do not sec, nor have we ever been able to com-
prehend. The representation is that—The Father is imbegotten,

but begets ; the Son is begotten, but never begets. Here a capa-

city, that of begetting, is predicated of the Father, which is not

predicable of the Son. How, then, can the Son in every respect be

equal with the Father? And how can one be begotten without

dependence, in that respect, upon him that begets ? Is the essence

of the superhuman in Christ begotten by the Father? Then is the

Son dependent for that essence upon his Father, and the Father

has this one prerogative above the Son. Or is the personality only

of the Son—according to the rcfmements of modern scholastics

—

begotten by the Father? Then—leaving out of the question the

difficulty of apprehending how a personality independent of essence

can be begotten—is the Son dependent for his personality upon the

Father, so that very little is gained. Nor is the difficulty removed
by eternal generation. This may remove an incidental difficulty

as to time; but the fact of geucration, and the consequences de-

ducible from it, remain.*

Now, self-existence and independence are essential elements of

divinity; but derivation, whether by generation, procession, or

emanation, implies dependence. Mr. Stuart has justly re-

marked :

—

" A thrived Gtxl, if worJs arc allowed to have their appropriate meanin<T.
cannot be a ?clf-c-xistcnt God ; a dcpendcnl God cannot be an independent one.
We may assert what we please respecting the indeseribaldc, unspeakable,
•wondcrtnl manner of generation or procession ; we may disclaim all simili-

tudes among created things ever so much or so strongly
; yet all tliis o-oes

* The same objections lie against that form of expression which represents the

Holy Ghost as '-proceeding from the Father and the Son." Here a two-fold

incapacity is implied on the part of the Holy Spirit. He neither he<ic(s nor causes

procession. In both these respects these statements place the Father above the Holv
Spirit; and, in the latter, tlic Son above him. We should, however, remark, that

the Greek Church makes the Holy Spirit j)roceed from the Father oniv; so that

the Son and the Holy Spirit are placed on similar ground in relation to the Father.

he having a two-fold capacity above each.
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only to the manner and not to the matter of the thing. The latter still re-

ULiins. I'Jie idea of dependence and derivation is inseparably, and by abso

liiie necessity, connected with the idea of generation and piocession."

—

Lih.

lirpos., vol. V, p. 282.

We must think that the Niceue Fathers surrendered more than

half the ground in question to Arius, so far as their formula is con-

cerned ; nor do -we wonder that Arius himself foimd so little diffi-

culty in subscribing to it. True, they affirmed that the Son wa?

ouooiaior with the Father; but they made "the Father Almighty,

[^itnhrgotten,'] Maker of all things visible and invisible," and the

t>on "begotten of the Father," and therefore dependent upon him.

Indeed the formula
—

" we believe in one God "—most clearly has

exclusive reference to the Father, independent of, and placed above,

both the Son and the Holy Spirit.* jS'othing is more clear than

tiiat the ISIicene Others regarded avTo^eiov and ayt-vvqaia as per-

taining exclusively to the Father; but it is equally evident that

they regarded this as in no way conflicting with the divinity of

the Son.t

liut there is still another objection to the doctrine that the sub-

stance 6): essence ot the Son and Holy Spirit is derived from the

Father. It is inconsistent with the unity of the Godhead. If

there be three substances, (ovaiat,) each divine, then have we three

Gods, or Tritheism in reality. But if the Father produced the

substance of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and they are " of one

substance with the Father," then has the Father produced or be-

gotten himself

Again, the b^oovoux; roi liargi, of the Xicene Creed, expresses no

unity of Father and Son beyond a homogeneousness of nature:

and, consequently, the idea of numerical oneness is not necessarily

implied. And, in fact, if we are able to comprehend the Fathers of

that age, it was not a numerical unity of substance they contendcJ

for. Follow the symbol, then, and Avhat is the result? Why, the

Father and Son are one, but only so in the sense that a father, who

* The doctrine of Orii,^en was, that the Father is ven^ God, while the Son and

Spirit Rrc God, hccause tiiey participate in the Divine Being. Bi>iiop Lull clearly

ihows that the doctrine of the Fathers was,—" Pater solus naturam illara diviiiam

a sc hahct, sivc a nuUo alio; Filius, autcin. a Patre; proinde Paler divinitatis qua;

in Filio est, fons, origo, ct principium est."

—

JUc/oisio Fid. Nic.,i). 2ol. Sec Z.V6.

Rrpci., 1S35.

t Tlic reason why tliesc qticstions interposed so little difiRcultv to the Fathers was,

prohably, that many of them had hccn converted from polytheism, and all of them

had hetomc so familiarized with it, that they saw no insuperable ditticulty in the

luultiplication of deities. The Son is sometimes called by them Jnrf/.-jf iJoif.

The unity they were strenuous to maintain, seems to have been merely of counsel,

*»n, and work.

FouRTu Series. Vol. UL—8
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had begotten a son just like himself in nature, is one with that son.

We have two gods, only they are alike. Even Bishop Pearson is

equally vulnerable Avith the Fathers upon ihis point :

—

"Now that the communication of the Divine essence by the Father was
the true and proper geuLnition by which lie hath begotten the Son, will thas
appear; because tlie most proper generation which we know is nothinor else

but a vital production of another in tlic smie nature, with a full reprosenta-
tion of him from v.hom he i? ])nxluccd. Tims a man bogetteth a sou, that is.

produceth another man of the same human nature with himself; and this

production, as a perfect generation, becomes the foundation of the relation
of paternity in him that produceth, an<l of tiliation in him that is produced.
This, then, is the known confession of all men, that a son is nothing but
another produced by his fathor in the .<^anie nature with him. But Go<l the
Blather hath communicated to the ^Vo^d the same Divine essence by which
he is God ; and consequently ho is of the same nature with him, and therebv
the perfect image and similitude of him, and therefore his proper Son."

He subsequently guards against the inference that might be made
from the expression, " another," by affirming that

" the essence of God is incorporeal, spiritual, and intlivisible : and therefore his

nature is really communicated, not by derivation or decision, but by a total

and plenary comnuinication." "In human generations the .son is of the
same nature with the father, and yet is not the same man ; because, though
he hath an essence of the sam.; kind, yet hath he not the same essence."
•'But the Divine essence, bcIuL'. by reason of its simplicity, not subject to

division, and, in respect of its infmity, incapabl.i of multiplication, is so com-
municated as not to be multiplifnl ; insomuch that he which proceedeth bv
that communication hath not only the same nature, but is abo the same
God."

We are here confoiuidoii and bewildered ; but sec no li"-ht.

First: "The most proper generation is nothing else but a vital

production of another ;"' and yet the generation of the Son not
"another," but "the same God," is a "far more proper than any
natural generation." SeciMid :

" The same Divine essence by which
the Father is God," he "hath communicated to the ^Vord." Now
here is an act of communication. The first person gives to the

second. Did the second have an existence prior to that act?

Third : The Fathor communicates the entirety of his essence to the

Son. Now if the Son be distinct from the Father, must not the

Father have left himself? Or if the Son "be the same God," then

has God communicated himself to himself Such, not to pursue
the subject furtlier. are some of the absurdities and contradictions

in which incautious methods of statement, and still more vain

attempts at explication, involve us.

We remark again, that we are not calling in question thp

Trinity of persons in the Godhead, nor the equality that exists

among those persons. Our inquiry relates only to the form of the
8*
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statomcnt of this cardinal doctrine of Christianity—not to the doc-

inixi*, but to the symbol that has been adopted to express it. A
doctrine may be above us, and incomprehensible, because its

foundations are laid in the infuiite Mind. Such doctrines, in the

ultimate appeal, must be tested by -what God has revealed. But

the s^-mbols employed by us to express that revelation should be

o»n>prehen.sible, and are subjects of rational scrutiny and criticism.

Tiie remark of Mihnan concerning the x^icenc Creed, that "it was

c<Miccivi'd with some de^j^ree of Oriental indefiuiteness, harmonized

with Grt'cian subtilty of expression," is but too applicable to many
of the fonnuhc used for the expression of this sublime and myste-

rious subject. So far as doctrines are embodied in creeds, the

ctnlKtdiment should be precise, clear, definite. We complain not

that tlie doctrine of the Trinity has been held sacred, but

that the formula, by "which it has been soui^ht to be expressed,

is vague, defective, and liable to what appear to us insuperable

objections. AVe are compelled to admit the conclusion of Schleier-

inacher :
—

" The canon Avhich requires such a representation of the

persons in the Trinity, as will not make them in any respect

unequal, is not answered by such modes of representation as

ibesc."

To conclude upon this point, we believe in the numerical unity

of the substance of the Godhead; we believe also in its essential or

real tri-personality. We here fully adopt the views of AYilber-

force, expressed by him with great force and perspicuity :

—

" The three Persons in the blessed Trinity have a real existence in them-
wlves—in the Deity there is an orij^^Inal, ohjective triplicity, independently
of us, and of the world of creation. And this is the mysterj- of tlie Trinity
in unity." "That which constitutes them real Persons, and not a mere fic-

titious representation,* is, that the characteristic conditions which mark their

diver<:ency should lie in the eternal nature of the Godhead itself, and not in

an^- relation to the surrounding world of creation." '' They have a necessary
bcmfj, dependent on that eternal law by which the Godhead exists." " These
two arc the starting-points from which we must proceed ; and the firm re-

c«^ption of both of them maintains the reality of our belief in God."

—

Doctrine
o/ (he Incarnation, pp. 163-165.

We a.ssume, then, that God lias been revealed to us as existing

from ctoniity in his three-fold character of Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost. This distinction is independent of all manifestations what-
ever. Hence, if God did not reveal himself in this threo-fold cha-

racter, the revelation would be imperfect, not true to the facts of his

existence. We adopt the language of Professor Stuart:—"God
must be, in scipso, what he has revealed himself to be."-^j5t"6.

* Ab SabcUiiM, Schlcicnnacher, BwhneU, &c., would make them.
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Repos., vol. vi, p. 9G. This view leaves the subordination of

Arianism, and of modern Unitarianism, without foundation, and,

at the same time, it sweeps away the cobwebs of the triple

manifestation of the One. as woven by Sa1x;llius, Schleicnnacher,

and Bushnell. In fact, the grand arguments of both classes of

errorists have found their stronghold in the modes and forms bj'

which the doctrine of the Trinity has been exhibited; and their artil-

lery has been levelled with more effect at the staging thrown

up around the doctrine than at the doctrine itself In this view,

also, the figment of " eternal generation," which has long puzzled

without satisfying the spirit of inquiry, disappears. The doctrine

of wliich we have here just given the outHne leaves no logical

chasm to be bridged over by an incomprehensible hypothesis whose

safety hes in its intangibility. It is sim]>ly Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit. Not three shadows of the Absolute, unseen, and imap-

proachable; but three persons in one God. Not manifested as

three simply because of the convenience of manifestation in that

form ; but that the manifestation might conform to the facts of hi&

being. We say then, again, eimply. Father, Son and Holy Spirit

—the Triune God, existing ere the work of creation was begun ;

—

not an eternal Manas, discerping something from himself to form

a second, and then another something to form a third ; but a Triune

God, Vthoso every part reaches backward into the unexplored re-

cesses of eternity, and upward into the unapproachable amplitude

of infinity. The Son.^hip of Christ is eternal as the eternity

of God.

§ 2.

—

Theories of (he Incarnation—Person of Christ.

Most of the radical errors that have infected the church have had

a connexion, more or less remote, wit!» this profound and myste-

rious subject. Some of the earlier discussions upon the subject of

the Trinity, resulted from the cflbrts of converted heathen scholars

to harmonize the Scrijiturc Trinity with the trinities revealed in the

speculations of their philosophers. Thus Plato has the first Good,

the Word, or Understanding, ( i-ovc;,) and the Soul. The first Good
is God—the uncreated and eternal; the Word is the Son of the

first and unbegottcn, by whom he was begotten, and with whom he
is coequal; and the Soul, which is the Holy Ghost, is a sort of

middle tenn between the Father and the Son, perhaps an emana-
tion from them jointly. Justin Martyr, who was a converted Gre-

cian philosopher, endeavoured to harmonize the revealed with the

speculative Trinity. He says, that 'Hhe Son is in God, what the

understanding is in man, and that the Holy Spirit is that Divine
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power to act and execute, which Plato calls cper?/." He evidently

ri>;^;irds the Son and the Ilbly Spirit as derived or created, and yet

divitie. This idea of a created or dependent Divinity seemed to

aJl'unl no ohstacle, and sugf^est no inconsistency, to those so familiar

with the "gods many" and " lords many*' of the heathen.

IMatonism. of all philosophical systems, stood in the nearest

relation to Christianity. Hence, near the close of the second cen-

tury, many of the Platonic philosophers came over to Christianity;

yet they seem to have embraced it as in some hght a system of

pliil««.<(.pliy, and hroui^ht into it their philosophic habits and modes

•if tlnni;;ht, receiving Christianity as the most perfect philosophy.*

Willi them, Platonism had its origin in Moses, and they every-

wiiere found coincidences between Moses and Plato. The ques-

tions with which they were occupied were similar to those prenously

mooted by the Gnostic Clu-istians,—the existence of sin and its

(lestruction by Christ. This led at once to the discussion of the

Logos, under which designation they found Christ revealed
; yet

many of them did not assume a personal distinction of the Logos
from the Father.

'* The now Platonists, for the most part, rcp^ardcd Christ as the most di~tin-

giiivhod WiiiLT and thcurgist. Ou the other hand, however, they asserted
t!i.Ht the doctrine of Christ perfectly afrreed with theirs at first, but that it

had In-en in many ways corrupted by. his disciples, especially by the doctrine
of Ciiri.-t's Deity, and forbidding the worship of the gods."

—

Gieselcrs Eccl.
ifiil., vol. i, 1^ i>o, p. 1 7S.

Thus the age of sjpcculation commenced in the church. Praxeas

a.>isumed that there was no ditference between the Divine Being in

the Redeemer and in the Father. He sought to guard against

giving the most remote countenance or favour to polytheism, while,

at the same time, he asserted the highest possible Divinity of our

Lord Jesus Christ. He seemed to think that

"in ra^e one does not allow himself to detract from the Divine nature of the
Kcdofmcr, nor deny, nor abridge it, he could consistently maintain the unity
of the (JcxJhoad, only by not separating the divine in the Redeemer from that
of the Father, and by not representing: it a5 subordinate, but by explaining
it a-< one and the same."

This doctrine of Praxeas experienced a terrible encounter from
Tertulliiin. He says:—"So Praxeas accomplished the devil's

bu.^iness in two respects, at Rome. ... He drove away the

Comforter, and crucified the Father."t Noetus, in Ephesus. and
Beryll, in Arabia, taught doctrines similar to those taught by

• Gifselor's Eccl. Hist., vol. i, § 52, p. 153.
1
" Ita duo negotia diaboli Praxeas 'Rovass procuravit. . . . Paracletum fagayit,

ft Patrcm cnicifixit."
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Praxeas in Rome. Here we have the genn of Sabellianism as

early as the second century of the Christian era—a heresy that has

not wholly ceased to the present to infect the church, and which in

every age has botli attracted and bewildered speculative and philo-

sophic minds.

Sabellius was a presbyter of Ptolemais. He lived about the

middle of the third century. His distinctive doctrine was, that the

appellations, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, were only so many dif-

ferent manifestations and names of one and the same Divine Being.^'

By this means, he, on the one hand, avoided the subordination of

the Son to the Father ; but, on tlie other, he destroyed the intrinsic

or real personality of the Son. This doctrine of SabeUius not only

spread extensively in his own age, but so clearly did he impress

upon it his own genius, that the epithet SalelUanis?n thenceforward

became a generic tenn ; and till the present day embraces almost

all "the different shades of opinion, which deny the hypostatic

theory of the Trinity, and 3'et maintain the Godhead of Christ."

Sabellianism occupies so large a space in the heresies that have

infected the church upon the Person and Work of Christ, that it

demands a more precise and definite statement. "We have akeady*

said that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit were regarded by Sa-

bellius as only so many forms of manifestation of the one God

—

the divine and eternal Monas. Any absolute, original triplicity of

persons in the Godhead he repudiated. Also personality in the

Godhead he regarded not as original, substantial, and essential to

divinity itself but as arising from the developments or exhibitions

which the Divine Being makes of himself to his creatures ; that is,

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are not mere names of powers or

attributes of the eternal Monas ; but that each of these characters

is God acting personally ; each manifestation is a personality.

This we believe to be tlie precise doctrine of Sabellius, as near as

we can comprehend and state it. It will at once be perceived that

the term person, in the vocabulary of Sabellius, is used in a pecu-

liar and modified sense ; and this, we have no doubt, has led to the

very general misapprehension of his doctrine.

These views were, in the main, embraced by Schleiermacher.

who regarded the eternal and absolute Monas as God unrevealed

;

the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, as God revealed. And this, if

we understand him, is the view essentially embodied by Dr. Bush-
nell, in his celebrated " Discourses on the Incarnation and Atone-

ment." The different phases of Sabellianism present one of the

great forms of error upon the Godhead of Christ—permeating

* See Hagenbach's Historj- of Doctrines, vol. i, p. 243.
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jjmoat every phase of mystical theology in the old world, and often

cropping out among the Unitarian spcculatists of our own country.

The other grand form of error upon the doctrine of Christ is

Arianism. The Ebionites, who never attained as much influence

as celebrity, were among the early Judaizing teachers in the

church. They rejected the pre-e.xistcnce and divinity of Christ

—

believed him to have been a mere man, tlie natural son of Joseph

imd ^lary. Artemon gave an additional impulse to this heresy

toward the close of the second century. He not only denied the

Godhead of Christ, but declared that the doctrine itself was an

innovation upon primitive Christianity, contrary to the doctrines

taught by the apostles, by the early church, and by Christ himself

The doctrine of Artemon having fallen into disuse, and almost inti>

forget fulness, it was revived toward the close of the third century

by " Paul of Samosata," who forms the transition from Artemon to

Arius.* Dionysius was indeed led to Arianism from another di-

rection. He carried his opposition to the Sabellian doctrine to so

great an extreme as to assert that Christ was created. He, however,

yielded before the storm that was gathering, and left it to Arius.

who was made of sterner stuff, to take the distinct alternative of

Origen's theory, which represented the Logos as a ray of Divint'

glory, still proceeding from God. The doctrine of the suborJino-

tion of the Son to the Father was so defined by Arius, as to make
the former a creation of the latter. Sabellianism preserved the

divinity of the Logos at the expense of its personality; Arianism

preser\'ed its personality at the expense of its divinity.

We have thus briefly traced the origin of these two radical eiTors

concerning the Person and Work of Christ. Their advent was the

origin of a series of polemic conflicts, whose termination, after the

lapse of sixteen centuries, has not yet been reached. It is. indeed,

really curious to trace the different forms in Avhich these two here-

sies have been reproduced in succeeding ages. And it is equally

remarkable that the voluminous discussions of modern theologians

have evolved scarcely a new idea upon the subject. There have

been shadings off of different views, wire-drawn distinctions, start-

ling enunciations, and the furbishing up of old ideas by the appliance

of modern diction. But that either of these errors has received

fuller development, or stronger advocacy, than by the polemics of

ages long since gone by, we sincerely doubt. One of the intrinsic

difliculties of the subject, no doubt, is, that it everywhere borders

upon and extends into the illimitable and the unknown.

* There is a difference of opinion among scholars as to the doctrines of both

Artemon and Paul of b^aniosata.
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It is not our purpose to trace further these errors, nor yet the

controversies tliey have occasioned. Modern Unitarianism has

received its characteristic from Socinus, and is Arian, as distin-

guished from ISabcllian. Strauss very justly said of Socinianism,

that it Avas the "birthplace at once of the Supernaturalism and the

nationalism of modern theolo;^y." The early Socinians declared

the utter impossibility of a mere religion of reason, and asserted the

necessity of an external revelation. But, at the same time, they

proceeded upon the fundamental principle that revelation cannot

contain anything incomprehensible, or contrary to reason : and

lience, they held the subordination of Scripture to the understand-

ing. This last feature of Socinianism is pretty thoroughly in-

gi-afted into the Unitarianism of the present day. As to the

Person and Work of Christ, there is no agreement among So-

cinians
;

yet they generally unite in denying that he is God.

Some, however—among them -was the late Dr. Channing—believe in

liis pre-existence, that he was more than human, that he was the

unsullied image of God's purity, that he is the intercessor of the

human family, and that he -uill bo their judge. This class—a sort

of semi-Arians—constitute, no doubt, a large portion of the body
of Unitarians. Those who absolutely deny any Divine character-

istics to the Saviour, are mainly of that class who also rob the

Gospel of its Divine character. Encircling themselves with a sort

of semi- Christianity, they become the most dangerous foes of reli-

gion. They are enemies within the camp. They extract the living

aliment from Christianity, and then offer it to mortals perishing for

the bread of life.

§ 3.— Tlic Ilumanily of the Logos.

Speculation with reference to tlie Person of Christ was rife even

in th.0 apostolic age of the chiuvh. Yet, as no speculative basis had
been established in the church during the first few centuries, the

gTcatest latitude was allowed, so hmg as the divine and human in

Christ were untouched. The union of these constituted his t^-plcal

and atoning character, and was, therefore, a vital element in the

fiiith of the primitive church. The struggle, however, of reason to

comprehend the peculiar nature of Christianity had already com-
menced; and one of its earliest developments was the denial of the

humanity of Christ. The Godhead had been so manifest in his

marvellous works, and his worship had become so universal among
his disciples, as left no room to fiuestion his Deity. Therefore the

Docctct represented his humanity as a mere appearance, after the

manner of the manifestation of angels, {doKrjrai,) according to the
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Jewish conception * Also the Gnostics, the philosophical basis of

wIjoso speculation was the old question concerning the origin of

evil. (rrt'iOtv ru uanov,) were led out into the denial of the humanity

of Christ, "i'hcy deemed matter the sole principle of evil, and

thut human spirits were freed from evil only as they broke away

from the fetters of the Dcmiurgus, (dijiuov^'oc,) or the lower

divinity from whom the material world had proceeded, and found

Oieir rest in a spiritual world, the centre and light of which was

Christ. They regarded our Lord, therefore, as a Divine Spirit

—

one of tiie higlicst and purest spirits of light. In him the highest

])ivinity was revealed; and, elevated above all being, he had out of

himself produced a world of light, a world of blessed spirits.t Up
to this M'orld it was the object of Christ to bring human spirits, that

the}- might no longer be subject to the corruption of matter. And
hence they regarded him as manifesting himself only in the fonn

of Immanity, without any real union with it.

This, as we have already intimated, was one of the earliest here-

sies in the church relating to the Person of Christ. Its develop-

ment most likely began to be monifested in the day of the evange-

list John; for he has left against it this distinct and striking

testimony: "Every spirit that confcsseth not that Jesus Christ is

C(mic in the flesh, is not of God; and this is that spirit of anti-

christ, whereof ye have heard that it should come, and even now is

it in the world." 1 John iv, 3. Irenreus, who ver}'- justly is said

to have belonged to the school of St. John, as Justin Martyr did to

that of St. Paul, opposes to the Gnostic heresy

" the declaration of Scripture, and the constant belief of the church, that

'our Lord redeemed us by his own blood, and ^rave his life for our life, and
hl.s Jlesii for our llesh.' He discriminates between mere natural limitation,

which belongs to material beinp:, and that moral corruption, -which is the con-
fcoijuence of sin. "Without the removal of the last, he says, there was some
natural iiupos.*ibility in man's salvation ; whereas the admixture of material

cicuicnts in man's nature was only a part of that perfect construction in

which he was orijrinally made. And that Christ our Lord participated in

them, was shown by abundant individual indications. AVhy else should he
h.ivo been huntrry after his fast, or weary ai'ter his journey ? "Why should

He have wept at the tomb of Lazarus, or, in his Passion, have shed drops of

lilood .'"

—

WilUrJ'oice, Doc. Incar., p. 139.

The denial of the Humanity of Christ, though it may seem to

exalt his Divinity, does it at the expense of doctrines fundamental
in the Christian scheme. If Christ was not ?nan as well as God,

then the occurrences recorded as facts in his life become mere fic-

tions. The baptismal scene of Jordan, the temptations in the

* Gieseler's Eccl. Hist., vol. i, § 36, p. 112.

t Gieseler's Eccl. Hist., vol. i, § 44, p. 132.
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mount, the driving out the buyers and sellers from the temple, the

scene at the last supper, the terrible agony in Gethseraanc, and the

sufferings upon the cross, were all in appearance, and not in fact

;

all a dramatic representation, designed to delude the senses. There

was, then, no incarnation, no vicarious death, and, by consequence,

no atonement. The only safe ground, then, is to come back to the

simple representation of tlie Scriptures. They everywhere describe

our Lord as a true man. He -was conceived, born, increased in

stature, grew in age and wisdom, was subject to his parents, was
hungry, and ate ; thirsty, and drank ; was wearied, and slept ; rested,

and waked ; he walked and rode, instructed and rebuked, oflered up
prayers and supplications '• in the da3''S of his flesh," was persecuted,

suffered, and died. What more can be essential to complete the

catalogue of humanity ?

If you object the philosophical difficulty of conceiving how the

Divine nature and the human soul could be so united as to consti-

tute one person, we have only to beg that the question may be
defen-ed, and that we may rest upon the simple Scripture fact, till

-we have so far solved the mystery of our own nature as to philo-

sophically determine how the material and the spiritual are so

blended in man as to form one nature. Here we touch upon one of

the profound and awfid mysteries of—not merely the Godhead, but

also our own being :

—

•' Both the conflitions of the body and the mind unite themselves in con-
sciousnes.-? ; and tiiuu^jh l>otli arc ditH'ivnt. according to their respective na-
tures, still they are so luiiuc<I a-; to unite in one consciousness, or human I,

or one person : and this l•f)ll^(.•iou^n('^s has its ba-^Is not in the bodv. but in the
soal. There is no transubstaiuiation of the body into the soul. Both remain
•what they are, and after the sciiaration tiikes place at death, the body is no
longer fit for this co-p;\rtnor.-liii), but returns a.L'aiu to the dust, from whence it

was taken. So loncf, however, as the jiersonal union exists, the body is per-
fectly bexoidcil—sees, hears, and feels with the soul, and sympathizes with it

in all its joys and sorrows, i.ikewise, the soul is on its part cnil-odlcd ; lives

in, with, and ainonir coqwrcal origins, operates through the instruments of
the body, and shares in its jilca-iires and j>ains, from the middle-point of con-
sciousness."

—

Sartorius' I'cr.-mn and M'orl: of Christ, p. 4G.

This fact, unveiled in the great mystery of humanity, sheds a

glimmering light along the inscrutable mysteries of that act by
which God is manifesteil in the llesh, and Godhead and humanity
united into one conscious personality.

" And althouiib this great act of the condescension of God will be veiled
amonj; holy mysteries, we can perceive by analocry that it contains nothin<T In
and lor itself impossible, contradictory, or unworthy of God." " As the soul
receives the body into the unity of its consciousness, and daily takes to itself

new thoughts and new sensations, so the Son of God, without association or
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mixture, takes the entire human nature, body and soul, into the unity of hin

fccUVonsfiousnej.s, and, without ceasinjr to exist, becomes thereby God and

nian."

—

i!artonus' Person and Work of Christ, p. 49.

Here is the same mystery that cnslirouds man as a physical and

ks a spiritual bein^. The weakness of the understanding, that

8tag;5crs under such a sublime, far-reaching mystery, is no argu-

ment against the fact of revelation.

Still, two questions of serious moment are here interposed. The
first originates in the question of the assumption of human nature

without also assuming its limitations, its depravity; the second

proceeds on tlie doubt whetlier it were consistent to suppose that

the Infinite and Eternal, with nature and work so exalted and glo-

rious, would so humble lumself upon our earth—the merest speck

in the created universe, and for our sakes, who are absolutely incon-

siderable among the other creatures of God. "With reference to the

first question, we infer that, inasmuch as Christ assumed our com-
mon nature, man s hereditary sin can form no positive part of his

constitution. Wilberforce affirms truly,

—

" Tliat Christ should have taken man's nature, shows that its corruption
was not in such wise inherent in its existence, that to assume the nature was
ti» assume the sin."

—

Incarnation, p. 74.

The Divine light lost in Adam—and which bereft man of

Divine guidance, and left him a prey to the usurpation of the lower

principles of his nature—was restored in Christ. In Adam, the

type, the Divine Spirit was united for a time; but in Christ, the

anti-t^-pe, the same Spirit dwelt permanently, and without mea-
sure. The ^Vord was made flesh. Ciu-ist, the Archetypal man,
robed himself in humanity.

,

" lie took the very same composition of parts, which remained to Adam
after the likeness of God was lost. ' Because the children were partakers of
flesh and blood, He also himself took part of the same.' And this he did, not
by the creation of materials which did not before exist; the materials were
drawn t'rom that stock for which the benefit was designed. He was • made of
a woman." The materials, therefore, which were emploved were weak and
disor-ianized, because thoy were taken of one who was heir to Adam's delects.
Hut then He who took them was the "Word of God. Into those weak and
poor elements of our nature there llowed the very miijht, wisdom, and purity
•>f Di'ity itMjIf. Tluis wa.s their weakness from the first corrected ; from the
fin-t niument that His nature existed, its disorder was counteracted by the
jK-rfect order and harmony of God's Spirit, and thoujrh made of a woman, He
was made without sin."

—

'Wilberforce on the Incarnation, p. 7B.

For this reason, the temptations that assailed Clirist, like those
which assailed Adam, were from without. Adam was the type of
liumanity, and all his inheritors are connected with him by natural
descent; Christ is the antitype—" the Pattern Man "—with whom
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all bom are connected, and after whom the believer is moulded by
regeneration. " The first man, Adam, was made a living soul, the

last Adam was made a quickening spirit." Thus do we sec how
He who was rich could become poor, that we might be enriched by
a union with himself. l>y virtue of his Divinity is lie the reprc-

sentative of God ; by virtue of his humanity is he the representative

of man ; and combining tlicsc principles. He has become the Me-
diator between man and Ciod. h\ this work the humanity was as

essential as the Godhead.

The other question rests upon an assumption of what we do not

know, namely, that the ends of tlie incarnation were confined to the

human race, and were not also intended for the manifestation of

the Divine glory among all created intelligences. That the anthem
of the archangel is not inspired with richer thought and deeper

melody by the glories of the Godhead reflected upward from the

grand scene of man's redemption, we are not prepared to say. No-
where else, certainly, does tlie Divine benignity beam forth so glo-

riously as in the work of redemption. Call it a minute, small work,

if you please ; still forget not that in the structure of a perishable

blade of gi'ass, the power of God is as fully displayed as in the

mechanism of woiids!, ^

.
' § A.— The Divinity of Christ.

The office of Christ was that of mediation between man and
Ood. Mediation implies representation. To be the representative

of humanity, Jesus Christ must be human—must possess the

essential attributes of our nature—must himself be man. To be
the representative, of Divinity, he must be Diviiie. Hence in him
was not only pei-fect manhood, but also perfect Godhead. He
that was "before all," is "above all," and in whom "all thin<TS

consist," must be God. The manifestation of himself is not the

putting off of the Divine nature, but its embodiment ; for " God is

in Christ," "the Word became flesh." He, then, that hath seen
Christ, "hath seen the Father." Hence, is the First-begotten

become not only the head of the church, but the great object of

worship by the saints on earth, and by the angels of God in

heaven. He " took upon him tiie form of a servant ;" but there
was no relinquishment of his Divinity. He is " God over all, and
blessed forever."

" He was the rcprestjntative of man, antl tlierefore he lived as a man, felt
as a man, wept as a man, (iioJ as a man ; but he wa.s, also, the represent^itive
of God, and tlieret'orc he lived and acted, reigned and conquered as a God.
As the representative of man, he submitted to the law, and yielded homage to
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th« Father; as the representative of God, he asserted his dominion over law,

amJ rl.iimcd a rljzht to universal siiprcniacy. As the representative of man. he

«:.< ilt-Iircssed and exalted, guided ami controlled; as the reprcsentitive of

(JtHl, lie was revered and trusted, exalted and glorified. As the reprosenta-

bve «if man, ho yielded to poverty and toil, to contempt and crucitixion; a»

die ivprosontative of God, lie conquered death ami the grave, and took his

pbec "at the right hand of the majesty on high.' "

—

TumhulVs Theoj/hani/,

pp. 119, 1J<\

Here, then, in Jesus Christ, by virtue of his manhood, on the

one hanfl. and of his Godhead, on the other, ^ve have the gi-and

clement of mediation ; he becomes the mediator bet^veen man and

(lod. To sum up :—^Vhatever works arc ascribed to the Father

arc also ascribed to the Son; whatever attributes—whether of

eternity, of self-existence, omniscience, or omnipotence—are

ascribed to the Father, are also ascribed to the Son ; whatever

titles of majesty, dignity, and gloiy are ascribed to the Father are

jwcribed to the Son ; and, to crown the whole, they are declared to

he one.

But wliercfore and how does this war against the Divine Unity ?

Doe<* any one' in his senses affirm that, in the same sense, and at

tlio same time, God is three, and God is one ? What Trinitarian

but .subscribes to the declaration, There is OXE God? Who, being
baptized in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, supposes
himself to be baptized in the name of three Gods? We adopt the

language of Paul :
—

" But to us there is but one God, the Father,

of whom are all things, and we in him ; and one Lord Jesus Christ,

by whom are all things, and we by him." The same voltime that

reveals the Divine Unity, also reveals the Three that bear record.

and who arc One. The FACT is asserted. We may not be able to

explain its relations to other facts. It is a question that is not to

bo settled by logical inductions, by metaphysical distinctions, nor
yet by scientific demonstrations. Mr. Turnbull well remarks :

—

"It IS only in some sense—some sense consistent with the nature and essence
of Co.!—some sense recondite, or unrevcaled. in which the Father, the Son.
»nd the llnly (Jhost, are three, and yet one. None of us, with impertect
knoii!inl<;o and limited ca])acity, may so far comprehend the absolute essence
and ii.litiite nature of God, as to be'capaMe of sliowing, l.y a logical process,
bow dcMis (lirist can be God. and yet there be only one "supreme Divinitv;
that U to Fay, we may not understand the mctaphvsics of the case. Probablv
wc have not arrived at the ultimate facts or principles involved in it: just as
wc ha\e not yet arrived at the ultimate facts or principles involved in the
Uw nf cravitatinn : and. while admitting it as a scientific faet. cannot tell what
It really is—cannot tell whether it may not be a modification of mairnetism,
or of some other power, known or UT\knovcn."—Th€ophan>/, pp. 12G, i27.

All then we have to do is to set forth the simple Scriptural fact
of Christ's divinity, assured that this fact must in some way be
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harmonious with that other fact—the Divine Unity. If a man
caimot receive the Scripture fact, on the simple ground of Scrip-

ture authority, because his reason may not comprehend it, or may
not perceive its harmony with some other fact, then our controversy

•with the man must commence furtlier back. We must know whe-

ther he admits the authority of revelation, and if not, it is idle to

discuss the facts before the autliority be settled.

But what is the real force or amount of this objection? It is,

that the relevancy or harmony of two facts is not perceived. Sup-

pose these two facts are ascertained to be utterly inconsistent

with each other—that there is a positive antagonism between

them; and that, after every possible comparison had been made,

that antagonism still is apparent ; then one of the facts must be

rejected, or Ave must remain in doubt. But which shall suffer ex-

cision? So, if the divinity of Christ be absolutely known to be

inconsistent with the Divine Unity, which is to be rejected ?

Which shall we strike from our creed? Shall we reject the Unity,

or the Divinity? The Scriptural difficulties in the way of the

rejection of either are equally insuperable. It is not within the

province of science or reason to determine either. W^e do not see,

then, that we can go any farther than to doubt. Positive rejec-

tion would be umvarranted b}' any dictate of reason or philosophy.

But in the question before us, this absolute and irreconcilab!.^

repugnance has not been ascertained. We may indeed assert th?

Divine Unity, giving to that unity specific form and character;

and then, whenever tlie Divinity of Christ is propounded, make that

divinity have reference to the same form and character, and thus

conclude the two doctrines irreconcilable. But who shall assure us

that we have rightly interpreted the Unity or the Divinity? Philo-

sophers tell us that " it requires two opposites to make a truth."

If we look only at the opposites—the part-truths—without compre-

hending their union, it would certainly be absurd and unphilo-

sophical to pronounce them irreconcilable. Perhaps those very

opposites constitute their harmony. The ontology of the Divine

Being is not fully revealed. 'J'he fmite mind, we may well conceive,

is incapable of receiving such revelation. If, then, our finite capa-

cities are incapable of comprehending Deity revealed, how absurd

to affect that knowledge of Him while iinrcvealcd ! The fact is,

the truth revealed to us is coiuiected with truths unrevealed ; they

reach back beyond our comprehension into the region of the un-

known and the illimitable. The link of union and the key of mys-
tery is above and beyond us. " Who, by searching, can find out

God?"
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It has also been alleged that our Saviour himself disavows the

hJL'h claim of Divinity, and exalts "the Father" above himself

TIk'^c uc^^ativcs are full of interest ; and, instead of reaching up to

ihe divinity of Christ, may be regarded as the assertion of his

Yoluiitary humiliation; that he might become the Mediator between

iiKUi and God. On any other supposition the}' -would be absunl

and preposterous. For why should a //tan gravely infomi men that

(jod is greater tliiin he? Or why should a man find it necessary

to assert his humanity? But the confirmation of the Divine trutli

that '• the Word was made flesh "—that he " in whom dwelt all the

fulness of the Godhead bodily,"' had so "humbled himself " as to

become '• the Mediator between man and God"—might require both

tiiese assertions. Lest the human in Christ, and his brotherhood

to our race, should be lost sight of, merged in his Divinity, his

humanity is asserted. As the God-man, he becomes the '"Me-

diator," makes "atonement," and offers "intercession." To deny

his relationship to humanity, as some of the early Christians were

led to do, is to deny the three cardinal offices he fulfilled ; it is, in

fact, to reproduce the old heresy, " that confesseth not that Jesus

Christ is come in the flesh;" and which St. John declares "is not

of Go<l." The same necessity exists why Jesus should be Divine,

as tliat he should be human.

** Jesus the Mediator must be human and yet infinite, in order to restore

the Poul to riod ; a God abstract, a God absolute, we cannot reach. We
Ttrarn for it; but wc cannot reach it, cannot blend Tvitli it. A Mediator, a
Koci.iK-iler is needed. God himself must come to us—come to us in an
a.<p<'rt and form -Nvhich we can understand. In fact, he must link himsell' to

u.« by an incarnat,ion, in order to make, us partakers of his nature and heirs

of liis immortality. He has done so in the person and -work of Jesus Christ
So that, believing in Christ, we find God—become one -with God."

—

Tumbuirs
Theopharnj, p. 131.

Here the conscious want of humanity—the conscious yearning of

Uie soul after God, is met; it realizes with joyful surprise, "This
ia the true God, and eternal life." 1 John v, 20.

Thus far have we found ourselves moving in harmony with the

several works placed at the head of this article, on the subject of

Christ's Divinity.

§ 5.

—

Dr. BushneWs God in Christ.

Bat from Dr. Bushnell we fear we must separate. There is in

his compositions a strength (sometimes apparent, but often real)

of argument, and an earnestness of diction, peculiarly fascinating.

But when he brings us down " upon the shore of the Absolute

—

tbat Absolute which has no shore ;"
(p. 139 ;) and from that inaus-
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picious stand-point -wishes us to embark with him upon an ocean
over -which darkness broods, and -vvhose deep waters are fiercely

driven amid the blackness of the tempest, we must pause and ex-

amine the strength of our bark and the nautical skill of our pilot.

The path leading down to *' the shore of the Absolute ""
is a

rather winding and suspicious way. First, he says, the Three Per-

sons in one substance perplex the mind
;
(what of that ? The ques-

tion is not whether the mind can comprehend it, but whether it is

revealed ;) and that the modes resorted to for the explanation of

this unity, fail ; also that " orthodox teachers and chui'ches"'
''• sup-

pose themselves really to hold that God is one person," while yet

"they most certainly do not;" and then, again, he asserts that '"any

intermediate doctrine, between the absolute unity of God and a

social unity," that is, three Gods acting together harmoniously, "is

impossible and incredible." Having by this devious way reached

"the shore of the Absolute—that Absolute which has no shore,"

our author foreshadows bis theory of the Divine Trinity, and of the

Person of Christ :

—

"I only insist that, assumincT the strictest unity, and even simplicity of
God's nature, lie could not be suOiciently revealed to us without evolvinir a
trinity of persons, such as -vve meet in the Scriptures. These persons or per-
sonalities are the dramatis prrfonct of revelation, and tlieir realitv is mea-
sured by -Rhat of the Infinite they convey in these finite forms.

" As such,
they bear, on the one hand, a relation to God, -who is to be conveved or
imported into knowledge ;

on the other, they arc related to our human capa-
cities and wants."

—

God in Christ, p. 137.

We cannot dismiss this paragraph, short as it is, -without a few
comments. In these broad and bold assumptions we have the

germ of Dr. Bushnell's theory.

1. It is assumed that God could not reveal himself without
evolving a Trinity of persons. By what process has this been
ascertained? and where the giant intellect that has so compre-
hended the essence of God. sweeping back to the very oneness of the

Absolute before it invented the triform JrnjnatJs pcrsonce that were
to manifest it to men and to angels, and becoming cognizant of the

vain effort of " God struggling to reveal himself r" But wherein

consists the insuperable difilculty of manifestation in one?iess of

personality—a difliculty, so great that even the "struggling" "Ab-
solute" could not surmount it? Is nnc less explicable than three?

and if plurality be required, simply as a mean of manifestation,

why may not two answer? or why may not seven be required?

We have a two-fold reason for the rejection of this theory,—first,

its intrinsic absurdity; and, second, because it passes all the

bounds of reason and knowledge, and claims a cognizance of the
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ontolojy of Jehovah before he has revealed himself,—claiming to

knoTV Avhat he is and what he can do.

2. A;;;ain, this theory resolves the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost

—p<'rsoiis revealed—into mere manifestations of the actions and

fi'elin;i;s of the one Absolute. They are not God, but only ficti-

tious representations—false in fact, but true in dcsipjn—designed

to "import God into knowledge." Tliey are not God, but repre-

sent him; ju.st as the actor is not Shakspeare, but only 'imports"

t^iiakspcare "into knowledge." The actor may develop fully the

genius of Shakspeare ; but, alas for the Absolute, with ail his

" Btruggliugs," even the Trinity fails to "import him into know-

ledge," for these dramatis personce are, after all. only "finite

forms," and must therefore fail to represent " the Infinite." This

Trinity, then, is also a Trinity of "forms," and not of substance.

Three shadows are bound together, and lo the Trinity I—a God

!

o. Another radical objection lying at the very foundation of this

manifestation theory, is, that it assumes that the incarnation was

necessary for the revelation of God to man ; and that " without a

trinity, and incarnation, and other like devices of revelation, we
never could have had a satisfiictory, significant, and true represen-

tiition of God." (P. 139.) Hence the incarnation would have been

afi essential to man unfallcn as to man fallen and depraved. This

representation of the object of the incarnation of our blessed Lord

stands in most ob\ious and wide opposition to the Scripture doc-

trine that he came to effect our redemption.

'1. Once more, we find ourselves unable to subscribe to this view

of the character of Christ, because we discover it leads to a per-

nicious result. If the Son be only a manifestation of God—one

of the " media" through which God is revealed—and not God in

any tnie or substantial sense, then it must follow that the atone-

ment made by him is not an atonement at all. For how can a

m.anifostation or a medium make an atonement? This is the

inevitable result of this judgment concerning the nature of the Son
of God. Dr. Bushnell, be it said to the credit of his intellectual

perception, having laid the basis of his theory, did not fail to dis-

coviT to what it led. IS or did he hesitate to follow out his theory

into a virtual denial of the atonement, as we shall see when we come
to speak upon that subject.

Sweep away this gossamer drapery, thrown with such artistical

skill around the substantial nature—the esse—of Christ, and but

very little remains of the theory propounded with so much pomp of

diction, thrown out in so many antithetical, parado.xical forms, and
•unung to encompass ends of the greatest conceivable magnitude.

i^'oiiRTH Series, Vol. 111.—

9
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The unwary, " bewildered and in wondering mazes lost," may for a

moment be deluded into the belief that the grand mystery of the

.incarnation is at length solved; just as unwary and inexperienced

navigators, by a fog-bank in the middle of the ocean, are deluded

into the belief of their near approach to land. Close inspection

dispels the illusion ; and the same ocean, heaving with the elements

of polemic commotion, illimitable and shoreless, again spreads out

before them.

5. There is still another result to which this manifestation theory

l',*ads. Dr. Bushnell affirms " the strict personal unity of God,"

rejecting the eternal three-fold distinction of persons in the Di\ine

nature. This OXE God is " the Absolute Being—the Infinite—the

I Am that I Am"—" God simply existing, as spirit, in himself"

—

Avithout "any sort of motion"—without "thought"—without "feel-

ing"—"dwelling in eternal silence"
—"the Unapproachable, and,

as far as all measures of thought are concerned, the Unrepresent-

able God." Next, this incomprehensible Monad possesses "the

power of self-representation," that is, " He can produce Himself

outwardly, or represent him.^elf in the finite." This " capacity of

self-expression" "is the Logos, the Word, elsewhere called the

Form of God." " Conceive him now as creating the worlds, or

creating worlds, if you please, from eternity. In so doing, he only

represents, expresses.eor outwardly produces Himself What we
call the creation, is, in another view, a revelation only of God, his

first revelation." The Logos, then, is simply " the power of self-

representation" possessed by the. Absolute, and "the reality of

Christ is what he expresses of God." Now we think the deep
windings of this labyrinth may be threaded, dark as it may appear.

The Logos, that is, the pmrcr of the Absolute to express himself,

manifests itself by "manifold representations"—its "first revela-

tion is creation," in which God " outwardly produces Himself,"

—

its highest revelation is in the person of Jesus Christ. Now it

follows from this theory that Clirist is Divine only so far as he
"expresses" the Absolute; and also that "creation" is divine in

the same sense that Christ is, just so far as it is successful as a

vehicle for the sclf-represcnta'ion of God. The idea is that God
is manifest in every object in creation as really, though not as illus-

triously, as in the person of Christ. Christ is a man in whom dwelt
a Divine power, and here is all the real divinity claimed for him by
Bushnell. The same divii\ity in kind, though not in measure,
would result to every object in creation. Not an insect nor rep-

tile but what is divine. Surely the old Egyptians were not so

unwise after all in the multiplication of their gods

!

9*
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ism. Between the Christ he here describes, and that exhibited in

the Bible, there is precisely the difference that exists between u

spectre and a man.

2. Again, Dr. Bushnell "accepts" the doctn'ne of the Apollina-

rians—directly opposed to that of the Docctre

—

that Christ had a

real hodij, but not a human soul. Their doctrine was, that the

Logos supplied the place of a human soul in the person of Christ.

Dr. Bushnell speaks of the inconsistency of measuring the person

of Christ "by his body;" and, again, "that the body of Ciu-ist evi-

dently grew up from infancy." But what as to his soul? In

replying to the argument of the Trinitarian, that it is the "human
soul in the person of Jesus," that "obeys, worships, and suffers;"

he says the argument "does an aflrunt to the plain language of

Scripture." lie says that " Christ himself declared, not that a

human soul, hid in his person, was placed under limitations, but

more—that the Son, that is, the Divine person " was thus subject.

<^''Again he saj's :
—

" The supposition of a human soul e.xisting dis-

tinctly, and acting by itself, clears no difficulty;" but it "creates-

difficulties a hundred-fold greater thraa any that it solves."—P. 154.

Then he enters into an argument to show the perplexity which the

supposition of a human soul in CIn-ist must occasion to the mind
of the inquirer; and also the absurdity of supposing that "the
redemption of the world is himg upon the human passibilities " of a

man who is so closely allied to God. And the conclusion he
reaches is, that " there is no solid foundation for tlie common
Trinitarian theory of two distinct or distinctly active subsistences

in the person of Clirist. It is not Scriptural. It accounts for

nothing. It only creates even greater difficulties."—P. 155. Then
anticipating an objection from Ix^th tiic Unitarian and the Trini-

tarian against this subjection and limitation of the Divinity, he
prefers a reply in advance :

—
" Wiien wc see Ilim thus under the

conditions of increase, obedience, worship, suffering, we have no-

thing to do but to ask what is here expressed."—P. 15G. He had
said before, that " the reality of Clirist is what he expresses of

God." A more full or distinct avowal of the Apollinarian heresy

—a heresy that has been defunct for ages—could hardly be ex'-

prcssed in language.

3. In the third place, Dr. Bushnell "accepts" the Eutychean
heresy that the human and Divine were so united in Christ as to

become one nature. The doctrine of "two distinct subsistences hi

Christ," says he, "virtually denies any real unity between the

human and the Divine, and substitutes a collocation or co-

partnership for unity."—P. 154. He objects to a distinction
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between the Divine and the human in the nature of Christ,

and says:

—

" Instead of a person whose nature is thk real unity of the Divine
AND THE HUMAN, WG have two distinct persons, between whom our thouL'bts

are continually alternating; referring this to one, that to the other, and ima-
gining, all the while, not a union of the two, in wiiich our possible union with
(lod is signified and sealed forever, but a practical, historical assertion rather
of his incomnmnicableness, thrust upon our notice in a Ibrm more oppressive
and chilling than it has to abstract thought. Meanwhile, the whole work of
Christ, as a sulyect, suilering Hedeenicr, is thrown upon the human side of his

nature, and the Divine side, standing thus aloof, incommunicably distant, has
nothing in fact to do with the transaction, other than to be a spectator of
it" l*p. 15-1, 155.

Such are the arguments of Dr. Bushnell to establish the thean-

thropism of the Eutjcheans. But Avhen the troublesome question

comes up—a question perpetually haunting and disturbing our au-

thor, as he is dodging about among these heresies, bestowing a

friendly nod of recognition and of " acceptance" upon each—" who
suffers, what worships," &c. ? his ire rises, and he indignantly

exclaims,—" Suspend thy raw guesses at His nature, and take His

message !"

4. In the fourth place, Dr. Bushnell "accepts" the Pantheistic

doctrine, that there is but one substance, intelligence, and life in

i\\e universe. This doctrine annihilates the distinction between

God and the world. All creatures and all phenomena are mani-

festations of God. Everything that exists is a part of God ; every

action is God's action. This doctrine nullifies personal existence

both here and hereafter ; it annihilates all distinction between vice

and virtue ; it deifies man, but destroys God. It is removed to so

little a distance from rank Atheism, that it is not worth while to

carp about the difference. And yet this theological gastronomer

devours the precious morceau at a single swallow. In creating

worlds, he says, God " only represents, expresses, or outwarl»ly

PRODUCES UIMSELF."

Surely Dr. Bushnell is the last man in the world who should

write a discourse against Dogma or creeds. Had he gone one step

further, and "accepted" one other doctrine, namely, that which

asserts that Christ was a mere man—he would have completely

" boxed the compass " of error ; and we might have hoped ere long

to greet him in the ranks of sound orthodoxy. And yet we do not

despair, for he not only "accepts" these several heresies, and

argues for them, but he also rejects and argues against the most

of them. Dr. Bushnell has strength ; but in this book he appears

to U8 like a giant playing at " blind man's buff." He hits, stum-
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bles, and grasps. Without order, system, or measure, the most in-

congruous materials are Imddled together—the most contradictory

principles are placed side by side. Now we find him almost uncon-

sciously inhaling the piu-e atmosphere upon the serene mountains
of Christian faith—then striding across the waste desert of Ration-

alism—then bewildered and lost in the wilds of mysticism—anon,

he comes down, floundering and besmeared, into the stagnant pool

of Pantheism. Had he set himself to write a book of paradoxes, his

success could not have been more complete.

No intelligent reader, however, can fail to determine the class to

which Dr. Bushnell, as a theologian, belongs. In spite of the para-

doxical expressions that obscure the thought, and the oft-repeated

oscillations from the highest point of orthodoxy to the lowest of

Rationalism and Pantheism, the ISabellian type of heresy is mani-
fest in all the discussions upon the question of the Person and
"Work of Christ. This the author himself acknowledges. Refer-

ring to Schleicrmacher's elaborate article upon the theory of Sabel-

lius, translated by Professor Stuart, and published in the American
r>ibHcal Repository for July, 1S35, he says:—"It will be dis-

covered that the general view of the Trinity given in that article,

coincides with the view which I have presented." (P. 112.) Both
Sabellius and Bushnell hold that the distinctions of person in

the Trinity belong not to the nature of God, but originate in

the circimistances imder which God manifests himself But we
have not time to exhibit all the absurdities and inconsistencies

into wliich Dr. Bu.'^hnell has fallen in his attempt to resuscitate

the ashes of Sabellianism from their long and profound repose.

Schleiermacher, with a more vigorous pen and a stronger intellect,

essayed that task not thirty years ago. But even the Herculean
might of one who had no superior among the great German theo-

logical teachers achieved little more than the erection of an addi-

tional monument to attest the vastness of his genius, the profound-
ness of his research, the strengtii of his reason, ami the transparent

purity of his diction. "Wiiother Dr. Bushnell will have achieved
even this, we opine will not require even thirty years to reach a
historical decision. When "restored to iiis right mind," we predict

that he will regret the publication of this volume—a volume whose
influence will be evil, and evil only.

Want of space compels us to defer the discussion of the Atone-
ment, or Work of Christ, to another number.
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Art. VI.—neander.

Ox fhe 19th of June last we had a dclij^htful interview with Neander

in his study at BerHn. He spoke with thankfuhiess of the com-

fortable state of his health, and was lookin;^ forward hopefully to

the completion of his gi-cat work on Chm'ch History, on whicli,

with the aid of an amanuensis, he was laboui-ing earnestly. A few

week.s after, on the Rhine, a ne^vspaper paragraph announced to us

tiiat he was dead ! The shock of that sudden announcement was

not greater to us than it has proved to the religious mind of all

Europe and America. Everpvhere it is felt that a leader and a

guide of men has fallen.

It is not possible for us at this time to give an extended review

of the literary laboui'S of Neander, nor to offer our estimate of the

value of his historical and theological Avritiugs. Deferring this

gi-ateful, but laborious task, to a later period, we propose now to

jiresent a brief sketch of his life, gathered from the scanty materials

that have fliUcn within our reach, and also to give some illustrations

of his pei-sonal and professional character. For these last avc shall

make special use of a letter from our esteemed correspondent. Pro-

fessor J. L. Jacobi, of Berlin, whose long personal intimacy with

Neander gave him the fullest opportunity of insight into his cha-

racteristically frank and open nature. We shall indicate oui- ex-

tracts from this letter by quotation marks.

JoH.^NX August Wilrelm Neander was born of Jewish pa-

rents, on the 16th of Januar3^ 17S9. Of the condition of his

parents, we have only learned that they were very poor. He
showed early indications of that deeply devout and meditative turn

of mind which was so strongly developed in his after life ; and it is

said that his mother, who was a very pious Jewess, took great pains

to implant devotional feelings in his young heart. The Johanneum

of Hamburg at that time held a very high place among the classical

scliools of Germany, and it was here that Neander laid the founda-

tions of his broad classical culture—especially of his knowledge of

riato. to whose writings he devoted himself, even at that carly

pcriod, with the most ardent enthusiasm. The study of Plato

formed the means of his transition from Judaism to Chris-

tianity; at all events,—as he himself has shown to be the case

with many of the more spiritual and genial heathen souls in the

early days of the Church,—"Plato was a schoolmaster to bring

him to Christ." It was, however, by the perusal of Schleier-
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macher's Reden uhcr die Religion (Discourses on Religion) that

ho was led to recognise Christ as the greatest and most glo-

rious being that had appeared upon the earth; and, this truth once

received, he went gradually on to a full apprehension and h\jmble

reception of the Gospel. Of the actual steps of his conversion, in

an outward sense, we have but little knowledge; but his corres-

pondence with Chamisso (portions of Avhich we shall quote from

the British Quarterly Review for October, 1850) gives beau-

tiful glimpses of the process of change that was going on in Ms
feelings, as well as of the development of his half-poetical, half-

philosophical mind. Several young men, among whom were ^'am-

hagen, Yon Ense, Theremin, Chamisso, and Neumann, had formed

themselves into a literary association, under the name of " The
North Star." Neumann formed the acquaintance of Neander at

Berlin, and thus writes to Chumisso concerning him :

—

" AVe have made the acciuaiiiLance, among onr fellow-students, of an excel-
lent youth, entirely worthy of achnission into our brotherhood of the North
Star. IMato is his idol—liis constant watcli-word. He sits day and nicrhc

over him, and there arc few wiio liave so thoroughly and in such purity im-
bibed his wisdom. It is woiulertul how entirely he has done this without any
foreign impulse, merely tlirough his own reflection and downricrht pure studv.

Without knowing much ot' tlie romantic poetry, he has, so "to speak, con-
structed it for himself, and Ibund the germ thereof in Plato. On the world
around him he has learned to look with a deep, contemplative fiance."

—

P. 300.

On this introduction liis acquaintance with Chamisso commenced,
and the correspondence followed. It affords striking revelations of

the remarkably rapid deve-loimient of Neander's mind, (he was bu:

seventeen,) of the unworldly tendency of his whole being, and of

the tender and devout religious frame into which he was very soon

brought. He had been baptized—and decided to go to Halle to

study theology—a purpose which he thus commimicates to his

friend :

—

"I was sorry that I had not the opportunity of seeing you at Haracln.
Still we shall hope to meet at Halle. There will we all—separated, it would
seem, as much as possible by the mournful restrictions of a nierelv secular
world, v,-hieh is, alas! I grieve to say, everywhere around us—enjov"tO'.:ether

the inward blessedness of a rii-iln-< Dei. whose foundation is still forever
friondshi]). The more I con>e to know you, the more the world dissatisfies

me, as also I dissatisfy, and must still dissatisfy, all men who are not my
friends. Their very presence stupifics me. I cannot do homage to the com-
mon understanding, which has .^o withdrawn, and still ever further witlidraws
itself from the one centre of all existence—the Divine Spirit—the inward
bles<:ednes3 of the city of God. whic h it knows not, nor has ever tasted, having
made for itself, through its own vain imagination, idols, according to its own
cold and frivolous notions. Yes, to it, and to all which it oonlecratcs

—

vj>.

idols, and it^ temples, be eternal war! Let every one advance to batde
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tpainst it with the wcajKins -which God has given him, till the monster is

ovtTlhrown. ... I have decided to study thtology. God iiWc me strength,

i»s I wish and strive after, to know himself—the only One—in a sense %vliich

the common undersUmdinji cannot comprehend, and to preach him to the
profane. Holy Saviour, thou alone canst reconcile us with the profane race;

for, intlamcd with a deep love to them which they yet deserved not, thou didst

live, and sutler, and die for them."—Pp. 302, 30J.

In ISOG he v.cnt to Ilallc, and commenced in earnest his course

of theological study, devoting himself first to the Bible and to the

Fathers, especially the Alexandrine. In these studies, says Pro-

fessor Jacobi, he " lived over again, as it •were, in his own mind,

the gradually unfolding development of the Church, as it passed

from the Jews to the Gentiles; and found its earliest science in

its connexion with the Platonic Philosophy at Alexandria." How
Neander obtained the means of pursuing his studies, -we have not

ascertained; but it is -u'ell known that at Halle he suffered from
poverty. He bore up manfully imder its giant pressure, and stu-

died 'Nvith the more hitense earnestness because of the difficulties

with which he had to contend. But his privations and his excess-

ive application finally broke down his health, and laid the founda-

tion for the disease which accompanied him through his whole life.

Driven from Halle by Napoleon s measures for the dissolution of

the University, he proceeded to Gottingcn, and completed his

course of study there. Here, under the guidance of Planck] he
turned his attention more particularly to the soui'ces of Church
Histor}', and imbibed his earnest devotion to what was subsequently

the great work of his life.

After completing his University course, he spent a short time in

Hamburg, and then proceeded to Heidelberg, Avhere, in IS 11, he
was admitted as privat docent in the University, and began his

career as a teacher by a course of lectures on Chmxh History. In
the next year he made his first appearance as an author in his

monogi-aph on " JuHan the Apostate ;" in whose character and his-

tory Neander detected the agency of Platonism as hnstilc to Chris-

tianity, just as he had seen its influence in the Alexandrian theo-

logians as preparatory to Christianity. The work was so strikingly

conspicuous for piety and originality, as well as for a wide and
genuine erudition, that it called the attention of the most eminent
men* to the unknown author.

In the year ISlo Neander received a call from the Prussian

government to the University of Berlin, to which, amid all the political

disturbances of the times, the king gave great attention. The aim
of the government was to draw to the new University the ablest

• E. g-, Xicbubr, who commends it highly in his correspondeBce, vol. iL
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teachers from all parts of Germany; and but a short time before
bcldeicnnacher and Do Wette had accepted professorships. It ^vas
creditable to the discernment of the authorities that Neander
young, and almost unknown to fame as he Avas, should be cho^^en-
It was equally creditable to him. that at this crisis of the Prussian
monarchy while the French yet held possession of the country^ he
accepted the call. Our con-espomlent tells us, that, with ch;rac-
tenstic humility, he "always remained full of gratitude toward
Prussia, and at subsequent periods, when the most brilliant offerswere made him, he invariably refused them with the modest

dorher'"
""'' '^°' "''''^' "'^'^^'^ *' ^''^''^^ ^'''' *^ ^b^^-

We have before mentioned iha effect of Schleiermacher's "Dis
courses on Religion" on the mind of Neander. At Halle he hadagam been brought under Schleiermacher's influence, and now inentering upon Ins abours at Berlin, he stood to him in the relationof a colleague, 'hat las mode of thinking, the cun-ent of his stu-
dies, and, in fact, Ins whole spiritual and intellectual life were o acertam extent, mouWed by that great man, there can be no doubt

ments of his conversion Irom Judaism, but also as the herald of anew era in theology;; and over and over again in his works he ac!knowledges his obligations to him, vindicates certain of his v e'sand proc anns his sp^nt to be the genuine-the only . nuine^^pmt of tlieology. Nor is this influence at all to be woiu e3 aTbchleiermacher arose at a period of the deepest darkness of German theology-at a p'eriod when theolo-^v in fact pot^; fli n .!

"

eh,o but cold neg^ions of all that i^i^^^iO^ ^'"^^
cated among the Moravians, his own religious convict ons w r

e

profound; his sense of the need of persoinl moiv nil nKv
his belief in the divinity of Christiani'ty. s'^ erne ''h t^at ^^same tune intellectually, one of the most highly gifted m ' •

age; and his intellectual activity has rarelv- been rivallod Jn
ago. Uniting the keenest .Ualec^c power with tdis ^ ^ Z^and a power of imagination that might almost class him amon. 'r {poets, he found no department of human knowledge alien ^^to liIstastes or inacces.sible to h,s capacity. His studies ranged nomerely over the whole fiehl of theology but nenotr-,t.rl T ^ \
recesses of ancient as well as of modc^^n^hilL ly t a't^t^^^^^^^^^^^pursui s he combined scientific philologv. and the hV^hest wa ks ofart and taste. In each of these he was^not a mere stud nto 41t ur but a master, and acknowledged as such by those whomaUthe world recognises as masters in their respective branches He
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wn< a man," at the same time, whose power of "will, and -whose moral

tvini 8<H:iul qualities commanded the reverence and the love of all

who ^hrirod his intimacy. With all this his bodily frame -was feeble

a:>'l dolicate. yet his royal soul so ruled and inspired it that labours

whicli would wear out the strongest of other men, seemed to sit

li-litly on him, frail as his organization -was. In his theological

«'j>iiiions. he was. indeeil, in many respects, far away from what we

hold t.) he the true line of Christian belief; yet the man who, in the

midst <»f infidels during all his life, so strenuously upheld salvation

thr..n_'li Christ as the real and essential central-point of the Gospel;

tin' man who, in his dying hours, declared that his hope and his

faith rost(>tl securely on the "atoning death of Jesus Christ, his

JkxIv and his blood,"*

—

could not but belong to the "fellowship of

tlio haints."

No one need wonder, then, to find that Neander had many points

ill common with Schleiermacher. Both contended for the utmost

freodom of scientific thought on any and all subjects ; both looked

upt-n I'^rsonal religious life as the great want of the times; and

Ix'th wont, perhaps, too far in their charitable sympathy with all

jttfxle.s of human thought, and in their unworldly trust in the honesty

even of imbelievers. But, after all, it is simply absurd to class

Ni-ander, as some do, as a mere follower of Schleiermaoher. His
own spirit was far too independent, his intellect too powerful, and
his culture too wide and far-reaching, to allow him to be the fol-

lower of any man And so, as matter of fact, it will be found that

his theology—evangelically imperfect as it must appear to us—is

far in advtmee of Schleiermacher s in point of clearness, definiteness.

Scriptural character—in one word, of orthodoxy. But we are wan-
<h-riiig too far from our purpose—and must now retm-n to our brief

hketoh of Neander's life and labours.

U\.' entered upon his professorship in the University of Berlin, as

wo have said, in 1813, and fulfilled its duties without intermission
m.til a f.'w days before his death. The history of his outward life

diinn.: tliis period is little else than a history of his labours in his

iivttiroriH.in and in his study; but they were mighty labours—such
as ^^i;| carry his name down to the latest posterity. His studies at

l»'tlin wcri' pun-uod in the same channel as at Heidelberg; and in

l-l;! he publi.<hed a monograph on "Bernard and his Times"—an
"^vo. Volume of o.IS pages, especially noticeable for its treatment of

the relations between Bernard and Abelard. At an early period he
w.ts impressed with the conviction that the great Avork of preparing a

?<'ncral Church Hist(«ry was a task assigned to him by Providence:

° Liicke, in Stud. u. Krit. 1S34, p. 812.
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and this conviction deepened with advancing years.* AH his studies
however widely extended, were made subservient to this rn^nd end'
In the mean time he wisely adopted the plan of publishing in sepa-
rate parts, the results of his investigations into the history of par-
ticuar periods; and the monographs on Julian and Bernard were
of this character. Of the same class was his " Gcnetical Dcvdop.
mcnt oj the Principal Gnostic Sijstemsr ^'hich appeared in 1^18
and also, " Chrysostom and his Times:' (2 vols ISmo ) In all
these works he aimed, true to the spirit of his own religious convic-
tions, to promote at once Cliristian scirnce and Christian hfe But
in 1822, with a view to make Church history conducive to creneral
Christian edification, as well as to develop his researches into the
first centuries of the Church, he published - Memorabilia from the
History of Christianity and the Christian Lifer 3 vols. (3d edition
2 vols.. 1S45-184G.) In 1824 appeared a small Svo. volume con-
taining a series of addresses delivered at several anniversaries of
the Berlin Bible Society, the profits of which were devoted to the
cause of Missions. These, with other occasional addresses and
essays, were republished, 8vo., 1829. In 1825 he pubhshed -

Anti-
gnoslicus, Spirit of TvrtuUian, and Introduction to his Wntin^r.
(8vo pp. 525.) In the latter part of the same year he publishVd
the first volume of his great Church History, the immediate occa-
sion of which was, as he tells us in the preface, the call of his pub-
lisher for a new edition of the monograph on Julian. He found
that the work must be entirely remodelled in order to meefhis
Vle.^•s and this suggested the plan of pu])lishing this volume, treat-
ing the history ot the hrst three centuries as the bemnmn^ of a
general Church history; and his plan, fortunatelv, was so generously
encouraged by his publisber that he at once carried it into execu-
tion. In 1,-^s^ lie publ...hed a second instalment, in three volumes
extending the history io the sixth century. In the mean time he was

.

studying the history of the Apostolic Ag., which should, in chronolo-
gical order, ha^-e been the subject of the opening treatise ; but he did
not feel himself prepared to publish upon it until 1832 when he put
forth the^^ History of the Planting and Training ofke ChrisLn
Churchby the Apostlesr which reached its fourth edition in 1847Two additional volumes of the Church History appeared in 1.34and 1836; and in 1^3., his ^^ Life of Jesus Christ, tn Us His-

Divi7° '""^'^iVu^'
^-"''-"^ "^ '^'' ^^'""'"^ '^'-^'^''' ^' ^ lining witness of th«Divme power of Chnst.au.ty; a., a .«cLooI of Christian experience • a voice ln7jog through the ages, of instruction, of doctrine, an-l repr^f f 'aU w^ar.lit

Tf 1^ ; r'T/'"'
'""/'^^ ^^"^'^* P^'^-^' ^'-^ b^en the lea-ling aimTf ^rlife and stud.e3."-Gc;*.ra/ Hilary, ITef. to l.t ed., (Torrej's TransL)

^
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tomnl Connexion and Historical Development," Tvliich has also

nm throui!;h four editions. The publication of this last great work

Mas hastened by the necessity of some antidote to Strauss' Life of

Christ. The Church History was goiuj; on in the mean time ; and

n vuiume appeared in 1<S41, and anotiier in 1.^^45, bringing the his-

turv down to the year r294. Our coiTCspondent informs us that

Ncntulcr has completed another volume in manuscript, up to the

di-ath of John Huss, and that this volume will shortly be put to

press.. Besides these larger works, IS^eandcr has -wTittcn sketches,

reviews, short biographical articles, (fcc,—far too many to be enu-

meratt-'d here.

One would think these labours sufficient to occupy the life of any

one man. ]Jut Neander the autlior is but half the name of Nean-

der; during the preparation of all these works he was giving as

much time, or more, to his duties as Professor of Theology. He
lectured twice and even thrice a day ; the range of his topics em-

bracing not only Church History, but Dogmatics, Ethics, the His-

tory of Doctrines and of Ethics; and, most important of all, the

Exegesis of the New Testament. We are glad, indeed, to learn of

the ].robability that the most important of these lectures will be

printed from the notes of his students.

It. is no exaggeration to say that no teacher of theology in Ger-

many, since the days of the Reformation, has obtained so strong a

hold ui)on the minds and the hearts of theological students as

Neander. Their love for him amounted to a passion. This pro-

found regard and reverence was doubtless due, to a considerable

extent, to the grandeur and breadth of his intellect; but much of

it—to the credit of the German students be it recorded—is to be

.iscribed to his fervent piety as a Christian, and to bis genial sim-

plicity as a man. On this point we present our readers with an

extended extract from the letter of our correspondent, Professor

•Facobi, who, both as student and professor, has had the fullest

oppijrtunities of intimate intercourse with the great departed. Con-

trasting Schleiennacher with Neander, our friend proceeds :
—

" It

was Schleiermacher's special gift and delight to discover and com-

bine principles, to survey scientific culture and disci{»linc as a

whole, and to demonstrate their organic unity. It was his eminent

Jicutcness as a dialectician that gave nilc to his method of develop-

ing the subjects which he treated. Precisely those departments,

liowever, which to him were less adapted, namely. History and the

Exegesis of the New Testament, found a most capable labourer iu

Neander, whose great talent it was, in Exegesis to perceive at once
tl»e essential features in the characters and events of Scripture,
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and, in History, to exhibit, with a fine and profound insight, the

genetical development of ideas and occurrences. These two great

men were thus, in a certain sense, conii)lements of each other.

"What especially enchained the attention of JSeander's students

was the devotion of the entire man to the subject of discourse be-

fore him. lie did not stand up merely to ofi'er his own reflections

upon objects that had once been—upon events that once happened

;

ho rather lived over again the history in his own mind, and when he

spoke, brought it all fresh and living before his auditors. In hear-

ing him you felt, and could not help feeling, that the soul of the

lectui-er was in communion with those of the gifted spirits that had
preceded him as labourers in the kingdom of God ; and that, for his

mind, they yet lived, and that no prejudice or prepossession hin-

dered his fellowship Avith them. And so he impressed his hearers

with the conviction that his utterances were given in the spirit of

truth—never in the spirit of party. And while he unfolded history

or Scripture in a strictly consecutive and logical manner, he always

spoke with an unadorned, and often, therefore, Avith a more sublime,

simplicity. EveryAvhere, too, you saw and felt, amid the manifes-

tations of a vast and comprehensive intellect, the moA'ements of a

tender and lovdng heart. In him there glowed that gentle fire that

shone so purely and beautifully in the apostle John ; and, with its

mild light and Avarmth, it touched the hearts of those tiiat heard
him, winning them at once to him and to his Master. The uniform
hmnility of his language and of his thoughts, his reverence and love

for tlie things of God, often rising even to enthusiasm, and his per-

sonally rich Christian experience, gave an edifying character even
to his scientific lectures; and, indeed, in his hands, the practical

side of Christyxnity and of theology was inexpressibly attractiA'c,

and even touching. It Avas his constant effort to promote Christian

life along with science: and this led him into earnest strifes not
only against all perversions of true science, but also against CA-ery

tendency hostile to the interests of pure Christianity. So, for in-

stance, in the Protest^mt Church, he struggled earnestly against

the traditional party ; and, in philosophy, he opposed Hegel's

system and its intermixture with theology. He lived lonfr enough
to see his predictions with regard to both these tendencies fully

accomplished.

"But it was not merely by his public teaching that Neander en-
chained the minds and affections of the German youth : his personal
intercourse with students Avas of a character greatly to increase his

influence over them and their love for him. Half an hour of every
day after dinner, and the Avholc of Saturday evening, were e.xpressly
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rcservetl for conversation with the students. They gathered round

hiuj with the utmost freedom—and he sat in their centre, as much a

friend as a teacher. With the utmost patience he listened to their

Btatemcnts of difficulties—heard their questions, and solved their

doubts. The intellectual crumbs which in those golden hours fell

fnnn Neander's table would make many a scholar rich.

" Nor was his interest in the students confined to their intellec-

tual and religious improvement ; he sympathized also in then* per-

sonal wants, their sicknesses, their poverty, their distresses of what-

soever kind. A student in want or suffering was sure of succour

from his own purse, though his resources were veiy limited; and

when this would not suffice, he was untiring in his efibrts to interest

others in their behalf. One or two incidents may be given out of

many. A poor student, in ill health, was ordered to visit a water-

ing-place. Neander was not able, at the time, to give him the

necessary money ; but he selected one of his most valuable books,

—a splendid edition of Griesbach's New Testament,—fixed a price

on it, and sold a number of tickets to the students, who drew lots

for the book. The avails enabled the poor student to proceed upon

his journey. I was myself witness of another case, in which he

entreated a young man with affectionate urgency—I may even say

imploringly—to accept from him a gift of money in an hour of need.

Seeing that the young man's sense of independence was so strong

as to humiliate him in view of receiving such relief, he reminded

him, with touching delicacy, that it was " more blessed to give than

to receive," and entreated him to accept the gift for love's sake.

With no {\iraily of his own, Neander considered himself the father

of young theologians ; and never, since the time of Mclancthon, his

great spiritual forerunner, has a teacher in the universities of Ger-

many so faithfully filled this relation. With all his simplicity of

mind and feeling, he had a quick and intuitive perception of talent

and of moral character ; and his prognostications were generally

.realized in the subsequent history of his pupils. Humble in his

estimate of himself, and regarding any peculiar talent which the

lowliest mind might have as worthy of all respect as a "gift of God,"
he gladly afforded to every student the fullest opportunities of cul-

ture, and wag cautious of setting arbitrary limits to the development

of individual minds. And even when the religious life of any one
was obscured by great faults, he remained true to him, and would
not despond, so long as any germ of better things could be dis-

cerned. How many has he, by his long-enduring patience, finally

led to the Saviour I When, again, he recognised, in a young man
of decided talents, a special aptitude for successful labour in the
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work of Gotl, he summoned all his energies to cultivate and improve

the gift. And bis greatest joy Avas to see springing up among his

scholars promising rivals of himself To meet the exigencies of

younger and less advanced minds, it was his habit frequently to vary

his lectures.

" Considering how much of his time Neander devoted to liis stu-

dents and friends, how much of it was occupied in public duties,

and how carefully he prepared himself for his lectures, of which he

gave two or three daily, one cannot but marvel at the multitude and

compass of his writings, and wonder how he could find time to do

. so much. The secret lay partly in his personal habits and partly

in the remarkable quickness of his mental activity. The common
distractions of life, which others deem it indispensable to yield to,

he sedulously kept aloof from. His domestic affairs were faithfully

managed by his sister ; and with them—indeed with what passes

among so many for the ordinary business of life—he never troubled

himself. His hours were allotted to his work, and the distribution

was faithfully adhered to. He read and wrote with marvellous

celerity : indeed, it may be said of him, as of Melancthon, that he

read with his fingers' ends ; for often, after apparently only turning

over the leaves of a book, he showed an adequate knowledge of its

contents. And his memory was so retentive that what he read

—

' even to the names of persons, things, and places—remained fixed in

his possession; so, too. he remembered the faces of persons with

whom he had had but little intercourse. I remember a preacher

an honest, but not otherwise remarkable man—who visited iS'ean-

der when a student, and was sulj.sequcntly long separated from him.

Twenty years after, on a visit to Berlin, he called on his early

friend, and opened the conversation by expressing a doubt whether
Neander remembered him. " I remember 3'ou very well," replied

Neander, " and 1 can tell you the subject of our conversation the

first time you ever visited me." It was this ever-ready memorv.
always holding its treasures at the service of a calm and collected

mind, that made easy to Itim the remote and sagacious investiga-

tions with which his historical works abound."

It must be remembered, that amid all his Herculean labours.

Neander was, as we have before said, not only a man of feeble frame,

but actually suffering most of his time from disease. For many
years he was almost a total stranger to the feeling of health. But
his afllictions served only the more fully to show forth his Christian

patience, and to illustrate the power of a controlling will over corpo-

real disabilities. None of the traces which a suffering body too 6ften

inflicts upon the mind—no morbidness of tone or fcelin'T—could ever
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to detected in his lectures ; his hearers, on the contrary, always re-
ceived the impression of a mind free from all distractions and re-

ntniints, devoting; itself, full of healthful activity, to the cause of Chris-
tianity and science. So, too, instead of sickliness, his Avritinj^s every-
where exhibit a free and j^enial susceptibility, a keen faculty ofobserva-
tioii and reflection, and an ever fresh spirit of inquiry. It was perhaps
from the relations between his own bodily condition and mental ac-
tivity that NL-ander took special delight, and was specially success-
ful, in delineating; the characters and labours of those who, like St.
l*uul and lieniard of Clairvaux, united feebleness of body with com-
uianding powers of intellect and activity.

^

We cannot conclude these memorabilia without some allusion to
Meander's remarkable and even eccentric peculiarities as a lecturer:
and no description of ours can be better than the followincr sketch
from the London Christian Reformer, to the general accuracy of
which we can bear testimony from personal observation: ""His
Iccturc-room was a curious sight to a by-stander. He always used
the largest hall in the building, that would hold about 450 students

:

an<l, before the late political disturbances had emptied the Universi-
ties, it was freciuently full. The seats are arranged so as to slope
from every direction down towards a moveable desk on a small plat-
form, which stands against the longest wall of the room. The clock
has stnick; but the 'auditorium' is still filled with a wild hubbub
of students, with their caps on, laughing and talking. All at once
the door noiselessly opens, and a figure clad in a long cylindrical
surtout. with a rag of white neckcloth carelessly twisted round a
swarthy neck, glides to the desk with a somewhat' fearful and help-
less air. This is partly occasioned by the fact that his sight is far
from good, partly that his shaggy black eyebrows prevent his seeing
anything before him, except by an upward inclination of the head.
ilo certainly does not look as if 400 eager faces were upturned to
catch his first word; but in a moment caps have been doffed, and all

18 order and attention. He lays his arm on the desk and his head on
his arm

;
sways his body and the desk backwards and forwards, till

tlio unaccustomed spectator momentarily expects him to crush the
unfortunate youth who sits quietly writing beneath ; seizes some
Btump of a quili which a provident student has placed for his accom-
modation, and, in the violence of the inspiration, tears and twists it
to pieces, and pours out, in a harsh and loud voice, without a pause
lor three-quarters of an hour, a clear and connected history of the
ptM-iod under view. At first, the hearer is pained for him. He is
subject to a disease of the stomach, which compels him to relieve
«umself while speaking by expectoration almost at the end of every

i'ouRxn Series, Vol. UI.—10.
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sentence. He has no books to refer to, and his contortions are vio-

lent an<l odd, as those of the Pythian priestess on tlie tripod. Yet

names, dates, facts, and even long quotations fi-om the Fathers, come

ever trippingly from his tongue ; and after one lecture in such sort,

the wonder is how cither professor or student can go on for two

mortal hours in immediate succession
;
yet such was liis practice

even to the last."

The personal piety of Neander shines forth in all his WTitings, as

it did in the daily tenor of his simple and blameless life. In his own

religious convictions the fundamental doctrines of the sinfulness and

corruption of human nature, and of justification by faith in Christ,

were ever held fast; and through his faitli in Christ, he enjoyed an

humble, yet radiant and rejoicing s];irit of godliness. He even con-

sidered the religion of the heart to be as essential to theological in-

sight as to Christian life. Pectus est, quod theologian facit, was his

motto. " The theologian needs," says he, " a spiritual mind, a deep

acquaintance with divine things ; and ho must study the Scriptures

with his heart as well as with his head, unless he wishes his theology to

be robbed of its salt by his criticism." A beautiful illustration of

the feeling that was ever uppermost with him was afforded by his

spontaneous expression, when, on his birth day, a few years ago, the

students got up a sort of celebration in his honour. " They met in

procession, and marched through the city by torchlight. The pro-

cession pausing opposite the windows of his house, he was addressed

in a figurative, complimentary allusion to the greatness of the occa-

sion. This incident affected him in a manner illustrative of the sim-

plicity of his character. Stepping forward, he declared himself to be
only a ' poor sinner,' exclaiming, in a voice trembling with emotion,

and the tears trickling down his cheeks—as one of the fathers had
done before him— ' 0, Divine Love, I have not loved thee stronglY.

deeply, warmly enough !'
"

For some years before his death, Neander was almost blind. His
historical studies, however, were pursued by the aid of students who
read and wrote for him : and his fifteen lectures a-Avcck were still,

amid his increasing infirmities, delivered at the University. A
beautiful fmit of his labours in this period is to be found in the

Practical Exposition of the Philippians. and of the Epistle of
James, dictated in 1S49, and soon to be translated and printed in

this country. When to visited him at Berlin, in June, he was at-

tending to all his University duties as usual ; and he even spoke
with confidence of the state of his health. But his frail and wasted
frame gave sure indications of decay ; and early in July the signs of
approaching and serious illness were manifest. Licentiate Rauh, of

10*
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the University of Berlin, has written an account* of his last illness,

from ^vhich we obtain the following facts. The weather was trying and

uncertain, and Neander had upon him the premonitory symptoms of

approaching disease, but, hoping to overcome it, as he had often before,

by the influence of his energetic will, he could not be persuaded to

interrupt his lectures. On Monday, the 8th of July, however, his

voice failed him at times, a thing which had never happened before.

" He, however, forced himself to persevere to the end of the lecture
;

but could scarcely manage, even with the help of some of his students,

io come down the steps of his chair, and went home completely worn
out. A listener to his last lecture was so terror-struck with these

8ad signs, that he whispered to the person sitting next him, ' That
in our Neandcr's last lecture.'

"

In the afternoon, spite of increasing weakness, be dictated his

Church History for three consecutive hours. At last, with reluc-

tance, he yielded, and allowed bis amanuensis to withdraw. The
days following were full of weariness and pain

;
yet his only com-

plaint was that he " could not work." His mind now began to wan-
der. On the Saturday he imperatively commanded his servant to

bring his clothes that he might rise. A student tried in vain to dis-

suadt! him, but his purpose was only altered by his sister saying to

him, in an imploring tone, " Dear Augustus, remember what you said

to me should I oppose the doctor's orders, 'It comes from God, and'

80 we must cheerfully bow to it.' " " That is true," he said, his voice

suddenly calmed, " it does come from God—all—and we are bound
to thank liim for it." A few hours after, a bath of wine enabled
him to rise, and he was can-icd from the bedroom into his study.

Here his dying hours were spent. Amid the fantasies which now
veiled his clear and strong mind, he was busy with passages of Scrip-
ture expressing the goodness of God ; and, imagining the amanu-
ensis at his side, he dictated a few clear and connected passages in

continuation of his Church History. Once \q murmured, drearaingly,
" I am weary—let us make ready to go home." After another dicta-

tion, he said, " I am weary ; I will sleep now :" and as his friends laid

him carefully on the bed, he said, in more than his usual tone of gentle-
ness. " Good night." He slept for four hours, and then slept in Jesus.
When the news of his death was announced in the University,

many of the students Avere affected to tears. A conference of clergy-
man, sitting in the neighbourhood, at once took steps to found a
house of refuge for neglected children, to be called after his name.
Many a preacher has already contributed what for him has the worth
of the widow's mite, to this truly apt memorial of Neander.

** Neander's Heimgang.
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Art. Vn.—LEXICOGRAniY OF THE NEW TESTAIVIEXT.

A Greek and EmjUsh Lexicon of the New Testament. By Edward Bobinson, D. D^
LL. D., Professor, &c. A new edition, revised, and in {^at part rewritten. Large

8vo., pp. 804. New-York; Harper & Brothers. 1850.

The history of New-Tcstamcnt lexicography in this country is soon told,

and is mostly covered by Dr. Robinson's brief account of his own labours

given in the preface to this volume. Germany itself, rife as it is vrith Bib-

lical philology, has produced only two works of this kind worthy of fame

beyond the continent, namely, the lexicons of Wahl and Brettscbneider.

On this subject. Dr. Tholuck, in 1843, gave his cla«s the following summary

in his lectures, (translated in the " Bibliotbeca Sacra " for May, 1844, p. 345 :)—" Wahl's smaller Clavis of the New Testament accomplishes verj' well the

object for which it was intended. His larger ' Clavis' [of which Dr. Robin-

son's first cfibrt was a translation, and which furnished the basis for the for-

mer edition of this his original work] is faulty in respect of its definitions.

which arc altogether too minutely subdivided. Wilkc has published a small

' Clavis,' which is very convenient for common use, but not sufficiently fanda-

mental for a student who wishes to make a thorough examination of a word.

The new edition of Brettschneider's Dictionary, published in 1839, is superior

to Wahl's iu one particular; it makes more extensive use of the Hellenistic

literature. It is inferior, however, in all other respects. Its explanations of

words are often very unnatural. The various meanings which it gives to

•words are not arranged with precision, as they are by AVabl. The definitions,

too, arc more deficient than Wahl's, in the statement of the true relidoua

import of words. Schleusner's Lexicon, fourth edition. 1810, is still worthy

of reference as a depository of philological citations and of antiquarian notices.

Winer is at present engaged in preparing a new German Lexicon of the

New Testament."

Since that time, improved editions of some of the above works have been

published ; but the Lexicon of Winer has not yet appeared. In EnG:land,

Parkhurst had long held sway in this department; but his defects have be-

come so apparent, in spite,of amended editions, that the republications of

Robinson's first edition of his own Lexicon have now greatly encroached on

this antiquated dominion. It thus appears that, in the hands of a single

author, American lexicography of the New Testament already compares to

decided advantage with that of Europe; and It is a matter of just national

pride that the same publishers who have furnished our public, in the standard

form of LIddell and Scott, with the best general Greek Lexicon extant, have,

in this edition of a native work, saj>plled the best Lexicon hitherto written

for the New Testament.

Dr. Robinson has come to this ta.sk with peculiar qualifications, not only

fi-om his clearness and sobriety of mind, his habits of close and patient appli-

cation, and his varied and extensive acquirements in Biblical philology, but

also from his special ac(iuaintance with this department of it. The fight
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*lk-ifcd by all his literary lal)ours readily converges to this focus, and there is

not a pajje of his Lexicon but attests this illumination. In his edition of

H«hn's New Testament, his Greek Harmony of the Gospels, his translation

of lliitlinan's Grammar, and this Lexicon, besides other kindred works, he
Has furnished the Biblical student with the means for carrying out his own
excellent suggestion in the preface, (p. ix, 5,) namely, " first to study the

New Testament for himself, with only the help of his Grammar and Lexicon,
giving dose attention to the context and the logical connexion." It ought to

be reuKMubercil, however, that Commentaries are very valuable helps in

Uacing this "logical connexion," and herein perhaps consists their only
ftppr<->pn.ite sphere ; while incidental explanations properly belont^ to the
Hilj!.« Dictionary. Our only regret in surveying this field of study is, that

the Methodist community is so poorly furnished from its own resources with
these lexical, grammatical, and critical helps to an understanding of the New
Testament, that we are obliged to depend almost entirely upon the produc-
tions of other denominations for our text-books in this department. This
ought not so to be, nor need it continue. The materials for such books are
abundant, and free for all ; there are scholars among our preachers compe-
tent to mould them into the requisite form ; we have a publishing house pos-

»cKi«;d of ample facilities for issuing them, and the present actual wants of
our ministr)- and membership would justify the enterprise even in a pecu-
niary way. We make these remarks not invidiously, as if jealous of the
b<K)ks of other denominations, even when they are professedly such ; but
because every cnmmunily and circle, needs its oion literature, and our identity-

can only be maintained by this means. Least of all are we suspicious of
theological influences in Dr. Eobinson's works adverse to our own peculiari-
ties of .sentiment as a church. He is too genuinely catholic for that, and
knows too well the distinction between the scholar, even in sacred criticism

and exegesis, and the sectarian; and his Lexicon offends our prejudices in
this respect so little that, but for the principle of home dependence, we should
not have alluded to this point at all. Besides, it is hardly less than literary

Bpoiifflug to be always dra^v-ing from the general stock of learning amassed by
the research of others, without ever contributing to its advancement or dis-

Kcmination ourselves. Still, if we must be borrowers, it is consoling to be
allowed to have recourse to such generous sources as this Lexicon. Depend-
ent we certainly are for the present, and therefore the author deserves our
nM>st cordial thanks for supplying so well the desideratum.

i li<^ true elements of any good Lexicon of whatever language, it seems to
ut, are (1) the etymolcxjij of the words, that is, their derivation and affinities,

and (•.>) the tracing of the dejinilions, as required by the variety of senses in
actual uso, from the radical idea thus obtained; (3) appropriate passotjes
being quoted or referred to for their justification. From these arise—in a
"dead language"—certain secondary features, such as (4) the peculiarities
of iujhrtinn and construction; (5) the explanation of terms in their ^(>;onrai
and nrcl.aologiciil relations, and (G) the interpretation of difficult texts.
These latter strictly belong to the departments of grammar, antiquities, and
^rrvitneutics, and should, therefore, be sought in treatises expresslj on those
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subjects; but they are so convenient and serviceable in a Lexicon that it is

perhaps bost to introduce them there, even at the expense somewhat of

scientific method. Besides these, in a Lexicon of a peculiar dialect or class

of writers, such as in the New Testament, (7) a constant reference is needed

to the usage of (arlicr and more general vrilers, e. g., to the IIonKTic diction,

the Hebraism of the Septuagint, and the uses of the koivji 6id?.eK-ror, in order

to exhibit properly the agreement or deviation in import or application.

These principles are, in substance, all recognised by Dr. Robinson in his

Preface, (pp. viii, Ix ;) a careful reference to them in the examination of a

few examples from his Lexicon will briefly determine its valne. As the

merits of the older edition have now become well understood, we may, at the

same time, discover the improvements in this edition by comparing it with

the former. Let iis take a specimen of convenient length from a chance

opening of the volume :

—

EDITION OF 1836.

^laTldrjfJl, f. (5(oi9;)ct(j, to place apart,

i. e., to set out in order, to arrange, to

dispose in a certain order, etc. Sept. for

O'li-n 1 Sam. 11: II. Xcn. Mem. 2, 1.

27.—In X. T. only Mid. diarix^i^fiai, f.

dia-BTjCiojiai, to arrange in one's on-n be-

half, to make a disposition of, trans.

a) gcu. to appoint, to tnake over, to

commit to, etc., e. g., rr/i' i3aai?.eiav, scq.

dat. Luke 22: 29 bis.—Xen. Cyr. o. 2, 7,

T/fv dvyaTcpa.—So of a testamentary
disposition, to devise, to bequeath, so. by
win ; hence 6 ALa^tmvD^, a testator, Ileb.

9: 16, 17.—Jns. Aiit. 13. G. 1. Pol. 20.

6. 5. Dem. 1021). 27.

b) spoken of a covenant, to make an
arrangement with anotlicr party; and
diaridcpai di^-&rjKr]y, to institute or make
a covenant irith, seq. dat. Heb. 8: 10,

coll. v. 9. seq. —por c. accus. Acts 3: 25.

Heb. 10: 16. So Sept. for fn^^ r,"]3j

scq. dat. Deut. o: 3. Josh. 9: G, 7. seq.

Trpof Ex. 21: 8. Deut. o: 2, 2 Sam. 3: 13.

—AristopL. Av. 439 i/v u)/ did-^uvrai y'

o'ldc iia&ijUTjv kfioi.

EDITION OF 1860.

6taridr}iu, f. dia-dfjcu, (u^n/^i,) tv

set, }mt, place apart, in a certain order,
to arrange, to dispose, e. g. troops, Sept.

for C-^i-n 1 Sam. 11, 11. Thuc. I. 126;

events, Xen. Mem. 2. I. 27.—In N. T.
only Mid. 6 laT i-& e p.ai, f. ijcoftai, to

arrange or dispose for oneself, jn one's
own behalf; e. g.

1. Of what belongs to oneself, a) genr.
i. q. to appoint, to assign, c. ace. et dat.
Luke 22, 29 bis, koI 6iaTi^e/iai vfilv . .

.

fiacLXeiav. Comp. Xen. C}t. o, 2, 7, r^v
6c dvyaripa ravrriv {coi) cTzirpi-u 6ia-

i9fai9a(, o-uf dv cv Sov/.rj. h) Spec, by
will or testament, to dcrisc, to bequeath y

hence 6 dia^euevoca testator, Heb.
9, IG. 17. So Jos. Ant. 13. 16. 1. Dem.
10G7. 1. Plato Legg. 921. a, b, c, e.

2. Of a covenant, to arrange mutually,
to covenant tcith another party; hence
diariUcpaL diaitjjKTjv nvL v. rrpuV riva, to

make a covenant u-ith anv one, -Vets 3,
2o. Heb. 8. 10 and 10, IG, quoted from
Jer. 31, 33 where Sept. c. dat. for

^"'*?? COr ;
also c. Trpof Tiva, Ex. 24.

8.—Aristoph. Av. 439 f/v pij did^uvrai

y oldc dia^i/KTiv ipoL.

Here it will be perceived that in the later edition the derivation is indi-

cated from the simple Tidijpi, and a more natural arrangement of the primary
senses is given in the first sentence. Then tlie citations that follow are dis-

tingul.-hed by the two examples of "troops" and "events," a passage from
Thucyd. being added to illustrate the former. Tlius far the general significa-

tion has been settled and illustrated from the Ilcllenlstlo and noivr'/ dialects.

Next is given the Xew-Testament usage, stated to be limited to the Mid.
voice, to a better conformity with whose imj>ort the phraseology is amended,
and the first paragraph rightly connects with the ensuing development by an
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" «• Pi" tlic " transitive " of tbe old edition being omitted as unnecessary. In

tlic subdivisions, the diitinction observed in the former edition between nume-

rals and letters, the former being used f3r generic, and the latter for subordi-

nate meanings, is not fully retained ; the first divisions being ia this edition

always designated by' numerals, however near the senses may approach each

other or the primary. "Whether this is an improvement, may be doubted

;

but it was probably done from the dilHculty of determining, in very manv
casc.<:, which notation ought to be used,—and when the difi'erence of import

wa.s very wide, it is perhaps sufficiently obvious of itself. The secondarv

sulxlivisions liave been more distinctly designated, as in a) and b) under
No. 1 of this article ; and the superiority in clearness thus attained is evi-

dent. For our own part, we would have prefen-ed that with each subdi-

vision, down to the most minute, a new paragraph should have been be^un
;

for we think that the advantage in readily catching the eye, especially with

joung students, would have overbalanced the space gained by this condensa-
tion into lengthy paragraphs. The only other difference of importance under
the head in consideration, is the more extended citation of the passage from
Xcnophon, (a matter of great convenience to students, who generally have
not the classics at hand for comparison,) and the substitution of a reference

to Plato for that to Tolyb. Under the last head of the article various minor
improvements are introduced, which can be best seen by inspection.

This may be considered a fair specimen of the shorter articles— and of the

longer ones in proportion ; many could, no doubt, be found which have un-
dergone a more thorough remodelling, but we have not room for their exami-
nation. The articles involving history and antiquities, especially, have been
greatly enlarged from recent authorities and researches, as may be seen, e. ".,

under WiSu.tji//. The derivation might have been more e.xacdy traced in

some instances, but it was probably presumed that the student would consult

tlic general Greek Lexicon for that purpose. The copious references to the

grammars on the form and construction of words, forms a valuable feature of
the work; and there are, all along, references to other books illustrating'

nearly every point. Classical authorities are given everywhere to sustain

the significations of every grade, and the idiom and usage of the Septuajint
has continually been appealed to. This is a crowning merit of the book, and,
as the author confesses, was the most lahorions part of its compilation. The
task of finding, assorting, and verifying so many thousand citations, from a
mere numerical reference to a full quotation, from the whole range of Greek
authors, was truly herculean, and one which the critical world will know how
to appreciate. The logical classification of senses, however, is, in our opinion.

a still more dijftcvlt work, and it cannot be expected that any one person
could have perfected this branch of New-Testament lexlcogrnphy. Still, it

will be found that the significations actually occurring in the New Testament
are generally all arranged in some form under each word, and the divisions
are subsUintially correct, although perhaps rather too many synonymous defi-

nitions are given, and several are often clustered together. The grammatical
sequent*, such as prepositions, cases, etc., are universally given, and that under
*aoh division; a feature, we apprehend, more valuable for the advanced
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scholar than the beginner, who is generally seeking the meaning rather than

syntactical niceties.

Much more room might justly be devoted to this splendid and enduring

monument of American scholarship than can here be spared ; we will con-

clude this examination by placing, side by side, the treatment of a single

word, first by Parkhurst, as emended by Rose, and then by Kobiuson in hib

two editions, adding (even at the risk of illustrating in our own person the

hypercriticisin of Momus) a specimen embodying the above comments. We
cannot do better than to take, for this purpose, the first word of importance

in the alphabetical order, namely, iiyador, which certainly deserves to be xcelt

handled :

—

Rose's Parkhurst.

'Aja^or, T), 6i\ q.

uyanToc admirable,

from uyu^ofiac to ad-

mire, whicli from
ayuu, ofiai, the

same ; or else aya-

i96f may be derived

immediately from
uydo or uynfiat to

admire.—This is a

very general and
extensive woi'd, like

the Heb. riyj, to

which it usually

answers in the

LXX.
I. Good, Mat.

xix. 17. [This is

the general sense

of the word, which
Schleiisner, 1 think,

niises sometimes
higher than is ne-

cessary, or than his

instances bear him
out in, viz. what is

entirely perfect of
its kind, and of the

highest excellence.

In Mat. xix. IG.

John i. 47. 2 Thcss.

ii, 16. nothing of

this kind seems im-
plied. The strong-

est instances are

Mat. xix. 17. James
i. 17.] Neut. plur.

'kya'da, rd, good
things, Luke i. oS.

xii.ls, 19. xvi. 23.

[See also Prov. xi.

10. Eur. rhocn. 90G.
Joseph. Antiq. ii.

3, 2. Ileneo the

•word denotes pros-

Robinson, 1834.

'Ayadoc, y, 6v,

{uyav much, ex-

ceedingly,) corresp.

to Heb. --2, Lat.

bonus, and Eng.
good.

1. good,i.e. from
the force of the

theme, excellent, dis-

tingnishrd, best.

a) of persons.

Matt. 19: 16 6i6a-

GKa?.E dya&i. v. 17

bis. Mark 10: 17,

IS bis. Luke 18:

18, 19 bis. So
Sept. for -n^j 1 Sam.
9: 2.—Judith 11: 8.

Jos. Ant. 9. o. 2

roi'f uyadovc di/i^pag

Kill Ji\rttOl'f ti-t-

KTEivE. Xon. Cyncg.
1. 14.

b) of things.

Luke 10: 42 r^:^

uya\9}/i> fxepida.

John 1: 47 ri dya-

dov what remark-
able. 2 Thcss. 2:

IG fAtJj dya-dii, un-

less this is put for

eA-if dya'&utv. So

Sept. for ^S;3 Ezra
8: 27 ;^;a/./iO(i uya-

^ov.

2. good, absolute-

ly, i. e. of good cha-
racter, disposition,

quality.

a) of persons,

upright, virtuous.

Matt, o: 4.-.. 12: Ii.'..

22: 10. 2.3: 21,2:!.

Luke G: 45. 10: 17.

23: 60. John 7: 12.

Robinson, 1850.

uyador, ?/, 6v,

(uyav,) cori'csp. to

Heb. 1-:;, Lat
bonus, Engl. good.

1. good, i. e. dis-

tinguished for good

and eminent quali-

ties, character; of

persons. Matt. 19,

IG (hiVioKa?.!: dya^L
V. 17 bis. Mark 10.

17 sq. Luke 18, 18
sq. (.los. Ant. 9. 5.

2 rorf uyaT^nix Koi

diKaiovc d-iKTEivE.

Xen. Ven. 1. 14.)

Of things, Luke 10,

42 Tijv dya'd'riv fte-

p!.6a. John 1, 47.

Sept. for --iy Ezi-a

8, 27 ,^o/./coi) dya-

'doi'.—Spec.

a) In a physical
sense, good, as opp.

to bad, e. g. 6iv6f)ov

dya^ov Matt. 7, 17.

18; yii uy. Luke
8, 8. Sept. }7/ dy.

for -•iQ Ex. 3, 8.—
Pint. Gryll. 3. Xen.
a>. IG. 7 yij dy.

b) In a moral
sense, good, u-ell-

disposcd, upright.

a) Of persons. Matt.

O, 4o ETrl TZOVTIpOV^

KOI uya&oix. 12, 35.

22,10. 25,21. Luke
23. 50. John 7, 12.

Acts 11, 24. Sept.

for -"i^ Prov. 13, 2.

15. 3. So Xen.
Mem. 3. 4. 8 roir

KUKOV^ KO?/iCeIV KOl

Toiif aya<?oiif rifufv

Suggested.

dya^or, -71, -6v,

adj. (d-euphonic
prefixed to the ul-

timate radical FAG,
theme yr, identical

with Germ, gut,

Eng. good, with
which it c<>rres-

ponds in force and
use; with the adj.

termination -o?,

anomalously oxy-
tone ; very irreg.

in comparison,
Kiihner, § 84,
Stuart, § :J6, 10)
good, i. e. excellent
in its kind. (In

the Sept. every-
wliere for the Heb.

ZT'C' ^'id nearly
synon. with Ka'/.oq.

—Very freq. in
Horn., who uses it

it of valour, no-

bility, beneficence,

&c.) e. g.

a. Absol., good,

i. e. intrinsically

excellent.

a) Phys., good,
i. e. naturally well
constituted, e. g. a,

thrifty tree, rich

soil: Matt. 7: 17,

18; Luke 8: 8.—
So Sept. yj; dy. Ex.
3: 8.—Xen. CEc.

xvi, 17, y?/ dy.

b) Morally, right,

i. e. conformed to

justice, piety, and
honoui', e. g. up-
right }>ersons, ho-

nfitt principles, holy
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R<m'i Parkhurst. Robinson, 1834. Robinson, 1850. Suggested,

ftruut, fortunate. Acts 11: 24. So (3) Of things, ac- tempers, righteous

kaypy, Isaiah Ixiii. Sept. for a'^tJ - ^^r. tions, good, right, words or acts,

7. J.ih xvii. 15. 21:13. Prov. 13: 2, upright, e. g. Kapdia (espec. in the neut,

1 Alacc. X. o5. and where uyai^of is op- Luke H, ]'>; evTOA-f/ virtue:) Matt. .!>:

(kttrful, I's. l-xxiii. posed to Trapuvo^uof. Rom. 7. 12; /.oyof 4o; 8: 15; 12: 31,

14. Zach. viii. 19. 15:3. Is. 63: 7 Kpi- 2 Thess. 2, 17 ; \9t- 35 thrice; 19: IG

Kwlr. ix. 12. In , , „. ^ »_ Irjiia rov •&. Rom. last clause; 22:10;
Sirach siii. 25. Ka{> r,c "yaii^'^c tor -iT

12, 2. (Sept. ro 25: 21^ 23 ; Luke G:

dia iv iiyadoli is ^^^.—Xcn. Mem. -rrvevfia ro iiy. for 45 thrice ; 19: 17

;

perhaps for KOjxUa 3. 4. 8 ruv^ KaKovt; ^it: Neh. 9, 20. 23:50; John 5: 29;
aya^fii in this Ko7.d^nv koI rovq Psa. 143, 10. Wisd. 7: 12 ; Acts 11: 24

;

m>nsc.j So Hero- uyaxioix ripdv. 8, 19 i^vxi ">•) 23: 1 ; Rom. 2: 7,

dotus, lib. iii. c;ip. b) of things, (a) Hence avvei6rjaig 10; 3: 8; 5: 7; 7:

135, and ix. 81, in a physical sense, aya'&ii a good con- 12, 13 twice; 1>:

Ufk".! n.)t only by c. g. div^pov Matt, science, conscious- 19; 9: 11; 12: 2,

the L.\X, but" like- 7:17,18. 7;/ Luke ness of rectitude. 9; 13: 3; 14: 16;
wi.se by Folybius, 8: 8. So Sept. yy Acts 23, 1. 1 Tim. 16: 19; 2 Cor. 5:

Xrnophnn, and Jo- ay. for -i~ Ex. 3: 1, 5. 19. 1 Pet. 3, 10; Eph. 2: 10; 4:

itphus, (cited by 8.—Diod.
_
Sic. 11. 16. 21._ Also 28; 6: 8; Col. 1:

Kype on Luke xii. 25 X'^P^ "X- Xen. I pyov uya^^ov, 10; 2 Thess. 2: 17

;

19.) and by the Oec. 16. 7 77/ 07.— Ipya uya-dd, 1 Tim. 1: 5, 19; 2:

two latter particu- {ji) in a moral good deeds, well-do- 10; 5: 10; 2 Tim.
Iftrly applied to the sense, good, up- ing, uprightness, 2: 21; 3: 17; Tit.

Fruits of the earth, right, viilvous ; e.g. Rom. 2, 7. " 13, 3. 1:16; 2:10; 3: 1;
flu which sense it Knp<)ia Luke 8: 15. Eph. 2, 10. Col. 1, Phileni. 6 ; Hcb. 13:

occurs. Geu. xlv. £vro?.^ Rom. 7: 12. 10. 2 Tim. 2, 21. 21 ; 1 Pet. 3: 11, 13,
2<t. Wi.silnm ii. 6. Aoyof 2 Thess. 2: 17. al. Sept. Tro^^uara 16 twice, 21.—Sept.

Luke xii. IS, 19.] df:?.ripaTov 0. Rom. uy. for -"^^ 1 Sam. Prov. 13: 2; Wisd.
\\.Jiountiful,kind, 12:2, and so Sept. 19, 4. Tvisd. 3, 15 8: 19 ; 1 Sam. 19:

Ixnrvolcnt, merciful, for •'i^ with ro novoi ay. 4.—Xen. Mora. Ill,

-Mat. XX. 15. [J5ot/H- 7rvff|Urt Neh. 9: 20. c) Neut. as Subst. iv, 8, roif ay. rumv.
ttful or liberal, i. e. Psa. 143: 10. Wisd. (76) uya\}ov, (ru) b.'Re\a.t..estimable,

IKk'S my liberality 8: 19 i>vxr/ ay. ayadd, good, good i. e. prized for par-
te others provoke Hence crvveidTjaig things, right, virtue, ticular reasons of
you to envy? See dya^ii/, i. e. con- Matt. 12, 34. 35. an outward cha-
Xenoph. Cyr. iii. sciousness of recti- 19, 16. Luke 6, 45. racter.
3, 4. and D'Urvill. tude. Acts 23: 1. Rom. 2, 10. 7, 18, (1) In a merely
ad Charit. p. 722.] 1 Tim. 1: 5, 19. 19. ah Rom. 7, 13 natural sense, valu^
Rom. V. 7. [Kind or 1 Pet. 3: 16, 21.

—

to dyadov that able, e. g. goods, i. e.

bcfuvolcnt. 1 Thess. So ipya uya^du, which is in itself moveable property

:

iii. 6. Good natur- good deeds, virtue, good. 14, 16 i-puv Luke 12: 18, 19.

—

id. 1 Pet. ii. 18. rectitude, Horn. 2: 7. to uya^ov your Sept. Gen. 24: 10.

—

Tit. iL 5. Sec Ca- 13: 3. Eph. 2: 10. good, sc. liberty of Xen. Cyr. lU, ui,
saub. Epp. p. 79. Col. 1: 10. 2 Tim. conscience. Chris- 20.
Xen. (Econ. 11. 6. 2:21. 3: 17. Tit. 1: tian liberty. Sept. (2) In a moral
Hence t6 dya^bv 16. .3: 1. Hcb. 13: for ri'^-j Psa. 53, 2. sense.
Jenntes betiecolencc. 21. So Sept. for 4.—Arr. Epict. 1. a) Genr., kind,

1 The«s. V. 15. Rom. ~-q 1 Sam. 19: 4 4.1. Xen. Mem. 3. whether of jHirsons,

xiL 21. Gal. vi. 10. TzoiT/para dy. AVisd. 10. 5. dispositions, or
PhiL i. 5. I'hilem. 3: 15 rrovoi dy. 2. good, in re- things conferred,

V' 'f
*'' P"' ^"^ "^^ neut. dya'&dv spect to operation, as evincing bene-

Christianity as the and dyaiiu, i. e. influence, utility, volence, \cspec. in
highest instance of virtue, rectitude, love i. e. useful, benefi- the neut.. blessings,
(Jo<rs benevolence of virtue. Matt. 12: cial, profitable. cither tcmjxiral or
>n Rom. xiv. 16.] 34, 35. 19: 16. Luke a^ Of persons, spiritual :) Matt. 7:

n\. Profititblcuse- 6: 45. John 5: 29. good, kind, benevo- 11 twice; 20: 15;
>'. Eph. iv. 29. Rom. 2: 10. 3: 8. lent, doing good, Luke 1: 53; 11: 13;

1\ . Fertile, good, 7: IS, 10. 9: 11. 12: Rom. 5, 7. 1 Thess. 16: 25 ; Acts 9: 36

;

M land. Luke viii. 9. 13: 3. 16: 19. 3, 6. Tit. 2, 5. Rom. 8: 28 ; 10: 15

;

^ So Plutarch, De 2 Cor. 0: 10. 1 Pet. 1 Pet 2, 18. Sept. 12: 21; 13: 4; 15:
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Rose's Parkhurst. Robinsmi, 1834. Robituon, 1850. Su/^gesUd.

lib. cJucand. p. 2. 3: 11, 13. 3 John for p-^a 2 Chr. 30, 2 ; 2 Cor. 9: 8 ; Gal.

'EttI t7/{- }£(jp)iaf, 11. Rom. 7: 13 bia 10 6 xtt'o^ uy. Psa. G: 10; 1 Thess. 3:

TT^Toi' [iiv 'XV\ TO (i}ai?oi' that 73, 1.—I'lut. Con- 6; 5:15; Tit. 2:5;
e^HN t'rrdpiot del which is in itself .sol. ad Ai>oll. 37. Philem. 14; Heb. 9:

rijv yi'/v. In agri- good. Rom. 11: IG Xen. Cyr. 3. 3. 4 11; 10: 1; James
culture, first, tiie where r(> ujaiJoi' is ciepjir/ix; rov uvSpa 1: 17 ; 3: 17 ; 1 Pet.

land must be goorf. the good cause, i.e. rbv uyaiiov. 2: 18; 3 John 11.

V. Furf, iinpol- the religion of b) Of things

;

—Sept. 2 Chr. 30:

luted. Acts xxiii. 1. Christ. ISept. for e. g. douara Matt. 19 ; Neh. 9: 13.

—

(comp. Acts xxiv. ^-.^ Psa. 34: 14. 7,11. Luke 11,13; Xen. Cjr. Ill, iii.

IG. 2 Tim. i. 3.) 53: 2, 4.—Xen. rfoatf James 1, 17

;

i,=£vepy(:T7ii'; ib.

1 Tim. i. 19. (comp. Mem. 3. 10. 5. uva'jTpoi;>i! 1 Pet. 3. IV, ii, 8.

1 Tim. iii. 9.) 3. goocf, in respect IG; \ap-ot James b) Specifically.

to operation or in- 3, 17; -niTTig Tit. [1] AVith respect

fluencc on others, 2, 10.— (Sept. for to a certain pxirpose

i. c. useful, bcnefi- ^-^^ 1 Sam. 12, 23 or relation, service-

cial, profitable. uy. 6(5uf . Neh. 9, 13 able, i. e. suitable

a) of persons, tvTo7.ai uy.) Matt, or adapted: Gal. 6:

benevolent, benefi- \2,do uy.-&T]aavp6^, 6; Epli. 4: 29.—So
cent. Matt. 20: 15. treasure of good Jos. Ant. IV, vi,

Rom. 5: 7. 1 Thess. things. Luke G. 45. 1, no/.ic ooiviKag

3: 6. Titus 2: 5. So tpya uya-&u, good pepeiv uya^ri ; Pau-
1 Pet. 2: 18. So deeds, baiefits, Acts san. Eliac. p>3t. c.

Sept. for ::-,:; 2 Chr. 9, 3G. 2 Cor. 9, 8. xxvi, 4.

30: 19 6 <?fof iiy. 1 Tim. 2, 10. 5, 10. [2] In view of

Psa. 73: 1.—Xen. —Also good for any advantage accruing

Cyr. 3. 3. 4 evepyi- purpose, suitable, to the subject, hap-

T7JV, Tov u.v6pa TOP adapted to, Eph. 4, py, e. g. a lot or

ayadov. Thuc. 1. 29 /.oyog uy. TTph^ process fraught

86. o'cKodojiTiv. Rom. 15, with blissful re-

b) of things; c. g. 2. So Jos. Ant. 4. suits, a ji"oi//i/Z state,

iofiara Matt. 7: 11. 6. 1 -o/.ii; (poivtKac prosperous times

:

Luke 11: 13. 66cig depetv uya-dij. Pan- Luke 10:42: Phil.

James 1: 17. ipyov san. Eliac. post. c. 1: G ; 1 Thess. 2:

Phil. 1: C. iivaoTpo- 2G. 4 x<^^'oa ff Kap- IG; 1 Pet. 3: 10.—
<^r] 1 Pet. 3: IG. rzol^ kKri\£6eiv uya- Sept. Psa. 34: 12;

/ca/)-oi James 3: 17. ^l). Pint. Sept. Eccles. U: 14; He-
itia-ir Tit. 2: 10. Sap. Conv. 14, p. rod. iii, 135 ; ii. 81.

Sept. for -^a 1 Sam. 3G7. Plato Rep. (3) Putatively,

12: 23 uy. 666r. 608. e. respected, e. g. evii-

Neh. 9: 13 evro?.al c) Neut. as Subst. ncnt in official cha-

uy.—Matt. 12: 35 to ayadov, racter, jcicrfff reli-

uy driaavpiS^, trea- something useful giously : Matt. 19:

sure of good things, and profitable, a IG first clause, 17

Luke G: 45 —^So benefit, Rom. 8, 28. twice ; Mark 10:

Ipya u-ja^U, good 12, 21. 13. 4. Gal. 17, 18 twice; Lxike

deeds, benefits, Acts G. 10. Eph. 4, 23. 18: 18, 19 twice;

9: 36. 2 Cor. 9: 8. 6, 8. 1 Thess. 5, 15. John 1: 47—.Tos.

1 Tim. 2: 10. 5: 10. Philem. G. 14. (Xen. Ant. IX, v, 2; Xen.

—In the sense of Cyr. 4. 2. 18.) Plur. Ven. i, 14.

suitable, adapted to, ru uyadd, things

Eph. 4: 29 /.oyoc good and useful,

uy. izpbc OLKodo/iT/v benefits, blessings,

Rom. 15: 2.—Jos. Matt. 7. 11. Luke
Ant. 4. G. 1 n6?.ic 1, 53. 16, 25. Rom.
^oiviKa^ 6epf.iv uya- 3, 8. Gal. 6, 6. Ileb.

di]. Pausan. Eliac. 9, 11. 10. 1. ^Plut.

poster, c. 26. 4 Pcricl. 39. Xen.

;f(jpa ^f Kap-ov^ Cyr. 5. 3. 15 rovg

eKTpt^civ uya^ij. tvepyeTovvra^ uya-
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Robinson, 1834. Robinson, 1850.

c) neut. (a) ru ^oi^ v7rFf),3a}.hjfie-

nmnctkinc; voi.) In the sense

nd profit- of goods, wealth,

benefit, Kom. Luke 12, 18. 19.

8: 28. 12:21. 13:4. St-pt. for '^'.'^ Gen.

useful ana

able, benefi

Gill. C: 10. Kj-li. 4: 2t, 10. Deut. 6, 11.

2S. G: y. 1 Thcss. So Xcn. Cyr. 3.

r.: 15. Philcm. G: 3. 20.

14.—Xcn. €}T. 4. 3. good, in re-

2. 18.—(/i) Til uya- spect to the feel-

iJci, Mi'n,?* g^oorf and iiigs excited, i. e.

useful, benefits, blefis- glad, joyful, happy,

ings. Matt. 7: 11. 1 Pet. 3, 10 vfiepaq

Luke 1: o3. 1(5: '2'>. uy. Rom. 10, 15

Gal. 6: 6. Ileli. 0: to. uya^d happy

11. 10: 1.—Xcu. times. 2 Thess. 2,

Cyr. 5. 3. 15 rov^ IG. Sept. for pi^
d'epysTovvrac uya- Psa. 34, 12 ^//fpaf

iSoiV v7repija7J.6u.E- ay. Zech. 8, 19

vo£.—In tiie sense iopTctc ay. So Ec-

of g-oo(fs, tcealth, clus. 14, 14. 1 Mace.

Luke 12: 18, 19. 10,55.

So Sept. for ^?,t3

Gen. 21: 10. 45: 18,

20. Peut. 6: 11.—
Xen. Cyr. 3. 3. 20.

4. good, in re-

spect to the feel-

ings excited, i. e.

pleasant, joyful,

happy. 1 Pet. 3: 10

I'ifjepac ay. Rom. 10:

15 ra 11} ada happy
ti>nes. Sept. for

-ia Psa. 34: 12

ijfiipac ay, Zech. 8: '
' "

19 iop-uc ay.—Ec-

clus. 14: 14. 1 Mace.

10: 65.

The above will at least illustrate the difficulty of this part of Dr. Robmson's

ua.lcrtakinjr. It is almost impossible to preserve entirely distinct the difler-

.nt »->nN-s which a word takes on, for each meaning assumes almost as many

»lo.l« as the number of instances in which it occurs. "Whatever profound

l-»niii.j:. dili-ent toil, and minute accuracy can accomplish for a work, ha.^

oitjcnilv boen done for this bv its author: and the publishers have brought

o:il in a ^tvlc that does credit even to their enterprising press. It has no

i.cttl «.f our feeble recommendation: it is above our praise; and the wants

r/ slud.nu ma4 combine with it^i intrinsic deserts to render it at once tht

book for the American, and probably also the English, public.
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Art. VUL—short REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

(1.) Wherever the Dh-inity of Christ is denied, human depravity is denied

also. Our readers •who wish to see the full tendency of Socinian doetrine,

may find it in '• Discourses on the Jlectitnde of Human Nature^ by George
W. BuRXAP, D. D., Pastor of the First Independent Church of Baltimore:"

(Boston: Crosby & Nichol, 1850: r2mo., pp. 409.) Dr. Burnap believes that

theology is altogether behind the other sciences ; tliat the modes of reasoning

which prevail upon it are such as would be wholly unsatisfactorj- in any other

branch of human knowledge. His contribution to a " thorough revision " of

theologj- consists in these twenty-four Discourses, designed to prove that

human nature—not as it was originally created, but in its actual, positive,

historical presence on the earth— is essentially pure ; that Adam was not the

federal head, but the symbolic type, of mankind ; that the Scripture account

of the fall is an Oriental apologue designed to show, not how all men fell in

Adam, but how every man falls for himself; that the general sinfulness of

mankind is the fruit of human freedom and of human ignorance, aggravated

by the law of habit, by the outward circumstances of a state of probation, &c.

In short, these lectures give a summary of all the arguments commonly brought

against original sin. We do not see that Dr. Burnap has added anything

new to the stock, and are. inclined to the opinion that the " new revision " of

theology will require methods ditVerent from his to insure it success.

(2.) Th.a.t " the former times were better than these," is a cry repeated in

everj- generation. Methodism, of course, has had its croakers also; signs of

degeneracy have been seen in abundance, by acute, fault-finding eyes; and

predictions of decay, and even of ruin, have not been wanting. A sufficient

answer to all such will be found in " The Present State, Prospects, and Itespon-

sibilities of the Methodist Episcopal Church, by Natiiax Baxgs, D. D. :"

(New-York: Lane & Scott, 1850: 18mo., pp. 32G.) The healthful tone of

Dr. Bangs* pages—the pages of a veteran, who, according to the usual course

of things, might be expected to grumble at the times, or, at least, might be

excused for it if any one could—contrasts strongly witli the morbid, complain-

ing spirit so often shown in younger men. Not that he is blind to existing

defects, or afraid to speak of them ; we only wish that every one else, who
has the right to be, were as free in speaking out his mind. But with his

eyes wide open, and with the experience of his long life of work to aid his

vision, he sees the signs of healthful progress, of natural and consistent

growth, everywhere manifest in the Church—in her zeal for the education

of the people, in her devotion to the cause of missions, and in her love for

vital religion. After supporting his hopeful and cheering view of the state of

the Church by a great variety of facts and arguments, he sets forth the true

means of preserving and increasing this perpetuity—namel}-, the holiness of

the Church ;—tliat is, the holiness of the individual members of the Church

—
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fcftj tl»c «i)irit of nnion and activity that holiness necessarily inspires. We
lru.< lliAt the book will be widely read, and will be useful, not naerely in

UTrtvlboninf; the confidence, but in reviving the zeal, of Methodists.

The Appendix of ecclesiastical statistics, though brief, is verj- comprehen-

fi»c and valuable.

(X) No book of reference has appeared of late years with greater claims

to & place otl every lihrary-table than " The WorUFs Progress, a Dic-

tioi\arij of Datc.t, with Tnhular Vieics of General HiMorn, and a Historical

Otarl, ciiitcd by G. P. Putxam:" (New-York : G. P. Putnam, 1850.) The

work is a larpi" 12mo., of nearly seven hundred pages, full of facts, so ar-

ranged and clHssified as to be always easily found. The first division (illus-

trni.'il by a chart of history on Priestley's plan) contains tabular views of

unjviTsal history in parallel columns, bringing the chronology down to 1850.

Next follows a dictionary of dates, (more properly of facts,) founded on

Haydn's; and after this is given a chronological list of authors. The work

concludes with a pretty copious biographical Inde.x. This enumeration of the

foiitents of the book is enough to commend it to all those who, like ourselves,

ferl the need of every sort of time-saving help in literary labour.

(i.) " Popular Education, for the Use of Parents and Teachers, by Ira Mat-
nr.w, A. M., late Superintendent of Public Instruction In the State of Michi-

gan :" (New-York : Harper & Brothers, 1850 : 12mo., pp. 46 7.) Well-written

books of this class cannot be multiplied too much. The work before us grew

out of a series of lectures delivered before the Legislature of Michigan—now

colii'c-ted and published at the request of that body. We are glad to see that

wvoral chapters are devoted to jihysical education, a matter In which the

Americans, as a people, are far behind the European world. VCq commend
the work, not merely as a useful manual for teachers and school committees,

but as one to be read by the people—every man, woman, and child of whom
15 interested in the subject of which it treats.

(5.) Mkssrs. Lane & Scott have just issued a new edition of ^^ Mental

I>i'ri},linf,rnth Peftrence to the Acfjuisilion and Communication of Knoiclcdge,

arui in Induration fjmerall'j, by Rev. Davis W. Ci.ark, I). D. :" (18mo.,

pp. .HJO.) This book by no means aims to give a theory of the human mind.

Imt limply to unfold some of the laws of its development, and to give simple

hn<\ pnictical rules for its cultivation. It has specially in view the wants of

»tud(nta for the Christian ministry—and particularly of those, we suppose,

whose means of early education have been limited. To all such, its lessons

nuist be invaluable—and, indeed, it has claims to even a wider sphere of

itjfluoiue. Appended to the work is a topical course of Theological Study,

*ith ruforences to books under each head. The Ust of names is purposely

aarrow—too much so, we think, for the present state of culture in. our Church-
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But in this, as in every other part of the book, Di-. Clark's aims have been

modest—and he has made a book of far greater practical utility than many of

more pretension.

(6.) We noticed some time ago, with marked commendation, a translation of

Piitz's Manual of Ancient Geography and History. It is now followed by a

" Hand-book of Mcdiceval Geography and Ili-itory" translated from the Ger-

man of rutz, by Rev. E. B. Paul: (New-York: D. Appleton & Co.: 12mo.

pp. 211.) This work is characterized by the same fulness of matter, clear-

ness of an-angement, and conciseness of expression, that marked its prede-

cessor. It is furnished with a sot of questions, adapting it for practical

drilling in schools, and also with a modest list of reterences to accessible

sources of information, by the American editor, Professor Greene.

(7.) We have received a copy of Dr. Thomas Smyth's book on the *' Unity

of the Human Eaces^' (New-York: G. P. Putnam, 18o0: 12mo., pp. 404,)

and find it marked by the industry and earnest research which characterize

the other works of the respected author. More extended notice of the work

will be given in an article on the general subject now in preparation. In the

mean time, we commend the book to the attention of our readers—especially

our clerical readers, who will probably find it necessary to study the subject

in view of the new interest that has been given to it in this country by the

publication of the views of Professor Agassiz and others.

(8.) "The Country Year-Book ; or, the Field, the Forest, and the Fireside, hv

William Howitt:" (New-York: Harper & Brothers: 12mo., pp. 42;}.)

That delightful and popular work by the same author—the •' Book of the

Seasons "—owed much of its attractiveness to the pleasant wav in which it

treated of botany, natural history, horticulture, &c. ; the present volume aijns

principally to illustrate the '-pleasures and pursuits of human life in the

country." It has a chapter for each month in the year, with poetry in prose

and verse, pretty descriptions, and stories, appropriate to the changing skies

of the revolving year. The calendar for December includes a strange bat

attractive budget of remarkable dreams, warnings, and providences.

(9.) We have received two additional volumes of Abbott's excellent series

of histories for young persons,—the " History of Xerxes the Great," and the

^'History of Madame Roland:" (New-York: Harper & Brothers, 1850:

18mo.) Mr. Abbott shows hardly lesvS skill in the choice of his subjects for

these historiettes than in his admirable manner of treating them. The coming
generation of American youth wll remember him as a benefactor. We
heartily renew our commendation of the series a3 containing reading at once
unexceptionable on the score of morality, and as attrjictive as romance for

youthful readers. j
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(10.) " Success in Life; the Mechanic, by Mr. L. C. Tutuill," (New-York :

(J. r. rutnam: 12rao.,) is a series of illustrations of the value of virtue and
industr}- ns means of securing what is commonly called " success in life

"—
tbnt is, respectability and wealth. The lives of Fitch, Franklin, Fulton,

lluiiisey, and others, are used to point the moral of the book. Though the

motives to which it appeals are not the highest, it offers pleasant and nor.

noprofi table reading for youth.

(11.) It is a pleasant thing to receive from the hands of a layman—and from
one, too, who long held the foremost rank in a profession generally deemed
not the most congenial to religious thinking—such a book as " TTie Go^pd its

oven A'lvncnk; by C.EOUGE Griffix, LL. J).:" (New-York : D. Appleton &
Co^ l.'^jO.) The book is an eloqueut exposition of the Christian evidences—
and, as the title intimates, it unfolds chielly the internal evidence, though the
external is by no means neglected. Its pages glow with a genuine Christian
enthusiasm

; while, at the same time, they afford substantial refutations of tlie

common objections brought against the Gospel.

(12.) TiiK beautiful paper, printing, and binding of the annual gift-books are
too often but a setting-off of worthless wares. We are glad to chronicle the
appearance of one in which no such deception is practised, namely, " The
Token of Frienrhhip : a Gift-hook for the Holidays, /or 1S51, edited by Brad-
ford K. I'ierce :" (Boston : C. II. Pierce.) It contains a collection of article;
of rare excellence, chiefly contributed by Methodist ministers, among whom
arc^^ome of the most eminent names in the Church, and others that are
rapidly rising to eminence. We trust that its success will be so decided as to
insure a continuance of the enterprise in successive years.

(13.) We should be glad to give extended extracts from the second volume
of "3/emojVs of the Life and Writinrjs of Thomas Chalmers, D. D., by Rev.
W. Haxxa, D. D.:" (New-York: Harper & Brothers: 12mo., pp. 547.) It
carries on the biography from his thirty-sixth to his forty-third vear, and
covers the period of his highest pulpit power and populari'ty in the ministry-
at the Tron Church, Glasgow. It illustrates, even more strikingly than the
first volume, Dr. Chalmers' indomitable energy and industrj-, while it afibrds
affectmg glimpses of his personal tenderness, as well as of a constantly grow-
ing religious life. His humility increased with his popularity- ; his piet/wiih
kis r«>putation. The volume closes with his transfer to the chair of Moral
Philosophy at St. Andrews.

(J4-) " Five Years of a Uuntex^s Life in the Far Interior of South Africa, by
R. Gordon Cum.mixg, Esq.:" (New-York: Harper & Brothers: 2 vols.,
12n,o.) Mr. Gumming may tell a true story in this book ; but his pages con-
tain almost as many marvels as Munchausen. Taking the book for truth, it
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is full of attraction for those who have a taste for wild and savajre sports.

One day he shoots half a dozen ' antelopes ; the next, he chases a herd of

ostriches ; again, ho lies down to sleep at night with a venomous snake under
liis pillow, and droves of wild dogs baying around him; anon, he careers

through troops of bulTaloes, and only leaves them to engage an army of ele-

phants or giraffes ; but he is not satisfied until he stands face to face with the

king of beasts, and shoots down lions as other men do rabbits. It is a " wild

and wondrous " iii\e
;

yet it may be true, as we have hinted. The book
abounds with interesting notices of the native tribes of Southern Africa, and
with anecdotes of the habits of the various animals that frequent the far inte-

rior of that continent.

(15.) The " Autoh'mjraphy of Leigh Hunt" (New-York: Harper & Brothers,

1850: 2 vols., 12mo.) is not only a graphic record of a life of rare vicissitudes

—mostly vicissitudes of sorrow—but also a running comment upon the lighter

literature of the last half centurj-. It abounds also in pleasant recollections

of the literary men of that period, with most of whom Leigh Hunt was con-

nected, either as friend or enemy. We should be glad to stop our notice

here ; but it is our duty to inform our readers that the author imbibed from
his father—a refugee lawyer from America, who turned parson in England

—

the y>oison of Universalism, which he seems to take great delight in distilling

freely for the behoof of the readers of his autobiography. The tendency of

the book, taken as a whole, is evil.

(16.) Messrs. Gould & Lincoln, of Boston, have published a new edition

of the "i//e and Correspondence of John Foster, edited by J. E. Ryland," in

one handsome r2mo. volume. We have nothing to add to our favourable

notice of the first American edition of the work.

(17.) ".4 New Method of Learning the German Language, by W. II. Wooi>-

bXjRY :" (New-York : 'M. H. Newman : 1 '2nio., pp. 50-1.) This book has

already reached a second edition. It is designed to embrace both the

analytic and synthetic modes of instruction, and to facilitate, as far as pos-

sible, the studies of those who are compelled to pursue the language without

a teacher. Theory and practice arc combined from the beginning, and the

student is led on, step by step, through all the difficulties of the study. A
sjTioptical view of the Grammar is given at the end of the volume, with read-

ing lessons, and a vocabulary. The book is one of the most complete of the

many German elementary books that have been put forth of late years.

(18.) " The Eminent Dead; or, the Triumphs of Faith in (he Dying Hottr, by
Bradford K. Piei:ce:" (Boston: C. IL Pierce, 1850: 12nio., pp. 502.)

This is a collection of the dying testimonies of great and goo<l men, of all

denominations of Christians, and of many lands. An unambitious compilar
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tion, it is yet a work calculated to be eminently useful ; and it is, at the same

timv", full of attraction. Our human interest iu such records can never fail

:

fyr we must all die. The treasures of the Church in the dying testimonies of

bcr faithful children are vast, and the compiler, as he remarks in his preface,

liAS found his chief dinicully in making selections from the multitude. He
has done his work well ; his volume is worthy of the widest circulation, and

wc trust will secure it.

(19.) Coui.D the real history of the Church of Rome be kept before the

ywpular mind, no other argument or protest against her would be necessary.

W'c tru.-t that a wide circulation will be given to " TIic History of the Con-

j'<ssloiial, by John Henry HorKiNS, D. D. :" (Xew-York : Harper &: Bro-

thers, 18.')0: r2mo., pp. 33-1.) The plan of the work is good. First, the

Konian system is stated at large; then the doctrine of the Church of En::land

and of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States. After this

tJjc whole subject is examined in the light of the Scriptures, of Church his-

tory, and of experience.

(20.) We regret that we have only space for a brief notice of" Evangelism in

th" Miihlle of the Nineteenth Cenlur>/, by Charles Adams:" (Boston: C. H.
Pierce, 1851 : 12nio., pp. 31 G.) Mr. Adams' interest in the cause of Chris-

tian imion, and his labours in its behalf, are well known to our readers; and
the present work, notwithstinding its statistical character, may be re^rarded

as a contribution toward the same end. Its design is to afford a descriptive

and statistical exhibit of the present state of evangelical reh'gion in all coun-

tries of the world; and thus, by laying the real spiritual condition of mankind
before the eyes of Christians, to stimulate them to those higher efforts and
sublimer sacrifices which we all feel must be put forth before the '' earth shall

be filled witli the knowledge of God." And even apart from this high

object, its value simply as a book of reference is sufScient to entitle it to

a place in every Christian library.

(21.) A SIMILAR book, so far as its statistical aim is concerned—confined,

however, to our own land—is " The Churches and Sects of the United States,

by Rev. P. Douglass Gorrie:" (Xew-York: L. Colby & Co.: r2mo., pp.
2-10.) We do not know a book in which so many useful facts are condensed
into so t>ma!l a space. The origin, history, doctrines, usages, &c., of the forty-

»cvcn (!) n'ligioiis sects of the United States are exhibited—brietly, indeed,

but yet euflicicntly for ordinary purposes of reference.

(22.) We omitted to notice in our last number " The Recent Process of
Attronorntj, especiuUy in the United States, by Elias LoOMis, Professor of
Mathematics in the University of the City of New-York:" (New-York: Har-
|H;r & Brothers: 12mo., pp. 257.) The design of the book is to exhibit, in a

i^'ouRTH Series, Vol. III.—11
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popular form, the chief astronomical discoveries of the past ten years; and it

is most happily carried out. The unlearned reader can have little ditScultv

in following its luminous expositions ; and the interest of the subject is so

great that few who begin the perusal of the book will fail to finish it.

(23.) We are glad to hear of the complete success of the '^ IconograpMc
Encyclopmiia of Science, Literature, and Art, translated and edited by
Spencer F. Baird, A. M., As~i>tant Secretary of the Smithsonian Insti-

tute," now in course of publication by Mr. Garrigue, to whose advertisement

at the close of this number we invite the attention of our readers. That a

second edition of so costly a work sliould be called for in so short a time is

proof at once of the merit of the publication and of a growing demand for

viduable and permanent literature. We have used the word " costly,"—but,

in fact, the work, atibrding two thousand pages of letter-press with five hun-

dred fine steel engravings for twenty-five dollars, is certainly one of the verj-

cheapest.

(24.) Mr. Putn-am has published a new edition of " Elements of the Diffe-

rential and Integral Calculus, airang^d by Albert E. Chcrch, A. M., Pro-

fessor of Mathematics in the United States' Military Academy:" (8vo., pp.
344.) This edition contains not only such modifications as have been sut^-

gested by a thorough trial of the work in the recitation room, but aL?o an
elementary treatise on the Calculus of Variations. The work is, in our judg-

ment, the best American text-book on the subject

(25.) " Religious Progress : Di<:cour^es on the Development of the Christian

CAaroc^er, by "William R. Williams :" (Boston: Gould & Lincoln : 12mo.,

pp. 258.) This book is a rare phenomenon in these days :—it is a rich expo-

sition of Scripture, witli a fund of })ractical religious wisdom, conveyed in a

style so strong and so massive as to ninind one of the Knglish writers of two

centuries ago ; and yet it abounds in fresh illustrations drawn from everv

even the latest opened—field of science and of literature. The Discourses

are founded on 2 Peter i, 5-7, and i^how that the passage is not a mere enu-

meration of unconnected virtues that should adorn the Christian character,

but an exhibition of the ncctssanj growth of the Christian character from its

deep root in Faith—that the passage is not a mere string of pearls, but a

complete piece of jowtlrj-, the setting of no single gem in which can be dis-

turbed without damage or destruction to the whole. There are a few points,

as might be expected. In which we cannot go along with Dr. Williams' doc-

trinal views; but his book, notwithstanding, we conmiend to our readers with

the fullest confidence, as one that will, with the Divine blessiun-^ at once en-

large their conceptions of the scojx^ of Christian holiness and stimulate them
to a more earnest and active religious progress.

11*
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is.) Two years ago we called the attention of our readers to Dr. Latham's

pn-at work on the English language. "We have now to chronicle the appear-

jmrc of a treatise on this side the water similarly comprehensive in its aims,

entitled, " The English Languafje in its Elements and Forms, with a History

cfUf Original Developments, by WiLi.iA^r C. Fowlkr, late Professor in Am-

herst College, JIass. :" (New-York: Harper & Brothers: 8vo., pp. 675.)

The work treats, fin^t, of the Origin and History of the Language ; secondly,

of its Phonology; thinily, of if.s Orthography; fourth, of its Etymological

fi>nn<<; fil'tli, of its Logical forms; sixth, of Syntax; seventh, of Rhetorical

foniis: and, la.-;l!y, of Poetical forms. It thus attempts a complete survey of

the field ; and, as such, it deserves great credit. No other book of the kind

» extant among us; Latham's (to which Professor Fowler is largely indebted)

La/i not b<-en reprinted ; and if it were, it is not so well adapted to use in this

n>untry as the present work. It will pass into use in all our colleges and

hichcr schools, without doubt.

We cannot but regret that Professor Fowler has seen fit to print his book

in AVcbsterian orthography instead of English. It is a very serious drawback.

in our judgment, upon the value of the work as a text-book. We trust, also,

tliat his next edition will have an Index.

(27.) Wk liave received the twelfth (and last) number of a " Treatise on

Marine and Naval Architecture, by Jonx W. Griffiths :" (New-York :

Applcton & Co., 18jO.) Of the subject itself we know nothing, but we are

a-nsured by those who ought to know, that this is one of the best treatises, both

on the theory and practice of ship-building, that has yet appeared. It is

finely printed ; and the cngra-vings, of which there are more than fift}', are

remarkably well done.

(C8.) Of the following pamphlets, sermons, &c., we can give nothing more

than the titles :

—

Church Development on Apostolic Principles : an Essay addressed to the

Friends of Biblical Christianity, by S. S. Schmucker, D. D., Professor of

Christian Theology in the Theological Seminary, Gettysburg, Pa.

Tlic Transfiguration : an Exegctical Homily, by Rev. C. Porterfield
Kkavth, a. !\I., Pastor of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, Winchester, Va.

rnitarianism : a Dialogue, summarily Exhiliiting, from their approved

Authors, the Doctrines advanced by a Sect called " Chri-stians," in which

ihoir Arguments are Stated and Confuted, by Rev. C. L. Bowx, a Alembcr

of tlie East Genesee Conference of the M. E. Church.

The Passage into the ^Ministry : an Address delivered in St. Peter's Church,

New-York, to the Graduating Class of the General Theological Seminary, at

the Commencement. June 27, 1850, by George Burgess, D. D., Bishop of

the IVotestant EpUcopal Church in Maine.

The Age and Theology—an Address delivered before the Society for Re-

ligious Inquiry of the University of Vermont, at Burlington, August 5, 1850,
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by Henry Wilkes, D. D., Pastor of the First Congregational Church,

Montreal.

The Methodist Almanac for the Year of our Lord 1851 : and the Seventy-

fifth of American Independence. Astronomical Calculations by David
Young. Comprising also a Summary View of Methodism throughout the

"World, with other Ecclesia.stical and National Statistics, ikc.

Obituary Addresses delivered on the Occasion of the Death of Zachary

Taylor, President of the United States, in the Senat^i and House of Repre-

sentatives, July 10, 18.50; with the Funeral Sermon, by the Rev. Smith
Pyne, D. D., Rector of St. John's Church, Washington, preached in the

Presidential Mansion, July 1.3, 1850.

Noah's Ark : a Sermon, by the Rev. George Leale, Wesleyan Mission-

ary. Translated from the French, by the Rev. Thomas Thompson, M. A.,

Wesleyan Minister.

Twenty-fiflh Annual Catalogue of the OfHcers and Students of Oneida

Conference Seminar}-, Cazenovia, N. Y., 1850.

Introductory- Lecture to the Winter Course of Instruction in the Phila-

delphia College of Medicine, delivered on Monday, at 5 o'clock, P. M., October

14, 1850, by James M'Clintock, M. D., Professor of Surgery and Anatomy.

An Address delivered before the Literary Societies of Centre College, Ky.,

June 25, 1850, by Edward P. HuMrnnEY.

°^ A number of Critical Notices are omitted for want of room.

Art. IX.—RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

EUROPEAN.
We place upon record, for our own use, and but aljout the middle of the fifth :i?e the
,ind that of our readers hereafter, the Letter Anglos and Saxons having been invited into

Apostolical of Pope Pius IX., establishing ^^'^ Island, the affairs not only of the nation,

the Episcopal Hierarchy in England :— ^"*' °rf<^''o''"n also, suffered great and griev-
^

\^ ,
oils injury, but we know that our hoiv pre-

POPE PIUS IX., decessor, Grc;^ory the Great, sent first Au-
roR A PERPETCAL r.EMEMBRA.NCE OF THS gustinc, tlic Dionk, With his Companions, who

TiUNO. subsctiuciitly, with several others, were ele-
" The power of rulini the Universal vated to the dignity of bishops, and a great

Church cominttted by our Lord Jesus Chri.st company of priests and monks, havini; been
to the Roman Pontiff, in the person of St. sent to join them, the Anglo-Saxons were
Peter, prince of the apostles, hath pre- brousht to embrace the Christian religion;
ser\-ed, through every age, in the ajioslohc and by their exertions it was broiisht to pass.
See, that remarkable solicaude by which it th.at in Britain, which had now come to be
consultet'u for the advantage of the Catiiolic called England, the Catholic religion was
religion in all parts of the world, and stu- everywhere restored and extended. But to
diously provideth for its extension. And pass on to more recent events, the history
this correspondcth with the design of its of the Anglican schism of the si.xteenth age
Divine Founder, who, when he ordained a presents no feature more rennrkalile than
Head to the Church, looked forward, by his th.- care unrcmittedly exercised by our pre-
^xcelling wisdom, to the consinniiKition of ..t-ccssors, the Roman Pontiffs, to lend suc-
the world. Among other nation-*, the la- coiir in its hour of extremest peril to the
mous realm of England haih exprienccd Catholic rcliu'ion in that realm, and by every
the effects of this solicitude on tli(! pait of means to afford it support and assistance.
the Supreme Pontiff. Its histories testify Amon'.: other inst.ances of this care are the
that in the earliest ages of the Church, the enactments ajid provisions made iiy the chief
Christian religioa was brought into Mritain, Pontiffs, or under their direction and ap-
and subsequently flourished greatly there

;

proval, for the unfailing supply of men to
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tUr chame of the interests of Catholicity in

Ui»t ountry ; wid also for the education of

("•ih'ilic youns mon of good abilities on the

t'uniiiient, and their careful instruction in

»!l branches of theological leamins; ; so that

»hen promoted to lioly orders, they misht
iriuni to their native land, and UiIkdut dili-

gently to benefit their countrjmcn by the

iitinrstry of the word and of the sacraments;
and by the defence and propagation of the

holy faith. Peihapsevcn more conspicuous
have been the exertions made by our prcde-
reoHors for the purpose of restoring to the

Kni;lish Catholic prelates invested with the

epi>ci>pal character, when the fierce and
cnirl swrins of persecution had deprived

them of the presence and pastoral care of

ihrirownbi-shiips. The Letters Apostolical

of Pojie Gre-or>- XV., dated March 23, 1G23,

»ct forth, that the chief Pontiff, as soon as

he WHS a!'le,had consecrated William Bishop,
bishop of Chalccdon, and had appointed him,
furnished w ilh an ample supply of Faculties,

and the authority of Ordinary, to govern the
Catholics of England and of Scotland. Sub-
»<-qiiently, on the death of the said William
Bishop, Pope Urban VIII , by Letters Apos-
tolical, dated Feb. -1, 1625, to the like effect,

nnd directed to Richard Smith, reconstituted
him bishop of Chalccdon, and conferred on
hjni tiie same faculties and powers as had
l>c«-n ^'ranted to William Bishop. When the
Liii(r. James li., ascended the English throne.
lh«i<- Mi'mid a pm-^pect of ha{)pier times for

ihe Catholic religion. Innocent XI. imme-
diRtrly availed himself of this opportunity to

ordain, in the year 1695, John Leybum,
l>ishop of Adrumctuni, vicar-apostolicof all

Eni'Iand. Subsequently, by other Letters
Ai)<)stolicaI, issued Jan. 30, 168S, he asso-
ciated with Leybum as vicars apostolic,
ttirei- other bishops, with titles taken from
churches in parlitus infiddium : and a.'cord-
ingly, w ith the assistaiice of Ferdinand, arch-
bishop of Amasia, Apostolic Nuncio in Eng-
ImuI, the same Pontiff divided England into
four districts, namely, the London, the Eas-
tern, the Midland, and- the Xortheni, each
of which a vicar-apostolic commenced to
govcni, furnished v^ith all suitable faculties,
and w ith the proj/cr powers of a local Ordi-
iiiiry Benedict XIV., by his Constitution,
dat.'d May 30, 1753, and the other PontitTs,
our pr.'d< censors, and our Congregation of
I foi.a.anda, both by their own authority or
by I h. I r most wise and prudent directions,
• llord. d tiirm all guidance and help in the
di»ch.^ri;e of thnr important functions. This
paTiitioii of all Eiii;land into four apostolic
vicariutes la>ted till the time of Gregorj'
XVI . who, by Letters Apostolical, dated
July 3, 1'JIO, having taken into consideration
tlie increase which the Catholic religion had
tfceived in that kin.'dom, made anew ecele-
•iasiical division of the counties, doubling
l-.e nuiiii^r of the a)x)stolic vicariates, and
commuting the government of tiie whole
of England in spirituals to the vicars-apos-
wlic of the London, the Western, the East-

em, the Central, the Welsh, the Lancaster.
the York, and the Northern District"). These
facts that we have cursorily touched upon,
to omit all mention of others, are sufficient

proof that our predecessors have studiously

endeavoured and la'joured, that as far a.<

their influence could effect it, the Church in

Ensland might be re-edified and recovered
from the great calamity that had befall-

en her.
" Having, therefore, before our eyes so

illustrious an example of our predecessors,
and wishing to emulate it in accordance with
the duty of the Supreme Apostolate, and also

giving way to our ow n feelings of affection

toward that beloved part of our Lord's vine-

yard, we have purposed, from the very first

commencement of our Pontificate, to prose-

cute a work so -well commenced, and to de-

vote our closer attention to the promotion of
the Church's advantage in that kingdom.
Wherefore, having taken into earnest con-
sideration the present state of Catholic affairs

in England, and reflecting on the very largt

and everywhere increasing number of Catho-
lics there, considering also that the impedi-
ments which principally stood in the way of

the spread of Catholicity were daily being
removed, we judged that the time had ar-

rived when the form of ecclesiastical govern-

ment in England might be brought back to

that model, on which it exists freely amon;-
oiher nations, where there is no special rea-

son for their being covenied by the extraor-

dinary administration of vicars-a[>ostolic.

We were of opinion that limes and circum-
stances had brought it about, that it was un-
necessary lor the English Catholics to be any
longer guided by vicars-apostolic ; nay, more,
that the revolution that had taken place m
things there was such as to demand the form
of ordinary episcopal government. In addi-

tion to this, the vicars-apostolic of England
themselves had, with united voice, besought
this of us ; many also, both of the clergy and
laity, highly esteemed for their virtue and
rank, had made the same petition, and this

was also the earnest wish of a very large

number of the rest of the Catholics of Eng-
land. While we pondered on these things,

we did not omit to implore the aid of Al-

mighty God that, in deliberating on a matter

of such weight, we might be enabled, both to

discern, and rightly to accomplish, what might

he most conducive to the eood of the Churcii.

We also invoked the assistance of Mary the

Virgin, moth<r of God, and those saints who
illustrated England by their virtues, that they
would vouchsafe to support us by their patron-

age with God in the happy accomplishment
of this affair. In addition, we committed
the whole matter to our venerable brethren

the cardinals of the holy Roman Church of

our Congregation for the propazation of the

faith, to be carefully and gravely considered.
Their opinion was entirely agreeable to ov.r

own desires, and we freely approved oi it,

and judged that it be carried into execution.

The whole matter, therefore, having been
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carefully and deliberately consulted upon, of

our ov%n motion, on certain knowledge, and
of the plenitude of our apostolic power, we
constitute and decree, that in the kinL'dom

of England, accordini to the common rules

of the Church, there he restored the Hie-
rarchy of Ordinary Bishops, who shall be

named from Sees, wiiich we constitute in

these our letters, in the several districts of

the Apostolic Vicariates.
" To begin with the London District, there

will be in it two sees ; that of Westminster,
which we elevate to the dcsree of the Metro-
politan or archiepiscopal dienity, and that of
Southwark, which, as also the others, (to be
named next,) we assign as sufiragan to West-
minster. The diocese of Weslinin>trr will

take that part of the above-named district

which extends to the north of the River
Thames, and includes the counties of Mid-
dlesex, Essex, and Hertford ; that of South-
wark will contain the rcinainin; part to the

south of the river, namely, the counties of
Berks, Southampton, Surrey. .Sussex, and
Kent, with the Islands of 'Wiiiht, Jersey,
Guernsey, and the othrre adjacent.

"lathe Northern Districts rhere will be
Old)- one Episcopal See, which will receive
its name from the city of Hexham. This
diocese will be bounded by the same limits

as the district hath hitherto been.

"The York District will also form one
diocese ; and the bishop will have his See
at the city of Beverly.

"In the Lancaster District, there will be
two bishops, of whom the one will take his

title from the Sec of Liverpixil, and will

have as his diocese the Isle of Man. the hun-
dreds of Lonsdale, Aninunderncss.and West
Derliy. The other will rfcrive the natne of
his See from the city of S.iKord. :iiid will

have for his diocese the hundreds of Salford,

Blackburn, and LcyLiml. The county of

Chestcr.althouah hit herti)l.clonu'iMq;t.) I iiat dis-

trict, we shall now anni'x to anotlier diocese.

"In the District of Wales there will be
two bishoprics, namely, that of Shrewsbury,
and that of Menevia (or St. David's) united
with Ne\Tport. The diocise of Shrewsbury
to contain northward, the co'intirs of .\nvde.

sey, Caernarvon. DenbiL'h, Flint. Merioneth,

and Mon'zimery ; to which we nniirx the

county of Chester from tiie Lancashire dis-

trict, and the county of Salop from the Cen-
tral District. We assi^rn to the bishop of St.

David's and Newport as his diocese, north-

ward, the counties of Brecknock, (JInnitirL'an.

Pembroke, and Radnor, and the Enulish

counties of Monmouth and Hereford.

"In the Western, we establish two Eiiis.

copal Sees, that of Cliflon. and th.it of I'ly-

mouth. To the former of these we n-ssiirn

the counties of Gloucester, Somerset, and
Wilts ; to the latter, those of Devon, Dorset,

and Cornwall.
"The Central District, from which we

have already separated off the county of
Salop, vmU have two Episcopal Sees; that

of Nottingham, and that of Birmingliam. To

the former of these we assien as a diocese
the counties of Nottingham, Derby, and Lei-

cester, tou'Other with those of Lincoln and
Rutland, which we hereby separate from the

Eastern District. To the latter we assitjn

the counties of Oxford, Warwick, Worcester,
and Oxford.

" L:istly, in the Eastern District, there

will 1)0 asin;:lc bishop's See. which will take
its n.ame from the city of Northampton, and
will have its diocese comprehended within
the same limits as have hitherto bounded
the district, with the exception of the coun-
ties of Lincoln and Rutland, which we have
already assiijncd to the aforesaid diocese of
Nottitiiiham.
" Thus, then, in the most flourishing king-

dom of England there will be ej-tablishedone
ecclesiastical province, cunsisting of one
archbishop, or metropolitan head, and twelve
bishops, his suffragans, by whose exertions
and pastoral care we trust that to Catholicity
in that country there will be a fruitful anil

daily increasing extension. Wherefore, we
now reserve to ourselves and our successors,
the Pontiffs of Rome, the p<3wer of again
dividing the said province into others, and
of increasing the number of dioceses as oc-
casion shall require ; and in general, that, as
it shall seem fitting in the Lord, we may
freely decree new limits to them.
" In the mean while we command the

aforesaid archbishop and bishops that they
transmit at due time, to our Congregation of
Propaganda, accounts of the state of their
churches, and that they never omit to keep
the said Congregation fully informed respect-
ing all matters which they know will con-
duce to the welfare of their spiritual flocLs.
For we shall continue to avail ourselves of
the in.^trumentality of the said Congregations
in all things appertaining to the Anglican
churches. But in the sacred ffovemment of
clergy and laity, and ia all other things ap-
pertaining unto the p.astoral office, the" arch-
bishop and bishops of England will hencefor-
ward enjoy all the rights and faculties which
the other Catholic archbisliops and bishops
of other nations, according to the common
ordinances of the sacred canons and apos-
tolic constitution;!, use, and may use ; and
arc equally Ixiund by the obligations which
bind tlie other archbishops and bishops, ac-
cording to the same common discipline of
the Catholic Church. And whatever regu-
lations, either in the ancient system of the
Anglican Church, or in the subsequent mis-
sionary st.-\le, may have been ia force either
by special constitutions, or privileges, or pe-
culiar customs, will now henceforth carry no
right nor obligation : and in order that no
doutit may remain on this point, we, by the
pl> nitiido of our apostolic authority, repeal
and abro'jatc all power whatsoever of im-
posinz oblig.ition or conferring right m those
peculiar constitutions and privileges of what-
ever kind they may be, and in all customs
by whomsoever, or at whatever most ancient
or immemorial time, brought in. Hence it
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•ill. for the future, he soTcly fotopetent for

Uh* »rcM«nhop and bishops of Eni^land to dis-

Unjiii!»h vNhat ihinjs belong to the execution

of Ui.> rotiimon ecclesiastical law. and what,

«fi-orilini; to the common disi-ipline of the

Church, are intrustrd to the authority of the

bmhrps. We certainly will not be wanting

to a«Mst thoin with our apostolic authority,

•nd most willingly will we second all their

applications in those thincs which shall seem
to conduce to the elor)' of God's n:imc and
the salvation of souls. Our principal object,

indeed, in decrceini; by these our Letters

Apostolical the ristoralion of the Ordinan,-

llirrarchy of bishop* and the observation of

the C'Kurrh'n common law, has been to pay
rr<ard to the wcU-beinz and growth of the

Calholic reli-ion throujhout Ihe realm of

Kngl.ind ; but at the same time it was our
piujiose to gratify the wishes of both our

vrnerable brethren who govern the afi'airs of

folieion by a vicarious authority from the

•pos'o'.ic See, and also of very many of our

well-!>e!ovcd children of the Catholic clersy

and laity, from whom we had received the

iDost urgent entreaties to the like effect.

The same prayer had repeatedly been made
by their ancestors to oar predecessors, who,
indeed, had iirst commenced to send vicars-

apostolic into England at a time when it was
iaip<i!<MbIe for any Catholic prelate to remain
there in possession of a Church by right in

Ordinary; and hence their desi;zn in succcs-
•ively aii^iuentin^ tlie number of vicariates

and virarial districts was not certainly that

Catholicity in England should always be
ondcr an extraordinary fomi of government,
but rather l*-)king forward to its e.xtension

in pr^K-ess of time, they were paving the w ay
for the ultimate restoration of the Ordinary
Hierarchy there.

" -Vnd therefore we, to whom, by God's
pcxxhioss, it hath been granted to complete
ihis great work, do now hereby declam, that

it is very far from our intention or design
that the prelates of England, now possessing
the title and rights of bishops in Ordinary,
should, in any other respect, be deprived of
any advantages which they have enjoyed
heretofore under the character of vicars-
apostolic ; for it would not be reasonable
that the enactments we now make at the
muanrc of the English Catholics, for the
Roiid of rclision in their country, should turn
U> lb-' dolnnient of the said vicars-apostolic

kc are most finnly assured thatM
iKf ».vmr, our Ulovrd children in Christ,
• l« have never cea.sed to contnbute by their
aliiu and libt-rality, under such various cir-

cuuiKt-iMccs to the supiK)rt of Catholic reli-

(fion and of the vicars- ap<-i>toIic, will hence-
forward manif.'st even t'reater liberality to-

ward bishops who are now Ixxwdby astronier
tie to the Anglican Churches, so that these
tame may never be in want of the temporal
mcuns necessary lor the expenses of the de-
e»'nt splendour of the churches, and of Divine
nTvice. and of the support of the clergy, and
Klicf of thepoor.

" In condusion, lifting up our eyes unto

the hills from whence cometh our help, to

Ciod .\lmighty, and all-miiciful, VMth all

prayer and supplication, we humbly beseech

him, that he would confirm, by the power of

his Divine assistance, all that we have now
decreed for the good of the Church, and that

he would bestow the strength of his grace on
those to whom the carrying out of our de-

crees chit.lly belongs, that they may feed the

Lord's flock which is among them, and that

they may ever increase in dilijent exertion

to advance the greater glory of his name.
And in order to obtain the more aliundanl

succours of heavenly grace for this purpose,
we again invoke as our intercessors with
God, the most holy mother of God, the bless-

ed apostles Peter and Paul, with the other
heavenly patrons of England, and especially

St. Gregory the Great, that since it is now
granted to our so unequal deserts .igain to

restore the episcopal Sees in England, which
he first effected to the very great advantage

of the Church, this restoration also whicti

we make of the Episcopal dioceses in that

kingdom may happily turn to the benefit of

the Catholic religion. And we decree that

these our Letters Apostolical shall never a:

any time be objected against or impugned on
pretence either of omission, or of addition,

or defect of either of our intention or any
other whatsoever ; but shall aUvays be valid

and in force, and shall take effect in all par-

ticulars, and be inviolably observed. All

general or special enactments notwithstand-

ing, whether Apostolic, or issued in S)-nodal,

Provincial, and Universal Councils ; no:-

withstanding, also, all rights and privileges

of the ancient Sees of England, and of the

missions, and of the apostolic vicariates sub-

sequently there established, and of all church-

es whatsoever, and pious places, whether
established by oa!h or by apostolic confirma-

tion, or by any other securiiy whatsoever ;

notwithstanding, lastly, all other things to

the contrary whatsoever. For all these

things, in as far as they contravene the

foregoing enactments, although a special

mention of them may be necessary for their

repeal, or some other form, however parti-

cular, necessarj' to be observed, we express-

ly annul and repeal. Moreover, we decree,

that if, in any other manner, any other at-

tempt shall be made by any person, or by

any authority, knowingly or ignorantly, to

set aside these enactments, such attempt

shall be null and void. .\n<l it is our will

and pleasure that copies of these our Letters

being printed, and subscrilied by tiie hand
of a notary public, and scaled with the seal

of a person high in ccciisiasiical dignity,

shall have the same authenticity as would
belong to the expression of our will by the

production of this original copy.
" Given at Rome, at St. Peter's, under

the Seal of the Fisherman, this S'Jlh day of

September, 1850, in the fifth year of our

Pontificate.

"A Cardinal Lambrcschini."
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Akt. X.—literary intelligence.

®l)£ological.

EUROPEAN.

The recent troubles in the Wesleyan Church

in England have given rise to a rcpuhlica-

tion of "j4n Esuay on the Con.tlitution of

Wesleyan Methodism, in iihich Various Mis-

representations of some of its leailtng Prin-

ciples are Exposed, and its Present Perm
Vindicated, by John Beixham, D. D. :"

(London, J. Mason: 1S50: 8vo., pp. 135.)

The Essay was originally written in 18'-'S,

in view of the controversy which then arose

about the organ question, and which in-

volved, in the end, the entire constitution

of Methodism. The chief object of the

Essay was to show that the Conference is

the principal authority in the Connexion

;

and as, after the lapse of twenty yfars, the

same objections are now re-urged ajainst

the authority of the Conference, it is as

appropriate and timely now as then. It

treats, first, of the Constitution of Method-

ism previous to 1795 and 1797 ; secondly,

of the Constitution of Methodism as sclilod

by the regulations of 1795 and 1797; and,

thirdly, of the Constitution of Methodism as

it now appears. This last, according to Pr.

Beecham, requires no fundamentiil changes,

first, because it properly recognises the pas-

toral office, and consistently maintains its

Scriptural authority ; and.sccontlly, because

it affords sure guarantees of the Mcthodist-

ical rights and privileges of the whole con-

nexion. The work is throughout methodical,

candid, and perspicuous.

The Theologische Stmlien u. Kritikcn for

October, 1S50, contains the foUovving ar-

ticles :—I. On the E.xhibition of the Doc-

trine of the Trinity in Frrachm'.', by Dr. K.

H. Sack:— II. The Genuineness of the

Epistle to the Thcssalonians, vindicated

against the attack of Dr. Baur, by Professor

Grimm, of Jena :— III. Observations on cer-

tain Parts of the CXIXth Psalm, on Psalm

LXII, 3, and Isaiah LXIV, 8, by Pastor

Hauff, of Waldenbach:—IV. The Sacra-

mental Character of the Washing of the

Disciples' Feet, by Dr. B»hmcr, of Bieslau.

The object of the article is to show that the

washing of feet, a.s given in John xiii, has

all the essential characters of a sacrament,

and that it ought to be recognised a.s such

by the Protestant Church:—V. A review

of the first volume of Gobel's " History of

the Christian Life in the Rhenish- VVestpha-

lian Church," which gives the history of the

Christian life in both the Reformed and Lu-
theran Churches in Rhenish-Westphalia.

from the beginning of the Reformation to

the year 1C09 :—VL A review, by C. A.

Ilahn, of Schmidt's and Monastier's His-

tories of the W'aldenses, and of Herzog's

tract on their origin, &c. :—VII. Opinion

of the Theological Faculty of Heidelberg on

the "Constitution" for the Evangelical

Church of the Rliine-Pa!atinate, with an

Introduction by Prof. Ullmann. The "Con-
stitution," so called, here referred to, was
prepared by a committee appointed at an

extraordinary General Synod, held at Spire,

in October, 1843. It commences with the

declaration, that " The P.-otestants of the

Palatinate desire to maintain a strict union

as a Protestant Evangelical Christian

Church." ij 3 assigns the Holy Scriptures

as the sole rule of faith. ^ 4 declares the

doctrine of this Church to be " the word of

God as it is contained in the clear expres-

sions of Holy Scripture, and especially of
the New Testament."

<J
7 guaranties free-

dom of faith a.id of conscience to every
mem!)er of the Church as a sacred rizht.

Agaitift this Constitution seventy-eight

clergymen and laymen have protested, and
have appealed to the Theological Faculties

of Evangelical Germany for their opinions.

That of Heidelberg is given with great

clearness in the article before us. The
Constitution is pronounced to be funda-
mentally defective in points of faith, in

points of ritual, and in points of church-

order; and, in fact, to be but a wide open-
ing of the door for Atheism and Pantheism
to make their homes securely within the

bosom of a so-called Evangelical Church.

Among the new works announced in Eng-
land is a treatise chiefly on the evidences
of Christianity, by the famous Evelyn, en-

titled. " The True Religion." The original

MS. has been preserved in the library at

VVotton, and is now first published with the

permission of W. J. Evelvm, Esq. We
have not seen the work, but gather from the

English notices that it is marked by those
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f*fv\>»t «ttrtctions which characterize

e>ri>itan? written by the author of

••h)ittt." lt» principles arc said to be of

• ••»tnrt wid decisive Church character."

Tlx- dm Part of vol. I. of Conybeare and

Ho»».>n"s " Life and KpislUs of St. Paul"

\jut «p(warfd. It is in iiuaito, with thirteen

i!i.Ti«viii!;s in steel, seven maps and plan.s,

•ml njnM-ruus wood engravings. The wliole

work is l<i be coniiileted in twenty parts, of

*»hirhtv»iUi.< liave app<'ared. Itgivesacom-

jiii-to linH.-rapKy lA tin? nfxj.slle, and a now
tjju'latn'n of his P^pistlcs, inserted in

c!iiiin.>l.><iral order. The Epistles are

truitl.iird by .Mr. Conybeare, and the nar-

ratur arid descrij'tivc jortions of the work
Ktr by Mr. HoMson.

Srhlriemiachcr's '• Brief Outline of the

.fr»</y of Theology " has been translated by

Rev. \N'. Karrar, and published by Clark of

tldiiibiirgh. (12ino., pp. 220.)

The first volume of the new edition of

John Owen's Works (announced in our

^UIulK.r for April, ISoO) has appeared. It

It r<iiird by Rev. William H. Gould, and
ront-iiiiS a Life of Owen by Rev. A. Thom-
son The whole work will be completed in

»;iff^n liaiwlsomc octavos, at the remarkably
lour prire of three guineas. (Edinburgh :

JohuH'.oue & Hunter.)

A new edition of Benjel's " Gnomon Novi
Ttttimtnli" has lately been published in

1 u'.nnci-n, in two volumes. It is edited by
Ji.s ion, Ernest Bcugel, assisted by Steudel.
The price is about ^ t 00.

Dr. Karl Zimmeimann has edited -and
published, at DaiTnstadt. " The Reformatory
U riting.s of Martin Luther, in Chronological
order, with a Biography of Luther," in four
volumes, royal 8^o., price about $5. The
first volume contains the refomiatory wri-
tinjii from October 31, 1517, to August,
\'jM; the second goes to the end of 1524;
v!kj third extends from 1525 to 1530; and
t:«- fourth reaches to the death of Luther.
The iKK>k 15 remarkably cheap.

Thr Journal of t^acrcd Literature for Oc-
i->bcr ojntains tlie following articles :—
I. Gcncii.-! and C.ol,>gy, being an investi-

fition of the apparent contradictions be-
tween Geology and Scripture .—II. Jose-
J>hu!« and the Uibie, an attempt to develop
'be value of Josephus' writings for the illus-
tration (especially) of the New Testament:
—in. On the Ilyjvthesis which identifies
>>i!m with the Author of the Book of Acts:—1\. Jcwi.sh Commentaries on Isaiah.

(This article is simply an extract from Dr.

Turner's " Biographical Notices of some of

the most distinguished Jewish Rabbies.") :

—

V. A Review of Cummings' "Voices of the

Night;"—VI On the Literal Interpretation

of Prophecy:—VII. Raruathain Zophim and

Rachel's Sepulchre :— VIII. Life of Rev. H.

ileugh, D. D. :—with .Miscellanies and Cor-

respondence. Dr. Tregclles is publishing

in this Journal a very interesting account

of his explorations of MSS. in the different

libraries of the continent, and of his visits

-to eminent scholars in difTcrent parts of

Europe. At Wolfenbiittel he visited Dr.

Schonemann, (librarian of the Ducal Itbnirj-,)

who, during the last fire years, has become
(^uite blind. Dr. Trcgelles remarks :

—

" It is scarcely possible to conceive any
deprivation more tr>ing to a student than the

entire loss of sight, but we found Dr. Schone-
mann bright and cheerful, and far more will-

ing to dwell on the viercies which God has
vouchsafed him than on his deprivations.

It was aiTecting to see his piercingly bright

eyes, and to know that they were sichtless.

'bay and night are now the same to me,' he
said, looking at me ariparently most earnestly.

He showed us his xtmiy, where jw)w he is

compelled to study and to write throuih the

eyes and hands of others, especially his

children, whose care and attention are admi-
rable. Dr. Schonemann's house is the same
which was formerly inhabited by Lessing :

to Germans, it has an interest in connexion
with German literntiire ; but to some, the

name of Lessing is more painfully asso-

ciated with ' The ^yoIfrnbuttel Fragments.'

They told me there that those dann? attacks

on Christianity were never actually deposit-

ed in the Wolfenbuttcl Librar>-. but" that

Lessing procured them at Hamburg, irom
Reiniarus, and that he published them under
the false designation of being found in the

Wolfenbiittel Librarj-, simply because ever)--

ihing published from that library was e.^empt

from all censorship of the press. At Am-
sterdam, I made particular inquiries of
Professor van der Hoeven on the subjec2

of Wetstein's books and papers ; they

are now in the librar>- attached to the

church of the Remonstrants, under the care

of Professor van der Iloeven, (who is him-

self eighth in descent from .4r7Hi?titi.t througii

his .iauiihtcr Gerlrud." ;) I saw Wetstein's
LXX., with many notes and various read-

ings ; his correspondence forms a pretty con-
siderable collection, but it would require

some time to go throuih it to search for

anything of critical interest."—P. 4JS.

Eleven parts of Dr. H. A. \V. Meyer'.s

Critico-eiegetical Commentary on the New
Testament are now complete, namely,

I. Matthew, Mark, and Luke—II. John

—

III. Acts—IV. Romans—V. 1 Connthians
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—VI. 2 Corinthians—VII. Galatians

—

VIII. Ephesians—IX. Philippians, Colos-

NJans, and Pliilcinoii—X. Thcssalonians

—

XI. Timothy and Titus. The Coinnion-

tary on Thcssalonians was prepared by

Dr. Liinemann of Gottingcn, and that on

Timothy and Titus by Dr. Huthcr of

Schwcrin. The whole work, as far as

completed, can be had for about §11. Dr.

Meyer is now at work on the Apocalypse.

The " Library* of the Fathers" (London:

J. H. Parker) has machcd the thirty-first

volume. The recent vohimes are,—27. St.

Chrysostom on 2 Corinthians—28. St. Chry-

sostom on St. John, Part I.—29. St. Augus-

tine on Si. John, Vol. 11.—30. St. Augustine

on the Psalms. Vol. 111.-31. St. Gregoij,

Morals on the Book of Job, Vol. III. and last.

The barrenness of English Theological

Literature in the department of Church
Histor)' has long been deplored. As a

means toward supplying the want, Dr.

MaitlanJ proposes the formation of a ncw
*' Ecclesiastical Historj- Society," with three

objects:—(1) To form a library of the accept-

ed writers on Church history— for the use of

the members of the society g(^ncrally, but

more especially of those who may be em-

ployed to edit old or compile new works.

(2) To bring out new and critical editions

of such writers as Fuller, Burnet, Fox,

Strype, and others, whose works, inaccurate

in themselves, have, nevertheless, by fre-

quent quotations, become acknowledged
iiuthoritics, and are not now to be super-

seded ; while other books, such as Le Neve's
" ? asti " and Newcourt's " Repeitorium,"

he proposes to bring down to the present

lime. (3) With regard to original works,

Dr. Maitl.xnd proposes to have competent
persons employed, or encouraged to write

or compile a great work on Church history,

to take the place of Fleury and Baronius.

Rev. J. H. New man is surrounded, it seems,

at the Oratorj- of St. Pliilip, Neri, by an
auditorj- partly of Romanists in form as well

as in fact, and partly of Romanists in fact,

but not in form,—otherwise called Angli-

cans. His teachings for the last year or so

have been collected into a volume under the

title of " Lectures on Certain DilUculties

felt by .\nglicans in submitting to the Ca-
tholic Church." The drift of his cfTorts,

which is, in fact, to discredit the Church of

England, and especially the Tractarian

school, may be gathered from the following

summary of the contents of the work :

—

I. On the Relation of the National Church
to the Nation—II. The .Movement of 1933
Unconsonial to the National Church

—

III. LiU; in the Movement of 1833 cot from
the National Church— IV. The Providen-
tial Direction of the .Movement of 1S33 not
toward the National Church—V. Tlie Pro-
vidential Direction of the .Movement of 1S33
not toward a Party in the National Church
— VI. The Providential Direction of the

Movement of 1833 not toward a Branch
Church—VII. The Providential Direction

of the Movement of 1^33 not toward a Sect
—VIII. Political State of Catholic Cointries
no Prejudice to the Sanctity of the Church
IX. The Religious Character of Ctholic
Countries no Prejudice to the Sanctity of
the Church—X. Differences among Catho-
lics no Prejudice to the Unity of the Church
—XI. Heretical and S<:hismatical B.>d;csno
Prejudice to the Catholicity of the Ctiurch

—

XII. Christian Historj- no Prejudice to the

Apostolicity of the Church.

The Biblical Review is no longer pub-

lished.

A reply to Mr. Newman's Essay on De-
velopment has appeared in the form of

" Letters en the Dcvclopnient of Christian

Doctrine,'' by Rev. W. A. Butler, M. A.,

late Professor of Moral Philosophy in the

University of Dublin. The work (which is

posthumous) is said to be of great merit.

Professor Butler had himself been educated

a Romanist.

Ne.4NDEr'3 library is to be sold at auc-

tion : Professor Jacobi informs us that the

Catalogue is in preparation. The number
of books in the library approaches 5,0(X),

and thry are, as might be supposed, mostly

rare and valuable works.

The University of Berlin is at the present

time the most complete and thoroughly

manned institution for public instruction in

Europe. To give an idea of the extent and
variety of its lectures, we translate the out-

line of the course in Theology from the pro-

gramme of lectures in the summer Semester.
1850:—

1. Professores Ordinarii.

C. J. Xiizsch. on the History of the Pro-

pagation of Christianity among the Gentiles,

twice a week ; on Dogmatic Theology,
daily; on Homiletics. twice a week. E.
G. Hengstenber;;, on Genesis, five times a
week; on Matthew's Gospel, compa.-ed with
Mark and Luke, five times ; on the Apoca-
lypse, (a private exercise.) once a week.
A. Neander, on Church History', d.^ily ; on
the Epistle of Paul, daily ; on the Antithesis

of Catliolicism and Protestantism, twice a
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*«rk. *'. Srrnvsr, on Practical Theology,

loof time* ft week; Exercises in Homi-

'rti.f, iwicc. A. Tvrslen, on Theological

tjv-n l>'lH'dia and Mctho<l.)lo^'>-, twice a

• fi-k . oil the Literary History of the New
Tcitamrnt, daily; on Hhilosoi)hical Thco-

kny, <i»e times ;
private exercise on the

time, once.

2. Proftitorr* KxIraordtnaTii.

F. Bfiuiry, Intro^luciion to the Old Testa-

mrnt, I'lvr tiiiici a week ; Intrrprctation of

JJ., (oirtiiiu-*; Kx<setical exercises on the

C>!J Tf^ia-Ticnt, once. J. L. Jacobi, An-

t;rnl Ch'irrh IIistor>-, daily ; Modem
(n.Mfrh lli^tor)-, daily. F. Piper, Ancient

fr.i;r<-h Hi>;ory, five times; Ecclesiastical

An!. ii:iti<-s, twice a week. J.C. W. Vatke,

f iu». i<al Theolog)' and the History of Re-

liik'Kin, daily ; Interpretation of the Psalms,

Crr tinifs. F. Uhlrmann, Interpretation of

ImliIi, fire times ; Antiquities of the Jews,

twice.

3. PTivatim Docentes.

it. \rnmann, Prophetical Thcolojy of the

Old Ti Ntam'-nt, thrice a week ; Interpreta-

tioji of haiah, five times ; Canticles, once.

.V. A'n.^, on the Gospels and Epistles of

J..!ii>. daily. //. Reulfr, Symbolical Theo-

l<V> , tive times ; on the Nature and Notion

of Kchi»ion. once. C. Sch!nttmann, Inter-

f>r<'ta:K)n of the Psalms, five times ; Dispu-

fttion^ ((irivate) in the Hebrew Language,

onrc a week. F. L. Stcinmcyer, History of

H..mi!itics, twice a week. F. A. Utrauss,

UiMical .\rcha:lojy, twice a week.

LKTTKR FROM PROFESSOR JACOBI.

Tht New Ecclesiastical Constitution of

Prussia.

Your readers are aware that a few years

as<), in Prussia, the connexion of Church
•t.d State was in a certain sense dissolved.

Tt-" Pr<>ies!.-int Church, left to the independ-
rr.t trrulaiion of its own alTairs, has felt the
!)<<-< »».ty of a new organization, putting it

urvlri k )'-"'i»d'ction constituted by itself,

tn«t/-»d of. Its fomierly, controlled by the

SUT MiniMrr of Worship and of Public

In%;rucli(>n. Pri'lmiinary measures to this

end arc now uuin;; fonvard under the royal

aiiinoniy. That division of tiic Ministry,

which heretofore constituted, in subordina-
tion to the .Mini-Mer of Worship and Public
Ir.ntniction, the hii;liest spiritual court, is

now cons.tituted mio an independent Su-
pn-me Ecclesia.stical Council. It stands
»ore as coK)rdinate to the ministry than

subordinate, and holds, in fact, immediately

under the King.

This Council has jurisdiction over the ex-

pected Synods ; over Worship, in relation

to doctrines and liturgy; over festivals,

the examination of candidates for tiie minis-

try, and the ordination and installation of

ministers; over discipline, and many ad-

ministrative relations. The former consis-

tories are constituted central and superior

courts. With these privileges the power of

the Supreme Council is by no means insig-

nificant ; and with the tacit understanding

that it is recognised by the King, the influ-

ence of the monarch becomes such as not to

be easily distinguished from that of summus

episcopus. It is among the defects of this

fundamental law, that it seeks to preserve

the former position of the king ; well know-

ing, however, that this would give rise to

strong opposition, the king's name is avoid-

ed, and the law is thus made ambiguous and

obscure. We Germans are not yet able to

resolve upon the bold step by which the

churches in America made themselves inde-

pendent of the State; indeed, there is also

this great dilTeience, that at the time when

this step was taken there, the Christian life

was more powerful than it is now in Ger-

many. For yet a while, therefore, shall we

in Prussia reap some advantage, but cer-

tainly not less prejudice, from the religious

or irreligious tendencies of the head of the

State. The plan of organization adjusts

the organic law of congregations or so-

cieties after the manner of the Presbyteri.on

Church. Under the guidance of the pastor

is a church consistory, composed of laymen,

at least four in number. The active right

of choosing, on account of the often low-

state of Christian life, it has been necessary

to connect with very stringent conditions.

The right to elect is pcnnitted to all who, in

the Jewish sense, arc independent heads

and fathers of families, twenty-four years

of ase, and in possession of cnil rights.

Eligibility requires of a person to be thirty

years of age, of moral conduct, and a partici-

pant in the church's means of grace. The

pastor and church-warden present at least a

double number of candidates, out of which

the electors choose. It is then the duty of

the consistory to sustain the p;istor in his

care for souls, to maintain the order of wor-

ship and of the Sabbath, to t.oke charge of

the property of the church, to concur in the

appointment of the pastor and subordinate

church officers, to represent the church in

the school, and to superintend the care of
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the poor and the sick. It is also its duty,

by representatives, to take part in the synod

of the circle. On the authority of the sy-

nods, however, and t!ic time of the installa-

tion, the plan says nothing- This has taken

from it the confidence of many ; we also be-

lieve the activity of the synods might be

deferred to a season of greater prosperity in

the Church ; we do not overlook the difG-

cully, but we believe that something must
he adventured. In activity itself will the

Christianity of the churches be invigorated.

Professor Mau.

Theological science has sustained another

blow in the loss of Professor Mad, of Kiel,

who died some weeks ago. His studies lay

mostly in the line of New-Tcstamcnt Theo-

log>-; and he is known especially by his

treatise " Of lieath the Wa^fes of Sin ; and

of Salvation:" (Vom Tode, des Siinden

Solde, u. von d. Erlosung.) The work,

which is distinguished for its acute and

vigorous thought, was written in reply to

one on the same subject by Prof. Krabbc,

of Rostock. Its chief peculiarity is the doc-

trine that the death of the body is inherent

in its constitution, not the effect of sin ; and

therefore that redemption has regard only to

tpiritual death.

Ritsckl on the Early Church.

In Bonn, a kind of theology appears at

present to be taking root, inheriting the

principles of the Tubingen school of Daur,

but not declaring so many of our canonical

books of Scripture spurious; and therefore

departing especially from both Baur and

Schwegler in acknowledging the apostolic

tenor of many of the epistles of the New
Testament, and in the reception of the his-

tory of the first two centuries of the t'iiris-

tian era. A characteristic pr(xluctionof this

mongrel school, and one put forth with no

little confidence, is a book with the title,

"The Origin of the Ancient Cathohc

Church," by Dr. Albrccht KitschI, Private

Tutor in Theology at the University of

Bonn.* The author, in his introduction.

gives a critique on the hitherto received

idea of the origin of tlic ancirnt Catholic

Church in primitive Christianity, in which

Neander's conception of this period i.s cha-

racterized as unhistorical and self-contra-

dictory ; he then gives, iu the first book, the

Die Entstthungricr altkatholischpu Kirche

von Dr. Altjreclit Ritsrlil. (Pri\-atdoc*nt dcr

Theologie a. d. l'nivcr<ilat Uonu.) Uodii bci

Marcus. ISM. 623 Seiten.

dogmatics ; in the second, the development

of his work. The first book begins with a

somewhat dttailed, but gratuitous, selection

of pa,ssa2es, explaining one-sidedly the rela-

tion of Christ to the Mosaic law. His per-

sonal importance as Messiaa, and the doc-

trine of Paul. For the first point, the most

important con'ulcration is, whether or not

we arc to hold the Gospels as authentic.

Dr. Ritschl confines his discussion to the

Gospel of Matthew. He obscn-es that he

expects to find iu it inaccuracies and inter-

polations ; he fails, however, in that definite

explanation which was the more to be ex-

pected, as the critical doubt is here favoured

by the discrepancy between the Aramaic

ori^'inal and the Greek text. Of Mark's

Gospel the author says not a word ; and the

authentic Gospel of Luke he does not look

for in our canon, but in that used by Mar-
rion, out of which, as he assumes, the

canonical iwok originated by retouching,

according to a later tradition of the church.

Already may be seen, in the relation of this

circumstance, what is bet.'-ayed in other re-

markable examples, name.'y, that the author

lacks the ability to distinguish between the

original and its proper derivatives. This,

however, is a small matter compared with

his neglect of the Gospel of John, of which
he hardly once makes mention even in pass-

ing. In tho construction of the history

which Haur and Schwegler are bringing

out, thry l>orrow, indeed, also from the Gos-
pel of till- afxj.stolical times, and attribute to

It consulcrablc importance ; but, well know-
ing that Its a\itli. liticity is sufficient to de-

stroy the entire phantom of their primitive

Church hi.stor>-, they attempt to accommo-
date its oriirin, as well as may be, to a later

fH-riod. For any one, however, to venture,

in onicr to describe the Church, for two hun-
dred and tifty years from its foundation, to
difamo^ Montanius, Tertullian, the Ale.xan-
dnnn Fathcpt, Polycarp, the pupil of John,
and inna'iis, the jrreatcr part of whom lived
after tins Gospel was written, thereby en-
tirely imoring this canonical book, is as
contemptible as it is unexampled, and con-
stitutes the n>ost original feature of the en-
tire work. It follows from this conduct,
that tJic »ublimest conceptions of Christ,
which are especially to be found in this

Gospol, arc either designedly or tacitly

avoid.-d by the author. He declares, in-

deed, his Ix-h.f in the sinless life of Christ,
»nd in his dunity as the Saviour of men,—
a valual.le conf. .nsion, but one which is irre-

concilable with his total conception of Christ.
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fV h/> KolAs Christ to be wholly circum-

»i-r:'«<l t'y the Jewish moral and ritual law

,

Kr iiiui-nttands the passage m Matt, v, 18,

lh»t no tittle shall pass from the Law till all

br fiilfilli-J, in its literal sense, and con-

clviili'* from the command in Matt, v, 23,

ihat Ciirisi supposed sacrifices would con-

tinue to the end of the world,—an event,

CDorcovor, ^^ hic!i he considi;rrd near at hand

;

— I'lras not calculated to lifget an exalted

opinion of the author's logic. The declara-

tion of Jesus. (Matt. xii. 0, 8,) that he is

jrf.>;.r than the temple, and Lord of the

.Sn'.!Mth, (?ivcs Dr. Kitschl little uneasi-

r.c».i : ho passes it over in silence. He is

cf cj.inion that Jesus, in the Sermon on the

Mount, ojiposcd only the statutes of the

rhiirisces, and not also the Mosaic law-

giving. Though he cannot conceal from

himself that Moses, on account of the hard-

ness of the people's hearts, suffered an in-

frartion of God's word, (Matt, six,) he yet

rather attributes the text to an interpolation,

or attributes indeed to Christ an inconse-

C)ijeiire, sooner than doulit of his own opinion.

Ii<'ally this is not to be wondered at, when
v»c loam lliat Christ conceived of the law

r.>t in its spirituality and unity, but as a

mv's of statutes, which he increased by lay-

in,'; down a single command for the regula-

tion of the spiritual alToctions. Thus the

fundamental error of the Phari.-Jaic legisla-

lioii would also attach it.-;clf to the lawgiving

of Ciirist. He who spoke through the pro-

phot.s and the Psalms must have understood

ilio true nature of the law. The author is

^o incapa!)le of understanding the nature of

that morality—the Holy One, learning every

in.stant the distance that separated his own
;;<xllike purity from the sinful company
about him,—that Clirist, in his opinion,

iipvcr rcilected upon it %vhethcr man could

fulfil the law, much less presupposed his

fcbility to do it ; in which case Pelagius

ini;ht justly haw appealed to him. The
»u!.limi' nature of Christ, and his very sub-

•nlinMc knowledge, are, in the author's

©pillion, irreconcilable with unity of pur-

po.sp ; and they have, according to his

ihxvry, given birth to diversity. The im-

pulie to a holy life mijht proceed from the

Bcknowledement of Christ as the Messiah,

wid from the hope of his second coming

;

whereas the older ajiostlcs in the Jewish
Uw may have persevered in reliance on the

do^'trine and precedence of Christ. This
remained the character of the Jewish Chris-

tians, who maintained the continuance of
»l»r Jewish law m Christianity. Paul, how-

ever, was indifferent to the historical tra-

dition of Jesus—(Dr. Ritschl treats the

Act.s of the Apostles much as he pleases)

—

but he deserves the credit of having esta-

blished the doctrines of the Church,—really

a very ambiguous credit to us, seeing he

cared nothing for the history of Chnst.

Paul first established the doctrine of salva-

tion not by works, but by fdith,—a theory

which, according to Dr. Kitschl, was very

far from the conceptions of Christ. Paul

laid down as the substance of faith the

vicarious atonement of Christ, the just for

the unjust, which involves a logical contra-

diction ; and this doctrine, in consideration

that the Gospel was the power of fulfilling

the law, has abrogated that only law.

Though every simple Christian and every

Catechism can inform us how the atone-

ment, received in faith, and with gratitude

and joy, can make salvation possible, yet

Dr. Ritschl sees in it notlung but contra-

diction, and declares that the difficulty of

this doctrine, and its want of harmony, have

broken down that legal character which

separated the ancient Catholic Church from

the apostle Paul, you have considered Chris-

tianity as a new Law ; and as Paul's rule

of life was insufficient—which, however, is

by no means true—you have turned again

to the tradition of Christ, but your taste is

changed. The author now attempts to trace

back the form of the Catholic Church of the

second century to the teachings of Paul,

while Baur and Schwcgler find it in Jewish

Christianity. Though he biltcriy reproaches

Neander for admitting a ret.-ogress ion in the

development of the Church, yet he himself

makes the same admission; and not merely

a retrogression through the Christians of the

post-apostolic epoch, but one that inculpates

Paul, and even Christ himself ;—a discovery

upon wliich we set no vcn,- high value. We
pursue the exposition no further at present

,

suffice it to have demonstrated the nothing-

ness of the groundwork put forth wiih such

confidence.

Neander's Posthumous Works.

Neauder's Church History is printed as

far as the year 1291. He ha.s continued the

work in manuscript up to the bcu'inning of

the fifteenth century, so that Wiclif, Huss,

and other important precursors of the Re-

formation have found a place in it This

las* volume of the great work will shortly be

printed. But it is not in the department of

Church History alone that Neander has la-

boured : indeed, it is thought by many of hi-s
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pupils' that his Excgetical Lectures on the

New Testament arc of more %-aiue, if pos-

sible, than his historical writings—certainly

that tliey far excel anything of the kind in

the existing Commcntanes. During his

course, he interpreted all the books of the

New Testament except the Apocalypse.

Preparations are now making to publish

the most important of these from the notes

taken by the students. Although they must,

of course, lack the finish and precision they

would have received had the laim-nted lec-

turer himself prepared them for the press,

they will yet form a most valuable contribu-

tion to theology, and will serve to place tlie

scientific pre-eminence of Neandcr in a new
and striking light.

His lectures also upon Doctrines, Ethics,

the History of Doctrine, and of Morals, with

a Philosojihical Survey of Church History,

will be very acceptable gifts, as well for

general use as for the special benefit of

students.

A Successor to Neander.

11 is profoundly and universally felt that

no survivor of Neander can make good his

loss to the Universiiy of Berlin. Among
the candidates named as most likely to be

honoured with a call to his chair are Nied-

NER, of Lcipsic, Ullman.v, of Heidelberg,

and Leiinerdt, of Konigsberg. The two

former arc well and widely known from

their theological writings ; while Lehnerdt

has a high reputation as a lecturer, and has

obtained great influence over his students.

J. L. Jacobi.
Berlin, October, 1850.

Among the most important late publica-

tions on the continent of Europe are the fol-

lowing :

—

S. lustini Phil, et Mart. Opera quae

feruntur omnia. Ad optimos libros mss.

partim nondum collates rccensuit, prolepo-

meuis adnotatione versione in.-^truxit, in-

dices adiecit /. C. Thd. Otto, phil. et throl.

Dr., theol. in acad. Jen. professor. Toini

ni. Pars I. et II. Opera lustini subditicia.

Editio altera. lenae. pp. 208, -101, gr, 8.

Also nnder the title : Corpus Apologetanim

Christianorum saeculi secundi. Kdidit /.

C. Thd. Otto. Vol. IV. et V.

Einc Idee iiber das Studium dcr Theo-

logie. Von W. M. L. dk V\'ette. Dom
Druck ubcrgeben und mit ciner Vorredo

begleitet von Ad. Stieren, Dr. d. Theol. u.

Philos., Prof. d. Theol. an dcr Univ. Jena.

Leipzig. 1850. 31 pp.. 8vo.

Zelm Gesprachc fiber Philosophic und

Religion ; von Ludw. Fiirit Solms. Ham-
burg u. Gotha. Pp. 30G. 1850. &vo.

Ucber die arabische Dichtkunst und das

Verhaltniss des Islam zum Christenthum.

Eine im wisscnschaftlichen Vcrcin zu Ber-

lin am 9. Februar gehaltene Vorlesung von

Dr. Fr. Dieterici, Docentcn an der Univer-

sitit. Berlin. 1850. pp. 29. 8vo.

Vetus Testamentum graece juxta LXX
interpretes. 'H T7a?.aiu 6iadi/Kj/ Kcra rot'f

ii36ofj./jiiovTa. Textum Vaticanum Rom-

anum cmendatius edidit, arguinenta ct locos

novi tcstamcnti parallelos notavit, omnem
lectionis varietatem codicuin vctustissimo-

rum Alcxandriiii, Ephraemi Syri, Friderico-

Augustani subjunxit, commentationem isa-

gogicam praetexuit Const. TUchendorf, theol.

Dr. et Prof. II Tomi. Lipsiae. 1850. Pp.

1272.

Novum Testamentum graece et latine

;

Car. Lachmannus recensuit Phil. Buttman-

nus Ph. f. graccae lectionis auctoritates

apposuit. Tom. II. Rerolini. 1850. Pp.

701. 8vo.

Geschichte der Pasagier, Joachim's ron

Floris, Amalrich's von Bena und anderer

verwandter Sekten ; von Dr. C. U. Hahn.

Mit 6 lithograph. Tafeln Stuttgart, 1850,

pp. 396. 8vo.

Among the new works in theology and

kindred subjects recently announced in

Great Britain, are the following:

—

Three Essays : The Reunion and Recog-

nition of Cliristians in the Life to Come

;

The Right Love of Creatures and of the

Creator ; Christian Conversation ; by John
Sheppard. 12ino., pp. 236:—The Four Gos-
pels Combined ; or, the Life of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, as narrated by

the Four Evangelists. Being a Chronolo-

gical .Vrrangcmcnt of the Gospels according

to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, in the

Words of Holy Scripture, according to the

Authorized Version, and omitting repetitions

only. l2ino. :—Objections to the Doctrine

of Israel's Future Restoration to Palestine,

National Pre-eminence, A:c. ; by Edward
Swaine. Second edition. Pp. 163:—An-
alysis and Summary of Old Testament
Historj- Hiid the Laws of Moses. 12mo.,

pp. 516:— Discourses and Sayings of our
Lord Jesus Christ, illustrated in a Series

of Expositions
; by Rev. John Brown, D. D.

3 vols.. 8vo.. pp. 1704:—Light in the Dark
Places

; or. Memorials of Christian Life in

the Middle Ages; translated from the Ger-
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mux o{ r>r. A. Ncander. Fqi., 8vo., pp.

%ix, —T)ic Gospel in Central America:

c«r.!*ih:ni n Sketch of the Countr)— Phy-

tic*! anJ licographical— Historical and Poli-

t.c«!-Moriil and Relii^ious. A History- of

«S« Hsjitist Mission in British Honduras,

«nd of iho Introduction of the Uihlc into the

^j>»n:»h Aiiicrican IlcpuUlic of Guatfinala;

tiy Frcdi-rick Crowe. IJtno. :— Proph.-tic

Studiri ; or, Lectures on Daniel ;
hy the

K<-». John Cuninimj, D. D. fcp. 8vo :—

.\n Analysii niid Critical Interpretation of

lii<- Hohrow Version of the Hook, of Gene-

tic ; l.y the Rev. William Paul, A. M. :—
A Coinnimtary on the Epistle of Paul the

ApfMilc to the Homans ; with a new Trans-

Utioj. sn.l Notes, by W.W. Ewbank, M. A.

To Iv cotiifileted in 2 volumes', post 8vo.

Vol. I. :— Annotations on the New Testa-

Bvni, Critiral, Philosophical, and Explana-

tory : intended as an Appendi.\ and Supple-

ment to the larger Greek Testament, with

Kngli'h Notes; containing Additional An-
Botations, Critical, Philological, and Ex-
planalor>-; by the Rev. S. T. Bloomfield,

n. D. 1 vol , 8vo. :—The Church of Christ,

in a« Idial Attributes and Ministry: with

an r»pocial Reference to the Controversy on

the Subject lictween Romanists and Pro-

IrsUnTx: by Edward Arthur Litton, M. A:
—A System of Theology ; by Godfrey Wil-

liam Baron von Leibnitz ; translated from

the Autograph MS., with an Introduction,

Notes, and Appendix, by Charles William

Russell, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical

History in St. Patrick's College, Maynoolh.

1 vol., 8vo. :—An Exposition of the Thirty-

Nine Articles, Historical and Doctrinal ; by

Edward Harold Browne, M. A., Prebendar>-

of Exeter. To be completed in two vols.

Vol. I. 8vo. :—The Nature and Comparative

Value of the Christian Evidences considered

Generally, in Eight Sermons preached be-

fore the University of Oxford, m the Year
MDCCCXLIX, at the Lecture founded by

the late Rev. Jolm Bampton, M. A., Canon

of Salisbury ; by the Rev. John Michell,

B. D., Vice Principal of Magdalen Hall, and

late Fellow and Tutor of Lincoln College.

8vo. :—The Bible Student's Guide to the more

Correct Understanding of the English Trans-

lation of the Old Testament, by Reference

to the Original Hebrew. By an Alphabetical

Arrangement of every English Word in the

Authorized Version, the corresponding He-

brew may at once be ascertained, with its

Peculiar Signification and Construction ; by

the Rev. W. Wilson, D. D., Canon of Win-

chester. 1 vol., 4lo. :—A S>Tiopsi9 of Autho-

rities on the Doctrine of Baptism, &c. ;

containing Quotations and Abridgments

from the Fathers and other Writers of the

first Four Centuries ; by J. A. Wickhara-

Esq. With a Preface by the Rev. H. D.

Wickham, late Fellow of Exeter College,

Oxford. 1 vol., 8vo.

AMERICAN.

Professor H. B. Hackett, of the Trenton
Theoloirical Institution, has in press a
" Philological and Exegetical Commentary
«i the Acts of the Apostles," which will be

published in the spring, in a volume of 350
or 400 pages. " Its aim," according to the

BiblKitheca Sacra, " will be, to give a full

•xhibition of the meaning of the text, sup-

ported by the best critical authorities.

Kim.- questions of special dilTiculty will

be di»cus.>itd in an appendix."

Mr«r». Lone & Scott have in press a
rrpnnt of a new English work of striking

intcrot, tulilltd, "AV/i^ion, the Weal of
tKe CHurch and the AV*(i of the Times, by
OroKcJK Stew ARU." The work contains a
»enes of able essays upon topics of the

tune*, and is, in most respects, as well
adapted to stir up the Church in America
»» tn England. The titles of its chapters

are the following :—The Speech of God—
The Word of God—Evangelism—Charac-

teristics of the Age—Unbelief—Church Re-

quisites—Church Provision—Methodism-

Church Sanctity—Church Visitations (Re-

vivals)—The Divine Government—Prayer

and its Presages.

Cox's translation of Neander's mono-

graph, " The Emperor Julian and hi>

Times," has been published by J. C. Ri-

ker, New-York, in a ICmo. volume.

We leani from the Christian Review that

Neander's Practical Expositions of St.

James and of St. Paul's Epistle to the

Philippians, noticed some time since in this

Journal, are in process of translation by

Mrs. H. C. Couant, and will soon be pub-

lished. A translation of Hagenbach's Kir-

chengeschichte des 18 und 19 Jahrhundenr.

may also be expected fiom the same pen.
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Classical anb xniocclianeons.

EUROPEAN.

An abridi:ed edition of Smith's Great

Dictionary of Antiquities, Mythology-, and
Biography, has been published in London,

in one volume, 8vq., for the use of schools.

The seventh volume of the translation of

Schlosser's " History of the Eighteenth

Century, and of the Nineteenth, till the

Overthrow of the French Empire," has

been published in London. The eighth

and concluding volume is announced for

speedy publication.

M. Botta's Letters on the First Discove-

ries at Nineveh, have been translated from

the French, and published in London, in

one volume, 8vo. It is illustrated by nume-

rous plates of ancient sculpture and inscrip-

tions.—Among the recent additions to the

collection of Nineveh marbles in the ISritish

Museum, are two ba.s-relicfs representing a

Winged Human-IIeaded Lion und a U'mged
Human-Headed Bull. .Mr. Layard writes of

the winged Lion as follows ;

—

"This colossal figure formril one .side of
a portal leading from an outer rhamhfr into

the Great Hall of the North-west I'alace at

Nimroud. The one selected, stood on the

north side of the western entrance, h was
in admirable preservation, and aliout twelve
feet square. Kacli entrance to tlie same
chamber, and the entraiiee to most of the

halls of the Assyrian palaces, wi-rc foruieii

by pairs of similar mc)n>ters, either lions or

bulls, with a human head and the wiii!;sof a

bird. There can be little doubt that they

were invested %Mth a mythic or .symtiolic

character—that thry typiiicd the Dnty, or

some of his attributes, his oniniscir nrr. his

ubiquity, and his might. Like the Ei:yptian

Sphynxes, they wi.-re probably introduced

into tlie architecture of tlie people on ac-

count of their sacred character. Thirteen
pairs of them—some, however, very much
injured—were discovered among the ruins

of Nimroud. At Kouijunjik five pairs of

winged bulls were dug out,—but neither m
these ruins nor at Khor.<abad w:i.s the winged
lion found. They ditlVred considerafily in

size—the largest being about ssxtfrn and a

half feet square, and the siiinile.st .scarcely

five ; and in ever)" instance were sculptured

<mt of one solid slab. The head and fore

part were finished all round,—tlie U.dy and
hind legs being in high relief The spaces
behind the back, and between the l< ;:s were
covered with a cuneiform inscription."

The Winged Hiunan-Headcd Bull is thus

described ;—

"The figure here engraved is similar in
character to the Winged Lion, and formed
the eastern side of the southern entrance to
the Great Hall in the North-west Palace at
Nimroud. It was sculptured out of a yellow
limestone. The human head of the bull

forming the opposite side of the entrauce is

now iu the British Museum."
Among the new works recently announced

in England are the following:

—

The Kafir Language : comprising a Sketch
of its History; which includes a General
Clas.sification of South African Dialects

;

Remarks upon its Nature, and a Grammar

;

by the Rev. John W. Appleyard, We-^leyan

Missionary in British Kaffraria. 1 vol., 8vo.:

—A Pilgrimage to the Land of my F'athers
;

or. Narrative of Travel and Sojourn in Judea
and Egj'pt ; by the Rev. Moses Margoliouth.

2 vols., 8vo. :—Notes of a Residence in

Nineveh, and Travels in Mesopotamia, As-
syria, &c. ; by the Rev. J. P. Fletcher,

Minister of St. Saviour's Church. 2 vols.,

8vo. :—Revelations of Life, and other

Poems ; by John Edmund Reade, Author
of "Catiline," "Italy," <Sic. Post 8vo. :

—

The Charities of London ; their Origin and
Design, Progress, and Present Position

;

by Sampson Low, Jun. Fcp., 8vo. :—The
Philosophy of Spirits in Relation to .Matter:

showing the Real E.xistence of Two verj-

distinct Kinds of Entity, which Unite to

Form the different Bodies that Compose
the Universe; by C. M. Burnett, M. D.
1 vol., 8vo. :—The Stones of Venice; by
John Ruskin, .A.uthor of the "Seven Lamps
of Architecture."' 1 vol., 8vo. :—A Volume
of Tab!c-Talk

; by Leigh Hunt. Fcp., Svo.

:

—Characters, Costumes, and Modes of Life
in the Valley of the Nile ; by E. Prissc, the

letter-press by J. A. St. John. 1 vol., 4to.,

with 31 plates, said to be one of the most
beautiful works of art ever issued from the

English press :—Cuiran and his Contempo-
raries

; by Charles Phillips, Esq. 2 vols.,

Svo. :—Notes on North America, Agricul-
tural, Social, and Economical ; by James
F. W. Johnston, F. R. SS. L. & E.. &c..
Author of " Lectures on Agricultural Che-
mistry and Oeolos>- :"—Thoughts on Being:
sucrgested by Meditation upon the Infinite,

the Immaterial, and the Eternal ; by Edward
Shirley Kennedy. Svo. :—Elements of Ca-
tholic Philosophy ; or, Theory of the Natu-
ral System of the Human Mmd. 8vo. :

—





THE

METHODIST QUAETEELY EEVIEW.

APRIL, 1851.

Art. I.—philosophy J^D FAITH.

1. .'fn Historical and Critical View of the Speculative Philosophy of Europe in the

Nineteenth Century. By J. D. Mokf.ll, A. 31. New-York: llobert Carter.

1 vol.. 8ro. 1848.

•J. J-^saii »ur la Philosophie et la Religion ui' XIX. Sicclc. Tar Emile Sajsset,

Aprt-j^c a la Facvxlte des Lettres tie Paris. Paris : Charpentier. 1 toL,

ISmo. 1845.

Wk have no dcsiLm of subjectinL:; the %vorks specified in our rubric

to any formal examination. Wc shall avail ourselves of their

lu^sistance -without entering into their excellencies or defects. Mr.

Morcll's is sufficiently familiar to the reading public, and has been

already criticised often enough, to render such a labour on our part

with respect to it a ^vork of supererogation. M. Saisset's is little

more than a collection of essays originally published in the " Revue
dcs Deux Mondes," and written m the highest strain of polemical

declamation—-sve might, perhaps, venture to add, of polemical

sophistry also. To criticise the latter, might be deemed ^Ise

honildry; for it is as contrary to the ordinary etiquette and pro-

ctiUirc of the literary censorship to review a review, as it is in the

thfory of coat-armour to blazon metal upon metal. ^Moreover, M.
i^ais.-»ot'8 articles were written with a direct reference to a local

«luestion—the general superintendence of education—which wa.s

then agitating the French public; and if the subject at any period

possessed much interest for Americans, the time has now passed
away, aiul the present condition of France presents new and more
exciting topics for our study and investigation. Under these cir-

eumstances, we deem it of more importance to enlarge upon our
texts than to point out the merits aud note the deficiencies of the
text-books themselves.

FouRTu Sekies, Vol. III.—12
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The strug;5lc between science and religion, between philosophy

and faith, has been protracted through centuries; but it is ouly

within recent years that the breach has become so open and avowed

as to be declared by many to be irreconcilable. Even Bayle, an

acute sceptic in an infidel age, who did more, perhaps, than any

other single individual to exhibit the diliicultics and the conditions

of concord, expressed a lively hope that this conciliation would bo

effected in his own day.* ]iut the contest is both more arduous

and more general now than in the times of Bayle: it is no longer

confined to the hierophants of human speculation, but has been dif-

fused among the multitudes ; and on all sides we hear the mingled

voices of despondency, despair, and exultation—exultation on the

part of those who triumph in the abasement of religion—despair on

the part of those who woidd uphold, if they only knew how, what

they regard as the tottering fabric—and despondency on the part of

the small remainder who, clinging to the faith themselves, wftness

with dismay the terrible success of the strong influences which are

vrarring against it. Such a time is not one in which we can, with-

out madness, conceal the magnitude of the danger, or supinely dis-

regard the conditions of the enigma to be solved. " It is well," as

Pr. Chalmers said, "to know the dimensions of the spectre," if

•spectre it should prove on examination to bo. Certainly wo cannot

safely affect to ignore its existence, Avith such universal evidences

of its vitality around u.-.

A recent writer ii\ the Westminster Keview has boldly an-

nounced the failure and exhaustion of Christianity. Strauss and
Morell, to whom we might add Saisset, and many others, propose,

as the sole remaining expedient for the preservation of religious

faith of any kind, to sublimate Christianity in such a manner that

•all that is essential or characteristic will necessarily be volatilized.

Comte declares contitiually, in his " Conrs de Philosophic Posi-

tive," the absolute incompatibility of science with religion; and,

widely opposed as are the systems of Comte and Saisset, the latter

approximates closely to the groat Positivist, by his denial that there

can be any perfect conciliation between philosophy and faith, and

by his proposal to erect the former into an authority co-incident and
co-equal with Christianity.t

At such a time, the duty of every man w ho is unwilling to renounce

^ "Spcrare potuit (BicHus) ex sublimibus illis injrcniis, a quihus nova sjstc-

Tiiata hoilie proficiscuiitur, uon dofore, qutc gloria^ aculeis stimukntur oj^era sua,

fieriquc posse, ut cxtricatioiiom hactenus iiioo;;nitam e.xcogitent."

—

Jltsp. Posth,

ad CUrirum, cit. Lcibnitzii 0})cra, torn, i, p. 114. YA. Dutens.

t Saisset, Essais, ic, Preface, p. ix, xxiv, 2S7, 322.

12*
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his Christian convictions is clear and obvious. He must strain every

niTVo to establish that reconciliation between religion and philosophy

which lias been asserted to be impossible ; or, if he despairs of being

able to accomplish this, he must endeavour to detect those fallacies in

philosophy which prohibit the concord. The problem is by no means

of easy solution—na}', rather, it is the most difficult, as well as tiic

most important, which the human reason can entertain. But, what-

ever may be the obstacles to be surmounted, to which wc arc by no

means blind, we purpose co-operating in the achievement of the desired

Ijarmony, by examining into the character and validity of the various

systems uf metaphysics, and especially of those Avhich are now most

in vogue, and which threaten the most plausible or violent assaults on

(he religious convictions of men.

M. Saisset very truly remarks, that "there is no problem in

philosophy anterior to the question of method."* All the differences

of the conflicting schools may indeed be readil}' traced to the dis-

simiLirity of the methods which they respectively employ. Hut
the fundamental inquiry, in establishing or testing the value of any

jtarticular method, is, as Mr. Morell perceives, (MorelL p. 732,)

to determine the origin or mode of human knowledge ; or, if tliis be

regarded as beyond our attainment, to investigate the grounds

alleged by each metaphysical system as the source of certitude, and

the degree of certainty which they severally attribute to human
knowleilge. This is the first and the great question Avhicli must be

decided before any legitimate scheme of philosophy can be con-

structed, and the mode in which it is settled will both fix the

method, and predetermine nearly all the details, of the system,

which can be little more than developments from this great first

jtrinciple. John Locke tmly and instinctively felt that on this

cardinal point everything hinged, when he devoted the first book of

his "Essa}' on the Human Understanding'' to the consideration of

the foundations of human knowledge. This book, it is true, is the

least 8ati.<factory portion of his celebrated Essay ; but it honestly,

though inefioctually, grappled with a difficulty which could not have
been safely neglected, ^Ir. Morell's opinion to the contrary not-

vithstanding.t Yet, though this question is the first in logical

^ This observation, whioh had boon frequently made before, i.s endorsed by
Mr. Morell, j.p. \i\ ,",, 731.

t -Moroll, !>. SO. Afr. MorcU's criticism on Locke meets, in the main, -vrith ocf
«»'-.-ut and approbation, but iu this particular point we must disagree with him.
Before we can expect our reasoning on any subject to be acciM,)ted as valid, most
f^l>--cially in re?;ard to such a subject as the human understanding, wc must
exhibit the basis oa which that rcasouing stands, and from 'which it must
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4
order* and importance, it wa3 by no means the first in time, to

"wliose solution the mind of man was applied when regard was paid

to philosophical speculations.

Notwithstanding all reasoning, and indeed all practice, must rest

upon the assumed or implied certainty of human knowledge, still

many ages of laborious inquiry must necessarily have passed away
before philosophers could have arrived at that ultimate problem of
metaphysics—the determination of the real certainty or uncertainty
of human knowledge, and the causes of either character which might
be deemed its appropriate attribute. Philosophy (or the examina-
tion into the relations and dependence of the processes of mind, the
phenomena of existence, and the aspects of the objective universe)
at first contented itself with resolving the details, which ftil under
the cognizance of simi)le observation, into regularly concatenated
sequences of more gencTal facts, and thence proceeded to simplify
:ind co-ordinate these facts by due subordination to a higher gene-
ralization. The latter development of philosophy was effecte'd by
deductive reasoning from the more general notions familiar to the
minds of mcn,t whose accuracy was either never called in question,
or was assumed on vague conjecture or loose and hasty iiiduction.i

To this source we may refer, in great measure, the cosmogonies of
the Greeks, and the dreams of some of their earliest philosophers.
Still it Avas the necessary tendency of the development of the philo-
sophic spirit, tracing Ijackward the explanation of phenomena, and
seeking for the discovery and exposition of the law3 of nature to
find itself at length brought face to face with the gi-eat question of
the certainty of human knowledge ; and the attempi^ed solution of
this problem seems to have constituted the distinguishin'^ merit of
the Eleatic school. They, like Spinoza, in the seventeenth century,
and the Hegelians and Schellingists of our own day, placed this

derive ita claim to vali<lit y. Locke was therefore right in his aim, however he
may have failed to attain itn satisfactory accomplishment.

Mr. Morell, p. 89, notices with approval tiic distinction between the logical
and chronological priority of ideas, and intimates that V. Cousin borrowed the
terms from "the language of the schools." He might have found them coi>-

tinually and familiarly cmployeil by .\ristotle, Mttaph. vi, 1.3, p. 103S, b. 27, Ed.
Bekker & Brandis, xii, 2, p. 1077, b. 1, and the passages cited by Waitz ad Ari»-
tot. Organon, p. 14, a. 20, p. 71, b. 21.

t The KOLval upxai, or Koiral J^iut of Aristotle, v. Asclep. Schol. ArLstot p,
5SG, a. 21, p. 591, b. 9.

1 Inductive reasoning is still commonly supj-osod to be due to Bacon, either in
its form, or, according to Maoaulay, in its application. Aristotle a.*sicns its first

scientific employment to Socrates, .Mctaph. xii, 4, p. 107y, b. 17, 24-2?, and fami^
liarly uses and mentions it himself. Of course, it had been loosely employed
long before.
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certainty in the identity of the world and mind, and in the constant

hvj>osta.si3 and revelation of iha Deity harmoniously in the spheres

of matter and of intellect.* Hence, the Elcatics sought, hy the

invention of logic, the co-incident truths of kno^Ying and being in

the development of the processes of reasoning, ^vhich Avere them-

selves eciually regarded as so many modifications of the Divine

a[>jiarition. We cannot forbear noticing the close analogy Avhich

exists between this philosophy and Cavtesianism, and especially its

intimate aflinity to modern German Idealism. The empty sopliis-

iry uhich resulted from the Pat4heism of Xenophancs and Par-

nienides, led to the ironic doubt of Socrates, and the perfection of a
more formal logic, and also stimulated the systematic attempt of

riato to build up a theory of certainty on the basis of primoi'dial

tyjtcst—independent, absolute, archetypal truths, existing solely in

the volition and contemplation of Deity, but partially communi-
cxible to men in proportion to their approximation to the Divine

nature by meditation, purity, and asceticism. The efforts of So-

crates were contemporaneous Avith the development of the Empiri-

cism of Protagorasj whose philosophy very closely approximated to

that of the French Encyclop:edists, and of the scepticism of Hippo,

who anticipated the fundamental principle of the philosophy of

Comte.§ It Avas to withstand the blighting consequences of such

theories, and, at the same time, to furnish against the other sophists

a stable basis for the recognition and distinction of Aice and virtue,

right and Avrong, truth and falsehood, that Socrates undertook his

crusade against the perverse ingenuity of the times. His views, as

expounded in the elaborate system of Plato, were analogous to the

theories of those moderns who attempt to deduce the certainty of

our knoAvledge from the supposed existence of universal and neces-

sary truths. But to the acute mind of Aristotle it was evident that

" The Pre-established Harmony of Leibnitz must not be confounded with this

form of Tantheism. Leibnitz's doctrine, though Pantheistic in tendency, Avas an
BtU-mpt to reconcile Cartnsianism Avith Christianity.

t Aristot. Mot.iph., xii, 4. See Plato, Theastetus and De Republ., Maurice,
Hi.-t. Mit. and Mor. Phil., ap. Encycl. Mctrop.

* I'n.t.ijroras held that "man is the measure of all thintrs," and that "opinions
are all equally true, or equally false." (Aristot Met., iii. o, p. 1009, a. r>.) From
Plato's Thoxtotus, c. viii, p. 1.MI, Ed. Tauohn, he appears to have held also the

fundanu-ntul position of the Sensationalists, that " sense is the sole source of

knowliiljTc."

§ Oi< Ityti yup (6 'I-ttuv) u?.?.o ti dvai Trapa ru ^aivofma dvuiKu -rpuyfiara.

(Anclep. et Co.L \\(^^. Schol. Arist. Metaph., i, c. 3.) Hippo was satirized on the
tomic Btapc by Crates on account of his atheism, (Schol. Aristoph. Nubes, v.

57.) and is on the same account called "foolish" by Aristotle, (Metaph., i,c. 3, p.
9«>3, and Alex. Aphr. Asclcp. et Cod. Regius, ad loc.)
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the ideas of Plato were assumptions ;* that, even if existent, their

existence could not be proved, their connexion could not be traced,

nor their mode of communication discovered. It Avas further appa-

rent to him that the adoption of absolute ideas rendered necessary

the adoption also of archetypes in a scries advancing ad infinihim,

and that the various rrmdations of these ideas became entangled

with each other, and neutralized each other in frequent instances.

It -was furthermore evident to x\ristotle, that the Eleatics had
transcended the legitimate limits of human speculation by asserting

the fundamental identity of matter and mind, and the supposed

identification of both Avith the pulsations of the Divine essence;

that the Sophists had rendered truth and knowledge impossible, by
denying it a valid bnsis, and by recognising the t?qual and simulta-

neous truth of all contradictions ; that Hippo had foolishl}' excluded

a large portion of even the phenomena of consciousness, ^hich he
affected to ignore, as his system -was too narrow to embrace them;
and that Plato had overleaped tlie same limits -which the Eleatics

had transcended, by the supposition of his archetypal ideas. Aris-
<totle sought accordingly to establish philosophy principally on the
.basis of the senses; but he recognised, at the same time, the impos-
sibility of drawing certitude from this source,! and referred the
•certainty of human knowledge to the forms in which it was per-

ceived by the mind, and to those indemonstrable principles! which
are evidenced by the common belief and the common sense of man-
kind, and which constitute the necessary basis of all our reasoninfr.

The philosophy of Aristotle, when examined carefully, without pre-

judice, with a due allowance for the complexion of the age in Avhich

he wrote, and in a spirit of comprehensive criticism, will bo found
to assimilate itself very closely to that of Pacon,§ and to furnish

• the undeveloped type of that of Kant.l|

It is this sober and comprehensive character of the Aristotelean
philosophy, which neither oversteps the limits of the human mind,
nor fails to approximate closely to them, which gave to the

° Aristot. Metapb., xii, c. 2, c. 4.

• t The ordinary supposition, that Ari.stotle was a pure Sensationalist, is in-

dubitably a delusion. See Ari.'^tot. Jletaph., iii, c. 5, p. 1010, a. 2, p 30 c 6 p
1011, b. 5 ; iv, c. V2, p. 1019, b. 1',.

••.*-•

X Aristot. Metaph., iii, c. G. p. 1011. a. S-1.3. c. 7, p. 1012, a. 17 ; x, c. 5, p. 10G2,
a. 2, c. 6. p. lOO.l. b. 10: iii. c. 4. p. lOOG, a. 8, and Alex. Aphr.

§ We are unaMe to tnico. with CoUri-lRt., any analogy between Plato and
Bacon, though Dacon is closely related to Aristotle. They both give a practical
prominence to empirical science, without concealing the higher principles
of mind.

II
Aristotle's direct anticipations of the doctrines of Kant are very numerous.
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S{n;;irito liis lofty and cndurini^ ascendency throughout the middle

n;^s. and which, in the gi-icvous intellectual doubts and difficulties

of the present time, is gradually reclaiming to his standard the

strongest minds of the age,* disgusted with the ban-en and crush-

ing theories of Sceptics and extreme Sensationalists, and dis-

tracted by the logomachies and transcendental reveries of Idealists

and Eclectics. The world, indeed, never goes back, and it cannot,

and ought not, to return to its old servile allegiance to Aristotle, so

far as to hail him again as "the master;" but it will be necessitated.

if it wordd retain its belief in Christianity and the sanctity of reli-

gion, to plant itself on similar ground, and to observe like abstinence
from metaphysical systematization; and to imitate and develop the
proces-^cs, and to incorporate the results, of his philosophy in any
new doctrine which can hope to be valid. It must also recognise him
a3 one of most efficient labourers in the cause of sound knowledne
and metaphysical research.

^

To return to our e.xaraination. The same battle which was
fought between the systems of antiquit}', was fought over again
during the middle ages between the Mystics, Realists, Nominal-
ists, and Sceptics. The same enigma has been involved in all the
luetaj.hysical disputes of modern times, and is at this moment re-
vealed in nil its energy between the conflicting sects and parties of
the present da}-. We cannot go so far as the Abbe Bautaiu. who
sees in modern metaphysics only the repetition of the Greek
dreams,-;- for we recognise a constant advancement through the
recurring cycles of analogous development and similar ])henomcna

;

but the mutual resemblances of ancient and modern schools furnish
Eome groun<i for the strong expression of M. Bautain, and at any
rate^ suffice to illustrate the identity of those fundamental diffi'-

culties, to the solution of which the energies of both have been
devoted.

But notwithstanding the maintenance of unremitted efforts

through recurring centuries, and successive forms of civilization.
the great question still remains without any satisfoctory solution.
Is htnnan knowledge blessed with certitude? and. if so,Vhence is

its certainty derived? Is the human mind limited merely to vague
opinion? or can it also arrive at the recognition of truth? And%'
what means do we distinguish between opinion and knowledge?
The elaborate, acute, but chimerical systems of German Trau-

^This is indicated hy the endless Commcntnrics on Aristotle's Logic and
Metaphysics, published in Gernuiriy within the last twenty years; by Waitz,
Aristot Orpanon, I'nef., p. v, and by the Kdinb. Rev., April, 1849.

t Us Teilleries renouvelucs des Grecs, cit. Sai?set, p. 21.
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scendentalism and T^aturc-plulosophy rest entirely upon the same

baseless assumption as that which furnished the central doc-

trine of the Eloatics. Tlie Scotch philosophers take, as their

starting-point, an hypothesis analogous (however paradoxical it

may appear) to the archetypal ideas of Plato. The Eclectics, en-

larging the field of speculation, follow in the footsteps of the Alex-

andrian school.* The Mystics, like Fhilo Judceus, Origen, and

the later Neo-Platonists, regard all knowledge as individual inspi-

ration, and the Sensationalists or Positivists limit certainty . to

sensuous and empirical ol)servation—yet what adequate guaranty

can we have on their principles of the accuracy ol* credibility of the

reports rendered by the sctiscs ?

The knot, which has not been untied, and perhaps never may be,

•was cut by Kant and Jacobi. The former referred all knowledge

to the inexplicable co-operation of sensible influences and intellec-

tual processes, assigned to the mind the formal part in all percep-

tion and reasoning,! and thus rendered certitude purely relative to

the individual intellect. At the same time, however, he made pro-

vision for that conviction of certainty in practice, which is neces-

sary for the explanation, and even for the rationality, of human
action. The latter denied any intelligible foundation for the cer-

tainty of our knowledge, or for the construction of a metaphysical

system, referring our practical convictions of truth to the in-esolv-

able function of belief, which he regarded as a primitive property

of our being.

We cannot hope to ofler a satisfactory solution of these myste-

ries, which have been left to our day witliout solution, notwith-

standing the labours of long centuries, and the successive specula-

tions of so many profound philosophei-s. A calm and diligent

scrutiny of the phenomena of the reasoning processes may, however;

be of essential service, by preparing the way. for future discoveries,

or, at any rate, by e.Khlbiting. in their true colours, and without

disguise, the real difficulties of the problem, which, if they cannot

be removed, must be candidly acknowledged to be insurmountable.

The great stumbling-block which has produced much of the dis-

cord of the schools, and left these fundamental inquiries in such a

confused and bewildering state, has been the anxiety to discover

some valid foundation for speculation, Avithout the patience to de-

termine how far that basis really accords with the true phenomena
of the human mind. Tliis desire of arriving speedily at some cer-

° The infatuation of sy.xtcm hus distorted Saissct's views on this subject,

pp. 86-90.

f Aristotle's distinction of matter and form is virtually undeveloped Kaatisnr.
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tain, simple, and available basis for speculation, has led to assump-

tions and premature conclusions, -which necessarily infect all sub-

sequent deductions. It has -warped, in various Avays, the judgment

of metaphysicians ; it has induced them to exaggerate the import-

ance of different elements in the philosophy of being and of mind

;

it has made them unduly subordinate, or roj(;ct others; it has thus

given rise to different and conflicting schools: but, Avhile it has

established cognizable, though vague distinctions, it has rendered

all systems imperfect, distorted, and more or less false. There

can, accordingly, be no reasonable hope of any considerable im-

provement in our metaphysical science, until ^ve re-c.\amine, with-

out favour or affection, and wirtiout theory or sect, tlic great funda-

mental problems of the human mind. It is this important labour

that we would now commence, thinking our efibrts well spent, if

they only indicate the nature of the work to be done, and stimulate

others to its prosecution.

To proceed, then, with the investigation. "Wc have a direct ap-

prehension of simple facts, whether by observation of phenomena

without, or by consciousness of moods and changes within. These

facts we combine, classify, analyze, generalize, and employ as the

premises for our deductions, or our data for further inductions.

For the extcraal world, the senses furnish the channel by which

our perceptions arc in the first instance acquired ; but they are per-

ceived by the mind only according to the laws of the mind itself.

The phenomenon perceived must receive its form from the faculty

perceiving, before it can become a portion of our information. ^^ The

exciting agency may be external, but there is a necessary union

with an internal determining agent ; and it is the product of both

which constitutes our elementary knowledge or perceptions. If,

then, the special occasion or substance of our knowledge is derived

from without, and its form is given from within, it is a necessary

consequence that all the knowledge to which man can of himself

attain, is merely relative to the human apprehension, and is limited

by the processes of the human mind. In all speculation relating to

the mind, the data are furnished either mediately or immediately

by the consciousness, which, in this case, occupies the same posi-

tion, and performs the same functions, as the senses do witli respect

to external phenomena. The data themselves, in both cases, though

suggested in different modes, and conveyed through different chan-

nels, bear the same relation to the mind in its percipient capacity,

° To those who may not be aware of the flood of light wliich etymology can

occasionally throw over the most recondite problems of nietupLysics, we -would

recommend the study of Vice's " Sapienza Antica d'ltalia."
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•and can in neither case transcend the limits imposed by the laws,

conditions, and rep^ilar processes of the perceiving mind. The
apprehension of facts in both cases takes place in due subordination

to the processes of the apprehending:^ a_i:;ent; in neither case can we
go beyond the product to the nice estimation of the objective and

subjective i\ictur3 -which have co-operated in its production. The
result, with the bare recognition of its dualistic origin, is the ulti-

mate step in the analysis of mental phenomena, which it is in our

power to accomplish : we know that this result is due to certain

concurring causes ; but we cannot sej)arate these causes from each

other, so as to consider them capable of independent action ; nor

can Avc explain their e.Kact natm-e, or the precise modes of their

action. We know, then, that, beyond the most recondite and ele-

mentary fact which philosophy e.\})lains, there is another fact which

it recognises, but cannot explain. This latter fact, of which we are

only conscious, is the great postulate on which all philosophy and

knowledge must rest, though it has scarcely been as yet promi-

nently regarded in this light. That it has been more or less dis-

tinctly apprehended by many, if not all schools, is evinced by the

indemonstrahlc principles of Aristotle, the intuitions d priori of

Kant, the fundamental principles of hrJief of the Scotch school, the

belief of Jacobi, and the consciousness of Keinhold.

So far, however, we are only furnished with the simplest elements

of knowledge, of Avhich simple perceptions may be said to consti-

tute the alphabet; and yet we have already recognised the exist-

ence of a fundamental, but inexplicable fact, which must aft'ect all

combinations and developments of those simple perceptions. When
we proceed to combine or compare facts, in order to infer any con-

sequence, the judgment is called into play, and reasoning begins.

The same difficulty recurs in this operation of the mind as was
experienced in the case of simple apprehension. To take the two
propositions which arc necessarily presupposed in all reasoning.

If we say that the world has an existence independent of our percep-

tions, and of the forms of the reasoning process, where is the proof

of this? Or, how can we prove the existence of the perceiving

mind? Each of these dogmas is obviously beyond the range of

proof. For, if the nature of the human mind limit:^ us to the con-

templation and explanation of the tcrtium quid, resulting from the

combined influence of the percipient and the thing perceived, (the

ataOqaig and the alaOrjruv,) the premises in any reasoning that we
can institute, about these or any other topics, must necessarily in-

volve apetitio principii, which will render nugatory any conclusion.

Yet, even passing b}' this logical fallacy, the mind cannot go out of
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itself—cannot transcend its own la-ws and conditions, Avhich it needs

must do if it could examine, ^vitll any prospect of a definite result,

into tlie certainty, as established by logical proof, of the existence

of either matter or mind. It Avill not suffice to say that we recog-

nise their existence by our otnii consciousness—this does not explain

the difficulty, nor docs it even cut the Gordian knot, if we are

aiming at proof. At best, it is offering a postulate instead of a

proof, which, in this particular inquiry, would be inadmissible,

when we profess to be seeking for a proof. But all that we are

directly conscious of, is the product in the mind, and tho processes

of mind, which have preceded or accompany such recognition.

But every step presupposes the existence, and the belief in the

existence, of that mind whose existence is attempted to be proved.

Thus we are ever proceeding in a vicious circle, from which escape

is impossible. If we lay hold of the other horn of the dilemma, and

endeavour to prove the existence of matter, we are entangled in a

similar mesh. We have only to take a single step to involve our-

selves in exactly the same labyrinth ; for, as we cannot separate the

action of the percipient from the influence of the thing perceived;

nor contemplate a thing perceived witliout contemplating in the

same act a thing perceiving, our first ])rocedure must be to prove

the existence of mind. The reciprocal implication of correlatives

in the last sentence is not owing to any obscurity or imperfection

of language, nor is it a play upon words, but it is the logical result

of the necessary implic;ition of interdependent ideas.

The impossibility of proving the existence of either matter or

mind—the objective or the subjective element—may be exhibited

in simpler terms, though they will still represent virtually the same

argument. Is it not the grossest of all fallacies to dream of proving

the existence of that mind whose continuous agency we employ in

the attempt either to prove or disprove its existence? And is it

not an equally gross fallacy to think of proving the existence of

matter, when matter, whether it be substantial or phenomenal, is

the subject of cognition only so far as it is capable of apprehension

by the mind ?

In what we have said, it will be perceived that we do not touch

the question of the essence of either matter or mind. Mind may
be material, or matter phenomenal—a camera o})faira fitted up

in the mind—and our remarks are still equally applicable; for,

whatever may be our estimate of the nature of either, there is a

wide distinction between the thinking agent in its act of per-

ceiving or reasoning, and the object which is perceived and

reasoned about, when it does not reason only about itself.
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This distinction is the only antagonism required by our re-

marks.

But, however impossible it may be to prove, and chimerical to

attempt to prove, the existence of mind or matter, we are, never-

theless, convinced of their existence—convinccil in spite of argu-

ment, without proof, and independent of all reflection. They are

ultimate facts, Avhich we cannot help btlicving, but which are too

mysterious and enigmatic to admit of any full solution.

^
Now, both of these facts are, as we have seen, necessarily in-

volved in all reasoning, of whatever kind it may be, and to what-

ever subjects it may be appliol. They arc postulates, which even

those who refuse to recognise them, carmot avoid virtually adopting.

This is sufljcicntly evident in roganl to mind, and that, we have

already shown, cannot be sepai-atcd from the recognition of the

existence of matter also. ]>ut without recurring to this position,

we cannot prove the pos.sibility of a reasoning mind except in con-

nexion with a living body, and this body is existent matter, what-
ever matter may be defmcl to l»o. W'c would again repeat what we
have so recently observed, that wc do not here determine anytliing

in regard to the essL-ntial nature of matter and mind, but regard

them simply as two things converse or correlative to each other;

and this is indeed all that, in any systi-matic scheme of philosopliv,

they can legitimately signify. As such they must, and do exist;

but as anything else, they are merely the products of conjecture.

Under this limitation, the existence of matter is as fully recof^nised

in the philosophy of Berkeley as in tli:it of Cabanis and Broussais;
and the existence of mind is in naiity no more denied by them
than it was by him. This, indeed, would be a startling paradox
to those philosophers themselves, fur the negation of the one or the
other was the contumplated scope of their respective systems ; but
they deceived themselves, like so many others who have written or

thought upon such subjects, into the belief that they were contend-

ing about genera, when the whole disputation was in truth limited

to the discussion of specific dirtlrences.

We have now shown that the existence of mind and the existence

of matter arc postulates—truths firmly believed, incapable of ra-

tional negation, because their denial wouhl render all reasoning
even that latent re;isoning on which aetion proceeds, impossible
but incapable also of proof. Wo have, fiirtlicrmore, seen that the
co-operation, or the mode of co-openition mther, of the percipient
and the thing perceived, in the production of a perception, is in a
great measure insoluble; and that the verity of our perceptions
must in consequence be another postulate. Xor should the intro-
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duction of postulates into the theory of Liiman knn^vledge and men-

tal operations be a matter of surprise. For if all reasoning be, as

Aristotle says, and as every one must admit, from the better known

to the less known,* then either the human capacity of knowledge

must be absolutely without limit, and the human mind consequently

unlimited in its range also, or we must necessarily, at some point

of our investigations, encounter some fact which cannot be better

known, and Avhich, therefore, must be incapable of receiving proof.f

Hence arises the truth of the sententious and sagacious maxim of

Theophrastus, so often pressed by Aristotle, a~dvrmv ^tjtovvtfc;

Xoyov draiQovot ?Myoi\l (they annihilate all reasoning, who would

have a reason for everything.) In all knowledge, such postulates

are to be expected ; they may be so plain as to be received without

suspicion, or so remote as to excite neither observation nor inquiry

;

they may be precisely expressed, or covertly assumed, but they are

always necessary. In many sciences, a needless and tedious chain

of truisms may be cut short by the adoption of postulates depend-

ent at a long interval upon those which necessity would impose;

and, again, the postulates of one age may be refuted as such, and

referred to higher principles, by the more efficacious investigation

of a succeeding generation. But in the science of metaph^-sics,

and also in the narrower science of the human mind, (as under-

stood by the Scotch school.) the same facts are submitted to the

notice of every one who reflects upon the subject—the difference

between individual philosophers consists principally in the more or

less accurate observation of those facts, and the caution Avith which

they arc analyzed and combined. In this science, the first prin-

ciples are those which must be first discovered and first established;

and it is from them wo reason: there is but little room thencefor-

ward for induction. We may in consequence anticipate, that when-

ever the use of postulates may be avowedly and generally received

in metaphysical speculation, and once carefully established, there

Avill be need of only trivial modifications thereafter.

As, however, it may seem alien to the genius of modem science,

and especially to the spirit of the Baconian philosophy, to intro-

® Aristot. Analyt. Post., lib. i, c. i, p. 71, a. 1. It is a doctrine frequently

urged by Aristotle.

t ArLstot. Mctaph., iii, c. 4, p. lOOG, a. 8, and Alex. Aphrod. Schol. Metaph.,

vi, c. 17, 1041. b. 9, I'tc.

J Theophrast. Mctaph., c. o. The same maxim is, hoTvcver. constantly re-

peated in equivalent terms by Aristotle himself, Mctaph., J., c. G, p. 10G3, b. 10;
c. 5, p. 10G2, a. 2; iii. c. 4, p. lOOG. a. 8; Analyt. Post. i. c. 2. pp. 71, 72; Alex.

Aphrod. Pohol., p. .527, b. 2G, p. o25, a. 20, p. 692, b. 31, p. C06, a. 42; p. 653;

Asclep. Schol., p. 599 ; Ammonias, p. 519.
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duce postulates even into metaphysics; and still more especially

as the philosophy of Bacon has been hitherto studied usually in a

one-sided and })artial manner, and has rarely been received in its

full comprehensiveness, we will, even at the expense of a slight

delay, insert a notable, though too little noted passage, from Lord

Bacon himself, bearing directly on this subject :

—

" "NMierefore, whatever primitive matter is, tojretlier with its influence and
action, it is sui generis, and admits ol"no definition drawn from perception, and
is to be taken just as it is found, and not to he judged of t'rom any precon-

ceived idea. For tlie mode of it, if it is given to us to know it, cannot be
judged of by means of its cause, seeing tliat it Is, next to God, the cause of
causes, itseh->vithout cause. For there is a certain rcnl hniit of causes in nature,

and it would argue levity and incxiiericnee in a philosoiiiicr to require or ima-
gine a cause for the last and positive power and law of nature, as much as it

would not to demand a cause in those that arc subordinate.

"On this account the ancients have fihled C'unid to be without a parent,

that is, without a cause. And they did so not without design. Nay, perhai)S

there is not anything more important; for notliing has more corrupted philoso-

phy than the seeking after the parents of Cupid; 1 mean, that philosophers

have not received and embraced the elements of tilings as they are found in

nature, as a certain fixed and positive doctrine, and as it were by an experi-

mental trust in tliem, (tamquum fideexi)eriment,ili;) but have rather deduced
them from the laws of words, and from dialeeties, and slight mathematical con-

clusions, and common notions and similar wamlerings of the mind beyond the

bounds of nature.''*

To proceed, however, with our investigation. It is ordinarily said,

that in reasoning wc perceive agreeuient or disagreement between

the two terms compared : but the (pu'Stion instantly presents itself,

whence do we arrive at this recognition of agreement or disagree-

ment? ^Vhence comes the conviction that the supposed agreement

or disagreement is not merely delusive or false ? Or in simpler terms,

whence arises our conviction of the identity of equivalent proposi-

tions ? "We may call the faculty, by which the result of the compari-

son is determined, the judgment; but tliis brings us no nearer the

desired solution, it can " teach nothing but to name our tools." But
how docs the perception of agreement or disagreement take place,

and how does it produce conviction? Cirant that the perception and

conviction are indissolubly connected, or even that they are identical,

still the difficulty remains unsolved

—

qucr essct conch/si argumcnti

fides? t—^Vhat is conviction? "What is certitude? And whence
do they arise? "We are able to arrive at certainty sufficient, if not

° Bacon, FaUc of Cuj>id. IJacon's Works. E<1. B. Monta^rn, vol. xv, p. 45. The
original 1-atin. vol. xi, j). 'JO. is niufh niorc prccisi-ly unii appositely expressed.

Compare with Bacon, Aristotle and his Scholiasts oit<''l in the preceding note.

Plato, Tinneus, p. 17. Des Cartes, ap. Morell. p. 117. t^plnoza, ibid. p. 125.

Jacobi, ibid., p. 597. Leibnitz, Up. torn, i, pp. cxliv, clxL

J Cicero. Acad. Prior, lib. ii, c. ix, § 27.
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for our full intellectual satisfaction, at least for our ^vant3 ; and wc do

entertain convictions, -svliethcr we admit or deny tlieir theoretical

validity. Here then is another ultimate fict, which lies beyond the

range of metaphysical solution, and which, if reco;^ni^cd at all—and

it cannot be denied by any man of sane mind—must be received as

a postulate.

In simple apprehension or perception, then, (we do not intend to

confound these phrases,) there are two postulates involved in every

explication of the phenomena of this intelligible world which the

mind of man can offer. Hence the terms of our simplest propositions

are incapable of a merely rational explanation ; that is to say, an ex-

planation fully comprehended by the reason, and falling entirely

within the limits of its sphere. In judgment, another postulate must

be admitted—that of the practical certainty of human judgment,

—

and consequently our propositions are removed still further beyond

the absolute empire of the reason.' In our syllogisms* a like postu-

late again recurs. In all our logic and reasoning, therefore, there is

something beyond the grasp of human reason which constitutes the

basis of our certitude and knowledge, and which, if we refuse to re-

cognize it as such, must render all our reasoning invalid, and in

either case exhibit the fallacy of the position of Protagoras, that

" man is the measure of all things," so constantly repeated in our

own day by the followers of Fichte, Hegel, Schclllng, v^:c., who mea-
sure all things by the human mind, and educe an episodical creation

out of the development of its processcs.t

Let it not be objected to our remarks, that convictions are not al-

ways well-founded ; that the certainty supposed to attach to particu-

lar propositions may be completely negatived by future discovery or

reflection; and that it is a thing therefore relative to the evidence.

To these it might be answered, that the strongest convictions are fre-

quently those least supported by evidence : but we are not now con-

sidering the coiTCct or the incorrect influence of certainty, nor in

what cases it may be legitimately entertained ; we are not treating

of the subject-matter of certainty, but of the state of mind which is

so denominated, or the faculty by which it is apprehended. This

exists independent of the inherent truth or falsehood of the proposi-

* We make no distinction here between inductive and deductive rcasoninp:.

Mr. Mill, in a very ingenious discussion and anah'sis, (Lopric, b. ii, c. iii.) has at-

tempted to prove the syllogism a form of induction ; it would bo a much easier

task to prove the opposite ; but this is not the place for such a disquisition.

t Aristotle justly says of the Pythagoreans and riatonists, i-^iaodiudri 7;,v

tov TravToc ovaiav TiOiuvaiv. Metaph, xi, c. 10, p. 1070, a. 1 ; auil again, ovk eoiKe 6'
;/

duffff k-iT€iao^iu6rig oiaa Ik tuv (^aivoiuv(.n; Cia-ep fioxOripu, rpayijdla, xiii, c.

8, p. 1090, b. 19.
"

-
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tions of which certainty is predicated, and may be equally evinced

in either contingency. When Juvenal remarked satirically that a

virtuous woman at Home ^Yas

Rara avis in teiris, nigroque similliraa cygno,

he firmly believed that no such bird existed as a black swan. His
conviction and his certitude were not impaired by the discovery of

black swans in abundance, more than sixteen hundred years after

his death. That we at one time have a ptn-fcct assurance of the

truth of propositions or conclusions, which after experience leads us

with as firm a conviction to deny, is a necessary result of the gradual

acquisition of all knowled;2;e, and the inevitable fallibility of man.
The subject-matter may be imperfectly apprehended ; it may be seen

in a false or insufficient light ; or our data may be deficient in extent,

without our being conscious of such deficiency; but the mind per-

forms a definite act. which is in all-cases the same, when it entertains

certainty in regard to any proposition or conclusion whatever. It

cannot do otherwise. But unite in the production of one result two
elements, one of which is uniform and con.^tant, and the other vary-

ing, imperfect, and deceptive, and the result will be varying and de-

ceptive too. Put gold, or silver, or copper, or lead under the die of

a coining machine, and you get coins of these diiferent metals, differ-

ing in value, matter, and appearance, but the same identical act has

been performed by the hammer and the die in each case, and the

same impression has been left. In the same way, the fallibility of

the proposition of which we may be assured, does not aflfect the

character of that state or operation of the mind, which we call cer-

tainty. How it is arrived at we are unable to explain :—we may
readily point out the sequences which constitute the exciting cause

or the occasion; we can even discover the prerequisite conditions;

but the determining cause, or the nature of the act, is beyond our

solution.

It is perfectly preposterous that the mind should be conceived to

be perfectly competent to understand its own entire nature. There
are primordial facts under which ihci/ndcrsfandins; must be content

to stand, to which it must be subordinate. These, if we choose, we
may assign, like Kant, to a new and distinct sphere, the sphere of
the pure reason ; but we do not render them more intelligible by thus
giving them " a local habitation and a name." They occupy the

same relation to our knowledge, whether we attribute them to a dis-

tinct faculty, or leave their attribution indefinite. In cither case

they equally form the remote premises, which are obviously or
latently assumed in all our actual or possible reasoning. "We are
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consequently compelled in every investigation into the truth or cer-

tainty of human knowledge to go back to an inexplicable property

pertaining to the human mind, ^vhich is in all cases the foundation

of our convictions. It is ti-ue that certainty, as appertaining to

merely human speculation, is hereby icndered relative to human ap-

prehension and experience, including, however, under the latter term

both objective and subjective experience : but, indeed, what reason

could there be for supposing that a finite being could be competent

to the attainment of anything but finite and relative knowledge ; or

T\-hat need is there that he should be capable of acquiring knowledge

other than what is relative to his own finite condition? Nay, further,

what possibility is there of forming any definite conception of the

capacity of man for the reception of any knowledge which is not

purely relative to his own nature as a practical and acting being, and

to his own destiny as consequent upon his actions? The knowledge

of man is proportioned to the wants of man, and neither does it tran-

scend them, nor can it be consistently imagined to do so.

But, having recognised the grounds of the certainty of our know-

ledge in an ultimate, inexplicable fact, we are not at liberty to assume

that all our supposed knowledge is thereby rendered absolutely cer-

tain ; nor, on account of its relative character, are we necessarily to

limit ourselves to the recognition of the phenomenal alone. The first

procedure would authorize and sanctify all the vague reveries of

dreamers and mystics, founded upon any assumption or conjecture

from which they might be pleased to set out. provided the belief in its

truth were, in the first instance, fortified by the fanaticism of igno-

rance, or the blind bigotry of uninquiring enthusiasm. The latter

would negative everything that might not be capable of strict logical

proof from directly observed facts, while at the same time it would

render that logic itself invalid. The former would furnish an im-

pregnable basis, though no gi-ouud of conciliation or agreement, for

all forms of Mysticism and Idealism ; the latter an equally strong

foundation for Sensationalism or Positivism. In the one case we as-

sume the absolute, the infinite, the immaterial; in the other, we

<lony, or at least ignore, the real in the world of matter and of mind.

The history of philosophy teaches us that such has been the genetic

origin and development of the various conflicting metaphysical sys-

tems, since the first rise of ontological and psychological speculation.

It is somewhat singular that men should not have reflected more

maturely and soberly upon the nature and import of such notions and

terms, as the infinite, the absolute, the unconditional, the necessary,

the immaterial, <Sic. These are all negative in meaning and in form

;

they convey only negative ideas, from which no affirmative conclu-

Fourth Series. Vol. UI.—13
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slons can be drawn. The inGnitc is contradistinf^uishod from the

finite—the absolute opposed to the dependent— tlie immaterial merely

the nej;ation of the material.* Of the same character, though affirma-

tive in fonu, are the universal and the eternal, in their usual meta-

physical acceptation. The infinite, so far as it conveys any precisely

assignable meaning, signifies only the indefinite, denying the ex-

istence of recognized or cognizable limits, but certainly not convey-

ing any more tangible or positive idea. All terujs and all proposi-

tions present tlicmselves to our minds in a binary combination, to

vhich, if we arc Kclectics. and adopt the citegories of Cousin, we may
add as a third element, the relation between the two interdependent

terms. This a.\ion» is of a fundan»ental character in logic ; and if

we neglect it, we arc in danger of substituting the norma loqvciuli

for the norma scntimdiA Cousin's derivation of his two primitive

ideas of action and being, with the twin UGiles of their dependent

categories, and the whole rea<;uning with which Mr. Morell follows

in the footsteps of his master, is founded upon a misconception of the

habitual logical distinction to which we refer. The consequence is,

that the superstructure of a 8y.>lein of universal metaphysics, at-

tempted to be raise.l u|>on the basis, Btands upon defective, because

unefjual, props. The logical distinction is the interdependent op-

position of the two terms inciilent to the necessary dualism of all

conception or predication. The mental apprehension or expression

of any one simple iiiea, necessarily, by the act of segregation or ex-

clusion, implies the c<t- incident ajijjrelunsion of its converse or oj)-

posite. It divides l!ie inteliigil»l«' universe into two parts; one of

which is the terni conceived or expressed, the other, all which is not

this. Thus, the apprehension of what is (ri 6v) involves also the re-

cognition of what is not. (rt /i// .*>»•,) .ind tloes this by an act of ex-

clusion inseparable from the act of apprehension itself J But both

« The doctrine lai.l down a»x>vc in n'M>:nf.i to Holibcs by Morcll. p. 7C, but it

may be equally s.iil to be the <loctrine t.f l> bi.iix and .\ristotle. " Definitio ilia,

quod Bpiritus sit suh.-«tai.tia imniiit< rinli?!. df it Untuin quid non sit, non qtiid

Bit." Kp. i, ad Lopflorura. Ii«ibu, Op. t'.iii. i. p. 17. .\ri>iot. Mctaph. it, c. Vt, p.

"lOil, a. 2.'), X. c. 10. p. lOr.O, b. 11. To iKrm wo may a,M U,<:kc. b. ii, c. xvii. To
all iuch binary ideas we m.iy ap[dy ilie wurdt of AriHti.ile ; 'A/idu 6t: >.cKrii, orwf
iinvoijrd, I>c Zenoue, p. Tt^, a. J"*, as the distinction from which they arise is

purely a lopical one, and the nr^ruliTi- term a purely lopic.-xl creation.

t Fixe omni.\ sunt hxjucndi pottua quam eentiendi principia. Leibnitz, aA
Mar. Niiolium. Op. torn, iv, p. f>\.

I Se€ the writers on I/<>>rir, and Arintnt. Mot.iph., iii, c. 2, p. lOOl, a. \'t, b. 27,

c. 7, p. I<il2, a. 2. and Al<'i. Aphro<l. S.hol. ad lix-. Met.npli. yiii, c. ], p_ injr,, a.

29. S.C also I>c .Mor^ran'n Formal I/<p>:i<', c. ii : .xt we cannot altoRPther asurnt to

him, " tliftl it i« an acci hnt of l:uii;iia);e whether a proposition is universal or

particular, positive or negative," p. 40.

13*
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of these terms are not equally comprehensible, nor do they give rise

to similar conccptious; for of these interdependent pairs the existence

of only one and the temporary rejection of the other can alone result

from the act of expression or apprehension. Consequently, it is

barely valid to assume one of the two, that -which is affirmative in

sense, as furnishing a basis of actual fact for the structure of a phi-

losophy ; but it is perfectly illogical to assume the negative term also

for this pui-pose. The positive term alone is comprehensible ; the

negative, from its latitude, variety, and indcfiniteness, not so.

•" That which is crooked cannot be made straight, and that which is

wanting cannot be numbered." If we may use an algebraic illustra-

tion, (and we are not unaware what fallacies and affectations are fre-

quently latent in such illustrations,) we may say that x representing

the intelligible universe, or the universe of ideas, and a the particular

term apprehended, x will be divided by the apprehension of a into a

and X—a. Of these two parts a is comprehensible, x—a incompre-

hensible until the value of >r can be appreciated and definitely under-

stood—which it never can bo, as it obviously transcends the range

of human capacity. But the finite, the conditional, the material, the

general, fall under the category of a ; their opposites. the infinite, the

unconditional, the immaterial, the universal, cVc, under the category

of X—a : consequently all propositions about the second class of ideas

are, like those ideas themselves, utterly vague, and Avithout distinct

significance, except in so far as they sever certain classes of ideas

from the possibility of clear apprehension by the human intellect.

Their very names refer us merely to the negation of all that we can

conceive of the properties of being—and we cannot assign properties

to an object of whose very existence, except as a negation, we can-

not by possibility know anything. But though we cannot interpret

these terms, and are not justified in assuming the indefinite in any

of its forms as the basis of a definite system, we are not at liberty to

cashier them altogether. Because j:—a may be incapable ofvaluation,

we have no right to strike it out of the equation, and treat a as equal

to X
;
yet tlus is exactly the process which has been adopted by M.

Comte. and that school of which he is the founder and the noblest

and ablest representative. Fichte and Hegel endeavoured to de-

velopc the value of x—a from an assumed value of x : Schclling, from

a similar assumption, attempts to evolve the value of o, which, to

some extent is given, and has promised to evolve that of x—a : the

Scotch school assumes the value of x—a ; and the Eclectics propose

to borrow the interpretation of x—a from the Idealists, and that of a

from the Sensationalists, to reconcile both, and to constitute a posi-

tive system out of values wliich reciprocally exclude each other. For,
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if the Idealists have overlcapt the barriers of nature by assigning a

positive chavactor to the vuguc and incomprehensible, the Sensa-

tionalists have left the track as far on the other side by giving an

exclusive character to the positive and comprehensible. Both have

erred from the same fallacy—the old sophism of Protagoras—the

assumption that the human mind is the measure of the universe,

and not merely the measure of that fragmentary knowledge

of the universe of syhich it is capable. The one school has

pretended to stamp with a cognizable reality, and to define by sharp

outlines, the vague and dreamy conceptions -which float like irresolva-

ble nebulre before the mind; the other has denied any existence

to these shadowy forms of human apprehension, and has excluded

them from the domain of philosoph}'. as being merely the ignes fatui

of the distempered imagination. The one has, by distortions and

illusions, drawn within its circle, or fancied that it has done so, much
which legitimately lies beyond it; the other has cut itself loose from

and ignored everything which does not fall within the sweep of its

sensible horizon. From this original diversity in regard to the esti-

mate of the canon by which the intelligible world is measured, follows

naturally the diversity in the estimate of the universe which is mea-

sured thereby.

In our explanation of these ultimate operations of the human mind,

•we are conscious of not h.aving expressed ourselves with that per-

spicuity and precision which the subject merited. AV'c have, indeed,

intentionally avoided, as far as ])ossiMe, the employment of technical

phraseology, but we have not attained fully that distinctness of utter-

ance at which we aimed. Like Kant, we make a candid confession

of our failure, and only ofier as our excuse the apology of Aristotle,

in pari materia, rrsQi rovruv u-iivrow oi' fiovov \-aAe-6v rb ev~opT]aai

rrjg aXTfleiag, r/AA' ov6e to 6ia-r:oQlinai tm Aoyw padiov KaXuig.*-

' From what has been said it will be evident that human knowledge,

such as it is, contains, inseparably blended together, two elements,

the comprehensible and the incompreliensiblc, the definite and the

vague. We cannot dispense v.ith citlior element, though they re-

spectively enter into different branches of knowledge in verv dis-

similar proportions. It has also been seen that there are certain in-

explicable facts, anterior to the possibility of reasoning, and conse-

quently involved in every act of reasoning, which form the first

principles of human knowledge. We will endeavour to apply these

important truths to the different departments of human knowledge,

so as to determine the nature and the degree of that certainty which
is attached to each.

«» Aristot. Mctaph., ii, c. i, p. 996, a, 15.
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In all strict scientific knowledge—that is, in all knowledge which

is dependent upon proof, and for which the human mind collects its

own materials, and constitutes itself the sole judge and arbiter of

their truth and application—we are bound to limit the materials

which we may assume as data for reasoning entirely to observed

phenomena. This is the stadium to which the human mind, when

relying upon its own resources, is confined in its search after dog-

matic truth. We must recognise, however, the dependence of even

these materials upon real existent causes as an undoubted fact, re-

ceived as such in consequence of our own internal conviction—a con-

viction which is universal among all men sufficiently civilized to re-

flect methodically on such subjects, and tacitly or virtually admitted

even by those philosophers who first obscure its recognition by the

darkness in ^\hich they envelop themselves, and then deny it. This

beUef in the real existence of causes only lies below our knowledge,

as the safe-guard against unetiding scepticism. It may be an as-

sumption—relatively to the explanation of our reasoning processes

it is so ; but if so, it is an involuntary one, and a necessary condition

for all action and reasoning. TVe cannot, however, adopt it as a

legitimate premiss in our scientific reasoning, for we only know that

it is so ; we cannot prove it to be so, nor explain hovN' it is so. We
cannot say that we have observed it, though we are conscious of

analogies to confirm it : but we cannot deny it ; for, if it were not so,

we could neither reason nor act at all. Om- business is to determine

how far it is presupposed and ought to be recognised in all specula-

tion—to limit its application Avithin the legitimate boundaries—and
to draw clearly the line of demarcation between this practical faith

in realities, which we cannot prove either by reason or reasoning,

and the phenomenal character of all subsequent knowledge resting

upon this basis, which is attainable by those processes of the human
mind which are subjected to our examination. A philosopher, in-

deed, would not be very far wide of the truth, if he were to say that

all the great intellectual requirements of the age might be summed
up in the desideratum of a satisfactory theory of practical and scien-

tific limitations. For, if the main question in metaphysics must
always be the question of method, the question whose solution is

most important in the present day, in order to arrive at a con*ect

method, is the question of limitations—the determination of the actual

range of the human fixcultics by legitimate induction, and the horizon

beyond which the mind cannot extend its view—the establishment

of the character and degree of its dependence in reasoning upon
truths not subjected to its analysis—the discovery of the degree of
certainty afforded to scientific knowledge by the inexplicable postu-
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latcs of metaphysical philosophy—and also the degree of uncertainty

attached to all such knowledge by the phenomenal character of the

materials -with Avhich reason is principally convei-sant. These points,

however, we are compelled to leave almost untouched at present, in

order to arrive afc those more immediately pressing questions on ac-

count of which this inquiry was mainly undertaken.

We Avould only remark here, that, in what we have hitherto said,

Tvo iiave not pretended to form a catalogue of the fundamental and
inexplicable facts which are involved in, and presupposed by, all

reasoning. It has been our desire to show that there were such facts

;

and those which we have mentioned, have been specified only as ex-

amples -where illustration was required.

It would appear, then, that faith, belief, conviction—call it by any

of these names, but a principle which is " the evidence of things not

seen"—lies at the very foundation of all reasoning, and is necessarily

presupposed in all reasoning, which without it would be impossible.

This existence of reason, based upon faith, in the mind, above and
beyond reasoning, and wholly beyond the range of demonstration, we
have shown to be incidentally recognised by Aristotle and many
other philosophers, and it is strikingly confirmed by the analogy of

instinct in animals. Give what ]>hilosophic interpretation you
please to the term instinct ; let it be an inferior order of reason—

a

less pure or direct emanation of Deity—a mere phenomenon of the

development of the universal and essential thought—or simply a

mechanical obedience to a sensational excitement, the analo^-y re-

mains undisturbed. As the main spring in our perceptions of truth,

and the impulse in the actions of tiie brute creation, there is an in-

explicable faculty, whose operations are spontaneous, lyin<T beyond
the sphere of explanation by reason. W'c recognise it as a fact as

a cause ; we cannot mount above it to explain its nature, detect its

origin, or bring it within the circle of human comprehension. It is

an dp^//—a first principle—a postulate; or, in the still happier lan-

guage of Lord Herbert of Cherhury, it is in both cases a rationalis

instinclus.

If Ave adopt any system of metaphysics whatever, and trace back
the sequences and concatenation of its doctrines to first principles,

we are certain to be brought ultimately to the recofrnition of this

fundamental fact. In physical science its potency and presence,
though efficaciously involved, are rarely recognised, because rarely

required in the details. In ethical science, whose subject is the
spiritual nature of man, we may close our eyes wilfully ac^ainst its

admission, but its rejection Avill produce fallacies, at some sta<^e or
other of our reasoning, which cannot be solved without its aid.^ In
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our daily practice it is of constant cfEcacy ; we cannot take a single

step in tliou;^ht, speech, or action, -witliout the co-operation of its

latent but vital power. Our whole doctrine, then, on these points,

may be summed up in two expressions, one from the New and the

other from the Old Testament: the declaration of St. Paul, "We
walk by faith, not by sight ;" and the language of Elihu, in Job,

" There is a spirit in man, and the insjiiration of the Almighty giveth

them understanding."

So fiir we may be thought to have done little more than combine

together the doctrines of Kant and Jacobi ; but we think we escape

the objections which have been made to their metaphysics by a fur-

ther step, which we cannot help regarding as an important advance.

If faith be the remote foundation of all scientific knowledge, as it is

the proximate ground of all practical thought and action, Christianity,

or religion in general, claims our assent by an appeal to exactly the

same principle in human nature; which is the necessary condition of

all reasoning and knowledge. The revelation is recognised as divine

by the human faculty of faith, which admits of no further philoso-

phical interpretation ; but all our first principles are received in virtue

of the same faculty. Once admitted as the direct message of God,

the separate doctrines are entitled to and receive a readier, a firmer,

and an easier credence, than the conclusions which we painfully

elaborate for ourselves, by building the materials of fallible observa-

tion and fallible reasoning on the basis of a faith, of whose nature

and origin we are as ignorant, or even more ignorant, in science than

in religion. It follows, however, as a corollary, that, as religion is

principally addressed to, and received by this faith, it does not con-

stitute a legitimate subject for the plastic manipuhitions of human
speculation, in the same sense or in the same degree with scientific

or practical doctrines.

We conceive that it is only by the firm recognition of these or

equivalent principles, and by the adoption of that scheme of meta-

physical interpretation of the nature and origin of the certitude of

human knowledge which thence results, that we can logically admit

the belief in Christianity within the circle of our accredited truths.

Theologians, philosophers, and men of science in our day agree in

allowing a discrepance between religious truth and scientific truth.

If this discrepance be not disproved, and a valid ground of concilia-

tion be not discovered, it is easy to see that religion must yield to

science, backed as the latter is by the pride of intellect, the seduc-

tions of interest, and the perverse tendencies of the human heart.

But, as faith in some truths which science cannot master or explain,

but without which science cannot exist, is the gi-cat fundamental fact
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both of metaphysics and philosophy, and the necessary substratum

of all our kiio-wlcdgc of -what kind soever, it is in perfect harmony

•with this law of the human mind, that an inexplicable religious faith

should exist spontaneously in the minds of men, to be called into

action, like all our other mental faculties, whenever submitted to the

agency of the due exciting causes, under approjiriate conditions ; that

it should be competent to recognise the divine truth of revelation, re-

ceive with implicit belief the truths of Christianity, without the evi-

dence of adequate logical proof, and in a degree not to be established

by rationalistic demonstration ; and that it should embrace the

promises of the Gospel in consc([uoncc of that higher, more mysteri-

ous, and more potent evidence within, which is inwoven into our

whole mental and moral nature, but which we cannot interpret further

than to refer it to the will of God, thuugh avc cannot deny and can

scarcely misapprehend its vital potentiality.

We have not the time, if w<c had the inclination, to develop these

views into a system of philosophic theology-. But we contemplate

no such result ; as system, on the principles which we have laid do^^Ti,

is a fallacy in religion, inasmuch as it must be the grossest of all

fallacies to attempt to reduce within tiie limits of a system, which by
its nature is limited to the range of the human mind and rational ex-

planation, truths which we recognise as lying beyond the sphere of

human interpretation. Method is all that we could pretend to estab-

lish ; but we have only time to sow the seeds which may germinate

and fructify in others. We regret, indeed, being compelled to re-

nounce our design of showing how far and how fully a method pro-

ceeding from the principles above establisiied would harmonize equally

with the requirements of religion and the conditions of reason; and
still more do we regret that the want of space prevents us from
answering, in advance, those objections to our views which they
might themselves suggest to a hasty and superficial apjjreciation.

According to all other explanations of the nature and certainty of

human knowledge, it seems to us that Christianity can only be re-

ceived by the negation of the supposed ordinary conditions of scien-

tific truth,* hence illogically : or, on logical grounds, by the negation
of the religious principle of a supcrsensuous faith ; though, in this case,

the evidence is inadequate to support the conclusion, and is therefore

in reality invalid, however skilfully or cftcctually the fallacy may be
disguised. The former process was adopted by the Catholic com-
mentators on Kewton s Principia, who professed to receive the Papal
decrees contra Telluris motum, and is still followed by many of our

'^ This Strauss sees and constantly urges. Vi. i, c. i, § 18, vol. i, p. 112
; § 150,

Tol. iii, p. 432, Life of Jesus.
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orthodox evangelical divines. The latter is the hazardous course at-

tempted to be pursued systematically by the German nationalists,—

a

course which, under the influence of the llcirclian metaphysics, has

resulted in the mythical idealism of Strauss, tlic shadowy transcend-

entalism of Morell, and the equivocal doctrine of Saisset. There is,

indeed, one more alternative—the nc;:^atiou of Christianity in iota,

because contrary to the spirit and methods of botli science and philo-

sophy; and this, it is much to be feared, has become the p^eneral,

though often concealed, practice of the present day. This is the

avowed creed of Comte, and virtually the standing-point of Strauss

also : and fui-ther, it is the strict logical result of the attempt to reason

either from supposed absolute, universal, and necessary truths, or

from the lu-pothesis of the limitation of all admi.-sible knowledge to

the recognition of phenomena, and the explanation of merely phe-

nomenal laws. M. Comte has indeed committed a gross philoso-

phical and pernicious practical error in asserting (os a retort upon

the theologians of every age) the absolute incompatibility of science

and religion, and therefore denying the latter ; but he has been

driven into this untenable and lamentable position by refuting, from

the opposite metaphysical extreme, the fallacy of those who would

utterly dissever and dissociate the laws of man's moral and intel-

lectual nature.

If there be an impassable chasm between religious faith and scien-

tific knowledge, religion must ultimately be the sacrifice. The task

in our day, therefore, becomes nearly identical with that wiiich Leib-

nitz proposed to himself as a propedeutic to his ThOodicce:* to

reconcile reason with religion; to show the essential analogy, not-

"withstanding a formal difference, between the two ; and to establish

such a method of metaphysical speculation as, being true in itself,

shall restore to science a valid and real basis under a jihenomenal

vesture—to mental and moral philosophy, fixed and indisputable

principles; and, while doing this, shall also al)sorb the truth of all

former metaphysical systems, illustrating while abandoning their

errors, and furnish a satisfixctory refutation at once to the positivism

of Comte, and the transcendental mythicism of Strauss. Hoc opus^

hie labor est : this is one of the great tasks of the present generation,

perhaps the gi-eatest. " Le premier et le plus grand soin de hi philo-

Bophie," says Kant, " est do tarir une fois pour toutes, Ics sources

de Terreur, et de lui enlever ainsi toute son influence poraicicuse :"

and thus only, so far as we can see, can it be done. Unless this so-

lution can be -satisfactorily achieved, reason must remain, in our

metaphysical, moral, and scientific speculations, such as it was de-

^ Dissertatio De Conformitatc Fidei cum Ratione. Leibn. Op., torn, i, pp. 60-116.
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clared to be bj Bayle—the instrument merely of destruction and
annihilation.* The objections of Bayle were certainly not answered

by Leibnitz ; nor can they be answered, unless we are willing to re-

cognise (which reason will enable us to do) the existence of the

fundamental principles of reasoning, beyond the scope of demonstra-

tion, and the necessary and indissoluble dependence of reason itself

upon something higher than itself It is true that this recognition

appears to be a profession of ignorance at the outset of our know-
ledge—yet it is merely ignorance of demonstration ; but we should

be willing to say, with that universal scholar, J. J. Scaliger,

—

" Nescire velle, quie magister optimus

Docere non vult, crudita inscitiaest;"

or with Cicero, " Nee me pudet fateri nescire, quod nesciam."
Indeed, that ignorance is the beginning and end of our knowledge,
has been the common-place of philosophers, from Socrates to

Coleridge.t

One of the first things to be done is to admit our inability to de-
monstrate first principles and trutiis which lie beyond the legitimate

range of demonstration. We must forego the amusement of attempt-
ing to solve that crux mctaphijsicorum—the demonstration of the
being and attributes of God, and the revealed truths of the Christian
faith. What need could there liave been of a revelation to make
these things known, if they fall within the scope of human demon-
stration ? We may learn wisdom from an enemy, especially from
one so sagacious, so profound, and so sincere as Comte. " jN"atural

theology," says he, " is the beginning of Athclsm."t It may be used
as an illustration or confirmation of iloctrines already received from
revelation ; it cannot be employed as a substitute for it, without en-
dangering the whole edifice. \Ve think we could show, to the satis-

faction of all candid minds, that every attempt to demonstrate the
being of God (independent of revelation) involves a petitio principii,

" Baelius constautcr in suo Dictionnrio, quoiicscumque ita fert argumentum,
adserit, Rationem nostram refutandomap-s et destruonJo, quam probando atque
sedificando, idoneum esse, &c. Cit. Loibii. Ut- Conf. Fid. Cum. Kat., § SO. Wc think
•we have met the requisitions prescribed by IJaylo for the reconciliation of reli-

gion and reason. Ut rationem cum rcligione conciliasse te cvincas, ostendendum
non modo, prxato esse axiomata philosophica, qua; Fidei nostra; favent sed
etiam axiomata ilia particularia, qurc tamquam Catcchismo nostro parnm con-
•ona, nobis objiciuntur, roap-^e illi consonare rationc quadam distincte concepta.
Cit. ibid., § 77. Op. torn, i, p. iii.

t The celebrated aphorism of Coleridge, " In wonder fi. e. ignorance) all
philosophy began, ic.," is found in I'lato, Aristotle, Porphyry, Bacon. &c.

I Comte, Cours de I'hil. Tos., torn, iv, p. 77. Mr. iMorell's arguments are utterly
invalid; vide North Brit. Rev., Feb. 1847, Art. i, p. 1G9, by Dr. Chalmers.
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which ultimately insures the overthrow of the arppiment and the

consequent deductions. Our naiTOw limits forbid the insertion here

of the analysis and refutation of the celebrated a priori demonstra-

tion of the being of God by Des Cartes and Clarke, which we had

•written out. "We can only call attention to the fact that the Pan-

theism of Spinoza is necessarily involved in the ontological and psy-

chological arguments for the existence of God, which form the

fundamental principles of Dcs Cartes.*

If a clear idea is necessarily a true one, and the idea of God, and

of his self-existent essence, the clearest wc can entertain, it is ne-

cessarily an exclusive one; and whatever extent, modification, or

significance may be given to the term God, by the clear apprehen-

sion of individual reason, or individual fantasy, will be the legiti-

mate representation of the facts of absolute existence. These two

principles, earnestly entertained, and logically developed, lead di-

rectly to Spinozism. Nor can we regard the pre-established har-

mony of Leibnitz—with its attendant doctrines, the vis viva, mona-

dology, and the identity of indiscernibles—as anything else than

disguised, mutilated, and illogical Spinozism. The vis viva of

Leibnitz was merely a modification of the vis crcatrix of Des

Cartes; and the pre-established harmony itself simply a curtail-

ment of Spinoza's twin-attributes of being or substance, thought

and extension. In all such cases,—as in all strictly developed sys-

tems of metaphysics, (though most strikingly exemplified by Fichte,

Ilegel, Schelling, and Oken,) elaborated by the human mind, as the

ultimus arbiter sententiarinn, without recognising its own depend-

ence upon revelation, inspiration, and an unexplained concurrent

in the production of thought,—God and the universe are necessarily

reduced to the dreamy creations and impalpable phenomena of our

OVTD. minds. Such, we think, is the result to which modern systems

of metaphysics have manifestly come ; and their condition may
perhaps reflect back some light upon the theory we have been

attempting to explain. In philosophy, as in religion, we have no
firm ground to stand upon, unless we recognise the dependence of

the human mind on higher inspiration than its own; without this,

it is borne about to and fro, " dubitans, circumspcctans, hitsitans,

multa adversa reverens, tamquam in rate in mari immenso."t

To return from this application of our principles to theology.

M. Comte, as the representative of the Positive school, regards all

our science as nothing more than the co-ordination of observed

facts by theories, expressed under the fonn of definite laws ; which

« See the argument of Dcs Cartes in Morell, pp. 118, 119.

t Cic. Tusc. Disp., lib. i, c. xxx, § 73.
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laws, however, indicate merely the co-existence, antecedence, or

sequence of phenomena.* Hence, the object of science and syste-

matic philosophy must be to lay down ri:;orously these laws, which

are to be. received as the formal links of observed correlation, but

are not to be received as the scries of genetic causation. With
this, science has nothing to do.f The regular recurrence of the

phenomena, in all departments of observation, is a preliminary

assumption requisite to the constitution of a body of science ;J but

this assumption daily receives new confu-mation as our knowledge

expands. So far we agi-ee with M. Comte ; and think that he has

rendered valuable service to the cause of science by laying down
stringently and precisely the barrier which it cannot hope to pass.

We limit our agreement, however, merely to strict systematic

science and philosophy; for his explanation indicates truly their

limits, but without touching the fundamental doctrines on which
they rest. Beyond these cunfmcs, however, lies the vague region

of things cognizable, thuugli neither explicable nor comprehen-
sible; those primitive convictions, which we cannot trace to their

sources, because they constitute the original, underivative cogni-

tions of the human mind, and the basis of all possible reasonino-.

Their truth (relatively to humanity) we always admit by impHca-
tion in our action; and we are bound to recognise them also in our
explication of the processes of thought, if we would not destroy the

possibility of even our phenomenal, though systematic, science.

We are bound, then, to rocogni.se the validity of assumptions, which
our science does not, and cannot explain, but without whose recog-

nition our science cannot be constructed, nor advance a single step.

Science confesses their necessity, and sanctions them bv" requirino-

their aid as the indispensable basis of all scientific interpretation

and development. We agree with Kant cordially in drawin<^ a dis-

tinction between practical and scientific knowled'Tc; but we do not
like him, dissever the one from the other—nay, we rather make
their substantial identity prominent. We agree with Reinhold in

assigning a perfect authority to the consciousness ; but we exclude
its operation from the details of scientific systematization. We
agree also with Jacobi in regarding faith as the implicit, inexpli-

cable principle of assent to intellectual judgments—as the sufficient

and indispensable bridge by which we pass from practical convic-

tion to scientific theory ; but we regai'd it also as the bond of union

" Comte, Cours de Phil. Pos., torn, i, pp. 4, 5, et passim.

t Ibid., torn, vi, pp. (,',9, 71l>-7l;J, Si3.

I This is recognised by Aristotle, MctRph., x, c. 4, p. lOGl, and Herachel, Disc.

Nat. Phil., part ii, c. L
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between the vaj^uc generalities of indistinct conception and the pre-

cise significance of sensational phenomena. Science is the syste-

matic solution -which the mind, after analysis and reflection, gives

in subordination to its explicable po^vers of the phenomena of the

universe, (in this case, rd ovvo?mv, not to ttuv,) consequently it

can systematically embrace only so much as those mental powers

are able to observe, interpret, and co-ordinate "with its own observed

processes. Practice is governed less by such scientific knowledge

than by the whole range of human capacities, explicable or not,

limited only by those conditions which Providence has prescribed

to their operation, the reasons of which can be neither detected nor

ex])lained, though it may be possible to discover the range of their

legitimate influence, and the necessary limitations to be imposed

upon their valid employment. Hence, in our ordinary transactions

we act upon conjecture, which is that state of mind in which evi-

dence of some sort, though not sharply defined or capable of accu-

rate estimation, certainly preponderates, but in which the deter-

mining cause of action is undoubtedl}' a belief beyond, and, in some
cases, independent of logical evidence. We receive the tmths of

religion distinctly by faith*—a faith which, to perfect its results,

requires the more direct co-operation of the Divinity—because the

work is not one of the merely rational understamling ; and, further-

more, because the logical evidence is never adccjuate to the convic-

tions to be produced, the conclusions being always wiiler than the

sum of the data which we can use as premises. Put science, in its

development, discards conjecture, and it rejects the direct employ-

ment of faith, as being often delusive and contradictory to its strict

logical concatenation. In the inception, however, of science, we
avail ourselves of conjecture, which frequently furnishes the mate-

rials of our analysis, or the thread for our guidance ; and we require

the assistance of faith to determine the fundamental data, including

the relative or provisional certainty of our knowledge, from which

science proceeds. If, at this stage of our inquiries, we reject the aid

of faith, or undemonstrated conviction, {dvn-66eiKrai opva/,) the

result will be a mere dry and formal science, founded upon a

logical contradiction, and without any principle of coherence or

intelligible reality; and. ultimately, this spectral formalism will

work itself out into the very body of our science, and the original

° Wc declare distinctly and uncompromisin?;ly against the doctrine of Saisset

and Morell, that the credibility of revelation is dependent upon the fallible judg-
ments of men. We cannot consent to recognise human fociilties as a legitimate
tneasure of things divine ; and we think that >Ir. Morell'a logical dogmas logi-

cally lead to a purely logical infidelity. .
_
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hollowness of the system will render all our knowledge vague and

unsatisfactory. In some of the old books is given the portrait of

Nobody; he is represented by the hat, ruffle, bodice, breeches,

stockings, and shoes, which form the ordinary integuments of civi-

lized humanity. But this human vesture is filled only with wind,

and thus presents a fitting denizen of the Isle of Ruach, whose in-

habitants live upon wind.* Such must be all science which does

not avow its ultimate dependence upon faith.

We may illustrate this exposition. Cause and efiect, so far as

capable of explanation by human reasoning, and, therefore, so far

as explicable by science, or so far as admitting legitimate co-ordi-

nation in scientific systems, can only be resolved, as Hume and
BroAvnf have shown, into the antecedence and sequence of events,

not contingent, nor mutually dependent upon a higher antecedent,

as in the case of day and night, but connected together by habitual,

direct, and exclusive relations. Our own consciousness, however,
assures us that cause and effect are something more than this

what more we cannot define ; the analogies of our own being, as Sir

John Ilerschel has so well pointed out, serve to strengthen this

conviction; and we are compelled to assume by faith, at the outset

of our science, the reality of cause and effect as one of our funda-

mental data, without whicli all our science would be shadowy, inde-

terminate, and devoid of certainty. But we must not go "beyond
the simple recognition of this truth ; in developing our science, we
must not build inforcnces or deductions upon it, because this would
be drawing within the legitimate sphere of systematic speculation

that which can only be recognised as lying beyond it. Herein is

the point in which we consider that we mainly differ from Jacobi,

as we differ from Kant, in harmonizing science and practice, by
recognising as the basis of science those leading truths which our
practice constantly and instinctively adopts. Herein, also, we differ

Avidely from Comte, for he would attempt to exclude from both
science and practice the recognition of anything in the facts which
we observe, or are conscious of, beyond the phenomena themselves.

But we have shown, at the commencement of this discussion, that

even in the recognition of phenomena there is a process involved
which cannot be phenomenal, whatever else it may be.J

The growing length of this essay warns us that we have not the

° Rabelais, Faictz ot Piotz de Gargantua et Pantagrucl, No. iv, chap, xliii.

t Hobbes, Glanville, and Malcbranchc preceded them : so did Aristotle, though
obscurely, Metaph., iv, c. 2, &c.

t So Leibnitz. Phauomena sensuura vcrltatem rcrum absolute non magis
proniittunt quam somnia. Dc Coaf. Fid. cum Rat, § 66 ; Op. torn., i, p. 105.
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Fpacc requisite for tlio further development of these vie"\vs, nor even

for those necessary explanations %vhich might guard against their

iiiisconccption or imperfect apprehension. It also denies us the

opjiorlunity of completing our original design hy the cautious and

critical examination of tlic diflerent metaphysical systems no\Y in

vogue, Avith such light as the conclusions to vvhich ^ve have come

might have afforded us. This has, indeed, been done in the pro-

gross of our inquiries, sufficiently to enable an eai-nest seeker after

truth to apply to them the principles we have laid down, if he

Ehould fiuil them to be correct after a diligent and candid examina-

tion ; for speculations on such topics, we can assure our readers,

arc ju)t to be comprehended and appreciated without careful study.

Wo. can only add, here, that our modern systems of metaphysics,

and, indeed, all strict systems—(wo except Bacon and Aristotle,

rightly comprehended without the neglect of either side of their

philosophy; but they did not pretend to construct systems)—have

rrrod, and paved the way for strictly consequential infidelity, by at-

tempting to transcend the legitimate limits of the human mind, and
to incorporate into their systems what, by its nature, could not fall

within their sphere; or by the converse fallacy of denying that

wliidi the reason recognises, though it recognises it as inexplicable.

The root of error is, in both cases, the same—it is the old sophism

of I'rotagoras, that man is the measure of the universe, with the

dependent sophism of Dcs Cartes and Leibnitz, Avhich has often

unconsciously reappeared, that a clear idea is necessarily a true

one. It is but too true that philosophers have been so blinded by
the glare of their own creations, so hedged in within the naiTOW
limits of their fondly-adored systems, so protected by them from
the i)erception of everything that militates with them, or is not

included in them, as rarely to have recognised the solemn and
palpable truths expressed in the aphorism of Goethe :

—

" Wohl ungliickselig ist dcr Mann,
Dcr untcrlasst das. was cr kann,

Und unterfangt sich, -was cr nicht vcrsteht;

Kein W under, dass cr zu Grunde gelit."

Pcrsiuf". speaking of his own philosophical studies, under Comu-
tus, beautifully remarks:

—

" rroinitur rationc animus, vinciquc laborat."

How fully is the line exemplified by the "Critical History of the
I'iiilosophy of the JNinctconth Century!" How strikingly illus-

tnitod by the whole history of metaphysics ! and how deeply cog-
luzant of its truth must every man be, who, without being dazzled
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by the tinsel glitter of systems, has ever trusted himself to what
Coleridge has so happily termed " the quicksilver mines of meta-

physical speculation !" Yet it is important to the best interests of

humanity that these mines should be at least occasionally re-opened

and worked, and that the dangerous fumes should be encountered

by a few for the benefit of all. It is not in human power to discard

metaphysics altogetlier, as Morell, iSaisset, and Victor Cousin prove,

and as Comte exemplifies by his attempt and failure. The paradox

attributed to Aristotle* contains an irrefragable truth: "If we
ought to pliilosophise, we must philosophize; if we ought not to

philosophize, we must philosophise: in either case, we cannot help

philosophizing." ]Mr. Morell, following step by step in the foot-

prints of Victor Cousin, has shown that pliilosophy or metaphvsics

is a natural and inevitable development of the human mind. As it

is concerned with the first principles of our knowledge, it is inex-

tricably implicated with all our reasoning. We cannot divest our-

selves of its influence if Ave would. Let it be recollected that the

familiar terms of our ordinary language, substance, essence, beinc',

existence, genus, species, property, difference, accident, general,

special, particular, individual, quantity, quality—(we have discarded

quiddity and entity, though we retain non-entity)—habit, mode,
relation, accident, etc., t^c, are strictly logical and metaphysical

terms, and that they retain much of their philosophic import,

though they have lost their technical precision. From this, it may
be judged how impossible it is to exclude metaphysics from even

the lower circles of reason and practice. Nay, if our metaphysics
be erroneous, the error will ultimately reappear in all our reason-

ings and actions ; and such, we think, is peculiarly the case in the

present day. A false and corrupt ]»hilosophy has infused a cor-

roding venom into the whole organism of society, and has produced
a daily-spreading belief that religion nmst be rejected as inconsist-

ent with science, while, at the same time, it has fearfully sapped all

the foundations of faith. The injury which has been introduced bv
mistaken metaphysical speculation must be redressed by the justeV

employment of the same: we must fight the fire with fu-e; and. fol-

lowing the suggestion of Abraham Tucker, we must cure -with the
spear of Achilles the frightful ulcer which that spear has occa-
sioned. We doubt, in.lccd, the possibility of constructing a valid
metaphysical system; but a valid metaphysical method, whose re-

' -O 'ApLororiXr.^ ?v uvi rrporpc-UKC, airov cvr^pdf^f^ari, h ^, Trporpe-srai rove
vfovc i,.?Mno<^rn; ?.«>«. on elre 6L7.oco6nrtcv, ^u.oco6„'cov, dre ^^ 6i?.ocoonriov
^aoo^nriov, nuvTij<: Sh <><?.o<rc.<);7rcov.—ftolcgg. Pliil. David, ap. Aristot SchoL
p. 13, a. 2.

'
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suits mif^ht be incorporated with our ?ysteras of loj]^c, notwithstand-

ing the heated declamation of M. Saissct, we regard as a desideratum

capable of being supplied, and necessary to be supplied, before we

can hope for a solution of the mental, moral, religious, political, and

social contradictions and heresies which are distracting Europe, and

introducing disorder into our own country. AVe regard the enigmas

proposed to our times in these several spheres as imperatively de-

manding speedy and adequate solution. The relation of philosophy

to faith is a question of vital and urgent importance. For this

reason we consider that the present age is one in which the re-

nCAval of the inquiry into the character and foundations of meta-

physics is necessary, and the multitude of philosopher?? shows that

the necessity is recognised. For this reason, too, we have girded

ourselves for the task, though unused, and ordinarily disinclined to

such speculations. But for our own part, we are willing to adopt

the verse of Persius, quoted above, as the motto and colophon of

our labours,—our motto as indicating the result of our own and all

previous speculation—our colophon, as expressing our own belief that

the main requisite of our modern philosophy (which is not deficient

in either depth or ingenuity, though it be the deccjitive depth

and fallacious ingenuity of the ancient Sophists) is to confess its

inabihty to evolve the complete explication of the universe out of

the powers of the human mind alone, without the previous confes-

sion of its entire dependence upon something higher and indemon-

strable, beyond the range of human explanation, whence all the

validity of accurate reasoning, and the semblance of truth in all

fallacy, are derived. It would be a slander on o\u- own doctrines

to pretend that our arguments tend to prove the being of God or

the truth of revelation—for these we have declared to be beyond

the range of human proof; but the tendency of this whole discus-

sion, we think, is to show the necessity of the recognition of both,

not from proof, but from the invalidity of all reasoning, which does

not start from their acknowledgment, and the acknowledgment of

its own dependence thereon. If this doctrine be once definitely

established as a logical pre-requisite of all reasoning, we may then

hope to remove the apparent discord between science and religion,

which has already proved nearly fatal to the latter—we may har-

monize philosophy Avith Christianity, without imitating Saisset in

assigning co-ordinate and co-equal powers to both—we may redeem

the age from the charge of a lack of faith, which has been too justly

brought against it—we may yet see that reconciliation of reason

with f\iith, which Baylc sighed for, and Leibnitz endeavoured to

effect—and we may then anticipate, without the arrogant pretension

Fourth Series, Vol. III.—14
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of a system of metaphysics, a metaphysical method which may
merit to become truly the philosophy of the nineteenth century;

and, Tfhile glorifying the time by its own glory, may offer some

alleviation for the innumerable miseries which have resulted from

the ostentatious, sophistical, and blighting pretensions of the self-

styled age of intellect.

Art. U—the USE OF MATHEMATICS IN EDUCATION.

" The Logic and Utility of Mathematics, with the best methods of instruction ex-

plained atid illustrated." By Chakles Daviks, L.L. D. Barnes & Co., New-York.

Professor Davies states the object of his work to be "to present

the elements of mathematical science separately and in their con-

nexions ; to point out and note the mental faculties Avhich it calls

into exercise ; to show why and how it develops those faculties, and

in what respect it gives to the whole mental machinery greater

power and certainty of action than can be attained by other stu-

dies." In carrjung out his plan, he has certainly produced a book

of great practical value, if not of the most profound scientific cha-

racter. Apart from its theoretical views, its practical suggestions,

the result of many years' experience as a teacher, Avill commend the

work to all who are engaged in mathematical instruction.

But the question naturally arise?, did we need such a work? Is

not the world sufficiently satislifd of the importance of mathemati-

cal studies? An examination of the course of studies pm-sued at

most of our public institutions, will show that the mathematics have

a place in them all ; but not by any means the position claimed

for them by our author. Indeed, he goes so far as to argue that

they are pre-eminently fitted to form the great basis of all educa-

tion. He asks,

—

" "^Miat system of training and discipline will best develop and steady the

intellect of the young
;
give vigour and expansiveness to thought, and stability

to action ? "What coui-se of .^tudy ^vill mo.-^t enlarge the sphere of investiga-

tion; give the greatest freedom to the niiml. viihout licentiousness, and the

greatest freedom to action, consistent with the laws of nature and the obliga-

tions of tlic social compact ? "What system of study is, from its nature, most
likely to insure this training, and contribute to sucii results, and at the same
time lay the foundation of all that is truly great in the practical ? It has
seemed to me, that mathematical science may hiy claim to this pre-eminence."

Now, we believe that the world tliinks more of the immediate
practical results of mathematics, than of their importance as a means
of training for general usefuhiess. The mass of men, and even of

14*
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educated men, are perhaps too easily satisfied with the results of the

labours of the engineer and the architect, and have come to consider

these pmely physical results as the only desirable ones. The ^vork

of Professor Davies will do much to dissipate this idea ;
and to con-

vince men that mathematical studies most naturally and success-

fully call into exercise and mature those powers of mind upon

which excellence in any and all departments of life depends. He

has, perhaps, been less guarded in some of bis statements thin could

have been desired ; indeed, the book is calculated, dmost,^ to make

the impression that this one line of study would of itself be suffi-

cient for the adequate development of the human min.l in education.

But while we cannot go along with this extreme view, we are yet

fully of the opinion, that mathematical studies might with great ad-

vantage be commenced earlier, and carried further, than they now

are in our seminaries and colleges. Without further reference to

the work before us, we shall devote the remamder of this article to

a brief consideration of the general subject.

The primary object of education being the development and cul-

tivation of the powers of the mind, that course of instruction is least

objectionable which tends to call forth naturally, and exercise strong-

ly all the intellectual faculties ; and that student is best educated

who at the conclusion of his com-se, has most entire command of

these powers. For the attainment of this end it would seem natural

that the subjects of study should be varied,-not merely to meet the

varied classes of mind to be educated, but to afford expansiveness

and play to each incUvidual mind. And there is no just ground

for the fear that formerly prevailed, that these separate brancnes

of study cannot be carried on simultaneously without detriment to

cither. No one in this age of the world is prepared to deny the

usefulness of classical training. No other one means of education

is to be compared with it, for imparting the power of delicate dis-

crimination in the use of words, or of quick perception of the differ-

ent shades of thought and feeling expressed by language. But while

we would not have these studies neglected, we claim a high rank for

mathematics as best adapted to secure habits of attention and accu-

racy; to develop the powers of abstraction, generalization and

analysis ; and to cultivate the power of close reasomng, with much

that goes to form certainty and strength of judgment.

Locke remarks that,
'' among all the ideas we have, as there is

none su'^'-ested to the mind by more ways, so there is none more

simple, tTan that of imity, or one. * * * It is the most intimate

to our thou-hts, as well as the most general idea we have." This

idea is the basis of aU mathematical science. All the operations of
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the different branches of mathematics arc but modifications of it.

The principles upon -svliich these modifications are based, are so

Bimple and apparent, that they may well be termed axioms, or self-

evident truths. They ai-e general propositions ; and " are perfectly

conceived by a simple process of induction, the moment the facts on

•which they depend are apprehended." This basis gives force and

certainty to all legitimate operations upon the fundamental idea, and

is the source of the authority of mathematical demonstration.

In studying the most simple branches of the science, the learner

operates upon the most obvious ideas he possesses, by using their

simplest relations : to these he can always refer as tests of accuracy

;

they are few and simple, while the fundamental truths of all other

sciences are numerous, complicate, and remote. As the student

advances, he finds that every operation implies its own test,—fur-

nishes from its own conditions tlie means of ascertaining the accu-

racy of the result. In algebra, the truthfulness of the answer is, to a

certain extent, apparent in its very statement. Li addition to this,

in these operations there arc no superfluities ; every element has its

use and application—every particle, though infinitely small, forms an

integral part of the whole, and must appear in the result. ^Yho can

fail to perceive how such uses of such principles, must tend to form

habits of precision and accuracy ?

The power of analysis, as well as ofgeneralization, is developed most

advantageously by mathematical training. To separate into elements,

to distinguish between parts, and to classify these elements and parts,

is the office of the mathematician. The solution of every algebraic

equation demands the exercise of the faculty of discrimination, wliich

in other departments of study is so essential to clearness and accu-

racy. The known and unknown quantities must be distinguished

and appropriately an-anged ; the factors which enter into these quan-

tities must be discussed and classified ; and the whole process is, in

fact, but the analysis of the truth expressed in the general questions

given for solution.

The process of generalization is but the reverse of this operation

of analysis, and the power to generalize—to grasp formula which,

though brief and concise, shall yet contain all the particular princi-

ples on which the operation depends— is justly regarded as one of

the most important mental operations. It is useful, not only in

every branch of study, but in every department of life. It enables

us to express in simple sentences truths, whose elucidation would
require volumes. There are no studies which so easily, so

naturally, so necessarily lead to the formation of these habits

as the mathematics ; and the operations of mathematics afford
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opportunities for practice in them wliich no other studies give.

In other departments, the student is expected to do at once,

what he is taught by repeated efforts to do in the mathematics;

and if he fail in his attempt, he is not led on by an observation

of principles to their gradual development, but is shown a speci-

men of what he is to achieve, and told to imitate it. If an analysis of

any particular work is required, he is shown the instructor's analysis

of the first chapter, and left to exercise his ingenuity, and torture

his ignorance, in futile attempts to present the argument with form

and comeliness. We cannot believe this to be so good a method as

that which the study of mathematics affords ; and if we take into the

account the habit of patient attention and continued research that

these studies develop—the mental calmness and elevation they en-

gender, we are forced to believe that the man who aspires to emi-

nence in any department of life requiring labour, research, and a

grasp of general principles, with undiminished hold upon minute

particulai-3, can in no other way more easily attain his object, than

by pursuing a com-se of mathematics.

The power of abstraction is probably first developed and best

cultivated in mathematical studies. The separation of the idea of

numbers from the objects connected with them is one of the first

operations of abstraction. A child can tell that one orange and two

oranges make three oranges, long before he can understand that one

and two make three. "When he can thus abstract numbers from the

things they represent, the child is able to begin any of the more
complicated operations of arithmetic. A more complete abstraction

is required in understanding algebra; for here the figures which have

become familiar in arithmetic are to be discarded for letters, which

have a more general signification. From this we may ascend to

those branches Avhich require a degree of abstraction that no other

studies demand, and to investigations more general than the lan-

guage employed in the metaphysical and moral sciences will admit.

Who does not know" that there are parts of analysis in the higher

calculus, -where the path of discovery is so dark, and the mental pro-

cesses so subtle and evanescent, that the most profound masters

—

while they have with wonder admitted the certainty of the conclu-

sion—have been staggered and divided about the nature and even

the truth of the principles by which it is attained ?

If this power be desirable, where else can it be so well developed?

What other branches of study present for use a language so com-
plete, so simple, capable of expressing the simplest fact, and of im-

folding, by a different arrangement of the same signs, the most re-

condite and hidden truths of philosophy ?
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The objection has however been brou;^ht against mathematical stu-

dies on this point, that they too completely absorb the mind, and unfit

it for the ordinary duties of common life. And we arc pointed with

great glee, and many witticisms, to the mathematician, in his study,

boiling his watch, with an egg in his hand—so completely abstracted

from all surrounding circumstances, as to give them no heed. That

sor7ic mathematicians have been " absent-minded " men, is unquestion-

ably true; and it may also be adm.ittcd that the study of the science

is an absorbing one to those who pursue it thoroughly and exclusively.

But the cause is not to be found in the study itself, but rather in the

fascination which its power and beauty throw around the mind. The

pleasure derived from mathematical operations is not entirely owing

to the exactness of the results obtained, but arises, in part, from the

fiimplicity and uniformity of the language which the science of ne-

cessary truth employs,—neatness, concis'cncss, and simplicity con-

stitute the elegance of any scientific demonstration, and these elements

convey to the mind a peculiar pleasure. The elegance of a system

depends upon the regularity with which its departments are ordered,

and the simplicity of their connexions with fundamental princi-

ples. The concise and simple expression of this regularity in the

.structure of the language appropriated to describe and enumerate

these various parts, is productive of the same satisfaction, and com-

pletes the agreeable uniformity. Thus, the nearer we approach per-

fection in the language of science, the more real pleasure we derive

from its cultivation. And the attainment of these desiderata in the

mathematics, gives them a rank far beyond all other sciences. The
language employed has, by continued accessions, reached a point

where improvement seems not only impossible, but even imdesira-

ble. The mathematician is enabled, in consequence, to enjoy the

same kind of pleasure in scientific details, that he receives from
beauty of style in works of imagination; or that the cultivated mu-
sician derives from reading a musieal composition without sounding
a single note. "What wonder, then, that the man devoted to these
studies becomes absorbed by them I ^Vllat wonder, that, when he is

discussing some truth Avhich, though written upon the heavens, has
never found an interpreter, he should, in the sublimity of such con-
templations, lose sight of mere temporary and physical necessities

!

If the language he uses produces mcl<xly to his ear, and if his mind
is gazing upon an unkown planet whose existence the SAveepin'^

telescope shall afterwards reveal,—let him alone ; he communes with
God in the exercise of a god-like f\xculty, and by such communion
the world is benefitted.

Close reasoning is an object with every scholai-, and, with a view
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to a general education, is pcrliaps the most important result of ma-

tlicmatical training. The number of those -who have leisure, taste,

or capacity for abstract researches, must of necessity be very limit-

ed ; but all, who, in any condition of society, aspire to the liberal and

cultivated e.xercise of their faculties, v.-i]l derive inestimable benefit

from that prenous discipline of the understanding, ^vluch the study

of the mathematical sciences seems so admirably fitted to bestow.

It has, however, been objected, that the study of the mathematics,

tending as it does to demonstration, unfits the mind for moral or

probable reasoning. This we cannot admit. In the work before

us, Professor Davies has made it one of his leading objects

—

" To point out the correspondence between the science of lojic and the

science of mathematics ; to show, in fact, that mathematical reasoning con-

forms in everj' respect to the strictest rules of logic, and is indeed but logic

applied to the absti-act quantities, number and space."

"We think he has laboured successfully, and, ha\-ing always re-

cognised this truth, though we do not remember ever to have seen

its demonstration or elucidation attempted before, we have never

felt the force of the distinctions that some have been accustomed to

draw between mathematical and probable reasoning. The process of

reasoning is the same in both,—the relation of the premises to the

conclusion may be no less apparent in the one case than in the other

;

the difference in the force of the reasoning is not in the form, but in

the certainty and necessity of the fundamental tiiiths from which

the reasoning proceeds.

A student can learn to reason more easily, when, in the examples

presented to him, the relation of each step to the preceding one is

clearly evident, and when the fundamental proposition is true of ne-

cessity, than when the steps are doubtful, and the premises obscure.

And as in the mathematics the reasonings are all based on self-

evident tniths, and are conducted by means of the most striking

relations between the known and unknown, tliese characteristics

give to the system a gi-eat superiority as a plan for practice. And
we firmly believe, that, with a proper explanation of the characteris-

tic differences existing between the fundamental principles of ma-

thematics and the first principles of other sciences, the student

may use the fi\cility acquired in demonstration, iu the elucidation

of any other argument, or in the piu-suit of any other discussion. He
may feel that there is not equal certainty in the result, but he will

be able readily to perceive that this does not arise from any defect

in the reasoning—any difference in the logic ; but from a difference

in the things to which the logic is applied.
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But whatever may be the true theory on this point, experience
has not proved that those ^Yho discard the discussion of mathema-
tical questions, and the power thereby developed, are any more apt
to reach ri<^ht conclusions on moral subjects, than those who approve
thera. IS'o one more strenuously opposed mathematical studies on
this ground than the celebrated Gibbon, lie says, "As soon as I
understood the principles, I relinquished forever the pursuit of the
mathematics ; nor can I lament that I desisted before my mind was
hardened by the habit of rigid demonstration, so destructive to those
finer feelings of moral evidence, which must however determine the
actions and opinions of our lives." This opinion is given as the
dictum of a man whose " finer feeling of moral evidence," all un-
hardened by habits of rigid demonstration, led him to denounce
Christianity as a fable and Christ as an impostor! "W'hile it is a no-
torious ti-uth, that almost all the best judges of moral evidence, and
particularly the great advocates for the truth of Christianity, have
been men of mathematical training. And it would have been happy
for Mr. Gibbon, and for the world, if his " finer feeling " for this

method of mduction had led him to form a better acquaintance with
their writings.

But it is sometimes objected, that the operations of mathematics,
being each one essentially particular, contract the mind, and unfit

it for comprehending an extensive subject. The sui-prisin'^ dis-

coveries that have been made in this science, and the power of
making them which the study of certain parts communicates, by
leading the mind along the natural path of invention, are suffi-

cient answers to this objection. But it ought not to be for-
gotten, that if the view of the mind is circumscribed in a parti-
cular proposition, while the attention is fi.xed upon a single point,
still, few employments give exercise to a gi'cater grasp and compre-
hension of mind, than the keeping in view an ultimate object through
all the parts of a long mathematical operation, and observing the
bearing of each argument and each proposition on the final result.
At the same time, the isolation of thought thus engendered arms
the mind with microscopic power, and gives a fulness and com-
pleteness to the results of its operations, which can only thus be
obtained.

Nor need we fear that the study of the mathematics will tend to
form a mechanical and sceptical character, or render the student
insensible to nice shades of evidence, or unsusceptible of beauty
and truth in matters of taste and morals. It would not be difficult,
though the tusk would far exceed our present limits, to obviate most
of the force of this objection, which we fear operates in many minds
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to the prejudice of matliematical pursuits, by reasonings on the na-

ture of the science, and its necessary cflocts upon the mind. We
must refer our readers for the consideration of this point to the

work of Professor Davies. But it is unnecessary to confute by argu-

ment, what history so plainly contradicts :—Plato, the very represent-

ative of genius and imagination, ^vrotc as the inscription for the

portals of the academy, " Let no one enter here v. ho is ignorant of

Geometry." Pascal, whose originality of thought and faultless taste

gave splendour to the literature of his native laud, was a mathema-

tician distinguished by his love for the science, and the success with

which he cultivated it. Did Des Cartes reason less profoundly, or

discriminate less logically, because of his mathematical skill ? ^Vas

the theology of Dr. Barrow less orthodo.^, or his eloquence less

convincing, because he had filled the chair of mathematics at the

university? Or did Stewart investigate the laws of mind with

less skill, or examine with less patience the parts of this boundless

science, or treat the whole with diminished power, taste, and beauty,

because for yeai-s he laboured in the department of mathematics at

Edinburgh ? The fact is, that nothing tends more effectually than

mathematical demonstration to the attainment of those habits of

precision, neatness, and accm-acy, that make and mark the scholar .

m any department of life.

In addition to these advantages, there remains to be noticed the

elevation of mind consequent upon constant meditation on sublime

subjects. It must be remembered that astronomy is, to a great

extent, a mathematical science; and that a new wurld has been dis-

covered in the heavens by the calculations of the mathematician.

The ancients, as they walked the plains of the East, and looked

inquiringly into the calm depths of creation, from out which the

stars gleamed, were ready to ask, Who shall ascend into heaven to

bring"them down? But the modern astronomer, by the aid of his

mathematical tables, weighs them, computes their orbits and their

revolutions, and ascertains them with as much accuracy as though

he had trod the realms of ether, and measm-ed them all with the rod

of the angel of the Apocalypse.

The world acknowledges the debt under which it rests to mathe-

maticians for the elevation of philosophy and letters. Kot only have

they laboured successfully in the other depaitments to which they

have devoted themselves, but they have done much in their own

proper sphere to elevate mankind. They construct the almanacs,

which at one time were the only popular literature, and which now

penetrate with their illumination portions of our land where the

Bchool-bcok is unknown, and the Bible never opened. They
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built the pyramids, brought the light of science and of letters

into Europe, and discovered the JNew World. They cover the

earth with the iron tracks, along vrhich " the rattling engine and the

rumbling car " are carried by the power of steam,—they thread the

air with the iron nerves, along which thought is conveyed with the

speed of electricity,—they cover the ocean with the white wings of

our ships, for they construct the charts by which the safety of navi-

gation is effected.

Though Homer and -^schylus sang divinely in Greece, yet that

classic land boasts no higher names than Plato and Aristotle. Ga-

lileo and Torricelli gathered more fame for Italy, than Dante and

Tasso. France glories more in the names of D'Alembert and La
Place, than in those of Voltaire and Kacine ; and there are no gems

of purer brilliancy in the coronet of England's fame, than the names

of Bacon, Barrow, Napier, and Newton.

Art. m.—ELIZABETH FRY.

1. Memoir of the Life of Elizabeth Fry, with Extracts from her Leitert and

Journal, ^c. Edited by two of her Daughters. 2 vols. 8vo.

2. Memoirs of Mrs. Elizabeth Fry. By Key. Thomas Tlmpsox.

"What a scene," says Wilberforce, "does this world exhibit to any
spiritual being who from his elevation sees the globe go once round 1"

Such an elevation seems to have been attained by some mortals

"whose spirits were "touched to fine issues," and who, "in obedience

to the heavenly vision," devoted their energies, with all their new-

bom intensity of purpose, to deeds of beneficence and piety. Deep-

ly moved by such a view of the condition of his race, Howard no

longer found pleasure or repose in the improvement of his beautiful

estate at Cardington, and in devising plans for ameliorating the

condition of his tenantry. xVfter a glimpse of the world's misery,

he could not till his little field in peace, when wide-spread wastes

demanded cultm-e. From his own genial fireside, that gladdened

with light and warmth the domestic and social circle, he passed on
to a higher sphere of usefulness, where his illustrious example be-

came a beacon light to guide the philantluopist of his own and of

succeeding generations.

The name of Elizabeth Fry, his successor in these philanthropic^

labours, has been so long " a word of beauty," that it was vrith no

common interest we opened the Memoir of her Life, edited by her
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daughters,—no book to carry to the fireside, or to read between the

dawn and dusk of a midsummer day, but two ponderous octavos of

five hundred pages each,—rather formidable in these days when "of

making many books there is no end." The thread of her life is in-

terwoven with so many others, that it would be difficult to give a

faithful portrait of her without touching upon the eventful passages

in the history of the numerous family connexions in whose weal and

woe she so strongly sympathized. Then the barest outline of her
" religious visits " and her frequent journeys would make a good-

sized volume ; and as these " dry bones of fact must be clothed with

the raiment of thought" and feeling, we appreciate the difficulty of

any attempt to compress their ample materials by her biographers.

Mr. Thomas Timpson, whose work we have placed at the head of

our article, was not thus troubled. He had no access to any of Mrs.

Fry's family papers, yet during her life, if we mistake not, he com-
menced his labours as her self-appointed biographer, and with the

addition of the closing scenes of her history from the pen of her

brother, he presented his book to satisfy the awakened public curi-

osit}', before the mass of her letters and papers could be prepared

for publication. His only personal acquaintance with her was when
he acted as Secretary to the "Coast- Guard Library Committee,"

and his only records were printed reports and pamphlets. Of
course his book is meagre and unsatisfactory, giving merely an out-

side and distant view of ^Slrs. Fry's character, and with this many
readers, deteiTcd by the size of the large work from purchasing and

reading it, will content themselves.

Elizabeth Fry was born in the year 17.^0, of an ancient family in

Norfolk. For four generations her ancestors had been Quakers,

and her family was allied to the Barclays, Hanburys, and other

leading Quaker families in the kingdom. Till she was five years of

age, Mr. Gm-ney, her father, resided at Norwich, and in the summer
at the pretty httle -^-illage of Bramerton;—to this place she traces

the formation of her early tastes, especially of that love of nature,

"from the mountain to the field flower," which was a marked feature

in her character. " The beauty and wild scenery of the Common ; the

,
trees, and flowers, and little rills that abounded on it ; the farm-houses

and cottages of the poor," awoke, in the Uttle child, the love of the

countiy and attention to the poor, which remained with her through

her womanhood. She retained a Tivid remembrance of her poor

neighbours—" Greengi-ass, with her strawberries round a pond, and

one-armed Betty, and the gardener who brought them fish from a

pond." She had a deep reverence for her father and mother : her

mother had, with great personal beauty, fiinc abilities and attain-
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ments, and thou^^h not fully enlightened as to spiritual things, she

was earnest and sincere, praying and reading the Bible -with her

children, and training them in the love and fear of God. It would

indeed have given a new impulse to her materaal labours, could she

have kno^vn that she was moulding the character of Elizabeth Fry.

Parents " know not what " their children " shall be ;" but they should

labour as does the workman in the manufactory of the Gobelins,

who, with the wrong side of the tapestry before him, sits patiently

day after day inworking his many-coloured threads. To his eye all

is confusion, but to the spectator, from a different stand-point, is

revealed the picture with its rich colours audits rare beauty. Eli-

zabeth Fry dwells fondly on the recollections of her childliood.

" I remember witli pleasure my mother's beds for wild flowers, which, with
delight, I used as a child to attend to with her; it gave me that pleasure in

observing their beauties and varieties, that, though I never have had time to

become a botanist, low can imagine in my matiy journeys how I have been
pleased and refreshed, by observing and enjoying the wild flowers on my way.
Again, she collected shells, and had a cabinet, and bought one lor Rachel and
myself, where we placed our curiosities ; and I may truly say, in the midst
even of deep trouble, and often most weighty engagements of a religious and
philanthropic nature, I have derived advantage, refreshment, and pleasure,

from my taste for these things, making collections of them, and various natu-

ral curiosities, although, as with the (lowers, I have not studied them scienti-

fically. My mother also encouraged my most close friendship with my sister

Rachel, and we had our pretty light closet, our books, our pictures, our curi-

osities, our tea-things, all to ourselves."— Vol. i., p. 23.

This devoted mother died when Elizabeth was twelve years of

age, leaving eleven children, the eldest scarcely seventeen, the

youngest not two years old. The fmiily had removed seven years

before her death to Earlham Hall, a large, old, irregular house,

situated in a well-wooded park, the river Wensum flowing near it;

on the banks of which, beneath the shade of ancient trees, these

young people were wont to meet, to walk, and read, and sketch, on

summer evenings. In this lovely home Elizabeth's childhood passed

away; and here she and her siscers gi-ew up to womanhood. No
quiet Quakeresses they : left by an indulgent father to their own
devices, with an obscure faith and wavering principle, they associa-

ted familiarly with worldly and irreligious people, danced, dressed

gayly, and made the old walls of Earlham echo with their native

warblings and their gushing merriment. Elizabeth, a tall, graceful

girl, with a sweet, pleasing comitenance, and " a profusion of soft,

flaxen hair," was an excellent horsewoman, and rode fearlessly

through the country attired in a scarlet riding habit. It was an

eventful day in her history when she went to hear William Savery,

an American Friend, who was to minister at the meeting-house in
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Norwich, two miles from Earlham. Elizabeth, " rather restless, -with

smart purple boots laced with scarlet, sat -with her six sisters under

the gallery." "Who would have singled her out as destined to be-

come one of the first of Christian heroines, one of the noblest of

philanthropists ? But the light was da^-ning. At that meeting,

" the gayest " that William Savery " ever sat in," her attention was

fixed by the voice and manner of the stranger, and her heart pene-

trated with his words. She dined with him at her uncle's—went to

meeting again in the afternoon—and wept most of the way during

the drive home. The next morning he came to breakfast, after

which he preached to the young girl, now awaking to new thoughts

of immortality and of God, and predicted (surely the spirit of the

futiu-e must have looked out of her eyes!) "the high and important

calling into which she would be led." Soon after, she visited Lon-

don, and there plunged into its gayeties—went to Drury Lane and

Covent Garden—was intimate with ]Mrs. Opie—visited I\Irs. Siddons

and Mrs. Lichbald—"enjoyed grand company." dinners, and routs

—

and at the Opera found " the house dazzling, the company anima-

ting, the dancing delightful;" and of these scenes of vanity she

afterwards deliberately records her opinion :

—

" The lessons then learnt are to this day vahiablc to me.
_
I consider one

of the important results was, the conviction of thc-e thing-* being wrong, from

seeing them and feeling their effects. I wholly gave up, on my own ground,

attending all public places of amusement ; I saw they tended to promote evil

;

therefore, even if I could attend them without being hart myself, I felt in

entering them I lent my aid to promote that which I was sure from what I

saw hurt others,—led many from the paths of rectitude and chastity, and
brought them into much s'in ;

particularly those who l;ad to act in plays,

sing in concerts. I felt the vanit\- and folly of what arc called the pleasures

of this life, of which the tendency 'is not to satisfy, but eventually to enervate

and injure the heart and mind."—Vol. i., p. 55.

One of the first entries in her diary after her visit to London, de-

clares, that she does not find Earlham at all dull, and mentions a

visit to a dying servant in the park. She was not spoiled by the

London season. She then refers to a dream which repeatedly

visited her " in slumbcrings on the bed," and there '• sealed instruc-

tion." Till she was seventeen, she says, she was " ilirting, idle,

rather proud and vain," wra})t up in trifles, never thinking of re-

ligion, sceptical in her principles. About this time she "never

missed a week without dreaming" that she "was nearly washed

away by the sea;" and night after night she " felt all the terror of

being drowned, or hope of being saved." After "William Savery

came to Norwich, she " went on dreaming the dream ;" but the day

when she felt that she " had really and truly got true and real fiiith,
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that night she dreamed the sea Tvas comin:; as usual to wash her
away, but she was beyond its reach." She never dreamed the
di-eam again

!
A visit to Colebrook Dale, the residence of the well-

known philanthropist, Richard Reynolds, and of other valuable
Friends, strengthened Elizabeth's faith, and presented Quakerism
in a new and interesting hght before her. While here, Deborah
Darby, a female preacher, prophesied that Elizabeth " was to be eyes
to the bimd, speech to the dumb, feet to the lame." On her return
6he resumed her habits of visiting the poor, and a little school of
poor children, whom she taught on Sunday evenings, so increased in
numbers that she met them in the laundry; and when, on the eve of
her maiTiage, they assembled for the last time, eighty-six mourned
the loss of their fair young teacher. Her diary, which is at this
time rather monotonous, exhibits her gradual progress. She literally
/cZMier way, "proving all things, and holding fast to that which is
good " The peculiarities of Quakerism-the Shibboleth of her sect-
troubled her most, because her reason did not fully approve of them
but as she found increasing comfort from their adoption, she soon
became estabhshed in the faith and forms of a Friend. In August
1800, she married Joseph Fry, a member of the Society of FriSids'
and a merchant in extensive business in London, and she at once
removed to a capacious house in St. Mildi-ed's Court, where her
husband, as junior partner, resided.

Before following her to her new dwelling and her altered life we
will hnger at Earlham Hall, and look upon that group of brothers
and sisters that made it illustrious. Would that some gossiping pen
had traced for us its angles and quadrangles ; its dining and draw-
ing-roonis

;
its nooks and corners, with the minuteness that Southev

has the house of his gi-andmother. We should then have felt more
at home in tins Earll.am family-" the new constellation," for whichW ilbcrforce wanted "a name that would include all that was to be
esteemed, loved, respected, coveted." There was Joseph John Gur-
ney so well known for his appeals for the oppressed, for his unwearied
philanthropy; and Rachel, the joint-owner with Elizabeth of "the
hght closet and the little set of tea-things"-the beautiful lively
Tvarm-hearted g,rl-the generous, self-sacrificing woman. 'There
too, was Lomsa, better known as Mrs. Samuel Iloare, who wroteHin s on Education, and some other works, and was said to be the
mo^t talented of the family; and John, remarkable for the beauty of
hi3 person, and the fascination of his manner, and, when refined by
affliction, for his lovely Christian character; and Priscilla the Youn<-
est, and perhaps the most gifted-in the expression of her lovefy
lace, her delicate complexion, the exquisite neatness and simpUcity
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of her dress, her skill in the use of the pencil and the needle-in all

this she was the very woman ; and to this she added a very superior

mind and powers of eloquence, which, dormant as they would have

been in the possession of most women, were in her developed in no

ordinary de^^n-ee as she spoke in the character of mmister among

Friends with a' clearness of perception, with a power and pathos,

which ranked her, in the estimation of competent judses, among

the first orators of the day. Southoy says, " There are two impossi-

bilities -for a stranger to find his way about Norwich, and to know

the names of all the Gurneys;" so we will decline the task of com-

pleting this brilliant circle. The genial and powerful influence it

exerted was strikingly exemplified in the transformation it produced

in the character of Thomas Fowell Buxton, who came from school

with liis friend, John Gurney, to spend his ho idays at Larlham.

He came a self-willed, unfonned boy, fond of the pleasures of the

field and not fond of study,-he departed with new
_
aspirations

awakened within him. The native power " coiled up in his mmd

was drawn forth by contact with the intellectual and cultivated

minds around him; and this and subsequent visits shaped his des-

tiny and led him to obtain that religious faiih which gave symmetry

and proportion to his noble character. Laden with college honour^

the fruits of laborious and self-denying study, he came to claim tiie

hand of Hannah Gurney, of which he had proved himself so worthy.

The same burning ardour and intense power of concentration which

made him prosperous in his business, made nm, when enlisted m

the stem struggle with gigantic evils, one of the first men of his

time, the assoSe and successor of Wi bcrforce in the great work

of Emancipation-the co-labourer with his brothers-in-law, Samuel

Hoare and the two Gurneys. .

This lovely group of brothers and sisters all became pious, though

they walked in divergent paths-some of them jommg tlie Estab-

lished Church, while others remained in the bociety of Friend .

Elizabeth Fry maintained with them through life the clos st m i-

macy, and in intercourse with them, with her brother-in-law the

Rev Francis Crniningham, and with other evangelical Christians,

her own spirit grew more catholic; she ascertained her own views

with more luminous exactness, as she was called upon to defend

them in conversation with others, and in after yeai-s, having visited

the different branches of the family, she says :—

» ISIy de<Irc is, as I go along, to take a loaf out of cyorj- one's book
;

and

surely at I:o^xstoft, Earlhan., North llcpps, Lynn, and Kunctnn, I ni.ght do t

ItTs lell to «ec the truth through different me.liunis :
lor however the eolour

of he ghss tLt wc sec it through my vary, the truth xt.ell remain, the
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same ; and beholdinj; it of many liues, may be the means of throwing fresh
licht on divers parts of it. IIow does tlic knowludgc of others often make U3
think little of our5elves4 At least I Cad it so, and am much humbled in most
of your houses."—Vol. ii., p. 1C8.

Of one of these visits her sister, IMrs. Cunningham, gives a glow-

ing account. It presents a picture of social intercourse sanctified

and brightened by the introduction of heavenly truth.

" On Tuesday we went off to breakfast with the Ilawtrcys. As usual, we
met with a warm reception, and had a cheerful, pleasant, "talking breakfast
with them ; the funily service afterwards was peculiarly edityin'g. Surely
these times do have a peculiar savour which is not to be fbrixotten ; it adds to
the precious seasons which are foretastes of heaven. Her "mind appears to
me m more lively exercise, and more gifted than ever ; rich both in cTaces
and gifts. She is indeed beloved of the Lord, and dwells in satety by him.
Weduesday was a full day : my sister and I walked about most of the moVnino-,
visiting the schools, making calls, &c. Nothing can be more benevolent aricl

beautiful than her spirit, overflowing AvitL love and tenderness. Our dinner
party was not very large, but cheerful and pleasant : the first part of the
evening was necessarily devoted to the agreeable ; after which mv little so-
ciety of women and several others asseuibled in the parlour. ]\Iv beloved sis-

ter went to them, and gave them a little sketch of her Newgate histories. AVc
afterwards all removed into the drawing-room, and had a beautiful meetin?,
ver)- suited to the subject we had been upon. My husband took the Prodi-
gal Sou as the subject for reading, which my sister applied to herself and to
all of us, as being led as penitents to return to our Father's house; and O !

the display of mercy, and of goodness, and of longsulTering, in the e.xquisitc
character of the God of Israel ! The j)J-:iyer at the conclusion v,-as, as usual
like an air from heaven. I hardly know any Scriptural treat so creat as uni-
ting with her in prayer! it is such a heavenly song—so spiritual ; so eleva-
ting, enjoying glimpses as it were of the eteVnal world. Our larire party
then broke up in niucii love."—Vol. ii., p. 1G6.

In later life, v>hcrt ]\Irs. Fry's children v,-oyc gi-own up and mar-
ried, and had chosen other religious teachings than those by which
their early youth was guided, site established " Philanthropic Eve-
nings," on which occasions were gathered together once a month her
children and grand-children, for prayer, religious communing, and
counsel upon benevolent objects. These were found most pleasant
and profitable, and perhaps they might suggest a means of union
and usefulness for large family coiuiexions. This plan we once saw
carried out in a family dwelling in one of those well-ordered Eng-
lish homes emparadised in beauty. The system which made the
gardens and conservatories, stables and laundries, models of order,

pervaded their plans of benevolence, which were not spasmodic, but
incorporated into their daily life. Once a montli a family coimcil
was held

; parents and children gave reports of the success of their
different charities ; and appropriations were made for the cominfr
month.

°

Elizabeth Fry's London home afforded full scope for the exercise
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of hospitality. Her own large family and members of her husband's

•were constant guests, and at the Yearly Meeting her house was

thrown open for the reception of I'^-icnds, assembled from all parts

of the kingdom. Strange contrasts were there—her young, beauti-

ful sisters in the light classic draperies then fashionable, and the

plain caps and black silk hoods, the ample folds and long peaked

waists of the drab camlet gowns worn by the h'riends. Engage-

ments multiplied. Amid the manifold cares of life, she was ofttimes

"thankful merely to get through the day," and sho felt that it was
" a sad thing to spend one's life in visiting and being visited :" and

of how many lives passed in the bustle of large cities is this the

sum and substance I Diuing tiiese nine years of London life six

children were added to her family, and she passed through many
illnesses and much suffering. She found herseli", instead of being,

as she hoped, " a useful member of the church militant, a care-worn

wife and mother." But even amid her own domestic cares, when

sickness and death invaded the circle of her friends, her ready hand

smoothed their pillow, her gentle voice breathed words of Christian

hope into the ears of the departing, and the poor and needy were

visited and relieved. At the death-bed, and by the open grave of

her father, who during his last illness laid hold " with simpUcit}'"

and ardour" on the hope set before him, and died in joy and peace,

expressing to his assembled children liis " belief that they had been

to him a strength and stimulus in all good thiiigs," Elizabeth Fry
uttered the grateful ascription, "Great and marvellous are thy works,

Lord God Almighty : just and true arc all thy ways, thou King of

saints,—be pleased to receive our thanksgiving I" She now obeyed

the monitions of the secret voice which had long called her to the

exercise of the ministry among the Friends ; shrinking as a modest,

retiring Avoman from this public vocation, but following the convic-

tions of duty, she from this time forth devoted herself to the work.

In 1809, Mr. Fry removed his family to Plashet. an estate in Es-

sex, on which his Mher had resided, still retaining, however, the

house in St. Mildred's Court for their winter home. A pleasant

change it must have been for Mrs. Fry, from the smoke and din of

London to the pure air and the calm of a country life. Mr. Fry

made extensive improvements in the estate, and Mrs. Fry and her

cliildren, "Dennis Regan, the Irish gardener, and the Norfolk

nurse," were busily occupied with baskets and trowels in transplant-

ing primroses and violets from the fields and hedges, and making

beds of wild-flowers. It would have been easy for the wife and

mother to become absorbed in these new and delightful occupations,

rejoicing in the beauties of nature, obsernng the transforming power

Fourth Series, Vol. IIL—15
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of wealth and taste in producing velvet lawns, luxuriant gardens,

wooded walks and shrubbery, and in watcliing the gradual unfolding

of her children—those human flowers. And thus have multitudes

of the high-born, well-bred, and highly educated, dwellers in luxuri-

ous homes, glided through life, doing nothing more for our lost and

mined race than making occasional visits, and bestowing alms upon
the poor famiUes in their neighbourhood. But Elizabeth Fry could

not satisfy herself with so narrow a sphere of useful activity; while

she diligently performed social and neighbourhood duties, she felt

the power of her vocation to a broader field. She established a girl's

school for the parish, persuading an old man and his sister, who
dwelt in a picturesque, dilapidated house, with gable end and pro-

jecting porch, opposite the gate of I'lashet House, to give up a mo-
dern room attached to the old buiUling for a school-room; and here

a school of about seventy girls was organized, which, though re-

moved to a more central position, is still in existence. One closet

in Mrs. Fry's hou.fC was filled with garments, and another with medi-
cines for the poor; and in hard winters she had gallons of soup boiled

in an out-house, supplying hundreds of poor people with a nourish-

ing meal. She frequently visited two long rows of hovels inhabited

by some poor Irish, about half a mile from Plashet, threadiu':' her

way through children and pigs, up winding stairways and by narrow
passages, to the rooms she sought. On one occasion, in a season of

extreme cold, she "drove to Irish row with the carrian-e literally

piled up with flannel petticoats," which her children assisted her in

distributing ; she induced some of them to adopt more orderly hab-
its, and to send their children to school; and by the permission of
their priest, she circulated the Bible among them. Small-pox was
rarely known in the villages over which her influence extended, as,

at intervals, she investigated the state of the parish, with a view to

vaccinating the children, freciuently performing this operation her-
self The gipsies, those Pariahs in England, removed by their vices
and habits from contact and association with the people, were not
out of the pale of Mrs. Fry's synii)atliies. They were accustomed,
in their annual migrations, to encamp in a green lane near Plashet.
A gipsy mother applied for relief fur a sick child, and Mrs. Fry at
once took advantage of this open door to do them good. She visited
their camp, carrying with her food and clothing; bestowed on them
medical advice

; remonstrated with them on their evil ways ; and set
before them the path of life. Bibles were distributed, and year after
year these exertions for their goo<l were continued.

But a wider field was opening for the exercise of Mrs. Fry's be-
nevolence. In IS 13, at the request of her brother-in-law, Samuel

15*
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Iloare, and three other members of the Society of Friends, she vis-

ited Newgate, accompanied by Anna Buxton, sister of Sir T. Fowell

Buxton. Newgate was then a scene of horror: hundreds of prison-

ers, men and women, huddled together without any classification

;

the tried and untried in rags, filth and idleness—corrupting and cor-

rupted. It was hke a den of wild beasts, considered unsafe for a

woman to enter. Slie at once employed her children in })reparing

green baize garments for the most destitute of these wretched women.

Four years, however, passed away before she entered upon those sys-

tematic efforts for the relief of the -prisoners, which resulted in so

much good. These were to Mrs. Fry years of deep aflliction ; the

death of her brother, John Gumey, and of her paternal friend, J.

Gurney Bevan ; loss of property and severe cough, which confined

her many weeks to her room, and frequent illnesses in her family

;

and above all, the death of a lovely little girl of five years old, who
bore her mother s name, and was more like her in character, appear-

ance, and manner than any of her children—these were the afllictions

sent b}' her heavenly Father to refine and purify this chosen instru-

ment for the accomplishment of his benevolent purposes.

The transformations effected by ^Irs. Fr}^ in Newgate, have be-

come a matter of history. Her gentle voice, her holy teachings, her

wise regidatious, evoked order out of this wild chaos. L\to this scene

of horror, "of begging, swearing, gaming, fighting, singing, and dan-

cing," she introduced quietness and industry, The women were

neatly dressed ; employment was furnished them ; they were divided

into classes of tweke, including a monitor; and a matron was ap-

pointed to supermtend them, and to keep an exact account of their

work and their conduct. A school was established for the children

of the prisoners, and the women assembled twice a day to listen to

the reading of the Scriptures. All these changes were brought about

by the voluntary and hearty co-operation of the women. Eleven

ladies assisted Mrs. Fi-y in these labours, forming The Ladies'

Newgate xVssociation. Their watchful care over the prisoners ceased

not with their removal from Newgate for transportation. Instead

of breaking windows and furnitui-c before their departure, and

going off in open wagons "shouting amidst assembled crowds,"

Mrs. Fry succeeded in having them removed in hackney coaches

"with turnkeys in attendance, while she, with other ladies, in lier own
carriage, accompanied them to Deptford. The convicts on board the

ship were arranged in classes with their monitor, patch-work and

knitting were provided for them, religious books were placed within

their reach, and a school established for their unfortunate children.

The parting services on board these ships were peculiarly impres-
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Bive, as Mrs. Fry with her fine voice and melodious intonation pray-

ed and read the Scriptures to those ^vrotched creatures, to whom she

seemed " an an^el of more}'." One of these occasions, presenting a

scene worthy of the poet's or the painter's pencil, is thus described

by jMiss Young, daughter of Admiral Young :

—

" Ou board one of them, (the female convict sihips lying off Woolwich,) be-
tween two and three hundred women were a-^semhlcd, in order to listen to
the exhortations and prayers of perhaps the twu bri^jjhte^t personifications of
Christian philanthropy that the a;re (joiild boast, bcarcely could tsvo voice?,
even so distini,'uished for boauty and power, be imairined, united in a more
touching engagement, as inJce.I was testified by the^ breathless attention, the
tears, and the suppressed sobs of the gathered li.^teners. All of man's word,
however, there heard, heart-stirring as it was at the time, has faded from my
memory; but no lapse of time can ever ellaoe the impression of the 107th
Psalm as read by !Mrs. Fry, wiUi surh extraordinary emphasis and intonation,
that it seemed to make the simple reading a commentary, and, as slie passed
on from jtassagc to passage, struck myyouthtul mind as 'if the whole series'of
allusions might have been written by the pen of inspiration, in view of such
a scene as w;is then before us. At an interval of twenty years, it is recalled
to me as often as that l\silm is brought to my notice. Never in this world
can it be known to how many hearts its solemn appeals were that day carried
home, by tliat potent voice."—^'ol. ii., p. 20.

It wag, in retui-ning from a visit to one of these convict ships, that

Mrs. Fry, and her friend and associate, Mrs. Pryor, met with an ad-
venture of which Mr. ^lartin, the ]>rescnt harbour-master at Rams-
gate, has given a spirited account :

—

" It was on a fine sultry day, in the snmmer of 1821, that I was racm<T up
the River Thames in the coinman.l of tiie Jtamsgate Steam Packet Ea"le
hoping to overtake our ^largate competitors, the Victorv and Favourite steam-
ers, and bringing them ne:irer to vi.w as we rounded the points of the Reach
of the river. It was in the midst of this excitement that we encountered one
of those sudden thunder squalls, so conmion in this country, and which, passinf^
rapidly otr with a heavy rain, lea%c l>eliind them a strong and increa-'infr'nor°-
thcrly gale. I was looking out ahead, plensing myself with the reflection that
we were the fastest vessel against a he^d wind, and should certoinlv overtake
our Margate friends ; whcn.ui)on entering I.on^r Reach, about two miles below
Purflect, I saw a boat L.bouring wuh ^ery little enbct ajjainst the .rale, and
with a whole ebb-tide just making to add to their difnculties : in this boat were
two ladies, in the close hnbit of the S.xioty of Friends, evidentiv drenched
with the heavy shower which had ovcrUikcn them. I was then a da-^hin"-
high-spirited sailor ; but I luid always a secret admiration of the quiet de-
meanour of that Society, and occasionally liad some of them passen4rs with
me, always intelligent and in.iuiri..!T. and always pleased with anv inlbrmation
a seaman could extend to them. A\ ell, hero was a dilemma ! To =ton would
spoil my chase, in which mo.-t of my pax^ngers were as ea-^er as my4lf—but
to go on and pass two ladus m such a situation ! I passed the word softlv to
the engineer; desired the mate to sheer alongside the boat corefullv; threw
the delighted rowers a rope, and belbre the passengers wore fullv aware thatwe had stopped the engine, the ladies were on board, the boit made fa^t
astern and the Eo;:le again Hying up the Thames. I l,avc those two persons
strongly, nay, mdehbly stamped upon my mmd"s eye. The one I had last as-
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sistod on board still held my liand, as she thanked mc with dijrnificd but

beautiful expression : ' It is kind of thee, captain, and wc thank thee. We
made no ^iun to th'.'c ; having huld up our handkerehiffs to the other {jackets,

we did not'^think wc should succeed with thee.' I assured them that 1 could

not have passed them under such circumstances, and called the stev/ardess to

take them below into the ladies' cabin, and see to their comfort. They had

been well cloaked, and had not sutlered so much as I had anticipated.

" The gale had cleared away the rain, and in a very short time they came

upon deck a^^ain. One of them was Mrs. Fry, and she never lost an opportu-

nity of doin^ pood. I saw her speaking to some of my crew, who were look-

ing' very serious as she olVered them tracts, and some of them casting a side

glance at mc for my approval or otherwise. I had some little dislike to scct^,

then, which I thank God Icfc me in riper years,—but who could resist this

beautiful, persuasive, and heavenly-minded woman ? To sec her was to love

her ; to hear her, was to feel as if a guardian angel had bid you fi'How that

teachin"- which could alone subdue the temptations and evils of this life and

secure a Redeemer's love in eternity I In her you saw all that was attractive

in woman ht up by the bright beams of philanthropy; devoting the prime of

life and health, and personal graces, to her Divine Master's service ; and I feel

assured, that much of the success which attended her missions of mercy, was

based upon that awe which such a presence inspired. It was sonicthin;r to ])05-

sess a countenance which portrayed in every look the overflowing of such a

heart, and thus, as an humble instrument in the hands of Divine Providence,

Bhe was indeed highly favoured among women."—Vol i., p. 469.

It Avas not alone to the preparation of these female convicts for

their voyage that Mrs. Fry extended her interest and care. Tidings

came from the distant colonies of the destitute condition of these

imfortunate Avomen, thrown upon those shores vrith no incentive to

virtue, no shelter from vice, and she represented to those in autho-

rity the necessity of erecting buildings wlicre they should he re-

ceived, and placed under the care of matrons ^vho would recommend

those Avho deserved a favourable report to be taken into service by

respectable inhabitants.

The reform in Newgate soon attracted public attention ; lords and

ladies, statesmen and magistrates, foreign travellers and quiet citi-

zens, bishops and clergy-men, flocked there to see whether these

tilings were so; and Mrs. Fry's mornings were frequently occupied

in accompanying parties to the scene of her succcssfid labours.

Letters from all parts of the country, from ladies who wished to form

associations to visit prisons, from magistrates in favour of prison

reform, demanded long and carcfid answers, and all tliis press of

business was accomplished by Mrs. Fry, with the help of the young

people of her family.

In August, ISIS, ]Mrs. Fry, accompanied by her brother. J. J.

Gurney, made a tour tb-ough Scotland and the north of England,

holding public meetings among Friends, and visiting prisons in the

different towns. It was a tour like one of those so frequent in

Howard's life, and brought to hght, through notes pubUshed by Mr.
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Gurney, much misery and many gross abuses. The state of the
poor lunatics confined in these prisons, much affected Mrs. Fry : in
a miserable, dark, dirty, narrow coll at IIa(ldin,i:;ton, she saw a poor
lunatic who had been there in unvaried solitary confinement for
eighteen months. In a disused prison in Kinghorn, Fifeshire, they
were shown a cell where a young laird, in a state of lunacy, had been
confined six years in fetched solitude, and where he terminated his
sufferings by swallowing melted lead. 81ie made frequent appeals
in behalf of the insane, and in favour of tliose ameliorations which
arc now everywhere to be found in lunatic asylums. In a corres-
pondence with the late AValtcr Venning, who was unwearied in the
interests of prison reform in St. Tctersburg, Mrs. Fiy made many
valuable suggestions relative to the tro;itment of the insane, which
were adopted by the Dowager Empress in a lunatic asylum of which
she had the oversight. This palace-like house, situated about five
mdes from St. I'ctersburg. with a very extensive garden, and a large
stream running through the grounds, was enlarged, and many adcS-
tions made for the comfort of its inmates, who were allowed every
possible indulgence, instead of the ancient barbarities with which
they were treated. Truly Deborah Darby had iha vision of a seer!A ^asit which Mrs. Fry made to Brighton for her health, led to
important results. The want and l^eggary with which that watering
place is rife arrested her attention ; an.J profiting by the suggestions
of Dr. Chalmers, whose acquaintance she had recently ^de on
the best mode of aiding the poor, .-lie succeeded in formin-- a Dis-
trict Society, under the patronage of the Bishop of ChFchester
Ihe objects of the society were. -The encouragement of industry
and frugality among the poor, by vi.^its at their own habitations the
relief of real distress, and the prevention of mendicity and impos-

But a still more extensive plan of benevolence owed its bein^r
to attacks of faintness, to which Mrs. Fry was subjected, which
led her to an open window at night, or in the early mornin...
for the refreshment of the pure air. Sickness and health were
alike made ributary to the great object of iier life_to do the mo^t
good possible. " AVhether," says her daughter, •' through the qui;t
daATO of the summer moniing. or by the fitful gleams of a tempes-
tuous sky. one living object always presented itself to her view-
the solitary blc>ckade man pacing the shingly beach." He was one
of the Coast.Guanl stationed at regular intervals around the rocky
coast of Great Bntam for the detection of smu-^^lin.. These

Z,"T 'iT^,"
"^^^^^'1-"^^^^ -'^ -^-o^^t inacTessiWe sitl

tions. cut off by the nature of their occupation from the sympa-
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thics of the neighbom-hood, harassed by nightly watchings, exposed

to danger, Avhilst their families passed their time in dreary solitude.

Mrs. Fry became interested in their behalf, and obtained from the

Dible Society a grant of fifty Bibles and tAventy-fivc Testaments,

the distribution of -which brought her into pleasant relations with

officers and men. Ten years afterwards, on a visit to the Isle of

Wight, ]\Irs. Fry remained in the long, low inn at Freshwater, while

her niece went to Alum Bay. The view from her window renewed

the associations of those early moraing hours at Brighton. The
beautiful sea fixed not her gaze, which wandered to the gloomy-

looking Preventive- Service buildings in full view. Her weariness

was unheeded. She walked to the coast-guard station, where she

was soon in the midst of a large group, inquiring into their resources

for their own religious improvement, and for the education of their

cliildren. She found them in great want of books, and from this

visit originated the great undertaking of supplying the five hundred

stations in the United Kingdom with libraries. The expense and
difficulties attending this enterprise were gi'cat, but through Mrs.

Fry's perseverance it was accomplished, and 25,806 volumes were
provided for 2,100 persons. How many hours of lonely watching

these have beguiled—how many lonely watchers they liave made
better and happier men, the records of eternity alone can tell ; but

the brightened looks and grateful words of many of these dwellers

in solitary places, bear ample testimony to the thoughtful benevo-

lence of Elizabeth Fry.

How often does the slight incident, the casual interview, the ar-

rowy word, form the first link of a chain that passes tlnough the

hands of thousands ! It is well, from the heiglit of some great en-

terprise, to look upon its feeble beginnings :— it is encouraging, in

the day of small things, to trace mighty results to their apparently

trivial causes. John Gurney took his young daughter to see

Bridewell, and the powerful impression then produced may have

given the leading direction to her career. The sight of a colossal

dragon-tree and of a fan-palm in an old tower of the botanical gar-

den at Berlin, first implanted in the mind of the celebrated natural-

ist, Baron Von Humboldt, the seeds of an irresistible desire to

travel. Their leafy fingers beckoned him into those labjrTinthine

walks, which he trod with such unequalled diligence and success ;

—

that dragon-tree was the "open sesame" to the hidden treasures

of the universe. Wilberforce rode out to the cliffs of Cheddar, but

the gratification of his taste in viewing those stupendous works of

nature was lost in the contemplation of the moral desolation that

reigned around. The cold chicken and wine put into the carriage
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for his refreshment were untouched ; he was absorbed by one idea,

•which found utterance on his return to Cowshp Green :
" Miss Han-

nah More, something must be done for Cheddar." The -way was

soon made phiin by the simple proposal of Wilberforce—"If you
will be at the trouble, 1 will be at the expense ;" and thus from this

pleasure excursion originated those extensive schools, superintended

by the Misses More, which educated and blessed thousands of the

ignorant and depraved. Several such instances sparkle in the pages

of Mrs. Fry's biography. In a morning's drive Avith Miss Neave,

]\lrs. Fry, in her peculiar tone and manner, expressed an earnest

wish that there were some refuge for young female oflenders, dis-

charged from prison for a first ofionce. These words, which made
a deep impression on Miss Keave, were never forgotten, and led to

the establishment of tho Tothill-fields Asylum. In a conversation

with her friend Mrs. Benjamin Shaw, in the yard at Newgate, on

the extreme exposure of vicious and neglected little girls in London,

Mrs. Fry suggested to her thoughtful contemplation the idea of a

school of discipline in tiicir behalf: the result was, the establishment

of an effective school. That fervid word, that suggested thought, will

they not furnish themes for grateful recollection in eternity ? But
"we must not linger amid Mrs. Fry's works of charity. A single

one of them would render illustrious the life of many a worthy ma-
tron, and be inscribed in lines of light on her monumental tablet:

but each successive mile- stone that marked Elizabeth Fry's course,

might also be a stone of remembrance for some deed of mercy.

A loss of property obliged Mrs. Fry's family to leave their plea-

Bant home at Plashct, and after a winter of sickness and suffering in

London, they removed to a small house in Upton Lane, adjoining

Ham House grounds, the residence of her brother, Samuel Gurney,

Esq. The failure in business, which led to this removal,* affected

Mrs. Fry deeply; her hospitalities were necessarily circumscribed,

and many luxuries, almo.-t made necessaries by use, were obli'^ed to

be given up ; but still she enjoyed her small garden, and the fine

view it commanded of " Greenwich Hospital and Park, the shipping

on the river, and the cattle feeding in the meadows." Pleasant re-

cords do these pages present of weddings and family gatherings.

Royal receptions, too, tliere were. Tiie Princess of Denmark brejik-

fasted informally at Plashet ; and a white day in the family annals,

was that on which Mrs. Fry, with the Lady ^Llyoress and the She-
riffs, met the king of Prussia at Newgate, and after a reading there,

the whole party drove to Upton Lane, where Mrs. Fry, with her

husband and seven sons and sons-in-law, met the king at his car-

riage door, and leading him into " the drawing-room, where all was
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in beautiful order, neat and adorned with flowers," presented to him

her eight daughters and daughters-in-law, and afterwards her twen-

t3'-five grandchildren. Then followed the luncheon, "which was

handsome and fit for a king, yet not extravagant—everything most

complete and nice." The sight of these clustering olive-plants

would have astonished many persons on the continent, who were

wont to fancy that Mrs. Fry, always deeply immersed in the great

enterprises of benevolence, must be free from domestic cares.

A pleasant episode in her life is her visit to the islands of Jersey

and Guern?(»y, whither she went in 1S33, to escape the press of

engagements at home. The agreeable friendships Mrs. Fry formed

in Jersey; the almost unequalled softness and richness of the sceneiy

of this lovely island ; the days spent in the open air on the bold,

rocky cUffs of the northern coast, where the family group enjoyed the

fine marine views, while ]Mrs. Fry visited the cottages of the Jersey

peasants, conversing with them as well as their Norman patois would

allow, and distributing among them her French text-books, afforded

her refreshment and repose. She was a keen observer of new

phases of life and character—the parsimonious and industrious

Jersey peasant ; his cottage, with " the fire of vrdck or sea-weed

burning on the hearth, and the suspended kettle," containing

the soup compounded of lard, cabbages, and potatoes, the frugal

fare of the family ; his greatest treasure, his cow, with her " curved,

tapering horn, firm skin, and deer-like form," " tethered in a pic-

turesque enclosure;" and the hydrangias and carnations which made

gay and fragrant the cottage garden—all were seen and noted by

her quick eye. On Sunday mornings she met with a little hand of

co-religionists, in the cottage of Jean Renaud, an old patriarch re-

siding on the sea- shore, and in the afternoon, in the town of St.

Helius, aided by her sister-in-law, Elizabeth Fry, and her friend Re-

becca Sturges, she ministered to large and attentive congregations.

assembled in a room engaged for the purpose. In the mean time

her benevolence was not diverted from its ordinary channels : seve-

ral valuable district societies were established for the relief of the

poor; the work-house, hospital, and prison were visited, and salu-

tary reforms suggested, to aid in carrying out which, Mrs. Fry

found it necessaiy to pay two subsequent visits to these islands.

Wc cannot follow Mrs. Fry in her numerous journeys through

Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and different parts of England, where she

made "religious visits" to the Friends, and pursued unweariedly

her own philanthropic objects. Paris she visited in 1S3S. I'^SO, and

1S43; inspected its institutions for the unfortunate and the guilty;

and conversed freely on religion and its kindred topics in largo
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companies of the fashionable, noble, and intellectual, whom the

prestige of her name had gathered together. She ^ras enabled, she

says, " to show to them the broad, clear, and simple way of salva-

tion, througli our Lortl and Saviour, for all; and even in dinner

visits—some of them splendid occasions—the way was opened for

the truth, especially one day. as to how far balls and theatres were

Christian and right, and the importance of circulating good books

—

above all the New Testament. In 1839 she travelled through the

south of France, turning aside from the beaten track of travel, to

visit Congenies, and hold communication with an ancient commu-

nity of Quakers who dwelt there.

Those who like glimpses of royalty will follow with interest the

dignified Quakeress into the crimson and gold drawing-room of the

Tuileries, Avhere she and the interesting Duchess of Orleans, then

in her early widowhood, sate with ]5ibles in their hands, conversing

on afllictlon and its supports and consolations. Again she Avas

seated at dinner, and on another occasion, at a handsome luncheon,

" with the King and Queen of Denmark, in their beautiful country

palace," conversing freely with her royal friends on the state of their

prisons, and of the persecuted JJaptists, and pleading with them for

prison reform and religious toleration. At Minden, we see her in

the morning, walking on the bad pavements of the street with a

poor old Friend, who wore " a knitted cap close to her head," and

taking tea in the evening at the palace, with the Prince and Prin-

cesses of a German court. But the most interesting of these royal

interviews was that at the castle of the Countess of Redon, in the

beautiful mountains of Silesia. There she and her brother, Joseph

Gumey, addressed an assembly, composed of the king, queen, and

royal family of Prussia, and the poor Tyrolese—the exiles of the Zil-

lerthal, for whom the king s kindness had provided pretty little Swiss

cottages among these mountains of the licisenberg. In this jour-

ney through Holland. Germany, Prussia, and Denmark, Mrs. Fry

was accomj)anied by her brotlior Joseph and her two nieces : in a

previous tour through Holland and Denmark, the well-known phi-

Ianttropist, William Allen, and his niece, and her brother, Samuel

Gumey, and his two daughters, were her companions.

The last of these continental visits Mrs. Fry made in the Spring

of 1S43, when she visited Paris. After this, in the beautiful language

of Dr. Aniold, her " outward work seems Aisibly contracting, and

softening away into the gentler employment of old age." In July

of that year she was prostrated with a distressing illness. For

weeks and months Mrs. Fry's family were gathered aroimd her, as

she passed through agony almost intolerable—all the waves and bil-
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lows then rolled over her ; but she felt " the Rock always underneath

her-" she saw "the gates of mercy open, and the rays of lijiht

shining from them." But this sickness Avas not unto death—much

sorrow' and bereavement was this servant of God to pass through

before she slept in peace. Her sister-in-law, Elizabeth Fry, to

whom she was tenderly attached, passed before her into " the f^iltnt

land." A beloved little gi-andson, Gumcy Reynolds, soon followed.

Sufferincr in body, enfeebled in mind, the spirit within rose above

the wreck, and asserted its immortality. In July, dra^^^l by her son

^Yilliam in her wheeled chair, she attended the Friends' mectnig at

Plaiston, where she spoke in a clear voice and solemn strain, allud-

incr to those who were gone, and praising God for the Christian's

hope But the strong man, in the fulness of health and strength,

yras to pass away before the mother burdened with infirmities.

" God is good," were the last words of William Ston-s Fry, as. a few

weeks aft°r, stricken down with scarlet fever, he breathed his last.

One lovelv dau-hter died twelve days before, and another a week

after her f\ther,"of the same disease. '• Sorrow upon son-ow." The

names of a beloved niece, daughter of Mrs. IToare, and of her bro-

ther-in-law Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton, were added to " the rapidly

increasing catalogue of the loved and the lost." Seven years before,

she said most touchingly, "It is deeply interesting entering the new

year with my only three remaining sisters. We much value and

enjoy being together, but we feel like a few remaining autumnal

fruits at the clo°e of no common summer of family love and unity
"

The chill of life's winter had now come, but she earnestly desircil

to revisit Earlham, amid whose woods and walks the joyous child

sported—where the maiden mused and wove airy fancies—^^dlcre the

matron had full many a time brightened the chain of family affec-

tion—and whither now the aged pilgrim turned for the last time

her faltering steps.

The pil<-rimar-e was accomphshed, and \'isits paid to her sister

Mrs. Buxfon. and to her brother Daniel Fry, at Rometon. She

then returned to Upton Lane, which was brightened by a large

family, partly in honour of the marriage of her younge.=t son to a

member of the Society of Friends, a connexion which was Particu-

larly agreeahle to her—"a ray of light on a dark picture.
'

ihe

week after she went to Ramsgate. and there, while her flesh and

heart were failing, she preached solemnly and earnestly. Sumlay

after Sunday, occupied herself in writing, arranged and sorted Bi-

bles, Testaments, and tracts, which she distributed among the foreign

Bailors in the harbour.

One Saturday moniing in October, she awoke with a violent pam
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in her licad, and continued enfeebled and suffering throughout the

day and night. " Pray for nic," she said to her maid on Sunday

morning ;
" it is a strift, but I am safe." About nine o'clock she

slowly and distinctly said, " my dear Lord, help and keep thy

servant." These were her last words, and before sunrise the next

morning, her spirit passed into eternity. She died in 1845, in the

sixty- sixth year of her age.

Mrs. Fry's career -was a unique one. The circumstances by

which she was sm-rounded made her way plain through many
obstacles. Her position as a Quaker minister gave her a self-

reliance, a calm bearing, a habit of speaking in large assemblies,

which stood her in good stead when kings and queens were her

auditors, and when exposed to the gaze and curiosity of mixed

multitudes. Iler Quaker costume at once proclaimed her as not

belonging to the world's people, or subject to the world's law, and

it prepared the way for tlie utterance of plain truths and peculiar

views. Topics which Avould have seemed to require an introduction

"to ears polite," came naturally from the lips of the fair Quakeress;

and her garb, which commanded respect amid rude fishermen and

sailors, no less became her at the regal board. During the greater

part of her life, she had a home open to every claim of hospitality,

and ample means for her abundant charities. "When these became
more extensive, and her own resources more limited, the purses of

brothers and cousins were ])laced at her disposal. Brothers and
sisters too co-operated with her in every good work, and though

"alone" she entered on her religious life, yet "two" numerous and
faithful bands subsequently attended her in her career of conflict

and victory. These wore her outward helps ; but none the less ear-

nestly did she lean on her " Holy Helper ;" none the less humbly did

she prostrate herself in deep abasement of spirit before Him whose
hand she ever acknowledged in every event of her life. That this

divine aid, co-operating in a lowlier sphere with singleness of pur-

pose, may accomplish much, we learn from the life and labours of

Sarah Martin, the humble dress-maker of Yarmouth, who seemed,

on a smaller scale, to emulate the labours of Mrs. Fry, and occupied

a not dissimilar though narrower field, and quietly walked her ap-

pointed path, which shines like a golden thread in the dark tissue

of the doings of our race.

One lesson of special interest may be derived from the history

of Elizabeth Fry. With a mind and heart occupied with great en-

terprises, she did not overlook small daily opportunities of doing

good. In travelling, the well- stored tract-bag was ever at hand,

that she might scatter seed by the wayside. In the Highland inn
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she gathered a congrosation of barcfootod '=1'^";''"™;^;
»"'',X

bonnctcl hostlers, to re»l unto them the words of truth In the

hot at Ahbcville, ^vrapped up in a cloak, ^vth screens to keep off

h air, and a ,vood fire at her feet, she read to the l^'llady, h r

dau^lt rs. and the servants of the hotel, among ,Thom she distribu-

te book : a deep impression ,vas made; and on her visit to the

sale place the next j^ar. she was sunoundod by applicants for

b^k. and bo^iiled into the kitchen, where her words, htly .poken

were"li°" K-d to with attention, and all, even to the portly chief

cook "ht the privilege of shaking hands with her. Sbe pau. d

in one oflhose French Toms, to visit the bedside of a sick Enghsh-

n„ at k mur, and in crossing the lake of Bnenz, 1-™"?.f™- *»

boy who managed the boat, of the dangerous illness of li.= mother,

si at once res°olved to visit the sufferer, and breathe -o^s of con

solation to this afflicted Christian, whom she fomid with the Bible

bv her side At Xorth Kcpps she visited the school, and me

the hard; fi;hermen at the school-room. While J»rncymg a™d

the Pyr-enees she took advantage of the horn- of rest .o the wearied

S, as they seated themselves about half-way up -steep ac-

cent on a level of green sward, in the shadow of a rock, to lead

their minds from the beautiful scene before them, to the ..-eater

7ZZ displayed in providing a Saviour for them, accompanying

her kindly exhortations with the gift of little Ireneh tex -W.
It is a fact of some significance, that m her last days, her family

; ght it a most alarndng sj-n^ptom of her failing strength, tba in

driving out, the demand made by her little giandson for a trac. to

give to a little shepherd boy, was not promptly responded to The

ri»ht hand" had then forgot "its cunning." But two day» Utorc

her death, she looked over some sheets o Scripture seK-uon^

which she had prepared for a Te.xt-book, on he ^»"«rlan with one

the had previously published. Of these volumes, which contain d

carcfullv arranged texts for every day in the year she Ea^ea-y

thousands, accompanving them with varied and pomt")
.^<^"'™'™"J

„nd counsels. "Traits of travel," like those over which we he
glaueed, are honourable to our common hum.an.ty; such puic -

lings by the way" are worthy of an angeVs hand, and are recorded

in more than a traveller's note-book.

Klizabcth Frv, tlioudi brought into so public an arena, was essen-

tially womanh^ llor home life bears inspcetion-her chai^cter

does not suffei" from a near view. Order and system P" aded her

arrangements and expenditures; consideration mavkcd b" t«»'-

nicnt of servants. She had a peculiar love for little children a

great delight in their beautiful faces and forms, the " gentlest toucn.
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and the most winning ways with them. She was an umvearied and

skilful nurse ; maintaining, while she carefully ministered to the

bodily wants of the sick, a holy calm of demeanour, that enabled

her, in her full-toned, musical voice, to breathe words of lofty hope

to the dying, and of triumph even over death and the giave. She

was not negligent of the small charities of domestic life. AVhen

her brother sailed for ximerica, she accompanied him to Liverpool,

where he was to embark, provided a library for the passengers and

crew of the vessel in which he was to sail, offered the most fervent

supplications in his ])chalf, and made his cabin comfortable and fra-

grant with sweet flowers, arranged by her hand, and testifying of

her thoughtful affection—her benevolence in trifles. Her love to

her family was a strong and abiding feeling. On one occasion, she

spoke of her prayers being constant for those she loved ; and on

being asked how this could be, she said, " It is always in my heart

;

eveu°ii\ sleep, I think the heart is ever lifted up ; it is, if I may ven-

ture to say it, living in communion with Christ."

There is a unity in 3Irs. Fry's life amid its manifold relations

and engagements. We sec in it the power of a predominating idea:

the centre of her heart was stirred ; and the circles of benevolence,

at first embracing family and neighbourhood, enlarged till they

reached the ends of the earth. We wonder somewhat, that, trem-

blingly alive as she was to every call of woe, the appeals of Christen-

dom^ alone should have reached her. Heathendom seems to have

been mute to her ears. One would not know, from the perusal of

her life, that millions of our fellow-creatures are enslaved by cruel

religions, and bound by iron chains of habit to sin. She always

heeded the sighing of the prisoner ajipointed unto death : but the

loud cry of those thousands and tens of thousands, whose lives are

passed in the valley of the shadow of death—did that fall upon her

ear? We have hesitated to indicate any want in a character so

moulded to high and lofty purposes— in a career so affluent in good

deeds. The clew to her labours and her success may be found in

"one thing," which she said most emphatically to her daughter,

during herlast illness :
" Since my heart was touched, at seventeen

years old, I believe I never have awakened from sleep, by day or

by night, without my first waking thought being, how best I might

serve my Lord." A beaiitiful pendant to this is the declaration of

our own countrywoman, a lady of fortune, who said that she " never

laid her head on the pillow, without thinking in what way she might

best bestow her Lord's money." This earth would soon become a

paradise, were such matin and vesper thoughts to rise like incense

from the hearts of all Christians.
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ART. IV.—BISHOP BUTLER.

1 Memoir, of the Character and Writings 0/ JosErii Butleu, D C. L. Late Lord

'

Bishop of Durham. By Thomas Baktlett. A. M. Rector of Kmgston. Kent.

2 m^'Tnahsy'of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and Course

'

of Nature Src, eSr.

'

With a Life of the Author, Copious .\olcs, and Index. By

WiLLLVM FiTZGKR.u^. A. M. Professor of Moral Philosophy iu the Lnivcr-

sity of Dublin. Dublin : 18-i9.

Mr Bartlett, ^vho is connected by marriage Avitli the descend-

ants of Bishop Butler's eldest brother, has collected from family

sources a number of interesting facts, il^^s^t,^;^^^^\ ^^/^^^^^'r

and character of the author of the Analogy. Ihese he has added

to the only memoir of Butler previously given to the Tvorkl-

that of Dr. Kippis, first published in the Biographia Britanmca,—

and has presented the ^vhole as the most complete account ot he

Bubiect at present attainable. AVe may therefore suppose that

Y-e have now reached the ne phis ultra of our inquiries in this

direction All that affection and tradition had treasured up, has

been spread out before us ; and we may now sit down, and tell over

our scanty store, glad that it is as abundant as it is. Times have

greatly altered since Butler's day. ^^ow, no literary notable may

fear that the world will know too little of him. Posterity will see

to that. Things important, things indifferent; sketches, scraps, care-

less words, letters, common-place books; in a word, all the indescrib-

able contents of the scholar's desk will be given to that omnivorous

eater the public. Small care for threshing or winnowing either;

but straw, chaff, and solid grain will all be thankfully received to-

gether. It is to be hoped that the next turn of fashion m writing

biography will bring us to the mean between telling nothing and

telling everything.

Professor Fitzgerald has prefi.xed to his edition of the Analogy a

condensed memoir, (of 95 pages,) from Bartlett, but relieved of

Bartlctt's irrelevant matter, and interspersed with thoughttul obser-

vations of his own upon Butler's >nitings. He is indeed an editor

every^vay worthy of his author. AVe shall endeavour to spread

before our readers the new information derived from these source.^

using, for the sake of connexion, the facts already known and

familiar.

Joseph Butler was born in the market town of AN antage.

in Berkshire, England, on the ISth of .May, 1092. He was the

youngest of eight children. His father, Thomas Butler, wa3 a
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respectable and pro.^pcrou?! lincu-drapcr in Wantage, but at the time

of Joseph's birth had retired from business, and "was residing at

the extremity of the town, in a house called the Priory. The house,

though since much altered, is yet standing, and the room is still

sho^Yn, in -which Butler is said to have been born. His education

was begun in the Grammar School of his native place, under

the direction of the Rev. Philip Barton, a clergyman of the

Church of England. Here he -was gi-ounded in the elements of

classical knowledge. But his father, soon perceiving his son's

talent and inclination for learning, determined to rear him for the

ministry in his own denomination, Cthc Presbyterian,) and for this

purpose removed him to a Dissenting academy at Gloucester, then

kept by iNIr. Samuel Jones. Mr. Jones is mentioned by Butler's

biographer with great honour, as having had in the number of his

pupils many distinguished men. Among these we find the names of

Lardncr. author of the Credibility of the Gospels ; Lord Bowes, Chan-

cellor of Ireland; Dr. Edward Chandler; and Seeker, Butler's inti-

mate and inseparable friend, afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury.

Butler was exceedingly happy in his friendships. His intimacy

with Seeker began in early youth, and lasted without interruption

through a long life. Seeker outlived l^utler, and in his last years

gave earnest proof of his affection, by the energy with which he

defended the memory of his friend from unjust aspersions. The
influence of this, and another intimacy, upon Butler's whole career,

will be frequently seen in the course of this sketch.

From a very early period of life, his thoughts were directed to

subjects of metaphysical and thoologic;il inquiry. At the age of

twenty-one, and while yet a pupil in Mr. Jones' academy, he gave

astonishing proof of his intellectual vigour, and of his progress in

feuch studies, by his anonymous correspondence Avith Dr. Samuel
Clarke, tlie author of the celebrated " Demonstration of the Being
and Attributes of God." The deinon.?tration had just been pub-

lished, and was attracting universal attention. What Clarke pro-

fessed to have accomplished, Butler had long been endeavouring to

do. In his first letter to the doctor, he writes thus :—

" I have made it mj business, ever sinct^ T tlioujht myself capaVde of such
sort of rcasonini:, to prove to my.sflf the beiiv.' and attributos of God. And
bcinp sensible tliat it is a matter of the last <<lll^oflU('nce, I have endeavoured
after a demonstrative pnwf; not only more I'tilly to Fati^tV mv own mind, but
also in order to dcfenil the crreat truths of iritural ri-Iii.Mon, and those of the
C^hristinn revelation whicli follow from them. aL'ainst all opposers : but must
own, witii concern, that hitherto I liavc been unsueees>fid ; and though I have
pot very probable argument's, yet 1 can go very little -Way with demonstration
in the proof of these" things."
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He was not able to satisfy himself of the conclusiveness of the

reasoning in the sixth and seventh propositions, (on the omnipre-

sence and the unity of the Deity;) and he states, in the most
modest terms, the o?jjections thereto •which had arisen in his mind.

His diflSdence led him to conceal his name ; and the correspondence

was managed by Seeker, who carried the letters to the post-office

at Gloucester, and brought back Clarke's replies. His objections

show the penetrating mctaph3'sician, and the cautious and solid

reasoncr, already developed. With Clarke's explanation of the

fii-st of the two propositions, he professed himself satisfied : but

in removing the objections to the other, the author of the demon-
stration was not so successful ; and the correspondence, after

extending to five letters from each, closed. In his last letter,

the doctor speaks in the highest terms of the candour of his op-

ponent, and afterwards evinced his opinion of the merit of the cor-

respondence, by appending it to the succeeding editions of the

Demonstration. Of these letters of Butler's, Sir James Mackin-

tosh says, " He suggested objections to the celebrated demonstration,

which are really insuperable, and which are marked by an acutehess

which neither he nor any other ever surpassed."*

It is well to observe, that Eutlcr's efforts to obtain demonstrative

evidence for the truths of religion seem here to have ceased. Where
Clarke ended, Eutler began. The remaining years of the author of

the Analogy were spent in bringing to bear .upon Christianity that

evidence of probability which, though less imposing than demon-

stration, is yet capable of rising to the highest moral certainty; and

in tracing out the close resemblance between the light afforded us

by revelation, and that which we enjoy in our common and daily

life.

Soon after, there occurred a change in his views, which altered

all the outward relations of his life. He became dissatisfied with

the gi'ounds of non-conformity, and resolved to unite with the Esta-

blished Church. This step was taken after much reflection, and

doubtless from conscientious impulses; but it was by no means

agi'ceable to the wishes of his father. Several neighbouring Presby-

terian ministers were accordingly summoned to assist in removing

the young student's scruples, but without success. And Thomas

Butler, finding his son's purj)ose of conforming was not to be shaken,

° We believe that it is now generally conceded, that attempts to prove the

existence of God demonstratively, are more than useless. "No matter of fact

can be mathematically demonstrated, though it may be proved in such a maimer

as to leave no doubt on the raiml."—Whateley's Logic, book It, chap. 2.

FouRTU Series, Vol. IH.—16.
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at length yielded, and entered him as a commoner of Oriel College,

Oxford, on the 17 th of March, 1714.

At Oxford he formed an intimacy with Mr. Edward Talbot, se-

cond son of Dr. Ed^Yard Talbot, afterwards Bishop of Durham.

This friendship was the means of securuig to Butler the patronage

of Mr. Talbot's father. Through the iullucncc of his young friend,

and that of his former correspondent, Dr. Clarke, he was, in 1718,

appointed preacher at the Bolls' Court, London. He was then in

his twenty-sixth year, and had not been long ordained. The mind

of Seeker underwent, though more slowly, the same change as But-

ler's, on the subject of conformity ; and young ^Ir. Talbot, about this

time dying, so efl'ectually commended them both to the favour of his

father, that Dr. Talbot, upon his transl.-ition to the see of Durham,

in 1721, presented Butler with the living of Haughton, and Seeker,

shortly after, with that of Haiighton-lc- Spring.

The parsonage at Haughton being in a dilapidated state, Butler

detei-miued to repair it. A passion for rebuilding and ornamenting

seems to have possessed him throughout the whole of his long life.

He was jealous of the external glory of the Church. With but one

exception, wherever he resided he cither altered, or enlarged, or

restored. In his last charge, lie quotes, with great approbation, the

lancruage of Bishop Fleetwood, that "unless the good public spirit

of building, repairing, and adorning churches prevails a great deal

more among us, a hundred years will bring to the ground 'a huge

number of churches." In the after part of his Ufe, having purchased

an elegant mansion at Hampstead. he ornamented some of the win-

dows with beautiful painted glass, representing various Scriptural

subjects. But in imi)roving the private chapel in the episcopal

palace at Bristol, the erection of a cross—though doubtless inno-

cently meant—occasionod great controvei-sy and trouble. Had he

executed his contemi'lated repaire at Haughton, he would have be-

come seriously involved; for the entire sum due from the parish

.for dilapidations was only sixty pounds. But his friend Seeker

rescued him from such a prospect of trouble, by prevailing on Bishop

Talbot to transfer liim, in 1725, to the richer benefice of Stanhope,

where, fortunately, there was no occasion for any repairing to be

done.

Soon aft€r his translation to Stanhope, he resigned his appoint-

ment at the Rolls ; but before resigning, he published his " Fifteen

Sermons,'' dedicating them to Sir Joseph -K-kyl, Master of the Rolls,

"as a parting mark of gratitude for the favour received during his

connexion with that learned society." We are informed in the pre-

face, that the selection of these sermons "from amoni^st others
16*
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preached m the same place, during a course of eight 7^^\^"\^

alto-ether accidental. Bishop Butler, at his death, ordered all his

manuscripts to be destroyed. These sermons are of such inesti-

mable value in settling the true gi'ounds of ethical science, that great

re-ret has been expressed, that the others, thus acciJcntallij omitted,

vfeve not also preserved. Butler assuredly knew the value of his

o^-n writin-s: it has therefore been conjectured* that the remain-

incr sermonl were wrought into the Analogy; and that this Avas his

reason for directing them to be "buriit. without being read by any

one" "In these sermons," says Sir James Mackintosh, 'he has

tau-ht truths more capable of being exactly distinguished from the

doch-ines of his predecessors, more satisfactorily established by

him more comprehensively applied to particulars, more rationally

connected with each other, and therefore more worthy of the name

of discovery, than any with which we are acciuainted."^

His contributions to a con-ect theory of morals, consist: 1. In ins

distinction between self-love and the primary appetites; and,;2. In

his clear exposition of the existence and supremacy of conscience.

The objects of our appetites and passions are outward things, which

are sou-ht simply as ends; thus food is the object of hunger and

drink the object of thirst. Some of the primary desires lead di-

rectly to our private good, and others to the good of the community.

Hun-er and thirst, above cited, are instances of the former; the

affection for one's child is an instance of the latter. They may be

^

considered as so many simple impulses, wliich are to be guided and

controlled by our higher powers. Pleasure is the concomitant of

their cn-atification; but, in their original state, is no separate part

of the°aim of the agent. All these primary impulsesare contem-

plated by self-love, as the material out of which happiness is to be

constructed. Self-love is a regard for our happiness as a whole:

such a regard is not a vice, but a commendable quality. Self-loAe

is not selfishness. Selfishness is destructive of human Ijappmess,

and. as such, self-love condemns it. The so-called ^^^^^^^/^^ f ^-

tions are consequently disinterested; as likewise arc (m then in-

complex manifestations) our physical appetites and malevolent

feelings. But besides these principles of our nature, tbere is one

whiciris supreme over all others: tliis is consoence. Shattsbury

had before pointed out the emotional character of conscience, under

the term moral sense ; but its distinguishing attribute of supremacy

he had failed to notice. Butler, acknowledging the correctness of

his lordship s pai-tial view, combined with it the element neces-

o ThiB conjecture is Prof. Fitzgerald's.
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Bary to make an entire truth,*—the character of conscience, as the

highest tribunal of man's nature, " -which surveys, approves, or dis-

approves the several affections of our minds, and passions of our

lives." The practical Tveakness of conscience does not destroy its

authority ; and though its mandates arc often disregarded, yet the

obligations to render it obedience remain unimpaired. In this view

of the several principles within us, and their relations to each other,

virtue may be said, in the language of the ancients, to consist in

following nature ; that is, natm-e coiTCctly interpreted and imder-

stood.

It is remarkable, that in the second edition of the Seimons, pub-
lished in 1729, Butler defends his style from the charge of obscurity.

As this complaint is one frequently made still, it is well to hear
what he says for himself. " It must be acknowledged," he tells us,
" that some of the following discourses are very abstruse and difl5-

cult, or, if you please, obscure; but I must take leave to add, that
those alone are judges, whether or no, and how far, this is a fault,

who are judges, whether or no, and how far, it might have been
avoided—those only who will be at the trouble to understand what
is here said, and to see how far the things here insisted upon, and
not other things, might have been put in a plainer manner; which
yet I am very far from asserting that they could not. Thus much,
however, will be allowed, that general criticisms concerning obscu-
rity, considered as a distinct thing from confusion and perplexity

of thought, as in some cases there may be ground for them, so in

others, they may be nothing more at bottom than complaints, that

everything is not to be understood with the same ease that some
things are. Confusion and perplexity of writing is, indeed, without
excuse ; because any one may, if he pleases, know whether he un-
derstands and sees through what he is about: and it is impardonable
for a man to lay his thoughts before others, when he is conscious
that he himself does not know whereabouts he is, and how the mat-
ter before him stands. It is coming abroad in disorder, which he
ought to be dissatisfied to find himself in at home." We must infer

from this passage, that Butler was not conscious (at least at this

period of his life) of those defects, which have been universally at-

tributed to his st3-le. All that he has written is so compressed, that
he cannot be well understood, without corresponding concentration
of mind on the part of his reader. His very caution makes his

* " The not taking into consideration this authority, which is implied in the
idea of reflex approbation or disapprobation, soem.s a material deficiency or
omission in Lord Shaftsbury'a 'Inquiry concerning .Virtue."'

—

Butler's pre/ace
to the Sermom,
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progi-ess toward any given point appear slow and laborious. But

he is nowhere guilty of wliat, in this extract, he considers almost a

crime—confusion of thought. On the contrary, the more attentively

he is studied, the more do new light and truth break forth from his

well-compacted sentences. Passages are not wanting whicli are

happily expressed ; and the whole of chap, v., of part II. of the

Analogy, reads smoothly enough to satisfy the most fastidious

critic.

After leaving London in 1726, he lived in retirement at Stanhope

for a period of seven years. Hero he planned and wrote the Ana-

logy. Of the details of his private life during this period we know

little or nothing. We learn that he was exceedingly faithful in the

discharge of his clerical duties ; tliat he was mucli beloved by his

parishioners ; and that he was exceedingly kind to the poor. But

Seeker, fearing that Butler s spirits were suftcring from so much

close study and seclusion, prevailed upon Lord Chancellor Talbot

(the brother of the deceased Edward Talbot) to nominate him his

chaplain, in 1T33, and a prebendary of Eochester in 1730. Through

the indefatigable exertions of the same friend, his name was brought

to the notice of Queen Caroline. This was soon followed by his

appointment to be clerk of the closet to the queen. Indeed, Butler

found, ever after, in her a firm and fast friend. She was exceed-

ingly fond of philosophers and pliilosophic conversation ; and her

chaplain's attendance was therefore commanded every evening from

seven till nine.

In 173G the Analogy was published, with a dedication to Lord

Chancellor Talbot. U attracted so much attention upon its first

appearance, that a second edition was published the same year. It

has been pronounced, by the universal consent of thinking men, to

be a work, which, in the originality of its plan, and the skill of its

execution, is exceeded by no other upon the evidences of religion

ever written. It was a book for the times, but the author so con-

structed it as to give it a value for all time. " It is come," he says

in his advertisement, " to be taken for gi-anted by many persons,

that Christianity is not so much as a subject of imiuiry. but that it

is now at length discovered to be fictitious." A scoffing way of

treating religion prevailed among the educated and polite of the age.

It was considered a mark of spirit to make an open profession of

free-thinking. Plausible objections were urged against particular

doctrines; difficulties were exaggerated; and Christianity was made

a matter of ridicule, " as it were by way of reprisals, for its having

Bo long interrupted the pleasures of the world." This habit of con-

fining the attention to what could be said against the various doc-
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trincs of religion destroyed the effect of its e\'idences. These ob-

jections had therefore to be met directly. The doctrines had to be

extricated from the entanglement of sophistry, in •which they Tvere

involved. Besides this, by a summary process the evidence of

Christianity was rejected : for it was argued that there could be no

doubtfulness in the evidence of a genuine revelation, and as it was

claimed that Christianity was deficient in this particular, the testi-

monies for its truth were dismissed without a hearing. Into such

a controversy as this, Butler could not fail to enter with all his

soul, and yet, as has been well remarked, his book has nothing of a

controversial tone. He vindicates the truths both of natural reli-

gion and of Christianity, by showing that they are paralleled by the

facts of our experience ; and that nature, considered as a revelation

of God, teaches (though to a more limited extent, and in a more im-

perfect way) the same lessons as the Scriptures. He proves that

the endence is the same as that upon which we act in our temporal

concerns ; and that perhaps it is left as it is, that our behaviour with

regard to it may be part of our probation for a future life.

Nor does the aim of the Analogy stop here. The opinion has

very extensively prevailed, that the utility of the work consists sole-

ly in answering such objections as those above described. Dr. Reid,

the Scotch philosopher, has so expressed himself Of a like pur-

port is the happily conceived language of Dr. Campbell: "Analo-

gical evidence is generally more succes.sful in silencing objections,

than in evincing truth. Though it rarely refutes, it frequently re-

pels refutation ; like those weapons, which, though they cannot kill

the enemy, will ward his blows." The outward form of the Analo-

gy, to be sure, gives some countenance to this view ; for the objec-

tor is followed tlirough all the mazes of his error. But, besides the

effect of particular analogies, there is the effect of the Analogy as a

whole; of the likeness so beautifully developed between the system

of nature, and the system of grace. Every one who has received

the total impression of the argument, is conscious that he has de-

rived therefrom new convictions of the truth of religion, and that

these convictions rest on a basis peculiarly their own. On this point,

Butler's ovrti language is quite definite :
" This treatise will be, to

such as arc connnccd of religion, upon the proof arising out of the

two last-mentioned principles, [liberty and moral fitness.] an addi-

tional proof, and a confirmation of it ; to such as do not admit those

principles, an original proof of it, and a confirmation of that proof.

Those who believe, will here find the scheme of Christianity cleared

of objections, and the evidence of it in a peculiar manner strength-

ened ; those who do not believe, will at least be shown the absurdity
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of all attempts to prove Christianity false, the plain, undoubted credi-

bility of it, and, I hope, a good deal more."—Part II., chap. viii.

It is not contended that all the analogies are alike striking : some

are of a negative kind, designed to silence objections ; others again

arc adduced with a view to raising a positive presumption for the

points on which they bear. But we humbly submit, that the whole

result is positive, and not merely the bringing of the e\idcnce from

minus up to zero. Neither does it make against the Analogy,

that the resemblance between the course of nature and Christianity

is not shoAvn in more numerous particulars ; for Butler well says,

wo have no reason to believe " that the whole course of things natu-

rally unknown to us, and everything in it, is like to any thing in

that which is known."—Part 11., chap. ii. This would be to seek

an identity of fact, where we should only look for an identity of

principle.

This work was the favourite study of Queen Caroline. Her par-

tiality for it was the occasion of the following sneer of Lord Boling-

broke's :
" She studies," says he, " with much application, the 'Analogy

of Revealed Religion to the Constitution and Course of Nature.' She
understands the whole argument perfectly, and concludes, with the

right reverend author, that it is not ' so clear a case, that there

is nothing in revealed religion.' Such royal, such lucrative encour-

agement must needs keep both metaphysics and the sublimest the-

ology in credit." But the very year after the publication of the

Analogy the Queen died. Before her death, however, she earnestly

commended Butler to the patronage of her husband, George II. ; so

that, in 1738, upon the translation of Dr. Gooch from the See of

Bristol to that of Norwich, the Bishopric of Bristol was given to

Butler. Bristol was the poorest of the English sees, the revenues
being but £400 per annum, and Gooch's claims are said to have

been far inferior to those of the author of the Analogy. Butler,

though a modest man, was by no means destitute of spirit ; and in

the letter to Walpole, in which he acknowledged and accepted his

appointment, he resented, in strong tei-ms, the slight which it implied.

The effect of his remonstrance was soon perceived; for in 1740, the

king nominated him to the Deanery of St. Paul's, London. Imme-
diately upon obtaining this promotion, he resigned his living at

Stanhope, which he had till then retained, and his prebendary stall

at Rochester.

The large revenues of the Deanery of St. Paul's enabled him to

gratify his taste for building and ornament. He is said to have ex-

pended, in improving the episcopal palace at Bristol, between four
and five thousand pounds, a greater sum than he received from the
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Bishopric during the vrhole period of his incumbency. To assist

in what was to him a labour of love, the merchants of that city pre-

sented him with a large quantity of cedar. In altering the private

chapel, he placed (as already stated) a white marble cross over the

communion table. This unfortunate step not only occasioned scan-

dal at the time, but gave plausibility to the charge of a leaning to-

wards Popery, which was made in the latter part of his life, and

after his death. The cross remained in its place until the destruc-

tion of the palace by a mob, in 1831.

In 1746 he was made clerk of the closet to George II. In 1747,

upon the decease of Archbishop Potter, he was offered the Primacy,

but refused it, declaring, " that it was too late for him to try to sup-

port a falling Church." He took a gloomy view of the prospects of

the Establishment. His relations at AVantage wished very much to

Bee him elevated to that high dignity ; and one of his nephews, sup-

posing that his uncle's refusal grew out of a fear of the heavy ex-

penses to be incurred at his entrance upon the office, offered to ad-

vance £20,000, or any other sum which might be thought necessary.

He was exceedingly dissatisfied when he found the Bishop's pur-

pose was not to be altered.

. The See of Durham becoming vacant in 1750, by the decease of

Dr. Edward Chandler, the king was desirous of advancing Butler to

it. When, however, Butler understood that the lieutenancy of the

county, which had usually gone with the Bishopric, Avas about to be

separated from it, he at first declined the honour. He appears to

have been xmwilling that the see should lose a single one of its es-

tablished dignities. Out of regard to his feelings in this particular,

the proposed change was deferred until the next vacancy. Another
instance of his delicacy of feeling in this connexion is given by the

present Bishop of Exeter. " On his translation, the Deanery of St.

Paul's was to be vacated. The minister wished to give it to But-

ler's oldest and best friend. Seeker, who held a stall at Durham,
which, in that case, it was proposed that the crown should give to

Dr. Chapman. Unfortunately, the arrangement was mentioned to

Butler before he was translated ; and highly gratifying as it would
have been to him for Seeker's sake, his conscience took the alarm,

lest it should bear even the semblance of a condition of his

own promotion. He for some time hesitated, in consequence, to

accept the splendid station, which solicited him ; nor did he yield
till his scruple respecting all possible notion of condition was re-

moved."

• AVhat his feelings were upon this occasion of honour and fortune,

is sho'Nvn in the following extract from a letter to a friend :

—
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M Increase of fortune Is insignificant to one who thought he had enough be-

fore
• and I foresee many difficulties in the station I am coming mto, and no

advantage worth thinking of, except some greater power of being serviceable

to oUicrs • and whether this be an advantage, entirely depends on the use one

.hall make of it : I pray God it may be a good one. It would be a melarw

choiy thin'T, in the close of life, to have no reflections to entertain one s sell

rrith but ^hat one had spent the revenues of the Bishopric of Durham, m a

jumptuous course of Uving, and enriched one's friends with the promotions of

it, instead of having really set one's self to do good, and promote worthy men ;

yet thii ri^rht use of fortune and power is more difficult than the generality of

even <r(xxT people think, and rcnuires both a guard upon one's scit, and a

strenf'lh of mind to withstand sohcitations, greater, I wish 1 may not find it,

than 1 am master of."

In the year 1750, Bishop Butler drew up a plan for introducing

Episcopacy into America. Up to this time, and afterwards, the

Established Church, in the English Colonies, was imder the charge

of the Bishop of London, through whose commissaries its affairs

were managed. As this plan of Butler's is highly illustrative of the

wisdom and moderation of his character, we subjoin it entire :—

" 1. That no coercive power is desired over the laity in any case, but only

a power to regulate the behaviour of the clergy-, who are in episcopal orders

;

and to correct and punish them according to the laws of the Church of Lng-

laud. in case of misbehaviour or neglect of duty, with such power as the com-

missioners abroad have exercised.
, ^ • ^ /•

" 2. That nothing is desired for such Bishops, that may in the least intertere

with the dignity, or^authorltv, or interest of the Governor or any other officer

of state. Probates of will, license for marriages, &c., to be kept in the hands

where they are ; and no share in the temporal government is desired tor

^"
S.^The maintenance of such Bishops not to be at the charge of the colo-

nies.
, • T «. •

"4. No Bishops are intended to be settled, where the government is lett in

the hands of Dissenters, as in New-England, &c. But authority to be given

only to ordain clergy for such Church of England congregations as are among

tliem, and to inspect into the manners and behaviour of such clergy, and to

confirm the members thereof."

This plan awakened so much opposition among those for whom it

was intended, and particularly in New-England, that, though revived

again as late as 1TG3, it was finally abandoned.

Shortly after his arrival in his diocese, Butler addressed to his

clergy a charge upon the " Use and Importance of External Ech-

pion." Alas ! it was the only one he was permitted to deliver as

Bishop of Durham. This charge, though full of excellent advices

to the clergy, yet contains some statements which arc liable to be

misunderstood. Indeed, it may be doubted, whether its fundamental

idea is not a mistaken one. After stating, that the distinction of

the age was "a scorn of religion in some persons, and a disregard

of it in the generality," he proceeds to give some directions upon
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the best means of reviving piety among the common people. These
he coilceives to be :

" the keeping up the form and face of religion,"

and " then endeavouring to make this form subservient to promote
its reality and power." The repairing of churches, the regular at-

tendance upon Divine service, uniformity in pubUc and private

prayer, the oifering of thanks at meals, the catechism and instruc-

tion of children, etc., are the several steps of this process proposed.
He fortifies his assertion of the power of forms, by instancing the

influence of the forms of Mohammedanism, of Catholicism, and
of the old ritual of the Jews. We humbly conceive that when
practical piety is dying away in a nation, the effort to resuscitate it

by a renewed devotion to external religion, is simply beginning at

the end. The form is the symbol of an inward feeling and life ; and
•when the internal correspondent is gone, a more rigid obser^-ance of
the form may produce superstition, but it can effect no good,—it

cannot awaken the dead. That Mohammedanism, whose power
Butler cites, gained its triumphs over Christianity, and seized the
time-honoured seats of our faith, because the Fathers, by unwisely
teaching a ritual vdigion Jirst, and a spiritual one afterwards, had
made the Church superstitious in doctrine, corrupt in practice, and
feeble to resist the inroads of error. John Wesley, a presbyter of
the Church of England, was a contemporary of Butler : he saw the
lamentable iircligion of the common people, and deplored it as
deeply as the Bishop himself; and, with his peculiar sagacity, he dis-
cerned- that the evil was only to be remedied by an earnest, spiritual
preaching, addressed to them in a style suited to their capacities
and wants. In the year 1750, the period of Butler's accession to
the See of Durham, he had already been engaged eleven years in
his career of mingled obloquy and triumph. His success is a mat-
ter of history. The parish churches were filled with hearers, and
their altars were crowded with communicants, who, having been
aroused to a sense of their duty by his appeals, hastened to°render
their obedience to the outward service and ritual of the Church.
And all this was the least of .tlie fruit of his labours.

From the time of the publication of this discourse, until some
years after his death, Butler was violently assailed in pamphlets
and newspapers, as addicted to superstition' as inclined to Popery;
and finally, as dying in the commmiion of the Church of Rome. The
acrimony of these assaults is undoubtedly to be attributed to the vio-
lence of party spirit. Butler's detestation of Poperv is strongly
enough expressed in his works ;* and the charge itseff was the off-

« See the Sermon before the House of Lords and the remarks on positive insti-
tntxons.—^na^o^y, part II., chap. L
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Bprinf^ of a pure desire to promote a revival of the vital spirit of

rcli'-ion in England. It can only be objected against, as proposing

ine^s the most unsuitable of all for accomplishing this end.

His life at Durham exhibits the same tastes and habits which

have been described in the preceding pages. Ha^-ing now a magni-

ficent income, he made extensive repairs in Durham Castle, and

rreatly improved the episcopal residence at Auckland. At the

Kime time, he gave still wider scope to his almost unbounded be-

nevolence He is said to have subscribed £400 per annum to the

county hospital. Considermg it his duty to support the dignity of

his station with hberaUty, he set apart three days of every week for

the entertainment of the neighbouring gentry. He was hkewise ex-

ceedingly attentive to his clerical brethren.^ The followmg mcident

Bhows his benevolence in a very pleasing light :—

"Acentleman once waited upon him with the details of some projected

benevoS institution. The bisLp. highly approved of the object ,n v.ew

and calling his house-steward, inquired how much money he h^^,
^^^/"^

^'^

nos^essionr The answer was : ' Five hundred pounds, my lord^ Fne hun-

S^d pounds!' exclaimed his master; 'What a shame for a ^'shop to have °

much money ! Give it away ;
give it all to this gentleman, for his charitable

plan.' "—Barllett, p. 196.

He once declared to his under-secretary, Mr. Emm:—"I should

feel ashamed of myself, if I could leave ten thousand pounds behind

me." And in this he kept his word ; he died worth but little over

nine thousand. We believe this sum was not quite half his annual

income. But, though liberal in dispensing the hospitalities of his sta-

tion, he was exceedingly simple in his private habits. It is related

that a young gentleman of fortune once dined by appointment with

him and the table was set out with nothing more than a joint of

meat and a pudding. The bishop apologized for his fare, by saying

" That it was his way of living ; that he had been long disgusted

with the fashionable expense of time and money at entertainments,

and was determined that it should receive no countenance from his

example." .

.

He was rigidly honest in distributing his patronage. It was his

desire to prefer worthy and capable men to the benefices m his gift;

but the sudden termination of his life prevented him from carrying

out his purposes, in this respect, to any great extent. He did not

suffer the claims of relationship to warp his impartiality. His ec-

centric nephew. John Butler, in expressing his disappointment, that

the bishop had done so little for his family, is reported to have said

very bluntly,—" Mcthinks, my lord, it is a misfortune to be related

to you!"
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But, as if to give another proof of the vanity of all earthly things,

two years had scarcely elapsed after the settlement of the bishop in

the See of Durham, -^Nhen his health began to fail. Upon the advice

of the most eminent physicians, he at first tried the waters of CHf-

ton : but these affording no relief, he was conveyed, in a sinking con-

dition, to Bath. Here he was constantly attended by his chaplain.

Dr. Forster, and was visited by his friend. Bishop Benson. Seeker

"Was himself just recovering from illness, and could not safely travel.

From Dr. Forster's frequent letters to Seeker, we have a full ac-

count of Butler's last hours. In one of these, he -^vTites : "All his

physicians seem to be clear, that his disorder is owing to some ob-

structions in the organs of digestion, Avithout being able to tell where

the fault principally lies. They say, however, that he is so weak at

present, that any attempt to remove these obstructions as yet, would

be death to him." Benson, the day after Butler's death, writes to

Seeker on this point more definitely :
—

" The liver, by the account

which the physicians gave, was so much decayed, that no art was
capable of restoring it ; and nothing but the formation of a new or-

gan could restore him." His weakness was so great, that dui-ing

these closing scenes he spoke but little. In parting with Benson,

he remarked, says the bishop, " It must be a farewell forever ; and
said kind and affecting things more than I could bear." After lin-

gering thus twelve days, he died, June IGth, 1752, in the 60th year

of his age. Tradition reports several expressions, as being among
the dying words of Butler, all going to show that he expired with

an humble trust in the Saviour; but as these, though perhaps founded

upon truth, are not substantiated by any direct evidence, they are

here omitted.

On Saturday, June 20th, he was interred in the cathedral at

Bristol. Over his remains, there was placed a marble stone, with

an inscription by Dr. Forster. In the year 1S34, an elegant monu-
ment was erected, by subscription, in Bristol cathedral, to his mem-
cry. Part of the funds for this pui-posc was contributed by Oriel

College, as a testimonial of their reverence for the memory of the

eminent scholar, and divine, who had gone forth from their midst.

A beautiful inscription was furnished for this monument by Dr.

Southey. Three portraits of Butler were taken while he lived : the

first daring his residence at Stanhope, in the fortieth year of his

age; the second shortly after he was made Bishop of Bristol ; and the

last, not long before his death, Avhen his body was already beginning

to sink under the attacks of disease. The engravings from the first

likeness show a calm and benignant countenance, regular and deli-

cate features, with a sweetness of expression shining throughout,
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which hardly could have failed to win attachment and love. The

following descriptions will assist us in conceiving his personal

appearance in the latter part of his life. The first is from Hutchin-

son's History of Durham, and the second from Surtees' account of

the same place :

—

" He was of a most reverend aspect : his face thin and pale ;
but there was

a Divine placidncss in his countenance, which inspired veneration, and ex-

pressed the most benevolent mind. His white hair hung gracetuUy on his

shoulders, and his whole figure was patriarchal."

" Durin- the short time that Butler hold the See of Durham, he conc.hatod

all hearL^.° In advanced years, and on the episcopal throne, he retained the

same genuine modesty, and native sweetness of disposition, which had d.s-

tin-uisiied him in vouth and in retirement. During the ministerial perform-

ance of the sacred office, a Divine animation seemed to pervade his whole

manner, and lighted up his pale, wan countenance, already marked with the

progress of disease, like a torch glimmering in its socket, yet bright and useiul

to the last
!"

He was regular in his attendance upon Parliament, hut never

spoke in the°House of Lords. This fact led Horace Walpole to

say, that " the Bishop of Durham had been wafted to that see m a

cloud of metaphysics, and remained absorbed in it
!"

Such was Butler. His pure, transparent character needs no ela-

borate summary. His was not one of those close, hidden natures,

which elude and perplex us after the most searching study. The

marks of truth and goodness here are so plain, that he who runs

can read them. He was no illustration of Bacon's aphorism, that

"The way to gi-eat place is by a winding stair." No crooked

courses, nor time-serving, nor dancing attendance upon the great,

brought him to eminence. His dignities were thi-ust upon him. It

does^not in our land (saving as a proof of the esteem of his con-

temporaries) heighten our regard, to know that he was invested with

the lordly honours of an English See. xVll that was the transitory,

the outward decking, which in itself has no lustre. But his scru-

pulous conscientiousness, his sincerity of purpose, his honesty of

action, his life-long endeavom'S to do good,—these are the abiding,

the immortal, and stamp him infallibly as a true man.

His position in Theology has been compared with that of Bacon

in Philosophy. Both were close and patient observers ;
both strenu-

ous opposers of hasty theorizing ; both rested their systems upon

the solid ground of fict. Indeed, analogy and induction involve

similar mental operations. In these departments of inquiry, to which

his attention was chiefly directed, Butler enjoys the good fortune

to have written nothing which is yet cast aside as error
;
with the

lapse of time, men's confidence in his views has incrensed. His influ-

ence upon the thinking world has been deep and vride; for he has
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Bpoken through others, as well as in his own person. His friend

Seeker, in his own day, popularized him ; Paley has translated him
in his incomparably executed Evidences ; Chalmers has gloried in

being his expounder ; and our Wayland has acknowledged him as

the principal source of his theory of Ethics. If any judgment can

be formed from the variety of editions issued, his works are more
read now than ever.

He has reared for himself an enduring monument. John Wesley,
long ago, said, " that the Analogy was too deep for the men for

whom it was wi'itten ; for he had found that free-thinkers were not
usually close thinkers." It has, however, proved a precious legacy

to the Church: for often the very objections which are boastfully

urged by the sceptic, afflict and distress the believer's heart. To
him, these unanswerable reasonings are then a help and relief, to

clear his vision, to quiet his doubts, to animate and strengthen his

fondest hopes.

Art. v.—spiritual LJ^TERPRETATION OF ISAIAH IV.

There are two extremes in respect to the spiritual interpretation
of the Bible

:
that which spiritualizes everything, and that which

makes it a virtue to get rid of a spiritual sense wherever it is prac-
ticable. In the former, we see Origcn, resolving the plainest narratives
into mere allegory; Cocccius, asserting that the Scriptures are to
be understood in every sense of which they are capable ; and the
Rabbinic schools, who assume, to the same effect, that upon every
point of the sacred writings hang "mountains of sense." Time
was, when the Church was verging too far in this direction. But
under the influence of German rationalism, her jud^nnent is now in
danger of being warped to the opposite extreme.

° As that semi-
infidel school have excluded miracles from the Gospels, so they
would banish prescience from the prophecies. And none' can lon<^

peruse their vain lucubrations, without fcehng as did Mary, when
looking into the empty sepulchre :

" They have taken away my Lord,
and I know not where they have laid him." It now behoves the
Church to hold up prominently the truth, that in the Scriptures, as
well as in the hopes of believers, " Christ is all and in all." And
he who strives to rescue a single passage from the hands of the
comipter, is engaged in a good cause.
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Principles in the light of which the Chapter is interpreted.

I. The great design of all Scripture is, to present Christ as the

Saviour of the world. This is the grand central idea, which ex-

plains the whole Bible, and gives it significance, unity, and import-

ance. The Old Testament predicts his coming, and prepares the

way for it. The New gives a history of that event, and of the doc-

trines and events which grow immediately out of it.

From the moment of the fall of man, the subject of prime interest

•with him was restoration. The fall brought upon us depravity, sin,

condemnation, and death—a death spiritual, temporal, eternal. It

was, from that instant, a question of superlative importance with

God and man. How shall the lost race be restored ?—how raised

again to purity, reconciliation, happiness ?—to life in its three-fold

sense. Td the solution of this question the Bible is devoted.

Restoration could only be effected by a Divine Redeemer. Accord-

ingly, the very next event after the original transgression, was the

promise of a Saviour. And this hope, with various degrees of

development, pervades the entire ante-christian Scriptures. To

those who doubt or overlook this obvious fact, Christ would say, as

to the two travellers to Emmaus :* " fools, and slow of heart to

believe all that the prophets have spoken ! Ought not Christ to

have suffered these things, and to enter into his glory?" Or, as ho

said to the assembled eleven :
" These are the words which I spake

unto you while I was yet with you, that all things must be fulfilled

which were written in the law of Moses, and in the prophets, and

in the psalms, concerning me." " Thus it is written, and thus it

behoved Christ to suffer, and to rise from the dead the third day

:

and that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in

his name among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem." And observe,

in these passages, the words " ought," and " behoved," refer not to

what was abstractedly necessary, but to events required to take

place, in order to make good the predictions concerning himself " in

all the Scriptures ;" this last expression being used as exegetical of

" the law of Moses, the prophets, and the psalms." The great topic,

then, or train of topics, running like a golden thread througli the tex-

ture "of all the Scriptures," judice Christo, is, that the Messiah

was to come, suffer, rise from the dead, enter into glory, and cause

repentance and remission of sins to be preached throughout the

world in his name. Upon this broad principle Christ is to be looked

® The quotations in the remainder of the paragraph -ft-ill be found in Luke

XiiT, 20-47, to which the reader is referred.
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for always in the Bible where the idea is not excluded by the con-

text, or by the rules of exegesis. And we are never to pare down
to a dry historical statement, in which only individuals are con-
cerned, a passage, big with meaning for all, and in which the hopes
of the world arc involved.

n. The remark thus made, in general, of all Scripture, is

especially true of the prophets. The first prediction after the

fall, as we have already intimated, foretold a Sa^nour, who should
bruise the serpent's head, while the serpent should bruise his

heel; or, as Paul expresses the same things more fully, a Sa-
viom- who " tlu-ough death might destroy him that had the power
of death, that is, the devil, and deliver them, who through fear

of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage." In most
comprehensive terms the angel of the apocalypse declares to John
that " the spirit of prophecy "—its glorious, constant burden—" is

the testimony of Jesus :" as a system, it all has relation to a Saviour.
Peter was especially impressed with this thought. He says, in Acts
X, 43, " To Him give all the prophets witness, that through his
name, whosoever bclieveth in him shall receive remission of sins."

l>ut this apostle's most remarkable declaration is in his first Epis-
tle, i, 10-1-2

:
" Of which salvation the prophets have inquired and

searched diligently, who i)rophcsied of the grace that should come
unto you : seai-ching what, or what manner of time the Spirit of
Christ which was in them did signify, when it testified beforehand
the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow. Unto
whom it was revealed, that not unto themselves, but unto us they
did minister the things which are now reported unto you, by them
that have preached the gospel unto you, with the Holy Ghost sent
down from heaven." The Spirit, then, by which the prophets were
inspired, was " the Spirit of Christ," i. e., of the Messiah. They
spoke as they were moved upon by him. It was Messiah speaking
through them. Put Messiah's relation to this world was entirely

evangelical. His whole work on earth was evangelical. "The Lord
anointed him," nr^, inade him Messiah, "to preach the gospel to

the poor." Could we, then, anticipate that the burden of his messatres

would be anything else than evangelical? We could not. even if

nothing more had in this place been spoken. But, instead of silence,

there follows here as full a declaration of the plenary evano-eliam of
the prophets as perhaps language can express. First, they speak
of '• salvation :"—" the salvation of souls "* from sin in the present
world, and "salvation ready to be revealed in the last tiiQe."t

° Comp.irc verses 10, 9 and 5.

t Explained in verse 4, as " an inheritance—reserved in heaven.'*
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Secondly, the prophets speak " of the sufferings of Chnst and the

glory that should follovr;" "svhen, under the meritorious cause of

man's redemption, and the glorious effects produced by that cause,

19 summed up, with -wondrous brevity, the whole gospel scheme.

Thirdly, they had not only a general view of the subject, but
" ministered " in detail, " the things now reported to you by them
that have preached the gospel unto you;" i. e., the apostles. The
prophets declared the gospel itself; and the difference between

them and the apostles was, that the latter reported what was past,

the former, what was future. "They testified beforehand the

sufferings of Christ and the glory that should follow." How
monstrous, by the side of such a statement, appears the infidel

assumption of the Geologists, that the prophets had no prescience

of a Messiah, and indeed no distinct apprehension of anything in

the distant future

!

in. As all the prophets foreshow a Saviour, so Isaiah does this

most of all. He is called the evangelical prophet, because his pre-

dictions " seem almost to anticipate the gospel history : so clearly

do they foretell the Divine character of Christ, his miracles, his

peculiar qualities and virtues, his rejection and sufferings for our

sins, his death, burial, and victory over death; and lastly, his final

glory, and the establishment, increase, and perfection of his kingdom

;

each specifically pointed out and portrayed with the most striking

and discriminating characters." Blessed at one time with the vision

of Messiah's glorious person, Isaiah never lost the impression.

And though called sometimes to reprove Israel, and other nations,

for their sins, yet he always hastens back with e\'ident delight to the

all-absorbing topic, the kingdom and coming of Christ.

Translation and Notes.

. Verse 1. On the first verse we remark: 1. The sense evidently

connects it with the preceding chapter; and as evidently forbids

its connexion with this. 2. It contains the closing denunciation of

the prophet against the proud and wicked daughters of Zion ; inti-

mating clearly that the number of the males (s"'r:p, mariti, chap.

Hi, 2G) should be so reduced by impending judgments that their

ratio to the females would be not more than one to seven. 3. The
"reproach," therefore, spoken of in this verse, is the reproach

of widowhood, (chapter liv, 4,) or celibacy, and consequent bar-

renness.

Verse 2. As there is considerable controversy concerning some
of the expressions in this verse, we give the original of it entire :

—

TouRTu Series, Vol. m.—17
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.
r'5»5ribi V'^ab f"^^ri '^-ibi "^^^^i ""^^^ !^>"t; ri^'-? f^>7': ^^"1 t^'^a

/n <Aa< c?fly sAa7? the Branch of Jehovah he for heauty and honour^

and the Fruit of the earth for majesty and comeliness to the escaped

of Israel.

" In that day?'' A prophetic expression for some future and highly

important period; often used in reference to Messianic times.

Chap, xxix, 18; Zech. xiii, 1, 2. In the New Testament it is em-
ployed as referring to the judgment day.

" Shall the Branch of Jehovah.''^ This phrase, as well as "Fruit

of the earth," we consider as referring to Christ ; the first to his

Divine, the last to his human nature: equivalent to the New Testa-

men^t titles " Son of God," and " Son of man ;" and parallel to

Paril's description of him, that he " was made of the seed of David
acQording to the flesh, and declared to be the Son of God with

pqwer, according to the Spirit of holiness." We shall be prepared,

after looking at the whole chapter, to make further remarks in

fiivour of this interpretation of verse second. " To the escaped of
Israel." To the spiritual Israel ; those Avho shall have availed them-
selves of the atonement of Christ, and shall have fled for refuge to

lay hold upon the hope set before them. Such will see in him
" majesty and comeliness." " To them that believe he is precious."

Verse 3. And it shall he, as to the left in Zion, and the remnant in

Jerusalem, that they shall be called holy, even every one written for
life in Jerusalem.

Now, the prophet proceeds to explain in what sense this promised
Friend, this Divine Personage, was to be such a blessing to Israel.

He should make them holy. This is the grand benefit he confers

Tipon mankind. Depraved by the fall, made morally impure and
guilty, that guilt must have rendered them eternally and infinitely

\n:et<;hed. But this glorious " Offspring of Jehovah " interposes as

their substitute in suffering and death. And as the result, they are

conditionally restored to holiness and to the favour of God.
" Every one tvritten in Jerusalem.''^ Those who by complying

with the conditions of the gospel become recognised as his children

:

"which is spoken of here and often, as being " written in Jerusalem,"
" written in heaven," " wi'itten in the book of life."*

• Verse 4. When the Lord shall have icashcd axcay the pollution of
ike daughters of Zion, and shall have cleansed axcay the hloodjuildncss

of Jerusalem, from the midst thereof by a Sjyirit of judgment and a
Spirit of burning.

^ Compare Dan. xii, 1 ; Phil, iv, 3 ; Rev. iii, 6 ; Heb. xii, 23.

17*
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Having shovm the great end of the Redeemer's ' interposition,

—

holiness,:—the prophet now indicates the means by which it is to be

accomplished. The sins of the whole people, male and female, shall

be cleansed, or pui-gcd out by the " Spirit of judgment and the Spirit

of burning :" by the Holy Spirit, the third person in the adorable

Trinity, by whom salvation is personally imparted to men in that

act called the " washing of regeneration and the renewing of the

Jtloly Ghost." " The Spirit of Judgment," tjcr?? n"n, is equivalent

to Paul's -nvevjia ayioavvqg, " Spirit of holiness," or Holy Spirit.

And the striking coincidence in the language of this verse with John's

expression, that our Lord " shall baptize," i. e., purify his followers

" with the Holy Ghost and with fire," marks, we think, a similar

coincidence in the sense.

Verse 5. And Jehovah shall create over the whole dtcclling'place

of Mount Zion, (the Church of God in all its branches, and wherever

located,) and over her assemblies, a cloud by day, and a smoke, and

the brightness of a jlaming fire by night. For over all the glory there

shall be a covering.

There can be no doubt but that the ancient symbol of God's

presence with Israel is here alluded to ; and it is promised that his

presence shall be manifested throughout all the borders of the

Church, and in all her congregations, as distinctly as it then was

over its " one indivisible congregation, and its one exclusive place

of meeting," by the fiery cloud, or Shekinah. Isaiah does not mean
to say that this shall be a visible presence, but that it will be as real,

and as perceptible as in the days of Moses or Solomon. It will be

a spiritual presence, perceived by the consciousness, though not by

the senses. Such a presence as Joel predicted, when God said by

him, " I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh." And such as Jesus

promised, when he said, " Where two or three are gathered together

hi my name there am I in the midst of them."

And as the Shekinah was the defence, as well as the glory of the

ancient people of God, so, in the Christian dispensation, a pure,

devoted Church, honoured by the continual presence of God, has

nothing to fear. No weapon formed a.-^aiiist her shall prosper. For,

•" over all the glory there shall be a covering." Her perpetual suc-

cess and final triumph cannot be prevented. " All things are for

her sake." The Church " is Christ's, and Christ is God's."

Verse 6. And there shall be a tabernacle for a shadow by d<iy, and

for a covert, and for a hidin(/-placc from storm and from rain.

Christianity is not a mere matter of glory to the Church, it is a

matter of vital interest to mankind. It furnishes a covert for their

unsheltered heads. 1. It is a want .of their natures. xVs men are so
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constituted physically, that they cannot dispense with a dwelling or

shelter, and would soon perish without one ; so morally they cannot

dispense with the salvation of God. Apostate from his favom-, and
obnoxious to his vindictive justice, they must be brought under the

protection of the cross, or perish forever. 2. This important pro-

vision is available to all. It is a tabernacle, rirp, a booth,—a dwell-

ing of the simplest construction possible ; and consequently within
the means of all : a covering that can be most expeditiously put
up, and therefore specially adapted to the wants of those who are

emphatically creatures of a moment. 3. And yet cheap and simple
as is this shelter, it is declared sufficient to shield us against every

danger, whether from hostile elements, or hostile beings, by night

or by day. It defends us not merely from the heats, and chills, and
damps of life's current evils, but will be found proof against the
mighty, driving " stonns " of death and judgment. It is a house
that mil not fall when the rain descends, and the floods come, and
the winds blow and beat upon it, for it is founded upon a rock. So
far from faUing, it will, in a future day, prove to us " a building of
God, a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens."

Concluding Remarks on Verse 2d.

As it is knoAvn that the German Rationalists give a literal and
mere secular sense to this passage, we would observe further that
the spiritual rendering above is favoured, first, by the context.

The second, third, and fourth chapters of Isaiah have long been
considered by Biblical scholars as constituting one prophecy ; the
gi-and themes of which are the Messiah's kingdom, and the judg-
ments of God that were to be visited upon sinning Israel. The line
of demarcation between these two topics is easily discernible. The
prosperity and general spread of Christ's kingdom are presented in
chapter second, from the first to the fourth verse inclusive, in terms
most graphic and glowing. Then follows a view of the sinful cha-
racter of the Israelites at the time of the prediction and of the fear-
ful consequences of their sir^, to chapter fourth, verse first. Here
the mind of the prophet reveits to the theme always most grateful
to his feelmgs, the ultmiate success of the Church, in the passac^es
now under consideration. And whereas in chapter second he had
portrayed the external grandeur and triumphs of Christ's reign, he
now dwells Tj-ith delight upon the s.fety. purity and glory of its
internal condition. The scope, therefore, of this entire prophecy,
and the undeniably evangelical character of the body of this chapter,
furnish additional proof that the second verse is evanc-elical.
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But, secondly, let us look with more scrutiny at the terms in

%vhich the passage is expressed. That nin*; n??"^, Branch, or Off-

Bpring of Jehovah, is a personal designation, referring to Christ, we
judge from the usus loquendi. In Jeremiah xxiii, 5, it is said, I

Trill raise unto David a Righteous Branch, a King shall reign and
prosper. Again,—in chapter xxxiii, 15, of the same prophet :—

I

will cause the Branch of Righteousness to grow up unto David, and
He shall execute judgment, etc. By Zechariah the Lord says, I

will bring forth my servant the Branch. (Chap, iii, S.) And again :

Behold the man whose name is the Branch : and he shall grow up
out of his place, and he shall build the temple of the Lord. (Chap,

vi, 12.) Now, the conclusion is, that as this word in analogous

positions signifies a person, viz., a "man," a "servant," a "King,"

it signifies a person here. And if the " Righteous Branch," the
" Branch unto David," and " my Servant the Branch," signify the

Messiah, where only an indirect connexion with God is expressed,

much more does " Branch of Jehovah " signify this, where such con-

nexion is expressed in the directest manner of wliich the language

is capable. xVnd if ni-b n?2'j, the Branch unto David, equivalent to

"the Offspring of David," (Rev. xxii, 16,) signifies Christ, for a

much stronger reason docs rrpr^ n?22, the Offspring of Jehovah, sig-

nify the Son of the living God.

. But the strongest opposition to the spiritual rendering of this

verse is made against the phrase yt'i^ri "^"^.D, the Fruit of the earth.

Having, however, established the higher sense of the foregoing ex-

pression, the one in hand may be soon disposed of 1. The tropical

character of this phrase (as also of the other) is decisively indicated

by its adjuncts. AVith what propriety can " majesty " and " honour "

be predicated of literal productions of the earth? None at all.

But as appUed to Chiist these attributes are perfectly appropriate.

The context requires them to have this application. To make Isaiah

Bpeak of grain and vegetables, in a passage devoted to lofty spiritual

promises, is preposterous. This leads us to remark : 2. That we
must be permitted to avail ourselves of what we have already proved,

" Fruit of the earth " is evidently in parallelism with " Branch of

the Lord." As this latter has been shown to refer to Christ, so

must the former. To make one member of a parallelism refer to

Christ and the corresponding member to vegetation would be absurd,

3. Isaiah was fully aware of the two-fold nature in which Christ

"Would appear. He foretold him both as " the Mighty God " and as
" a Son given," " a Child born;" and all too in a single verse. AYhat
marvel, then, that when in this place he had exhibited the Divine
nature in one member of a distich, he should present the human in
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tlie other? As, therefore, " Branch, or Offspring of Jehovah," -^ell

describes the Divinity, so " Fruit of the earth," with equal appro-

priateness, sets forth the humanity of our adorable Lord.

These views of the text are confirmed by the ancient Chaldee

Paraphrase, which appHes " the Branch of the Lord " to J^Iessiah

;

and the same views are authorized by such names as Vitringa,

Hen<Tstenbcrg, and Alexander among the modems, who also consider

that°"Fniit of the earth" is predicated of Christ's human nature.

Mr. Barnes admits that both phrases refer to the Messiah, yet

both in only the general sense, without allusion to the distinction of

natures. But one can very readily conceive how he should over-

look such allusion here, when he fails to observe the same distinction

in Rev. xxii, 16 : "I am the Root and the Offspring of David ;"

making '=root" and " offspring " one and the same thing in a passage

where the Di\nnity and humanity arc almost as palpably distin-

guished as (Matt, xxii, 44, 45,) when with his own breath Christ

declai-es he is both " David's Lokd " and " David's son."

akt. VI.—an earnest ministry.

jin Earnest Ministry the Wa7it of the Times. By John Axoell Jastes. With

an Introduction, by Rev. J. B. Con'dit, D. D., of Newark, New-Jersey. Fourth

edition. New-York : M. W. Dodd.

The Christian ministry has ever claimed, and to a large extent

received, the deference of mankind. The ancient seers, patriarchs

and prophets, Avho were commissioned to make known the will of the

Supreme Being, under the impulse of a direct inspiration, were

regarded as supernatm-ally endowed, and their utterances deemed

oracular. The protracted preaching of Noah to the impenitent

antediluvians, the legislative instructions of Moses, the sublime

devotional melodies of David, and the fervid and glowing predic-

tions and denunciations of the long succession of Jewish prophets,

were ahke divinely inspired ; or, in the words of the Apostle, these

'"holy men of old spake as they were moved by the Iloly Ghost."

The primitive age was characterized by the more rigid ministration

of the law, sacrifices, and covenants ; subsequently the claims of the

Divine Government were frequently enforced by direct interposi-

tions of Providence ; till at length, in the " fulness of time," came

the wondrous advent of the promised Messiah, when the gracious

" ministry of reconcihation " was " brought to light by the Gospel."
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The necessity for such an institution need not bo argued. Fear-

ful as has been the wreck of humanity since the birth of time, its

desolations would have been immeasurably worse but for the benign.

and potent influences of truth imparted from on high. No less con-

spicuous is the beneficence of God to our mental and moral weak-

ness, in the appointment of human agencies as the medium for the

communication of the Divine will. An angehc ministry would not

only have affrighted us by its supernal splendour, but would also

have necessarily been inaccessible to human sympathies ; much less

could sinful man have dared direct intercourse with the immaculate

purity of a holy God. " But we have this treasure in earthen ves-

sels, that the excellency of the power might be [seen to be] of God."

The Divine commission, although to the Jew it became a stumbling-

block, and to the Greek foolishness, is yet, to them who believe, made
the power and wisdom of God, to the salvation of the soul. Igno-.

ranee and bigotry have done much to hinder the progress of the

Gospel, and the influence of its ministry
;
yet the world at large

has been gi-eatly indebted to its benign influence for all that it has

attained of social and moral advancement, not to refer to the peace

and blessedness conferred by the hopes which are full of immortality.

In all Christian lands the jjreaching of the Gospel is recognised as

one of the gi-eatcst agencies employed by Divine wisdom for the

advancement of the human race in virtue, religion, and cinlization.

The pulpit is one of the powers of modern society—known and

admitted to be such.

Yet Christianity has not the supreme control, even in lands called

Christian ; nor is the ministry as powerful and efficient an agent as

we shoidd be led to e.xpect it would be, from its Divine sanctions, its

adaptation to human wants, and its practical recognition as a leading

power in modern society. It may not be inopportune to inquire,

briefly, into the causes which have tended to produce this state of

things, and to ask how far the gi-eat characteristics of Apostolic

preaching may yet be said to obtain in our own times.

It will not be denied that, in a popular sense, even the orthodox

Christian ministry has, to a certain extent, received an impress from

the predominant moral aspect of society at various epochs. After

a lapse of more than eighteen centuries, it might well excite surprise

that the primitive purity and integrity of the Gospel ministry should

be found still to exist at all, Avere it not admitted that its dispensa-

tion has been sustained by a supernatural agency. When its Dinne
Author " ascended up on high. He gave some, apostles ; some, pro-

phets; some, evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers." In so

far, therefore, as any who have assumed the functions of the sacred
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office, may have departed from the simplicity and purity of the

primitive Church, the pulpit has been shorn of its spiritual power

and efficiency. It has been well observed, that had all who professed

to be Paul's successors in the ministry, been anointed for their work

as was this gi-eat apostle, the world would have been evangelized

centuries ago. His eminent devotedness, zeal, and successes have

never been surpassed : yet his splendid triumphs were less trace-

able to his extraordinary commission, or his endowment of superna-

tural gifts, than to his deep appreciation of the claims of his high

vocation. It is true he was invested with immediate and plenary

authority by the Saviour himself: but he was commissioned to preach

the same Gospel that has descended to us ; and, excepting the mira-

culous powers which sometimes accompanied his ministry, we have

the same facilities of giving it a lodgment in the heart. The intense

emotion, burning zeal, and devoted piety of the apostle, have, it is

to be feared, since yielded to the baneful influence of the world,

while the objects of sense have obtained the mastery over those of

faith. The invincible energy with which he announced the moment-
ous truths he was appointed to proclaim, quickened and alarmed the

dormant consciences, and subjugated the hearts of his hearers. His
utterances were those of a man deeply conscious of the reality of

the solemn truths he enforced, and they irresistibly carried convic-

tion. Were the pulpit of the present day invested with the same
moral power, results resembling those which attended his ministry

would again return to bless the Church and the world.

A vitiated taste, which, in our time, prefers something else rather

than the pure Gospel of the blcsscil God, has, in too many instances,

superinduced a false standard for preaching, in the display of human
learning as an intellectual entertainment ; the multitude being more
attracted by the ornatencss of the preacher's rhetoric, the refined

melody of the choir, and the elegant decorations of the temple, than
by a desire to " worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness." In
fine, it is the absence of that realizing faith and deep spirituality

which characterized the worshipping assemblies of apostolic times,

that has produced such prevailing moral apathy, sterility, and decay
in the Christian Church ; nor until she becomes invested with these
graces and gifts of the Divine Spirit, may we hope to witness a re-

currence of her early triumphs. The claims of true discipleship

imperatively demand this, both on the part of clergy and laity : the
standard of personal pioty—the total consecration of heart and life

to the cause of human redemption, are the great pre-requisites for

the fulfilment of the sublime and wondrous predictions of Holy
Writ. If St. Paul " ceased not day and night, by the space of three
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years, to warn every one, "vrith tears," why should it be deemed less

incumbent upon his successors to yield like devotion to their sacred

and solemn trusts ?

The great fundamental principles of the Christian faith formed

the constant theme of the primitive ministry ; these doctrines

were expounded with remarkable simplicity and m-ged with fer-

vency and zeal : and yet the preaching of the gi-eat apostle at

Athens presents a spectacle of moral gi-andeur unequalled by

anything of the kind in subsequent times. Invested as he was

with the high authority of his Divine Master, he stands before the

collective wisdom and learning of the polished Greeks as the

avowed and accredited ambassador of Heaven, to declare, with all

the force of truth, its messages of grace to a lost world. Here,

indeed, was eminently demonstrated the truth, that "the world

by wisdom knew not God;" and that the mightiest achievements of

reason failed utterly to solve the great problem of human destiny

;

and that Avithout a special revelation from God, man never could

have become acquainted ^ith the sublime mysteries connected Avith

his present and eternal happiness. In his second letter to the Church

at Corinth, Paul exhibits to us the essential elements of the Gospel

ministry, in the energetic and pungent appeals which he urges upon

the attention of his brethren : and the sublime teachings of the Di-

vine " Author and Finisher of our faith," also evince the like attri-

butes. No ministry, therefore, can possibly become really effective

and salutary, whatever may be its intellectual accompaniments,

which is found to be deficient in deep spirituality, earnestness, and

faith.

That the embassy with which the Christian minister is charged

is one of diflficulty, is undeniable, for it has to contend -sAith the

moral forces constantly in operation in the human heart against

the progress of truth, and its claims
;
yet the sublimity and gran-

deur of his message may well be supposed to expand his heart, and

elevate his mental and moral powers, while his utterances would

derive inspiration from Him

•' Who touched Isaiah's hallowed lips with fire."

The grand elemental topics of Holy Writ can never become trite or

common-place ; there are no themes so soul-stimng and susceptible

of magnificent illustration, for the resources of the universe are as

much at the command of the expositor of Divine truth, as of the poet

and pliilosophcr. Indeed, the world naturally looks for an elevation

of character—religious, moral and intellectual, in those who espouse

the duties of the Christian ministry, somewhat commensurate with
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its claims ; and especially is tliis true in an age -when every depart-

ment of human lore is constantly receiving new accessions to its

stores. None in the present day Trill have the temerity to avow

that " ignorance is the mother of devotion ;" yet there are, it is to be

feared, those who 'practically endorse the ignoble sentiment. " If

God has no need of our learning," says Dr. South, " he can have

still less occasion for om- ignorance." Admitting that the doctrines

of the Divine revelation derive their saving efficiency from the Holy
Spirit, it by no means follows as a necessary sequence, that the ex-

ponents of that revelation should be men of the meanest capacity,

and the lowest in the scale of intellectual endoivments. Such an idea

shocks cur sense of the fitness of things, and at once contravenes

the universal rule of the Supreme Being, who governs the universe

by a harmonious system of laws. A contrary opinion presupposes

that the bcstowment of superior mental power has been conferred with-

out a purpose or design, and that its cultivation and use are conse-

quently an infringement of a constituent moral law. "While, therefore,

•we do not deny that occasionally the feeblest human instnimentality

has been rendered subservient to the interests of religion, we cannot
but regret that the admission of the fact has been made the occasion

of abuse, in supposing that the pastoral office could be benefitted or

even sustained, by the incompetence and indolence of illiterate and
disqualified persons. With such it is not of the want of words that

•we have to complain, but their redundancy ; and were they but fitly

chosen, and used simply as the appropriate vehicles of thought, we
should not have to record our protest against the inflictions of some
garrulous occupants of the pulpit, who

" Talk much, yet say nothing, for an hour

;

While text and truth they labour to display,

Till both are quite interpreted away."

Such superficial orators, like rivulets, are often rapid and noisy in

proportion to then- shallowness,—a great command of words beinf^

no safe criterion of a fertility of ideas. We do not pretend to pre-
scribe an exact rule in this particular, since, among persons compo-
sing our religious assemblies, a great variety of mental attainment
must necessarily prevail ; all we plead for is, that the standard of our
pulpit addresses should not be placed below the average capacity of
the audience.

Indolence in the discharge of ministerial duties is utterly inexcu-
sable

;
since even the posts of human preferment and trust are found

to challenge the most devoted efforts : and shall the claims of the
sacred office, which has no equal in the universe of human pursuits
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as to its importance, sublimity, and solemn responsibilities, be deemed

unworthy of our highest activity and our closest study ? " God is not

the patron of darkness," says a modern writer ''he has none of it m

his own nature ; and near his altars there should be perpetual light.

An intelligent and enlightened ministry is essential to the progress

of intelligent piety in a religious society. A mmister of Christ is

expressed emphatically by the metaphor of a star \ixs character

and his teachings, therefore, sl^ould be luminous and ms ruelive;

he should stimulate to noble aims and high endeavours in the Chris-

tian com-sc, while he should also

"Remove each doubt, reprove each dull delay,

Allure to brighter worlds, and lead the -way."

The genius and habits of our people especially demand, ^^at the

Rev. JohnAngell James designates in the admirable work, (the

perusal of which has suggested the foregoing remarks,) An harncst

Ministry,-a ministry that is (^mmQ^ilj spiritual and practicalr-

for the popular ear can only be gained by an earnest speaker. i)r

Condit in his introduction to this deeply interesting volume._ which

we commend to the perusal of all our clerical brethren, thus writes :-

« The auality of the ministry to ^vhlch allusion has been made, would natn-

^y tend to Sve it a more S^iptural character And
-^^f -P^-^-V^

more deslrabfe than a richer infusion into the discourses o the pulpit ot the

Tre word of God ^ Not only make the text penetrate the sermon but let

Sther par s of the Scriptures be made to gather around it, to shed hght upon

?MndCeivx li^ht frJm it. Occasional American l^earers otsonje mini, e^

in England and Scotland have mavkcd this characteristic ^Mtl gieat Vl^^-^^^^-

if it should dlluhiish the brilliancy of the pdpit, it
--^l^^^^^^^Jl^.^^^.^^^;^;

Fewer orations will be delivered, but many better sermons. A pre^ alcnt un

healthy Semav not be so well ;atislled for a time, but a better taste will soon

bforLT It iiU furnish the best opportunity, for -fening emotion and

affecting the conscience, as well as imparting ^"^^ructiom Ihus obta.nm^^^

vivid impressions of truth, the nreacher will possess one
f
l«n^«" °* ^"?^

estness in the pulpit ; for he will speak not only with
'f^^^^^^l^.J"'^^;^' . 'S

but with a sou\ deeply imbued with the spirit ot it. Then he
^
lU ha^ e a liu )

unction, and will aive forth both light and heat, ^^^rj" ^l^';£f^^^^r: g5
tural,a3 well as learned ministry- will be earnest ; and that .s the mim.trj UoU

will bless for the enlightenment and salvation ot our counirj.

In this stirring age, when new developments in all depart-

ments of science are constantly arresting attention, the claims of an

educated and efficient ministry are still more imperatively demand-

ed in order to secure and retain over the popular mind a command-

in- influence. Instead, therefore, of adhering to a set. stereotyped

vocabularv, into which many of otu- pulpit addresses are resolvecl,

the preacher should seek to enlist the sympatlues of his audience

by imparting to his discourses all the variety of mterest and illus-
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tration of wliicli the various themes he may have to propound may
be susceptible. A fixed mannerism of stylo attaches to most public

speakers, but the tedium which this uniformity sometimes induces

upon the minds of an audience, may be mitigated by a little well-

directed attention and study. Another defect in preaching is a

tendency to indulge in abstract metaphysical disquisition, rather

than the earnest, direct, and personal application of Divine truth. A
cold, indefinite, and unsocial preacher w-ill induce corresponding

attributes of character among the people of his charge,
—

" The letter

killcth, but the Spirit giveth hfe." Another besetting sin of the

pulpit, and one that sadly interferes with genuine earnestness, is

prolixity. The condensing process seems to be very imperfectly un-

derstood or appreciated by the majority of the clergy, or they forget

that condensation gives strength and spirit to their harangues.

Some even of gigantic intellectual attainments have erred in this

particular,—Edward Irving was an instance, who preached a dis-

course in London, on Apostolic I\Iissions, which, although a masterly

effort of genius, failed of its effect from its inordinate length, it

having occupied three hours and a half in the delivery. Because,

however, a few eminent orators succeed in thus fascinating the ears

of an audience by the witchery of their eloquence, it is not to be

presumed that others, less gifted, will be tolerated to such unreason-

able limits. AVhitefield, a man of extraordinary powers, admitted

that a man with the eloquence of an angel ought not to exceed forty

minutes in the length of a sermon ; and Wesley seldom exceeded

thirty. For all purposes of devotional instruction this interval is

Bufficient ; and when a speaker transcends its limits, the effect is

weakened rather than improved. Prolixit}' in the pulpit neutralizes

the beneficial influence of even a powerful sermon : those, however,

most addicted to indulge the habit, are generally such as smother sense

in mere sound ; who, instead of leading them by the green pastures of

the Gospel, inflict a wilderness of words upon their half-famishing and
drowsy flock, scarcely presenting them with a solitary glebe or green

leaf to beguile the weary waste. These are they who barter gold for

lead, and offer us counterfeit coin. Others there are who deal in

nice distinctions and abstruse subtleties,—ever dividing and subdi-
viding, till at length they mince the Gospel so fine that it becomes
impalpable to all human perception. During the civil wars, we read
of one Stephen Marshall, who, on one occasion, beginning to preach,
split his text into twenty-four separate parts : it is said one of his

hearers immediately took the warning, and ran home for his night-
cap and slippers.

There is yet one other defect we would venture to point out.
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as occasionally observable in the ministerial character,—we refer

to a seeming austerity and rigid asceticism, alike alien to the

true spirit of our holy religion, and to the successful presentation

of its salutary, ennobling, and soul-inspiring truths. " It is a great

disgi-ace to religion," says Scott, " to imagine tiiat it is an enemy to

mirth and cheerfulness, and a severe exactor of pensive looks and

solemn faces." Haydn, -when once asked how it happened that his

church music was always of an animating, cheerful, and even gay

description, replied, " I cannot make it otherwise,—I write accord-

ing to the thoughts I feel : when 1 think upon God, my heart is so

full of joy, that the notes dance and leap as it were from my pen

;

and since God has given me a cheerful heart, it will be easily for-

given me that I sing to him with a cheerful spirit." The inesti-

mable boon of the Gospel, which is the " ministry of reconciliation,"

expressive of the clemency and grace of our Heavenly Father, ought

assm-edly to inspire, in return, emotions of grateful love and joyous

exultation, rather than a feeling of acerbity and gloom : and cer-

tainly the exhibition on our part of a cheerful piety would prove

much more hkely to win the suffrages of mankind, than its opposite.

" An ounce of cheerfulness, with grace to leaven it," says a theolo-

gical writer of the olden time, " is better than a ton of religious

austerity." It is this that induces the uncharitable and unchiistian

spirit of sectarianism and bigotry. " I am sure truth never lost

anything by being spoken in love," says Dr. Nevins, " and the prin-

cipal reason why we are not more of one mind is, that we are not

more of one heart. How soon they who feel heart to heart, begin to

see eye to eye ! The way to think alike is first to feel ahke ; and if

the feeling be love, the thought will be truth.

In this connexion, it may not be out of place to refer to certain

defects, which are but too apparent, respecting the mode in which

many ministers conduct the public prayers of the sanctuary. A
recent WTiter in the Christian Watchman, has discussed this sub-

ject at some length, pointing out the prevaiHng eiTors which char-

acterize the extempore prayers of the present day. He treats of four

varieties:—those addressed to the Divine Being; to the audience;

such as are aimed at men and things ; and prayers which are neither

to, at, nor for, any person or thing whatsoever ! Under these seve-

ral divisions, he tells some Avholesome truths, which one would think,

might make all his readers long for a liturgy. The same senseless

garrulity is here observable, of which we have already complained

respecting public preaching. Some, from the JKarisome extent of

their supplications, and their incoherent chaiTfttcr, often ranging

over all imaginable topics on the habitable globe, and even beyond
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it, seem to be impressed with the idea that the value of this im-
portant branch of public devotion, is not so much to be estimated

by its earnestness and appropriateness, as its quantity. Thus
the monks of old, and the Pharisees did—vainly supposing that the
numerical extent of their invocations to the Deity constituted their
principal excellence. It is recorded of a certain empirical divine of
the seventeenth century, Dr. Sandy, who pretended to have held
communications with the angel Raphael, that he was so superlatively
devout, that his knees absolutely grew horny by his constant kneel-
ing. Prayers should be brief, animated, and direct, if they are to

enlist the sympathies of an audience, and inspire devotional feel-

ings. If we seek for the true standard, we shall find that all inspired

examples are short,—very short, and graphic .-—Solomon's at the
dedication of the temple (the longest on record) did not exceed,

perhaps, five minutes in its delivery. Says old Francis Quarles :

" In all our prayers the' Almighty does regard
The judgment of the balance, not the yard

;

He loves not words, but matter ; 'tis his pleasure

To buy his wares by -weight, and not by measure."

We do not plead for studied phrases and rhetorical flourishes in
these solemn appeals: this abuse of the sacred duty, we would no less
deprecate. A true and rightly constituted prayer, consists in the
simple and earnest outgushing of the heart : such an oblation can
alone be acceptable, and propitiate the Divine benefaction through
the mediation of Chi-ist, and link the earth-bound spirit, in its lofty
aspirations, with the spirit-world above. xMany have much more to
supplicate of Heaven, than to offer the tribute of thanks for ; a
feature that does not argue very favourably for their grateful recog-
nition of the multiform blessings of which they are the constant re-
cipients. A certain minister, being admonished by one of liis lay
brethren on account of the almost total suspension of requests in his
devotional exercises, gave this reply—an admirable one—that he
was conscious of so much for which he felt it his duty to return
thanks, that he could not find time to ask for more. "We have thus
very briefly pointed out, what we regard as the more prominent
blemishes that mar the moral grandeur and dignity of the sacred
ofiice of the Christian ministry, as well as lessen its effectiveness

AVere we to refer to the many illustrious personages who have wor-
tkly presented the high claims of the Christian ministry, we mi^rht
take, for example, t^>c men of the highest style of ^qrtue-whose sSf-
sacrificing devotion' to the cause of truth, induced the abandonment
of the cherished endearments of home and kindred, for the perils
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and sufFenngs incident to a missionary crusade among the untamed
and untutored of their race in the dark lands of heathenism, in the

noble effort of seeking their moral and spiritual restoration. Like

testimonials might be adduced touching the numerous class of those

who have consecrated their lives to the same noble endeavour at

home ; of which the devoted and indefatigable Whitcfield may be

cited as a worthy example. He preached eighteen thousand ser-

mons, in addition to which he crossed the Atlantic thirteen times.

His public addresses were, moreover, not the mere crudities of an

untutored and unfurnished mind, but the Avell-digcstcd productions

of studious reflection and patient investigation. His style was one

of fervent and earnest boldness ; not ornate or even polished, but

eminently spiritual and practical. His idea of the competency of

the clergy in his day is thus given. " It has long been my judg-

ment that it would be best for many of the preachers to have a tutor,

and retire for a while, and be content with preaching now and then,

till they were a little more improved." Kor would this suggestion,

perhaps, be misplaced at the time present. Robert Hall was deeply

impressed with the necessity of pulpit preparation :
" If I had pre-

pared more for the pulpit," he writes, " I should have been a much
better preacher :" there are heights and depths, lengths and breadths

in eloquence yet to be attained that we know nothing about. It is the

absence of this devout preparation that renders the ministry of our
day so comparatively inefficient. A due appreciation of the moment-
ous responsibility of the Christian minister, regarded in the light of

eternity, will add convincing and irresistible force to its paramount
claims, to the end of time ; for

The pulpit (in the sober use

Of its legitimate, peculiar powers)

Must stand acknowledged, while the world shall stand,

The most important and effectual guard.

Support, and ornament of virtue's cause.
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ART. \TI.—SIR THOaUS BROWNE.

The Complete Works of Sir Thomas Broime, collected and edited, vnth a New
Memoir, Notes, and Introduction. By Simon Wilkin, F. L. 5. ; 4 vols., 8vo.

London.

Without knowing an author's personal history, we may, indeed,

understand his arguments, and feel the beauty and force of his

imagery ; but it is impossible so fully to understand and to sympatliize

with his writings, as if we knew well the ways, the habits, and the

character of the man.

Now it is precisely at this point that the admirers and students

of Sir Thomas Browne feel themselves pressed with embarrassing

ignorance, or at least compelled to make the most of scanty and
uncertain knowledge. "We know, and can know, but little of his

history. The English historians, who lived nearest his own times,

have scarcely mentioned his name. The intrigues of courts, the

contests of court beauties, and the strife of contending armies, fill

their pages—they found no room for one who was neither soldier,

politician, nor statesman. True, some modern attempts have been

made to write the life of our author, but the information essential to

such a task had been left behind with the times to which it

belonged, and refused to yield itself up, even at the call of antiqua-

rian research. Even the great name of Dr. Johnson gave no interest

to his Memoir of Sir Thomas ]3roA\Tie. Indeed, he tells us he only

undertook it because he thought that a new edition of the works of

Sir Thomas, then about to be published, would appear imperfect

without a biogi'aphy. Brought to the task by such a motive, and

having such scanty materials, his work, as might have been

expected, was a mere literary job. Beyond a few general facts, that

belong to the life of almost every man, it contains nothing of interest,

except the extracts from Mr. Wliitcfoot's discourse, and from the

writings of Sir Thomas himself The supplementary memoir, by
the editor of the last edition of his works, gives us little more than a

brief account of the manner in which his writings were received,

and the esteem in which they were held by his contemporaries

throughout Europe ; which, as far as it goes, and in its way, is of

great value. Both these memoirs put together, and all English

histor}' added, only tell us that he was bom in London, in 1605

;

that he was early de})rived of both his parents, by death ; that he was

cheated by his guardian ; that he studied, first at Winchester, and

afterwards at Oxford, where he graduated ; that he travelled through
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Ireland, France, Italy, and Holland, and at Leydcn received his

M. D. ; that he married Dorothy ]Millham, and died in 1682.

Ifwe turn now to our author's coiTCspondcncc, we shall find the game

meagreness of incident, the same absence of information as to his

personal history. His letters are addressed mainly to his two sons,

Thomas and Edward, a few of them to distinguished scientific men,

among whom are Evelyn and Dugdale. The letters of the latter

class are purely scientific, while those of the former are written in

the manner of a man who, in the midst of pressing engagements,

snatches a few moments to give advice and encouragement to his

children. There are two things, at least, which these letters go far

to establish ; namely, his deep piety, and his earnest pursuit of know-

ledge. In a letter to his son, then in France, he sa3's, " Hold firm

to the Protestant religion, and be diligent in going to church

be constant, not negligent, in your daily private prayers, and habi-

tuate yom- heart, in your tender days, unto the fear and reverence

of God." The same spirit is breathed in all his letters to his sons,

dm-ing their stay on the continent. There is not one of them in

which God and his providence are not reverently mentioned. In the

same letters, there are frequent allusions to books, which he wishes

his sons to read ; and sometimes a statement of cm-ious facts, which

he has gathered out of old and almost unknown books. His letters

to his son Edward, while he was a fellow of the College of Physi-

cians, in London, always contained some valuable piece of informa-

tion, which the latter might turn to good account in his pubhc

lectures.

Allusion has already been made to Mr. "Whitefoot, who wrote

"Minutes of the Life of Sir Thomas Browne;" and although he

gives us none of his personal history, yet it is to him that we are to-

look, more than to any other source, for our author's personal

character. He considered it among the greatest blessings of his

hfe to have known Sir Thomas long and intimately. He describes^

his complexion as answerable to his name, his stature moderate, and

garb plain. " The horizon of his understanding exceeded the hemi-

sphere of the world ; he knew the number of the visible stars, and the

names of those that had any; his geographical knowledge was as

e.xact as if Divine Pro\'idence bad appointed him sur\-eyor of the

whole terrestrial orb." His memory retained everything remarkable

in the books he read ; and he was especially familiar with history,

ancient and modern, and with the Latin poets. He tells U3 that his

control of his passions was such, that he was rarely kno^n to be
overcome by any of them ; that he was never seen to be transported

with mirth, or dejected with sadness, but was always cheerful. If

Fourth Series, Vol. 111.—IS
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he broke a jest, vrhich he seldom did, he was apt to blush at his ovm

folly. His natural modesty was visible in a habitual blush, and this

same intense modesty made him difficult to engage in conversation.

His religion was that of the Church of England, and though he held it

firmly, he was averse to disputation. In his death sickness, though

he suffered great pain, he bore himself with the utmost patience

:

and he who had triumphed over the king of terrors in others, when

his own turn came, submitted with rational and religious courage.

His last words were expressions of happiness and free submission to

the will of God. In strict accordance with this high-wrought

description of our author's religious character, is the following

extract, from his own common-place book :

—

" To be sure that no day pass Tv-ithout calling upon God in a solemn-formed

prayer, seven times witliiu the compass thereof: that is, in the morning, and at

night, and five times between To pray and magnify God in the night

;

and on my dark bed, when I cannot sleep, to have short ejaculations when-
ever I awake ; and when the four o'clock bell awakes me, or upon my first

discover^' of the daylight, to say the collect of our liturgy. To pray in all

places where privacy inviteth—in any house, highway, or street; and to

know no street or passage in this city which may not witness that I have not

forgot God or my Saviour in it To take occasion of praj-ing upon the

sight of any church which I see or pass by, as I ride about. Since the neces-

sities of the sick, and unavoidable rliversloiis of my profession, keep me often

from church, yet to take all possible care that I might never miss the sacra-

ments on their accustomed days. To pray daily, and particularly for sick

patients, and in general for others, wliLTcsoever, howsoever, under whose
care soever; and at the entrance into the liouse of the sick, to say, ' The
peace and mercy of God be in this place.' At\er sermon to make a thanksgiving

and desire a blessing, and to jiray for the minister Upon sight of

beautiful persons, to bless God in Ins creatures ; to pray for the beauty of

their souls, and to enrich them with inwanl graces to be answerable unto the

outward. Upon sight of deformed persons, to send them inward graces and
enrich their souls, and give them the beauty of the resurrection."

What a noble gi-atification it would afford us to follow such a

mind through the various paths of life, to observe its development in

professional, social, and domestic intercourse, and to compare his

outward life with Avhat he has written. But this privilege is denied

us. Beyond what has now been given, we know but little of his

life; and with the imperfect conception of him afforded by such

scanty information, we must introduce otir readers to his works at

once.

His first and most famous work, to which we shall mainly confine

ourselves, was -Rcligio Medici, which, the author tells us, was writ-

ten for his own satisfaction, and not for publication. By some

means, however, a copy Avas obtained, and the book was published

without his knowledge or consent. When he saw the manner in
18*
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•which it was received, he iinmefliafcely deterinined to put forth a

corrected edition of it, in his own name. In a few months he found

himself famous. Religio Medici carried the name of its author

through Europe, with almost unparalleled rapidity, and soon was
translated into Latin, French, German, Dutch, and Italian ; and in

all these languages found commentators, opposers, and apologists.

The book contains an account of the author's opinions and
feelings on moral and religious subjects, and has been called an
autobiography. But, valuable as it is in itself, and in relation to the

personal character of its author, it is not an autobiography. To be
what the name imports, an autobiography must not be a mere
account of opinions, speculations, and feelings on the one hand, nor

a bare tissue of dates and outward actions on the other. Its sub-

ject must be treated neither exclusively as an invisible spirit, nor as

a visible agent. In the first case, we shall have no actions to prove

and illustrate his principles, and in the second no principles to

account for and explain his actions—in one a mere shell of the per-

sonal history, which will not repay the opening ; and, in the other,

an individual psychology, a moral and metaphysical experience.

An autobiography, to be worthy of the name, must give us the

character as it results from thought and action, principle and
practice. It must spread before us the fields of outward life,

traversed by the streams of feeling, bubbling and gushing from the

fountains of thought. ^Ve want no intellectual phlebotomy, which

shall present us the vital fluid of thought and passion out of that

living connexion in which alone it can retain its heat and activity.

Let it flow on in its proper channels ; and Avhile you lay your hand
on the pulse of the inward life, and fix your eye upon the outward

developments,—while you trace sources to their results, and results

to their sources, write the life and draw the character. If Religio

Medici is an autobiography, it is a purely subjective one; there is

nothing in the outward world with which to associate the thoughts

expressed in it ; we have no actions given by which to judge how fir

these thoughts influenced the writer in his life. He stands before

us as a spirit, now looking out upon the world, and now in upon

himself, telling us how he regards both; but never stepping out

before us into the arena of actual life, so as to give us an opportunity

ofjudging him for ourselves.

The work is divided into two parts : the first gives an account of

the author's faith ; the second of his charity, i. e., his deep interest in

the happiness of all mankind. His religion, he tolls us, is expressed

by the honom-ablc style of Christian, for which he is indebted not

merely to the font, to education and the clime in which he was born,
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but, having in his riper years and confirmed judgment seen and

examined all, he finds himself obliged by the principles of grace and

the law of his own reason to embrace no other name. But because

the name Christian is too general to express his faith, there being

a geogi-aphy of religions as well as of lands, he declares himself to

be of that reformed faith,—the same Avhich the Saviour preached,

the apostles disseminated, the fathers authorized, and the martyrs

confirmed ; but which, by the sinister ends of princes, the ambition

and avarice of prelates, and the fatal corruption of the times, had

become so changed from its native beauty, that it required to be

restored again to its primitive integrity. As to the Romanists,

whose desperate resolutions had rather venture at large their

decayed bottom, than bring her in to be new trimmed in the dock,

he wishes to remember that we have reformed from them, not against

them, and that tei-ms of scuirility can only difference our affections

not our cause. Where there was no Protestant chm'ch, he could

enter theirs and worship in them ; where, if their superstitious wor-

ship should oflfend the Creator, his might please him ; if their pray-

ers should profane his service, his might hallow it. He could never

hear the Ave ]Maria bell without a prayer, or think it a sufficient

warrant, because they erred in one point, for him to err in all, i. e.,

in silence and dumb contempt. But while they directed their pray-

ers to the Virgin, he offered his to God, and rectified the errors of

their devotions by rightly ordering his.

Now, although some may condemn these sentiments as over tole-

rant to Romanism, yet every one must be struck with the simple

uprightness of mind which, in the presence of what it believes to be
idolatrous error practically carried out, instead of growing angry
and indulging in abuse, can be earnestly absorbed in the perform-

ance of its own duty. Every one must admire the spirit of noble

charity and tender forbearance, which among angry enemies prefers

to fix upon the points of agreement rather than upon those of dif-

ference, and to consider his opponents rather as embraced with

himself within the circle of hiunanity, than as shut out from him by
the lines of party.

Hear him again in a passage, which, whatever error it may con-

tain, shows how completely he had subjected the pride of intellect to

the teachings of faith :

—

•| As. for thoso -winfr)- mysteries in divinity, and aiiy subtleties in reli'non,
•which have unhinged the brains of better lieads, they never stretched'^ the
pia mater of mine. !Mothinks there be not impo?sibilities enough in reli^rion

for an active faith. The deepest mysteries ours contains have not onlv been
illustrated but maintained by syllogism and the rule of reason. I love to
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lose myself in a mystery, to pursue my reason to an allitudo ! 'Tis my
solitary recreation to pose my apprehension with those involved enigmas and
riddles in the Trinity, incarnation and ri'surrettion. I can answer all the

objections of Satan, and my rebellious reason with that odd resolution I

learned from Tertullian, Certum est quia impossibile est."

And again

—

" This I think is no vulgar part of faith, to believe a thing not only above,
but contrary' to reason and against the arguments of our proper senses."

Now, after reading these and similar passages, it is easy enough to

praise the force of the author's imagination, and the liveUness of his

fancy ; and it is equally easy to sneer contemptuously, as some have

done, at his superstition and credulity. But to show how such an
intellect as that of Sir Thomas Browne could have found repose in

such opinions, would be a much more difficult task. It may, how-

ever, throw some light upon these strange passages to remember
that in the two foregoing sections iSir Thomas has been speaking of

heresies. His idea appears to be, that heresies result from the diffi-

culty of believing the m3'sterious revelations of the Bible, or the

incomprehensible explanations of the Church. lie tells us that in

his youthful days he himself had fallen into certain errors ; but that,

since he had been " of an age to know that he knew nothing, his

reason had been more and more pliable unto the will of faith, and

that he had become content to understand a mystery without a

rigid definition in an easy and Platonic dcscrijition." He had set-

tled it in his mind, and that after a thorough examination of all the

evidence, that the Bible was from God; and believing that he had
found statements in it contrary to his reason, some of which he
mentions in the tenth section and elsewhere in Religio Medici, he
is determined to regard these contradictions of human reason as

resulting entirely from an error in his logic, or a deception of his

senses, and instead of looking upon them as grounds of unbelief, to

consider them as intended to call for a nobler and higher exercise of

faith. And thus, he tells us, he teaches his haggard and unre-

claimable reason to stoop to Im-e of faith. With him the soul was
more valuable than the body, eternity than time, religion than

nature, faith than reason, and as unfortunately he supposed he had
discovered faith and reason to be incongruous, he felt bound to give

the preference to the former. If his principles of interpretation

were wrong, still, beyond a doubt, his conclusion was more safe than

the opposite one would have been.

It must not, however, be inferred from these passages that Sir

Thomas Avas an indifferent spectator of nature. Nothing could be
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further from the truth. He was a devout -worshipper in her temple

;

and amidst its lofty and sublime architecture his soul glowed and

adored with all the enthusiasm of one newly instructed, and yet

seemed as much at home as if he had been made high priest of her

mysteries. The quuwiuixes heavenly and earthly, the body of an

insect and the frame of the universe, the smallest plant and the

brightest star, each had for him a talismanic charm, and possessed

the power of leading him by contemplation directly up to its Author.

Hear his own beautiful language :

—

"
' Beware of philosopliy ' is a precept not to be received in too lar^e a

sense ; for in the mass of nature there is a set of things that carrj- in their

front, though not in capital letters, yet in stenography and short characters,

something of divinity, which to wiser reasons serve aa luminaries in the abyss

of knowledge, and to judicious beliefs as scales and rundles to mount the

pinnacles and highest pieces of divinity."

In the same strain he says again :

—

" The world was made to be inhabited by beasts, but studied and contem-
plated by man ; 'tis the debt of our reason we owe to God, and the homage we
pay for not being beasts."

But we cannot give all that Sir Thomas believes at length, we
must rather, to use his own language, attempt to do it in " steno-

graphy and short characters." lie believes in two inspired volumes,

the Bible and nature, the latter a public manuscript expansed to

all, in sounding whose depths we incur no risks, as bold spirits do

in doubtful theological speculations. He Avas sure of the existence

of such beings as witches, and held those to be atheists who denied

it. The power of these beings he supposed to lie in an acquaint-

ance with the secret laws of nature, which acquaintance came di-

rectly or indirectly from the devil. The question concerning anti-

Christ he looked upon as the philosopher s stone of divinity. He
teaches the presence of God in the hearts of good men, and says,

that without this, there is to him no heat under the tropic, nor light

though he dwelt in the body of the sun.

He considers Moses as settling tiie questions of the eternity of

matter and the origin of the world by the introduction of a new
term " creation." And for a moment laying himself liable to the

charge of pantheism, than which nothing could have been further

from his thoughts, he tells us " God being all th7?is;s is contrarv to

nothing, out of which all things Avcre made, and so nothin-^ became
Bomething, and Omniety informed nullity into an essence." From
the creation of the world he proceeds to that of man, and remarks
that the other creatures were created at the blast of His mouth out

of nothing, but that in the creation of man God played the sensible
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operator, and seemed rather to make than to create ; that having

raised the walls of man, he Tras driven to a harder creation—of a

substance like himself, an incoiTuptible and immortal soul. ^Yith

all his intimate knowledge, both as a philosopher and a physician,

of the frame of man, he found nothing in him which gave him so

much satisfaction as that which he did not find, namely, an organ for

the soul.^ For, as to the brain, he discovered nothing in that which

he did not find in the " cranny " of a beast ; and thus he learned

that there is something in us Avhich can do without us, and will be

after us. As our frame is wonderful in its construction, and in its

relation to the soul, so he discovers something passing strange in

the mode of its support. He finds out that we are what we all

abhor—cannibals ; devourers not only of men, but of ourselves, not

merely in an allegory, but in truth : for this mass of flesh came in at

our mouths,—the frame in which we take so much delight has been
upon our trenchers. Sir Thomas is a firm believer in spiritual ap-

paritions, but regards them, not as the spirits of departed men, but

as de\als, whose object is to seduce men to crime, and to make them
believe that the blessed spirits of departed saints are not happy.

In the frequent appearance of these spectres in grave-yards, he sees

the devil as an insolent champion, rejoicing over the spoils of his

victory in Adam. As to death, if the devil could Avork his fancy to

believe he should never die, he would not outlive that very thought.

But although he does not fear death, he frankly confesses himself

not a little ashamed of it. He feels it to be the disgrace of his

nature, that death, in a single moment, can so disfigure him that his

dearest friends will start at the sight of him. Suicide he condemns
not only as sinful, but also as cowardly; because, although it re-

quires courage to meet death while life is desirable, yet, when it

becomes more temble than death, it is then true valour to dare to

live. Hence, he considers Job more valiant than Cato or Codrus.

In the same strain of metaphysical acutcncss and unique eloquence

he speaks of the resurrection, of heaven and of hell ; and finishes

the first part of his book by telling us that he fears God and yet is

not afraid of him ; that his thoughts are so fi.xed on heaven that he

has almost forgetten the idea of hell ; and that he is as well persua-

ded of his own personal and eternal salvation as of the existence of

such a city as Constantinople.

In the second part o^Religio Medici the author discloses his feel-

ings toward his fellow-men. He considers himself predisposed to

charity, because he has no idiosyncracy, either in respect of nations,

diet, animals or climate. The frogs and snails of the French are as

grateful to hifti as the common viands of his oami country. He was
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bom in one climate, but framed and constellated unto all,—he is in

England everywhere, and imdcr any meridian. The devil is the

only substance Vihich he can bring himself heartily to hate. And
yet he confesses that if this constitutional predisposition were the

only source of his charity, he would be a mere moralist, and divinity

would write him a heathen. He drew his purse, not for his sake

who demanded it, but for his who enjoined it ; neither did he re-

lieve any man upon the rhetoric of his miseries, or in obedience to

the earnest calls of sympathy in his ovra breast. To be moved
merely by compassion in helping another he reckoned more selfish

than benevolent ; because by compassion we make another's miseries

our own, and in relieving them we relieve ourselves. But his charity

is not restricted to almsgiving, liberality is not its totality. Divin-

ity has wisely divided charity into many branches, so that in so

many ways as we may do good, in so many ways may we be charit-

able. Ignorance requires as merciful a hand as sickness or poverty;

he pitied an ignorant man as much as he pitied Lazarus. There-

fore he studied not for his own sake alone, but for theirs who studied

not for themselves ; and thus made his liead not a grave, but a trea-

sury of knowledge, and stood fortli not the advocate of a monopoly,

but of a community in learning. Besides, he considered this the

cheapest form of chanty, resembling the natural beneficence of the

sun which illuminates others without obscuring itself. Of friend-

ship, which he brings in as embraced in the general subject, he

speaks in terms of quiet, philosophic rapture, showing that his emo-
tions were not the less intense for being directed by a powerful and
steady intellect. He looks upon it as an act within the power of

charity to divide a sorrow almost out of itself, at least so far as to

make it uufelt. The sorrows of his friend he desired not to share,

but to engross. Formerly he thought the noble examples of friend-

ship furnished by history to be rather fictions of what ought to be,

than true accounts of what had been. But when he himself came
•within the charmed circle of friendship, he felt that the noble attach-

ments of Damon and Pythias, Achilles and Patroclus, would be easy

of imitation. He tells us he loved his friend before liimself, and
yet did not think he loved him enough ; that when he is separated

from him he is dead until he is again with him ; and that he is so

united to him that union does not content him, but he and his friend

wish to become each other. It would be great pleasure to know who
was the object of an afibction so strangely and stron^-ly expressed.

It may have been Mr. Whitefoot, or by possibilitv the great and
good Bishop Hall, the bitterness of whoso persecutions would have
been greatly mollified by such a friendship. ^
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One more passage and vre arc done with Religio Medici. The
reader may see how the passage grows out of tliis discussion of

charity, by examining the connexion in which it is found. He has

just been speaking of the other sex and of maniage.

"It is my temper and I like It the better, to afTcct all harmony; and sure

there is music even iu the beauty and in the silent note which Cupid strikes,

far sweeter than the sound of an instrument. For tlicrc is a music wherever
there is a harmony, order, or proportion ; and tluis far wc may maintain the

music of the spheres ; for those well-ordered motions and regular paces,

though they give no sound to the ear, yet to the understanding they strike a
note most full of harmony. Whatever is hannonically composed, delights in

harmony, which makes me distrust the symmetry of those heads which declaim
against all church music. For myself, not only from my obedience, but my
particular genius, I do embrace it ; for even that vulgar and tavern music
"which makes one man merry, another mad, strikes in me a deep fit of devo-
tion and profound contemplation of the first Composer. Theie is something
in it of divinity more than the ear discovers : it is a hiei-oglyphlcal and shji^

dowed lesson of the whole world and creatures of God,—such a melody to the

ear as the whole world, well understood, would afford the understanding. In
brief, it is a sensllile fit of that harmony which intellectually sounds m the

ears of God. I will not say with Plato, the soul is a harmony, but harmoni-
cal, and hath its nearest sympathy unto music. Thus some, whose temper of

body agrees and humours the constitution of their souls, are bora poets, though,

indeed, all are naturally inclined unto rhythm. This made Tacitus in the very
first line of his story fall upon a verse ; and Cicero, the worst of poets, but
declaiming for a poet, falls in the very first sentence upon a perfect hex-
ameter."

, What a passage ! How he rises from female beauty to the gene-

ral idea of harmony ! The note which Cupid strikes raises him to

the empyrean, and liis soul hears the music of the spheres. Even
the music of the tavern leads his devout soul up to Him who ar-

ranged the harmonies of the universe ; and in the undulations of

the atmosphere he discovers the sounding hieroglyphics and in-

visible shadows which represent the Divine sense of order, propor-

tion and beauty. Jehovah himself stands listening to his own
music, the universe the instrument, the orbits of its worlds the

complicated strings, and the worlds themselves the visible and

ponderous notes that roll along them.

Where, but from tliis remarkable passage, did Addison get the

thoughts contained in the last stanza of his paraphrase of the I^ine-

teenth Psalm, commencing

"What though in solemn silence all?"

And where, if not from this same noble paragraph, did Bushnell

catch the inspiration of the most eloquent passage of his eloquent

address on "AVork and Play," delivered before the Phi Beta Kappa,
at Cambridge, in 1S48? The passage alluded to moy be found ou,
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the twenty-elglith page of the address. The resemblance, however,

between our countryman and Sir Thomas is one of kindred and not

at all of imitation. Though we think the knight assisted the orator,

yet it was only as the sun helps the earth to bring forth and mature

her natural products. Though the spark came from the flint of

the physician, it fell upon appropriate fuel in the genius of the

preacher. The fire is doubtless the same, but the flames differ in

shape and intensity.

A word upon the critics of Sir Thomas Browne, and we are done.

Tuckerman has attempted a portrait of our author ; but, as his

object was rather eulogy than criticism, he has only thrown a chaplet

or two of pretty flowers, not unskilfully woven together, around the

philosopher's brow. He has written nothing that we care to recall

or correct. Another sketch of Sir Thomas has been given us by
Ilazlitt in his "Age of Elizabeth," where the good knight appears

side by side with Jeremy Taylor, but so wofully disfigm-ed, that if

the picture were not labelled, his liest friends would never know it.

The art of the critic has converted the deep philosopher into a sort

of intellectual rope-dancer, or metaphysical clown, whose sole voca-

tion was to amuse the world with his antics. No admirer of Sir

Thomas, no fair reader of his works, can look at HazUtt's account

of him without indignation. Almost the first sentence is a gross

and palpable slander. " Sir Thomas Browne seemed to be of opin-

ion that the only business of life was to think, and that the proper

object of speculation was by darkening knowledge to breed more
speculation, and find no end in wandering mazes lost." Sir Thomas
" seemed to think " no such thing. Judging from his life and cha-

racter, he thought it worthy of his powers to be a skilful and ex-

perienced physician ; he considered the simple exercise of prayer

no impeachment of his intellect ; he folt it to be a part of his duty

to be a virtuous man, a good citizen and an affectionate husband and
father. Hear this critic again :

" He stands on the edge of the world

of sense and reason, and gains a vertigo by looking down on impos-

sibilities and chimeras." True, Sir Thomas was a daring specula-

tor, but no matter where he stood or what he looked upon, his head

was always clear. His eagle-eye appears sometimes to see nothing,

but this is only because he sees farther than others. Take another

passage :
" The passion of curiosity (the only passion of childhood)

had in him survived old age, and had superannuated his other facul-

ties." AVhat faculties? This is far less tnie than if we were to

say of Ilazlitt, that the passion for what was striking had frequently

been too strong for his love of truth. Still more palpably in the

teeth of the truth, he says :
" For a thing ever to have had a name
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is sufficient wan-ant with him to entitle it to belief, and to invest it

with all the rights of a subject and its predicates." How false this

is, let his work on Vulgar Errors testify, which was written expressly

to dissipate, by means of philosophy, hundreds of the superstitions

of his own age. Take another passage as erroneous as any of the

preceding :
" He is superstitious but not bigoted ; to him all reli-

gions are much the same." As to superstition, he held the theolo-

gical eiTors of his times in common with Hale, Bacon, and others

;

but as to the other charge, there is nothing in all Sir Thomas has

written to give it the slightest countenance. He was a Clu-istian by

the conviction of his intellect and the piety of his heart : and the

very same investigations which had convinced him that the religion

of the Bible was true, had led him to the conclusion that every other

religion was false. One reference more, and we shall lay Hazlitt

aside. Sir Thomas in one place, strangely enough it must be con-

fessed, says he should be " content if our species were continued

like trees." Hazlitt, in alluding to this odd passage, says :
" The

reason which Sir Thomas gives for the orthodoxy of his taste in this

respect is, that he was an admirer of the music of the spheres."

This gloss makes our author incoherent, whereas the passage, as it

is given in Religio Medici, along with what follows, is one of the

most beautiful and lofty to be found in the language. It is the

commencement of the sublime passage on music already quoted,

where, from the idea of the sex, he advances to female beauty ; then

to beauty in general ; then to harmony ; and finally, to the harmony

of the worlds ; which is the music of the spheres. Hazlitt takes

hold of this passage, not as a skilful dissector, but rather as a

butcher ; as he cannot find the joints, the dissecting knife is thrown

aside, and the cleaver resorted to,—what cannot be overcome by the

critic-art must yield to critic-force ; he had other books to read and

criticise, Sir Thomas refused to be understood at a glance, and the

result is, that a want of leisure with the critic becomes a want of

genius in the author.

AYe had intended offering some remarks on Coleridge's estimate

of Sir Thomas Browne, but as we have already gone beyond the

limits we had proposed for this article, we will content ourselves by

merely remarkhig, that our author was one of his " first favourites."

" By his particular genius he did embrace him."
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ART. yra.—DIVINE PROVIDENCE.

Of the various theories of Divine Providence at present pro-

pounded, the more important, perhaps, may be reduced to three :

—

1. The theory which represents tliat God not only acts in all

things, but that he is the sole Actor. With this theory there are

no second causes. God is the immediate cause of all events, and

of all acts. The creature is an occasion, but not a cause. The
" creature is a passive instrument by which God absolutely and irre-

sistibly accomplishes his designs."*

. 2. The second theory represents tlie creature as independent of

the Creator in all acts. God, hi this case, is represented as im-

pressing laws upon all things, both matter and mind, and then as

leaving the whole, like a womul-up clock, to finish its history. This

has been called the " system of mechanism."t It received great

support in the fourteenth century. Baxter adopted this system.

Dr. Combe, of Edinburgh, professes, in his Constitution of Man, to

have discovered that these laws act independenthj of each other;

that is, that the great departments of organized and unorgan-

ized matter and mind have each a specific law, and that they act

independently of each other, and are, in an absolute sense, change-

less.j He maintains that the interposition or agency of the

Almighty is excluded from every manifestation of mind or matter.

In this theory God is not known in the earth, excepting by his

creative acts.

3. The third theory is that which admits natural law, but claims

that concurrent aid from God is essential for the continued

existence of matter, and for the exercise of all active powers with

which the creature is endowed. § In tliis theory two agents are

admitted in some form, in the usual developments of matter and

mind. Jsatural law is an agent of God, but is always superintended

by him. The rational creature is always upheld by the Almighty,

but He does not participate in their sin.

With an adilitional element we adopt the last theory. We admit
that there is a physical law impressed upon all matter : we admit a
law also upon the mind—and one law is its freedom. We claim a
Divine superintendence, which never abandons either matter or
mind. We claim also interposition, which sometimes directly

guides natural law, or, as an agent in the natural world, sometimes

" Knapp's Theology, p. 2.17. f ibid.

I Combc'3 Constitution of .Man, p. 21-29. § Ibid.
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rises against it, or renders it powerless :—or God may give to it a

supeniatural force. Our theory admits God to be a free Being—

as free at least as a monarch on earth—save that he cannot err, nor

in any way do wrong. And while we admit tlic mind to be free, we

hold that it is taught, helped, checked, and governed of God.

Natural law in its outward developments is usually changeless ; but

has been, is, and will be interntpted, while the present state of

thinf^s continues, in order to meet the moral condition of life, which

is now imperfect. Where a nation is virtuous or vicious, God sends

blasting and drought, rain and harvest, in accordance with the moral

state, at His pleasure.

There hold against the first of the theories named, the followmg

objections :

—

>

1. All those Scriptures which make man the responsible agent for

all his acts, and judge him for them, even " every idle word."

These Scriptures constitute quite a portion of the Avhole Bible.

2. Man's consciousness is against it. He knows that he has

acted against the mind of God. These convictions that he has

sinned are sometimes terrible.

3. All ideas of pardon, and the whole sacrificial system of

Christ to procm-e pardon, are against it. We need not repent for

God, nor seek pardon for Him, nor for His acts. But, if He is the

sole Actor, then every penitent tear is for God, not man. So did

Christ die for Him, not for us.

Against the second theory the following objections hold :—

1. It strikes at the whole system of the patriarchal and Jew-

ish religion, a dominant idea of which was to ask of God for

daily interpositions for fruitful fields, as though he guided the

clouds ; for protection, as though he guarded life
;
and which recog-

nised God as the director of the laws that give us "basket and

store," "pestilence," "mildew," "fowls of the air," "rain,"

"drought," "finiit of the ground," "fruit of the body," " commg

in," "going out,"—in a word, as the everywhere present Governor

of the universe. Deut. xxviii.
.

2. It oflfends equally against the whole religious system of Christ,

which teaches us to praij for " daily bread ;" thus representing God

to be everywhere a prayer-answering God, and that m every event,

the "falling spaiTOw" not excepted. It strikes especially against

all those pS;sages in the New and Old Testament, which represent

the Divine Agency as active in man : e. g., " I in you," "you in Me,"

" Christ in us," "being filled with the Holy Ghost." <fcc.

3. It is against the experience of every true and mature

Christian, who knows that "God dweUcth in him," "working in
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him, both to will and to do, of His good pleasure," and knowing also

that " without Christ he can do nothing."

The third theory, with the additional element and explanations,

we adopt ; and the principal object of our present article will be to

illustrate and sustain it. If the theory harmonize with the moral

history of the world in the recorded facts of the Bible for two
thousand years, and with what is known of natural laws, and with

the general experience of mankind, we claim that it is- true. The
fact that gi'avity explains the movements of the solar system, is an
evidence of its truth. Thus of the doctrine of Providence : if it

harmonize with llis recorded movements, we set it down as truth.

1. Natural law is the usual agent by which the Divine Being
controls matter. The whole material world is under this law, so far

as to give stability to its movements, and inspire hope in man. The
sun rises and sets, the tide flows and ebbs, in accordance with the

same law. Thus also grass springs forth from the earth, the lily

blossoms, the fields wave with wheat, generations of men succeed

each other, and all the phenomena of life pass onward to its con-

summation. But while this is admitted, we maintain that natu-

ral law is but an agent of an intelligent mind, that is always

answering the purposes of His will, and is to be changed at His
pleasure—and is changed, whenever circumstances or His glory may
call for it. The very stability of what seems to us natural law,

arises not from any attribute of matter out of God, but from the

infinite wisdom of God in the arrangement of the universe, and from
the fact that but few changes in natural law should be witnessed.

But we cannot admit that matter has an attribute not to be over-

come by the Deity ; nor that he has abandoned his intelligent crea-

tion entirely to its power. He still holds natural law as an agent

to promote the best interests of the universe, but at all times

subject to suspension. In this way, He will "rain on one spot of

earth, and not on another." He will suspend its laws, " that there

be neither dew nor rain by the space of three years and sLx months ;"

and again change the direction of some wheel of the Providential

arrangement, and so order its movements that there shall be an
abundance of rain : and thus show to man that He is the author,

governor, and true God of nature. He will in this manner send
famine in the one case, or Avithhold it. In a word, natural law is so

ordered that it shall be subservient to moral government—the iTeat

object of all law and of all matter. Natural law is desi^-ned to

exhibit God.

2. Divine moral government or providence is seen conspicuously
in an event where God touches a spring, not in the natural, but in
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the spiritual world, but all in accordance with natural law, and with

the freedom of the mind. A beautiful illustration of this sentiment

may be found in 2 Kings, chap. 7. Samaria, the capital of Israel,

had been sorely besieged by Bcn-hadad, King of Syria. The con-

sequence was, by natural law, a terrible famine. And such was the

scarcity of provision, that women ate their own offspring. Four

lepers at this time stood at the " entering in of the gate," in a

state of starvation ; and they reasoned very conclusively :
—

" If we

enter into the city, then the famine is in the city, and we shall die

there: and if we sit still here, we die also. Kow, therefore,

come, and let us flill unto the host of the Syrians : if they save us

alive, we shall live ; and if they kill us, we shall but die." The

resolution was made, and they repaired to the Syrian camp as a

desperate alternative. Noav " the Lord had made the host of the

Syrians to hear a noise of chariots, and a noise of horses, even the

noise of a great host : and they said, one to another, Lo, the king

of Israel hath hu-ed against us the kings of the Ilittites, and the

kings of the Eg}T)tians, to come upon us and they fied for their

life." Here is a beautiful narration—too beautiful for anything but

truth. But that host of chariots was in the spiritual world. They

had been seen a few days before by the servant of Elisha. Here

they were heard—heard, probably, by natural law, at least in

accordance with it. IS'o natural law was here violated; but the

spring touched, to accomplish the great moral purpose in view—to

show that the God of Israel was the governor of all men and nature

too ; that nothing was too hard for him—was in the spirit world.

The air is in motion, apparently in accordance with natm-al law—

the deep rumbling of chariots is heard—the tramping of horses and

of a mighty host at hand—the army flies as though driven by a

"viewless" but powerful wind. Their equipage, and food, and gar-

ments, and silver, are left behind. The gates of Samaria are cau-

tiously thrown open, and plenty restored to the famished Israelites

:

and all this in a few hours.

.Now, here is a field of action for Dinne Pro\'idence : in modes of

operation like the above—as wide, as comprehensive, as minute as

is moral government and the world's history, but all invisible to

man; and yet it may touch any event in life, affecting nations or

individuals, tuniing and upturning at the pleasure of God, down to

the fall of a sparrow or the flight of a bird ; and all accomplishing

the great purpose of the Almighty, to make himself known to man,

as the great Author and Governor of the world. And all this without

infringing human liberty or natural laAV ; and yet in such a way as

to encourage the fear of God, time penitence and virtue, and
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discourage crime. It is not probable that, after employing spiri-

tual agents occasionally in this manner, for four or five thousand

years, to accomplish Avhat seems to us the effect of natural law,

God should withdraw them entirely. According to St. Paul, they are

now " all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister to the heirs of

salvation," lleb. i, 14. And if all arc employed, they certainly do

something—one strengthened even Christ in his agonies in the gar-

den. They have strengthened many a child of God—they still do

it ; and sometimes turn a host from him, and save his life.

3. But the great wheel of Divine Providence is seen developing

itself antei-ior to natural law. The case of St. Paul, in connexion

with his voyage upon the Mediterranean, is in point. God saw that

the ship in which Paul was to sail, would, in the usual course of

events, pass where the Euroclydon would sweep, and that she would
be destroyed by it. He therefore providentially interposed ; and,

either by his Spirit or an angel, communicated to Paul the danger,

and bid him forewarn the captain, and charge him not to sail, but

winter where he was. But the south Avind blowing, they set sail,

supposing they had gained their purpose. The result showed that

the admonition was the voice of Providence, and should have been

obeyed. The admonition or Providential interference was not irre-

sistible—this would have destroyed man's agency; but it was in

harmony with moral government. iS^ow there are ten thousand

cases containing all the elements of this transaction, (though less

conspicuous,) in national and individual life, covering the whole

length and breadth of the AvorkVs history till now. A rail-way

train is seen moving with the velocity of the whid. An evil-minded

man has placed an obstruction somewhere upon the route, or it may
have been done even by carelessness. On approaching, the engineer's

mind is suddenly impressed with a thought of watchfulness, and he

perceives the obstniction in time to prevent collision. Again : God
may withhold the warning, and pennit a terrible destruction, to im-

press the world with caution and prudence ; and to show to men
how near the edge of the great precipice from which he steps into

eternity, he daily walks. The following case is in point; we had it

from the gentleman to whom it occurred, some thirty years since

—

a man of probity, and of accurate observation. He was in his

field getting hay; a violent storm came up, and when the rain

began to fall, he ran to a fir-tree for shelter, and sat down under

it, leaning against it. After being there a few minutes, he felt a

strong and sudden impulse to run, though he knew not why nor

where—but as suddenly he s])rang from his seat and ran. He had

gone but a few paces, when a thmidcrbolt struck the tree and rived
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it to splinters. There is Providcnco anterior to natural law. The

earth is full of such histories. He knows but little of life, who does

not know them. We do not saj tliat they occur in every event of

life: they are occasional, they are frequent, they are, doubtless,

daily. They answer to the great clement in Providence of inter-

position to save or io destroy—Divine interposition.

Providential jjiterferences of this character, anterior to natural

law, are seen frequently in the rise and fall of nations, as well as in

individual history. In the one case, a nation sprinpjs from the

seemingly slightest circumstance in the world—the neighing of a

horse, no matter how made to neigh, the flight of a bird, or the

powerful contest of the sword ; and nations fall in the same way.

The race is not always to the swift, nor the battle to the strong.

4. Besides iha three modes stated above, there is another modo

of interposition in Divine Providence. God endows men, at times,

with supernatural energy, from agencies entirely hid from the

senses. They are, of course, spiritual agencies. When Providence

interposes in such a manner, the mind of man may work as quick as

hghtning. The man seems above himself—and is so ; and because

he is above himself, the destiny of a nation is changed as well as

his owDL. The History of Samson must not be forgotten. He, too,

was a *' pattern " of the ways in which God works with man, and

caiTies on the government of the world. It is said, even of Jesus,

that an angel strengthened Him. How did he do this but by invigo-

rating his fainting fram'e? On another occasion he said he could

pray his Father to send " twelve legions of angels," and it would
be done ; but why this, if they could afford no help ? But to afford

help to a human being, the angel must come in contact with him

;

he must have "power over the human senses;"* over the spirit

too, to some degi-ee, but limited. But all of this may be invisible.

Every Christian in the world "has wrestled with" and overcome
" wicked spirits ;" every Christian has been helped by an angelic-

ministry and by the Spirit of God. It was the Spirit of God that

came upon Samson. Every Christian has felt, and does feel, that

same Spirit invigorating his mind at times, and giving him eyes to

see, and a heart to understand. He has not the muscular strength

apparently of Samson—yet he has power, and some times he may
have even muscular power above himself.

But why these intei-preters of Providence—why this prayer oi

Christ—this energy of Samson, if all things are mider the influ-

ence of changeless natural laws? God has promised to give his

angels " charge over " all his children. They are ministering or

° Bishop Horsley.

Fourth Series, Vol. lU.—19
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Berving spirits for this very end. But hotv, vre ask again, can they

do tliis, but by assisting us with thtir energy, or communicating to

us some thought that should make us of more than mortal power ?

Whole states were sunk by those ministrations in the ancient world;
others were made by them. God changeth not. It is in this won-
derful array of means, in their appUcatioa to moral government,
that God enUghtens one by his Spirit, or converts the soul, and
gives a new destiny to a man and to empires. God is alicays at

work, then. He works in the mind both to will and to do, while
the agency of man works out his own present and future salvation.

We live, and move, and have our being in God.

.5. In the elements of Providence we advance one step further

and assume the ground, that God, at times, interrupts the course

of natural laws. He did this at his pleasure for two thousand years

steadily, or the Bible is a fable. He did tliis when he fed Elijah in

the wilderness by ravens, as well as when lightning fell at his

prayer ; not in a corner, but in the presence of thousands, whose
interest it was to deny the truth, if they could : but they denied not.

God interrupts natural laws when and where he will. He is doing

it constantly, in some form or other, to answer the purposes of his

moral government. A changeless machine might do to grind wheat,

but it is not adapted to a moral government. We need stability,

and we have it : but we need also an adaptation to the changes in

society—its moral changes. To-day a nation is good; in mercy it

may e.xpect a bountiful harvest ; to-morrow it is rebellious, and it

should expect a famine, and it has it : but both of these circumstan-

ces could not spring from the same clouds, under the same laws. It

seems to us, therefore, that we must either give up the moral gov-

ernment of God on earth, or we must admit his direct interposition,

either in the using of natm-al law, or interrupting it ; in changing
the seasons, giving licalth or sickness, wealth or poverty, so as to

adapt these natural changes to national, and if so, of course, to in-

dividual character, and so far at least, as to give lessons of his

mil with regard to virtue and crime. The doctrine we maintain
is, not that he internipts universally, but for purposes of moral
government. Moral government is, of course, the higher intent of

the Almighty,—all agents are made to bend to this. He, of course,

can do as he will : we have proofs positive that he does interrupt.

It is fair to infer that it is a principle in his government. What
you see a nation do for two thousand years, you may infer is charac-

teristic of it. Man has not changed in his leading features since

God thus governed, and the earth has not. God has not. Govern-

ment must be the same, then, in its general features. IS'atural law,

19*
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like its author, we admit, has a moral tendency in its general ar-

rangement. If a man will be industrious, on general principles, he

will have food, though not always, (Job ;) but idleness will clothe a

man with rags. The drunkard, through the force of natural law, may

not live out half his days : by Providence he may be cut off much

sooner even than that—or by Providence his life may be lengthened

out. Thus with the licentious. The profane man may become

hardened, and thereby run into danger that he would have shunned

had the fear of God been before his eyes. But this answers not for

judgment on the nations for all crime ; it answers not to the de-

scription of national judgments in the Bible; and nothing can,

without admitting direct interruption of natural law. God surely

interrupted natural law when he raised Lazarus ;
when he fed five

thousand with a few loaves and fishes ; when he walked upon the

sea ; when he led Israel with a cloud, divided the waters, and passed

his judgments upon Pharaoh. He did this for mor.al piuTioses. He

does the same now. He supported a nation for forty years by daily

inten-uptions of natural law. Is God further off m Clinstiamty

than in Judaism ? Has he ceased to be the governor of the natural

world? Who stood at the helm of nature while God was domg

these marvellous things in ancient times? Docs he stand there

now ? What change has taken place in God's mode of government?

The "law" has no glory by renson of the glory that excelleth m
the gospel. There is an onward progress m Divme government:

but that progress is the brmging God nearer-not settmg him fur-

ther off Christianity does not put God further ofl m any of his

departments of government. It certainly does not m spiritual

matters-nor can it in natural law, as that, of necessity, must be

subservient to the higher end of moral improvement.

In a word • in stating the doctrine of Divine Providence, we must

allow him to be Governor, administering a rational, intelligent gov-

ernment—one'somewhat analogous to what human government should

be in its purity, only infinitely above, more perfect, better adapted

to every interest of life, present or future. One in cvcnj place, in

every department, natural and moral, applicable to nations and indi-

viduals. God is bound or limited only by his integrity, his wisdom,

and love. He can do what he will with his own. He does this that

He may be known among men. That knowledge is eternal life.

He judgeth among the nations ; and to allow him to do tlus, we

must take no agency from his hands. His lightnings, his sun, and

the storm-cloud, are his still, and He with them.

If we allow natural law to be an agent of the Almighty, and

that some of the more important ones never change—such as the
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like its author, we admit, has a moral tendency in its general ar-

rangement. If a man -vvill be industrious, on general principles, he

will have food, though not always, (Job ;) but idleness will clothe a

man with rags. The dnmkard, through the force of natural law, may
not live out half his days : by Providence he may be cut oflf much
sooner even than that—or by Providence his life may be lengthened

out. Thus with the licentious. The profane man may become
hardened, and thereby run into danger that he would have shunned

had the fear of God been before his eyes. But this answers not for

judgment on the nations for all crime ; it answers not to the de-

Bcription of national judgments in the Bible; and nothing am,

without admitting direct interruption of natural law. God surely

interrupted natural laAv when he raised Lazarus ; when he fed five

thousand with a few loaves and fishes ; when he walked upon the

sea ; when he led Israel with a cloud, divided the waters, and passed

his judgments upon Pharaoh. He did this for moral purposes. He
does the same now. He supported a nation for i'orty years by daily

interruptions of natural law. Is God further off in Christianity

than in Judaism ? Has he ceased to be the governor of the natural

world? Who stood at the helm of nature while God was doing

these marvellous things in ancient cimes? Docs he stand there

now ? What change has taken plooe in God's mode of government ?

The " law " has no glory by reason of the glory that excelleth in

the gospel. There is an onward progress in Divine government

:

but that progress is the brmging God nearer—not setting him fur-

ther off. Christianity does not put God further off in any of his

departments of government. It certainly docs not in spiritual

matters nor can it in natural law, as that, of necessity, must be

subservient to the higher end of moral improvement.

In a word in stating the doctrine of Divine Providence, we must

allow him to be Governor, administering a rational, intelligent gov-

ernment—one somewhat analogous to what human government should

be in its purity, only infinitely above, more perfect, better adapted

io every interest of life, present or future. One in every place, in

every department, natural and moral, applicable to nations and indi-

viduals. God is bound or limited only by his integrity, his wisdom,

and love. He can do what he will with his own. He does this that

He may be known among men. That knowledge is eternal life.

He judgeth among the nations ; and to allow him to do this, we
must take no agency from his hands. His lightnings, his sun, and

the storm-cloud, are his still, and He with them.

If we allow natural law to be an agent of the Almighty, and

that some of the more important ones never change—such as the
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movement of the heavenly bodies, the tides, etc.
;
yet it may be

admitted that other laws—those that pertain to the fruitfulness of the

seasons, the changes of weather, the health of the human frame; such,

indeed, as pertain to most diseases—admit of constant changes. God
may cause a single movement in this department of his government,

and great changes are the result—famine or disease, or both, at his

pleasure. Here, indeed, is another vast field for the action of Di-

vine Providence—one that takes hold upon the most secret springs

of life, entering into the influence of the atmosphere upon all the

organic fmictions, extending to every dew-drop of the sky. The
"wind sm-ely bloweth where it listeth : but who can tell whence it

Cometh ? Were the changes last referred to under laws as change-
less as the sun, why are tlioy not as regular as the rising of the sun ?

The experiments of the world have never been able to reduce these
changes to law.

6. But there is another department of an active Providence, the
notice of which we must not omit, though we have already alluded
to it. We refer to those nughty changes that are in constant pro-
gress in the kingdom of grace. Here God is constantly active by
direct operation, perhaps Mpon every human soul, more or less

through life, presenting motives to the mind, and bringing to bear
upon these operations of his Spirit all other movements of his Pro-
vidence. By this Holy Spirit God is ever present with man, " con-
vincing the worid of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment,"—his
own judgment on earth—his condemnation of sin, and of the sinner

here and hereafter, at the d:iy of judgment final upon all. This
active agency can scarcely have assignod to it any hmit. It covers
all ages—all time; for it abideth with us forever, and extends
doubtless to every human soul. It is the Author of all the great
spiritual changes in the moral nature of man; of all true peace; of
all true love to God or man

; of all true hope; in a word, "of all

the fruits of the Spirit." By this agent God may give peace to a

man or to a nation. He can thus give hope to a despairing Wash-
ington, and thus change the destiny of a great people ; or He can
send a thrDl of horror to the assassin's heart, and thus save his

chosen one. Here God answers ten thousand prayers evenj day of

the worid's histoiy—every day He interposes for his chosen ones.

In this vast field of Divine interposition and agency, which is sure
in what may be truly termed the moral world, erabracin'^ suf^^-es-

tions to the intellect and impressions upon the mor^il feelinn-s" and
all the aspects of Christian experience, and inward manifestations
of God, the work of Providence is incessant. It be^-ins with life,

but abides forever. " This is that light that lighteth every man that
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cometh into the world." It affects more or less all his movements.

In the domain of the intellect and of the moral feelings, ten thou-

sand suggestions may be daily made, by which revolution may be
wrought to meet revolution, Avithout invading at all human liberty,

and yet carrying forward individual destiny, just in proportion as

that individual yields to those suggestions in good faith. I^or do

these suggestions interfere at all with natm-al law ; but they are

given frequently that we may shun its force. But God is all in all.

Here, too, in a high degree, is the field for the ministration of angels.

They may have charge of the winds—they may not. But God hold-

eth all, guidcth all, and saves or destroys at his pleasm-e ; but all

in perfect rectitude, and in accordance with a just government for

rational and moral beings.

Allowing the above elements to be embraced in Providential

agency towards man, the question now occurs. Do they answer the

conditions of natural law ?—of human experience ?—of the Scrip-

tures? If they conform to these, the inference is, the truth of the

theory. Let us recapitulate.

1. ^Natural law is an agent of Divine government ; but one which

God never leaves, and one which he can use at his pleasure.

2. Divine Providence is seen, in governing the world, by touching

a spring in the spiritual luorld, but in accordance with natural law.

3. God governs and proAddentially interposes, by suggestions to

the mind, anterior to natural law; and thus saves or destroys,

builds up or plucks down an empire.

4. God providentially interposes by endowing his creatures, at

times, with supernatural vigour.

5. God directly interrupts natural law.

6. Providence and direct interposition of God is seen in all his

movements in the kingdom of grace. The principles may be stated

in another form :
—

1. God is the Creator.

2. God is the Upholder.

3. By Him all things consist.

4. God is the sole Governor—not natui-al law; not man; not

angels ; not fate ; not decree ; not form of matter ; not mind, save

His ever etenial intelligence, which is always present—always ac-

tive ; for " in God we live, and move, and have our being." Now,
we ask, Do these views of Providence explain the connexion of that

Providence with life?—with natural law?—with the Bible?

1. Do they accord with natural law? They answer precisely to

this. We see universal stability, as though the changeless God held

the reins of all the orbs in the universe ; as though He drove them
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in their courses, as the careful driver docs his steeds, with not the

variation of an azimuth, save when moral purposes—the highest

interest in his kingdom—demand it. Just as a king would bend

every feature of his kingdom for justice or mercy.

2. Do they answer to the views of Providential agency held out

in the Bible ? ^^'"e could express our views in its venj language.

We could not form words that would express these views so per-

fectly. We could do this by quoting whole chapters—the whole of

the Psalms, of the Book of Job, and of the Prophets generally.

3. Do these views accord with the government of nations, and of

the world, so as to explain the recorded facts of past history ? They
give a clear and consistent accoimt of that government for six thou-

sand years.

4. Do they harmonize with human experience ? They not only

do this, but human experience cannot be explained without ad-

mitting all the Providential agencies we have named. The experi-

ence of Abraham, of Lot, of Moses, of Samuel, of the whole kingdom

of David, of Enoch, of Elijah, and of every other man, demands

such an exposition. The history of life, of the whole world, de-

mands these admissions. We take it, therefore, that they are true.

They have upon them the seal of God—of history, of experience, of

the Divine word.

5. But will these views of Divine Providence allow us to explain,

or will they accord with some of the more difficult portions of

Scripture ? We have not had our eye upon this peculiar feature of

Providence in this article
;
yet the view accords with the darkest

features of the Divine government, and, in some respects, will help

to explain them. If we allow as the great basis of mental operation

and Divine action, the perceptive faculties of the Divine mind, and

allow the Godhead to see or perceive all that is or can be—all that

could have been, but never will be ; and to perceive or see all things

as they are—a contingent event as a contingent event, a fixed event

as fixed, an event that might be, but will not, as such ; in a word,

if we allow that God sees things as they are, in himself and out of

himself,—and at the same time allow him to be a free eeing, to do

as he will, order as he will, difficulties lessen in our conceptions of

the Divine government in a very high degree : and although mys-
tery may remain, yet it is just such a mystery as is in harmony
with the structure of the human mind.

There is another admission wiiich throws light upon the whole
subject, namely : That God not only had a right, but that it was
consistent with, and even the dictate of, infinite goodness, to make
intelligences free, with every necessary means to remain thus, and
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be happy. Another cloud still is taken away, if we admit, that to

make an intelligent and moral being happy, he must make him free.

For ourselves we have come to this conclusion. It appears to us

that no. intelligent and moral being can be happy without a con-

sciousness that he loves God. And the consciousness that he does

not love loveliness itself, and that he cannot do this, would carry a

pang to his heart, and be a source of endless disappointment to him.

If his consciousness witnesses to him that he cannot love God, but

that he must move as the mote is moved, he would deem himself

degraded, and, of consequence, unhappy. Take away his con-

sciousness of moral feeling, and you may make him a sheep or

a mote, and he is at rest ; but with that consciousness, he can only

-be happy in freedom.

Once more : If you allow the Divine Being the foresight named

;

and, at the same time, allow of special interposition from the spiri-

tual world, and from natural law ; and allow, what the Scriptures

plainly declare, that God leads his people by his Spirit, all else that

is necessary to clear some of the Scriptures of the clouds upon

them, is, for the Divine Being to select his time and place for any

given action of himself. Thus: "God sent Joseph into Egy[)t, to

preserve life;" but wicked hands were in the affair. Now, if God
foresaw all things as they are, it was only necessary in this case,

(although we believe his hand was in it in a more extensive sense,

and which we will presently explain,) for the Divine Being to select

the time and place of Divine action, and at that moment, to lead

Joseph out to his brethren. All else could be done without his

agency, save perhaps in restraining the brethren of Joseph from

greater cruelties. This would carry him to Egypt. The same

principles would occur in his subsequent history. On the same

general views God could send his son to die for the world's sacrifice.

But instead of allowing him to expire in the garden—where doubt-

less he would have expired, unless he had been stren;jthened by the

providential interposition of an angel,—the Divine Being allowed

his Son, nay, sent him on a route where he knew he would be

mocked, spit upon, ci-ucified, and pierced. He sent him upon such

a route, at such a time, at such a place, rather than in any other

route, considering all the circumstances of the case. The sinner

was here: the sinner was to be blessed; the Divine glory was

to be seen in its fulness of love—its long-suffering. Here ifc

was displayed, as it could be nowhere else ; as it need be nowhere

else—as it need not have been in this case, but for sin. The ap-

pointment and foreknowledge of God delivered Christ; then he

was taken, and by wicked hnnds crucified. And all this, to show
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to man his own wickedness, and exhibit the Divine benignity in

contrast. But all was free in this transaction—all unconstrained,

God saw the route aforchand
;
predicted it ; drew a map of every

part of the scene, lie told of all the actors—what part He would

act—what part should man. " One item of the perspective was,"

that two agencies were in the event—God and man.

But it may be said by an objector, that thus far we have only

explained how God, in his providence, governs the good man. We
reply that he doubtless governs the wicked on the same general

principles ; that is, he may restrain them in their wilduess—hold

them back, or turn their fancy into another channel. K we allow

God to be a free Being, he can always act according to circumstan-

ces. He may use the wicked "as his sword," and by his infinite^

wisdom and justice mete out to each individual his just desert, and

at the same time accomplish his purpose on those against whom he

is using the wicked as his sword. Let us illustrate. We set out

with the proposition, that in all events we see the agency of God
direct or by permission. A sparrow docs not fall " without God."

The text docs not say, Avithout his notice ; but without God. We
take it in this sense. God may unchain the lion from his lair, or

he may lead a wicked man to him to be devom-ed for his wicked-

ness. He may, when he has restrained them till hope is gone, un-

chain the Roman Senate, or Papal power, to discover to the world

their terrible wickedness, and suffer them to pounce upon his dear-

est children, (whom he rewards in heaven for that suffering,) and
allow them to tear them in pieces, as does the lion the kid. And in

all this, exact justice may be meted out to all, and all made re-

sponsible as free, intelligent, and moral creatm-es.

We think we see also the following feature in the Divine govern-

ment :—It is crime for one man to kill another. But the hangman
is innocent, because the act is not his, except as executioner. If

he did not obey the voice of the state, he would sin, by neglecting

his duty. The state would be innocent, because justice required it.

The state would have sinned, if it had neglected thus to demand
" blood for blood." The general of an army may have a different

motive m leading his men into the field of battle, than is that which
inspires his men : and two accounts are to be settled with justice

—

the account of the general, and the account of the men whom he
led to slaughter. These two accounts arc to be settled by their

motives of «ction—and the law. When the iniquities of the inhab-

itants of Palestine had reached up to heaven, by their abominable
idolatries, so that the land was ready to " spew them out," God led

the Israelites to destroy them by fhr swnrd. We. see no real diffi-
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culty here. We allow the direct agency of Providence. God held

the men accountable for the fidelity with which they executed his

justice. God was the state—the people, in this case, his execution-

ers. We see no difficulty in the admission—nor in allowing His

direct agency in moving Cyrus towards IJubylon. But the length

of our article obliges us to stop, rather abruptly.

Abt. IX.—rev. JOSEPH ENTWISLE.

Memoir of the Rev. Joseph Enticisle, fifty-four years a Wesleyan Minister ; with

copious extracts from his Journals and Correspondence. By his Son. 12mo.,

pp. 676. London : John Mason.

Joseph Entwisle was one of the generation of ministers contem-

poraiy with Mr. Wesley, and called into the work by him. That

race of noble men has nearly passed away. Every memorial of their

holy lives, their simple Christianity, and their earnest devotion to

the work of God, is precious to the Church. Among them all, few

names are held in more fragrant remembrance among our brethren

in England than that of the subject of the Memoir before us ; who,

for more than half a century, discharged the duties of a Wesleyan

minister without a stain upon his character as a preacher or as a

man.

The biography before us is simple and unpretending in its cha-

racter. It aims to make Mr. Entwisle as far as possible his own
biographer, by presenting copious extracts from his diary and let-

ters, with sufficient narrative to give connexion and coherency to

the whole. Interspersed throughout the volume, however, will be

found a number of useful and interesting notices of contemporary

events connected with the history of English Methodism. The his-

tory of so long a public life could not be treated with any degree

of fulness in a small compass
;
yet, we think a little more com-

pression would have made the biography a better one. A man must

be a great man, indeed, to make it worth one's while to read every-

thing that can be said about him. Nevertheless, even tlie minutest

details here given generally illustrate some Christian principle, and

may thus not be without their use in promoting practical and exper-

imental religion—the main purpose for which the book has been

written.

Joseph Ent^visle was born in Manchester, on the 15th of April,

17 G7. lEs parents attended a Presbyterian chapel, but had no
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knowledge of experimental religion ; indeed, one of the ministers

to whose preaching they listened was reputed to be an Arian—the

other, a Socinian ; and their sermons were generally nothing but
" elegantly written moral essays." His childhood was marked by
several narrow escapes from death, of which he afterwards wrote ac-

counts in a memorandum book, significantly entitled " Providential

Memorials." We quote one or two of these :

—

" "WTicn about ten years of ago, I narrowly escaped drowning on two occa-
sions :—once in the river Irwcll, and once in the Duke of Bridgewater's
Canal. One of these times I was in imminent danger. 1 had one day bathed
in the Irwell, which runs through iNIanchcster, when the river was quite low.

A few days after, I went again when the river was much higher; and without
considering its increased depth, leaped in at the same place. It was too deep
for me ; and as I could not tlicn swim, I must certainly have been drowned,
had not some young men who were by the river-side, come in and brouoiht

me out. ' Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all that is within me bless his holv
name ! Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forgot not all his benefits !' How
great was the care which God at this time exercised over me ! Had I been
drowned, I should certainly have perished forever ; for I was then sinning
against much light, young as I was."—Pp. 4, 5.

The record of the following case was made not long before his

death :

—

" At tlie bottom of Byrom-stroet, near the Old Quay, Manchester, was a
gentleman's house, having in front two llights of steps : at the bottom of one
of these flights was an iron gate with sharp spikes at the top. One of my
favourite amusements was to run up the steps on one side, and down the other,

not considering the annoyance to the inmates of the house. On one of these

occasions, being pursued by the master of the house, who was justly displeased
with the intrusion, and fmdin;! the iron gate at the bottom locked, I attempted to

leap over it ; but tlie gate being high, my toes caught the sharp-pointed irons,

and I fell head foremost. I was stunned with the fall, and a deep wound was
made in my forehead, the marks of which remain to this day, though it must
have been sixty-four years ago. I might have been killed on the spot. The
same gate remained in August last, (isjl.) Whenever, on my visits to Man-
chester, I pass that gate, 1 lift up my heart in gratitude to my gracious Pre-
server."—P. 5.

In 1781 he went into a large manufactory, the owner of which
was a Methodist. His subsequent course of life was settled by this

apparent accident. Out of respect to his master, he attended the

Methodist preaching ; and he was soon, in the fourteenth year of
his age, converted. At si.xteen he commenced preaching. His
modesty and timidity were such that he scarcely ever opened his

eyes during the sermon; and, indeed, for some time after, he
usually preached with his eyes shut. His gifts and graces were
clearly manifest to the Chin-ch ; and, young as he was, his name
vas soon placed on the circuit plan. The " boy-preacher," was quite
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a phenomenon, and many, led by curiosity to hear him, carried away

deep and abiding impressions.

" One instance of this may interest the reader, and may afibrd reh'ef to

some who are subject to discouragement because they do not see that imme-
diate fruit of their labours which they desire. During one of Mr. Entwisle's

late visits to his native town, an elderly man whom he did not remember to

Lave seen before, grasped his hand with much warmth of attection, and
accosted him as his spiritual father. lie found, upon inquirj-, that the old

man had been a member of society above fit\y years : tiiat when living ia

utter ignorance of God and of the plan of salvation, he heard that a 6oy was to

preach in the ^Methodist preaching-house at Booth-IJank. Curiosity induced

him to go and hear him, and under the ' boy preacher,' as my father was
then frequently called, it pleased the Lord to awaken him to a sense of his

guilt and danger. He turned to God from that very hour. But the know-
ledge of the pleasing fact was—doubtless for suflieiont reasons—withheld

from my father for above fifty years. ' Cast thy bread upon the waters ; for

thou shalt find it after many days."—P. 16.

For three years he continued to serve as a local preacher; and his

diary affords abundant evidence that, dui'ing tliis period, his piety

was daily becoming more and more mature. His name and charac-

ter soon became known to Mr. Wesley, who called him into the

itinerant work in 1784. The process of introduction into the

itinerancy at that time was a very simple one. The "assistant"

saw, perhaps, that a young man in his circuit had special qualifica-

tions; he recommended him to Mr. Wesley, and Mr. Wesley

appointed him to a circuit, if he thought it best. So young Entwisle

found himself appointed to JNorthampton circuit, before he knew
that his name was before the conference. But his engagements to

his employers (Messrs. Wood t.^ Co.) held him a few years longer;

and it was not until 1787 that he finally went out. The facts were

characteristic of the times and the men :

—

" The conference was at that verj- time holding its annual sittings in Man-
chester ; and some of the preachers being entertained at JNIr. Wood's house,

informed Mr. Wesley of his willingness to release Mr. Entwisle at once from
all further obligations. JMr. Wesley immediately appointed him to the

Oxfordshire circuit. The first announcement of tliis important event was
made to him in the street. Happening to meet !Mr. Wesley and ^Mr. W.
Thompson not far from Oldham-strect cliapel, the latter intbrmed him that

he was appointed to the Oxfordshire circuit. Still .shrinking from a work, of
the importance of Avhich he had more atfccting views than ever, he hesitated

a little, when Mr. Wesley, laying his hand upon my father's shoulder, and
fixing upon him his piercing eye, said, with his characteristic brevity, and in

a tone of authority, "Joseph, you vntst go." lie went in the name of the

Lord, deeply sensible of his own insuihciency, and humbly depending upon
Divine aid. He often reflected with satisfaction on the energetic manner and
piercing look with which '' you 7iiust go" was uttered by the venerable founder
of the ISIcthodist Society; and a recollection of the high human authority by
which he was called to the ministry, combined with a persuasion of a I>i>-irie

call, often afl^orded him comfort in after lite in seasons of trial and discourage-

ment."—Pp. 27, 28.
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His first appointment was the Oxfordshire circuit, which at that

time included the greater part of four counties. As a specimen of

the " comforts " provided for the preachers at that time, we are

told that even in Oxford itself, the head of the circuit, the two

single preachers lodged in the house of a journeyman shoemaker, in

a gan-et, for which the society paid sixpence a week ! The furniture

consisted of a bed, chair, and table ; and the bed was so short, that

it had to be lengthened out by a box placed at the foot. But priva-

tions were trifles to the ardent zeal of Mr. Wesley's early

preachers : Mr. Entwisle, especially, never suffered his personal hap-

piness to he at the mercy of circumstances. He soon formed

habits of study, living, i5cc., suited to his position, and adhered to

them pertinaciously. One of his rules, and its happy fruit, is stated

in a letter to his son in 1835:—"I would advise you to act on

your father's principle ; namely, ' Make as few things as pos-

sible necessary to your comfort.' In forty- six years I have been

governed by this maxim, and it has been better to me than

jClO.OOO per annum." He was in the habit also of redeeming

all the time possible for study, choosing his books, and his com-se

of study in general, with strict regard to the great end of his

ministry. At an early period he was urged by a friend to take

up the study of the dead languages, but he replied that he could

not, without a teacher, find time for the study without trench-

ing on more important pursuits. At a somewhat later date, how-
ever, he commenced the study of the Latin. The feeling with which
he entered upon the pursuit appears from a letter to Mr. Reece,

dated April 4, 1789 :—

" I have begun to learn the Latin tongue. Providence seemed to point out
my way to it. A friend advised ine to study it, made me a present of some
books, and offered me all the help I need. Several others who understand the
language h:ive since made the same kind olfrr. I have cone through the
declensions of nouns, and trust, through flod's blessing, I shall in a few months
be able to construe the Latin Testament. Yet I enter upon this work with
fear and trembling. Many, when they have got a smattering of the laniruages,
have immediately thought themselves wise and learned, and have despised
their brethren. O may I ever be httlc in my own eyes !"—Pp. 53, 54.

He afterwards took up Greek, and, in less than a twelvemonth,
was able to translate any part of the Greek Testament. For
many years he kept up a laborious course of study in spite of all

the hindrances and difficulties of the itinerant life. His deep sense
of the need of personal religion to the success of the minister,

may be inferred from such paragraphs as the following, which
abound in his diary and letters, even in the earliest years of his

ministry :

—
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" I have been deeply convinced for some time that I shall be of little use as

a preacher, unless the people see the doctrines n-hich they hear. Unless in my
tempers and behaviour they see that humility, zeal, &c., which I recommend
in the pulpit. I want to be distinguished I'rom others, not merely by a black

coat, but by superior wisdom and prudence, humility, meekness, &c. I want
to enjoy constant fellowship with the Father and his Son Jesus Christ. I

would have my conversation with the people to be holy, spiritual, heavenly,

and Divine, meet to minister grace unto the hearers. When this is the ca^^e

with a preacher, ' he bears his great commission in his look.' Into whatsoever

family he comes, he brings a blessing with him; and when he goes away, he
leaves a blessing behind him. I want so to act and speak to the people, that

•when I leave them, I may be able to say, ' Ye yourselves are witnesses and
Gk)d also, how holily, and justly, and unblamably we have behaved ourselves

among you that believe.' "—P. 64.

So again, under date of 1790 :

—

*' I am very defective as a minister. 1. I have not sufficiently felt the

weight and importance of my great work. O ! how often has my heart been
cold and dead in speaking of the most serious and important things! 2. I

have not been so diligent as I should have been in improving my time in

reading, study, and prayer. Much precious time has been spent to veiy little

purpose. 3. Instead of studying, making observations on, and improving by,

the various tempers, defects, virtues, &c., of men, 1 have sutfered my thoughts

to rove I know not where. How many precious hours have I lost by this folly !

4. But that which lies heaviest upon my conscience, is a conviction that I

have not been so spiritual and profitable in my conversation in the f;unilic3

where I have been cast, as I ought to be. One thing I must write,—O may
it be written as with a pen of diamond upon my heart !—Wiiile I was preaching
this evening, I cast my eyes upon a person who has received the preachers into his

house at his own expense for many years. I have gone frequently for nearly
two vears, and have received many tokens of his kindness. While I looked
at him, I felt an uncommon love to him. It strurk my mind, ' What have I
done to promote his spiritual welfare V Why does he receive the ministers

of Christ into his house ?. Is it not because he expects to receive some spirit-

ual profit by their ministry and conversation V (3 how unkind, how ungrate-
ful have I been to him ! what little pains have 1 taken to profit him and his

family in spiritual things !' I see I have great cause to lament and bewail
my unfaithfulness and unfruitfulness both as a Christian and as a preacher. I

desire to feel all my vileness, to abhor myself and repent before the Lord as

in dust and ashes ; and for the future, to be entin.ly consecrated to his service

and the good of soulsi"—Pp. 65, 66.

In the year 1792, iMr. Entwisle married Miss Mary Pawson,

who -vvas, for many long years, as he himself expressed it, " a true

yokefellow " for him. His first appointment thereafter was to the

Leeds circuit, and during the period of his stay there, not less than

twelve hundred members were added to the society. Though still

a young man, both his intellect and his heart had reached a rare

maturity. An illustration of the broad and comprehensive news
which he took of the work in which he was engaged, is furnished in

the following extract of a letter dated Jan. 2, 1704, to a young can-

didate for the ministry in the Established Church, who had written

to him for advice :

—
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" I view the office of a minister of Christ, as the most honourable that either

man or anc:el can sustain. To be employed as an amhassador for God ; to be
instrumental in the salvation of immortal spirits; to bring sinners to glorj-

:

in comparison of this, the glory of the greatest monarchs on their thrones, is

less than nothing. These are the views we shall have a thousand ages

hence.
" You are now a candidate for this high and important office ; important to

yourself, and important, perhaps, to thousands. It appears to me, that your
acceptablencss before God, who searchetii the heart, and your usefulness

among men, are nearly connected with the following particulars:—namely,

proper motives, right ends, and suitable f[ualitication3. It is possible for men to

undertake the best works from the basest. motives. But this, I most sincerely

believe, is far from being your case. Our reformers were deeply sensible of the

necessity of good motives in candidates for the ministry, when they inserted the

following awful ([uery in the office of onlination :
—

' Doyou trust you are inwardly

moved of the Holy Ghost?' &c. The Holy Spirit is a Spirit of love; and,!
think, a man may truly say, he is moved of the Holy Ghost, when the love of
Christ and of souls powerfuly yet sweetly constrains him to call sinners to

repentance. No motive inferior to this will be sufficiently strong. A man
who desires and endeavours faithfully to discharge all the duties of his sacred

office, will meet with much opposition from the men of the world, who will

endeavour, sometimes by violent measures to drive, and at other times by
carnal friendship to draw him from his duty. He may also expect Satan to

use all his serpentine cunning, and all his power, to withstand him. Satan
stood at the right hand of Joshua, the high-priest, to resist him. And the

remaining corruptions of the heart, yea, and even the senses and appetites of
the body, will frequently impede him in his course, without great watchful-

ness and much prayer. Let Divine love govern and actuate the soul, and it

will answer the end of a thousand rules, and a thousand arguments ; it will

show a man his duty, and compel him to perlbrm it. See 2 Cor. v, 14, 15.

O how often have I lost opportunities of usefulness for want of a greater
degree of Divine love !

" The qualifications necessary for the ministry should be attended to.

Languages, mathematics, &c., are by many judged sufficient. A critical

knowledge of languages is, indeed, sufficient to qualify a man to teach the
languages ; an accurate knowledge of mathematics may quality one to teach
that department of science ; and these, with other arts and sciences, may be
ornamental and useful to a preacher, if kept in their proper place. But it

appears to me, that the most essential qualifications are as follows:— 1. A
deep acquaintance with one's own heart, and the various workings of corrupt
nature, &c. 2. A clear, distinct and cxpcrimciilal knowledge of the plan of
salvation, through faith in Christ. 3. K.xtcnsive views of the glories of the
Redeemer, in his person and offices, and of his suitableness to'the state and
wants of lost sinners. 4. Just and Scriptural ideas of the progress of gracious
souls in the Divine life, from little ehildren to young men and fathei-s ; by
which means we know how to give every man his ])ortion. 5. An acquaint-
ance with the devices of Satan. 6. A general knowledge of the world and
human nature. You and I may expand our thoughts on these subjects,

at our leisure. I assure you, while I am writing, I iiave such a sense of the
awfulness of the work I have undertaken, as would sink my spirit:5, were it

not for the promise of Divine help.

^
" Supposing a sound conversion has taken place in the heart, which I trust

w the ca<c with you and mo, we may, under the Divine blessing, acquire the
necessarj- (jualifications for the great work, by using such means as these :

1. Close application to tlie study of the Holy Scriptures. 2. Readinc; Tood
commentaries, and treatises on divinity, with great attention and strict e.xami-
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nation by the Bnerring standard of truth. 3. Reading the experiences of
eminently pious men. 4. By studying 'in the original mankind.' Free con-

versation with the people of God, and a daily observation of the tempers,

conversation, and deportment of both saints and sinners, will be of almost

infinite use. 5. A careful and studious reading of the histories of nations and
Churches, will increase our knowledge of human nature. 6. We should not

forget to give ourselves unto prayer, a life of mortification, entire deadness to

the world, and deep devotion to God."—Pp. 127-130.

A man who carried out such views in his life and work, (as Mr.

Entwisle did,) could not fail, with the Divine blessing, to be a suc-

cessful minister of the Lord Jesus Christ. Accordingly, we find

his diary filled Avith accounts of awakening and revival. Every-

where his congregations were large ; everywhere the people " heard

the word gladly." His " soul was hke a flame of fire ;" he was

•willing, he says, " to impart, not the Gospel of God only, but also

his own soul, for the sake of sinners." Sometimes his pulpit

was "the summit of a high hill," looking doA\Ti upon meadows,

pastures, corn-fields, and woods, in full verdure, with a " serpentine

river at the bottom—its waters deep and still, inspiring a kind of

religious stillness into his mind ;" sometimes his " chapel was an

old barn :" but whether in field, or barn, or chapel, his heart in

preaching always overflowed with love and joy, and his congrega-

tions caught the sacred flame. For many years ho was " ' in labours

more abundant :' preaching regularly from nine to fourteen times a

week, besides holding lovefeasts, prayer-meetings—sometimes of

several hours' continuance—and Aveekl}' meetingri of the children of

the members on Saturday afternoon, according to the almost

universal usage of the day ; and meeting the societies, not only on

the Lord's day, but also frequently on the week nights—sei-vices

for which he was accustomed to prepare addresses with little less

care than he bestowed on his more pubUc discourses from the

pulpit : in addition to all which, he was exemplary in his attention

to the important duty of pastoral visitation, which he regarded as

not merely desirable and useful, but essential to ministerial success."

The years from 1791 to 1798 were trying years for Methodism in

England. Tbe public mind was wild with political excitement ; the

rapid succession of changes on the continent of Europe causing a

continual ferment among the English people. The Methodist socie-

ties, moreover, were agitated and torn by disputes about the sacra-

ments, which went so far as to destroy some of the Churches almost
root and branch, while others were shorn of all spiritual strength by
discord and strife. I^o man, perhaps, in the ^Methodist itinerancy,

Bucceedcd better than Mr. Entwisle in preserving the spirit of

Christian charity and kindness in the midst of tlus fratricidal war.
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Wherever he went, he sought to pour oil upon the troubled waters :

not that he was a trimmer, but that he knc^Y how trifling were the

subjects in dispute, in comparison with the souls of men, which

were wrecked and lost upon this sea of contention. The following

letter, showing that forms of Church government alone, no matter

how excellent, will not insure peace, is as worthy of study now, as it

was appropriate then :

—

" This I am sure of—we maj expect too much from theories. Too much
is expected. A change in government cannot produce a change in human
nature. Surely no man ' who has studied from the M^i^, and in the original

perused mankind,' will upon cool rolleetion alhrm, if a certain form of govern-
ment be adopted and established, ' contention will cease, and all will be peace,
and harmony, and prosperity.' Words to this etlect are found in several late

pubUoations. Such ;iisertions appear to me to suppose three things :— 1. That
men will be all of one judgment : or, 2. That they wiU be so wise and candid
as to dilTcr in judgment without any undue heat or emotion. 3. That all the
people everywhere, will implicitly submit to the decisions of the new legisla-

tive body. Happy indeed would it be for the Church and for the world, if

such a revolution should ti\ke place as would make men think alike, and
think justly too, or blond their souls into one by Divine love. May God
hasten it

!

" I profess to you, my dear friend, I c.\pect little from any form of Church
government. The peace and prosperity of a religious community depend
principally upon the piety of its members. Discord and contention are the
effects of a decay of that piety ; and hai)jten alike in all communities from the
same cause. I have been led to these views by reflecting upon what I have
observed in my intercourse with the reiicrious world, and what I have read in

histories of ancient as well as mrKlorn Churc-hcs. The Episcopalians, Presby-
terians, and Independents in the last two centuries, were as zealous for their

respective forms of government, as if each had the broad seal of heaven.
"W^ile they were exerting all their power and displaying their learning on
these subjects, the vitals of religion—love to God and man—received a dread-
ful stab. Matters of fact convince me that nothing but piety can preserve
peace. Episcopalians, I find, have (piarrelled. But some may suppose, the
hierarchy of an Episcopal Church is ooiitniry to primitive Christianity. Per-
haps it is. Put the Church of Scoflaml is upon a different plan : they have
their Kirk-Sessions, Presbyteries, Provincial Synods, and General Assemblies

;

in all of which there are Lay Elders anil Delegates. Surely everything must
be done by mutual consent ; all nuist l)o peace, and love, and harmony.

" Pvcad

the history of that church, and the account of all the opposition-chapcis com-
monly called Kirks of Relief; the high disputes in their presbyteries and
synods, and the clamours of the Assembly

; anil then jud'_'e what you may ex-

pect from a similar constitution, lliunan nature is human nature in England
as well as in Scotland. The Independent mode of government may be thought

by some the most simple and ea>;y ; Inking confined, to one society or congrega-
tion, tliey can do cvervthing by mutmJ counsel and consent. And yet when
religion is low among them, they have disputes, wani\ contentions, and divi-

sions.

" I do not mean to insinuate by these observations, that rules are indifTerent

or unnecessary; or that every mode of government is enually exceptionable :

but that all human establishmcnLs are imperteet, and liable to abuse ; that

LOVK alone is the perfert bond of union ; .ind that there is danger of our
being more zealous about certain outward thinsrs than about faitu and love.
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"Whatever may happen, every Christian should endeavour to keep his own
heart in a pious frame. Men's hearts were never more in danger than now.

Such is human nature, that it is ditlioult for us to differ in our opinions, and
love as brethren. Most likely a division of our body will take place ere long.

Then will follow, very probably, iuilamuiatory publications, mutual animosities,

and rancour. K we cannot agree upon tlie same outward rules, O that we
might agree to love each other, and to let contentions cease ! The Canaanite

is in the land. Deists laugh at us and at Christianity, and the cause of infidel-

ity is strengthened by our contentions. I do not mean to reflect on either

party. My heart bleeds for the suffering cause of religion. I lament the ex-

cessive zeal of some on both sides. And now my chief care shall be to keep
my own heart free from the impure influence of jwirty spirit ; and O may
God make me a lover of peace, and a lover of good men !"—Pp. 177-179.

In 1798 jMr. Entwisle was appointed to the York Circuit, and, for

the first time, was made superintendent. We should be glad to fol-

low him through this and subsequent appointments, drawing from
his steadfast and persevering labours, his strong and prevailing

faith, and his ever-growing love, lessons of practical wisdom for

ourselves and for all others engaged in the ministry of the Gospel.

But our limits will not allow us to go through this pleasant task.

We must therefore confine ourselves to an occasional extract on
points of special interest.

A minister of so wide and long-continued experience in religious

revivals, coupled with the acute and sagacious poAvers of observation

that characterized Mr. Entwisle, could not but fonn sound views on

the nature and character of these signal manifestations of the mercy

of God. The following letter, dated March 19, 1800, in reply to

inquiries on the subject of noise, etc., in such meetings, contains

some very just and valuable remarks :

—

" I have considered the subject of your letter, concerning which I have often

thought and prayed ; and now my mind is quite satisfied. To form a proper
judgment of it, the subject must be fiirly stated. 1. It is allowed on all hands
that conversions may be, and often are, very sudden, ami yet real and lasting.

2. That whenever a sinner appears to be truly awakened, he should be pointed
to a present Saviour, as in Acts xvi, 31, and be exhorted to believe noic, to

venture upon Christ for salvation 7wic. 3. That there may be a great degree
of outward agitation of the body, with violent outcries, etc., Avhen sinners are

suddenly awakened, and also when they find peace ; yea, and much apparent

confusion, when the work is of God. This indeed seems to bo unavoidable,

when a great number are suddenly awakened at one time and place, or enabled
to rejoice in God our Saviour. There was much of tliis when Jlr. Percival

was m York—great noise and confusion, yet many stand to this day, and are

ornaments to their profession.
" But it appears to me, that many now have missed their way in several re-

spects :— 1. "\\ hile they pray that God may work in his own trau. they are not
satisfied with any way but one. K their phraseologj', tone cf voice, etc., are
not used, 'there is no life,'—no good done. But if any one, let him be who
he may, use a favourite expression in a certain way, then the meeting begins
to be lively. In this wc may perceive two evils : first, supi^rstition, making
that essential to accej)tablc devotion which God has not made essential. He
Fourth Series, Vol. HI.—20
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is a Spirit He is affected with neither one form, mode, gesture, expression,

nor another; but looks into the heart of the worshipper : if that be right, all

is right. Secondly. They limit the Holy One of Israel. He delights in va-

riety, both in the works of nature and grace. I shall never for";et a saying

of Mr. Bramwell,—' When I hear two persons pray, etc., alike, I always sxis-

pect mimicry.'
" 2 Many are too hasty in urging persons to say they believe, and are happy.

Many who never were awakened have been hurried into something which has

been called justification and sanctificution. For a while, they have run about

to meetings, and tlieir minds have been in a strange ferment; and by-and-

by, when the paroxysm has subsided, they have concluded there is nothing

in religion ; they have cast off the jtrofossion of it, and the wicked have been
hardened thereby. I have had abundant proof of this again and again.

These things greatly injure the cause of God. Many who are exceedingly

active iu this way are truly pious : if their zeal and fervour were under the

direction of wisdom and prudence, they might be very useful. They M-ould

be careful not to urge those to believe wLo are not truly awakened, and such

as are prepared to receive Gospel blessings would be helped."—Pp. 211, 212.

His sound good sense was also shown in the following remarks

on female preaching, which seems to have been practised a good

deal among the Wesleyans in England in the early part of the pre-

sent century

:

"We have no female preachers in this part of the country. I think women
might with propriety exercise their gifts in a private way, or amongst their

own sex ; but 1 never could see the propriety of their beiog public teachers.

Under the Patriarchal dispensation, the oldest male was the priest of the family.

Under the Law, all the priests were men. The seventy preachers sent out by
our Lord were all men. So were the twelve Apostles. Nor do we ever read
of a woman preaching, in the Acts of the Apostles. Hence I conclude, women
are not designed for public teachers."—P. 231.

Our readers will find in the following letter from Dr. Adam
Clarke, a specimen of the characteristic energy with which that

great and good man expressed himself on any subject on which he

had made up his mind. Mr. Entwisle had written to him with re-

gard to the' introduction of the Liturgy into a new church at Liver-

pool :

—

*' "With respect to the introduction of the Liturgy of the Church of England :

—

this book I reverence next to the book of God. Next to the Bible it has been
the depository of the pure religion of Christ ; and had it not been laid up there,
and established by Acts of Pariiament, I fear that religion would, long ere this,

have been driven to the wilderness. Most devoutly do I wish that, wherever
we have service on the forenoon of the Lord's day, we may have the Prayers
read. This service contains that form of sound words, to which in succeeding
ages an appeal may be successfully mailc for the establishment of the truth
professed by preceding generations. Had it not been, under God. for this
blessed book, the Liturgy of the British Church, I verily believe Methodism
had never existed.

"I see plainly, that where we read these prayers our congregations become
better settled, better edified, and put further out of the reach of false doctrine.
"WTiat is become of the numerous Churches which have no such form of sound

20*
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•words ? They are become, or are becoming Socinian and Dcistical. Intro-

duce the Church Service in God's name ; not in any abr'uhjmcrit, but in the

genuine original. Give my love to the blessed people of Liverpool, and tell

them that this is the conscientious advice of their old servant and most hearty
well-wisher."—P. 2S8.

One of the pleasantest duties ever performed by Mr. Entwisle in

the course of his ministry, was the recommendation that IIichard

Watson should be readmitted into the Wcslcyan Connexion, from

which he had been separated for a number of years. Mr. Watson
resided at Manchester, where Mr. Entwisle was stationed in 1812,

and they soon became companions and friends. The subject of this

^lemoir perceived in Mr. Watson extraordinary powers of mind, and

eminent qualifications for usefulness in the Methodist ministry; and

being persuaded that his weight of talent and deep piety would

render him an acquisition to the Connexion and a blessing to the

world, he proposed that he should allow himself to be recommended

to the ensuing Conference, a measure in which his respected col-

leagues fully concm-red with him in judgment. iVftcr mature con-

sideration and prayer, i\Ir. Watson gave his consent. He was ac-

cordingly proposed at this District J^Ieeting, and cordially recom-

mended to the Conference; by whom he was as cordially accepted,

and, without further probation, placed precisely in the position in

which he stood eleven years before, and appointed, with Mr. Buck-

ley, to the Wakefield Circuit. Mr. Entwisle ever after reflected

on this event with the liveliest pleasure : he felt it an honour,

and a cause of gratitude to God, that he had been in any degree

instrumental in restoring to the Connexion one who proved so

bright an ornament to it, and so eminently useful. And Mr. Wat-
son ever after cherished towards him a most respectful and afiec-

tionate regard.

In 1812 Mr. Entwisle was chosen President of the Conference, and

discharged the duties of that office with great acceptance. He was

.

subsequently stationed for a series of years in London, and was very

useful in the early movements of the ]Methodist3 in favour of Chris-

tian Missions. While in London he was called to " pass through a

deep sea of affliction "—caused by family distresses, especially the

misconduct of a favounte son. But in adversity, even more sig-

nally than in prosperity, he glorified God, and " showed forth the

praises of Him who had called him out of darkness into marvellous

light." Li time, however, the clouds passed away, and his hfe re-

tm-ned to its equable and happy tenor.

It Avas Mr. Entwislc's habit to keep records, more or less minute,

of the several annual Conferences as they occurred. His journal of
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the Conference for 1820 contains the following notice of Dr. Emory,

ffhich will interest our readers :

—

•' Thursday, 27.—This afternoon, the American Representative spoke, (Rev.

J. Emory ;) a thin, spare man, about thirty-five years of age ; modest, grave,

and pious, in his appcanince and spirit ; very intelligent, and interesting as a
speaker, without the least parade or display. lie began by speaking of the

love of the American Methodists to us. Wo, the parents. They, the children.

Fifty-one years ago it was inquired in the British Conference, ' Who will go to

America, which is crying. Come over, and help us ?' N^ow there are in the

United States 900 Travelling Preachers, 3,000 I.ocal Preachers, a vast number
of Exhorters and Leaders, and 250,000 members. He gave interesting de-
tails of the piety, zeal, and labours of Asbury, IM'Kendree, and others. Spoke
of the vast Missionary field opening among tlic Indian nations; and closed his

speech in a delightful style, by renrcsenting the British Methodists as carr^^ng
on their operations with success through Europe, Africa, Asia, the West Indies,

touching on the Southern continent of America; and their children, the Ame-
rican Methodists, stretching out their line to meet them, through the Indian
nations and the States of America, in such a direction that ere long, having
encircled the "lobe, he hoped they would meet and shake hands in the other
hemisphere. It is impossible to describe the interest excited. Finally, the
Conference agreed to the proiiositiou of the Americans, viz.,—not only an
annual exchange of friendly addresses, but also, once in four years, an inter-

change of personal representatives."—P. 357.

It is not an uncommon iVrn'^ for the sons of Wesleyan ministers

in England to join the Established Church; indeed, the subser^d-

ency of the leading men of the Coimcxion to the Establishment, their

use of the hturgy, and their Toryism, are constantly giving yomig
minds a bias in favour of the Church of England. It is said, indeed,

that the sons of two of the most eminent men in the Connexion are

not only Episcopalians, but high-toned Puseyites. The writer of

the memoir before us, 'Mr. Entwisle's youngest son, was m-ged by
"highly respected friends" who thought him unable to undergo the

toils of the Itinerancy, to go into the Established Church. He wrote
to his father on the subject, and received the following reply

:

*' Now with regard to the Cluirch. If you be fully satisfied in your own
mind, and it be your choice, I should not like to oppose you in it. But two
things are objections in my mind. 1. Some clergymen with whom lam inti-

mate, are very friendly to me personally, and are ^lad to enjoy my society,
and "yet really dare not come to liear me. They are m this respect in bondage.
2. A feto preachers' sons who have got into orders, appear to be complete
clerical coxcombs. There is one at , (son of ,) who even tra-
velled one year, that holds in perfect conlempt, as illiterate' and i-^norant,
tie Methodist Preachers. lie lately expressed his astonishment to a'^centle-
man, that he should connect himself T\-ith the Methodists, and said muclf about
the preachers as illiterate. 'AVhy.' said the gentleman, 'you know, Mr. J., that
m^any of the preachers have not had your ndvnntages

;

—they tiever were at
Kiugswood School.' If I thought my Joseph were capable of ever drinkin<T
into such a snirit, I liad rather he xu-ept the streets for a livmrj, than that he
should be a clergyman. I do not, however, suppose, that will ever be the case
with you."—P, 366.
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The following mention of an interview with Dr. Tholuck, under

date May 9, 1825, is worth citing :—

" Dr. Tholuck appears to be a hoI>/ man ; his heart is given to God. He
gave us an account of a great woi-kof God in Berlin, Pomeranla, and "Weimar,
which originated in the reading of ISIr. 'NVvsley's Sermons, copies of which
were presented to two Prussian clergymen at our Conference in London, in

1816. These sermons have been read with avidity, and many have been
brought to God in consequence. Tlic work appears to be carried on much in

the same way as among the Methodists. The rrofcssor has a commission to

procure oil our standard works. I hope these will be presented to him by
the Book Committee."—P. 401.

The " Wesleyan Theological Institution," for the training ofyoung
ministers, was founded in 1834. Mr. Entwisle had long made the

Bubject of the better education of candidates for the Wesleyan min-

istry a subject of careful thought ; and was not fully pre})ared, at

first, to approve of the proposed Institution, thinking that some
more simple and economical means of accomplishing the object

might be devised. But the Committee appointed by the Conference

expressed an earnest wish that he should undertake the pastoral

care and superintendence of the Institution; and, after mature de-

liberation, he accepted the post. His appointment was universally

regarded, even by the opponents of the Institution, as funiisliing

every giuirantee that human aiTangements couUl supply, that no

loss of spiritual religion would be sustained by the candidates

during their stay at the Seminary. The results of his labours

there, in modifying his own views, may be seen from the following

extracts, which, long as they are, will be of special interest here,

where the subject of the education of the ministry is daily attracting

more and more attention :

—

"Having formerly entertained the opinion that the plan of placing the

junior ministers in circuits under the care of experienced and judicious

superintendents, competent to direct their studies and to form their ministe-

rial character, might be preferable to that of collecting a number of young
men into a collegiate institution, he was naturally Ictl by the circumstances

in which he was placed, and by the violent agitation which prevailed, to

reconsider the whole subject, while the position he occupied gave liim an
opportunity of comparing the new plan with the old, the opcr.ntlon of which
he had witnessed for near fifty yeai-s. A few extracts from his journal and
correspondence will put the reader in possession of his views :

—

"'January 3, 1835.—I never entered on a new year in similar circum-

stances : not employed in the work of a circuit, but placed in this Institution

for spiritual purposes. I do most firmly believe the arranirenient is providen-
tial. My soul prospers. There is much of God in our domestic worship.
The family is well ordered : all Is regular. The young men are evidently
iniproving in knowledize and in piety ; and I trust they will go from hence
better fitted for usefulness than they would have been without suth a training.
I feel deeply my responsibility : much is expected : I am conscious that I am
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not sufEcient of myself. Yet I am not discouraged ; my sufficiency is of God.
He employs mc, and lie wll help me.'

" In a letter to his son, written a few days after, having described his gene-

ral plan of procedure, he says, ' Our family is afumili/ of love : all seem to be
coii^ortable ; and our domestic worship is delightful. God is with us. Mr.
Hannah's lectures, which I attend a^ often as 1 can, are most instructive and
interesting: they are so, beyond anything I ever heard. They are simple

and plain, yet display profound Biblical knowledge, and are attended with

much Divine unction. If those who are afraid lest the institution should hurt

the young men, could see and hear all that passes, they would have ditferent

views.'
"

' There are some bad spirits at work. " The floods lift up their voice," but
the Lord sitteth above the water-tloods, and remains King forever. "My mind
is quite tranquil. I believe I am here by Divine appointment. I am endea-
voring incessantly to do good. The young men are deeply pious and very
tractable. My own soul prospers. I think I never enjoyed so much of God.
I live NOW. 1 feel dead to the world. I cease t'rom man. I find in my God
and Saviour periVct satisfaction. To Ilim be glory.'

" He dwelt among the students as a father among his children, cherishing

the most affectionate paternal solicitude for their well-being, and receiving

from them the most gratifying proof of filial confidence, respect, and love.

He regularly met tlicm in class : at first, all together ; then, as their number
increased, in two, and finally in three separate classes. In these weeklv meet-
ings he was close, searching, and atfectionate in his inquiries and counsels

:

and, ever advancing before them in Christian hohncss, he furnished a demon-
stration of its attainablencss ; and by an exhibition of its loveliness, supplied

a powerful motive to its pursuit. And not in these meetines only,—specially

instituted for purposes of Christian fellowship,—but also at all other favourable
opportunities, from the fulness of his heart, he spoke to them on the subject

01 personal religion ; at the breakfast, dinner, and tea-table,—in the earden,
and by the way-side, he watched for opportunities to speak a word in sea-

son, with a view to promote among them deep experience of the things of
God."—Pp. 489-495.

Mr. Entwisle held the office of Governor of the Theological Insti-

tution for four years, and then, finding repose necessary, from the

freight of years and infirmities, he retired into comparative obscu-

rity, fixing his abode in the quiet village of Tadcaster. He conti-

nued to do good in every way, as strength would allow, until

1841, when, in the seventy-fifth year of his age, he fell asleep in

Jesus.

We give our cordial thanks to Mr. Entwisle, Jmi., for this accept-

able memoir of his venerable father, and hope that the work will

find many readers on both sides of the Atlantic.
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Art. X.—mechanics.

1. An Elementary Treatise on Mechanics, prepared for the undergraduate course in

the Wesleyan University. By Augustus W. Smitu, LL. D., Professor of Math-

ematics and Astronomy. Harper & Brothers.

2. Elemaits of Natural Philosophy. By. W. II. C. Bartlett, Uj. D., Professor of

Natural and Experimental Philosophy in the United fcjtatcs Military Academy,

West Point. Lecture L—Mechanics. New-York : Barnes «t Co.

Mechanics, the science of force and motion, has Its application wherever

these elements are involved In either art or nature : In the delicate machinery

of the watch, and In the Immense engines applied to the navigation of the

ocean by steam ; In the fluttering of an Insect's wings, and In the mighty move-

ments of the planetary worlds. A science which connecLs it^cU with so many
objects of value and Interest to mankind. Is justly entitled to the high rank

which It holds In public estimation, and whoever gives new developments to

its principles, or better systematizes them, or simplifies their application, or

renders the knowledge of them more easily accessible or more accurate, is to

be regarded as a public benefactor.

The French have for years had very excellent elementary treatises on me-

chanics, and we have had a translation of one of them, that of Boucharlat, by

Professor Courtenay, 'of the University of Virginia. The defect of these

treatises. If so It may be called, Is a want of Instances of the application of

the theory of the science so beautifully evolved, to the cases which actually-

present themselves for Its application.

The works whose titles are placed at the head of this article, unite the ele-

gant theoretic methods of the French with well-selected sj>ecimens of the

practical utility of mechanics as a science ; some of them handled in an original

manner, and some taken from late English works. In the treatise of Pro-

fessor Smith there Is nothing new till we come to the chapter on " Couples,"

for which the author professes himself to be indebted to Poinsot. The
elegance of the analj'tic method, aided by the calculus, begins to show

itself very conspicuously, at p. 36, In the " Conditions of Equilibrium."

Under the head of virtual velocities, we observe a radical difference

of definition In the two treatises. What Is termed the virtual velocity by

Smith, is the projection of the virtual velocity according to Bartlett. At

p. 60 of the former Is seen the great advantage of the calculus, in determining

the centre of gra-v-ity of bodies having geometric forms ; and this subject is very

happily managed. In the seventh chapter we have the application of the prin-

ciple of virtual velocities to the mechanical powers, a beautitul and simple mode
of deducing the principal theories which relate to these powers. At p. 145, the

loss of living force Incident to the impact of Inelastic bodies Is well shown, and

an important practical consequence stated; namely, the inexpediency of all

abrupt changes of motion In machinery. The method of determining what Is

termed the "modules of elasticity " in various substances, explained at p. 151,

is a happy instince of the combination of experiment with mathematical for-
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mnlffi. The chapter on the " Rotation of Rigid Bodies," at p. 190, 13 exceed-

ingly well done, and j)rcsents a beautiful application of the calculus. We are

particularly pleased with that part of this chapter which relates to the centre

of oscillation. From p. 200 the residue of the dynamics of solids presents

us with the admirable formulas of force and motion in general, and of central

forces in particular, with which the readers of La Place, Pontecoulant, Pois-

son, &c., arc familiar,—formulas which, by the aid of co-ordinate axes or lines

of reference, and the considerations of the forces and ratrvements in nature

in their ultimate elements, j)0sscss a comprehensiveness that is astounding.

We have never contomjilatcd anything;; which caused so profound an im-

pression of the power of the human intellect, to take in and grasp the works

of the Almighty presented to its apjirohcnsion, as is to be seen in the brief

analytical expressions which the calculus furnishes for the relations of all the

powers of nature and their etfects. The uninitiated will be incredulous

when we state that the three little equations,

J!?-Y ^_Y ^-7
involve all the movements, grand and minute, in the universe.

Professor Smith, in his preface, lays " no claim to originality," but it is no
small merit to have made so admirable a compUation. The work is certainly

one of the best text-books on the subject extant in our language. The work
of Professor Bartlett, to which in its turn we propose ifow to give more par-

ticular attention, has dllRTcnt aims, and treats the subject in a very original

way; making the novel attempt to manage the most abstruse problems of

mechanics without the aid of the calculus :—an attempt, the expediency or

necessity of which will be questioned by some, inasmuch as the calculus is now
ver)' generally taii;:ht in our colleges, and pursued by the majority of private

learners who acquire the other branches of mathematics, a knowledge of

which is implied in tlie work bcfoi-e us. If it be asked how the author accom-

plishes the object in question, we answer that he does often in effect use the

methods of the calculus or of infinitesimals, the use of which he indeed traces

as he goes along. Once admitting the propriety of this grand innovation, the

reader will have httle other complaint to make of the work. Such clearness

and brevity of statement, such skilful evasion of the dry, difficult, and tedious

modes of arriving at results ordinarily thought necessary, by some ingenious

shortcut, through which the student clearly sees his way to the object, though

he might know more about its relations if he went round about, we never

recollect to have seen.

Another novelty Is the starting principle of the book, which is employed all

through it for the pur{>ose of estimating and comparing results; viz., the
^^ quantity of tcork." The work which "consists" in overcoming a resistance

of one pound through one foot, is taken as the unit of work. This at once
suggests the meaning of tlic term employed without further explanation, for

which we must refer to p. tl) of the Ixxik. Smeaton calls it mechanicalpower ;

Carnot, rnomcfi/ of actintij : Mongcand Ilachcttc, <!i/namic effect; Coulomb and

Napier, quanlilij of action,—which is the term most commonly employed. At
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p. 169 we have a most beautiful exhiblt'iou of the application of the principle

of Tirtual velocities to machines. The mode of treating the subject of pro-

jectiles, commencing at p. 173 and again resumed at p. 220, taking into account

the resistance of the air, is really quite sujHirb. It was no more than fair,

however, to expect something particularly good here in a work emanating

from the Military Academy. The brevity and simplicity of this portion is not

its least merit. A very elaborate chapter is that on the funicular machine,

and the catenary curse. One of the verj- best chapters in the book is the

sixteenth, on friction. This chapter contains some most- valuable tables.

In chapter seventeen is one of the most complete discussions of the wedge
anywhere to be found, friction being taken into account, and the mode of in-

cluding the effects of it in mechanical investigations most happily exemplified.

Much space is given to investigation of the laws of rolling friction, in wheels,

trunnions, balls, &c., with numerous tables and exemplifications. Of a similar

nature, equally important and equally apt to be neglected, is the subject of stiff-

ness of cordage, treated in the eighteenth chapter. Many pages arc given on
the application of all these secondary eFements in calculating the action of

machinery.

In the second part, which treats of the " Mechanics of Fluids," we regret

to see the chapter upon the equilibruim of floating bodies so brief. Here was

a fine opportunity for considering some of the important problems which arise

in shipbuilding, and to which we fear science, in our country at least, has not

yet been sufEciently applied. Of what Is given under the head of specific

gravity. Including the description of instruments for determining it, and tables,

we mast speak in high praise. Of the barometer, we have never seen a better

exposition ; we allude especially to the demonstrations of the rules for measur-

ing heights with this instrument.

A book so easy to read and understand, so complete, and containing such a

large amount of valuable matter, much of it not easily accessible elsewhere,

cannot fail to find many students. Its '-getting up" is beautiful. No pains

or expense seem to have been spared. The letter-press is clear, open, and
large, and the diagrams, which are exceedingly well drawn, are repeated when-

ever the turning over of a leaf would conceal them.

Both the above works will meet an earnest welcome in our institutions of

learning.

Art. XI.—SHORT RE^^EWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

(1.) We welcome the appearance of " The Class-Leader's Manual, by Rev.

Charles C. Keys." (New-York: Lane & Scott. 18mo.-pp. 223.) The
class-leader is one of the most important office-bearers in our Church : the

religious life of the members, as well as the financial operations of our system,

depend, to a great extent, upon the leaders ; who, as a body of su^>-pastor.t,^o

far to make up for the inaptness of our itinerant system to regular pastoral

care. Yet, important as the ofhce is, we have not, until now, had anything
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approacbing to a full exposition of its scope and functions. The want ia ad-

mirably supplied in the work before us. In an introductory chapter, we have

a clear statement of tlie history and Scriptural basi3 of class-meetings ; -which

is followed by four chapters, treating of the nature of the leader's office, its

difficulties, its requisites, and its encouragements. We trust that this litde

work will find its way into the hands of every leader in our Church.

(2.) Lexicographt has made vast strides of late years. The scope and

limits of the science have been defined with considerable accuracy ; and, as a

consequence, its methods have been brought nearer to perfection. The new
form of the science is chiefly due to the labours of Gesenius, in Hebrew, and

of Passow, in Greek Lexicography ; the latter, especially, bringing into new
prominence the historical treatment of words as the best gvude to their exe-

gesis. What Gesenius and Passow have done for Hebrew and Greek is now
accomplished for the Latin, in "J. Copious and Critical Latin-English Lexicon,

founded on the Larger Latin-German L^exicon of Dr. William Freund, by

E. A. Andrews, LL. D." (New-York: Harper & Brothers, 1851. pp. 1663.)

The basis of tlie work is Dr. Freund's larger Worierbuch, in four volumes;

and in this respect it ditfers from Paddle's Freund, recently published in Eng-
land, which is founded on the smaller School-Le.xicon of the same author. It

is not our purpose now to enter into a minute examination of this noble work,

the crowning glorj- of Mcssi-s. IIaupers' great enterprises in the way of Lexi-

cography, as an extended article on the subject is now in preparation for our

pages. It is enough for us to say at present, therefore, that no school-lexicon

of the Latin language has ever appeared which can compare, in point of accu-

racy, extent, and completeness, with the work before us. It will make its own
way, and displace all other Latin Lexicons, just as surely as Liddell has dis-

placed the Greek.

We have the highest respect for the labours of Professor Andrews in the

preparation of this great work. But it would have been better taste, we think,

to have called the book "Andrews' Freund" than "Andrews'" Lexicon.

(3.) Our favourable judgment of the Rev. Charles Adams' "Minister of

Christ for the Times," has been confirmed by the public favour which that excel-

lent work has received. A valuable counterpart to it is now furnished in the

"Portraiture of the Xcw-Tcstnmcnt Church-Members, by Charles Adams."
(New-York: Lane & Seott, 1851. 18rao. pp.368.) The work is divided

into twenty chapters, and contemplates the member of the New-Testament
Church in as many diflerent aspects. Notwithstanding the multiplicity of dis-

tinctions which such a i)lan requires, the work is done with such nice and
careful discrimination, that far less repetition occurs than might be expected;

nor are the different classes of character blended or confounded. For this

reason, the work will serve an excellent purpose as a manual for self-examina-

tion. Did our space allow, we should gladly give extracts ; but we trust that

our readers will procure and read the work for themselves. Let but our min-
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istcrs carefully examine it, and we are sure they will be unwilling that the

members of the Church should fail to study this " Portraiture " of the high ideal

to which they should all aim.

(4.) " Memoirs of Mrs. Hawkes, including extracts from Sermons and Con'

versations of the Rev. Richard Cecil, by Cathakixe Cecil." (New-York :

Robert Carter & Brothers : 1 2mo., pp. 371.) A record of a long life of afflic-

tion and pain, alleviated, however, nay, even gladdened, by the presence of

One who can give peace, even amid tossings, disappointments, and bereave-

ments. The extracts from Mr. Cecil's conversations and sermons (taken down
by Mi-s. Ilawkes) are, like everything that fell from that blessed man of God,

full of evangelical truth and wisdom. Such books are indeed a " consolation

for the afflicted."

(5.) A Primary Astronomy for Schools and Families, hyllmAM Mattison."

(New-York: Huntington & Savage. 12mo. pp. 168.) We have before spoken

of the excellence of jNIr. Mattison's elementary works in Astronomy, and we
find this primary book, designed for younger pupils, to be worthy of the same

praise. It is in the form of question and answer ;—well-arranged, well-ex-

pressed, and illustrated by nearly two hundred engravings.

(6.) A BOOK for the times will be found in " TTie PrincijiJcs of Geology Ex-

plained, and viewed in their Relations to Natural and Revealed Religion, by Rev.

David King, LL. D." (New-York : Robert Carter & Brothers. 18mo., pp.

220.) Instead of ignoring, or attempting to explain away, the ascertained

facts of Geologj', Dr. King gives, in the first part of his work, a brief but

lucid explanation of the principles of the science, allowing even/thing which

tlie geologists may justly claim to have established. He then proceeds, in the

second part, to show that these principles are not inconsistent with the Scrip-

tural narrative, but do, in fact, corroborate it. lie has done the work well

;

though it may be thought, perhaps, by some, that he has gone too far in allow-

ing that the deluge prevailed over part of the earth only. In tlie third part,

the ver}' principles of tlie geologists themselves are made to illustrate, power-

fully and beautifully, the being and perfections of God. The work is enriched

with notes and an appendix by Dr. Scruller, of Dublin-

(7.) Lord Holland was one of the few Englishmen of his time who could

get rid of insular prejudice so far as to recognise the greatness of Napoleon.

And his reputation as a man of candour and sincerity, with great opportunities

for observation, has long been widely diffused in this country as well as in

Europe. "VVe picked up, therefore, with much expectation, his " Foreign Rem-

iniscences." (New-York : Harper & Brothers. 12mo. pp. 230.) But the

book does not equal our expectations. It is pleasant enough—few will begin

without finishinjr it ; but it adds little to our stock of knowledge bevond a few
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additional proofs, if any could be wanting, of the atrocious profligacy of the

Spanish Court, and, indeed, of almost all the European courts- Some new

light is thrown on the cliaracter of Talleyrand ; and one or two felicitous bons-

molSj which we do not remember to have seen before, are here given as his.

"We regret to come to the conclusion—but this book forces us to it—that Lord

Holland's own moral sense was not so pure and loTty as we had supposed.

(8.) Few books have done more good in the world than Wilberforce's

" Practical View of the Prevailing Rclijious System of Professed Christians in

ike Higher and Middle Classes of Society, contrasted tcith Ileal Christianity"

Messrs. Carter & Brothers have just brought out a new and beautiful edition

of it, printed in large type on fine paper.

(9.) No better text-book in Psychology, for the use of College classes, is at

present accessible than " Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man, by

Thom.\s Reid, D. D., abridged by James Walker, D. D., Professor in Har-

vard College." (Cambridge: John IJartlctt, 1850. 12mo. pp. 462.) Dr.

"Walker has enriched this edition by numerous notes and illustrations from Sir

AVUliam Hamilton and others, and has condensed the work, without omitting

anything important, into a shape in which it will be manageable by college

classes. The study of original works like this is a much better discipline for

young minds than that of such compcndiuins and compilations as are generally

found in use.

(10.) We can hardly speak so strongly in favour of " The Philosophy of the

Active and Moral Powers of Man, by Dugai.d SxEWAnT." (Cambridge : J.

Bartlett. 12mo. pp. 42S.) But in the dearth of suitable text-books on the

subject, we are really In doubt, after all, whether this work, edited as it is by-

Professor "Walker, is not, on the whole, the best to be had.

(11.) We have seen no single mathematical text-book more complete and
thorough than ".-! Treatise on Trigonometry, Plane and Spherical, with its appli-

cations to Navigation and Surveying, S'c. By Rev. C. AV. Hackley, S. T. D.,

Professor of ^lathematics in Columbia College." (New-York : G. P. Putnam.
8vo., pp. 371, 23S.) The work is divided into six parts—treating severally

of Plane Trigonometrj-, Spherical Trigonometrv- and Practical Astronomy,
Navigation, Surveying, Nautical Astronomy, and Geodesy ; a most ample surrey
of the whole field of Trigonometr)- and its applications. To each part an
appendix is added, containing a vast variety of general formulas, succinct
methods of solution, &c., adapted to each topic.

The elementary part of the work is remarkably easy for learners, while, at

the same time, there is furnished in the appendices, and in the exercises scat-
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tered from the beginning, (in small type,) a very comprehensive rie'v of trigo-

nometry, containing every formula that can be required for the higher analy-

sis ; more, indeed, than are requisite for the study of La I'lace and La Grange.

At the close of the Spherical Trigonometry is a full exposition of the theor)- of

the Transit Instrument and its use. In fact, there can be found, in different

parts of the volume, descriptions of everj- species of astronomical Instrument,

•whether used in fixed observatories or in the field, by land or at sea. These

accounts are chiefly given in the astronomical part of the Geodesy, and in

appendices V. and VI. Part III., on Navigation, besides presenting a very

complete treatise on the subject in a small spetcc. explains also the theory of

great-circle sailing, now much in use on ocean steamers, but not usually given

in works on the subject. Sumner's method is also exhibited. The subject of

Surveying is reduced to its elements, and treated in a very small compass, but

thoroughly. In the Nautical Astronomy, nearly all the resources of the new
Greenwich Nautical Almanac are brought out ; and the appendix to this part

states the various methods of determining latitudes by circum-meridian alti-

tudes, by the method of Littrow, and by the altitude of the pole-star out of the

meridian. The Geodesy is that of the Coast Survey of the United States,

digested from materials obtained from the bureau at Washington. The sub-

ject is very carefully treated, and, for the first time, niaile easily intelligible to

mere students of trigonometry. The tables are the fullest ever given in an

elementary work, covering 230 pages.

We have thus Indicated a few of the peculiar features of this comprehensive

text-book. All teachers of the science should examine it for themselves.

(12.) Some time since we noticed (very briefly) Tonar's "Examination of

the work of Rev. D. Brown on the Second Coming of our Lord." A second

edition of ^Mr. Brown's work has recently appeared, under the title " Christ's

Second Coming: will it be pre-millennial? By llcv. David Broa\'x, A. M.,"

•which, we are glad to see, has been republished by Messrs. Carter & Bro-

thers. (New-York, 1851, 12mo., pp. 499.) The doctrine of Pre-millennialism Is

concisely, and we think verj' justly, summed up by Mr. Brown in the propo-

sition, " that the fleshly and sublunary state is not to terminate with the second

coming of Christ, but to be then set \ip in a new form
; when the Redeemer,

with his glorified saints, will reign, In person, on the throne of David at

Jerusalem for a thousand years, over a world of men yet in the flesh,

eating and drinking, planting and building, marrying and giving in marriage,

under this mysterious sway." It Is this position, which, with various modifi-

cations, has appeared at diflcrent times in the Christian Church, from its earliest

history, under the various names of Chillasm, 31illenarianlsm, Pre-mlllennlalism,

&c., that the work is intended to confute. The work is divide<l into three

parts : the Second Advent, the Millennium, and Objections to the Ordinary

Church theory of these great subjects. Each of these topics is taken up care-

fully and thoroughly: in fact, the reader will nowhere find a more complete

exposition of the arguments for and against the Pre-millennial system than the

book affords. Believing, with JMr. Brown, that the system is both unscriptural
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and pernicious, we commend the treatise to our clerical readers as a repository

of facts and arguments on the whole subject

(13.) "A Guide to the Scientific Knowledge of tilings Familiar, by Rev. Dr.
Brewer," (New-York : C. S. Francis & Co. 18mo., pp. 426,) is a catechism

of useful questions and answers on the phenomena of every-day life, adapted
to the instruction of children. An inquisitive child often "vexes" those

around it, who ought to know better, by asking ichfj leaves are green, why an
old kettle boils water quicker than a new one, &c. Two thousand such ques-

tions are here asked and answered. A more useful and entertainin<r book for

a child ten years old—or for children of a larger growth who have learned

nothing of natural science—can hardly be found.

(14.) " Responses from the Sacred Oracles, by Richard "W. Dickinsox,
D. D.," (New-York: Robert Carter & Brothers, 1851. 12mo., pp. 430,) is a
series of Lectures or Essays on Scriptural Characters, with applications to the

needs and duties of our common life, at once mirroring the present in the

past, and gathering, from the past, lessons for the present

(15.) A -WORK, the need of which has long been felt in classical schools, has just

been furnished in " A New Chissical Dictionary of Greek and Roman Bio-

graphy, Mythology, and Geography, by William Smith, LL. D. : revised,

with numerous corrections and additions, by Charles Axthox, LL. D."
(New-York: Harper and Brothers. 8vo., pp. 1039.) Dr. Anthon's larger

Dictionary, which is so eminently adapted to the wants of more advanced
students, was too costly and too copious to be put into the hands of boys ; while

Lempriere's had no merit whatever to recommend it but cheapness. The
present work is, to a great extent, an abridgment of those noble works, the

" Dictionaries of Mythology and I5iography," edited by Dr. Smith, of London,

to which we have several times chilled the attention of our readers. While
the work is designed chiefly to elucidate the Greek and Roman writers usually

read in schools, it includes nearly all the proper names connected with classi-

cal antiquity which a liberally-educated man ought to know. We rcTet,
however, that the department of Antiquities finds no place in it. The very
idea of the book is incomplete without it

The labour of the American editor has made the present edition far more
valuable than the English abridgment. Much additional matter has been
given precisely where the school-boy most wants it ; e. g., with regard to the

writere most read in schools—such as Herodotus, Xenophon, Ctesar, Cicero, &c.

Indeed, the American editor's additions amount to more than 1400 independent
articles; "while the additions to articles already in the work—but either too

briefly or incorrectly stated, or omitting some important matter, are not a few."

A list of errors corrected, given in the preface, is as amusing as it is astonish-

ing. The work will find its way into the hands of every school-boy who has
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money to purchase it and a teacher with sense enough to tell his pupils what

books are indispensable to them.

(16.) The name ofJohn Angell James is praised in all the Churches, and
his practical writings have found their -way far beyond tlic limits of his owti

denomination. His " Christian Professor Addressed in a Series of Counsels and
Cautions" (Isevi-Yovk: R. Carter and Brothers. 12mo., pp. 400,) contains

the substance of a course of sermons preached to his people on Sundays when
the Lord's Supper was administered. It contemplates the believer rather as a
" professor of religion than as a Christian—or, at least, rather as a Christian

in his relation to the Church and the world, than in his individual capacity or in

his retirements." The danger of self-deception, the folly of low alms in reli-

gion, and the duties of the several relations that grow out of a profession of

religion, are set forth with Mr. James's usual clearness, earnestness, and force.

(17.) Ak excellent sign of the times is the demand for works of practical reli-

gion. Among the most valuable works of this cIeiss recently pubUshed, whether

in England or America, is " The Soldier of the Cross : a Practical Exposition

of Ephesians vi, 10-18. By Rev. Jonx Leyburx, D. D." The Christian's

Foes, the Conflict, and the Armour, are the topics of the passage : and often

as they have been treated, we know of no better and more practical treatise

on the topics than the one before us, unless we except Gurnall's golden

treatise, which, at the same time, is less adapted to present wants. The theo-

logical basis of Dr. Leyburn's work is not precisely that which we should lay;

but this difference need not prevent us from commending his book as a pun-

gent and faithful appeal in favour of practical holiness which deserves good

heed from the Churches.

(18.) Miss Strickland's " Lives of the Queens of England," are well known

as prolix, yet attractive sketches—tinged throughout with a kindly feeling

towards popery. She has now commenced a new scries :
" Lives of the

Queens of Scotland and English Princesses connected tcith theller/al Succession

of Great Britain." (Vol. L: New-York, Ilarper & Brothers, 1851. 12mo.

pp. 374.) This volimie contains biographies of the weak and fickle ^Margaret

Tudor, wife of James IV., of ^lagdalene of France, and of Mary of Lorraine.

It is, like most royal biographies, a narrative of vice, treachery, crime, and

suflering ; and, as a lesson on the woes that monarchy brings in its train, it may
not be without its value to repubhcan readers.

(19.) Text-books in Mathematics have been multiplied greatly of late yeara.

Yet we think, if the testimony of all the college professors in the land could

be taken, it would be found that they have never been satisfied with their

text-books in Analytical Geometry and the Calculus,—especially the latter.

Too much matter is generally crowded into these books ; more, certainly, than
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caa be gone over in the limited time commonly allotted to the subject in a

college course, and so the teacher is compelled to select propositions, here and

there,—a process as annoying to the pupil as it is unsatisfactory to the instruc-

tor. Aa to the Calculus, esj)ecially, a still more striking fault ia a want of

clearness iu the explanation of the fundamental proposition ; in fact, many
students have to work the Calculus by rule, without ever obtaining a glimmer

of understanding as to its basis.

The wants of teachers, in these important respects, will, we think, be fully

met by " Elements of Analytical Geometry and of the Differential and Inte-

gral Calculus, by Elias Loomis, A. M. (New-York : Harper & Brothers,

1851. 8vo.) The Analytical Geometry is treated, amply enough for elemen-

tary instruction, in the short comjxjss of 112 pages—so that nothing need be

omitted, and the student can master his text-book as a whole. The Calculus

is treated, in like manner, in 1C7 pages:—and the opening chapter makes the

nature of the art as clear as it possibly can be made. We recommend this

work, without reserve or Umitation, as the best textrbook on the subject we
have yet seen.

(20.) We have repeatedly made mention of the excellence and cheapness of

the several " Libraries" published by Mr. Bohn, of London, and kept on sale

by Messrs. Bangs, Brother, and Co., New-York. Among the volumes recently

laid before us are Wade's Junius, Vol. IL ; Vasari's Lives of the Painters,Vol. L
;

Aristotle's Ethics, translated by Browne ; and the third volume of Plato's

works, translated by Burges. There is no better—certainly no cheaper—way
of securing a good vmcellancous library, than by purchasing the series pub-

lished by ^Ir. Bohn.

(21.) Dr. Kitto's name is well known to all Biblical students, from his long-

continued labours in the illustration of the Scriptures. It will probably be-

come as familiar to the general Christian public from his " Daily Bible Illus-

trations, designed especially for the Family Circle," of which three volumes have

been issued by ^Messrs. Carter & Brothci-s, New-York. Another volume will

complete the work, which will tlien contain original readings for a whole year,

on subjects from Sacred History, Biography, Geography, Antiquities, and
Theology. The first volume embraces subjects from the Antediluvian and
Patriarchal history ; the second, from the history of Moses and the Judjies

;

and the third, from the Kings. The subjects of the fourth volume will be
taken from the Gospels and Acts. The chief peculiarity that distinfniishes this

from other collections for daily reading is, that it brings a lar<^e amount of
interesting and curious matter, from the domain of Biblical literature, before

the minds of ordinary readers, in an ca.sy and agreeable shape, free from all

learned discussions. No man is better prepared to do justice to such a plan
than Dr. Kitto

(22.) " llie Lland World of the Padfc, by Rev. Henry T. Cheever." (New-
York : Harper & Brothers, 1851. 12mo. pp. 400.) We thauk 3*lr. Cheever
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for this valuable contribution to our knowledge of Polynesia—a region full of

interest in the fields of romance, religion, and commerce. The book contains

the results of Mr. Checver'^ personal observation in travels chiefly among the

Sandwich or Hawaiian Islands ; but it contains, also, a good deal of valuable

information with regard to other islands. The writer succeeds well in narra-

tion and description ; but if he writes another book, we beg him to forget that

he ever read any poetry—his mania for quotation is wonderful. This is a

minor blemish, however : the book is a good book, full of useful matter, and

written in a thoroughly religious spirit.

(23.) " An Appeal in Behalf of Family Worship, with Prayers and Hymns,

for Family Use, by Charles F. Deems." (New-York : 'M. W. Dodd, 1851.

12mo. pp. 281.) It was the remark of Tillotson, that " no family neglecting

family worship can in reason be esteemed a family of Christians, or, indeed, to

have any religion at all." Yet nothing can be more certain than that, in many
nominally Christian households, there is no altar of prayer. The neglect is

commonly excused by the plea of incapacity—a plea which is fully met and

set aside by !Mr. Deenas' very beautiful and timely book. The Appeal is an
earnest and aflectionate reproof and warning to all who neglect family wor-

ship ; and the forms of prayer make the duty possible to those who cannot

conduct the devotions of the household by extemporaneous prayer. Every

excuse, in fact, that can be trumped up, is here anticipated and parried. The
prayers are simple, scriptural, and fervent. There is a form for every Sunday

of the month, and for every day of the week. We wish the work a wide cir-

culation.

(24.) " Two Years in Upper India. By JoHX C. Lo-\\n{iE, one of the Sec-

retaries of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church." (New-

York: Robert Carter & Brothers. 12mo., pp. 276.) Mr. Lowrie sailed for

India as a missionary in 1833, and, after a short term of laborious service, his

health failed, and he returned in 1836. This volume gives a brief account of

his work, with the results of his observations during a journey extending to

Lahore, the capital of the late kingdom of the Sikhs Besides these personal

matters, the book contains a large amount of valuable information on the

condition of India, and on the history of missions there. Its profits (we hope

they will be large) are devoted to the support of these missions.

(25.) " The Fathers of the Desert, by IIexky Ruffkek, late President of

Washington College, Virginia," (New-York : Baker & Scribner. 2 vols., 12mo.,)

gives an account of the origin and practice of Monkery among heathen na-

Uons, and its passage into the Church ; together with the most wonderful stories

of the Fathers concerning the primitive monks, hermits, &c. The analogy

between the asceticism of the Hindoo.", BudhisLs, Mohammedans, &c., and that

of the early Christian Church, is very curiously traced. The narratives suffi-

cicntlv illustrate the aptitude of human natui-e to pervert religion, and show

i'ouRiH Series, Vol. m.—21.
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that thb aptitude is not confined to one sect, country, or religion. Dr. Ruffner

might have omitted a few of his details with advantage to the sensibilities of

lis readers : but perhaps his aim is to disfjuxt them, once for all, with mona-

chism and all its abettors. The book can hardly fail to do that

(26.) " Letters and Papers of the late Theodosia Viscountess Poicerscourt, edited

by the Bishop of Cashel." (New-York : Robert Carter & Brothers, 1851.

12mo., pp. 273.) This work, which has passed through five editions in Eng-

land, is remarkable, chiefly, because the true religious spirit which animated

Lady Powerscourt is so uncommon among people of her rank of hfe in Great

Britain.

'(27.) The "Life and Correspondence of Robert Southey" \s now complete,

and published in a single handsome volume, by Messrs. Harper & Brothers,

New-York. (8vo., pp. 579.) No one can read tliis book without admitting the

truth of Peel's compliment to Southey, that his name was not only " eminent

iu literature, but had claims to respect and honour which literature alone can

never confer." Tlie abundant correspondence furnished in this volume makes

us familiar with Soutbcy in every relation of life and in every mood of feeling :

he reveals himself—his thoughts, his whims, and crotchets even, with a frank-

ness and simplicity that charms us, while it wins our respect and confidence.

One can pardon his excessive egotism, for the childlike simplicity with which

it is uttered. But we cannot allow ourselves to run into a long notice : au

extended review is in preparation for a future number.

(28.). Messrs. Carter & Brothers have reprinted from the fourth English

edition, the " Memoirs of the Rev. Alexander Waugh, D. D.,xcith Selections from
his Correspondence. By Rev. J. Hay, D. D., and H. Belfrage, D. I)."

(12mo., pp. 430.) Dr. "Waugh's eminent services to the cause of missions in

•the early days of that great enterprise in Great Britain, together with his

laborious activity in every department of his Master's service, are fullv set

forth in this volume. From his ordination, in 1780, to his death, in 1S27, he

preached seven thousand seven hundred and six sermons, avcraginor three

discourses on every Sabbath during that long period. The work is full of inte-

rest ; but it might have been advantageously condensed for use in this country.

(29.) "We regret to pass such a work as " The Foot-Prints of the Creator,

"by Hugh Miller," (Boston : Gould & Lincoln. 12mo., pp. 337,) with a brief

notice; but we can afford no more at present. The characteristic excellences

of this writer are well-known—his admirable command of Ianc:ua"e, his power
of gi-aphic and distinct description, his even poetic imacnnation, and the sub-

stantial basis of scientific knowledge on which all his qualities rest, as on a
sure foundation ; and all these quaUties are abundantly illustrated in the •work

21*
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before us. As a contribution, on tlie side of trutli, to the accompUsLment of the

great task of the age—the harmonizing of science with religion—the book is one

of priceless value. The theory of development as maintained by Lamarck and
by the author of the Vestiges of Creation, is rigorously examined, and shewn
to be as destitute of science as it is of religion. The book abounds in original

glimpses of the true idea of the universe—of the relations between the world

and man, and between both and God. But we cannot dwell upon It. A me-
moir of the author, by Professor Agasslz, accompanies this edition, and adds to

its value.

(30.) ^Ir. Jacob Abbott, who seems never to weary in doing good things

for the children and youth of this generation, has commenced a new scries,

called the " Franconia Stories," of which the first has appeared, entitled

*' Malleville." (18m6., pp. 219 : Harper & Brothers, New-York.) It is a very

ample but attractive book for young children, giving an account of the winter

amusements and emplojinents of children in the far Northern States.

(31.) The admirers of Gllfillan's Sketches will be glad to obtain his "Bards

of the Bible," (12mo., pp. 378. New-York: Harper & Brothers, 1851 ;) which

is an attempt at a Scripture " Gallery," verj' much in the style of his " Galle-

ries" of Modern Notabilities. We found ourselves so dazzled with the earthly

pictures, that we have not dared to look steadfastly ujwn these higher ones.

In plain words, we think Gllfillan a literary quack of the first water.

(32.) " The Brohen Bud," (New-York : Robert Carter & Brother. ISmo.,

pp. 325,) Is a tribute to the memory of a beloved clilld, by a bereaved mother.

It will be a sad pleasure for others, whose skies are darkened by a slmDar

cloud, to read this unpretending memorial.

(33.) A NEW edition of " Thcopneusiy ; or the Plenary Inspiration of the Holy

Scriptures, by S. N. Gaussex," has been Issued by J. J. Taylor, New-York.

(12mo., pp. 410.) The work is so well known that further notice Is needless-

(S4.) We have received the first number of the " Chain of Sacred Wonders;

or a connected View of Scripture Scenes and JncidcnLi from the Creation to the

end of the Last Epoch. By Rev. S. A. Latta, A. M., M. D." (Cincinnati

:

Morgan and Ovcrend, 1851.) The object of the work Is well stated In the

title-page, and It is certainly a well-conceived subject for the purjwse aimed

at by the author; viz., to " attract the attention of the young to the Bible, the

only infalhble standard of truth." The sketches contained In the first number

are : The Creation, ^lan in Eden, the Tree of Knowledge, the First Trial, the

Sentence, the First Pair Banished, Cherubim guarding the Tree of Life, Mes-
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Biah Promised, and the First Murderer arrested. The style is ornate—rather

too much so for our taste—but graphic and free. The work is to be published

in quarterly numbers, at the very low price of one dollar a year.

(35.) Among the multitude of books specially adapted to young men, we
know none which combines more good qualities than " Tlie Young Man's

Counsellor, by Rev. Damel Wise." (Boston : C. H. Peirce, 1851. 12mo.

pp. 255.) Mr. "Wise's style is graphic and agreeable ; and his varied reading

and observation furnish him with abundant illustrations. The present work

shows the absolute necessity, in order to real success in life, not merely of the

minor virtues of prudence, energy, industrj-, &c., but also of early piety, as

the only sure basis of character. We hope a wide circulation for the book.

(36.) The " Pictorial Field-Book of the Revolution, by B.J. LossiXG," (New-
York : Harper & Brothers,) has reached its eleventh number. The interest

of the work, and the beauty of its illustrations, increase instead of diminishing.

(37.) We have received an additional volume of Schmitz & Zumpt's classical

series ; viz., " T. Livii Patavini Hlstoriarum Libri I., II., XXI., XXII." (Phila-

delphia: Lea & Blanchard, 1851. ISmo., pp. 343.) It is marked by the same
features of neatness, cheapness, &c., that characterize the other works of this

Taluable school series.

(38.) " The Oration ofACschines against Ctesiphon,with Notes, by J. T. Cham-
TLiN, Professor in Waterville College." (Cambridge: J.Bartlett, 1850. 12mo.

pp. 182.) Professor Champlin's edition of Demosthenes De Corona is well

known ; and the present edition of -i^schines is prepared on the saune princi-

ples, and with the same judgment and discrimination.

(39.) We have received a copy of " Sermons by Wesleyan Methodist Minis-
ters," for the year 1850. (London : John Mason. 12mo. pp. 382.) The vol-

ume embraces eighteen discourses, by eminent living ministers of the Wesleyan
Methodist Church. It will be followed by other (annual) volumes, including

contributions from the foreign mission fields, and from the United States of

'America,

(40.) A NEW edition of " The Listener, by Cakolike Fry," has been issued

by Messrs. Robert Carter & Brothers. (New-York: 2 vols., 18rao., bound in

one.) A book so well known and so widely read, can need no critical notice

from us : but if there be any of our readers who have never listened to " The
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Listener's" wise observation on manners, morals, and religion, we recommend
them to buy the book at once and begin.

(41.) Another book of Daily Readings Is given under the quaint title of
" Green Pastures for the Lord's Flock, by the Kcv. James Smith." (New-
York : Kobert Carter & Brothers, 1851. 12mo., pp. 380.) The book (which

has passed through thirty-eight editions In England) has a passage of Scrip-

ture for every day in the year, with a brief exposition and application—the

whole reading for each day occupying but a single page. As a specimen, we
quote the reading for February 9 :

—

" Be Watchful. Rev. iii, 2.

"Satan is watching to ensnare us, the world is watching; to exult over us, and
God is watching to protect us. Jesus, our best friend, says to us, ' Be Watcr-
FUL.' Watch against the spirit of the world, against thy "easily besetting sins,

against seasons of temptation, and against Satan, the sworn enemy of thy soul.

Watch for opportunities to do good, for answers to prayer, for the appearance of
God as a God of providence. Unite prayer to God, (lepi.'ndence on His holy word,
and watchfulness, together; pray to be kept /r&m sin, in temptation, unspotted
from the world ; trust in God to answer, but do not leave the tliroue ; and then
watch as though all depended upon thy diligence and elForts. Bles^sed is he that
watcheth and keepeth his garments. 'Watch ye, therefore, and pray always.'
But trust not thy watchfulness, but while watching trust in Goil. He that keep-
eth thee will not slumber: He is with thee when on guard, as well as when thou
art feasting on His word and rejoicing at His table. Ho wit hdraweth not his eyes
from the righteous. ' The eyes of the Lord are upon the righteous, and His ears
are open to their cry,' ' Watch ye, therefore, and pray always.'

fO! watch, and fis;ht. and pray;
The battle ne'er give o'er,—

Eenew it boldly evr ry day.

And help Divine implore.'"

(42.) " The Annual of Scientific Discovery, or Year Booh of Facts in Science

and Art, edited by D. A. Wells & G. Bliss, Jr." (Boston : Gould & Lincoln,

1851.) "We renew our cordial welcome given to this " Annual," a year ago.

As a record of the most important discoveries and inventions In the whole

range of the arts and sciences, it Is Indispensable as well to the desk of the

merchant and mechanic as to the librarj--table of the literary man.

(43.) Dr. Bangs' " Letters on the Necessity, Nature, and Fruits of Sanctifca-

tion" have been collected and published for tlie author. In a neat ISmo. vol-

ume. We have only room to say that they are calculated to be emiuently

useful and deserve a wide circulation In their present form.

(44.) Messrs. Gould & Lincoln, Boston, have published a new edition of

" The Old Red Sandstone, by Hugh Miller," a work wliich, when first

issued, placed Its author at once among the ablest writers of the age. It treats

a scientific subject with so much frankness and spirit as to make it abundantly

attractive even for general readers.
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(45.) Of the following pamphlets, sermons, &c., we regret that we can give

nothing more than the titles :

—

An Address delivered before the Amphictyon Association, at Lima, N. Y.,

July 25th, 1850, by the llev. W. H. Goodwin, A. M.
Report of the Pennsylvania Ilospitid for the Insane, for the year 1850, by

Thomas S. Kikkbp.ide, M. D.

Catalogue of the Printers' Library, under the Direction of the New-York
Typographical Society. Rooms, 300 Broadway.

Public Libraries. From the Princeton Review, January, 1851.

Reh'gious Progress ; or, Going on to Perfection. A Sermon by E. Miller,
Presiding Elder of Reading District, Pliiladolphia Conference.

A Funeral Discourse on the Death of Rev. James Reid, by Rev. Berxakd
H. Nadal, A. M.
The Decline of Popery and its Causes. An Address delivered in the

Broadway Tabernacle, on Wednesday evening, January 15, 1851, by Rev. N.

Murray, D. D.

Education and the Church. An Address delivered at the Request of the

Trustees and Faculty of Fallcy Seminary, of the Black River Conference,

Fulton, N. Y., at the Opening of their new Seminary Edifice, Dec. 5, 1850,

by Rev. D. W. Clauk, D. D.

A Letter to the President of Harvard College, by a Member of the Corpo-

ration.

A Lecture, delivered in the ^lusical Fund Hall, on Monday Evening, Dec.

23d, 1850, on the Jesuits, by Rev. Josepu F.Berg, D.D., Pastor of the First

Reformed Church, Race-street.

Methodist ^lonthly : Devoted to Religion, Education, and Literature. T.

N. Ralston, A. ]\I., Editor. W. II. Anderson, A. M., and G. W. Brush, Asso-

ciate Editors.

Inspiration of the Scriptures : MorcU's Theory Reviewed. A Lectxire on

the Evidences of Christianity, Delivered at the University of Virginia, No-
vember 24, 1850, by the Rev. T. V. Moore, Richmond, Va.

Report to the Smithsonian Institution, on the History of the Discovery of

Neptune, by Bexj.a.min Aptuokp Gould, Jr.

Free-Schools in Virginia : A Plea of Education, Virtue and Thrift, vs.

Ignorance, Vice, and Poverty. " Let there be light." By Moxcure Daxiel
Conway.
Annual Report of the Normal, Model, and Common Schools in Upper Can-

ada, for the year 1849. "With an Appendix, by the Chief Superintendent of

Schools. Printed by Order of the Legislative Assembly.

Third Annual Report of the Board of Directors of the Girard Colletye for

Orphans, for the year 1850.

%* A number of notices are omitted for want of room.
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Art. XH—miscellanies.

On the relation of the theory of " inherent properties in matter, worhing

hy general laics," to the doctrine of a special Providence, and free

agency in prayer and other actions.

To THE Editor :—The Tiritcr of Article L in Quarterly Review of January, 1851,

in arguing against the tlieory of " inherent powers and tenJcucics in matter,"

&c., and in favour of the doctrine of immediate Divine apcncy in all natural

events, uses the following language : " The system that excludes the immediate

Divine agency from nature, denies, of course, the doctrine of special Providence,

and makes prayer, at least so far as relates to temporal blcssiugs, absurd."

""With reference to the objection founded on prayer, it may be said, that God,

foreseeing all things, had reference to prayer in the original direction given to

the properties of matter, and ordered events accordingly. From this it follows,

that prayer is a part of the universal scheme of things, and is as directly gov-

erned by the law of necessity as matter. When the Almighty created matter,

and gave it those laws which make its phenomena fixed and sure, he made pro-

•vision for a certain number of effectual prayers, neither more nor less, and
these prayers must be offered; the stability of the universe depends upon it."

I object to this argument, that it is a sophism, sacrificing an elementary prin-

ciple of Arminian theology, as it is based on a confusion of the ideas of cer-

-tainty and necessity—of knowledge and causality.

The fundamental questions at issue between Calvinists and Arminians, are:
" The power of God to create a free agent," and " The power of God to foreknow
the volitions of such free agent." These being decided in tho afhrmative, the

conclusion is easy that God can foresee the volition of a free agent, under given

circumstances, either in one case or in a succession of cases through life ; and
though the foresight be infallible, it is not causative, leaving the volition free,

as if not foreknown. If, therefore, God choose to bring about the given circum-

ttancfs, the volition is certain though free. Any given circumstances, then,

may be thus foreseen as the occasion (not the cause) of a volition to pray ; the

circumstances being ordained, the volition is sure to arise, and other events

may be provided as answers to this prayer, by operation of general laws im-

pressed upon matter. The material changes are forecauscd, and necessitated

;

the volitions are foreseen and free, and woven into the " universal scheme of

things."

Vt'e say, then, that God can, by constitution of nature, or otherwise, run out a
line of necessitated events, which shall be parallel to another line of sure, though
free, volitions ; that so his special Providence may regulate the machinery of
events, with reference to every prayer, and every change of human purpose and
spiritual condition.

2. Moreover, the writer's theory of immediate agency docs not relieve his difl5cul-

ties, if his argument against the other scheme be sound. For, admitting God's-

immediate and particular agency, yet it will be acknowledgod that it is excited
in accordance with regular laws ; that most answers to prayer are wrought by
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this regxilnr operation ; and the more we know of natural philosophy, the fewer

are even the apparent exceptions. But as these laws have always been the

Eame, it follows, that from the l>opinning the Creator determined to work under

these general rules. Yet their working brings special answers to prayers and

events coincident with human volitions, and this coincidence cannot be acci-

dental. It was in view, then, of these prayers and spiritual conditions, that

these general laws of operation must have been selected, involving a necessary

course of natural events to run parallel with the course of foreseen actions.

But a rule of operation once adopted in God's purpose is as inevitable as if

impressed upon matter. It matters not whether the Creator, so to speak, lays

down the invariable lines of his purpose, as a track upon which he will gradu-

ally impel the car of events, or whether he so construct that car that, when
started, it must take that and no other course. All actual human volitions are

equally presupposed in either case, and are equally essential to the completeness

of the plan. If, therefore, certainty implies necessity, all human actions are as

much necessitated under the writer's theory as under the other; if certainty

does not imply necessity, then the whole objection to the other scheme falls to

the ground.

I hold to the immediate agency of Him who upholdeth all things by the word
of his power. But the writer's argument is useless to his cause, if it were true,

and as in reality involving the sacrifice of a distinction essential to Methodist

theology. oj^o

Art. Xin.—religious INTELLIGENCE.

AMERICAN.

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in two or three weeks. More must be done

—We extract, from a letter of Bishop Capers for them.

to the Southern Christian Advocate, the t'ol- 2. The Tennessee Conference stations

lowing statistics of six of the Conferences 0"c hundred and thirty-one preachers ; of

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, whom, however, the rare number o( seventeen

for 1850-51 :— ^^^ supernumeraries. There are ninety cir-

1. The Hohton Conference stations ="'•« ^<^ stations (or charges) in this con-

eighty preachers, of whom fifty-four are fcrcnce, besides the editorships in Nash-

elders ; and is constituted of sixty-nine cir- ^'"*^. '''C agency, and the college and schools.

cuits, stations, and missions, in eight dis- There are ten presiding elders' districts,

tricts. To occupy this field in its present ^^^^ preachers were admitted on trial, and

8ul)divisions, twenty preachers might be six located, at our last session. The re-

added to the eighty without crowding. Eight '"''"•"' °f numbers in society were, of whites

or ten more are much wanted. At the late 35,990, coloured 7,343 ; exhibiting an in-

conference there were seven admitted on crease of CC8 whites, with a decrease of 581

trial, and five located. The numbers in so- coloured members.

cicty are, of whites 35,882, coloured 3,512, 3- The Memphis Conference stations one

and 140 Indians ;
giving an increase of hundred and seven preachere, exclusive of

825 whites and 17 coloured, with a decrease the schools ; and has seventy-five circuits,

of 10 Indians. Measures were taken to stations, and missions. We admitted fifteen

commence a school among the Indians, and preachers on trial, and located five. Num-
to furnish them, old and young, with cite- bers in society, 29,518 whites, 7,055 colour-

chetical instruction. They have hcrctolorc ed. Increase, 79C whites, 101 coloured,

been served with preaching only; and this 4. The Mississippi Conference stations

in the usual way through an interpreter, once sixty-eight preachers, and has si.^ty-five
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circuits, stations, and missions. There were

eight preachers admitted on trial in this con-

ference, and six located. Nuraliers in so-

ciety, 13,269 whites, and 7,801 coloured. An
increase of 1 27. whites, with a decrease of

851 coloured.

5. The Louisiana Conference stations

forty-six preachers, and has forty-two cir-

cuits, stations, and missions. Six preachers

were admitted on trial, and five located.

The numbers in society were, 4,815 wliites,

and 4,405 coloured. Increase, 505 whites,

and 30 coloured.

6. The Alabama Conference stations one

hundred and eighteen preachers, and has a

hundred and six circuits, stations, and mis-

sions, in ten presiding elders' districts.

Thirteen preachers were admitted on trial,

and five located. Numbers in society, 33,163

whites, and 15,484 coloured.' Showing a

decrease of 27 whites, and an increase of

133 coloured.

The. whole number of preachers in the

regular work in these six conferences is five

hundred and fifty. The membership, 152,657

whites, and 45,630 coloured. The bishop

remarks that he grieves " for the smallness

of this last number scarcely less than for

want of preachers ; and the more, as it is

seen, on comparmg it with the returns last

year, that there is a decrease of 1,149. The
increase of whites in the present aggregates

is 2,894 ; no great number." The smallness

of the increase, however, is attributed to an

unprecedented drain by emigration to the

West, especially to Texas and Arkansas.

The Annual Report of the Sunday- School

Union of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

for 1851, is perhaps the most interesting and

important report of that valuable institution

ever issued. Prefixed to the regular report

of the Board of Managers, is a pretty full

account of the Anniversary of the Union,

and also of a number of Conference Anni-

versaries. It is to be hoped that next year

we shall have such a reported anniversary

from every Conference. The Statistics for

the year are very fully civen, and are ex-

ceedingly satisfactory. The increase in the

number of Sunday scholars during the year

has been nearly ^//y thousand. One of the

most striking features of the Sunday-school

enterprise is the irijlmg expense (compared

with the result-s obtained) at which the work

is carried on. " The whole expense of the

cicht thousand and twenty-one Sunday-

schools of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

embracing 514,4'J9 ofliccrs, teachers, and

scholars, for the current year was $59,595.

This is an average expense of less than

eight dollars for every school, of less than

six dollars for every conversion, and of less

than ten cents for evcr>' scholar enrolled."

The report on the Department of Publica-

tion shows great activity, and affords another

illustration of the industry of the Editor,

Rev. D. P. Kidder. Eighty-two new vol-

umes have been issued during the year.

The circulation of the Sunday School .Ad-

vocate amounts to eighty thousand copies.

From the Cash Report, we perceive that the

New-Jersey Conference has raised more

money for the Sunday-School Union than

any other, although, m point of numbers

and wealth, she is far inferior to several

others. The Appendix contains an account

of the Origin of the Sunday-School System,

in which more facts are stated on that sub-

ject than we hare seen brought together be-

fore. This document settles two points be-

yond the possibility of cavil, viz., (1.) That

the system of gratuitous instruction in Sun-

day schools, was first introduced and prac-

tised by John %Vesley : (2.) That the present

Sunday-School system was first introduced

and practised in America by the Methodist

Episcopal Church. In fact, the substance

of the system was oflicialiy incorporated in

the Discipline of that Church as early as

1790, only nine years after the first schools

were established by -Mr. Raikes in England.

We trust that this report will be widely dif-

fused, and carefully read by our ministers

and people.
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Art. XIV.—literary INTELLIGENCE.

EUROPEAN.

The contents of the TheologUche Shidim

vnd Kritiken, for Januarj- 1851, are as fol-

lows :—Art. I. On the Authority of majori-

ties in the Church, by Dr. Ullman : Art. II.

The Ethics of Classical Antiquity, com-

pared with those of Christianity, by Dr.

Schaubach. (The point of comparison

chosen is the Christian law, love your ene-

mies, which is shown to hare been entirely

foreign to the whole life of classical anti.

quity): Art. III. John Denk; a contribution

to the history of the sects in the time of the

Reformation: Art. IV. The Fragments of

Pherccydes in the Church-Fathers, by Prof.

Jacobi: Art. V. Examination of Rom. viii,

18-23, by Pastor Rupprecht : Art. VI. Sur-

vey of works contributing to a knowledge of

the Christian life of the Middle Ages, by

Prof. Schmidt : Art. VII. Observations on
the present State of the Church, by Dr.

Kienlcn.

The Journal of Sacred Literature, for Jan-

uary, contains articles on Nineveh ; the

Jansenists, and their Remnant in Holland ;

the Claims of the Septuagint to Biblical

and Canonical Authority ; The Theory of

Human Progression, or the Natural Proba-

bility of a reign of Justice ; Letter and

Spirit in the Old Testament Scriptures
;

The Life and Times of Calvin, a review of

Henry's and Dyer's works ; P'irst Lessons

in Biblical Criticism, the Canon of Scrip-

ture ; On the Interpretation of 1 Cor. vii,

25-40; Our Lord's Discourses and Sayings,

a Review of Dr. Brown's Exposition

;

Bloomfield's additional annotations on the

New Testament, a pretty caustic review

;

with Correspondence and Miscellanies.

We are glad to see that Dr. Kitto, the vete-

ran editor of the Journal, has received a

pension of JCIOO a year from the Civil List.

The eighteenth volume of Clark'.s Foreign
Theological Library', includes Havemick's
riisforico-critical Introduction to the Penta-
teuch, translated by Alexander Thomson,
A. M., Professor of Biblical Liteiature in

Glasgow.

The third volume of Dr. Davidson's In-

troduction to the New Testament is an-

nounced for speedy publication in London.

" Tetraglot Pentateuch, in Hebrew, Samar.
itan, Chaldee, and Syriac. This is the title

of a work now far advanced in the printing,

and about to be published by Mr. Robert
Young, an enterprising bookseller in Edin-
burgh. We know so much of the great dif-

ficulty of gaining an adequate circulation for

really learned works on Biblical criticism,

that we gladly use all our influence to further

the efforts of our fellow-labourers in this

department of literature. This undertaking

is to contain the following texts of the Pen-
tateuch :—the Hebrew, the Chaldsa-Samar-
itan Version, the Chaldee Version of On-
kelos, the Peschito Syriac. These are all

arranged on the interlinear system, so that a
comparison of these valuable critical helps,

with the Hebrew text, is obtained at a glance.

We need not point out in this brief notice

the great use which may be made of such a
work as this, but hope to return to the sub-

ject when the first volume, to contain Gene'
sis, is completed. Our present object is to

call the attention of our readers to the fact

that such a valuable critical help is now un-
dertaken, and that the names of subscribers

are solicited by the publisher. The proof
sheets are revised by the Rev. John Dun-
can, LL.D., Professor of Hebrew and Ori-

ental languages, New College, Edinburgh."—Kitlo's Journal.

Our readers may remember Dr. "Whate-
ly's admirable brochure entitled "Historic
Doubts Respecting Napoleon Bonaparte," in

which it was clearly shown, by a strict ap-

plication of the principles of infidel criticism,

that no such person as Napoleon ever exist-

ed. Since that pamphlet appeared. Strauss

and his followers have put the objections to

the sacred word on somewhat different

ground. The mythical theory is the favour-

ite weapon of the latest form of scepticism,

and we hear from them of the Hebrew my-
thology and the Christian mythology just as

much as of the Greek or Roman mythology.

An ingenious pamphlet has been issued in

London subjecting the history of the French
Revolution to the mythical process, under
the title of " Historic Certainties respecting

the Early History of America developed in a
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Critical Examination ef the Book of the

Chronicles of the Land of Ecnarf, by the

Rev. Aristarchus Newlight." We take the

following extracts from the AthenoBum

:

—
"The course of the argument is often in-

genious. A brief and accurate outline of

the history of Europe (though the scenes

and events are referred to America, proper

names are used with no other disguise than

that of spelling backward,—thus, France,

Ecnarf,— Britain, Niatirb) is given in the

form of a chronicle :—on which the critic

goes to work, with his rules in his hand, and

soon demolishes the whole fabric, leaving a

curious skeleton of falsehood as the sole

residuum of Fact. At the first mention of

tJie name Noel-opan, (Napoleon,) we are

treated to the following amusing note :

—

"
' This, I have no doubt, was not his real

name, but the mckname under which he was

known in Niatirb. Noel-opan is neither more

nor less than the " Godless Revolution."

t^13, as Gescnius justly observes, is radically

equivalent to vemeinen vernichtcn, to deny or

annihilate. As a particle it answers to the

Greek negative, vt] (in vt/-ioc, vijaeprr)^,

&c.) - the Latin ne or non—the English

no—the German nem—the Arabic na. El,

(^j^), as every one knows, is the name ofGod ;

Noel therefore is the same as uOsoc, godless.

"iBIi^i Opan, actually occurs as the name of

a wheel in Ezekiel, in Exod. xiv. 25, and

many other places. In its contracted form,

•^J^, it denotes a period or revolution of time.

It is impossible to resist these little obvious,

but on that account more striking, evidences

of the antiquity of the document. The
framers of the story of Napoleon were, I

fancy, aware of the true etymology of Noel-

opan. Hence they represent a great literary

bugbear (Lord Byron) as signing his name
*' Noel-Byron,"—just as Shelley is said to

have written udeog after his name in the al-

bum at Chamouni.'

"

The following refutation of the History of

Najioleon's return from Elba, and of the

Hundred days—is equal to almost anything

in Strauss :

—

" It is a pure myth from beginning to end

:

probably tlie work of some later legendary,

who was desirous of giving the Niatirbites

the whole glory of finally crushing Noel-

opan. They had, as we have seen, no share

in the great combination of princes which
led to his retirement. It was, therefore,

requisite that he should be brought upon the

arena once more to receive the finishing

•troke from the misericordia of the king of

Niatirb. In other respects, this second sub-

jugation of Noel-opan is a mere repetition

of the former :—just as Rebecca's adventure

with Abimelcch is a counterpart of Sarah's,

in the harem of Pharaoh. A great battle,

ending in grievous slaughter of the Ecnarf-

itcs ; the flight of Noel-opan to Sirap ; the

eagerness of the populace ' to thrust him

out,' his banishment to an island, and finally

the tranquil re-establishmcnt of Sivol II. on

the throne of Ecnarf Oi-um non ovo stmi-

lius. Homer's unhappy warriors are most

unceremoniously resuscitated, when some

hero's glory demands that he should ' fight

his battles o'er again,' and ' thrice slay the

slain.' But Noel-opan's return from Able

and second banishment, will only be received

by those who e.xpcct the grand Avatar of

Prince Arthur, ' rox quond;im, rexque fiitu-

rus,' or those similar mythic fipHeiils which

may be found in most popular creeds.

Qui Bavium non edit amet tua carmina, Msevi.

Let the reader observe how many marks of

the genuine myth here combine :— 1. The
miraculous complexion of the events. Noel-

opan returns with 600 men ! immediately

all Ecnarf submits, and Sivol flics without

striking a blow. Noel-opan is defeated in

one battle ; and immediatelv the Ecnarfites

thrust bun out. Sivol returns as rapidly as

he fled ; and Noel-opan chooses to surrender

to his greatest enemy, the king of Niatirb.

It is really like the changes of a Christmas

pantomime. 2. The expectation that a

great person, whose actions have deeply im-

pressed the public mind, siiould return, is a

common phenomenon. And such expecta-

tions (as in the case of the .lewish Messiah)

often produce a belief in their own fulfil-

ment. 3. The honour of Niatirb required

this appendix. 4. The story is worked up
from the materials of older h gends. 5. It is

inconsistent with the previous narrative,

(a). In that Nool-opan was thrust out a.s a

murderer and a tyrant : In this, he is re-

ceived with open anns. (fc). In /Aar, Ecnarf

had just lost three great armies successively.

In this, after less than a year's space, Noel-

opan is able to raise, in that same country,

another army, large enough to fiaht a despe-

rate battle with the fresh trtxips of Niatirb,

Aissurp, and Muigleb. Unless, indeed, we
suppose that Noel-opan encountered the

combined host with his ' C>00 men who drevr

the sword.' (c). In thit, Noelopan's set-

tlement in Able is made t'rcely by the assem-

bled princes for the pttrposr of removing all

danger of his further interference. In fAii,
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the place and circumstances seem so badly

chosen that he is able to recover his throne

in a few months, (d). In that, the king of

Niatirb is his most hated enemy, while

other princes seem disposed to deal mildly

with him, and are ' merciful kings ;' espe-

cially the king of Saturia, with whom he is

connected by marriage. In this, he chooses

to surrender to the king of Niatirb, who,

instead of keeping him (as he easily might)

in Niatirb, sends him to a distant island,

for the take of being obliged to maintain a

fieet of ships to guard him. {e). In that,

Noel-opan slvr^ys flies when he is left with

only a small force. In this, he trusts him-

self to the people who had just driven him
away with 600 men ! If this story be not a

MYTH, where are myths to be found ?"

The " Westminster Review " for January

speaks of Wesley as follows ;

—

Some century and a quarter ago, John
Wesley was Fellow of Lincoln College, and

Greek Lecturer there. With a few com-

panions recoilmg like himself from the pro-

fligate habits of the place, he took to heart

the appeals of Law's " Serious Call," and

lesolved to live with the invisible realities,

which with others served but for a stately

dream or a mocking jest. In the cold mid-

night, beneath the truthful sky, he struggled

for a faith worthy of so great a sight. He
prayed without ceasing ; he fasted in secret

;

he passed the mystery on from his ohti

heart to the souls of others ; and led the

saintly life with less offence to creed and
prejudice, than almost any devotee in his-

tory. The son of a High Church rector, he

could not be charged with unsacramental

doctrine or nonconformist sympathies ; he

denied the Christian baptism of dissenters,

and drove them from the communion as un-

regenerate. He duly proved his spirit of

self-sacrifice by preferring a mission to the

Indians of Georgia to a parochial provision

at home, and the fraternity of the poor

Hemnhuter to the aristocratic priesthood of

England. The sequel is well-known : how
he took up the labours, while others boasted

of the privileges, of Apostleship ; civilized

whole counties ; lifted brutal populations

into communities of orderly citizens and
consistent Christians ; and in grandeur of

missionary achievement rivalled the most

splendid successes of Christendom. \\'ith

what eye did the Church as the mother, and

the University as the nurse, of so much
greatness, look upon his career ? Did they

avail themselves of his gifts, bless Heaven

for the timely mission of such rare graces,

and heap on him the work which he was so

eager to do, and others so much needed to

get done 1 Did they found an order to bear

his name and propagate his activity ? He
coveted their support ; and so clung to their

alliance, that seldom has a strong enthusiasm

been combined with such moderation. But

in their most favourable mood, they did but

stare and stand aloof. It was vain to look

to the clergy for their help ; he was driven

to a lay organization and even a lay minis-

try ; the Wesleyan chapel became the rival

instead of the auxiliary of the Parish church ;

and the most loyal of all popular religious

bodies was absolutely repulsed from con-

formity. When the leaders, with a cart for

their pulpit, and the field for their church,

provoked the vices and passions they de-

nounced, and were stoned and caried off to

prison, the rector was less likely to be their

intercessor than their judge. And in Wes-
ley's college days, where the premonition of

his religious movement was distinctly given,

he met no wisdom and affection to protect

him from the scorn of the learned and the

laughter of the rich. The apostle of popu-

lar piety was repudiated and contemned."

So also the Edinburgh Review, for Janu-

ary, 1851, in an article on Devon and Com-
wall, which part of England was called

" West Barbary," from the wild and almost

ferocious character of its population before

the coming of Wesley among its people,

speaks as follows of the influence of ileth-

odisra there :

—

" Whether or not we sympathize with the

particular religious spirit introduced in these

quarters by the teaching of Wesley, and
sedulously maintained by his disciples, no
one can deny the deep influence it exercises

over the lives, as well as the sentiments, of

great numbers of the people ; the strength it

lends to their courage and enthusiasm ; the

severity it imparls to their moral principles.

Their fishermen range the whole coast of

the south of England, and have turned the

seas of Ireland, neglected by its inhabitants,

into preserves of their own ; their miners

disinter the hidden wealth of Brazil and
Australia. And yet the peace of this popu-

lous district, swarming with men of so ad-

venturous a race, whose employments are

peculiarly liable to those extreme fluctua-

tions which tr>-, above all things, the temper

and judgment of the operative, is maintained

by a detachment of thirty soldiers at Fal-

mouth. No partiality for old world investi-
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gations, no distrust of the self-opinion of

modern times, will tempt us to affirm that

the history of former ages affords anything

comparable to the phenomena of an existing

society such as this—the last achievement

of political progress."

The thirty-second volume of the Library

of the Fathers has been published—being

St. Augustine's Commentary on the Psalms.

Five volumes of the works of Dr. John
Owen have been published by Messrs. John-

ston & Hunter, Edinburgh, being part of the

Standard Library of British Divines, noticed

in a former number of this journal. The
same publishers announce their intention to

issue a " Protestant Library," containing

the chief treatises on the Romish contro-

versy which adorn the theological literature

of England.

A Practical Exposition of St. Paul's Epis-

tles to the Thessalonians, to Timothy, Titus,

Philemon, and to the Hebrews, in the form

of Lectures, intended to assist the practice

of Domestic Instruction and Devotion, by

John Bird Su.mner, D. D., Archbishop of

Canterbury :—A New Harmony of the Gos-

pels, in the Form of Lectures, by the Rev.

L. Vernon Harcourt, M. A. 3 vols.

8vo. :—and a Treatise on the Unity and Order

of St. Paul's Epistles to the Churches, by

the Rev. A. T. Paget, 5L A., Fellow of

Caius College, are announced in London.

The Rev. John Pve Smith, D. D., died

at his residence in Guildford, Eng., on the

5th of February.

It is estimated that over firo hundred and
fifty separate books, pamphlets, &c., have

been issued in Great Britain on the Popish

Question, since the commencement of the

recent agitation.
.

Among the new works announced on the

Continent of Europe are the following :

—

Pauli Epistola Altera ad Timotheum
graece. Cum comraentario perpetuo, edidit

Gottlob Eduardus Leo, Theologiae doctor,

art. mag., senatus ecclcsiaslici Schoenbur-

gici senator, Waldcnburgcnsis ecclesioe pas-

tor primar. et dioecesis superintendens.

Das Wunder des Christenthums im Ein-

klange mit Vemunfl und Natur. Ein apolo-

getisches Versuch in Briefen, ron Dr. J. W.
Hanne.

Die drei ersten Evangelien ubersetzt und

erkliirt, von Heinrich Ewald, Gottingen,

1850. 8vo., pp. 3G8.

Die zehn Gcbotc, in Zcitpredigten, gebal-

ted in 18-10, von Dr. Edward Niemann,
Hannover, 1850. 8vo., pp. 171.

Among the new works announced in Great

Britain, are the following:

—

The British Churches in relation to the

British People, by Edward Miall, 1 vol.

crown 8vo. :—A Letter to Lord John Rus-

sell ; being an Answer to Cardmal Wise-
man's Manifesto, by the Rev. John Gum-
ming, D. D., Minister of the Scottish Giurch,

Covent Garden :—Dealings with the Inquisi-

sition at Rome, by Dr. Achilli :—Second
Edition, with Additions, Romanism in Eng-
land Exposed, by Charles Hasting Col-

lette:—Popish Infallibility. Letters to Vis-

count Fielding on the Secession :—Journal

of a Tour in Italy, in 1S50, with an Account
of an Inten-icw with the Pope, at the Vati-

can, by the Rev. Gcorire Townsend, D. D.,

Canon of Durham :— Protestantism and
Poper}' contrasted by the acknowledged and
authentic Teaching of each Religion. Ed-
ited by the Rev. John Edmund Coi, M. A.,

F. S. A., of All Souls' College, Oxford;

Vicar of St. Helen's, Bishopsgate, London.

2 vols., 8vo. :—The Divinity of our Blessed

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, a Prize

Essay read in the Divinity School, Oxford,

Friday, June 7, ISJO, by the Rev. William
Alexander. 8vo. :—Tiie Apostles as the

Completion of the Patriarchs ; beins the

Christian Advocate's Publication for 1850,

and the sixth and last part of the Province
of the Intellect in Religion, by T. Worsley,

M. A. 8vo. :—An Exposition of our Lord's

Intercessory Prayers ; with a Discourse on
the Relation of our Lord's Intercession to the

Conversion of the World. By John Brown,
D. D., Edinburgh. 8vo. :—Exposition of

the Gospel of St. Luke, in a Series of Lec-
tures. By James Thomson, D. D. Chap-
ters IX.-XX. Vol.11. Edinburgh :— Chris-

tianity in Harmony with Man's Nature,

Present and Progressive. Seven Lectures.

By the Rev. George Legge, D. D.
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AMERICAN.

Messrs. Lane & Scott are preparing for

publication a very valuable contribution to

Biblical literature, in z. Harmony of the Four

Go!pt!s, arranged on an entirely new plan,

with a paraphrastic version of the text, by

James Strong, Esq. The readers of this

Journal have too often had the benefit of

Mr. Strong's accurate scholarship and

thorough research, to need to be told that

this new work will be prepared in a most

careful and scholarly way.

The same publishers have in press a new-

edition of Asbury's Journal, which has long

been out of print. It will be issued in three

12mo. Tolumes.

They will also shortly issue, Light in the

T>ark Places, or Memorials of the Christian

Life in the Middle Ages. This beautiful

book, filled with narratives that have all the

interest of romance, is a translation of part

of Neander's Denkwurdigkeiten aus dcr

Goschichte des Christenthums und des

Chrisilichen Lebcns.

A Report on the Geology of Palestine is

soon to be published by Dr. H. J. Anderson,

who accompanied Lieut. Lynch on his ex-

ploring expedition to the Jordan.

An abridgment of Dr. Alexander's Com-
mentary on Isaiah is announced by J. Wiley,

under the title of " Isaiah translated and ex-

plained." (2 vols., 12mo.)

Professor Moses Stuart is engaged in a

Commentary on Ecclesiastes. A Coramen-

tarj- on the Apocalypse, by Rev. Joel Mann,
of Kingston, R. I., is also announced as in

preparation.

(Elossical anb ilXisrellaneous.

EUROPEAN.

The publication of Mr. Bohn's excellent

" Libraries " still goes on with punctUiU regu-

larity. The November issue in the "Classical

Library" was Plato's works, vol. iii., contain-

ing Meno, Euthydeiiius, the Sophist, States-

man, Cratylus, Parmenides, and Banquet.

The " Standard Library" issue for Novem-

ber was Neander's Church History, vol. i.;

and for December, the third volume of

Goethe's "Works. The several series are

kept always on sale by Messrs. Bangs,

Brother &. Co., New-York.

It is said that Sir Robert Peel has left an

autobiography ready for the press. It will

not, however, be published for .some years.

The Jovmal de la Librairie for 1850 fur-

nishes an account of the number of books,

pamphlets, and works of all kinds published

in France during the last year. They amount

to 7,503. Of these, 4,711 have been printed

in Paris, 2,460 in the provinces, and 37 in

Algeria. 1,300 works are reprints, or new
editions ; and 5,848 may be considered new
publications. 6,661 ati; written in French,

68 in the different dialects spoken in the

provinces of France, 53 in German, Gl in

English, 2 in Arabic, 51 in Spanish, 83 in

Greek, 9 in Hebrew, 16 in Italian, 165 in

Latin, 14 in the Polish language, 16 in Por-
tugucse, 4 in the Roumclian dialect, 1 in

Russian, 2 in the Turkish language, and 2
are polyglot works. These 7,208 publications

comprise 281 newspapers, partly new,—79 of

which have been printed and published in the

departments, and 73 works printed by the

lithographic process.

Some idea of the indomitable literary in-

dustry of Robert Southey may be formed
from the following list of his writings :

—

1. Poems by R. Southey and R. Lovell.

1 vol. 1794 :—2. Joan of Arc. 1 vol. 4to.

1795:— 3. Letters from Spain and Portugal.

1 vol. 1797:—i. Minor Poems. 2 vols. 1797-

1799;— 5. Annual Anthology. 2 vols. 1799-

1800:-^. Thalaba. 2 vols. 1801 :—7. Chat-

terton's Works, edited by R. Southey and J.

Cottle. 3 vols. 1802:—8. Amadis of Gaul. 4

vols. 1803:—9. Metrical Tales and other

Poems. 1vol. 1805 :— 10. JIadoc. 1 vol.

4to. 1805:— 11. Palmcrin of England. 4

vols. 1807:— 12. Specimens of English

Poets. 3 vols. 1807 :— 13. Letters from Eng-
land, by Don Manuel Espriella. 3 vols.

1807 :— 14. Remains of Henr>- Kirkc White,

edited by R. Southey. 2 vols. 1807:— 15.

Chronicle of the Cid. 1 vol. 4to. 1808 :—16.
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Curse of Kehama. 1 vol. 4to. 1810 :—17.

Omniana. 2 vols. 1812 :—18. Life of Nel-

»on. 2 vols. 1813 :—19. Rodcric the Last of

the Goths. 1 vol. 4to. 1814 :—20. Carmen

Triumphale and Cartnina Aulica. 1 vol.

1814 :—21. Minor Poems (re-arranged, &c.)

3 vols. 1815 :—22. Lay of the Laureate. 1

vol. 1816:—23. Specimens of later British

Poets :—24. Pilgrimage to Waterloo. 1 vol.

1816:—25. Morte d'Arthur. 2 vols. 4to.

1817 :—26. Letter to William Smith. A
Pamphlet. 1817:—27. History- of Brazil. 3

vols. 4to. 1810-1817-1819 :—28. Life of

Wesley. 2 vols. 1820:—29. Expedition of

Orsua. 1 vol. 1821 :—30. A Vision of Judg-

ment. 1 vol. 4to. 1821 :—31. Book of the

Church. 2 vols. 1S24 :—32. Tale of Para-

guay. 1 vol. 1825 :—33. Vindiciae Ecclesise

Anglicance. 1 vol. 1826 :—34. History of the

Peninsular War. 3 vols. 4to. 1822-1824-

1832:—35. Lives of Uneducated Poets

—

Prefixed to Verses by John Jones. 1 vol.

1829 :—36. AH for Love and the Legend of

a Cock and a Hen. 1 vol. 1829 :—37. Collo-

quies on the Progress and Prospects of So-

ciety. 2 vols. 1829:—38. Life of John Bun-

yan, for an Edition of the Pilgrim's Progress.

1830:—39. Select Works of British Poets,

from Chaucer to Jonson, edited with Bio-

graphical Notices. 1 vol. 1831 :—10. Naval

History of England, 4 vols, and part of the

5th, in Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopsdia. 1833-

1840 :—41. The Doctor, &c. 7 vols. Vols.

6 and 7, edited by the Rev. J. Wood War-

ier, 1834-1847:—12. The Life and Works

of Cowper. Edited, 15 vols. 1835-1837;—

43. Collected Edition of his Poems. 10 vols.

1837-1838. Also complete in 1 volume.

1847 :—44. Common-place Book, 1st, 2d,

and 3d Series. A fourth is announced.

Edited by the Rev. J. Wood Warter :—45.
Oliver Newman, and other Fragments. Ed-

ited by the Rev. H. Hill. 1 vol. 1845.

He wrote, besides, nearly one hundred

and fifty articles in the Annual Review,

the Quarterly, and the Foreign Quarterly.

The following new works in Philosophy

have appeared on the continent of Europe,

namely :

—

Introduction k I'^tude de I'histoire de la

philosophic, par M. Nicolas, Paris. 2 vol-

umes, 8vo.

Die Katastrophe und der Ausgang der

Geschichte der Philosophic, von Dr. A.

Smetana. Hamburgh, pp. 288, 8vo.

De la Philosophie Scholastique, par B.

Haureau. Paris, pp. 2G0, 8vo.

System der Wisscnschaft, von Dr. K. Ro-

scnkranz. KonJgsbcrg, pp. 622, 8vo.

Herbart's complete Works, vol. v., con-

taining the Lehrbuch zur Psychologic. 8to.,

pp. 514.

Among the Works in Classical and Gene-

ral Literature, lately announced on the con-

tinent of Europe, are the following :

—

Tlieorio der Modi und Tcmpora in der

gricchischcn Sprache, von Dr. W. Fuisting.

Munster, 1850, pp. 159, 8vo.

Parallel-Syntax der griechischen und lat-

einischcn Sprache, von Dr. Aur. MoUer.

Jena. 1850, pp. 36-t, 8vo.

Gricchischo Mythologie. In 3 Buchem,
von Dr. Erail Braun. 1. Buch. Hamburgh,

1850. pp. 214, Svo.

Euripides Werke. Gricchisch mil met-

rischer Uebersctzung und priifenden und

crklarendcn Ammcrkungcn von J. A. Har^

tung. 10. Bdchen. Leipzig, 1850. pp.

189, 8vo.

Grundriss der romischen Literattir, von

G. Bemhardy. 2. Bearbeitung. Halle, 1850.

pp. 613, Svo.

Sophoclis Tragoediae. Greece et Latine.

Ex rcccnsionc Gulielrai Dindorfii, vol. i.

Ajax, Electrn, Oedipus rex. Leipzig, B. G.

Tcubncr. Sro.

Andcutungcn cines Systems der Mytholo-

gie, cDlwickclt aus der prirsterlichen Mys-

teriosophie undHicrologie des alten Orients,

von F. Nork. Leipsig, 1850. 8vo. pp. 330.

Pragmatische Psychologic, oder Seelen-

Ichre m der Anwendung auf das Lebcn, von

Dr. Edward Bonekc, Professor zu Berlin.

Vol. i. Borlin. 1850. 8vo., pp. 420.

Among the new works recently announced

in Great Britain are the following;

—

Letters on the Laws of Man's Nature and

Development, by H. G. Atkinson and Harriet

Martincau. 1 vol. post Bvo. :—Rovings in the

Pacific, from 1837 to 1849 ; with a glance at

California. By a Merchant long resident at

Tahiti. With coloured plates. 2 vols.,

post 8vo. :—Commander E. Forbes's work

on Dahomey and the Dahomans ; being his

Journals of Two Missions to the King of

Daliomey and Residence at His Majesty's

Capital. 2 vols, post Svo. :—Mr. W. P.

Snow's voyage of the " Prince Albert" in

seirch of Sir John Franklin ; a narrative of

Ever)-day Life in the .Vrctic Seas. Post

8vo. :—Modem State Trials. Revised and

Illustrated with Essays and Notes, by Wil-

liam Charles Townscnd, Esq., M. A., Q. C,
late Recorder of Macclesfield :—The Stones

of Venice. Volume the first—The Foun-

dations, by John Ruskin, author of "The
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Seven Lamps of Architecture," &c. :—A.

Year on the Punjnub Frontiers in 1848-

iai9, by Major Herbert Edwardes. 2

vols. 8vo., with maps, plates, &c. :—The
Literary Veteran; Including Sketches and

Anecdotes of the most Distinguished Lite-

rary Characters from 1791 to 1819, by R, P.

Gillies. 3 vols, post 8vo. :—A History of

Greek and Roman Classical Literature.

With an Introduction on each of the Lan-

guages ; with Biographical Notices ; with an

Account of the Periods in w hich each princi-

pal Author lived and wrote, so far as Litera-

ture was affected by such Hi.storj- ; and Ob-

servations on the Works themselves, by R.
W. Browne, Professor of Classics at King's

College. 2 vols. 8vo. :—Goa and the Blue

Mountains ; or Si.x Months of Sick Leave,

by Richard F. Burton, Lieut. Bombay
Army. 2 vols, post 8vo. w ith illustrations :

—

The Correspondence of Horace Walpole,

Earl of Oxford, and the Rev. William Ma-
son. Now first published from the original

MSS. Edited, with Notes, by the Rev. J.

Mitford, author of " The Life of Gray." 2
vols. 8vo. :—England as it is ; Political, So-

cial, and Industrial, bj William Johnston. 2

vols, post 8vo. :— Christianity in Ceylon ; its

Introduction and Progress under the Portu-

guese, Dutch, British, and American Mia-
sions, by Sir J. Emerson Tcnnent. Wood-
cuts. 8vo. :—Gleanings, Antiquarian and
Pictorial, on the Overland Route, by the

author of " Walks about Jerusalem," " For-

ty Days in the Desert," " The Nile Boat,"

&LC. Large 8vo. :—Memoirs of the House of

Brandenburg; or, the History of Prussia,

during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, by Leopold Ranke. Translated from

the German by Sir Alex. Duff Gordon,
Bart., 3 vols. 8vo. :—The Military Events
in Italy, 1848-9. Translated from the Ger-
man by the Right Hon. the Earl of Elles-

mere. With a map. Post Svo. :—The Lexing-
ton Papers ; or, the Courts of London and
Vienna in the XVJIth Century, by the Hon.
H. Manners Sutton. 8vo. :—A Manual of
Elementary Geology; or, the Ancient
Changes of the Earth and its Inhabitants,

by Sir Charles Lyell, F.R.S., P.G.S. Third
edition, thoroughly revised. 8vo. :—The
Personal Narrative of an Ensjlishman Do-
me.sticated in Abyssinia, by Mansfield Par-
kyns, Esq. 8vo. :—The Palaces of Nineveh
and Pcrsepolis Restored. An Essay on
Ancient Assyrian and Persian Architecture,

by James Fergusson, Esq. With maps and
45 wood-cuts. Svo.

AMERICAN.

We are very glad to see that Grote's His-

tory of Greece is to be presented to Ameri-

can readers in a cheap and convenient

form. The first two volumes have been

published, and are to be followed by the

remaining volumes. Eight volumes have

appeared in England—the last of which
dwells on the career of Socrates, in a chap-

ter which, according to the (London) Quar-

terly, "in originality of concepiion, and ex-

cellence of execution, will generally be hailed

a.s the masterpiece of this work." Indeed,

the Review goes so far as to say, that before

the publication of Mr. Grote's last volumes,

the character of Socrates was comparatively

nnknown.

Mr. E. G. Squier is preparing a work on
" Nicaragua : its Condition, Resources, and
Prospects ;" to be illustrated by maps,
plans and engravings. The Appendix will

embrace the recently published work of John
Bailey, Esq., on " Guatemala, Hondums,
San S.ilvador, and Costa Rica." This work
will present a complete and compendious ac-

coutit of the states of Central America,

Geographical, Topographical, Statistical

;

their Mines, Harbours, &c., d:c. ; together

with all the facts hitherto developed respect-

ing the proposed grand inter-oceanic canal.

Messrs. Ticknor. Reed, & Fields will pub-
lish, from the early proof-sheets, "The Bio-

graphy of Wordsworth," by his nephew. Rev.
Christopher Wordsworth, D. D., Canon of

Westminster. Edited, at his request, by
Prof. Henry Reed, of Philadelphia.

Mr. G. P. Putnam announces as in pre-

paration what promises to be a valuable se-

ries of manuals, to be compiled from ilaun-
der's Treastcries and other sources, and in-

tended to form, when complete, a portable

and convenient library of reference. They
will embrace, I. Hand-Book of Science. IL
Hand-Book of General Literature. IIL
Hand-Book of Biography. IV. Hand-Book
of the Fine Arts, (now ready, Huntington's

Manual.) V. Hand-Book of the Useful

Arts.

A new weekly catalogue of German books
is now issued in Leipsig under the title of

Allgemrine BibtiogTaphie fur Deulschland.

It contains the names of all new books. Mr.
Rudolph Garris'ue, New-York, will furnish

it to all who desire it.
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1. The Natural History of Man ; comprising iJiquiries into the modifying {nfluence

of physical and moral agencies on the different tribes (if the human family. By
Ja51£3 Cowles rRiCHiiu), M. D., &c., &c. Third c<lition, enlarged, with fifty

coloured and five plain illustrations on steel, and uincty-scven cngi-avings on
•wood. Royal Svo., pp. G77. London : II. IJaillicrc. 1848.

2. The Unity of the Human Races, proved to be the Doctrine of Scripture, Reason,

and Science, with a Review of the Present Position and Theory of Professor

Jlgassiz. By the Rev. Thojias Smyth, D. D. 12mo., pp. 40 k New-York : George
P. I*utnam. 1850.

3. The Doctrine of the Unity of the Human Race Examined on the Principles of
Science. By John BAcn.M.\x, D. P. 8vo., pp. Oil'. Charleston, S. G. : C. Can-

ning. 1850.

4. Philological Proofs of the Original Unity and Recent Origin of the Human Race.

By Arthur James Johnks, Esq. London. 1^40.

5. Jin Investigation of the Theories of the Natural History of Man. By WnxiAM
Fkederic Van- Arminoe. 2\ew-York. 1848.

6. The Christian Examiner and Religious Miscellany; March, 1850. On the Geo-

graphical Distribution of ^inimals ; July, 1850. On the Diversity of Origin of

the Human Races. By Professor Louis Aoassiz.

The question whether man may not after all be the second cousin

of the monkeys, is one which most plain people will not think worthy

of elaborate discussion. But as the Bible had had the temerity to

assert that he is not, Voltaire and the French school of infidelity,

flingin;^ down the glove for the slandered baboons, maintained that

the Bible in this, as in so many other matters, was wholly in the

dark, l^ow, had they limited the investigation to mere researches

into personal genealogy, we should not have been so impolite—either

to the rrenchmen or the monkeys—as to have meddled with their

family matters, but would have allowed them to settle the question

of consanguinity as best pleased them. But with a magnanimity

and abnegation of self highly characteristic of that school, they

Fourth ISeries, Vol. 111.—22
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generously disclaim the honour of this simial relationship, and be-

nevolently bcstoAV it upon poor Quashee, in consideration, perhaps,

of the fact that he had been somewhat neglected in their previous

benefactions. Now, as neither Quashee nor the baboons were al-

lowed to appear in the Encyclopaedia, any more than the Bible or

Christianity, it became necessary that others should examine their

claim to the heraldic honours thus bestowed upon them by the

savants of the Academy. Such was the origin of the question as

to the Unity of the Human llace.

The question thus raised, and discussed, at times, ever since, has

recently awakened fresh interest in the scientific world. Commerce,

travel, exploring e.vijeditions, researches in natm-al history, and other

causes, have accumulated such a mass of evidence bearing on this

point, that a hope has arisen that it may speedily and finally be set-

tled as a ruled case in science. Hence the number and ability of

books and essays that have lately appeared on both sides of this

question. And it is not without a feeling of national pride that we
observe the fact that some of the ablest treatises on the subject are

from American pens. Some of these we propose briefly to notice

before presenting a rapid resume of the argument, as we believe it

to stand at present.

First in order we place Prichard, as the most laborious, volumi-

nous^ and accurate wi-iter in our language, on the general physical

phenomena of the human races. In his Physical Researches, we
have a vast repository of facts drawn from every available source

that was trustworthy. His Natural History of Man is an extensive

and laborious induction of particulars in regard to the miity of the

different races. The edition now before us is enriched with exten-

sive appendixes, presenting the latest results of scientific research

in the departments of philology and ethnogi-aphy, especially in re-

gard to the African races. The costliness of the work, however,
arising from its elegant coloured plates, must prevent its extensive

circulation in this country. This is, however, the less to be regret-

ted, as we have in some treatises of native origin, an equally satis-

factory discussion of the subject.

Dr. Bachman's book is one of the very best that has ever been
written on this question. One of the first naturalists of our age,

his opinions on the questions of science involved would be of great

•value, even if he had given no special attention to this particular

controversy. But his professional studies having early directed his

mind to this subject, he has given all the points involved the most
sifting and thorough examination. With very rare powers of ob-

servation, he has carried on a series of experiments for many years,
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has visited the best museums and cabinets of this country and Eu-

rope, has consulted every accessible source of information, and col-

lected an immense mass of Hicts, by means of which he has placed

the doctrines of the intransitive permanence of species, the barren-

ness of hybrids, and the consequent unity of the races of men. on a

basis of inductive proof s\hich -nvc think is absolutely immovable.

He has subjected the showy but shallow j^encralizatioiis of Dr. ^lorton

to a most searching and exhaustive analysis, and shown that in not

a single case alleged is the fruitfulncss of hybrid races sustained by

the facts. The dogged and persevering manner in which the veteran

naturalist scents out and runs down the alleged facts, dragging

them to the light, and showing their irrelevancy, or their establish-

ment of the opposite doctrine, is really amusing. One cannot help

feeling some compassion for a theory so completely and mercilessly

used up. After demolishing the frost-work of Dr. Morton, he dis-

cusses the direct question with a clearness, originality, and force,

which we have rarely seen equalled.

Dr. Smyth's book is a faithful and laborious summary of the argu-

ment in all its ramifications. Like Dr. Bachman's, it had its origin

in the discussions of a literary club in Charleston, and fii-st appeared

in the columns of several of our religious newspapers. Possessing

one of the finest private libraries in the country, and knowing well

how to use its treasures. Dr. Smyth has enjoyed rare lacilitics for

presenting a complete bird's-eye view of the controversy. This

accordingly he h^is done in the work before us. Like all his other

writings, it displays vigorous thinking, patient research, extensive

erudition, and a high tone of moral and religious feeling. He first

takes up the Scriptui-al argument and discusses it with special

reference to the recent speculations of Professor Agassiz. Here

his professional training gives him great advantage over the distin-

guished naturalist. He then proves, by an extensive induction of

facts from ancient history and literature, the former civilization of

the black races. Next he grapples directly with the question of the

varieties of the human species, suggests their probable origin, and

shows their entire consistency with the unity of the different races.

Then, after discussing the nature and philosophy of species, he proves

the unity of the races from the imity of the species. He then pre-

sents the philological, ethnological, and, what may be temied the

psychological, arguments. After this he carries the war into Africa,

attacks the theory of diversity of origin, and urges objections to the

latest views of Agassiz. Several useful papei-s arc added in an

appendix, and the whole work made conveniorit and valuable as a

book of reference, by a Scriptural and general inde.x.
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It is, perhaps, hardly to be expected that a -work of this kind,

made up amidst the multifarious engngements of a laborious pas-

toral cliarge, should possess all the logical arrangement, and digested

method,, of a treatise prepared, in the scholarly leisiu-e of a life de-

voted entirely to a single branch of science. The wonder is, that a

book prepared amidst the pressure of so many duties, should evince

so thorough an exploration of the -whole ground, and so complete a

mastery of the argument, rather than that it should lack that com-

pact and organic unity Avhich we see in -works more technically

scientific. As it is, "we arc furnished Avith the bibliography of the

subject more completely than it can be found in any other book we
have seen, and -with an accumulation of argument in favour of the

unity of the races, -which must be satisfactory to most fair and un-

biassed minds.

There is another -work, Avhich we have not seen, by a Dr. !Nott of

Mobile, but the quotations from which evince a rancour against the

Bible and a coarse brutality of feeling, that is exceedingly loath-

some. If he be not some Alabama negro-trader, who has found it

more profitable to sell men's bodies than to cure them, and who
wishes to write his trade into respectability, his book at least emits

the odour of that delectable class so strongly as to make any nearer

approach to it neither pleasant nor necessary.

That this is a question on which the Bible has clearly and defi-

nitely pronounced, we do not think it needful to show at any greater

length than we shall necessarily do, in noticing the position of Pro-

fessor Agassiz ; as most of our readers are already thoroughly

convinced and informed on that point. It will be more profitable

to present a condensed view of the argument for the unity of the

races, as a question of natiu-ul history, and, to some extent, of eth-

nography. In doing thi.=?, we shall draw indiscriminately on all the

sources of information Avithin our roach, without referring in each

case to the precise authority on which wc make our statements, or

cumbering our pages with details that arc appropriate only to the

extended treatise.

That there arc varieties in the races of men of the most diverse

character, is a fi\ct that stands out palpably to universal observation.

The fair-skinned, energetic Anglo-Saxon, the black- skinned, indo-

lent I^egro, and the saffron and copper-coloured races of Asia,

Australia, and America, present pennanent types of the widest di-

versities of physical characteristics. The question then arises. Are
•these diversities co Avidc and impassable as to prove that the differ-

ent rnces of men are diffcvent species, having a different origin ; or

are they of such a cha-racter as only to prove that they are different
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varieties of the same species ? Man, Lcing an animal, under the

same physical laws as to his phj'sical economy with tlic lower tribes,

must be considered, in discussing this question, as subjected to

the same principles of classification that are adopted in other de-

partments of animated nature. Wc arc willinj;, then, to submit this

question as one purely of natural history, and discuss it on those

principles which are recognised in that branch of natural science.

The word species is often loosely used to mean any class of indi-

viduals possessing chai-actcristics in common. In Zoology, how-

ever, it has a fixed and definite sense. This sense is not an arbi-

trary invention in the nomenclature of science, but a permanent

fact ordained in the very constitution of orgiinic life. A species is

simply a tribe of living things descended originally, either from the

same common parentage, or from a parentage in every respect pre-

cisely similar. The fact that puts them in the same species, is,

descent from the same original stock. Now, as this fact cannot

always be ascertained historically, Nature, (by which term in this

paper we always mean the God of Nature,) has left a mark by

wluch this can always be ascertained. This mark is the power of

permanent reproduction. Like always produces like, and not un-

like. That, therefore, which proves the descent of the offspring from

the parentage, is the power of producing and peri)etuating an off-

spring in all essential respects similar to that parentage.

There are two great facts that characterize tlie actions of Nature

in regard to the difterent families of living things : the one is the

great flexibility and adaptability of the law of resemblance within

certain limits ; the other is, the rigid, inflexible permanence of that

law beyond these hmits. The final causes of these facts or laws will

be obvious on a moment's reflection.

The first law is essential to the very existence and advancement

of human society. The earth contains many varieties of climate,

soil, and surface, and the precise physical constitution adapted to

one place would be very unsuitable to another. Hence, either the

more useful races of animals and plants must be confined to their

original locality; or a new creation must take place whenever a new
country is to be settled ; or there must be in organic life a power of

adaptation by which it shall conform to the new circumstances in

which the possessors of it may be placed. The necessities of man,

however, demand that certain animals and plants should be domes-

ticated, and trained to the various uses for which they may be

needed, and that they be capable of transportation with him in his

various migi-ations. Now, if the peculiarities of each species were

nnchangeable, domesticity and migration would be inipossible. The
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dog, the horse, the sheep, and the hog, must remain in their original

wildness, and the many useful varieties of these important races be

unknown. The plants, fruits, and grains, must be confined to the

countries to which they were indigenous, and be incapable of im-

provement by cultivation. The incentives and rewards of human
industry and skill, arising from the wonderful improvements that

may be made by cultivation, and acting so poAverfully upon the civi-

lization and advancement of the world, would be wholly wanting.

Therefore, to accomplish the obvious purposes of God in peopling

the earth, there must be this nisus formatimis in organic life, by

which the various tribes of living things may be adapted to the

circumstances of their position and the wants of man, and by which

a stimulus may be given to the active and inventive faculties of

social and civilized life. It is this fact, or tendency in organic life,

which gives rise to those endless varieties of different species which

we find everywhere existing, especially in the more settled and

advanced states of society.

But the second law is equally important. If this capability of

variation were unlimited, the peculiarities of each species must at

last be wholly obliterated. If the different species could amalga-

mate without limit,' and produce new species partaking of the cha-

racteristics of both races thus commingled, in process of time the

existing species must become hopelessly confounded, the peculiari-

ties that fit them for their various positions in the scale of living

things be lost, and the earth become a scene of organic confusion.

Indeed, had this law not been always in existence, the various spe-

cies of domestic animals, at least, would long since have disappeared

and become completely blended into some strange and nondescript

monstrosit}-, as wild as a sick man's dream. To prevent such a

calamity Nature has set up an impassable barrier between the dif-

ferent species, so as to prevent their permanent intermixture. It is

this fact that establishes the conditions of hybridity. A hybrid in-

dividual may be produced between two different species, but never

a hybrid species, for the hybrid is ban-en, and cannot perpetuate its

kind. And although, in two or perhaps three cases, (those of the

buffalo and cow, the China and common goose, and some species of

ducks,) where the species are nearly related, the power of repro-

duction existed in the hybrid, it is so feeble as not to extend beyond

the second or third generation. The race becomes extinct, and

hence the hybrid is incapable of establishing a new species. Recent

anatomical investigations show tbat an actual barrier is produced

in the hybrid, making the power of propagntinn impossible. And
universal observation shows that there is between different species
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an invincible repugnance to union, so that death is often the result

of attempts to bring them together. No now species then can be

produced by art or accident, for the attcmi)t to produce it -R-ill

always end in barrenness. The law of organic life is, that each

creatui-e shall propagate its o^^'n kind and not an}* other. It is also

a significant indication of the strength of this law, that mules, or

hybrid plants and animals, very rarely occur in a wild state. They
are usually the result of domesticity or specific culture, in which the

action of Nature is forced by man, and in such cases her displeasure

is evinced b}' the sterility of the unnatural product. "Were it neces-

sary, we could give a page of hybrids between <liirercnt species,

"which, in spite of every eflfort to the contrary, have been found abso-

lutely sterile. The fact, then, that hybrid individuals are barren,

and hence, that hybrid species or races can never be formed, fur-

nishes us with a clear and certain criterion of species and varieties.

If we find the power of permanent reproduction existing between

any two classes, we know that they are only varieties, and belong to

the same species. If they belong to the same species we infer that

they had the same origin, for we have seen that the production of a

new species is impossible.

The application of these views to the question before us is obvious.

We know that the diflcreut races of men freel}* aud permanently

amalgamate. This phenomenon has frequently been seen, and new
races possessing the power of permanent reproduction have fre-

quently been formed, and are now in actual process of formation.

The fertility of the mi.xed races of men, therefore, proves them to

belong to the same species ; and, unless man be an exception to all

other races of living things, or unless there is specific historical

testimony to establish the contrary, proves that these races have

had a common and a single origin.

The most strenuous attack that has ever been made on this long-

established doctrine of natural histor}', has been by Dr. ]Mor-ton of

Philadelphia. In an essay on the hybridity of animals in its rela-

tion to the unity of the human races, he affn-ms that hybrid races,

"with the power of permanent reproduction, are capable of being

formed; and hence that this is not the criterion to determine sepa-

rate species. He brings together an imposing array of alleged facts

to sustain this position. But this array has not imposed on Dr.

Bachman, however it may have on Dr. Morton. With a far wider

knowledge of both the science and the literature of the subject than

even his learned opponent, Dr. Bachman has taken up these facts

seriatim, and shown with the clearness of demonstration, that some

of his statements arc not authentic ; that others are disproved by
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positive countervailing testimony ; that others are so vague and
indefinite as to establish nothing -with certainty ; that others prove

the very position which he attacks ; and that in no case has it been

proven that a hybrid race or species has been produced or perpetu-

ated. This is done with a searching thoroughness and minuteness

of refutation that leaves literally no ground for the theory to rest

upon, and establishes the sterility of hybrids and the impossibility

of hybrid races beyond all successful contradiction.

The vie>ys that Professor Agassiz has recently thrown out, are

only in partial conilict with this general doctrine, and hence need

not be examined in this immediate connexion.

Here then we might rest the argument for the unity of the races,

as an established point of natural history, and demand proof that

man was an exception to the rest of the animated creation. But we
are willing to wave this advantage, and investigate those difficulties

that lie in our path, which however are not peculiarly pressing upon
our theory.

The great difficulty in the way of admitting the unity of the hu-

man races, is the number and marked character of their varieties.

It is alleged that these varieties arc so broad, so peraianent, and so

ancient, that we are forced to the conclusion that the diflferent races

had difierent origins. Let us then examine the law of varieties as

it exists in the other forms of organic life, and ascertain whether it

leads us to this conclusion. If we find that no such widely-marked

and permanent varieties appear in them, this difficulty will be formi-

dable to the theory of unity. But if we find in tribes that are known
to belong to^the same species and to have the same origin, varie-

ties appearing as broadly marked, and as indelible as those of the

human races—varieties which when once produced put on the per-

manence of species in their characteristics,—then it will follow that

the existence of similar varieties, similarly marked, in the human
race, can be no valid proof of either diversity of species or diversity

of origin.

We have already remarked that it is a law of IS'ature that varie-

ties be produced within the same species, and that to this beneficent

law we owe much of the comfort and improvement of our race.

These varieties are sometimes accidental, originating without any
known cause. A striking instance of this law of accidental origin

is found in the otter breed of sheep. In 1791 one ewe, on the farm

of Seth Wright, in Massachusetts, gave birth to a male lamb, which,

without any known cause, had a longer body and shorter legs than

the rest of the breed, with the fore-legs crooked. This peculiar form
rendering it unable to leap fences, it was resolved if possible to
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propagate this accidental variety. This was accordingly done, and

the breed received its name from the resemblance of its bodily form

to that of the otter. A race of swine with solid hoofs arose in Hun-
gary, in the same way, and recently the same singular variety has

made its appearance along the banks of the Red river in our own
country, without any assignable cause.

But varieties are more frequently formed from causes acting uni-

formly and regularly, such as climate, food, habits of life, etc., in

the states of wildness and domesticity. AVhilst we are unable to say

what the precise mode of action is, the general fact is clear, that

where animals are subjected to any new circum.'^tances such as

these, there is an instant effort in Nature to accommodate herself to

these circumstances, and if there is sufficient constitutional energy

to endure this struggle, the result is a change in the physical pecu-

liarities which are adapted to the change in the outward circumstan-

ces. This is the great law of compensation that runs through all

organic life, and is one of the most mysterious and beautiful in the

economy of Nature. It is the great analogue to the adaptive cour-

tesies and kindnesses of the social world, which illustrate the won-
derful correspondences that we find running through all the mani-

festations of that dread and glorious mystery

—

Lifk.

It is difficult to trace our domestic animals to their original stocks,

owing to the remoteness of the period of their subjugation by man.
The original types, in many cases, seem to have disappeared, the

necessity for their continued existence no longer remaining. The
oxen, horses, goats, etc., which we now find wild, are more frequent-

ly derivations from the domesticated varieties, than types from which
those varieties were originally derived. But the transition from
domesticity to wildness furnishes us with a standard by which to

judge of the changes effected in the contrary tran.sition ; and although

it is doubtful whether the original type is ever restored in such cases,

yet we have, at least, an illustration of the law of variations, and the

tendency in organic life to put on new chai-acteristics when subjected

to new influences.

Happily for our purpose wc have a series of authentic experi-

ments, made on a scale sufficiently extended to afford us the finest

possible illustration of this great law. The Spaniards, when they
discovered this country, found none of the domestic animals existing

here which were used in Europe. They were accordingly intro-

duced, and escaping and straying from their OAvners, they have run
wild in our vast forests for several centuries. The result has been
the obliteration of the characteristics of the domesticated animals,

and a reappearance of some of the typal marks of the wild state

;
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and a generation of ncAV and striking characteristics in accommo-
dation to these new circumstances.

The -wild hog of our forests bears a striking likeness to the wild

boar of the old world. The hog of the high mountains of Paramos
resembles the wild boar of France. Instead of being covered with

bristles, however, as the domestic breed from which he sprang, he

has a thick fur, often crisp, and sometimes an under-coat of wool.

Instead of being generally white or spotted, they are uniformly

black, except in some warmer regions, where they are red, like the

young pecari. The anatomical structure has changed, adapting it-

self to the new habits of the animal, in an elongation of the snout,

a vaulting of the forehead, a lengthening of the hind legs, and in the

case of those left on the island of Cubagua, a monstrous elongation

of the toes to half a span.

The ox has undergone the same changes. In some of the pro-

vinces of South America a variety has been produced called " pel-

ones," having a very rare and fine fur. In other provinces a variety

is produced with an entirely naked skin, like the dog of Mexico or

of Guinea. In Colombia, owing to the immense size of farms and
other causes, the practice of milking was laid aside, and the result

has been that the secretion of milk in the cows is, like the same
function in other animals of this class, only an occasional pheno-
menon, and confined strictly to the period of suckhng the calf As
soon as the calf is removed, the milk ceases to flow, as in the case

of other mammals.

The same changes have taken place in other animals. The wild

dog of the Pampas never barks as the domestic animal does, but

howls hke the wolf. The wild cat has lost the musical accomplish-

ments of her civilized sisterhood, and gives none of those delectable

concerts of caterwauling that so often make night hideous, and call

down, from irritable listeners, curses, if not something heavier, on
the whole feline race. The wild horse of the higher plains of South
America, becomes covered with a long, shaggy fur, and is of an uni-

form chestnut- colour. The sheep of the Central Cordilleras, if not

shorn, produces a thick, matted, Avoolly fleece, Avhich gradually breaks

off in shaggy tufts, and leaves underneath a short, fine hair, shinin^-

and smooth, like that of the goat, and the wool never reappears.

The goat has lost her large teats, and produces two or three kids

annually. The same changes have been produced in geese and gal-

linaceous fowls. A variety has sprung up, called rumpless fowls,

which want from one to six of the caudal vertebrae.

The same varieties have sprung up in other parts of the world.

The fat- tailed sheep of Tartary loses its posterior mass of fat, when
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removed to the Steppes of Siberia, whose scant and bitter herbage

is less favourable to the secretion of adipose matter. The African

sheep has become large like a goat, and exchanged its -wool for hair.

The Wallachian sheep has put on large, pci-pcndicular, spiral horns,

and in like manner become clothed with hair. Some also have four,

and even six honis. The Avild horses of eastern Siberia have the

same anatomical differences from the tame ones that we noticed in

the case of the swine ; and culture, climate, and other causes, have

produced the widest varieties—from the little, shaggy pony of the

Shetlands, that scrambles up the Highland crags like a goat, to the

gigantic steed of Flanders, or the Conestoga of Pennsylvania, which

will sometimes drag a load of four tons on the level gi-ound. "Whe-

ther the dog and the wolf are of the same species, is a question

about which there is some difference of opinion among naturalists

;

but there is a very general agreement that all varieties of the dog

must be referred to one species. Between these there is the widest

difference—from the gigantic St. Bernard that will carry a frozen

traveller to the convent, the shaggy Newfoundland with his webbed

feet and his aquatic habits, and the scentless and almost tongueless

greyhound ; to the little lap-dog that nestles in a lady's arms, the

nosing foxhound whose scent is almost a miracle, the ratting ter-

rier, and the naked Mexican dog that has an additional toe. The
cow presents the most diverse varieties—from the little Surat ox, not

larger than a dog, to the humped and long-cared Brahmin cow, and

the gigantic prize ox that will weigh two tons. The domesticated

fowls and pigeons have assumed varieties enough to fill a page, some

of them of the most diverse character, varying from the largest size

to the most dwarfish, and possessing every peculiarity compatible

with the preservation of the species, in the feathers, the form, the

wattles, and the psychological traits and habits.

From this brief summary of facts, which might be indefinitely

extended, we may infer the law of variation in animal life, as to its

extent. Within the limits of the preservation of the type of the

species, the widest variations may occur in anatomical structure

;

in external properties, in the colour of the skin, in the colour and
texture of the hair, in the features, and in the psychological hab-

its ; and these peculiarities once produced may pass into permanent

varieties, which shall assume all the indelibility of species. And
this remarkable fact may be observed, that the nearer the animal

approaches to man in its associations and habits, the wider the

range of variation. The dog, who is man's companion and imitator,

more nearly than any other animal,—who hunts Avith him in the

forest, watches with him over the flock, lies down bv liis fireside.
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and shaves his food,—has, perhaps, the ^\idcst range of variety. So

the roots and grains that are most used by man have the most varie-

ties. The potato has more than one hundred varieties ; and Dr.

Bachman relates that he saw at one warehouse, more than one hun-

dred kinds of wheat. The fact then stands broadly out, that the

widest varieties may occur among animals that are known to belong

to the same species. Hence, when we come to man himself, and

find varieties existing that are widely different from each other, we
Bee in the range and extent of these varieties nothing which this

law of variation in the lower tribes declares to be at variance with

the position that these races all belong to the same species and

possess the same origin.

But the law of variation Ave find as clearly marked in its perma-

nence, as we have found it in its extent. The general fact is, that

varieties, when once fonncd, never return to their original type, if

left to themselves. They may be changed into new varieties, by
being subjected to new circumstances ; but if let alone, they will

perpetuate their own characteristics, and not those from which they

have departed. The motto of ^'ature is nulla vestigia retrorsinn.

The stream never flows backAvard to the fountain. The variety

may have been produced by accident; but once produced, it puts on
the unyielding tenacity of a species. It may pass into a new variety,

but this Avill rarely if ever be the exact type of the original species.

Some A'arieties of the dog have been in exist^ence for centuries, and
their precise origin is lost in the past. These varieties have neces-

sarily assumed all the tenacious permanence of species, to have
maintained for so many years a distinct existence. The final cause

of the pemianence of varieties is identical Avith that of the perma-
nence of species. The same beneficent reasons which demand that

the valuable properties of a species should not be lost by the ex-

tinction or amalgamation of that species, also require that, Avhen a
variety has been called forth by peculiar circumstances, that variety

should be permanent.

If, therefore, Ave find that the A'arieties of the human race remain
permanent, although the climatic or other influences under which
we find them may be changed ; if Ave find that the black, red, and
white races continue to propagate their peculiarities, although their

original geographical positions should be exchanged, we find in this

fact nothing Avhich is at variance with the law of varieties, as we
have just found it to e.xist in the loAver tribes.

Having thus learned the hiAv of variation. Avithin the limit of spe-

cies, as to the lower families of animated nature, we turn to the

varieties of the human race, and inquire Avhothcr there is anvthino'
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in them, as to their extent or permanence, inconsistent with unity

of origin and unity of species.

When we come to examine these varieties in detail, we find them

to be neither so many, nor so great, as we find them in other ani-

mals confessedly of the same species, and of the same parentage.

The diflference between the fairest Caucasian and the sootiest Afri-

can, is not nearly so great as that between the httle, shagg}', Shet-

land pony, and the gigantic dray-horse of London ; or between the

soft and silky lap-dog, and the majestic St. Bernard. The differ-

ences we have already noted between the oxen, hogs, horses and

goats that run wild in our forests, and the breeds from which they

. are known to have sprung, are far greater than we find between any

two races of men on earth.

It is by means of the number, importance, and permanence of the

resemblances between individuals ; and, also, by the fact of their

capability to unite and produce fertile progeny, that we are enabled

to class them in the same species. This is the jule adopted as to

all other departments of natural history, and hence the rule that

should govern us here. Now, when we examine the various races

of men we find that they agree among themselves and differ from

all other animals in many marked characteristics. They resemble

each other in the number, the length, the position, the growth, and

the shedding of the teeth ; in the shortness of the lower jaw, and

the want of the intermaxillary bone ; in the number of bones in the

skeleton ; in an erect stature ; in the articulation of the head with

the spinal column by the middle of its basis ; in the possession of

two hands, and they of the most exquisite mechanism ; in a smooth

skin, and the head covered with hair ; in the number and ai-range-

ment of the muscles, the digestive and other organs ; in the great

development of the cerebral hemispheres, and the size of the brain

compared with the nerves connected with it ; in the organs of speech,

and the power of singing and laughing ; in being omnivorous and

using cooked food, and therefore fire ; in the capability of inhabit-

ing all climates ; in a long infancy, slow growth, and late puberty

;

in a peculiar structure of the physical constitution of the female, in

the incurvation of the sacrinn and os coccij^is, and consequent for-

ward direction of the organs connected with them ; in the period of

gestation ; in the number of young at a birth ; in the times and

. seasons of procreation ; in liability to the same diseases, the same
, parasitical insects and worms ; and above all, in the possession of

. mental, moral and religious faculties, which make them subjects of

the government of God, and responsible to his law, as well as capa-

.
blc of organized society, and the various phenomena of civilization.
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Now if these momentous resemblances and peculiarities do not clas-

sify the human races into one species, how can a case of species

ever be made out ? If all these essential resemblances, together

with the capability of blending the different races and producing

fertile varieties, do not prove unity of species, and, therefore, by

the admitted rules of natural history, unity of origin, what con-

ceivable facts could cstabUsh it ?

But if the varieties of the human race were much more widely

marked than we see them, there would be in this no insuperable

objection to their original and specific unity. The same general

reasons that require varieties to exist in organic life at all, demand

a wider margin for them in man than in any other animal. His

range of being is wider; his circumstances and necessities more

varied and numerous ; his destinies higher in the event of obedience,

and lower in the event of disobedience, to the laws under which he

is placed ; his capabilities of self-culture are more expansive, that a

stronger stimulus might be applied to his active powers, and hence,

as a correlative fact, his liability to degeneracy, if that culture be

neglected, is proportionally Avide in its range ; and his entire posi-

tion as the responsible head of the creation demands a broader

scope for change to the better, and hence by possibility to the worse,

than any other animal on earth. "We would therefore naturally ex-

pect a wider variation in all those characteristics that are affected

by the outward circumstances in which he is placed. He inhabits

every climate—from the frozen snoAvs of the Arctics, vrhere the rein-

deer perishes with cold, to the burning sands of Sahara, and the

steaming jungles of the Carnatic. He subsists on every species of

food—from the dripping blubber and train-oil of the Esquimaux, to

the cooling fruits and simple cereals of the naked dweller in the

tropics. lie adopts every mode of life—from that of the lean and

hungry hunter Avho scours the forest and plain for his daily food.

or the wandering herdsman who tends his vast flocks by day and

by night on the boundless Steppe and beneath the silent stars that

looked down on the Chaldean shephertls, to the peaceful tiller of the

soil, the moiling artisan of the shop, and the luxurious inmate of the

princely mansion. He is subjected to the extremes of civilization

and barbarism—influences the most potent, as facts before our eyes

demonstrate, where a few families are left for a generation or two in

ignorance, isolation and poverty; and influences which cannot to any

very great extent be brought to bear on the lower tribes. If then we
should find the varieties of the human races broader and more in-

delible than those of other animals, we would find nothing, in this fact,

which the causes just alluded to would not have led us to anticipate.
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But, great as these influences are, we are by no means certain

that yet greater may not have existed in a former ^^a of our •world's

history. That the climate of diflerent portions of the earth's sur-

face is not now what it once was, is rendered almost certain by

some of the earth's geological records. And that this change of

climate has taken place since the creation of man, is also a fact of

the highest probability. ^Vhatevor was the extent of the ISoachic

deluge, the physical conditions that affect the human race must have

been seriously modified by it. And if in these early ages of the

history of the race, when it was in the yielding condition of its in-

fancy, there was a quicker susceptibility in forming varieties, and a

stronger tenacity in retaining them, tlian afterwards,—if the forming

state of the race, like the clay in the potter's hand, had a capability

of receiving and retaining impressions then, which it did not have

at a later stage,—there is in this nothing at variance v.ith what the

soundest philosophy would sanction. And the same reasons that

required a dispersion of men, and the confusion of their tongues at

Babel, would also seem to require their separation by physical fea-

tures as broad and indelible as the distinctions of language. If then

there was even an extraordinary operation of Divine agencies tend-

ing to produce diversity of physical features, as the Bible assures

us there was to produce diversit}^ of languages ; if these origmal

diversities were propagated and made permanent, by isolation and

restrictive intermarriage of the respective families thus separated

;

and if the general purposes of God, and destinies of the race, were

to be advanced by nations separated in their features as well as their

language, there is nothing unscriptural or unreasonable in the hy-

pothesis that thus some of these widest diversities may have origin-

ated. Hence, if we should be unable to statu historically the precise

origin of all these varieties ; if there should be no known causes

operating at present to produce new races, more than to produce

new languages ; if existing causes should be clearly ascertained to

be insufficient to account for the appearance of the different races

of men so early as we find them noticed in history,—there would be

nothing in this state of facts' to shake the doctrine of the original

unity of these races. If we must assert an interposition of Divine

power, as our opponents contend, the rules of hypothesis require

us not to assume a higher cause or interposition if a lower is suffi-

cient to explain the effect. Now, if instead of admitting, as they

assert, a creative interposition of God, calling these varieties into

existence from nonentity, we simply assert a directive interposition,

causing different families already in existence to assume certain

peculiarities which should be permanent, our hypothesis, presenting
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a lower, yet a sufficient cause, is obviously the more philosophical

and reasonable. Hence, were it clearly proven, (which it has not

been,) that existing causes, or natural causes once acting more pow-
erfully than they do at present, could not explain these effects, then,

on the supposition that our race is a fallen one, and that great

problems of ontology are slowly evolving in its various families

;

and that, like the river that went out from Eden, this mighty stream

of life, though originally one, has been separated into great heads,

each of which has itself become a broad river, and gone forth to

compass the earth,—the position that this separation and division,

like that of Babel, was caused by specific Divine interpositions no
longer needed and no longer exerted, is, of the two demanded, the

more reasonable, philosophical, and Scriptural.

But whilst Ave believe this hypothesis to be a legitimate one in the

discussion, should existing causes be demonstrated inadequate to

account for the varieties, we need not take any special advantage of

it. It has not been demonstrated that these causes are insufficient,

but on the contrary many facts exist which tend to prove the oppo-
site position. The law of variations, Avhich we saAV existing in the

lower tribes, is found to exist in the human constitution, as clearly

as in the other departments of animal life. Permanent causes are

in constant operation, and accidental peculiarities ai-isc, from both

of which sources varieties appear whose characters are deep aud
permanent.

It is impossible for us, in the present state of our physiological

knowledge, to explain the precise mode in which changes are pro-

duced in the physical constitution, by a change of geogi-aphical loca-

tion. But the fact is, that there is in the constitution of man a ten-

dency, such as we saw in that of the lower tribes, to put on certain

changes of colour, hair, form, etc., whci\ removed from one climate

and locality to another, of when subjected to any gi-cat chani:;e of
social habits. Whether the external condition of these changes be
the chemical solar rays ; the altitude or depression of the f^eneral

level ; the difference of geological formations
; the varvin^ a<>-encies

of magnetism and electricity ; atmospheric peculiarities ; miasmatic
exhalations from vegetable or mineral matter ; difference of soils

;

proximity to the ocean ; variety of food, habits of life and exposure

—

all of which perhaps at times come in play—or other causes yet more
occult,—there can be no question about the fact that such causes are

at work. The general fact is, that when the other physical condi-

tions are the same, tribes living nearest the equator are marked with
the darkest skin, and the crispcst hair. Thus, we make a oradual

ascent from the jetty negro of the Unc to the olive- coloured ^Vrab,
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the brown Moor, the swarthy Italian, the dusky Spaniard, the dark-

skinned Frenchman, the ruddy Englishman, and the pallid Scandi-

navian. AVhen wo reach the Arctic rc^^ions wc find a dark tint re-

appearing, owing probably to the intensity of the summer's sun,

the exposure of the natives, and the blackening effect of the winter's

smoke in their dim and greasy burrows. "When the white races are

transferred to a tropical climate, there is a gradual darkening of the

comple.xion and crisping of the hair. There is not so immediate

and perceptible a change in the removal of the dark races to a

cooler climate, because this deposition of a colouring pigment in

the rete mucosmn is a positive peculiarity; and the law of varieties,

as we have ascertained it, is, that these peculiarities once produced

become tenacious and permanent, even though the original condi-

tions of their production should be changed. The white races are

more immediately aflfected because their colour is a negative pecu-

liarity, and hence more readily aft'ected by the action of positive

agencies. Dough may readily be changed into bread by subjecting

it to heat, but bread cannot so readily be changed into dough by

reversing the process,—yet no man would from this fact affirm that

a lump of dough and a loaf of bread may not have had the same

origin. But even on these races a bleaching cfTect is seen after the

lapse of a considerable time. The negroes of this country, where

the race has been unmixed, are undoubtedly lighter in colour than

their kinsmen in Africa. And the Gipsies, in spite of their expo-

sure and nomade habits, have gradually assumed a lighter tint in

the cooler parts of Europe. So in the opposite direction Bishop

Heber declares that three centuries of residence in India have made

the Portuguese nearly as black as the Caffres.

These agencies we find acting independently of any relations of

race. Races that are known historically to have the same origin,

by exposure to these influences have assumed every shade of colour,

and the other peculiarities that are suppo.'^cd to indicate a distinct

origin in the different varieties. The children of Abraham arc found

of every hue, from the ru(hly tints of the Puli.^h and German, through

the dusky hue of the Moorish and Syrian, to the jetty melanism of

the black Jews of India. The American nations vary—from the fair

tribes of the upper Orinoco, mentioned by Humboldt, to the choco-

late-coloured Charruas, and the black races of California, mentioned

by Dr. Morton. The great Arian race includes the Affdian, Kurd.

Armenian, and Lido-European of the fiiirest complexion, and the

Hindoo, whose skin rivals in jettiness that of the negro. And the

Hindoos themselves present every variety of complexion—from the

fair-skinned Rajpoot, whose cheek is fanned by the cool breezes of

Fourth Series, Vol. IU.—23
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the Ilimmalayas, to the swart coolies, and the coal-black fishermen,

who swarm on the burning banks of the Hoogly. The Chinese

Mongolians—compared among themselves, and also with the same

race in adjacent countries—present the same results. The African

races display the same varieties—from the red Fiilahs and the yellow

Bushmen, to the genuine negro of Guinea, and the broad-faced Hot-

tentot of the southern plains. Many of the Caffres are stated by

Professor Lichtenstein to be as light- coloured as the Portuguese.

The Gallas, a large and powerful race that inhabits north-eastern

Africa, and the Haiisan people of Central Soudan, have physical

features resembling those of the negroes, whilst their language and

history indicate a Shemitish origin. A tribe also of the Berber

Tuaryk—that have long been isolated in the oasis Wadreag, an island

of green, in the great African desert—have not only assumed the

black hue which we find in many Arabs, but even the features and

hair of the negro race. This has resulted, as the history of the

tribe proves, not from any intermi.xture of races,—a result against

which their haughty pride of blood were a sufficient guarantee,—but

from the physical causes that glow and sweep over those oceans of

burning sand. A similar fact is mentioned by Mr. Buckingham in

regard to an Arab family of the Haiiran, all of whom, except the

father, had negro features and hair, although it was matter of proof

that no negro blood had ever mingled with that of the family. Mr.

B. referred it to that tropical sultriness that broods over the valley

of the Jordan, giving the tribes of that region flatter features, darker

skins, and coarser hair, than others of the same family.

If we arc asked what it is in the climate that produces these pe-

culiarities, we cannot tell, any more than we can tell what it is in

the climate of Africa that has made the hog black, stripped the

sheep of its wool and clothed it with black hah-, caused the hog
and dog to lose their hair and have nothing but a black, oily skin,

and made the feathers and bones of a variety of the gallinaceous

fowl to become black, whilst its skin and wattles are purple. We
know too little of the mysterious chemistry of the great laboratory

of Nature to say how these changes are wrought ; but the facts—that
they are going on in the lower tribes before our eyes, and that they
have occurred and are now occm-ring iik tribes that are known to

have the same origin—prove that the existence of such diversities,

where we are ignorant of their rise, cannot prove a diversity of
origin in the races where they appear.

But aside from these general causes, which act uniformly and
universally, there are particular agencies at work, whose action pro-
duces varieties of the most permanent kind. Prichard sucf^ests that

23*
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the races of men as to their physical characteristics, fall into tliree

general types, found respectively in the savage and hunting tribes,

the nomadic and pastoral races, and the nations that are subjected

to the influences of civilization. The first have a form of skull

called prognathous, indicated by a forward prolongation of the jaws,

and other features; the second, a pyr.imidal form of skull with a

broad face; and the third, an oval or elliptical skull. When a race

passes from the one mode of life to the otiior. there is a correspond-

ing change in its physical features. Thus the Turks, since their

encampment on the Bosphorus, have exchanged the Tartar peculi-

arities for those of the Europeans ; and the negroes, during their

residence in this country, have undergone a decided change of skull

and physical conformation.

Other races are arising from intermi.xtures of existing ones. The
Griquas in Southern Africa have arisen from a union of the Dutch

boors of the Cape with the aboriginal Hottentots, and are now a

clearly-marked and permanent variety. The Cafusos in Brazil have

sprung from a mixture of the native Indian race with the negroes.

These varieties, though of such recent origin, have all the tenacity of

other and older races. Even accidental features and malformations

may be long transmitted in particular cases. A peculiar nose, mouth,

or chin, will often pass through several generations of a family. A
striking illustration of this is presented in the celebrated porcupine

family of England, the members of Avhich, for several generations,

had their bodies covered with bony excrescences, like the quills of a

porcupine, which were yearly shed, and yearly renewed. Although

they intermarried with those who had no such peculiarity, yet so

tenacious is Nature of a property which has once appeared, that

this singular kind of cuticle did not disappear for several genera-

tions. Mr. Poinsett also testifies to the existence of a spotted race

of men in Mexico, a whole regiment of whom he saw, that is known
to have arisen from a mixture of Spani.?h aiul Indian blood. Albin-

ism is a further illustration of this law. It occurs in man, and the

lower animals, without any known cause, and in the healthiest 'n\-

dividuals. Its phenomena in the lower animals prove that it is not

to be regarded as among the morbid manifestations of the physical

system, but a mere accidental variety. An Albino rabbit, com-

monly called the English rabbit, has spread all over this country,

without any variation or tendency to disease. White mice, rats,

racoons, and ferrets, are also in existence. In the human races,

Albinoes appear who are prolific and healthy to an extent which

proves, that if they Avere isolated and mated together, there would
be an Albino race of men, as we have of rabbits and other animals.
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Had any of these accidental peculiarities been isolated, we would
have had races of men differing from the rest more widcl}' than any
we now see, which would yet not have warranted an inference that

they had an independent creation. If then these greater differences

would not have warranted the inference that the diverse races were
of diverse origins, it is hard to see how smaller differences can de-

mand a conclusion which would not have been warranted by the

greater.

But when we examine these diversities more closely, we find the

argument dra^vn from them against the unity of the race to be
hopelessly encumbered. If they prove anything in regard to the

origin of the races, they prove too much, for they would prove fifty

races as readily as five. There is no one feature that can be fixed

upon as a test of species. Colour, hair, form of skull, etc., all exist

in their widest variety among those who are known to belong to

the same race, and run into each other by shades so gradual that it

is impossible to draw any clear line of demarcation. Hence scarcely

any two great writers on this subject have been able to agree as to

the number of races—some making but three ; some five ; whilst

some make twelve or fifteen. Hence no dividing line can be drawn.

But if such a line could be drawn clearly, it would carry confusion,

as to the doctrine of species, into every department of natural his-

tory. There are as wide and permanent varieties of cows, hogs,

dogs, etc., known to have sprung from the same origin, as we find

in the human races ; and if, for these reasons, we insist on different

species of men, we must, also, on different species of these animals.

This, however, would king utter and hopeless confusion into every
department of natural history, and disregard those clear and impass-
able marks, which nature has placed, to distinguish one species from
another. As a question then of mere natural history, the unity of

the human race is clearly the doctrine of science. Unity of species

infers unity of origin, by consent of nearly all gi-eat natm-alists.

Unity of species is indicated by the power of mutual and perma-
nent reproduction, and is perfectly consistent with wide and tena-

cious varieties. As therefore the human races have this power of

mutual and permanent reproduction, and as their varieties are nei-

ther as many nor as great as we find in the lower tribes of the same
species, nor as we sec accidentally appearing as sporadic cases in

different races of men, we are at liberty to infer their original unity

of species and hence their original unity of orif'in.

The only other objections presenting any difliculty are those drawn
from the distribution of the ract-s. and their isolation in countries

and islands that are separated by wide and formidable barriers.
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Our limits will not allow us to go at length into this branch of the
subject

;
nor is it necessary, for, after all, it is only an argumentnm

ad ignurantimn. That we are unable to state with historical pre-
cision how America and the Polynesian Islands were peopled, is
the natural result of the remoteness of the period when the mi^n-a-
tions occurred

;
and what is known cannot be set aside by unan-

swered queries about what is unknown. The utmost that can be
demanded of us is, to suggest a possible mode by which these mi-
grations might have occurred; and if there be any such possibility,
the objection falls, for it assumes an impossibility as the only ^rround
on which it can rest.

°

That there may have been a connection by land across Bherings
Straits, in former times, is a f\xct that the geological indications °f
the region, and changes now going on, render, at least, not at aU
improbable. But even if this were not the case, the drifting of
Japanese and Polynesian canoes, with their bewildered marine^, to
lands many hundred miles—in one iustunce. fifteen hundred—from
their starting-place, suggests the mode in which the Pacific islands,
and then the American continent, may have been peopled. And
when to this we add, that the traces of a higher civilization in anci-
ent times, which are found in Central America, indicate the proba-
bility of superior skill and facilities in navigation among these early
nations, the likelihood of such a migration, either by accident or
design, becomes yet more probable. That there were nomade rovers
of the sea—who passed from island to islaud, with their wives and
domestic animals, just as the wandering races of the desert pass
from oasis to oasis, and from pasturage to pastui-age, on land—is a
fact by no means improbable.^ And that some of these Bedouins of
the ocean may have been driven to distant shores by the great west-
wardly currents of the Pacific, is a supposition which the facts al-
ready alluded to render highly probable. If it be said that all this
IS only an appeal to our ignorance, we answer, that so is the objec-
tion to which we reply, and the one appeal is surely as fair as the
other. The objection demands an impossibility which these suppo-
sitions show does not exist in the case, and hence as an argument
against our position it mu.st fall.

These conjectures are greatly strengthened by the fact, that all
tradition and history point to Central Asia as the cradle of the
human race. There we find what is confessedly the most perfect
type of physical feature and development, whether we term it the
Caucasian, the Circassian, or the Iranian race ; and as we trace the
natural channels of population, we find, except where civilization
has interposed, a steady deterioration until wc find the physiological
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extremes almost to coincide with the geographical, in the Negro of

Africa, the Australian of Polynesia, and the Esquimaux of America.

Another fact that bears irresistibly in the same direction is, that

this same spot is the native country of nearly all of the animals,

grains, vegetablcg, and fruits, that have accompanied man in all his

•wanderings. It is the native country of rice, wheat, maize, the vine,

and nearly all of the products of the earth that man has used for his

food. There also we find in their wild state, the ass, goat, sheep,

cow, horse, dog, hog, cat, camel, etc., the companions and servants

of men the earth over. And as we trace these animals in their dis-

persions, we find them assuming the same variations of form and

appearance that we find in the human races, nearly in exact propor-

tion to the nearness of their association and companionship with

man. There are the same Asiatic pointings in the affinities and

resemblances of language. The science of comparative glottology

is yet in its infancy, but sufficient advance has been made to show

the most remarkable relations ; and as the evidence is positive, it

is reliable as far as it goes, to render it probable that all existing

languages have had, to some extent, a common origin. But for the

elucidation of this point we must refer to the excellent work of Mr.

Johnes, and others, in which it is discussed at length. Inasmuch,

then, as the dispersion of the families of the earth from a single

spot, is neither impossible nor improbable ; as tradition points to a

locality in Asia as that spot ; as we find in that locality what seem
to be the {)rimitive types of man, and the animals and vegetables he

has domesticated,—wc submit that there is nothing in the present

distribution or isolation of the races, to set aside the evidence of

natural history already given, that these races belong to the same
species and have had the same origin.'

But the most signal indication that could perhaps be given of the

strength of the argument we have thus been developing, is, the re-

cent position of Professor Agassiz, as detailed in the essays at the

head of this article. Perceiving the unanswerable mass of evidence

in favour of the specific identity of the races of men, he takes a

new position, and whilst admitting an unity of species, he asserts a

diversity of origin. He endeavours to establish in his first article

the preliminary iiosition. that there are certain definite zoological

provinces, the fauna and flora in each of Avhich must have been cre-

ated in the province itself, and not distributed thither by migration

from a central point. lie then maintains that each province has

its own race of men, which could not have come from a single pair,

but must have been created each in the province Avhere we find it.

These positions he thinks fully consistent with the Bible, which
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only gives the origin and history of the white race, and alludes to

none other.

Now, this is really an abandonment of the whole ground in dis-

pute, as a question of science. The uniform doctrine of natural

history is, that unity of species implies unity of origin, because per-

manent reproduction is the mark and test of species. If then this

law is to be abandoned as to the human races, it is a tacit confes-

sion, that by the ordinary principles of natural iiistory the original

unity of the human races is settled ; and that to unsettle it. new

principles of science must be asserted. This is a most triumphant

concession to the impregnable strength of the scientific groumls on

which our doctrine rests. But we apprehend that the new position

will be found as untenable as the old one ; and if S"o, we hope that

the question will then be allowed to rest as a res odjudicata in

science. Let us tlicn briefly examine the learned Professor's new
hypothesis.

His views when analyzed resolve themselves into the following

positions, namely: (1.) That animals are geographically distributed

in distinct and separate zoological provinces
; (2.) That they are so

isolated in these provinces as to make it impossible that the}* could

have come forth from a common centre; (3.) That they must there-

fore have been separately created in these provinces
; (4.) That

man is found distributed in the same provinces
; (5.) That there-

fore, like the fauna and flora of tliese provinces, each race must

have been created in the locality it occupies, and could not possibly

have been distributed from a common centre, or originated from a

single pair. The weakness of his general position may be per-

ceived, when it is thus drawn out in logical method ; and it will be

seen at a glance tliat the conclusion rests on a chain of assumptions,

any one of which being disproved, the chain is broken, and the con-

clusion frills to the ground. Let us then test the strength of these

successive links, and see whether his theories rest on facts, or his

facts warrant his conclusions.

It might seem presumptuous in us to challenge such high author-

ity as that of Agassiz, v.ho is confessedly the Neptune of modern

zoology: but we may venture to suggest that the presumption is in

the other direction—that even Neptune himself could not be allowed

to sway his trident over the domains of other authorities; and that a

man may be a peerless ichthyologist who is neither a profound logi-

cian nor a safe interpreter ; and as he has discarded all authority

in taking his position, he will be the last to demand a submission to

his OMu mere authority, however great it may be. We shall there-

fore freely canvass his views, whilst, at the same time, we cheerfully
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recognise his eminence as a naturalist, and the manly reverence

with which he speaks of the Bible, and \>hat he deems to be its

teachings.

His preliminary position is, that animals are geographically dis-

tributed in separate provinces, in which the same species appears in

difl'crent jrrovinccs and in different parts of the same province, at

intervals that preclude the hypothesis of a common origin, and de-

mand that of a separate creation. There is nothing in this position

that necessarily infringes on any Bible truth or assertion, and our

sole objection to it is, that there is no sufficient difficulty that de-

mands it as a hypothesis, and no sufficient evidence that sustains it

as a fact. The simple question to which it is at last resolved, is,

whether the geogi-aphical distribution of animals may be accounted

for by natural agencies dispersing them from a common centre, or

whether a miracle must be assumed to account for it ; and if so,

whether the only miracle that meets the case, is that of a separate

creation of the inhabitants of each separate province..

We are not prepared to deny that there are great zoological

centres, each having its suiTounding province whose fauna and flora

are peculiar, but the sense in which this is true does not avail the

new theory, and the sense in which it asserts these provinces is one

in which they do not exist. The sense in which this is true, is, that

there are different regions of the earth whose species are distinct

and peculiar, or whose varieties are so marked as to indicate the

action of local and provincial agencies. In this sense however it is

of no avail to support the position that unity of species may consist

with diversity of origin, for the species are diverse, and the varie-

ties indicative of local action alone, and not separate creation. The
sense in which the theory asserts such provinces, is that in which
the species are the same ; but so far as they are the same, the

provinces are the same, and not different. And if the few facts

on which the theory rests were multiplied to such an extent as

to make all the species of all the provinces the same, it is plain

that there would be no distinct provinces at all, and the theory

must perish by the very completeness of its success. Its entire

force then depends on the confounding of these two facts, which are

totally distinct. Had exactly the same species been found in all

the pi'ovinces there would have been no provinces, except in regard

to the topographical lines of separation ; and had the species of all

the provinces been different, it would not have availed in this argu-

ment, where the species of the races is conceded to be the same.

Let us then examine whether there are these broad and clear lines

of topographical separation. It is obvious that no such Imes exist.
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from the fact that no two naturalists have been able to agree in

their identification. The provinces overlap and interpenetrate one

another to such an extent as to show that the cause is to be sought,

not in the creation of separate races, but in the action of local and
physical causes on races already created.

The same species we grant occurs in very different localities ; but

in almost every case, in such localities alone as could be reached by
ordinary migration. Thus we know that the domestic animals have

been spread. When America was discovered none of them were

found here but the dog, whose use for draught in the Polar regions

suggests the reason and mode of his introduction in that direction.

The lion, tiger, elephant, etc., are found in Asia and Africa, but not

in America, Australia or Polynesia, in the .same climates, because

they are separated from these regions by barriers impassable to

them, and man has no motive to introduce them by artificial means.

The vermin that accompany man, as his scavengers—such as rats,

mice, cockroaches, flies, fleas, etc.—arc never found in newly-dis-

covered islands until after they have been visited by ships ; showing

the mode of their introduction. Certain provinces are found equally

or more favourable to certain animals than those in which man first

discovered them : if then each species was created in the locality it

occupies, why were not these localities peopled with them ? Why
was not the camel created in ]Sorthern Africa, the reindeer in Ice-

land, the horse in Flanders, and the hog in Berkshire, where they

are found so admirably to thrive ; and where we know that they

have been artificially introduced? These questions are unanswer-

able on this theory.

But facts show that animals are distributed precisely in the way
which is denied by this theory. Dr. Bachman gives some curious

and forcible illustrations of this point. The opossum occurs in the

warmer parts of North America, west of the Hudson, but in no case

east of it, for it is unable to swim, and dreads the cold too much to

pass round the head waters of this stream, or cross it on the ice.

The gofer is found on the southern bank of the Savannah, but not

on the northern, with precisely the same soil and f)od. because it

cannot swim. The soft-shelled turtle is found in all the streams

and lakes connected with the Mississippi, even to the Mohawk and

Hudson, but in none south of these until we reach the Savannah,

because it travels only by Avater. and the streams on that part of the

Atlantic slope do not connect with the northern or western waters.

No eels were found in Lake Erie until the opening of the Erie Canal,

which gave th "•m an inlet : they are now phnity. The red fox. which

is an arctic aninud. A\as only found as low as Pennsylvania forty
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years ago, then it appeared in Virginia, then in the Carolinas, and

now it is more common than the gray fox. The hitter, which is a

southern animal, has, in like manner, migrated north until it has

reached Canada. These facts show conclusively that such migra-

tions are going on, and suggest the most easy and natural means to

account for the geographical distribution of animals. The same

process is going on in regard to vegetables and plants, for whose

distribution, as they have not the power of voluntary locomotion,

^Nature has furnished the most elaborate provision. Some seeds

are furnished with wings to be carried by the wind ; others with

hooks to fasten upon the passing animal and thus be transported

;

others are carried by water thousands of miles, as tropical produc-

tions have been stranded by the Gulf Stream on the shores of Ice-

land ; whilst others are carried in the stomachs of birds and beasts

many leagues from their native locality. No sooner does the coral

reef become capable of sustaining vegetable life than it is suppHed

by some of these seed-carriers of nature. Facts on this point exist

by the hundred. What conceivable need then exists for the hypo-

thesis of a new creation, when we see the same species repeated in

new localities

!

The only difficulty that remains is, the occurrence of arctic plants

and animals in the Alpine regions, cut off from their natural kin-

dred. But it curiously happens that in the same reWew that con-

tains the essay we are answering, there is a complete solution to

this difficulty, unconsciously suggested by Professor Agassiz him-

self, when speaking on a different subject. In his scientific tour to

Lake Superior he gave a very ingenious, and, as f;ir as we can see. a

satisfactory explanation of the phenomena of boulders, by referrincr

them to a glacial origin. Now, where is the difficulty of givin<T the

same account of the existence of these Alpine fauna and flora ? As
the glacial sea receded to the pole, the arctic animals and plants that

co-existed with it, would naturally remain on these Alpine heights,

"which were congenial to them, since they would have no induce-

ments to change their locality. Hence where this recession of the

ice-line left them isolated on these arctic islands, they would of

course remain and propagate just as their kindred which receded

with the glaciers to the pole. Hence, there is nothing in this re-

quiring a new creation of lynxes, marmots, and chamois, in the

regions where they are now found.

Hence if we concede the existence of clearly-marked zoological

provinces, as contended for by Professor Agassiz. the facts that they
run into one another by insensible gradations, that migrations are

going on from one region to another, that arrangements for this
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mode of distribution are now in operation, suggest the likelihood

that the same arrangements existed in former times, and actually

effected the distribution which we find. The very same principle

that requires us to suppose that the geological distribution of rocks

was made by natural causes such as we now sec in operation, de-

mands that we should hold the same supposition in regard to the

zoological distribution of animals. But even if it were demonstra-

ted that these causes, in any conceivable mode of their operation,

are insufficient to account for the effects, it will not follow that a

separate creation in each locality is demanded as the only alterna-

tive. Some extraordinary agency must be supposed ; but is this the

only one? If a miracle must be assumed, may it not as readily

have been in the distribution of these races to their present locali-

ties, as in their creation within them ? Does not universal obser-

vation show that direct creation is usually the last expedient re-

sorted to, in the attainment of any end 'i Now what is there to

demand it as the only alternative here 'i ^Ve submit then that there

is nothing in the distribution of animals requiring a miracle at all

;

and that if any such unusual interposition of Divine power was

needed, it is much more likely to have been in the distribution of

races already created, than in their separate and distinct creation.

But suppose these three links of the chain mended^ the fourth

breaks with the weight that is hmig upon it. Grant that there are

distinct zoological provinces; that they are so isolated from each

other that their fauna and flora could not have come forth from a

common centre ; and that a separate creation in each province is

the only mode of overcoming the difiiculty,—we find that the races

of men are not co-extensive and identical with these alleged zoolo-

gical provinces.

One would think, from the confidence with which the learned Pro-

fessor asserts the identity in the two cases, that not only the zoolo-

gical provinces were clearly made out, but the limits of the races

also plainly and universally ascertained. Jiut there is no point in

natural history more undetermined than this. Some make but three

races, others five, others eleven, others still more ; but the most re-

markable fact is, that Professor Agassiz does not positively deter-

mine this point liimsclf. He enumerates about a dozen zoological

provinces, but not more than half that number of races. Why this

significant silence ? If his theory is really true, why did he not

tell us what the races are, that inhabit these provinces ? W'e shall

perhaps see the reason as wc examine the relations of the two dis-

tributions. This examination our limits will only allow us to make
in one or two of these provinces which he has mapped out.
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His first province is the arctic, with the Samoyedes, the Lapland-

ers, and the Esquimaux. But can any one suppose that an animal

80 helpless as man, so destitute of natural coverinfr, protection, and
food, could originate in the bleak and inhospitable re«];ions of the

pole, where he could obtain neither clothing, fire, nor food? If we
suppose him to have originated in a warmer region, and migi-ated

thither, with his acquired knowledge and habits, these difficulties

vanish ; but if we suppose him created, a naked, shivering Troglo-

dyte, amidst the eternal snows, we must pile miracle on miracle to

account for his continued existence. But even if this difficulty were
overcome, the Esquimaux of America are as widely separate from
the arctic races of Asia, in distance, difficulty of communication,

and physical features, as the latter are from the adjacent tribes of

the Mongolians, or the former from the northem tribes of Indians.

Why not make an Asian arctic, and an American arctic, on the

same grounds that a distinction is draAvn between the southern

arctic and the northern ]Mongolian ? There is absolutely no ground
in the one case that does not exist as broadly in the other. The

' Malay race he assigns to a natural zoological province ; but what it

is, he does not inform us. It cannot be limited to his tropical Asi-

atic province, for it extends through Polynesia to western America,
by the testimony of the most accurate observers, even those who
deny the original unity of the races. The same difficulty exists in

the provinces of New- Holland and Africa. The Tasmanian and
Alforiau races of the New- Holland province differ far more widely

than the Malay and the Mongolian ; and we have shown that Africa

presents the widest extremes of variety, with every intermediate

shade, from the fair races of Abyssinia to the genuine Dahomey
negro. But.when we come to the American provinces, the theory

breaks utterly and hopelessly down. He makes four such provinces

:

one east, and one west of the Rocky ^lountains ; one in tropical

America, and one in temperate South America. But where are the

four races corresponding to them ? Do not all recognise the same
physical type in all our aboriginal tribes? Has even Professor

Agassiz dissented from this V How then can the facts be cut up to

fit the theory ? But if we had \\\c four races that have been created

on this continent, what will we do with the Patagonians ? The
same questions might be asked in regard to the Papuan, Feejee,

and other races, which though clearly and strongly marked cannot

be refeiTod to any distinct or definite zoological provinces.

It is abundantly evident from this brief enumeration of fiicts that

there is no such coincidence in the geographical distribution of the

races and that of the plants and animals, such as is asserted by this
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theory. But suppose all these difficulties removed, and yet the last

step could not legitimately be taken. If the races and zoological

provinces were identical, tliat fact clearly could not prove that each

race was created in its province. All that it could prove would be.

that the human races, and the fauna and flora of each province,

were subjected to the same or similar influences, giving them this

identity of limitation. What these influences Avcre, would not be

determined by this coincidence of boundary, and would therefore

remain matter for further investigation. Whether they were natu-

ral or supernatural would not be determined by such identity of

circumscription. And if we must assume a supernatural agency, it

by no means follows, that creation is the only one. The Divine

power might as readily have been exerted in causing these peculi-

arities, or in distributing these races, as in tlieir direct creation ; and

if we must assert its interposition to accomit for the varieties, we

have at least the same right to afSrm the smaller and more ordinary

exercise of it, that he has to affirm the greater and more extraor-

dinary.

The fact on which he lays so much stress, that climatic conditions

are not exactly coincident with the various races, will prove that

climatic conditions are not the only agencies at work in producing

these varieties; and notliing more. What these otiier agencies are,

and whether distinct creation is the only conceivable one, is wholly

undetermined by this fact. His remark, tiiat tlie adaptations of

man to his various localities must have been intentional, is true

;

but it does not follow from this, that separate creation of each race

was the only way in.which this intention could be carried into effect.

We grant that these adaptations were intentional, and simply affirm

that they were brought about by an original susceptibility to such

adaptations impressed by God on man's jihysical constitution; and

that the same reasons for its existence at first require its existence

now, and undoubted facts prove that it actually does exist. De-

signing man to be a cosmopolite, and to subdue the earth, he im-

pressed him with this susceptibility, and the re.-=ult is, the varieties

we find in the races of the world. So far then is this designed

adaptation of man to the various localities in which he is found,

from pro\-ing that the varieties were separately created, it is the

very fact that makes this supposition unnecessary.

We thus find this chain of assumptions to break at every link.

Whilst there are zoological provinces, they are not such as to forbid

their occupance by natural and existing causes ; or if supernatural

agency were required it is not necessitated to be in the form of cre-

ation ; and if these points were reached, they would not avail us,
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for the races of men arc not identical with these provinces ; and if

they were, this identity would bo explicable by that adaptive sus-

ceptibility of the human constitution to conform itself to the vary-

ing conditions in which it is placed, with which man, as the destined

conqueror of the earth has been fumishcd ; and if some direct and

unusual interposition of Divine poAver must be supposed, it was

much more likely to be in producing these varieties from a race

already existing than in calling new ones into existence. Hence in

every part of this new theory we find it more completely untenable

than the old one.

We have neither the space nor the heart to follow the Professor

into all his random utterances. It were cruel to take advantage of

all the exposed points he presents to an opponent. Thus, in tossing

aside the philological argument, he says, that it is as natural for

men to talk, as it is for dogs to bark, or asses to bray, and that one

bird docs not learn its song from another ; and hence we could not

from the phenomena of language infer unity of origin. I^ow, if one

bird docs not learn its song from another, does this prove that one

human being does not learn its language from another ? And aside

from the f:\ct that it is not natural for dogs to bark, as they never

do it in their wild state, is there no diflerence between an inarticu-

late cry, and the use of a set of conventional sounds to designate

certain thoughts ? Does not the one imply previous arrangement

and agi-eement, where the sounds are the same, whilst the other does

not? If we argued man's original unity from his instinctive cries,

it were pertinent to refer us to the instinctive cries of animals; but

when, from the fact that the same or similar collocations of syllabic

sounds are applied by different races to the same natural objects,

we argue that there must have been a previous agreement that these

sounds should designate these objects, the reference to the braying

of asses, etc., looks really like trifling.

But his exegesis is as curious as his logic. He asserts trium-

phantly, that the Bible is solely an account of the white race, and
makes no reference at all to the other, and, as he terms them, the

non-historical races. We would be glad to know how he has dis-

covered that Adam and Noah belonged to the white race at all.

The best critics have been unable to discover any evidence for it

from Scripture ; and scientific grounds, we are disposed to think,

indicate the primitive type as intermediate between the white and
the black. ' But, however this may be, tlie assertion that the Bible

sanctions the original plurality of the races is amazing. Is it not

expressly affirmed, that before the creation of Adam there was not

a man to till the ground? That Avhen he was created, man (the
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generic term always used to dcuoto the whole human race) was

created? That he was the head of the human race—the one by

whom sin and death entered the world? If then the non-historical

races sin and die, have they not these proofs of their connexion

with Adam ? Is not Eve called the mother of all living ? And did

Moses know of no other living races but the white one ? Does he

not expressly declare (Dcut. xxxii, 8,) that the divided nations of

the earth are the sons of Adam ? Does he not refer the Ethiopian

and Egyptian races to JNoah through his sons Cush and ^Nlizraim?

Is not the physical characteristic of the Cushite unequivocally inti-

mated when it is said that he cannot change his skin ''. Did not

Christ expressly endorse this when he taught monogamy from the

original unity of the race in Adam and Eve ; and when, to fulfil the

prophecies respecting Ethiopia, China, (Siuim,) and the islands of

the Sea, he commanded his disciples to go and preach the Gospel to

every creature ? And can words declare it, if Paul's did not, when,

in opposition to the Athenian doctrine of a separate, autochthonal

creation for Attica, he declares that God has made of one blood all

nations of men to dwell on the face of the whole earth ? Is not the

entire Bible-teaching about sin, the moral government of God, the

fall of man, and redemption in Christ, based on this assumption?

If we exclude the non-historic races from all connexion with Adam,
must we not, by the express language of Paul, (" as in Adam all die,

80 in Christ shall all be made alive,") also exclude them from all

connexion with Christ? And if on the contrary they are expressly

affirmed to be connected with Christ, does nut this also affirm their

connection with Adam ? Must not a cause that requires such exe-

gesis as this be pressed for support ?

That Professor Agassiz was aware how wide and deep was the

sweep of his views, is apparent from his fling at mock philanthropy;

his assertion of the original and necessary inferiority of the African

race ; his avowed inability to decide what is the best education that

can be given them ; and his magisterial denunciation of the injudi-

ciousness of the attempt to force the peculiarities of our present

white civilization on all the nations of the world. The plain mean-

ing of all this is, that the benevolent and missionary operations of

the Church, in their application to any other than the white race,

are foolish and futile attempts to traverse the immutable ordinations

of the Creator.

We cannot trust ourselves to speak of sentiments like these

as perhaps they really deserve. There is something in this cold-

blooded and haughty assignment of more than half the human race

to a doom of hopeless, irreversible degradation, for time and cter-
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nity, and this by the very act and arrangement of their original

creation, from Avhich the Cln-istian heart recoils with indignation

and disgust. We thank God that the nations sitting in darkness

are not left to the tender mercies of human philosophy, and that its

endorsement is not needed to warrant us to go forth into all the

world and preach the gospel to every creature.

And we knoAv of no more unanswerable argument for the absolute

unity of the race than that furnished by the very phenomena that

call for and warrant the efforts so snecringly decried by the learned

Professor ! Alas ! the same sad proofs of brotherhood in sin and
sorrow, of common parentage and common fall, of depravity trans-

mitted by universal and hereditary taint, meet us in every race. The
same wail of remorseful sorrow comes up in mysterious plaint from
all ; the same mouniful memories of primeval purity now soiled

and dishonoured ; the same gleaming visions of an Eden innocence

that has faded away, leaving only these mute longings after its

unforgotten brightness ; the same dire and terrific phantoms of guilt

that come forth to awe and affright ; the same deep yearnings after

the unseen and the eternal in the souFs deepest stirrings ; and the

same sublime hopes that shoot upward to the " high and terrible

crystal,"—are found alike in every race of every hue. The unspeak-

able gift of Christ and him cinicified, is as wide in its efficacy as

these mournful symptoms of malady. The lofty intellects of a Pas-

cal and a Newton, do not grasp it with a keener relish and a deeper

sympathy than the besotted Caffre in the lonely wilds of Africa, or

the crouching Pariah in the steaming jungles of India. The Cross

is that wondrous talisman that calls forth from every adventitious

guise the universal manhood and brotherhood of the races. And
when ihe lowliest African is " born again," in that heavenly birth

that links into a new and holier unity the fallen descendants of the

first Adam, he is found to exult with as pure a gladness as the

honoured heir of the proudest and noblest blood. ! it is this

blessed fact that stands in lofty and indignant rebuke of that cold

and cruel philosophy that would wrest from the humble and the

oppressed the only boon that is beyond the grasp of an unfeeling

avarice. • It is for this reason that we contend so earnestly against

this vamping up of the old infidel theories of A'oltaire. It is be-

cause we believe that its general reception will not only undermine

the authority of the Bible, but also cut the sinews of the noblest

charities and the purest pieties of our age ; sink the unfortimate

and degraded into a deeper and more hopeless degi-adation : give a

plausible plea to cruelty and avarice to rivet tighter the fetters of

oppression ; and fling a pall of despairing gloom over the brightest
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visions of the future, unfolded on the canvass of prophecy : it is for

these reasons that we oppose this theory -with such earnestness and

warmth.

But having shown, as we think unanswerably, that the old and
admitted principles of natural history require us to regard the varie-

ties of the human race as belonging to the same species, and having

shown that the last and most ingenious evasion of this argument

is an utter failure, we may sit down content with what the word of

God has clearly asserted, and the vast majority of the first natural-

ists of the world have believed—that men were not the offspring of

diverse origins, but that God has made of one blood all nations of

men to dwell on the face of the whole earth.

Art. n.—the DOCTRINE OF THE LOGOS IN THE INTRODUC-
TION TO JOHN'S GOSPEL, Cuap. I, 1-18.

[first paper.]

We have read, with much satisfaction, the investigation of this inter-

esting but difficult passage, by ProR'SSor Stuart, in the January

and April numbers of the Bibliothcca Sacra for 1850. "We had.

some time before, formed our own opinion of the interpretation to

be assigned these verses, by a careful study of their scope as well

as phraseology ; and are gratified to find so many of the results of

our inquiries confirmed l)y the views of so eminent an expositor and

critic. How far we are following in his wake, and where Ave deviate

from it or pursue a cross track, those who may feel interested to

know, can best ascertain by a collation of the dissertations above

referred to with our own lucubrations, exhibited in a simple and

independent manner. These we now commit to our readers, not with

the presumptuous thought of arraying ourselves against a veteran

scholar of so vastly superior erudition ; but with the humbler aim.

partly of propagating and partly of reviewing some of the con-

clusions to which he has anived.

We may premise that we can see no good reason for supposing thar

John borrows the term \6yo^ in this peculiar applieation, either

from the nomenclature of oriental Gnosticism or the dialectics of

Alexandrian Platonism. The -wi-itings of Philo he can scarcely

have ever read, or if he had, he would have more distinctl}- referred

to them ; and the Gnostic heresy was not yet sufficiently developed to

Fourth Series, Vol. III.—24
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call forth a direct confutation, nor -were its speculations much more

within the range of the Evangelist's reading. Neither can we think

that he adopts the Rabbinical usage of the phrase, " Word of Jeho-

vah :" for this class of literature has little more to do with the

NcAV Testament than the two former ; and the impersonation of the

Divine attribute of wisdom in the Proverbs, and other passages of

the Old Testament and Apocrypha, is totally diverse from this set-

ting forth of a real distinctive Jicing. Yet the general impress of

all these appropriations of this terra, indistinctly and remotely ope-

rating upon the.mingled tenets and dialect of Ephcsus, may have

unconsciously inclined the Evangelist to its employment, and espe-

cially would assist his readers in apprehending its meaning, as an

epithet already familiar to them in similar theosophical uses. The
primordial distinctions of semi-divine emanations, in particular, had

long been current in the east, and were in fact the germ from which

Gnosticism soon became evolved as a system. These incipient

dogmas could hardly have failed of circulation to some dangerous

extent in Asia Minor, at the time of John's writing the Gospel, and

the polemical aspect of several passages in it—indeed, of this very

introduction, to say nothing of the Apocalypse *—seems to corrobo-

rate the statement, made apparently from tradition by Irenasus,

that he wrote it with a special view of neutralizing the errors of

Cerinthus. These considerations may aid us in the interpretation

of this term, as showing the sense in which John would have

expected his readers to understand him; but the truer mode of

determining the import which ho wished to convey, is, after all,

to fix the exact shade of signification of the term itself, under

the relations imposed by the circumstances and context. This is

peculiarly necessary in treating the phraseology of so subjective

a writer as John, Avho speaks so constantly from the deep-toned

suggestions of his own vividly spiritual mind, that the chief

difliculty in appreciating his pointed, sententious language lies in

placing one's self distinctly in his OAvn commanding point of view.

The legitimate signification of the word, in itself considered, more-

over, must have been the actual basis of all these secondary appli-

cations ; and therefore, at this distance of time, and removal of

** Rev. ii, 6, 15. Compare 1 John ii, 22 ; iv, 3 ; 2 John 7. The Apocalypse is

probably the first in poiut of time, and the Gospel the last, of John's -writings.

Davidson's conclusion on this subject (Introduction to the New Testament,

i, 330,) seems about the true one, that "an anti-gnostic spirit pervades this

Gospel, not [so much] because John's design was to furnish a direct antidote to

it [the false gnosis,] but because his object was so general as naturally to

include it." The term Aojof occurs in this sense only here and in 1 John i, 1

;

It, 7 ;] Rev. xix, 13.

24*
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association, this alone can furnish us with a correct guide in

developing them. Without investigating the more recondite etymo-

logy, the -word Xoyo^, as a pure verbal noun from the root A^ycj (7

speak) in its middle form, means precisely speech, both in its sub-

jective capability and objective exercise—the 7atio ct oratio of the

Latins. From this endowment and function, the distinguishing

attribute of man, the sense passed over naturally into the result or

product of the faculty; namely, a ico)d, or articulate sign of

thought, and thence -was extended to the general signification of a

symbol of some idea, -whether spoken or written. In this particular

instance of its adoption, we are obviously not to look for anything

other than a metaphorical acceptation of the word; namely, as

denoting some exterior representation, •which should serve the same

purpose between the speaker and the addressed, as the ordinary

vehicle of thought does between man and man. But as it is also

employed in an emphatic sense, and Avith express reference to the

Godhead, it can only mean by a strict grammatical and rhetorical

interpretation, some great medium of communication on the part of

God with his creatures. The i?icarnation that follows, fui-ther limits

this sense to some pci'snnality, in distinction from the mere objec-

tive revelation contained in' the Bible; making it, as Professor

. Stuart aptly renders, Oeo^* Aoyo^, God revealed, to which might be

added actively, that it is God revealing himself. To sum up the

meaning of A6)'of, then, as here required, it may be expressed in

one word as the Divine manifkstatiox ; not merely the exponent

of the Divine character and will to others, but the very bodying

forth of the Divine nature in himself This is precisely John's

conception of Christ, and his whole introduction and Gospel are

constructed with the sole view of exhibiting and illustrating his

Master in this aspect. From this comprehensive fundamental im-

port, too, all the particular significations above refeiTcd to, are imme-

diately and obviouslyderivcil, and this in a way that neither makes

them interfere with each other, nor detract from the sublimity of the

theme. With these preliminary remarks, we pass to the considera-

tion of the passage in detail.

Verse 1. 'Ei' ap,\;y ?}i' o Adyof,] The assertion tv a^XQ is

placed first in the sentence, as being the emphatic point in a decla-

ration which ushers in an express statement of the eternity of the

Logos ; it evidently corresponds to the r^rx^s of Gen. i, 1, and

refers to the same period. That it is a translation of that adverbial

phrase, may be one reason for the omission of the article ; but a

better one is, that the article would make the time too dpfinitc, the

meaning being, not at the origin of the present mundane order of
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things merely, but ahoriginally, in the -widest sense that the mind

can take in. The iraperfect r}r can hard)}' be relied upon as proof

of Christ's pre-existence, for no other tense could have been used

;

the verb denotes simple existence as predicated of him at that

period ; it is the h> rather Avhich implies that he did not then begin

to be—had h-i been used, the idea -vtould have been at least ambi-

guous ; with ano the notion of prioiity must have ceased, even had

7/1' continued in use.

Kai 6 Aoyoq 7jv rrpof rov Oeov,] Kai is used universally by John
as a simple continuative, the i of the Hebrew; whether the mean-

ing be adversative or otherwise, must generally be gathered from the

context. Those are rather hasty, who make -pof here equivalent to

Trapd ; it may justly be doubted Avhcther such an interchange of pre-

positions, especially with a different case, ever takes place in Greek,

even in the ^ew Testament; and an intentional selection of Trpo^" in

this instance is shown by its repetition in verse 2, as well as by elc

in the parallel expression of verse 18. The predominant idea un-

doubtedly is TTopd ; but as this would be obvious, and included in the

collateral notion of £tV (in the sense of ergo), -gog is used to combine

them. Glorified saints are ~apd tCj Oeco, angels may be said to be
rrapd rov Oeov, but the Logos only is rrpog rov Qeov

; within this inte-

rior circle of proximity and inferpcnctration no finite being can enter.

The meaning then, as we think, is the personal and intimate associa-

tion or intercourse enjoyed by'the Logos with the Father, previous to

the incarnation. Uapd denotes mere juxtaposition ; even with the

accusative it could only have intimated an approach to the Deity, with

the dative it would have made the proximity too remote and quies-

cent, and with the genitive (as Prof Stuart suggests) it might have
been perverted to countenance the emanation system. On the con-

trar}^ -g6<; at once signifies closeness of connection, and at the

same time shows that it is an actively assumed relation, a permanent
flowing in of one essence upon the other in the harmonious conso-

ciation of the distinctive persons of the Godhead, yet not an infusion

or commingling of the two beings, as elg might have been mistaken

to denote.*

° The interpretation of Luckc (in loc.) comes nearest to this. After quoting
analogous expression'' from Ih-overbs, the Apocrypha, and Philo, leading to " the

presumption that John, by the phrase nph^ rov Qeov, would express the inmost

consociation (gemeinschaft) of the \6yoc with God, his very existence near (\x\)

God," he proceeds to refer to Frit.^che and Winer as noting the same idiom in

classic Greek, and then adiluces Matt, xxvi, o5 ; Mark vi, 3 ; i.x, 19; 1 Cor. xvi,

6,7; Gal. i, IS; iv, 18, as sustaining "the usual exposition of the expression

Trpof rov Otov, that it denotes the being of the Logos with (bci) God, in his im-
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Kat Qeog ^v 6 Adyof.] The Evaugclist has just shown the exte-

rior relations of the Logos,—namely, in respect to time, his duration

as compared with that of this world, and his place, a residence with

the Deity; he now brings to view his inmost nature, which is ex-

pressed by a comparison with that of the Deity himself For this

reason Qeog is placed first as the important unknown element.

Many think the article requisite to make tliis word expressive of

strict Divinity; but to have said 6 Acryoc t}v 6 Otdc, would have been

to assert the absolute Identitij of the two beings, rather than to dis-

tinguish one by a comparison with the other. The word deog with

the Greeks was not synonymous with the English word God,—their

ideas on this subject were different from ours ; its usage was pre-

cisely analogous to that of our word deity,—for that was what the

ancients meant. Thus when we speak of an idolatrous or mytholo-

gical personage, we say a deity, in distinction from the true God,

whom alone we style the Deity ; but wlien we wish to speak of

Divinity independently of any such distinction, we express our

meaning very pertinently and forcibly by omitting either article,

—

as in the phrase " .yloslems believe that Allah, not ^Mohammed, is

Deity." Who does not see that the symmetry of such a sentence

would be marred, and its meaning impaired, were it expressed thus

:

" Moslems believe that Allah, not Mohammed, is the Deity ;" the

idea in this form is too specific, or not sufficiently abstract to suit

the predication of a Divine character in the general sense in-

tended. Yet no one would understand the sentence containing no

article before " deity," as equivalent to the following :
" Moslems

believe that Allah, not ^lohanmied, is a deity ;" here the //jdefinite

article really becomes definite, by limiting the idea to a single

particular Divine personage. The omission of any article whatever

is thus seen to generalize an idea more fully than any other form of

phraseology. This sentence of John, therefore, is constructed in

-the best manner to express the idea intended ; and is in accordance

mediate society (gemeia?chaft)." It seems to us, however, that the exalted

character of the present case intensifies the connexion intimated by the -fyj^ in

those passages ; so that we should translate this gemcimchaft lei into a cormmi-

nion of sentiment and agency in active intercourse, whereas Liicke doubtless

rather designed it passively to express a community of residence, or at most of

sphere, as a privilege. The idea of equality, although not directly intended by

this clause, results necessarily from the statement of thi.-» intimacy, especially

if it be one actively exercised totcnrd God on the part of the Logos by inherent

right, and not merely received or enjoyed as with a superior. It is precisely

this distinction that rrp.>f with the accusative is here fitted to intimate.—It is

not a little remarkable that the same construction (-/wf "ov Ilarfoa) recurs in

the parallel declaration of 1 John i, 2.
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with true grammatical principles, which are found even in our own

language. For instance, this sentence is a very appropriate one

:

" The question has often heen raised, whether tJie ape is man ;" but

to say " the ape is a man," would be absurd, and to say, " the ape

is the man," would be utter nonsense. Every noun thus employed

contains a generic idea—that is, is descriptive of intrinsic character

;

and it is this peculiarity that qualifies it to stand in this unlimited

manner, as distinct, per se, from all other objects. Now, this is ex-

actly the case with tlic Greek word deog; it denotes that which pos-

sesses Divine attributes. With the article, it indicates some parti-

cular deity—for example, Jehovah, the God of the Jews; and by using

the article, therefore, John would have confounded the Son with

the Father, and made nonsense. "Without the article, deog may
mean either of two things

—

a god, or simply, Deity ; it is here only

that the true issue of the present question lies. We make no account

of the fact that frequently in the New Testament Oeog stands alone

for 6 Oeog : because, in the first place, we do not believe that so gi-eat

a difference exists as many suppose in the rationale of diction be-

tween the classic and Hebraistic idioms ; and in the second place, to

make Qeog here equivalent to 6 Oeog would destroy the peculiar

sense intended, by confounding 6 Aoyog with 6 Oeog. The peculi-

arities of the New Testament Greek arise from three causes : first,

a leaning to Hebraistic constructions of words with respect to sijritax;

secondly, their combination into certain phrases, which may be re-

garded as translations of their Hebrew formula ; and, thirdly, the

accommodation of words current in Greek literature in a general or

naturalistic meaning, to kindred but more specific elements of Chris-

tianity—for example, -rriorig, dhjdeia, Avyog. Now, the word 6e6g

obviously comes under tliis last category of terms, which necessarily

received a modification of their meaning when applied to the Jewish-
Christian rchgion. No Jew, certainly no Christian, could possibly

mean the same thing by it as a heathen, because he had not the

same conceptions on the subject to express. With John and his

readers, 6 Aoyog i]v {~ig) deog, could only have asserted that Christ
was an idolatrous object of icorship ; whilst from saying 6 A&)'og ijv

(6) Oeog, would have resulted the mistake that Christ constituted

the Godhead. The word was therefore properly left without any
such hmitation, because the idea was to be taken in the widest sense,
which is applicable of course only to the three persons of the one
true Godhead.

In this form, we have said, it can mean only a god, or simply, Deity.
There is no middle Jcmi-god sense tolerable or even conceivable to
Jewish minds. They had no deified heroes, or celestial mythology

;
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they knew no tertiiim quid between the finite and the Infinite. They
would have shuddered at the thouglit of prcdicatinf;; such a term in

any sense, hoAvever subordinate, even to Moses ; and our Saviour's

assumption of kinship with this title was to them unpardonable blas-

phemy. The ouly philological circumstance which we can perceive in

the sentence under consideration, that would determine which mode of

rendering is the' correct one here, is the position of the word in the

clause. We know not whether this argument would be conclusive

"with those Avho reject the other evidence of a moral character, but it

certainly seems to us that Oeof ^v 6 Aoyof is not an equivalent

sentence for 6 Aoyof tJt de6(;. If so, the latter would sm-ely have

been the more natural an-angemcnt, and at the same time, if we mis-

take not, smoother and better Greek. But we think we can see a rea-

son for the inversion, which makes it far more expressive than the

usual position of the predicate-noun after the verb. The Greek, it

is true, does not employ that arrangement of words which may be

called the inverted (as compared with the English mode of sequence

in the order of grammatical dependence), so extensively and sys-

tematically as the Latin, and yet it has its rules for the order of

words,—they are less mechanical, and more the result of taste, a je

ne sais quoi of internal sense of beauty and harmony, peculiar to

the Greek mind,—which frequently impart great force and vividness

to an idea that would otherwise be tame and vague.

The essential rule that prevails in the Greek (as is more fully

seen in Latin) is to introduce the most important words as early in

the sentence as possible, thus really following the order in which

the thoughts naturally arise. Hence. " the usual arrangement in

simple sentences, is that the suhjcct occupies the first place, and

the predicate (that is, verb or adjective [or descriptive noun] with

tlvaC) the last place," (Kuhncr's Ausfiihrliche Griech. Grammatik,

§ S62, 3.) The same general principle obtains with the New Tes-

tament writers, (Winer's Idioms, § Go, 2.) The regular succession

of words in the sentence under consideration would therefore be the

same as in English, namely, 6 \<jyo<; ijv Oeo^, the Word was God.

La this way, the introducing ami closing terms of a sentence became

its most important members, and the very assignment of these loca-

tions to a word indicated the stress intended by the writer to be laid

upon it. For this reason, to have said 6 Aoyof Ofoc vv, would not

have been so proper, as it would cither have made 7/r too prominent,

instead of Oeo^-, or else interfered with another meaning presently

to be noticed. But when they wished to throw still more emphasis

upon a word, the Greeks employed the figure hypcrhaton, trojectio,

or inversion of these members, by which they changed places with
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respect to each other ; this transposition to an unusual order, at-

tracted the attention of the reader, and intimated the special signi-

ficancy. This additional emphasis, so far as Oeo^- is concerned,

might have been partially obtained by transposing its nonnal ar-

rangement after 7}v, and writing 6 Xoyoq Qebq i]v, as above, like the

emphatic declaration in 1 John iv, IG, 6 Oedg dydnT] eori ; but in

this form, no emphasis Avould be throTsii upon A&yog. This very

sentence, it may be observed, is an excellent illustration of the usus

loquendi in question with respect to an omission of the article before

the predicated noun. Had this statement been 6 Oedg ij dyd-T] eori,

it -would have been uncertain which noun was the subject, because

both would have the same extension, whereas the rules of logic re-

quire that in every such particular- affirmative proposition, the

predicate must be more general than the subject, so as to include it.

Just so, to have said, 6 Adyog -qv 6 Oeog, in any arrangement of

the terms, would have changed the proposition from a sifigular

one, in which the individual 6 Aoyog was defined by referring it

to the species Seog, into an identical one, which either makes
nonsense by confounding two objects at the same time that they

are distinguished by their names, or could only be true by a quib-

bling double sense in the word Oeog, unworthy the sacred theme
and inspired -smter. The only way, then, in which this asser-

tion of John could be made with the requisite emphasis, and the

predicate Otog receive the prominence suited to its peculiar generic

sense, was that actually adopted. The transposition of both mem-
bers secures the antitheses of Aoyog and Qeog, and the leading place

of the latter marks the introduction of a new feature in the develop-

ment of the topic. This is in fact the genuine Greek usage under
such circumstances ; for " when in the inverted arrangement two
words in the same simple sentence are to be rendered prominent

by their position, one passes to the head of the clause, while the

other occupies the last place," (Kiihncr, ut supra, § 8G3, 3.) This
phraseolog}'' of John, therefore, is strictly correct, accordinc' to the

most precise rules of grammar and logic ; and, if we mistake not, its

rhetorical form imparts a truer and higlicr theological sense than
could otherwise have been couched within it. We have dwelt thus

largely upon this point, because of its important bearing upon the

doctrine of Christ's proper Divinity, and especially because it has
been so frequently wrested by even critical interpreters to discoun-

tenance that Wtal tenet. Indeed, most orthodox critics have con-

tented themselves with appealing to other proofs and passages to

sustain the requisite interpretation of this sentence, and have
scarcely claimed more than that Oeug must here be allowed to pass
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for an equivalent to b Qeoq, thus at once misconceiving the idiom,

and placing their argument in the disadvantageous attitude of an

apology. Professor Stuart is the first we have met with on this text,

who has struck the right vein of interpretation, by regarding Qeo^

as having the attributive force of an adjective, nearly, q. d., 6 Aayof

ffv ^elog, the Logos was truly Divine in himself; but we think the

above philological consideration necessary to vindicate completely

the Evangelist's language, and to show its entire propriety and even

felicity,

—

tJic same Logos ivas God. The question as to Avhether

Oeog is subject or predicate in this sentence, is also detennined by
this view ; for the omission of the article, by giNing it greater ex-

tension, shows that it is generically predicated of Aoyog, which has

the article. If to this it be said that as Ofor in the Christian sense

is after all an individual term, it can have no greater extension than

Aoyog, we answer that it is only an accidental circumstance that in

this case the individual absorbs the species, but the logical distinc-

tion of superiority
, in Oeog compared with A&yog is still proved by

the comparative!}^ less comprehension of the former, which always

indicates (conceptually, at least) an inverse ratio of extension. As
this argument, however, is liable to be set aside by the assumption

that Oeog stands for 6 Qeog,—yet the logical truth of the proposition

would even then require that one of the terms be taken subordi-

nately to the other, and Qeog alone is consistently eligible to the

wider sphere of the predicate,—we should prefer (what has always

and readily decided the matter with general readers) to regard the

relation oi Aoyog as subject ultimately settled by the fact of its

repetition in that capacity from the preceding clauses, the idea ob^^-

ously being, so far as the construction is concerned, 6 Aoyog t]v kv

a^XU ^POf Tov Qeov, Kal r/v Oeog, (Dens ipsissi??iiis.') It is the

emphasis that caused the repetition and peculiar position of the

subject.

Verse 2. Ovrog ?}v ev dpxv "P^f '"»' Ofoi'.] The first two state-

ments of verse 1 are here emphatically repeated in one, lest the

assertion just preceding of the actual Divinity of the Logos should

after all be misconstrued either into a denial of any ontological tlis-

tinction, (ovrog ijv vero apud tov Qe6\\) or on the other hand as

favouring the notion of a procession or evolution at some particular

epoch, (h' op\;?/ -Qog.) Thus far we have, subjectively, the relations

of the Logos in his Divine sphere ; next follow, objectively, those

under which he has e.xliibited himself to mortals. First, the great

fact of the production of this latter sphere for manifesting his cha-

racter, hinted at in i^X') above.

Verse 3. Jldvra 6c' avrov e^r.vero,'] Thus are exploded at once,
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the pagan axiom of the eternity of matter, the deep-rooted notion

—variously modified in difTorcnt ages and countries—of the sponta-

neous germination of terrene things from some ill-defined [iv-doq of

possible forms ; and the Oriental theory of demiurgic creation in the

process of celestial emanation. Tldvra, all finite objects, rather than

classically to -ndv, the universe as a whole, which might have been

true of the world in a chaotic state. The same individuality of

meaning is fm-ther guarded by the more explicit repetition that fol-

lows in a negative form.

Kat x^9h O-VTOv kyivero oide tv, o yeyovev.'] Xupig is here to be

explained as the opposite of 6td in the foregoing clause. This lat-

ter preposition appropriately designates the medium or instrumental

agent in the work of creation, yet so as to involve his independent

volition : compare the striking parallel and amplified declaration of

Paul in Col. i, IG, where Christ is exhibited as constituting at once

the model (ev), the efficient (^6id) and the final cause {elg) of the

creation {Krloig.) Had John made this great act or series of acts

to have taken place v -n o rov Aoyov, he would have merged the

principal in the colleague ; and how such a resolution of the attri-

bute of omnipotence is at all possible, can only be explained by his

own distinction just made, 6 Aoyog t/v Qeog. It is obvious also that

did does not here conflict with the doctrine of secondary natural

causes, provided the original conception and continual potentiality

be vested in the Godhead. In ovde ?v there is a speciality and ex-

clusivencss not to be attained by the usual ovdev. The verb yivofiai

has no reference to formation or construction, nor does it of itself

imply creation or production; it pr6pcrly signifies, the coming to

he a certain thing or in a certain relation, either from internal de-

velopment or outward influence.* In the present instance, however,

it amounts to the significance of proper creation ; for as the collate-

ral notion of a particular state or relation is omitted, the compara-

tively abstract idea of pure existence as a result is left to the

word, and the mode by wluch this fact came to pass is stated to

® In the July Number of the Bibliothcca Sacra for 18-30, p. 471, Professor

Stowe cndearours, for a particular purpose, to show by quotations from lexico-

graphers that the proper sense of yivoiiai is to begin to be ; but he falls into a
misconception as to the inceptive force of this rendering. The idea of procreation

seems to lie at the foundation of ^iyvof/ai, ns the affinity of its root with gigno,

yfwdtj, gender, yevoc, genus, kin, {begin ?) etc.. intimates
; the verb, therefore, pro-

perly means to start into existence for the first time and thereafter continue to be.

But this datinjr of existence as a particular fact (which, by-the-way, indicates

the ditftrence between -jivoitai and the absolute substantive force of e'lfii) is a
very different thing from a gradual development of being ; in short, yivoftav

simply means to appear on the stage of action, to occur as an event.
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be by the causality of the Logos. The use of the aorist {kyevEro)

shows that this was an actual definite occurrence, but does not

oblige us to refer the whole of the particulars included in it to the

same point of time ; the enihilaiion of the primordial elements is

required to have been an instantaneous fact iv a^xM, and the details

followed under the action of the laws then originated. The perfect

yeyove indicates that the imiversality of objects stated to be thus

existent is brought down to the present moment. Thus far the

Logos has been contemplated in his superhuman relations ; first, in

his original state within the bosom of the Godhead, (verses 1, 2,)

and, secondly, in the exhibition of his Divinity in the works of

creation, (verse 3;) the way is thus prepared for the elucidation

of his still more external relation which as ^Icssiah he sustains

with the human race, the crowning feature of that creation. Li the

treatment of this portion of his design, John pursues his usual

method of developing the objective from the subjective; he has just

shown (by the attribution ofDivinity) how Christ could be the

creator, and he now expands this same element of originative vital-

ity into the recuperative functions of his office,—the vis vitcB that

first organized the moral frame of man, is seen to be competent to

supply any decay and repair every lesion.

Verse 4. 'Ev avr(Z ^w?) 7/j',] 'Ev does not here denote merely the

instrumental cause, but the seat and origin, as included in the pre-

ceding statement of creatorship ; the use of iji' canies the same
idea of pennancnt inherence,—had the production of animation

alone been intended, it would have been expressed by tyevero. The
context, it is thus perceived, requires ^(oi] to be understood of ani-

mated existence, as an essential principle developed in the works
of creation,—the vis efficatrix of the whole circle of nature, in all

its laws and formations, is lodged in the central being of the Logos.

Precisely parallel are Clu-ist's asseverations of tliis his essential attri-

bute in that its most marked exercise, the resurrection power, John
V, 21, 2G; xi, 25. The higher "life" of the soul must not be ex-

cluded from this thought, for it is but the healthy and vigorous

action of all the moral powers that constitutes this life. The article

is omitted before ^w^ for the sake of Avider generalization. It is

not unlikely that some of the terms employed in this apocalypse of

the Logos, were adopted partially with reference to their use in the

systems of Gnosticism, especially i^Gn), 0d)f and TrAr/pcj/zo, which held
a prominent place in some of those theories. Compare 1 Jolm i, 2.

Yial i] Z(.)// 7/1' TO ^I'wf rwj' drdpoj-ov] The Cw// has now become
an individual, and tliercfore takes the article, wiiich has here a de-

monstrative force= fA/5 sa?nc. There is endently a progression of
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thought in this sentence ; but as i\v is still employed, we must con-

strue it as expressing a potential and germinal existence of the <^W7/

in the character of </)Wf, which afterwards assumed an actual and

developed type. This is also in keeping with the scope of this in-

troduction, which in its fu-st portion treats of the contents of Christ's

character, and only touches upon his terrestrial history by way of

illustrating the principles discovered. The connection of ^wf with

^i*)i] is not at first clear : logically, the statement only is that the

Logos constituted at once the life and the light of the human race;

but this, although easily seen to be true, neither exhausts the mean-

ing, nor conveys it with precision. The true link of thought ap-

pears to nin through the imagination—an indispensable guide in

threading John's propositions,—which seizes upon the affinit}- be-

tween these two elements in the sun's vivifying beams, as an illus-

tration of the moral illumination poured upon the mind of man by
Him who first called it into existence with all its conscious activi-

ties. The figure of a light to express spiritual direction is too fre-

quent in the Scriptures, to allow a doubt of this interpretation ; but

in all the passages where it occurs, (so far as we are aware,) it is used

with respect to some personal teacher of religious truth, (compare

especially Christ's marked application of it to himself in his earthly

mission in John viii, VI; ix, 5.) For this reason we incline to refer

TGiv avdg6)rto}v to the then existing race, particularly the Jewish

nation. It is not true that Christ instructed the world at large, ex-

cept by his Apostles after the termination of his personal career

;

and to understand this enlightenment to allude to the general light

of conscience in the human breast, is not only too narrow and far-

fetched an interpretation of so emphatic a declaration, but involves

ap utter confusion of natural with revealed religion. It is true the

statement is apparently general as to avdg6)-(>)v, and the clause with

"which it is connected is intended to be of the widest application

;

but it must be observed that the generic s^?/ of that proposition has

here become individualized into a personality, and the article before

^a)f indicates a distinct embodiment that can well be identified only

in the Great Teacher. If there be a seeming advantage for such a

general acceptation in t/i-, it is more than neutralized by the present

<f>aivei that follows ; and the plea, that the context assigns the reason

of the feebleness of the light of heathenism in the resistance it en-

counters, is defeated by the tense of /fart'Aa^e, which points to

some particular struggle. The whole tenor of this introduction,

moreover, shows that the illumination of the Gospel is here meant.

As to the countenance derived from verse 9, in favour of the

opposite view, it is sufljcicnt here to say that the phraseology
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of that verse, when properly examined, -rtill be found to confirm

decidedly the interpretation we have adopted of tliis passage.

Ko other explanation of its meaning would probably have ever been

insisted on, but for a mistaken view of certain passages deemed to

be parallel, such as 1 Cor. xii, 7, " But the manifestation of the

Spirit is given to every man to profit withal," {-qo^ to ovftxpeipov,

for some useful purpose, sc. to the Church ;) where the slightest

examination of the context will show that Taul is directly speaking

of the distribution (not of general moral perceptions, but) of the

special ability, such as the gift of prophecy, languages, healing, etc.,

with which the various members of the early Christian societies

were endowed through the miraculous influences of the Holy Spirit.

Still less to the point is the doctrine of Paul respecting heathens

destitute of a revelation, which is often appealed to for the purpose

of proving their Divine enlightenment through the medium of con- -

science; for their being "a law unto themselves," (llom. ii, 14,)

certainly makes them independent of all guidance external to their

own mental powers, and it is from their own reflection upon the

works of the Creator that they derive their only knowledge of " liis

eternal power and Godhead," (Rom. i, 20.) No, it is the Gospel (in

proportion to its successive stages) that brings the only true light

to the human soul, and universal history presents but too melan-

choly a picture of man's spiritual benightedness without the Bible's
" light of life."

Verse 5. Kat ro cpibg ev rrj OKoria (baivei,'] Here a simile is

instituted between the action of religious and natural light ; with-

out some such allusion, the statements of this clause would be
a mere truism : as it is the inherent property of light to render it-

self conspicuous in the dark, so this spiritual luminary cannot but
shed its beams on the f\ice of a benighted society. The objective

relation of the ^w^- is thus more fully developed than in the prece-

ding clause ; hence the present tense is used to express an actual

phenomenon, (the fiict of Christ's tuition,) as the product of what
vfas then only contemplated as a latent characteristic or native ten-

dency. By kv is intimated the embosoming of this liglit in the very

midst of darkness ; and in no position could an illuminator have
been more completely environed with it. than was Christ as " mani-
fested in the flesh." The oKoria is of course the opposite of the

</)Wf, that is, moral ignorance, with its consequent depravity; it here
(with the article) specially denotes the degenerate Jewish community.
Kat ij oKoria avrd ov KaTe?.a3ev.'\ The interpretation of this

clause depends chiefly upon the meaning of Kary/.a^f
; this has been

much disputed. Some understand it, as in John xii, 35, of an over-
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taking, closing in upon and consequent overwhelming of the light by

the dense darkness around it : this would make the figure correct,

for no darkness, however opaque, can thus quench a simple taper

;

but on the other hand, it ^Y0uld throw too triumphant an air about

the efforts of Christ's ministry, and directly contradict the state-

ments of verses 10 and 11 on this subject. Most interpreters

have retained the more general signification of seizing as with

eagerness, which is the prevailing one of this verb, especially its

metaphorical acceptation of seizing Avith the mind, or comprehend-

ing us our version has it ; but this is a very awkward metaphor—for

what is the 7niNd of darkness ?—and reflects but little honour on

the teaching, as incomprehensible. It is true, Christ's hearers did

generally fiiil to appreciate his doctrines, and the misapprehension

may be attributed to the perversity of the affections, rather than to

an error of the judgment, as in the interpretation of tyi-o) in verse

10 ; but this after all leaves the simple idea of rejection as a matter

of volition, which may bo at once reached without this circumlocu-

tory signification of KaraXaiifidvcj. The prefixed preposition is

here usually said to be intensive, denoting avidity or violence ; but

this is a very vague and incorrect mode of disposing of such ad-

juncts. As Kara radically implies descending motion, the com-

pomid essentially signifies to take down, and in a reflexive accepta-

tion, to take something down into itself, that is, embosom or hold in

one's embrace. This is precisely the sense here required ; the

moral antagonism depicted in the preceding clause, has reached its

crisis, the genial rays that strove to infuse themselves through the

dark mass around and dissipate the gloom, are refused an entrance,

and spurned from within it. The very peculiarity of the term

employed contains a conclusive confirmation of this interpre-

tation, in a way that seems to have escaped the notice of critics.

The use of the same verb Aa///3aj'u) with Kara in this verse, with

Trapa in verse 11, and uncompounded m verse 12, is not, we
think, an accidental circumstance, but designed to express a sort

of KardPaoig or descending climax in this respect : the Kara here

answers to the t:v of the preceding clause, the -apd below to the

TjXdev elg of the same verse, and the simple verb of verse 12 re-

quires no correlative term : the darkness refuses to harbour the

light that already beams within it. or, more directly but less pro-

foundly expressed, Christ's kindred disdain even to admit him to

their friendly circle as he approaches, while only a few strangers

invite his honouring visit. The violati(m of the metaphor here

(darkness expelling light) heightens the description of the rejection,

which is even more astonishingly melancholy than that of verses 10
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and 11 ; and on account of this abrupt reversing of the figure, or al-

most catachresis, the tense is changed,—the present would contra-

dict the figure of the preceding clause, and in its literal application

TTOuld have implied a continued opposition to Christianity not con-

sistent vrith facts, but the aorist indicates a definite purpose of re-

sistance which reached its higlicst expression in the act of the cru-

cifixion. Kai, as it here connects two tenses of variant time, may
with some propriety be termed a ' disjunctive conjunction," equiva-

lent to and yet ; it is more adversative than in verse 15, where it

joins two primary or similar tenses.

Verse 6.
—

'E^ci'ero av^Qorrroi;, aTzeoraXfievog TzaQo. Qeov'"] Here

begins a parenthetical transition, intended as a caveat, perhaps, to

some sect of the Baptist's followers, who were numerous in Ephesus

(Acts xix, 1-3,) and were liable to entertain an undue opinion of

their Master's character, (compare John iii, tZo, 26.) The caution

is suggested by the epithet ^o)g, (see the same title—apparently a

proverbial one—of the Baptist in John v, 35,) and confirms the ac-'

ceptation given above to that term. 'Eyh-ero marks the introduc-

tion of a new topic ; it is not to be joined in construction with

dTrearaXfiivog as a pcriphrase hr d-eord/.r], the participle being here

equivalent to a noun, q. d. d-oaroAoc in its primitive sense. ITapa

implies his intimacy with the Divine purposes, as a special com-

missioner for authoritative negotiations ; compare Matt, xi, 11.

Qeog is here Jehovah ; without the article, because not liable to be

misunderstood.

'Ovona avTG) 'lodvvrjg.'] A construction too common to require

special notice. The name of course was necessary to identify the

person.

Verse 7. Ovrog ^X-&ev elg jjapTvpiav,'] Oi'm^-, in contrast with the

o^Tog of verse 2. '^IUi9e refers to his public ministry. Uapd eeov is

implied from verse 6. 'SlaQrvpta denotes the general object of his

mission, and tlierefore has no article ; it is left thus extensive for a

stronger antithesis with the work of ru '^w^.

"Iva fiaQrvQi']ari -rrepi rou 4>w-of] An explanation of fiapn-p£a pre-

ceding, which required limitation. Ufql shows that ro ^ibg was

h\s theme: of bis mode of /mprrpm a specimen is given inverse 15.

"Iva ndvreg marevacdot SC avrov.'] The preceding clause contains

the object of John's mission on the part of himself, this gives the

ulterior design on the part of God. Ylavreg primarily refers to his

hearers the Jews, and niarevaojoi to saving faith in Christ, to which

6id indicates that the purport of his communications was calculated

to lead them.

Verse 8. Ovk r/v Uelvog to <i>a>g,'] This is the guarding clause

;
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note the emphatic position of ovk, and the strongly demonstrative

use of i:K£Jrug ^= istc.

'AAA' iva ftaQTvp/jG^ rrept rov <i>oir6g-'} After dXkd must be sup-

plied 7]X-9e from the preceding context. Mark the strongly adver-

sative force of oAAu. The Baptist's character has just been given-

negatively; it is now necessary, in order to complete the sentence, to

state positively, that although he -was distinct from rd <i>cl>g, he yet

held a subordinate relation to it, Avhich is done by an emphatic re-

petition of his office.

Verse 9. "^llv rd <i>(bg'] The existence of this being in the person

of John has been denied, his real existence is here maintained nev-

ertheless, and is attributed to a diflferent personage. To construe

ip' ynth. epxoji^vov as equivalent to TJpx^ro, as many eminent philo-

logists do, would be too harsh, and also injure the meaning ; the

emphatic position of i]v moreover forbids this merging of it into a

mere auxihary. It is designed to assert the absolute and indepen-

dent existence of rd <^oJ^, in the face of the previous negation, and
the clause may therefore without violence be translated directly as

it stands, " 7 he Lis;ht existed nevertheless ;" but the sentence

may be made smooth without losing any of its force, by supplying

an ellipsis after 7)1^, and making (twf follow as a descriptive predi-

cate, in some such way as this: rfv \6t- a/J~.o<f\ rd <PCjg, "still there

tvas another who constituted the Light.'" The common version,

"that was the true Light'' hits the moaning, (except that it sup-

presses the repetition of rd,) but its construction would require a

different position of i]v.

To aX-qdivov,'] After denying the identity of John and the Light,

it was proper to show the particulars wherein they differed : the

first point is a subjective one, as usual, and respects their compara-

tive authenticity. 'AXtj^lvov must not here be understood of mere

genuineness as opposed to deception, for that 'would have involved a

petitio principii in the Evangelist's argument. It rather denotes that

intrinsic quality of nature upon which external unity depends—that

veritableness of air which assures beholders a priori of a person's

in-efragablc truth. But it has a higher significance Avhen viewed

from the intensely subjective stand-point of " the beloved disciple,"

wbo glances with an intuitive ken into the depths of the Redeemer's

soul, and throws into the scale of evidence the Divinity that is seen

to lie at the basis of his character. It is the majestic foct that

Christ must needs have been the Light he was, by the very force

of his own interior being's attributes, that constitutes the truthful

element here intended. Other explanations of this term sink into

unmeaning equivocations before this lofty conception, which may be
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expressed for distinct apprehension by the emphatic rendering, he

was THE Light,—such per sc, the source and final cause of the

Baptist's rays, transcending infinitely in dignity and importance all

other teachers, " velut inter igncs Luna minorcs.''

O (()(jrrL^£t Txavra dvdpomov,} Ilcrc is given another distinctive

trait of Christ, v,hich is chiefly couched in -dvra
; John's mission

was limited to a particular generation of Jews, Christ's is universal,

for the whole human race in all coming time. *l>cjT^£f, as to its

tense, is expressive of the design of the Gospel, rather than its ac-

tual propagation at the time, and certainly cannot be intended to

be confined to our Saviour's personal ministry. It corresponds to

ipaivet of verse 5, and has a similar extent of application ; the

comparison with John does not require any reference to the light of

natural reason, which would also clash with the succeeding phrase.

'Ep;^;6/tevov elg top kooiiov.—] Our English translators and many
other interpreters have mistaken the construction here, by referring

Ipxoiievov to avdp(i)7Tov instead of i'o)^ ; but several considerations

render it nearly certain that the latter is the true meaning. In the

first place, this whole latter clause, under the former construction, is

quite useless and even tautological, for navra uvtBqo-ov is as general

an expression as could be desired ; and, moreover, yivouevov would
then have been the proper term, rather than t^jx^'l^^^ov, which carries

the idea that this illumination is connected with the introduction

of each human being into the world,—an idea that cannot have been

intended. But a more conclusive argument against this view is the

fact, that 6 'Epx'^iuevog, is a proverbial name for the ]\lcssiah, as may
be seen in Matt, xi, 3; John xii, 13, and numerous kindred passages.

John himself in two instances employs precisely the full form 6

ipx^f^^og elg -bi> Koofiov, to denote the advent of the llv-'dccmer,

chap, vi, 14; xi, 27. It is true, the article is prefixed in these in-

stances, but that is because it is used as a name to designate an

individual, while here it is a collateral particular in the description

of one who has been specified by other more definite terms. John,

indeed, appeared among men, but it was not in a Messianic charac-

ter ; his birth and acts had none of the tokens of that personage,

and in his doctrine he expressly disclaimed this very title (see verse

27.) This clause is added to show how it was that the 4>a)r

r6)v di'dpornwi' actually <pu>Ti^ei -navra avdpcjrcov— it is the mode
of development. Having thus disposed of the objection likely to

arise from an unjust comparison of the Baptist's mission with that

of Christ, the Evangelist now proceeds with the devclo})mcnt of this

latter, which was his main topic.

Verse 10. 'E?' -.<',> iioafu.) 7/v,] For tliis remark the way hud been

Fourth Series, Vol. UL—25
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prepared by the statements of verses 4 and 5, and it here natu-

rally connects itself with the language of the preceding clause, the

meaning of which it serves to confirm as relating to Clu-ist, who

must obviously he made the subject of /}»': there is also an advance

in the thought ; the Messiah not only entered the world but remained

there for a time, 7jir=i:oK7]vo)ae of verse 14. In k6g[j.o^ are im-

plied also its residents.

Kai 6 Koo^og 6i' avrov tyevero,'] The relation of creatorship (verse

13) is assigned as the gi-ound of a claim to respect and service, im-

plied in this statement.

Kai 6 Koonoq avrov ovk tyvw] This unparalleled act of base im-

piety is exhibited as one of the immediate effects of the Messiah's

embassy. It is an illustration of the ov KariXatSe of verse 5.

Truly said the Redeemer of his murderers, " They know not what

they do !" "Eyvw is here used in the Hebraistic sense of publicly

recognising with suitable sentiments, as an act of the will.

Verse 11. Fug rd Idia /)Ai9e,] ~R/i^e is synchronous with epx^l^-

vov in verse 9, which it illustrates : note that the first advances are

made by Christ. The general koojiov of that verse, is here brought

down to the specific I6ia, sc. olKrifiara, home, as in chap, xix, '21
; it

here metaphorically represents Palestine, Christ's birth-place, resi-

dence, and exclusive scene of personal ministrations.

Kai o'i IdioL avrov ov napi:Xa(3ov'\ This is a second illustration,

Btill more definite and aggravated, of the strange treatment expe-

rienced by the Redeemer from his beneficiaries ; his very family

(Idcoi, the hmiates of -Td USca) turn him from the door 1 ITapd, radi-

cally signifying near, here denotes a refusal to take their kinsman

close to them,—by the hand, in their arms, and to their society.

His countrymen, to whom he had long been promised, disowned

him when arrived, and in turn were cast off in his last memorable

words of mournful despair and warning. Matt, xxiii, 38, 39.

Verse 12. "Ocroi 6e tXa{iov avrov,'] There were some exceptions

to this seemingly hopeless rejection of their Messiah on the part of

the Jews ; 6i intimates a transition to this opposite side of the pic-

•ture. The fact of a contrary conduct on the part of some, is not

•directly stated, however, lest it should interfere with the impression

of (apparently) miiversal indignity intended to be left upon the

mind by the previous statements ; it is rather implied by a state-

ment of the privilege acquired by those who acted differently, which

is here adduced in order to heighten the view of the irrationality of

those ingrates. This whole account of Christ's treatment is here

introduced not as a matter of Instory, but by way of contrasting

his character with that of ordinary men ; and the blessing of verse

25*
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12 is referred to in the light of a proposal on his part, its actual
accomplishment being specified in verse 10. Some individuals did'
welcome the Saviour, the chief of whom were the Apostles and the
Galilean females

; the spirit of DmSov is best illustrated by that
of^Marj, the sister of Lazarus,—it was that of confiding love.

'EdioKEv avrolg e^ovoiav reKva Oeoi) ynrodai,'] 'K^ovoia must not
be taken as equivalent to dOvniug, the capacity for such a relation,

nor yet is it a simple KTyua or possession of such a blessing ; it

here retains its prevalent sense of influence and imjiortance as con-
nected with official rank, implying all the imnmnities and enjoy-
ments flowing from such a position. The station here is that of
TEKva eeov, a relation of honour, authority, and security that might
well be coveted by any earthly potentate, and the perquisites are
such as are described in Rom. viii, 17 ; the rank is of such exalted
character and blessedness that the Apostle elsewhere (1 John iii,

1, 2) labours in vain to find a more expressive title. Teveo^ac con-
tains the idea of iiwestiture with this spiritual affinity, and implies
that the condition is not the original one of its subjects. TeKva is

destitute of the article because it is here descriptive of character
thus constituting a generic terai ; and also because its application
is not intended to be limited to any favourite class or community,
as the Jews held. The omission of the article before k^ovaia is a
little more peculiar, as this is here a special favour : its absence in
this case seems to depend upon the common rule of New Testament
usage, that where a general term is limited by sonic express parti-
cular application following, it may dispense with the article, (see
Stuart's New Testament Grammar, § SO, (3);) thus the clause
yei-ea-dai reKva Oeov becomes equivalent to the article by particular-
izing e^ovala. A similar idiom prevails with the corresponding
English words ; we regularly say, " He gave them have to do so,"

although we must in strict propriety sa}'-, " He gave them the privi-
lege of doing so," while we may say with equal elegance, either " He
gave them the power (or liberty) of doing so," or " He gave them
poiver (or liberty, or the power) to do so."

Tolg Tnarrvovaiv eig ro ovofia avrov-'] This more particularly

defines the oaoi
; and by assigning the ground of their selection, it

at once illustrates the meaning of tXafiov, and the prere(|uisite to the
yeviadai reicva. By ovoua is here meant, by a freqiient Hebraistic

extension, the Divine character of Christ, and ti<; (as elsewhere) shows
that this was the object toward which their faith was directed. There
seems also to be intimated in this preposition the spiritual union of
believers with their Saviour, as the tendency and effect of faith.

(Conclusion in the October Namber.)
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Art. m—the METHODIST EFISCOrAL CHURCH, SOUTH.

1. History of the Organization of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, compre-

heiuiing all the official proceedings of the General Conference, Southern Annual
Conferences, and the General Convention, loith such other matters as are Ttecessary

to a right understanding of the Case, Nashville : Compiled and Published by
the Editors and Publishers of the South-Western Christian Advocate, for tho

Methodist Episcopal Church, South. By order of the Louisville Convention.

"William Cameron, priiUor. 1845.

2. Brief Appeal to Public Opinion, in a Series of Exceptions to the Course and Action

ofthe Methodist Episcopal Church,from 184 1 fo 184S, affecting the Rights and Inter-

ests of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. By II. B. Bascom, A. L. P. Gref.nk,

C. B. Parsons, Southern Commissioners for the Settlement of the Property

Question between the two Churches. Louisville, Kentucky : published by John
Early, Agent of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. Morton and Griswold,

printers. 1S4S.

In our number for April, 1S49, we noticed, in part, the first publi-

cation at the head of this article. We now add another official pub-

lication, containing a number of unfair statements and unsound
. reasonings with regard to the later action of the General Confer-

ence of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
' In our former article we found it necessary to justify upon Scrip-

ture grounds, the position which the Methodists in this country, both

before and after their organization as a Church, had always main-

tained in regard to the system of slavery, as it. existed in the slave-

holding States. To do so, it was necessary to show that the

omission of any positive command in the Mew Testament, obliging

the converts to Christianity to emancipate their slaves, did not justify,

and was not, in the primitive Church, considered as justifying the

cruel and inhuman laws of the Roman empire in respect to slavery,

which were condemned by the fundamental principles of the moral
code proclaimed by our Lord and his apostles ; but that the com-
mand was omitted in mercy to the slaves themselves, not from any
acknowledged moral right in the owners to hold their fellow-men in

bondage, reducing them to the condition of cattle or other property.

The Roman laws forbade the emancipation of slaves, except to a very

limited number, strictly regulated by law. The slave was not a

person, and had no personal rights ; and if discharged from service

by his master, who, by the very act, renounced his right to protect

the slave as his property, the slave, so discharged, enjoyed none of tho

privileges of the freed man. He had no redress for any injury done
him, and no security for any property he might acquire. In fact,
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any one might slay him with impunity. To kill him was no more

a murder, or criminal offence, than to kill an ox. The slave and the

ox were alike the property of the owner, who could recover damages

for any injury done them ; but when the ownership was renounced

all protection was taken away.

To have commanded the Christians of tlie primitive Church to

discharge their slaves from service, when they could not secure to

them the protection of law, or the rights of freemen, would have

been as unjust as unmerciful. But the Christian religion had its

origin in the love of God to sinful, helpless man, and all its doctrines

and j)recepts are directed by the same love and compassion. It could

not, therefore, impose, as a condition of its covenant mercies, a pre-

cept or requirement which went directly, and of necessary conse-

quence, to render any condition of humanity still more miserable.

The Christian religion condemned the whole system of slavery, as

contrary to the obligations of the universal law of love ; while it per-

mitted slaveholding where such relation between owner and servant

was essentially necessary to the fulfilment of this very law itself.

" Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself," was the law ; but " love

worketh no ill to its neighbour." To fulfil the law was not to re-

nounce the right to protect the slave, and turn him out to be worried

or slain by others ; but to retain the power, and exercise it for his

benefit—awaiting the changes in the lav.-s which Christianity was
calculated and destined to effect, and which it did ultimately effect

to the utter extirpation of slavery. Tlicse statements we have illus-

trated and proved in our former article, by the records of antiquity,

and need not repeat these proofs here.

We also showed that the Methodists, from the earliest to the latest

action taken on the subject, have borne faithful testimony against

slavery as a gi-ievous wrong, "contrary to Scripture and natural

justice;" and that while they were permitted by the laAvs to enforce

the emancipation of slaves, as a condition of Church-fellowship, they

did so, in despite of the offence taken by those whose selfishness

and interests held them by strong tics to the iniquitous practice.

But when the legislation of the slaveholding States began to be

fashioned according to the laws of heathen Rome ; when the Christian

master could no longer discharge his slaves from his service without

subjecting them to be sold by the sheriff to the highest bidder—who,

with few exceptions, would be a slave-trader—the merciful spirit of

Christianity required a cliange in the rules of our Discipline; and
they were, in obedience to the law of love itself, modified from time

to time, until they were nearly reduced to a simple testimony against

slavery as a great evil, while slaveholding was necessarily permitted
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when the slave could not be manumitted and permitted to enjoy

freedom.

Under these circumstances slavery made rapid and fearful en-

croachment upon the Southern and South- Western portions of the

Methodist Episcopal Church. Not only did it come to prevail gene-

rally among the laity, but the local and travelling preachers became

slaveholders with an avidity -which seemed to be only restrained

by individual inabiUty to acquire such property, which had greatly

increased in value by the acquisition of Louisiana and Florida by the

United States. Many ministers acquired slaves by marriage, and

many by bequest; and as their slaves muhipliedby natural increase,

they -were compelled to sell them, hire them out to others, or to take

farms and cultivate them under the direction of an overseer. It may
be asked why these itinerant ministers did not avail themselves of

the provisions of the Discipline, and apply for transfei-s to the free

States, Avhere their slaves would be free. We answer, some did so;

and it would be uncharitable, and perhaps unjust, to allege that

those who did not were all influenced by sordid views. The circum-

stances of their slaves sometimes, and perhaps generally, restrained

them. Their slaves might be married to other slaves on neighbour-

ing plantations, whose masters would not release them, and they

could not, as Christians, compel or even advise the violation of the

marriage tie; for it is written, " whom God hath joined together, let

no man put asunder." For the rest, all had relations and friends,

and many had children, who could not accompany them, and they

preferred slavery with them, to libei-ty separated from them. There

may have been cases where none of these impediments really existed;

but God only can judge the heart, and we must leave motives to the

judgment of the great day, when He shall adjudicate, before whom
death and hell are without a covering, and how much more the hearts

of the cliildren of men. The Church could take no action in the

premises. The consequence was, that the section on slavery retained

in the Discipline was wholly inoperative in most of the slaveholding

States of the Union. Methodists, both lay and clerical, entered, as

they alleged, of necessity, into all the practical relations, conse-

quences, and effects of the " domestic institution." They bought

and they sold slaves without restraint or sciniple; because they could

allege that they bought to better the condition of the slave, and

they sold from necessity as debtors, or from the impossibility of pro-

viding food and raiment for the natural increase of their slaves.

Hence, Methodists and Methodist ministers were found in the

slave-marts, and in the accursed harracoons established in the

more northern slavcholdinij; States, where slaves are jrrown. as
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cattle, for a more Southern market.* Some of the travelling

preachers in the South had become rich by marriage, and held larfro

farms stocked with slaves. These preachers were often made
presiding elders, as their circumstances required appointments to

districts which would give them an opportunity, without great per-

sonal inconvenience, to visit their estates frequently. Yet the ar-

rangement required that they should be so constantly appointed to

the same districts as to frustrate the design of frequent changes in

the travelling ministry, and to bring the office of presiding elder into

disrespect, if not into contempt. But the bishops could not pursue

the evident design and plan of the itinerancy in such cases. These
slaveholding, agricultural, presiding elders, or preachers, alleged that

they were bound, as Christians, to attend to the religious and moral

instruction of their domestics, and hence it was necessary that they

should frequently visit them. How much religious and moral in-

struction was afforded, we do not know, and have no right to guess,

or imagine. Yet we fear, that slaves left to the absolute authority

of an irreligious and merciless overseer, with only the occasional in-

terference of the owner, would not be very carefully instructed, or

be likely to pay much attention to the instructions of one whom they

could only look upon as a hireling employed to urge them to incessant

labour, for the benefit of their master ; especially as all experience

shows, "the tender mercies" of a slave-driver "are cruel."

It is, however, matter of rejoicing, that a great number of travelling

preachers who were furnished by civil restrictions upon the right of

emancipation with all these excuses for slaveholding, did refrain

from, and interdict the holding of slaves by the members of their

conferences. The Philadelphia, the Baltimore, the Pittsburgh, and

the Ohio Conferences, held territory in the slaveholding States, and

preachers were annually sent from them to circuits and stations

among a community where not only the laws but public feeling were

in favour of slavery
;
yet they preserved themselves from all practical

participation in the evil, making the holding of slaves an insuperable

objection to the admission of a preacher to their conferences, or to

continuance in such relation. The Baltimore Conference, for in-

stance, not only included in its bounds the larger part of the Suite

of Maryland, one of the slaveholding States, but a larger portion of

Virginia than belonged to the Virginia Annual Conference. Yet

that conference had steadfastly maintained such exclusion, neither

admitting nor retaining a slaveholder in their body. Why the A^'irginia

** At the Conference of 1844, a travelling preacher attonJeJ as a visitor, who,

on his way, had stopped at Baltimore, and purchased from one of these barrar

coons a slave, whom lie subsequently took on or sent on to the South.
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Conference could not, or did not, preserve its ministers from the

great evil, we do not now inquire : but whatever was the cause of her

defection, it must be a subject of sincere regret, that that conference

hastened to avail itself of the ifiipunitj which the Discipline had gra-

dually come to allow to slaveholders ; and not only did many of her

ministers become owners of slaves, but the most ultra pro- slavery

opinions were adopted and advocated by her most influential mem-
bers. During the session of the General Conference of 1S44, no

subject which came under discussion, gave more offence than the

decision on the appeal of Mr. Harding, of the Baltimore Conference,

who had been suspended from the e.xercise of his ministry, because

he had become possessed of slaves by marriage, and refused to manu-

mit them. His advocate was one of the Virginia Conference dele-

gates, who e.xerted all his powers of rhetoric" to procure a reversal of

the decision, belabouring the Baltimore Conference without stint or

pity. The General Conference affirmed the decision nevertheless;

and the Virginia delegates led the way in the vindictive hostility of

the South toward their old friends and neighbours of the Baltimore

Annual Conference, for simply maintaining the discipline and usage

of Methodism as it had existed from the earliest date of its history

in the United States. But of this case we shall have occasion to

say more in a coming part of this review.

During the interval between the sessions of the General Confer-

ence of 1840 and 1S44, much had occurred to disturb the peace of

the Church. Many of the preachers, and a still greater number of

the laity, in the non-slaveholding States, had for some years been

uniting themselves with " Abolition Societies," which, if not abso-

lutely political associations, were decidedly of a political cast, and

very clearly indicated a political design. Some of the resolutions

and addresses of these societies were, to the utmost degi'ce, fanatical

and extravagant ; and their agents, employed to travel through the

free States to lecture on slavery, taught principles utterly subver-

sive of the Constitution, and directly tending to rebellion and civil

war. The General Conference had, from time to time, earncstl}- re-

monstrated with the members of the Church against all participation

in the doings of these societies, and exhorted her members wholly

to "abstain" from agitating the subjects of slavery and abolition, as

no beneficial lesult could be eifectcd by them in the free States, on

a subject over which the slaveholding States only had any control.

But this good counsel was rejected: and there were many ^Icthodists

who not only continued their connexion with the political abolition-

ists, but also proceeded to form themselves into " Methodist Anti-

Slavery Societies," thereby announcing to the world that the Church
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it

was no longer anti-slavery in doctrine, discipline, or feeling ; and tliat,

consequently, it was necessary to organize within it an " impcrium
in impeno"—a. sort of Jacobin club, who were to compel the alter-

ation of the rules of Discipline after their own fashion, and expel

from the communion of the Church all who did not submit to their

dicta, and immediately manumit their slaves. No allowance was
made for circumstances. " Slavery was a sin under all circumstances,

and all that was required to extirpate slavery was to cease sinniu"."

In vain was it pleaded that such disciplinary law would be ruinous

to the slaves themselves; as, while it could not effect their frecdum,

even if their owners should obey the law, it would subject them to

be sold into more distant slavery, accompanied by the sundering of

the social ties which constituted their only solace in slavery. All

this was nothing to "the men of one idea." The "Methodist
Anti-Slavery Society" was formed and organized by a convention

of persons claiming to be members, and many of them ministers, of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, in open defiance of the advice and
admonitions of the General Conference. All who did not co-operate

Tvith them were denounced as aiders and abettors of slavery ; and,

to cap the climax of absurdity, they appointed another convention to

form a separate missionary society, as it Avas held to be inconsi.st-

ent with their principles to mingle their contributions with the
" blood money " of a pro-slavery Church.

Finally things came io a crisis. The great body of Methodists,

lay and clerical, in the free States, though decidedly and consci-

entiously op})oscd to the Avholc system of slavery, were, nevertheless,

as loyal citizens, opposed to any political action which tendeil to

impair the union of the States; and as Methodists, they adhered to

the Discipline of the Church, as it had been found necessary to make
it, under the circumstances in which the Church found her slavchold-

ing members placed by State legislation. From this position thoy

were not to be moved ; and, moreover, they were not disposed to i>>h-.

rate the fanatical radico-abolitionists in the Church. It was in.'sisted.

that to assume the patronymic appellation of "Methodist " for llicir

association, was deliberate insult to the Church ; and that, in point of

fact, they had, by uniting themselves to a society which they them-

selves insisted was a religious society, but which was unknown to. or

not recognised by, the Methodist Episcopal Church, and from which

all members of the Church who did not subscribe to their dogmas

were interdicted, they had withdrawn from the Church, and should

be so considered, and dealt with' by the Church authorities. Finally

the ultra radico-abolitionists withdrew from the Church, ami set

np for themselves, organizing what they facetiously denominated
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" The True Wesleyan Church," without a single attribute peculiar

to Weslcyanism in its composition or character. It was found,

however, that although the Churches in the New-England States

had been long agitated by ultra-abolition movements, they gene-

rally remained sound in their attachment to the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, its doctrines and discipline. The secession was

inconsiderable. The storm soon subsided, and since that time the

New-England Churches have been essentially conservative, and have

greatly prospered. The Eastern conferences sent, on the whole,

a peace-loving, and eminently Methodist delegation to the General

Conference. From this quarter, therefore, nothing could be

apprehended tending to disturb the hannony of the Church. In

the other free States but little disturbance was produced by
the radico-abolitionary movement. A few, here and there, seceded,

without apparent object or aim; and were soon at a loss them-

selves to know where they were, except that they were without

influence or standing anywhere. Thus matters stood in the free

States at the time when the General Conference assembled in the

city of New-York, in May, 1844. Let us now turn to the Southern

department of the Church, and take a view of its position in respect

to what might be expected to happen during the coming session of

the General Conference.

The result of the agitations in the free States on the subject of

slavery, the firm stand taken and maintained against the agitators,

and the final deliverance from them by the secession, had restored

the brethren in the Southern conferences to a more confiding rela-

tion to their brethren in the other portions of the connexion. They
had at every step resisted, with moderation, but with finnness and
unanimity, as well as with great power of reasoning and argument,

any change of disciplinary regulation on the subject of slavery. To
require emancipation by our members or ministers, in States where
the emancipated would not be allowed to enjoy freedom, was, they

alleged, not only unjust to the owners, but a cruelty to the slaves,

both in regard to their civil and religious interests. And moreover,

in some of the States, any action of the Church interfering with the

relation of master and slave, would eftoctually cut off all access to

the slaves by the ministers of the Church. So sensitive were the

great planters of the Southern and South-Westem States on this sub-

ject, that the slightest movement in the direction of abolition, would,

it was said, excite such apprehension as to induce them to take effec-

tual measures to exclude Methodist preachers from all access to their

slaves ; and thus all the benevolent efforts to establish missions for

the purpose of carrying the Gospel to the slaves would be frus-
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trated by the action of the very Church which, if not " embarrassed

by too much regulation," was best calculated by her economy, to

furnish the word of life to the millions of poor oppressed Africans,

and descendants of Africans, in the extreme South and South-

West. And these, of all people, needed most the consolations of

the Christian religion.

At the Conference of 1840, conservative counsels prevailed; but

there was a small minority, whose influence in future conferences

was looked to with some apprehension. Happily this spirit had

been extinguished by the late secession, and the South, which pro-

posed no changes—asked for no further accommodation—were gra-

tified and pacified by the now confident expectation, that after the

hurricane which had passed over the Northern and Western Churches,

the atmosphere was defecated and purified, and no ultra movements

were to be apprehended.

But before the General Conference of 1844, there was some in-

dication that the South, departing from her conservative course,

would throw an apple of discord into the conference. It was more

than intimated in one of the Metliodist papers in the South, that the

slaveholding conferences would no longer abide the long-established

usage and practice of the Church in preserving the episcopacy, or

general superintendcncy, free from all connexion with slavery. It

was, it was said, an imputation on the slaveholding preachers of the

South, which they could no longer endure ; and an exclusion from the

episcopacy, which was not warranted by any positive enactment.

Hence it was suggested, that at the ensuing General Conference, the

Southern delegates, though a minority, would demand the election of,

at least, one slaveholder to the episcopal oflBce ; and that the South,

if not gratified, could not, without degradation, remain in the con-

nexion. This created great alarm in the Church in the free States,

and particularl}' in the border conferences, whose districts included

territory in the free, as well as in the slaveholding States. But

these fears were allayed by the South itself The suggestion waa

rebuked by the common feeling, and Dr. Capers stood prominently

among those who condemned it. In a communication to one of the

Southern Methodist papers, he deprecated all attempts to innovate

upon the usage of the Church, which, for the sake of peace and har-

mony, had heretofore filled the office of bishop, whenever an occasion

for election arose, with an elder selected without regard to the place

or the conference in which he had laboured, but always from among
those who were not encumbered with slaves. The doctor was even

pleased to say, he should doubt the heart of any one who would be

willing to go to the North as a slaveholding bishop. This rebuke
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from a distinguished member of the South Carolina Conference, and

who would have been hu^ before in the episcopal oflBce, had he been

able to extricate himself from the embarrassment of holding slaves,

was like oil poured on the troubled Avaters. Even those who at first

favoured the Southern pretension, gave it up as hopeless, and there

was a general understanding that no slaveholder would be nominated

by Southern delegates for the episcopate. Assurance of this was

explicitly and empiiatically given by Bishop Soule during the session

of the Baltimore Annual Conference, in the month of ^larch imme-

diately preceding the session of the General Conference in IMay.

Thus this portentous storm passed harmlessly over us, and every

heart throbbed with the delightful anticipation of a peaceful and use-

ful session of the great <klogated body, to Avhom the interests of the

Church were constitutionally confided. How fatally these hopes

were disai)pointed, is now matter of history.

Soon after the session of the General Conference of 1844 com-

menced, it was whisfiored around that Bishop Andrew had become

the owner of slaves, by his marriage to a widow lady of Georgia.

The report Avas not credited at first. Bishop Soule being applied

to for information on the subject, stated that he had no knowledge

of the facts in the case, further than that Mrs. Andrew was in the

possession of slaves. Whether she held them in her own right, or

for her children, he did not know, but he did not hesitate to say, that

if Bishop Andrew was inextricably connected with slavery he Avould

resign. He had heard the bishop often express a wish to resign the

episcopal ofllce before the death of his former wife; and the con-

nexion of our episcopacy with slavery, he said, was utterly imprac-

ticable. It was ascertained, however, by some of the members,

that the slaves had become realh' the property of Bishop Andrew,

by the laws of Georgia, his \\\[o owning them absolutely, without any

reversionary right in her children; and the conference, on motion,

took the following action in the premises, in order to bring the mat-

ter fairly before the body. »

On the 20th day of May. the Rev. John A. Collins, of the Baltimore

Conference, offered the fijllowing preamble and resolution, which was

adopted, viz :

—

"Whereas it is currently ropoi tod, and pencrally understood, that one of

the Bishop:! of the ^K'tllo^li^t Ejii.-copal Church ha? become connected with

slavery; rnd whereas it is iluc to this General Conference to have a proper

understanding of the matter; thonfurc, licsolvcfl, that the Committee on the

Episcopacy be Instructed to ascertain the facts in the case, and report the

results of their inve?tigation to this body to-morrow morning."

Accordingly, Dr. Paine, chairman of the Committee on the Epis-

copacy, made a report on the following day. The Committee had
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ascertained the facts in the case, in respect to which they were in-

structed to report by the resolution of the preceding day. Bishop

Andrew had become " connected with slavery." The Committee had

obtained an interview with him, and at their request the Bishop had

addressed a Avritten communication to them, in which the facts in

relation to his case were stated, and the Committee asked leave to

submit the communication as the report they had been instructed to

make. In his letter to the Committee, the Bishop fully and explicitly

admitted the fact that he had acquired the absolute oAnicrsliip of a

number of slaves by his late marriage, but that he had secured these

slaves, by deed of trust, to his wife, after marriage.

Thus it appeared that Bishop Andrew had not only become a

slaveholder, but had deliberately placed emancipation out of his

power, by conveying his slaves, by a deed of trust, to a third person.

It was afterwards learned that the deed created reversionary in-

terests, which could not be legally revoked even if his wife should

consent, as the trustees could not relinquish the trust but by a legal

process, in which a substitute must be appointed, so as to render the

trusteeship perpetual. His slaves and their descendants, as the

deed had created contingent reversionary intierests, were, therefore,

beyond the reach of mercy, even if the legislature of Georgia should

at any time thereafter take off all restriction in respect to the manu-

mission of slaves. Rev. J. A. Collins moved, and the motion was

adopted, that the report be laid on the table and made the special

order for the next day.

On the ^^d of May, the Rev. A. Griffith, of the Baltimore Con-

ference, offered the following preamble and resolution :

—

"WTiereas the Rev. James O. Andrew, one of the bishops of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, has become connected with slavery, as communicated in

his statement in reply to the inquiry of the Committee on the Epifcojiacy,

which reply is embodied in their report of yesterday ; and whereas it has been

from the origin of said Church a settled policy and invariable usage, to elect

no person to the olhce of bishop who was embarrassed with this great evil, as

under such circumstances it would be impossible for a bishop to cxeniso the

functions, and perform the duties assic^ned to a general superintendent, with

iwiceptance, in that large portion of his'charge in which slavery does not exist;

and whereas Bishop Andrew himself was nominated by our brethren of the

slavcholding States, and elected by the General Conference of 1832 as a can-

didate who, though living anioncj a slaveholding population, was, nevertheless,

free from all personal connexion with slavery ; and whereas this, is in all

periods in our history as a Church, the one least favourable to such an inno-

vation upon the practice and usage of Methodism, as to confide a part of the

general itinerant superintendency to a slaveholder; therefore,

" Resokeil, That the Rev. James O. Andrew be, and he is hereby affec-

tionately rc(jucsted to resign his ofHcc, as one of the bishops of the Methodist

Episcopal Church."

After considerable discussion the following; substitute was offered
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for the Rev. Mr. Griffith's preamble and resolution, by the Rev.

James B. Finley. of the Ohio Annual Conference, and seconded by

Rev. J. M. Trimble:—

" ^V^lcreas the Discipline of our Church forbids the doing anything calcu-

lated to destroy our general itinerant superintcndcncy ; and whereas Bishop

Andrew has become connected with slavery by marriage and otherwise, and

this act having drawn after it circumstances which, in the estimation of the

General Conference, will greatly embarrass the exercise of his ofiice as an

itinerant general superintendent, if not in some places entirely prevent it;

therefore,
*^ Resolved, That it is the sense of this General Conference, that he desist

from the exercise of this ollice so long as this impediment remains."

A lon^ and earnest debate upon the above substitute for the

original resolution followed, in which great talents and power of

argumentation were exhibited, and we are gratified to be able to add

that, with few and only incidental exceptions, the courtesy of gentle-

men and the law of Christian kindness were constantly preserved

throughout the whole struggle. "We shall give no synopsis of the

speeches on either side, as they were generally published in the

Methodist papers of the time, and are preserved in a pamphlet sub-

sequently issued from the Methodist Book Concern. Our purpose

is only to review, very briefly, the positions taken in justification of

the separation of the conferences in the slaveholding States from the

Methodist Episcopal Church, in consequence of the adoption of Mr.

Finley's resolution, as these positions are to be found in the state-

ments, documents, and reasoning, contained in the two publications

placed at the head of this article.

Before the passage of the Rev. ^Ir. Finley's resolution, all the

bishops, except Bishop Andrew, united in presenting a written pro-

position, to suspend all action in the case of Bishop Andrew until the

next session of the General Conference. But it was evident that

such a measure afforded no ground of hope that the peace of the

Church would be preserved, or that the agitations which the Bishop's

position must occasion would be even postponed. The former re-

commendation of the General Conference to the Churches through-

out the whole connexion, to wholly "abstain" from all agitation of

the questions of slavery and abolition would not only be nullified,

but the agitation would be extended to conference districts where it

had been heretofore either unknown or comparatively harmless.

The Southern conferences themselves would be thrown into agitar-

tion, as they would be roused into action by the apprehension that

at the next session of the General Conference, when the case of

Bishop Andrew must again come up, some decisive condemnation

of their slaveholding bishop would take place, and delegates must be
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chosen who would firmly sustain " southern rights ;" and the middle

conferences, having both free and slaveholding territory, would find

the membership as well as ministry divided in opinion and feeling

on the subject. To restrain the liberty of speech or of the press

there is no pretension of right, further than the indisputable right of

the Church to punish by common expulsion for the licentious abuse

of the liberty, in violation of Christian morality. AVithin these

limits, however, what alienation of feeling, what sti-ife and contention

might be produced. For the rest, both in the East and West, the

ultra-abolitionists, though they had mostly withdrawn from the

Church, were nevertheless alive and active, and would rejoice in the

opportunity of fastening their oft-repeated charge of pro- slavery

upon the Methodist Episcopal Church. They would hasten to ring

the changes on the fact that we had taken another step towards sanc-

tioning slavery ; the General Conference itself having sanctioned it

in the case of one of the general superintendents for, at least, four

years to come, and would be compelled at the next session to suc-

cumb to it finally and entirely without hope of redemption. With
this weapon, furnished by the General Conference itself, the seceders

would have been able to renew the conflict in the societies already

weakened and crippled by secession, and little short of utter destruc-

tion must follow.

But this was not all. Even should all this be endured, there was

nothing in the speeches of the Southern delegates to guarantee or even

to give ground of hope, that if the decision of the ensuing General

Conference should bo adverse to Bishop Andrew, they would abide

the decision. And in private conversation some of them did not

hesitate to say, that if Bishop Andrew " should be touched " at the

end of four years' convulsion, the South would Avithdraw. They
would not even agree that he should be left to his own sense of pro-

priety with respect to resigning his office. " He must retain it to

test the principle,"—that is, the "principle" upon which they

claimed to have slaveholding bishops.

It may be asked, whether the bishops could not foresee these evils

when they made the proposition to postpone? We cheerfully and
most cordially subscribe to the universal opinion of the Church, that

they arc men of great sagacity and sound judgment, and no one has

intimated a doubt of at least a majority of them being influenced by
a sincere and ardent desire to advise what they hoped would tend to

the peace and prosperity of the whole Church; but one of them very

soon Avithdrcw his name from the recommendation, distinctly admit-

ing that he had, since his signature had been appended, become
convinced, by information which had reached him, that the measure
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would not produce peace, but multiply agitation ; and two more of

the bishops only suffered their signatures to remain, the one, because

he came into the measure under a train of circumstances -which left

him little or no option in the premises,—he adopted it as a last re-

sort and with little hope of success ; it did, however, appear to

him that it would he better to put " that view before the General

Conference, and let it take its course, and, so far as he himself was

concerned, he should be perfectly satisfied with the result ;" he dep-

recated protracted discussion, and hoped the communications of the

bishops would not produce such effect,—and the other bishop only

permitted his signature to remain, that it might show that he had done

everything in his power to preserve peace. It is evident, therefore,

that a majority of the bishops had, very shortly after the presenta-

tion of their proposition, come to doubt of the effect wliich they had

hoped it would produce. But we suspect the bishops were in-

fluenced in the presentation of the proposition to postpone action,

by reasons which they were not at liberty to state to the conference.

Suppose, that, in conversation with his colleagues, Bishop Andrew
had said, that " if the conference passed over his case and took no

action on the subject, he would get out of the way." His colleagues

would not be at liberty to report this intimation to the conference,

but it might very well be supposed to influence their desire for post-

ponement of conference action. Yet as the conference could not be

informed of this intention of Bishop Andrew, and as it was very

well understood that his original desire to resign at once had been

counteracted by the advice of the Southern delegates, in caucus, the

conference was compelled to act in the case of the bishop, on the

presumption that ho would continue to exercise his official functions

and prerogatives as a general superintendent unless the conference

gave some decision adverse to his purpose. Such we have reason to

believe was the state of the case. The bishops recommended a

postponement of action, in confident expectation that Bishop Andrew
would resign before the next session of the conference ; but they were

not at liberty to assign this as the reason for their recommendation.

The conference acted upon the conviction to which they had come,

from a knowledge of the determination of the Southern delegates, in

caucus, that he should not resign, but should "test the principle;"

and hence, by a large majority, laid the recommendation of the

bishops on the table, and took up and passed the resolution express-

ing the "sense" of the body, that Bishop Andrew ought to suspend

the exercise of his ofllcial functions while the impediment remained,

which they apprehended would so fiitally interfere with his accepta-

bility in the larger portion of the Church.
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Subsequently, the bishops haviii;; communicated some doubts as

to the position in -which the resolution of the conference had left

Bishop Andrew, the conference voted that his name should remain

as heretofore, in the Minutes, Hymn Book, and Discipline ; that the

rule in reference to the support of a bishop applied to Bishop

Andrew ; and that " whether in any, and in what work he should be

employed, is to be determined by his own decision and action, in re-

lation to the previous action of the conference in his case." Bishop

Andrew was thus left to his own conviction of duty, either to disre-

gard the will of the conference, and resume his functions as a bishop,

or to comply Avith its expressed wish, and cease to act as a general

superintendent while he remained a slaveholder.

In the mean time some efforts were made to relieve him from his

embarrassments. A prominent member of the conference proposed

to the friends of the bishop to buy his slaves, at whatever price they

would name, and send them to Africa, stating that he was authorized

to say the money should bo forthcoming witliin forty-eight hours.

No response was made to this proposition. We presume the pro-

position was not acceptable to a large proportion of the Southern

delegates, as it would not have afforded the opportunity " to test the

principle." And besides, Bishop Andrew had rendered a compli-

ance with the proposal impracticable, by the trusteeship he had

voluntaril}'- created, and wliich prohibited either the emancipation or

the sale of his slaves. If he outlived his wife, they would bo his,

and he Avould be at liberty to do as he pleased witli them ; but if

his wife should survive him, they would become her property, and

descend to her children. This reversionary interest could not be

voided, and hence he could not sell or manumit in advance of the

contingency contained in the deed of trust.

The Southern delegations had previously presented " A Declara-

tion," in which they say, that " the continued agitation of the subject

of slavery and abolition in a portion of the Churcli, the fixqucnt

action on that subject in the General Conference, and cspccinlly the

extra-judicial proceedings against Bishop Andi-CAv. which resulted in

his virtual suspension from the office of superintendent, niu.-t pro-

duce a state of things in the South which renders a continuance of'

the jurisdiction of the General Conference over these conferences

inconsistent with the success of the ministry in the slaveholding

States."

Upon the reading of this declaration, some exception was tik«n-

to the charge of " extra-judicial proceedings " as untrue, and insult-

ing to the conference; but, after some explanation, the paper was.
referred to a committee, previously appointed to devise a plaa of

"
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paciGcatiou, who subsequently reported their inability to agree upon

any report which they judged likely to meet the approbation of the

conference.

Tliere followed this declaration a formal "Protest" against the

action of the General Conference in the case of Bishop Andrew,

which we may suppose to embody the principal objections to the

action of the conference, and the arguments by which these objec-

tions are intended to be sustained. The conference appointed a

committee to prepare a statement of the facts connected Avith the pro-

ceedings in the case of Bishop Andrew, and to examine the " Pro-

test," who made a report, which, together with the "Protest," was

entered upon the journals, and published at the Methodist Episcopal

Book Concern. In the "History" mider review, the "Protest" is

given at length, but the " Reply " was found too unmanageable to

appear before the Southern public. It was safer to garble and mis-

represent it, and accordingly this work has been performed with

admirable dexterity and success.

Li confonnity with this "Declaration" and "Protest" aforesaid,

the Southern delegates issued, immediately after the close of the

conference, an " Address to the Ministers and Members of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, in the slaveholding States and Terri-

tories." In this address they explicitly avow their conviction that a

division of the Church has been rendered necessary by the action of

the late General Conference
;
yet they condescend to say, " Disposed,

however, to defer to the judgment of the Church, we leave this sub-

ject with you." But they left it to the Church with the assurance

that a separation nmst inevitably come, sooner or later, and all that

remained to be decided was, whether the time had already come.

K the annual c(jnferences should agree with them, they proposed a

plan of proceciling b}'- which a convention of delegates should assem-

ble at Louisville, Kentucky, to take such measures in the premises

as might, to that body, seem necessary. The preliminary steps were

taken at the coining annual conferences. The delegates met, and the

work of separation was consummated ; the new Church adopting the

Discipline, doctrines, and ritual, of the Methodist Episcopal Church

entire, except vith such verbal alterations as might be found neces-

sary to adapt it to a separate and distinct ecclesiastical organiza-

tion.

The " History of the Organization," etc., contains the proceedings of

the slaveholding annual conferences, severally, in ecrtenso, as well as

those of the Louisville convention. The grievances which impelled

to separation are reiterated again and again, but we do not find that

they vary materially from those which are enumerated in the Decla-

2G*
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ration and Protest to which we have referred. These may all be

summed up in the alleged violation of what they are pleased to call

the "compromise law of the Discipline," contained in the tenth

section, in the case of Mr. Harding and Bishop Andrew; the

agitations of the questions of slavery and abolition among the

Methodists of the free States, and the frequent action on these

subjects in the General Conference. To all Avhich it may be, and

has been answered, that the tenth section of the Discipline contains

nothing in the nature of a compromise law, and has no single attri-

bute of a "treaty" or "compact," as the "Protest" vainly argues

;

but is simply a rule of discipline, containing all that the General

Conference found itself able to do, for " the extirpation of the great

evil of slavery," in view of the action of the legislatures of the slave-

holding States, restraining the manumission of slaves, with the

privilege to the emancipated of enjoying freedom.

But whatever maybe the nature of the rule of discipline referred to,

whether " compact," " treaty," " compromise," or simple rule of dis-

cipline, having the same character as all other rules enacted by the

General Conference, it has no connexion with or bearing on the case

of Bishop Andrew. The General Conference did not arraign him

under it, or justify their action by any application of it to his case.

That body looked elsewhere in the Discipline for the justification of

the course they took in the premises. They found it written ex-

pressly, that a bishop was amenable to the General Conference.

" who have power to expel him for improper conduct, if they see it

necessary." They deemed it "improper conduct" in Bishop An-

drew, to place himself voluntarily in a position which rendered him

wholly unavailable to the larger portion of the Church as a general

superintendent; but they did not deem it "necessary" to proceed

to extremities. They held, as it has always been held, that the rule

authorized deposition ; but as the position of Bishop Andrew was

accompanied by some palliating circumstances, and might possibly

be altered, they only advised that he should cease to exercise the

functions of a general superintendent, or bishop, until he could do so

without disturbing the peace of the Church.

But the minority of the conference, finding it impossible t^ evade

the force or escape the consequences of this rule of discipline, re-

sorted, in their speeches and " Protest," to doctrines, in respect to

Methodist episcopacy, which, if not entirely new, had only been at-

tributed by the most bitter enemies of our Church government, and

which had been disavowed as a slander by its defenders. The
episcopacy, in the view of the minority, was a " co-ordinate branch

of the government," which is explained by the writer r ' the " Protest"
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to mean " an independent department, a separate sphere of exe-

cutive power of action, standing in the same relation to the Con-

stitution that the General Conlcrence docs." A bishop, therefore,

is not amenable, as such, to the General Conference, but only as a

minister. He might be punished or expelled from the Church for

immoral conduct, but his episcopal authority could be taken away in

no other mode than by trial and conviction of crime. He might be-

come imbecile, offensive in manners, if not criminally so, and pro-

duce universal discontent, and the Church could have no relief, even

through the action of the General Conference. Why not assume

the " Divine right," and the " indelible imprint " at once ?

To sustain this view of the episcopacy, its advocates were com-

pelled to take high- Church grounds, bordering upon Puscyism

itself. Our episcopacy, they alleged, "in its origin and perpetua-

tion, is derived from Mr. Wesley alone;" and the right of epis-

copal jurisdiction is communicated in ordination, and not in election

by the General Conference. Here is the Divine right of succession

with a vengeance, differing from the prclatical pretension only in

deriving the succession through presbyters instead of bishops ; for

Mr. Wesley was only a presbyter. He had expressly denounced
the prelatical doctrine of succession as a fable ; and we are not to

suppose, without some proof, that he held the doctrine of succession

through presbyters as a whit more orthodox than through prelates.

But these high- Church notions of episcopal authority, independ-
ence, and jurisdiction, had to encounter the well-settled theory of

Methodist episcopacy, as stated and explained by the first bishops

of the Church, and by Dr. Emory in his " Defence of the Fathers
;"

and it was crushed and utterly annihilated by the contact. Dr.

Coke and Mr. Asbury in their notes, or commentaries, on the Dis-
cipline, published by the request of the General Conference, ex-

pressly declare " the American bishops are as responsible as any of

the preachers. They are perfectly subject to the General Confer-
ence." The italicising follows the copy. And, again :

" They [the

bishops] are perfectly dependent upon the General Conference."
And yet again :

" Among us there is no exception. Our bishops
are bound to obey, and submit to the General Conference." There
is much more of the same import in these commentaries, but the

above quotations may suflice to show that the high- Church notions

of episcopal authority and independence assumed in the Protest,

constituted no part of primitive American Methodism, or of the

opinions of those who instituted Methodist episcopacy.
• J^or has there been any change in this respect since the present

form of Church government was instituted ; Dr. Coke was dispos-
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sessed of his episcopal authority, at the General Conference of 1808,

by simple resolution, without formal charges or trial. And it is

well known that the same hody repealed a minute, in which they

had, in the exuberance of their gi-atitude, constituted Mr. AVesley

the absolute governor of the Church ; and few sessions of the body

since that time can be referred to in which its supremacy, within

the restrictive articles, is not asserted by direct action in regard to

episcopal authority, limiting and controlling it as occasion required,

without the least intimation of restraint from any source but the

constitutional article which forbids " destroying the episcopacy, or

altering the plan of our general itinerant superintendcncy." The
bishops, in their Address to the General Conference of 1844, con-

finn this view of episcopal subordination, and expressly recommend

a jealous supervision of episcopal administration. Dr. Emory, in

his " Defence of the Fathers " against the charges of Alexander

M'Caine in liis "History and Mystery of Methodist Episcopacy,"

takes the same view of orn* episcopacy, and his " Defence " was

sanctioned by the approbation of the whole Church, North and

South.

It would appear, therefore, that this novel doctrine of episcopal

authority and jurisdiction was taken up by the delegates from

the slaveholding conferences to serve a purpose, and was founded

on no just or tenable gi'oimds whatever. The General Conference

had a perfect right to hold Bisliop Andrew responsible for any act

"or conduct" wluch rendered him, in any degree, unavailable in

the discharge of the oflBcial duties and prerogatives they had im-

posed or confen'cd by his election in 183- to the office of bishop or

superintendent. He had been elected, on the recommendation of

Southern delegates, as being in other respects qualified, and as

being free from the eraban-assment of " slaveholding." It Avas per-

fectly well understood that Dr. Capers would have been the choice

of the majority had he not frankly stated his inextricable entangle-

ment with this "great evil." and recommended James 0. Andrew
as being, like himself, a Southern man, but a non- slaveholder. It

was, for good reasons, desirable to elevate a Southern man to tlie

oflSce of bishop, though it was impracticable to impose a slaveholder

on a large portion of the Church ; and hence the Rev. J. 0. An-
drew was taken up by the delegates from the conferences which had

preserved their members from the " evil," although they held much
territory in slaveholding States, and he was elected. He was a

member of a conference in the extreme South, and the extreme

South claimed to be represented in the ejiiscopacy. it was judged

to be a matter of expediency and prudence to giatify their wishes.
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if it could be done without electing a slaveholder, and the oppor-

tunity to do so was found in the Southern recommendation of Mr.

Andrew to their choice.

From the first organization of the Church in 1784, to the assem-

bling of the conference of 1844, no slaveholder had been elected to

the episcopal office. In 1S32 and in 1S3G, strong claims to a slave-

holding bishop were made by the more ultra pro-slavery delegates,

and Bishop Andrew's election was opposed by some of his personal

friends from the South because he was supported as a candidate by

those who objected to a slaveholding bishop. In 1836, the ultraists

among the Southern delegates were requested by the Baltimore

Conference delegation, to nominate a Southern man for the epis-

copal office who was not a slaveholder, with a promise to support

him ; but they replied, that " if they had a hundred men, in every

other respect qualified, but not a slaveholder, they would not nomi-

nate one." The consequence was, that the Rev. Messrs. Waugh
and Morris were elected; and already the intimation came from

Southern delegates that a secession had become necessary,—a ne-

cessity, however, Avhich they patiently endured mitil they found a

slaveholding bishop made to their hand, and who submitted to their

dictum not to resign, but to brave all consequences for the purpose

of " testing the principle."

Upon a review of tlie whole matter, we think no just ground of

offence was given to the South at the General Conference of 1844

by the action in the case of Bishop Andrew. The charge of acting

without law, above law, and contrary to law, is to the last degree

unjust. The conference acted toward him with the greatest deli-

cacy, tenderness, and kindness. They had heard that he had acted

improperly ; not to the amount of crime or immorality, but, never-

theless, to a degree which rendered him an unsuitable general sup-

erintendent of the Church; and they directed the Standing Committee
on the episcopacy to inquire into the fact. The committee invited

the bishop to meet them. He did so, and agi'eed to make a state-

ment of the facts in writing. This statement was submitted to the

conference as the report of the committee, and upon this, the

bishop's own voluntary statement of the case, without calling wit-

ness to give even a different colouring of the facts, the conference

proceeded to act by resolution, and determined what, in their judg-

ment, it was proper for the bishop to do, in order to prevent the

injury which the impediment he had raised to his acceptabihty and
usefulness would inevitably occasion. He was, moreover, heard in

his owTi defence, and the whole subject was discussed for several

weeks, chiefly by his advocates, before the decision was had. Surely
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no man could desire to be dealt with more respectfully and tenderly

than Bishop Andrew was ; and yet the proceedings in his case have

been denounced in the South with an asperity of condemnation

almost unparalleled in ecclesiastical controversy. The principal

grievance of the South has really no foundation at all.

The proceedings in the case of ]Mr. Harding were covered by the

tenth section of the Discipline. There is no law in Maryland by

which a manumitted slave can be reduced again to slavery. Slaves

can be legally set free, and permitted to enjoy freedom in the State,

and instances of it are constantly occurring. But it is alleged, and

perhaps truly, that the slaves were by law the property of his wife.

He admitted, however, that his wife would concur in the manmnis-

Bion if it could be legally executed. But if this had not been the

fact, he was inexcusable in not securing the freedom of the slaves

before marriage, as he knew he could not be available as an itine-

rant minister, and would not have been received as such by the

Baltimore Conference. That conference has a large district of

territory in Pennsylvania, where a slavcholding preacher would not

be received ; and it is doubtful whether such a preacher could be

sent with propriety, or hope of usefulness, to a large proportion of

her Maryland territory. The case of Harding served the purpose

of the South for the time. We do not suppose he would noiu pass

for a "martjT" or a "confessor," even with Dr. Smith.

There remains to be removed only the intolerable grievance of " agi-

tation on the subject of slavery and abolition in the North," and the

frequent action of the General Cunferonce on those subjects. Of the

last, it is impossible to see how the conference could avoid such

action. The South sometimes brought up subjects which necessa-

rily involved such action ; and as the conference could not deny the

right of petition, some action was demanded, even in respect to the

most ultra petitions of the North. They nmst be received and

refen-ed. But it is admitted that no action of the two preceding

conferences gave offence to the South. Delegates from the slave-

holding conferences repeatedly admitted that they were eminently

conservative. And as to the agitations complained of, the South

were beyond their reach. All the injury sustained from them fell

upon the Northern and Western Churches. It is evident, therefore,

that these complaints are only brought in as make weight. The

real gi*ievance was, that the established usage of the General Con-

ference excluded slavcholding ministers from the episcopal oflBce.

The Louisville Convention, constituted of delegates elected by

the annual conferences wholly in slavcholding States and Territories,

assembled in Louisville, Kentucky, on the first day of ^lay, 1S45.
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A large committee was appointed " to take into consideration, and

report on, tlie propriety and necessity of a Southern organization,

according to the Tlan of Separation adopted by the late General

Conference," &c. But the convention did not await the report of

the committee on the propriety and necessity of the measure, but,

on motion of Dr. W. A. Smith, determined the matter, instructing

the committee to report in favour of separation, if they found there

was no reasonable ground of hope that the Northern majority would

recede from their ground, etc. How the committee was to ascer-

tain the disposition of the Northern majority of the late General

Conference in respect to the subject, does not appear. The com-

mittee, nothing loth, reported the " Plan," and it was adopted with

very few dissenting votes.

In their "Resolutions," the convention justifies its action by
"the Plan of Separation adopted by the General Conference of

1844," though the Report of the Committee, which was adopted, in

addition to this ground, enters into an elaborate vindication of the

measm-e from the acknowledged inherent rights of man. How far

this act of the convention is justified by the " Plan of Separation,"

depends upon what a strict interpretation of its pro^^sions imports,

and upon the constitutional right of the General Conference to

enact it. As to the rights of man, whether moral, social, or poli-

tical, they are wholly irrelevant, as it is not the right of secession

that is claimed, but the right to constitute a part of the Methodist

Episcopal Church under a separate organization and independent

jurisdiction.

In all fairness we must admit that " the Report of the Committee

of Nine," adopted by the General Conference of 1844, did authorize

a division of the Church contingently. The contingency which was

to justify it was Jivccssity, and of this necessity the annual confer-

ences in the slaveholding States were to be the' judges. The con-

dition expressed in the first "Resolution" is, "Should the annual

conferences in the slaveholding States find it necessary to unite in a

distinct CGclesiastical connexion," etc. These conferences did. with

all foi-mality, proceed to decide that the contingency had occun-ed,

both in their primary assemblies, and in a convention of delegates,

duly elected and instnicted by their constituencies. The act. there-

fore, was justified by the authority given in the "Plan of Separa-

tion," if the General Conference of 1S44 had the constitutional

power to enact it.

We are aware that it has been objected, that the delegates from

the South to the General Conference of 1S44, anticipated the de-

cision of their annual conferences, and determined the necessity of 3
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geparation, in an " Address to the Ministers and Members of the

Methodist Episcopal Church in tlic Slavcholdin^ States and Teni-

tories." This is true ; and it is also tme, that some of these dele-

gates did attend meetings of the societies immediately after their

return, called for the purpose of taking into consideration the

grievances of the South, and expressing their opinion on the mea-

Bures necessary to be taken in the premises; and, moreover, that

they did, so for from attempting to soothe the asperities which had

been a^Yakened, address themselves to the pass>ions of their audiences,

appealing to the feelings and sensibilities of the })ublic, as well as

the members of the Chmch, in respect to slavery and abolition, in

consequence of which the most violent and abusive resolutions were

passed by these meetings. But all this was the unofficial action of

individuals, however numerous, and could not affect the validity of

the "Plan of Separation," Avhich addressed itself solely to the amiual

conferences of the slaveholding States. The conduct of the dele-

gates may be justly impugned as a breach of confidence toward the

majority of the General Conference of 1844, who, it seems, were

mis-led into the belief that the Southern delegates would only sub-

mit to a necessity for separation, not create that necessity. They

would bear with the action of the General Conference if their people

could be persuaded to bear it ; but they nmst go with the people of

their pastoral care. All this may have been said by very eminent

men among the minority, and intimations to the like effect may
have been given in debate; but there is nothing of it in the

bond—the official agi-eement, and therefore the agreement is not

violated, or vitiated by it. So much we are compelled to admit

;

but we do not, therefore, admit that the action of the Louisville

Convention was justified by the " Plan of Separation." We con-

tend that the Plan itself could confer no legal authority to divide

the Church, as the General Conference had no constitutional right

to pass or enact it. Nay, we hold that thoy were clearly, and in

terms, prohibited from doing so by the constitution of the Church

;

and hence the succeeding General Conference, immediately repre-

senting the judgment of their constituent assemblies—the annual

conferences, had a right to repeal the unconstitutional enactment,

and to declare it null and void, ah initio. The General Conference

of 1848 did repeal the enactment ; and the second publication placed

at the head of this article is a " Bill of E.xceptious," spread out into

more than two hundred pages, against the action of the conference

in this regard, as well as against the action of annual conferences,

editors, and agents of the Methodist Episcopal Church, antecedently

to the session of the conference.
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Wo are sorry we cannot say for the second, what we have said of

the first work we arc called upon to review, that it is written with

as much fairness, perhaps, as could have been reasonably expected

under the cu-cumstances. " The Appeal to Public Opinion " and

"Exceptions" abound in gross mis-statements and perversion of

facts ; in coarse and vulgar abuse of official bodies and individuals
;

and in the ascription of the worst motives to both. The style and

language does not affect the dignified, sober manner of argumenta-

tive discussion, but assumes the dogmatic, ipse dixit style of un-

questioned, absolute authority. No matter whether the General

Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, the annual confer-

ences, agents, or editors are spoken of, all are either fools or knaves.

Nothing else can account for their differing in opinion from the

writer—we will not say the writers, for the paternity is well kno-vMi.

The bloated, bombastic style, the overbearing tone and temper, and
the bold, unscrupulous assumption of superiority throughout the

work, would betray the authorship, even if the name of the writer

had not appeared in the title-page. A few specimens out of hun-
dreds AYhich might be given, will afford the reader an opportunity to

justly appreciate the work before us. Take the following :

—

" "We regard Christianity as dishonoured in its claims, and damao'ed in its

influence by all such movements, [anti-slavery movements;] and to the extent
any Church may become a pander to such methods of influence and dis-

tinction, we decline intercourse ; and no array of adverse combinations—no
"World's Alliance [Evan;:ellcal Alliance] shall ever drive us into such a
desecration of the divine claims of Christianity. "We leave every Church of
this description [innuendo, the ^lethodist Episcopal Church] alone in its f:;lory

and shame. "Wc have no sympathy with its extra Christian optimism."—P. 27.
" Wc submitted, and went with the Northern portion of the Church for the

Bake of peace, and on the ground of compromise, until we became perfectly
satisfied that they were off the BU>Je, and against the laM-s and polity of the
country on the subject [that is, of slavery]—were ultra and fanatic; impa-
tient of the restraints of truth and right—assaihng and attempting to under-
mine and overthrow civil institutions existing under the full sanction of the
national compact—sowing discord, and promoting disunion throuahout the
diftcrent States, as divided upon the question ; and then we deemed it time
to stop, and informed them distinctly we would no longer submit to such a
course."—P. 29.

Now it is of the Methodist Episcopal Church that all this is said,

not of individual members. The conference of 1844 did nothin^^,

absolutely nothing on the subjects of abolition or slavery; while at

the conferences of 1840 and 1836, all that was done was eminently
conservative, the Southern delegates themselves being judges. Upon
what ground then do the above denunciations rest ? How has the
Methodist Episcopal Church got "off the Bihle," turned "fuiatics"
and " distui-bers "' of the public peace? Remember, this is said in
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an " appeal to public opinion." Is it any marvel, then, that mob3 in

the South have forcibly ejected our preachers from their pulpits, and

by threats of violence prevented them from preaching the Gospel

Or is it any wonder that -with tliesc sentiments and feelings, south-

ern preachers should hasten to take possession of the houses of

worship from which our preachers have been tlms forcibly and law-

lessly ejected ? But here is more of it :
" The light and darkness

of heaven and hell are scarcely in more unyielding contrast than

the conduct of the Northern ^Methodist Church and that of Christ

and his apostles, in their action on the subject of slavery."

Agaui :

—

" Here may be seen at once the necessity for separation between the North

and the South of the Methodist Church. The wliole movement North is a

proclamation of notice, that the defective legislation of Heaven on the subject

of slavery can be borne no longer, and must be supplemented by 'another

Qospel'—the rare interfusions, and superadditions of abolition ethics and

anti-slavery propagandLsm."—P. 30.

Now, although the ISIethodist Episcopal Church had always firmly

resisted the fanaticism of the ultra abolitionists, so that they have

nearly all withdi-awn from the Church and set up, like our brethren

of the South, "a separate ecclesiastical organization," yet we must

do them the justice to say, that we have never heard them charged

with desiring to add a supplement to the Bible. They only con-,

tended that their notions were already in the Bible. But the writer

intended only a rhetorical flourish. He would say something bold

and strong, in a language far-fetched and recondite. He is ever

endeavouring to give us better bread than can be made of wheat.

Who can fail to recognise in these extracts, the hand of " Vindex,"

" Neal," "Presbyter," and "Dissenter," of "Mutual Rights" mem-

ory? But we have given enough of this appeal to the public to sliow

the character of the work. If all this is said of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church itself—and it is only a very small sample of what is

said of it—our readers can easily imagine how individual opponents

fare. And now having given specimens of the writer's rhetoric, let

us examine his logic.

It is asserted in the Appeal—as it is elsewhere by the support-

ers of the separation—with the air of demonstration, that the General

Conference of 1S44 had constitutional authority to enact the "Plan

of Separation," by virtue of the " full powers" granted to the General

Conference at the time of its institution, " to make all necessary rules

and regulations for the government of our Church." The constitu-

tion adds, however—what we shall show is fiital to the pretension

—

the words, " under the foUoicing limitations and restrictions." Of
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these limitations and restrictions we shall show that two of them at

least arc violated in the "Plan of Separation." But apart from

the restrictions, the question is, Does the power to make " rules and

regulations for the government of ' our ' Church—that is, the Me-
thodist Episcopal Church—grant or imply the power to create and

organize another Church, with separate jurisdiction and independent

legislative authority V" This is the real question to he determined.

But, so stated, the affiraiativc would be so absolutely and ridiculously

absurd, that no man, whose reputation for common sense and hon-

esty was worth preserving, would venture to support it. Its de-

formity must, therefore, be not oidy covered, but decked in the most

meretricious ornaments. Accordingly it is argued that the new
Chm-ch is not another Church, but the very same, because it is to

be built of the same materials—the same ministry and the same

members ; only it is to have independent powers of government

—

legislative, executive, and judicial. How hopelessly mystical is this

duality in unity. It reminds us of the sage decision of the Irish

court, who determined that " the county should build a new jail

;

that the new structure should be built with the materials of the old

one ; and that the old jail should stand until the new one was built."

The idea of identity between two communities, whether eccle-

siastical or civil, having each a perfectly distinct and independent

government, may, for all we know, be very profound, but it is equally

intangible, inscrutable, and incomprehensible. Our readers will in-

dulge us when, with all humility, we beg to be excused the task of

discussing a proposition which we confess we do not understand,

after all the verbiage which is wasted upon it in the books before

us. We must leave it, where the advocates of the " distinct eccle-

siastical organization " have placed it
—

" before the public."

But we have said that whatever be the "full poAvers" gi-anted to

the General Conference, they are granted under specific limitations

and restrictions. The force of this objection is wont to be met by
alleging that those limitations and restrictions are of no more force

than any other act of the General Conference which may be annulled

by its subsequent action. The restrictions were imposed, it is said,

by a General Conference, and the General Conference might, at any
future time, set them aside by virtue of inherent power.

The fallacy of this argument will be best exposed by a brief his-

tory of the institution of the General Conference as now composed.

Originally the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal

Church was composed of all the travelling preachers in full connex-

ion. The body as thus constituted met for the last time in 1S08.

It was invested with powers of government, limited only by the laws
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of the Supreme Lawgiver, to whom all thinr^s are given by the

Father, both in heaven and earth, and who is of right " head over

all things to the Church." In this conventional capacity they did

institute a delegated General Conference, transferring to, and vest-

ing -in, the then created body all the i)owers which the convention

possessed to make rules and regulations for the government of the

Methodist Episcopal Church ; under the paramount laws of its

Supreme Lawgiver ; with certain specified exceptions, embraced in

six restrictive articles. IIow the " all power," limited specifically

by the same power which confeiTcd it, can be without limitation or

restriction we cannot conceive.

We take the following positions :—The act of the General Con-

ference of 1844, in enacting the "Plan of Separation," was wholly

unconstitutional, being not only without constitutional warrant, but

in violation of the constitution. The authority was not found in

the powers given ; but it was positively excepted in the restrictive

articles. And,

First. The "all power" given in the constitution " to make rules

and regulations for the government of 'oiu-' Church,"—that is, for

the Methodist Episcopal Chm-ch,—docs not confer, and does not im-

ply the power to divide the Church, and to erect another, and an

independent Church, within the jmisdictional limits of the Metho-

dist Episcopal Church. And the pretension that the "Plan" did

not look to or authorize the erection of another Church prospec-

tively, and upon a contingency, is inadmissible and utterly absurd.

The "rule or regulation" thus enacted, could not be construed to be

'for the government of our Church;" but to release a large portion

of the Church from its government. But we cannot think it neces-

sary to sustain by further argument so jdain a position as this.

Those who take the opposite ground, do so upon the supposition

that the "Plan" did not propose the erection of "another" Church;

but only to divide the jurisdiction of the same Church. The con-

stitution, however, gives the General Conference no more power to

divide the Chm-ch, than to create a new one within its limits and

jurisdiction. But the "Plan" does, in fact, look to, and provides

for, the erection of another Church organization, with separate and

independent powers of government, absolute, and without restric-

tion ; and the Louisville Convention professedly acting upon " the

Plan of Separation" did withdi-aw from the jurisdiction and govern-

ment of the Methodist Episcopal Church, creating and organizing

a separate ecclesiastical organization, owing no more obedience or

allegiance to the Methodist Episcopal Church, than to the " Protes-

tant Episcopal " or the " Presbyterian Church."
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Secondly. Two of tlic restrictive articles of the constitution are

violated by the " Plan of Separation." The first is, the article which

prohibits the delof^ated General Conference from "altering" the

plan of our general itinerant superintendency. It is as follows :

—

" They shall not change or alter any part or rule of our government,

so as to do away episcopacy, or destroy the plan of our itmerant

general superintendency."

—

Discipline, p. 27.

We contend that the " Plan of Separation," if it does not abso-

lutely destroy our episcopacy, does most materially alter the plan

of the " general itinerant superintendency." According to the Dis-

cipline, the general superintendents have a common right to appoint

the preachers to their several stations and circuits, wherever they

may preside in an annual conference, and the right so to preside is

common to all the bishops, and in every part of the connexion.

They have also the right to decide all points of law which may
arise in an annual conference, though the application of the law to

the case under consideration is with the annual conference. The
plan of individual visitation is left with the bishops themselves, pro-

vided that the general itinerant superintendency is preserved—that

is, that no dioceses shall be created, locaHzing or limiting within

prescribed bounds the authority, or confining the ofiicial prerogatives

of the bishops to particular districts. The " Plan of Separation
"

authorizes the division of the Church, and the establishment of a

line, beyond which the bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church

shall not pass, or carry their ofiicial authority ; and it is maintained,

that the annual conferences from which they are excluded, constitute.

after the division, a part of the same Church over which they were

appointed to exercise their episcopal oversight. The same Church

we say; for this is contended for by the South, as part of the "Plan

of Separation." The same Church, only with a separate and inde-

pendent jurisdiction ! If tlus is not an alteration of the plan of our

general itinerant superintendence, we cannot conceive how it can be

altered.

At the General Conference of 1820, great stress was laid upon the

word " plan," in the restrictive article, by the Southern delegations.

A motion coming from delegates from an opposite quarter, proposed

to alter the mode of appointing the presiding-elders. Under the

Discipline this had been heretofore done by the bishop who pre-

sided at the annual conference Avithin whose district the presiding-

elders were to exercise their peculiar functions. It was now pro-

posed that they should be elected by their conferences, severally.

To this it was objected, and the objection was sustained by the

Southern delegations with great unanimity—that it would "alter
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the plan " of the general itinerant supcrintendency. By the " plan,"
was to be understood whatever related to episcopal power and pre-
rogative, and it could not be constitutionally altered or modified by
the General Conference. After long and able debate, the matter
was referred to a committee, selected from both parties, who re-
ported compromise resolutions. These resolutions provided that
the bishop should nominate, and the conferences elect the presidin^r
elders. One of the Committee, in whoso judgment the Southern
delegates had great confidence, declared that, in his opinion, the re-
ported resolutions did not " touch the plan," and they were adopted
by a very large majority.

At this stage of the proceedings, the Kev. Joshua Soule, who had
been elected to the Episcopal office a few days before, wrote a note
to the Bishops, informing them tliat if ordained he would not exe-
cute the rule lately adopted in regard to the mode of appointing the
Presiding Elders, as he believed it to be unconstitutional. This
placed the bishops in a dilemma. They considered themselves
bound to execute the orders of the General Conference, and that
body had elected IMr. Soule to the episcopacy, thereby placing him
in their hands for ordination. And yet, it did appear improper to
ordain a person to the episcopal office who had declared he would
not, or could not obey the conference. There was no alternative but
to lay the matter before the conference. This done, ]\Ir. Soule for-
mally declined ordination, and it was supposed a new election must
be had. But an expedient was found by which things were restored
to their former position. The conference suspended the resolutions
for four years, and Mr. Soule consented Uy be ordained. Another
suspension took place in 1824; and finally, the resolutions were re-
pealed in 1828.

Such were the opinions of Bishop Soule, and the Southern dele-
gates, with respect to the plan of the general itinerant supcrinten-
dency, in 1820. But times and circumstances change, and men
change with times and circumstances. In 1^20 it was, in the view
of Bishop Soule and the Southern members of the General Confer-
ence,—some, and the most influential of whom were also members
of the conference of 1844,—essential to the plan of "our general
itinerant supcrintendency," that even the power to select and ap-
point presiding elders should remain in the episcopacy, absolute and
entire. Now, they tell us, it is no violation of the same "plan" to
divide the field of episcopal oversight into two parts, still constitu-
ting only one Church, but to exclude the bishops of the Methodist
Episcopal Church from nearly one half the annual conferences.
Such is the logic of the books under review.
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The second restrictive article to which we have referred, as being

violated by the " Plan of Separation," is in these words :
—

" They shall

not do away the privileges of our ministers or preachers of trial by

a committee, and of an appeal: neither shall they do away the prin-

legcs of our members of trial before the society, or by a committee,

and of an appeal."

—

Discipline, p. 28.

The " Plan of Separation " wholly disregards the prohibitions in

this article of the constitution. It allows indeed to members on the

border a right of choice as to church relation ; and to ministers of

every grade the utmost latitude in this respect. But to interior

charges nothing is allowed. The line of division once fixed and

settled, every member of the Methodist Episcopal Church whose

location places him in one of these interior charges, constituting the

great body of the membership in the slaveholding States and Ter-

ritories, is utterly cut off and separated from the Church relation

which he had sought from choice, and into which he had been re-

ceived under a positive provision of the constitution that he should

not be expelled therefrom, without trial, and the right of appeal

;

and under disciplinary regulations, which secured to him a trial by

his peers, and the right of appeal to the quarterly conference of

his circuit or station. It was of no consequence whether he did or

did not prefer a connexion with the Southern organization. He was

transferred, like a Russian serf, with the soil. The language of the

"Plan of Separation" is explicit and imperative in respect to interior

charges within the bounds of the Church South. " The ministers

of the Methodist Episcopal Church shall in no wise attempt to or-

ganize Churches or societies within the limits of the Church South,

nor shall they attempt to exercise any pastoral oversight therein."

Thus those who declined to enter the " Church South" were cut off

from all the privileges they had heretofore enjoyed as Methodists.

"The interior charges," the "Plan" says, "shall in all cases be left

to the care of that Church icithin whose territory they are situated."

There could not, surely, be a more palpable violation of the consti-

tutional restriction than the "Plan of Separation" perpetrated.

At the General Conference of 184S, numerous petitions and me-

morials were sent up from districts within the bounds of the sepa-

rating conferences, earnestly beseeching the conference to revoke

the sentence of excommunication against the petitioners. They
had never forfeited their rigJits as members of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, and had not abandoned them by joining the Church

South ; although they had belonged to interior charges, now within

the territory of the said Church. They were, by the " Plan of Sepa-

ration," deprived of the ministry Avhich they preferred ; and the
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benefit of the institutions of the Church of their choice ; and had
suflfered great persecution for rcfusin;^ to adhere to the nevf organi-

zation. The memoralists amounted in number to nearly three thou-

sand souls. The conference did all they could for their relief. They
declared the "Plan of Separation" null and void, and thereby took

off the restriction upon the ministers of the Church in regard to

" oversight " and the organizing Churches and societies within the

territory of the Church South.

But the constitutional right of the General Conference to divide

the Church is attempted to be sustained by precedent. The Canada
Conference was- authorized to erect itself into a separate and inde-

pendent Church by the General Conference of 1S2S. To this it

would be sufficient to reply, that two wrongs cannot make a right.

The assumption of a constitutional power by the conference in one

instance, if the assumption was unwarranted, does not create the

power, or justify its exercise. But there is really no parity, nor

even much resemblance in the cases. The Canada Conference never

was strictly and legally a component part of " The Methodist Epis-

copal Church in the United States ;" for the reason that it was not

in the United States at all. It was, in fact, a Mission Conference,

although allowed to send delegates to the General Conference

from the very necessity of the case. The Methodist Episcopal

Church could have no legal right to the houses of worship, ceme-
teries, or parsonages of the Church in Canada : and if the Canada
Conference had seceded without the consent or approbation of the

General Conference, they would have carried with them, without any
conventional agreement of parties, the legal right to such property.

But a secession from the Church by any animal conference in the

United States would not legally take with it any property of this

kind. The representatives of the Canada Conference stated, in 1S28,

that they laboured under great and growing disabilities and em-
barrassments from their connexion with, and subordination to, a

foreign ecclesiastical jurisdiction ; and the General Conference re-

leased them. This is all : but how docs this justify a division of

the Church in the United States, and how does it affect the consti-

tutional restrictions, which so plainly forbid such e.xcrcise of power?

But ought not the Southern Church to be cautious how they urge

this fanciful precedent ? The " property question " is yet unsettled

;

and if this precedent is worth anything, it may have an important

bearing against the Southern claim. AVe arc aware that the Church
South were, at first, mis-led by the "historian of the Church," and
asserted upon his authority that the Canada Conference received

ten thousand dollars for their interest in the Book Concern and the

FouRTn Series, A''ol. 111.—27
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Chartered Fund ; and the assertion is reiterated in the books under

review. But it is not true, notwithstanding. The Canada Confer-

ence did not receive a dollar, according to the official records of the

Church. We, however, think the Canada case of as little importance in

the decision of the property question, as in the constitutional question.

To notice the many mis-statements of fact with which the " Ap-
peal to the Public" abounds, would be impracticable within the

space to which we are limited ; and it would be unnecessary

were it practicable. But we cannot pass over the misrepre-

sentation of the case of Dr. Pierce. The " Appellants " say :

" Take the case of Dr. Pierce, the representative of the South,

deputed to bear the tender of Christian salutation to the Nor-
thern General Conference, rejected with scorn too bitter even to

be civil, because accredited from a slaveholding Church." It seems,

by the above quotation, that the appellants think Dr. Pierce might

have been rejected with scorn—nay, with hitter scorn, if not too bit-

ter—without rendering the Conference liable to the charge of inci-

vility. Now we differ with them in this, as in almost everything

else. We think that to have treated Dr. Pierce with scorn at all,

whether bitter or sweet,—with any, even tlie least degi-ee of scorn,

—would have been very uncivil indeed ; absolutely contraband of

Christian etiquette, and, what is worse, of Christian obligation.

The Doctor is a very worthy man, and an eminent minister of the

Gospel. There were, we believe, few, if any, members of the Gene-
ral Conference, who did not highly esteem and sincerely love him.

The General Conference did, however, decline to enter into the
" fraternal relations " with the ^Methodist Episcopal Chuixh, South,

which he had been commissioned to offer; but they also did by
" resolution " tender to him personally the assurance of their re-

spect and Christian regards, inviting him to attend their sessions.

This is not all. The conference did not reject the proposition of

Dr. Pierce for the reason, any more than in the manner stated by
the appellants. It was not because he was accredited by a slave-

holding Church that he was not received in his official capacity, but

because he represented a belligerent Church, which had been and
was still waging a ruthless war upon the Methodist Episcopal

Church along her whole southern border. The General Conference

thought that fraternal relations implied peace at least, if nothing

more ; and they could not declare that a Church was at peace with

them, much less sustaining fraternal relations, who, according to

abundant evidence in their possession, had \-iolated in numerous
instances the obligations of the very "Plan of Separation "on which

they based their right to erect their Church,—entering into the ter-

27*
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ritory of the Ohio, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, and Philadelphia Annual
Conferences, seducing interior societies, stations, and circuits fropa

their allegiance, and taking the " pastoral oversight " of them,

contrary to the express provisions of the "Plan" they so much
glorify; and, \Nhat is Avorse, taking possession of houses of Avor-

ship, and performing ministerial services in them, from which the

ministers of the Methodist Episcopal Church had been driven by
lawless mobs, who neither feared God, nor regarded man ; thus en-

listing "Lynch law" as an auxiliary to the "Plan of Separation."

Nor was all this the act of individuals, for which the '• Church

South " could not be held responsible. The very worst aggressions

complained of had their origin in a resolution of the Louisville Con-

vention, authorizing minorities of conferences, not adhering to the

Southern organization, to send delegates to their General Confer-

ence ; and the first General Conference held mider the " organiza-

tion" specifically, and in due form, sanctioned these aggi-essions.

The General Conference was therefore under the necessity of annul-

ling the " Plan of Separation,"—boundaries and all, seeing that no

boundary lines were observed or acknowledged on the other side.

The " Appeal," while it pours out unmeasured abuse on the

General Conference for declaring the " Plan of Separation " null and

void, insists vehemently, that the "Plan" did not fix any line of

separation, but only the basis of a line ; as if a line of demarcation

could be separated, even in idea, from its basis. This, however, is

mere logomachy.. The annual conferences in the slavcholding

States were allowed, upon the occurrence of a certain contingency,

to separate themselves from the Methodist Episcopal Church and to

enter into a " distinct ecclesiastical connexion." The Northern

boundary lines of these conferences must therefore be the limits of

their jurisdiction, and the bomidary line between the two Churches.

Some latitude of choice was allowed to societies on the bordci-, but

none to entire societies. The last were to remain undisturbed under

the care of the ministry of that Church within whose teiTitory they

might be found to reside. The appellants, however, declared that

even the interior societies, circuits, stations, and conferences, who
did not, formally and by resolution, vote to adhere to the Methodist

Episcopal Church, are to be considered neutral ground; yet neutral

ground which may be, as it has been mode, an arena of strife and

contention between the Churches. The line, although by the ad-

mission of the appellants the General Conference fixed the basis,

has really no basis at all, but is liable to be pushed North or South

as strength or address may prevail. Surely it was a very harmless

thing which was done by the General Conference of 1S48. It only
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repudiated a boundary, which was declared by the opposite party to

have neither fixed line nor basis, in earth, air, or water.

Upon an impartial review of the whole matter,—both the action of

the General Conference of 1844 in the case of Bishop Andrew, and

the controversy which grew out of it,—will not any disinterested in-

quirer come to the same conclusion to which a celebrated United

States Senator came, and which he announced in his place in the

Senate, that he could not perceive any good ground for the division

of the Methodist Episcopal Church? The Senator said he had read

the whole controversy carefully ; and we may suppose he was furnished

with all tliat had been written upon the Southern side of the question

at least, as he is one of the advocates retained to plead their cause

in the suit at law they have instituted, to procure a division of the

Book Concern and the Chartered Fund
;
yet with all his sagacity,

and Avith all the bias of an advocate in favour of his clients, he had

not been able to discover any good cause for their separation from

the Church they had left. This, we believe, would be the conclusion

to which any other im.partial umpire would come. The cause of

separation, therefore, must be looked for elsewhere, and will be found

in the political contests to which slavery has given rise, and the

exasperated state of feeling in the slaveholding States, which has

unfortunately gi-own out of it. The jNIethodists in these States

generally partook of these feelings, and the ministers still more than

the private members, and they hastened to sever one of the liga-

ments which held the political confederacy together. IIow long the

remaining ligaments will abide in their integrity and strength no
human foresight may determine. May our merciful God, who, has

the hearts of all men in his hands, make them perpetual ! Our
confidence in statesmen and politicians has been fearfully shaken by
the obvious infusion into their patriotism of party interests and
party resentments, especially as we have seen these feelings operat-

ing with such irresistible force in men whom we had greatly

esteemed—and do still esteem—for their wisdom and piety. To an
overruling, and omnipotent Providence, therefore, may we look for

salvation from the awful, incalculable calamities of a political con-

vulsion, bringing with it immediate sufferings too fearful to contem-
plate, and consequences which may be felt by the whole family of
man. For who can doubt that the experiment now making by the
United States, is destined either to prove the advantages of free and
popular government, or to disappoint the best hopes of humanity in

tlie capability of man to secure the blessings of liberty regulated by
law. under purely republican institutions? But God is oui- refuf^e,

in Him will we put our trust.
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akt. rv.—the government and discipline of the
APOSTOLIC CHURCH.

[FIRST PirER.1

I. THE CHRISTIAN MINISTRY IN GENERAL.

§ 1. Origin and Design of the Sacred Ministry.

Church government is grounded in the Christian Ministry, which is

originally one -^ith the Apostolate, and includes in itself the germ

of all other Church-offices.

Its institution flows not from men, but directly from Christ. As
the Lord was about to leave the earth, he clothed liis disciples,

whom he had trained for the purpose previously by a personal in-

tercourse of three years, with a commission to carry forward his

Divine work, to preach the Gospel to all nations, and baptize the

penitent in the triune name of the Creator, Redeemer, and Sancti-

fier of the human race. " As the Father hath sent me, even so send

1 you." For this purpose he imparted to them by an outward S3-m-

bolical act the Holy Ghost, in the way of pledge first, and afterwards

in full gift on tbc day of Pentecost : "And when he had said this,

he breathed on them, and saith unto them. Receive ye the Holy
Ghost." With this gift he joined at the same time the power of

the keys ; that is, power in his name and by his authority to open

or shut the gates of heaven, to proclaim and certify remission of

sins to the penitent, as well as Divine punishment to the impenitent:
" Whosesoever sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them ; and

whosesoever sins ye retain, they are retained." John xx, 21-23;

compare Matt, xvi, 19 ; xviii, 18 ; xxviii, 18-20. It is a false view,

when Socinian and Rationalistic expositors see in this a special

gift, which belonged to the apostles only in their o-mi persons, and

so became extinct with their death. Rather, the apostles appear

here as the representatives of the ministerial office generally, of the

whole congregation of the faithful indeed, to which the nght of

Church discipline is expressly gi'anted, (compare Matt, .wiii, 18 with

verse 17,) just as the promise also of the Ijord's continual presence

passes over the apostolic age, and reaches forward to the end of the

world. (Matt, xxviii, 18-20; xviii, 20.) The ministry of recon-

ciliation is indispensable for the continuance of the Church, as well

as for its first establishment. Hence Paul says of it, in distinction

from the Old Testament ministry of the law :
" If that which is done

away was glorious, much more that tchich rernaincth is glorious."

2 Cor. iii. 11.
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The object of the Christian Ministry is no other than the object

of Christ's own mission,—namely, the redemption of the world from

sin and error, and the extension and completion of the kingdom of

God, as a kingdom of truth, love, holiness, and peace. Apostles,

prophets, evangehsts, pastors, and teachers, are divinely appointed,

"for the perfecting of the saints for the work of the ministry,* for

the edifying of the body of Christ, till we all come in the miity of

the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect

man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ."

Eph. iv, 11-13. The spiritual office or Chm-ch ministry {6iaKovia)

ia the bearer of God's dispensations of grace, the regular channel

through which the blessings of the Gospel flow to mankind, the

organ through which the Holy Ghost works upon the world and

transforms it still more and more into the kingdom of God. From
its different sides and functions it takes different names. It is called

the ministry of the word, {diaKovia rov Xoyov, Acts vi, 4,) because

the preaching of the Gospel is its first business, according to the com-

mission from which it springs
;
(Matt, xxviii, 19 seq.; Mark x^-i, 15;)

again, the ministry of the Spirit (diaKovta rov -rrvtiyaroc, 2 Cor. iii,

8,) which makcth alive, in distinction from the Old Testament min-

istry of the letter, that killcth ; the ministry of righteousness, (6iaK.

r^g 6iKaLoovvT]g, ver. 9,) which comes from faith in Christ and is owned

of God, in contrast with the ministry of condemnation as proclaimed

by the law; the ministry o^ reconciliation, (6iaK. rrjc Kara'kXayi]^.

2 Cor. V, IS,) as brought to pass by Christ between sinful men and

a holy God.

Hence appear the endless importance, dignity, weight and re-

sponsibility of this calling. It is the main instrument for the

execution of God^ plan of mercy towards the world, and from it

proceed almost all movements and advances in the Church. The
apostles, and in wider view all ministers of the Gospel, are " the

gait of the earth," by which the human family is preserved from

corruption and kept in right savour ; they arc " the light of the

world," from which the rays of eternal life are shed into the night

of the natural heart, and made to irradiate all the relations of the

li\'ing world
;
(Matt, v, 13-16;) they are "co-workers with God,"

(1 Cor. iii, 9,) and " stewards of the mysteries of God," which they

are required Hiithfully to administer, and for which they must here-

• ^laKovla is to be taken here in its wider sense, as denoting the particular

service or function that ftilla to the members severally of Christ's body, for

which they arc to be fitted by the diaKovia in the narrower sense—the ministry

of apostlc3, prophets, &:q. Compare on this whole pa-ssa^e, Eph. iv, 11-13, the

instructive and thorough exposition of Slier, Comm. zum Eph. Br. II. 5. OGscqq.
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after render an account; (1 Cor. iv, 12; Tit. i, 7; 1 Pet. iv, 10;)

they are "ambassadors for Christ," (v-tp Xqio-ov -peOfSevofiev,')

who iu his stead, as though God himself were beseeching bj them,

pray sinners, " Be ye reconciled to God." 2 Cor. v, 20. As the

Lord himself comes in his servants, their reception or rejection is at

the same time a reception or rejection of Christ, which is attended

accordingly with a great blessing in the one case and with a heavy

curse in the other: "He that reccivcth you, reccivcth me; and he

that receiveth me, receiveth him thnt scut me." Matt, x, 40 seqq.,

vcr. 15; John xiii, 20; compare John xii, 2(3 ; xvii, 23 ; Matt, xxv, 40.

Of course, however, this high position gives them no reason for self-

exaltation, but forms an occasion, rather, for humility. Even a Paul,

in view of the glory of an office which is to believers a savour of life

unto life, to unbelievers a savour of death unto death, and from a

deep sense of his own imworthincss, exclaims, " Who is sufficient

for these things?" (2 Cor. ii, IG;) and refers all sufficiency to God's

grace alone, (iii, 5, G.) Just as little may they abuse their authority

to lord it over conscience and to wrong the rights of the people

;

but are bound, rather, to be an example unto them in holy living,

(1 Pet. V, 3,) that they may not preach to others and be themselves

cast away; (1 Cor. ix, 27;) giving themselves 'up as true shepherds,

with self-sacrificing devotion, to the welfare of the flock purchased

with Clirist's blood and committed to their care; (Acts xx, 28;
compare John x, 12 seqq.,) bearing in mind that, according to the rule

of the kingdom of heaven, greatness and rank are to be measured
by the scale of humility and love,

—
" Whosoever will be gi-eat amono-

you," saith the Lord to his disciples, "let him be your minister;

and whosoever will be chief among you, let him be your servant."

Matt. XX, 26-28 ; compare Luke xxii, 2G-30. For their office is

indeed a service, as the original Greek term for it, diaKovla, im-

ports,—ministers are immediately and in the highest view servants

of God and of Christ, (2 Cor. vi, 4 ; 1 Cor. iii, 5; iv, 1;) but for

this very reason also, in the true sense servants of the congregation

for their eternal welfare, as Paul writes to the Corinthians, " AVe

preach not ourselves, but Christ Jesus the Lord, and ourselves your

servants for Jesus' sake." 2 Cor. iv, 5 ; compare Coloss. i, 25.

§ 2. Development of Government out of the Apostolate.

Church-OfTicore and Congregation-Officers.

Originally, as already remarked, the ministerial office was one

with the apostolical. "With the outward and inward growth of the

Church, however, the apostles found their sphere of work also en-
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larged, so that it became impossible for them to sustain longer the

sole charge of discipline and public worship, and recourse was had

accordingly to a division of labour. In this way arose gradually,

just as the wants of the Church and the pressure of circumstances

required, the several single offices, which have their common root in

the apostolate, and through it partake with different measure in

its Divine origin, its powers, privileges and duties. The Lord him-

self gave no directions on the subject in detail, but left his disciples

to the guidance of the Holy Ghost. Under this guidance they

proceeded with the greatest wisdom and consideration, following

closely the objective course of history, and conforming as far as

possible to the existing arrangements of the Jewish synagogue.

Hence, in the beginning the Church was looked upon merely as a

sect or school (algeaK;, Acts xxiv, 5 ; xxviii, 22) within the wider

theocratic communion, along with other sects, as the Pharisees (xv,

6; xxvi, 5,) and the Sadducees, (v, 17.) Even the apostle of the

Gentiles, Paul himself, turned to the synagogues first, and moved

in the order of their customary foiTus, till he was thrust out of them

with his followers and friends. (Acts xiii, 5, 46 ; xiv, 1 ; xviii, 4-8

;

xix, 8-10; xxviii, 17-29.) At the same time, however, it is proper

to remark here, that the analogy, which undeniably holds between

the constitution of the apostolical Church and the Jewish synagogue,

must not be pedantically extended to the smallest details, as has

been sometimes done,* but at bottom is of force only as regards the

organization of single congregations, the office thus of presbyters

and deacons, and even here too those differences must not be over-

looked which grew necessarily out of the essential distinction be-

tween the Christian and the Jewish principle.

In settling the number and division of the Church- offices, the

passage Eph. iv, 11 seqq., is especially to be kept in view: "And he

(Christ) gave some apostles, and some prophets, and some evan-

gelists, and some pastors and teachers; for the perfecting of the

saints for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of

Christ." It is true that in this place (and more particularly in the

® For example, by Cumpegius Vitringa, who first brought out this analogy

under a thorough and full view in his celebrated work : De Synagoga Vetere Libri

HI. 1696. Against him, the objections of Mosheim in his histitutiones Majores, p.

168-171, are in part not without ground. Compare on this point particularly

also the work of l)r. Richard Rolhc, (now in Bonn,) on the Commencement of tho

Christian Church, vol. i, 18-17, p. 147 scqq. This is undoubtedly the most learned

and acute work of modem times on the constitution of the rrimitive Church,

and in spite of its peculiar, almost universally disapproved, views with regard

to the relation of the Church to the State, and the rise of episcopacy, it is a work

of permanent value.
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parallel passage 1 Cor. xii, 28-30, where the evangelists are left out,

and, in their stead, the power of miracles and several other functions

are mentioned, along with apostles, prophets and teachers) Paul

speaks immediately and primarily of the so-called charismata or

spiritual gifts, as the connexion clearly shows ; but still these have

a close relation to the offices, inasmuch as the}'- form the Divine

qualification and outfit for such trust, as it were the interior side of

the offices, although they might appear also beyond these bounds.

He does not propose besides a complete catalogue, since he passes

over the deacons,* of whose existence other parts of the ISew Tes-

tament leave no doubt. If now we add these, and then take pastors

and teachers to mean the same persons, thosef namely who are else-

where usually styled presbyters, or it may be also bishops, we get

five classes of officers : apostles, prophets, evangelists, preshyter-

bishops, (with the double function of teaching and government,) and

deacons. These offices are so related to one another, that the higher

still include in them such as are lower, but not the reverse. The
apostles (as for example John, the writer of the Gospel, the Epistles

and the Apocalypse) were at the same time prophets, evangelists,

pastors and teachers, and had charge at first even of the business of

the deacons. (Acts iv, 85, 37 ; vi, 2.) In the highest sense was this

miiversal character true of Christ, who is expressly called apostle,

(Heb. iii, 1,) prophet, (John iv, 19; vi, 14; vii, 40; Lukevii, 16;

xxiv, 19; Acts iii, 22, seq. ; vii, 37,) evangelist, {evi^yyeUaaro, Eph.

ii, 17,) styles himself the good shepherd, (John x, 11,) and conde-

scends even, notwithstanding his participation in the Divine gov-

ernment of the world, to take tiie title minister or servant. (Luke

xxii, 27; compare Matt, xx, 28; John xiii, 14; Philip, ii, 7.) In

general, the diiferent branches of the spiritual office are the organs

through which Christ himself continues to exercise and carry for-

ward upon the earth, by the Holy Ghost, his prophetical, priestly,

and kingly work.

In the next place, however, these offices differ among themselves

in this,—that the first tlu-ee have reference to the general Church,

while the presbyterate and diaconate look to single congregations.

° Allusion is had to them 1 Cor. xii, 28, in the word avTi?.Tr^itc, which denotes

the spiritual gift answerable to the office of the deacons.

I As may be inferred lawfully even from the circumstance, that the Apostle

does not place rorf <5t again before StAaaKdXovr'hut simply am. This is noted

strikingly by Jerome : "Non enira ait, alios past^ires et alios magistros, sed alios

pastores «^ mapistros, ut qui pastor est, esse debeat et maprister." Po BcTie;el on

the passage : " I'astoros et doctores hie junguutur, nam pasamt docendo maxime,

turn admonendo, corripiendo, etc."
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This gives us the distinction of ecclesiastical and congregational

systems, vrhich Rathe especially brings into view; only that he

is wrong in placing the last before the first. The entire organiza-

tion has formed itself downwards from above, or from the general to

the particular, and not in the contrary order. Even imder the Old

Testament the kingdom of God stood not in any local assembly or

single tribe ; rather, the tribes collectively formed the theocracy.

This conception then passed forward directly to the Christian com-

mmiion, as the true spiritual Israel and proper succession of the old

faith. (Rom. ii, 28, scq.; iv. ll,seq.; 26, 17; ix, 6, seq. ; 24, seqq.;

xi, 1-7; Gal iii, 7, 2G-29; iv. 2G ; Col. iii, 11.) This consisted of

all, of every nation, who were separated from the world by God's

grace and called to eternal life
;
(the hKXeK-ol, kXtjtoc deov ;) and

such society of the elect {iKKXipia rov deov) distinguished itself

from the ungodly world (the Koofiog,) as did the chosen people of

the ancient covenant from the c'>ia, the Mv?/, the nations with which

they were surrounded. (Compare Acts ii, 47 ; xiii, 48 ; 1 Pet. i, 1, 2;

Jude 1 ; Rom. i, 6, 7; 1 Cor. i, 2; Tit. i, 1, etc.) The apostles ac-

cordingly arc always named first, (Eph. ii, 20; iv, 11; 1 Cor. xii,

28 ; -n-pwrov d-oarokov^, ver. 29, etc.,) and from^ their office all others

have grown, like branches from a common stock. The broader

sense of the Church, as being the totality of believers, the whole

kingdom of Christ upon earth,* is the original sense ; that by which

it is taken to mean a particular local congregation, such as Corinth

or Rome, is secondary and derived.! This is shown even by the

passage where the term tKKXijoia fii'st meets us, and this, too, from

the lips of the Lord himself. "Wlien he says of his Chm-ch, (namely.

Matt, xvi, 18,) that the gates of Hades shall not prevaD against it,

it refers necessarily to the Church in the complex view, since it is

only this which is indestructible; while single congregations, and
even large districts of country, where Clu'istianity once flourished,

have become spiritually dead or have been overwhelmed by the

power of a false religion, such as Mohammedanism. In the first

stadium of Christianity both conceptions properly fell together, as

the Church was confined to the congregation at Jerusalem, and the

apostles consequently were at the same time congregational officers.

Still their mission and vocation looked from the beginning to the

whole human family, the evangelization of all nations. (Matt, xxviii,

19 ; Mark xvi, 15.)

« Compare Matt, xvi, IS ; Acts ix. 31 ; xx, 28 ; 1 Cor. x, 32 ; xii, 28 ; Eph. i,

22, seq. ; iii, 10 ; \, '2', 27, ?,2 ; 1 Tim. iii, 15, etc.

t Rothe himself allows this, p. 2So.
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§ 3. Election and Ordination of Officers.

The inward call to the Christian ministry, with the necessary

furniture of gifts, can proceed only from the Holy Ghost ; as Paul

accordingly reminds the ciders of Ephcsus, that they were made
overseers or bishops by the Holy Ghost, to feed the Church of God.

(Acts XX, 28.) This, however, does not exclude the co-operation of

the congregation. True, the apostles were chosen directly by Christ,

as instruments for laying the first foundations of the Church. But
as soon as there was any society of believers, nothing further took

place without their active participation. This was shown even in

the measm-e of supplying the vacant place of the traitor, after our

Lord's ascension, Acts i; 15-2G. Peter lays before the whole con-

gregation here, consisting of about one hundred and twenty souls,

the necessity of a choice to complete the sacred number of twelve

;

whereupon not only the apostles, but the disciples generally,

designate (tGrrjoav, ver. 23,) Parsabas and ^latthias as candi-

dates ; all pray for the discovery of the Divine will, (ver, 24,) and all

give forth their lots;* (ver. 2G;) and so a decision is reached finally

in favour of Matthias, ^luch more must wp expect such a regard to

general rights in the choice of the ordinary congregational officers.

At the first appointment of deacons. Acts vi, 1-G, the twelve call

together the multitude of the disciples, (to 7T?.7]dog tojv fjadrjrojv,

ver. 2,) and require them to make a choice ; they fall in with the pro-

posal, go into the election themselves, (A\ff/lt^avro, ver. 5, which refers

to the immediately preceding -rdr to TrAf/<9of,) and then present the*

candidates to the apostles, not for confirmation", but only for ordina-

tion, (ver. 6.) As regards the presbyter-bishops, Luke informs us

(Acts xiv, 23) that Paul and Barnabas appointed them to office in

the newly-established congregations by taking the vote of the

people, merely presiding thus over their choice. Such at least is

the original and usual sense of the word ;\;£/()OTor'Pfv,t (compare

2 Cor. viii, 19.) But even taking it more generally, (as we find

7Tpox(:igorore2i> used of God, Acts x, 41,) the co-operation of the

congregations is thus just as little excluded as it is by the charge

** Either dice, or more probably small tablets, -ffliicli were inscribetl •with the

name of a canili'late and put into «onic sort of box or vc«sol. By this mode
of choice, which as is well known the Moravians imitate in their marriages,

(though of late less generally than in former times,) it was snusht to place

the decision, out of man's pleasure, and wholly in the hands of Divine Provi-

dence.

t From xf'P ^"'^ rriveiv, to stretch out the hand, and hence manum porrigendo

tuffragia dare, suffrugiis creare.
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of Paul to Titus, Tit. i, 5.* For in the nature of the case, of course,

the apostles and their delcf^ates had the best jud;^ment in such elec-

tions, and exercised the most influence; probably in young, inex-

perienced congregations they tlicniselves nominated the candidates,

so that it was only necessary for the new converts to concur in their

favour. Assuredly, hoAvever, they had regard in this always to the

wishes of the people, as may be seen from the direction in the

Pastoral Epistles that only men of blameless reputation should be

chosen to these dignities.t (1 Tim. iii, 2, 7, 10; Tit. i, 6,7.) The
formal right of the congregations to a living participation in all their

affairs ought not to be called in question, though the actual exercise

of it be conditioned by the measure of their spiritual maturity. All

authority and power came indeed always from God, who is alone

supreme, and from the Holy Ghost, who animates and rules the

Church ; but still the conveyance of it to a particular individual

must, even for order's sake, be in some way humanly mediated, and

why should not the Divine will be able to make itself known through

the body of the people in the service of Christ, full as well as through

one or more persons acting in their name ? The democratic prin-

ciple no doubt has its dangers ; which, however, have their full coun-

terpart again in other dangers belonging to 'the monarchical and

aristocratic principle, while they disappear in proportion as the

spirit of Christianity prevails in its true form.

The view now given of the way in Avhich appointments to Church-

offices took place, is confirmed by the testimony of the apostolical

father, Clement of Rome, who in his first epistle to the Corinthians

says expressly that the apostles appointed bishops and deacons
" with the concurrence of the whole Church."J

After the election followed the ordination, or a solemn induction

into office by prayer and the imposition of hands, (a ceremony de-

rived from Judaism, compare Numbers xxvii, IS, seq.) the symbol
and medium of that communication of gi-ace which the case was felt

Bo urgently to require. So at the ordination of deacons, (Acts vi, G,

*> Compare Roihe, Die Anfangc, etc., s. I.IO, and Neander, A. G. I, 8. 268.

I The course was similar in the choice of synagogue rulers, whose solemn in-

troduction into office followed only after the consent of the congregation.

J "LvvndiiKijaaaijr -r;^ iKnTiTjata^ ttugt]^—Epist. ad Corinth., I. c, 44. Even Cy-
prian himself, in the third century, who marks an epoch we know in the develop-

ment of hierarchical principle, says of election to the priesthood: "Quod et

ipsum videmus de divina auctoritate dcscendere, ut sacerdos pUbe prasente sub

omnium ocu/i* deligatur et dignus atqtic idoneus publico judicio ac testimonio

comprobctur . . . ut plebe pncscnte vel dotegantur malorum crimina, vel bonorum
mcrita prcrdicentur, et sit ordinatio justa et legitima, quu; omnium suffragio ct

judicio fucrit examinata." (Ep. 68, p. 118, ed. Bcncd., I. p. 118, seq., ed. Tauchn.)
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Kal npoaev^diisvoi Ine-drjKav avToiq rag ;^;e?pof.) It was natural,

that the apostles themselves should perform this act, where they

\ycre present. In their absence it was performed by their delegates,

Buch as Timothy and Titus ; compare Tit. i, 5, and 1 Tim. v, 22,

where Timothy is cautioned against hasfi/ ordination (x^lpag raxeo)^

fH]6evt eniridei,) so as not to make himself a partaker of other men's

sins. From 1 Tim. iv, 14, however, it appears, that the presbyter-

bishops also might ordain, or at least assist in the transaction; for

Paul exhorts his disciple not to neglect the gift which was given to

him by prophecy, (compare 1 Tim. i, 1!<, and Acts xvi, 2,) with the

laying on of the hands of the presbyter}^ or college of elders. From
2 Tim. i, G, we learn indeed that Paul himself was present on the

occasion; {did rtjg t-ideosGjg ribv %tf(K7jj' ^iov;) unless we assume two

diftcrent cases,* which is very questionable. At all events, how-

ever, the part taken by the presbyters can have been no mere empty

ceremony, as little as this was the case with the part taken by the

congregations in the choice of their difi'erent oflficers, (compare also

Acts ix, 17 and xiii, 3.)

§ 4. Support of the Ministry.

As to the maintenance of the different ecclesiastical and congre-

gational officers, the Lord himself had already uttered the principle,

" The labourer is worthy of his hire," (Matt, x, 11 ; Luke x, T, seq.

;

compare Levit. xi.x, 13; Deut. xxiv, 14.) Yet he had previously

warned his followers not to turn the work of the Gospel into a com-

mon trade, (Matt, x, S, seq. ;) for disinterestedness is one of the most

needful and becoming accomplishments in one who proclaims the free

and unmerited gi-ace of God ; and exhorts men to seek first of all the

everlasting blessings of the kingdom of heaven. The same prin-

ciple is proclaimed by Paul, in connexion with various apt illustra-

tions : the soldier has his charges paid, the farmer partakes of the

produce of his field, the shepherd lives from the milk of his flock

;

and so the minister of Christ, whose office is often represented under

these images, has a just claim also to his own support from the

Church in whose service he labours, (1 Cor. i.x, G-10,) the more espe-

cially as carnal or outward gifts are only a small recompense for

spiritual and eternal benefits offered in exchange, (ver. 11). " Know
ye not," he goes on to say, enforcing on Ids readers from another

** As is done for instance by Rothe. This p.is."?age is hanfllcd at some Iprgth,

•with reference to tlic views of English divines, by Dr. Samuel Miller, " Letters

Concerning the Constitution and Order of the Christian Ministry." I'hiL 1S30,

2(1 ed., p. 31, seqq.
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quarter this self-evident but too often sadly-neglected duty, " that

they which minister about holy things live of the things of the tem-

ple? and they Nvhich wait at the altar, are partakers with the altar?

Even so hath the Lord ordained, that they which preach the Gospel,

should live of the Gospel," (ver. 13, seq.) When he writes to Timothy,

1st Epis. v, 17, " Let the elders that rule Avell be counted worthy of

double honour," the idea of remuneration is at least included ;* as

the immediately following verse shows, where he quotes the decla-

ration of Christ already noticed, along wuth the iMosaic precept,

(Dcut. XXV, 4,) enjoining mercy to animals :
" Thou shalt not muz-

zle the ox that treadeth out the com,"—that is, in this application,

show thyself grateful towards those with whose hard work thou art

served. According to the usual interpretation, the passage Gal. vi,

6, also, " Let him that is taught in the word communicate unto

him that teacheth in all good things," must be taken as an injunc-

tion to liberality towards the teachers of the Gospel. Just as earn-

estly, however, docs the same apostle warn ministers, on the other

hand, against the love of filthy lucre, which is for them especially

unseemly, and goes completely to destroy th^ir religious influence

;

exhorting them at the same time to contentment, hospitality and
forgetfulncss of self. (Tit. i, 11; 1 Tim. iii, 3, seq.; vi, 6-10;
Acts XX, 34, seq.) He himself exhibited in his life an exalted pat-

tern of disinterestedness, inasmuch as he eamcd his own support,

mostly by his trade of tent-maVing, often labouring day and night.

so as not to be burdensome to the congregations, which were com-
posed generally, no doubt, of persons without property, to procure

the more ready access for the Gospel, and to stop the mouths of

Jewish adversaries, who tried to place his motives in a false light.

(1 Thess. ii, 5-10; 2 Thess. iii, 7-9; 1 Cor. ix, 12, 15; 2 Cor. xi,

7-10 ; xii, 14-18 ; Acts xViii, 3 ; xx, 34, seq.) Paul could indeed

say without any exaggeration, that through the power of Christ

strengthening him, he was able to do all things, being instructed

both to be abased and to be e.xalted, both to be full and to be hun-

gry, both to abound and to suffer need. (Phil, iv, 11-13.) Yet he

made an exception with the congregation at Philippi, whose relation

to him was one of special confidence and affection, and received

from it at times free presents. (Phil, iv, 16 ; 2 Cor. xi, 8.) For
even if the labour of his hands might have been sufficient to cover

the cost of his o^^n living, it could not well meet the expenses he

incurred by his frequent and long journeys, in which he had with

him commonly a number of attendants, once as many as seven.

* Many expositors make rt/if/f refer Lore whoUy to remuneration, and translate

it, reward.
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(Acts XX, 3, 4.) When vre take into view these numerous and ex-

pensive joui-neys of the apostles and tlicir delegates, who could all

say viith Peter no doubt, " Silver and gold have 1 none," (Acts iii,

6,) for the fui-theranec of the Gospel, and to presence and promote

the unity of the Churches ; and when Ave bear in mind besides, with

what gi'cat zeal the Christians of Macedonia, for instance, in spite

of their ov>ni poverty, raised collections for their needy brethren in

Palestine—we cannot fail to form a high opinion of the liberality

and self-sacrificing love of these apostolical congregations.

We arc not to suppose, however, that there was any regular s.ndfixed

salary for ministers in this period. Many, like Paul, and in confor-

mity with Rabbinical usage, may have continued their previous trades

in connexion with their new calling, so as in this way to earn either in

whole or in part their own subsistence. Those who were animated

with the right spirit looked not, at all events, beyond what was abso-

lutely needful. So long as Christianity I'cmained without sanction

from the State, the Churches, as such, could hold no property. Many
Christians, especially converts from Judaism, might adliere to the

old custom of paying tithes {decwicc) and first-fruits (prijnitice) to

the service of religion. As yet, however, there was no law on the

subject.* All contributions for religious and benevolent purposes

were voluntary gifts, and regulated according to ability and need.

Thus we read. Acts xi, 29, on the occasion of a great dearth in Pales-

tine, " The disciples, (at Antioch,) every man according to his

ability, dctennined to scud relief unto the brethren which dwelt in

Judea." Just so we find it again in the case of the later collections

for the poor saints in that country, Rom. xv, 26; 1 Cor. xvi, 1, seqq.

;

and a similar coui-se would be taken no doubt with any salary which

was to be paid to ministers.! Clearly too the voluntary system,

where it really deserves this name, (for many of our so-called

voluntary donations are at bottom most involuntary, and proceed

from interested motives far more than from any true love towards

God and the Church,) con-esponds most fully with the spirit of

the Gospel, and is best fitted to advance the interests of the king-

dom of God ; inasmuch as it calls into exorcise a large amount of

° Legal enactments in regard to the pajTnent of tithes arc not met with in

the Church before the sixth century. Long before this, however, we have the

opinion of Irenmts, (Adv. Ilacr. iv, 8, 13, 18, etc.,) that Christians also shoukl pay

tithes, in order not to fall behind the Jews in liberality and piety. The same

view was entertained by Chrysostom, Gregory Nazianzcn, Hilary, .,'iugustine, and

other Church fathers. See Jugusti, Handbuch der Christl. Archaol. I. s. 314.

I TerluUian holds up this spontaneous giving as still the order in his day,

when he says : " Nemo compellitur, scd sponte confert." (Apol. c. 39.)
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individual and personal activity in the affairs of the Church, whilst

the support of religion by the State tends naturally to turn the

Church into a creature of mere civil law, to make its ministers

servants of the government, to prevent the virtue of liberality from

coming to its full growth, and to degrade the value of the Gospel in

the eyes of the people.

But where the Church is thrown for her support so entirely on

the free love and gratitude of her members, as was the case during

the first three centuries, it becomes so much the more necessary, if

her operations are not to come to a dead stand, that she should

recommend some certain system or method in giving, by which

every one may impose a law on himself corresponding with his

means and resources. Such was the simple yet most judicious

regulation, by which Paul provided for collections in the Churches

of Galatia and Greece ; namely, that every one, on the first day of

the week, the holyday of Christians, (compare Acts xx, 7 ; Rev. i,

10,) should lay by him in store a part of his earnings,* and so keep

a separate treasury for the Lord according to his best ability and
conscience. 1 Cor. xvi, 1, 2.t

§ 5. Relation of the Officers to the Congregations. The Uni-
versal Priesthood.

Notwithstanding the Divine origin, the greatness and the dignity

of the sacred ministry, its institution was not designed to form a
chasm between it and the people—the opposition of clergy and laity

in the modern sense. True, this ofiice is not the creation or pro-

duct of the Church, but rather its productive commencement, the

Divinely-appointed organ by which it was to be founded and built.

The apostles go before the Church, and not the contrary. Hence
they are styled (not merely their doctrine and confession, but them-
selves as living persons in tlicir union with Christ and as organs of

the Holy Ghost) the foundation of this spiritual edifice, of which
Jesus Christ is the architect and at the same time the chief corner-
stone, binding and holding together the single parts, and represent-

ing at once the whole, (Epli. ii, 20; compare Matt, xvi, IS; Rev. xxi,

14.) But so soon as the Gospel had taken root, and a Christian

® 6 Ti (5v ciodCJTai, as he may be prospered, according to his gain and success,

or as far as his means may allow. Compare Rom. i, 10; Acts 11, 29, ku^uc
JliiropeiTo ri^ ; 2 Cor. viii, 12, «ai9o iuv ixv-

t Ou tins rule the venerable Jioigcl well rcmark.s : "Consilium facile. Semcl,
non tarn multum datur. Si qiii.s singulis diebns dominicis aliquid scorsum
posuit, plus collcctum fuit, quam quis scmel dedisset."
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community was formed, there followed a relation of living recipro-i

city between the pastors and the people ; in which, though the first

took the lead, yet was it always iu the spirit of brotherly love, and

with the feeling that the members of the flock stand iu the same re-

lation essentially to the common Head and chief Shepherd, Jesus

Christ, are sanctified by the same Spirit, and participate alike in all

the privileges and benefits of the Christian salvation. Hence all

believers Avho have been separated from the world and set apart to

the service of the Triune God are styled, Avithout exception, '•bre-

thren," and " saints." (Acts ix, 3ii ; xxvi, IS ; llom. i, 7 ; viii, 27 ; xii,

13; xvi, 15; 1 Cor. i, 2; vi, 2; 2 Cor. i, 1; xiii, 12; Eph. i, 1; ii,

19; V, 3; vi, IS; Col. iii, 12; Phil, i, 1 ; iv, 21, 22; Titus ii, 14;

1 Pet. ii, 9, 10 ; lleb. xiii, 24 ; Rev. xiii, 10, etc.) Whilst on the one

side the congregations were far from the assumption of authority

over their leaders, and were e.xhorted rather to yield them affection-

ate obedience, (Heb. xiii, 17 ; 1 Cor. xvi, IG.) so on the other side

also, the leaders imposed no laws and ordinances on the congrega-

tions that were not first sanctioned by their own free approbation.

The ofiicers formed no priestly coi-poration or caste, standing inter-

mediately between God and the people. The New Testament owns

indeed the idea of the priestliood ; but extends it expressly to all

true Christians, who have direct access to Christ by faith and should

come before Ilim every day with sacrifices of praise and intercession.

In virtue of their union with Clu-ist (-(>()? or -Qooepxoi^^^'oc,) Peter

styles his readers "a spiritual temple, a holy priesthood, (iepdrevfia

dyiov,) to offer up spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God by Jesus

Christ," (1 Pet. ii, 4, 5; compare Rom. xii. 1;) and directly after

(ver. 9,) addresses them with the salutation :
" Ye are a chosen gene-

ration, a roy-al priesthood. (fSaoiXeLor h()dTevita,) a holy nation, a

peculiar people, that ye should show forth the jiraises of him who

hath called you out of darkness into hi.s marvellous light." It is

true indeed that the same high character was assigned to the people

of Israel under the old economy, wherewith the general distinction,

we know was ioincd also the special Aaronic priesthood, Exod. xix,

6: "Ye shall "be unto me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation."

In the old Testament, however, this was mainly prophecy and pur-

pose ; while in the New, on the contrary, it is the same thing fulfilled

and made real. It is Christ first, "who hath washed us from our

sins in his own blood, and hath made us kings and priests unto God
and his Father." Rev. i, 5, G. In the same measure in which Chris-

tianity generally throws Judaism into the shade, does the New Tes-

tament priesthood also excel that of the Old Testament, as is well

shown particularly in the Epistle to the Hebrews, (compare chap.

.

Fourth Series, Vol. III.—28
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vii-x; xiii, 10, 15, 16.) The term clergy, (Kkripog,) which in eccle-

siastical usage distinguishes the spiritual order from the laity, is

applied by Peter (1 Pet. v, 3) to the congregations ; so that every

Christian society is regarded as set apart, like the Levites of the

Old Testament, for the peculiar ownership of God.* Paul calls upon
liis readers, in virtue of their priestly character, to make suppUca-

tion for himself and for all men, (2 Cor. i, 10, 11 ; 1 Tim. ii, 1;)
after the pattern of Christ, the eternal High Priest, (Heb. vii, 25

;

compare Luke xxii, 32 ; John .xvii, 9, 20.)

This universal priesthood ^Yill serve to explain the liberty of

teaching and the sha?-e of the people in Church government, which

present themselves to our notice in the apostolical age.

The general liberty of teaching was an anticipatory fulfilment of

the prophecy, according to which in the time of the Messiah the

Spirit should be poured out upon all flesh, even down to servants

and maids, and all Avould be taught of God, (Joel iii, 1, seq. ; Isaiah

liv, 13; Jer. xxxi, 34 ; Acts ii, IT, IS; John vi, 45; compare 1 Thess.

iv, 9 ; 1 John ii, 20, 21, 27.) According to this any one might come
forward, speaking in an unknown tongue, praying, teaching or pro-

phesying in the congregation, if only he possessed the requisite gift

for it, without being an oflScer of the Church ; for the gifts of the

Spirit were by no means confined to official station. This liberty

of teaching appears very plainly from the representation, wliich

Paul gives us, of the meetings for public worship among the Corin-

thians, 1 Cor. xiv, 23-36.t ^ay, from ver. 34, and 1 Cor. xi, 5, it is

plain that even women, forgetting their natural position and mis-

taking the true idea of religious equality, (Gal. iii, 2S,) prayed and
prophesied in public. But here came in also the proper restriction.

For in the first place Paul rebukes in general all abuse of the liberty

of teaching, and reminds the Corinthians that God is a God of order

and not of confusion : hence they should make use of their gifts,

° Others take tuv K^f/puv, which at all events refers to the people, in the sense

of the congregations committed by lot or election to the presbyters.

t This was still understood by an ecclesiastical writer belonging to the close

of the fourth century, the author of the Commentary on Paul's Epistles, which
is found among the works of St. Ambrose, (probably the Roman deacon Hilary.)

Thus he says on Kph. iv, 11: "In episcopo omnes ordines sunt, quia primus
sacerdos est, hoc est princeps est sacerdotum et propheta et evangelista caetera
ad implenda officia ecclesiae in ministerio fidelium. Tamen postquam omnibus
locis ccclesiae sunt constitutae et ofiicia ordinata, aliter composita res est, quam
coeperat. Primum enim omnes docebaitt et omnes baptizabant, quibuscunquedicbus
vel temporibus fuissct occasio . . . . Ut ergo crcscerct plebs et multipUcaretur,
omnibus inter initia concessum est, et cvangelizare ct baptizarc et Scripturas in

ecclesia ciplanare, etc."

28*
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not all at once but one after another, with becoming regard always

to the edification of the congregation, (1 Cor. xiv, 5, 12, 123-33.)

James also chides the mania with which many in his Jewish- Chris-

tian congregations (M'hcrc doing was so often lost sight of in talking)

put themselves forward as teachers, out of pure vanity and without

any inward call, adding his powerful admonition on the sins of the

tongue, chap, iii, 1, seqq. The exercise of teaching thus was not to be

restricted indeed to any office, but it must be joined still with the

possession of the necessary gifts of the Spirit, and these were to be

used with humble feeling and a sense of increased responsibility.

In the next place, as regards tlie female sex, Paul goes still fiirther

and directly requires that it shall take no part in the public services

of the Church, 1 Cor. xiv, 33, 34 ; 1 Tim. ii, 1-2.* With this indeed

1 Cor. xi, 5 seems to stand in contradiction :
" Every woman that

prayeth or prophesieth with her head uncovered, dishonoureth her

head ;" and to this passage accordingly the Montanists, Quakers, and

other sects, have been accustomed to appeal in justification of their

practice. But the apostle here simply (piotes the fact, which no

doubt had place, without appi-oving or condemning it, reserving

his censure for a subsequent connexion,* (chapter xiv;) for in

chapter xi, he is not treating at all of public worship, but only of

the custom of covering the head, which some Christian females in

Corinth affected to disregard, in opposition to the prevailing notions

of decency, as though all outward difference between the sexes had

been abolished by Christ. IS or will it answer, to make a distinction

here between public teaching and public praying and prophesying

;

and to say that Paul's prohibition regards only tlie first function,

(the proper 6i6doKeu% 1 Tim. ii, 12,) but not tlie last two, in which

there is more of the inspiration of feeling. For to say nothing of

his placing prophets above teachers, (Kph. iv, 11 ; 1 Cor. xii, 28,)

his injunction is altogether general, 1 Cor. xiv, 34, that women must

be silent [oLydriAioav) in the Church and not speak, {XaXelv,) and this

whole chapter besides treats, not of didactic discourses, but directly

of speaking with tongues and prophesying. Every public act of the

sort implies, while it lasts, a superiority of the speaker over the

hearers, and is contrary also to true feminine delicacy. Christianity

has indeed improved vastly the condition of woman, and brings all

heavenly blessings within her reach ;t but all this without prejudice

° In the synagogue also women were not permitted to sjwak. Compare Wet-

ttein on 1 Cor. xiv, 31, and Vitringa, Synag. p. 725.

t Gal. iii, 28: ovk Ivl upaev Kcii &Ti?.v Turrff yan ifiric cU Iotf rv Xpicru Irjaov;

whereas on the contrary even Aristotle says directly : ;ff fpoi- r) ywrj rov av6pb^,

Magn. Ethic. I, 34.
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ptill to the Divine order of nature, by which she is fonned to be in

subjection to man, (Gen. iii, IG ; Eph. v, 22,) and for the sphere of

private life. Here, in the quiet domestic circle, she has full room

for the exercise of the fiirest virtues ; here too she is clothed with

a certain right to rule ; and here she is not only to pray diligently

herself, but also to teach her children to pray and to lead them in

early life to the Lord.*

With this liberty of teaching corresponded in a great measure

the conduct of Church government. The presbyters were indeed

the regular pastors and managers of congregational business, but in

such Avay that the people took part with them directly and indirectly

in the work, and so bore also their share of its responsibility. In

the first place the officers, and also the delegates for particular ser-

vices, (compare 2 Cor. viii, 18, 19 ; Acts xv, 3,) were taken from the

midst of the congregation itself, by its own election or at least con-

sent, as we have already shov.-n in a previous section. And then

again, after they were thus in office, they were not to lord it over

God's heritage, but rather to be ensamples to the flock in the way
of a holy life ; and to serve it, taking the oversight thereof not with

constraint and force, but on the ground of its -own free compliance

and with due respect everywhere for its rights, (compare 1 Pet. v,

1-5.) The apostles themselves proceeded in this way. Almost all

their epistles, containing instructions, exhortations, and decisions

in regard to the most weighty questions, are addressed not to the

Church rulers merely but to the whole congregation. In cases of

controversy it appears to have been customary, according to 1 Cor.

vi, 5, to choose a session of arbitrators from the body of the people,

(compare ^Matt. xviii, 15-18.) Paul indeed excommunicated the

incestuous person at Corinth, but only as united in spirit with the

Corinthian congregation, [avvaxdivn^v v^Cn> Kal too lf.iov Trvevf^iaroq,

1 Cor. v, -1,) so that his act was at the same time theirs, i^ay, even

in controversies that concerned the whole Church, the apostles did

not decide by their own right merely, but drew the congregations

also at least frequently into consultation. A striking proof of this

is furnished by the council at Jerusalem, called to settle the great

question concerning the binding authority of the Mosaic law, and
the terms on which the Gentiles were to be admitted to the privi-

leges of the Gospel. Here the apostles, elders, and brethren, come

^ Probably the prophesying of the daughters of the evangelist Philip in Cesa-

rea, (Acts xxi, 9.) occiirreil also in family -worship; unless we assume that some-

thing took place here that Paul vrouUl not have approved (compare Neander s.

257) ; for Luke simply narrates the fact, witliout pronouncing upon it any
judgment.
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together ; the ti-ansactioiis go forward before the whole congregation

;

Peter urges his clear Divine vision in regard to Gentile baptism not

as a command but only as a motive or reason, (Acts xv, 7, scqq.

;

compare xi, 2, seqq. ;) the whole assembly joins in passing the final

resolution ;* and the written decision of the council goes forth, not

in the name of the apostles and presbyters only, but in the name of

the brethren generally, and is addressed to the collective body of

the Gentile Christians in Syria and Cilicia.t

This relation between the rulers and their congi-egations, to which

the name democratic is sometimes applied,!, though not altogether

aptly, stands closely connected with the extraordinary effusion of the

Holy Ghost in the apostolic age, and Avas secured by this against

the abuses which must necessarily attend such a form of govern-

ment, where the mass of the people is under the dominion of igno-

rance and wild passion. We see mirrored in it to a certain extent

the ideal state, which will come in when the prophecy of the out-

pouring of the Spirit upon all flesh shall have its absolute fulfilment.

We must now go over the several othces of the apostolical Church

more in detail, taking up first those that look towards the Church as

a whole ; since this idea is older than that 'of a single congregation,

although both fall together as to extent originally in the mother-

Church at Jerusalem. But, as space fails us, tliis discussion must
be reserved for another article.

® Chapter xv, 22: totc edo^t role azoarbXoi^ koI toIc TrpeojJvTipoir ai'V ohj ry

CKKkfjalg..

t Ver. 23 : ol anboTo7~.oi koi nl -jpcaiivrtpot. kol ol uJtAoot role "(5fA6o?f, etc.

X For example, by Rothe in Lis work l)cfore quotccl, (p. 1-48 and frequently.)

We disapprove of this title, because it is derived from a foreign sphere,

that of politics, and may be easily misundcrstoo<I. In the Church strictly there

is no kind of dominion, neither democracy, nor aristocracy, nor monarchy, but

only service (SiaKovia). The very S;iviour of sinners himself came into the

•world, not to be ministered unto, but to minister and to give his life a ransom

for many. Matt, xx, 28 ; Luke xxii, 27 ; Jolin xiii. H, l.j, seq. ; Phil, ii, G-8.

Rothe at the same time asserts this so-called democratic character in favour only

of the congregational order, the government of congregations singly taken, and

not in favour of the polity of tiie Church ns a wliolc, which he styles rather

(p. 310) autocratic, and which, in Iiis view, even before the close of the apostolical

age, immediately after the destruction of Jerusalem and under the auspices

mainly of St. John, became episcopal. As regards the first point, however, he

goes evidently too far, when he says, (for instance, p. 153) of the congregational

officers : " They were purely society functionaries, the mere magistracy of the

people, whose authority Jiowcd from no other source but the v-ill of the conijregation

itself, to which they owed their election." Compare against this what we have
already said on the divine origin of all Church-oilices : in part also the tract of

the Rev. Charles Rothe, (since gone over to the Irvingitcs,) entitled : " Die wahren
Grundlagen dor Christlichon Kirchcnverfassung." 184-1, s. 3-33.
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Art. v.—progress OF LIBERAL PRINCIPLES.

Liberal priuciples lie at the foundation of man's real good. "With-

out freedom of thought, belief, speech, and action, there can be little

or no human improvement: hence the anxiety always felt by
Christians and philanthropists for the progress of liberty. Often

has it appeared that tlie power of tyranny was about to be broken,

never more to have the ascendency, but almost as often have these

encouraging prospects been blasted. Many—in contemplating the

long-protracted bondage of the masses of mankind, in considering

hovr often they fail in striking for their rights, and the little progress

consequently made in human amelioration—have been led to con-

clude, that, on the whole, the cause of freedom gains no ground, and

the world grows no better. We know that while there is progress

in some things there is retrogression in others—that while mankind

have improved in some periods or places, they have deteriorated in

others ; but a careful review in history will show, we think, that in

the main liberal principles have ever been advancing, and the

world steadily improving. Though the standard of freedom has

been struck down in every nation of Europe, France excepted, (if,

indeed, we may except that nation,) where it has been so hopefully

unfurled within the last few years, yet the philantliropist has no

cause for despair. History, as well as reason and revelation, teaches

that right must eventually triumph. While the present holds up

60 gloom}'' a pictm-e in respect to freedom and progress, let us ex-

amine the past, and see if we cannot find in its annals ground to

hope for the future.

In times previous to the advent of the Saviour, hardly anything

appeal's but wrongs, violence, and oppression. All is one dismal

Sahara with but here and there an oasis. Egypt is thought to have

enjoyed, to some extent, the blessings of liberty in some parts of

her existence. But that Egypt ever had a goverament under which
the people were free, or a government such as a limited monarchy is

generally understood to be, docs not appear from history. It is doubt-

ful, indeed, whether the mass of the Egyptians, in any age, were
qualified, in point of intelligence, for such a govemment. It appears

from some things in Xenophon, that Persia, before it was united

with the ^Median kingdom, had a government similar to a limited

monarchy. But in reference to most Oriental nations of antiquity.

we gather nothing from history but what loads us to suppose that

they were incessantly subjected to tyranny. We find it diflVrent.

however, when we turn our attention to the more Western nations.
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Greece and Rome were not unmindful of liberty. A portion of

the people were really free in some periods of the history of these

nations, but in other periods the same was not true of any of the

people, and at all times a considerable portion of the inhabitants

were doomed to slavery. Tlic Greeks and llomans acted upon
principles most destructive of liberty. These principles taught that

tlie prisoner taken in war had forfeited his life—that the conqueror

had absolute control of it, and might take it at pleasure. If the

victor chose to preserve the life of the captive, the latter became
the slave, the absolute property of the former. From the result of

these principles, Greece and Home teemed with a population de-

prived of every right, and subjected to every species of indignity and

cruelty. Italy in particular abounded with the victims of oppression

;

almost, every nation and tribe of Europe contributed to their sup-

ply. The fair-skinned Angles, as well as the swarthy Iberians, were

sold in the shambles of Home. Captives taken in war were not

alone the articles of this commerce ; but so general had the traffic

become, and so hardened and darkened was the ancient Euro-

pean mind in regard to it, that even parents sold their own children

into bondage.

"Thus we see that the Greeks and llomans, so eager for liberty

themselves, were ever ready to set their iron feet upon others. But
the day of reckoning at length came—the enslavers became enslaved.

If we may learn of their history, it teaches, in the plainest manner,

that those who wrest freedom from others must themselves lose it

;

and from the maledictions of Scripture against oppression, we should

be led to conclude, that they are destined to lose it as a just judg-

ment from Heaven. But if we seek for a philosophical solution of

this truth, it will be found in the fact that slavery, if permitted to

exist for successive generations, is sure to work moral corruption

among the governing portions of the people, that must necessarily

lead to national ruin.

The freest government of antiquity, nay doubtless the freest that

ever existed, our own not excepted, was that which God gave to his

chosen people. Under that government the Israelites had im-

paralleled prosperity for some three hundred years. They attained

to distinguished greatness, notwithstanding their territory Avas quite

limited. Solomon, their third king, was able to accomplish the

wonders which distinguished his reign, only in consequence of the

prosperity of the nation during its democracy. Samuel, the prophet

of the Lord, made known to the people the evils that would come

upon them if they established a monarchy, (1 Samuel viii, 11-18 ;)

but evil counsels prevailed, and their republic was changed to a
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kingdom. Their glory then departed. Ever after they continued

to decline, till finally their land became " a perpetual hissing," and

they "an astonishment, a proverb and a byword among all nations."

The Christian era may be regarded as the true time ^\-hcn liberal

principles began to gain ascendency and permanence. But human
nature was the same before that it was afterwards. Mankind had

always sighed for liberty, and occasionally some ineffectual spas-

modic efibrts were made to obtain it. "Whenever the blow was

struck for freedom, myriads were found who were not only ready to

pour out their blood for so great a boon, but readily chose to die

rather than submit to the will of a conqueror. AVhen Julius Casar

was staining the soil of Europe with the blood of her inhabitants, that

he might have the glory of conquering and enslaving them, such was
the resistance he encountered, that he exclaimed in his Commentaries,
" Omnes homines natm-a libertati studere, et couditionem servitutis

odisse."* All men naturally love liberty and hate the condition of

servitude. But though all men loved liberty, and thought, and

said, and did much in reference to tliis great good for which tliey

instinctively longed, its benefits were but indifferently realized

till the inspired apostles opened their message to mankind. Then,

and not till then, did liberal principles begin to be so clearly under-

stood, and so generally embraced, as to render it impossible for

tyrants to extinguish or suppress them.

At the commencement of the Christian era, despotism was hold-

ing universal sway. The glory of Greece's freer days had long

before departed. The liberal government of the Boman republic

had been changed to a military despotism, or to what Avas well nigh

such. The Boraan emperor, whose power was then felt by almost

every nation, stood ready with his mailed legions to suppress the

first risings of liberty. iStill human nature was the same : all men
loved liberty and hated servitude. AVhat mankind needed was some-

thing to call out and direct the inherent principles of their nature
;

something that would hold up to their view their true interests, and
direct in pursuit of them. Christianity supplied this stupendous

desideratum. The Boman power seems to have descried this in-

evitable tendency of the S3'stcm established by Jesus of Kazareth,

and became at once jealous of the rising Church. Hence persecu-

tion followed upon persecution. But the noblest spirits were found
in the Christian Church ; their blood was poured out like Avater, not

on the field of battle in murderous conflict, but calmly and passively

in testimony, and we may say in defence of their faith. In spite of

the alUed powers of earth and hell, Christianity extended through

*> Ctesar's Com., lib. 3, cap. 10.
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the west of Asia, the north of Africa, and the soutli and vrest of

Europe, instructing mankind as to their destinies, duties, and rela-

tions, laying down and enforcing the most in^portant principles.

One fact connected with the establishment of Cliristianity should

have our particular attention—that is, it gave rise to the representa-

tive principle in the formation of its councils, which were often

made up of delegates that represented different sections of the

Church, in different and distant countries. State legislative hodies,

similarly formed, had their exemplar in the Christian Church, and it

need not he affirmed how much this principle has done, and is des-

tined still to do, to harmonize, free, and elevate the humau race.

Finally, in tracing the progress of Christianity we trace the pro-

gress of liberal principles.

It is greatly to the praise of the Christian religion that it con-

tributed, as some historians represent, to the fall of the Roman
empire, and thereby to the destruction of despotism. At the time

the Roman empire ceased to be, the principles of liberty were better

understood and more widely diffused than ever before; but the

Roman hierarchy had already gained powerful ascendency. Having
engrafted upon itself the essential features r)f the ancient paganism,
it became an engine for darkening, rather than enlightening man-
kind. Popes and bishops allied themselves to emperors and kings,

and gained such power over them, and made their selfish interests

so mutually dependent, that they all took advantage of the people's

ignorance to lay upon them the chains of slavery.

In surveying historical facts that relate directly to oiu- subject,

we may notice some that are well known ; but by followiu'^ events
through the middle ages, we shall bo afforded the pleasure—not-
withstanding there was so much of darkness and gloom—of contem-
plating the steady progress of liglit. truth, and liberty. We see the
people during these periods beginning to enjoy some of the benefits

of liberty ; but there was mingled with those benefits much of anarchy
and confusion. Principally out of this state of things, historians sup-

pose, grew the feudal system—a system fraught with oppression
and cruelty. But chivalry now arose amid the mass of adverse in-

fluences, and struck for "the right nnd the true." It must be
acknowledged that there was much to be condemned in its vota-

ries, and that it was sometimes turned to the account of despot-
ism is true; but it is equally true that the spirit of chivalry,

embracing as it did the principles of valour, generosity, and cha-
rity, exerted an important influence throughout Europe, in behalf
of liberty.

The world, however, is principally and primarily indebted to
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Christianity for the blessings of liberty. While the Roman
hierai-chy was darkening, degradinfr, and enslaving the people, the

pure ])nnciplos of the Christian religion wtvQ not extinct, but were

preserved in great purity among the Waldenses, and doubtless else-

where, and were exerting their power. While papacy and the

feudal system, while spiritual and temporal princes, were all com-

bined to extenninate the liberties of the people, the principles of

freedom were operating, the people were restless, active, and moving

for their rights. But we see no very rapid advance made in Hberal

principles, at any one time, for the long period of a thousand years

subsequent to the fall of the Roman despotism. But during those

long and dismal ages, tyranny with all its aids was never able to

gain entire ascendency—it could never entirely subdue the spirit

'

of liberty. In the latter part of this protracted period, in the times

of Wiclif and of Huss, we see some signal promotions of those

momentous reforms that commenced in the beginning of the six-

teenth century. When these reforms commenced, there arose a

tremendous struggle between oppression and freedom, between light

and darkness.

This great era dates not simply a reformation in religion, as it is

sometimes regarded, but a reformation in the whole system of

social order. INIartin Luther was not, as he is commonly con-

sidered, simply a reformer in ecclesiastical affairs. He was, to be

sure, the first among the great ecclesiastical reformers of that memo-
rable age ; but his influence rested not alone with the Church—it

reached the state. Though his movements were aimed at the cor-

ruptions of the Church, they told against all oppression. His

giant blows drove "his Saxon steel" to the very vitals of the

tyranny of state. He taught civil as well as religious liberty. He
showed the people to what extent thoy had been robbed of their

rights, and called their attention to revealed truth, as the only sure

guarantee of their liberties. " The word of God" he declared to be
" the true source whence all liberty flows." Having rescued this

invaluable treasure from monastic seclusion, and having given it to

the people in their own language, and copies of it being indefinitely

multiplied through the fiicilities of printing, a blow was struck, from
the eflects of which all oppression must eventually die. A more
rapid progress was then made in liberal principles than ever before.

We see them gaining substantial vantage ground, from which they

never can be driven. The settlement of our country followed close

upon the establishment of the principles of the Reformation. En-
lightened and guided by them, she enjoyed a great measure of

liberty, and in reality governed herself, even during her colonial
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existence ;* and to these principles is she mainly indebted for in-

dependence.

In examining the course of events, we should not leave Holland

unnoticed, so conspicuous docs she stand forth in the annals of

liberty, and so remarkable and peculiar is her history in that re-

spect. The people occupyin<; the loAvlands about the mouths of the

Rhine, and to the north of that river, the ancestors of the modern

Dutch, were never subjected to the lloman rule. We believe that

principles taught and practised, whether good or bad, are far-reach-

ing in their influence. But wlicthcr the principles of liberty, so

successfully maintained by the oiiginal occupants of Holland, were

or were not handed down from generation to generation to the

times of the Reformation, certain it is, that the people of that country

better understood and more fully enjoyed their rights in the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries, than those of any other comitry

of Europe. Thither freedom's advocates were wont to flee and

find refuge from persecution and death. It is thought that the

pilgrim ancestors of New-England gained some additional know-

ledge of human rights during their sojourn among the Dutch, pre-

viously to their departure from the Old Wodd, which enabled them

the better to establish those rights on their settlement in the

New.
But more of instruction and interest is to be acquired in a

survey of the progress of liberal principles in the British em-

pire. Macaulay remarks that, "tlic sources of the noblest rivers,

which spread fertility over continents, and bear richly-laden

fleets to the sea, are to be sought in wild and barren mountain-

tracts, incorrectly laid down on maps, and rarely explored by

travellers. To such a tract the history of our country during the

thirteenth century may not unaptly be compared. Sterile and

obscure as is that portion of our aimals, it is there that we must

seek for the origin of our freedom, our prosperity, and our glory."

It will hardly do to controvert Macaulay, but we may prolong his

imagery. "The sources" of these rivt-rs are supplied by water

from rains and snows that percolates through the mountains; and

we must look far back of the thirteenth century for those things

that contributed to the " origin " of Britain's freedom, prosperity,

®The advaiitajres accruing to the colonics from being under the protection of

the mother country, were more than counterbalanceJ by her encroachments.

Their history not only sho-ws tJiat they governed themselves, but presents the

singular spectacle of a people ever engaged in the two-fold work of governing

themselves and of repelling a power constantly seeking to govern them contrary

to their toiahes and interests.
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and glory. It has been held* that our Anglo-Saxon ancestors

descended from the Scythians, who so signally defended their

liberties against all invasions, in times prior to the Christian era:

particularly, that the Saxons in the north of Germany were a tribe

of that people ; and hence their love of liberty, and their know-

ledge, valour, and success in preserving it. Some may think this

theory as unworthy of credence, as the notion of the Romans, that

they originated from the Trojans. However all this may be, the

Anglo-Saxons, from their earliest history, have been more success-

ful in maintaining their rights than most -other portions of the

human race : not, probably, because they were constitutionally

more attached to freedom, better able to defend it, or more valorous

than the rest of mankind ; but because they have been more favoui*-

ably circumstanced, perhaps, for the defence of their rights than

other nations. As a people they have been greatly distinguished

for intelligence, valour, and independence. I^evertheless, very

many of them have been sunk to the lowest depths of slavery. It

is interesting to go over their history, from the time that many
of them were held as absolute property by masters of the same

Anglo-Saxon blood,—from the time that the ancestors of such men
as Locke, Blackstone, and Peel were villains, adscripts to the soil,

or absolute slaves,—and see them emerging from such a state, and

steadily rising to all the advantages and glories of freedom.

A writer in the Biblical Repository of January, 1836, in an

article entitled. Slavery in the i\Iiddle Ages, remarks:—"There

seems to have been no general law for the emancipation of. slaves-

in the statute book of England. Though the genius of the English

constitution favoured personal liberty, yet servitude continued long

in England, in particular places. In the year 1514, we find a

charter 'of Henry A^'III. enfranchising two slaves belonging to one

of his manors. As late as 1547, there is a commission from

Elizabeth with respect to the manumission of certain slaves belong-

ing to her." Macaulay informs us, that " some faint traces of the

institution of villanage were detected by the curious so late as the

days of the Stuarts; nor has that institution ever, to this hour, been

abolished by statute." The important fact then appears, that tJie

extinction of slavery in E7igland did not result from statutory

law, but from the noiseless action of the liberal principles of the

British constitution. Though the slavery of the Anglo-Saxons

came to an end along in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, slaves

continued to be introduced into England, and held as such, down to

1772, when the Avell-known case of Somerset took place. The last

*^ Sharon Turner's Hist. Anglo-Saxons.
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of slavery in the British foreign possessions, ceased in 1844. Thus

we see the power of Britain and the principles of her constitution

simultaneously and co-extensivcly extending, till eventually, when

the sun sets not on her dominions it shines not upon a British

slave.

The primary principles which have led to these most auspicious

results, and the leading events in this advancement, ought to be

carefully studied. Tiicse principles are few and simple. The

events are not numerous, but stand boldly and proudly out in

English history. By the Norman coiKjUCst the laM's and usages

by which the people of England had beon previously governed were

overthrown, and the feudal system established. For one hundred

and fifty years from that time the English groaned under intolerable

oppression. That oppression was broken, or very materially

diminished, by Magna Charta. Among the important provisions

of that instrument the 46th article stands pre-eminent. It reads

as follows :*—" No freeman shall he taken, or imprisoned,

disseized or outlawed, or banished, or any toay destroyed ; nor

will toe pass upon him, or commit him to prison, unless by the

legal judgment of his peers, or by the laiu of the land." This

was leaven in the meal. According to this provision, no freeman

could be deprived of his liberties, except by legal process, and no

legal process could do it but in case of debt or crime. This

principle operating in connexion with other important principles of

the British constitution, rendered the liberties of the English people

safe, so long as they were at all vigilant. The provision in question

remained for nearly five hundrcil years, without any law or regula-

tion to give it any definite application, or to secure its action in all

cases of unlawful violence. Still it ha<l its place in the sure founda-

tions of English law, and could at any time be appealed to with

effect. But it came into more tlioroiigh and efiicient action after

the enactment of the law of the Avrit of Habeas Corpus, which took

place in the reign of Charles the Second. This law is justly called

the great bulwark and second Magna Charta of English liberty.

After it had been in existence about one hundred years, it was most

effectually used in the highly important case of Somerset, already

mentioned, which was brought before Lord Mansfield by Gran-

ville Sharpe. So strong were the prejudices that existed against

the race to which Somerset belonged, so long had the world been

accustomed to behold their degradation, and so great were the

monied interests involved in the case, that even the stern and

lofty Mansfield seemed to be warped against the plaintiff. He
* Tindal's Kapin.
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delayed judgment, and twice threw out the suggestion, " that the

master might put an end to the present litigation by manumitting the

slave ;" but the suggestion was providentially not attended to. The

matter was pending for nearly five months, in consequence of

pleadings and postponements ; but the great principles of English

law at length prevailed, and Mansfield gave his ever-memorable

decision, that secured so important a triumph to justice, humanity,

and liberty.* It was, comparatively, a very small matter that

Somerset was liberated. This decision—to use the appropriate

and expressive words of a certain writer
—

" revolutioned the juris-

prudence of the realm ; overthrew ancient precedents ; reversed

venerated decisions ; and inscribed beneath the cross of St. George,

on the royal flag, ' Slaves cannot breathe in England.^
"

The cause of liberty then received a new and powerful impulse,

and a somewhat different direction. Soon commenced those move-

ments that led to the abolition of the slave-trade, and the ultimate

entire extinction of slavery in the British dominions.

The contest for the abolition of the slave-trade shows how diffi-

cult it is for right to gain ascendency over wrong, or liberty over

tyi-anny, where prejudice and power, connected with monied inte-

rests, are to be overcome. For twenty years the contest incessantly

went on, sometimes to the personal danger of those in favour of the

measure. Every inch of ground was disputed ; but the enterprise

steadily won upon the sentiments of the nation, and gained favour

in parliament, till finally the legality of the cniel trafiic terminated

in 1807. Next commenced those operations that resulted in the

emancipation of the slaves of the British West Indies, and the

colony of the Cape of Good Hope. These movements continued -,

and on the first of April, 1S44, no less than twelve millions of

hereditary slaves in the British East Indies, became free by act of

parliament; since which time, no slaves have been legally held in

the dominions of the English.

In thus looking over the course of events, we see how a few well-

apprehended, leading principles have operated to raise the great body
of the English people from slavery to liberty, and to strike off the

shackles of oppression wherever the British power has extended.

During five hundred years, from the time that Magna Charta was
wrested from King John, we see no very marked advances made,
at any one time, towards the attainment of human right. The mass
of the people had not become sufiiciently enlightened for any special

advancement, although they were steadily increasing in intelligence

** A full account of this interesting case is found in the life of Granvilk
Sharpe.
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and becoming more and more possessed of tlieir rights. Though not

successful in their attempts to cstabhsh a repubhc in the times of

Cromwell, the convulsions of that period prepared the way for the

revolution of 1688, and for the subsequent universal establishment

of liberty in the English dominions. There is still, it is well

known, much of oppression and sufforing in Great Britain and

Ireland; but it would be unjust to charge it all upon the British

government, or any of it upon the real principles of the British

constitution. Popery and tlic vices of portions of the people, con-

tribute largely to it. The debt of Great Britain incurred by wars,

gives rise to burdensome . taxation ;* the remains of the Feudal

system, in the existence of extensive manors, worked by tenants

;

the legal support of the established Church, so utterly inconsistent

with liberty,—these things dispose many to give but' little credit

to England's professions of regard for freedom, or for what she

has actually done in its behalf Nevertheless, wherever it is

clearly apprehended that England gi-ants liberty, it should be

allowed. We apologize not for England's faults. We have sim-

ply traced the real progi'css of liberty in her dominions, from

which we can draw lessons of valuable instruction even in this

Republic.

We should be glad to speak of the progress of liberty in other

portions of Europe, but this we have neither time nor limits to do

at present. Of our own country we need not speak at length,

though a word or two we cannot withhold. Freedom has been her

watchword through all the periods of her history, yet her history

tells not of freedom only. Her Declaration of Independence is a

text-book of liberty; but what a commentary do we wTite upon it

in the slavery allowed to exist ! Her constitution is such, that only

by assuming that its fraraers attached certain meaning to certain

words, can it be made to shield oppression in case of a single

human being, and yet one-seventh of the people are slaves. But

amid all this inconsistency and gloom, there is ground for hope.

The principles on which our goveniraent is based, together with the

prevalence of Christianity, Avill in time, it is believed, work out the

entire enfranchisement of all in our land ; and to similar causes are

we to look for the ultimate triumph of freedom throughout the

world.

From the investigation of this subject it appears plain that no

substantial success can bo made in this work, unless principles be

* It is ascertained from a late statistical work, cntitlcfl, " Porter's Proorcss of

the Nation," vol. ii, tliat full ninety per cent, of all that is paid into the British

Treasury goes to liquidate the interest on tho war debt.
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clearly defined and understood. The people may depose kings and
terminate dynasties ; but if they have no clear ideas of human rights,

they may be compared to a ship at sea without rudder, the sport of

winds and waves. We have seen that the English people have been

chiefly indebted to well-apprehended principle. In this country, the

people have always had the most definite ideas of what belonged to

their rights. Success is not to be expected in the declamation of

demagogues, the stormy debates of the legislative hall, or in the

force of arms, but in the silent leaven-working of enlightened

principle.

Still more than all this is necessary. There must, he virtue in all

classes. There may be eloquence and ability in the Senate; there

may be skill and bravery in war ; there may be intelligence among
the populace ; but if virtue does not generally prevail, the cause of

liberty can make no abiding progress. "When the love of glory, of

power, of self-aggrandizement, prevails to the seclusion of integrity,

patriotism, and philanthropy, the people will find themselves still

bowing under the yoke of oppression, however long they may labour

or eagerly look for freedom.

It is also indispensable that the views of mankind should be cor-

rected in respect to war. In some rare instances men have taken up
arms in defence of their rights, and have been successful. But for the

most part, war is a grand generator of vice, ignorance, and slavery.

M. Bouvet, in a late speech in. the French Assembly, well remarked:—" War, founded on force and restraint, is contrary to Ul>erty. "War.

enabling the strong to triumph over the weak, is contrary to eqf/ah'ti/.

War, shattering the law of love, which unites individuals and com-

munities, is contrary to fraterriitij. Thus the Republic, to be con-

sistent with its own constitution, ought henceforth to endeavour to

suppress the military system, and to substitute for it an interna-

tional jurisdiction. Such an object is so honest, so generous, so

important to the public welfare, that France need not blush to make
it the principal aim of its political existence." Happy would it be

for France to follow the lead of such a champion.

If we look for the true reasons why liberty has made no more
progress in Europe since the commencement of the great movements
near the close of the last century, it will be found in the lack of

intelligence in the people, and of virtue in those who led—especially

in the latter particular. There are junctures when the cause of

freedom depends on a single individual. Might not integrity in

Bonaparte have established the liberties of France, aiid led to the

enfranchisement of Europe ? Does not truth forbid the concession

that circumstances compelled him to gi^asp the sceptre? Might
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not Washington, in a particular period* of the Revolution, with as

much or more propriety, and perhaps as much success, have seated

himself on a throne? Patriotism in Washington saved the cause

of freedom in America ; ambition in Bonaparte ruined it, for a time,

in Europe.

But notwithstanding the European movements at the close of the

last century and the commencement of the present, terminated so

disastrously, liberal principles did make no inconsiderable advance-

ment during those times. Light was disseminated and aspirations

kindled up among the masses, that contributed largely to the late

commotions of continental Europe, in which we see decidedly more

intelligence and virtue, and more progress made in the estabhsh-

ment of the rights of man, than in those former movements ; and

we look for intelligence, virtue, and liberty, to go forward in time to

come, as Christianity advances in its purity, simplicity, and ^ower.

Art. VI.—PLUTARCH'S MORALIA.

The writings of Plutarch arc partly historical and partly moral.

Most of his treatises admit of a ready and distinctive reference to

the one or the other of these classes. Some, however, lie on the

dividing line between them, and all partake more or less of both the

historical and the moral element. Mis history always teaches les-

sons of ethical and practical wisdom ; and his ethics are always

illustrated and embellished by the facts of history. Endowed with

large powers both of observation and reflection, disciplined alike in

the study and the practice of the virtues, taught scarcely more by
communion with books than by intercourse with men and things, ho

is everywhere at once the historian and the moralist, tracing events

back to their causes and forward to their results, linking duty

with its reward and wrong-doing with its punishment, developing

theory in practice and illustrating principles by facts, interested in

facts by themselves and loving principles for their own sake, but

supremely delighting to unite them in a harmonious, living form, in

which the soul shall animate and inform the body, while the body
Rhall give utterance and expression to the soul. Plutarch revels in

concrete forms, in actual existence, in real life—he has no eye and

no heart for baiTcn abstractions. He is not at home in speculative

* The time alluilcd to is, when Washington and his men lay at Valley Forge,

differing from neglect, and chafed with criminations for their want of success.

Fourth Series, Vol. III.—29
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philosophy. Though usually classed as an Academic philosopher,
his real master was Socrates, like whom he sought fruits more prac-
tically than riato and more spiritually than Bacon. His Ethics are
virtually Lives, as his Lives are essentially Ethics.

Plutarch is said to have been the author of about three hundred
historical and philosophical treatises, ef w-hich less than half are
extant. The principal historical pieces are the Parallel Lives, in

which he has written the biographies of forty-six Greeks and Ro-
mans, and arranged them in pairs, each pair containing the life of a
Greek and a Roman, between whose character and history there
are usually some striking points of resemblance. Each pair is also
followed by a comparison of the two men, in which the parallel
features, whether of likeness or contrast, are grouped together or
summed up in studied antithesis : in a few pairs, however, 'the com-
parison is omitted or lost. Th'ere are also four separate lives, which
are usually placed, in the editions, after the forty-six parallels.*

Besides these, fourteen biographies by the hand of Plutarch are
known to have been lost, in compensation for which several others,
such as the lives of Homer and the Ten Orators, have been attri-

buted to him, whose authorship, wo think, he would not be ambitious
to claim. If the same author wrote the life of Demosthenes in the
Parallels and the Hfe of Demosthenes in the Ten Orators, he must
have written the latter when he was asleep.

There are some ten or twelve treatises, usually placed under the
head of Moralia and printed indiscriminately with the moral essays,
which are strictly historical or anecdotical in their contents. Amon(»
these are the essay on the Malignity of Herodotus, which needs no
refutation and scarcely deserves mention ; the Parallels from Gre-
•cian and Roman History, designed to confirm the credibility of cer-
>tain improbable events in Roman histoi-y by the analog}- of similar
events in Grecian; and the Apophthegms or sayings of distinguished
kings and commanders, dedicated to the Emperor Trajan and in-
tended to be a kind of supplement to the doings of illustrious men
recorded in the Lives,—all of which some critics have pronounced
supposititious, and we would cheerfully relinquish as adding little,

especially the first, to our authors credit, though candour obliges us
to add that they bear strong internal evidence, especially tlie last

two of having proceeded from the pen of Plutarch. To the same
cat^^gory belong also the pieces entitled. The Fortune or the Virtue
of Alexander the Great, the Fortune of the Romans, and Whether
the Athenians were more renowned for their Warlike Achievements

° In the Lcipsic cJition, the Life of Arlaxerxea is placed between those of
Cicero and Demetrius.

29*
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or for their Learning,—three splendid declamations, in which the

author imputes the conquests of Alexander chiefly to virtue, the

empire of Rome pre-eminently to fortune, and the glory of Athens

not more to literature than to military pro^YCss. The first two of

these pieces, when compared Avith each other, have been received

by some critics as a demonstration of Plutarch's partiality for the

Greeks over the Romans, and even as a key to the whole design of

the author in -writing his Parallel Lives. AVe have already declared*

our inability to accept such a conclusion ; and the veiy pieces, on

which the argument chiefly rests, furnish a suflicient refutation of it.

How any one can read the introduction to the treatise on the For-

tune of the Romans, and still accuse the writer of an envious or

bigoted prejudice against the Roman Empire, passes our compre-

hension. " Nature herself," he says, " who produces all things, is

by some reputed to be fortune, by others to be wisdom. The pre-

sent discussion, therefore, attaches great honour and an enviable

distinction to Rome ; since she is thought worthy of the same

question which is wont to be argued respecting the earth and seas,

the heavens and the stars, viz., whether she owes her being to

chance or to providence. And I think it may be tnily affirmed,

.that notwithstanding the fierce and lasting wars which have ever

been going on between Fortune and Virtue, they both amicably

conspired to rear the structure of her vast power and domin-

ion, and harmoniously co-operated in the e.vccution and perfec-

tion of that most beautiful of human works." Fortune and Vir-

tue are then introduced and painted in lively colours, as entering

the lists of controversy. Fortune, as a goddess firmly seated at

Rome and worshipped by the Romans above all the Virtues,

boasts at gi-eat length of all the miracles in the early mythical

and poetical history of Rome; of the unexpected and marvellous

deliverances of the city and its armies in the wars of the Gauls,

the Carthaginians, the Cimbri and the Tcutones ; of tiie want of

union and co-operation among the enemies of the State, who might

easily have crushed it by their combined forces, but divided fell one

after another under its dominion ; and finally she vaunts, as her

crowning favour, the early death of Alexander, before he had com-

pleted his conquests in the East and turned his victorious arms, as

he would have done, against lUily and the West. The argument,

however, appears to terminate abruptly in the midst of the sketch

of Alexander's ambitious schemes. And the reply, which the reader

is prepared to expect from A'^irtue, if it was ever written, is no longer

extant. Whether such a piece affords a sufficient ground for chai'g-

' MetlKKlist Quarterly for January, 1850, pp. 20, 21.
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iug a great historian with Grecian partialities and anti-Roman pre-

judices, let each one judge for himself.

The Moralia properly so-called, or rather the philosophical works

of Plutarch as contradistinguished from the historical, are over sixty

in number. They treat of a great variety of subjects, and might

properly be subdivided into social, political, physical, metaphysical,

ethical and religious treatises.

To the sphere of social or private life belong the Conjugal Pre-

cepts and the Education of Children, of the excellence of which we

spoke in a former ])apcr,* and upon Avhich we cannot now dwell.

Here belong also the treatises on Love of Offspring, Fraternal Love,

and the Virtues ofWoman ; the fii'st two quite creditable to the author's

head and heart, but the last, a one- sided view of woman as exliibiting

in similar circumstances the same stern and masculine virtues with

the other sex. They who would turn the sex into Amazons and

magos, will find in this treatise of Plutarch some thirty examples ad-

duced from as many different States of antiquity, and to their pur-

pose quite. The Consolation to Apollonius on the loss of a son.

and that to his own wife on the death of a daughter, present the

author in quite another—aspect as alive to all the peculiar relations

and all the tender sensibilities of the family- circle. Nor can we re-

frain from mentioning in this connexion those fine educational tracts

on Hearing (that is, Reading) the Poets, and on Hearing in General,

that is, on Listening to Instruction and Advice; the former designed

particularly as a guide to the teacher of youth, the latter addressed

to the young man himself and adapted to aid him in the work of

self-education. We have often admired the gi-and principle which

is inculcated at the beginning of this latter treatise as revealing in

a single short sentence the whole secret of virtue and happiness

:

" They only who have learned to desire what they ought, live as

they desire." So also the sweet singer and king of Israel says

:

" Delight thyself in the Lord, and he shall give thee the desires of

thy heart." Passing out from the family and the school into the

wider social relations, we meet with tracts on the Distinction be-

tween a Flatterer and a Friend, on a Multitude of Friends, aiid on

Deriving Benefit from Enemies. In all these treatises on the do-

mestic and social relations, as in all matters pertaining to ordinary

life, the good sense and kind heart of the author shine conspicuous.

The Essay on Love, and the Love Stories, (a collection of five short

historical novels, or tragical histories as they have been sometimes

called,) disclose a depravation of sentiment and a con-uption of

morals on this subject, which no nation but those who were guilty of

" Methodist Quarterly for January, 1850, p. 24.
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it—the jcsthetic but unchaste (Jrecks—has ever been able to contem-

plate Avithout a blush, which their best philosophers, not excepting

Plutarch and Socrates, did not stamp Avith deserved infamy ; though

Socrates reprobated it, and Plutarch Avrote Avell in praise of pure

and wedded love, and, -with that full belief in the justice of an over-

ruling Providence Avhich is so characteristic of his writings, recorded

in repeated instances the righteous retribution that sooner or later

followed an unrestrained and unnatural indulgence of the passions.

The principal ;joZ/7/ca/ essa3's bear the following titles: That Phi-

losophers ought especially to Associate with llulers ; To an Un-
learned Prince; AVhcther an Aged Man should be permitted to

Govern the State; Political Precepts or Pules for Government;
Monarchy, Democracy and Oligarchy ; The Laws and Customs of

the Lacedajmonians. In common with most of the Greek philoso-

phers, Plutarch admires the political virtues, if not also the political

system, of the Spartans. He prefers monarchy to either of the other

simple forms of govemraent, alleging Plato for his authority
; yet he

dissuades from violent changes and insists on the good of the peo-

ple as the only proper chief end and aim of rulers, for the attain-

ment of which he lays down some very patriotic and upright as well

as politic precepts. On the whole, however, we are struck with the

inferiority of his political works to those on the common affairs of

private life. The day was already past for enlightened and liberal

views of government. We must go back several centuries, to Aris-

totle's Politics, if we would study the master-piece of Grecian wis-

dom in political science.

Tjie following are the titles of the pJiysical treatises : Physical

Questions ; the First Principle of Cold ; the Pace seen in the Disc

of the Moon; Whether Fire or Water is the more Useful; Whether

Land Animals or Aquatics arc the more Intelligent; that Brutes

possess Reason ; on Eating Animal Food.

Plutarch argues strenuously, that the lower animals have not only

rational souls, but reasoning powers, even to the practical compre-

hension of the syllogism ; and he utteriy repudiates eating flesh, as

of a piece with cannibalism,—nay, with devouring our own kindred.

His repugnance to animal food is gi-catly increased by a cordial

belief in the doctrine of transmigration of souls, which makes beasts

not only kindred, but, by possibility, identical with men. He also

adduces in opposition to the practice the anatomical stmcturc of

the human frame, which is so unlike that of the carnivorous animals,

as to demonstrate that he was intended to subsist on other food.

The debate on the relative intelligence of land and sea animals—or,

as it might properly be styled, the treatise on the sagacity of ani-
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mals,—is an exceedingly entertaining and instructive synopsis of the

most remarkable manifestations of animal instinct, which can hardly

be exceeded in interest, though it may doubtless be surpassed in

accuracy and extent, by the natural histories of our day. It is the

unfailing mine, from which modem editors and compilers have trans-

lated or copied anecdotes on that subject for their Greek readers,

as well as for story-books in other languages.

The Man in the Moon Plutarch explains as we do, by the eleva-

tions and depressions on the Moon's surface, though not without

suggesting several other theories ; and he develops incidentally the

true doctrine of the jNIoon's light as well as of its relation to tides

and eclipses ; though of the physical causes of these phenomena he

cannot form even an approximate conception, and he ridicules the

doctrine of antipodes and a centre of gravity with a serious earn-

estness that throws the comic character of Deacon Homespun quite

into the shade. Cold, in Plutarch's Physics, is not the mere absence

of heat, but a positive substance referable to one of the four primary

element's (fire, air, water and earth,) he docs not know which, except

that it is not fire. In reading the Physical Questions, we hardly

know which arc the most laughable—the questions themselves, or the

answers to the questions, or the reasons for the answers. For ex-

ample :
" "What is the reason that sea-water does not nourish trees ?

Is it not for the same reason, that it does not nourish land animals?

For Plato, Anaxagoras and Democritus think, that plants ore land

animals. Nor, thougli sea-water is aliment to marine plants, will it

therefore nourish plants on the land, since it can neither penetrate

the roots because of its grossness, nor ascend by reason of its

weight. Or is it, because drought is a great enemy to trees, and

sea-water is of a drying faculty? Or is it, because oil is destruc-

tive to plants and kills things anointed with it? But sea-water par-

takes much of the nature of oil, for it burns with it. Or is it, be-

cause sea-water is not fit to drink?" etc., etc. So the discussion on

the comparative utility of fire and water quite disturbs our gravity

by its striking resemblance to the declamations and debates of

school-boys and sophomores; only it perpetuates absurdities which

no child would now be guilty of. But the Greek schools of phi-

losophy—nay, the Greek agoras and porticos—were all so many
debating- clubs, and their senates and popular assemblies were, far

more than ours, schools of rhetoric. The Physics of Aristotle him-

self are a wide r/if/c/-physical battle-field, in Avhich entities and non-

entities, qualities and quiddities jostle and annihilate each other, to

the no small amusement of the English and Baconian reader. And
if Plutarch in his physical researches inquired what must be and
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ought to be, not what is—if he not unfrequcntly mistook an illus-

tration for an argument, an analogy for a demonstration, a hasty

generalization for a sound induction,— it was only in imitation of the

master of the Academy, -who never wanted any stronger proof of a

doctrine or theory, than that it pleased his imagination as beautiful,

or commended itself to his judgment as fit.

The Platonic Questions, the Doctrines of Philosophers, the Pro-

creation of the Soul, and even the piece on Music, may well enough
be classified as metaphysical treatises, though the subjects discussed

are many of them physical or ethical. Their chief value to us

consists in the history of ancient opinions,* which they embody.

Plutarch was not a metaphysician. When he undertook to play

that part, he did it iiivita Minerva. Yet he sometimes attempts to

follow the earlier philosophers, particularly Plato, into the realm of

ideas, causes, and the like abstractions, and loses himself, even more
hopelessly than his leader, in a chaos of mathematical and musical,

physical and metaphysical subtleties, where none but a Greek or

a German, or perchance some such erratic spirit as Milton sings of,

can live and breathe. His doctrine as to the origin of body and

soul was this :
" Whereas the world consists of two parts, body and

Boul, God did not create the body ; but, matter eternally existing,

he formed and fitted it, binding it up and confining what was infi-

nite within limits and figures. But the soul, partaking of under-

standing reason and harmony, was not merely the work of God but

part of him, not only made but begotten by him." The following

extract is a fuller development of his ideas on the subject, and

may serve as a specimen of the Platonic Questions :

—

" WTiy is it that while Plato always rcjircsonts the soul as more ancient
than the body and the fnusc and princii>lc of its production, yet acrain he
says, that soul is not produced without hfnly, nor intellect without «oul, but
soul in body and intellect in the fon\ \\ I'ur .«o it will follow that the body both
is and is not, at once coexisting with and produced by the soul. Perhaps
that we have often said is true, viz : that the soul without intellect and the

body without fonn always coexisted, and neither of them had generation or
beginning. But when the soul partook of intellect and harmony, and by sym-
phony having became intelligent, became a cause of change to matter, and
having overpowered the motions of matter by its own motion, drew and
converted them to itself, then and thus the bcnly of the world had its genera-
tion from the soul, being both conlbrmed and assimilated to it. For the soul

did not create the nature of the body from iuself nor out of nothing, but out

of a disorderly and formless body it made one orderly and obedient to law."

"* The Doctrines of Philosophers especially is invaluable as a history of ancient

Physics, which, it will be rcniembcrid, embi-accd many topics tliat we refer to

metaphysics. Wc observe, that in the Encyclopiodia Americana the genuineness

of this treatise is questioned ; on what ground it does not appear.

t The reader will observe the three-fold division, answering somewhat to the

body, BOul and spirit of Paul,
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• lu short, as we understand him, matter and spirit are both eternal,

but order in the world and reason in the soul are both from God,

and the former through the medium of the latter.

The following are the ethical pieces :—Anger, Bashfulness, Tran-

quillity, Envy and Hatred, Curiosity, Talkativeness, Love of Wealth,

Borrowing and Running in Debt, Banishment, Virtue and Vice,

Moral Virtue, That Virtue may be Taught, How a man may be

Sensible of his Progress in Virtue, Whether Vice is sufficient to ren-

der \ man unhappy, Whether the Passions of the Mind or the Dis-

eases of the Body are the worse. Whether it was rightly said. Live

Concealed, How a man may inoffensively praise himself, Against

Colotes the Epicurean, That according to the doctrine of Epicurus it

is impossible to live plcasurably, That the Stoics speak greater Para-

doxes than the Poets, Contradictions of the Stoics, Common Sense

against the Stoics. We propose to give a brief analysis of each

of these pieces in their order, very much abridged and condensed

of course, (for the originals fill volumes,) and yet not a mere ab-

stract of dry doctrines, not here and there a brick taken at random

from the pile, but, if we succeed in our object, an exhibition in

miniature of not only the matter but the manner in which Plu-

tarch has constructed his ethical works.

1. On Anger.—This begins as a dialogue between Sylla and

Fundanus; but soon loses itself, as Plutarch's dialogues are prone

to do, in a' continuous discourse or argument by one of the inter-

locutors. Sylla speaks only twice, when Fundanus proceeds, at his

request, to relate, how he subdued a naturally irascible temper, and

turned it into a spring of useful and fruitful action. Anger, he

Bays, is not to be cured by a single prescription as it were of a drug,

but by a gradual and constant imbibing of the precepts of reason as

of wholesome daily food and drink, Avhich must be taken in not when
the mind is already heated by passion, but laid up beforehand, like

a stock of provisions for a siege. We must set out with the con-

viction, that it is not incurable ; must check it in its first begin-

nings, and repress its outward manifestations, as Socrates did, by
speaking in a low tone of voice and assuming a placid countenance.

We should withdraw from the exciting causes or objects of anger

;

nay, if need be, retire into complete seclusion from the company of

friends as well as foes. We should observe and reflect, how dis-

gusting, how disgraceful it appears in others, as the Spartans were

taught to loathe drunkenness by seeing it in the Helots ; how igno-

ble and unmanly a thing it is—characteristic not of man, but of women
and children. On the other hand, wc do well to contemplate the

numerous examples, which observation or history may furnish, of
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magnanimity and self-control under the highest provocation. With

this view, the author relates several striking; instances, not only of

philosophers, who are sometimes thought to have no gall in them,

but of kings, who are peculiarly tempted to vent their rage on slight

offences. Delay is Avise even under provocations that excite just

indigttation—nay, under offences that demand severe punishment:

for if the provocation is just and real to day, it will be no less just

and re^l to-morrow ; and the punishment, which is inflicted not in

anger but in calmness, is received not as a cruel misfortune, but as

a merited penalty. As anger is peculiarly liable to be excited at

home, among familiar persons and about little things, where we are

less on om- guard and less studious to apply the precepts of reason,

we should carefully avoid setting our hearts on such trifles as dress

and food and drink, and should sedulously watch our feelings and

conduct towards our wives, children, friends, and domestics. In all

our intercourse with men, we should remember, that we also are

men; and should not expect that perfection in others which we know

does not exist in ourselves. Finally, vows and prayers for Divine

assistance, and sacred days of fasting and meditation are important

helps to a complete victory. Such in subst;ince were the principal

means by which Fundauus subdued a singularly irascible temper, and

learned by happy experience, that a meek, cheerful, and benevolent

disposition is to none so acceptable, obliging, and delightful, as it is

to those who possess it.

2. On Bashfulness, or False Modesty.—This might well be deno-

minated an essay on the art of learning to say, no! The spirit

of the whole piece is embodied in a quotation from the Medea of

Euripides :

—

" 'Tis better now to brave the direst hate.

Than curse a foolish easinci^s too late,"

And the grand precept is to accustom ourselves to obey the dic-

tates of our own reason and conscience, even in little things, that it

may be easier for us to carry out the principle, where property, life,

and even greater interests are at sbvke. In illustration, a story is

told of Xenophanes, who, when called a coward because he refused

to play at dice, replied :
—

" Yes, I confess myself a coward, for 1 dare

not do a base or unworthy action."

3. On Tranquillity of Mind.—This piece is in the form of a letter,

addressed to Paccius, a friend, who lived at Home.* We learn

from it, what we might have presumed from the characteristics of

his writings, that the author was in the habit of keeping something

* Of course the essay was not written at Rome, as some have supposed that

all the Moralia were.— Vide Methodist Quarterly for January, ISoO, p. 16.
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like a common-place book, since he apologizes for having hastily

transcribed this piece, (in order that he might avail liimself of an

unexpected opportunity of sending to the imperial city,) chiefly

from memoranda which he had casually made on the subject.

Tranquillity, he teaches, must be sought, not in outward circum-

stances, but in a well-regulated mind. The silver slipper will not

cure the gout, nor the imperial diadem ease the head-ache. A sound

mind makes all situations easy and all changes pleasant, as a healthy

body relishes and digests all kinds of food. Alexander wept, when
he heard from Anaxarchus, that there was an infinity of worlds,

while he had not yet completed the conquest of one. On the other

hand, Crates, with nothing but his scrip and tattered cloak, laughed

his life out, as if he had always been at a wedding-banquet. We
should blunt the edge of troubles by expecting them ; and when they

come, learn to bring good out of evil, as bees extract honey from

bitter herbs, as philosophers have often found necessity the mother

of wisdom. We should meditate less on what we have not, and

more on what wc have, not forgetting those common blessings, whose

value we usually appreciate only when they are lost, though the

loss adds nothing to their real worth. Do you ask, what it is that

we have ? Rather, what have we not ? Life, health, the pleasant

light of the sun, peace, plenty, liberty, that we can talk and be silent

when we please. If we must needs look beyond ourselves, let us

look at those who are less fortunate than we are ; or, if we will fix

our admiring eyes on the great, let us not forget their peculiar trials

and misfortunes. We must moderate our expectations and desires.

Even the gods do not each excel in everything ; but one in wisdom,

another in beauty, some in war, others in peace. Thou hast a pro-

vince of thine own,—adorn this, and be content. Pain and sickness,

sorrow and misfortune may come upon you ; but there is a limit,

beyond which the severest calamities and death itself cannot

pass—they can overcome the body, but they cannot conquer the

will, they cannot destroy the soul. If the storm rises too high, it

may sink the ship, but it will not bring the man the sooner to the

haven. The urns that contain real good and evil, are not placed, as-

pects say, at Jove's threshold, but in our own breasts. Innocence

is an unfailing treasure; virtue is an impregnable fortress. No
power, no choice can make a good man wicked, a brave man a cow-
ard : it lies within the scope of every man's own will to say, that some
things shall not befall him—that he will not be guilty of falsehood,

treachery, or any baseness. In conclusion, the author declares, that

to the good man every day is a festival, and all the world a goodly

spectacle, Avhich the gods have provided for his entei-tainment.
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4. On Envy and Hatred.—An analysis of envy and hatred in

order to an exposition of their characteristic differences. The pro-

per object of envy is the felicity of others ; that of hatred is evil,

real or supposed, intrinsic or relative. Brutes are susceptible of

hatred, but incapable of envy. Envy is always unjust, whereas

hatred may be founded in justice. Hence many will acknowledge

they hate, but none will confess they envy. Envy usually increases,

as its object rises higher, and hatred as its object grows gieater.

Yet there is such a thing as rising above envy, whereas none is too

great to be hated; no one envied Alexander, but he had many
enemies. Hatred ceases, when the man is persuaded that he is

not injured; but not so envy. Hatred may often be overcome

by goodness and kindness, but virtues and benefits only exasperate

envy.

5. On Curiosity, or jNTeddlesoraeness.—This essay is chiefly

taken up with a humorous and satirical description of the busybody

in other men's matters. The character is acknowledged to spring

from a proper constitutional element, liut it is gi'ossly penerted.

Our curiosity should rather be directed to a close scrutiny into our

own character and affairs. Become ai^ eavesdropper to thine ovrci

house, listen to the whispers of thine own heart ; survey the wonders

of nature in the heavens and the earth, the air and sea
;
pry into her

most secret recesses : but as to your neighbours, say, as Philippides

the comedian did, when asked by king Lysimachus, what he wished

might be imparted to him, " Anything but a secret." Or, if you

must needs wallow in pollution, like tlie swine in the mire, ransack

the history of the world, and there revel in folly, wickedness and mis-

ery, to thy heart's content. Impertinent inquisitiveness, like many
other vices, becomes its own punishment by filling the mind with

a noisome heap of other men's vanities, folHes, and vices—a trea-

sure much resembling the city Poneropolis, so called by Philip, after

he ha4 ^leopled it with rogues and vagabonds. Moreover, it leads to

tattling calumny and espionage.*

By way of remedy, the author recommends, that we begin with

repressing curiosity in minor and indifferent matters, pass hand-

bills and showboards unheeded by, avoid looking into windows and

shops with open doors, turn away from the knots in the streets and

crowds in the market-places, and accustom ourselves to receive

letters, messengers, and exciting news without precipitancy,—nay,

with calmness and self-imposed delay,—as Rusticus, while hstening

*> In this connexion, Plutarch explains the ctymoloj^- of the Greek cvKo<;>dvrri^,

or fig-babbler; i. e., originally, one TvLo informed against those •who, contrary

to law, exported figs.
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to one of Plutarch's lectures at Rome, received an express from the

emperor, and did not so much as open it till the lecture ^Yas closed,

though he had no small reason to apprehend that his life might be

suspended on its contents.

6. On Garrulity.—This essay, like the preceding, to v.hich it is

nearly related, begins with an exceedingly lively and graphic de-

scription of the talkative person—a description quite immethodical,

but full to overflowing of anecdote', humour, satire, and invective.

Whatever is said to him runs through him, *s through a colander

;

he hurries about from place to place, like an empty vessel, void of

wit or sense, but making a hideous noise ; while all he meets flee

from him, as seamen scud before a rising storm ; himself meanwhile

a greater wonder than anything he tells, and those who stop to hear

him the greatest wonder of all, if they have legs to run away. The
babbler is always and everywhere drmik, by day and by night, in the

market-place, at the theatre, in the streets, in the porticos. K a

physician, he is worse than the disease ; if a companion in a voyage,

he is more insupportable than the qualms of sea-sickness. Of other

passions, some are dangerous, others hateful, and others ridiculous

;

but in garrulity all these evils are united. The merciless sacking

of Athens by Sylla resulted from the silly prattle of a barber's shop.

The tongue of one man prevented Home from regaining her freedom

by the destruction of Is^ero. Pittacus therefore did well, who, when
the king of Egypt sent him an animal for sacrifice, and ordered him
to take out and set aside the best and the worst piece, pulled out

the tongue, and sent it to him as being at once the instrument of the

greatest good and the greatest evils in the world. Nature herself

enjoins silence or reserve in speaking, since she has given us two
ears but only one tongue, and that, enclosed more strongly than any
other organ, within a double fortification ; Homer gives to words
the epithet winged, for he that lets go a bird out of his hand, does

not easily catch her again. Neither is it possible for a man to

recall and cage again in his own breast a word let slip from his

mouth. A unit by itself always remains a unit, but two contains in

itself tiie principle or power of endless multiplication. So thought

is a secret, but speech grows at once into common rumour. If he

to whom thou hast communicated a secret, be like thyself, thou art

deservedly lost ; if better than thyself, then thou art miraculously

saved, by having met with one who is more faithful, than thou art.

to thine own interests. But thou wilt say, he is my friend? Very
well : this friend of thine had another as worthy of his confidence,

as he was of thine ; and in like manner, his friend another, till the

lengthened chain encloses the whole community. The essay con-
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eludes, as usual, -with prescribing remedies, which, however, are not

particularly striking, or worthy of repetition.

7. On the Love of Riches.—The mass of rich men, according to

our author, may be divided into two classes—those who do not use

their wealth, and those who abuse it. The former resemble the

bathkeeper's ass, that carries fuel for the fire, and is always

smothered with the smoke and ashes of the furnace, but is never

bathed nor warmed for all his pains. The latter may be likened,

especially when they draw near the close of life, as Antipater likened

the pleasure-loving, but eloquent Dcmades in his old age, to a

sacrifice, when all is over and nothing is left but the tongue and
the stomach. Do you seek riches only for the supply of your

wants? The rich man only gets what he can eat and drink and

wear, for the care and trouble of all his riches ; and you can have

just as much without that trouble. Do you covet them for the sake

of display? Then all your happiness hangs on the eyes and
lips of others. Do you hoard them up for the sake of your children?

They will be of no more service to them than to you ; but each

successive generation seems only, like the successive pipes of an

aqueduct, to transmit its contents to the ne.xt. The piece is short,

and most of the thoughts and illustrations, though sensible and
sprightly, have become stale by frequent repetition.

8. Against Borrowing or Ilnnning in Debt.—A vehement philip-

pic against usurers as the worst of tyrants, and an impassioned

expostulation with debtors as the meanest of slaves, and as in danger

of becoming the worst of sinners. The Persians considered debt

as the greatest of crimes, because it is the parent of every other

crime. Usury begets lying and fraud, both in the borrower and
the lender. They say, that hares at the same time suckle one

leveret, are ready to bring fortli another, and conceive a third.

But the usuries of these wicked men, bring forth before they con-

ceive. For at the very delivery of their money, they immediately

demand it back, taking it up at tiie same moment they lay it down,

and letting out that again at interest, which they receive for the use

of what they had lent: so that they laugh at tliose natural philoso-

phers, who hold that nothing can be made of nothing; for they

make usury of what neither is nor ever was. I^o coach bought with

borrowed money will run so Hist, but they will outnm and overtake

you. Take rather the first ass thou shalt meet, or the first pack-

horse that shall come in thy way, and flee from this most cruel

enemy, into the debtor's only refuge—the sanctuary of economy and

moderation. If thou hast of thine own, borrow not, since thou hast

no need of it ; and if thou hast nothing, borrow not, because thou
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"wilfc not have any means to pay. But you will say, perhaps, how
am 1 then to get a living ? Is this a question for thee to ask, who
liast hands, and feet, and a tongue—who art a man, capahle of loving

and being loved, of doing and receiving benefits ? Teach grammar,

educate children, be a gatekeeper, turn sailoi-—anything, rather than

be saluted Avith duns for the payment of borrowed money. No
employment is servile, which earns for us liberty or wisdom.

Cleanthes groimd by night, that he might study by day ; and Crates

and Anaxagoras, even forsook their patrimony, that they might not

be enslaved by the care and management of it.

9. On Banishment.—A stone is hard, and ice is cold, by nature

;

but banishment and loss of powers are light or heavy, easy or hard

to be borne, according to the opinion which each man entertains of

them. The greatest and best of men have been exiled, and cared

little for it : it was not they, but their country, that suffered the loss

and the disgrace. Who would not rather be Themistoclcs the

banished, than Leobates, who signed his condemnation? or be

Cicero in exile, than Clodius, that drove him from Rome ? Mul-

titudes leave their native land from choice; and many have done

their greatest works, and won their proudest honours, in voluntary

or involuntary exile. Thucydides and Xenophon both wrote their

histories when banished from Athens. No place can deprive a man
of his happiness unless he choose, any more than it can rob him of his

virtue or his wisdom. Anaxagoras wrote his book on the squaring

of the circle, in prison ; and Socrates still discoursed of philosophy,

and was not the pity, but the envy and admiration of his disciples,

when he was about to drink the hemlock. Nature gives us no
countr}'-, as also no house or field. We are all born, as Socrates

said of himself, not Athenians, not Greeks, but citizens of the

world, with no narrower boundaries to our country than the sky,

with the same elements to minister to our comfort, with the same
heavenly bodies to preside over our sphere, under the government

of the same Supreme Ruler, and mider the administration of the

same just and good, eternal and immutable laws : or rather, we are

all strangers and exiles in this world. Heaven is the birthplace of

our souls, heaven the proper country of our spirits ; and it is a

matter of comparative indifference in what spot of earth we sojourn,

till we return thither again. Such are some of the lofty sentiments

in which, incidentally, as it were, this piece abounds.

10. On Virtue and Vice.—Plutarch is never weary of insisting

on the superiority of character to fortune, of the soul to outward
circumstances. The little piece which we have just named, like the.

foregoing, is from beginning to end an illustration of this truth.
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Happiness, like the vital heat, must come from within. As no

amount of clothing can of itself warm the body, so no array of

external trappings can gladden the soul. The light and life of the

soul is virtue; and it is inextinguishable. Vice, on the other hand,

shrouds the soul in perpetual darkness. You cannot flee from it at

any moment, as from a disagreeable companion, nor give it a bill of

divorce at pleasure, as a cross-grained wife. It Avill be your fellow-

traveller wherever you go by day, and it will lie down with you as

your bed-fellow, wherever you are at night, till by philosophy you

gain a complete victory over your unholy appetites and passions.

Then you will learn to be pleased everywhere, and with everything

:

with wealth, as a means of usefulness, and with poverty, as freedom

from care; with fame for being honoured, and with obscurity for

being unenvied.

11. On Moral Virtue.—This treatise is more metaphysical and

controversial, than most of our author's moral essays. It is an

extended discussion of the distinction between moral or practical,

and intellectual or contemplative virtue. Plutarch, in common with

Plato and Aristotle, but in opposition to Zeno and Chrysippus,

maintains, that these two virtues, or kinds of virtue, are essentially

distinct, having their seats in different ])arts or Acuities of the soul.

For man is not only of a two-fold nature as being compounded of

body and soul; but the soul itself is two-fold, comprising a sensual

and irrational, as well as an intellectual and rational part—the

latter possessing reason in itself, and having a natural power or

adaptation to subject the sensual, the bodily, and even the inanimate

to its own dominion ; the former destitute of reason, and yet having

a natural susceptibility or aptitude to be governed by it. The due

exercise or cultivation of the intellectual jjart in itself, and in the

study of the universe, or of absolute existence, gives rise to con-

templative virtue or science. The proper employment of the intel-

lectual and rational powers in guiding and governing the irrational

and sensual part, and in the regulation and use of all such things as

exist relative to us, is the source of moral virtue or prudence. Con-

templative virtue, therefore, is not subject to chance or change,

whereas moral virtue is dependent on circumstances and liable to

fluctuation. Contemplative virtue is incapable of excess, and

consists in the highest possible exercise of reason in the highest

attainable perfection of knowledge. :Moral virtue is liable both to

excess and defect, and consists in a proper medium between these

extremes. Thus courage is the medium between cowardice and

rashness ;
liberality between parsimony and prodigality

;
and so

every moral virtue is a medium between the vices of too little and
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too much. The rational and irrational elements co-exist and co-

operate in the moral virtues—the irrational to communicate impulse

and motion ; the rational to regulate, moderate, and confine within

proper limits. Extinguish reason and there will no regulator;

eradicate the passions, as the Stoics teach, and there will be nothing

to regulate. Adjust the balance duly between them, and all the

appetites and passions, not less than the dictates of reason and

conscience, are useful in their proper places. But neither of them

can, in fact, be annihilated, or identified with the other. They

always do and always Avill co-exist in every man's breast, more

or less consciously distinct—nay, opposed to each other—the one

commanding or forbidding, approving or disapproving, and remon-

strating, even when it can no longer command ; the other obeying or

disobeying, complying or rebelling, and reluctating, or too tardily

following, when it submits to be led. Even in matters of opinion

which are connected with practice, and wherein the passions are

concerned, the judgment is disturbed and a conflict ensues ; whereas,

in those questions with which the passions have nothing to do—such,

namely, as pertain only to the contemplative part of the soul—there

is either an immediate decision, or there is at all events no conflict

—

only a suspense of the judgment. This proves the essential dis-

tinctness of the rational and irrational parts of the soul. And we
see this distinctness, not only in the conflict, but also when they

concur ; since in this case they are not simultaneous in their im-

pulses, but the one usually takes the lead, and the other follows—as

when, for instance, the affections follow and obey the judgment, or

the judgment on the other hand yields and submits to the affections.

Moreover, we see conclusive evidence, that reason and passion

reside in different seats or inhere in different parts of the soul, in

that the appetites and passions so agitate and thrill the body, as in

the excitements of hope and fear, joy and sorrow, pride and shame

;

while the operations of pure intellect, as in the solution of a mathe-

matical problem, or the contemplation of the heavens, leave the

body in a state of undisturbed tranquillity; thus evincing, that the

appetites and passions are in some way more closely comiected with

the body than reason is,

12. That Virtue may be Taught.—This short and apparently

unfinished piece, is an argument chiefly analogical and a fortiori^

in proof of the proposition, that virtue docs not come spontaneously,

without reason and without art, but that it may and should be made
a matter of instruction and discipline. When all else that is valu-

able for the body or the mind is taught, it were absurd to sup-

pose that virtue, the highest excellence and felicity of our nature.
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must be left to the development of blind nature, or still blinder

chance.

13. How a Man may be sensible of his Progress in Virtue.

—

This admirable essay, full of the author's characteristic good sense

and practical wisdom, is addressed, as arc also several of Plutarch's

Lives, to Sosius Senccio, thrice consul under the Emperor Trajan.

At its commencement an assault is made upon the extravagant

dogmas of the Stoics, which concede no medium between absolute

folly and peifect wisdom, and, therefore, pr(^lude the very idea of

progress in virtue. Some of the indications of progress, which

compose the remainder and the principal part of the treatise, are

such as these :—Constancy in endeavours after virtue and in struggles

with vice is a certain means as well as a sure sign of progi-ess ; as

the traveller who makes no stops or halts, but toils on at how-

ever slow a pace, is sure at no distant day to arrive at his journey's

end. Another measure of proficiency is found in the increasing

firmness of our resolutions, and the growing intensity of our appli-

cation to all good culture, as well as in the lover- like pain we feel at

any diversion or distraction which separates us for a season from

the beloved object of our pursuit. Again: the proficient in wisdom.

as he will not be daunted by difficulties, drawn aside by avocations,

shamed by ridicule, or deterred by danger, so will he not be allured

by the superior pleasures, honours or rewards, that attend another

mode of life, to abandon the prosecution of the highest good. On
the contrary, he will be conscious of a growing indifterence to all

such outward circumstances in comparison with tlie excellence of

virtue, till at length he estimates himself and others solely by their

moral worth; as Agesilaus, when he hoard the king of Persia styled

the Great King, asked. How is he greater than I, if he be not more

just? Another proof of pi-oficieucy in virtue is the alteration of

one's style of writing and way of managing an argument or dis-

course,—learning to write in a more chastened style, attending to

things rather than mere words, and seeking not so much to win pre-

sent admiration as to leave a permanent and useful impression

—

learning also to argue for truth rather than victory, and to maintain

equanimity whether the auditors be fewer or more in numbers and

of greater or less distinction. True virtue needs not auditors or

applauders, but sits doMTi contented with self-approbation. Still

less will she become her own herald, and trumpet her own good

deeds. Such men show, that they look beyond themselves for sat-

isfaction, that they thirst for praise, that they never were admitted

near spectators of virtue, never saw her real person and presence,

but only her image and sliadow in a transiont dream. Modesty and

Fourth Series, Vol. III.—30
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serenity are marks of distinguished excellence. Candidates for ini-

tiation into the mysteries run together with rude clamours and bois-

terous vociferations ; but, M'hen admitted to the presence of the

sacred rites, they attend with holy a>ve and religious silence. And
tliose Avho frequent the schools at Athens, arc first ao^)ol, (sages,)

then <pi/Mno(l)0[, (lovers of "wisdom,) then p/roptf, (rhetoricians,) and

finally IdiCnai, (ordinary men.) Progi-css in virtue appears in a

svillingness to bo admonished of our faults,—nay, an eager desire to

discover them, and a frank ackno^vledgment of them when discover-

ed. Diogenes said, that whoever wished to be constantly and cer-

tainly right, must get either a faithful friend or a bitter enemy to be

his monitor ; and Hippocrates published to the world a mistake he

had made in' anatomy, adding, that it ill became him whose business

it was to cure others not to be able or willing to correct himself

11. ^Yhethcr Vice is sufficient to render a Man miserable.—This

is manifestly a fragment, dismembered both at the beginning and

the end. The question is of course answered in the affirmative.

Men have laughed at racks and tortures, at losses and calamities, at

all (he engines of tyrants and all the storms of fortune. But Vice

is an absolute and self-sufficient worker of misery, and stands in

need of neither instrumcjits nor executioners. Anger, fear, re-

morse and despair, have stretched tyrants themselves and the

favourites of fortune upon a rack, from which there is no deliverance.

15. Whether arc worse, the Passions of the Soul, or those (that is,

the Diseases) of the Body.—Man is here declared, after the au-

thority of Homer, to be the most miserable of creatures, and chiefly

miserable because his better part, his soul, is subject to so many and

Eo cruel maladies. The diseases of the soul arc worse than those

of the body:—1, because they are self- caused and inherent; '2, be-

cause they are less open to the view whether of the patient or his

friends ; 3, because he is always more or less deranged or bereft of

reason ; 4, because, being unconscious of his condition, he shuns the

remedy and seeks that which aggravates the disease; and 5, because

he is not only miserable but usually guilty, and suffers only the

consequences of his own follies and sins.

IG. How a Man may inoffensively Pniise himself—Offensive as

self-commendation usually is, there are occasions when a man may
and should make himself the subject of his own discourse—not for

the sake of courting flattery, still less to obscure the merit of others,

but in self-defence, or as a means of usefulness. For instance,

calumny may compel us to glory in our praiseworthy actions. Thus

Epi'minondas, when ho was arraigned before the Thcbans f>r having

prolonged his command beyond his lawful term of office, declared

30*
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that he would -willingly be put to death, if they would set up this

accusation against him :
" Epaminondas has wasted Laconia, an

enemy's country, prosperously settled the affairs of Mcssene, and

happily secured an alliance with Arcadia, against our will." Where-

upon the people, smitten with admiration at his magnanimity, dis-

missed him with honour, without so much as putting the question to

vote. Pbocion also showed his greatness of mind under the unjust

sentence which was pronounced upon him, Avhen he said to one of

his feHow- sufferers : "What, is it not a pleasure to thee to die

"with Phocion?" And Tlicuiistocles, experiencing the neglect of

the populace whom he had saved, said to them :
" Upon every

storm, you fly to the same tree for shelter
;
yet when fair weather

returns, you strip it of its leaves and fruit, as you go away." If in

apologizing for ourselves, we can delicately interweave with our own
the praises of our auditors, we are doubly secure from envy ; as we
see many admirable illustrations in the oration of Demosthenes for

the Crown. Orators often commend themselves indirectly by lavish-

ing encomiums on others, whose character, or conduct, or sentiments

resemble their own. Those who are forced to dwell upon their own
jpraises, are more readily excused, if they do not arrogate the merit

wholly to themselves, but ascribe it partly to fortune, and partly to

God. So Achilles attributed his conquests to the gods, and Zaleu-

cus referred his laws to the wisdom of Mincr^ a. It may seem to

forestall envy, if, when we are extolled by others, we wave the credit

imputed to us, while at the same time we acknowledge our claim to

some less envied, yet perhaps more truly meritorious action. Thus,

when Pericles, on his death-bed, was reminded by his friends of his

many honours and victories, he checked them with the assurance, that

his chief satisfaction was derived from the consciousness that he

had never been the occasion of any of the Athenians wearing black.

Nay, it may even be expedient for us sometimes to charge ourselves

with some minor faults by way of obscuring a splendour that might

otherwise be painful to envious eyes. Self-praise is justifiable,

especially in the aged and the truly great, as a means of exciting

others to a virtuous emulation, as old iS'estor, by relating the achiev-

ments of his youth, inflamed ten Grecian chieflains with a burning

eagerness for single combat with Hector; or for the sake of repress-

ing an ill-grounded pride in others, as Aristotle wrote to Alex-

ander, that not only those who have mighty empires, may think

highly of themselves, but they also who have worthy thoughts and

notions of the Deity ; or to inspire our friends aiid fellow- citizens

with courage amid danger, as Cyrus, though far from boastful at

ordinary times, talked largely in the midst of battles and perils ; or
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to offset folse eiicomiuras and recommend a more excellent way, as

Phocion, wliile Leostbcues yet prospered, being asked, what good he

had done the city, replied, " Nothing but this, that, during my ad-

ministration, there have been no funeral orations, though all who

have died have been buried in the sepulchres of their fathers." In

conclusion, the author cautions his readers to look well to them-

Belves, lest, in the belief that self-commendation is sometimes justi-

fiable, they should be betrayed into an unseasonable and offensive

indulgence in it, for tlie mere gratification of their own pride, vanity

or setf-love. This treatise illustrates the ease and felicity with

which a trifling theme grew in our author's fruitful mind into a

copious and beautiful essay.

17. "Whether it was rightly said, Live concealed.—Live concealed,

was a saying of Epicurus ; and Plutarch thinks, if the precept were

applicable to any, it would apply with emphasis to him and his

• demoralizing' sect. Yet Epicurus himself did not believe his own

doctrine ; else why did he publish it ? Was it not for the very- pur-

pose of being noticed ? Like watermen, who look astern while they

row the boat ahead, so Epicurus and his folloAvers row hard after

fame with their face another way. To recommend this precept to

the ignorant and vicious, were like bidding the sick man take care

lest the physician find him. On the other hand, to urge it on the

virtuous and wise, were to rob the world of their influence—to bid

Epaminondas lay down his arms, and Lycurgus rescind his laws, and

Socrates forbear his discourses. Virtue becomes practical, opera-

tive, useful, only as it is seen and known, as hght is in its own na-

ture glorious and at the same time beneficial to the world. Con-

cealment, like the night, induces drowsiness and torpor, while

publicity, like the day, wakes all the dormant energies to life and

action. Or, if concealment is favourable to any kind of activity,

like darkness it fiivours only the wicked ; a..! if publicity represses

.action, it is only t\\6 vicious that shrink from it, as from the light

of the moniing. Life is in its very nature a inanifestation. The soul

. existed before, but it was concealed in the womb of the universe.

At birth, it came forth to bo seen and known, conspicuous and illus-

..trious. Accordingly, the king of the lower world is called Hades,

(that is. the unseen or invisible,) while Apollo, or the Sim, bears the

name of Delian and Pythian, (that is, the manifest and known.) And
.the ancients called man c^g, (quasi 0wc, light,) because of his innate

desire of knowing and being known. Nay, some philosophers think,

that the soul itself is in its essence light, since, of all things being,

. the soul most dreads ignorance, obscurity and darkness. To con-

. elude the whole : at death pious souls go to a world ofunending day
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and unclouded glory ; while the wicked sink to an abode ofperpetual

darkness and oblivion, where they are punished, not, as poets sing,

by vidiures gnawing at their livers, and heavy burdens or fruitless

labours oppressing their weary bodies, but by ignorance and igno-

miny, plunging their soids in a bottondess abyss of inactivity, use-

lessness, and obscurity.

18. The two treatises which wc have named next in order,* may
well be mentioned together, since the one is a supplement to the

other, and both are directed against the doctrines of Epicurus.

Colotes, the disciple and particular fiiend of Epicurus, wrote a

book with this doctrine and title :
" That according to the tenets of

the other philosophers, it is impossible to live." In his treatise

" Against Colotes," Plutarch turns the weapons of the Epicurean

against himself, and shows that, according to the same manner of

reasoning, Epicurus may be far more justly charged with annihila-

ting all life, since ho denied the objective reality of sensations and
qualities, maintained the immutability of atoms, and hence by fair

implication (especially if no qualities really exist to combine with

them) the impossibility of their becoming living beings, confounded

the distinction between essential being and merely accidental ex-

istence, taught that the soul is partly composed of aerial and fiery

particles, and partly of some nameless and unknown but equally

perishable material substance, annulled the justice and providence

and virtually the existence of the g<:>ils, and incited mankind to

seek the supreme goal not in " vain and empty virtues which have

nothing but turbulent hopes of micertaiu fruits," but, like the brutes

that perish, in the mere gratification of their bodily appetites and
passions.

In the other treatise, our author again carries the war into the

enemy's country, and argues, that, according to the doctrine of

Epicurus, it is impossible to live itlcasurobhj ; for if pleasure is to

be sought in the body, it is liable to more pains than pleasures, and

those more acute and of longer duration—the pleasure of eating and

drinking, for example, being momentary, while the intervals of

hmiger and thirst, or at least of privation, are prolonged ; and if

pleasure is to be found in the mind, Epicurus cuts off the mind from

the widest field of the highest and purest pleasure, when he annihi-

lates the hopes and virtues we should derive from the gods, and ex-

tinguishes, both in our speculative faculties tho desire of knowledge,

and in our active powers the ambition to do good and win immor-
tality.

There is a fine passage, in the former of these pieces, on the

o See p. -IGl.
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universality of the belief among men in the existence and provi-

dence of God, and the absolute necessity of such a belief to the

prosperity and perpetuity of nations. " Travel through the -world,"

he says, " and you will find towns and cities without walls, with-

out letters, Avithout kings, without theatres, without gymnasia,

without money, without houses. But there never was and never

will be a city without temples and gods, or without prayers, oaths,

prophecies and sacrifices for the averting of calamities and curses

—

for the obtaining of benefits and blessings. Nay, 1 am of the opin-

ion, that a city might better be built without any ground to stand

upon, than a commonwealth be established, or, being established, be

preserved, without religion and the fear and worship of the gods."

Plutarch has no complacency, nay, no patience with the Epicureans.

He looks on them as the enemies of society and of mankind—as he

writes, his indignation gathers, and he pours a storm of hard words
and hard arguments upon the rabble rout.

19. The Stoics, at whom the three remaining ethical pieces* are

levelled, arc treated with more respect. Indignation gives place to

humour, and playful satire stands instead of bitter invective. He ridi-

cules the paradoxes of the Stoics, as more extravagant than the wild-

est dreams of the poets. For the fables of the poets maintain consist-

ency and decorum—they never leave a Hercules destitute of necessa-

ries : but supplies spring up, as from some hidden fountain, for himself

and his companions. But the vaunted Sage of the Stoics is a rich

man, and yet begs his bread—a king, but resolves syllogisms for hire

—has all things, and yet pays rent for the house in which he lives.

Again, our author turns the logic of the Stoics against themselves,

and shows, that, while they make their boast of following nature and
reason as the standard of life, their system is so imnatural and ab-

surd, that they cannot but contradict each other and themselves as

often as they pass from one treatise to another, nay, often in the

same treatise—that their conduct gives the lie to their theory, and
the very laws and necessities of the language they use falsify the

doctrines they teach—and that they do violence to the common sen-

timents, the native instincts, and even the senses of mankind. He
argues with special earnestness against the doctrine of Chrysippus,

that Vice is not wholly useless to the universe, since without evil

there would not be any good. " Is there then no good among the

gods," he asks, "where there is no evil V And when Jupiter, having
resolved all things into himself, (another doctrine of the Stoics,)

exists alone, will there then be no good, because there will then be
no evil? Can there be no harmony in a choir unless some one

° See p. 4G4.
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sings badly, and no health in the body unless some member is dis-

eased? Could not Socrates have been just, if Mclitus had not
been wicked ? Could not the Deity have found means to bring a
Hercules and a Lycurgus into the world, if he had not also intro-

duced a Phalaris and a Sardanapalus ? They will next teach us,

that the consumption was intended for the sound constitution of
men's bodies, and the gout for the swiftness of their feet, and that

Achilles could not have had a good head of hair, if Thersites had
not been bald. To say, that vice was made by the providence of
God—like a wanton epigram by the will of the poet, to give grace or
spice to the whole poem—transcends in absurdity all imagination.
For, this being granted, how will the gods be givers of good rather
than evil, and how will wickedness appear to be displeasing and
hateful to them ? Pray, tell us, wherein is vice profitable t^o the
universe ? In heavenly things ? "Would the sun cease to rise and
set, if men did not lie and steal and murder? For earthly thin"-s?

Are we then more healthy for being vicious, or do we enjoy more
plentifully the comforts of life? Docs vice contribute to beauty or
Strength ? Or is vice favourable to virtue, hatred to friendship, and
light to darkness ? But prudence, they say, consists in a knowledn-e
of good and evil, and without evil would be wholly precluded. As
if there could be no sight, unless there were such a colour as black
for it to distinguish ! When, as they hold, the world shall be set on
fire, there will then be no evil left ; but all will then be prudent and
wise. There may therefore be prudence without evil. But "-rant-

ing, that prudence must always be a knowledge of good and evil,

what would be the loss or inconvenience of parting with such a vir-

tue, if, instead of it, we might have another and kindred virtue,

which should be, not the knowledge of good and evil, but the know-
ledge of good only ?''

But we must bring these notices to a close? The relitrious or
theological treatises of Plutarch must be the subject of another
paper, for which they afford richer materials than we have been able

to appropriate to our present use.

We only allude, in conclusion, to the Banquet of the Seven Saf^es,

and the Symposiaca—two pieces, which are of so miscellaneous a
nature, that they can hardly be reft>rred to either of our heads of
classification. The former is comparatively brief, and records with
great conciseness the answers which the seven sages are imagined
to have given, each in turn, to a succession of curious questions,

which arise spontaneously and quite immethodically, while at the

same time they discuss the merits of the successive dishes at a
feast. The other is the longest of all Plutarch's treatises, addressed,
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like several of his best -works, to Sosius Senecio, and divided into

nine books, (the number of the muses,) each of which contains a dis-

cussion of ten questions. The questions are of every kind, actual,

possible or conceivable, in history and archncology, in physics and

metaphysics, in politics and ethics, in science and religion, in poe-

try and music, in literature and art, in dietetics and dancing, per-

taining to body, soul and spirit, extending to things in the heavens

above, in the earth beneath, and in the waters under the earth ; and

the work is no luifit symbol of the multifarious and miscellaneous

mind of its author.

Art. Vn—short REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

(1.) Messrs. Lane & Scott have just issued " Religion, the Weal ofthe Church

and the Need of the Times, by Geouge Stewarb," (12mo., pp. 256.) It con-

sists of a series of essays, twelve in number, upon topics so connected with

eacli other that the work has a remarkable unity of design and of thought, in

spite of its fragmentary form. The first Essay, entitled " The Speech of

God," exhibits the nature of God's revelation to man—first, as closed and ended

in the Bible ; second, as perpetually going on in the development of God's

Providence. The second chapter, on " The Work of God," sets forth the

CuuKCa as the great organ and centre of the Divine activity for the renewal

of mankind ; and the third, shows the necessity of " Evangelism "—a constant

zeal for the revival of religion— for the e.\tension of the Divine kingdom. In

chapter IV. the " Characteristics of the Present Age," and their relations to

the progress of religion, arc exhibited; while chapter V. ('• Unbelief") dwells

upon the grounds and aspects of the modern sceptical theories. Having thus

considered the relations of modern society to the Church, Mr. Steward next

devotes his attention to the present relations of society to the Church.

The need of a pure and scientific theology, as well as of able teachers thereof,

is strongly indicated in the chapter on "• Church Requisites." Chapters "VH.

and VIII., on " Church Provision " and on " 2.Ietiiodism," take up the ques-

tions of the Church's duty to provide for the culture of the masses ; and how
far Methodism is suited, in her doctrines, polity, and spirit, for this asrirressive

work. These chapters, which are at once thoughtful, suggestive, and bold, are

perhaps the best in the book. Tlie following remarks upon religious divisions

are applicable to Methodism at this day on both sides of the Atlantic. Speak-

ing of the difficulty of preserving the union of religious bodies of great mag-
nitude, the author proceeds :

—

"The modes of relief, open to unwieldy and incoherent bodies, are less theo-
retically than historically manifest. Amendment, or partial reconstruction, is

one ; the emission of intractable material is another ; and a third is a division
into several comnumitios, eitlier independent or federally relat<^d only. All
these, however, have their drawbacks. The primary and true policy is conser-
vation combined tcilh movevient,—and the one in order to the other.
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"The currents of society must not be tliwarteJ, or dammed up ; but easy chan-
nels should be formed for their undisturbed flow, and they should be made tri-

butary to Church strength, instead of draining oft' its life. The happy art un-
doubtedly is, that of a musician who combines various, and even discordant,
notes into harmony; or, to ascend higher, of the Divine Miml, Avliich combines
conflicting powers into glorious unities, by the interposition of ^uch affinities

and balances as best serve his ends.

"Periodic convulsions, in a body, though they relieve from disturbance, ab-
stract its energies. The residuary becomes eftV-to, while the birth of agitation,

for the moment preternaturally active, sul)sides into permanent torpor. When
the separated portion is comparatively fractional only, it is almost as liable to
wither and die, as a branch riven from its parent stem ; there is the loss of just
so much salutary agency to society in general, witli a proportionate defalcation
from the residuary Church. This is all but an unmi.xed evil. It is only when
the seceding mass a])pro.\imates to the residuary, that the chances of life and
growth are increased by the btradth of counter-array and energetic competition.
Character and reputation are frightfully deteriorated by the struggles of schisms
—incomparably the most intense of human collisions, as they issue from the
very depths of our m"oral nature. It is obvious that frequent internal convul-
sion and separation must consunie much of the life and resources of any commu-
nity. Their effect must be a moral as well as ttatislicnl retrogression : the re-

sults of former toil are sc(uaudered ; the harvest of years strewn to the winds.
Considering the" terrifically .\ntinomian exhibitions of such seasons, and the
stimulus they give to the infidel and profane, the woniler is, that religion itself

in aa; particular form of it where this happen^*, survives the blow,—not that it

should, for a time, languish, or its recovery l)e slow. Such a fact seems to de-
clare its divinity as a thing separable from the worst possible accidents, and
that its resurrectional energies are as the rrflection of that of Christ himself,
from the tomb ; a type, too, of its final triumph alike over the treachery of
friends and the insults of foes."

We should be glad to quote furtlier ; but our limits forbid. Our readers

will fijid ^Ir. Steward a thoughtful and suggc.-itire writer, as we have said : and
we are sure that, if he lives, the Church will hear more from him—and even
better—than the excellent book before us contains.

(2.) No history, ecclesiastical or other, abounds more in materials of attrac-

tive and even romantic interest, than the history of the iNfothodist Episcopal

Church. It has had its heroes and its martyrs of the noblest stamp ; their

memorabilia are worth the world's reading. "We welcome, then, with a sinsru-

lar and peculiar delight, every history, however partial or local, every biogra-

phy, however humble, and every record, however fragmentary, that may tend

to embalm and preserve the memoirs of the heroic age of our Church. Our
readers will remember, as one of the plcasantest books of this class, the

" Sketches and Incidents from the Saddle-bags of a Superannuated Itinerant,''

and Ave now with pleasure note the appearance, from the same pen, of

^^ Sketches frmn the Stiubj of a Suj>crannitalc<l Itiueraiil" (Boston: C. H.

Peirce & Co., 12mo.. pj>. 257.) The book gives sketches of Zadok Priest,

Hezekiah Calvin Woo-^ter, Enoch Mudgc, and John Collins, with a beautifid

memorial of the Garrettson family, their homestead on the Hudson, and its

chief light and ornament, Catharine Garrettson. Several essays on Methodism,

education, and other topics are intersi)crsed among the personal sketches.

The writer of these sketches wields the most versatile and graphic pen known
in our Church—and it fails in none of its qualities in thc.se pages. "We trust

the book \vill find its way into the extensive circulation it deserves.
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(3.) " Memorials of Missionary Labours in Africa and the West Indies, with

Historical and Descriptive Observations, by \Villiam Moister." (New-York :

Lane & Scott, 1851 ; 12mo., pp. 348.) Mr. Moister spent two years in Africa,

and ten in the West Indies and Demerara, in the service of the Wesleyaa
Missionary Society, and this volume contains a record of his labours and ob-

servations in both those interesting fields. Prefixed to the first part is a very

satisfactory account of Western Africa and its people, conveying, in brief com-
pass, a large amount of information with regard to a country but little known.
The record here given is enough to vindicate the policy of the Church in

Bending her missionaries to those inhospitable and insalubrious shores. j\Ir.

Moister landed on the coast of Africa, at St. Mary's, on the 15th of ^March,

1831, and immediately commenced his labours,

"The first Sabbath we spent in Africa was a day never to be forgotten. At
morning-dawn the native prayer-meoting was held, and many thanks were of-

fered to Almighty God for our safe arrival. In the forenoon 1 read prayers, and
opened my commission by preaching from that delightful text, " This is a faith-
ful saying, and worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the world
to save sinners." 1 Tim. i. 15. The people heard with marked attention, and
the whole appearance of the congregation was truly pleasing. It afforded an
interesting proof that the labours ofmy revered predecessors had not been in vain,
though some of them had been called hence at an early period after their arrival.
The negroes who bad been brought to a knowledge of the truth, both male and
female, together with their children, appeared in the house of God neatly clothed,
and, in their general aspect, presented a striking contrast to their sable brethren
who still remained in heathen darkness. They sang the praises of God most
delightfully, and the impression made upon our minds was of a very pleasing
character. Another service in the evening, conducted partly in the language of
the natives, and partly in English, closed the exercises of this blessed day."

In March, 1832, :Mr. iSIoister ascended the Gambia to M'Carthy's Island,

two hundred and fifty miles from the mouth of the river, founded a school

and mission, and left John Cupidon, a native convert, in charge of It. Twelve
mouths afterwards, the missionary returned again to M'Carthv's island, and
thus describes the change that had been wrought meanwhile :

—

"At ten o'clock, A. M., the people assembled for Divine worship, evidentlv an-
ticipating something more than usual. As 1 entered the chapel. I could not but
observe the change which had taken place in the appearance and manners of the
people since I last addressed them. They presented themselves in the house of
God clean and neat in thoir apparel : and conducted themselves with a reverence
and propriety becoming the solemnity of the occasion. I preached with freedom
and comfort to a deeply-attentive congregation, after which I baptized seven
adults and sixteen children. The adults had been carefully instructed and pre-
pared for this sacred ordinance, by the native teacher; and the children were
the off>pring of parents who had avowed their determination to give themselves
to the Lord. In the afternoon I examined the Suntlay school, which consisted
chiefly of young men and women, and 1 was dehghted to observe the eagerness
with which they were endeavouring to make out the meaning of the words of
Him who 'spake as never man spake.' ^Ve held another service in the evening,
which proved to be a season of ' refreshing from the presence of the Lord.' This
holy Sabbath was, indeed, a day long to be reinembered ; and hail I not actually
beheld it, I could scarcely have believed that such a change could take place in
BO short a space of time, through the simple teaching of a converted African.
for several gave i)leasing evidence that a work of grace had commenced in their
hearts ; and the whole congregation engaged in the singing, and other devotional
exercises, with a life and energy truly pleasing."
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Soon after, a missionary was sent out from England to take charge of the

work at M'Carthj''s Island, and it has been carried on successfully, from that

day to this. Hundreiis of natives have been brought under the sound of the

Gospel at that station ; and one of its missionaries lias translated part of the

Bible into the Mandingo language. The school, at the latest dates, numbered

ninety scholars; and there were one hundred and fifty natives in Church-

fellowship. This is but a single specimen of the fruits of recent missionary

labour in Africa.

Mr. Moister's account of his residence in Demerara and the "West Indies Is,

if possible, still more interesting. "We should be glad to give sonic extracts

from it, did our limits allow ; but must content ourselves with urging our

ministers to read this book and to cause its circulation among their people.

(4.) Of popular works on the subject of Geology and its relations to Scripture

there is no lack. A new and valuable one is now added to the list in

" The Course of Creation, by John Anderson, D.D." (Cincinnati: "W. II.

Moore & Co., 1851 ; 12mo., pp. 384.) The work is divided into four parts—of

•which the first treats of the geology of Scotland; the second, the geology of

England ; the third, that of France and Switzerl.iiid ; while the fourth discusses

general principles. Dr. And rson is evidently woH skilled in ceoloev, and
•writes with a freedom and vivacity rivalled by no writer on the subject except

Hugh Miller. The Conclusion states, with great clearness and force, the bear-

ing of the geological evidences upon the character and attributes of God. The
book is admirably got up by the Cincinnati publkhcrs.

(5.) " The Sahbath School and Bible Teaching, by .Tamrs Ixglis." (Xew-
York: Lane & Scott, 12rao., pp. 224.) The aim of the author of this timelv

work, is, according to his preface, to supply Sunday-school teachers with a

practical guide. The work is divided into two parts :— I. On Teaching : II. On
the School. After disclaiming any attempt to set forth a new st/stcm of teach-

ing, the author unfolds, -with great judgment and sense, the different steps

•which he deems essential to successful instruction, viz :—The preparation of

the lesson, its explanation, suitable illustration, apt application, and abundant

revision. The subject of catechetical instruction is very fully examined.

IJnder the head of " The School," the qualifications, duties, &c., of the super-

intendent and teachers are carefully discussed, and tlie details of school-man-

agement entered into at considerable length. Believing that the Sunday

school is, next to the pulpit, the great instrument of the Church for the spread

of religion in this and future generations, we welcome every new work hkely

to add to the efhciency and value of the system; and we cordially commend
Mr. Inglis's book to all who are engaged or interested in the work of Sunday-

school instruction.

(6.) " The Harmon}/ of ]'rophecy,or Scripture Illustrations of the Apocali/pse,

by Rev. Alex.anpkr Kkith, D.D." (New-York : Harper & Brothers, 1S51,

12mo., pp. 439.) Dr. Keith is an obscure and prolix writer—and the pre-

sent work is not clearer nor more satisfactory than his '• Evidence of Prophecy."
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(7.) " The Works of Horace ; tuith English Notes, for the Use of Schools and
Colleges, by J. L. Lincoln, Professor of Latin in Brown University." (New-
York: D. Appleton & Co., 1851; 12mo., pp.575.) Orelli's second edition is

adopted by Professor Lincoln as the basis of his text of Horace ; and be could

not have done better. The prolcjromena contain a neat and carefully pre-

pared Life of Horace ; a chronological table ; a statement of the lyric metres

of Horace; and an Index to the metres'. The text itself, which is printed ia

a large, bold, and beautiful type, occupies 309 pages, while the notes occupy

237; thus reversing the proportion of some modern text-books, in which the

text seems only to be a scaffolding for the notes. Mr. Lincoln's plan of an-

notation aims to explain only real difficulties :
" to give such and so much aid,

only, as may at once stimulate and reward the pupil's industrious efforts ; and
also not to supersede or interfere with the course of direct instruction and
illustration which every good teacher is accustomed to follow with his classes."

That this is the true theory on which College text-books should be prepared,

we are well assured ; and we tliank Professor Lincoln for the admirable ex-

ample of it he has offered us in this excellent edition of Horace. Were we
now engaged in teaching, as of old, we should certainly make use of the book

—and we cordially commend it to the notice of all instructors.

(8.) " Nature and Blessedness of Christian Purity, by Rev. R. S. Foster."
(Lane & Scott, for the Author: 12mo., pp. 226.) This belongs to the class

of practical and devotional books ; and yet rests on a basis of sound theolo<Ti-

cal inquiry. That Holiness is attainable on earth, and how it may be obtained

and kept—these are its topics, and they are treated with earnestness, clear-

ness, and vivacity, so that the book is attractive as well as substantial. The
author shows the extravagances into which some modern writers on the sub-

ject have fallen ; and makes the calm, sound, and rational views of Wesley,

founded on the Scriptures, the foundation of his own. We are particularly

pleased with his urgent exhortations to all who profess holiness to illustrate it

in their conduct. The Church needs examples of holiness more than pro-

fessors of it. Rut we cannot dwell upon this book now : a more extended re-

view is in preparation for a-futurc number of our journal.

(9.) We have noticed " Lossing's Pictorial Field Book of the Revolution"

several times during its issue in numbers, and have now before us the first

bound volume (Svo., pp. 57G ; Harper & Brothers, New-York) ; and feel it a
duty to recommend it, especially as a family book, worthy of the jiatronaire of
the whole American people. It is at once a series of pictures of our country
and of its history, as the ingenious plan on which the work is prepared com-
bines these two objects. The various localities made famous by the events

of the Revolution arc noticed in (he order in which they were visited by tlie

eminent artist who prepares the book, and from whose drawlnors, taken on
each spot, the whole is profusely illustrated. " To delineate with pen and
pencil what is left of the physical features of that pericx.!, and thus to rescue

from oblivion, before it should be too late, the mementoes which another

generation will appreciate," has been Mr. Lossing's employment for many
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months—and the result of these genial Labours is now placed in a permanent

form before the American public. As for the mechanical execution of the

work, it is, perhaps, taking paper, printing, illustrations, and all into the ac-

count, the very best specimen of a purely American book that we have yet

(10.) The "Positive Philosophy" of Angu.ste Comte is distinguished as well

for its exceeding comprehensivonoss, with regard to material phenomena, as

for its poverty with regard to all otlicrs. It is, in eflect, a negation of all phi-

losophy, as such ; and its final triumph would be the restriction of the cftbrts

of the human mind to the apprehension and classification of material pheno-

mena and their relations. Tliat such a philosophy (or no-phIlo?ophy) is necessa-

rily destructive and atheistical, is too obvious to require any argument. Indeed,

M. Comte does not hesitate to admit this issue : in fact, he glories in it as the

emancipation of humanity from the reign of superstition and of metaphysics.

This stand-point of M. Comte has unhapjjily prevented the English mind,

to a great extent, from appreciating and emi)loying the really sublime results

to which his penetrating acuteness and severe logic have led him within the

domain to which his method is strictly applicable. But the time, we think, is

not far distant, in which all that is valuable in the " Cours do Philosophic

Positive" will become the common property of literature—the evil residuum

being eliminated and rejected. An indication of this tendency is shown in the

translation of a pnrt of his great work, under the title of " T/ie Philosophy of
Matltcmatics, tranflntcd from the /'hilosophir Positire of Augu>ite Comte, by

W. M. GiLLKSPiK, Professor in l^nion College." (New-York : Harper &
Brothers, 8vo., pp. 260.) This is certainly the best part of Comte's whole

work : for in its execution he was aided not merely by his general acute-

ness of mind, but also by his sjjecial experience as a mathematician. M. Arago,

indeed, gave his opinion of Comte's mathematical skill very intelligibly in the

declaration, " Chez M. Comte jc ne voyais de litres mathemadqucs d' aucune

Borte :" but there must have been a little personal pique, we judge, at the bot-

tom of this judgment. Be that as it may. there is nowhere to be found so

complete a survey of the field of mathem.'itical science as a whole, nor so skil-

ful an exhibition of the relations of the several parts, as in this work ; and we
coTdially thank Professor Gillespie for laying it before us in English. It is

rather to be regretted, we judge, that the portion relating to Rational Mecha-

nics has been left out in the translation.

(11.) Henry Mayiiew has opened a new vein in his " London Labour and

the London Poor," (New-York : Harper & Brothers,) of which we have six of

the serl.al parts. The novelists have often enough sought for characters and

"scenes" in the al)odes of poverty and crime; but this is the first instance, so

far as we know, in which a professed man of letters has undertaken to seek

out statistics for himself—and such statistics—and make out of them a book

that the public would reafl. He has succeeded most admirably : and his work

will not only arrest the eye, but we trust al-^o the heart of that great " public" for

which it was written. Wc shall return to the work when the series is completed.
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(12.) Wc have seldom read a more toucliing n\emorial of early piety and of

Christian fortitude than " .1 Discourse preached on the occasion of the death nf
William Edgar Bahcr, by C. K. Imjjkie, Pastor of the First Presbyterian

Church, Rahway, N.J." (Carter & Brothers, 1851, 18mo.) Tlie subject of

this memoir breathed the atmosphere of a pious household from his infancy,

and was converted at an early age. Attacked in opening manhood by a fear-

ful malady, he boi-e the most terrible operation in surgery with a degree of

endurance which extorted from the surgeon a tribute of unusual admiration

for his more than heroic fortitude. The operation was vain : but his faith

was not :— he passed tliroagh the valley of the shadow of death without trem-

bling. The parents of such a son may rejoice in the " treasure " they have
" in Heaven." Tlie edition before us appears to have been printed solely for

private circulation ; but we are sure the book would do great good if scattered

throuirh a wider circle.

(13.) " The Philosophy of the Plan of Salvation" is a work so well known
as to Jieed no new notice. We have only to announce a new and neat edition.

(Boston: Gould- & Lincoln, 12mo., pp. 239.)

(14.) ^^ Dealings with the Inquisition; or, Papal Rome, her Priests and her

/c.sui<5,by Rev. GiAcixTO AcHiLLi, P.D." (New-York: Harper & Brothers,

12mo., pp. 351.) We are disappointed in this book. The title is a misnomer,

as the " dealings " of Dr. Achilli with the Inquisition make up but a small part

of the work. It is also a far more rambling, in-egular, and disjointed produc-

tion than we should have expected from an e.\-professor of Theology, even
though his training had been acquired in that poorest of all schools for treiln-

ing the human mind wholesomely—a Roman Catholic College. It is a pity

that some of Dr. Achilli's judicious friends in England did not revise his

work before publication.

But with all these drawbacks, the book is full of interest. It bears the

marks of truthfulness on eveiy page, even in the naive self-conceit of the

author which is sometimes perfectly amusing. It is clear that Dr. Achilli is

an honest and earnest man ; and one must forgive a little " self-consciousness
"

in a man who has passed through so many stirring scenes. The interest of

the book docs not really begin until the fifth chapter—the remaining fifteen

chapters form a sort of auto-biography which throws a flood of light upon
many of the ways of Papal Rome, her priests and her Jesuits. The following

extract contains part of a long conversation between Dr. Achilli and a Jesuit

friend of his—a conversation held long before Dr. A.'s abandonment of Poperv:

" ' But tell mc,' I asked, ' what do the Jep«-its do out of Italy ; in France, for
example, or in J^nfrlaml ? I do not suppose tlioy employ themselves in the duties
of education, the principal object of their fouu<latiou. For my part, I never could
nnder^;tand what business they could linve eitlier in England or in the United
States.'

*' ' Still,' replied he, ' there are many in both those countries, and many more
will follow. It is our desire and our hope to obtain the same influence in Eng-
land that wc have in Italy. ProtestaTitism in that country already inclines
greatly toward Catholicism, and will do so still more in proportion as the Jesuits
gain ground thei-e.
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" 'Our success is much impelled by other y)riests and monks, who, in their

ignorant fanaticism, imprudently attack the Protestants, and thus only strengthen
their opposition to the Church of Kome, We, on the other hand, have the art of in-

troducing ourselves among them witliout exciting attention ; conseijuently. withotit

creating suspicion or alarm. Apparently occupied with our own aflairs, we ap-

pear to take no notice of those of other people. We readily associate with them,
sit at their tables, ami converse on general tojacs ; we never oj-pose or contradict

what they may advance. Do they talk of tlic lUMe? we are ready to talk on the

same subject. We always, however, have some strong arguments in reserve, for

which most of them are not prepared—scholastic doctrines, which the Bible does
not disavow, and wliich are received with great willingness; so that while, on
the one hand, we lament that there should be an episcopacy separate from Rome,
we talk largely, on the other, on the important doctrine that the bishops are the
successors of the aj)ostle.'<. and thus prepare the way for the conclusion that the

pope is the successor of St. Peter. In fact, you will find that, in consequence of

this doctrine of apostolic succession, the Episcopalians generally entertain a re-

si>ect for the chair of 8t. Peter, in which the chief of the bishops is seated.
" ' The principle being admitted, the consoi|uence naturally follows. And it is

to be noted, that if any one speaks slightingly of the Roman episcopacy, the
Bishop of London is the first person to reprove him; and, moreover, the English
episcopacy calls that of Rome her sister. It is not so, however, with the Pres-

byterians and other sects. The Church of England retains the two sacraments
of Baptism and the Holy Supper, both of which, according to their belief, and
according to ours also, confer sanctifying grace {s;rritiam sancli/icantcm), not only
ex opere operato, but also ex oprre opcrantis, and thus the minister becomes an ad-

vocate, sine quo non, for justification in Baptism. an<l for the real presence in the
Eucharist. Should a doubt be expressed as to the sacred character of the minis-
ter, or as to the ethcacy of the consecration of a bishop, as practised in their

Church ; should their white robes or their Book of Prayer )x> criticised, the same
outcry is raised by tlicm as would be raised by the sandalled friar if you ridi-

culed his tunic or his legends of ."^t. Francis.
" 'Observe now,' he continued, 'our method of proceeding in England. We

get acquainted with the Episcopalians—our time wouhl be lost with othera; and
while we praise their doctrines, we endeavour to show how near they are to our
own. We compare the respective Churches, their bishops with ours, the canons
with the laws of discipline, the -Mass-book witli the Prayer-book, the robe with
the surplice, and so on. The only point on wluch we cannot assimilate is our
celibacy and their matrimony. And here we argue that as it is a tnatter of dis-

cipline, the Church might alter it, should it l>e deemed expedient to do so, the

pope having the power to dispense with the observance.' "

The story of Dr. AclnUI's imprisonment in tlio Inquisition under the French

authorities at Rome, for the crime of circuIatinLT the word of God in that city,

is familiar to our readers. In the conohidin;; chapters of this work, however,

they will find the account of his labours, his imprisonment and his escape,

given more at length than it has been recited hctore. The whole b<x)k tends

to illustrate what cannot be too strontjly impressed upon the American mind

—

that Romanism remains unchanged in its c^^ential features of violence, fraud,

and imposture.

(15.) Thk American Baptist Publication Swicty, (Philadelphia,) has issued a

volume imder the title of " Bun>fan's Dcrotional M'orl:^" which will be wel-

come to all Christian souls, in spite of the eccentricity and error which now
and then disfigure all the religious writings of the "glorious tinker." The
volume contains five distinct works—the Spirit of Prayer; the Saints' Privi-

lege and Profit ; the Desire of the Righteous granted ; the Unsearchable

Riches of Christ; and Paul's Departure and Crown. But one of these (the

first) heis been before pruited in this country.
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(16.) Dr. TvObin-pon's translation of Buttmann's Greek Grammar, ofwhich the

second edition was published in 18.'3!), has long been out of print. We can

well remember the joy with which, in our own early studies of the language,

we turned for the first time over the leaves of the book—a book which for

many years was never off our study-table. Since that period the original

work has passed through many editions and undergone many changes. The
more recent editions edited V)y Alexander Buttmann, have been verj- largely

revised and extended ; indeed, the " Syntax, in particular, has been expanded

and re-written, with the aid of all the various theories and extensive inves-

tigations of the last twenty years." All this is now rendered accessible to

American students in a " GrecL Grammar for (he Use of High Schools and

Universities, by Philip Buttmaxx ; revised and enlarged hy his son Alexander

Buttmann, translated from the Eighteenth German edition, by Epw.a.rd Ror,-

INSOX," (New-York : Harper & Brothers, 1851 ; 8vo., pp. 517.) Amid the

multitude of Greek Grammars that has appeared in this country since 1839,

Buttmann's still stands pre-eminent in one particular, viz., clearness of
statement. Thiersch is more analytical and original ; Kiihner more profound

and philosophical'; 1-Ioft more acute and comprehensive ; but in transparent

clearness of statement Buttmann leaves them all far behind. We do not

think an obscure passage can be found in this book from beginning to end,

while in Kiihner, still more in his translators, they abound in almost everj-

section, especially of the Syntax. As an available and useful record of the

present state of Greek Grammar, if a student can have but one large treatise^

we advise him by all means to buy Buttmann. At the same time, we think it

much to be regretted that the Editor has not seen tit to adopt the more scien-

tific arrangement of the third declension of nouns, which can be found in

Kiihner and Eost, or to employ Becker's admirable scheme of Syntax, the

applicability of which to the Greek has been so fully shown by Kuhner. These

results of modern scholarship should not remain hidden from University stu-

dents, for whose use tlie present volume is intended. Dr. Piobinson will se-

cure anew the thanks of American scholars for this translation : indeed, no

year passes in which he does not place the fraternity under new obligations to

him. The Publishers have got up the book in very excellent style.

(17.) " 77;e Square-rigged Cruiser : or, Sea Scrmaiis, hj Alfrkd M. Lor-
raine." (Cincinnati : Methoilist Book Concern, 1 Smo., pp. 252.) Mr. Lorraine

was formerly a sailor, and is now a minipter of the Ohio Conicrence of the Me-
thodist Episcopal Church. The work contains ten sermons, intended particu-

larly for seamen, and abounding in illustrations drawn from nautical sources.

We trust the '• Cruiser " will make a successful and useful voyage.

(18.) Though the Germans have done more to elucidate the details of Grecian

history and life than any other nation, it has been reserved for English writers

to combine the disjecta mrmhra of history furnished by their more industrious

neighbours, into a complete and harmonious whole. Such histories as Thirl-

wall's and Grote's have no rival in German, or in any other lancruase. It

was a happy thought of Dr. Schmitz to njake use of these o^reat works in the
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preparation of a text-book for schools and for general reading, which now lies

before us under the title of "yl History uf Greece, from the earliest times to

the destruction of Corinth, B. C. 14C," (New-York : Harper & Brothers, 1851

;

12ino., pp. 541.) The work is in great part an abridgment of Thirlwall—and
we could give it no higher recommendation. It is, for this reason, far better

written than Dr. Schmitz's History of Rome ; which is not by any means a

readable book, or one suited to be placed in the hands of young students.

The present work might have been made much more available for class in-

struction by a judicious division into period?, and by placing the dates and

divisions at the top and on the margin of the page. But in spite of tlie--e, and

other defects, it is better than any summary history of Greece extant in our

language, with the exception of that published by the Religious Tract Society.

(19.) ''The Guiding-Star, or the Bible God's Message, by Louisa Taysok
Hopkins," (Boston: Gould & Lincoln, ISmo., jip. 260,) is a series of skil-

fully-prepared conversations, designed to present the evidences of Christianity

in a form sufficiently simple and attractive to meet the wants of children.

(20.) No subject needs to be more urgently pressed upon the attention of the

Church of this generation than the religious training of children
; and we re-

joice to see so many evidences of a renewed attention to it. We have now

before us a very valuable treatise, entitled ".1 Discourse on Domestic Piety

and Family Governmcrit, in Four Paris, by Joiix H. To WEit." (Cincinnati:

Swormstedt & Power. New-York: Lane & Scott, 1851 ; ISmo., pp. 191.)

Part I. treats of the domestic relation, and of the parties to it ; Part II. of the

duty of a household service of the Lord ; Part III. of the motives to domestic

piety; and Part IV. of the momentous intcroits involved in the duty. Each

of these topics is treated with great fulness and force : and the book abounds,

throughout, not merely with excellent piincii>lcs of family government and

training, but with practical suggestions of the highest value. We wish the

book could be placed in the hands of every Christian parent in the land.

(21.) Messrs. Gould & Lincolx have reprinted " First Impressions ofEng-

land and its People, by Hugh Millek," (12mo., pp. 43u,) containing a record

of observations made during a short tour in England by the author of the

" Old Red Sandstone." It abounds in pleasant glimpses of the rural life of

England, of illustrations of the character of its lower classes, and in sharply-

drawn contrasts between English and Scottish national character. These,

and its geological notes, constitute, so far as we can see, its whole merit. Mr.

Miller is too litde of a traveller to judge, from any high point of observation,

either of national character or national moniuncnts as such ; and his Scottish

one-sldedness shows itself on almost every page. But the book abounds in

pleasant reading.

(22.) Mr. Chakles Phillips Is well-known as the " Irish Ban ister," and a? the

author of a number of very bombastic s]jceches. The best thing he has ever

written Is " Curran and his Conltmporarics." (New-York : Harper & Bro-

FouRTH Series, Vol. III.—31
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thers, 1851; 12mo., pp., 451.) The present issue is a revision of a book

printed many years ago and now considerably enlarged. It is full of interest-

ing anecdotes of a chss of men such as no country but Ireland, and no age

but their own, could liavc produced. Curran is the central light of a whole

system of lesser orbs who sparkle in these pages. There is much in the book

that could well be spared ; but with all its gossipping proli.xity, it is full of

interest.
__

(2S.) "^e Irish. Confolcrales and the Behelllon of 1798, by Henry M.

FiKLD," (New-York : Harper & Brothers, 1851 ; 12mo., pp. 369,) is really the

fii-st attempt at anything like a fair and full histoiy of a period which has been

much written ahuut but never rightly treated. Mr. Field aims at impartiality

:

his style, though a little too ambitious for our taste, is well-adapted to the sub-

ject and the times—and the book is really an accession to our stores of know-

ledge on the subject.

(24.) " A Treatise on Political Economy, by George Opdyke," (New-York :

G. P. Tutnam, l'2mo., pp. 339,) is an able exposition of the doctnne of free

trade. Mr. Opdyke is not a practised writer, but he is evidently a laborious

thinker. AVc do not accept his arguments as valid, but we cannot hesitate to

recognise their alility. One of the novelties of the book is its advocacy of

an inconvertible paper currency—a theory, however, not so original as IMr.

Opdyke appears to think it.

(25.) " The Young Ladies' Guide to French Composition^hy Gustave Cnou-

quet," (New-York: D. Appleton & Co., 12rao., pp. 297,) contains two parts:

first, a treatise on Ivhetoric, Cm French ;) and second, a series of exercises,

readIng-lcs5on«, conversations, &c. AVc should think it likely to be useful in

the hands of a aood teacher.

(2C.) In Church History we have to rely, as yet, almost entirely upon Ger-

man writers. It is, imleed, a disgrace to English and American theology that

no Church History, worthy of the name, has yet appeared originally in the Eng-

lish tonirue. We have now before us the first volume of a truly-scientific work

on the subject, produced on our own soil, but by a German scholar and in the

German language, viz:—" Geschichte dcr Christlichen Kirchc von ihrer Griin-

dung his auf die Gei/rnwart, dargestclU von Philipp Schaff, Professor zu Mer-

cersburc" Vol. I. (Mercei-sburg, Pa. ; and New-Y'ork : Rudolph Garrigue.Svo.,

pp. 576.) This work is meant to be a comprehensive and complete Church

History, exhibited in a free Christian spirit, entirely apart from sectarian interests

and views : not, to be sure, apart from directly Christian and ecclesiastical inter-

ests, but from anything like partisan aims. It will also, if completed in the

spirit of the present volume, have this great advantage over the richest works

of the kind prepared in Europe—that the author combines the pains-taking

accuracy and scientific insight of the German, with the practical religious life

of the American mind. We should be glad to give a full outUne of the work,

but our limits forbid it now—we shall return to it in a more extended review

31*
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hereafter. In the meantime, however, wo advise all our readers who are ac-

quainted R'ith the German language, to procure this volume, which, as con-

taining the history of the " Apostolical Church," is complete in itself.

(27.) Mk. Ktddeu continues his work of supplying the Church with suitable

books for the use of children and youth, with unwearied industry and increas-

ing success. The latest volumes laid before us ai-e " Frontier Sketches, selected

and arranged by the author of ^ Dyiny Hours,'" (iSmo., pp. 142,) containing

illustrations of "Western life, with sketches of the adventures of Bishops

Iloberts and Morris in some of their "Western tours. It is " more interesting

than fiction, and yet may be relied on as matter of fact." From the "\\"cst

and its new life, we pass to the Old "\^'orld and its places of the dead, in " A
Visit to the Catacomhs, orjirst Christian Ccmctrries at Home." (ISmo., pp. 108.)

A pleasant biographical sketch is furnished in " The Farmer Boy ; or a Child

of Providence led from the Plough to the Pulpit." (18mo., pp. 160.) Of a

better class of books is " Nature's Wonders ; or God's care over all his

Worl-s," (ISmo., pp. 226,) containing illustrations of natural objects and de-

scriptions in easy dialogue, admirably adapted to interest young children.

(28.)We have received another ofMr. Jacou Aiuiott's delightful series, viz ;

—

*' TAe History of Cleopatra, Queen of Fgypt." (New-York: Harper & Bro-

thers, ISmo., pp. 318.) It is enough to say that the spirit of the scries is amply
maintained in this new volume, the subject of which, in fact, is one that is

eminently adapted to draw foi-th Mr. Abbott's peculiar powers of graphic and
distinct delineation.

(29.) We have again to notice a volume in tlio sphere of practical reliirion from

tiic prolific pen of Rev. Charles Adams, entitled " Women of the Bible."

(New-York: Lane & Scott, 12mo.,pp. 225.) The female characters of Scripture

are here sketched—bnefly and rapidly, it is true, yet with a truthfulness of

outline, and, often, a depth of colouring that marks the hand of the "^enuine

artist. " Sober and faithful," indeed, the book is, as the autlior tells us in his

preface he has sought to make it : but it is at the same time graphic and at-

tractive. It cannot but tend to edifying; and will, we trusty be largely circu-

lated.

(30.) We have received, at the latest moment, a copy of the •' Thirty-Second

Annual Report of the Missionary Society of the Methodist Fpiscopal Church."

A more valuable and interesting document has not issued from the press for

many years. It is just what such a KcjKjrt ought to be,—a full outline of the

Missionary field, clearly and distinctly drawn, with plain and complete state-

ments of what the Church is doing in that field, and suggestions as to her duty

for the future. Several illustrative maps a("comj)any the text. We shall take

occasion to give a fuller analysis of the RejKirt hereafter.
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Art. Vin.—LITERAllY INTELLIGENCE.

f^i]C clonic al.

EUROPEAN.

We mentioned in a former number that

Dr. S. r. Tkkgklles Lad in preparation a

new edition of the Greek Tesiumeut. We
have iio-.v recei^ cd the prospootus issued by
the editor, in the hope of obtaining a suffi-

cient number of subscribers to defray the

exfK?nses of publication ; and we would gladly

secund his wishes. Every well-wi.sher of Bib-

lical literature who can by any means aflord

to subscribe-for this great work, should send

in his Uixmo. at once. The Tcj-t is formed

on the authority of the oldest Greek :SISS.

and Versions, (aided by early citations,) so

as to present, as far as practicable, the

readings whicli were commonly received at

the earliest period to which we can revert

to obtain critical evidence. The various

readiKji are those, 1st, of all the more an-

cient Greek MSS. ; most of these the editor

has himself collated in libraries at Home,
Paris, Easle, Munich, Modena, Veniop, Lon-

don, Cambridge, and Hamburg ; and al-

most all the others ho has collated with

published facsimile editions; ^d, of all the

ancient versions, most of which have re-

quired re-examiu.ation ; and •'^d, of the

citations found in the earlier ecclcsiastioal

writers. These are given very fully as far

as the end of the third century, (and so as

to include Eusebius,) and in cases of im-

portance considerably later. The Latin

version of Jerome is given mostly on the

authority of the Codex Amiatinus of the

sixth century, as collated by the editor

himself. The Latin version of Jerome is

given in parallel colmuns with the Greek
text ; and the Latin readings, in which the

commonly printed Clementine Vulgate dif-

fers from the Codex Amiatinus, or in which
the Codex .Ajniatinus conUins a reading

which has not been followed, are given

below. The work is to be published in one
volume 4to., price £'i 3s. Subscribers can
send their names (with proper references)

to l)r. S. P. Tregellc.s, care of J. Wcrthei-
mer & Co., Circus Place, Finsbury Circus,

London. Or, if they prefer it, the editor of

this Review will receive and forward tlieir

subscriptions.

TuE first volume of Clark's Foreign Theo-
logical Library for ISJl is Olsh.mseu's
Commentary on Galatians, Ephesiaus, Co-
lossians, and Tlicssalonians, translated from
the German. This volume will complete
all of this commeutiiry written by OlshaUien
himself: the remaining books of the Xew
Testament, however, are to be treated by
other able men in the same spirit as far as

possible. Of these suj)plemeut.'vry volumes,
we have received two from Germany, viz :—
"Die Jiriefe iki Ajxielela Rinliis an die

Ffiilippcr, an Titus, Timoth.-ui, uiul Phil^
mon, erklart von J. C. A. Wiesevger,"
(Konigsborg, 1850 : Svo., pp. 720) ; and " Bcr
Brief oil die lltlruer, erklart von Di". J.

H. A. Ebkard." (Svo., pp. 4S.3.) These, we
hoiK?, will also be translated for Clark's
Library, which we again commend to our
theological readers.

We mentioned some time since that the
choice of a successor to Ne.wdek lay be-

tween Nledxep., Ullmaxx, and Lehneeut,
of Kiinigsborg. Tlie latter has been chosen.
He is in the prime of life, and is said to be
one of the most attractive lecturers and
pulpit orators in I^ussia.

The second volume of the Rev. James
Thomson's "Exposition of the Gospel of

St. Luke, in a series of Lectures," has ap-

pealed in Edinbiu-gh. This work, which is

the only extended exposition of St. Luke
in the lauTuage, is highly spoken of by Eng-
lish and Scottish authorities.

A prospectus h.as been issued for the pub-

lication of Xeander's Theological Lectures.

They will be issued by 'Wiegandt and Grie-

ben, in l<eipzig, under the editorial su[>er-

nsion of Dr. Julius Midler. Tlie work will

fall into three divisions: 1. IJxegesis of

the New Testament; 2. Historico-theo-

logical Lectures, embracing Chnrch History,

the History of Christian Doctrines and
Morals, and Protestantism and R'ini.uiism:

3. Theological Lectures on Christian Doc-

trines and Ethics. We shall U^ hapjiy to

receive and forward subscribers' na:ncs.

The terms of publication are not yet an-
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nouncod, further thnu tliat the work will

be issued in separate vtlumos, at a cheaji

rate.

SIessrs. Loxgma-Vs have published the

ninth vulumc of their new edition of Jere-

my Taylor's works. This edition will be

completed in ten volumes.

The May number of the IVospective lie-

view ^which is the organ of lilKM-al Chris-

tianity—indeed, of scepticism—inHn;.'Iand)

has an able artiele ou Mr. Atkinson and

Miss Martineau's "Litters on the Lwcg of
Ifan'g Nature and htccfoiimint" in which

the utter atheism of that work is severely

exposed. The Review remarks, that " Mr.

Atkinson is not a Lucietius; nor even an

Ilelvetius ; no, nor a Baron d'Hollach ; but

a rhetorical dilution of Kobert Owen ;—

whose tiresome propositions, scattered by

some process of logiijl explosion, and wildly

lying about without any semblance of co-

hesion, constitute the theoretic elements

of this work. We should not have supjiosed

it possible to write so inor;;^anic a book up-

on organization. We defy the most metho-

dizing intellect to construct the author's

doctrine ijito a presentable whole, or to do

more than pile it np .as a set of loo.se and

shapeless assertions, sornng jierhai.s to

mark, but not to protect, the territory tliey

open as an asylum for all the bLack sheep

of unbelief."

Two small volumes, entitled "Scripture

Revelations resi)ei.ting Angels,'' and "Lec-

tures on the Apostles," which have recently

ap[iearcd in England, are attributed to

Archbishop Whately. The Christian Re-

membrancer (a journal not very well dis-

posed to praise anything from Whately's

pen) remarks that "in \lgour, precision,

and life, they maintain the wTiter's reputa-

tion for style, while for practical and reli-

gious purfioses, they far exceed anything

vhich we rememUr from the SiUne j-en."

"Is Saul also among the Prophets ?" one

might well ask, in readitig such ii title as

"Ik la CcUhrnt'ion dn lJimnu<:ke, coimidu-i'c.

sous lc9 Rapports dc L'Jfyjinir, dr In Mundv,

dca relations dejamill': ft dc Cite," Jiar P. J.

Pr.oi-DHON-. (Paris. IS.'.O, ]2ino., pp. 84.)

The Mosaic law of the Sabbath has never

found a higher eulogist, either among

Pharisees, Rabbins, or Christian doctors,

than it here has in IVoudhon, the great

high-priest, as he is fu\lu> W, of socialism

and infidelity. He pleads tliat every means

of raising and establishing modem society

will be vain and futile that docs not include

the titbbnth among its chief i^encies ; and

he urges a renewal of Sabbath worship and

observance upon the Krciioh nation with

great eloquence and force. We must resene

this remarkable book for more extended

notice.

A STi;iKiNO specimen of the pains-taking

jiersovcrance so characteristic of German
literature, is afforded by a new book enti-

tled •' IJiljlidlhoa J'.l'iijrajihica Luthtrnna:

leW'r-icht der gedruckten Dr. .M. Luther

befret!\n.U'n biographisdien Schrifien. zu-

KamiiHiige>tellt von K. S. Vocel," .Halle,

1>n')1. ^vo., i>p. Mo, Xev.-York, Westermann,

P.rothei-s.) The titles of no less th.an thir-

tcrn hundred and tirenli/-oue works illustra-

tive of t!>e life of Luther are here collected

and j-ct forth under appropriate heads.

Wk have received the first volume of

" Uiitrrsuchiingcn ilher InhaH vnd Alter Jcs

Altti'Uiinnttlichcn Pent' ilcuch , von I>r. T.

S'lrenseu, I'rivat decent in der I'niversitat

Kiel," iSvo., pp. 313.) This volume is oc-

cupied with ahistorico-critical Commentary
on (jeuesis, the whole aim of which is to

prove that the l)Ook w.as written at a much
later period than is commonly a.«signed to

it. The author means to make the same
attun-.pt ujiou the other books of the Penta-

teuch.

Wr. have been often asked to give some
account of the writings of Julius Charles

Hare. .\ critical estimate of their value

may, perliaps, he furnished here.ifter: in

the nicaiitime, the fullowing list includes

all, or nearly all, his writings, viz ;—The
Mission of the Comforter, Svo. :—The Vic-

tory of I'aitli, 8vo. :—Parish Sermons, two
serie-, '^vo :—Life of John Sterling, w ith the

editi.iu of Sterling's I'ss.ays, Ac, 2 vols. Svo.

;

1-esides a nuniU'r of sermons, charges, Ac,
with '-Cue^bcs at Truth," 2 vols., edited

by J. C". H.ire, and written by himself and
liis brothiT Augustus.

PKorKssoR F. I). M.viucE, of King's Col-

lege, l^vlongs to the same school of theolo-

gians i-so to sjicak) with .Vrnold, Hare, and

Trench. His writings are tulerably numer-

ous, embracing, among others, the follow-

ing, viz :—The Kingdom of Christ, Svo. :

—

The New Testament, the History of the

Church, and the Romish .Vpostasy, Joint

Witnesses to the Reality of the" Mvine
Kin'.'di'Hi upon Earth:—Tlie Church a

Family; Sermons on the Occasion.U Ser-

vices of the IVayerliook :—^I'he I'rajer-
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Book, specially considered as a Protection

aguinst IkOiaauLsm ; nineteen Sermons
prcaclied at Lincoln's Inn :—Tlie [^.nl's

Prayer, nine Senuous j-reaclied at Lincoln's

Inn:—The Religions of the World, and
their Rektions to Chiiitianity ; Lectures

on the Epistle to the Ikbrew.s \wth a Ro-
view of Newman's Theory of Dovilopment,
8vo. :—Christmas Day and otiier Sermons,
8vo.

It is said that Arclideacon Hare's Memoir
of John Sterling does^iot give a truthful

—

or at least a complete—account of the reli-

gious (or irreligious) condition of mind in-

to which Sterling settled before he died.

The London Leader says that lie '-had

emancipated himself from all reli','ious do,,'-

mas;" and that, whereas the Archdeacon
exhibits him as a Rationalist simply, lie Wits,

in fact, " no iit at all." Tliomas Carlyle is

now engajjed upon a biopajihy of Sterling,

in which " this and other points are to be
set in their true light."

Those of our readers who have perused

Sir Charles Lyell's "Second Visit to the
United States," may remember a charge
brought by hiui against the late \\>\yc in the

following terms:—"It is well known by
those who have of late years frequented the
literary circles of Rome, that the learned

Cardinal Rfai was prevented, in 1S3S, from
publishing his edition of the Cojrx V(it;ca-

nua, because he c<iiilil not obtain leavu from
the late Pope (Gregory XVLi to omit the
interpolated passages, and had satisfied

himself that th.n- ^^c^e wanting in all tlie

most ancient MS,S. at Unnie and I'aris. The
Pontifl' refused, because he «as bound by
the decrees of the Council of Trent, and of

a Church pretending to infallibility, which
had solemnly sanctioned the Vulgate; and
the Cardinal had too much good faith to

give the authority of his name to wh it he
regarded as a forgery." A ^>Titer in the
London Tabh:t endeavours to refute this

charge, and makes the following remarks
among others:—" r>oth from I-eo XIL and
Gregory XVI., Cardinal ^Lai received per-
mission to publish the celebrated copy of
the liible which is jireserved in the Vatican
library, and is m.arked 1209. Tliis manu-
script is justly considered the most ancient
copy of the Scriptures in existence, even by
those who vaunt the superior age of the
text of the Cambridge MS. Tliis iwrmissioii
has never been revoke.l—never limited.
The Codex is already printed, and this wo
affirm from our own personal knowledge

and inspection of the sheets ; it will be
published as soon as the extensive critical

apparatus which is to accompany it will be
completed. The Cardinal received permis-
sion from two Pontitl's to publish the m,\nu-
script as it stands; every facility h.as been
afforded him in furthering his undertaking

;

this permission was never revoked: the
manuscri]>t is even now actttriHi/ printed, and
it uill be published when the critical notes
destined to illustrate it, will be finished.

It is. we aver, a f.iithfnl transcript of the
original—nothing h:is been added by the
Pope, nothing taken away by the Cardinal."

Mr. F.iEEl:, in his Lcttere on Tmct-trian

Secession to Popery, proves very satisfacto-

rily that Mr. Newman was a coneeakd
Piipint, by his own confession, as far back
a-s the year ISS'i. S.ays Mr. Faber:—

" Were I an infidel, and did I possess the
species of intellect which Mr. Newman pos-
sesses, the mode which, in the present day,
I should select for the most etfectual pn^
pagation of infidelity, would be the pre-
cise mode adopted by that gentleman in
his recent work, {E'^my on J)evdopT»rnt.)
Far am I from asserting that he is him-elf
an iniidel ; yet ho abine can tell what his
own^ sentiments really are. In the year
18:ks (the very year in which the im-
DOSture of Tractarianism commenced,)
j[r. Newman, as he now confesses, said of
the Romanists:--Their communion is in-
fected with here.sy ; we are bound to tlee it
as a ])esti!ence. They have established a
lie in the place of God's truth ; and bv their
claim of immutability in doctrine, cannot
undo the sin they have committed.' De-
clarations to the same eifect he confesses
himself to liave been making at various
times in various successive years ; and now,
at length, he winds up the' whole disgrace-
ful management by the infatuated, though
jirovblentially ordered, statement, that he
had iK^'on delilieratelv .issertiu:: what he
himself at the very time totally disl>e!ieved.
His plea is. that 'he w!is not speaking hi*
own words, but wa^s only following almost
a voninixuji of the divines of his "Church.*
An<l the reason which he assigns for the
fraud, Ls that 'such >iews were necessary
for our position'—the position, tow it. of
himself and his associates; and that the
l;m,'ua,'e so strongly vituper.ative of Popery,
wliieh he then employed as veritablv ex-
hibitui.'his o«n real sentiments, must be
a.scribcd to a hope of approving himself to
persons whom lie respeeted, and to a wish
to rejKd the ch.arge of Romanism. Now
when .-1 man has thus o|K;nly told us that
he seruides nnt to deliver as his own. sen-
tmients which are not his own, if such a
deception should be thought necessar)- for
his position, he has so totally destroyed
his own credibility, that in future we can
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entertain no certain V^lief of any exposition

which he luiiv ploasft to' make of his opin-

ions. He iw'i/, no doubt, tell us tlie truth ;

but since he' lias also toki us tliat ho scru-

ples not to utter untruths, « lien he .K cms

them necessary to his existiu,' po-ition,

we never in any particular instance can l>e

certain that he is honestly declariii;,' his

real sentiuunts. Hence, at pre-ent, ho mo,/

he truly a Itouianist : but no a.wrtiou ot

his can lioic- carry with it any reasonable

conviction to that etVect. simply because he

has suicidally destroyed all claim to our

coufideuee and belief.

'

The Titcoloji^ch': Studirn uitd Kritil.rn for

April contains the following articles:—

I. AVherein consists the I'orgivenoss of Sin,

by J. F. K. Gurlitt: LI. Home and Clo-ne,

or the Development of GormanoChristian

Art, by Dr. Stark : KI. On the iuiportanee

of the Study of Christian F.thics at the pre-

sent time, an Introductory Lecture by Pro-

fessor Schoberlein, of Heidelberg;: IV. The

Principle of Protestantism, a letter ta Dr.

Ullmann, by C. Beck : V. A Ilcview of

Liicke on the Apocalypse, by Tischendorf

:

VI. A long and genial article on the

personal life, character. &c., of Ncander, by

Dr. Kling, of Ebersbach.

The BritM Qunrterly for May contains

the following articles:—I. Oroto's Ilistury

of Greece: II. French, Germans, and I'n:;-

lish: in. Volcanoes and Karlbpiakes: IV.

The European Difficulty: V. German I'ro-

testantism: W. Ruskin's Stones of Venice:

VII. Jesuitism as it is: VIll. Di.xon's

Mairwara—Civilization in India: IX. Ih-.

Brown — Biblical Expositors: X. M-d.^rn

French Literature: XL Criticisms on I'.ooks,

&c., &c.

The Journal of Sicrcd Literature for April

contains the following articles :—I. Eu'vpt

;

being a review of the late discoveries in

Egypt as elucidating and courirmin- the

Scriptures: II. On the words which I'aul

heard in Paradise, (translated badly .nou-h,

from the Latin of Vitringa): HI. Insi-inv

tion— maintaining the verbal theory:

IV. Carl Bitter's Discourse before the S*'i-

entific Society of I'.crlin, on the explora-

tions of the River Jordan and the IVad

Sea: V. Modern Si.iritualism—a re%iew of

Newman's Phases of Faith: VL Parallel-

istic Poetry: VII. On the IVinoniacal

Possessions of the New Testament: VIH.

On the .^nthor^hip of the Acts of the

Apostles: IX. Tischendorfs Seplua-,int:

X. Gilfillan's B.ards of the I'.ible :
with the

usual book notices, correspondence, &c.

Prof. Kilter's Discourse oJi the Dead Sea

and the Jordan pives the best view of the

whole subject, in a condensed form, that

we have yet seen. After sketchin;,' the par-

tially successful labours of Symonds and

Molyncux, he j;ives full credit to the Ame-

rican F.xjiloriug Expedition, a< follows :

—

"In I^IS the third attempt was made

on that stubborn lakc-lield. and this time

the victory over thosC ]>o\vers of nature

and their jicrils was a complete one.

The honour of that victorv was, however,

wnste.l fr.im the Old World by the New.

The United States of North .Vmcrica .sent

from the other side of the Atlantic a vessel

lilted out for the jiurpose. It was well pro-

vided w ith stores and instruments, and had a

c..mpeti nt crew, under the command and

scienti.io direction of two otii.:evs, Lieute-

nants Lynch an,l Dale. To be j>repared for

if dariLcer, it had on board two

metallic boats, one of iron, the other of

copper, which, being made in sections for

transportation, were carried or drawn on

truiks by camels from the seaport of .\cre

to the Lake of 'J'iberias. From thence the

cxpeditiiin of discovery was to jtrocecd

a'.'ain by water, throUi:h the dec] est and
hott.st crevice of the earth; .and, truly, to

-o lhr.ui-!i that undovtakin;: under a tropi-

cal sky, ilure was required as much cir-

ciim.-]"'cti'>n as for those expeditions which
were about the same time comjileted or be-

pun, res]iectivLly, by the Britons in the

antartic and art'ic re;jions, amidst the ice-

liclds of the two poles. Man feels an in-

ward inipul-e to break through the limits

that nature draws round him in every di-

rection : because complete truth and liberty

of miml can only l>ccome his jiortion, iu

so f.ir as he is able to attain to the fulness

of knowledge.''

yir. have received the first number of the

" Thfulo-jiral Critic," a quarterly journal,

edited by the Rev. T.K.Arnold, and published

hy Riviiigtons. (lA>ndon, price four shillings

sterling.) It is intended to embrace the-

ology in the widest acceptation of the term,

and adniit ting even classical literature, from

its importance to r.iblical critici-m. The

first nuMiK-r contains the following arti-

cles:—!. Newman's Ninth Lecture: 11. Ga-

latians iii, 13: HI. Cardinal Bessarion:

IV. Lepsius on r.iblical Chronology: V.

The Ministrv of the IV.dy: VI. Romans

xiv: VII. Js'the Beast from the Sea the

rap.acy? VIIL Modern InHdelity—Miss

Martineau and Mr. Atkinson: IX. St. Co-

lumban and the early Irish Missionaries:

X. IV. Bbwmfield and Mr. Alford : XI.

"Things Old and Ne«." The article oa

Newman's Ninth Lecture is a very pungent

illustration of Mr. Newman's own princi-

ples by facts from Rom;inist sources. The
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following story is from ii Roiuiuiist hook of
devotion, imblished ia Paris in 1S35:—

" Father Razzi, of the orrler of the Ca-
macules tells us, that a youn? man who
nad lost his fatlier, w;us sent hv his mother
to be the pa-e of a certain i.riiice. Jjut be-
fore they parted, his motlier, who had a
p-eat devotion for the Uolv Virgin, made
her son promise tliat, lie would repeat every
day the .lwr/,-c .s;,/„f„,,-o„, mid with it this
short ejaculatory supplication, lilrx^cci Vir-
gin, aisi^t me nt the hour of my dcnth ! The
young man was no sooner arrived at the
court, than he pluuged into every kind of
>T,ce; and his bad conduct lost him entirely
the favour of his master, wl-o at last dis-
missed him fnnn his service. In despair,
aud without anv means of subsistence he
became a A(yuc.7y,«r,« ; but even wliilst he
was robbing and murdering on the kiu-'s
highway, he remained faithful to the prac-
Ucf ofi^i^ty ^^\x\d\ his mother had enjcdnedmm. At length his crimes met with their
reward

;
he fell into the hands of justice,

and was condemned to death. He was
thrown into prison, there to remain till he
should be summoned to undergo the iienil-
ty of the law. t>n the evening before the
day that was fixed for his execution, his
disgrace his approaching tleath, and the
grief of his p-HU mother, presented them-
selves so vividly to his mind, that he was
buried in sad thoughts, and his tears flowed
abundantly; when, all at once, he beheld
before him a young man. who, addressing
him offered to deliver him from prison and
death, if he would bind himself to obey
timi. Ihe prisoner pxyc the promise, when
the young man disclosed to him that he^as tne devil

; and commanded him, in the
tirst i.Iace, to renounce Jesus Christ and the
sacraments, to ,rhich the prisoner consented.
that IS not enough, added the evil spirit •

you must .ilso deny the Holy Virgin, .and
renounce her protect ion. That I xciH never

tt: villi''' c^^n
"'"'i»«l' »'«^. addressing

the Mother of God. he repeated the pravcr
which he w^as in the habit of making" to
lier hf.r.wl], irjin, sxccour me in the houi-
of death. These words put the devil to
tU^iit; but the poor young man remained
inconsolable for having denied his .Saviour-
in hus atHiction. he had recourse to Mary
and prayed to her with such fervour, that
she obtained for him a sincere contrition
for his sins, under the influeuce of which
he confessed with a deep feeling of peni-
tence On the next day. as the officers
were leading him to the place of execution.
he had to pass by an image of the .Mother
of God; he-s;Juted it, and said. B'esscd
ytrg,n, succour me in the hour or death.
Ihe ima-e, m the sight of all who were
present, inclined its head, and returned th.-
salutation. Penetrated by this mark of
favour, he asked r-ermissioi, to kiss the feet
of the image. Tte soldiers, who were con-
ducting him, did not at all like this ; but

tJuly,

as the people murmured, they did not ven-
ture to refuse his rer,,„..st. The young man
stooped down, and the image, extending its
arms, took him by the hand, and held him
so tight, that It was imj.ossible to get him
away again. At this miracle, but one cry
was heard,—Arrfon.' Pardon.' and the par-
tlon was granted. He returned to his coun-
try, an.l ever after led an exemi)lar>- life
retaining the most tender gratitude to
Mary, who had saved him from two deaths—
a temporal and an eternal one."

Is it not terrible to think that such
teaching as this is given in the name of
Christianity in the nineteenth century?

The distinguished New Testament critic,
Laciim.o-x, died at Berlin, on the 13th of
March, in his 59th year.

The late Rev. Edward Bickersteth was
not less remarkable for his diligence as a
^vriter, than for his zeal and lidelity as a
preacher. The following list contains the
titles of his principal works :—A Treatise
on IVayer, designed to promote the Spirit of
Uevotion (seventeenth edition) :—A Scrip-
ture Help, designed to assist in Reading
the Bible profitably (nineteenth edition):—
A Treatise on the Lord's Supper, in two
parts (twelfth edition):-Christian Truth,
a Family Guide to the Chief Truths of the
Gospel, with Prayers for each Day in the
Week, and Private Devotions for various
Occasions (third edition) :-The Christian
Student, designed to assist Christians in
general in acquiring Religious Knowledge,
with lists of Books adaj.led to vario^us
Classes ^fourth edition) :—Practical Reflec-
tions on the Four Gospels, arranged on the
plan of a Harmony, selected from various
Expositions (second edition) :—Family Ex-
positions of the Epistles of St. John and St.
Jude :—A Treatise on Baptism, desi:nied as
a Help to the due Improvement of that
Holy Sacrament :—The Chief Concerns of
Man for Time and for Eternity

, fifth edi-
tion! :—Family Prayers, a Comjdetc Course
for Eight Weeks, with Additional Pravers
for various Occ.isions :—The Siciis of 'the
Times in the East, a Warning to the M^est :—
The Pi-omiscd (^lory of the Chnrch of Christ

:

—The Restoration of the Jews to their oivn
Land, in Connexion with their future Con-
version and the final Blessedness of our
Earth (second edition) :-A Practical Guide
to the Prophecies (seventh edition.)

Scotland has produced bold divines as
well as w;irriors: and the race is not ei-
tmct yet. The Rev. Ja.mes CocHK.iXK has
written a book entiUed "i>«coHr*e* on some
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of the m(M d!ffic\tlt Textt of Scripture,'^ in

which the follow ing subjects are discussed :

—

The Church's Foundation Uock and the

Gates of Hell ; The Keys of the Kingdom

of Heaven ; Irretrievable AjKistasy ; Salted

with Fire ; Christ went and preached to

the Spirits in Prison ; Bajjlized for the

Dead ; General View of the l>jctrine of

God's Eternal iK^crees ; Sovereiirnty of God
in Predestination ; Sovereijjnty of God in

Election ; Doctrine of Election practiially

considered ; Sovereignty of (iod in Reproba-

tion ; On the Difiicuhies in the Ninth

Chapter of Romans ; The two Genealogies

of Christ compared ; The Title on the Sa-

viour's Cross; The Election of Matthias;

and the Sin against the Holy Ghost. Not

having read the book, we cannot judire

whether Mr. Cochrone's success is equal to

his courage.

Ax important work of Orlgen's, hitherto

believed to be lost, has been discovcre<l in

Paris, by M. Miller, librarian of the Na-

tional Assembly, among the Greek manu-

scripts brought to that capital by M. Mynas

about ten years ago. The Journal dcs

DiUiU describes the original work as be-

ing in ten books:— the first of which is

already known te> the world under the title

of " Philosophumena." 'i'hc la>t seven

books are now, it is said, recovered, and

about to be published. The French jour-

nal dcscrilx-'s the work as "a refutation of

heresies, in which the author endeavours to

prove that the heresiarchs have all taki'n

their doctrines from the ancient philoso-

phers :"—a very curious task for (h-igen to

perform, since he was himself chietly re-

markable for the mixture of Zeno, Plato,

and Aristotle which he conijiounded vvith

his Christianity. But apart from its con-

troversial interest, the recovered m;inuscript

will throw new light on the opinions and

practices of the Neo-Flatonists, and on the

manners and customs of .ancient times.

Discoveries like this jioint out the necessity

for a Lirsrer and more combined action of

learned societies in the search for ancient

manuscripts. Origeu's "Stroniata" might

even yet be completed,—and it is not to be

supposed that all the existing fragments of

his " Hexapla"' were collected by .Montfau-

con. There are v.ast stores of old manu-

scripts in Europe not yet examined, 'llie

library of the Vatican would not only yield

to the cause of letters some of the unknown

or incomplete works of the early fathers,

hut woidd probably furnish some valuable

manuscripts of classic writers. There are

several libraries in France and Germany,

of which the contents are not perfectly

known; and among the Arabic transcripts

at Constantinople and in other Ea.stem

citie.-i, a copy of the " Republic" and of the

lost books of Livy niij^ht possibly be found

l/camed bodies should take this matter up
in earnest—more csiK'oially the gieat uni-

versities which liave, so to say, charge of

the interests of learning. The successful

mission of M. Mynas is an instance of what

m.ay be done with a little earnestness and
energy for the recovery of lost treasures.

The remainder of Tacitus and ^^istotle

might not impossibly be recovered at a
tithe of the trouble which has been bestowed

on the .search after the supjwsed buried

wealth of the buccaneers.

.\\OTiiF.n volume of infidelity has is.sued

from th.it laboratory of scepticism, John
Chapman's l>ook-shop in the Strand, Lon-

don. It is entitled, ambitiously enough,

"The Creed of Christendom ; its Foiinda-

tionn niiil SajyTntructure, by W. R. Geeo :"

and lest any of our readers should bo in-

duced by its title to purchase it, we state

the leading objects of the work, which are

to prove— I. That "the tenet of the inspira-

tion of the Scrijitures is baseless and un-

tenable under any form or modification

which leaves to it a dogmatic value :"

—

n. That " the Gospels are not textually

faithful reeonls of the sayings and actions

of .Iesu«, but a.^cribc to him words which
lie never Jittered, and deeds which he never

ilid :"— III. That "the apostles only par-

tially compreliended and imperfectly trans-

miitid the teachinc; of their great Master."

The inaction of half-learned arrogance and
of bbKpliemy nnd<r the guise of spiritual-

ism. Stems to lie spreading in England.

])R. .ToHX 1\k Smith died, as we stated

in our last, on the .'-th of February, 1851.

A liri' f sketch of his life and labours is due

to his memory ami to our readers. He was
U^rn in Shctiitld in ITT.I. His father was

a l>ookjeller, and in his shop the son learned

to read ixwiks us well as to bind them. As
he s-howed early sii;ns of talent, he was sent

til Roth.'rham College, and so distinguished

himself by his diligence and success in

study, that when his acadcmial course was
flnislii'd, he was made at once a tutor in

the Coll..;e. At tweiity-tive he was in-

vited to U-eome principal of Homerton Col-

lege, the oblesttheobi'.'ical school of the In-

deiiendeiits in England. He held this office,
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wilh ever-increasing popularity and useful-

ness, for fifty ytars ; and during nearly all

this tiiuo he was also pastor of a Church in

the neighbourhood.

" The chief labour of I)r. Pye Smith's

life, and his nioit eiidiiriuL; uiouument, was
the work entitled ' Tlie Scripture Testimony
to the Messiah : an liKiuiry with a view to

a satisfactory Detirniiiuition of the Doctrine

taught in the .Holy Scriptures concerning
the Terson of Chri.-t.' This work is ad-

mitted by the grealost scholars to be the

first of its kind. Jt is marked by profound
and accurate learning, candid critii.i,-,ui, and
by that reverential and Christian spirit

which ought to govern every theological in-

quiry. It has received the rare honour of

being admitted, though the work of a Dis-

senter, as an authority in the F.nglish uni-

%'ersities. His work on Scripture and Ge-
ology added to his thcolo'.'ical and scientific

reputation, and establislied his claim to a
place in the Jloyal Society. He also pub-

lished a consideraljlc number of se]>aratc

Bcrmons and lectures, with some volumes
of controvcr^y. Should his course of divini-

ty be given to the world, as many compe-
tent persons have expressed the opinion

that it ought, we boli> \c it will greatly add
to his fame and his usefulness. It is stated

that he was never satistied to "o through
his divinity lectures unimproved, but con-

staidly amended thcni as new lights were
thrown ou Scripture."

The follow ing estimate of the quality of

his mind is given in the funeral sermon

pronounced by Dr. John Harris :

—

"Those who could best aiipreciate him
will, 1 think, join ^\ith me in the opinion

that his mimi was mt distimiuislicd by any
splendid or showy attril>ntcs. The daring

in imagination, the metaphy.sical in reason-

ing, and the inventive in theory, were un-

known to him. lUit if hi.-; mental (|Ualities

were not marked by breadth and brilliance,

they were characterized by strem,'th and
intensity. He united quickness of appre-

hension with great power of a|)plication

and patient inquiry. Ilemarkable rcteii-

tiveness of memory,' and the orderly distri-

bution of his knowledge, placed the rc-ults

of his immense reading at his readv dispo-

sal. His mind was a «eil-arrangcd library,

in which he could easily lay his hand on
whatever he wanted. .\"iid to these quali-

ties he added—what is rarely found in so

eminent a doCTee in this connexion— true

originality. Not- that whieli aims at the
strikin:.r. or produces the siu.rular; but that

which denotes mental independence. What-
ever he produced, brought with it, both iu

form and in style, the stamp of his own
mind.

"iJut more particularly; his course was
marked by uniutermilting mental activity.

The range of reading and study which he

sketched for himself and his pupils on his

first coming to Homerton, showed a deter-

nunation to circumnavigate, if possible, the

entire globe of know leilge. 1 )«.'purtments of

science which were then only just bc^'inning

to attract attention, were already familiar

to him. The German, French, and other

modern languages, unlocked their stores of

literature to him, at a time when the first

of these especially was, in this country,

almost an ' unknown tongue.' Every new
book of importance, however costly, w.as

eagerly obtained, and laid under contribu-

tion in the cause of truth. And even w lien

his growing infirmities compelled him to

retire from otScial life, his thirst for know-
ledge remained unappeiised. When he re-

tired to Guildford, he entertained the hope
of entering on an e>:tensive course of read-

ing in the ancient and modern languages.

"iSor was this intellectual activity a life

of mere abstraction, or of mental luxury.

Dr. Smith valued knowledge for its useful

applications. It has been said that 'to

write is to act.' Each of his books was an
act ; and an act dosigued to meet a w ant.

Whether he arLdiiteeturally built up the

'Scripture Testimony to the Messiah,' like

the ancient Tabernacle of Witness, or re-

buked the flippant attacks of Infidelity;

whether he asserted the Sacrifice and
Priesthood of Christ, exhibited the rules for

the Interpretation of Prophecy, expounded
the Principles of the Reformation, or en-

forced the claims of Evangelical Noncon-
formity, his aim was usefulness of the

highest order. His great work, the ' Seriji-

ture Testimony,' is universally acknow-
ledged to be one of the greatest modern
achievements of sanctified learning."

He went down to the grave at last, full

of years, without any special disease. His

last hours were calm and peaceful :

—

" Looking intensely with his mild eyes
in the faces of all who surrounded his dy-
ins; bed, he made a last ctlbrt to bless them.
'The Lord bless you all, (said he,> and He
undoubtedly will.' To a medical friend he
articulated w ith great didieulty, ' Farewell

;

I am g»eatly obliged ; the eternal God be
thj' Ilefuge !' An\l, turning to his son,
''I he Lord be your portion forever I' And
thus, (though he still lingered a short time,)

like his Divine Master, he may be said to

have ascended in the act of blessing."

The May number of the British Quar-

terly Review contains an article ou Jenuit-

iom as it i», from which we make the follow-

ing extracts. T'he i>resent Superior Gene-
ral of the order of Jesuits is Johannes
Roothaan, who was appointed July 9, 1S29.

S{>eaking of him, the P.eview says:

—

"Since Aquaviva, who died in 1615, the
Jesuits have not had so young a superior,
one still in the prime of life ; and historical
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truth compels us to admit that tlie post has
never been held hy so able a man, or one
of such high mental oiulouu'.ents, as I'ather

Roothaan, who now lilU it. lb; was Iwni
at Amsterdam, Xovcmbir L'O, ITS"), and for

a time was clerk to Mjulieor Mos, a tobac-

co manufacturer of his native town. He
afterwards left this humble siiuatiou in

order to take Jesuit's orders, lie w.as

scarcely nineteen years of a:^e when, in
ISai, he entered the colleire at Tolozk, and
displa\ed rare ability, and'i^reat activity, in
the dischar.;e of his variou> and, in sdmic

deorree, ardmius uiulertakiii',':,. At the time
of his elevation, Father lioothaaii was not
quite forty-five years old. He brou','ht to

his new office an acute, pont.tralin.r under-
standing, comjirehciidiii'.,' the whole world
in the spirit of his order, the cool consid-
eration peculiar to the Dutch, uncommon
power of self-control united with indomita-
ble courage, and extensive knowlodge of
mankind, of modorn states, and their n-la-

tious. He has, therefore, been deservedly
called the greatest political chief, the most
skilful pilot to whom the vessel of the order

of Jesus couJd bo intrusted ; and the festi-

vities with which his election was cele-

brated in all the houses of the Society,

were very natural. According to the jireva-

lent opinion in Itonic, heaven itself seemed
to signalize lloothaan's entrance into otiicc

by a miraculously favourable omen. On
the 18th July, the ninth day after his elec-

tion, there happened a frightful thunder-

storm, accompanied by a hurricane, at the

time when eighty Jesuit discii)les were met
for prayer in the chapel of St. Louis of

Gonzaaa. The lightning struck two places

in thellonutn collJge, in the ','ardfn. in the

church, and the chapel. A fi.ish \A\ in the

midst of those who were praying without

injuring any of them. ' A miracle ! a mira-

cle I' exclaimed the people ; and the \My
fathers did not think proper to contradict

them, by pointing out the very evident na-

tural explanation of ilie event.

"It, cannot be denied, that the triumphs

of the Society of Jesus, under i;.>otliaan's

generalship, and the brilliant worldly I>.\^i

tion which they have again att, lined, li.ivc

been in a great degree owing to the circum-

stances of the age, and e-^j-ecially to that

fatal fever of reaction !vgaiii>t the spirit of

the century, which Ixjcame ni.tre and nioro

prevalent "in courts, and at l.i-l infected

even the wisest rotcniates. Nevirihflcss,

we must also allow, that lloothaan's dis-

tinguished abilities havo contributed irreatly

to this result. -It may truly be said that

he, throughout nearly the whole of his

generalship, was not only the superior of

the Jesuits, but also the actual nope, and
possessed almost unlimited authority in

the States of the Church."

The following summaries of the numbers

of the '• Society of Jesus"' are derived from

official documents :

—

"January Ist, 1843.

ProTini-M. Pmiu. SfhM.M. L»y Brolhtm. ToUI.

Rome ... '2,V> 173 196 601
Sicilv.... 101 71 78 250
Turiii.... 1.^,3 132 114 379
Spain.... 1.-.2 Ci) 106 327
I'aris .... I(j3 57 71 291
Lvons.... l.''>4 57 79 290
Iklgium 125 93 63 2S1

Total 1,060 652 707 2.419

January 1st, 1844.

PriMU. Scho

Rome ... 258 186

Ijiy Br-.then. Tot&I.

226 670
Sicily.... 107 75 80 262
Turin.... 147 146 132 425
Spain.... 156 54 101 311
Paris.... 195 87 91 373
Lvons.... 181 118 98 397
Rclgiura 137 149 89 375

Total 1,181 815 817 2,813

Januasy Ist, 1845.

rroTincu. Prie)l«. Scholars. Lay Brothera. ToUl.

Rome ... 269 201 232 702
Sicilv.... 112 72 83 267
Turi'n.... 156 138 134 428
.Spain.... 156 64 100 320
I'aris 204 110 106 420
Lvons.... 188 147 Ill 446
Relgium 147 176 101 424

Total 1,232 90S 867 3,007

" These tables show a constant increase of
members. In the three years from 1841 to
1^1!, the increase in the order was, of
].rie,ts, 121; of scholars, 163; of lay-bro-
thers. 110; in all, 394 persons. The' next
year, 1815, gave an increase of 51 priests,
\^^ scholars, and 50 lay brothers; in all,

194 persons. It is a s'ignificant fact that
the provinces of England and Ireland do
not ai'i)ear in these ofticial statements. But
our authority (' Heinrich Rode Das Innere,'
iVc.i gi\csthe number of Jesuits on the 1st
of January, 1844, as 161 in K.ngland, and
73 in Ireland. Some other provinces are
omitted. AN'ith the probable increase for
the year 1.^15, the aggregate number of
mvmbers of this jiroiclyting society was, at
the end of that year, about 4,4(.1<") jHirsons,

and the annual increase about 214. U we
supiwse that the annual inereaic has re-

mained from then till now the same,
though everythiii',' '.riviw n-ason to believe

that it has auirmented considcralily, then,

to 1,-Ji\> we shall haNC to add rive times
214, or 1,070, making the grand tot.al of
Jesuits at the pre.^^cnt hour to be 5.470.

This, it must l)c all.>wed. is a considerable
array of spiritual j>ower."

An estimate is attempted of the number

of Jesuits in England :

—

" lu 1780, there were 110 Jesnits out of
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359 priests then in England and Wales.
Supnosini; the jimuortion to have been pre-

served, then, of tlie present S2C priests in

England and Wales. iTiS Koiild I.e of the
Society of Jesus. This calculation, lunv-

ever, does not inform us how many lay-

bretiiren of the order are here, and in ac-

tive operation. We may eninluy other
means of calculation. It has already Ijcen

stated, that l)etween 1700 and lSi>), there
were built eijrhteen new Catholic places of
worship. The number of Jesuits in Enij-

land about that time was, we have learned,

110. Now, if eiirhteen new t>hapels were
produced by 110 Jesuits, how many Jesuits

are necessary to jiroihice 144—the uumher
built in the j)orii)d from 1S40 to I6o0?
Tlie answer is, 8^0. This calculation gives

us 880 Jesuits employed in the extension
of Catholicism in England during the de-

cennium lS4iM'^50. The actual number
of members tliat now bc-hinj to the Society

of Jesus, we have calculated to be .5,470.

If, then, SsO are engaged in England, thi.s

island receives a full share of attention

from General Roothaan, about one-sixth of

his army being here engaged in active war-

fai'e. ^\^lether or not so large a number
is employed in England, we cannot say.

In that part of this essay to which we have
just referred, the number of the disciples

of Ijoyola in England and Ireland, was seen

to be '2'il. Adding 57 as the proportionate

increase, we obtain "201 as the total num-
ber of Jesuits now at work in England and
Ireland. These results widely dilfer : 294

is only about one-third of SS'l One figure

or the other must be remote from the truth.

But let it be remembered that England and
Ireland are omitted from the oflicial lists.

and that the smaller amount is deduced
from less recent, .and, perhaps, less reliable

sources of information than the larger.

And while the omission to which we have
adverted, justifies a suspicion that the

number of Jesuits in England was larg:er

than General Rootha;in thought it prudent

to publish, especially at a time when the

legal documents of the country were dt^

daring that the land was as innocent of

Jesuits as it was of iJonzes, wo may at any
rate, acquiescin? in the smaller total, de-

clare that at this hour not less than oi»

sons of Ignatius Loyola are employing all

their confessedly gnat resources, and all

their secret fascinations, in order to lead

England hack under the yoke of Rome.
"15ut Jesuits exist under other names.

Proscribed or forbidden as Jesuits, they

assume disguises ; and under these disguises

they work out their dark purjwscs, especi-

ally in Trotestaut binds. How many cloaked

Jesuits are there in Kn.'land ? The idolatry

of 'The Sacred Heart of Jesus' prevails in

England. The ' Society of the Sacred Heart'

•was, durin,' the Eronch Revolution, insti-

tuted (l"S'n by the ex-Tesuits Charles de

15roglie and the .Mdx' de Tourncly. Another
hidden form in which Jesuits have arrayed

their forces is that of ' The Society of the
Faith,' established by Paecarini, and other
ex-Jesuits, in the diocese of Trent. To
the existence in England of one society of
the '.Sacred Heart,' (at Roehampton, in
the Catholic diocese of Hexham,) the
' Citthnlic I)ir€ctory' Confesses. Another
Catholic authority of recent date (.Vsch-

bach's Kirch' uL'.rico)i) informs us that
' "The Fathers of the Faith" are beginning
to spread in Holland and in Enorland.' Are
these the persons of whose existence in
England many traces are found in the
' Dircctori/,^ under the denomination of the
'Order of the Ruthfid Conqyinioniof J-mgi'
And among the now very numerous ' Chris-
tian Brothers,' who seem sjiccially engacred
in the work of jiopular education, how
m.iny belong to the Society of Je.->us, or
some kindred association? We suspect
that Catholic Jesuitism exists in this land
far beyond what the smaller results of our
calculations show."

Yet, on the whole, comparing Jesuitism

now, with what it formerly was, t'aere is

no ground for discouragement:—
" Tlie spirit of the age is adverse to Je-

suitism. The gieat tendencies of our actual
Christianity are adverse to Jesuitism. The
essential qualities of the Saxon' race, now
every day rising into the ascendant, are
adverse to Jesuitism. Xor is the actual
condition of the abominable thing otherwise
than encouraging, when that condition is

compared with what it was in the early
days of its existence. To its reinjated
overthrows we have adverted. The human
heart hates Jesuitism, and throws it off as
soon as ever it is fully aw.are of the pre-
sence of the incubus. True, Jesuitism has
had its revivals as well as its falls. But in
the midst of these vicissitudes there has
been a general tendency toward decline
and decay. In the year 1G2G, eighty-sii
years after its foundation, Jesuitism nura-
bered in Europe 13,.30i» members. In the
year ISol, some five thousand members
form the sum of its strength. Had it in
the last 225 years increased in the same
ratio as during those eighty-six years, it

would now have held the supreme mastery
of the world. Instead of an increase, the
society has suffered, on the whole, constant
diminution; being weakened every time
that human nature and the Gosiielcast it

to the ground, until now it nuiubers not
one-third of the memliers which it had of
old."

Among the new works iu Theology and

Biblical Literature announced in Great

Britain, are the following:—The Four Wit-

nesses, or the I'crfect H.irmony of the Four

Gospels deduced from the Character and

the particular Object in view of their re-

spective Writers, by Lsaac da Costa, LL.U.,

Amst-erdam, 8vo. :—Ezekiel aud the r>ook
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of his Prophecy, an Exposition, by the Kcv.

Patrick Fairbairn, Salton, author of "Ty-

pology of Scripture," " Jonah," Ac, 8vo:

—

ITie Idol demolishoJ by its own I'rieit, an

Answer to Cardinal Wiseman's Lectures on

Transubstantiation, by Jaiuos Sheridan

Knowles :—A History of the Articles of Kc-

ligion, -with illustrations from the Synil>oli-

cal Books of the lionian and Reformed

Conununions, by Charles Hardwick, M.A.,

Fellow and Chaplain of St. Catharine's Hall,

Cambridge:—A Defence of llcvealcd Reli-

gion ; comprising a Vindication of the Mira-

cles of the Old and Tew Testaments from

the Attacks of Rationalists and Infidels, by

Joseph Browu,M.D.:—Notes and Reflections

on the Kjiistle to the Romans, by Artlnir

Pridham, demy 12mo. :—Wesley and Metho-

dism, by Isaac Taylor, author of " Natural

History of Enthusiasm," " Loyola and .)c-

suitism," &c., post 8vo. :—Gregory of Nazi-

anzum. AContrilmtion to the Ecch sinstical

History of the Fourth Century, by TrDfc-sor

Ullniann, translated by G. V. Cox, M.A.:—

History of Mohnnimcdanism and its Si-cts,

by W. Cooke Taj lor, LL.D. (third au.l

cheaper edition):—The Early Progress of

the Gospel, beiner the Hulsean Lectures for

1850, by W. G. Humphry, 15.D., Examining

Chaplain to the Lord liishop of London :—

Quakerism, or the Story of my Life, by ouo

who was a Mt niber of the Society of Friends

for upwards of Forty Years, li'mo.:

—

Protostiintism and Popery contrasted by

the acknowled^'ed and authentic Teacliiug

of each Religion, edited by the Rlv. .I.-hu

Edmund Coi, M.A., F.S.A., of All S..uls'

College, Oxford, Vicar of St. Helen's, J'.ish-

opsgate, London, 2 vols. 8vo.:—Lectures

onEcclesiastes, by the Rev. James Hamilton,

D.D., crown Svo. :—The Rloonisbury Proi.hctr

ical Lectures, by twelve clergymen of the

ChnrchofEngland, 12mo.:—AMemoirofthc

late Rev. Edw. Bi.-kersteth, Rector of Watton,

by the Rev. T. R. I'.irks, M.A., in two toI-

ume.i iK>st octavo, with portrait :—lectures

on the Prophet Anius, by the P.ev. Vincent

W. Ryan. M.A., late Curate of St. Mary's,

Edge Hill, and Vice-Principal of the C'olle-

piate S^'liools, LiviTpool, foolscap octavo :

—

Primitive Obliciuities ; or a Review of the

Epistles of the New Testament, in Rcftreuce

to the Prevailing Offences in the Church,

by the Rev. R. P.oys, M.A., in foolscap oc-

tavo :—The Jesuits as they Were and Are,

from the German of IhiUer, translated by

Mrs. Stanley Can-, with a preface by Sir

Culling Eardley, Bart., foolscap Svo. :—Ro-

manism as it exists in Rome ; exhibited in

various Inscriptions and other Documents

in the Churches and other Ecclesiastical

Places in that City, collected by the Hon.

J. W. Percy, Svo.

Among the new works in Theology and

kindred subjects, announced on the Conti-

nent, are the following:

—

No\-nm Testamentum latLne interprete

Hicronynio. Ex celebcrrimo codice Amia-

tiuo omnium et antiquissimo et praestan-

tissimo nunc primum edidit Comffantinus

Tiirhriidorf. Cum pia memoria Gregorii

X\T Accedit tabula lapidi incisa. Lipsiae,

1S:A 40 anil 421 pp., 4 to.

l>as P.uch dcr Relit'ion, oder der religiose

Geist der Menscbheit in seiner gescliicht-

lichen Entwickelung. Fiir die GebilJeten

desdeutseheu Volkes dargestellt von tinem
deutschen Theologen, Svo.

Pauli cpistola altera ad Timothenm

in"aece. Cum conunentario perpetuo edidit

Gottlob Eduardus Leo, theologiae doctor,

art. mag., senatus ccclesiastici Schoenbur-

gici senator, Waldenburgensis ccclesiae pas-

tor primar., et dioecesis superintendens.

AMERICAN.

The first volume of a " llifUvry of the Grr-

man Be/ormal Church, by IXcr. I.rwis

Mayer, D.U., lato Professor in the Theo-

logical Seminary of the German Reformed

Church in the United States," h;isaiiiK.'arcd,

(Philadelphia, Svo., pp. 477.) This volume

is chiefly occupied with an account of the

Reformation iu Switzerland: the second ii

designed to embrace the history of the Ger-

man Reformed Church in the United Status.

The venerable author brought his labours

down to about 1770; the remainder of the

history will be given by another hand.

Prefixed to the first volume is a Memoir of

Dr. Mayer, by Pvcv. E. Heincr.

The .American translation of Neander's

Life of Christ has l)een reprinted in Eng-

land, as part of Bohn'a Standard Library.
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(fllascifol aiib lUisrcIla neons

EUROPEAN.

A PF-RPETUAi, activity pervades the whole

field of classical philij!o;,'y in (Jermany

—

and especially the doinaiii of Greek Lexico-

grupliy. Ill this departnieiit two important

works have ap{)eared, which we have not

seen, but which are highly commended
in the Leipzi^er Kei)crtorium. They arc

the " JlamhDiJrtcrhuch i/'t Griechischen

Sjyrachr, t-ou C. Jacobltz wid E. E. Seller,"

2 vols., large 8vo., pp. 1502 and 1792: and the
" GriechMch-Dcutsches 'Wortcrhuch zum Si-hul-

und Privat'j,:bra>tche, von Jacobitz und Sciler,"

large Svo., 1650 pp.

Tun whole number of matriculated stu-

dents at tlie University of Bo.\.\ for the

vviiit<'r semester of 1?5'>-1S51, was 911;

of whom 53 were students of Theolocry un-

der the Protestant Faculty, and 201 under

the Catholic ; 303 of Jurisprudence, 127 of

Medicine, and 141 of Philoso[>liy and The-

ology. The University of IShkslau, for the

same half-year, had 82:^ students, of whom
297 were students of Theology. In Jena,

there were 353 students, of whom 78 were

Theological ; Map.rukg, 2(''i3 stuiknts, 72

Theological; Munich, 1SS4 students, 315

Theological ; Wukzbcko, C72 students, 9G

Theological.

The fourth part of the second voliune of

Passow's Greek Lexicon (newly edited by

Rest, Palm, and Kreusskr) is published,

and extends from the word izepacia to

We have received the first nunil)er of a

jiewphilologicaljournal entitled " Xcitichri/t

fur Verrjlcichnide Fprach/orschiinfj, an/ dcm
grhlctf, den Eattschrn, Grieclii^chcn und

Latrmitrhnx, herausgegebcn von IV. J. k\i-

frecht, Priv. \)<yc. a. d. Universitiit zu P^ir-

lin, nnd Dr. A. Kuhn, I.ehrer am C<Jlu.

Gymnasium." (IJcrlin, F. DUmmler ; Xew-
York, AVestenuann, Prothers.) Tlie first

number gives good promise, both iu matter

and ajipearance, of a useful and attractive

journal. The space i< about equally diriiled

between the three langua;:es,(}erraan,(jreek,

and Latin ; and this proportion is to be

kept up in future numbers. Among the

contributors to this nuuiUr, besides the

editor^, m.ay be found the names of Fc'.rste-

mann, Ciutius, Penary, and Jac. Grimm;
and among the collaborators engaged for

the future service of the journal, are Bopp,

Dicfenbach, Haase, Hartung, Lassen,

Zumpt, and others. The cost of the jour-

nal, iu this country, will be about $3 50
per annum.

.\ r.EMAUKABLE production of the past

year is 'Icropla tuv 'E'/JJ/vuv TLoc^tuv

Kal Yvyypa(pe(.n', vTTo K. 'Ac(j-iov. Tou.

-pCirof, A-Z. 'Ev 'APrivaig, 1S50, 9ty)
pp.,

Svo. The author, Constantino Asopios, is

Professor of Greek Literature iu the Otio
University at Athens. Tlie work, when
completed, will embrace the history of

Greek Literature from the earliest times up
to the year 1453.

To show how comprehensive are the at-

tempts of modern philosophy, we give the
title and contents of a now German trea-

tise, viz.:

—

" Syttem dcr 'W'isseni'ihnh : ein

philosophischcn Encheiridion von l>r. Karl
Roscnkranz, 18.50, pp. C21, Svo." The con-

tents are as follows :—I. Reason : the sci-

ence of the logical Idea {Diabetica) , iu three

parts: (1.) Being (.l/cfor^iy^rc*): (2.) Con-
ception (Loj!c): (3.^ Idea {Ideology).—

n. Natl-p.k : the Philosophy of Nature
{Pli/xicx': (1.) Matter {.V.-chmiia): (2.)

Power (J >t/namic.i'^ : (3.) Life (Ortjinics).—
IIl.SriiuT: (l.'i the Subjective Spirit (Ay-
cholooi/^: (2.) the Objective Spirit (Ethics):

(3.) the Absolute Spirit {.Theology).

We notice the completion, at last, of Dr.

Traill's translation of Josephus' JewUli
War, edited by Isaac Taylor. The work is

in two volumes, price about $10.

Among the new works in Classical and
Miscellaneous Literature announced on the
Continent are the following:

—

liibliographisches Handbuch der philoso-

phischcn I.iteratur der Peutsehen v. der
Mitte dcs 18. Jahrh. bis auf die neneste
Zcit. Von Dr. Chr. Ant. Geissler. Xach
J. Rw\. Emch in systemat. Ordnung bearb.

u. m. don nothigen Registern versehen.

3. Aufl. Ivcipzig, 1.3)0. 2S3 pp. Svo.

Histoiro de la philosophic; par I'abb^

J. 1>. Pourgeat. Philosophic orientale.

Paris, Ilachctte. ISJ*). Svo.

Gruiidz;i;;e d. Systems der Philosophic

od. Kiicyclopiidie der philosoph. Wissen-

schaftcn von Dr. K. Ph. Fischer, ProC 2.
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Bd.: Die Wissenschaft dcs subjectiven u.

objectiven Geistes. 1. Abth. Krlan^en,

Palm. ISoO. 212 pp. 8vo.

Lehrbuoh zur Eiiilcitung in die Pliiloso-

phie. AUgemeine Einlcituiig, Psycliolo^^'ie,

Logik. Von Dr. U. Joh. Lichtonfels. 1S50.

267 pp. 8vo.

System der speculativen Kthik, oder

Philosophic der Fainilio, dcs Staates u. der

relijjiobou Sitte. Vou H. Mor. ('haljbUus.

2 Bde. Leipzig. IS,".*). 1U3 pp.

Schleiermaohers Sittenk'hrc ausfiihrlich

dargestellt u. beurtlieilt niit e. cinleiten-

dcn Exposition d. histor. Eiitwickeluir^'s-

ganges der Sitteulehrc iiberliaupt. Kinc

V. d. K. D;in. Gesellschaft zu K(>]ioiilia::en

gekronte IVeisschrift. Von Dr. Erz. Vor-

lander. '

1S.51. 34S pp. Svo.

Vom Ptaatslebcn n.acli platoni'^dicn,

aristotelischeu mid christliclion (irund-.;it-

zen. Eine stdatswissenschaftliche .\b-

bandlung von r. H. Stulir. l.Thl. Porlin.

1850. 321 pp. Svo.

Gottfried Hermann's padago-isclicr Ein-

fluss. Ein Beiirag zur CharakterLstik des

altclaisischen Hunianisten von Dr. K. Er.

Ameis, Prof. u. Prorector am Gymnasium

zn MUhlhausen. Jena. ]8.')0. ll.") pp.

Svo.

Corpus inscriptionum graecaruin. .^iic-

toritate et impensis acad. litterar. re'.;iafi

Boruss. ex materia coUccta ab Aurj. Ji^cL-

hio ed. Jo. Fratiaua. Vol. 111. Eime. HI.

Berolini. 1S.")0. Pp. 6>;!)-1032. pr. Kol.

Lehrlmch der criechischen AntiquitKUn.

Von Dr. K. Fr. H.-nnann. Prof, zu G ttin-

gen. 3. Till., die Privatalterthiimcr ent-

haltend. 1. Hiilfte. Heidelberg. IS.'K).

210 pp. 8vo.

Griecbisohe Mj-thologie. Von Dr. Em.

Braun. In3Puchcrn. 2. Huch. 1. Hiilftc.

Hamburg u. Gofba. IS-W. Pp. 211-44:.'.

Gescliicbte der griechischen T-ttcratur.

Von Dr. Ed. Munk. 2. Tlil.: Gosdiichte

der griechischen Pros.i. Berlin. 13.J0.

669 pp. 8vo.

Histoire de la liltuature Grcc^^ue ; par

Alex. Pierron. Paris. 18."»0. 12nio.

Demosthenes, ausgewUhlte lU-den. Erk-

lart von Ant. in^f- rmami. (Tn 3 B<lchen.)

2. Bdchen.: [XVHI.l Kede vom Kr.uize.

[XX.] P.ede gcgen I-cptincs. Leipzig.

18o0. 218 pji. Svo.

Platouis opera omnia uno volumine

comprebcnsa. .^d fidem ojitimor. libror.

denuo reoognovit et una cum Kcholiis

graeois emondatius ed. O/r. St-i/U/avmius,

Prof, et Gymn. Pvector. E<lit. stereot.

Lipsi.-w. ISoO. 728 pp. Large Svo.

Organismu.s der latcinischcn Sprache

Oder : Darstellun'.,' der Weltanschauung dcs

riWu. Volktsiu scinen Spraohformen. Von

Dr. Ant. Schmitt. 2 Tide. Mit C For-

nientaf. 2. Aufl. Mainz. 1851. 310 pp.

Svo.

Amo.nt. the new works r.nnounced in

Great lirituin are the follciwin;.,' :—Sketches

of the Poetical Literature of the past H.alf-

Century, in six Lectures, delivered at the

Edinliur^'h riiilosi^pliical Institution, by D.

M. Moiu 1
1 )F.I.T.\K foolscap Svo. :—Sir John

llich.iidsou's Journal of his Boat Voyage

tliroii.;!i Pupcrt's Land, and along the Cen-

tral .VrcticCoasts. in Scarchof the Di.scovery

Ships tinder Sir John Franklin, 2 vols. 8vo.,

Map, coloured Plates, and Woodcuts:—

A

History of Greek and Roman Classical Lite-

riiture, with an introduction on each of the

laniruages, biographical notices, an account

of the ])criods in which each principal au-

tlior lived and wrote, so far as literature

was all'ected by such history, and observa-

tions on the works themselves, by K. W.
P.rownc, Professor of Classics at King's Col-

lege, L.ndon, 2 vols., 8vo. :—The One Pri-

meval Language, traced experimentally

through ancient inscriptions, in alphabeti-

cal characters of lost powers from the four

Continents, including the voice of Israel

fruni the rocks of Sinai, and the vestiges of

patriarciial tradition from the Monuments
of K.'vpf, Etruria, and Southern Arabia,

with illustrative Pl.ates, a Harmonized Ta-

ble of Alplial«ts, Glossaries, and Transla-

tions l.y the Bcv. Charles Forster, B.D. :—
S<!jiller's Complete Poems, including all his

early snjiprcssed Pieces, together with the

IVxins introduced in his Dramatic Worts,

attempted in English, by Edgar Alfred

Ilowrinz:— A Handbook of the -Eng-

lish I.;ii.guage, by U. G. Lath.im, M.D.,

l.ite Professor of English Language and
Literature in University College, Ixmdon',

1 vol., 12mo. :—Ix;tters on the Physics of

the C,loU\ by H. Buff, Professor of Physics

in the Cnivcrsity of Giesscn, edited by Dr.

A. W. Hufman, Professor in the Uoyal Col-

lege of Clumistry, London, foolsca]i Svo. :

—

Tlie Naturalist in Jamaica, by P. H. Gosse,

Es<]., author of Popular British Ornitholo-

gy, i(c., jiost Svo., with coloured Plates:

—

WcsU-y and Methodism, by Isaac Taylor,

author of Natural History of Enthusiasm,

Ac, i>oft «vo. :—The Italian Volunteers and

Lombard Pifle Brigade in 1S1^-1»10, from

the Italian of Emilio D.uidolo, post Svo., Map
and Plan :—Examples of the Architecture of
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Venice, selected and drawn to Mcastiro-

meiit from tlie Kdilices, by Jolm r.uskin,

author of TIuj S:oiu< of Venice, Seven

Lamps of ArcliitcLluit-. Mndorn raintcrs,

Ac., to be comiilettil in Twelve I'arts of folio

ini{>erial size, price one jruinea each.

Each Part will contain Five Plates, enyrareil

by the first Artiste, ami as marly as possi-

ble fac-siiuiles of Mr. Ku^kin's original

drawings, but of inix.il character :—The
Search for Sir Juhii I'ranklin, by C. II.

Weld, Assistant S-cri/tiry, lloyal Society,

in8vo. :—Life in Swidon, by Hani Chris-

tian Anderson, author of The Iniprovisa-

tore, in post 8vo. :— K^ith to Lapland, or

Pictures from Scandinavia, IJy W. Hurton,

in 2 vols, post Svo. :—The Andromache of

Euripides, edited, with notes illustrative of

the test, by the Kov. J. IMwards, M.A.,

Second I^lasler of King's Colli"^'e, and the

Rev. C. Hawkins HC L., in Svo.:—The

Oration of D-niosthtiHS on the Crown,

edited from tlio U-i Text, \^ith Kn-jish

Notes and Granmutioal Hefironccs, by the

llev. Thomas KLTchin .r Arnold, M„V, ll'mo.

:

—^The Elements of .Vatunil Philosophy, by
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akt. I.—holiness.

Nature and Blessedness of Chrislian Purilij. By Rev. K. S. Foster, A. M. "With au
Introduction by Edmund S. Jane?, P. D., one of the lUshoiis of the Methodist
Episcopal Church. New-York: Lane i^ ix'ott. ISJl.

This is a book for the times. It comes fcom a ^varm heart and an
energetic pen. The author is impollcil to -write. He sees the

TTorlclly tendencies of tlie a,2;c—the vu:di for wealth and honour—the

powerful antagonisms Avhich contend for the liearts of men—and the

sad defects of the Church. lie knows the remedy, and longs to pro-

claim it the AYorld over.

But he cannot reach all men. Thousands hear him, but tens of

thousands cannot, and he seizes his })eii, ns if by an impulse of in-

spiration, and before most men would have irad time to read up and
settle preliminaries his book is announced.

The haste of oui- author may, on some accounts, be regretted.

More deliberation would doubtless have contributed to unity and
completeness of discussion and to accuracy of style. Some re-

petitions might have been avoided. A few passages which, how-

ever interesting in themselves, hardly belong to tlic plan of the book,

might have been omitted, and given the writer room to enlarge to

great advantage upon some finidament;d i)oints. Many sentences,

quite too loose and complc.v, might have been analyzed, and those

representing thoughts entiri-ly distinct might have had the advan-

tage of a periodic structure. The very fervour of the autlior's mind

has often loaded his style with intensive qualifying terms and epi-

thets, and pushed out into the region of " lu.xuriant " and "gorgeous,"

expressions which, by careful weeding, could be made very ener-

getic and beautiful. All these blemishes might have been avoided

by taking the time requisite for judicious criticism; and in a subse-

quent edition we hope the author ^vill give the work a thorough

Fourth Series, Vol. 111.—32
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revision. He has just commcnccil a career of authorship Avhich is

full of proiinsc to himself, to the Church, and to the world ; and while

numerous and commanding excellencies of thought and style will

certainly make him a favourite ^Yith the people, his friends are

exceedingly anxious that he should avail himself more fully of funda-

mental rhetorical laws, sound criticism, and elaborate research. His

defmitcness and scope of thought will thus rapidly increase; his

power of illustration, now decidedly marked, will be greatly en-

hanced; the verbiage and inaccuracies of his style will disappear:

and if all this occur without impairing the earnestness, vigour, and

originality which are now so evident, it is neither presumption nor

flattery to predict for him a very high rank among the best and

most successful American writers of the conservative-progressive

school.

In the mean time let him go on with his perspicuous explana-

tions, his cogent arguments, and his pungent appeals. ^Ye would

by no means suppress his ardour, enchain his imagination, or cool

his fire, by the restraints of technical rules or unimpassioned art.

He is a man of the age, and must not be required to throw away his

spurs, if he does manage his steed with a little tighter rein. He
must compose ra}>idly. All his improvements will be made before

and after the first draught. But the demand for the work before us

was so pressing that we can heartily forgive the hurry of its pre-

paration. You need not attempt to cavil at its theology—this is old,

settled, strong as the Bible ; nor utter a word against its philo-

sophy until you can limit the power of omnipotent grace; nor dwell

upon the laws of language and the graces of rhetoric. You under-

stand the man, and it is of the highest moment that you should

candidly dispose of the great practical issues which he has raised

between God and your conscience instead of allowing yomself to be

diverted by questions of inerc verbal criticism.

We have no desire to save any man the trouble of reading the

book, but earnestly recommend a thorough perusal of our author's

fresh, warm, and glowing pages. Less than this would be injustice

to him, and marked injustice to ourselves. It shall therefore be our

only aim, in this paper, to co-operate with him in illustrating "the

nature and blessedness of Cin-istian purity," and in endeavouring to

extend its experimental and practical power. In doing this wc

shall confine ourselves to two points, viz. : the inic position of this

theme in ChriUian theology, and the relation of this work to the

theme.

The interpretation of a system depends upon its central idea.

This is seen in mechanism. The different parts of a watch, for in-

32*
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stance, would be perfectly unintelligible to the most careful observer
Avithout the idea which produced it. To mark the division of time
being the problem, every wheel becomes a part of the solution. In
the same way, government without the idea of social rights is a collec-
tion of unmeaning forms, but with this idea all its dctaits are luminous
and significant. IS'o man can understand the system of xMohammed
until he examines it as a scheme for sensual gratification. He will
then see the reason for everything which is peculiar to it. So the
religious sentiment, under the control of hope or fear, e.xjdains the stu-
pendous system of human folly called heatheni.^m. Judaism exists to
support the idea of national pre-eminence ; and Catliolicism has been
kno\\Ti for ages only by its magnificent designs of political power
and universal domination. These are only illustrations of the gene-
ral law that every system has its central idea; and though we^may
generalize sufiiciently from an examination of particulars t? ascertain
that idea, yet no system can be thoroughly miderstood nor justly
interpreted but in the light of it.

We propose, therefore, to discuss the cpiestion. What is the cen-
tral idea of Christianity ?

AVe have not room to examine the various answers which have
been given to this question. They are to be found not so much in
books as in systems; for the difierent organizations under the
Christian scheme have all received their distinctive forms from the
notions of men with regard to the groat end contemplated—the final
cause of the enterprise. The Christian institutes have not produced
the central idea, but the idea has proiluce<l them. Th.ere can be but
one central idea of the Christian scheme, and that is, as it exists iu
the mind of God. Any human conception of it can only approximate
the truth in proportion as it resembles the idea which existed in
the mind of God when he constructed the system in its Divine and
essential forms. In exact proportion as the various branches of the
Christian Church and the heretical sects have departed from this
original, have been their errors in doctrine, in ceremonies, in morals,
and in government. We shall attempt to reach and e.v'pose these
various errors only so far as the development and brief application of
what we believe to be the true idea, may serve this purpose.
And first we shall consult the Scriptures. The doctrines, insti-

tutions, and obligations included in Christianity, are discussed,
separately and combined, in the Holy Bible, in a great variety
of forms. But he must read very superficially who can regard
them as detached aud independent truths. The more profoundly
we study the sacred volume, the more clearly we shall see that it

embodies and illustrates a splendid scheme of remetlial crovern-
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ment. Not a thought, not a fact, not a truth, bears a foreign

stamp, or indicates in the slightest degree that it exists for itself

alone, or for an}- other system whatever. The great idea which

originated the several parts of this amazing scheme, is to be ascer-

tained, not by accidi-ntal reading or limited study of the Bible, but

by the strictest attention to its drift. Principles, in the abstract

and in the concrete, must be collated with the utmost care. ^J'he

minutest particulars, as well as the most prominent and extensive,

must be viewed in their relations to each other, and the grand scope

of the whole ])iviue teaching ascertained. Whoever does this, will,

we think, find the following truths, tending to a solution of our prob-

lem, clearly established :

—

1. The choice of God for the moral condition of the human race

was perfect jnn-ity ; lience he created man in his own image.

2. As this was once the choice of God, it must be eternally so,

and the Divine preference or will can never be met but by perfect

moral purity.

3. Sin interft'red with this choice, to the full extent of its existence

and reign, and hence called out the severest Divine displeasure.

4. There has, therefore, never been and never can be the slightest

toleration of sin in any Divine communications; it is condemned

with unsparing severity in its most secret and plausible forms.

5. As man, by becoming a sinner, has incurred the Divine dis-

pleasure, he can only be free from calamity and suffering by entire

deliverance- from sin, past, present, and future.

G. Remedial measures originating in God, must aim directly at

the destnictiiiu "of sin. E-Kcepting it in any of its forms, making

provision fur il« continuance, its justification, or excuse, in the soul

of the saved, to any extent, Avould be trifling, impossible in Him.

7. The sacrificial olToring of Christ, and the means and appliances

of the Gosjicl, reveal the plan of salvation by the destruction of sin

and the restoration of man to the image of God, and can in no way
be reconciled with the idea of salvation in sin.

We have not rotmi to amplify these propositions or to introduce

the scriptures which prove them. Nor is it necessary, as they will

not be questioned by any whom we can hopeto reach. But if they

truly indicate the drift of revelation, they show, incontestably, that

the great idea of Christianity is holiness; that this vast scheme of

suffering, teaching, labuur, and agency, has all been produced and is

carried on solely tu deliver nnsn from his sins, for the ultimate ])or-

fection of Christian character. There are certain scriptures wliich

show conclusively that wc have not mistaken the teachings of reve-

lation upon this great question.
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St. Paul to the Colossians, has this remarkable savin;:; in regard

to Christ: "Whom "we preach, -svarning every man, and teaching

every man in all Avisdom ; that we may present every man perfect

in Christ Jesus; ^hereunto 1 alsu labour, striving according to

liis working, which worketh in mc mightily." Then to "present

every man perfect in Christ .Jesus," is tiie grand and sole design

of apostolic preaching. Christ, as our Mediator, aj)pears among
men to answer to that idea, lie throws himself into the great-

est of the apostles to energize his soul, his eloquence, and his

labours, for that purpose alone. Can there be a stronger decla-

ration that the perfection of Christian character is the central idea

of the Gospel".' If so, Ave have it in this: "And he gave some,

apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and some,

pastors and teachers; for i\i(j perfecting of the saints, for the

work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ: till

we all come in the unity of the faith, and of tlie knowledge of the

Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of

the fulness of Christ." Holiness then, or the " perfecting of the

saints," produced the pastorate in all its forms. This alone-, there-

fore, can explain its sacred functions; and in every endowment and

authorized eflbrt, it points to the splendid idea which called it into

existence.

We give one quotation more, whicli covers the whole ground of

revelation. Paul sa3\s to Timothy: " All Scripture is given by in-

spiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof for cor-

rection, for instruction in righteousness ; that the man of God may
be perfect, thorouglily furnished unto all good works." Here then

are " the Holy Scriptures " " given by inspiration of God," with

their vast details of doctrine, re])roof, con-ection, and instruction,

for the sole purpose of producing experimental and practical per-

fection; and in this life, as it is thus that "the man of God" is to

"be thoroughly funiished unto all good works." There is then

110 resisting it. This great idea ])rodueeil the Bible—the whole

Bible—and it is this alone that renders every part of it luminous.

If this is the thing to be done, to make "the man of God perfect,"

it is just the liible we need : and it is most apjiropriately entitled

by universal consent, "The Holy Bible."

It is therefore settled, by autiiority, that holiness or Christian per-

fection is the central idea of Christianity. Prom this there is no
appeal. It is not so much, therefore, to strengthen our position as

to rouse attention and induce action that we now propose to sub-

ject the system to a critical and searching analysis, to see if we arc

thus conducted to tlie same result. Let us take our position outside
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of the system and travel inward, taking up and carefully exam-

ining every part of it as we proceed until we reach the centre

and ascertain Avhat is that one doctrine and life upon which all the

rest depends. And the first thing we find is perhaps a building

—

numerous buildings indeed, of various sizes, architecture and ex-

pense. But a building can be the central idea of nothing ; for we
instinctively ask, What is it for? In this instance we observe, that

the convenience of assembly is the object. 'J'he gathering next

attracts our attention ; but a meeting is no central idea, for we
wish to know why tlie people meet. We soon perceive the enact-

ment of certain ritos which, considered alone, seem idle, and might

be as well performed with far less pains. But we are told that

this sacrament is an oath, that it implies a covenant between these

men and the invisilijc God, and that this bread and wine are lised

to symbolize the body and blood of a \'ictim for sinners. The
Lord's Supper then is no central idea. And the application of

water by one man, to the person of another, can be of no importance

in itself; but solemnly performed " in the name of the Father, and
of the iSon, and of the Jloly Ghost," it cames us out of itself to

the wondrous work of which it is " the sign and seal." Baptism
then is not the central idea of the system. But upon further

observation we perceive that an organization exists, that there is

a vast and extended brotherhood, with all the powers and functions

of a distinct and vigorous life ; and we may ask, Is not this the

consummation of the scheme ? Certainly not ; for an idea must
produce an organization, and hence must be anterior to it and essen-

tially independent of it. It may pervade the organization, but

only as the soul the body, without losing its identity. The Church
then is not central in this system. E.xamining still more closely the

acts of this society, we perceive that stated public addresses are de-

livered ; but these, like all speeches or harangues, are to get some-

thing done. Preaching is, therefore, not the idea which produced
Christianity. SoK-mn invocation addressed to an invisible Being is

another stated exercise
; but this expresses an emotion or thought,

or implores some good or the aversion of some ill, out of itself It

was not then for the jiruduction of prayer that this system was in-

stituted ; and tlie same is true of praise.

Travelling inward, the light increases, indicating nearer approach
to the sun at the centre. An unseen power has revealed to the soul

the fact of its guilt, and it writhes in agony. But is this an object?

Is the sufferer to be left in this condition ? Surely not. Conviction

then is not central to this system. This state is followed by an in-

wai-d loathing of sin—a voluntary and decisive turning away from it.
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But repentance cannot exist alone. It can onlj be conceived of as

a consequence or a moans. Faith grasps a Redeemer, and hence,

great as it is, is oidy an instrumentality—a condition of blessings

out of itself. It -was not then merely that men might believe, that

this dispensation was given. Pardon only absolves fur the past.

Of itself it effects no radical change in the moral condition or ten-

dencies of the sinner. Left at this point, he must the ne.xt instant

commence a fresh accumulation of guilt. Justification is not, there-

fore, the central idea of Christianity. Bring the dead soul to life,

let it be "begotten of (Jod"
—

''born again"—"born from above,"

and does this alone meet the Divine jiurpose in commencing the

\vork of grace ? Is regeneration the grand ultimate point to Avhich

the -whole Gospel scheme tends ? Dues this properly imply that

specific moral state ^vhich, of itself, fits the soul for heaven? We
grant that the word ?/iay />eused in a sense which would comprehend

it ; but is this its proper use ? We think not, and for the following

reasons :

—

1. There is a broad and necessary distinction between the ex-

istence of a thing and the state of the thing existing, between the

fact of life and the mode of life, between a soul spiritually alive and

the moral condition of the living spirit. Just as natural life and the

condition of the living being arc distinct, spiritual life and the moral

condition of the spiritually alive are distinct. Certain invariable

coincidences between these two things, in no respect interfere with

their essential difference. Now, two things so entirely distinct, as

the lact of spiritual life and tlie moral state of the spiritually alive,

ought to have different names.

2. Regeneration appropriately designates the fornier, sanctifica-

tion the latter. The first term includes both the sign and the thing

signified. Generation denotes the production of natural life, re-

generation the production of spiritual life. ]N'ow the force of the il-

lustration is seen in the following ])articular3:—(1.) The soul in its

natural state is " dead "—
" dead in trespasses and in sins." It is so,

because "to be carnally minded is death." (2.) Natural life is the

product of Divine power alone, and spiritual life must be also.

Generation expresses the operation of this power in the one instance,

and re-generation in the other. A similar relation exists between

the ideas represented by the words " creature " and "new creature,"

" born " and " born again." (3.) Generation and birth pruduce new-

natural powers and functions, which dcmonsti-ate the onmipotence

of their Creator ; re-generation and " the new birth " produce spirit-

ual powers and functions entirely new, which demonstrate equally

the Divinity of their origin. (4.) The result of generation is natural
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life Avith its accidents, the result of re-generation is spiritual life

^Yith ils accidents ; the decree of health may be mentioned as an

accident of the former, tiie degree of sanctification or holiness as

an accident of tlie latter. The Avord sanctification just as appropri-

atel}^ denotes certain treatment of the soul, Avhich God has brought

to life, as regeneration does the fact of bringing it to life. Sam;tify,

is from sand us, holy, -dudfacio, to make. Sanctification is literally

the act of making ludy, and this is its primary meaning in sys-

tematic Divinity.

Kow here are t\vo things totally distinct from each other, as much

so as a fact and a (juality of a fact, a thing and au accident of a

thing can be ; and here are two terms, of entirely dilFerent import,

completely adapted to represent these two things respectively—re-

generation, the production of spiritual life; sanctification, the treat-

ment of the soul spiiitually alive—neither of Avhich can, ^vithout

violence to tlie laws of language, perform the office of the other. "We

humbly submit, therefuri', that tliey ought not to be used inter-

changeably, and tliat attempts so to use them have caused nearly all

the confusion which has embarrassed these great points in theology.

3. The e.\peri(.'nce of Christians amply sustains the distinction -we

have made. It is simply and universally, (1.) That in conversion

they receive a new life, manifesting powers and functions entirely

spiritual and dilTcrent from an}' they have before exhibited ; as be-

fore this they have proved that '.' to be carnally minded is death,"

they now prove tliat " to be spiritually minded is life and peace."

(2.) That with regeneration they have received but an impei-fect

sanctiiication; or, in other words, that God has commenced to sanctify

the souls which he has regenerated, making the progression and

completion of the work depi-nd upon conditions which he has clearly

revealed. (:].) That so far from being identical, regeneration may
be truly aflirmed of tliose who arc in all stages of sanctification, and

only a few proffss or believe that they are sanctified wholly, whereas

all Christians claim to be and really are regenerated. (4.) That the

great business and chief difficulty of all regenerate men is to secm-e

their entire sanctificatinn. This is the great question between them

and God on the one hand, and Satan on the other; and, too gene-

rally, it takes nearly the whole of probation to settle it. ^'ow the

strength of this argument is in the circumstance that it is of the

nature of fact and utterly uixloniable.

4. The Scriptiu-es cmdusively settle the question. They plainly

assume the distinction. To sinners God vSays, "Ye must be born

-again;" to the regenerate, "V>c ye holy, for I am holy." In this

exhortation they persist with the gTcatest possible earnestness.
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"Hanng, therefore, these promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse

ourselves from all lilthiness of the llesh and spirit, perfecting holiness

in the fear of the Lord." The great apostle Avas, tlicrefore, aware
that these Christian brethren, " dearly beloved," had yet need of
cleansing "from fiUhiness of the flesh and spirit, jterfccting (finish-

ing or completing) hoHness." Again: knowing tliat there v.as

such a thing as being sanctified but in part, and a^Yare that this

was the real condition of his brethren at The.^salonica, as it is

of Christians generally, in his most fervent devotions he jirayed,

"And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly." Quotations
are unnecessary. The whole tenor of IScripture upon this sub-
ject, assumes that the merely regt-norute, have need of further

sanctification. They, and they only, are the persons to whom
it is offered; who are required, by the most positive command, to
" go on to perfection," and encouraged by the most gracious pro-
mises to expect the blessing, in answer to believing prayer—" faith-

ful'is He that hath called you, who also will do it."

If, then, there is a broad and necessary distinction between a soul

spiritually alive, and the moral condition of the living spirit. if the
terms regeneration and sanctificalion are strictly and only appro-
priate to the production of spiritual life, and to the treatment of the

soul so brought to life, and cannot bo used interehangeablv if the

experience of all Christians recognises this distinction, which is

really so far from being questionable, that it is the great duty and
work of all regenerate persons to secure the progress and ultimate
comj)lction of the work of sanctilication—and if, for this T)urpose,

the Iloly Scriptures address to them the most pointed declarations

of want, the most peremptory commands to go forward to its acqui-

sition, and the most gracious assurances t)f success,—then re'-»;enera-

tion is not sanctification, and regeneration is not the central idea

of Christianity.

We have now reached, in our analysis, the great doctrine to which

we were guided in our Scripture test, as affording the true explana-

tion of the whole Gospel scheme

—

jivrfccl jjurihj—the choice of

God for the moral condition of the human race. ]jet the work of

sanctification, which conunences at the time of regeneration, go on
to its completion. Let the inward foes which were then conquered

be slain and exterminated,—so that those who at first could onlv say,

" being justified by faith we have peace with God through our Lord
Jesus Christ," now say, with equal assurance, '' the blood of Jesus

Christ his Son cleanscth us from all sin,"—and this must be pre-

cisely the thing which God saw at the beginning was necessaiy

to counteract the evil which had been done, and reproduce the
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moral state from whicli man had fallen; and to accomplish this

he instituted the scheme of redemption. If it uas for any

object less than this, then tiic Divine pm-poscs could be har-

monized Avith the ])ernianent existence of sin in his redeemed

ones. But we have taken up, one by one, the facts and principles

and operations of the system, and found no one of them that could

stand alone—that could explain all the rest and entirely answer to

the Divine AVill— until wc reached that " hohuess withuut \vhich no

man shall see the Lord." This is a principle independent of all

others, in its essential character. It existed prior to all Gospel in-

stitutions and remedial acts. It is an object of such immense im-

portance as to justify the vast arrangements of the remedial dis-

pensation. It exi»Iains every one of them ; and, if we suppose it

absent from the system, thy all immediately become unintelligible

and valueless. To do less for man than to make him holy, would

be, in effect, to do nothing for him ; and to do this, is to do all.

Holiness is, therefore, the central sun which pours its glorious light

through every part of the system, and illustrates everything which

it contains. Jieinove it, and all is dark as midnight.

Let us, however, test the matter still further. Going again to tho

outside of the scheme, let us approach the centre from another direc-

tion. There are certain requisitions of the Gos{)el which are evi-

dently fundamental. Take that great one which includes all others:
'= Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart," ^c. The
question now is, What moral condition of the soul is capable of this

result V You ob.<erve Ciu-istian love that is mingled with fear. This

you trace to a state of imperfect sanctification. l^ut find the out-

beamings of that " perfect love " which " casteth out fear," in the

countenance—in every feeling—in every word—in every act, and

trace them to their home in the inner being, and you -will find

it perfectly pure. You Avill say in raptures to that child of

God, "being made free from sin, ye have your fruit unto holiness,

and the end everlasting life." The same is certainly true of every

one of the Christian graces—of every attempt at obedience. Those
which, from their mixed character, must be condemned, not merely

by the flaming law, but by the high standard of perfection made
attainable by the Gr).>i)el, can be traced in eveiy instance, to an un-

sanctified state of the heart, showing that something yet remains to

be done to complete the work of puiification; and those which meet

this standard, can be traced to a state of perfect inward purity.

How clenrly then this purity—the state which originally gave out

these manifestations, and wliich alone can now produce them

—

is

and must he the centre of the remedial system!
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moral state from ^vhicli man had fallen; and to accomplish this

he instituted the scheme of redemption. If it Avas for any

object less than this, then the Divine pm-poses could be har-

monized -with the permanent existence of sin in liis redeemed

ones. But Ave have taken up, one by one, the facts and principles

and operations of the system, and found no one of them that could

stand alone—that could explain all the rest and entirely answer to

the Divine ^Vill—until -we reached that " hoHuess -without vhich no

man shall see the Lord." This is a principle independent of all

ofhers, in its essential character. It existed prior to all Gospel in-

stitutions and remedial acts. It is an object of such immense im-

portance as to justify the vast arrangements of tlie remedial dis-

pensation. It exi)lains every one of them ; and, if we suppose it

absent from the system, thy all immediately become unintelligible

and valueless. To do less for man than to make him holy, would

be, in effect, to do nothing for him ; and to do this, is to do all.

Holiness is, therefore, the central sun which pours its glorious light

through every pari of the system, and illustrates everything which

it contains, Kemovc it, and all is dark as midnight.

Let us, however, test the matter still further. Going again to the

outside of the scheme, let ns approach the centre from another direc-

tion. There are certain requisitions of the Gospel which are evi-

dently fundamental. Take that great one which includes all others:

"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart," etc. The
question now is, What moral condition of the soul is capable of this

result? You observe Christian love that is mingled with fear. This

you trace to a state of imperfect sanctification. ]>ut find the out-

beamings of that "perfect love" which "casteth out fear," in the

countenance—in every feeling—in every word—in every act, and

tmce them to their home in the inner being, and you -will find

it perfectly pure. You will say in raptures to tl)at child of

God, " being made free from sin, ye have your fruit unto holiness,

and the end everlasting life." The same is certainly true of every

one of the Christian graces—of every attempt at obedience. Those
which, from their mixed character, must be condemned, not merely

by the flaming law, but by the high standard of perfection made
attainable by the G^.^pel, can be traced in eveiy instance, to an un-

sanctified state of the heart, siiowing that something yet remains to

be done to complete the work of pmification; and those which meet

this standard, can be traced to a state of perfect inward purity.

How clearly then this purity—the state which originally gave out

these manifestations, and wliich alone can now produce them

—

is

and ?nust be the centre of the remedial system

!
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But, finally, let us take our position in heaven, and thenco

move out into the kin2;<lom of {:;racc until wo reach its centre. The

question now is, AVhat state of mind is a full preparation for heaven?

Here everything is holy. God—the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost

—

reigns in holiness, immaculate and infinite; the angels shine in

unsullied purity; and the saints, having "-washed their robes and

made them -white in the blood of the Lamb," are -without a stain.

Not an impure thought or feeling, desire or motive, can be found in

all that bright -world. The employments of the place are suited only

to holy beings. And going out to find the persons adjusted to the

place, -we reject all others, and by universal consent accept the souls

cleansed from all unrighteousness. The most splendid talents would

be no substitute for holiness ; the brightest genius the world ever

saw must pause at the gate of this celestial paradise, if a spot of sin

be found upon his garments.

Let no man assert, by way of objection to this position, that all

truly ccmverted persons, who do not backslide, are safe. If it is

meant that justification and regeneration are intended to supersede

entire sanctlfication— that they are of themselves a preparation for

that lioly place—the position is dangerously false. If it is intended

to claim that a state of continued justification includes the assurance

of entire sanctlfication,—or in other words, that he who retains the

favom- of God, must and will press on to the point of entire conse-

cration,—it is a glorious truth; but as this is, therefore, a mere ques-

tion of the mode and probability of reaching a state of ))urlty, it in

no way affects the argument we have adduced, to show that this state

of purity is of itself, however or whenever reached, a full prepara-

tion, and the only preparation for heaven.

Thus we see that, from whatever point wc commence our analysis,

-we reach the same result. All the other great fiicts and duties which

the system includes, all the operations of Divine gi-ace upon the

heart, are but so many means to this glorious end— all lead directly

in to holiness at the centre. The results which are fully in accord-

ance with the expressed will of God. all point directly back to it;

and, coming out from heaven itself, to find tiie true preparation for

that glorious place, we ascertain it to be holiness alone. Carefully

examining every particular of the system, within our reach, we find

nothing else that will, as an end, meet the demands of the Almighty,

explain the vast details of the remedial scheme, or account for the

splendid resvdts of that scheme in this world and in the next. By
the test of analysis then, as well as of revelation, holiness is the cen-

tral idea of Christianity.

Our next appeal is to history. And the question raised here, is,
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"What is the law of religious development and power, as an aj^cnt of

reform? Or, in otlicr words, regarding Christianity as the one

grand agent, ordained by the Almighty to reform the world, in pro-

portion to wliat has it been successful?

The following lacts are l)cyond question. An individual profes-

sor takes his place in the Church, lie has wealth and uses it freely

for the benefit of tiie organization. He has talents, and they are

zealously devoted to tlie defence of the Chmx-h. He has popular

influence, and he uses it to gather proselytes to the faith. But his

piety is su])crficial. Words escape him every day which show that

they come from an impure fountain. He is, in spirit, a man of the

world, and he has very little power to reform men. He may induce

them to attend his Church, and even to join it; but in all his efforts

to refomi them he fools that he is weak, and they turn away in dis-

gust, or look to others for their models and advice. But let this

same man improve in his piety, and his power to do good at once
begins to increase. Lut him appro.ximate nearer and nearer the

standard of Christian porfection, and it will be seen that his spirit-

ual po^Yer increases in exact proportion.

On the other hand, take a man whose heart is entirely conse-
crated; whose pm-e life indicates purity of heart, whose holy exam-
ple commands universal respect, whose simple, unpretending efforts

move all who hear his voice in prayer, or praise, or exhortation.

Now, let him yield to temptation,—admit corruption into his heart,—
and how soon it is soon that he is shorn of his strength ! Just in

l)roportion as he roco<lcs from his elevated position in Christian
holiness, ins power of usefulness diminishes. jN'or can he supply
this deficiency by any other element. He who loses his purity may
strive to save his power by increase of zeal, by enlarged charities,

by the severest austerities; but it is all of no avail. He makes him-
self a living proof that holiness is the measure of power.

A comparison of t^vo men in the ministry, will strengthen this

conclusion. One is a man of shining talents, of genteel address,

of po})ular eloipK-nce: the other, ordinary in all tliese respects—in
all natural qualities, the infei-ior of his brother. But he is a man of

God—a man of faith. His soul is fdled with love—" peifoct love

that castetli out fear."' lie moves among the people like a spirit

from eternity. His robukos of sin fall with dreadful force upon the

hearts of the wicked. His sermons, his prayers, his e.xpostidations,

his tears, all indicate tlie j)resence of an extraordinary power ; and

thousands are converted, sanctified, and saved through his instru-

mentality. But the other man sees no such fruits of liis labour.

Souls may be converted, but he feels that it is in spite of him rather
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than through his instrumcntalitv. lie wonders at the difference.

He increases his exertions—elaborntes his sermons with more learn-

ing and research—improves their rhetoric and oratory, but all to little

pm'posc. He may increase the admiration of his hearers, but he can-

not subdue their hearts, bring them weeping to the foot of the

cross, and present them with joy as the trophies of the Kedeemer.

But let him seek and obtain the baptism of the Holy Ghost. Let

fire from God's altar touch his lips and pm-ify his soul, and he is a

new man. He does not throw away his talents, his genius, his

Icaraing; but they are all sanctified. With the simplicity of a child,

and a heart overilowing with love, he preaches the truth, and it is

"in the demonstration of the Spirit, and with powei','' and a glorious

reformation follows. AVhatever may be the seeming variations

arising from the deficiency of our knowledge, we have in these par-

ticular instances, strong historic indications of a general law.

What is true of individuals is true of Churches also. Wherever

a number of Christians have associated together, Avith the evident

and exclusive aim of promoting purity of heart and life, taey have

prospered. Their creed may have included strange inconsistencies

—their forms and ceremonies may have frequently been the off-

spring of conceit, and devoid of taste—they may have been generally

uneducated and without the advantages of wealth or influential

friends,—but with a supreme devotion to exi)erimentnl hohness. they

have revealed an inner sjiiritual and ])owerful life, which has defied

all persecution and survived the rage of enemies.

Upon the other hand. Churches having the purest creed ever

drawn from the Sacred Kecords, combining the accumulated wealth,

and learning, and power of ages, have perished in the very midst

of their greatness, simply by becoming corrupt. I afiirm that there

is not a superannuated Christian denomination in history whose de-

cline has not been inexact proportion to its sins. iS'ot unfroqueutly

have men been amazed at the want of reformatory power in Chris-

tian communions of vast extent and iniluence, exhibiting many

si^ns of external prosperity. But God has been witness to their

departure from Christian simplicity and purity, and written " Icha-

bod" upon their sacred altars and splendid temples.

Finally : the most profound attention to the history of the gene-

ral Church will show the same unvarying truth. Undt-r the influ-

ence of apostolic purity, the early victories of the cross were as

decisive in the reformation of individual character and public man-

ners, as they were unparalleled in their extent and power. But the

gi'adual departure from primitive simplicity, and the immense accu-

mulation of corruption in heart and life which followed, by slow
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degi-ees destroyed the power of the Church to act as a reforming

agent, and that long, dark night of a thousand years, which

closed in upon her spiritual vis?ion, was a night of corniption.

When the Kcformation dawned, it showed the most revolting

spectacles of vice, pervading all classes, from the obscure monk to

the haughty prelate in the pretended chair of St. Peter. Honest

minds were alarmed at the revelation; and as the noble men who
led the movement humbled themselves before God, "renounced the

hidden things of dishonesty, not walking in craftiness, nor handling

the word of God deceitfully," they began to acquire the power to

benefit the race, which had been lost by apostasy ; and just in pro-

portion to their purity they became actual and successful reformers.

The history of that great work of God which commenced through

their instrumentality, extends to every land on the face of the earth,

and on into eternity, illustrating at every step of its progress the

great principle which we are endeavouring to develop.

The Wesleyan reformation was eminentl}- a movement in favour

of holiness. The true doctrine of Christian Perfection was perhaps

more clearly taught and powerfully enforced than at .any former time

since the days of primitive purity. And while the great mass of

converts made it their aim, large numbers pressed on to the actual

experience and living demonstration of the power of Christ to cleanse

from all sin. And mark the result: "No weapon formed against

them could prevail." From the feeblest beginnings, without wealth,

without power, in the midst of the most violent persecutions, they

have moved on in a career of usefulness unparalleled since the days

of the apostles.

I^ow this uniformity of facts, extending from individuals, up

through special Chri.-^tian organizations, to the general Church, and

pervading all ecclesiastical history, can be the result of no accident.

It shows with the force of demonstration that holiness is the great

law of religious development, and hence that holiness is the central

idea of Christianity.

Our final appeal is to experience. And here the heart of every

man must answer for itself If the grand design of the Gospel be

anything less than jicrfect purity, then the soul can find rest without

it. If it be only ]xirdon and regeneration, then the discovery of

remaining con-uptions ought to be no cause of uneasiness ; the

prayers of those who groan for full redemption ought to be unheeded;

or if relief be found, it ought to be in some other system—through

some other name than the name of Je.sus.

But what facts does experience reveal? Why, that a deep and

painful sense of inward impurity may remain after all guilt is Avashcd
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away ; that in the midst of the Divine comforts of adoption the soul

lon^^s for the rest of perfect love ; that the more devoted the life of

the regenerate Claistian, the more intense is his desire to he cleansed

from all sin, and while he is without the evidence of this finished

work, he has more or less of fear for the future. By the most pow-

erful internal convictions, and tlie most ohvious temlencies of every

work of grace that has heretofore hecn wrought upon his heart,

he is urged on to tliis glorious cons;ummation. And it is not in

accordance with cxj)crionco that he who sighs for purity of heart,

must sigh in vain—that he who cries, " Create in me a clean

heart, God," must pray in vain. From numerous examples

in Scripture, from the testimonies of thousands long since gone

to their reward, and of thousands more still linng, the declara-

tion of Jesus is amply sustained :
" Blessed are they that hunger

and thirst after righteousness, for they shall he filled." So far Avere

they from being compelled to look to other systems and other names

for deliverance, that they declare with the utmost confidence it was

well said by the angel, " And thou shalt call his name Jesus, for he

shall save his people from their sins;" for we have in our hearts the

Divine assurance that "the blood of Jesus Christ, God's son,

cleanseth us from all sin."

And precisely as it ouglit to be, if this is the centre of the scheme,

here the soul finds rest—here, perfect .'satisfaction. All its desires,

all its passions, all its plans are in complete harmony with the will

of God. From this sanctified state it can develop itself without

inward obstruction—from this position it can expand and advance

with freedom and power. The growtii of the spirit, which in its

original purity must certainly have been infinite, has been sadly

interrupted by its dreadful disease. And since the cure commenced

it has been much retarded by the remains of the disease. But now

that the cure is com))lcte, and faith is strong and active, growth in

grace is free, natural, and rapid. It is true the effects of this malady

may long remain after the remedy has been thoroughl}' successful.

Infirmities of body and mind, which constantly need the compassion

of God, the merits of Christ, and the charity of men, will press upon

us till our probation ends; but in spite of them all, the soul in a

state of perfect salvation, rises, enlarges, and triumphs, as it could

never have done under any but a remedial system.

Thus directly and inevitably does experience conduct us to holi-

ness as the great want of immortal man—the grand design of

redemption.

"We have now examined this question in the light of the Holy Scrip-

tures, and found that this stupendous system of revelation and
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redeeming mercy ^vas undertaken "tliat the man of God may be

perfect, thoroughly fumishod unto all good vorks." "We have sub-

jected the scheme to the severest analysis. J>Ioving imvard from

different positions outside of it, Ave have found holiness alone at its

centre. Wc have consulted history and experience, and found that

in fact holiness is the measure of power. \Ve arc compelled, there-

fore, by the strictest logical necessity, to assert that holiness is

the central idea of Cliristianity.

It will, \:q think, at once be perceived that avc have reached a

position of immense practical importance. If this be the true cen-

tral idea of the Christian scheme, we may try everything by it,

which in the lapse of centuries has come to be attached to this

scheme. Evident!}- enough, whatever has no adaptation to produce

entire sanctification in the hearts of believers, "to present every man
perfect in Christ Jesus,"—does not belong to the system, and must
be promptly rejeclod.

From the nature of G<>d it must be certain that he has Uiade no

mistakes in the details of a system designed to restore to man his

lost image; and it is wonderful to see with what skill and directness

he has adjusted everything to this grand aim. He has revealed his

fiery law, which flames out in wrath against all species of sin. He
has exhibited the immaculate pm'ity of his own character, which

causes seraphim to cry, "Hoh', holy, holy is the Lord of hosts:

the whole earth is full of his glory." He has uttered the unchangeable

law to his people, " Ye shall be holy : for I the Lord your God am
hoi}'." He provided a Ivcdeomer, whose blood made ample atone-

ment for all sin. Ik' gave the Holy Ghost to awaken, to regenerate.

and to sanctify us. He gave his word to teach us the necessity

of holiness. He moved men of strong faith to pray for the bless"-

iug in behalf of his people, and sketched with the pen of inspi-

ration the characters ;ind lives of those who had reached this glorious

perfection. IIC bade us '• mark the perfect man and behold the

upright, for the end of that man is peace." He established the

ministry to explain to us the way of holiness, to rouse us from the

slumbers of sin, and persuade us to " lay hold on eternal life." He
provided the Church to cherish and build us up from our feeble

infancy, and aid us to " go on to perfection." He gave us the holy

sacraments to bind us to himself, and keep us perpetually in mind

of the cleansing blood. Indeed it may be safely said that while

everything wliicii Gotl has instituted for man is most evidently

designed and adapted to load to purity of heart, he has omitted

nothing which is essential to this result.

But how is it with man i Alas 1 he has too frequently ''perverted
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the right way of the Lord." Tliorc is mucli in the fiiith and fonns

and practice of the diflorent branches of the Church to show that

the great idea of holiness has been denied its central position, and

that others of far less importance, and even wholly untrue, have

been assumed in its stead. Let us test these three particulars for

enough to indicate in a slight degree the power of a central idea in

the formation of opinions, and the adjustment of subordinate parts

of a system, and the importance of a correct development of that

idea, in attempts to ascertain our position, to detect our en'ors, and

establish om-selves in the truth.

Let it be inquired, for instance, how the doctrine of fate, in any

of its forms, came to be incorporated into the creeds of the Christian

denominations. And taking holiness as the central ideaof tlie sys-

tem, we cannot account for it. Holiness is a moral state. Its res-

toration is a moral result ; but there can be no moral quality without

freedom. God cannot change to be pleased at one time with that

which displeased him at another. The law cannot change to render

that holy wliich it once condcnuicd. There must therefore be a

change in the sinner, or he must retain his corruptions forever. He
may be graciously aided and encouraged to put forth the volition

upon which the moral ciiange depends. But he must put it forth, or

no change in his moral state is practicable. To say that God eoidd,

by an act of authority or power, cleanse a sinner unconditionally, is

saying no more than that the same olTonsivc thing, the same corrupt

state, and the same vicious acts, can be regarded and treated by him
differently at different times. Let the sovereignty of God be the

central idea, and -we can easily see how it would produce tliis doc-

trine. If he designed in the structure of the Christian scheme merely
to illustrate his independence of man and the fact of his unlimited

control over the thoughts and feelings and ])urpose3 of tlic human
race, then he might have excluded man from all jiarticipation in the

events of his government, excepting as a passive recipient ofalmighty

power. He might then have elHeiently secured the fall and all its

succession of evils. But if he intemled to ]'urify the hearts of

men by faith in the blood of Christ, he would untloubtedly leave

them free to exercise that faith. 1\\ the same w:iy Divine sove-

reignty, assumed as the central idea, could account for the doc-

trine of certain final perseverance, the doctrine of doubt or uncer-

tainty in regard to adoption, and of necessary indwelling sin. For
beyond question, absolute sovereignty would be illustrated by with-

holding repentance and faith, pardon and sanctification, from all but

those whom God had determined to save. The witness of the Spirit

Tiould be incompatible v.-ith possible subsequent evidence of rcproba-

FouRTii Series, Vol. HL—33.
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tion ; and as the final tlisposition of the soul would depend upon

God's soveroif;n jilcasure, a state of full salvation here >vould inter-

fere with that uncc-rtaiuty to man and appearance of contingency

\vhich had been jiredetermined, and is a necessary part of the

system.

Again : it is impossible, upon the theory developed in tliis paper,

to explain the iutroduction of certain universal salvation into any

faith nominally Christian. If we are right, holiness is an indispen-

saljle prerequisite of happiness in heaven or elsewhere; and though

this is also roundly asserted by the eiTorists to -whom Ave refer, it

docs not belong to the system, -which plainly provides for the final

salvation of those who die in a state of deepest corruption, as inevi-

tably and unconditi'inally as for the purest of Christians. And the

wholly gratuitous and merely nominal introduction of holiness into

the sclieme cannot save it, as in the absence of volition, or the obsti-

nate rejection of the atonement, there is no way to produce it.

Hap)uness must be the central idea of Universalism—happiness,

irrespective of character or condition. Emplo}^ this idea to construct

a system of theoh.'gy, and it would of course reject all punishment

in another world, or at least make the suffering due to sin as slight,

and terminate it as soon as possible.

, It would in like manner be impossible to account for the doctnne

of priestly intervention, the real presence, the worship of saints, the

celibacy of the clergy, and of purgatory, by assuming holiness as

the central idea of Christianity. With this for a forming power, wc
want as little as possible of the merely human, the material, the

ceremonial in the system. The most direct possible way to the

mercy of God, and the cleansing power of the Holy Ghost, must be

the law of this sjuritual organism; and this is plainly through f\ith

in Christ, and nothing else. But take political power for the cen-

tral idea of a system, and sec how inevitably it requires and pro-

duces the very doctrines we have mentioned. The head of the

organization must then be a monarch, clothed with absolute authority

over the souls and bodies of men. His subordinate officers of state

must be taken from the ranks of the clergy. The importance of the

priest must be magnified by the exclusive right to dispense the souls

of men, and the peoi)le must be compelled to literal obedience by
their hope of heaven and their dread of eternal damnation. That

which from the nature of the case can only be spiritually present

and apprehended by faith, must be physically and literally present,

and be made palpable to the senses. The objects of worship must

be material or human, like the worshippers
; and hence appreciable

by the intellect, ANithout faith. An appearance of sanctity, exteud-
33*
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ing even to the denial of lawful Jesires in hoi}' Avcdlock, must divert

the attention of the people from gi'O.ss sensuality; and, as prepara-

tion for heaven here in the mode required is, to the understandings

of all, an acknowledged failure, it is necessary to make arrangements

for its consummation in another life. All these, with their nameless

kindred errors, are given in political domination as a central idea.

In the same way will the ni)piication of this obvious test reveal

what is merely human and artificial in the outward forms and cere-

monies of tJie Clmrch. \\c have seen that holiness assumed as the

grand object of the Christian scheme, leaves room for little that is

merely instrumental, and with the greatest jiossible directness leads

the sinner into his own heart, and thence to the mercy of God. If

this be the object, whatever obstructs his way or retards his move-

ments must be foreign to the system and ruinous to the soul. It is

obvious then that this idea could never have added to the sacraments

of baptism and the Lord's supper those of confirmation, penance,

extreme unction, holy orders, and matrimony. Eut a moment's

reflection will show how legitimately the false position of each arises

from the political central ])ower which we have assumed as the

origin of a false system. Tiie novice nmst not be allowed to have

reached a state of spiritual security, nor acfpiired a right to the

blessings of the new covenant, until that security is obtained and

that right recognised by priestly intervention. Self-inflicted tor-

tures, which accord with a sensational, in distinction from a spiritual

religion, must be prescribed by tlic priest, upon obedience to whom
the WTCtch depends for the relief of conscience. Justification by
faith destroys the political power of the priest. The diseased or

dying man, instead of looking to rational remedies and the grace

of God in the hour of trial, must be taught that his safety in body

and soul, depends upon the presence and good dispositions of his

ghostly confessor, who uses with ofiieial efheacy the anointing oil.

The same ofUcer is clothed with ;iut!iority, which in no sense depends

upon purity of heart or virtuousness of life; which, reaching back in

prelatical succession to the apostles, is irrevocable in its rights, con-

clusive in its functions, and above all moral contingency whatsoever.

And finally, the domestic relations nnist depend u]->on the same

prerogatives. iSo matrimonial alliance can be valid uidess sanctioned

by a Ivomish priest. But to make all this practicable, these rites

must be elevated to the dignity and solenmity of sacraments, and

hence of course depend entirely upon the will of the clergy. In

this manner a vast centralizing scheme is constructed, combining all

the elements of immense political power.

But the theoretical is not always the practical central idea. Sys-
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terns are gi-aJually formed and modified under the control of vieAvs

and aims ',vhicli are -widicly diilorcut from those which originated tliem.

The ever-changini; ideal of man in relation to the true good, does not

alloAV of permanency and consistency in the institutions and means

relied u])on to produce it. A succession of clear, stern, and powerful

minds may, it is true, preserve for ages the great idea upon which a

vast scheme of selfish interest depends; but multitudes who are visi-

bly arranged under its })anncr, will be practically severed from it by

an iidicrent independence of thought, and a greater or less submis-

sion to the guidance of an invisible liand.

It will hence occur, that many who adopt as a whole a theory

whicli makes the sovereignty of God the central idea of Christianity,

will, in fact, feel that sin is their only real evil, and recognise the

Gospel as a grand provision of mere}' for their deliverance from it.

And thus thousands, whose creed actually denies the possibility of

deliverance from all sin in this life, are striving, with all their might,

to reach this result ; and thousands have doubtless succeeded, thus

making holiness the practical, while something else was the theo-

retical centre; and, we may as well say it, for it is a momentous
truth, in the present condition of theological systems, the safety of a

vast majority of nominal Cluistians depends upon this real con-

tradiction.

Upon the other hand, the true central idea may be adopted in

theory, and renounced in practice. The clearest possible recogni-

tion of the truth may have been handed down to us by our fathers.

In our creeds and slaixlard authors we may be taught, "that, deny-

ing ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteous-

ly, and godly, in this present world, looking for that blessed hope,

and the glorious appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus

Christ, wlio gave himself for us, that he might redeem us from all

iniquity, and purify to himself a peculiar people, zealous of good
works;" and yet we may show by our lives that a much lower aim
has been accepted in its stead. Indeed, to many who have before

God and the world dirlared their firm belief in the gi-eat doctrine

of holiness, mere justificatii'n has become the central idea of religion.

A sense of forgiveness is all they ask, and they direct all their eflbrts

to this point. Others aim simply at regularity of external life, and
their best resolutions of reform extend no farther ; while, alas ! mul-

titudes of others have formally adopted the honour of self, the grati-

fication of worldly desires, or tiie splendour of an organization, as

the real centre of their religion.

It ajtpcars, therefure, that to accept in' theory the central idea

•which God has revealed, is not enough. What men admit to be
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the Divine purpose in tlic cstaljlishracnt of Christianity is not the

gi'cat question; but how f;u- in fcc-lin:^, in motive, in design, and

efibrt, do they agree witli tliis purpose? The real, not the ideal, the

practical, not the theoretical central idea, moves the heart and con-

trols the life; and -with the great mnjnrity of nominal Christians, it

must be admitted, this is anything but holiness.

But we cannot conclude this discussion without inquiring, "Why

must the doctrine of holiness be assigned a subordinate place in

systematic Divinity, or even be o.xcluded altogether? ^Vc have seen

that this was not the intention of God; and, so far from retracting

the Wesleyan view of the doctrine, or apologizing to the world for

the importance we have given it, we must in all candour ask pardon

of God and man for having asserted it so timidly, dwelt upon it

with so little pathos and power, and so seldom reduced it to prac-

tice. It is the centre of our system. The mission which we have

accepted at the hands of God is " to spread Scriptural hoUness over

these lands ;" and wc cannot allow the doctrine a secondary, or in-

operative place in the faith of the Church. It must come out from

its obscurity, extend its light and its controlling power through

every communion, and permeate the doctrines, the hearts, and tlie

lives of the people, before Christianity can assert its rights in the

conquest of the worM. In the presence of our brethren of cver^-

name, we demand for it the position Avhich God has assigned it.

What Avorthy motive can wc have in denying it this position? Op-
position to holiness is opposition to Christianity—a real, though not

an intended denial of the rigiits of God ;ind the privileges of man

—

a setting aside of the one grand object for which the Redeemer died

and the Church Avas instituted. And when this is done, what have

we left? "What one doctrine of the Gospel is of any use, or of any
significance, if holiness is excluded from the system? As well

might you tear out the Iioart, and then attempt to give value to the

veins and arteries and blood, as to reject holiness and still hope to

save the Gospel scheme. As well might you burn up 3-our towns

and leave your guide-boards standing, as to destroy holiness, and

still insist upon justification by faith, or any other great doctrine of

Christianity.

But what is the effect of admitting the true position of this idea?

It cuts off at a stroke the vast multitude of i?nprovr/nciits Avhich

men have dared to attach to the system. It condemns all our ex-

travagance in style, our follies in outward forms, and our sins of

heart and life. It shows every man the value of his performonces.

If he prays, or speaks, or sings, for the exhibition of his talents,

or for the gratification of others, it is all to no purpose. Kay,
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te is condemned for the i)erversiou of the most sacred services
We vahie a popular haran-uc for its poAver to please and move
the multitude, and a lecture for its leaniing; but upon the prin-
ciple M-e have developed, we must value a sermon for its adapta-
tion to promote the holiness of men. What a shameful abuse
of a sacred profession it must be, for a man sent out in the name
of God to save sinners, to value his performances for their ab-
stract learning, tlieir ihetorical elegance, their oratorical power
or popular eflect: Let any man clearly apprehend the fearful
wrong and deadly evil of sin. Let him see that God has given
Ins Son to make its r?moval from the hearts of men possible'^ and
sent him expressly to proclaim this great salvation, and we are "^m-e
he will feel that fidelity to liis Master requires that he should frame
every sermon with refureucc to this great end; and he will be satis-
faed with his effort only in proportion to the power with which he
has exposed sin, attacked it in its most insidious forms paralvzed
Its influence, and gained tlic advantage for that holiness without
Avhich no man shall sec the Lord. What a vast amount of preach-
mg^is found, by tins rule, to be worse than trifling!

Finally: it is evident, that in its spirit and aim,°the Christian sys-
tem stands alone. AVe have numerous organizations for the iVj-
provement of society—for the production ofVealth—for the c^-atifi-
cation of ambition-for the relief of human suffering; but only one
for the prumotion of holiness. We know of no other that^'pro-
fes.ses to "purify the heart." What strange inflituation then it must
be to secularize this system I-to bring it down from the loftv pur-
poses to which It was consecrated, and appropriate it to the Service
of worldly glory, and force it to gratify a lust for power. It cannot
be deemed strange that "blasting and mildew" have followed in
the tram. LuKn-d, nothing js easier now than to explain the slow
progress of Christianity, the feebleness of its disciples and the
reproach winch has so often fallen upon the Church. Would that
all Christians might be agreed upon this one thing-to consider
Christianity as set apart to the work of purifying the hearts and
lives of men. 1 or all other purposes there are associations enou-h
Avhue in the range of human thought there is no other that has fhe
slightest claim to adaptation to produce this result. Precisely this
IS the desideratum of the times; and not until it is supplied%hall
we see the Church shnnng in her own pure light, and movinn- on in
the gi-eatness of her strength to the conquest of the world. IL.ppy
is he who contributes, even in the smallest degi-ee, to this Horious
result.

°

.

We have but little room for the remaining object of this paper

:
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but wc must glance at the special adaptation of ^Mr. Foster s book

to promote holiness of heart and lifo. \Vc must alkl^Y him to speak

for himself, so far as to indicate his peculiar jxnrcr in amplification,

explanation, ar^^mient and persuasion. The lirst object of a Avriter,

is to be imderstood; and AvhoeVer Avould appreciate the manner in

which Mr. Foster accomplishes this object, must read all the didactic

parts of his book, but especially from the thirty-seventh to the

seventy- eighth page. lie has -;iven an able analysis of the different

vie\vs in answer to the (luestion, '•^Vhat is the highest attainable

moral and spiritual excellence in this life V" Ho then anticipates an

objection—is'otwo men arc alike; and all should be, if raised to the

same standard of moral excellence. He explains :

—

" There is one thing which ou;j;ht to be taken into the account here, as

having a most inii)ortan't practical Ix-aring on the subject; the influenceupoa

character, of bolh body and mind—an inHiiencc quite as discernible in the

sanctified state as in other stages of rcligiuiis experience. Two men equally,

and, if vou please, entirely holy, may, under <'ertain circumstances, appear with

very d'iflerent advantage, and may giuerally indeed exliibit quite variant

manifestations of chara'ctcr. Ifju'd-ed of without respect to constitutional

make and educational inlluenccs, and jicculiar circumstances and tcmplaiions,

they may seem most dissimilar, when in truth they are ecpially liuly in the

siizht of God. It is lor this reason mainly that wc ought not to judge without

palpable indicatiuns. One man is of a highly nervous temperament—another

is as decidedlv imperturbable; one is sanguine—the other di-trusting; one is

impulsive—another dispassionate : now let all these be brought under the in-

fluence of sanctifying grace; it will not ehange their temperaments all into one

—it will not rcmove^he cnnstitutlnnal dilVerenccs between them, but only con-

trol and regulate them. They will be seen, and will impart diversified shade

to character, and to dltl'erent ininds will ineria^e or diminish the admiration or

otherwise, which character must always awaken," ^c— Pp. GG, 07.

The whole paragraph should be read. "We have not room for it.

But what relief it affords to a d^nibting mind, and what a rebuke to

cold and invidious criticism I

Our author thus proceeds to show that " holiness is a state in ad-

vance of mere justification and regeneration:

—

"Regeneration is not entire sanctlfieation: the merely regenerate are not

sanctified; they are not entirely freeil tVoni sin; they are not perfect in love.

Their sins are pardoned ; thelr'nature is renewed ; tiu'y are become children

of God; a wonderful and glorious work lias been wrought lor them and in

them, by wliieh tliev arc rescued from the dominion of sin. and become heirs

of the promises: but great and glorious as the work is whi'-h they have ex-

perienced, and exalted and blessed as are the i)nvileges and de>tiny_to which

It entitles them, and will assuredly secure to them if retaim-d, yet it is not a

complete quaHficatlun furheavvn—ancullre freedom from sin: they are not

—

how silorious soever their e^tate, how nmch to be e^teenu•d :iiid prized, nutl no

langiin<re can niatrnity its moment-they are not completely holy, entirely

sanctified; the old man of sin is not dead, but subjected—not cast out, but

bound—not crucified, but brought into captivity."—Vj). 09, 7U.

We rejrret that wc have not room for other extracts from the ox-
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cellent "advice to those professing Jioliness." We would refcT withcommendation to the cautions given on pa^-es 214--''17
But many will sr.y, AVc understand, but do not'believe you- to

Tj-hich he replies with a torrent of argument, both direct and indirer-t
that IS absolutely overwhelming. The following is taken from the
introduction to his argument from the Bible—

minnor In ll -"rt'" ? \
''""""'" "'' ""^ '^''''''^ "'"I triumphantmannei m ulud, JI,-. [.Qstcr sustains his position :—

n.ain :) or, ifontlro nvo-I..,,, from Xnt I
'

l , , V ^'^'"^ '°'"^ '"> '"^-

,t .?;• l" '^"'^'rf' r?''"=™
"•»' -"^l--- i-o-'t^- is a close and

0.0, ul reason.,-. l„,I„.l ho ah.olutcly crushes an opponent. He
sl,ufs h,m ,n an,,l pehs ,„,, with such n.e.eiless sevori/y as really toexe.lo our syu,p:„I,y. 11 Jfr. Foster gets sight of an e.Tor, e.vplan

°

i':;;M™e s^s:'""'"^""
'- "^ ''''' -^ ^--^^ - ^^^-^^ - ^^^y

P.ut our author realize., that .uultitu.Ios are saying, AVe are con-
meal, .e holu ,u„ler. an,l and helievo you, but «e do not intend
3 act. Jlc mo'^* f I. -.,...» i.... 1.-

his appeals :

—

v: . ..,

. ^ , „
, , ,.

--^.v. ^><ju, uLii Avc uo not jutena
to act. He must therolore try his power of persuasion. Listen to
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"You attach value to wealth, beauty, Icanilnjr, pootl name, happinc;?. It

is •well. These are all tlesirablc ; but how loss tlian dust in the balaiR-e are they

•when coinpiired with conscious, inviolable virtue ! Would jou not preler to

be the hero of a single virtue, rather than comjueror of the world?—a uiar-

tyrcd Paul, sliinin;j^ in radiant vestments, ratluT than a bloody Ah-xander,
dazzling with the splendours of eoiupiest ? AVliy do you attach the idea of

beauty *and glory to anguls ? Is it not because they are holy,^—because they

love with a perfect love, adore witli perfect adoration, and glow with a perfcX't

fervour? If they sing sweetly, is it not because they feel purely? Is it not

holiness which spreads joy over all the celestial regions ? which can»es the

gush and rapture of the skies? which kindles the lustre and awakens the song
of heaven ? which suiVuscs the very spirit uf Jehovah with his inellable glory, and
the spirits of all his holy worshippers with inexpressible and everlasting bliss?

Surely, if this be so, we are correct, when we assume tliat there is, in the very
nature of holiness, an infinite motive to its gain. Kubics are not so precious,

and nothing that can be desired can be compared unto it.—Pp. ISG, 1S7.

AYliat Christian can read tliis passa<^c Avithout feeling liis heart burn

with desire to be holy ? The persuasion is powerful, and it is fol-

lowed by others equally so. Purchase the book—read it over and

over again—lend it—give it to your friends—scatter it broad-cast

Avitli your fervent prayers for the blessing of God upon its lucid in-

structions, its cogent arguments, and its irresistible appeals.

The precise relation of this book to the theme is that of a warm
and stirring persuasive argument, characterized as an appeal to the

heart. It is easy for the reader to h^ec that the author writes be-

cause he wants something done. True, he explains, but it is that

he may prepare the way for action ; lie reasons, but only that he

may remove the obstacles to the results he wishes to achieve : and

upon his attempts to rouse the Church, to induce the highest efforts

of faith, and the actual experience of the glorious truth that "• the

blood of Jesus clcanseth from all sin," he concentrates all his expla-

nations, all his arguments, and all his power. Persuasion pervades

the work from beginning to end, and this is precisely the reason why
Nve pronounced it a book fur Ihe tii/irs. The Church needs instruc-

tion, she needs building up in the theoretical Ruth of our fathers,

of course, now as ever. But it is not this chiefly and peculiarly that

constitutes the want of the present. Christians need to be roused

to a sense of their duty, and induced to do it. And while such

vigorous efforts arc made to accomplish it, let every one sec that they

are not made in vain.
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akt. II.—the doctrine of the logos in the ixtroduc-

TIO^' TO JOHN'S GOSPEL, Chap. I, 1-18.

[srxoxD rAi'Ki!.]

A^'erse 13. 01 oln tf ahtu-row {scilicet lyEvv7]di]oav),'] Tlii-s is

added as a caution a;:ain?t the natural inference Avitli a Jewish mind

as to the 7nodc of yeriodcu rtKva. This title the Je^vs claimed as

exclusively applicable to themselves, (John viii, 41.) Thcrt- were

three -ways in which alone persons became members of the Jewish

Church, and these, accordingly, Ave think are expressly referred to by

the several negations of this verse. The first and chief mode of

being constituted a Jew was hy descent from Abraham: on this all

pure Israelites pridfd themselves and relied for favour with God,

(compare Matt, iii, 0; John viii, 33, 34;) to this mode corresponds

the ].)resent t^ aijid-ron'. The Hebrew pluralis excellcnticc is here

used for the singular, an idiom that even occurs in Euripides, Ion,

693, akkuji' rpacpdg ucp' aliidrwv, sc. d/J.T]g [irjrQog. The allusion to

successive ancestors is doubtful. The article is omitted for the

sake of generalization
; q. d., no blood, however noble, that may

flow through their veins. 'E/c shows their origin ; or, a'ifid-r(j)\' being

taken in the metaphorical sense of descent, it will then indicate the

referential cause, in virtue o/ which hyewi'jdjpav is predicated.

OrJe CA- dEh'ijiaruc naQKoc,'] The second mode of introduction into

Judaism is here rciVrrcd to; namel}^ by one's own choice (d^?.r]ua

aapfcvr, that is, U5inv) as a proschjte. -"p^ is put continually in the

!New Testament for corrupt human nature, and here gives the in-

vidious meaning of caprice to diXrjfia. The meaning, thus derived,

that regeneration is not the effect of any personal efforts or native

inclination, is consistent with the context and Avith sound doctrine.

The view adoptovl by niany interpreters, that the plural alfidrojv

implies the union of both parents in generation, and that coQicog

here signifies the female, and drdQog the male, while div.rjiia indi-

cates the sexual ]nission involved, is not only too gross, but too far-

fetched and hair-spun to 1»e admitted Avhcn any other easy expla-

nation can be found ; for what need would the Evangelist have of

guarding against a nnstake as to regeneration so egregiously sen-

sual ? Under this sujijxisition, moreover, aaQh-og and uvSquc; would

absolutely require the article, and even a'liidrun- could hardly dis-

pense with it. iV/pK'Jr needs no article here, because arrCn' is un-

derstood, which sufilcieiitly specifies aapKog; if rTjg had been ex-

pressed Avithout the refiexive ai-Ton', the sense might have been
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mistaken for human nature in general, instead of that of these indi-

viduals : capnoc is in fact an attributive adjunct here, equivalent to

ipvaiKov. Oe/Jjiiarog lacks the article, like aiiiaTiov, for the sake of

generalization,

—

q. d.. any instinctive action of the 'will. 'E/c here

marks the causal ori^j^in.

Oi6e EK d£Ai]uarug ar(\v'ig^'\ The third and only remaining mode
of admission to Jewish privileges was by adoption into a native

family ; with allusion to this, ai'Jpo^ here denotes some otlicr person

at whose instance (dDj]na) the citizenship is granted. This could

only be done by the male head of the family, ar/yp; uvS^m-ov would

also have too closely resembled the subjective auQKog preceding.

The other points arc explicable as in the foregoing clause.

'AAA' tK Oeov £')'ti'j';/(9/;(7ar.] Here the true mode of 5?//5fniatural

regeneration is introduced by the strong adversative d/.?.u. 'Ek is still

used as the technical sequent of yEvvdouai, but continues its cavsal

acceptation, only made more direct. Whether f-.yevv/jdTjaav has here

its proper passive sense begotten, or the more general neuter one

of born, is not to be too nicely discriminated ; it may be observed,

however, that the former strict use -would rather have required v-d

Oeov, EK being properly applied to the fc-male parent. Oeov has no

article, the phrase being really an adverbial owQ=divinitus. For

a more full explanation of the doctrine contained in eyEvrrj^rjoav,

after Christ's emphatic statement in John iii, 5-8, we can only refer

to that best expositor, crprrimce. The proper recognition of the

tniths of this verse would have saved the Church many a practical

eiTor in after times

!

Verse 14. Kal 6 Aoyor nup^ fyhrro'] The second part of the

Introduction, the aspect of the Ix^gos frovi tvithot/t, here begins

•with the continuative of transition, luii. Idp^ is obviously used in

its strictly physical sense, but by s3-necdochc for^the entire human
nature, including, as we believe, a proj^er sotd as well as body.

'Eyej'fTO of course only has reference to the outward form, and not

the interior essence,—the ethereal being assumed a ileshly shape,

tangible to sense
;
yet the term ja-eeludc^s both the notion of a mere

<puatg, like the spectral ^Kon of (Jnosticism, and also that of a mere

residence, as with some modern crrorists,—there was an actual

identitij (but not confusion) of the Divine and human natures within

this " Immanuel." The date of this event was the conception,

compare Luke i, 35.

Kat toKi'iroyoev h> ///ui-,—] This comprises the duration of his in-

carnate state on earth, ('}/"»',) especially his ministerial career. Tliis

entire period was so short, contrasted with his pro-existence, that it

is compared to a lodging in a CKrjvr'j,—a figure familiar and forcible
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to oriental minds, antl fraught with special significance to a Jew
from its recalling to rnind the residence of Jehovah in the Mosaic

Tabernacle. 'Ei' is the French cntre, denoting a more intimate

association than iterd—as an apparent equal, llfih' in its broadest

import must include mortals generally, in contrast with the residence

TTQog rov Osui' of verse 1, and especially denotes the Apostles, the

^yitnessers of his life in detail, as in iSeamiiie^a following.

Kal tT&eaaduEda r/)v 6(')i;av airov,'] Oiuoaat is more intense than

Ueiv, but not so expressive of direct design as b^dw ; it therefore

suits the character of a witness, who should have seen the liicts dis-

tinctly, and the more incidentally the better. The aorist here indi-

cates some event, Avhich is more clearly marked b}' the succeeding

clause. i\6^av is there also explained as pertaining to the state Iv

apYf/ TTQGq rov Otor, compare the 66^a—~pd rov ruv Konuov tlvat

77«()d l"o/, of John xvii, 5 ; it has a peculiar significaiicy as alluding

to the ShccJiinah that shone of 3'ore in the oiC7]v>'i built by Moses.

All these particulars are given as evidences from eye-witnesses, that

immistakably 6 Aoyog auQ^ eyevero. Compare 1 John i, 1.

Ao^ai' o}g noroyn-ovg rra^u. UarQog,—] A repetition of 66^ai' for

the purpose of more explicit description ; this is done by a com-

parison (wf) with the honour which a parent would be naturally

expected to bestow u])on an onl}' son, investing him—especially if

a prince—with a splendour dazzling to the e3'es of all beholders.

r>ut a fact is here alluded to, which gives the illustration additional

force: it is this aotnalncss of application that requires some such

word as uAijdCoc to be supplied, and not because cog has this mean-
ing, as some incorrectly render it. A comparison of this language-

with the declaration of the "Voice" at Christ's transfiguration

(Matt, xvii, ij ;—the same expressions were similarly uttered at his

baptism, iAIatt. iii. 17j suggests that it is framed with reference to

that celestial testimony; this view is confirmed by the pointed re-

ference to that impressive scene by another Apostle in terms that

are almost a cumment on the text, '"but (we) were eye-witnesses of

his majesty, [jteya/.norijrnc, the distinction confen-ed upon him by
liis Father.] Fur he received from God the Father, honour and

glory, l-apd—Unrpiir—f5oir/j',] Avhcn there came such a voice to him
from the excellent glory, [i-d r?"}r ^teya/M-pe-ovg 66itig, down from

the transcendent radiance (of heaven,)] ' This is my beloved Son. in

whom 1 am avcU pleased I' And this voice which came from heaven

we heard, when we were Avith him in the holy mount." '2 Pet. i,

16-18. This (^'c'a was but the out-beaming of his own divinity iu

a physical similitude, and thus became its proof; hence John calls

it 66^a airo v. It has been not unfrcquently assumed that the
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fiovoyei't'ig of our text is simply equivalent to the dya-T]r6g of Mat-

thew and Peter above, and instances of its application to a favourite

among several children are adduced from Josephus and elsewhere ;*

as if any ex parte passages could prove that iiovoyevi'ig is not i-tovog-

yevvTjTo^, and docs not on its very fiicc bear the intrinsic meaning

onhj-horn. Surely in such an emphatic case we are not at liberty

to fritter away the sense by obscure, uncertain, and infrequent adap-

tations of a word. And who, to adopt tlie ground of these critics

themselves, arc the other children, in comparison with whom Christ

is called 6 uyarrrjror by way of ])artiality '.'' If he is the Son at all,

he must of necessity be the only Son. The sonship of the 7nan

Jesus was no more exclusive nor emphatic than that of Adam.
Some deem the doctrine of eternal geiicration as applied to the

Divine nature, an absurdity, because impossible in the nature of the

case, and implying inferioritj'.r The confusion in the minds of such

arises from a misconception of the term .Son with reference to the

Divine Father. I-^o one in using the word thus, thinks of the onto-

logical origination of one Person from the other ; nor do Ave, even

in speaking of a human son, generally associate the notion of phy-

sical production with it, at least as the principal idea. It is the

relation, as that of a voluntary subordinate, (for a son may be in

point of fact superior to his father,; that alone essentially attaches

to the term in cither case, and this may be as real in the Godhead

as in a mortal family. The mistake, that by the Son in the Trin-

it}- we mean in respect to generation the same as in human filiation,

constituted the rock on which ])r. Adam Clarke split, and Ave are

no less pained than surprised to find that Professor Stuart has not

been able to steer his theologicnl bark clear of the same reef. All

attempts to confine the vSonshii> cf Christ to his human nature are

mere quibbles, turning on an ambiguity of the Avord, and degrading

to the dignity of the title. Sojnc relation must have subsisted be-

fore the incarnation between the Divine personages,—the very epi-

thet Aoyog evinces it ; that relation, avc claim, is intended by the

Scriptural term Sox, and it is for the opponents of this position to

shoAV that this relation Avas superseded by that event. This Divine

relation is Avhat the iSicene creed means, much as that document

has been traduced ; and AvhatcA'cr certain bcAvildered dialecticians

of a late school may assert or argue to the contrary, Ave insist that

there is an apprehensible idi:.\ in it Avhich that staunch foe of all

^ See a critici.^m on Rom. i. ", 4. by Dr. Mayer, in tlic Eiblical Ilepository for

January, IS 10; cspetially page 1>S.

t See an argument a?:amst this view in AVatson's Exposition, based upon a

critical examination of its most vaunted proof-text, Luke i, 35.
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incipient scepticism, the common sense of theological experience,

•will not easily be dogmatized out of. This may seem warm language,

but it is called for ; when we are coolly told that the terms wc have

always been accustomed to use, mean nothing at all, or at best sig-

nify but a sheer impossibilit}-, it is high time to defend our ration-

ality.

To the assertion that the term Son is solely applied in Scripture

to the humanity of Christ, we reply :

—
"What then does John mean

in this very Introduction by 6 jiovoyevi)^ T^'Jc, 6 iov elc rbv

k6/~ov rov HarQoc;, the only-begotten Son that is in the bosom of

the Father ? Is it the human nature of Christ that occupies this

position? On the contrar}-, is it not obviously that Being who
." was in the beginning with God ?" The Logos, then, according to

John s own showing, is the only-begotten Son ; and that the Logos

denotes the Divine nature of Christ, none will question. That the

term Son is only applied to this Being in the Old Testament, in a

few obscure j)assagos, arises accidentally from the fact that that

volume has but little occasion to discriminate between the diSerent

persons of the Trinity at all, it was the incarnation that first pro-

perly disclosed this association ; and as the Kew Testament opens

with the incarnation, it follows, as a matter of necessity, that all

usage of this term nuist be more or less in connexion with the

human nature of Christ,—but to infer from this, that it is exclu-

sively so, is a great mistake. The New Testament writers con-

stantly apply the term Son to Christ, without any distinction of his

two-fold nature, and in such connexions as make it obvious that the

Deity is chiefly intended : thus the attributes of Divinity are ascribed

to him under this very title,—for example, self-inherent omnipotence,

John V, 20 ; worship is his due, Ileb. i, 6 ; spiritual union is en-

joyed with him in common with the Father, John xiv, 23 ; 1 John

i, 3; the Sfiirit is his as fully as the Father's, Gal. iv, G; finally,

his absolute identity with the Godhead is expressly asserted, John v,

19 ; X, 30, oS ; xiii, 0. Passages of equal conclusiveness, in various

ways, might be adduced almost without number : in short, there is

equal proof, and of the same character, to show that the Son as sf(ch

is a Divine personage, as can be brought to prove the Divinity of tlie

Holy Spirit. Strange that the Apostles have not guarded their

expressions by some distinction likely to disabuse their readers of

the " absurdity " of confounding the Son with the Divine nature of

Christ ! Stranger still, that our Saviour himself did not undeceive

his hearers in the impression of their identity, which the Jews

obviously received from his broad statements, (e. g., John v, IS;)

so far from this, however, wc fmd him even confirming that im-
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pression in the most unequivocal terms, adtkesscd directly to them

on this very controversy, (see especially, John x, 33-39.)

The omission of the article before iioroyevoic; and llarpug, shows

that they contain an illustration from the conduct of parents in

general toward such a son. llapd implies the attaclunent and con-

tinued association existing between thcui, and tiie genitive after it

indicates that the bcstowmcnt of the honour proceeded from the

Father's love.

llAi]Qi]g X"("~''? '^"'^ dXi]deiag.] These terms have no article, be-

cause used in their widest import, to express essential attributes

;

"their particularization is left for subsequent statements, to Avhich

we must therefore look for their more definite sense. They arc

here introduced as further marks of afliuity with that glorious Being,

who is essential hcnignity and verity ; a most emphatic participa-

tion in these elements was requisite to enable the Son to sustain

his character without effort. TL'Ai'ipijc also marks the reservoir of

these blessings so needful to mortals, especially the amiable traits

of ;\:apif. 'X/j'jdeia increases the reliableness of this source, some-

what in the manner of a Hebraistic adjunct for gA7jt9?/^. The case

of TTkij^ijg shows that grammntioiUy it belongs to the subject of

taKi'ivoioev ; but the course of thought is uninterrupted by this par-

tial parenthesis, as the 6<j^a more fully e.\i)resses the scintillation

of a;^?'?" through the a/iv/r^ of odi:)i,—the construction is in fact an

antiptosis for r7A//povf.

Verse 15. {'iMdwqt; iiaQTVQel ~tQi ai-rov Kut Keicpaye Aeywi',]

The abrupt transition in the argument here has led some to suppose

that this verse has been misplaced by copyists ; but it is rather a

sudden recall of the Baptist to the witness's stand, in order to elicit

as by cross-examination the details of the general statement in

verse 7, and is quite after the manner of this Evangelist, who sets

down ideas just as they Hash upon his mind. This reference to

John seems to have been suggested by the mention of the writer's

own evidence, {ijiui'—tdearjditi^da, verse 14.) which it is therefore

adduced to corroborate on the spot, in order to sustain from an im-

partial source the high position a>sumo<l for the Logos. The tense

of |t/«pri'()sZ implies that tliis testimony is still in force, and available

for the present argument ; on which account Kai, as it obviously

cannot connect the two verbs (of different time) in the strictly co-

pidative sense, is used with the more general contiimative import,

by way of illustrafion, in which it sometimes approaches the force

of yfip. Kpr/Cci) denotes the publicity and earnestness of this testi-

mony ; and /./-) w intimates a quotation of his very words, at least

so far as memory might serve. The perfect, KiK{)aye, implies that
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this past annunciation is adduced witli reference to the present state

of the ai'guracnt, the Avholc clause being constructed -with a view to

about tlie folluwinp; import, '' Even John's testimony substantiates

this view, inasmuch as he has left us this remarkable public state-

ment."

"OvTog 7iv uv fi-(ji',] This -whole sentence, to the end of the

verse, agrees in its essential phraseology with that of verse 30

of this chapter, where the occasion of this appJication of his own
testimony by the I'ojitist is given. The demonstrative oi-o<; is

there associated with M'-, implying some gesture of indication ac-

companying its utterance. In ov there is an ellipsis of dv7]g—or

rather this rehitive, like the English what, includes its antecedent

;

its depentlencc upon d~ov is also an instance of breviloquence

amounting to a constntctio prcvgnans—the full construction being,

Ovrog ijv b dv?){i ov toi'iiirjva ore elrroi; or, as explained by verse

SO, -rrept ov d-ov. The same idiom occurs in Eurip. Ion 779,

rou Tzald' ov drrac;, and even in Latin, for example, scio queni dicas.

The e<7rt of verse 30, is here 7yr, because the identification at the

time of a previousl3'-intlmated character was there the main point,

while here it is tlmt reference to the character itself as having taken

place, that constitutes the prominent fact; and it is important to

the Evangelist's argument that the Baptist should have attributed

this character to the Messiah as an inherent one even before his

public recognition. The express insertion of eyw, as in verse 30,

is not here needed in referring to another's statement ; the corre-

spondence of eviileuce is sufficiently intimated by the earnest abnipt-

ness and emphatic position of 'luuvvij^, which implies airog or

cjrjavro)r after it.

* 'O b-loio fiov f ()\;o/irj'05' tii-QoaBiv jiov yt'yovfi','] This state-

ment was originally made by the Baptist on the occasion related

in verse '27 ct ante of this chapter, with which, as reported by

John, its language agrees more nearly verbatim than with the

repetition in verse 30. Considerable difficulty has been experi-

enced in the interpretation of this clause, arising chiefly from the

ambiguity of 6-iou), as to whether it is to be understood of poste-

riority in tiine or place ; our own conviction is, that it refers to the

latter idea, in the sense of rank. Our reasons for this preference

are principally three: fu'st, this local import of the adverb itself is

its more primary :'>3 well as current one, particularly to indicate

the relation of a disciple, (see the Concordance or Bobinson's

Lexicon ;) secondly, the obvious antithesis of lu-Qoadev requires

this sense, this latter adverb occurring nowhere in the New Tes-

tament with reference to time, unless in this instance, (that is,
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in verses 15, 27 and 30 ;) and, lastl}', the notion of comparative

time is sufficiently implied in f;QX'm^vo(;

;

—the bearing of ~Q^i^-ro<;

beloAY on this question, will be considered in due order. We should

therefore render the clause as follo^Ys :
'• He that is now appearing

as my follower (that is, apparent suljordinatc) has already become

my leader," (that is, really my principal.) This interpretation, we
think, is natural in itself, consistent with the phraseology, and in

keeping with the Baptist's as well as Evangelist's design of depre-

cating any misconstruction of the relative position of Christ and his

Forerunner.

A strictly future sense of ti^ixoiitvog is here impossible, as it

would directly contradict the tense of yt'yoi'e; it rather indicates a
fact as true at the time, as is also shown by the present tfyx^rai in

verse 30. Tliis does not exclude its ^Messianic import, noticed

under verse 9, but makes it refer to Christ's public appearance in

that character, as the accomplishment of long expectation. There
is thus, as Liicke says, a kind of oxymoron in the statement,

by which an apparently paradoxical assertion acquires a peculiar

piquancy of meaning
;
yh/ove also retains its appropriate significa-

tion and relative time. This rendering of the passage, as Professor

Stuart observes, agrees well with the circumstances of the occasion

when the declaration was first made. This was soon after Christ's

baptism, by which John enrolled him among liis followers, at the

same time acknowledging his supremacy. Jesus therefore still

allowed himself to be recognised as John's disciple, although he had
been shown (by the Divine attestation) to be entitled to the ofnce

of his Teacher. This apparently is the view of the authors of the

common version, " is preferred before me."

"On TrpcJro^- ^lov tJi'.")] From a comparison of verse 27 with

verse 30, it appears that this clause was not a part of John's

original observation, but only of his subsequent reference to it

;

it corresponds, however, in substance with the ensuing remark
in verse 27, " of whom I am not worthy, so much as to mitie

the thong of his sandal," and is added here, as there, to show the

reason (u-i) of this changing of places immediately on meeting.

As it was a determination of rank that is to be accounted for,

TrgC)rog here must also chiefly relate to the same point, which r/v

refers to a period anterior to that arrangement. The distinction,

therefore, between -rQCjroq and t:}i-goodt-v must be that of inherent

and essential character, compared with external and relative position,

the latter being the legitimate consequence of the former, and sub-

sequently developed. Christ's pre- existence is thus exhibited in

connexion with his superiority to one of the most honoured of

Fourth Semes, Vol. III.—34
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mortals, and the testimony of tho Baptist sustains the Evangelist's

doctrine in this place. Mof evidently depends hero upon -Qdrog

with the force of -qotcqoc, only more intense.—The writer now re-

turns to the previous subject, an exhibition of the impressive be-

nignity of the Incarnate l^on, which he renders palpable by a state-

ment of his personal experience respecting it.

Verse IG. Kul la rou -/jjpcjaarog airov ijuelg -avreg e/A;3on£v,']

Kai is here continuativc of the general subject, from verso 14.

'Ea: denotes origin or source. Tov has here a strongly demonstra-

tive force, referring to ~/^>'i{)r]g of verse 14 ; r:/.;]Qa)na is therefore

noAV restricted from its general sense, to that special aspect under

which it would stand relutcd to mortals, (v'^^k,)—namely, that of

%apif, as presently explained. 'Uiielg is here expressed, for the sake

of stronger antithesis to avrov. JlavTeg shows that it refers to

Christians generally of that ago, and is also added to indicate the

extent and elTectualness of the impartation signified by e/JSonei' Ik,

thus proving incoutestably the uh'jdeia as well as the TrA?/()Gj/<a of

the ;t'up'f- 'E?.u3oiiev is in the aorist here, because testiSed to as a

distinct fact of definite occurrence, just as h^maautda, verse 14.

Kai x^W'-^ "^'~^
A.'"P'~^^-] 'i'be preceding clause was an indefinite

one, designed to be equal in comprehension with the rr/.i'ipcjna

airov; for as t/.d3oi.itv' has no object expressed, the general one

fie^og must be su]»pUed : the cpexcgesis is here introduced by the

general connective Kai=scilicct ; this specification is requisite in

order to identify the specimen referred to (in e/uiSoutv) as evidence

of the -/.I'jouiia. Xii{itg has still no article, because it refers to the

blessings of Christianity upon the heart in general, without any

contrast or pariloularization. The peculiar use of dvrl here (appa-

rently the only in.-^tance of this signification in the ]Sew Testament)

has occasioned souic variety in the interpretation of the meaning of

this clause. Wliat our trun.slators meant by the rendering ''grace

for grace," is rather dilllcult to see; they were probably uncertain

of the true sense themselves, and therefore chose an anibiguous

term which corresponded pretty Avell to the original. The view

adopted by some interi)rcters, that uvri here denotes the exchange

made of Judaism for Christianity, is decidedly negatived by the

direct contrast of the Mosaic dispensation with ,V'P'5" in verse

17 ; nor is Judaism ever designated by tliis term in the ]S'ew

Testament. As to the explanation which constitutes a parallelism

between the grace of Christ in his human sphere and that of believ-

ers, making the bestowal of the latter proportional to the develop-

ment of the former, it is sufllcient to say, that although such a

graduation might be true of tho 66^a of verse 14, as to its out-

S4'-
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ward manifestation, it could not bo predicated of the .Y'/f/r. of which
Christ is there said to be intrin:^ieally and therefore unifonnly
7rA7/p7j5-

; this view Avould also conllict with the statement in John
iii, 34, " God p;ivcth not the Spirit by measure [unto him] ;" nor
•o-ould it be easy to show tliat sncli a parallel advance of grace
actually took place in the disciples CDuijiared with their ^Master.

Another interpretation, Avhich is probably that gathered by most
persons from the perusal of the passage in the Englir-h version, is,

that the preposition here denotes a prcparafioft in one degree of

grace for the reception of another, either in the internal qualification

of the heart or the outward improvement of action ; such apparently

is the poet's meaning in the paraplirnstic line, "And grace to o.nsvscr

grace:" but such a sense can hardly be extracted from the Greek
preposition, which would rather have been Tpo^- or f/r, if design had
been intended, or else Kara or vt^q, if the 7-atto of the improvement
of past conferments had been intimated. It is best (with most cri-

tics) to fallback upon the suITiciently numerous instances of dvri in

the sense of e-i, insuper, found in classical and Hellenistic Greek

:

for example, ^-Esch. Agam. 15G0, uvtu^oc -fjicsi rod' dvr' dveidorg;

iEsch. Supplic. 9GG, d/.k' dvr' dyai^^r.n' dyaSoJot ft^voig
-, Theosrn.

-»Sent. 344, 6oi/ig d' dvr' dvtibv nvinc (this, however, is hardly a fair

example, as line 342 shows, dug 6^: iioi dvri KauCov Kai n rra^elv

dyadov); so Chrysost. de sacerd. G, 13, § G"22, ov 6e fie eKTrea-eic,

erigav dv&' krepag 6povrida tvdeic; Philo de post. Caini, § 43, rag

TTQwrag del ;^apfTaf /Tm\-(';j' .... t:ryr,ag dvri eudvuiv, Kai

rglrag dvri devrtpow, Kci dei vhic dvri -raAa/ort'pijr. In its se-

condary causal acceptation, dvri, as having the genitive, undoubt-

edly denotes properly the si/l>sfifiifln/i of one thing for another, by
way of ecpiivalent ; but from this signification the idea passes over

to the somewhat irregular usage of the text, through a preponder-
ance of the notion o^ aJdition imjdied in the transfer, all exchanges

being supposed to secure an increase, and in this case the object

already possessed being tacitly allowed to remain also. Such a
transition in speaking of a ij^raii/lf;/ received, would be vcr}' natural

;

particularly as the gift made in place of the former, being here of

the same kind with it, could on\y supersede that hy arnnivdation in

amount or degree : if, therefore, we ti"an.slate this expression literally

as it stands, "gi'acc in lieu of grace,'' it would amount to the same
meaning ; for as grace in general is intended, (witliout the article.)

there is no exchange of one kind of grace for another: and as a de-

privation by diminution is not to be thought of this coidd only be a
bestowal of higher and larger de;gi-ees of grace ; and as this again

would not be inconsistent with the continuance of the prior degTCC,
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but indeed include it, the result s\ould be an increase, through the

very process of '' grace after grace;" or, in one ^vord, " grace upon,
' grace." The risnig of the idea thus by successive stages up to the

standard of completeness, admirably illustrates the connexion Ik

rov ttAt/pw// aro^- uvrov above, and harmonizes '^vith the facts of

Christian experience, in v>hich one state of gi^ace is continually ex-

changed for a higher.

Verse 17. "On b 'Sofiog 6ia Uowat:(jog eSodrj,'] Here is an expla-

nation of the occasion {on, not the ultimate reason, yap, T>"hich

lies in the foots of verse 18) that called for this reception of

grace ; this was a point of great importance in dealing Avith Jews,

who would take great offence at the imputation contained in the

previous verse, as if no A;«p<r were enjoyed previous to Christianity.

This objection is here anticipated, and the true position of Judaism

sketched in one luminous sentence that invests the Redeemer's

mission with a celestial halo. Moses indeed introduced an excel-

lent system, but it was one of simple LAW, containing only a stem

ride of conduct in religious matters, which, as it made no provision

for human frailty, could never secure %apfc in the sight of God, nor

avail of itself for salvation. 13y 6 N(5(/o^- is obviously meant here

all that dia 'Miovato)q tdodr], the moral and ceremonial prescriptions

of the Pentateuch, as elsewhere designated without distinction in

the Kew Testament by this tenn ; ihe import of these latter ex-

pressions is best seen in the history of the publication of that law

at Sinai, where Moses appears as merely the instrument (did) in

that spontaneous declaration of his vrill on the part of Jehovah
(^eSo&rj).

'11 ;^api5' Kal ij d/./'jiStta Sid 'iTjrjov XQtarov eyh'ero.'] The adver-

sative aXXd is not needed here on account of the obvious antithesis

between the very terras vopog and x^Q'-^- ^^^ latter as well as

dXi'ideia now takes the article, because specified as the distinctive

features of the Gospel ; they here lose their generic signification,

and denote those forms of gi'aciousness and verity which are foimd

in Christianity, but ab.^ent from Judaism.—namely, the grace of

atonement for sins incurred through inability to meet the require-

ments of that code, and the reality which that system of t}-pes and

similitudes but shadowed forth ; tlie former of these terms therefore

stands in contrast with the coimnandments (especially in the De-

calogue) of the Mosaic scheme, and the latter to its cerctnonies.

Thus the blessing of God, the great boon for which the human

heart has ever sighed, and sought h\ various religions to secure, is

at last developed as the result of the ;vu("C inherent in the Saviour's

heart, who at the same time fulfils in his own proper person
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{aXi'ideLo) every Divine prediction, and liuman anticipation or wish.
'Eyti'frro is in the sin;^ular, to show tlic distinctness of these traits of

Christianity from each otlier ; its import shows that they existed

intrinsically in no other scheme of religion, bein^ emphatically
" brought to light in the Gospel." They were procured (<5ia) by
the personal agency of the Itcdcemer, whose two-fold nature is

adumbrated in his full name.

Verse 18. Oeov ovdetg eojQaKE rrcj-rore.—] Osog is placed first

because of its imjjortancc in the sentence, tlic Divine character

being that in reference to which tlie suhsei|uent statements are all

made ; it has no article, since the Deity in his essence is meant
as being invisible, and tlic statement is designed to apply to

every theosophy. OiSeig obviously means any mere mortal,

such as Moses ; and this reference shows that this verse is

added (without the usual y«p) as the reason of the defective cha-

racter of 6 "Souog, and to explain the necessity of Christ's new
dispensation. Ilo)-ore increases the force of the perfect LupaKe, as

exclusive up to this time, and makes the declaration still more
general. 'Opdw need not be understood here of physical vision, as

that is utterly excluded by the spiritual nature of the Deity; it

more particularly denotes that acrpiaintancc which is the result of
the earnest scrutiny properly signified by this verb. The vision of

.Moses on the mount was but a glance, and that merely cau-^ht

through the fissure of a rock at the Almighty's shadow ; and
neither he nor any other prophet (.save Christ) ever presumed to

speak from personal knowledge.

'O [lovoyerrjg Tior,] This phra.<e has been explained under verse

14; it is here peculiarly forcible, inasmuch as a son, especially

the first-boni, who is here the only heir, knows his father more in-

timately than any one else, since lie is himself a reflection of his

natm-e. 'AAP.d is again omitted, as in tlio preceding verse.

'O cov elg roi' ic6X-ov rov UarQiJe;,—] Tiiis is a figure borrowed from
the ancient manner of reclining at meals, in which one guest leaned

his head toward the breast of the next one higher up. This of

course was a great o])portunity for private conversation between the

two persons thus situated, and the position was itself an evidence of

personal familiarity and mutual partiality : all this is clearly illus-

trated in the tcte-a-tctc that occurred between the beloved disciple

and his Master at the Last Supper, John xiii, 23-1^0. The doctrine

taught by the figure is the same as that contained in the direct 7/1'

-pdf rdi> Ocoi.' of verses 1 and '2; some peculiarities of the phrase-

ology, however, deserve attention. "ni> is in the present, indicative

of a permanent and rightful relation. IVi^ is here used instead of
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TTpog, because, as the precdlin;^ clause bad CMpresscd a part of the

meaning; of ~(J'3r, (nauu;ly, tlie rcsideucc of the Logos at or luitJt the

Godhead, 7r«^>d,) it oiil}' remained to declare the active consociation

going on between these persons reciprocally, by virtue of v. liich the

Logos enters xvithln the sphere of Divinity, and learns the otherwise

incommunicable truths of his mission. Tlic present clause is there-

fore added to show that his privilege of knowledge by intuitive

natui-e as {.tovoyci'/jc v'lvg was well improved for full qualificadon by

learning the Divine Avill in personal communications.

'Efc-elrof 1^7]] i]aaro.'] 'F.Kclvoc; is needed to recall attention to

Tlog, and fill up the rotundity of the period ; it also serves to bring

out the antithesis in the absence of a/JA. After e^qyiioaro is evi-

dently to be supplied uvrov referring to 0tof. The meaning of

e^j]y)'jaaro may be summed up in one word, the Gospel, to Avhich

this whole passage furms the Litroduction, closing appropriately

with tins connective Avord.

Vt'e cannot dismiss tliis discussion Avithout adverting more particu-

larly to certain views, which have been broached of late with great

assurance, respecting the tenet of " three Persons and one God.''

These views, it is true, are not of modern origin ; for Dr. Selileier-

macher has at least shown, in his separate comparison of the Sabel-

lian and Athanasian Creeds, (translated by Professor Stuart in the

April and July Numbers of the Bibhcal Repository for 1S35,) that

the peculiar notions of Sabellius can he traced more or less dis-

tinctly in the d »ot)ines of several earlier teachers, and that it was
against them as well :is against Arianism that the ]S'icene Creed was

fonned. The speculative German theologian there (as well as in his

more systematic work on Divinity) boldh- advances the idea that the

distinction does not aflect the interior of the Godhead, but is only

predicated upon the trijile manifestation of himself to created beings.

The learned translator of the above treatise has partly sympathized

with this view, and here we are doubtless to find the origin of much
in his mode of intn-y^reting the introduction to John's Gospel.

J.Iore recently, Dr. Lus1uk-11 has echoed these speculations to the

world—with a great deal of dogmatism against dogmas, and with a

mysticism of style which even his pure and nervous diction cannot

render distinct—in his published volume of discourses, entitled,

" God in Cln-ist." in all these disquisitions, we find that the

sum total of the argument on the Trinity, is simply this: Son-

ship indiratcs dcnratian, tJiis i!>ij)Iics infrrioritij, and so the

cqualitij of the members of the Godhead is destroyed by the com-

mon creed; the same argument is appli-od to the Spirit as "proceed-
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ing from the Fatlior and the Son." Now, here it would be no difficult

task to turn the tahlc ujion the.5e t]icori;:ers, and hamper tlieni witl)

their own reasoning: for instance, let us cliangc the word .Son for

the Logos; now this indicates derivation fully as much as the other

term, for there can be no word in<lei)en'lently of a speaker, and so

the difficulty is only shifted, not removed. Will they say that even

" Logos " is not applicable to the Divine nature of Christ, but only

to his revealed form inhumanity? then let them explain how this

incarnate form of Deity existed " icith God,^' and this " in the be-

ginning" of time,—that is, antecedently to all revelation by creation.

Indeed, their controversy lies not at all with the advocates of the

Nicenc creed, but with the language of inspiration itself; and here

we might safely leave them. The Scriptures distinctly predicate

derivation of the second person in the Trinity from the tirst ; for

what else can possil)ly be meant by such expressions as " the onhj-

hegotten Son, ivho IS in the no.so.M OF the Father?" Surely it

is no revealed form that thus dwells with Deity; the statement on

this supposition would be unmeaning and self-contradictory.

The whole question in dispute turns fundamentally upon the above

argument of inferiority as arising from derivation. This these dis-

putants assinne to be a necessary deduction, and they are bound to

prove it ; this they have not done, and here we might fairly rest the

matter.* But let us take on ourselves the onus probandi which

properly belongs to them, and meet the ([uestion at this very point,

where at last it must be decided. Now for ourselves, (and this must be

the stand of every believer in the c-unmon doctrine of the Trinity,)

we utterly deny the legitimateness of any .<uch inference of inferiority

from the premise of derivation, as respects the second and third

persons of the Trinity. The apologists for Sabellianism complain

of our taking refuge behind the want of analogy between human

and Divine generation ; we will wave such a distinction for the sake

of argument, and meet them on the broad field of physical origin,

\N-here they claim that the Nicene creed places the question. Now,

in what respects does the simple f ict of personal generation prove

•=> A feint of this kin.l is iv.tIo l^y I'rof.'S-or Stuiirt in Fonic remarks prcfi^^cil

to the dissertation above referiea to; (UiMical repository, April, 1^:3.-,, p. S(i7;)

but after joining issue, (liy stating the oljection that Divine derivation has no

analogy to human,) he veers off into eharjro of inconsistency on the part of

Kicenians iu their cautions nsrainst imvcrctue in such infjuiries into the mode

of the Divine generation, without at all returninp: to the actual field of contest.

"VVe suspect that the deduetiou in question is one of those sclf-tvulcnt axioms that

are not susceptililc of proof. But unfortunately, the common sense of the great

mass of Christians has pretty uniformly stood stiffly on precisely the opposite

ground.
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that a human son is inferior to his fatlier ? Certainly not as to

nature, for the sou is thereby constituted as perfectly man as his

parent • nor neces.sarily as to talents, <;haracter, influence, or acquire-

ments, for in utl these the son frequently excels his father. Where-

in, then, can inferiority be predicated of the filial relation 'i

Plainly, in two circumstances, and in these alone, for every other

token of disparity appertaining to the relation, -will be found to

flow from these. These circumstances are: first, rosTEFJORiTY

in coming on the stage of action, -which gives the father the advan-

tage of superior strength, skill, experience, means, and especially

authonty and discipline over the son as a minor; and, secondly, the

fact that the son's existence results from an act of the procreator"s

will, but is involuntary on liis own part. This latter circumstance,

strictly considered, is but a consequence from the former, since it is

the child's posteriority in birth that prevents all option with him

whether he Avill exist or not ; but as this is a marked featui'C, let it

stand separately. These, so far as we can see, are the only constant

peculiarities that imply inferiority in the child ; for as to his de-

pendence upon his ]»arent for food, clothing, protection, and counsel,

these arc but accidents arising from the helplessness and imbecihty

of infancy, and may be sup]>licd by any other person nearly as well

as by the parent, whilst many animals can take care of themselves

at birth.

Now, each of the above inherent peculiarities of filiation, none

will doubt, are expressly excluded in the case of the Son of God,

(applying this title to the Divine Being.) both by the qualifications

of Scripture, and the terms of the ]Xiccne creed, as also indeed by

the very nature of the case. As to any priority of existence, '" the

Logos was in the beginning with God," says the Apostle John

;

" those who say that there was a time when Christ "svas not, that

before lie was born lie was not, and that he came into existence

out of nothing them the whole Church anathematizes," says

Atlianasius in the xSicenc creed; and enlightened reason claims

absolute eternity etiually fur each truly Divine Person. The Divine

filiation is readily divested of the second peculiarity of human son-

ship—namely, its involuntary imposition—by considering that this is

a ground of disparity which relates only to the act of origination or

the inchoation of the state ; when the son is once actually begotten,

his existence is just as much beyond the will and agency of the

parent as of the embryo. Since therefore the Sonship of Christ is

shown to have had no beginning, it was never affected by such an

inchoative act of will on the part of the Father. P>ut we may go

farther in this argument : we may say without presumption that the
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triple relation in the bosom of the Godhead is so intimate and fun-

damental, that the three Persons coukl not but be developed ; and

thus the paternity of the first Person, the filiation of tlic second, and

the procession of the third, arc crjually necessary, and neither of

them dependent upon the ^Yill of any of the rest, otherwise than it is

God's M'ill to be ^^diat he is in any other respect. That such is the

case, is shown not only by the immutable nature of God in general,

but especially by the ctcrnitij of this distinction of Persons, which

can only be predicated, logically at least, on the ;:^round that it is

an essential attribute of Dcit}', and thert-fore could never have been

absent* In short, viewed in this lip^ht, it is no more proper to say

that the filiation of the Son is dependent upon the will of the Father,

than that the paternity of the Father is dependent upon the will of

the Son ; the logical causality of the derivation lies back of either

—

namely, in the same necessity by which G od subsists at all ; in other

words, in the mutual self-existence of the Persons. This last ex-

pression may seem somewhat parado.xical, but it is not more so than

the correlative necessity of infinite space and absolute time. We
arrive, therefore, at the conclusion that inasmuch as the very features

attendant upon human generation, by virtue of which it involves in-

feriority, are absent with reference to the Divine filiation, the title

Son of God does not imply any incijuality in the Persons of the

Godhead.

But it "svlll pcrhnps be said that -^-e have silently shifted the

gi-ound of the argument ; setting out with an agreement to abide by

a comparison with human generation, we have ended by discarding

all analogy as to the point in dispute. This objection would be

tme, if, under cover of dissipating certain associated ingredients from

the term filiation, we have extracted the essence of the idea. It

therefore remains to impiire, Avhat notion lies at the bottom of this

language or relation, so as to be certain whether, if the above con-

comitants implying disparity be eliminated, the very basis of the

thing itself be not taken away. 'J'his our opponents charge us with

doing, but unjustly; for after these non-essentials are abstracted, we

just begin to apprehend distinctly what is fundamental to this kin-

ship. This residuum, Ave think, may be expressed by two terms

;

° It is but justice to Professor Stuax't, to s.\v, that in his remarks upon Dr.

SchUiermachcr's views, ho hoMs that there must have boon some ground origin-

ally existing within the Godliead, on whicli this outward dcveloiiuient in time

•was based. This is eertainly necessary; fur as God alone orijrinally existed,

everything, especially what so nearly atrcctcd Himself, could only have pro-

ceeded from Him. Tity it is that Profes^Jr Stuart did not j-crccive that this

original ground in the Poity is the essential point in the distinction of the Trin-

ity, and that the outward development derives its whole significance from it.
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and in the ideas represented by them, especially the first, lies

the very soul of sonship ; these arc participation of nature, and

endearment flowing out through intimacy,—deny these, and you at

once utterly abnegate sonship, although all the other peculiarities

are present. That participation of nature is the true and ultimate

test of relation by descent, is evident from the fact that it is the

touchstone of the classification in comparative anatomy and etlmo-

logy, and lies at the basis of all natural history, -whether material or

immaterial ; but in order that the proximate degree of actual pater-

nity may hold, there nnist be a direct sharing substantially of that

nature to the oftspring. 'i'liese requisites are eminently true of the

" beloved Son," the " Ouly-bcgottcn in the bosom of the Father ;"

and although the actual transmission of being cannot be dated as an

event, the infusion of essence is as perfectly proved by the full com-

munity of attributes not otherwise to be attained. This perfect

coiTesi)ondence of Divine qualities in the Son with the Father, more-

over, secures their entire equality through this retention of the es-

sential idea of generation ; while the deviation in the 7node of the

derivation obviates the usual inferiority. The remaining want of

analogy between the J)ivine persons as compared -svith human—name-

ly, the numerical unity of Father and Son—is yet to be considered.

The question is often asked, What do Trinitarians mean by the

distinction, " there are three Persons and one God .'"' A complete

answer to this question would involve a real definition of the idea

designated by the word "Person "as here used; but as. from our

Cnitc nature, Ave nujst ever I'cmain incompetent to a just compre-

hension of the constitution of the Godhead, our inability to explain

the application of this formula, is taken by Unitarians as an evi-

dence that we can have no distinct notion of the fact of such a dis-

tinction. This is manifestly unfair; for we are well-assured of in-

numerable facts, of which we can neither explain nor understand the

interior constitution that makes them exist as such. In this case,

moreover, we arc able clearly to conceive that the several Divine

Persons, all equally possessing those attributes of infinity in which

Godhead consists, may nevertheless differ in those subordinate pro-

perties on which the peculiar personality of each is predicated.

Professor Stuart, in his remarks on Schleicrmachcr's Treatise,

(Biblical Pepository, Jidy, 1^3.3. page 90,) has quoted various defi-

nitions of the term pcrsonalilij in this application, from eminent

theologians and dialecticians, but finds fault with them all as either

illogical, contradictory, or unmeaning ; and he at last disposes of the

distinctly-stated question, "What is personality?" in his favourite

oblique mode, by declining the attempt to fathom the mysterious
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profundities of the Divine nature. !Nn\Y a complete or even tolerably

adequate description of the dinerence between the Divine Person-

ages, is evidently beyond liuinnn reason or perception, and there-

fore as much above the possibility of revelation itself; and in this

sense, the Divine personality certainly cannot be defined. Yet it is

equally obvious that a clear statement oiuhat ice mean hy the term

person is indispensable to accurate discussion resj)ectin^ the Trin-

ity. Sometlnn.L; avc must mean by the term, and avc have merely

to define lexically in ^Yhat sense we use it. At the risk of being

deemed presumptuous, and of exposure to criticism—to use no

stronger term,—we propose the following, as approaching the

subject as nearly perliaps as is possible :—Personality, as spoken

of the members of the Trinity, may be defined to be a certain

mutual relation essentially subsisting icithin the Godhead ; and

"persons" are those SUCSTANTIVE roRM.S of Deity thus distin-

guished. This lays the foundation for their distinction as indi-

vidual beings, and yet preserves their identity of essence. Human
persons can only be homogeneous in nature—that is, of like, but

not the same, substance. ^Jlio reason is that each is finite, or

bounded off by its individuality. Put as God is infinite, and

therefore each Divine Person also infinite, they must necessarily

overlap each other, so to speak, or appertain to the same substratum

of essence. In the case of human 1)eings, of course, this would be

an actual e.Kclusinn of one or the other, for we cannot conceive of

human individualit}^ without attaching to it a species of spiritual im-

penetrability; but 1 do not sec that this notion is applicable to Deity.

We conclude tiiese remarks Avith the observation that they have

only been wi-itten in order to obviate certain prejuiliees which many
feel against the natural interpretation of the Introduction to John's

Gospel ; the general doctrine of the Trinity we must leave to abler

hands. We are aware that exceptions might be taken by captious

metaphysicians against some parts of the line of argument pursued

in these concluding paragraphs, and it is (piite possible that tlic

definition above given may fail to satisfy those who have rejected

all the definitions hitherto oflerod on that topic ; still, we have ven-

tured them, believing that the candid Trinitarian will find substan-

tial truth at the bottom of them, and hoping that some professed

theologian may yet express that truth in a form free from all rea-

sonable objection. It is to be lio|ied, that the discussions above

alluded to will at least have the cflect of loading back theology to

the plain statements of revelation. This is the only ultimate appeal,

and in view of this we beg that the foregoing cxcgetical discussion

may not be disregarded.
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By -way of recapitulation, we subjoin tbe following scheme, exliib-

jting the course of thought as contained in the successive clauses of

John i, 1-1 S:

—

THE ESSENTIAL DIVINITY OF CHRIST.

Analysis. Literal Translation.

I. His intrinsic charaoter portrayed.

1. His relations «itU God.

a) By reason of pre-cxistcnce to creation. (1) In the beginninj was tbe Logos,

i) As to connexion and tlie Logos was [asBociatcd rrficx-

xveli/'] toward the Dtity,

c) In nature and tlie Loj,'os was Deity.

d) Repetition of n) and I) (2) Tliis Being was in the beginning [thin

related] toward the Deity.

2. His relation to the universe.

a) Direct assertion of his Creatorship. (3) AU things came to be through him,

I) Negative aru:uniont to the same efi'ect.

[1] Ko othor originator found and apart from him did not even one

thijig come to be,

[2] Fact of created objects neverthe-

less that has come to be.

3. His relation toward man.

a) P'oundation of tliis relation (4) In him was life,

b) Development of the principle and the Life was the Light of men ;

c) Results of its application,

[i.] General failure.

[1] Illustration of a physical na-

ture.

[a] Ad:iptednc.-s of the means... (5) And the light shines in the darkness,

[b] .\uoninlous resistance and the darkness did not take it down
Digression.—Collateral refi.reuce to thelSap- [into itsclj'].

list.

A. To prevent mi-romei.tion.

c) Fact of suc!i a nicascuger.

[a] His existence (G) T^crc came to be a man,

[^J His autliority sent from [near] God;

[y] His name his name tea* John :

P) l)esign of hi, mission.

[o] Immediate (7) this man came for testimony, th.at he

might testify concerning the Light

;

[/3] Ultimate #o that all might believe through him.

[y] His conve.iuent inferiority (S) That inan was not the Light, but came

that he might testify concerning ihe

Light

:

y) Distinctive m.irks of Christ.

[a] In personal character (9) there was [another that teas'] the Light,

the true one,

[3] In extent of sphere that lights every man,

[yl In stvle of introduction [6_y] coming into the world.— n

—

Resumption of the main topic, by continua-

tion of this last thought.

[2] Among mankind at large....

[a] Fact of his residence on

earth (10) He was in the world,
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[b] His title to regard and the world came to be through him,

[c] Ungratefully slighted and [yet] the world did not know
him;

[3] With his particular coun-

trymen.

[a] His overtures to them (11) he came to his home,

[b] Unnaturally rejected and his family did not take him neax

them,

[ii.] Partial success.

[1] Fact of favour with some.... (12) Whoever received him, however,

[2] Honour conferred on them in

retm-n he gave them privilege to l>ecome chil-

dren of God,

[3] Condition securing it [namely'] those believing [and thiH

pled'jing themndcea] to his name ;

[4] Mode of its acquisition

[a] In no ordinary course

c) As by inheritance (LS) who \oere not horn out of bloods,

/?) Or self-prompted at-

tainment nor out of flesh-will,

)) Or human appoint-

ment nor out of man-will,

[I'] But sjiocially by Divine

qxialilication but [were born] out of God.

n. His assumption of himianity, consistent

with these statemouts.

1. His incarnate state.

a) Fact of his incaruatiou.

[1] Its inception (14) And the Logos became flesh

[21 Its continuation and tented among us,

—

I) Evidence of this fact.

[1] Ocular testimony and we witnessed his glory,

[2] The reoognitiou palpable a glory [indeed] as of an only-begotten

from near hU father,

—

2. Beneficial results of this manifestation.

a) Foundation of these advantages in

his own nature full of grace aud truth.

Digressive return to the Baptist's testimony.

B. In support of Christ's exalted p.)sition.

a) Fact of the deposition (Ij) (John te.^tifies concerning him and has
cried saying,

/?) The Baptist's own application of his

language "niis jxrion wa-s he whom I [»icant

vhen J] said,

y) The testimony itself.

[a] Designation of a disciple . ' Tlie of»« coming behind me,

[^J Acknowledged .xs a leader ha.s come to l>c in front of me,'

[y] On the ground of original supe-

riority because he was my first.")

Resumption of the main topic at the poiut of

interruption.

6) Blessings imparted to individuals (IC) And out of his fulness we all received,

even grace [aecvmdatcd] over-against

grace.
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c) Moral elevation of innn in general.

[1] Comparison of Judaism with (.'hris-

tianity.

[a] RijlJness of the former (17) Because the Law was given throu-h

Moses,

[b] Its defects met by the latter. [ic/ic/ws the] grace and [the] trath

came to l>e tkrough Jeaus Christ

:

[2] Necessity of this mode of reve-

lation.

[a] Any merely human channel

inadequate (IS) no one lias ever beheld God

;

[b] Conipotcucy of Christ to de-

veh'p the divine nature and

plans.

a) From intuition by nature... the only-begotten Son,

^) From intimate acquaint-

ance the one bein',' ladiuitted] iuto the bo-

som of the Father,

—

y) Vindicated by his actual

accomplishment of the

task that person unfolded Aun.

Aht. m.—ALGERNON SIDNEY.

Life of Al:;anon Siihi^ij ; vith Sketches of some of his Contcynporarics, and Extrncts

from his Corrcspowhnce and Political Writings. . Ey G. Vax SANTvooroj. >'c".t-

"York : Charles ikrH.ucr. ISol.

The name of Sit)\ky is amoni^tlic most illustrious in the annals of

England. A^\ ancient stock of the Korman aristocracy, the family

was first naturalized on British soil nearly a hundred years after the

Conf|uest, uhon Sir William Sidney, chamberlain to Henry II.,

accompanied that prince from Anjou into his ncwly-inhcrlted domin-

ions. The descendants of this adventurer occupied a conspicuous

place among the JCnglish gentry during the times of the Plantage-

nets, and of the rival houses of Y'ork and Lancaster; and at the

demise of Henry Yill. the honoured representative of the Sid-

neys was tutor to the royal heir, Prince Edward, from vrhom he

afterwards received the park and manor of Penshurst in Kent

—

from that time the favourite scat of the Sidneys. A grandson of

the royal tutor was Sir Philip Sidney, whose name is still cherished

both in political and literary history, and who is especially remem-

bered as the fiwouritc of the court of Queen Elizabeth. He is de-

scribed as a perfect model of a finished gentleman—virtuous, police.

brave, and accomplished—and such was the goodness of his heart,

that he was loved by the loAvcst persons about him as much as he

>Yas a^hnircd bv those of his own rank. It was he who, Avhcn mor-
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tally wounded at the battle of Zutplicn, had called for a bottle of

Avater, of •\vhich he was about to drink, when, seeing a -wounded soldier

cai-ried past, whose languishing looks bespoke his need of relief, he

immediately took the bottle from his lips, and directed that it should

be given to the man, for, said tlic gnllant soldier, "this man s ne-

cessity is greater than mine." Kobert Sidney, brother and heir of

Sir Philip, was, by James I., created first Jxiron Sidney of Pons-

Imrst, then Viscount Lisle, and finally Earl of Leicester. To him

succeeded his sou ]vobort, who married Dorothy, eldest daughter of

the powerful Earl of Northumberhind, of which marriage, among

other children, came Algernon SIcbicij.

It is a singular fact that, among the voluminous stores of English

biographical literature, there is to be found no consecutive history of

one of England's most distinguished sons; that while the personal

histories of thousands of comp:)rarively-obscure persons have been

detailed with all possible minutejiess, that of Algernon Sidney has

been left to be gathered from the partial and imperfect records of

general histor}-. The book named at the head of this paper is de-

signed to fill this gap. It is said to be the production of a young

American writer, who now makes his first essay in the field of

proper authorship. As a literary production, the book presents

but few points for criticism. It has merit, though not of a high

order ; the style and composition are respectable, and the matter

good, though not remarkably so. \Vithout any strong and posi-

tive excellences, it is nevertheless a very readable book ; exhibit-

in"^ quite satisfactorily, in a condensed form, the principal events

in the life of its subject, and evincing a just appreciation of his

character. Though differing from him as to several minor points,

we are decidedly gratified with the general tone and spirit of the

work.

Algernon Sipney, second son of Pobort, Earl of Leicester, was

born at Penshurst in lG-2'2, and was carefully brought up under the

personal instructions of his father. Having been educated for the

arm}', he first endeavoured to obtain a commission in Holland; but

fiiilin^ in this he returned early in Hiil to his native country, from

which he had been absent, for a' long time, accompanyhig his father

on his errands of diplomacy. The political agitations, generally

known in English history as the " Great Hebellion," had tiien b'^'gun

to convidse the kingdom. The Earl of Strafford, its first great vic-

tim, had already lieen brought to the scaffold, and the lieutenancy

of Irelanil, vacated by his death, was now offered to the Earl of Lei-

cester. The L-ish rebellion was then at its height, and Leicester,

still detained in England, sent over his two sons to check the pro-
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grcss of the insuvf^cnts—the eldest, Lord Lisle, as commander-in-

chief of the royal forces, and Algernon Sidney, as colonel of a troop

of cavalry. But tlic zeal of the young Sidjicys against the rebels

excited the jealousy of some of the English royalists, Avho sympa-

thized -with the insurgents rather than vith the parliament and army
of England. iSoon after, the king commenced actual hostilities

against the adherents of the parliament, and the 'SYholc nation \\"as

rent into two hostile factions, in -vrhich the nearest relatives were

often found on opposite sides. Thus, while the Duke of Northum-

berland, Sidney's matenial uncle, espoused the cause of the parlia-

ment, the Earl of Leicester adhered to that of the king. The bro-

thers returned from Ireland eai'ly in 1C43, and while hastening to

join their father at Oxford, tliey were seized by some of the parUa-

mentary forces, and compelled to proceed to London.

Down to this time Sidney had given no intimation as to which

of the belligerent parties he most favoured, nor is it known that he

had yet determined that question with himself Neutrality, how-

ever, was out of question, and doubtless he even then entertained

political opinions that would certainly incline him to the popidar

cause. It was not very long after their arrival in London, that both

the brothers gave in their adhesion to the parliament, and Sidney at

once entered the army of Manchester. He was present at the cele-

brated battle of Marston jNIoor, as commander of a troop of horse,

where he was so severely wounded, that he was compelled to re-

sign his command in the army, and accept the post of military

governor of Chichester. Soon after, an election to fill a vacancy in

the conimons for the borough of Cardiff having been ordered, Sidney

was chosen a member of the celebrated Long I'arliament. He, how-

ever, continued to perform military service for some time longer, and
did not finally leave the army till the spring of 1G47.

The period extending from the defeat of the royal forces at

Naseby, to the setting up of the Commonwealth, Avas the most vio-

lent and perilous portion of the civil wars. In the field the forces

of Fairfax and Cronnvell drove everything before them, and in parlia-

ment the commons, as the sole representatives of the peoj)le, assumed

exclusive and unlimited right of government. The old frame of

government was in ruins, the elements of the body politic disinte-

grated, while the spirit of revolution swept over the land, bearing

things onward with a terrible velocity towards some fearful but un-

certain issue.

In political, as in material organizations, a destructive and a recu-

perative energy are ever active, and decay or growth is determined

by the relative intensity of these antagonistic forces. Men iustinc-
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tively incline towards social order ; but when society becomes an

agent of oppression, the stronp;or instincts of self-preservation

necessarily render them revolutionists. Such had become the case

in England at the time now under notice. The i^oveniment of that

kingdom was originally, in form and constitution, whatever it may
have been in fact, a pm-c despotism, and every measure designed to

secure the rights of its subjects or to limit the power of the throne,

was essentially revolutionary. Yet for more than five hundred years

had these measures been in progress, sometimes causing violent

political con\-ix]sions, but more commonly silently yet effectually

undermining the power of the throne and increasing that of the

people.

IMore sagacious than many of his predecessors, Charles per-

ceived this tendency of things, and vainly attempted to tm-n back

the shadow that had gone down on the dial. It was the misfor-

tune of that monarcli to fall upon times when the elements of dis-

cord, having long gathered strength in secret, burst forth with all

their fury upon the nation, lie, however, was not unaware of

the threatening aspects of the ]>olitical atmosphere, but justly

concluded tliat the season for temporizing was past. His measures

and their results are known.

But justice to this great martyr to the cause of despotism demands

the acknowledgment, that if laws and precedents are to bo received

as the measure of personal rights and the rule of political ethics, the

administration of Charles, including the "thorough" policy of Straf-

ford, was eminently just and righteous. To justifj' the course of

the popular party against the king, the appeal must be made to a

higher law than any human enactment, the unwritten law of justice

and reciprocal equity, which teaches that "all men are endowed by

their Creator with certain inalienable rights," to secure which all are

likewise endowed with minds to think, and strong right arms to do.

These elementary truths in the science of -government are so ob-

vious, that when there is occasion to appeal to them, they arc

assumed as "self-evident," or at least as uncontrovertible. This

was the course of the popular party in the Great Rebellion. They
did not hesitate to attempt to remodel the fundamental law of the

land, and each proposed the plan that suited him best. Three prin-

cipal schenaes of government were then ])ropo?ed and ailvocated by

the enemies of the former despotic form of tlic British Constitution.

The more conservative portion would retain the ancient forms and

institutions, but have them so qualified and guarded as to render

them incapable of the evil that otherwise must flow from them.

They Avould have a king, but he must be bound hand and foot by

Fourth Series, Vol. 111.—35
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statutes, concession, and charters—a puppet-king, the creature and

the tool of an omnipotent pavlianient. These -were the aristocrats

of parliament, -who, in spoiling the royal chaplet of the undoubted

flowers of the prerogative, ^vishcd to appropriate the spoils to tlK'ir

ovra aggrandiztinent. This party, though destined to suffer a pre-

sent defeat, in the end bore oirtlic rewards of this great revolution-

ary movement at the ilnal adjustment of affairs under the Prince of

Orange.

But there were those wlio contemplated a wider change in the

frame of government,—men of philosophic habits of thinking, and

deeply versed in the doctrines of classical antiquity, who longed to

realize on Enghsh ground the dreams of poets and philosophers, in

a commonwealth where truth and justice should be the fundamental

law,—a genuine aristocracy, whose practical rule in bestowing the

powers and honour of oflice, should always be detur digniori. The
spirit tliat animated this class was largely shared by the better por-

tion of the jiarliamentary leaders, among wdiom Yane was the lead-

ing spirit, and the youthful and chivalrous Sidney a chief coadjutor.

A thii'd and more formidable party, however, soon began to mani-

fest itself in the councils of the nation, demanding a genuine demo-

cracy, and proposing to override the social distinctions that had

grown up nu'lor the shadow of the hated and now discarded

monarchy. Their cause was not without able advocates on the floor

of parliament, but tlieir strength lay in another place. An army,

drawn from the rnnlcs of the common people, not by forced enlist-

ments, nor alhirevl by the hope of a subsistence, but impelled by an

ardent hatred of oppression, was then the real keeper of the power
of the nation. Tiie army demanded a democracy, and its demands
coidd not be lightly set aside.

In times of i-evohition tiie boldest measures are often the most
feasible; and accordingly it was not long before the conservative

leaders in parliament became more alarmed at the levelling tenden-

cies of the army than at the despotism of the king, and an accom-

modation with the fallen monarch was earnestly desired. To pre-

vent the consummation of that design, which would have been fatal

to the schemes of tlie levellers, the army advanced another stage in

the course of revolution; and as the lords and commons had dis-

pensed with the power of the king, and as the commons had virtu-

ally denied the co-ordinate power of the lords, so now the army
took the commons into its own power, and purging out the refractory

members, made that iH.dy the mere echo of its mandates. This rem-

nant of the House of Connnons, commonly known in history as " The

Rump," now formally proclaimed tiie great fundamental doctrine

35*
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of democracy, thnt " The vrori-i: arc, under God, the original of all

just power," and complacently ashuming that they were the depo-

sitaries of the popular authority, began at once to exercise some
of the high prerogatives of their sovereignty. Declining to make
their power felt on minor oiTenders while the chief delin(juent was

unpunished, they first proceeded to bring the king to trial for " vio-

lating his compact with the nation, and abusing the power with

"which he had been intrusted." Sidney, and also Lord Lisle, was

named among the commissioners appointed to sit on this extraordi-

nary tribunal, but botii of them declined the perilous honour. It

was, however, rather as a subject of law and government, than as a

revolutionary appellant to original right, that he opposed the pro-

ceedings. It is believed that he desired the deposition of the king

by a coucun-ent vote of the two Houses,—a less violent and sangui-

nary measure, though equally beyond the provisions of the laws of

the realm. And though he objected to both the act of trying the

king, and the manner of doing it, yet he never intimated a doubt of

the guilt of the royal convict; and in after life he steadily justified

the conduct of the regicide judges when men of nearly all parties

vied with each other in speaking evil of them; and when suspected

of having had some hand in that work, he seldom availed himself of

the advantage of disavowing an action that he could not condemn.

The period of about four years, extending from the death of tlie

king to the dissolution of the parliament, and known as the Com-
monwealth, was one of remarkable ability and energy in the ad-

ministration of the affairs of the nation. The commons, thou^'h

reduced to little more than half of a full house, comprised some of

the ablest men of the times, and apart from an undue tenacity of

power, their patriotism is above suspicion. In this body A''anc was
the acknowledged leader, though from his opposition to the execu-

tion of the king he was placed in a somewhat antagonistic relation

to the ruling m.ajority. Of that majority, Bradshaw, the renowned
chief justice of the regicides' court, was the head, though he heartily

co-operated with the statesman-like views of his illustrious rival.

Cromwell, though actually the ruling sjiirit of the times, was com-
paratively little felt in the drliberations of parliament, or in the inci-

pient directions of civil affairs. Sidney, whose increasing age and
experience, added to his great powers of mind, began to make him a

distinguished member of the body, for the most part seconded the

views of Vane, and was especially intent on settling the form of

the new republic.

The records of parliament for this period are sufficient evidence of

his zeal in the Avork that thus engaged his attention. ^Negotiations
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were opened with the Scots, for the purpose of forming a union of

the two countries,—a measure that Sidney greatly favoured, and to

which he devoted much attention. He was also a member of a

committee charged with the weighty and endless duty of reforming

the practices of the legal tribunals, and had among his associates

the celebrated Sir Matthew Hale, and, as if it were designed that

all extremes should be represented, General Desborough and the

reno\TOed Hugh Peters. Of another committee raised to inquire

into, and to devise means for satisfying claims for money loaned

to the govenunent in the time of the Irish rebellion, Sidney was

chairman ; and in jn'osecuting its duties he also extended his

inquiries into the internal afiairs of L'eland, and proposed measures

for the redress of some of its evils. In the latter part of the year

1G52 he was chosen a member of the council of state, the real exe-

cutive, and remained in the discharge of its duties till the overthi'ow

of the Commonwealth early the next year.

The unfitness of the House of Commons, as then constituted, to

represent the English nation, was felt and acknowledged by the bet-

ter portion of its most active members. Soon after the settlement

of the new go^ernment, the subject of a voluntary dissolution, and

the calling of a new parliament, elected on a more hberal basis, and

more justly representing the people generally, began to be discussed.

Subsequently the ^Yhole subject was referred to a committee of nine

persons, of which committee Vane was chairman and Sidney a mem-
ber. But the state of the social and civil elements was unpropitious

to their designs, and probably the hand of an enemy was often silentl}'

operating to defeat the consummation of the patriotic purposes of the

friends of the nicasurc. The first partial report was made after an

interval of (.-ight ir.onths; and nearly two years later, without reach-

ing any decided results, the committee returned the whole subject to

the House of Commons. Here Yanc and Sidney renewed their

efforts in fivour of a peaceful dissolution, and bills were actually re-

ported both for this and for fixing a new and more equitable basis of

representation. AVhat would have been the final action of the House
upon these bills, had the business been permitted to proceed to a

consummation, is totally uncertain. The Long rarliament was won-

derfully tenacious of life, and was never known voluntarily to resign

any of its power. AMicther this case would have proved an excep-

tion, is purely matter of conjecture. But without awaiting the result,

Cromwell took the whole matter into his OAvn hands, by expelling

the commons and setting up his own authority under the protection

of the bayonets of his regiments.

We purposely avoid a discussion of the merits of this quarrel be-
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twccn the army and the parliament, except so far as may be neces-

sary to illustrate Sidae}''s position. A constitutional difference

of character between liimsclf and Cronnvell rendered it impos-
sible that they should co-operate as revolutionary leaders; and
yet it is not difficult to suppose that had the parliament been com-
posed chiefly of such men as Sidney, Cronnvell would never have
thought of adoj.ting the course that he pursued towards tliat body.
Cromwell distrusted Sidney only as too conservative to be useful as

a revolutionary chief, and doubtless Sidney personally disliked

Cromwell's manners, and was especially disgusted at his conduct
towards tlie parliament. ' It is not" a matter of wonder, therefore,

that after the assumption of the supreme power by Cromwell, he
retired to Penshurst, and steadily refused to have any part in the
government of the Protector.

Being thus delivered from the cares of office, Sidney availed him-
self of the opportunities afforded by leisure to gratify his tastes and
to improve his mind. lie first visited the continent, and at the
Hague met with that renowned minister of state and pure-minded
republican, John I)e Witt, in whose sage-like maxims of government
and wise administration he fancied he saw a demonstration of the
practicability of his own cherished ])olitical opinions. Returning to

England the next year, he shut Iiimselfup at Penshurst—going butdit-

tle into society—and devoted himself seduously to literary pursuits.

His Common-Place Book, preserved in the library of the family,

bears witness to his zeal in the study of civil and political science,

to which the records of all civilized nations were made tributary.

Here, it is presumed, he collected the niaterials out of wliich he
afterwards constructed his famous "Discourses on Government."
In declinriig any participation in Cromwell's administration, it is

probable Sidney consulted his own inclinations as much as he did
his political principles. His fellow-republicans, Bradshaw and Scot,
did not hesitate to appear among the.opposition members in the par-
liament of the Protector ; and his brotiier, Lr.rd Lisle, went quite
over to the ruling parly, and was honoured with a seat in Cromwell's
council of state. Sidney, however, remained in retirement, dividing
his time between his books and his rural pleasures, until the down-
fiiU of the Protectorate, when, on the reassembling of the remains
of the Long Parliament, he again stood side by side with Yane, and
Marten, and Scot, to reassert the claims of the Commonwealth. As
a member of the executive council that was then appointed, he was
permitted for a little while to give effect to his political notions. His
star was once more in the ascendant, and the new administration
leaned upon him as one of its strong pillars. Soon after he was
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intrusted with delicate and important missions to the courts of

Denmark and Sweden; and wliile occupied with these duties his

favoiu-ite Comniomvcalth was rephiced by the aneiejit monarchy, re-

stored in the person of its least acceptable representative.

The Restoration -was di.stasteful to Sidney, both from political and

personal reasons. ]Ie would now, as before, have gladly retired to

the seclusions of renslmrst, and occupied himself, as a private gen-

tleman, in those elegant and liberal pursuits for which he was so

well adapted ; but knu^Ying the vindictive spirit of the party in power

he prudently determined to submit to the hard alternative of self-

imposed exile. lie had acted too conspicuous a part in the revolu-

tionary movements of the past twenty years to be readily forgiven

by the Stuart, to whom the integrit}^ of his character, not less than

his political opinions, rendered him peculiarly odious. He was in-

deed included in the amnesty, from which only the regicides and

a few others were excepted ; but he knew too Avell, to trust himself

in the power of his enemies, that enthroned perfidy and vengeance

would find a way to ruin him.

His correspondence with his father about this time is highly in-

stnictive, and serves at once to illustrate his character and to adorn

his name. Sidney lived in turbulent times, when the wuves of party-

strife ran high, yet his patriotism was ever pure and genial. He
loved his country in her degi-adatiou no less than in her glory. The
feelings of the ruling party towards him were known to be person-

all}' hostile, so as to render it inexpedient, and perhaps unsafe, for

him to return
;
yet, while on the one hand he entertained no hostile

purposes against the reinstated monarchy, on the other he would not

purchase safety for himself by any base or immanly cringing. Ifc

was a favourite occupation of a certain class of sycopliants about the

throne to give infoiuiation against disaffected persons. Of the petty

malevolence of some of these Sidney became the object, and what-

ever he had at any time uttered against monarchy or in defence of

the regicides, was now repeated and magnified against him. One
of these charges is curious, and highly characteristic of the man
against whom it was brought. On a visit to Copenhagen the album

of the university hatl been brought to him for his autograph, when

he wrote
" Minus hire inimica tijrannia,

Ense }>:!it phuiJam sub Uberlafe quietcjn."

The inscription was Avorthy of the hand that wrote it. and in no

other form could the same number of words so fully and felicitously

set forth the character of .l/^t/vjon SiiJncj/. When the report of

this writing was made known to him by his father, he both confessed
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and justified -svhafc he had Avrittcn. It ^vas also reported that he had

spoken of the execution of the lute kin;; as " the justest and bravest

action that -R-as ever done in Enj^land or anywlierc else " Avhich be-

ing untrue, he ^vas compelled to disavow it. But to his disavowal

he° added: '^ That your lordship may not think that 1 say this in

compliance Avith the times, I do avow that 1 have many times so

justified that act as people did believe 1 had a hand in it ;
and never

did disavow it, unless it were to the king of Sweden and the Grand

Maitre of Denmark, who asked me privately." His friends at

length succeeded in ascertaining from those in power the conditions

on which he might return, wliich were succinctly—"5?/^;/n7," "re-

cant," " renounce,'' " ash pardon:' His answer Avas equally direct

and expressive :
" I can do the fust cheerfully and willingly, as he

[the king] is acknowledged by the i>:n-ymnor\t^nothing of others."

He knew indeed that he could purchase immunity from danger, as

did llazclrigge and Lambert, by professions o^ penitence for the past,

but his sou? would have loathed a life that had been preserved at

such cx-]:)ensc. This the king and his courtiers well knew, and they

both feared and hated a man for whom they had no price.

Agreeably to the pur]iose now fully adopted, to remain abroad for

a season, Si<lncy turned liis face towards the South of Europe; and

quitting Denmark, he came first tu Holland, and then, after passing

leisurely through a portion of Germany, he crossed the Alps and

came to Home. His residence in the imperial city seems to havo

been an agreeable one; his intercourse with the cardinals was cor-

dial and unconstrained, notwithstanding the dissimilarity of his opin-

ions, both religious and political, to theirs. From norae he pro-

ceeded the next year to Erascati, to court repose and literary leisure.

Here, in the qufet villa of Eclvidere, a guest of the nephew of the

late pope, he enjoyed the luxuries of an Italian summer, having

an apartment assigned liim in that sumptuous mansion, with the use

of a valuable library and walks in a beautiful garden. But his heart

was still in England ; not that he meditated further political revolu-

tions, but sighed for the quiet of home and the society of his early

friends. After visiting :Naples and Sicily, in 1GC3 he finally left

Italy and took his journey towards Flanders, whither he was called

by private business. On his way thither he passed through Vevay,

where he called upon his old companion-in-arms and fellow-republi-

can, General Ludlow, and other English exiles who resided in that

place. This act of noble generosity and fidelity of spirit might

indeed seem impolitic to the mere creature of expediency, but with

Sidney it was scarcely a virtue, so fully vras his whole life actuated

and impelled by honourable and generous sentiments.
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Two years later, a war havin^^ broken out bet^veen England and

Holland, wbieli awakened tbc favour of tbc Eiiglisb exiles in bfbalf

of tbc Dutcli republic, and revived tbc bopc of a speedy restoration

of tbeir own cberisbed Conimonwealtb, Sidney repaired to tbe Hague

to urge tbe Dutcb governuient to invade England, witb tbe expec-

tation of large assistance from tbc malcontents of tbat kingdom.

Dc \Yitt, bowever, was less sanguine in bis expectations, and doubted

botb tbe expediency and practicability of tbc proposed invasion ; and

so tbe design was abandoned for tbat time. Twenty years later

tbat design was reduced to practice, wben, under tbe auspices of tbe

Prince of Orange, England obtained in tbe form of a constitutional

monarcby a government tbat would bave commanded Sidney's bcarty

approval. After tbe junction of France witb Holland in tbis war,

tbe plan of an invasioji was rencvred, and Ludlow, as Avell as Sidney,

vras invited to take part in it. But tbc old soldier, in Avbose spirit

age bad dimmed tbc iires of military ardour, and wbose fruitful expe-

rience made bim distrustful of kings and royal ministers, refused to

quit bis quiet mountain-retreat. Sidne}^ bowever, proceeded to

Paris to confer witb tbc Erencb ministers as to tbe contemplated

enterprise; but tbe wbolc affair was a mere pretence on tbe part of

the French monarcb, and of course it resulted in notliing.

Sidney seems now to bave wholly despaired of tbe restoration of

the British Commonwealth, and accordingly he retired to a seclu-

sion in the Soutb of France, taking no further interest in the affairs

of Europe, and being quite hidden from the espionage of bis ene-

mies, la tbis retirement he passed most of the succeeding ten

years, occasionally visiting Paris, where be was always treated with

much consideration by the dignitaries of the court. During this

period, it is presumed, be composed his celebrated " Discourses on

Government," as indeed no other part of bis life afTurded such ample

opportunities for tbe {^reparation of a work that is evidently the

fruit of much reading, and meditation, and careful industry.

As these Discourses constitute tbe work by wbich its author is

best known, and contain, expressed at large, the opinions that he

maintained tbrough bis wbolc life, and for v.diich he suffered death,

a brief notice of tbeni may be desirable. Tbe work was left in manu-

script by its author, and was fust published in 1G9S, in one large

foho volume. It has since passed through several editions in Great

Britain, and has been reprinted once or more in this country. The

copy now before us, in tbrec volumes octavo, containing, besides tbe

"Discourses," a brief memoir of tbe author, an account of his trial,

and bis final "Apology," is dated Xew-York, 1S05. In both coun-

tries the writings of Sidney were fur a long time in great repute, and
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these Discourses Avcre esteemed high authority among liberal politi-

cians and statesmen.

They were originally composed as a reply to Sir Robert Filmer's
" Patriarchia," a book in uhich the divine right of monarchy and
the in-esponsibility of kings to their subjects are boldly asserted and
maintained. The M'orld has long since consigned that work to de-

served oblivion; nor would its existence be known to the present age,

had not its name been perpetuated in its refutation. But Sidney
did not confine himself to a review of the false positions of his

adversary,—his book is an elementar}' treatise on the science of

government. His system is esscntiall}'- republican or anti-monar-

chical, but not necessarily democratic, and approaches more nearly

to the mi.xcd system that found so niuch favour with a certain class

in the early times of our own republic, than to the purer democracy
that now prevails. The assu]ni)tions of his opponent are not only

treated as absurdities, but are shown to be such. The right of the

govenicd to choose their own form of civil polity, and the necessity

of rendering magistrates of every grade and order subject to the

laws, are both clearly stated and strongly insisted on. The incon-

venience and danger of royalty are also considered; and the subjec-

tion of kings to the laws, and the right and duty of the subjects to

vindicate the laws against royal usurpations, are boldly aflirmed and
successfully argued.

The mind of Sidney was richly furnished witlr the treasured

experience of past ages ; the nmge of his mental vision was very
wide; and while the history of all civilized nations contributed to

his intellectual stores, the treasures of classical antiipiity possessed
his heart as well as his understanding. His model-state was copied
from the Grecian and Roman commonwealths. His republic is, in

fixct, an aristocracy, where only the noble, the wise, the virtuous,

may receive or exercise authority, though all may enjoy its beniim
protection. Such a system, tiiough beautiful to the imagination,

ever has been unattainable in fact, and from the necessities of the

case, it ever must be. IMato did well to locate his imaginary republic

beyond the limits of the known world, and a inodci-n Plato to give no

fixed locality to his Utopia. The more practical, though equally

philosophical, system of tlie great Roman sage and orator, was, how-
ever, the most admired model of our author ; and some have asserted

that the loss of the wanting books dc RrpidAica, is fully compensated

by these Discourses.

The author's familiarity with the history of both ancient and
modern states, afforded him abundant materials for illustrating his

favourite positions. The tendency of liberty to cherish public vir-
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tue, order, and stability, and the opposite tendency of slavery ; the

impotence and harnilossness of seditions under free governments,

and their salutary tendencies under despotic ones ; the exemption

of free governments ffom the corruption and venality of courts, and

the security of such governments from hvnlessness, on account of

man's natural love of order, Avhich prevents liberty from degenerat-

ing to license : all these important points are clearly and ably dis-

cussed. By showing, as he does most satisfactorily, that " man's

natm-al love to liberty is tempered by reason," so that he prefers

a proper restraint to unbridled license in society, the author effectu-

ally silences a common objection to freedom, and anticipates the

needless fears of the timid and over-prudent. The history of na-

tions proves beyoml successful cavil, that men are more apt to suffer

too long under a badly-administered government, than hastily to seek

redress by revolutions ; that ultra conservatism, rather than destrac-

tive radicalism, is the vice of political states.

But the practical remedy for the evils of bad government is often

found to be the most difficult part of this business. Many will as-

sent to all that may be affirmed as to the reality of those evils, and join

in the common execration of the very name of tyranny, who, through

a vici'ous and short-sighted prudence, object to every practical method

of redress; and believe that the radical disease of the system must

be suffered as a matter of duty, because there are incidental evils

in the remedies. This point is directly met by our author, by
stating and maintaining the proposition, that "no people can be

obliged to suffer from their kings [or other magistrates] what they

[the kings, c^ic] have not a right to do." This proposition, carried

out and applied to matters of fact, covers and limits the whole

ground of the right of subjects to rebel against the government un-

der which they live. The power of all civil rulers is limited, and

beyond those limits their laws are without authority. The " powers

that be " are not only ordained by God,—they are also defined by

him ; and if, transgressing these limitations, the magistrate invades

the higher law of heaven, he becomes an impious usurper, guilty

of the worst form of treason. The mode of redress and punishment

in such cases must be left, in each particular instance, to the deter-

mination of the suffering parties. To suffer without resistance, may
often be the only wise and })racticable course; but when opportunity

is afforded to do otherwise, with a reasonable prospect of success,

the instincts of self-preservation in man's nature and the nerve of

man's right arm, suggest the will of the God of nature and provi-

dence in the matter.

In reading the earlier chapters of these Discourses, one may ob-
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serve that gi-eat dcforence is paid to the Jaw, even -when the right

of rebellion is inculcated, and the author's sense of that word at

fii'st seems somewhat uncertain. The doubt, however, is presently

removed by the further statement, that '" that which is not just is not

law, and that which is not law ou:^ht not to be obeyed." Here is,

indeed, a distinction of no little practical value ; the edicts of the

magistrate must be subjected to an authority above their own, and

the individual conscience becomes the court of last resort. All

governments not thus conformed to essential justice, he styles magna
latroclnia,—wholesale robberies.—and adds : ""We must, therefore,

look for another rule of obedience [than the law of the land], and

shall find that to be the law which is founded upon the eternal prin-

ciples of reason and truth." " liy this," he continues, " we may
know whether he who has the power does justice or not ; whether he

be the minister of God to our good, a protector of good, and a teiTor

to ill men, or a minister of the devil to our hurt, by encouraging all

manner of evil I dare not say I shall never fear such a

man, if he be armed with power ; but I am sure I shall never esteem

him to be the minister of God. If he has, therefore, coercive power

over me, it is through my weakness ; for, qui cngi potest, nescit

mori—he that will sufler himself to be compelled, knows not how to

die." If it is answered to this, that while this rule would be an ex-

cellent one, Avere the human conscience an infallible judge, yet so'

imperfect and variable is that faculty that the practical adoption of

it would introduce universal anarchy, the resj)onse is easv. Doubt-

less the perceptive power of the conscience is not wholly exempt

from the common imperfection of tlic human character; yet it is a

much more steady and certain law than is sometimes allowed. The
Creator of man's nature has not written a lie upon the tablets of his

heart; and since truth is uniform and always consistent with itself,

that, truth written upon a thousand hearts is everywhere the same.

The gi-eat elementary doctrines of truth and right are approved by
all who do not perversely reject them, and the consciences of mil-

lions of honest and enlightened men do all respond i<d the great

doctrines of liberty, truth, and righteousness. It is not the uncer-

tainty of this tribunal that renders it so objectionable, but its terrible

certahity against evil doers and oppressors.

The above are given only as specimens of the positions and argu-

ments of these admirable Discourses. AVe attempt no analysis of

the whole work, which abounds with solid reasoning; is adorned

with numerous historical allusions, both sacred and profane, and en-

riched with the classical authorities of the Greek and Roman
schools. Its style is remarkably clear, elegant, and forcible ; and
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though -written ncariv two huiKh-eJ years since, it is still fresh, and

but slic^htly antiquated. In its literary character, as well as political

sentiments, the work was l\ir in the advance of its age.

In Great Britain the doctrines of these ])iscourse3 had become

the constitutional theory of government before they were printed

;

and since that time they have been cherished by the great leading

minds of the nation, and made the orthodoxy of the schools by being

incorporated in the political text-books of the universities. In our

own country their inihionce has been not less extensive or bene-

ficial. From works of this class, among which these Discourses

were much esteemed, the Hithers of our country learned the dis-

tinction between the mandates of tyranny and the rule of duty,

and were assured that "resistance to tyrants is fidelity to God."

The statement of political rights at the beginning of the Declaration

of Independence, is little more than a synopsis of the chief points

of these Discourses. It is well known that Sidney was a favourite

author among the great men of those times ; and in that noble assem-

bly which dared to aiTaign the tyrant-prince who had abused the

power intrusted to him, and to sever the bands that had united this

counti-y to a foreign government, the spirit of Sidney moved every

heart, and nerved every soul to deeds that posterity celebrates as

truly great and unquestionably right.

Sidney had now been seventeen years in exile. His father, the

venerable Earl of Leicester, still living at the advanced age of eighty-

two, earnestly dc.-ircd to embrace his favourite son before he should

die. Many of his near relatives were in places of influence about

tlic court, and througli them was sought and obtained the royal

assent for the return of the banished one; and he, Avearied with his

exile and seclusion, chose to incur the danger of a visit to his native

country, when it was offered to him without degrading conditions.

lie asked no other security for his own safety than the king s word

;

and on his part ho made no concessions as to the past, nor gave any

pledges as to the future. Accordingly, in the autumn of 1GG7, Sid-

ney again stood upon the shore of his native land, and immediately

hastened to Pcnshurst to embrace his aged father. He was only in

time to behold the last flickerings of the lamp of life, and to receive

the final benediction of his venerated parent, who died only a few

weeks after again beholding the face of his long-lost son. It was

Sidney's purpose to return to his exile soon after the decease of his

fiither; but he was detained a considerable time attending to the

settlement of tlie family-estate, and in the meantime he became im-

plicated in political diOiculties that resulted in the catastrophe of his

history.
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The period at which Sidney visited En^rland was a critical one

in the afl'airs of that kin;^dom. The political atmosphere, though

apparently quiet, was pro;^ii;int with storms. The parliament that had

been called immediately after the Restoration, comi)osed almost en-

tirely of servile royalists, was still drag^iiv^out an inglorious existence.

The weak and infamous administration of the notorious " Cabal,"'

had disgraced the nation, both at home and abroad. The king was

the acknowledged pensioner of the French monarch, whose money
he received without scruple or sense of shame, while all his domestic

policy tended to reduce his subjects to a corresponding degradation.

Incensed by a sense of the debased condition of the kingdom, the

people, and even the servile parliament, were clamouring for war

against France. This demand gave occasion for u stroke of royal

poUcy, of a character not unfrcpiently seen in the history of the

Stuart dynasty. The king seemed to assent to the demands of the

nation, and asked for a large military force, ostensibly to prosecute

the war against France, but really to use it to quell the rising dis-

contents of his own subjects. Sidney penetrated this design from

the beginning, as from his acquaintance with the French court he very

\yell knew that the contemplated M'ar was only a pretence ; and hav-

ing witnessed the dangerous character of a standing army, he warned

his friends of the perilous nature of the proposed measure, declaring

the whole affair " a juggle, since the two courts were in entire confi-

dence." In this way the name of Sidney became again implicated

in the affairs of tlic government of England. Soon after this the

whole kingdom was thrown into one of its periodical anti-popish

paro.xysms, by the promulgation of the real or pretended " Popish

Plot;" and though the design of that conspiracy was said to be

against the life of the king, yet because of the favour in which the

Romish faith was held at the court, much of the popular indignation

fell upon the royal household.

The old parliament was also becoming refractory. So many new

members, ncarh' all of whom were op}»osed to the court-party, had

been brought in by elections to fill vacancies, that, together with the

dissatisfied country-party, they formed a majority of tlio whole body.

A dissolution was the necessary consequence ; but the new parlia-

ment that assembled soon after was even more violent against the

measures of the court than v.as the old one,—and it was accordingly

soon afterwards dissolved. For three years in succession a parlia-

ment was called each year, and in each case little else was done

b}' them than to attempt to provide against the succession of

the Duke of York to the throne, for which they were speedil}- dis-

solved by the king. At the election of the first and second of these
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parliaments Sidney wa3 a candidate ; but being opposed by the court-

party, ^vho did not scruple to add violence to fraud, he was in both

cases declared defeated, thou;^h in one, if not both, it was evident

that he had received a majority of the legal votes. The great mea-

sure of the oi)position-|)arty, the exclusion of the Duke of York

received only a qualified supjiort from our sterling commonwealth-

man. Ho hated monarchy, no matter who might be king ; but he

especially di-cadcd it in the per.son of a perfidious papist of the house

of Stuart, and therefore consented to favour the change in the suc-

cession as a lesser evil.

After the dissolution of the last parliament, in March, ICSl, the

king, by a proclamation, appealed to the nation in justification of his

course towards the refractory parliaments. The gauntlet tlius

thrown down by the royal controversialist was promptly taken up by

Sidney, who amply justified the liberal part}'- in the parliament and

nation against the aspersions of the king. This vindication is pro-

nounced by Bishop Lurnet to have been " the best-written paper of

the times." But the nation had become weary of the contest, and

the recollection of the past made the timid fearful of asserting the

right, while the prevailing licentiousness of the times had, to a gi'cat

extent, extinguished that spirit of freedom which forty years before

had overturned the throne, and brought the king to a popular tri-

bunal, and to the scaffold. A reaction ensued ; which, Avhen the

king observed, he di<l not foil to push his advantages Avith a strong

and unscrupulous hand. Hitherto Charles had seemed to be only a

man of pleasure, averse to cruelty, and disinclined to all vindictive-

ness. But imjiclled by circumstances, he consented to sacrifice

a brawling politician, who had been convicted of conspiring against

the kings life ; and having once tasted blood, all the tiger was

awakened in his spirit, and the work of slaughter was pressed with

savage ferocity.

The first noted object of the royal vengeance was the gifted and

versatile, the ambitious and unscn7pu]ou.s Sir Anthony Astlcy

Cooper, Karl of Shaftsbury. The history of this nobleman is such

as only the times in which he lived could produce. A royalist

at the beginning of the Long Parliament, when the cause of the

king began to decline he suddenly became a patriot and a }'res-

byterian; and when the rising star of the future ]'rotector indicated

the way the suj^rcmc power was tending, he adhered to the cause of

the Lord-general. He afterwards sat in Barebones' parliament,

and was foremost in investing the Protector with absolute power.

He also sat Avith r»axter and Owen, and others, on the commission

for ejecting " scandalous and ignorant ministers ;" and in all these
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movements was a zealous and tliorough-goin;^ reformer. After the

death of Cronnvcll ho quicldy perceived the tendency of affairs, and

accordingly was among the foremost in hringing in the king. And
to crown all his heartless perfidy, he consented to act as one of the

judges of the regicides, and in that capacity condemned to death

his old associates of the repuhlic. For these services Charles had

created him Earl of Shaftshiiry, and suhseriuently made him lord

chancellor, and by the royal favour he held a prominent place in

the infamous Cabal. After the Kestoration his hdelity to the royal

cause had seemed to be so steady that his former tergiversations

were forgotten, Avhen, in the ])arliauient of 1G79, the bill for the ex-

clusion of the Puke of York from the succession, having been brought

up to the house of lords from the commons, to the astonishment of

all he arose, and in the presence of both the king and the duke,

earnestly advocated its passage. With his usual sagacity he had

foreseen the coming change, and, as he had done before, he now

sought to ride into power upon the first waves of the approaching

revolution. But the recent recess of the rising tide had not been

anticipated, and for once the rancour of passion had hurried him

beyond his usual cautious prudence.

Shaftsbury was a man of uiKpiestionablc parts, an able debater,

of winning manners and commanding address ; fond of the excite-

ment of public commotions rather than alarmed at their dangers,

he had long lived and revelk-d a ruling spirit in the political storms

that for half a century had swcjit over the kingdom in every direc-

tion. In all his changes he had been constant to his ruling pas-

sions,— selfi'shness and revenge: and never until now had the latter

betrayed the former. The Duke of York had become the object of

his most deadly hatred, which first vented itself on the occasion just

mentioned ; nor did a year's confinement in the tower soften his

animosity against his noble adversary. Arrested a second time, he

was stiirconfident that he should triumph by the favour of the citi-

zens of London, among whom he must be tried ; nor did he miscal-

culate. The grand jury ignored the indictment brought against

him, and he was released amid jhe acclamations of the peojile. He

then united with the Dvdce of Monmouth in his intrigues for de-

thronin:z the king; but the other great popular leadt-rs refused to

co-operate with him. and finding himself again exposed to the ven-

geance of his powerful enemies he ])assed over to Holland, where he

soon after died, unhonourcd and unwept, a sad example of the re-

sults of unprincipled ambition, though aided by the most consum-

mate abilities.

As usual in such cases, the severe measures of the government
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Bervcd to silence all open opposition, but left the cause of the disor-

der to fester in secret and inflame the "whole social and political

body. The nialcontent.s Avere of two principal classes,—one consist-

ing of the reckless j):irtisans of Shaftsbury, \iho, having but little to

lose, were for bringing about a violent revolution; of whose mode of

action the Kye-house plot is an example. The other was of a bet-

ter kind,—consisting of those who had refused to enter with Shafts-

bury into the designs of IMonmouth, and now rather meditated action

than engaged in any overt revolutionary measures. With these

Sidney was associated, though he evidently viewed both the means
and the end proposed with comparative indifference. A change of

the succession he viewed as only a temporary mitigation of the radi-

cal disorder of the body politic—a more thorough change he felt to be
necessary for the real emancipation of the nation. He, however,

consented to consult with some of the more eminent of the leaders

of the advocates of the proposed changes, among whom, besides

Monmouth, were the Lords Howard, llussell, and Essex, and 3Ir.

Hampden, grandson of the great patriot of that name. With these

Sidney met twice to consult on the state of public affiiirs, but nothing

was done or agreed upon. Indeed, the parties themselves were not

agreed : Russell and Hampden were favourable to the existing con-

stitution of the realm, and desired only a better administration;

Essex and Sidney longed for their favourite commonwealth ; How-
ard was simply selfish, and opposed to the ruling powers : and 'Slon-

niouth wanted to be king of England. AVhere such discordant views

were entertained by tlie consulting parties, it could not be expected

tltit plans of action would be matured, much less treasonable actions

performed. ]n the meantime the promulgation of the Kye-house
plot produced a panic in the kingdom, by which many innocent per-

sons were exposed to unjust and dangerous suspicions. Sidney

especially suffered by it. The government had long awaited an op-

portunity to wreak its vengeance upon him, and now the occasion

was afforded. He, however, suspected nothing of the kind, as he

knew that he had carefully ab.>tained from whatever might be con-

strued into an evil design towards the government ; and in the con-

sciousness of innocence he drcadect no danger. But in such times

malevolence may utter accusations without evidence and be credit-

ed, for innocence ceases to be a protection. It was determined at

once to arrest the six so-called conspirators; and accordingly, in a

few days, all, except Monmouth, who saved himself by a timely

flight, were cast into prison. Of these. Lord Howard purchased a

worthless life by pretending to turn king's evidence, and swearing to

order against his former associates ; Russell and Sidney died by
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judicial murders ; ]jord Essex uas found dead in ])rison, but whether

he fell by his own hands or by those of an assassin was never fully

determined; and Hampden, ac^ainst whom not even perjury itself

could prove treason, was mulcted of a ruinous fine.

Our space will not permit us to enter upon a full review of the

trial of Sidney, tlioui^h such an examination would he pertinent to

our subject, and hi;j;]ily illustrative of the manners of the times. It

took place in the Court of Kini^'s Bench, before the infamous Lord
Jeffries,—who, for his judicial iniquities, has attained an execrable

immortality,—then recently appointed chief justice, aided by three

assistant judges, of characters suited to their associations. The
jury consisted for the most part of the dregs of the people, and even

these were .examined beibrchnnd, that there should not be, by any
possibility, a failure as to the desired verdict. The indictment spe-

cified nothing; nor was the prisoner infonned, before the trial, on

what statute he was to be tried. ] Ic was not permitted to challenge

the jurors for favour, nor was he allowed the aid of counsel. He
was charged with compassing the king's death, and the time desig-

nated was shown to be subsequent to his arrest, ^nd while he was a

close prisoner in the tower. ]Much irrelevant matter was permitted

to be introduced as evidence by the prosecution, which, while it

proved nothing as to the charges fur which the prisoner was on his

trial, yet had a direct tendency to embarrass his case. The only

witness that pretended to testily to the matter chnrged, was the per-

fidious Lord Howard, who, besid.s the fact of his being a purchased

witness, was proved to have declared just the opposite of what he

had testified in court, and had also alleged that his own pardon de-

pended on his doing the " drudgoj-y of swearing." To make out a

second v.itness the prosecution j-reduccd a paper, (an abridgment

of the Discourses on Government.) found in Sidney's trunk on the

day of his arrest, which it was <leclarcd contained certain treason-

able expressions. It was in vain that the prisoner objected to

making a piece of paper a witness in the sense of the statute,—the

chief justice pronounced it a goo(l.cnough witness ; or that he re-

fused to acknowledge it to be his own ; or that he contended that

though it were shown to be his, yet as he had never published abroad

what was there written, nor yet avowed it as his sentiments, the

writing could not be justly construed to be an overt act of treason.

But a still greater diliiculty was to be overcome by the prosecution.

Though the comjiotency of both witnesses were granted, and the

sufficiency of their testimony to describe real acts uf treason, still

the two witnesses spoke of entirely-dillerent things, whereas the

statute declared that they should testify to the same overt action.

Fourth Si:iai;s, Vol. 111.—UG.
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This objection, however, was overruled by the chief justice, and

the jury were charged that if they brlieved the witnesses on their

oaths tliey must find the j)risoner guilty; which they accor<l-

ingly did after a very brief consultation, aided, it is aGEirmed, even

in that sacred duty by the presence and authority of the brutal and

blood-thirsty judge.

The conduct of the prisoner in these trying circumstances, was

firm but gentle and conciliatory, bespeaking at once a consciousness

of innocence, and an earnest desire to escape the doom prepared for

him; but restrained by self-respect and love of right from don^'ing

that truth for which ho had already suffered everything but death, or

from meanly cringing to the power so basely prostituted to effect his

ruin. He needed not to reassert his noble sentiments of universal

liberty; they were already known, and he neither retracted them

nor mitigated their force ; and probably ho fondly hoped that silence

on that subject might be advantageous to him. Yane, in the same
circumstances, boldly justified his actions, and reasserted the sen-

timents for which he was about to suffer ; but Sidney, intent on

saving his life, though he could not do violence to his own convic-

tions of right, nor basely cringe before the tyrant-power by which his

life was hunted, 3X't forbore to use any means that might tend need-

lessly to produce irritation. The former course may, indeed, seem

the more heroic ; it can hardly be esteemed the more manhj, or

better befitiing a dying Christian.

This mock trial has never yet found any to defend it, or even suc-

cessfully to mitigate its atrocities. Bishop Burnet states, that even

in that corrujit ago, when legal iniquities were far from being un-

usual, " this trial was universally cried out on, as a piece of most

enormous injustice." Hume, the ready apologist for the crimes of

knigs, admits the insufliciency of the evidence on which Sidney was

condemned, and styles the whole transaction the greatest blemish of

this reign; but most unjustly throws the blame upon the jury, as

though that henl of vagabonds whom the royal oilicers had thrust

into the jur3'-box could serve as scape-goats to bear away the sins

of the sherills, solicitors, court, and king, all of whom were actors in

the bloody tragedy. Macaulay remarks briefly: " Sidney, of whose

guilt no legal evidence could be produced, was beheaded in d<'fiance

of law and justice." ]'>ut the statement of Mr. Charles James Fo.k

most amply and justly characterizes this nefarious affair :
" The pro-

duction of papers containing speculative opinions on government and

liberty, written long before, and perhaps never intended to be pub-

lished, together with the use made of those papers, in consiilering

them as a substitute for the second witness to the overt act, exhibited
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Buch a compound of wickci.liicss and nonsense as is hardly to be

paralleled in the history of judicial tyranny. ]iat the validity of

pretences \Yas little attended to at that time in the case of a ]ierson

wliom the Court had devoted to destnictiony In the proceedings

of the House of Commons after the llcvolntion, reversing the at-

tainder of llusscll anil Sidney, the term " murder " is applied to their

e.vecutions.

During the interval betAvecn his condemnation and execution, at

the earnest solicitation of his friends, Si<lney petitioned the king to

grant him a new trial, setting forth in his " Apology" the irregulari-

ties of the proceedings of tlie Court of King's Eench, in his case.

This paper is still preserved, and serves as a monument both to his

own integrity and to the infamy of those who compassed his death

by means so iniquitous.

The conduct of Sidney after he was assured that it was the fixed

pui-posc of his enemies that he should die, was such as at once be-

speaks the Koman and the Christian. His manner was quiet, and,

apparently, he felt no fear of death. lie engaged the attendance of

one or more Independent ministers as spiritual assistants, to whom
he expressed a deep penitence for his past sins, and an unshaken

confidence in the mercy of Go'l. ^Vhen the wan-ant for his execu-

tion was shovru him he examined it with a[)parcnt unconcern, and in

ever3'thing manifested a quiet cheerfulness that surprised all who
saw him. He metdeath with characteristic intrepidity and insensi-

bility to fear. There was no vain parade or disi)lay, no proud

exhibition of animal courage ; a.s on the other hand there was no

shrinking and unseemly dre;id of a momentar}- pang. As he came
to the scaffold he handed a paper to the sherilT, adding, " I have made
my peace with God, and have nothing to say to men." lie then laid

aside his outer garments, and aihkd, '• 1 am ready to die; I will give

you no further trouble." He then knelt down for a few moments,

apparently engaged in prayer, and then rising up calmly laid his

head upon the block. The executioner, according to custom, asked

him if he should rise again. '' Not till the morning of the resurrec-

tion,

—

strike on''' was his reply ; and a single blow severed the

head from the body. Thus died Algernon Sidney, a mart}T to

the cause of civil liberty,—a cause that had ever called forth

the warmest aspiiations of his heart with a steadiness of de-

votion that knew neither abatement nor variableness. His deadi

was among the last sacrifices offered by tj-ranny in England upon
the altars of despotism. In less than ten years after his dt-misc

the principlt-s for which he suffered were embodied in the new frame

of government set up in his native country. As he had Hved to pur-
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pose, so his death ^vas not in vain. rcri)Ctual generations of free-

men shall venerate his name.

A few remarks as to the personal character of our subject must

close this article. An indefinite notion has prevailed that he was

sceptical in matters of religion; and indeed Iliune classes him with

Harrington and Challouer, as a rejecter ofDivine revelation,—a state-

ment by which the audacity and ignorance of that writer arc alike

evhiced. Burnet, though better informed and more just, also speaks

doubtfully ujjou tliis subject. " He seemed to be a Christian," is the

language of that gossiping prelate, " but in a particular form of his

own; he thought it was to be like a divine philosophy of mind, but

he was against all public worship, and everything that looked like a

Church." It is easy to conceive how opposition to the senseless and

pernicious forms with which public worship was burdened in the

English Church, might, by such a man as Burnet, be mistaken for

opposition to all public worship. Ko doubt Sidney's Christianity

was somewhat peculiar, as he avoided alike the vapid formalism of

the Church and tlic wild enthusiasm of the sects. But probably

there was more ju.silce in the bishop's remarks than would appear at

first notice. A philosophical quietism Avas then much cherished by
some of the most devout persons in the kingdom—the vital principle

of Quakerism ; and though Sidney was no Quaker, yet he is known
to have been familiar with, and much esteemed by Wm. Benn, and

there wasevideully a considerable dcgreeof sympathy between these

two distinguished persons. ISo one at all conversant with Sidney's

history can. for a nioment, suppose he was sceptical as to the divine

character of Christianity; he appears also to have been a devout

man. His dying testimony is sufficient proof on both these points

;

for such a testiniDny at this day would seem rather to indicate dis-

tinguished faith and devotion than to be compatible with partial

scepticism and d-iubiful faith.

In his private character he was above reproach. This is said with

a full knowledge uf the fact that the pen of the defamcr has been

moved against iiim. Iliunc arraigns him for a breach of foith, in

"applying for the king's pardon, and then on his return entering

into cabals for rebellion"—a grave charge indeed, but without founda-

tion, lie neither a>kcd nor would accept of the king's pardon, and

when he returned into England he did so without conditions or

stipulations; nor is it proved that he entered into "cabals for rebel-

lion," as the only proof of that fact is the utterly worthless testimony

of Lord Howard, as ho himself had stated just the contrary in a

variety of cases. A more serious charge has been brought against

him for receiving a bribe from the king of Erance against his own
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countiy. The evidence of this is found in the despatches of Barillon,

tlie minister at tlic English court, to the French secretary. Among
the sums there accounted for by that minister, as expended in his

secret service, is one charged to Sidnc}-. This is certainly rather

inadequate evidence on -svhicii to convict a person, of an almost-ro-

mantic elevation of character, of a base transaction. One may fmcy
a variety of vays far le.-^s improbable than the supposition of corrup-

tion in Sidney, in ^vhich such a statement might have originated.

It is not certain that Sidney had not a just and honorable claim for

the sum charged to him for services -wholly distinct from court-in-

trigues ; nor is it a violent supposition to suspect that Barillon

might have made uic of the money intrusted to him in a way that he

did not choose to communicate to his superiors, and so chose to

make an entry against a person •well knoun at the French court.

Sidney at that time -was not Avorth buying, as he Avas almost com-
pletely Vi-ithout political influence; nor Avas he in a position to need

money as ho had been -while in France, Avhere he proved himself to

be above the power of temptation. The accusation therefore rests

upon evidence quite too slight to entitle it to a moment's credit,

though the calumny is endorsed by Macaulay and some other libe-

ral writers.

Sidney's education and associations in life gave him an elevation

of manner that was sometimes taken for pride and haughtiness of

character. Bishop Burnet, in the sketch ah«ady quoted from,

further remarks, "lie was a man of extraordinary courage, a steady

man even to obstinacy, sincere, but of a rougii and boisterous temper

that would not bear contradiction. ... He was stiff in all re-

publican principles. He had studied the history of government in

all its branches, beyond any man ,1 ever knew. He had a particular

way of insinuating himself into people that would hearken to his

notions and not contradict him." He had studied with the zeal of

an amateur the characters of the old Romans, and it is said that he

made ?ilarcus Brutus his model in life and manners.

The strength of his patriotism is sufficiently proved in his

history. His private virtues adorned every period of his life,

and the stern integrity of his character made him more formi-

dable to his enemies than all the machinations of the heartless

intriguers that agreed with him in loathing the perfidious court.

But those qualities whicli wo admire in contemplation mifitted

him for successful co-operation with the men of his times. He
was too lionest to enter into their designs ; for though the end

proposed might be approved by him, his soul abhorred the means by
which those ends were often sought to be obtained. In other times
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he mi^lit have found companionship in kinih'cd spirits, ^-ith Avhom

his virtues -would li;\ve been appreciated and liis sacrifices re^varded;

as it ^vas, lie lived in the seed-time of civil and religious liberty,

rather than at the harvest,—it is ours to reap the rich rev»ard of his

labours and suflerinirs.

AuT. IV.—THE GOVKllXMKNT AND DISCIPLINE OF THE
APOSTOLIC CIIUKCH.

[SKCOND P.VIT.n.]

ir. CHURCH OFFICES.

§ G. The Apostolate.

It belongs to the conception of an apostle, that he should

have been an eye and car witness of the principal facts of the life

of Jesus,—above all, of the resurrection, (Acts i, 21, 22 ; compare
1 Cor. ix, 1,)—and that his call to office should be directly personal

from Christ himself -without any human intervention. Here rises

at once, ho-^vevcr, a difficulty in regard to Matthias and Paul, ^vho

were brought into the original college after the ascension. 'Slat-

thias possessed indeed the first qualification, but -was chosen of

men by means of the lot, and this also -without any Divine direction,

as it -would seem, on the mere suggestion of the precipitate Peter,

•who supposed that they must at once proceed to fill the vacancy

created in the sacred twelve by the crime of Judas, -without -\vaiting

for the promised outpouring of the Spirit. Paul, on the contrary,

had not known Jesus after the flesh;* but in place of this the

glorified Christ appeared to him in visible form on his -way to Dam-
ascus, (1 Cor. i.\-, 1 ; XV, S,) and clothed him Avith the commission of

an apostle for Gentiles and Jews. He lays special stress on the

fact, moreover, that he had been called to his office not by any human
mediation but directly by the Lord himself, and had received his

Gospel, not even from the older aiiostles, but by the revelation of

Jesus Christ, (Gal. i. 1. 11, seqq.) If then we are still to hold fast the

necessity and symbolical significance of the sacred number tivelve,f

° From 2 Coi". v, 10, imlcc«l, some expositors wouW infer the contrary; 1)ut

without sufficient pnnin 1. .\t all events such acquaintance •would have Weu
for hiia of no u<e, as liv was then an unVx-liever, an<l must have counteil the

Saviour cither an enthusiast or an impostor.

t The number twelve was .<o fixetl. that the apostles are often styled simply

ol dMesa, JIatt. xxvi, 11. 47; John vi, C7: xx, 'J4, etc.; and this even after the

resurrection, when the collo,j:e was no longer full, 1 Cor. xv, 5.
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which refcTS not merely to the twelve tribes of the Jews, but to

universal Christendom as the true spiritual Israel, (yea, even the

foundation stones of the heavenly Jerusalem itself, Ave are told, bear
" the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb," llev. x.\i, 1-1,)

there is no alternative but to pronounce the election of Matthias a

Avell-meant but still rash and invalid proceeding, and to substitute

Paul for him as the legitimate completion of the apostolic college.

At all events it is not advisal)le to extend the number of proper

regular apostles beyond I'aul, although there were undoubtedly a

number of aposfolical men.*

From this peculiar personal relation of the apostles to Christ, we
may understand now their oflice and its significance for the Church.

They are the representatives aiid vicegerents of Christ, the bearers

and infallible organs of the Holy Ghost, the founders and pillars of

the universal Church.t That I'eter styles himself a " fellow-elder,"

(ovu-Qec:3vrepoc, 1 Tcter v, 1 ; comp. -J John 1, and 3 John 1.) docs

not show, by any means of course, that they were merely presbyters,

or congregational officers, just as little as the title " commilitones "

from a Roman general to his soldiers can be taken to mean that

both were of the same rank. The apostles were in truth deacons
and bishops, but at the same time much more; their office looked,

° So before all Barnabas, one of tlio two candidates for the vacant place of
Judas, the mediator hj -whom Paul was tirst introduced to the older apostles,
(Acts ix, 27,) the companion of hi.s fu>-t niis.«ionary tour, (Acts xiii, 2, 3,) and
afterwards an indi-pcndent labourer in tlie work of the Gospel, (Acts xv, 39,)
whose name is always mentioned with honour. I'ossibly also he wrote the Epistle
to the Hebrews. Paul Joins hi:u with himself, 1 Cor. ix, C, (he speaks here,
however, not merely of the apostles, but also of the brethren of the Lord, and
Timothy is honoured with the same juxtai)o.Mtion in the inscriptions of several
of his epistles :) in the Acts of the Ap'.stles Barnabas is first put before I'aul,

(even after the council of Jerusalem, .w, 12, though the reverse onler is fouud
already, xiii, 43, 4(1, oO,) and twic, xiv, 4, 1 1, he is made to share with him the
title u-ucro7.oi, while yet he is never called a-ocmv.oc separately. In other
places, where the word is used of more follow-Iabourers of the apostles, it is to

be taken in its wider sense of riiesxctiga- or a person sent. Kj.aphroditus, Thil. ii,

2.'., is styled urroaro/.of as the dLlcirate of the congrejratiou at IMiilippi ; and in
the same way the u-vcro/.ot tuv lKK?.r,'Tiuti; 2 Cor. viii, 23, are to be con^id-'rcd

deputies representinpr particular Churches. "When it is sai'l, Rom. xvi, 7. of the
otherwise unknown Roman missionaries Andronicus and Junia, (some, as Chry-
tostom and Grotius.iaVc 'Unvlai- as an accusative from 'loi r/a, and understand
thus the wife of Andronicus.) that they were i-icijuot Iv rvic u-ocro?.otc, it is to

be referred to the good credit tiiey had with the proper apostles. So it is ex-

plained by r>cz,i. Crotius, Mtycr, and othei-s of the best interpreters.

t Compare such passages ns Matt, xvi, IS, seq.; xviii. 1> ; John xx. 22, scq.

;

xiv, 2G ; xvi, 13 ; Acts i, 5 ; ii, 4 ; 2 Cor. t, 20 ; Eph. ii, 20 ; Gal. ii, 9 ; Rev.
xxi, 14.
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and through their -word still looks, to universal Christendom, in both

doctrine and disr'ii»line. They formed, after the Lord ceased to be

visibly present in the world, the highest tribunal of appeal, the last

all-sufficient authority, as the inspired interpreters of the economy

of salvation ; and to this day their -writings, those records of the

Christian revelation in its primitive purity and freshness, remain

the infallible norm and rule both of faith and life. So far as doctrine

is concerned, the}* could challenge for their teaching unconditional

obedience, as the Spirit of God himself spake through them in an

infallible way, gave tlieni mouth and wisdom, (^latt. x, 10, seq ; Mark
xiii, 11 ; Luke xii, VI ; xxi, 16,) and it is not to be imagined at all,

that they would sufler themselves to be corrected hero or advised in

any point by tlie congregations Avhich owed to them, in fact, their

very existence. Their writings are addressed immediateh' indeed

to single Churches or pcrson.s, but through these they look also to all

Christians of all times. As regards Church government and dis-

cipline, they hail the oversight and charge of all the Churches, as

Paul himself expressly says, 2 Cor. xi, 28, 29 :
" Besides those things

that are without, that which cometh upon me daily, the care of all

the Churches. ^Vho is weak, and I am not weak? (by sympathy

and common interest.) AVho is offended, and I burn not?" When
Peter calls himself co-presbyter, it implies at the same time that he

took part, though absent in the body, in the government of the single

congregations to which he wrote, (1 Pet. v, 1.) It lay indeed in the

nature of the case, that the apostles in their missionary work took

diflerent parts of the vast field. Paul laid it down as a principle for

himself, to labour in those regions where the Gospel had not yet

been preached by any of his colleagues, (Rom. xv, 20, seq. ; 2 Cor.

x, 13-lG ;) and after the agreement entered into at the council of

Jerusalem, A. D. r»0, he gave himself mainly with Barnabas to the ser-

vice of the Gentiles, while James, Peter, and John, on the contrary,

continued among the Jews, Gal. ii, 7-9.* But this destroyed not the

official relation in which each stood of right to the entire field. For

Paul turned first in every city to the Jews, Peter wrote to congrega-

tions in Asia Minor formed by Paul and mainly of Gentile converts,

both came together at last according to tradition in Rome where

they then exercised ]n-obably a joint oversight, and after their death

John succeeded to the .sphere of Paul's labours in Asia Minor.

Li virtue of this universal vocation, the apostles were not only

° Thi? fact probably lio< at the foun-laib.n of the okl story, that tlic Apostles

divMoJ theinsclves at .Icrn-alem amoii;^ the Jifleront countries of the earth.

Compare Socrates Hi^t. Kcdcs. I, 10, Rujinus Hist. Eccles. I, 9, and Tkcodorci ad

I's. HG.
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evangelists for the whole unconverted -worl.l, (Matt, xxviii, 20,) but

the living bond at the same time and personal representation of the

internal and external unity of the Chuvehes already organized.*

The most perfect out^vard exhibition of the unity of tlic apostolic

Chui'ch, is to be found in the well-known council of Jerusalem

already noticed. This is, at the same time, a primitive sanction

of the synodical system, in which all orders of the Church are repre-

sented, to transact business and settle (|uestions of general concern,

and to decide in the last resort.

With all this comprehensive authority, however, with all this in-

dependent personal authority, which every one had in his own
sphere, and in virtue of which, for instance, Paul once even rebuked

the earlier-called and high-standing Peter, (Gal ii, 11-14,) the

apostles still regarded themselves as a collegiate corporation and

exercised their power as organic membei'S thereof and with a feel-

ing of responsibility to it as a whole. They did not stand apart,

but completed one another reciprocally with their gifts and peculiari-

ties, so as to present a full-timed harmony. And as they were thus

united with one another, so were they also with the Church, whose
unity they personally represented, ^\'e have already seen that with

all the authority they had immediately from Christ, they still forced

nothing violently on the congregations, but presided over them with

a feeling of living sympathy and consent—that is, in a strictly evan-

gelical way. Hence the calling together of the council on the occa-

sion of the great controversy in regard to the admission of the Gen-
tiles, that the decision might proceed from the whole body. They
required no acknowledgment (tf their authority that did not rest on

free conviction and love, no obedience to their ordinances that did

not proceed from the living experience of the power of Divine truth

in their own hearts. From all tyranny over conscience, from all

arbitrary hierarchical despotism, they were heaven-wide remote.

They saw the end and purpose of the Church, not in the mere rela-

tion of one governing and others being governed, but in the living

co-operation and brotherly helping together of all under the common
Head, the Saviour of the body. ( I'lph. iv ; 1 Cor. xii.) I'hey fed the

flock, with the fullest respect and regard for the rights, the freedom,

and the high worth even of the humblest of the souls committed to

their care. They recognised in every believer a member of the

same body and a dear brother in Christ, and saw in the saints col-

lectively a family of the free children of God, a holy people, and a

" Compare Kom. xvi, If), " The Churches of Christ salute you;" 1 Cor. xvi, 19,

" The Churches of Jsia salute you ;" ver. 20, " .ill the brethren greet jou ;" Ileb.

xiii, 24, i.tc.
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royal priesthood, to sIioav forth the praises of him Avho had called

them out of darkness into his marvellous light. (1 Pet. ii, 5, 9.)

With the universal destination of the apostles stands connected

also their mode of life, as they -were not stationed at any fixed point

nor confined to one diocese, but spent their time mainly in mission-

ary and visitation tours. Only James the Just forms an exception

to this, who, according to all wo know of him, (compare Acts xii, 17
;

XV, 13-21; xxi, IS,) liad his permanent residence in the theocratic

metropolis, and for this reason, even in the ancient Church, from

Clemens Alcxnndrinus on, is almost miiversally styled at once the

first hishop of Jerusalem.* Still we ma}* not on this account put him
fully into the same category -with the proper bishops of a later time.

lie stood in the mother Chm-ch as the representative of the apostoli-

cal college, and acted in its name.f To him fell, as it would seem,

after the apostolical convention, the superintendence of the entire

Jewish Christianity in I'alcstine and the neighbouring countries, as

his Epistle also is addressed accordingl}'- to all converts from Israel.

Note.—The question, lately brought up ngaiu by tlio English-German sect of

the modern Montanists, iu relation to the continuance or revival of the apostolical

office, 'does not belong properly to this historical sketch, and can be only briefly

glanced at here accordin^irly in the way of appendix. It is much of one nature

•with the question of the continuance of spii-itual gifts ; for gifts and offices are

closely connected together, like soul and body. AVe must distinguish here also

between form and subatiuicc. The apostles occupy immediately a wholly-peculiar

position, in which none caii rival or supplant them ; by the fact, namely : 1. Of
their having been pcrsoruiUy called by Christ without any human intervention.

2. Of their being the insjn'rrd and infallible bearers of the Christian revelation.

3. Also Xhv/ouiuUis of the C'nurch; au'l, 4. Of their standing in a representative

relation to tiic universal Christian world, (not simply to the Jews.) As the Lord
himself called only twelve, and promised them that they should hereafter sit on

twelve thrones judging tlie twelve tribes of Israel, (Matt, xix, 28,) so the la.^t

book of the lUble also knows only of the "twelve apostles of the Lamb," whose

^- See the citations from tin- fathers in Rathe, p. 2CJ, seqq. On the other hand,

however, this very position of .hmu-s in contrast with the missionary life of the

apostles, is one of the arguments which go against the supposition of his ideutity

with the younger apostle of this name, and in favour of the opinion that he was
only (like Barnabas) an apostle-like man, whose great credit rested partly on
liis own character, and partly on his relationship to the Lord,

t r<othc, p. 2G7, seqq. Se also the statejuent of Hegcsippus in Kuscb. U, 23,

where it is said of James in the very beginning : Siadixerai 61 ~}/v eKK?.rifTi'av fieTu
tCiv uTTocro/.ui; which is not to be translated, with. Jerome, post apostolos, but

signifies in cciincxion iritli the aix>st1es. Hegcsippus does not call James, himself,

bishop, but he applies this title to his successor, Simeon, the son of Cleophas and

relative of Jesus, Euseb. H', -"-'
: ficra rh fiapTvpTjcai 'Iuk(j,3ov tov diKatov

^vfieCir. . . . Kadiavarai LTTtCKorro^, ov Tzpoidevro Ttdvrcg, vvTa uvnl'ibv tov

Ki-piov deirspov.
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§ 7. Prophets.

The second class of ofiicers, which we find mentioned Eph. ii. '20

;

iii, 5 ; iv, 11 ; 1 Cor. xii, 2S, seq.. immediately after the apostles, are

names arc written on the twelve foun<l:itions of tlic heavenly Jerusalem, (llev.

xxi, l-t; compare xii, 1, the twelve stars on the crown of Christ's sijousc.)

Under these aspects, their office must be considered untransferable. We do not

find accordingly that after the death of an apostle, as, for instance, of the elder

James, (Acts xii, 2,) their number was filled up ; and in the latter part of tlie first

century, John is fouud to be the only surviving member of the college. On the

Otlier hand, however, there is room also to speak of the vnbroken continuation of

the apostolate. For, in the first jjlaec, tlic apostles, originally appointed by our

Lord, still live and work, not only personally in the Cliurch above, which stands

in mystical union with the Church here below, but also through their normative

word and their spirit in this last itself, ministering to it daih' and hourly all

forms of spiritual service and aid. Then again, every rcgdlarly-called 7ninister

(and not merely the bishops, as the llomanists and Anglicans pretend) is, as to

the essential character of his oflice, in the broad sense, a successor of the apostles,

inasmuch as he also stands as an ambassador in Christ's place, and in his name

and as his organ, offers to penitent sinners, by word and sacrament, all the bene-

fits of redemption, which arc still to this day a savour of life unto life and a savour

of death unto death. For although much that is human and worldly lias crept

into the whole administratinn of tlie Church, in the language of the pious iiu^rr,

" The blessed God is still as much in earnest with the upholding of the Gospel

of his Son at the present day, as he was with the first proclamation of it in the

beginning ; and therefore we may still be as happy in the institution, the call,

the qualifications, and the beiio!it-t of the ministerial oihce, as it was proper to be

in the earliest times." Finally : as there were even in the beginning, along with

the proper apostles, apostulicil nan, such as IJarnabas, to whom also the name

was allowed to extend, at lea>t iu its wider sense, so the Lord of the Church con-

tinues to send, from time to time, altogether extraordinary instruments, in the

character of great national missiotiiriis and genial reformers, who exercise, if not

over the Avholc of the Christian world, still over some large part of it, a truly

apostle-like influence, and gain from it a corresponiling credit and reputation.

Generally, indeed, we may say. aliii'i>t all ejMjch-forming movements in history

proceed from highly-gifted and im)>o.-ing individuals, iu whom a great idea has

taken flesh and blood, and so presents itself to the age in concrete, and, as it were,

palpable life and freshness. That our own time al~o stands in need of such

heroes in the sphere of religion, to solve, theoretically and practically, the confu-

sion of the Church as it now stands, and to pave the way creatively for the Church

of the future, we are ourselves firmly convinced, and hold it to be the duty of

Christians to jiray, that it may [dease tlie Lord to raise them up and arm them

for their work. That they have already apjicared, however, in the so-called

Irvingian '-apostles," we must be allowed, with all res|>ect for their uprightness

and their well-meant intentions, to hold in vehement doubt—even after reading

the apostle Carlylc's tra<t. translated by l)r. //. Thiersch: "The Apostolical Othce.

Its original Form, its Failure, and its Restoration. Publishe<l as Manuscript.

Berlin, IsJiO.'' The Lord has never forsaken his Church nor left himself without

•witness in it ; in pro].ortion us any one gives up the rationality of history in de-

spair, he denies also the precious furulamental truth of Gofl's universal providence.
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the prophets. By these we arc to uiKlcrstand, inspired teachers and
gloAving proclaimers of Divine mysteries. They were not bound to
any given place, but presented themselves in different Churches,
teachinrr, cxhortin- and encouraging, as they were moved bv a
liighcr impulse of the Spirit. They appear also to have exercised a
special inllucnco over the election of other officers, as they tunu-d
attention towards those persons, Mhom the voice of revelation, in
connexion with prayer and flisting, pointed out as fit instruments fur
spreading the Gospel or for any other service in the kin-dom of
God. (Acts xiii, 1, seq. ; xvi, 2; compare 1 Tim. i, IsTiv, 14.)
As prophets we find casually named in the xVcts of tlie Apostles,
Agohus, who meets us first at Antioch, (xi, 28,) and afterwards a::ain
in Cesarea, (xxi, 10,) also the missionary Barnabas, (compare
IV, 3G,) Simeon, Lucius, (not to be confounded with Luke,) Manani
and Saul, (the apostle,) at Antioch (xiii, 1,) Judas, and Paul's com-
panion the evangelist Silas, (xv, 32.) Above all, however, are the
apostles themselves to be considered such. For when it is' said m
Christians, Eph. ii, 20, that they are builded on the foundation of
the apostles and prophets (rw»^daoard/.wi- nal ~po6rj7C>v,) the omis-
sion of the article in the second case itself shows that both the^^e
conceptions, as in the parallel passage, iii, 5, also, must be closely
joined together m tlie sense, " the apostles who arc at the same time
p}-ophetsr=^ For the apostles have, indeed, as organs of the Holy
Ghost, as receivers of the Christian revelation, (compare Gal i TM
proclaimed the whole plan of salvation and disclosed or brou4t to
light thus what was before a mystery. In this view also their%vord
and their writings are prophetical, iu a higher sense than the Scrip-
tures of the Old Testament.t

§ S. Evangelists.

The third rank is a.^-.<igned by Taul, Eph. iv, 11, to the evanrrrJi^s
or travelling missi.uinries.t Their name itself indicates that their
business consisted mainly in the proclamation of the --lad new^ of
salvation, primarily among nations not vet converted, "but «till not
among such exclusively; for the Gospel needs to be declared and
offi:'rcd anew continually to those also who are already believers.

^-- To make it refer to the OM Testament prophets is utterly inadmissible:
partly because of the or.ler. partly and u.ainly in^cause of the parallel pa-'a-e'
Lph. IV, 11, and iii. 5, vhore the uf vf. ur:,,a}.v6^9n shuts us up to the Vew
Testament revelation. Cou.pare also StierS exposition. Comment. I, s 3S4 «eoq.

t Compare the passages. Horn. xvi. 2G; 2 iVt. i. 19; iii, 10, ]C; and ^V,.;-*
observations, s. o>y. seq.

t So Theodore! : cKehoc -tpiiOvrei Ur/inrrov. Compare also Xcander, vol i, 2.:?.
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The matter of tlioir pre:ichin[; thus was historical, and turned mainly

on the leading facts of the Saviour's life, })articularly his resurrec-

tion.* Hence grew easily the later u.«ago of speech, by -which the

desi^2;uation was tran.?ferrcd to the authors of our written Gospels.

AYe find the evangelists commonly in the immediate company or

service of the apostles, as their " helps " and " fellow-labourers,"

(avrspyot, (Tvvdovkoi, koivdvoi, Phil, iv, 3; Col. i, 7 ; 2 Cor. viii, 2<3.)i'

Paul had most need of them in his Avidcly-extended field of labour,

and Ave find him attended in fact, on his last journey to Jerusalem,

with seven such assistants, (Acts .\x, 4, 5.) To this class of Church

officers belong the deacon Philip, who first preached the Messiah to

the Samaritans, then baptized the Ethiopian eunuch on his way from

Jenisalem to Gaza, and finall}- laboured in Cesarea, (Acts viii, o, seqq.,

26, seqq. ; xxi, S, where he is styled " the evangelist ;") Timothy,

(compare '2 Tim. iv, 5, Igynv -oiijoor cvayyeXcorov,) whom Paul held

in special regard, and names along with himself in the inscriptions

of several of his epistles ; Titus, a Gentile convert, by birth, per-

haps, of Corinth, (Gal. ii, 1 ; 2 Cor. viii, 23; vii, 6, 14; xii, IS;

Tit. i, 5 ;) Silas, or Silvamis, a projjhet from the Church at Jeru-

salem, (Acts XV, 22, 32,) who accompanied the apostle of the Gentiles

on his second missionnry tour, (Acts xv, 40; xvi, 19, 25; xvii, 4;
xviii, 5; 1 Thess. i, 1, where he is put before Timothy, probably as

being his senior in age,) and is found finally in company with Peter,

(1 Pet. V. 12 ;) L'ikc, the author of the third Gospel and of the Acts
of the Apostles, (where he does not indeed reveal his name expressly,

but includes himself when he narrates in the first jiersou plural,) at

the same time a physician, (according to Col. iv, 14,) and one of

Paul's most fixilhful attendants, who did not forsake him even in his

last captivity, (Philem. 24; 2 Tim. iv, 11;) Jolm Mark, of Jeru-

salem, missionary assistant of Paul, then of Barnabas his uncle, later

again in Paul's compan}-, and finally (as \;c may suppose also at

intervals previously) in that of Peter, to whom jn-obably he owed his

conversion, ami whom he served as an amanuensis, (Acts xii, 25

;

xiii, 5, 13; xv, 30: Col. iv, 10; IMiilem 24; 2 Tim. iv, 11; I'Pet!

V, 13;) Clement, (Phil, iv, 3;) Epaphras, the founder of the Co-

^ Bens^el observes well on Ilj'li. iv, 1 1 : I'roplicta <lc fiiluris, (not solely ho'w-

evcr,) evangeli.<ta dc piiulrrilis infallibilitcr tcstatur; proiuuta totam habct a
Spiritu, evanjrelista iviii vi.su et nu'litu perceptam mciuoiiuo pro<.lit, charismate

tamcn majori ;ul i!iiiiiu> maxiiiii momeiiti iii>tna-tii'',quam pastincs ct doctores.

j Cali-iu .icconliii;rly (Iii-tit. IV., :], ^ -1.) iloscribos evaii-.lists a.s siub, "Qui
quum iHgnltate csscnt apo.«tolis ininoves, otricio tamon proximi orant aileoque

vice; ooruin gertbaut. Quales fueruiit Lucas, Timotlicu3, Titu-? ct rcliqui simile;:.

ac fortassc etiam soptuaginta di.'icipuli, quos secuaJo ab apostolis loco Christus

desiguavit, (Luke x, 1.)"
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lossian and other Phrygian Churches, -whom we meet at last along

>viUi his imprisoned teacher at Koine, (Col. i, 7 ; iv, 12, 13 ;) Epa-
phrodiliis, the delegate of the riiilippians, -whom some commentators,

without reason, hold to be the same person Avith l^paphras, (Phil.

ii, 25 ;) perhaps also Tijdiicus (Tit. iii, 12,) Trophimus, Dcmas,
Apollos, and other co-labourers of the apostles.*

from these examples it is sufficiently plain, that the evangelists

also were no congrarational officers,'!' and that they were not sta-

tioned, like the pre.^bytcrs and later bishops, in fixed places, but

travelled around freely -wherever necessity required. The apostles

sent them for different j)urposes to all points of their great sphere of

action :% now for the wider dissemination of the Gospel ; then for the

transmission of letters; and again, to visit, inspect, and confirm

congregations already established: so that they also served, like the

apostles themselves, as living bonds of union and promoters of

brotherly concord among the different sections of the Chm-ch. In

short, they were, in a certain sense, the vicegerents of the apostles,

and acted under their direction and with their authority, like the

commissioners of a king. Thus we find Timothy, soon after his

conversion, in missionary service, (Acts .wi, 2, scqq. ;) then he is at

Ephesus, to carry out the organization of the Church and repress

l;alse doctrines which had appeared during Paul's absence, (1 Tim.

i, 3; iii, 14, 15; iv, 13;) next he is sent by Paul to Corinth, (Acts

xix, 22; 1 Cor. iv, 17, seqq. ; xvi, 10;) falls in Avith him again in

^Macedonia, (2 Cor. i, 1 :) accompanies the apostle in his last jour-

ney to Jerusalem, (Acts xx, 4;) is with him in his confinement at

Eome, (Col. i, 1 ; Pliilcm. 1 ; I'hil. i, 1 :) goes as a delegate \vith au

epistle to the Church at Philippi, to inquire into its state, (Phil.

^ ;Many of these men in the later tradition are made bishops : to Timothy is

assigned, as a dioco>c, Kphcsus; to Titus, Crete, (in the Const. Apost. VII, 4G,

by Euseb. H. E., Ill, 4. Jerome Catal. sub Tim. and Tit., and others;) to Epnph-

roditus, rhilippi, (hy Theodoret on Vhil. i, 1, and ii, L'o, on account of the title

u-ouTo/.or :) to Api-n..:<, Ci'saroa, (Mcnolog. Graeo. II, p. 17 ;) to Tychicus, Chalce-

don; and Paul's <Tiifp;or Clement is held generally to be the same person with

the -well-known Uoinan bishop of this name. But leaving; the last case out of

view, these traditions are partly in direct contradiction to New Testament facts.

Timothy, for example, up to the last captivity of Taul, had no fixed settlement,

and after his death it was John rather who presided over the Church at Ephesus.

AVe do not find in the later constitution of the Church any parallel exactly to the

office here in question.

t According to the di>tinction already noticed, as holding between these and

Church officers. This distinction is wholly overlooked by the writer of the article,

*• The Jposdcship a taupoiary Offire," in the Princeton Review for 1S49 and 1>.J0,

where Timothy and Titus arc taken to have been simply common presbyters.

I Rothe styles tlicm in this view, (p. 300,) not inaptly, apostolical delcsatcs.
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ii 19-^^3 •) at the writing of the second cpisllc addressed to him by

Paul, he must have been in the vicinity of Kphesus, from ^vhence he

is called shortly before the apostles end to Home, (2 Tun. iv, 0, 20 ;)

the Epistle to the Hebrews iinally informs us of Ins being set at

liberty from an imprisonment, and of his purpose to travel towards

the east (Ilfb. xiii, 23.) Tlie case is simihir with Titus, who meets

us now in Jerusalem, (Gal. ii, 1,) now in Ephesus, now in Connth.

(2 Cor. vii, G, 14,) then in Crete, (Tit. i. 5,) again m ^'lCopollS, (lit.

iii, 12,) and finally in Dalmatia, (2 Tim. iv, 10.)

III. CONGllEGATIOXAL OITICEUS.

§ 9. Prcsbi/tcr-])ishops.

After these three offices, which regard the Church in its universal

character, the apostle mentions, Eph. iv, U, pastors and teachers,

characterizing thus the regular overseers of single congrcgatiojis m
their twofold capacity.^ These are undoubtedly the same officers,

who are elsewhere in tlic New Testament commonly styled prc^ 6//-

ters or elders, and four times (namely, Acts xx, 28 ;
Thil. i, 1 ;

1 Tim. iii, 2; Tit. i, 1) bishops, whose business is expressly de-

clared to be the care and conduct of the llock.f

We have now in the first ].lace to explain these terms, and their

relation to one another. The name presbyter,! of one sense with

elder, is without doubt of Jewish-Christian origin, a transfer namely

of the Hebrew title (-":"t) bi'stowed upon the rulers of the syna-

fro^ues on whom rested the direction of religious affairs. It cx-

• presses thus immediately the i.lea of age and the personal respecta-

bility that goes along with it,§ and then derivatively the idea of

«5That tbc words -ofuhnr kuI dn^.acMt'/.ovr, on account of tbe absence of 70tf c'e

must be roforred to one aiul tbe «:une ofTiee. as is now done by mo?t iuterprt-ters

following .Toromc ;ui.l An.m-^tlno, (c. p.. K.U-kcrt. llarlo.s. Meyer, Stier-Calvln,

however' Boza, an.l de ^^etto disscntinp.) hu.s boon kforo remarked. Tbeir re-

striction' to a small si>herc is noticed already hy Theodorct, v.hi:n be .-=peaks of

them as roif Kara -o7.lv k,u KiMiiv uov/itciiuoi-f. True, tbcre is also a universal

pastorate and doctorate ; but tbis belongs to tbc apostles, who, as we have before

seen, united in tbomsclves all otbcos.

t Wouiah en; Acts xx, 'JS ; so also 1 Pet. v. 1, 2 : compare also tbc close connexion

of rrouuiu and ]~lcKO-or, 1 I'ct. ii. -J."., where botii terms arc used of Christ.

I Or prcsbytn-s, as proper accuracy would rciuire us to say in tbe plural after

the Greek TrpeaSvTFpoi.

8 In tbis «cnsc, rather than in that of nflice, .lobn seems to name himself "the

elder "or presb'vter. 'J .K.bn 1. an-l .i John 1. Kven in tbc second and third

centuries tbe designation -rroSvrrwt is still met with, in what may bo termed

the school of St. John, as a title of honour applied to earlier Cburch teachers, even

where they ha'l been proper bishops in tbe catholic sense. Compare the passages

Quoted from Ircnacus in liotUc's work, p. 414, seqq.
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official dignity and authority, -vvlncli arc bonio ordinarily by men of

years and experience.* The name bishop, that is overseer, is, in all

probability, borrowed from the ])olitical relations of the Grceks,t was

brought accordini;;!}' later into ecclesiastical use, and this too in

Gentile- Christian con^rei^atinns, (as in the 2yew Testament also we
meet with it only from Paul and his disciple Luke,) and has regard

as the word signifies to the oflicial c////y and icork of these congrega-

tional rulers.;

Aside from this immaterial diflerence of origin and signification,

however, the two names refer to one and the sa?ne office ; so that

the bishops of the !New Testament may not be thought of as diocesan

bishops in the sense of a later period, but only as mere congrega-

tional officers. This apjioars incontrovertibly from all the jjas-

sages where this title comes into view. For in Acts xx, 28, Paul

addresses as " bishops " the very same rulers of the Ephesian Church

to whom he iuuljust before, ver. 17, applied the title of "presbyters."

Then in the inseriplion of his Epistle to the Philippians, (i, 1,) he

salutes the saints in Philippi, 'together with the bishops and dea-

cons," [oiv i-LOKo-oir lent diuKuvoi^,) without mentioning the presby-

ters ; which can be explained only on the supposition of their being

the same with the bishops. For this too speaks here besides, as

Jerome already noticed, the use of the plural form, since there can-

not be a number of bisiiups, according to the later sense of the word,

in a single congregation. Xext we have the testimony of the pas-

toral epistles. In Tit. i, 5, the apostle directs his disciple to ordain

"presbyters" in tl:<' Churches of Crete; then, speaking of the

qualities to be rcgaidod in their choice, he suddenly brings in the

<= The case is exactly ilic .-aine witli the Greek yipovcia and the Latin senatus,

which arc titles of magi.->tiMoy bt.nv.wcd from its proper attributes of age and
dignity.

t ITie delegates namely appointed to orj^-auize states dependent on Athens,

were called epiicofoi, as alr'o other pcreons in power; compare Suidas s. v.

i~iaKo-or, Sc'toliu on JiUlopliaiics, Aves v. 1023. Cicero also employs the word
when, writing to Alticus, (I41. vii, 11.) he says : " Vult mc Pompejus esse, quern

tota hacc Cauipana et nuuitinia ora habeat i-ioKozov, ad quern delectus ct

suTiuna nc;rntii referatur ;" and in somewhat diflVvont sense the old iloman jurist,

Arcadius Charisius. in a IVapisent of his tract dr iiwucribus civilibvs, (DigCi^t, lib.

IV, 'lit. 1, leg. 18, Jj 7,) where it is said, '•Episcopi, qui praesunt pani ct caeteris

Tenalibus rebus, tjuac eivitatum i)opulis ad quotidinuum \ictum usui sunt." The

term.-* e-ioKO-or and t-tCKo-.-, occur besides frequently also in the LXX.. in

translation of Tp^' ~'~"'
ii"'id ri";'~~. Num. iv, IG; xxxi, 14; Judges is, 2S;

2 Kintrs xi, IG ; Xchem. xi, 0, 1 1 ; I.-^a. Ix, 17.

I So in substance the di.'tinction was understood by Jerome, Ei-ist. S2, ad

Oceanum : Apud veteres iidem episcojii el presbyteri. quia illud nonicn dignitaiis

(he has it more correctly on Til. i, 7, uomcu ojicii) est, hoc aetalis.
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name " bishops," -vvlicrc yet be has in view plainly the same persons,

as is sho^Yn even by the causative " for " in vcr. 7, {^d yug tov
evioKo-ov, etc.) In 1 Tim. iii, 1-7, he sets forth the qualifications

for the cpiscoinite, and tlicn passes on immediately, vcr. S-13, to

the rcr^uiremcnts for the diaconate, -without any mention of the

presbyterate, either here or afterwards ; and as he yet plainl}'- pro-

posed to give direction concerning all the congregational oflices, it

follows that the bishops and jtrcsbytcrs were the same. Finally

:

Peter (1 Ep. v, 1, '1) addresses the "presbyters "of the congi'cgations

to which he wrote, (and not the bishops, as he must have done in

this connexion if they had been a higher class of oflicers,) as a
" fellow-presbyter," and describes it as their business " to feed the

flock of God" and to "take the oversight of it," {-oiiidvare ro hv

vfilv 7:oijiviov rou Otov, t-moKo~ovvTEg, k. r. A. ;) a clear proof

that here also the presbyterate and episcopate fall together, the first

denoting here the honour and dignity, the last the duty and function,

of one and the same office.*

This identity of presbyters and bi.sho))S in the apostolic Church was
also acknowledged by the most learned Church lathers, on exegeti-

cal grounds, even after the catholic episcopal system (whose origin

was referred fb the aposlolate) had come to its full form and force.f

° The same form of speech is still met v.ith in the apostolical father Clement

of Rome, when he says, in his first Kidsile to the Corinthians, c. 42, that the

apostles ortlaincJ the first fruits of the Christian faith, {rur u~apxai) in new-

congregations as l-LCKo-ov^ Koi 6icKovovr, wltLoiit ouy mention of ~psc3vvE,-)ou

He chose the other, here plainly c>iuivalcut tinn, because he had in his mind
the passage, Isa. Ix, 17, where the lAX. translate, Kal 6Cjcu rovg upxovrilr cov kv

elpf/v^, Koi roig tTticKo-ovg cov ev iiKfiiocvinj.

t See Rothe, p. 207-217, wlicre the passaires from the fiithcrs are given at large ;

also Giesekr K. G. I, 1. Anra. 1, (S. II". ieqq., 4, A.) We confine ourselves to

the most important. Jerome says, a<l Tit. i, 7 : Idem est ergo presbyter qui
episcopus, ct antequam diaboH iustiuctu stmlia in rcligionc fierent. . . . Com-
muni presbytci-orum consilio ecclesiae gubcrnabantur. Then he goes on to quote

as proof all the passages of t^cripture noticed above. Again, Kjiist. 8.5, ad Eva"--

rium, (in the later copies, aJ Evangelum :) Nam quum apostolus pcrspicue doceat

eosdem esse prcsbyteros et cpi?coiios, etc. Finally, i;j). 62, ail Uceanum (al. S3
:)

In lUraque epistola (the first to Timothy anil that to Titus) sive cpiscopi sive

presbyteri ^quamquam apud veteres iidem episcopi ct presbyteri fuevint, quia
illuJ uomen dignitatis est, hoc actatis) jubentur monogami in clerum elcgi.—So
Jlmbrosiaster ad I'ph. iv, 11, and the author of the I'seudo-Augustinian Quucstiones

V. ft N. T., qu. 101. Among tlie Greek fathers, Chnjsostom Horn. I. in Ep. ad
rhilipp. says: ZwemaKoncn^ (so he reads Phil, i, 1, instead of civ e-iCK6-oic)

Kal t'lauuioi^. Ti toCto ; fitdr ro/.twf rro/./.ot k-iaKOTTOi jjcnv ; O'viafiu^- u/.'/.u roig

TrpecJi'Ttpovr oiruc 'iKd'/.tav rort yup rt'cjr (koixuvovv toi^ ovofiaai, kqI dtunovoc 6

k-icKO-o^ e'/.iycTO, k. r. ?.. Still more plainly Tlieodoret ad Thil. i, 1 : . . . i:zi-

CKo-ovr 6e rorf -JzpeahTipov^ Ko'/.ei, uuooTcpa yup t'lxov Kar' ikeIvov tov Kaipbv ra
oioiiara, for which he quotes texts already given. So again ad Tim. iii, 1:

FouiiTii Series, Vol. 111.—37
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On the time and manner of the introduction of this office we have

unfortunately no information, as in the case of the diaconate, (Acts vi.)

The demand for it arose, no doubt, very early ; a.s notwithstandin:^

the wider dilTusion of gifts not restricted to office, provision was to

be made plainly fur the re,i:;ular and fixed instruction and conduct of

the rapidly multiplyini; Churches. The historical pattern for it was

presented in the Jcwisli synagogue, namely, in the college or bench

of elders, (-()f:(7,3i''rtpo<, Luke vii, 3, d()^^/(7vi'ay6j)'ot, Mark v, 'I'l
;

Acts xiii, 15,) who conducted the functions of public worship,

prayer, reading and exposition of the Scriptures. We meet Chris-

tian presbyters for the first time, Acts xi, 30, at Jerusalem, on the

occasion of the collection sent from the Christians of Antioch for tlie

relief of their brethren in Judea. From thence the histitution passed

over not only to all the Jewish- Christian Churches, but to those also

which were planted among the Gentiles. From the example of the

household of h^tephanas at Corinth, 1 Cor. xvi, 15, we see that the

first converts (the <'i-:(i{^)xal) ordinarily were chosen to this office; a

fact expressly conhrmcd also by Clemens Romanus/''-

iiTioKO-ov 6e iv-aiOa t'jv rrpeclivTEpov ?.iy£L, k. r. ?.. Even still later theologians

of the Miil'llc AgC'3 niaiiitaincd this view, among whose voices that of Pope Urban

n. (A.D. 1091) is esi'Ccially worthy of note : Sacros autem ordines dicimus diacoua-

tum et presbytcranim. llos siquideni solos primitiva legitur ecclesia habuisso ;

super liis solum i>raeccptxiin habemns apostoli. Among the later Roman Catholic

expositors. Mack ((.'0111111. iiber die Pastoral-briefc dos Ap. Taulus, Tiib. 1S3G. S.

60, seqq.) grants in full the identity of tlie X. T. presbyters and bishops ; he

sees in thorn the later problyterj!, and takes the later bishops on the contrary for

the successors of the ajMistlcs and their immediate assistants. This last view is

undoubtedly, from the Komau Catholic .stand-point, the only tenable derivation of

the episcopate. Among I'mtestant interpreters and historians, this identity has

always been assorted ; and this even by many learned Episcopalians, as for ex-

ample by Dr. WhlUnj, who. on Phil, i, 1, admits: "Both the Greek and Latin

fiithcrs do with one consent declare, tliat bi.>hop3 were called presbyters and
presbyters bishops, in apostolic times, the names being then common." Also, to

quote a recent authority, by Dr. Bloomfidd, who, on Acts xx, 17, (Greek Test.

with Eng. Notes, etc.. A'ol. I, p. r.f.O, Phil, ed..) remarks of the word 7rpec3vTipoix :

"As these jx-rsons arc at vt^.^e 2^ called e-(ff\-6roir, and especially from a com-

parison of other pas'-ages. (as 1 Tim. iii, \.) the best commentators, ancient and

modern, have with rea.-ou inferred that the terras as yet denoted the same

thing;" although he adds immediately, but Avithout proof, that one of the

presbyters was fct over the rest, as a bishop in the modern sense. AMien some

English theologians deny the original identity of presbyters and bishops, and

pretend to ilcrive the eon>titution of their Church from the name and office of

the N. T. bishops, they can bo indeed easily refuted. This, however, by no means

settles the question of (.'liureh polity. The Episcopal and Pi'csbyterian contro-

•versy turns above all on the point rather, whether the apostles and their delegates

have n pcrmauctit or only a temporary character.

** In the passage already quoted, 1 Cor. chap. 42.

37*
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After the pattern of t!ic synagogu<;3, as well as of the political

administration of cities, Avhich from of old Avas vested in the hands

of a senate or college of dccuriones, and so carried an aristocratic

form, every Clmrch had a number of presbyters. ^Yc meet thera

cveryAvhere in the plural and as a corporation; at Jerusalem, Acts

xi, 30; XV, 4, 6, 23; x.xi, 18; at Ephcsus, xx, 17, 'IS; at Philippi,

Phil, i, 1 ; at the ordination of Timothy, 1 Tim. iv, 14, Avhere men-

tion is made of the laying on of the hands of the prcshylcry ; and in

the Churches to -vvliich James wrote, James v, H: "Is any sick

among you ? let him call for the prcslnjtcrs of the congregation, and

let them pray over him, etc." This is implied also hy the notice,

Acts xiv, 23, that Paul and Barnabas ordained elders for cicnj

Clmrch, several of them of course; and still more clearly by the

direction given to Titus, Tit. i, 5, to ordain elders, that is a presby-

tery of such officers, in every city of Crete.* Some learned men

indeed have imagined, that the arrangement in the larger cities in-

cluded several congregations, while, however, each of these had but

one elder or bishop ; that the principle of congregational polity thus

from the beginning was neither democratic nor aristocratic, but

monarchical.t P>ut this atomistic view is contradicted by the pas-

sages just quoted, in which the presbyters appear as a college, as

well as by the associative tendency which entered into the very life

of Christians from the beginning. The household congregations,

(eKK?.7]Giat, Kar' olnov) which are often mentioned and greeted,

(Rom. xvi, 4. 5, 14, 15 ; 1 Cor. xvi, 19; Col. iv, 15; Philem. 2,) in-

dicato merely the fact that where the Christians had become very

numerous, they were accustomed to meet for edification at different

places, and by no means exclude the idea of their organized union

as a whole, or of their being governed by a common body of presby-

ters. Hence, accordingly, the apostolical epistles also arc never ad-

di-essed to a separate jKirt, an ecclesiola in ecclcsia, a conventicle, but

always to the whole body of Christians at Rome, at Corinth, at

Ephesus, at Philippi, at Thessalonica, ^q., treating them in such

case as a moral unity, (compare 1 Thcss. i, 1 ; 2 Thess. i, 1 ; 1 Cor.

'^ 'Iva. . . . Ka-aarijfftig Kara ::67.iv TrpeaSvrfpovr. Dr. Baur, imlecil, (in his

tract against the genuineness of Pastoral Epistles ascribed to Paul, Stuttg. and

Tubingen, 183.5, p. bl,) takes the plural to refer to the collective sense involved in

Kara it6?.iv, so that Titus was to ordain only one presbyter for each city. But in

that case ^vc should expect either Kara ru'/.eig or rrpeoi-lvrfnoi: Tlie Kara :t6?.iv

is more adverbial than collective, in the sense of oppidatim, by cities. The case

is similar witli Kar' UK'/7;r;ir.i\ Acts xiv, 23. Compare Rotlir, p. 1n1, soqq.

t So Baur, in the tract just named ; and, in somewhat different form, the low

Dutch theologian Kist, in his article on the origin of episcopacy, (Utrecht. 1S30,)

translated in lUcrcn's Zeitschrift fiir hist. Theol jzie, Bd. II., st. '2, S. 4C-90.
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i, 2; V, 1, seqq.; 2 Cor. i, 1, 23; ii, 1, scqq. ; Col. iv, IG; riiil.

i, 1, A:c.)*

"Whether wow a full parity roi^c^ncd among tliese collegiate presby-

ters, or >vhethcr one, say the eldest, constantl}'' presided over the

rest, or Avhether finally one followed another in such presidency as

primus inter pares by some certain rotation, cannot be decisively

determined from the Mew Testament. The analogy of the Jewish
synagogue leads here to no entirely sure result, since it is questiona-

ble whether a particular presidency belonged to its eldcrsliip as early

as the time of Christ.r As regards the lloman municipal system,

on the contrary, we know that in the senates of the cities out of

Italy, one of the docuriones, the most ancient, acted as president

under the title prinvipalis.X Some sort of presidency indeed would
seem to be almost indispensable for any well-ordered government
and the regular transaction of business, and is thus beforehand
probable in the case of these primitive Christian presbyteries; only

the particular form of it wo, have no means to determine.§ So much
° Ncander veil observer ajrainst Kist and Baur, (Kirclicncrcsch., Ed. I., S. 317,

2te Aud. :
'• This unity presents itself not as somcthin- that should come to

pass, but as au oiiijiual fact grounded from the start in the very nature
of the Christian consciousness; and the divisions ivhich threaten to de-

stroy it appear rather in the cliaractcr of a later sickly accession, as in the
Corinthian Church. If also j-articular meetings of certain portions of the con-
gregation may have formed themselves, in the houses of such as had fit room for

the purpose, or were sj>cci.illy qualified to make them edifying, this itself vas a
later result from tlie eiilurgud growth of the general Chureii "already organized,
an<l tliose who attended .such meetings did not separate themselves in doing so
from the great whole of the Church under its Icmlimx senate." Compare also
Neamler's Gcsch. d. rHaniung, iVc, S. oo and S. 2.33 Anm.

t As fjr example. Va>m.;a, de synag. vet. II, 9-11, and Winer, Rcallexicou
II., S. ooO, assume. The only place where one is named directly u^.^tci i-d; wyof,.

(n":^,"; r it-,.) i-^ Luke .\iii, 1 1. It may easily be, however, that at this time also,*

as was the case un-iuestionably in a later period, a single person sometimes pre-

sided over the Fyua:.-..gue in small places instead of a body of rulers; or that
Luke means simply tlie pre.Mleiit acting as primus inter pares at the time. It goes

to make the last probable, tliat lie names .lairus, chap, viii, 41, compare -19. at once

upxcjv rJ,g cvvayu-Jir, whereas .Mark, in the parallel passage, v, 12, describes him
as elf Tdv upxcyvvayuyur. In other passages also besides this Mark v, 22, as

Acts xiii, Lj ; xviii, S, 17, seveial upxicvi'dyuyoi appear in one and the same syna-
gogue ; so that the word is here of the same sense with -pec,ivripoi, only with
the ditference, i.rol'ably, that the first refers to official activity (like i-icKo-oi,)

but this last to ofTuial dignity.

t See Saiigny, Gcsch. des rom. Hcchts ini Mittclalter, I., S. S0-S3. In the

cities of Italy, a magistrate sto.>l at the head of the body of decuriones.

§ Rothe, p. 240 and G2-^, is of tl;e opinion indeed, that the presbyteries of this

time did not need a particular I'lvsideut from themselves, because the apostles

and their delegates stood to tliem in this relation. Eut these would not be pre-

sent in every congregritiou, an.l ou all occasions.
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also lies in the nature of the case, that the presbyters divided the

different functions of their office among themselves, so as to avoid

promiscuous inteiference and confusion.

§ 10. The Office of the Preshijters.

Looking now at the proper official character of the presb3-ters, they

are not to be put in the same class witli the later bishops. For

these arc Church officers, and claim, whether it be with or without

right, a similar position with that taken by the apostles and their

immediate assistants, such as Timothy and Titus. The idea of

episcopacy moreover, in its narrower sense, is essentially mon-

archical, and excludes plurality in one and the same place. The

presbyter-bishops were officers rather, as already remarked, of a

single congi-egation ; within which, however, they had charge of all

that pertains to the good order and spiritual prosperity of a religious

community. Their office stood them primarily in the care and con-

duct of the congregation. Tliis is indicated even by the different

names applied to them and their duties,—namely, " pastors," {-oiutveg,

Eph. iv, 11, corresponding with the Hebrew s-r:--: as applied also

to synagogue rulers,) who are to " feed " the flock of God. {-vinaivuv,

Acts XX, 2S ; 1 Pet. v, 2,) " overseers," ( k-icKo-oi and i-icno-dv,

1 Pet. V, 2, etc.,) "foremen," (Tpotaraaeroj, -gooT7jvai, 1 Thess.

V, 12; Rom. xii, 8; 1 Tim. iii, -4, 5, 12; -npoearibreg TTgeOiSi-rcgot,

1 Tim. Y, 17; compare Kv:3nQr}]aetg, 1 Cor. xii, 2S,) and " leaders,"

{ip/oviLtvoi, Ileb. xiii, 7, 17, 24.) This government of the congre-

gation not only took in the charge of public worship, and a proper

vigilant regard to the religious interests of the Church—in other

•words, the whole province of pastoral care and discipline—but ex-

tended to the management of the congregational property also and

all pecuniary concerns, as may be inferred from the fact that the

collections of the Church at Antioch for their brethren in Judca

were delivered into the hands of the presbytery at Jerusalem, Acts

xi, 30.

Then again, however, the presbyters were at the same time the

regular teachers of the congregation, to whom jjcrtained officially the

exposition of the Scriptures, the preaching of the gosjK-l, and the

administration of the sacraments. That this function was closely

connected with the other is apparent, even from the conjunction of

"pastors and teachers," Eph. iv, 11, where the terms, as we have

already seen, denote the sanre persons. The same association of

ruling and teaching occurs Ileb. xiii, 7 :
" Uemember tliem which

have the rule over you, {tiyoxueroi,) who ha\e spoken unto you the

word of God [olrcreg t?AL?.i]oai> inlv ror Aoyoz' rov Oeov ;) whose
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faith follow, considoriiv:; the end of their conversation." Compare
verse 17. Especially decisive, however, are the instructions of the

pastoral epistles, where Paul, among the requirements for the

presbytcrate, in addition to a blameless character and a talent for

business and government, e.\pres.sly mentions also ability to teach,

1 Tim. iii, 2 :
" A bishop must be blameless, the husband of one wife,

vigilant, sober, of good behaviour, given to hospitality, apt to teach,

(SiSaKTiKov,) &c. ;" so also Tit. i, 0, where it is required of a bishop,

that he shall " hold fast the faithful word as he hath been taught,

[uvTtxonevoi' ror i,-nra t?)i' ^tdax'P' "morov /.oyov,) that he may be

able by sound doctrine both to exhort and to convince the gain-

sayers."

These passages forbid us to suppose two different classes of

presbyters—one of which, Hke the lay ciders in the Calvinistic

Churches, took part in government onh'- and had nothing to do with

teaching and sacramental functions; while the other, on the contrary,

was devoted entirely or at least mainly to the service of the word

and altai'. Such a distinction of riding presbyters, belonging to the

laity, and teaching ciders or ministers proper, first suggested by

Calvin,* and afterwards further insisted upon by many Protestant

(cspcciall}' Presbyterian) divines,! rests certainly on an altogether

judicious ecclesiastical policy, and has so far its full justification

;

but it cannot be proved at all from the New Testament, and it pre-

sujiposes besides such an opposition of clergy and laity in the apos-

tolical period as had not yet come to be knovai. The only passage

api>caled to is 1 'I'iin. v, 17: "Let the elders that rule well be

counted worthy of duublo honour, espcciaUy they icho labour in the

word and doctrine,'" (jui'/.iara 6e ol Ko-iibrreg kv Aoyo) Kal di(5aoKa-

?jn.) This "especially," we are told, implies that there were

presbyters also wlio lui<l nothing to do officially with teaching, and

that the teaching presbyters Averc of higher standing.:!: But this

° lust. rcl. cbr. IV, o, § S; Gubcrnatorc? fuisse cxistimo sonioves ex plcbe de-

lectos, qui censunie ui'iruui ct cxorceu'lae discipliuae una cum episcopis prae-

cssent.

t Compare, for examplo. Dr. Satmicl Miller's Letters concerning the Constitu-

tion and Order of tUe <!iristiun Ministry, 2 cd., Phil., 1S30. p. 27. seqq., and tho

declarations there mi.t. d fi-.^in Kn,a:lish tlicologians. But nianj Lutherans also

have zealously maintaimvl the distinction, as /. /. Bohmci; Zieglcr, Arc. Com-

pare Rothc, S. 222, Anin.

I Thus Ur. Oneii, for instance, (as cited by Dr. Miller, \. c, p. 2^ :) "This would

bo n text of uncontrollibU' c\id(ncc, if it had anythinc: but prejudice andintcrcst

to contend with. On the fn>t proposal (..f this text, that the ehkrs vho rule tcell

are trorthtj of (hwhlc howwr, ispcciulhj those who labour in word an I doctrine, a

rational man who is un]^rvjuiiiod, who nover heanl of the controversy of ruling

elders, can hardly avoid an :>pprehen-ion that there arc two sorts of elders—some
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conclusion is by no means so sure as it seems at first glance. For

first, it is questionable whether the accent should not be laid rather

on Ko-to)vreg, on the laborious diligence shown in teaching, as also

on the -word KaXwg in the beginning of the sentence, so that the

apostle is to be taken, not as opposing tcachiiig i:\dcrs to such as did

not teach, but as making a distinction between those that ruled ivell

and at the same time were zealous teachers, and such as attended to

both functions in a less earnest way.* In this case the passage

would tell rather for the conjunction of ruling and teaching in the

same office. If, however, we should even allow the other interpreta-

tion, it Avould serve, at most, only to show the fiict that there were

presbyters who did not teach, but by no means that tliis fact was

regular or approved by the apostle, which here is the main con-

sideration. Rather, unless we choose to set him in contradiction

with himself, we must assume just the reverse, since he makes apt-

ness to teach, 1 Tim. iii, 2 ; Tit. i, 9 ; compare 2 Tim. ii, 24, an in-

dispensable requisition for the presbyteral office, Avithout noticing

any exception. It has been pretended besides to find traces of the

order of lay elders in the old African Church, ami then to argue

back from this to its existence in the age of the apostles. But when

the documents bearing on the point, as they come down to us from

the time of the Donatistic controversy in the beginning of the fourth

century, arc carefully examined, it is found that the '" seniores " or

" seniores plebis " in North Africa were not ecclesiastical officers,

but civil magistrates belonging to the municipal corpoi-ations.t

Finally, also, we cannot approve the view of Dr. AeanJcr, accord-

ing to which the prcsb3"ter3 or bishojjs gencrall}' had nothiiig to do

at first with instruction, but Avcrc simple rulers of the congregations,

as Paul distinguishes the gift of government (the Kv,3i()rf]oi(;) from

the gift of teaching, {didaoKa/Ja,) Horn, xii, 8; 1 Cor. xii, 2$.

Teaching, it is supposed, was not bound at first to any office, but

exercised by every one who had the proper inward qualification;

that labour iu the word and doctrine, and some who do not do so. The truth is,

it was interi'St and projudice that first caused some learned men to itrain their

wits to find out cva-^ioiis from the evidence of this testiuuniy ; being so fuund,

some others, of meaner abilities, have been entangled by them." On the other

hand there have been distinguished Ileformed scholars, even of older date, uho

have denied that this passage is of any force whatever in favour of lay ciders,

particularly I'ttrin^^a, de .^ynag. Vet., 1. II., c. 2 and 3, p. lOO-otX). Compare also

Moshcim, Comm. de reb. Christ, a Const. M., p. 12G, seqq.

° So the passage is taken by iio^/ic, when he says, p. 22\: "The apostle com-

mends to respect those above all among the presbyters who make their e'licial

service labori.nis, and more particularly such as bestow their unwearied dili_'cnce

mainly on the business of teaching."

t The proof for this is furnished by Rolhc, p. 227-230.
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only afterwards, at the time when the pastoral epistles Avcre written,

it Avas fuiuul advisable by the apostle, on account of the coming in

of false teachers, to rcfjuire of the presbyters ability to teach.*

llere, however, it is taken for granted that the pastoral epistles arc

of later date than A. D. GO, an ojiinion that stands or falls with the ex-

tremely precarious hypothesis of a second Konian captivity of their

author. Then again the circumstance that ruling and teaching arc

spoken of as two particular gifts, is no proof that they did not be-

long to one and the siunc office, since Paul places them also in close

connexion, (Eph. iv, 11.) and >!Seander himself allov.'s that they were

thus joined together, at least in the latter part of the apostolical

period. Finally, there are clear traces which go to show this con-

nexion an original one ; as the presbyters of Ephesus are exhorted

to provide agninst unsound doctrine, (Acts x.x, 29-31,) and the

Epistle to the Hebrews (xiii, 7) enjoins a gi-ateful remembrance of

their teaching rulers, then deceased, who must of course have be-

longed to an earlier generation. The general liberty of teaching

amounted by no means to a provision for the regular instruction and

edification of the Churches, and nothing was more natm-al than that

the presbyters, as at a later period from the beginning also, should

supply this want, and at the same time administer the sacraments as

a part of their oflice. There were no other congregational officers

from whom it could be expected.

"We reach thus the result, that the presbyters or bishops of the

apostolical period were the regular teachers nnd pastors, preachers

and rulers of the congregations, to whom belonged, by office, the

whole direction of public worship, the pastoral care, the exercise of

discipline, and the management of the Church property. That all

had not the same talent, but that one excelled in didactic ability, an-

other in pastoral skill, a third in fitness to rule, lies of course in the

nature of the case; and we may readily suppose also that where

there were several of them they divided the difTerent functions of

their office among themselves, according to capacity, convenience,

and taste. All tliis, however, regulated itself everywhere as it might

happen,andby no means authorizes us to assume tAvo different kinds

of presbyters and two distinct offices of government and doctrine.

§ 11. Deacons. .

Of the origin of the dlaconafe or oj/ice of help, we have a graphic

picture in the sixth chapter of Acts. The immediate occasion for its

institution lay in the voluntary community of goods adopted in Je-

«> Ap. G., S. 2o0, seqq. So also in his K. Gcsch., I., S. 320, seq.
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rusalcm; and specially, indeed, in the complaint of the Hellenists or

Greek Jews, that their widov.s were neglected in the daily ministra-

tion inf\ivoiir of the Hebrew- speaking; converts of Palestine—which

may have been owing either to the fact that their widows Avere not

known, being as foreigners of a somewhat baekAvard spirit, or possi-

bly also to some jealousy existing between the proper Hebrews and

their kindred from other lands. At first the apostles themselves,

who had the charge also of the common fund, (Acts iv, 35, 37 ; v, !2,)

superintended this service, employing intermediate agents, young

men of the congregation probably, (Acts v, G, 10,) who had given

cause for the complaint now mentioned. In proportion, hoAvever, as

the Church extended, the more impracticable did it become for thera

to give themselves to such outward concerns Avithout Avrong to their

proper spiritual Avork. '"It is not reason," said the twelve, " that Ave

should leave the word of God, and serve tables,"—that is, superintend

the daily love-feasts and the distribution of alms. In order, there-

fore, that they might give themselves Avholly to pra^'er and the

preaching of the gospel, and to provide against Avrong and dissatis-

fiictionby a fixed regulation, the\- proposed the election of seven men
of good report, full of the Holy Ghost and of prudence, for this

particular service, and set them apart to it solemnly, after they

had been chosen by the people, Avith prayer and the imposition of

hands. In the Acts, indeed, these oilicers arc styled simply ol k~rd,

the scA'en, (xxi. 8,) and not deacons,—that is, serA-ants or helpers

;

but that this was their character Ave knoAv, partly from the terms

dtaKovia, duiKovalv ri^iarri^aic, used of their office. Acts A'i, 1, '2, and

partly from almost universal exogetieal tradition.* From the Greek
names of the persons chosen—^Stephen, Philip, Prochorus, Micanor,

Timon, Parmenas, and ^'icolas, a proselyte of Antioch—we may
infer, though not Avith absolute certainty, their Greek descent.

This is sufficiently exi>lained by the supposition that as there had

been some sense of the grievance on the part of the Hellenists, pains

were taken to throw all the advantage of the election to their side;

and by no means sustains the opinion Avhich has been held by some

learned nien, that Luke, Acts vi, only reports the institution of dea-

cons for the Hellenistic part of the Church, and that fur the Hebrew
portion of it i\\oy had existed previously, it may be from the very

beginning.!

"^ The aiu>ient Church even licll the sacrc'l niimhor seven in this case of obli-

gatory force, anil at Home, for cxanijile, there wore still as late as tlic third ceu-

tury only seven Jeacon.^, althoujrh the number of presbyters atnountetl to forty.

^ Moshi'im, (Coniiii. do reb. chr., etc., p. HI. s.iq.,) M<irk, (Coninieutnr libcr

die rastoralbriefo. S. 2iV.).) Kuinul, Mnjrr, ami OhlutKxct. (on Acts v, G. and vi, 1,)

appeal in f.ivour of this view indeed to the " young men " mentioned Acts v, 6, 10,
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From Jerusalem the same arrangement cxtcndeil itself to other

Clmrches. For although these did not adopt the community of

goods, it ^Ya3 still necessary to provide in some regular ^Yay for the

care of the poor and the sick, as -vvell as for the external services of

the sanctuary. ^Icntion is made. Acts xiv, 'I'o, indeed, (compare

Tit. i, 3,) only of the appohitment of presbyters ;* but Ave have ex-

press notice of deacons in the congregation at Home, (Rom. xii, 7,

dre diaKoviav Iv tTj diuKovia;) at Philippi, (Phil, i, 1;) at Corinth,

since the existence of a deaconess at Cenchrea (Rom. xvi, i) fully

justifies the inference of male deacons, and since also the gift of

"helps," civ/z-.'/i/'f/f, 1 Cor. xii, 28, must be understood particularly

of qualification for this ofiicc; and generally the existence of it must

be assumed in all the Churches planted by Paul, since the apostle

gave special instructions to Timothy and Titus, in regard to the

election of proper persons to fill it.

As to the vocation of the deacons, it stood immediately and mainly,

as appears from the account of their institution, in the care of the

poor and the. sick. It does not contradict this, that the money col-

lected at Antioch, according to Acts xi, 30, Avas delivered to tho

presbyters in Jerusalem. ^Vc must suppose the relation to have

been such, that the presbyters Vtcre the proper treasurers of the con-

gi-egation, and that the deacons distributed the contributions to such

as had need under their supervision, perhaps also collected the alms.

With this external charge, hovrever, -was of itself naturally associated

also a certain sort o^ pastoral care, since it is just poverty and the

sick bed that offer the richest opportunity for instruction, exhorta-

tion, and consolation, and according to the spirit of Christianity the

relief of bodily "svants should serve only as a bridge or channel for

the ministration of the far more precious benefits of the gospel.

The helps, {dvTt/j'upeig,) -which the apostle, 1 Cor. xii, '2S, enume-

rates among the gifts of the Spirit, regard probably the Avhole cora-

(ol vtuTtpoL, 01 irai/^Txof, compare Lul;e xxii, 20, t\'1utc o vsorfpof is taken a«.=yn-

onjnuous -witli 6 ihcKOi'^v,) who carried out and buried the corpses of Ananias and

Sappliira. But thi^• is not cnougli to show that they were regular Church officers,

who, in distinction from the jiresbyters, (T^fcrotTf/joz,) had charge of the outward

affairs of the congregation. It may very well have been a voluntary service, for

which the younger members offered themselves from a mere natural feeling of

propriety. Compare against Mosheim also Kcaiider, A. G., S. -17, seqq., and

Rothc, S. 103, seq.

° Luke altogether never mentions the deacons except Acts vi, 3 and xxi, S,

and here also not under this name; the i>resbyters on the contrary frequently,

(xi, 30; xiv, 23; xv, 4. <>, 23; xx, 17; xxi, 1>>.) This suggests the conjectur.-,

that he employs tlic last term in a broad sense, including also the deacons, as

the common title of the i-i'7Kn7rovvTtc and dianovovvrtr. In this case there would

l>c so much the less reason to refer vcurepoi to the deacons.
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pass of these >Y0v'k5 of clmrity beloii^inp; to the deacons. Hence re-

spect was had l)cforehand in their appoiutineut to the need ofsn-onj];

faith and exemplary piety for the service, (Acts vi, 3 ; corapare v, S ;)

and Paul requires, 1 Tim. iii. S, scqq., that they should be of good

report, upri;^ht, temperate, free from covetousnuss, (to wliich their

liandling of the public fund might be a temptation), and sound in the

faith. The last point again looks to their i)articipation in the ])as-

toral work, and, at the same time, in the business of tcachin:;. For

that such helpers at this time also preached the gospel, -syhen pos-

sessed of the requisite gifts, follows, first from the general liberty of

teaching already noticed, and is there expressly confirmed besides

by the example of Stephen, the highly-enlightened forerunner of the

great apostle of the Gentiles, (Acts vi, 8-10 ; vii, 1-53,) and that

of Philip, who was also one of the seven of Jerusalem, (viii, 5. seqq.,

2G, seqq.) It Avas very natural that those who distinguished them-

selves in this service by tlicir gifts and zeal, should be advanced

afterwards to higher oftlces. So Philip, just mentioned, is styled

subsequently (xxi, S) an " evangelist ;" and most expositors under-

stand the passage 1 Tim. iii, 13, of promotion from the diaconate to

the presbyterate.

From all this it is plain that the deacons in the primitive Church

had a higher and more spiritual vocation altogether than the atten-

dants of the Jewish synagogues, the so-called 'z^-.-.n, {y-i]Qhai m
Luke iv, 20, compare John vii, 32.) who ojjcned and closed the s\nia-

go<"'ue-houses, kept them clenn. and handed out the books for reading.

The Church oQice must not be t:iken then for a mere imitation of the

other, as is sometimes done. They may be considered alike, liow-

ever, so far that from a very early time there might be joined, as it

•were spontaneously, to the pr'^per calling of the deacons, certain

services also in connexion with the administration of the sacraments

and the other parts of public worship. For although there is no

direct proof of this in the ^'ew Testament, so much may be inferred

still Avith tolerable certainty, partly from the close connexion which

then existed between the connnou love-feasts, of wliich these officers

had the ciiarge, (dmvortir rpa-t's>«c, Acts vi, 2,) and the daily cele-

bration of the Lord's Supi)er, and partly from later ecclesiastical

usace. Some one must perform these services, and plainly it came

most naturally upon the d.'acons ; only wc must not think of this as

their only or principal business. Thus these officers stood as living

links between the people an<l the presbyters, proceeding from the

bosom of the congregation, chosen by it in a fully democratic way,

intimately familiar with its wants, and so a<lmirably quali'lc-d to

assist the presbyters with counsel and aid in all their official duties.
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§ 12. Deaconesses.

Along with tliis class of helpers -vve find in the apostolical Church

the institute o^ female deacons or deaconesses, which was supple-

mentary to the other office and continued in the Greek Church down
to the thirteenth century. It is generally derived from the Gentile

Christian Churches, whei-c the females lived in greater retirement,

and were more shut out from intercourse with men than among the

Jews.* l^ut besides any rules of propriety, the general want of it-

self required that for special pastoral service, the care of the poor

and sick among i\\Q fcmdlc i)nrt of the congregation, there should be

estubhshcd a corresponding office. Here was opened for the sex,

a fair and wide field for the development of its peculiar gifts,

the exercise of its love and devotion, without any departure out

of its natural and proper sphere. By means of this office they

might carry the blessings of the gospel into the most private and

delicate rehitions of domestic life; and, unseen of the world, accom-

plish in all quietness and modesty an imspeakable amount of good.

To this care of widows, and of the poor and sick, various otiicr

services then came of themselves probably to be joined, as in the case

of the male deacons, although they ai'C not expressly mentioned.

Among these we reckon the education of orphan children, attention

to strangers, the pr.ictice of hospitality, (compare 1 Tim. v, 10,) and

the assistance needed at the baptism of females.

The existence of such deaconesses in the apostolical Church is in-

controvertibly cl-^ar from Rom. xvi, 1, where Paul commends to tlic

kind interest of the Ivoman'Christians the sister Phehe, who proba-

bly carried the epistle, and describes her as " a servant of the Church

which is at Ccnchroa," {olaav diaKovov rjjg iKKXTjatar t7jc iv

KeyxQ^al^.) Possibly the women Tryphena, Tryphosa, and Persis,

who are praised, verse 12, for tlieir labour in the Lord, may have

served in the same capacity in the Church at Rome. On the other

hand it is still a matter of controversy, whether the Avidows. 1 Tim.

V, 9-15, are to be taken as proper deaconcsses.f or as prcsbytcresses,

{TTpeo^vrideg; vidiicr ecclesiasticae,') such as in the period after the

*> So Grotiiis remark? on lu>ni. xvi, 1 : "In Judaea diaconi yiri etiam mulier-

bus ministrare jiotcrant: crat enim ibi liherior ad foeinir.as aditus quam in

Graocia, ul>i viris clauya •,viatKuviTir. Adoo dupliciin Graecia foeminarum aux-

ilio Ecclcsiac opus Labiierc. cto. Compare Rollic, p. 24G.

t As the Cod. Thcodos.. L. Ifi, Tit. 2, I^x 27, already supposes: Nulla ni.n

cmcnsis CO annis scnuiduin praecrptvm apostoli (compare 1 Tim. v, 9) ad Diaconis-

earuin consortium transforatur. Among the moderns this view is dcfondod. par-

ticularly by Rothe, \\ 213, seqq., and Tl'iMWcr, Chronol. des apost. Zcitahcrs,

S. 30Q, seq.
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apostles exercised a certain oversight over the female part of the

congregation,* particularly over Avidows and ori)han3 ; or finally, ac-

cording to Neandcr'a vicw.j- as common ^vido-\vs only, ^vho were sup-

ported by the Church and expected, -without oflicial character, to set

before the rest of the sex the pattern of a walk and conversation

entirely devoted to God. We hold the first interpretation to be tiie

most probable. From the beginning, the care of necessitous widows

formed an important branch of the practical charity of the Christian

Church. (Compare Acts vi, 1.) On the other hand, hoAvever, it was
in the highest degree desirable to turn the service of this class, if

possible, at the same time to account for the Church, even out of

regard to the poor themselves, that they might have their bread

with honour and satisfaction, without violating the maxim :
" If

any will not work, neither shall he eat." (2 Thcss. iii, 10.) On
this, accordingly, Paul, 1 Tim. v, 3, seqq., furnishes such instruc-

tions as the case required, h'ir.st he speaks of widows in general,

and directs that provision be made for the support of such as Avere

Avidows indeed, that is, truly solitary and helpless, (as the Greek
word ^'//pc, the desolate, of itself implies,) and at the same time led

an honourable and pious life in retired converse Avith God; but not

for those Avho had children or other relatives bound to support them,

or who by their iiTCguIar beliaviour might have already lost the

proper spiritual life of the Church, (verses 3-S.) Next he distin-

guishes, verses 9 and 10, in the circle of the pious widows, a still

smaller class of matriculated or enrolled names, and requires of

them certain qualificutioas Avhich fall in most aptly with the idea

of the oflice of deaconess. If i:ara?.F.yt':odu), verse 9, bo understood

of an insertion merely in the list of those Avho were to be supported

from the congregational fund, it is felt to be against reason and
Christian charity that such benefit should be restricted to those

who were ovfti' sixty years of uge and had only been once mar-

ried, since younger Avidows and those of a second marriage might

be just as much also needy ami deserving of support; and it goes

against the connexion too, inasmuch as Paul himself, verse 14, ad-

vises the younger AvidoAvs to marry again, Avhich would liaA'e been

in this A-icAV to cut tliemsclves off from the prospect of help in case

of a new AvidoAvhood. We caiuiot see also, Avith this exposition,

why he should speak, verse I'J, of a special vow. This difficulty

^ So after Chry^ostom, above all Moslicitn, in his Exposition of the Kpiitle to

Timothy, p. lU-llG, (in hi? Comment, do rcb. Christ, a. Const. M., he had l.iforc,

on the contrary, refen-cl the passage to the deaconesses,) Ilcidenreich and De Wette

ad loc.

t Ap. G., S?. -G.3, seq. So also Jerome, Thcodorct, and others.
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falls a^vay, if Karn}.Eyt:odio be understood of choice and ordination

to a particular congregational ofuce. And to this also the other

qualifications for the position in question Avould seem to look. For
in addition to advanced age, insuring general respect and continu-

ance in service * and monogani}', -which was made necessary also in

the case of bishops and deacons, (1 Tim. iii, 2, 12,) the apostle re-

quires of such a ^vido^v that she should be of good reputation, shouM
have had experience in bringing up children, and should have gained

some distinction for ho.^-pitality, benevolence, and genei-al exemplary

piety. This regulation, however, does not necessarily exclude vir-

gins from the office of deaconess, if they had the qualifications other-

wise required, although tliey Avere certainly not so Avell suited for

many of its services as experienced venerable matrons.

t

§ 13. The Angels of the Apocalypse.

Finally, -we n\eet ^vhat seems another class of officers to-ward the

close of the apostolical period,—namely, the angels of the seven

Churches of Asia Minor, to -whom the epistles of the Revelation of

St. John, chap, ii and iii, are addressed. The interpretation of them,

however, is a matter of controvcri^y. We must start from the pas-

sage, ), 20 :
" The seven stars are the angels of the seven Churches

;

and the seven candlesticks are the seven Churches." 1st. The view

is to be rejected in the first place, that they correspond with the

deputies of the Jewish synagogues, (the -.i--,-; t;-'';"::, Icgati ccclc-

siae.)i For these had an entirely subordinate position, and were

simply readers of the standing forms of prayer, and messengers of

the synagogues ; whilst the angels here are compared with stars, and

are represented as presiding over the Churches. 2d. On the other

hand, however, avc are not to understand cither proper angels, the

** The Chuivli pubsequc-iilly diil not foci itself bouinl strictly by the sixty years
;

wc find the ajre of service fur tleaconesses brought clown by the council of Chalcc-

dou to the fortictli year.

t Many expositors, after Chryxostom, take the women mentioned 1 Tim. iii, 11

also for deaconesses. 15ut the term yvvaiKeg is too general for this, and it lies

much nearer to the whole connexion to refer it here to tlie wives of the deacons

and bishops.

J So Vitrir.ga, Lightfoot, Bcngcl also, and recently even TI7>ifr, who in the third

ed. of his Keallex., under the article "Synagogues," Part II, p. 6i>0, Note 2, con-

fidently afTinns: "The d>)f/.or r;^f iKK/.rjoiag, Apoc. ii, 1. is no other than the

"TlSi2n n'^;-'" '^^''h ^ reference to Eu-ald's Comment., p. 104. Vi'ith reason, how.

ever, cfc IlVr/c. ad Ap'ic. i. 2<>. remarks against this: "Xo explanation can be

more in conflict with the sj.irit of the book. How could the author, who so often

speaks of angels, and of tht_ir presiding over particular spheres, (vii, 1 ; is, 11

;

xvi, 5,) be led to use the word here in so low and common a sense?"
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lieavenl}" rcpi-escntatives and f^uardians, as it were, of the Churelies,

as with Daniel every nation has its supremo angel.* For it

agi-ees in no sense with the hihlical idea of angels, that letters

should he addressed to them, with exhortations to repentance, fidelity,

and constancy, describing them as being rich or poor, neither hot

nor cold, but lukewarm, as having a particular place of resiJeuce,

&.C. 3d. More may bo said in favour of the opinion that tlie angels

here are notliing else than a figurative personification of the Churches

themselves.t It speaks for tliis, that they are not named, that their

persons fall completely into the background, and tliat what the Spirit

writes to them is always for the whole congregation. But deci.-ive

against such views is the circumstance, thai they are expre.>sly dis-

tinguished, chap, i, 20, from the golden candlesticks or Churches ; and

as these arc thus exhibited already under an image, it would be

wholly incongruous and confounding to choose a new image again

for their personification,—that is, to express one symbol, the candle-

sticks, by another symbol, the stars. 4th. The only right iutLrja-e-

tation then, which is also the oldest and most generally receivel, is

that which makes the angels to be Church rulers and teachers, who,

in Dan. xii, 3, also are compared with stars. They are styled angels

as being God's ambassadors or messengers to the Churches. i; on

whom rests their charge, (compare Matt, xviii, 10; Acts xii, 15,)

for which they must render account, (Acts x.x, 2S.) The expression

is selected thus, to remind the rulers of their divine mission, their

high vocation, and their heavy resjjunsibility. So Mai. ii, 7, S, the

priest is named the " angel of the Lord," and of the propliet who
should prepare the way of the ]^les-:iah, .Mai. iii, 1, it is said. • Be-

hold, 1 will send my angel," (compare Hagg. i, 13, "Then spake

Haggai, the Lord's angel, in the Lord's message to the people." Isa.

xhi, 19; xhv, 2G.)

But now Avithin this interpretation two cases are still possible

:

either the angels may be regarded as concrete individuals, in which

case they must pass for real bishops, (though with very small dio-

ceses indeed,) according to the view of nearly all ancient ex])usitor3

and of most among English Episcopalians, who find here accord-

° So some Church fathers, and among motlcrn commentators on the Ap.->calypse

Znllig ami de WcUc, who, however, approaches toward the third view, making the

angels to stand for the Cliurches themselves in their heavenly relation.

j" So .,iict!i'if, Siiliiittsius, GaOler, and others.

I Not reversely as messengers of the Churches to God. according to the view of

Robinson in his Lexicon, p. G of t)>c new ed. of IsJO: "The angels of tlie seven

Churches are probably the propliets or pastors of those Cliurches, who were the

messengers, delegates, of the Chiu-ches to God in the offering of prayer, ser-

vice, etc."
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ingly a proof of tlic existence of tlicir system towards the close of

the first century, Avhen the Apocalypse ^vas -written ;* or they may
be token to denote the minislrij collectively, the Avhole Church
government, the jjrcsbytery thus and deacons.f For this, it must
be allowed, the passa^:^cs already quoted from the Old Testament have

some weii^ht, where the whole priestly and prophetical order is made
to bear the name an;;cl, as has also the consideration that certainly

not the bishop alone, but all the oflicers were responsible for the

state of each Church and formed its proper representation. (Com-
pare Acts XX, 28 ; 1 Pet. v, 1-5.)

Even in this last ca-se, however, the impartial inquirer must allow

that this phraseology of the Apocalypse already looks towards the

idea of episcopacy ; that is, to a monarchical concentration of the

Church government in one person, bearing a patriarchal relation to

the congregation, and responsible in an eminent sense for the spirit-

ual welfare of the whole. This view is confirmed by the fact, that

among the immediate disciples of St. John we meet one, at least,

—

namely, Pohjrarp,—who, according to the unanimous tradition of

Irenaeus,% his own disciple, of Tertullian,% of Eusehins,\\ and of

Jeronie,'^-^ was by apostolic ordination actually bishop of Smyrna, one

of the seven apocolyptic Churches. If we take besides the state-

ment of Clancns Alcxandrinus,f\ that John, after his return from

Patmos, appointed ''bishops;" also the Ignatian epistles from the

beginning of the second centin-y, in which the bishop already stands

out in distinction from the presbytery as the head of the congrega-

tion, and the three urders culminate pyramidically in a regular hier-

^ In antiiiuity, tli'^ woiJ u.);e7.or, like tbe jrramiiiatioally-syuonynious u-o';7o-

?.of, is eometimcs u.^cil to denote .1 hishop, as c. g. with Socrates 11. E. IV, 23, as

Tre meet also in the Aiido hfaxon Church the correipondinj; expression God's

Bydds, i. c. Dei nuntii et ministri ; comp. Bing^hatirs Nig. 1, So, and Jiollie, 1. c.,p.

603, The occasion of this usage, however, lies no doubt in the above interpreta-

tion of tlie Apoc:ilypse, and so proves nothing for the antiquity of episcopacy.

f So among the niu'Krn:', II'n-j;stcnl)crg in particular takes it, in his Com-

mentary on tliO r.evelation of St. John. lie refers, with some force in the case,

to the introduction of the Kpistle of Polijcaip to the Piiilippians : " I'olycarp and

the elders with hiui, (nrJ ol civ avr<:i TrpeciivTEpou) to the Chui-ch of God dwelling

at Philippi," and to the inscription of the epistle of Jsnatitis to the Thiladol-

phians: "Especially when they are united with the bishop, and the presbyters

and deacons who arc Avith him."

I Adv. haer. Ill, 3.

§ De praosc. haer., c. 32: Sicut Sniyrnacorum ccolcsia Polycarpum ab Joani;c

conlocatum refert.

I!
II. E., Ill, 30.

^^ Catal. s. Polyc. : Polycarpus, Joauuis npostoli discipulus, ab co SmjTnae epis-

Copus ordinatus, etc.

If Quis dives salvus, c. '12.
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archy; and finally, the circmnstance that just in Asia Minor the

rapid growth of heresy, and the pressm-e of danger from -svithout,

urged towards the consideration of a fixed uniform government for

the Church,—it must be confessed certainl}', that there is much in

favour of the hypothesis so learnedly and acutely put forth by Dr.

Rothe, according to which the commencement of episcopac}' dates

from the close of the first ccutmy and the sphere, in particular, of

the later labom-s of St. Jolm. Since, however, all the data for the

rise of this monarchical system of government lie on the outside of

the ]^c\\ Testament, the examination of them belongs not properly

to a view of the apostolical Church government—which was the only

object of this article—but to the history of the following period.

Art. v.—the PATRIAPvCHAL AGE.

The Patriarchal Age : or, the History and Religion of Mankitxd from the Creation

to the Death of Isaac ; deduced from the Writings of Moses avd other iits]iired

Authors, and ilh'straled hy copious Befcrevces to the ancient Records, Traditions,

and Mythology, of the Heathen World. By George Smith, F. S. A. 8to., pp. ci22.

New-York: Lane & Scott. ISiS.

The origin and early history of mankind have been subjects of anx-

ious inquiry and investigation, in all ages and among all nations.

Scientific men among the Eg^-j^tians, Hindoos, Greeks, and Romans,

laboured with untiring industry to solve the great problem of man's

origin and the events of his early history. Insuperable difilculties,

however, prevented them from obtaining anything like accurate

knowledge, since the field lay beyond the reach of authentic history;

and tradition, corrupted by poetic fiction and philosophical specula-

tion, ailbrded no certain clue to these mysteries. Hence, the absur-

dities of their cosmogonies, and of the theological systems built upon

them.

The Jews and Christians, in possession of the clear and steady

light of divine revelation, sec through the clouds that enveloped the

pagan Trorld, and which still exist where that light has not yet

shone. Isevcrthelcss, the history of man after his creation and f;dl

is so briefly related by Moses, who probably desigiied it as merely

an introduction to his laws, that many diflicultles and obscurities

arise, in the removal of which the skill and ingenuity of the learned

have been for ages greatly exercised.

But notwithstanding the labours of Joscphus and Eusebius among

the ancients, and Fabcr, Stillingfioet, Shuckford, and others among

Fourth Series, Vol. HI.—oS
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the moderns, a consecutive history, combining chronology, biography,

&c., illustrated and confirmed by the researches of modern science,

was still a desideratum. The ^vant has been supplied, to a certain ex-

tent, by the -writer of the -work before us, -who has brought to bear

upon the subject considerable learning, a spirit of acute investigation,

and a deep reverence for the divine authority of the Holy Scriptures.

With these important qualifications are united a spirit of candour- and
a love of ti-uth, Mhich lead him to discuss every subject •with fairness

and due respect for the opinions of others ; though, as might be
expected, he has not arrived in every instance at -^hat wc conceive

to be the truth.

The first point -which our author investigates is the chronoJos>/ of

the Bible. Every one, in the least degree acquainted -with Biblical

criticism, knous that the Hebrew Bible and the Septuagint differ, as

to the age of the -world, by one thousand five hundred years ; the for-

mer reckoning about four thousand years from the creation to the birth

of Christ, and the latter five thousand five hundred. As both of these

chronological systems cannot be true, the question is. Which is enti-

tled to our confidence ? Our author decides in favour- of the Septua-

gint on the following grounds, viz. :— 1. That -we have the testimony

of the ancient Jews to the faithfulness of the Greek translation, con-

sequently to its agreement with the original in chronology. 2. That

from the time this version was made, which was about two hundred
and eighty years before Christ, until the beginning of the second

century, the chronology given us by the Jewish writers corresjionds

-with that of the Septuagint. 3. That the following passage in the

Kew Testament agrees with it, but not with the Hebrew :
" He

gave imto them judges, about the space of four hmidred and fifty

years, until Samuel the prophet," (Acts xiii, 20.) 4. That the

inference is, that the Jews corrupted the chronology of the Hebrew
after the beginning of the second century; for it was exclusively in

their hands for a century or more, and they had a sufllcient motive

to do it, as there Avas a tradition in the east that the Messiah should

come into the world in the sixth chiliad. And as Christ did actu-

ally come in this period, they saw in this another argument in favour

of Clu'istianity, and their aversion to it led them to corrupt the text.

And that the Septuagint could not be the corrupt copy, is evident

from the fact that it was in the hands of both Jews and Christians.

Besides these considerations, ancient authentic history agrees with

the Septuagint, but is at variance with the Hebrew. Nor is Mr.

Smith singular in thus preferring and defending this chronology.

Dr. Kcnnicutt had before done the same, in his dissertation prefLxed

to his Hebrew Bible, and his views have been adopted by some dis-

38*
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tinguished scholars, among v hom is Richard Watson. This disser-

tation of our author is invaluable, and, in our judgment, is Tvorth the

price of the -Nvholo book.

Oui' author proceeds, in the next place, to inquire into the leara-

ing of tlie carhj ages, and rejects the absurd and infiilei theory, that

mankind Avcre then in a state of barbarism and ignorance, but little

elevated above the beasts of the field, and adopts the more pious and

philosophic view that language and writing were communicated to

Adam by his Creator. That Adam was possessed of speech, is clear

from the sacred record ; and the existence of books before the deluge

is rendered highly probable. The author thinks it also evident that

the antediluvians had a knowledge of astronomy. After having

brought forward various arguments in proof of this, he remarks :

—

" "\Yc are, then, in respect of tliis science, also conducted back to the period
of the first soparntiou of families after the deluge, or even beyond that, to tlie

time when the postdihivian race made but one people. The proofs of this are

not found in one nation merely, but furnished by the Chinese, Persians, J'-cyp-

tians, Jews, Chaldeans, and Indians; and all those concurring streams of evi-

dence unite to establish the foct that astronomy must have been cultivated

previously to the deluge, or it could not have exhibited such marks of its exist-

ence and power so soon after that calamitous event."—P. 78.

After these preliminary discussions, our author takes up the cre-

ation, and discusses the work of each day in order, quoting exten-

sively, in illustration and confirmation of the subject, from pagan

sources, especially in reference to the chaotic mass, vrhich was the

fii-st state of the earth after its creation. But the most important

part of the subject is that relating to geology. Numerous contro-

versies, it is well known, have been carried on between gcoK'gists

and those who contend for the literal interpretation of the six

days' work of creation. And as Lord Bacon charges Aristotle with

mutilating nature to make it fall in with his categories, so we may
charge our geologists with mutilating Moses to make him fall in with

their geological theories. Our author understands the days literally,

and gives us an able defence of this view, though he seems to suppose

that the matter of which the earth is composed was created long be-

fore the first da}-, as will be seen from the following passage:

—

" 'And the earth was without form and void; and darkness was upon the
face of the deep.' ' The few first words of Genesis' are appealed to by geolo-
gists, 'as containing a brief statement of the creation of the material elements,*
at a time distinctly preceding the operations of the first day: because 'it is

nowhere aflirmed that God created the heaven and the eardi in t\n^ first ilai/,

but in the Icfjinninq :' and it is conten<led, thcreibre, that ' this beginning may
have been an epoch at an unmeasured distance, followed by periods of unde-
fined duration, during which all the physical operations of geology were gointr

on.'

—

Buckhind'f BrlUjocalsr Trratisc, vol. i, p. 21.

" If putting this sense on the narrative be suilivient to satisfy the demands
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of geolo;:y, there cannot be tlie sliahtcst reason for presuming that the science

is directly oppo?ed to the tcarhing of revelation. For the brief account of

Closes certainly does not say tliut this creation took place on the first day

;

and, therefore, if it is really necessary, -wc do not see why this concession niav

not be made, without at all impugning the verity of holy writ. Yet we are by
no means satisfied, either that the discoveries of geology at present establiili a

system of facts wluch ni.'ccssarily demand this interpretation, or that it is the

iiatund sense of the words. The terms, ' the beginning,' are thus in their ap-

plication thrown back into eternity; their connection with the subject of the

Mosaic narrative, if not cut oil', is made distant and indirect; and, therefore,

at present, we will not ))resume to dogmatize on the subject, but take the lan-

guage as distinctly teaching the creation of the matter of which our earth is com-
posed, without at all determining the chronology of this great event."— P. TOO.

The next su1>jcct taken up is the primeval condition of man, his fall,

the promised Redeemer, the location of paradise, &c. Our author's

views on these points arc about the same as those generally held by
orthodo.x Christians, lie brings in heathen tradition to confirm

these great events, not of one nation only, but of many of the most
distinguished. How fur tradition should be considered confirmatoiy

of Scripture history, has been a subject of dispute among the learned.

One class imagine they see in almost every part of the heathen my-
thology an allusion to Scripture events, while others discover in

them no historical foundation—nothing but the result of imagination

and accident. We bcHcvc truth lies between the two extremes. It

would be singular indeed if, out of the great mass of heathen tradi-

tion, in many respects contradictory, nothing could be obtained

to favour the sacred history. Yet, at the same time, when we see

independent and separate nations concurring in any historical

event, it gives a strong presumption of its truth. Of such a nature

are some of the traditions relating to Scripture events. Our author's

tendency appears to be towards the views of the former class.

In respect to the location of Paradise, after speaking of the four

rivers mentioned by iNIoses, he says :

—

" Now it is evident that the names here used were given subsequently to the

flood: ]\Ioses docs not jjresent us with antediknian landmarks, llavilah,

Cush, and Assyria, are names of postdiluvian origin, and must have been used

for the purpose of dctJnin'j; the district spoken of Euphrates, then, is one

river; it has not changid its name since tlie time of Closes. Iliddckel is by

all our best writers supposed, if not ]»roved, to be the same with the Tigris.

"We are then conducted to the district where these rivers have their origin.

There is more dilfuulty in defming the river Tison; but it has with great

probability been supj)Osed to b.- the same with the Absarus, which has its rise in

the mountains of Armenia, not tar from the origin of the Euphrates and Tigris,

aiid which falls into tin- I'llack Sea in the territor}- of the ancient Colchians,

famed iii all antiquity for its gold. The fourth river, Gihon, appears to I'C

the Gyndes, rising in tlie same district as the others, and ranging through

Chusi>tau. We need scarcely add that lliis points out Armenia as the site of

Paradise. (Sec this subject stated at lencth in Eabcr's Origiu of Pagan Idol-

atry, vol. i, pp. 30O-30G)."—Pp. 1-11, 1 12.
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The cherubim mentioned in Genesis are considered at length, and

Mr. Smith supposes they were figures similar to tliose in the Jewish

tabernacle, and that God dwelt between them as he did between

those of the Jews :

—

" ' So he drave out the man ; and he placed at the e:t3t of the jrardcn of

Eden clierubims. and a flaming sword which turned every way, to kceii the

way of the tree of Hfe.' Gen. iii, 21. On this passat^e an excellent author ob-

serves: ' The -vvoril translated " placed " is literally " to dwell as in a taberna-

cle, to inhabit." The word " cherubim" has, in the oriiiinal, the definite arti-

cle " the " before it. " Sword " is introduced, while no such weapon as a sword

had yet been knov.-n : the phrase is, " the fire of wrath." A sword, being the

instrument of wrath, had afterward the name of" wrath" applied to it ; but in

this place the primary idea of the -word should be used, because the object to

•which it was secondarily applied was tlicn unknown. JJesides, here, if the

word meant " sword," the phrase would literally be, " the fireof sword," wliich

is absurd. " Turnina everj' way," is the same icord which the translators ren-

der in Ezekiel, chapter i, "infolding itself;" and " keep." although properly

translated, docs not, in the original, mean here "to guard," but to keep in the

sense of " observe ;" in the same sense in which it is used in the phra-o, •• to

keep the commandments of the Lord." Had the translators of the English

Bible, then, not been misled by some idea about a guard around the tree, they

would have rendered the verse thus :
'• So he draye out the man. And be

inhabited" (or '• dwelt between") " the cherubim at the east of the garden of

Eden,, and the fire of wrath" (a fierce fire) •' infolding itself to preserve invio-

late the way of t!ic tree of life."
'

—

Morisons llelig. Hut. of Man, p. 9 7."

—

P. 147.

And the conclusion at which he arrives is, that

" The cherubim, the fire, and the divine presence, were manifested in Eden
as they were afterward in the temple, to show God's anger against sin ; to

teach, through the mediation of the promised Saviour, a way of lite ; and to

afford sinful man a way of access unto God."—P. 1-lS.

With this translation of the ])assage in Genesis, and the ex-])Osition

founded upon it, we can by no means agree. It is true that tlie He-

brew word '^r'i or '^/J in Kal conjugation means (o inhabit, to Jirdl

;

but the conjugation used in the text is Iliphil, wliich is causative, aud

consequently lueans to cause to dwell, i. e., io place. " And he caused

cherubim to'dwell, or be placed," c'cc. The difTerence between these

two conjugations is so great, and the distinction so obvious, that it

appears to us strange that it could have been overlooked. For exam-

ple : the word ^-- in Kal means io come, but in Hipliil, i<';~, to cause

to come, to hriivj^ ; so in the above passage, the Iliphil of irr, V.^pp,

to cause to dwell, of which the futm-e -p/r^ is here used with vav (-)

prefixed, which is the historical tense of the Hebrew. This rule is

uniform in the language. The word i-rtj which our tninslators ren-

der " sword," as far as we can sec, never means " wrath." Gcsenius

gives it to mean: 1. a sicord ; 2, a knife, razor, or some other cutting

instrument; 3, dryness, drought, and that only in Deuteronomy xxviii,
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22, where he thinks that perhaps it sliould be ^Tittcn --'n. In the ob-

jection that the iustrmuent -was then unknoAvn, we can see no force '>

for doubtless the -weapon was known to those for wliom Closes wrote.

The Avord t;rib means //c/wr, and the phrase n-n t;ro, fame of sword,
is correctly rendered by our translators afaming sword, in accord-

ance with the Hebrew idiom. "\Vc believe that our translators have
given the full force of the passage, Avhich is confirmed by the Sep-
tuagint, which renders it :

" And he placed cherubim and a flaming

sword, which tm-ned (every way) to guard the way of the tree of

life."-

In discussing the history of mankind from the fall to the flood,

Mr. Smith takes up the successive generations, and su])ports the

sacred history by (juoLing from heathen records and traditions, espe-

cially from Sanchoniathon, whom we think to be doubtful authority.

The most diCicult part of this history is that related in Gen. vi,

1, 2 :
" And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the

face of the earth, and daughters were born mito them, that the sons

of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took
them wives of all which they chose," t^ic. After noticing the differ-

ent opinions that prevail on this subject, our author adopts the inter-

pretation which makes " the sons of God " " the sons of kings, rulers,

or other great men." The word unquestionably is thus used in the

eighty-second Psalm :
" J have said ye are gods (S-n^H) : and all of

you are children (or sons) of the Most High." Yet it docs not ap-

pear clear that thewnvd has this meaning in the passage under con-

sideration. The word -""'ixn, rendered God by our translators,

cannot mean rulers or powerful men, for it has the article, and in this

form is applied only to the Supreme Being. Very frequently it is

put for Jchovah.t But whenever the word is used to denote rulers,

it is used without the article ; for example, in the passage quoted

from Psalm Ixx.xii, and in Exod. xxii, 20, where it is said, " Thou
sbalt not revile the gods." Nor docs Moses anywhere use the phrase
" the sons of God," to denote rulers themselves : ou the contrary, in

Deut. xiv, 1, he applies it to the Israelites, as being the peculiar

people of God. Aiul we think in the passage under consideration

it means the people of God. "And they took them wives of all

which they chose:" this does not mean that they took them forcibly

or ravished them, as asserted by our author. Quite the contrary.

The phrase nzfx n;:'; , to take a tcife, is used in various places in the

" Kal Ira^e ra xipn^;^iu ''Of r;;v 6?.oylvtiv (lOjioaiav tj)v G-pe<poftivTiv ipvhlaffeii' t'i/v

odbv Tov ^vXcw Trjc ,'u;/f

.

t See Gcsenius's Greek Lexicon, under the word ?^^??.
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Bible where no violence is used. When Abraham sent his scrvaat

to get a wife for Isaac, the same phrase is used.* Xor is there the

slightest reason for supposing the "daughters of men" to be >yomen

of the inferior sort, any more than tliere is for supposing the
" son of man " or " sons of men " to be men of the inferior sort.

Both phrases are used in the Scriptures for men and women in

general. ^Vhat is said of their offspring is not inconsistent with our

view of the subject. It is not said they Avcrc giants, but simply

valiant or mighty men.

In his exposition of the passage, " Then men began to call upon
the name of the Lord," which he considers in connexion with this

subject, our author endeavours to show that Ave are to understand it

as meaning, " Then men profanely began to call themselves by the

name of the Lord." Li support of this interpretation we see no good
reason offered. He argues that a conspiracy or combination of men
calling themselves by the name of tlic Lord, accounts for the corrup-

tion of the antediluvian world, and that then the sons of these wicked

rulers were called " the sons of God." AVc see no instance in the

Bible of the word used in the text meaning to "-begin profanely ;"t at

least it is used in various places to express "to begin," in a good

sense. Nor do Ave approve of his rendering the phrase ^;^'^7 rri i<-;,pj

to call themselves by the name of the Lord. It is used in A"arious

places in the Bible to express divine Avorship, and is rendered in

the Septuagint by a phrase Avhich in the I\'ew Testament expresses

that Avoi-ship.j Kor is it probable, if a conspiracy or combination

of Avicked men had been formed so soon after the creation, that God
would have borne Avith them for so many centuries..

In regard to the difficulty suggested by our author of reconciling

the authorized version Avith matter of fact, since he thinks it evident

that Adam and Abel called upon God, and therefore it could not be

properly said that nicn then " began to call upon the name of the

Lord;" Ave reply, that of Adam's piety Ave know nothing, Abel Avas

slain, of Seth's Ave have no proof, and of Cain's we have litde to ex-

pect. There might have been a suspension of divine Avorship, Avhich

was revived by Enos.

Respecting the sacrifice of Cain and Abel, Mr. Smitli ado})t3 the

commonly-received opinion, that the cause of the acceptance of Abel's

** See also Gen. iv, 19 ; KxtvJ. vi, 25 ; xxi, 10 ; 1 Sam. xxv, 4'!.

fSce Gen. ix, 20; Num. xvi, 4C; 2 Chron. xxix, 27; Deut. ii, 23, 31. Some
may think that Gen. x, S, forms an exception.

J Compare the phra-se n^~"^ -r? ^"^ij» i:-tKa/.u(rdai ru oiuuari (or rb 'jvoua)

ToO Kvpiov, Gen. xii, S ; Tsalm Ixxix, C ; Isaiah Lxiv, G ; Jcr. x, 2J, vrith Acts
ii, 21;ix, 14.
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offering was his faith in the promised Redeemer, in accordance with

which he offered animal sacrifice, while faithless Cain was content

to offer the fruits of the earth. In this view we a;^ree with him, but

not in his version of the following passage in regard to their offer-

ing: "And the Lord said unto Cain, Why art thou wroth? and Avhy

is thy countenance fallen "? If thou doest well, shalt not thou be

accepted ? and if thou doest not well, sin heth at the door : and unto

thee shall be his desire, and thou shalt rule over him." Gen. iv, G, 7.

The latter part of the seventh verso he renders thus :
" And if thou

doest not well, a sin-offoring coucheth at the door," p. 205. Tliis

emendation (first given by Dr. Lightfoot) he approves'of, for the

following reasons : That we cannot suppose that Cain was to rule

over Abel, who is not mentioned in the connexion ; that the word

r;5^^n in many places means a sin-offering; and that it affords some

consolation to Cain. Now, in reply to the first objection, we have to

say that we do not refer "him," in the phrase "thou shalt rule over

him," to Abel, but to somcthhig totally different, which we will pre-

sently give. That the word ri<t:ri sometimes means a sin-offering,

we readily grant. "Which of the two meanings it has here, sin or a

sin-offering, must be determined from the context. "What he says

respecting Cain's consolation, is buthttle to the point ; Cain was ad-

monished to be on his guard. The objections we have to our author's

emendation are these : That the word ^r'l, from y^n, 1o lie, rendered

" lieth " by our translators, is a participle, which in Hebrew, as well

as in other languages, is frequently used for a noun. Here it means

the lurher, as a])pliod to the lurking lion who was at the door ready

to devour hiui. Here a masculine pronoun is used, 12, which does not

agree in gender with ri^^n, which is feminine, but agrees Avith yz"^

lurkcr : consequently the passage means that " sin, like a lurking lion,

lies at the door ; but unto thee shall (or may) be liis desire : i. e., he

shall be perfectly under thy control, and thou mayest rule over him."*

This seems to us consistent with the whole scope of the passage. But

to apply it to a sin-offering appears quite strange. What propriety

would there be in representing a sin-offering lying (a lurkcr) at the

door ? and then what explanation can be given of the phrase, " Unto

thee shall be his desire, and thou shalt rule over him V To us this

seems to admit of no probable solution.

AVith Grotius, Puffendorf, and many other distinguished men, he

believes that God taught Adam what are commonly called the heads

of natural law. This appears to us very reasonable; for we cannot

suppose for a moment that God created man, and turned him loose

° See Gcscnius's Hebrew Lexicon, under the word f^"^-
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into the world, without giving him a knowledge of his will and the

laws by which his life was to be governed. Among these laws, he

thinks was the observance of the Sabbath ; and he so translates the

passage in Genesis, respecting the sanctification of that day, as to

make it read that God commanded man to sanctify and observe it.

" Perhaps the whole may be more con-cctly rendered as follows

:

And God rested on the seventh day from all his works which he had

made ; and God caused (man) to bless and worship on the seventh

day, and ordered (him) to sanctify it." But here we must again

difier from our author ; Ave cannot perceive any reason for his emen-

dation of the authorized version. In the original, the word Tj-^ does

not mean to cause to hlcss, but simply to bless ; d-^ is used fre-

quently in the Bible, and never means to cause another to sanctify

a tiling, but merely to sanctify; and there is no word in the text

coiTCsponding to " worship." If this version of the passage be allow-

able, then as many and different versions may be given as Proteus

has shapes, and every part of Scripture becomes dubious.

K ext in order is the Deluge. After discussing the structure of

the ark, the entry of Noah into it, and his abode there, our author

answers in a very satisfactory manner the objections that have been

made to a deluge :

—

" 1. Tlie -want of any direct history of a deluge hy the profane wnters of

antiquity ; 2. The apparent impossibility of accounting for the quantity of wa-
ter necessary to overilow the whole earth; and 3. The absence of any appa-

rent necessity f->r a univei-sal deluge, as the same result might have been
accomplished by a partial one."

—

V. 254.

In reply to the first objection, he shows conclusively that nearly

all nations have a tradition of a deluge, and that it has been men-

tioned by some of the most distinguished historians of antiquity.

The mass of evidence which he produces on this point, one might

think would satisfy the most sceptical. In regard to the second, he

observes that it is probable tliere now exists water enough to effect

tliis purpose, Avhicli is concealed in the bowels of tlie earth and in

the air, supported in the latter by electricity, upon the discharge of

which it would fall to the earth,

" While the waters of the ocean, those from which fountains originate, and
those contained in the solid earth itself, would rise from the, very centre to

meet the waters which descended from above. Thus the breaking up of the,

fountains of the deep, and the opening of the windows of heaven, would
accompany each other, as Moses tells us they actually did; for, according to

him, both happened at the same time."—Pp. '2G2, 2G3.

To the third objection he replies, that the language of Scripture

implies the universality of the deluge :
" And all the high hills that
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"were under the whole heaven were covered ;" that it is probable that

a large part of the eartli's suiface was then inhabited, and these dis-

tricts could not be inundated for twelve months without aflccting the

other parts of the earth's surface ; that if but one district had been

inundated, there would liavc been no need of building the ark, t^c,

since Koah might have rurnoved to another district.

The Triad, found in many systems of paganism, and considered

by some Christian philosophers (among Avhom is the great Cudworth)

as a reference to the Trinity of persons in the Godliead, is supposed

by our author to refer to the three sons of I^oah. This latter sup-

position seems to us more probable than the former; for it seems

quite clear that the doctrine of the Trinity is not a doctrine taught

us by anything in nature, but is peculiar to the gospel dispensation,

although some divines think, but with little reason, that the plural

form (c*rr;x) for God, used in the Old Testament, is an intimation

of that doctrine.^= At the same time, we think there are some in-

stances in which it will be very difficult to identify this Triad with

the sons of iSJoah.

After some observations on the rainbow and the most common
interpretation of it ; which is, that the bow was seen before the flood,

and after that event was appointed to !Noah as a sign; and granting

this interpretation to be allowable, he nevertheless says :

—

" We have not, in the v.-ho!e ran^e of Scripture history, any case similar to

Ihc one bctbre ns, cNplaincd in this manner. "We have, indeed, many in-

stances in -wlilch ilic Lord lias condescended to crive sii^ns to his creatures.

Unto Ahaz lie said, ' A viririn shall conceive.' &:c., Isa. vii, 1-1
; unto Abra-

ham, a ' sniokinp; furnace and a burning lamp ' "were displayed, Gen. xv. l-?;

unto llezckiah. the shadow -Nvent ten degrees back on the dial of Ahaz,
2 Kings xx, 11 ; Isa. xxxviii, S ; and, in the ca^e of Gideon, ' the llecce was
wet, and all the ground about it was dry;' and then afterward, ' it was dry,

and all the ground about it was wet,' Judg. vi, SS-40. But, in all these cases,

we have something new in nature—no mere application of a well-known pre-

existing phenomenon. AVe do not think that the case before us should be so

interpreted as to form an exception to this general rule. Yet we do not

clearly see our way to a satisfactory solution. The passage presents an inde-

terminate jiroblem on the ground of insufficient data. "We will not dogmatize

on the subject ; but venture to suggest what appears to us to be the most pro-

bable solution—that this bow had not been seen prior to the ilood ; and that

some change at that time took jilace, either in the state of the atmosiiliere, or

in the refrangible jiower of dn.ps of rain, which then produced, and still con-

tinues to produce, the beautiful phenomenon which we call the rainbow."

—

Pp. 307, 30S.

° It was a custom amona the Hebrews, in speaking of anything great, to put

it in the plural. Thus, '1'";>5j doah, sing., a god
;
plur., -"."^Nj elohlin, a gr^at

god, the Almighty: H^cnS, bchcmah, sing., a beast; plur., T."":"^, bekanclh, a

great beast, the behemoth : V"**) adkon, sing., master
; plur., -"'I'TN, adhonim,

•Lord. This plural form is applied even to Abraham, t'^'^n hhayyim, plur., life.
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If there -were any good reason to suppose that tlierc was no rain

before the flood, which is the opinion of some, all difliculty in regard

to the rainbow would immediately vanish. The Scripture quoted

to show its probability, appears to us to give no probability to it at

all. " And every plant of the held before it was in the earth, and

every herb of the held before it grew : for the Lord God had not caused

it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to till the ground.

But (or, and) there went uj) a mist from the earth, and watered the

M'hole face of the ground." Gen. ii, 5, 6. From this last verse some

have concluded that the watering of the earth before the flood was

not brought about by rain, but by a mist somewhat resembling dew,

we suppose, in its effects. The Hebrew word -iiij rendered " mist,"

means a vapour, such as clouds arc formed of; and consequently

the watering of the earth by this means was in fact rain.

The reason assigned for the non-e.\istcnce of plants is, that " the

Lord God had not caused it to rain upon the earth." This

shows that there was some connexion between the existence of

plants and rain. Besides this, rain would have been of little use

before plants were created. But after their creation (or rather, per-

haps, at the very time of their creation) " there went up a mist,"

<fcc. And thus we think that the rain mentioned in the fifth verse,

and the watering of the earth by a mist in the sixth verse, mean the

same thing. But if there were no rain before the flood, the law of

evaporation, or some other law, must have been different then from

"what it is now ; and so nothing is gained by the h3-pothesis, for a

miracle would still be necessary.

Upon the whole, avc are disposed to adopt the opinion of our au-

thor, that the bow was not seen before the flood, and that it was

caused by some change in tlie law of refraction.

In his history of the Scripture patriarchs, Mr. Smith discusses

at length the history of Job, Avhich has been a subject of more con-

troversy than any other part of Scripture, and treats it with a

great deal of ability and judgment. He renders it probable that

•'Job is the same person with Jobab, the son of Joktan," who is

mentioned in Gen. x, '29, and flourished about 233S B. C. The

following are the arguments which he offers in support of this

date: That Job's age, at the time of his death, was about the

same as that of the patriarchs contemporary with Jobab; that

the cardinal constellations of spring and autumn in his time were

Chima and Chesil, or Taurus and Scorpio, and knowing their pre-

sent longitude, avc can compute from the precession of the equinox

the time when they occupied that position in the heavens ; that

when Moses brought the Israehtes out of £gypt every nation un-
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der the heaven had InpscJ into idolatry, cspeciallj the Avorshin ofimages so that Job mu.t have lived before this event-otherw?4
i

J^ould be h..h J improbable that five sneh persons as Job and' nfnends should have been found in Idumea (in whieh he supposes J bresided) a that time; that when idolatry is alluded to, it is repre-
sented as being the .vorship of the sun and moon, and punishabll byhe judge, Job XXXI, 2G-28. The astronomieal argument appearsus very feeble, as there is no good reason, from the reference! thatmade to the constellations Taurus and Scorpio, to suppose thathey were spring and autumn constellations. The followiU is thepassage which our author principally refers : "Canst thou bindthe s_.^et influences of Pleiades, or loose the bands of Orion v" Job™-iii,_31. Our translators render the Hebrew word r--^

forn,t ;f^^-J^^^f.^^^^t^^^i^S
it for another word which has the'sameform in the plural in one instance in the Bible. The word meansbands or hgatures and is rendered by the Septuagint 6eou6,, a bondThe Lord demands of Job whether he could (or^did) bind o^^-th rthis cluster of stars, or loose the bands of Orion, which constelktionm accordance with the views of the ancients, is represented as amighty giant bound to the sky. But it maybe thS hat bprominence given them indicates their occupying prominent po'i!

tions in the zodiac. We think not; for. in the p?ophet Amos 'who

se.en stars (Pleiades) and Orion," chap, v, ver. 8. Yet these could

tt t;\ r^t-'^ rf"^^ constellations of spring and autLiTi

t^a^l'f
'
^^^ "'^'^ ^"''' "^'^'"'^ ^''^ it by at least twenty

In reference to the Satan of the book of Job, which, however Air
femith does not .bseuss in connexion with the preceding, he quotes
the v^ews of A eniys, and says :

' His exposition is ing^nioul andmay be con-ect
:

if well founded, it certainly obviates a serious diffi-

to W- ^
' f T '""

""'V '' ^^^"^ '-'"'^'^'^^ ^' t^ f^^l --^t liberty
to deciae between these conflicting opinions." These views are, that

hit f\f^ r
'\'^^^"'''^^ ^''""^ ^^'^"^ '^'' ^^tan of the other

books the Lible.-that he is a good angel, appointed by God ton p c the manners of men. and to give in his\'port at tlie divine

iofl > u '

'"
-"^ '°"^' ^"^^^ '^'^'^'' Pi^t3'> ho proceeded

L .no ^l'''T7
'^

'' " ^' '''^''^y incongruous to imagine that
the enemy of God and man, the impure spirit, should have free and
imdebarred access whenever he chose it, to the divine presence;

tlJ: rr^f^
°"^^^. ^'^^ ^^"^^^^^^ ^^-i^h Inm, and conde-

scend to gratity bun. especially for the accomplishment of purposes
which might apj.ear wholly malignant." And, fm-theniiore. Satau
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" never exceeds his commission in the calamities with which Job

was tried—which is a character scarcely attrihutable to him who is

commonly called Satan and Abaddon." In replying to this, we

will first give u quotation from Gesenius: "The empty hypothesis

of A. Sclmltens, Herder, Eichorn, and others, who held the &\tan

of the book of Job to be different from the Satan of the other books,

regarding him as a good angel appointed to try the characters of

men, and°who therefore proposed in the prologue of this book every-

where to read -ufn, i. e., Treptn6evrT]g, [one who goes about,] from the

root t:-d, is now universally exploded."* There is nothing incon-

sistent with the devil's character in regard to Job. In the book of

Revelation, after Satan is represented as being cast out of heaven, it

is said, " the accuser of our brethren is cast do^^-n, which accused

them before our God day and night," chap, xii, ver. 10. ^^or is it

strange that Satan never exceeds his commission. A\ hen our Saviour,

on ascertain occasion, cast out devils, they besought him to permit

them to enter into the herd of swine ; and after permission was

given they went. Thus we see that they can do nothing without

divine permission. Satan has his limits, which he cannot pass.

In describing the life and character of Abraham, our author meets

with a chronological difficulty which has greatly perplexed the learned.

" Moses savs, ' And Terah lived seventy years, and begat Abram,

Nahor, and llaran,' Gen. xi, 20. And again: 'And the days uf

Terah were two hundred and five years : and Terah died m llaran,'

ver. 3-2. AY e are also told ' that Abram was seventy and five years old

T^hen he departed out of Haran,' Gen. xii, 4. Yet, notwithstanding

this we arc assured by Stephen, Acts vii, 2-4, that Terah was dead

before Abram left Haran." ^^ow if Abram was born when Terah was

seventy years old, and he was seventy-five when his father died, then

Terah a't the time of his death, would be but one hundred and forty-

five And since Abram stands first in the list of Terah's sons, ithiis

been crenerally supposed that he was the oldest. Our author Hunks

that he was not, but that Haran was older than he, because he was

maiTied a considerable length of time before Abram was. Thi.j opin-

ion he mi'-ht have confirmed, and shown conclusively that Abram s

standing first in the list is no proof of his being the oldest, by rekronce

to an analogous case :
" And Noah was five hundred years old

:
and

Noah be-at Shem. Ham, and Japhet," Gen. v, 32. Almost every

one conclu.Ies from Shcm's standing first in the list, that he was the

oldest
;
yet such was not the case. In Gen. x, 21, it is said, " L nto

Shorn, also, the father of all the children of Ebcr, the brother of

o Hebrew Lexicon, under the word ']'^'^.
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Japhet the elder, even to him were children bom." Here, then,

Juphct, who is the last in tlic list, is declared to be older than Shcrn,

the first one. It may be so with the list of Terah's sons—which
removes the difficulty; for no one, we suppose, will contend that

all three were born the same year. But we can easily conceive

why Abram and Shorn siiould stand first—they were the illustrious

ancestors of the Hebrews, and consequently Avould be fu-st in the

mind of Closes.

The remaining chapters of the book are taken up in discussing

the religion of the patriarchs and the rise of empires, to enter into a

consideration of which would carry us beyond the limits we have

prescribed for ourselves.

Art YL—JOHN RANDOLPH.

ne Life of John Randolph of Roanoke. By Hugh A. Garlaxd. 2 vols., 12mo.

New-York: Api^k-ton & Co. ISol.

John RAXDOLni,—of Roanoke, as he loved to write,—was a son of

" the Ancient Dominion," born on the 2d day of June, 1773. By his

mother's side he was a descendant of Bocahontas, the celebrated

Indian princess. Li his childhood he was noted for the almost un-

controllable ardour of his temperament; and before he was four

years old he would swoon away in fits of infontile passion. There

was always, what he calls, " a spice of the devil in his temper." His

constitution was frail, his complexion effeminate, and his skin as tender

and delicate as an infant's. He cared not for the sports of his associ-

ates, and spurned the restraints of the pedagogue. He loved solitude,

and pursued his oAvn desultory course of reading, as chance or his

own choice directed. In the family library, where he spent the

larger portion of his time, he had devoured before reaching his

eleventh year, Voltaire and Shakspeare, Talcs of the Genii and the

Arabian Nights, Don Quixote, Gil Bias, Tom Jones, Blutarch, Gul-

liver's Travels, Thomson's Seasons, Robinson Crusoe, and Quintus

Curtius. A strange medley for a child ! And this rambling Avay

of reading he lamented and denounced, though he pursued it in his

mature age. "I have been," said he, "the creature of impulse, the

sport of chance, the victim of my o^vn uncontrolled and uncontrolla-

ble sensations." He deemed himself a child of destiny, a football

for the fates. A curse, he Avas wont to say, clung to his race, and

he was quite sure that, in all his wanderings, in solitary retirement
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at Roanoke, and m the whirl of political dissipation, he felt this,

curse cleaving to himself Mr. Garland mentions, as " a remarkable

coincidence," that successively his birth-place, the cherished home

of his childliood, and the house in which he spent the first fifteen

years of his manhood, were each destroyed by fire. Randolph saw in

these conflagrations the lowering curse Avhich hung over him—the

lurid reflection of inevitable destiny. In infancy he was left father-

less, and his mother appears to have had little, if any, control over

him in his waywardness, although she lavished her love upon him,

and aimed to instil into his youthful heart lessons of piety. And he

never forgot her. She died when he was about fifteen. He carried

her pictm-e with him in all his journeyings, and was wont to speak

of her as the only friend he ever had. Often was he known to ejacu-

late her name and to repeat the prayers she taught him with an

earnestness that called forth tears from those Avho heard him. In a

letter to a friend, written a quarter of a century after her death, he

says :

—

" Allien I could first remember, I slept in tbe same bed with my widowed
mother : each night, before puttiiirj me to bed, I repeated on my knees before

her the Lord's Prayer and the Apostles' Creed ; each moruincr, kneclin;;^ in the

bed, I put up my little liands in prayer in the same form. Years have since

passed away; I have been a sceptic, a professed scoffer, gloryiiiij in my infi-

delity, and vain of the ingenuity with which 1 could defend it. Prayer never

crossed my mind, but in scorn. I am now conscious that the lessons above
mentioned, taught me by my dear and revered mother, arc of more value to

me than all that I have learned from my preceptors and compeers. On Sun-

day I said my catechism, a great part of which at the distance of thirty-five

years I can yet repeat"—Vol. i, p. 1 "2.

By the occasional instructions of his step-father, a gentleman of

literary taste, and a year's tuition at a grammar school in A'irginiiv,

young Randolph -was prepared for college. He spent a few monilis

at rrinceton, wlience he removed, for what cause is not mentioned,

to Columbia College, in this city. Here he remained but a short

time. His classical studies were closed, finally, before reaching his

sixteenth year. In his own language, " all his noble and generous

aspirations had been quenched." He was wont to charge it to his

destiny ; and, when at the zenith of his popularity as an orator and

a leader in debate, he mourned over his lack of early training, and

in the bitterness of his spirit would frequently e.xclaim, " I am an

ignorant man, sir!" There is some truth, mingled with a little

wormwood, in the following reminiscence from his own pen :

—

"My mother once expressed a wish to me, that I might one day or other

be as great a sp\aker as Jerman Pakcr or Edmund Pandolph ! That gave

the lient to my disposition. At Princeton College, where I spent a few mouths,

(1787,) the prize of elocution was borne away by moudicrs and ranters. I
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^ never would speak if I could possibly avoid it ; and when I could not, repeated,

without gesture, the shortest piere tliat I had coinniittcd to memory. I remem-
ber some verses from roi)o, and the first anonymous letter from Ncwbcr";,

made up the sum and substance of my spoutinj:;s, and I can yet repeat much
of the fii-st epistle (to Lord Chatham) of the former, and a good deal of the

latter, 1 >vas then as conscious of my superiority over my cnmpetitdrs in de-

liver)' and elocution, as I am now that they are sunk in oblivion ; and I despised

the award and the umi)Ircs in the l)Ottom of my heart. I believe that there is

nowhere such foul play as among professors and schoolmasters, more especially

if they are pi-iests. 1 have had a contempt for college honours ever since."

—

Vol. i, p. 23.

This is highly characteristic. Mouthers and ranters are very apt

to bear a^voy the prize : yet it is not very Avonderful if professors,

even ^vhen they arc priests, are unable to discern latent superiority

in those who mount the rostra only when they cannot help it ; and

when there, repeat the shortest pieces, monotonously, and without

gesture.

The sudden and untimely death of his elder brother, Richard, one

of the most promising; men in Virginia, appears to have affected him

even more deeply than that of his mother. It was a blow from

which he never recovered. In the language of Mr. Garland :

—

" Kis extreme sensibility had been deeply touched, the quick irritability of

his temper exasperated by the tragic events of his family. A father's face be
had never seen, save what his lively imagination would picture to itself from
the lines of a miniature likeness which he always wore in his bosom. The
fond caresses of a temk-r mother, iclio alone knew him, were torn from him in

his childhood. The scfond brother had died in his youth ; and now the oldest,

the best, the ])ndo and hope of the family, after years of sullering and perse-

cution, just as lie had triumyihed over calumny and oppression, was suddenly
called away. "We may well imagine how deep, how j)oignant was his grief,

when, thirty years thereafter, in the solitude of his hermitage at Roanoke, his

lively fancy brought baek those early scenes with all the freshness of recent

events, and caused him to exclaim with the Indian chief, who had been de-

prived of all his children by the white man's hand—'Not a drop of Logan's

blood—father's blood except St. George, the most bereaved and pitiable of the

step-sons of nature !' "—Vol. i, pp. C9, 70.

Thereafter Mr. Randolph, now at the head of a large household,

became more and more repulsive in his temper. Restless and un-

happy, with all the apjiliances of wealth about him, his morbid spirit

appears to have taken its only solace from gloomy meditations upon

his ovai -syretchcdncss. lie had no friends, and wanted none ; and,

as to looking to a higher som-ce for grace and consolation, the idea

appears not, as yet, to have entered his imagination, lie had been

crossed in love, too. His heart had been offered up, he says, with
" a devotion that knew no reserve." " One I loved better than my
0"vvn soul, or Him that created it ;" and his biographer seems to think

these things an all-sufficient reason for kis hero's querulous misan-
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thropy, and for the " melauclioly ^loom of fanciful despair," AvLorein

he ViTapped himself Adverting to the effects produced bj the death

of his brother Kichard, Mr. Garland says:

—

"lie had no confidential friend; nor would any tie, however sacred, e.\cu?e

inquiry. Why should it? for who can mini>ter to a miud diseased, or pluck

from the heart its deep-rooted sorrow ?"—Voh i, p. 70.

That question Avas -well enough in the lips of Macbeth, where the

poet placed it, but rather too poetical for the sober page of a biogra-

pher in a Christian land. Our author is still more magniloquent,

and runs into bombast, if not something worse, Avhen speaking of

his hero's youthful love-scrape, and the girl -who jilted him :

—

" Here, reader, wo let drop the curtain. Its thick folds of half a century
are impervious to the li^'ht of mortal eyes ; ask not a look beyond the my.-tcri-

ous veil. There are secrets we trust not to a friend, that we betray not to

ourselves, and which none but the impious curiosity of a heartless world v/ould

ever dare to penetrate. Let the gross impulses, the base considerations of
worldly gain, that constitute the ground and the motive of most human a>soci-

ations, sniHcc as fit sulyects for your cold observation, your ridicule and con-
tempt; but hold sacred, or look with awe on, that dieYi'.^c//-sacrifici»f/ jxission.

which, sprinr/ingfrom the soul of man, is all-embiacinr/ in ils lovp, fathom Iexs,

infinite, and dicine I Enough to know, that in the bosom of this man there

glowed the fires of such a love, that continued to burn throurrh life, and were
only extinguished amid the crumbling ruins of the altar by the damp dews that

gathered over them in the dark valley and the shadow of death."— \'ol. i,

p. 184.

Mr. Randolph made his first appearance as a public speaker at

the Charlotte court, Va., in JMarch, 1799. He was then a candidate

to represent that district in Congress. The celebrated Patrick

Henry preceded him in the last great effort he ever made. An out-

line of his speech is given in Wirt's life of that eminent orator. It

was truly a master-piece of eloquence, and at its close his hearers

were bathed in tears, so vividly had he pictured the evils of dis-

union; for even then the cry of State rights had led many of the lead-

ing minds of Virginia to the very verge of nulHfication and secession.

Randolph, then unknown to fomc, a beardless stripling, rose to reply,

Mr. Garland describes his appearance on the occasion, and S))read5

out what the reader cannot help supposing will be an intelK-ctual

feast.
" It is John Randolph's maiden speech. The time, the occa-

sion, the subject—all conspire to whet the reader's eagerness. I'agc

after page is ])eru.sed. It hardly meets expectation, and appears,

despite its stilted phraseology, to grow flatter and more common-
place as he proceeds. Perhaps the reporters of that day were not

skilled in their vocation. Even this fiiils to account for the drowsi-

ness Avhich steals upon the reader, and he is perplexed in the

extreme to account for the effects said to have been produced upon
Fourth Series, Vol. III.—39
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the vast multitude by tlic youthful antagonist of the veteran Ilcnry.

But the peroration, Avherc the orator parodies the Shaks})carian

speech of Bratus on the death of Ca;sar, is now reached ; and at its

close, the mystery is explained, and the reputation of llandoljjh vin-

dicated, by the following decidedly cool statement:

—

""SVc do not pretend, reader, io (jive you the Iiin(/uar/e of Jolm Randulph on
tliiA occasion; nor arc ice certain even that the thoughts are his. AVe have
nothing but tlic taint tradition of near fifty years to go upon; and happy are
\,c if all our researclu^s have enabled us to make even a tolerable approxima-
tion to wLat was said."— \'oI. i, p. 141.

In all fiiirncss, a paragraph like this ought to have preceded,

rather than followed, this invention, "We are clearly of the opin-

ion that if om- author's happiness depends, as he intimates, upon the
" if" in the last- quoted sentence, he has no right to be hap])}-. There
are, fortunately, nimKrous genuine specimens of Ilaudolph's forensic

efforts in the volumes before us; and in the first Congress, under
the administration of Mr. Jefferson, he had already reached the high

position of a leader in the debates. As chairman of the Committee
of Ways and Means—in some respects the most important position

in the House—he Avas brought into daily communication with the

executive departments. He was remarkable for his untiring indus-

try, and unremitting in his devotion to his public duties. ]n all his

public career, mixed up as it is with many strange idiosyncrasies,

there is ever ajiparent an unyielding adherence to Avhat he thought

the right. He hated, indeed, what he called federalism, with an in-

tense bitterness; but he was never known to abandon principle for

policy. He was equally unsparing in his denunciations of what he

deemed wrong in his own party, and very soon became obnoxious to

his chosen associates. ^Vllat was called the Yazoo speculation

—

'"a

colossus of turpitude," in the language of Mr. Garland—called forth

his most strenuous opposition. Members of I\lr. Jefferson's cabinet

had a pecuniary interest in the matter, and hence open and avowed

hostility against the democratic leader pervaded the democratic

ranks. Indeed, a party was soon formed for the purpose of putting

down the member from Virginia: and they were successful. "We

quote from bis biogi'apher:

—

" Timc.<! had changed ; the country wap involved in war. and all it? resources

•were pledjrod to a suecci-sful i<^uc ; redoubled etlbrt? must now be made to

drive him fmm the coinuils of the nation, who had opposed its measure.^ and
foreboded nothiu;: but evil as their conse(]uer.(e. Never was a political eau-

vass conducted with more animation. In I'luckinirham, ]Mr. Kandolpli was
threatened witli personal ^IoIencc if he attompteil to address the people. Some
of the older and more prudent persons advised him to retire, and not nj-pear

in public. ' You know very little of nie,' said ho. ' or vou would not u'i^t; sucli

advice.' He was a man incapable of fear. Soon pro<'lamation was njade that

39*
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Mr. Piandolph -woiild address the people. A douse throncr gathered around

;

he mounted tlio linstiii;Ts; on tlie outskirts tlierc huii;,f a lowering and <ullou

crowd, that evidently meditated insult or violence on the tirst opi)Orttinity.

He commenced :
' I understand that I am to be insulted to-day it' I attempt to

address the peiji)le—that a mob is prepared to lay their rude hands upon mo,
and dracT nie from these hustings, lor daring to exercise the ri;jhts of a free-

man.' Then fixing his keen eye on the malcontents, and stretching out and
slowly waving his long fore-fingcr towards them, he continued: 'My Bible

teaches me that the fear of God is the beginning of wisdom, but that the ftar

of man is the consummation of folly.' He then turned to the people, and went
on with his discourse. Xo one dared to disturb him—his spell was upon tla-ni

—like the Ancient Planner, ' he held them with his glittering eye,' and made
them listen against their will to the story of their couutiy's wrongs, and to feel

that deep wounds had been inflicted in the sides of her constitution by those

that now sought his political destruction, if not his life.

"^Ir. Riindolph made extraordinary exertions during this canvass. lie

felt that something more than his own success or his own reputation were
staked on the issue; and neser was he more powerful, more commanding,
more overwhelming in his eloquence.

"In his favourite county of I'rinee Edward, where the people loved him
like a brother, he surpassed even himself. A young man, who was a student

in a neighbouring college, declares thar he stood on his feet for three hours

unconscious of the flight of time—that he never heard such burning woi-ds fall

from the lips of man, and was borne along on the tide of his impassioned elo-

quence like a feather on the bosom of a cataract. When he had ceased—when
Lis voice was no longer heard, and his form had dlsnpi)eared in the throng,

no one moved— the people stood still as though they had been shocked by a
stroke of lightning—their fixed eyes and pallid checks resembled nnrble
statues, or petrified Roman citizens in the forum of Fompeii or Herculaneum.

" But it was all in vain ; the overwhelming pressure from without was inoi-c

than even Charlotte district could withstand: and their favourite son was
compelled to retire for a short time, while the storm of w.ir was passing over

the land, and to seek repose in the shades of Iloanoke."—Vol. i, pp. 310, ail.

On his retirement from the councils of the nation, Mr. Randolph

led a life of seclusion and solitude, unchequered—it is his ov.n

declaration—by "a single ray of enjo^-ment." In a letter to a

friend, he says :

—

" I had taken so strong a disgust against jiublic business, conducte<l ns it had
been for years past, that I doubt myYitness for the situation from which 1 have

been dismissed. The House of lu']ucsentativcs was as odious to me as ever

school-room was to a truant boy. To be under the dominion of such wretches

as (with few exceptions) composed tlie majority, w.is intolerably irksome to

my feelings; an<l although my present situation is far from enviable, 1 feel the

value of the exchange."

To the same friend, in a letter written a few months afterward,

he says :

—

" My body is wholly worn out, and the intellectual part nmch shattered.

"Were I to fiillow the dictates of prudence, I should convert my estates into

money, and move northwardly. I wish I could say something of my future

movements. I look lljrward without hope. Clouds and darkness hang upt>;\

my prospects ; and should my feeble frame hang to:iether a few years longer,

the time may arrive wh.en my best friends, as well as myself, may jiray that

a close be put to the same."
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Bj the earnest solicitation of his friends, ho'R-ever, he again con-
sented to bo a candidate for Congress/ and in 1815 -ivas triumphantly
re-elected. His success afforded him no pleasm-e, except as it Avas a
source of gi-atification to others. He says :—

" I cannot force rnvfolf to think on the subject of public affairs. I am en-
grossed by reflections of a very dillcrent and tar more imporUuit nature : and
J look forward to tlic future ia this world, to sav nothing of the next with
anticipations that forbid any idle expression of exultation. On the contrarvmy sensations are such as become a dcjicndent creature, whose only hope for
salvation rests uj.on the free gi-ace of Him to whom we must look lor peace in
this world, as well as in the world to come."

"VVe are thus introduced to the most interesting portion of Mr.
Randolph's life, and gradually the secret of his disquietude and
anguish of soul is revealed. He had been a student and an admirer
of the more prominent teachers of infidelity. Hume and Hobbes,
Bayle, Bolingl)voke, A'oltaire, and Gibbon, were Ids especial ilivour-
ites.^ He had cultivated sceptical philosophy from Avhat he calls liis
'• vain-glorious boyhood." He had looked upon Cliristianity as cant,
and deemed its professors hypocrites or fanatics. In liis solitude at
Roanoke—-where, in his own language, he was as much out of the
world as if he had ])een in Kamtschatka or Juan Fernandez—the
terrors of hell got hold upon him. The delusions of infidehty melted
away, and the exjiressions found in letters to his intimate friends,
show very clearly that the Holy Spirit was striving with 1dm. Thus
to his friend Key he says :

—

"^Vmonjr the causes of uneasiness which have laid hold upon me latelv, is a
strong anxiety for the welfare of those whom I love, and whom I see walking
in darknes.^. I'.nf there is one source of aflliction, the Inst and deepest, which
I must reserve till wr meet, if I ean prevail upon mvsolf to communicate it
even then. It was laid open by one of those wonderful coincidences, which
nien call chance, but whuh manifest the hand of God. It has lacerated mv
heart, and taken fn.ni it its last hope in this world. Ou-v1,t 1 not to bless God
for the evil_(as it seems in my si-ht) as well as the -ood'? Is it not the f-reat-
est of blessings, it it be made the means of drawing me unto him? ^Do I
know what to ask at lus hands ? Is he not the judge of what is "ood for me ?
If It be his pleasure that I perish, am I not conscious that the sentence is just?

"Implicitly, then, w,ll I throw myself upon his mcrcv: ' Xot mv will, but
thine be done :* ' I.or.l. be merciful to me a sinner;' ' Help. Lord, or I peri4i.'
And now, my friend, if. after these i^limpses of the light, I should shut mine
eyes and harden my heart, which now is as melted wax ; if I should be enticed
back to the ' herd,' and lose all recollection of mv wounds, how murh .lecpcr
my guilt than his whose h.-art has never been toul-hed by the sense of his per-
ishing, undone condition ."—Vol. ii, p. 57.

And again, a little later, to the same friend :—

•' I think that the state of solitude and dereliction In which I am placed, has
not been without some i:ood elVect in pivinLr me better views than I have ha<l
of the most important of all subjects ; and 1 woidd not exchange it, comfortless
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as it is, for the heartless Intercourse of the worM. I know that 'if a man savs

he loves God, and hates his brother, he is a liar ;' hut I do not hate my breth-
ren of the human family. I fear, however, that I cannot love them as I oujiht.

But God, I hope and trust, will in his good time put butter dispositions into

my heart. There are few of them, I am persuaded, more imdeserving of love
than I am.

*• Every day brings with it new evidences of my weakness and utter inabilitv,

of myself, to do any good thing, or even to conceive a single good thought.
With the unhappy father in the Gospel, I cry out, 'Lonl, Ibelieve, help
thou mine unbelief I' A\'hen I think of tlie goodness, and wisdom, and power
of God, J seem, in my own eyes, a devil In all but strength. I say this to vou,
who will not ascribe it to allected humility. Sometimes I have better views,
but again I am weighed down to the very earth, or lost in a labyrinth of
doubts and perplexities. 1'he hardness of my own heart grieves and aston-

ishes me. Then, again, I settle down in a state of coldness and indiircrencc,

which Is worse than all. But the quivering of our frail flesh, ot\en the eilcct

of physical causes, cannot detract tiom the mercy of our Creator, and to him
I commit myself. ' Thy will be done !' "—Vol. ii, p. 05.

Of course, by those -vs-ho knew no better, these, and similar out-

pourings of the ^gony of a wounded spirit, were regarded as the rav-

ings of delirium. His biographer evidently thought so; and his

explanations of the causes of his hero's madness are put forth with

a shallow profundity, which evinces that he knew nothing of the

matter. He says :

—

" When we come to consider the solitude in which he lived, the emaciated
condition of his delicate frame, worn down by long and torturing disease, the

irritable state of his nervous system— ' he was almost like a man without a
skin '—the constant and slecjiki».6**it«incnt of his mental faculties and of his

brilliant imagination induced by this morbid irritability; when we throw our-

selves into his condition, and conceive of the crowd of burning thoughts ili;it

pressetl upon his mini]—pass in melancholy review the many friends that had
been torn from hiui by the hand of death, the many who had forgotten hlui

and forsaken him as a fallen man, no longer serviceable to them— call to

remembrance that his own father's house was desolate, St. George in the mad-
house, himself, like Logan, alone in his cabin, without a drop of his father's

blood save that which coursed in his own well-nigh exhausted veins—ami,

above all, when we call to remcmbranco his first, his youthful, and his only

love, which is said to have greatly revived in his mind at this time with the

painful yet hallowed associations that clustered around its cherished memory,
who can wonder that a man with the temperament of John llandolph, under
these circumstances should lllng away all restraint, and should cry aloud in

the anguish of his soul, and shmild so act and speak as to excite the astonish-

ment of those around, and induce them to believe that he was a madman

!

In a similar situation David was a madman ; Byron was a madman ; IJousseau

—all high-souled, deep-feeling men of gi-nlus, in the eye of the world, were
madmen."— Vol. ii, pp. 97, 98.

Truly a strange collocation ! David,—he means the sweet singer

of Israel,—Byron, Kousscau, madmen all I And how satisfactory

the reasons, philusophical and psychological, which he gives for ids

hero's grief at the newly-discovered hardness of his heart, and for

his cry to the Holy One, ''Help thou my unbelief I"
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In this state of mind, Randolph appears to have continued for

several months. He pored over the sacred volume, attend(.'(l the

public worship of God, fasted, and wept, and agonized in prayer.

The result is told by himself, in a letter dated lloanoke, Septem-

ber 7, 1818:—

" Congratulate me, doar Frank—wi<h me joy you necfl not ; elvc it you
cannot—I am at ln>t rccouciloti to my God, and have assurance ot'his pardon,

through faitli in Christ, against -wliich the very gates of hell cannot prevail.

Fear hath been driven out by portVct love. I noi.c know that you know howl
feel; and within a month, for the fir*t time, I understand your teelings and
character, and that of every real Christian. Love to Mrs. ]vey and your hrooil.

"I am not now afraid of being 'righteous overmuch,' or of ' ]Methodi.-itiLal

notions.' Thine, in trutli, J. R. of 11."

—Vol. ii, pp. y[i, 100.

The reader will be pleased with a few more extracts from his cor-

respondence at this period. To Dr. Brockenbrou^h, v.-ho had attri-

buted the chaui^e in his religious sentiments to a heated imagination,

he says :

—

"I cannot ex [)re.-s sorrow—for I do not feel it—at the impression which you
tell me my last letter nwle upou you. I\Iay it lead to the same happy conse-

quences that 1 have experienced—which I now feel—in diat sunshine of the

heart, which the ])cace of Cud, that passcth all understanding, alone can bestow !

" Your im[)uting sm-h sentiments to a heated imagination does not surprise

me, wlio have been bred in the school of Ilobbos and Bayle, and Shaftesbury
and liolingbroke, and Ilr.nie and Voltaire and Gibbon; who have cultivated

the sneptit-al ]'hili>soj>hy fiom my vain-glorious boyhood—I might almost say
childhood—and wiio have felt all that unutterable disgust which hypo:-risy and
cant and fanaticism never fail to excite in men of education and" refinement,

supera<l'led to our natural repugnance to Christianity. 1 am not, even now,
insen.-ible to this impression ; but as the excesses of her friends (real or pre-

tended) can Ufvi-r alienate the votary of lilierty from a free form of govern-
ment, and enlist him under the banners of despotism, so neither can the cant

of fanaticism, or hypocrisy, or of both (for so fart'rom being incomj)atiblc, they

are generally found united in the same character—may God in his mercy pre-

serve and defend us from both !) disgust the pious with true religion."—Vol.

ii, p. 100.

The doctor, it seems, had indulged in a fling at what he called

Methodism, in commenting upon his friend's rapturous e.xpressions

of assurance of the divine favour. Randolph says, in rejdy:

—

" By the way, this term ^lethodist in religion is of vast compass and clTcct

—

like tory in politics, or itrlsiocrate in Paris, ' with the lamp-post for its second,'

some five or six-and-twenty yeai-s ago.
'• Dr. Ilogc? 'a Methodist parson.' Frank Key? 'a fanatic,' (I heard him

called so not ten days a_'o.) ' a Methodistical, whining, &c., i^e.' "Wilbcrfoive ?

' a ^lethodist.' ]Mrs. Hannah More '/ 'ditto.' It ought never to be forgotten,

that real converts to Ci^•i^tianity on opposite sides of the globe, agree at the

same moment to the same facts. Tluis Dr. Iloge and Mr. Key, although

strangers, understand pertectly what each other feels and believes.

" \( I were to show a MS. in some unknown tongue to half a dozen persons,

strancrcrs to each other and natives of dlUercut countries, aud thev should all
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{five nic the same translation, could I doubt their acquaintance witlithc strange

anfruage? On the contrary, can I, who am but a smattcrer in Greek, beliovc

an interpreter who pretends to a knowledge of that tongue, and jet cannot

tell the meaning of ri'-ru?"—Vol. ii, p. 102.

Amoug Mr. rtanJolph's friends, there was one of a very different

spirit from the gencralit}' of those Avho corresponded with liira. It

was Frank Key, as he calls him in the preceding extract—a man

who was not ashamed of being styled a fanatic, and upon whom the

dreaded epithet, ^lethodistic, had no influence. Hero is his letter

to Randolph, on receiving the news of his friend's coiiversion :

—

" I do. indeed, my dear fnend, rejoice with you—I have long wished, and

often believed with ccinfidcnce, that you would e.xperience what God ha< now

blessed you with. 1 noed not tell you (if I could) of its value, for 1 trust you

feel it to be ' unspeakable.' ]\Iay the grace that has brought you from ' dark-

ness to light,* from ' death to life,' keep }ou forever!

"Nor do I rejoice merely on your own account or mine. The wonders that

God is everywhere doing show us that these are no oitlinary times, and justify

us in hoping and expecting for greater manltestations of his power and good-

ness. You'stand on an eminence— ' let your light shine ' brightly, that all may
see it—steadily, that they may know whence it comes, and' glorify your Fatlier

which is in heaven.'
'• Write to me often and particularly ;

' out of the abundance of the heart

the mouth spcaketh ;' and may I always hear that yon are following the guid-

ance of that blessed Spirit that will ' lead you into all truth,' leaning on that

almidity arm that has been extended to deliver you, trusting only in the only

Saviour, and ' going on ' in your way to him ' rejoicing.' "—Vol.ii, pp. 1 Oo, 104.

From the same pen there are, in the volumes before us, several

other letters breathing the same spirit,—full of Christian sympathy,

earnest exhortatiun, and practical advice. We can aftbrd room only

for the following, on the subject of his friend's return to public

duties as a member of Congress :

—

"You know my opinion about public life—that a man has no more right to

decline it than to 'seek it. I do not know, pcrliaps. all its dangcrs,_Lut I have

no doubt they are great. But whatever they be, the grace of_Go<l is sufhcient

for them ; and he who enters upon them with a sole view to his glory, and de-

pends entirely on his grace, will find 'crooked things made straight,' and the

mountains made j>lains before him. Cevtaiidy in such a state, a nian who lives

*by faith and not by sight' can evidently serve the cause of religion: and I

trust and pray that thus your light may shine.

" You will indeed be set ' on "a hill.' ' Innumerable eyes will be fastened on

you. The men of the world will l(K)k fiu- something widi whi<h they may re-

proach vou, and vour faith; while ' the blessed company of all faithful people'

will look to see it'they may 'take knowledge of you. that you have been with

Christ '—may they have to ' thank God always ibr you !'

"Yon have no'idia what an interest is excited in your behalf among reli-

gious per.<ons. 1 believe that many a fervent prayer is olFered up for you by

people who never saw your face."—Vol. ii, pp. lOG, 107.

In a few months after hi.s conversion, Mr. Kandoljih was led to

see the sinfulness of holdin;r his feUow-mcn in bondage. In the
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month of May, 1819, ho made that "will," by -which he emanci-

pated his slaves, and ^vhich caused so much discussion and conten-

tion at his death. The follo\vin_:; is the language of that document,

written, as -sve have said, some eight months after the letter in -which

he calls upon his friend to rejoice \sii\\ him in having attained assur-

ance of the divine forgiveness :

—

" I give to my slaves tlieir freedom, to -which my conscience tells me they

are juMhj entitled. ]t lias a long tinio been a matter of tlie deepest reirret to

ine, that the circuiii>tances under -whieh I inherited them, and the ol'Staoles

thrown in tlie \vay h\ the laws of the land, have prevented mv emancipating

them in my life-time, which it is my full intention to do, iu case I can

accomplish it."

T\yo years afterward he made another will, confirming the former,

and appropriating a sum not exceeding eight thousand dollars for

their benefit. Again in 1S2G, 1S2S, and 1831, by codicils, he reite-

rates his icill upon this subject, and makes special provision for

several of his favourites by name. There is something exceedingly

touching and higlily characteristic in the codicil of 1S31. In it he

says :—

" In addition to the provision -wlilch I have made for my faithful servant

John, sometimes called John "White, I charge my -whole estate -with an
annuity to him during his life, of fifty dollars; and as the only favour I ever

asked of any government, I do entreat the assembly of Virginia to permit the

said John and lils t'amily to remain in Virginia."

The Old Dominion's favourite son entreats the legislature of his

native state— tbe only favour he ever asked at their hands—to per-

mit John and his fimily to remain in the land of their birth!

To the whole scheme of African colonization ]Mr. Kandolph was

bitterly opposed, lie refused even to present a petition to the

Senate from tliat society, although urged so to do by one of his

warmest friends. lie declared, as his deliberate judgment, that its

tendency " was bad and mischievous ; that a spirit of morbid sensi-

bility, religious fanaticism, vanity, and the love of display, were the

chief moving causes of that society."

—

{Letter to Brockcnhrough,

20th February, 1^20.)

On the subject of discussing, publicly, the slavery question, Mr.

Kandolph held views very diflcrunt from those prevalent among his

associates. In a debate in the national legislature, he said :

—

" I know there are gentlemen, not only from the Northern, but from the

Southern States, who think tliat this unhap])y question—for such It Is—of

negro slavery, which the Constitution has vainly attempted to blink, bv not

using the term, should never bo brought into public notice, more especially

into that of Congre^s, anil nui>t cspcilally here. Sir, with every due respect

for the gentlemen who think so, I diller from them, tolo calo. Sir, it is a thing
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•wliich cannot be hid— it is not a dry-rot tliat you can cover wltli the carpet,

until the lioiiso tmnhlfs about your cars—you mi^dit as well try to liide a %ol-

cauo in full opera' Ion— it cannoi. be hid ; it Is a cumccr in your ftce. and mur-t

be treated secnniUnn artcm : it must not be tampered with by quacks, who
never saw the disease or the patient— it must be, if you will, let alone; but
on this very principle of letting it alone, I have brought in my resolution. I

am willing to play what is called child's play—let nie alone, and I will let you
alone; let my resolution alone, and I will say nothing in support of it: for

there is a want of sense in saying anything in support of a resolution that no-
body o[>poses. Sir, will the Senate pardon my repeating tiic words of a great

man, -which cannot be too often repeated? 'A small danger, monacinu' an
inestimable object, is of more ini[)Ortanco, in the eyes of a M^ise man, than the

freatest danger which can possibly threaten an object of minor conseiiueiice.'

do not put the question to you, sir. I know what your answer will be. I

know what will be the answer of every husband, "father, son, and brother,

throughout the Southern States; I know that on tliis depends the honour of
every matron and maiden—of every matron (wife or widow) between the

Ohio and the Gult'of Mexico. 1 know that upon it depends the life's blood of the
little ones which are lying in their cradles, in ha[>py ignorance of what is pass-

ing around them
; and not the white ones only, for shall not we, too, kill "'— shall

v.e not react the scenes which were acted in Guatamala, and elsewhere, except,
I hope, with lar dilVerent success? for if, with a superiority in point of num-
bers, as well as of intelligence and courage, we should sulTer ourselves to be. as
them, van(julshed, we should deserve to have negroes for our task-mastei-s. and
for the husbands of our wives. This, then, is the inestimable object, whi.h the
gentleman from Carolina views in the same light that I do, and that you do
too, sir, and to which every Southern bosom responds;—a chord whiclij wlien
touched, even by the most delicate hand, vibrates to the heart of everv man
in our coimtry. I Avish 1 could maintain, with truth, that it came within the

other predicament—that it was a small danger, but it is a great danger; it is

a danger that has increased, is increasing, and jnitst be diminished, or it must
come to its regular catastropihc."—Vol. ii, pp. 2C2, 2C.3.

Returniiij^ from this digression, let us follow Mr. Randolpli, from

the time of liis first professing foith in Christ, through a few of the

more important events of his puhlic life. As we have seen, he re-

gretted his re-election to Congress. In his retirement at Roanoke,

he continued in the enjoj'mcnt of great peace of mind; but very

soon after entering upon his public duties at "Washington, he rushed

upon the arena of political strife, allowed his feelings to become ex-

asperated towards his opponents, and thenceforward appears to have

been a stranger to the consolations of divine grace. In the wh.ole

compass of modern hiogi-aphy, we know not a more striking illus-

tration of the Saviour's words, " The last state of that man is worse

than the first." lie might have been, oven in Washington, as a city

set upon a hill,—happy in tlic love of God, and shedding liglit upon
all within the circle of his influence. lie threw away the pearl of

great price, which he had fouml, after so long and [)ainful a search

;

forgot Jlim who had spoken peace to his soul ; derived no happiness

from sjjiritual things, and found none in his worldly avocations or

associates. Speaking of the friend, to whose deep interest in his
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spiritual svclfare we have already referred, he says, in a letter -written

after he had been a fe^v months in Washington :

—

" Yesterday I ^-as to have dined with I'rank Key, but was not well enouirh
to go. lie called here the day botbrc, and we had much talk together. He
perseveres in pressing on towards the goal, and liis whole liib is spent in en-
deavouring to do good ilir Ids unhappy lellow-men. The result is, that he
enjoys a tranquillity ot* mind, a sunshine ot" the soul, that all the Alexanders
of the earth can neither confer nor take away. This is a state to which I can
never attain. 1 have made up my mind to sulVer hke a man condemned to the
wheel or the stake. Strange as you may think it, I could submit without a
murmur to pass the rest of my life ' on some high lonely tower, where I nii'jht

outwatch the bear with thrice great Ilenues,' and exchange the enjoymentsof
society for an exemption from the plagues of life. Those press me down to

the very earth ; and to rid myself of them, I would gladly j)urchase an annuity
and crawl into some h(jle, where I niiiiht commune with mvself and be still."

—Vol. ii, pp. 14 1, 1 Ij.

On another occasion he uses tliis language :
—

" No punishment

except remorse can exceed the misery I feel. My heart swells to

bursting at past recollections ; and as the present is without enjo}'-

ment, so is the future without hope." And "again, in the same
strain :

—
" Dreary, desolate, dismal,—there is no word in our lan-

guage or any other, that can express the misery of my life. I drag

on like a tired captive at the end of a slave-chain in an African

coffle."

The most prominent subject of discussion in Congress, of which

Mr. Randolph was now a member, was what is known as the Mis-

souri Quej^tiou. It met with his most determined opposition, as did

the comprouii.se which was fmally adopted, or, as Kandolpli said,

" smuggled through the House." lie declared of the speaker, Henry
CLay, that he had taken advantage of his office ; had deprived hiiu

and his friends of their constitutional rights ; and thenceforward to

the close of the session, he and the speaker never exchanged saluta-

tions, or even spoke to each other. The mutual animosity between

these great men, each a leader of his party, appears to have increased

until the election of Mr. Adams to the presidency, and the accept-

ance of the oflicc of secretary of state by Mr. Chiy. It resulted in

a duel, the immediate cause of wliich was a speech of Randolpli,

then a senator, on a mt-ssago from the president, relative to a pro-

posed Congress of Nations at Panama. The gist of the ofiencc

in that message will be seen in the following sketch of Mr. Ran-
dolph's speech on the occasion. Refen-ing to President Adams,
he asks:

—

"Who made him a judge of our usages? "Who constituted him? lie has

been a profes.-or, I under?tan<l. I wish he had left olF the pedasrocrue when he

got into the executive chair. AVho made him the censor inuruin of this body?
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Will any ono an.>T.-cr this question ? Yes or no ? "Who? Name the person.

Abovo all, who niado liim the searcher of hearts, and gave linn the ri;.'ht. by
an iniiendo black as holl, to blacken our motives? LLiekcn our motives! I

did not say that then. I was more under sclt'-conunand ; I ilid not use such

stroni^ lan;junge. I said, il' he could borrow the eye ot" Omniscience himsflf,

and look into every bosom here ; if he could look into tiuit mo.-t awful, calami-

tous, and tremendous of all pos.-ible gulfs, the naked unveiled human heart,

stripped of all its covering of self-love, exposed naked, as to the eye of God

—

I said if he could do that, he was not, as rresldent of the United States, entitled

to pa*s upon our motives, although he saw and knew them to be bad. I said,

if he hail converted us to the Catholic religion, and was our father conles?or,

and every man in this House at the footstool of the confessional had cont'es-ed

a bad motive to him by the laws of his Church, as by this Constitution, above
the law and above the Church, he, as Prtsident of the Vnited States, could

not pass on otu" motives, though we had told liim with our own lips our mo-
tives, and confessed they were bad. I said this then, and I say it now. Here
I plant my foot ; here I fling defiance right into his teeth before the American
peojtle; here I throw the gauntlet to him and the bravest of his compeers, to

come forward and defend these miserable lines: 'Involving a departure, hi-

therto, so far as I am informed, without example, from that usage, and upon
tlic motives for which, not being intbrmed of them, 1 do not feel myself com-
petent to decide.' Amiable modesty ! I wonder we did not, all at once, fall

in love with him, and agree una voce to publish our proceedings, except my-
self, for I quitted the Senate ten minutes before the vote was taken. I saw
what was to follow ; I knew the thing would not be done at all, or would 1)0

done unanimously. Therefore, in spite of the remonstrances of friends. I

went away, not fearing that any one would doubt what my vote would have

been, if I had stayed. After twenty-six hours' exertion it was time to give in.

I was defeated, horse, foot, and dragoons—cut up, and clean broke down by

the coalition of PAifd and Blucl- George—ty the com'/inution, unheard of till

then, of the puritan with the Uacl:-le<j.'''—Vol. ii, pp. 2oo, '2'>\.

The allusion in the latter part of this speech was too pointed to

be misunderstood. Randolph -was fully persuaded that the coalition

bet^veen the president and his secretary of state Avas the result of

corrupt motives, and his languai:^e can be construed iu no other v.ay

than as a personal insult of the grossest kind. A challenge fal-

lowed. Attempts were made, by the friends of the parties, to ])re-

vent a meeting, but without success. Randolph refused to retract

or to apologize. "I have," said he, "no explanations to give—I \\\\\

not give any. 1 applied to the administration the epithet puritanic,

black-legged. 1 am called to the field—I have agreed to go, and

am ready to go."

The following account of " the meeting," and the preliminaries, is

from the pen of General Hamilton, of South Carolina:

—

'• The night before the duel Mr. Randolph sent for me. I found him calm,

but in a singularly kind and confiding mood. He tohl me that lie had some-

thing on his'mind to tell me. He then remarked, 'Hamilton, I have deter-

mined to receive, without returning, Clay's lire; nothing shall ir.duce mo to

harm a hair of his head; I will not make his wife a widow, or his children

orphans. Their tears would be shed over liis grave ; but when the sod of

A'irginia rests on my bosom, there is not iu this wide world one indi\idual to
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pay this tribute upon mine' His eyes filled, and restincr liis head upon his

hand, we remained some momenta silent. I replit-d, ' My dear friend, (lor ours

was a sort of po.-tlnnnous friiTid>]iip, l)equeatb<'d by our mothers,) I di-eply

regret that you have mentioned tills subjeet to me ; for you call upon me to go
to the field and to see you shot down, or to assume the responsibility, in regard

to your own lite, in sustaining your determination to throw it away. But on
this subject, a man's own couselenec and his own bosom arc Lis Lest monitors.

I will not advise; but under tlie enormous and unprovoked personal insult you
have olfeivd ]\Ir. Clay, I eanuot dissuade. I feel bound, however, to commu-
uicate to Colonel Tattnall your decision.' lie bugged mc not to do so, and
said ' he was very much afraid that Tattnall would take the studs and refuse

to go out with him.' I, however, sought Colonel Tatnall, and we repaired

about midnight to ^Ir. Randolph's lodgings, whom we Ibund reading Milton's

great poem. For some moments he did not permit us to say one word in rela-

tion to the approaching duel ; and he at once commenced one of those delight-

ful crltleisnis on a passage of this poet, in which he was wont so enthusiastically

to indulge. After a jiause, Colonel Tattnall remarked, ']\Ir. llandolph, I am
told you have determined not to return ^Ir. Clay's fire ; I must say to you, my
dear sir, if I am only to go out to see you shot down, you must find some other

friend.' Mr. Kan(lolph remarked that it was his determination. After much
conversation ou tiie subject, I induced Colonel Tatnall to allow Mr. llandolph

to take his own course, as his withdrawal, as one of his friends, might lead to

very injurious misconstructions. At last, I\Ir. llandolph, smiling, said, ' Well,
Tattnall, I promise you one tiling, if I see the devil In Clay's eye, and that with

malice prepense he means to t ike my life, I may change my mind.' A remark
I knew he made merely to propitiate the anxieties of his triend.

" ^Ir. Clay and himself met at four o'clock tlie succeeding evening, on the

banks of the Potomac. But he saw ' no devil in Clay's eye"' but a man fear-

less, and e.Kpressing the mingled sensibility and firmness which belonged to the

occasion.
" I shall never forget this scone, as long as I live. It has been my misfortune

to witness several duels, but I never saw one, at least in its sequel, so deejdy
aflectlng. Tlie sun was just setting behind the blue hills of Randolph's own
Virginia. Here were two of the most extraordinary men our country in its

prodigality had prod-icod, about to meet in mortal combat. "WhlNt Tattnall

was loading Kaniiolph's jii^tols I approached my friend, I believed, for the last

time
; 1 tmik his hand ; tliere was not in its touch the quivering of one pulsa-

tion, lie turned to mo and said, ' Clay is calm, but not vindictive—I hohl my
purpose, Hamilton, in any event; remember this.' On handing him his pis-

tol, Colonel Tattnall sprung th.-, hair-trigger. ^Ir. Randolph said, 'Tattnall,

although I am one of the be>t shots in Virginia, with cither a pistol or a gun,

yet I never fire with the h lir-trig.rer
; besides, I have a thick buckskin glove

on, which will de^troy the d'Tnary of my touch, and tlie trigaer may tly before

I know where I am.' But, from his great solicitude for his friend, Tattnall in-

sisted upon hairing the trlgi/er. On taking their position, the fact turned out

as ^Ir. Randolph anticiiated ; his pistol went oQ' before the word, with the

muzzle down.
" The moment \\\\< event took place. General Jessup, ilr. Clay's friend,

called out that he would instantly leave the ground with his friend, if that

occurred again. Mr. Clay at unec exclaimed, it was entirely anaccl;Ient, and
begged that the gentleman nii'_dit be allowed to go on. On the word being

given, Mr. Clay fired without etl'ect, Mr. Randolph disch.arging his pistol in the

air. The moment Mr. Clay saw that Mr. Ranilolph Iiad thrown away his fire,

with a gush of sensibility, he instantly approached Mr. Randolph, and said

with an emotion I never can forget:—' I tru^t, in God, my dear sir, you arc

untouched ; at'ter what has occurred, I would not have harmed you for a thou-

sand worlds.'"—Vol. 11, pp. •lo'i-lM.
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Thus ended this affair; and the combatants, although never after-

ward friends, appear to have treated each t)ther ^Yith respect. One

of the last acts of ^Ir. llandolph's life,—it occurred indeed but a

few days before his death,—^as a visit to tlie Senate Chamber, for

the purpose of seeing and sliaking hands ^vith his antagonist. :Mr.

Clay was on his feet addressing the senate. " Kaise me up,'' said

Eandolph, "I want to hear that voice again." At the close of his

speech Mr. Clay left his i)lacc, and accosting his rival, inquired

kindly after his health. " I am a dying man," replied Kand^.lph,

"and came here expressly to have this interview with you." They

shook hands, conversed together a few moments, and parted; Ran-

dolph having accomplished the desire of his heart, and sliown that,

" notwithstanding a long life of political hostility, no personal ani-

mosity rankled in his heart."

Soon after Mr. Randolph had retired from Congress, in lv20,

with the avowed determination to take no more part in public afihirs,

he was elected a member of the Convention for revising the Consti-

tution of his native State. He was nominated without his consent,

and greatly against his wishes. He accepted the honoin- at the

earnest solicitation of friends, and was one of the most industrious

and useful members of that body. Associated with such men as

Madison, and Marshall, and Monroe,—indeed with the congregated

talent and eloquence of the Old Dominion,—he had full scope Ibr his

wonderful powers of debate, and greatly increased his reputation as

a statesman and a man of political sagacity. It was a fioM m
which, to the ga-eatest advantage, he was enabled to display Ins

knowledge of men and things ; and his thirty years' experience of

parliamentary proceedings, gave him a controlling influence in all

matters before the convention. We make room for a short extract

from one of his speeches, wherein he dilates upon his favourite

axiom, Puij as you go, which, he contended, was the secret of pubhc

as well as private prosperity,—in fact the philosopher's stone.

" Thcv uinv sav Avhat tliev |)lea.-=e about the old Con?titiition. T'.ie dflect is

not there. It is'not in the' iorm of the old edifice, ni-ither ii. the (Ieii.i;n nor

the elevation--it is in the vmU.rial—k if in the pcoj.le ot \ "•i.-ima. lo my

knowledge, that people are chanucd from what they liuve l.een. J he tour luni-

dred men ^vho vent out to David, were in debt. The partisans of Cl^^ar were

indehl. The fellow-lalx)urer3 of Cataline were in ihht. And 1 defy you to

show me a de^peratelv-indelted people anywhere, wlio can bear a re.L'uIar

sober cTovernment. I throw the cl.allen-c to all who h.'ar me. I say th:.t llie

character of the pood old Vir.jlnia planter—the man who owned truni in^i to

twenty slave:?, or less, who lived by hard work, and who ])aid his d--b;s— is

pa-^scd awav. A new order of thiii-s ii come. Tlie periud has arnvi-d of

livin^ bv one's wits—of living bv contraetincr debts that one cannot pay—and

above all. o< livin-- bv ollice-hn'nting. Sir, what do we sec? Bankrupts,

branded bankrupts, ui'ving great dinners—sending their children to the most
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expensive schools—giving: graiul parties—ami just as 'well received as anybody
in society. I jay, that in such a .xtate of tliinjis. the old Constitution was too

good ibr them ; tliey could not bear it. iS'o, sir, they could not bear a free-

hold sutlVage and a property representation. I have always endeavoured to

do the peojde justice, but I will not tlatter thcai ; I will not pander to their

appetite for change. I will do nothing to provide for change ; 1 will not agree

to any rule of future apportionment, or to any provi.-ion for future change.^,

called amendments of the Constitution. They who love change—who delight

in public confusion—who wisli to iced the caldron and make it bubble—may
vote, if they please, for future changes. But by what spell—by what formula

are you going to bind the pcojile to all future time ? QhU cuslndict cudod.s?
The days of Lyeurgus are gone by, when he could swear the peoph' not to

alter the Constitution until he should return

—

aniino non rcvertcndi. You may-

make what entries on parchment you please. Give me a Constitution that

will last for half a century— th:it is all 1 wish for. Xo Constitution that you
can make will last the ono-half of half a century. Sir, I will stake anything

short of my salvation, that those who are malcontent now, will be more mal-

content three years hence, than they arc at this day. I have no favour for

this Constitution. I shall vote against its adoption, and I shall advise all the

Eeople of my district, to set their faces—aye, and their shoulders against it.

kit if we are to have it, let ns not have it with its deadi-warrant in its very-

face—with the J'rtcies hi/pncrilii <i, the sardonic grin of death, upon its coun-
tenance."—Vol. ii, pp. JJoO, S31.

At the adjournment of this Convention, -wliich continued in ses-

sion about thiee months, Mr. Garland says :

—

" Xo man stood higher than John Randolph in the estimation of the mem-
bers or of the peojile. lie had won greatly on their affections. A more fa-

miliar contact, and closer observation of the man, had served to remove many
prejudices. They began to comprehend and apjneciatc one who had been so

long the victim of wiliid nii,~rcprcsentation,and of calumny. Xotwiihstanding
the boldness with which he spoke unpleasant truths in the Convention, his

manner, on the whole, was so mild an<l conciliatory, his wisdom and his genius

so conspicuous, that they won for him the esteem and the veneration of every-

body. His friends, delighted with this state of things, wrote to him from all

quarters, congratulating him on this agreeable termination of his labours in

the Convention. Here is one of his letters in answer to a friend who had
written him on this stdiject :

—

"' How I have succeeded in gaining upon the good opinion of the public

—

as you and others of my friends tell me I have done—I cannot tell. I made
DO eflbrt for it, nor did it enter into my imagination to court any man, or party,

in or out of the Convention. It is most gratifying, nevertheless, to be told by
yourself and others, in whose sincerity and truth I ])lace the most unbounded
reliance, that I have, by the part I took in the Convention, advanced myself

in the estimation of my country. "With politics I am now done; and it is well

to be able to quit winner.'

"

—Vol. ii, p. 332.

From President Jackson Mr. Randolpli received the ofTice of

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to Russia. In

a feeble state of health he sailed from Hampton Roads, in the montii

of June, 1S80. The post, in his hands, -was little more than a sine-

cure, and he failed to acc<)m|)lish the special object for which he had

been selected. Nor did he regain his health by the journey, as him-
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self and his friends had fondly hoped. In a letter written a few

months after his arrival, he gives the following graphic account of

the Russian climate during the summer months :

—

" You know I always dreaded tlic .tj/nnwr climate, wlion my fi-Iriuls were
killing me with the climate of )tui-.sia before my time. Nothing can be more
detestable. It is a comet; and when I arrived it was in peiihelion. I shall

not stay out the aphelion. Heat, dust impalpable, pervading every part and
pore, and actually scaling thc;c last up, annoying the eyes especially, which

are further distressed by the glare of the white houses. Insects of all nauseous

descri[itinn?, bugs, lleas, mosquitoes, Hies innumerable, gigantic as the empire

they inhabit ; who will take no denial. Under cover of the spectacles, they

do not sutlrr you to write two words, without a conlliot with them. This is

the land of riiaraoh and his plagues—l'-gyi>t. and its ophthalmia and vermin,

•without its fertility—Holland, without its wealth, improvements, or cleanliness.

Nevertheless, it is, beyond all con)panson, the most magniliccnt city I ever be-

held. But you must not reckon upon being laid in earth; there is, jiropei-Iy

speaking, no such thing here. It is rotten rubbish on a swamp; and at two

feet you come to water. This last is detestable. The very ground has a bad

odour, and the air is not vital. Two days before my presentation to the empe-
ror and empress, I was taken with an ague. But my poor Juba lay at the point

of death. His was a clear Ccise of black vomit; and I teel assured that in the

month of August, Havana or Xew-Orleans would be as safe for a strangt-r as

St.Petei-sburgh. It is a Dutch town, with fresh- waler-river canals, &c. To drink

the water is to insure a dysentery of the worst tyjje."—Vol. ii, pp. ^37, o.'3>;.

Mr. Rtmdolph spent but a small portion of his time at St. Pcttrs-

burgh, and returned to the United States after an absence of little

more than a year. In enfeebled health, querulous, and dissati.-ficd

with himself and with everybody else, the remaining months of his

life were spent in a state of fatuity bordering upon insanity. Some
years previously he had resorted to opium as an alleviation of his

sufferings. The habit grew upon him, and he found himself, in his

own language, fast sinking into an opium-eating sot. "I live,'' says

he, "by, if not upon opium." And now the last scene of his

strangely- cventfid life was fast approaching,—a life which stands

out like a blazing beacon, or rather like a -WTCck upon the occun,

telling its own sad tale of talents misdirected, of blighted expecta-

tion, and of hopes withered and blasted. He had determined upon

a voyage to England, and hurried to Philadelphia to embark in the

packet. But he had reached the end of his earthly jounicyings.

He put up at a hotel, and a physician was sent for. Mr. Garland

must tell the sequel :

—

" ' How long have you been sick, Mr. Fuindolph ?'

" ' Don't ask me that question ; I have been sick all my life. I have been
aflocted with my present discnso, however, tor three yeai-s. It was gready

aggravated by my voyage to Hu?<ia. Tl-.at killed me, sir. This Russian ex-

pedition has been a I'ultowa, a Beresina to me.'
" The doctor now felt his pulse. ' You can fonn no judgment by my pulse;

it is so peculiar.'
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"
' You have been so Ion;: an invalid, !Mr. Ilandolph, you must have acquired

an accurate knowledge ot' the general course of practice adapted to your
case.'

" ' Certainly, sir; at forty, a fool or a physician, you know.'
"

' There are idiosync•ra.sie^^,* said the doctor, ' in many constitutions. I wish
to ascertain -what is peculiar about you.'

" ' J have been an idiosyncrasy all my life. All the preparations of camphor
invariably injure mc. As to eilier, it will blow me up. Not so with opium

;

I can take opium like a Turk, and have been in the habitual use of it, in one
shape or another, for some time.'

"

" Next morning, (the day on which he died,) Dr. Parish received an early

and an urgent message to visit him. Several persons were in the room, but
soon left it, except his servant, John, -who was much affected at the sight of

his dying master. The doctor remarked to him, ' I have seen your master very
low before, and he revived ; and perhaps he will again.' 'John knows better

than that, sir.' lie then looked at the doctor with great intensity, and said in

an earnest and distinct manner, ' 1 eonliiiu every disposition in my will, espe-

cially that respecting my slaves, whom I have manumitted, and tor whom I

have made provision.'

"

" The doctor now said that he understood the subject of his communication,
and presumed the AVill would oxj;lain itself fully, lie rephed in his jieculiar

way—'No, you don't understand it; I know you don't. Our laws are ex-
tremely particular on the subject of slaves—a will may manumit them, but
provision for their subseipu'ut support requires that a declaration be made in

the presence of a white witness ; and it is requisite that the witness, after hear-

ing the declaration, should continue with the party, and never lose sight of him,
until he is gone or dead. You arc a good witness for John. You see the pro-

priety and importance of your remaining -with me
;
your patients must make

allowance for your situation. John told'me this morning—"master, you are
dying.'

"

" The doctor sjioke with entire candour and replied, that it was rather a
matter of surprise that he had lasted so long. He now made his preparations

to die. lie directed Jf.lui to bring him his father's breast button ; he then di-

rected him to place it in the bosom of his shirt. It was an old-t'ashioned, iarge-

sized gold stud. John placed it in the button-hole of the shirt bosom—but to

fix it completely, required a hole on the opposite side. ' Get a knif'e,' siiid he,

'and cut one.' A n:q>kin was calieil for, and placed by John over his breast.

Tor a short time he I.iy jji-rt'ectly (piiet, with his eyes clo>ed. lie suddeidy
roused up and excliimcil— • Uemor.-e I remorse!' It was thrice repeated— tiic

last time, at the top of his voice, with great agitation. He cried out— ' let me
see the word. t!et a dictionary, let me see the word.' ' There is none in the

room, sir.' '"Write it down, then—let me see the word.' The doctor picked

up one of his card>, ' Randolph of Iloanokc '—' shall I write it on this card ?'

'Yes, nothing more proper.' The word remorse was then written in pencil,

lie tcX)k the card in a hurried mantior, and Hastened his eyes on it with great

intensity. ' "Write it on the back.' he exclaimed—it was so done and handed
him again. lie was extremely agitated—' llemorse I you have no idea what it

is
;
you can form no idea of it, whatever; it has contributed to bring me to my

present situation—but I have looked to the Lord Jesus Christ, and hope I have
obUiined pardon. Now Kt John take your pencil and tlraw a line under the

word.' w hich was accordingly done. ' "What am I to do with the card ?' inquired

the doctor. Tut it in your ivjtket—take care of it—when I am dead, look

at it.'

"

" The witnesses were now sent for, and soon arrived. The dying man was

propped up in the bed. wlih pillows, m-arly erect. Being extremely sensitive

to cold, he had a bl.mket over \r.< hia>l and shoulders; and he directed John
to place liis hat on, over the blanket, which aided in keeping it close to his
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hoad. With a countenance full of sorrow, Jolin stood close by the side of his
dyinjr nia^tiT. The four witnesses—Edmund Ba;lirfr, FranVis West. Isaac
Parish, and,Io>eph Parish—wore placed in a semi-circle, in full view. lie ral-
lied all the expiring energies of mind and bo.ly, to this lajit ollbrt. ' His whole
soul,' says Dr. Parish, ' seemed concentrated in the act. His eves flashed feel-
ing and intelligence. Pointing towards us, Avith his long indcx-fni-^cr, he
addressed us :'

—

o o
»

"'I confirm all the directions in my Will, respecting my slaves, and direct
them to be enforced, ))artieularly in regard to a provision tor their snpijort.
And then raising his arm as high as he coidd, he brouidit it down with his open'
hand, on the shoulder of his favourite John, and added these word<—'o-pc-
cially for this man.' lie then aslced each of the witnesses whether they under-
stood him. Pr. Joseph Parish explained to them, what Mr. Kandolph'hadsnid
in regard to the laws of ^'irgInia, on the subject of mannmis>i(>n—and then ap-
pealed to the dyinor nian to know whetlier he had stated it correctly. ' Yes,'
said he, and gracefully waving liis hand as a token of dismission, he added—
' the young gentlemen will remain with me.'

" The scene was now soon changed. Having disposed of that suliject nio.'st

deeply impres.-cd on his heart, his keen penetrating eve lost its expressioiK his
powerful mind gave way, and his fading imarrinatioii betian to wander amid
scenes and with friends that he had let\ behind. In two'houi-s the spirit took
its Ihght, and all that was mortal of John Kandolph of Poanoke was hushed in
death. At a quarter before twelve o'clock, on the- 24th dav of June, 1S33,
aged sixty years, he breathed his last, in a chani])er of the Ci'tv Hotel, Ko. 41
Korth Third street, Philadelphia."—Vol. ii, pp. .370-375.

Ar.T. ^ni.—THE BIBLE AND CmL GOYERXMEXT.

The Bible and Civil Gorernmnxt, in a Course of Lcrimcx. T.y .T. M. .Matthi;ws D. !>.

12iuo., pp. 2GS. New-York : Carter oc Brothers. ]S50.

" The Scripture," says the great Hooker, tlic judicious Hooker, as
he is often not unaptly called, '^is Ihui.^ht even with the laws of na-
ture, insomucli that Gratian, defining natural riglit, termeth it that
T\luch the books of the law and the gospel do contain. 2s'either is

it vain, that the Scripture aboundoth with so great store of laws of
this kind; fur they are such as we of ourselves could not ea.sily have
found out, and then the benefit is not small to have them readily
set down to our hands. Or, if they be so clear and manifest, that
no man, endued with reason, can lightly be ignorant of them, yet
the Spirit, as it vrere, borrowing them from the school of nature and
ap])lying them, is not without singular use and profit for men's in-
struction."

The author of the work whose title we have placed at the head
of this article, might fitly have taken the above passage as the text
of his treatise. To develop, illustrate, and confirm the truth which
Fourth SEiuEt, Vol. 111.—40
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it contains, is the leading design of liis labours; and -vvitli admirable

abiiit}' and force Las he executed this design. The general subject

of -which he treats, is the connexion bet\veen the Holy iScripture

and the science of civil government. His work consists of five

lectures, delivered in the caj)itol of the nation, in the early part of

the year 1S4S, "soon after the news reached this country, appris-

ing us of the commotions in Europe, Avhich have since formed a

topic of absorbing interest to all intelligent observers of the times."

—Preface.

The leading topics of tlicso lectures are, the divine origin of civil

freedom; civil freedom, as ordained in the Hebrew state; the influ-

ence of emigration on civil freedom, as illustrated in the history of

the Israelitish and other nations; the indispensable necessity of

general and sound education to civil freedom; and the power of

agriculture, as an auxiliary to civil freedom.

These topics arc handled by the reverend lecturer with no com-

mon vigour, discrimination, and etiect. Seldom have we read an

author, whose thoughts are more solid and truthful in themselves,

or conveyed with greater clearness and transparency of ex{)res-

siou. The reader is borne along, as if by a gentle but irresistible

impulse, on the current of his flowing and well-sustained periods.

Such is the interest and charm which he has managed to throw

around the discussion, that we found it impossible to close the book
till we had finished it, and went through the whole at a single sitting,

on a liot sununer's evening. We are gratified to learn, from our

author's preface, that he is engaged in the preparation of an extended

and elaborate work on the connexion between science and religion,

of which, in fact, these lectures constitute a part. Tliis is a most
important design. One of the subtlest and most plausible grounds

of attack on divine revelation, is the alleged want of harmony between

the works of God and the word of God. It is not to be disguised,

that many scientific minds are sceptical in regard to inspiration,

because they conceive the revelations of the Bible to be irreconcila-

ble with the revelations of science. Hence the great importance of

having the entire harmony subsisting between these two classes of

divine disclosures ])laced belbre the world in a clear, strong, and

convincing light. Hence the justness of that observation of a dis-

tinguished writer, cited by Dr. .Matthews, that " every age. as well

as every individual, has its specific duty ; and the duty of the nine-

teenth century is to bring science, in all its discoveries, to bear upon

religion, and to corrobta-ate, if we may so speak, the word of God."

Yet, as our author siiggcsts. although able minds have been directed

to this subject, the work of illustrating the Scriptures bv the discov-

40=^-
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eries of scicnco, and of hxmgmg the two into full accord ^-ith eacli
ofchei; IS not yet completed. Much remains to be done before learn-
ing shall have raid the debt which she owes to revelation. If Dr
Matthews executes .successfully the desi^^ which he has in hand, ifhe p oduces a standard work on the subject which he is treating,
whatever lie may have hitherto acconipli.hed for the benefit of man-kind as a Christian mmister and Christian teacher, as the pastor of

heif '"
r ^"'f

'^
'^r'^'^'^'y^

-i" ^^0 eclipsed bv\he .ood

defnl T.r r-:r^
'^ ^ christian author-as the champion^and

defender of the faith once delivered to i]ie saints
In the perusal of the volume before us, one thing forcibly struck

our own mmd, as we doubt not it will the minds of our readers

\"

Its seasonablencss. It ,s eminently a book for the times. 'TheMorld IS m a transition state; nations are in the birth-pan'^s of
liberty; commotions and changes are the order of the daY": the
diadem is removed; the low are e.xalted; the high are abased;' and
the fountains of the great deep, both in. Church and State are
breaking up If the Bible has any utterances suited to such a
condition of things, now is the time to interrogate it. That it ha.
such teachings few are wholly ignorant; of their extent and value
still fewer, perhaps, are adequately informed. This book is adanted
to dispel Ignorance, to rectify errors, and to communicate li^dit on
hi.s nnportaat subject. How common a thing it is to regard Greeceand Rome as the greatest beneflictors of mankin.l. and to look upon
heir institutions as the source of our own I Our liberty is supposed

to be derived from theirs. Yet in truth, as our authm- shows, the
punciples of true civil freedom are, not less than the pure morals
and immortal hopes of revelation, the gift of the God of Israel
Ihesc principles were proclaimed by the Hebrew lawgiver, uhen
the Greeks and the Romans were still living on beech-nuts and
acorns; nay at a time when the word liberty was hardly known
upon ear h beyond the precincts of the chosen tribes. Is it not
somewhat remarkable, that when so large a proportion of the presi-den s and professors of our colleges are ministers of religioli, the
iriisaiken opinion to which we have adverted, is permitted t? remain
n the luinds of the young men who are there receiving their educa-
tion to be American citizens? There is cause, wc think, to admin-
ister a gentle rebuke to these excellent gentlemen, because they do
not give the writings of Moses a more prominent place in their sv.-ems of instruction, and because they do not more distinctly infoVm
their pup. s that the true elements of republican freedom aVe to be
sought Hi his institutions, but permit the Greek and K>oman authoi-s
to mono],olize their admiration and their gratitude. The very
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nations whose legislation these writers so eloquently comraomorntc,

are not a little indebted to the Hebrew sage for those qualities iu

their institutions which awaken our youthful enthusiasm. What can

afford nobler themes of study than the master minds of our race?

And what mind is more worthy to engage the profound attention of

our age than his wliose high mission, under I'rovidence, it was to

found a model government, combining, in so remarkable a degree,

liberty Arith law—the freedom of the individual with tlie welfare of

the community? The polity founded by that great man is as vene-

rable for its wisdom, as it is for its antiquity. The best subsequent

civilization has. beyond all peradventure, been built upon that ancient

law, which Moses, by divine direction, gave to the Hebrew j)eople.

The Jewish lawgiver is, in many respects, the man for the present.

He belongs not solely to the past, as too common prejudice imagines.

The great principles of constitutional law and of civil and criminal

jurisprudence, wiiich he not only developed in theory, but embodied

into a system, and reduced to practice in the administration of pub-

lic affairs, are so many lessons of inspired wisdom, so many lights

of experience, to direct the labours of statesmen and legislators to

the end of time.

In his first lecture, Dr. Matthews, as already observed, considers

the divine origin of civil freedom. He begins by remarking how
fitl}' it corresponds Avith the uniform goodness of God, that he should

give to the world a distinct revelation of his will on this subject.

" Thy commandmciit is exceeding broad." There is an expansive

power in the Pable, which reaches every want and condition of life.

It lays down, in terms brief and clear, general principles of dut}',

and then teaches iiow they are to be a])plied to the various relations

which men sustain to one another, both social and civil. iSow, un-

less our civil relations are wisely regulated, men can have no security

in any of their enjoyments. Kulcrs and ruled should each know

their appropriate spiiere, and keep it: and their respective rights

should be accurately defined, and carcfnlly guarded. Tyranny, at

the time of the exodus, had become the sorest of curses, and one

from which mankind knew no means of escape. Everywhere the

life, happiness, and liberty of the subject were at the will of the one

man who wore the erown. and who, intoxicated with power, ruled

over men as over herds of cattle. There was much in a wretched-

ness likethhs, rendering it fit for Him whose tender mercies are over

all his works, to interpose fur the purpose of showing how a nation

should be governed so as best to secure its rights and liberties.

Tiie same conclusion, as to the probability of a special divine

interposition to leaeh the true principles of government, is warranted
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by the kno^^•n ami admitted influence of freedom in developing the

higher faculties of man.

" 'Tis liberty alone that gives tbe flower

Of fleeting life its lustre and perfume."

History verifies this sentiment. Its voice distinctly declares, that

freedom is the great moving power in human affairs. Freedom,

when combined with the higher element of Christianity, is the

source of the mightiest and sublimest efforts of human genius. It is

the grand instrument of human advancement. Its leading charac-

teristic is energy ; energy arousing the dormant strength of the

masses of society; energy awaking to life and action the power that

sleeps in the peasant's mind, the might that slumbers in the pea-

sant's arm. The grandest achievements of intellect, the noblest

efforts of valour, tlie sublimest ministrations of benevolence, the

richest fruits of human industry that have illustrated and adorned

the annals of our race, have all sprung from this principle.

What was Holland before she became free? The minds of her

people were as stagnant as' the marshes that covered her soil. But

freedom roused them to action ; freedom warmed into vitality their

lifeless energies ; freedom bridled the stormy Avaves of the German
Ocean; freedom built and maimed the ships that poured into her lap

the riches of the world; freedom covered her boundless marshes

with a velvet carpet, and made them smile with fertility, and rejoice

in abundance; freedom made her seminaries fountains of light to

the nations, and her statesmen, jurists, lawyers, and divines, the

oracles of their generation.

"What was England before ^Nlagna Charta burst her chains and

ended her thraldom ? The extinction of fire and lights, enjoined

upon her whole realm, when

" The curfew toll'd the knell of parting day,"

was an apt emblem of the darkness which shrouded the minds of

her people. Freedom Avrought for her as it did for Holland. And
what is England now? Pre-eminent among the nations of Europe,

as our author bcautifull}' says. " in all that the wise most seek to know,

or the good most desire to know." Her name resounds in all lands,

her empire encircles the globe, her keels vex every ocean, her influ-

ence reaches to the ends of the earth, and " she sits like a queen on

the h'.p of the ocean," emitting a mild and healthful radiance on the

surrounding darkness.

And what has freedom done, or, rather, Avhat has it not done for

us as a nation? Impregnated and vivified by gn-pcl principles, and

freed from corrupting alliance with roynUy, it has, in an almost
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incredibly brief space, raised this country from colonial bondage

and insignificance to the rank and inllufnce of a leading power

among the nations of the earth. It has given her a career unparal-

leled for rapidity and brilliancy in all the annals of time. In

resources, present and prospective, in available talent, in popular

education, in religion and ])ractical philanthropy, and in indomitable

industry, to \vhich obstacles are but incentives, we would not, at this

moment, exchange conditions with the proudest nation on the globe.

Surely, then, as our author pertinently and forcibly argues, if

freedom is thus interwoven with the improvement and happiness of

our race, it may well be expected that whatever is essential to its

establishment should be revealed in a volume which has the promise

of the life that now is and of that which is to come. "When we are

taught that the Most High governs in tbc minutest concerns of life,

even to the numbering of our hairs and the fall of a sparrow, can we
sup})0se that he would fail to instruct men in the nature and impor-

tance of institutions ])y which everything valuable in their personal,

social, and civil welfare is so deeply afTectcd?

In his second lecture, Dr. Matthews gives an interesting and
instructive view of " civil government, as ordained in the common-
wealth of the Hebrews." The first principle he finds in it, is

"government by representation, the election of rulers by the ruled,

the public ofBcer chosen by the public voice." Chateaubriand has

classed tliis principle among three or four discoveries that have cre-

ated another univer.-e. V.'here are we to seek the origin of it?

jMost nations know nothing of it even now. There was a time when
all were ignorant of it. The question is, From what fountain did it

spring? What nation first incorporated it into the frame of its

government, and enjoyed the freedom Avhich it insured?

Alison, in his lli.-^tory of Europe, traces it to the early councils

of the Christian Church. Our author, with greater reason, we think,

traces it to the Hebrew constitution. He finds this principle ope-

rating in the appointment of the Jethronian prefects or judges.

"Take vor [choose, elect for yourselves] wise men, and understand-

ing, and known among yourselves, and I will make them rulers over

you," are the words of Moses to his countrymen. It is evident that

the people themselves were to select these officers, and that Moses
was simply to inaugurate or induct them into office by suitable

solemnities. iS'or can there be any doubt tjiat the object in view was
the creation of a civil magistracy, of a species and in a form adapted

to the existing wants of the nation. Here, then, in these proceed-

ings, as Dr. Matthews think.s, and we think with him, we find the

first precedent of elective and representative civil government.
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Three things are observable in the transaction:— 1. The candi-

dates -were not to belong to any privilegeil class, but were to be

taken "out of all tlie people;" and that on the alone ground of wis-

dom, ability, truth, righteousness, and piety—in one word, fitness.

Nothing like caste, nothing like exclusive privilege, appears in the

whole ]>rocccding. 2. The voice of the people to be ruled was all-

powerful in the choice and appointment of the men to rule. The

direction, "Take you wise men," ike., was given to "all Israel."

3. The induction into office was by an a[)propriatc existing autho-

rity. Moses, who held his commission direct from Heaven, " made

them rulers;" that is, "invested them," as our author says, "with

the authority to which the people had previously chosen them, and

gave them a charge, Avhich might well be adopted as a manual by

every one who is called to the exercise of civil magistracy."

Dr. Matthews adduces other instances, in which the voice of the

people was heard in the election of public officers. The twelve men,

appointed to " search out the land.." were chosen by the vote of " all

Israel." So were the three men from each tribe, who were deputed

to " go through the land and describe it, and divide it into seven

parts," viz., for the seven tribes Avhich remained without their inheri-

tance. Later in the history of the republic, it is distinctly declared

by the sacred historian, that " the people made Jcphthah head and

captain over them." On the whole, there seems to be abundant

evidence for believing and asserting, that the Hebrew govenuncnt

was a government of the people. The magistrate was chosen by

the vote of the people; and, at the same time, integrity and compe-

tency were the only qnnlifications for office recognised as valid.

Birth, it would seem, had nothing at all to do with it.

The second great principle which Dr. Matthews finds in the Jew-

ish polity, is "a judiciary, Avhich provided for the prompt and equal

administration of justice between man and man." The fundamental

law on this point was. " Judges and officers shalt thou make in all

thy gates ;" that is, in all thy cities and towns. Courts were so

multiplied, that the administration of justice was brought to every

man's door, and the people were efTectually secured again.st the ruin-

ous evil of the " law's delay." With a judiciary so ramified, justice

could be administered promptly, and without subjecting the parties

to more than a reasonable expense in obtaining it. At the same

time, the evils resulting from hasty or prejudiced decisions were

HN-isely and cfTectively provided against by the establishment of high

courts of appeal in tlie several tribes, and of a supi-eme couii for the

•whole nation at Jerusalem.

The last prominent feature which our author finds in the polity
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of tlic Hebrew commonwoaUh, is that of a confederation of the dif-

ferent tribes into one ;.rreat nation. Examples of tlie happy influ-

ence of such a federative bond are seen in tiie United iSethei-lands,

and still more in the United States of America. The original

model of such a confederacy is, beyond a doubt, found among the

Hcbrcv.s. "Among them, t!ie twelve tribes might fitly be called

the twelve united states, united under one general government by a

confederacy, which rendered the nation at large the only legitimate

authority for purpo.^es of general welfare. But, on the other hand,

a careful examination of their polity and history will show that the

tribes were not so absorbed by the national confederacy, as to lose

their character of distinct states or communities. They maintained

within themselves such an organization as furnished the most effec-

tive safeguards against the centralization of power, which has some-

times rendered civil freedom an easy prey to a daring usurper, or

cost rivers of blood to defeat his purposes." It is a circumstance,

by no means imimportant or uninteresting, that these great elements

of libei'ty were emb<Hlied in a written constitution, the fii-st, undoubt-

edly, which the Avorld ever saw.

Dr. Matthews meets an objection to this new of the nature of the

Hebrew polity, growing out of its supposed repugTiaucc to the com-
monly-entertained opinion respecting the theocracy. He observes

truly, that the HebrcAv government was a theocracy only in a limited

sense. The Hebrews had their civil rulers like other nations—men
Avho exercised authority over otlicr men. and who Avcre acknowledged

throughout the land as its rightful magistrates. The author admits

that Jehovah was the lawgiver, judge, and ruler of Israel, in a sense

peculiar to himself; but, at the same time, he holds it to have been

one object of his divine legislation to frame the enactments, which
shoAV how civil authuiity of man over man should be created, and
how it should be administered so as best to promote the welfare of

a people. He draws a natural, solid, and important inference from
the fact that the Bible contains the origin of civil liberty, ^^z., that

by the Bible alone it can be sustained and perpetuated in a nation.

This inference is confirmed by the facts of history. He who or-

dained tliat light should shine from the sun, ordained also that liberty

should flow from and bo sustained by the Bible. If the Bible goes,

libei-ty fallows. It was so with the Hebrews. When " the law of

the Lord was not found." when it fell into general neglect and dis-

use, then the sun of their freedom and prosperity went down in

darkness.

In his tiiird lecture, Dr. Matthews presents an able and philosophi-

cal view of the general influence of emigration in chaniiin^ and im-
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proving the cliaractcr of a people, Avitli a special application to the

Hebrew nation. Jiut Ave pass his argument on this point, -without

an analysis of it, for the purpose of seeing •what he has to say in the

fourth lecture, on the subject of the necessity of general and sound

education to civil freedom, and on the provisions of the Hebrew code

in relation thereto. A commonwealth has been aptly compared to

a pyramid, Avhose base is the common people. Unless the base is

strong and ^vell fitted to its place, the edilice will be weak and tot-

tering. Hence the importance of rendering a free people an intelli-

gent people. The duties of government demand inquiry, thought,

judgment, firmness. These are qualities which must be developed

and perfected by culture and discipline. Under a popular constitu-

tion, power belongs to the people, and the duties connecteil with the

exercise of it devolve upon them. Hence they must be trained up,

educated, to understand their privileges, to appreciate their respon-

sibilities, and to discharge their trusts. Let us see, then, what, in

our authors estimation, God ordaineil on this point for the nation

of the Hebrews, when he organized them into a commonAvealth.

He thinks that there has hardly ever been a nation, in which the

rudiments of learning were so universally taught. It is evident th;it

the ability to read was very general among the peojile in the time

of our Saviour. This appears from his frequent ajipeals to the com-

mon people in such words as these :
" Have ye not read what Moses

saith? Have ye not 7-ead in the Scriptures'?" The same thing

appears from the fact, stated by the evangelical historians, that the

title placed over the head of the Redeemer was "j-eac/ b// many of

the Jews" This, however, only shows how the express law of the

Hebrew code was carried out. It was an explicit injunction of that

code upon parents, that they should teach their children the statutes

and ordinances that God had revealed, xsow how was this instruc-

tion to be given? The law says: "Thou shalt talk of them when

thou sittest in thy house, and when thou walkest by the way ; when

thou liest down, and when thou risest up." '• But," in([uires our

author, " was this oral instruction all they were bound to give T

A^as there no other mode of teaching enjoined".'" Tl;e law adds:
" Thou shalt bind them for a sign upon thy hand, and they shall be

as frontlets between thine eyes ; and thou shalt write them ui)on the

posts of thy house, and on thy gates." Here parents are enjoined

to instruct their children in God's law by writing it for them. Must
they not, then, have been required to teach them to read it when
written? This seems a just inference, for otherwise the writing

would have been comparatively useless. Here we see the impor-

tance Avhich the 3Iost Hiirh attributed to the abi'ltv to read, as a
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means of preparing a free ])Cop]e for the discharge of their various

duties as men and citizens. 2\ccordingly, Je\Yi.sh writers testify

that the school Avas to be found in every district throughout the

nation, and under the care of teachers Avho Avere honoured aHke for

their character and their station. Joseplius aOirnis, that if any one

asked any of his countrymen about their laws, they would as readily

tell them all as they would tell their own names. But more than

this : the law rendered it obligatory on parents to see that their

children were suitably educated, especially in the knowledge of the

constitution, laws, and history of their own country.

Schools, designed to impart the rudiments of knowledge to tlie

masses of the people, Avere not the only institutions of learning

among the Hebrews. There were higher seminaries among them,

known as the " Schools of the Prophets." It must not be infen-ed

from the name of these institutions, that prophecy was taught among

the Hebrews as the mechanic arts among us are. The schools of

the projihets were, in all llkeliliood, primaril\- designed for the study

of the Jewish law ; but they included also, in their plan of instinic-

tion, other branches of knowledge, Avhich were reckoned among the

pursuits of learning in that day. These schools were under the care

of men distinguished for their attainments, standing, and ability.

Samuel is commonly regarded as the founder of them ; and he took

a part, notwithstanding the abundance of his other public cares, in

teaching the young scholars of the nation, who were afterwards to

be its leading men, in both Church and State.

The result of such a wise attention to learning was seen in what

may be called the golden age of Hebrew genius and literature.

Solomon and his court were, in their day, the centre of attraction

for the admirers and lovers of knowledge in all nations, and Jerusa-

lem Avas more tlian the Athens of that age. " The Avisdom of Solo-

mon excelled all the wisdom of the children of the East countr}-, and

all the Avisdom of Egyj)t. He spake of trees, from the cedar in

Lebanon even unto the hyssop that springeth out of the Avail. He
spake also of beasts, and of fowl, and of creeping things, and of fishes.

His songs Avere a thousand and five, and his proverbs three thou-

sand." Thus it appears that the royal scholar Avas <i A'oluminous

Avriter on scientific, literary, and ethical subjects. And Avhile he

excelled in these departments, his temple reared its magnificent pro-

portions before the Avorld, a monument of architectural skill and

taste, Avhich rendered it in after ages the model of gi-ace, majesty,

and grandeur.

Such gifted luminaries in the intellectual world, our author atcII

remarks, do not shine alone. They usually belong to a constolla-
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tion ; and tlie king ^vho sets such an example is not likely to be

witliout follo-vvers. There mms, indeed, one cardinal feature in tlie

Hebrew polity ^vhich Avas pre-eminently favourable, at all times, to

the cultivation of knowlcdi^e. The -whole tribe of Levi ^vcrc set apart

for the service of religion and letters. While many ^vere employed

in the temple, many others were devoted to study. Of these, not a,

few reached a high name for their attainments in the science of their

age, and the fidelity -witli -which they made their knovdedge avail-

able for the benefit of the people. Among the Ilebrevrs there was

no monopoly of knowledge among a favoured few. intelligence was

general, in the degree and of the kind adapted to the various duties

and pursuits of those among whom it was spread. The tongue and

the pen of even learned royalty were industriously employed in giv-

ing to knowledge that condensed and practical form, which might

bring it within the reach, and make it available for the advantage of

all—of the shepherd and vine-dresser, as well as of the sons of the

prophets. "When the learned act with this generous and dutiful

spirit, they are always sure to reap as they sow. The minds of

those who receive instruction will react upon the minds of those

who give it, imparting to them higher aspirations, and leading them

to greater acquisitions.

These provisions of the Hebrew code for the perpetuation and

diffusion of knowledge, cannot be regarded otherwise than as excel-

lent and admirable enactments. They have, as our author truly

says, been sanctioned by universal history as inseparably interwo-

ven with national prosperity. No people can rise from civil or

social degradation without education ; and no nder deserves the

reputation of a public benefactor, who would not give his unremitting

care to this object, as of paramount im])ortance.

In his concluding lecture, Dr. ^latthews treats, witli much ability,

the subject of agriculture, as an auxiliary to civil freedom. Owner-

ship in the soil, he says, is indispensable to the best cultivation. On
this principle the Hebrew agrarian law was framed. Small proprie-

torships, and the land fanned by its owners, was the policy of Moses.

The tendency of the Hebrew land laws was to make the people buth

owners and cultivators, and to give importance and honour to hus-

bandry. The entire territory of the Canaanites was to be divided

among the whole six hundred thousand free citizens, in such a man-

ner that each should have a full property in an equal part of it.

And this estate was to descend to his logal heirs by an indefeasible

entail in perpetual succession. The fee simple of the soil could not

be sold ; nor could any alienation of a landed estate take place

exceeding fifty years. This Avas a fundamental principle in the
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Hebrew polity. It was a principle of utmost importance in promot-

ing both public and private prosperity. A muns property in his

land could never be pcrmaucntl}' alienated. It might cease to be

Ids for a term of years, but the year of jubilee restored it to him

free of all encumbrance. I^or, indeed, was it necessary for him to

wait till the jubilee to re-enter his alienated field, provided he had

the means to redeem it ; for the ric;ht of reden-iption remained always

in the owner. The necessary eft'ect of such a system of landed pro-

perty was to make the Hebrews a nation of farmers. The cultiva-

tion of the earth was stimulated to the highest degree. The occu-

pation of the husbandman was held to be the most honourable pur-

suit of man, and it became, as a natural consequence, the most

general. The most illustrious citizens were husbandmen. Saul,

David, and Elisha, may be noted as examples ; and of King Uzziah

it is recorded that he loved husbandry.

The agrarian laws of Moses were attended Avith several striking eco-

nomical advantages, Avhlchare well stated and illustrated by ourauthor.

1. They stripped poverty of its worst evils: they soothed it with

the hope of better days ; they softened its sense of degi-adation ; they

kept the poor man's heart whole ; they preserved within him the

love of home; they nourished in him a feeling of independence.

"Whatever else he had lost, his land remained, and no power on earth

could deprive him of the title to it.

2. 'J'hese laws tended strongly to prevent the accumulation of

debt. Few would have occasion to borrow; and there was little

inducement to lend, since no man was permitted, by the Mosaic

laws, to make profit out of a loan,

3. The agrarian laws of Moses tended also to cherish among the

people a spirit of equality, and of S3'mpathy one with another.

Under their operation there could be, properly speaking, neither

nobility nor peasantry, neither lords nor serfs, but a brotherhood of

hardy yeomen.

4. Agriculture strengthens the sentiment of patriotism. The

heart of the husbandman is bound to the fields on which he bestows

his labour, and which respond to his industry by clothing them with

the beauties of spring and the riches of summer and autumn.

Such are the leading positions taken by Pi'. Matthews in his work.

He has certainly succeeded in showing a very close connexion be-

tween the Bible and the science of civil government, and also between

the Bible and the enjoyment of civil liberty. The ability and judg-

ment with which he has executed the present treatise, have quickened

our appetite for his more extended work on the comiexion between

science and revelation.
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Art. VUI.—OKIGEN OK HUTOLYTUS?

'Q.pLyivov^ 6i?.oso(povfUfa- 7/ kqtu -cauv alpiaeuv D.tyx'^C- E Codice Parisino nunc
priimim eilidit Emjianukl Miller. Oxon.: ISOil.

We rejoice to notice this book as one of the richest fruits of anti-

quarian research in modern times. Its importance in tlic sphere of

ecclesiastical lustory and antiquities canjiot be overrated.

Tlie AYork Avas printed at the Clarendon press, under the direction

of iM. ]\Iillcr, librarian to the national libiary, and -well known for

his skill in Greek letters, and for his sagacity in searching out an-

cient manuscripts. The MS. itself -vvas brought from Greece in

1S42 by 'M. ]\Iynas, Avho -was employed by ]M. Yillemuin to make
search for hterary treasures in the Levant. It was described as a
"MS. on cotton paper, coiitaining a refutation of heresies by an
anonymous author," and, as such, was deposited in the Iloyal Library.

It remained for M. ^Miller to suspect its value, and to bring it forth

from ob?cin'ity. lie has done his editorial work vrith great skill and
judgment, making many silent corrections of obvious errors, and
offering many shrewd conjectural emendations for the consideration

of the learned. The text, however, is still in a very corrupt condi-

tion, and demands a great deal of critical labour. The work has

already attracted much attention in England, and the (London)
Quarterly Eeview, for June, contains a very learned and spirited

exposition of its contents. It will excite still greater interest and
study in Germany, as it is full of value for the history of the iirst

three centuries of the Christian Church, a period to which German
theologians have devoted themselves with the most industrious and
persevering research.

It is well known to those who are versed in Church history and
antiquities, that we had, before the discovery of this MS., a book
under the name of Philnsophoumcna Ori^cnis, (edited by J. C.

Woltt' and others,) which was supposed by some to be really (Jrigens.

while other critics denied its genuineness. But on>: book was given

in this volume, while the whole work was known to have comprised

ten. The newly-discovered MS. gives seven books more—the

second and tliird are still wanting. M. Miller does not hesitate to

ascril^e the whole to Origen, and this view is followed by the article

in the Quarterly above referred to. We trust we siiall bo able to

show aui])le grounds for a diiVerent opinion, founded uj)on a close

study of the book, of the time to Avhich it belongs, and of all the acces-

sible evidences that beiu- upon the question of its origin.
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Our first ariiumcnt a;rai!i?t tlio f^onuinciiess of the book is founded
upon its ver}' {tlan and fundamental idea. It professes to be a "refuta-

tion of all heresies;" and the aim oftheauthor is to?how that the opin-

ions of the heretics -were not original Avith themselves, but had been

before propounded by the heathen })hilosophers. He makes extracts

from both the philosoj)hers and the heretics, compares the t\vo, and,

sui)posin^ the heresies to be derived from the philosophers, he thr.rc-

fore infers that they are untenable. "J'his mode of procedure be-

speaks much more the ideas of philosophy held by an Irena:us or a

Tertullian, than by an Oriiicn. That a doctrine Avas to be found in

one of the old ])hilosophers -was, "svith Origen, anything but an evi-

dence of its falsity : on the contrary, his own system received its

character, to a very great extent, from those same philosophers. In
the second place, the author of the book gives a short sketch of his o-^-n

dogmatic system, which is not at all in harmoTi}- with that of Origen.

On the one hand, it lacks some of Origen's peculiar views (e. g., the

doctrine of the fall of souls, the d-oKaTdaraaic') ; and, on the other, it

gives other doctrines (c. g., a Trinity and an anthropology) ])recisely

opposed to Origen's. \n a word, whatever philosophical culture and
method the book may show, it is not that of Origen. The style,

moreover, is remarkably unlike that of Origen.

M. Miller appeals to a passage of Origen's in Eusebius, (vi. 10,)

but he applies it incorrectly. Origen does not speak, in that j)as-

sagc, of this treatise, or of any single treatise of his own, but of his

course of study in general.

"We think it may be held as a matter established, therefore, that

Origen Avas not tin; author of this book. But it is ef|uallY clear ihat

the author was contemporary with Origen. He places himself in

that age, an<l all his statements harmonize with this view. Takln"
him, then, accordingly, to liave lived in the first quarter of the third

century, at the time of '/ephyrinus, Bishop of Rome, and of Callistus,

wc should be led, by Kusebius, to identify him with the learned

Presbyter C.\iis, or with IIifpolytus. It is easily shown, how-
ever, that Cains could not have been the author of the book, for he
Avas specialh/ distinguished for iiis Avrltings against Cerinthus, and
for his peculiar views in regard to that Gnostic leader; while our

author has nothing of his own to offer about Cerinthus, and borrows
all that he does say, (and that is not much,) word for word, from
Irencxnis. Caius ascribed the Apocalypse to Cerintlius—our author

assigns it to the Apostle John. 'J'hc former was a strenuous oppo-
nent of the sensual Chiliasni; the latter, while he blames much in

Montanism, does not include Chiliasm under it, and indeed it is

more than probable that he was a friend of that doctrine. On the
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other bond, there are many reasons for ascribing the ^vork before us

to HiPi'OLVTUS. From the titles of his man}- exegctical \vorks, it

may be inferred that he was originally from the East, perhaps from

Antioch. He is shown to have been t^killed in astronomy by his

Easter-cycle of sixteen years, -which was deemed to be of sufficient

importance to yumortalizc him, as appears from the marble monu-

ment dug up in the neighbourhood of Rome in 1551, with his imago

seated on a chair, with cycles of sixteen years engraved in Greek

letters. Eusebius and Jerome mention also many polemical treat-

ises of his. He appears to have dwelt in Rome as presbyter, and

finally to have suffered martyrdom. Prudentius narrates the mar-

tyrdom of the Presbyter Hippolytus, and can hardly refer to any

other than the well-kno^^l writer of that name. This martyr, ac-

cording to Prudentius, had been a iS^ovatian;* but in vicAV of death

repented of hi? schism, and exhorted his followers to return to the

bosom of the Church.

Let us see now what parallels we can find for this account in the

history, as far as we can gather it, of the author of the W(jrk before

us. It is highly probable, in the first place, that he was of oriental

origin : he sets forth the doctrine of the Trinity in its oriental form
;

he shows peculiar acquaintance with the oriental sects, and i.s, in

fact, for many of them the only voucher. He shows that he had

busied himself luuch with astronomy and astrolog}', and was ac-

quainted with the technical language and the peculiar theories of the

astronomers and astrologers; e. g., Ptolemy, whom he ridicules for

his bold hypotheses, Avhilc at the same time he makes use of his

formulas for astronomical calculations. He is, moreover, at enmity

with the bishops of Rome, and writes especially against them oa

those very points on account of which Novatian separated from the

Church. He supports the theory, that no person who had committed

deadly sin could be re-admitted into the bosom of the Church with-

out defiling it, and denounces Zephyrinus and Callistus not only

for false doctrine but for loose discipline.

These internal evidences go strongly to prove that Hippolytus

was the author of the book. Rut other and confirmatory \^x^)Oii arc

not wanting. The author states that he had written a book Cva-

ccrning the substance of the universe (~e()i rl(q rov -avrdg oiaiac).

Kow this very title is given among the list of the works of Hippo-

lytus, engraved upon the statue above referred to as having been

disinterred near Rome. Photius knew this book, and ascribed it to

Caius; api)arently on no other ground, however, tliau the fact that the

name of Caius was marked upon the margin of the manuscript by the

° No historical grounds for this state:ncnt arc given.
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transcriber. The Monophysite Gobarus, in the sixth century, cites

some passages from a manuscript •which he ascribes to llippolytus

:

these passages arc to be found in tlie book before us. All these

considerations taken together give so high a degree of probability to

the tlieory that liippolytus Avas the real author of the book, as to

bear down all that can be said on the opposite side. ^
To give our readers some idea of the value of this newly- dis-

covered work to our knowledge of antiquity, and to show that it

must be especially welcome in tlie present stage of inquiry and
criticism in early Cliureh history, a single statement may suffice.

We obtain from it a collection of new fragments from l^iupcducles,

lleraclitus, and other philosophers ; a number of important illustra-

tions of ancient mythology; and, especially, a rich exhibition of

r.strology and the magic arts, as practised by the pagans, and bor-

rowed from them, according to the statements of the book, by the

Gnostic heretics. It sets forth the knvs of stellar influence upon the

bodies and souls of men; the horoscope, and the modes of casting

it ; the tricks of the professors of magic, and their explanations ou
natural grounds.

Still more rich and valuable, in a different field, is its exhibi-

tion of heretical theories, and of the internal evils and discords

of the Catholic Church. It also throws light upon the Gnostic sys-

tem, and in this respect is next in value to the treatise of Ireureus.

Karnes, and^cven facts, are here given of which wc knew absolutely

nothing before; while others, that were held to be as unimportant as

they Avere obscure, are brought out into light and prominence, illumi-

nating many dark nMol<s of Church history. The book tolls ns of

a Gnostic, by name Justin, of whom we had not before heard ; and de-

scribes at length Monoimaos and the Peraticians, of whom we knew
onl}- the nan.K'S. The Simonians, and the strange, fragmentary,

and enigmatical ideas generally attributed to Simon ^lagus, are liere

treated Avith something approaching to orderly and clear connexion.

The book gives ns also much information in regard to the strange

and widely-diffused sect of the Ophites ; it throws new light upon

the notions and history of liasilidcs, perhaps the acutest of the

Gnostics, who was known to us before only from scanty fjagments;

and it gives much instructive information with regard to ^'aientinus

and his school. Of Marcion, and his interesting follovrer Apelles, we

gather little new knowledge—nnich to our regret. Wc learn much
more about the history and usages of the sect of the Klkesaite?, who
spread from S}Tia and Tarthia even to Rome. The account given

of them by Epiplianius is well pieced out in iliis work of llijipolytus.

In this, as in other cases, the writer cites from writinj-s of those
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heretics \\bicli he himself had read, and so gives us new and accu-

rate information on the Gnostic Hterature. His book has this

advantage (for us at least) over those of Epiphanius and Iremvus,

that he is very sparing of his own remarks, and allows the opposing
parties to speak for themselves. Among his Gnostic fnigments are

a number of poetical ones, which will be of groat service to the his-

tory of hymnology. To the Noetians or Patripassians, as a contem-
porary and restless sect, he devotes special attention. He depicts

their influence upon the Roman bishops, Zephyrinus and Callistus,

and sketches the condition of the existing Church at Piome, in a way
full of instruction, especially as our knowledge of that period (the

beginning of the third century) may be said to be confined almost
entirely to a list of the names of the bishops. We learn that even
at this period there had arisen great difficulties and disputes within

.
the Church of Rome with regard to the doctrine of the Trinity

difficulties, the origin of which we have been heretofore accustomed
to refer to the period of Dionysius of Rome and Dionysius of Alex-
andria. On the one side were the Theodotians, Unitarians, or
Monarchians, who held (somewhat like Paul of Samosata) that

Christ was only a man of supernatural origin and enlightenment;

on the other, the Patripassians, who held Christ to be "the Father
incarnate. To this last view Zephyrinus, and especially Callistus,

inclined. Nay, -we make the further discovery that Sabellius was
already active at this period, that he appeared in Rome, and was
excommunicated by Callistus. It was not the interest of Callistus,

in spite of his favour for the oiioovatov, to be deemed a Sabellian.

The Church held that God was in Christ, yet that it was the Son
who suffered, not the Father. The Church recognised the designa-

tion of Clirist. according to John's Gospel, as the Logos incarnate ; but

deemed that the strict subordination of the Logos to the Father, as

taught by the orientals and by the author of the book before us, in-

cluded too little of the dnoovotoi; removing the equality of the Father

and the Son. We thus sec clearly from whence sprung the strenuous

support which ]lome gave to the buoovoiov in the later periods of

the third century, and in the Arian controversy. The controversy^

(or something very like it) had been gone over in her midst before.

It is clear that the prevailing tendency of the Church, at the eariier

date of which we speak, was to set forth the deity of Christ nv.sfc

emphatically; in fact, tAvo of its bishops in succession were called

Patri])assians. This fact completely invalidates the hypothesis of

the new Tubingen School, that the prevailing ideas concerning
Christ at Rome were akin to those of the Ebionites and Theodotians;

viz.. that he was simply a man fdled with the Spirit of God. Those
Fourth Series, Vol. 111.—li
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•who advocate tliis liypothcsis, assert further, that St. John's Gospel

vsas not written by the a}H)Stle, but appeared towards the end of the-

second century, brin^in;:^ out the doctrine of the Lo;^o3 in opposition

to the JudaizinL; view of Christ. The work before us afibrds new
gr-ounds of opposition to this species of criticism; foi-, in the nrst

place, it shows that the doctrine of the Logos existed in the Ciiurch

of liomc as a well-known tradition in the beginning of the third

century, and that the question then was not whether the Logos were

Christ, but what degree of deity dwelt in the Logos. Again : the

book cites a passage from the Gnostic Basilides, in which John i, 9

is quoted, and another in which John ii, 4 is appealed to. ^ow
Basilides lived and wrote under Hadrian, and was a younger con-

temporary of the ajiostles. This is the oldest testimony to John's

Gospel that we ])0S5ess—older than that of Justin ^Martyr, which i3

thereby confirmed. Let us hear no more, then, that this Gospel was

written after the middle of the second century.

That part of the work before us which treats of the morals of the Ro-

man Church, and of its clergy, is full of interest. Ilippolytus censures

them for unchastity, and casts it up to them as a great reproach that

many, even of the higher orders of clergy, were married—some of

them more than once. His account of Callistus throws so much

light upon the state of society and of religion in Rome, at the time,

that we cite it at some length, from a translation furnished in the

article before spoken of:
—

" Callistus was the domestic servant of a

certain Carpophorus, a Christian in the household of Ca:!sar. Car-

pophorus intrusted to him, as a fellow Christian, a considerable sura

of money, instructing him to lend it out at interest. Callistus set

U]) a bank for loans [rQa-e^d,) in what is called the Piscina Publica.

At his bank, in process of time, many pledges of widows and poor

brethren were dejiosited, on the credit of the name of Carpophorus.

But Callistus, having made away with the whole, fell into difficulties.

His proceedings v,ere soon made known to Carpophorus, who imme-

diately said that he would cull upon him for his accounts. AVhcn

Callistus knew this, dreading the danger with which he was threat-

ened by his master, ho ran away towards the sea; and finding a ship

in the port ready to set sail to the place of her destination, got on

board and engaged his j)assage. He could not, however, escape

detection; there were those who instantly communicated his flight

to Carpophorus. Cariioiyhorus hastened to the harbour, and

endeavoured to get on bonrd tlie ship. She was in the middle of

the harbour : the captain slackened her course, and Callistus, recog-

nising his master, became desperate and leaped into the sea. Ttut

the sailors, junjping into the bouts, took him up against his will.

11*
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A great cry -ivas raiscrl from the sliore, and Callistus, dclivcre.I up
to Lis master, was led baek to ]lonie. His iii;ister threw him into

prison (tig -Irjr^nvoi'). xVfter a certain time, it happened that somo
of the brethren came to Carpophorus, entreat iui:; him to release
the ruiia;vay from prison, for he had confessed that he liad money
in the hands of certain persons. Carpophorus, bein;^- an upri-ht
man {evAa,iiic), rej)Iied that he did not care for his own losses, but
for the poor people's pledges ; for many had come to him in t-.ars

and said that they had trusted Caliistus with all the property tliey

had placed in pa-*ra, entirely on the credit of his name. Carpopho-
nis, however, was persuaded to let him out. But Caliistus. luivin^

nothing to pay, and finding it impossible, being carefully ^^•at(-•hed,

to make another escape, thought of some means of death; and, on
the Sabbath, pretending to go out to meet his creditors, he went into

the synagogue of the Jews, there asscnibled for worship, and stood
up and made a great disturbance. The Jews, upon this disturbance,

fell violently on him, boat him, and dragged him before Fuscianus,
prefect of the city. This was their charge:—'The Romans have
gi-anted us the ])rivilege of reading in public the laws of our furhers

;

but this fellow came in and interfered with us, raising divisions, arid

saying that he is a Christian.' Fuscianus betraying his indign:i:ion

at the charges brought against Caliistus, some one ran and told Car-
pophorus what was going on. He, making all haste to the tribunal

of the prefect, cried out, '1 entreat you, my Lord Fusciarais. do
not believe him—he is not a Christian ; he is only seeking soi.ae

means of death, liaving made away with money belonging to me.'

The Jews thought this a* mere trick to screen the criminal from jui-

tiee, and continued to clamour with more vehement hostility. Tlie

prefect was moved by them, and having scourged Caliistus, trans-

ported liim to the mines in Sardinia. After a certain time, otlier

martyrs being there, Marcia, the godly {Oi}.60soc) mistress of Crm-
modus, wishing to do some good work, sent for tiie blessed Vict-^r,

the bishop of the Church, and inquired about the martyrs in S vrdi-

nia. Victor gave her all their names, but left out that'of Caliistus,

being aware of his crimes. Marcia, having obtained the gra'-.t of

her petition from Commodus, intrusted the order for their relea-e

to Hyacinthus. an aged eunuch, who set sail with it to Sardinia, and
delivered it to the governor of the island. The governor relea>o{l

all the prisoners except Caliistus. Caliistus fell on his knees, and
entreated with tears to be released with the rest, llyacintlms,

yielding to his importunity, asked this fixvour of the governor,

assorting that it must have been an omission on the part of Marcia,

and promising io bear him harmless. The governor was persuaded
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to release Cullistus also. Victor, bovrever, vas mucb grieved at

wbat bad taken place, but, bcin- a kindly man, bold bis peace. But

to avoid reproacb, (for tbc misd.^cds of Callistus were of recent date.)

be sent bira to live in Antiuni, making bim a moutbly allo^Yance lur

bis support."

We bave given a meagre account, indeed, of tbis book, but quite

enougb. ^ve tbink, to justify our assertion, in tbe beginning of tbis

articre,'tbat it is an invaluable discovery. And it is gratifying to

know tbat its value remains unaffected by tbe proof tbat Ongen

was not its autbor.

Akt. ix.-deatii of president OLIN.

" OvK grave varcls," ?ays Sir Thomas Browne, " are tlie dormitories of the dead,

ivherc the devil, like an insok-'ut cliampion, beholds Tvith pride the spoils and

trophies of his victory in Adam." The triumph of that dismal ^-ictory is

heightened when a leader, a pulde, or a hero falls. And such was Stefuex

OlIx. Had we no trust in iliui who shall finally conquer even the " last cue-

niy," this late viclorv of the grave would chill our hopes and hearts forever.

And even with all the light which the word of God affords, and with all the

strength which faith imparts, we can still only say, II is the Lord: Ids will he

done. . .

It is fitting that this j')urn;d should contain some memorial, some tribute ot

grateful love, lor one who was its ablest contributor. Not that he needs, or

would wish, ahy words of praise that we or other mcii could utter: few men

Avere more careless of jiralse than he. His life was a simple, earnest striving

f;»r moral purity,—something far nobler than the highest aims of mere human

ambition. It could almost be said of him,—so free was his beautiful soul from

all nierelv carthlv a-pirations.—as a wise man said of himsL-lf—that he '' cared

not for m'onument, hist-ny, or ei/itaph, not so much as th.vt the bare meinory of

his name should be found anywhere, but in the universal register of God."

Stephen Olin was U'vn in Vermont, on the 2d of :\Iarch, 1797. His aca-

demical education was completed in the college at :Middlebury, in his native

state, where he araduated with the highest honours of his class. In a genial

iiotic'e in a dailv journal, we sec it stated tliat at the close of the Commence-

ment at which he graduated, it was remarked by one of the professors, that

' air. Olin was the rii)cst scholar who had ever come before him to be ex-

amined for his decree." Soon afterwanls, to benefit his fhiling health, he re-

moved to South Carolina, and wa.s elected rrincijial of Tabernacle Academy,

Abbeville District. Here he was converted to God, and, very shortly at^er.

he beiran to preach the gospel. In 1824, he was admitted on trial in the.

South"^ Carolina Conference, and stationed in Charleston, S. C. His laboure

'^ Tbe New-York Commercial Advertiser.
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were excessive, autl Lis health soon gave way, compellinfr him to locate. In

1827, he was marncJ to Miss Bostwick, ofMillcdgevillL', Ga. In 1830, he was

chosen Professor of English Literature in the L'nivi-i>ity ol' Georgia, but did

not hold the oihce long. In 1832 he was called to a prolV-.-orship in Franklin

College, Ga., and in 1830, to the Presidency ol' Randolph Macon College, Va.

;

but iu 1837 he found it necessary to free himself from all profc.->sional ri.-spon-'

sibllitlcs, and seek health in foreign travel. He spent several years in Europe

and the East, and has given the results of his observations in the latter ro::ion

in the two c.vcellent volumes of '• Travels in Egypt, Arabia Petravi, and the

Holy Land." In 1842 he was elected President of the Wesleyan University,

and continued to fill that office to the time of his death. In 1843 he was

married to Miss Julia Lynch, daughter of the Hon. Judge Lynch, of New-
York. During the latter years of his lite, his health was always tVcble ; and

when, in the summer of the present year, he was attacked with a prevailing

and acute disease, his shattered oi-ganization soon sank under it. On the ICt'i

of August he died.

Dr. Olin was a man of remarkable organization. His physical and mental

proportions were alike gigantic. His intellect was of that imperial rank to

which but few of the sons of men can lay claim. At once acute, penetrating,

and profound, it lacked none of the elements of true mental greatness, ^\'e have

known many men tar superior to him in acquired learning; but for breaddi

and comprehensiveness of range, for vigour and richness of thought, for feru-

lity and abundance of invention, we have never met his equal. The great

things that he did In preaching, iu talking, in writing, for the last thirty years

of his life, were accomplished rather by observation and thought, than by

reading or study ; of these his uncertain health made him incapable. Yet his

ac(iuisitions were of no mean order; a broad and deep foundation had l"'en

laid In the severe studies of his youth and earlier manhood ; and he ha'i a

wonderful sort of intuition, if such it may be called. Into all fonns of human
thought and knowledge. His judgment was so profiiund, that on all subjects

of an ethical, political, or religious character, his a /ino/-/ judgments were of

more value than most other men's conclusions on the largest collection of facts

•would be.

But grand as was Dr. Olin's Intellectual being, his moral hfc was still grander.

So overshadowing, Indeed, wa.s its majesty, that we can hardly contemplate

any portion of his nature apart from It. The whole truth, were we to set it

down as our eyes see it, would, perhaps, be judged by those who did not

Icnouc Dr. Olin, to be but another addition to the fond exr.ggoratlons of I'rlend-

ship. AVe see so much of earthliness in men, even in men of deservedly high

name and station, that It Is han.1 to believe in a life free tVom this base allov.

If man can be free from it, he was. He walked on in the daily path of life,

spending his great mind in the service of the humblest of his fellows more

cheerfully than if he had been serving kings—In the world, working lor the

world, but not of it. Presenting in himself an embodiment of the lofti,.>t ideal

of human purity and love, It was the efl'ort of his life to raise others to breathe

in his own celestial heights.

Xot that he fdt himself to be thus elevated. The crowning beauty of his
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whole nature was It? humility. Severe as was his virtue, lie know too well

tliat, after all, it was not /(/.•.•, ever to know or think himself niore virtuous than

others. And ?o, chanty, the meek attendant of humility, -sva.^ ever Viy his

side. In all things eUe but intellectual and moral pride, he would have been a

fit companion for those ^reat spirits that taught of old in the Stoa, or uis-

coui-sed of virtue and beauty in the groves of the Academy. lie had their su-

preme love of truth,— lie hatl their profound contempt for all that is low,

grovelling, and earthly,—but he had, too, what they had not, a clear ap-

])rehension of the relation between man and his Creator, and a deep sense

of the corruption and debasement of humanity as estranged from God.

And the basis of this liigh morality was laid in pure religion—in an humble

and total self-consecrafion to tlie service of Gofl his Creator, and in a most

ardent love of Christ, his Redeemer. He had but one aim in life—to realize

a high iilea of Chiistiau luiliness, and so to promote Christ's kingdom upon

earth. To this point all his studies tended,—for this all his intellectual trea-

sures were lavished—for this he freely spent his worldly goods,—to tliis he

devoted health, and strength, and life.

The highc-t style of man is that which combines a loving heart with high

intellectual and moral power. A more genial and ati'ectiouate nature than

Stephen Oiin's v.e never knew. His religious afiectlons overflowed in the

broadest Christian .sympathy for the race; while upon his lamily and friends

he lavished a wealth of love Avhicli few men are endowed with. His social

life was all aflect'on and tenderness. Ills friendship! 0! how pure, and

deep, and ardent it was ! Could we unveil the inner sanctuary in which the

sacred things of love and friendship are, and must be, guarded, we couhl show

many a treasure,—all the fruit of his overflowing heart. With his fiicnds

there was no restraint or re^^erve. His whole heart was poured forth in the

gushing llow of symj-athy. He delighted, too, in all the manifestations of raicc-

tion— '• in the ilditU of leeling—in the outward and visible signs of the sacra-

ment within—to count, as it were, the very pulses of the lite of love."

Widii such qualities of mind and heart, it is not wondori^ul that he was pre-

eminent as a preacher. In ovcrnuistering power in the pulpit, wc doubt

whetlier living, he had a rival, or dying, has left his like among men. Xor
did his power consist in any single quality—in force of reasoning, or fire of

imagination, or heat of declamation—but in all combined. His coui-^-e of

argument was always clear and strong, yet interfused throughout with a

fervid and glowing pas?ion—the two inseparably united in a torrent that

overwhelmed all who listened to him. His was, indeed, the

" Seraphic intellect and force,

To seize and throw the doubts of man

;

Impassion'J logic which outran

The lieurcr in its tierj course."

Of his writings we have left ourselves no room to speak. ^lore fitting sp.ice

for this, and a better lime, will come hereafter. It is the grand toiaUhj of his

character that we have sought to exi)ress—yet our feeble utterances have

fitllen below our aim. His life, his sjiirit, and his death, arc fitly endjodied

in a noble strain c^*^ ^^'ol^I^wortl^s, that reads almost as if it were v.-ritteu for him

:
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"Wlio 13 tho happy ^varrior? \\ho is he,

That every man ia arms wouM wish to be?

'Tis he

"Who fixes gooil on good alone, and owes

To virtue every triumph that he kuowa

—

>Vho, if he rise to station of command,

Kises by open means, and there will stand

On honourable term?!, or else retire.

And in himself possess his own de.-^ire

—

"Who therefore does not Ptoop or lie in wait

For wealth, or honours, or for -worldly state

—

Whom they must follow—on whose head must fall,

Like showers of manna, if they come at all

—

'Who,whilc tlie mortal mist is gathcriujr, draws

His breath in confidence of heaven's applause,

—

This is the happy v,-arrior—this is he,

"Whom every man in arms should wish to be."

Art. X.—SIIOKT REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

(1.) Augustus Xkandf.p. devotcil his life, from 1810 to 1850, chiefly to

the study of the history of Christ's Church. The results of this life-long

devotion have been, to a great extent, brought before American readers in

the several tran.-lations of the " Life of Christ," the " History of the Ajiostolic

Age," and the "Church History." In 1822, with a view to make Church

historj- conducive to general Christian edification, he pulilislicd " I)erJ.iriir(''j-

tceitcn aua dtr Gi!.<clilchtc iles chrtslHrhen Lchcna" (Memorabilia tVcm the

History of the Christian Life, 3 vols.,) which -was very successful, ha\ing

passed through three editions. A very dear friend of ours undertook a trans-

lation of the whole work some years ago, but v\-as called away (alas I) before

this and other noble projects of a noble mind couid be aecomplishcil. The

work now before us {J-ifjht in Dark Places ; or M'l-morials of Christian hfc in

Vte Mi'I'Ile Arj':s) is a translation of part of the second volume, made, and

very well made too, by an Engli.-^h lady. It is divided into two parts : I. The

operations of Christianity during and after tho irru]itians of the barbarians;

II. Memorials from the illstory of ^lissious in tlic :Middle Agos~b.,th cover-

ing periods of romantic interest in the history of the Church, ami aifording

many examples of pure faith, entire devotion, and heroic fortitmle, in the a^'cs

of the Church's greatest trials and darkness, ^^'e give a few specimens of the

graphic narratives with which the book abounds :

—

"Geum.vncs ok Arxi:r.RK (Antistodorvm).—Such was Germanus. T.ishop of

Auxerre. wh.) held this office in -118. from the narratives of wh.u-e life ami labours

•we will here jrive some extracts. It hapjiened, about t.n years aft.-r his i-nter-

inp on his office, that he was summoned by Lupus, IJixht.ji of Troyrs. into Piritain,

in order to oppose the spread of the rehiaian doctrine, as a system which tau-ht

men to rely rather on their own stvenjrth than on the .cra<e of the UedeeiiKT,

and by tli.- illusions of self-rijrhteousuess alienated them from the e?sf'nce of true

inward holiiie^s. They preaclied i.ot only in the churi-l.es, but in tie str.ets,

and in the fijMs; whitiiersocver thcv went, these zealous men gathered crowds
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around thcni, to whom they proclaimcJ the prace of God. The Britons, mLo
could olitain no assi^t;lnco from tlic fulling Uoniun empire, were then driven to

great distress hy a war witli tlic wild Saxons and I'iot.*. liotli lysLops were called

into the Hiitish camp, ami their presence infui^ed into the desponding Britons as

much courage and confulfni.o a.s if an army had come to their help. As it was a
season of fasting, the bishops juxached daily amiil the perils of war, and many
were induced by tlieir '^ennons to be baptir.ed. At Easter the church was splen-

didly decorated and garlandi'd with preen bouphs for the festival of their bap-

tism. The Britons enjin'ed th<'ir Kaster festivities in quiet. The I'icts had, in-

deed, formed a project to take advantage of their negligence, in order to surprise

them unarmed ; but their design was discovered, and Germanus showed the

Britons a valley euclu>ed by mountains, where they could wait the coming of the

foe. lie himself went thither witli them, and told them, when he should cry
Hallelujah, all to join him with one accord. This was djne, and the loud accord-

ant cry of the vast mulritu'h^ rc^oumling amongst the hills, made so powerful an
impression on the I'irt*. tliat they tied jirecipitately.

"At another time, when he was just returned from a second jouniej- to Bri-

tain, his aid was besuuglit by the inhabitants of the province of Bretagne, to

avert a great danger which threatened that region ; Aiitius, then a distinguii-hed

and influential g.neral of tlie Western Empire, having called in the king of a
wild tribe of Alani to chastise them fur a revolt. As tlic biographer of Germanus
relates, he, a pray-hcaded man, yet through the jaotcction of Christ stronger

than all, went ahme to encounter tlie warlike peoi'le and the heathen king, lie

passed calmly tlirough tlic midst of tlie army to the king ; and when the monarch
would not hearken to him, but ])crsisted in riding on, iic seized his bridlc-iein.

His daring so astounded tlie rude warrior, that he yielded, promising to spare
the province until tlie bi;^hop should have endeavoured to procure a ]'aruou for

it from the imperial governtnent. In order to effect this, Germanus immediately
set out for Italy. < 'n his way he joined a company of poor mechanics, who were
returning to their homes after having completed a bargain in a foreign country.

Amongst them was a lame old man, whose strength failed him when lie had to

follow the rest in waiHng through a brawling torrent with his heavy burden.

Germanus relieved liim of his burden, and carried first the burden, and then the
old man, through the stream.

"As he was coming out of the rich city of Milan, where he had been preaching
a great deal, some ]"j"r jeople met )iim. begging alms. He asked his attendant
deacon how large their store of money was. The deacon replied that he had not
more than three gold j.ieces left. Thereujion the bishop desired him to distribute

it all among the poor. 'But, then, what shall we live on to-day?' asked the

deacon. Germanus replied: 'God will feed his poor. Otily do thou give away
what thou hast.' But the deacon thouglit he would be more prudent: so he
gave two pieces away, and kept back one. Wlien they had travelled a little far-

ther, two horsemen came aft.r them, to entreat a visit in the name of a rich

landed proprietor, who, with his family, was afflicted with many diseases. The
place lay olF the road, an.l his attendants therefore entreated Germanus not to

accept the invitation, but he answered: 'It is the first thing of all to me to do
the will of my God.'

" \Vhcn the horsemen heard that he had resolved to come, they presented him
with the sum of two hundred sdidi. fa gold coin of the time.") 'which had been
given them for Bishop G.rmanus. Germanus gave it to his deacon, and said:
* Take this, and acknowledge that thou hast robbed the poor of one hundred of

these pieces ; for if thou hailst given all to the poor. He who repayetli a hundred-
fold wotiM have restored, to us tliree hundred pieces to-day.' His arrival diffused

universal joy at tlie estat<' ; lie visited master and servant, with e>(ual sympathy,
on their sick beds ; he went even into the poorest huts, and stn.ugthened all by
prayer.

" A t the imperial court of Bavenna, Germanus received univers.al honour ; and
he could easily have obtained whatever he wished. The empress sent to Ids

dwelling a large silver vess< 1 full of costly provisions. Germanus divideil the

victuals amongst his servants, and ke].t the silver for himself, in order to lay it

out to the best .advantage fur tin- j'oor. .\s an acknowledgment, he sent the

empress a wooden dish with black bread upon it, such as he was accustomed tQ
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cat. But in the eyes of the empress it was a precious remembrance, and she

afterwards had the dish enchased in gold.

" Oucc wh<^n, during his rcs-ideiice at /.avcnna, he was conversing with the

bishops oil religious topics, he said to them: '.My brethren, 1 wish you farewell

in this world. The Lord appeared to me to-nifi;ht in a dream, and gave me some

travelling money. And when I asked the object of the journey, lie answered

mc: " Fear not, I do not send thee into a strange lan.l, but unto thy fatherland,

where thou wilt find everlasting rest." ' The bishops sought to apply the dream

to his return to his earthly country ; but he would not suiter the mi-take, say-

ing: 'I know well what fatherland the Lord hath promised his servant.'

" Into this heavenly country he soon after passed."—I'p. 5l)-0-l.

Here is a specunen of gospel preaching in the sl.\th century. Speaking

of Ca?sanus of Aries, Neander proceeds :

—

"If, amongst men who were inclined to place religion in a dead faith and

ceremonial oliservances, he insisted on the necessity of good works as the fruits

of faith, and set the reciuiremcuts of the Ifoly Ghost before their eyes in all their

strictness, he was, nevertheless, no preacher of the law, which killeth. and can

never make alive. He did not direct men to their own strength ; but sought

rather to bring them to a true sense of their powerle=sness, that they mi'^^ht learn

to draw from that Eternal Fountain of all strength to which he directed them.

He says, after representing what belongs to a holy life, 'AH this, my brothren,

seems' to be wearisome, until it becomes habitual; or, to speak more justly, it

will be deemed impossible as long as men believe they must fulfil it with hunnn
strength. But ^^hen any one is convinced that it may be. obtained and fullilled

by God's power, it no longer appears anything hard and painful, but something

mild and easy, accordiug'to the words of the Lord :
" My yoke is easy, and my

burden is light." ' He told me to rely on the strength of the Kedecmer in the

contest with the Evil One ; as when he says. ' How can we fear the devil, if we

are united to God? Thou hast such a leader in the strife, and yet fe:\resl the

devil? Thou tightest under such a king, and yet doubtest of victory? Daily,

indeed, does S.itan oppose thee, but Cl-.rist is present. The devil would cru-h

thee to the earth, Christ will raise thee erect; the one would kill, the other

will kee]) thee alive ; but be of good cheer, brethren, Christ is better able to be.ir

you up. than Satan to beat you down.' And in another sermon: 'Becatisc we

were inslgnifieaut. lie has niade himself lowly. Because we lay dead, the tender

Physician has bowed himself to death; for, truly, he who will not stoop, cannot

raise the j.rostratc.' "—Pp. SI, S2. .

The chapter on Gregory the Great is highly eulogistic. The following will

show how far later bishops of Home have wandered from the spirit of the

earlier ones :

—

"It was Gregory's strenuous endeavour to extend the study of the Scriptures

among the cl(u-y and the laity. He says in a sermon: ' As we see the face of

strangers and "know not their hearts, until these are opened to us by confidential

intercourse,—so, if only the history be regarded in the divine word, nothing

else appear.s to us but the outward countenanee. But when, by continual inter-

course, we let it pass into our being, the confidence engendered by such commu-

nion enables us to penetrate into its spirit,' 'Often,' he observes elsewhere,

• when we do something, we believe it to be meritorious. But if we return to the

word of God. and understand its sublime teaching, we perceive how far behiud

perfection we stand.'
'• A bishop, whom Gregory advised to study the Scripture?, had excused him-

self on the plea that the troubles of the times would not permit him to ivad.

Gregorv showed hiui the barrenness of this excuse, referring him to Bom. xv, 4.

•If,' he' replied, 'the Holy Scripture is written for our consolation, we should

read it more, the more we feel opiiresscd by the burden of the times.' "—1'. \'27.

Again :

—

"AVhile recommending the stu<ly of Holy Scripture, he discriminates between

its false and its true tise ; and counsels'that manner of reading the Bible iu
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which the rcgixrcl to sclf-iinprovcnicnt should be p.iramount. 'Those,' sa5s he,
* who seek to fathom the iiiy>tfries of God beyond their power of ccniiiivlAD.>^ion,

bcconio unfruitful by tlioir liuiiiior; for they ^etk not what can train tla-ni in
huuiility, patience, and lo:ij;-<ullcrin<r. but only what serves to show olf their
learniu'T aiul enables them to t:ilk. 'i'liej' often speak boMIy about the being of
Cod, v.hilc they are so unfurtuiiate as not to know themselves. ^Vhilo they
strive after what they cannot comprehend, they iie;^!ect that which might have
made them better men.' lie shows, however, at the same time, how every one,
seeking in the right way, may find an answer to his questions, and the satisfac-

tion of his wants in the Holy .Scriptures. 'God docs not,' he says, 'answer iudi-
vi'iual minds by special voices, but he has so arranged his word as to answer all

([ucstions thereby, if we searcli for our particular cases in the ^Scripture, wo find

them there. A general answer is given therein to us all about that which each
in particular suU'ers. Let the life of those who have gone before be a piUteru for
those that follow. To adduce one instance among many: When we are seized
with pain or any bo<lily annoyance, we wish perhaps to know its hidden causes,
finding some consolation even in knowing what it is which we suffer. IJut since
no esj'ocial reply is bestowed on our especial search, we have recourse to the
Holy h'cri]iture. There we find how Paul, when he was tempted with the infir-

mities of the flesh, received this rcjdy: "Jly grace is suthcient for thee, my
strength is made pcrl'ect in we.ikness." It was said to him in his particular
infirmity, that it need not bo particularly repeated to each one of us. Thus we
hear the voice of Goil in the Jloly .^cripture, on occasion of the suflerings of
I'aul, in order that we, if we have sorrows to bear, need not each one seek a
similar voice for his own consolation. The Lord does not answer our every word,
because he has once spoken and will not repeat it. That is to say, whatever
was said to our father? through the Holy Scriptures, was said for our instruc-
tion. The teachers of the Church may, tlierefore, confidently say, when they
see many grieving and faint at heart, because God docs not answer their every
word, that God had once spoken and will not repeat it; that is to say. that he
does not noiv come to the aid of individuals in their thoughts and temptations,
by special prophetic voices and angelic ministrations, because the Holy Scrip-

tures include all that is necessary to meet individual cases, and they are con-
structed so as to mould the life of later times by the examples of the earlier.' "

—

Pp. IKl, Vol.

The fullowiiiLr passage from tlie " History of ^Missions iu the 2klidJlo Ages,"

is pregnant Avith important truth .

—

"Christianity can indeed be propagated in a few generally comprehensible
doctrines, which are jjreserveil by the power of God in the minds of men. These
doctrines, as is shown by the exi'erience of recent times amongst the Hottentots,
Greenlandcrs, and Negroes, as ;iIso by the experience of earlier ages, are such as
to find access even amongst tho>:e deficient of all kind of civilization; for every-
where there lies hidden in man something akin to God, which can only be
awakened to consciousness by the revelation of its source,—can only be released
from its veil of corruption by the breath from above. Iremeus Avas able to ap-

peal to the fact, that willu.ut paper and ink, the doctrine of salvation could bo
written by the Holy Sj^irit on tlie hearts of those who were unacquainted Avith

letters, and could not have received an\- doctrine in writing.
" r>iit experience al-o teaches that olivine truth lias never been able to propa-

gate itself continuously, when the written records have not been added to the
oral preaching—those recor.'.s fioiii which every age and every individual may
draw afresh the living trutli in its purity, and appropriate it in'its characteristic

and applicable form. IJy the pioi.aL'ation of these records, the divine contents
couM be preserved from all fal.-ilications ; or. if these had arisen, could be purged
from them. Certainly all wiiich has proceeded from the operations of i>ure and
genuine Christianity,— all whieii in all ages has been thou'_'ht. and purp-^sed,

am! done, and instituted in the true Christian sj.irit,—is inwardly linked to-

g-.thcr; all the operations of tl;e Holy Spirit in the life of humanity, form one
great invi^iMe chain, and it mu<t cv. r give us a holy joy when we can recognise
the links of this chain in history, and in this sense trace a Christian tradition in
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all times iind places in wlucb the ?ospcl lias been rr?nche<l. But this operation

o*'the Holy Gh(i.-t. tins e'hn<ti:in traaition tlowiii? tVotn it, is never, and nowiKiv,

pure ami untn.nblca, but is everywhere, and at all times, .listurbed by the mix-

ture of the tlesh, aiul ..f tl^at which is not <livino. KvevywhiTe, an-i alway<, wc

fiutl in tradition the antichiistian beside the Cliristian, as every one niubt in

himsolf in his inward and outward life, bo conscious of the same mixture: and

viiat is seen in a small scale in the life of every individual Chri-tian, is seen on a

lai-rre '^cale in the life of tlie whole (Jliureh. M'u are thus always in danger of con-

foiuidin- the Christian with the unchristian, what is of the Itosh with what i? of

the SpirTt if tec have not in the divine ivnrd. vhirh mirrors to us purely the oiientHons

fixed

Church, to scp;

But the whole book is maile up of beautiful thoughts and touching narra-

tives. It cannot tail to enlarge our sympathy with the universal Church to

find such bright illustrations of Christian holiness even in the lives of men

whose minds were darkened, to a considerable extent, by the clouds tint over-

hung the middle age.

c Spirit if ICC have not in the divine u-nnl. wliifh mirrors to vs imreujmeojnr<ii<jn,

the Ilniij Spirit, a trustworthy source of knowledge, a sure testing priuciple, a

ced ruh\ by which, as in our own souls, so also in the traditions of the whole

lurch, to separate tliat which is of God from that which is not."—Pp. 1-"j51, h/J.

(2.)
" The Star of the ITf^ Men: a Corameutory on the Second Chapter of

St. Matlhcic,hjTacnAV.T> Chknevix Tufxcii." (New-York : Lane .^ Scotttt,

ISmo., pp. 171.) :Mr. Trench is well known frpm his treatises on the Parables

and Miracles of Christ, and from his Ilulsean Lectures, heretofore noticed in

tliis journal. The work now before us is a fine specimen of commentary,

—

abundant in learning, yet adapted to general apprehension and use. Instead

of evading the dillicult' points of the text—a practice too common among coni-

nicntatoi-T—he boWly seizes upon them,and bringstobear upon their elucidation

a practical sagacity, combined with an amount of erudition, riuite rare in thc?c

days, ^^'e quote the eighth section, on the r/ifts of the iMagi, as a specimen of

Mr. Trench's ho]ipy style of exposition :—

..;< S.—The Gifts.

«".>?«,i tvhen they had opened their treasures,'—hy vrhlcTi ' treasures' y^O must

understand, not the precious things themselves which they had brought, but tue

chc-ts, caskets, vessels, (which is the word of the Arabic version.) or other recep-

tacles which contained ihomr—'they presented unto Him ff///s.'|—after the cus-

"= 07?(jni'o6f=-!-"it, Dewt. xxviii,i2, the receptacle for trensure, (.Jostphus, Ant., ix,

ct *i)oiia S;im;iri;e; .iivl n<-it as iii tne >ui','iUo: .vmen-iui i.^m.... • -

Samaria-. How the apiilieation was exactly m:i.le may \>c l-ost uiKKr>io.ul by a ^u,tAr

tloii from Augustine. ,Sc-nn. 20-.'. c. 2,) who, however, is ph.nuy i.'!l;'vvmu' t.Kr.m

the footsteps of Tevtulliau. .Vlluaing to these gifts, he says: 1 nu- enim r.ur i.r:us-

muun scirei voeare i,:itiuii et matrem, sieut de illo fi:tr.it i.rophetatuni. uecepit virtu...m

?).imascict si.oli:i Sa,n..ri.v : id est, ant-.-p.^.m per hnm.inam oanuui h.i.nan.i verba rr>

ferrot, acoopU virtute... TV.m.H/i. ilbul sell, uudo IV.m.iseus ,,r.vsi.me .at In divt-is

oiiinne eivitas ilia secundum s .v;dum floreus aliquuvlo i,r.isunii<orat. In rtivitus .-.luem

,niiicii.atiis anro d- tVrtur. .pio.l Christ., magi sui.plieiter obf.iU-runt Spoha ver.) .>am.i-

na> ii.lem ipM er.ii.t. oui ec.ni inck-bant. Sam iria n:imque j.r.. idolol»tnu po^ita. . . .

D-btlbitm-t's s/d.«hii.f,,s d.ulin s;.iritali !« r utuver.um orb.m iv.'.ium aialM>li. htec

prima i.uer M.olia idolnluii^e .lonii.r.tione de.raxit. ut ad se ii.oraudum ma-os ouiversos

& peste illius snpu-iitiouis avert.ret ; et in hue ttrrrt noiu!;;m l-pKiis per lu.guam,

loqueret.ir de c:elo per stt-bim ; ut et quis ess^t. et quo, et pn.pUl- quos veuisiet, noa

Toce cariiis, sed virtute Vcrbi, quod caro factum est, demonstraiet.
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torn of the East, which -will not nllow any person to come empty-hnrifloil into the

presence of tlic preat, but roiniiri'.s that the inward devotedness should embody
itself in an outward gift, 'liius we have continual mention of such pifts, as

made to kinjrs and other creat porNons on earth, and to the King of kin.L's in

heaven. (1 yarn, x, 127 ; 1 Kir-jTs x, 2 ; Gen. xxxii, 13; xliii, 11, 25 ; 1 Sain, ix, 7;
XXV, 18, ii7 ; Job xiii, 11.) That these gifts on this occa.sion presented were them-
Bclves mystical ;^ that tlioy wlio oU'erod them meant more, or, at any rate, thct

more T\as meant by tlie Spirit which promi)ted them to these, than merely that

they would present to this t'hild the costliest tilings which they had ; that iu

these, no k".~s than in the wur.-liip which went with them, there was a confession

of faith,t explicit or implicit :— this the Church has evermore felt ; and the spe-

cial symbolic significance whidi has licen attributcl severally to the three gifts

is probably familiar to all. 'I'lie frankincense, the choicest of all odours, was
offered to "the Son of God, who as such was himself also God. and to whom there-

fore the sweet odours r.f j>raycr and all other sacrifices were rightly due : the

myrrh to the son of ^lary, ^vlio, ns man, was subject to mortality, while, at the

same time, he should be free from corruption ; the myrrh, thei-eforc, used in burial,

and yet preserving from decay. confai)iing a latent p7-ophecy, not of his death and
burial only, as it is sometimes oxp'laincd, but the pledge also of his resurrection:!

and the gold to the Son of David, the King of Israel, to whom all other kings and
people should yield tribute of the most precious things which they had.§

"But these gifts—royal, diviii>\ and human—may claim to be considereil some-

what more in detail. There is a sitcrcd character belonging to all three. an<l not

the least to the gold. Even now in the Kast there are nations,—the Burmese, for

instance,—among whom it is not permitted to coin gold into money, or otherwise

to employ it in common and profane uses ; this metal being reserved exclusively

for divine, or, which is there thj same thing, royal uses, ' and being v.ith them
a usual offering to their gods, (cf. I'salm Ixxii, \'>: 'To Him shall be given of

the gold of Arabia.') On this, its sacred character, rests the fact that in the

holy of holies, as the image of heaven, all is either of massive gold, or thickly

overlaid with gold. (Exml. xxxviii ; cf 1 Kings vL) For heaven is the palace

of light—of light, it needs not to say, ethically contemplated; and in the bright

shining of gold there is that wliich better syiuboli7.es light than anything besides.

And thus, too, the New Jerusalem, 'having tlie glory of God,' the brightness of

God's presence, is a city of pure gold. (Kev. xxi, 11, 1*. 23.) Alike in the actual

tabernacle an'l iu the ideal city, xuuething more than the costliness of the gold is

to be taken into account, t.i explain its selection as the material of which the one

and other i,s composed; and so is it here. This gift is not less signiticvit of the

highercharacter of Him to whom it is offered than the two with which it isjoined.*[

"The frankiuccn.sc,'^ * among all the odours of antiquity the highest prized and

" " Mystioa muuern, Juvencus calls them.

"t I'*."o the Groat: Quod cordihus oroJiiiit, muneribus protestantur. Fulgentius:
Attende rjuid oltuUrint. ct co-iio>cc quid crediderint.

"
t So in the ancient hymn :

—

" ' Myrrh.-*, c.iro vorbo nupla,
IVr quod mantt incorrupta

C'aro c.ui'HS cario.'

•'§ The earliest writer, 1 Kli>'\c. who makes this .ipplic.ition, at lea.st of thosewho
have come down to us, is lriii;< us (L'l.n. H:ir., 1. 3, c. 0, S -i- Matthivus mngos ait per ea
qu!B obtidcrunt iiiuikt;i ostciuli-sc, quis cr;it qui adoraliatur. Mynham quidcni, quoJ
ipse erat, qui j-ro mortali huiiiaiio gin. re mi.riTftur et septdirttur; auruni vtro quoniam
Kex, eujus rtgui finis n<>ii t<t ; thus viro, quoniam T)eus, qui et notus iu Jud;ii factus

est, [Tsa. Ixxv, 2,] et nianifi>lu> tU, qui non (piarehaiit cum. Cf. Origtn, Cou. Cels.,

1. 1, c. 60; and -oucrnlly fi>r i.:i«-a.'.s from the Greek fathers, Suicer, Thes., v. A/?avof."
"

li Ritlor, Krdkunde von .\si.n. -t, 1. -.'H.

"y The .>iiL-g< stii.n whi.li h.\> Uiii scmotimes made, that this gold may have served,

and bv the jTnu.Uncc of (i'>d w;i-i intended, in the deep povertv <>f the holy family, to

serve as a \iaticimi on ocinsi.m »{ tin' hurried tlisjht into Ki:yiit, which was so nc:ir—^this

suu'ircstiou is not aUocitii< r t.. !•<• r<ji-.f.d. siner \ye know tliat at a lattrpiriod the Lord
condescendid to .accept and u> • the ntl.riM.'s of Ids sirvauts. (Luke viii, o.)

*' °^ A/,Jttco(; only occurs hi r.- and llev. xviii. 1:5. in the Nov. Testament. It is strictly

the tree whiih yields the frank iuiiiisi-, and ?.iiuiu76<;, (which is used with a certain

imiiropritty for "the censor or thuril-ulum, Hev. viii, 3, 5.) the frankincense itself. But
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the costliest, was a jrum cxudiiij^, with sli^rlit solicitation, from a plant about
wiiich there is nearly as much uncertainty now, as I'liny coules^ses that in his
time there was.~^ 'Jlie Jews ohtained it fruiii Araliia Felix, (Jer. vi, '2^\) ami in

all anti(|uity it was consiilercd V^ be native there, and tlieiv only.j Yet mo'lorn
naturali-its are now generally agi-eed that the frcnuino frankincense is a product
of India, and was only believed to be of Arabia, because it cmild not be traced
farther than to the Arabian merchants, through whose hands the inhabitants of
\Vestern Asia and Europe obtained it. How frcnuent its u-^e in the Lcvitical

offerings, need not be observed ; so frequent and so predominant, tJnit although
we cannot afiirm it to have been absolutely restricted to the service of God, yet
we justly feel that tliere was an asci-iption of divine honours to Him unto whom
this oft'ering was made.

" In the myrrh there is no such explicit recognition of a divine character in
Him to whom it is presented, as in the two preceding gifts ; nor was it to 1x5

expected that there should, since in this lay rather the confession of his mor-
tality. It appears, indeed, as one of the four ingredients of the holy anointing
oil, (Exod. XXX, 2;3,) but this is the only occasion on which we tind it serving for

holy uses. It oozeil from an a:acia-like plant, found chiefly in Arabia, and was
Used dry as a gum, or liquid as an ointment. Its antiseiitic qualities caused it

to be employed freely for purposes of embalming; and thus it was largely im-
ported into Egypt, (Gen. xxxvii, 2J; xliii, 11;) and in a hundred pounds'
weight of myrrh and aloes Xieodemus wrapped the dead body of our Lord, (John
xix, 39,) so that in his very cradle he receives already the prophecy of his death."|

Aristotle does not observe the distinction, and in Hellenistic Greek—in the Septuagint,
for instance—if is entirely neLjleoted. Thus, often as the frankincense is there named,
}.t.3av(jT6r is found oulv once, (1 Chron. ix, 29,) but /.iSavog continually.

"=' H. N.. 1. 12, c. 3l"

"t Odor .Yrabicus, as it was therefore called. Cf. Herodotus, 3, 107.
"

I It is T\ell knon ii that the dramatic renrosentation of modern Europe grew np nnder
the wiuij of the Chinch, and oidy slowly detached itself from this its earliest shelter.

Of the di'rtmatic element, which was allowed to liud place in its own services, we have n
curious illustration in the manner in which this ott'criu? of thu Miu'i was set forth in
some churches on thf fistival of Epiphany. (Binterim, JXnkwiinliLkfitcn, v. 5, p. 316.)

Q'hree boys, clothed in silk, with jolden crowns upon their lu-.ids, iiml euch a jjohlon

vessel in his hand, roprcsi iited the wise men from the East. Entering,' the choir, and
advancing toward the aU:;r, they chanted the following strophe:

—

O quam dicfnis celebranda dies ista laudibus,

In qii!\ Christi crcnitura jiropalatur i:«iit;hus,

Pax tirr..nis imui-iatuv, u'l'^ria cn-K-stilius ;

Xovi jiartil sicrnum fid.'vt Oiientis patria.

Currunt regos (h'ientis stclla sibi pnevia,

Currant reives et adorant Dtuni ad prxsi-pia,

Tres adoraut reges unum, triplex est oblatio.

Daidng the singing of these verses they gradually aiqiroached the altar; there the first

lifted "up the vessel which he held in his hand, exclaiming:

—

Anrum primo,

And the second :

—

thus secundo.

And the third :—
myrrhani danle tcrtio.

Hereupon, the first once more :

—

.Vurem regum.
The second :

—

thus coelestera,

And the third:—
mori nuJat nnctio.

Then one of them pointed with his hand to the star hauu'iu- lr«i"i tin; roof of the

church, and sun? in a loml v.>ice : Hoc signum niagui Ur-is; and all flinc proceeded to

make their otiVriiijs, singinir nieanw hih- the responsal, Eanuis. inquiraniiis enm. et otle-

ramus ei muuera, auruni, thu>. et niyrrham. At the couclu>4<iu of (liis responsal, a
youn:;er Ixjy lilted up hi^ voici', uhich was meant to imitate the v.iice of an angel, fr.>m

behind the "altar, ami ^uii.': Nuntiuni vohis fero de supernis: Xatus est Christus domi-
nator orbis. In Heihlelu ni Jmhe : sic enim prophetadiverat ante. Hereuixm the three

who represented the kings withdrew into the sacristy, singing. In Uethkhcui natus est

IV.'X cadorum, Ac."
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(3.) " Tlie Popular Cydopo-iiia of Dlhlical Literature^ comlensed from the

larger irork, by John Kitto, D. D., &c." (Boston : Gould & Lincoln, 8vo.,

pp. 800.) The '• Cyclop;i"dia of Biblical Llteiatiire," from •which this work is

abridged, is wc!l known to all Biblical students as, on the whole, the best dlirest

of the present stock of our knowledge on the subject known in the Knglish

language. That work, however, was prepared chiefly in view of the wants of

theological students, and iVoui its very objects, necessarily includes m.Tuv

things of no use to the general reader. Dr. Kitto has done an excellent ivork

in preparing this abridgment for the use of Bible classes, Sunday schools, and
the great body of the religious public. Some dictionary of the Bible ought to

be had in every religious family, and we know of no one which is abreast, or

nearly .so, of the present state of Biblical knowledge, except the v.-ork before

us. It abounds with pictorial illustrations very well executed, and is, in all

respects, well got up by the enterprising publishers.

(-1.) We have another gratifying contribution to the history- of our Church
in "Memorials of the l-lnrli/ I'rojrc!<s of Methodism in the Eastern States," by
AiiF.i. Stevf.ns." (Boston: C. H. Beirce & Co., 12mo., pp. 4?2.) The
volume corresponds in form and size to the delightful one published by the

same author some time since, entldcd " Memorials of the Introduction of

Methodism into the Ivistera States," and which luct with unparalleled success,

no less than ten thousand copies having been rapidly sold. After au intro-

ductory chapter, containing a brief summar}- of the history aud statistics of

Kcvi-England Methodism up to the opening of the present century, the work

treats, in forty-two chapters, of the progress of the Church from ISOO to 1810.

Although the author modestly disclaims writing /i/.v/ory in this work, he has yet

done it most efl'ectnally. The essential facts of the histoiy, so far as they can be

ascertained, arc fully -ivt-n— but interwoven with what must have been.of itsc'.t',

a dark web of dry detail, we have a glowing, many-coloured woof of biocrra-

jihy, incident and deS'-ripiion.so that the whole texture is no common product

of the loom, but a piece of highly-wrought tapestry. In fact, men are begin-

ning to learn that biograj^hy is history, or at lea^t the chief key to history

—

the 1-^rench aud ^lacaulay have taught us that. "We welcome Mr. Stevens's

book, and trust that he will yet find time and strength to write the history of

universal Methodism as well as he has sketched his Xew-En;:land memorials.

(5.) A COMMK.VTAI'.Y upou the Scriptures is the great xcant cf our Church

in these times. Those that we have, however excellent they may be in many
respects, arc .so far behind the present str.te of knowledge, especially with re-

gard to the geogrn[)hy of Balcstine, as to be useless, or even worse, so far as

the illustration of S.-ripture from that source is concerned. But we do not

want a commentary made up of extracts from antiquated authors, or prepared

by any other than a thorough scholar—one who can stand in the advanced

rank of modern philology, and rely upon his own knowledge for his interpre-

tations. The man, or men, for this work e.xist among us—when will they

address themselves to the great task ?

A specimen of a new commentary has reached us in the first number of
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" Critical and Exet/rtirnl Notes and Discourses on the Gospels,, designed fir

Theological S'udcnts, JUMe Classes, Families', S^r., composed tcitk a view to imnt

the Injidel ohjectinns of Paine, Bolinrjhroke, Herhcrt, and others, by Picv. A\-
i>ur\v CAnnoLi,." (Cincinnati, printed for the author, at the Methodi<t
Book Concern.) The work is wcU-nioanin?, and must have cost a grc:it deal

of labour, but ifr. Carroll does not exhibit the qualifications necessary, in

our view, for a task so great as that which he hiis undert^ikeu.

(6.) " The Methodist Almanac" for 18d2 is a great improvement on preced-

ing years. We know no Almanac surpassing it in the abundance and be.uitv

of its illustrations, except that published by the American Tract .'^ocietv; while,

in intrinsic excellence of matter, the Methodist Almanac is unrivalled. .Vs a

text-book of ecclesiastical information, it is indispensable to every Methodist

familv.

(7) AVe have long felt the want of a sum:iiary view of the geography of the

Holy Land, which should embody the latest results of travel and discovcrv.

That want ii; now fully supplied by " Palestine : its Geographi and JMhlc 111- '.in-,

by F. G. lIiny.vnD, of the East Genesee Conference." (Xcw-York : Lane &
Scott, I'imo., pp. 354.) The work is divided into two parts, of which the fir?t

treats of the geography of Palestine under four geographical eras, the first ex-

tending from the call of Abram to the arrival of the Israelites at Canaan : the

second to the revolt of the ten tribes ; the third to the restoration from rial(\ l.-u
;

the fourth to the final overthrow of the Jewish politv, A. D. 70. The abodes

of Jewish life, and the political and otlier divisions of the country, are t!;u3

described, in their proper relations to chronology and hi-tory, with a clean:c-s,

accuracy, and fulness to be found in no similar work within our knowledge.

The second part exhibits the history of Palestine under precisely the san-.e

division; the two parts thus running parallel with each other thronLrlior.t.

This part of the work is marked by the same pains-taking accuracy ami fi.Iclitv

as the fonnor. The work is illustrated by twentij lithographic mai>s. A full

index closes the volume. Our full conviction is that tlicrc is no book ext.-Mit

on the subject so well adapted for the use of Sunday schools and P.iblo clas5v.-s,

as well as for general study.

(8.) " Tren'nn Falls, l^icluresqin; and Descriptive," (New-York : G. P. PfT-
N.\M, ISmo., pp. DO,) is a full description of the celebrated waterfall named
in the tide-page. It is profusely illustrated, and in every respect got up in

the best stylo of the typographic art.

(9.) We have rer-eived two new volumes of Bohn's Classical Library ; viz.,

" The Fasti, Tristii, Pontic Fpisllcs, P>is and llnlii'uticnn of Ovid, translated

into Engli.^h jiiose by II. T. Pviley." (1-Jmo., pp. 500:) and " The Worls of
Plato, vol. iv., translated by G. P.urgoss." A constant supply of these libra-

ries, of whoso valuable substance and convenient iorni we have repeatedly
spoken, is kept ia Xew-York by :Mcssi-s. Bangs, Brotiier & Co.
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(to.) I\Ikssrs. IIaim'F.rs have issued the third volume of " Cosmos; a SLetcJi

of a PIn/x!r(il Descriptinn of the Unicerse, hy Alexander von IIuMnoLDT,"
(l2mo., pp. 210,) confaiiiin.,'tIiat grand outline of the whole field of phenome-

na which Humboldt alone, of living men, was capable' of conceivinof. The
fii-st volume exhibits the external world of nature under a general picture of

the heavenly and terrestrial spheres ; the second gives the reflection of this

image impressed by the sondes u])on the inner man, that is, ujjon his ideas and
feelings. The design of tin; third volume is to present those " results of obser-

vation on which the present condition of scientific opinion is especially

grounded." As a " first attempt " to combine all cosmical phenomena in one

sole picture of nature, this work is not simply entitled to the indulgence which

the author, with the true lunuility of science, asks for it, but to the genuine

praise which is due only to the highest class of works of genius. At the same

time, it is deeply to be rcgtvtted that the God of nature is so seldom named
in the work.

(11.) Profkssou C. D. Cm:velaxd's " Compendium of English Literature"

has found great favour wl;h tlic public, as it deserved to do. It is now fol-

lowed by a work on the same ])lan, entitled *' English Literature of the Xine-

ieenth Centuri/, dcxiijned for Colkr/cs and advanced Classes in Schools, by

CiiAULKS D. CLKvrr.Axn." (Philadelphia: E. C. & J. Biddle, 12mo.,

pp. 740.) The editor's refmed taste and catholic spirit arc admirably shown

in this compilation from our more recent literature : and the biographical

sketches scattered through the volume are brief, pointed, and in general satis-

factoi-y. "We trust that the volume will be as successful as its predecessor.

(12.) "Trawls in the United SlcUes durinr/ 1849 and 1850, by the Lady

Emkline Stkwart WuKTLF.v." (Ncw-York : Ilai-per & Brothci-s, Timo.,

pi>. 403.) This book stands in marked contrast with almost every English

book of travels in America hi ivtolbre published. The author seems to have

gone on her way through the country in the happiest humour possible, and

determined to be pleased with everything. At every step she " likes the

Americans more and more," and finds that " either they have wonderfully

improved lately, or else the criticisms on them have been wonderfully exagge-

rated." Instead of the rude vulgarity which Capt. Marryat and Mrs. Trol-

lope met at every turn, she finds the people "particularly courteous and

obliging, and amiably anxious that foreigners should carry away a favourable

impression of them." She discovers just as much dillerence among diflerent

classes of peoi)le in America as anywhere else, and remarks that ' the superior

classes here have almost always excellent manners, and a great deal of real

and natural, as well as acquired, refinement."' It was not her purpose on leav-

ing England to write a bo. .k, and the present work is made up of letters writ-

ten home during her excurjion, so that it is very loose and fragmentary in its

structure, though perhaps not the less agreeable on that account.

(13.) " 71ie Christian llctrospft and Rtfjistcr, by EoBEUT Baiki.," (New-

York : M. AY. Dodd, 1!<J1 ; 1-inio., pp. 420.) is one of a class of books that we
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are glad to sec multijil^Ing among us. In the hiinil)le giiise of a summary of

tlie scientific, moral, and religious progress of the first half of the nineteenth

century, it contains an amount of useful knowledge for which one might

search in vain through many volumes. It is divided into two j)art3, of which

the first sets forth the social, material, and political progress of the race during

the last fifty years ; the second treats of the moral and religious advances of

mankind during the same period. This last partis of spcelal interest to all

Christian readers, as it presents a summaiy, condensed indeed, but ample

enough for all the purposes of ordinary reference, of the growth of Christianity

since 1800, of its present condition, and of the means employed, in the form

of missionary and other societies, for its advancement. The book bears evi-

dent marks of the haste with which it has been compiled, and it would be no

diOicult task to note many deficiencies in it. But, such as it is, it is the best

•we have of its kind, and should find a place on every minister's table, and in

the library of every Christian fomily that can aflbrd to purchase it.

(14.) ;Mr. W. Gowans (New-York) lias issued a new edition of " Elements of

ITiougJii, hy Isaac Taylou." (12rao., pp. 1G8.) The work contains con-

cise explanations of the principal terms employed in the several branches of

intellectual philosophy, and is designed to impart, in a familiar form, clemen-

taiy instruction on these branches. It is calculated to be eminently useful as

a book of reference for all who are not familiarly conversant with metajihysi-

cal topics. At the same tune, It furnishes a clear summar)- of mental science

in a convenient and portable form.

(15.) " Memoir of the Rev. Edward Bickcrddh, late Rector of Watton, Herts,

by Kev. T. R. BinKS." (Now-York : Harper & Brothers, 2 vols., r2mo.) The

name of Bickcrsteth is like ointment poured forth. It has been the synonymc

of ministerial devotion and fidelity for many years. Almost every Christian

enterprise of modern times lias been aided by his labours or cheered by his

symjiatliy. As an earnest Chri-:tian minister, Edward Bickerstcth lias had

but few equals in any age. " The zeal of God's house " was tlic impulse of

his life, the advancement of Christ's kingdom was his only aim. Tlie memoir

before us is an ample record of his religious experience, of his faithful labonrs,

and of his untiring devotion to his work; but at the same time it is prolix to

a degree which must greatly hinder its usefulness. All that is characteristic

of the man in these two volumes might easily have been given in one.

(16.) It is grievously to be regretted that there ever should have arisen cause

for the publication of such a book as " The Methodist Church Propcrlij Case,

heard before the llou. Judr/es Xchon and Ritts, Ma>j 17-29, IS.')!, by R. ScT-

TOX, Special and Congressional llejiorter." (New-York : Lane & Scott,

1851 ; 8vo., pp. 372.) But as the necessity has ari-en, it is well that the case

is so fully and admirably exhibited as in this amj)Ie volume— one of the best

specimens (if not the very best) of reporting that we have ever seen. It is a

pleasant feature, also, that the two parties to the suit have not got up rival

FouRin Series, Vol. III.—42
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reports, but that the present one is agreed upon by both, and is publislied, v,ith

their common sanction, by the book agents at New-York and Kithniond.

'W'ould that the whole qiicistion could be as amicably ananged

!

The volume is taken up with the speeches of Mr. Lord, Jlr. Clioate, IMr.

Wood, and Mr. Johnson; the first and last, 'vvith ^Mr. Johnson, Jr., being

counsel for the Churcli, South ; and the other two, with Mr. E. L. Fancher, the

counsel for the Methodist Kjiiscopal Church. Of the eminent ability with

which the case was argued on botli sides, the report aflbrds the most ample

testimony. The volume will be a repository of principles for our Church

courts, as well as for the law courts, in all time to come. The origin and

sti-ucture of our ecclesiastical system can be better studied here than in any

single work with which we are acquainted.

It is due to Mr. Choate to say that, owing to his numerous engagements,

bis speech did not receive his pei-sonal revision, as did those of the other

counsel.

(17.) Thk Chiswick edition of Shakspearc, published in 182C, was the most

desirable and useful, in point of size, type, &c., that had ever appeared; and

it is a little strange that no attempt has been made to reproduce it in this

country until very recently. Messrs. James jMunroe & Co., of Boston, have

commenced the issue of an edition retaining all the advantages of the Chis-

wick, without its defects, under the title of '• The Works of Shalspcarc : tJie

text careful!}/ restored according to the first editions; with Litrodxtciions, Xotes,

original and selected, and a Life of the Poet; by the Rev. II. "\V. Hudson,

A. M." The whole work will be completed in eleven volumes, crown octavo,

of which the first is betbrc us. It is in the most acceptable of all shapes for

ordinary readers, portable in size and form, and neatly printed on clear white

paper. The text is thoroughly revised '• in every line, word, letter, and point,"

with continued reference to the folio edition of 1G23, and to the earli.^r im-

pressions, where such e.xist. ]\Ir. Hudson's competency to edit Shakspearc

needs no guarantee from us : it may be proper hore:ifter, when the edition is

completed, to give a careful judgment of the way in which he has done his

work. In the meantime, we commend this as the best edition of Shakspearc

for general use that has ever been issued in this country.

(18.) " Elements of Ah/chra, dcslr/ned for beginners, by Elias Loomis, !M. A.,

Professor of ilathematics in the University of New-York." (New-York : Har-

per & Brothers, 12mo.. pp. 2C,0.) This work is intended for the use of young

students, who have just completed the study of arithmetic. It is prepared with

the care and judgment that characterize all the elementary works published

by the same author.

(19.) "J Manual of H'-'mnn Antiquities, u;ith numerous Illustrations, by
CnAr.LF.^3 AxTiio.v, LL.D." (New-York: Harper & Brothers, ISol, r2mo.,

pp. 4.51.) This is quite a co[i;ous compilation, and amply suflicient for all

purposes of school instruction on the subject. It will also be valuable as a

book of reference.

42*
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(20.) Kaltsch^iidt's " School Dictionanj of (he Latin Language" (Part I.,

Latin-English; I'liiIaLlL'lj)hia: Lea & lllancbaiJ, r2mo., pp. 478,) has several

decided .ndvantagos:— 1. It is properly a school dictionary, portable in t'orm,

and free from all discussions, and even -n-onls, likely to puzzle a school-boy, as

it contains only words and })hrases occurrini^ in the best Latin authors usually

read in schools. 2. It pives, as far as possililc, the etyniolofry of even.' word,

not only by tracing it to its Latin or Greek root, but also to roots in the cog-

nate forms of the Indo-Genuanic family. 3. It is careful to give the marks

of quantity over each syllable where they are needed. The omission of the

proper names is a defect in our judgment. As a whole, we know no better

school dictionary.

(2L) " The Ohio Conference Offering, edited by Rev. ^Iaxwkll P. Gappis,

of the Ohio Conference." (Cincinnati : printed for the editor, 1851 : 12nio.,

pp. 429.) This volume Is the fruit of a most laudable and benevolent pur-

pose, as the entire proceeds from its sale are to be devoted to the relief uf the

widows and orphans of deceased ministers of the Ohio Conference It con-

sists of two parts, the first containing twenty-five sermons by junior members

of the Ohio Conference, and the second inrluding twelve sermons from de-

ceased ministers of the Methodist Episcopal' Church. Among the latter we

find discourses by Bishop I^I'Kendree, Rev. AV. B. Christie, and Rev. Russel

Bigelow,—names that are honoured in all the Churches of the land. The

volume is worthy of a most extended circulation, in view as well of its Intrin-

sic excellence, as of the praiseworthy object to which its profits are to be

devoted.

(22.) " Travels ami Adventures in Mexico, by "William "W. Carpenter,"

(New-York: Harper & Brothers, 12mo., pp. 300.) is a plain account of the

adventures of a private soldier in the late Mexican war, who was taken jirls-

oncr by the Mexicans, escaped, and traversed the country to the Pacific. The

writer is unskilled in authorcrafl, as he states in his preface; but the nar.

rative is full of incident and adventure.

(23.) ^^ Elements of Latin Pronunciation, for the use of Students in Language,

Imw, }fcdicine, kc, by .S. S. ITALr)EM.\x, A.]M., Professor of Natural History

in the University of Pennsylvania." (Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo &

Co., 18.51 ; 12mo., pp. 70.) From the title of this book, one would expect to

find It a mere cmpiiical manual to aid the nuiltliudcs of young men, who enter

upon professional or scientific studies without adequate i>rcparation, in pirking

their way among the hard names and technicalities whii'h are so formidable to

sciolists. A book more ill-adapted to such a purpose could not well have been

put together; a book more entirely removed from the sphere of mere empiri-

cism and book-making, has rarely been laid on our table. It is. In fact, the

ripe fruit of large study, of rare research, and of an Ingenlus aptitude and

sa:racity in the higher walks of philology, most unhappily Infre.iuent ia

American scholarship. Professor Halileman is well known to naturalists as

one of the most enthusiastic and successful of their class ; and the work before
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us grew out of Lis pursuit of natural science in one of its richest fields—the

field of comj>arativc pliilolo^'v. lie accounts for the origin of the work as fol-

lows :
'' In making some inijuirios into the phonetic peculiarities of the aborigi-

nal languages of North America, I found niysflf at a loss, from the want of an

alphabet in which to roi.'ord my results, those of Europe being more or less

corrupt; and fwuling the statoincnts respecting the Latin alphabet to a certain

extent contradictory and uusati-factory, I resolved to investigate it, with tho

intention of using it strictly according to its Latin signification, as hv as this

could be ascertained. 'J'his special inquiry being made, a view of the results

is here presented." lu some modest " preliminary remarks," Mr. llaldcman

states the object of liis work and the materials upon which it is founded, and

gives a brief statement of what had been done by previous "wi-iters upon the

subject. His results, he says, " usually agree with those of his predecessors ;"

but whether they do or not, his procedure is eminently original, and is pre-

cisely the one to lead to " ri'snlts " that may be relied on. In the body of the

•work the subject is taktn nj) in the following order : (1) The Alphabet

;

(2) the Vowels
; (3) the Na-^al Vowels

; (4) the Diphthongs
;
(a) the Labials

;

(6) Dentals; (7) Palatals; («) Gutturals; (0) Glottal Consonants. We can-

not enter into details upon these several points ; it is enough to say that they

are treated throughout with the most conscientious adeuracy and scholarly

thoroughness—not as by an advocate for any school, but by an honest inquirer

after scientlfie truth.

One of the most novel ftatures of the b'ook, and, indeed, one -which lies at

the root of many of its ^iow3, is the "scheme of allinitles between the vocal

elements in Latin" (^ ;».0). Under the head of the Vowels, Prof. llaldcman

sets forth the form of tho Latin vowel characters and their quantity, in what,

after long examination nf the subject, appears to us the only true light. He
exhibits them in the following table :

—

A is long in .\rni, skcrl in Art.
E " thEy, " Kight.

1 *' marine," deceit.

" Own, " Obey.
U " fOOl, " fUll.

Could this single table bo incorporated into our elementary book's, and brought

into use in the sch.ools. it would go far towards securing at least a general uni-

formity in pronunciation. P.ut our limited space will not allow us to go m^o

any farther analysis of the work. "\Vc trust it will find its way into the hands

of every professor of ancient languages in our colleges, and of every teacher

in our si-hools. As a contribution to rail p)iilology, it is certiiinly the most

substantial production, in an unpretending form, that has ever issued from the

American press. "We hope horoafier to return to it, and to a general discus-

sion of the whole subject.

(24.) From the ^Iethodi>t PiX)!: Concern. Cincinnati, we have received a copy

of a very neat Sunday-school hymn-book. (Xcucr Lir.derschat: flu- die Jitjciul

und Lxnn Gchruuch in So»»f<i;j.'-Srhiil, n, r!2mo., pp. 160.) We welcome

gladly ever)' Guch publication for the benefit of our immense German popula-
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tjon. From the same publi.<]icrs we have also Iktrachtuugen ilher die IPjUsche

Gcschichtc, von AV. Aiiiikns, Prcdli^er in dcr Ohio Couterenz. (ISmo.,

pp. 256.) This is a sketch of Bible history from the creation to the entrance

of the Israelites into Canaan. It is intended for the use of Sunday schools

and Bible classes, and is ai)propriately divided into chapters, and furnished

with questions for the purpose.

(25.) We have received a copy of " The Literature and Literary ^^en of
Great Britain and L-eland, by ABRAiiA>f Mills, A. M." (New-York : Har-
per & Brothers, 1851 ; 2 vols. Svo., pp. 576 and 598.) The work consists of a
sei-ies of forty-six lectures on English literature, Trhich have been annually
delivered by Jlr. Mills for the last twenty years. As it was j.laccd upon our
table at the last moment before going to press, we are unable to give any
critical estimate of its value.

(26.) Or the following addresses, pamphlets, serials, &c., we regi-et that we
can give nothing more than the titles :

—

Defence of an Essay on the Proper Rendering of the Words Elnhim and
Oeor into the Chinese Language. By "William J. Booxk, D.D., Mi>:^ionan,-

Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church of the United States to China.

A Semi-Cent^'nnial Sermon, delivered before the New-York Ea<t Confer-
ence, and published by their request. By Piev. Labax Clatik.
Popular Aiimsements: a Discourse delivered in the Evangelical Lutheran

Church, Winchester, Ya., on the afternoon of Whitsunday, June 8th, 1S51.
By Rev. Cuas. PonxKnriELD Krauth, A. M.

Catalogue of the Officers and Students of the Genesee We^leya^ Seminar}-,
Lima, New-York, for the year ending July 10th, 1851.

Nature and Worth of the Science of Church History. An Inaugural Ad-
dress delivered in the Mercer-street Church, New-York, Feb. 12, 1S51. By
Henry B. Smith, Professor of Church History in the Union Theological
Seminary.

Catalogue of the Officers and Students of the Pennington Seminary of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, for the academic year ending Wednescbv,
Oct 1,1851.

Address before the Graduates of Washington University, of Baltimore, at

the Twenty-sixth Annual Commencement, held March 3, 1851. Bv Thomas
E. Bond, A. M.. M D.

Sixth Annual Report of the Missionarv Society of the Methodist Episcopal
Church. South.

Third Annual Cafalogxie and Circular of the Newark Wesleyan Institute.

Minutes of the Annual Conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, for the years 1850-1 S51.

Fourteenth Annual Report of the Aiuerican and Foreign Bible Societv, pre-
sented May 9, 1851

; with the Minutes of the Annual .Electing. Anniversary-
Addresses, Correspondence, a list of Auxiliary Societies, Life Directors, and
Members, &c.
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Catalogue of the OHlccrs .ind Students of the Indiana Aiburj- University,

for the year 1850.

A Lecture on the Gcnninene?ji and Authenticity of tlic Pentateuch, and

several otlier Books of the Old Testament, its Chronolog}', Langua.^e, &c.

;

delivered iu Emory Chapel, KUicott's Mills. By the Bev. Hknky M. IIak-

MAX, of Anne Arundel Co., Md.

Akt. XL—WISCELLAXIES.

The relationshiji sustained toxi-ard Christ hij "Man/ the icife of

Cleophas,^' Jolm xix, 25.

"Now there stood beside tlie cro5S of Jesus, his mother, and the sister of his

mother, ^I;\ry the [widow] of Clopas, (Map/a i] tov K/.u-d,) and Mary, the

Magdalene."

The first remark we have to make on this text is, that KPuvraj- has been mis-

transhited by " Clcophas." Tt must not be confounded with the name KAos^ra^

iu Luke xxiv, IS ; wliieh is i)robably a contraction for the true Greek KAeo-axpof,

like 'Arrt-af for 'Avri-arpor. It is now generally conceded that the name
K?.(j7raf is identical with 'A?.6aiog, these being only different modes of spelling

in Greek the Hebrew name "C'^n^ which we may suppose to have been pro-

nounced either kulpai or haljihai, and so corrupted by Galilean provincialism

into these two Greek firms. This being assumed, we may identify this Clopas

with the Alphacus Tueiitioned in Matt, x, 3, (and the parallel passages, Mark iii.

18; Luke vi, Iu ; .Acts i, \.].) as the father of one James, and thus ultimately

determine tin- inquiry jin.posed above; provided wo can satisfactorily settle two

subsidiary iioints, the last of which, however, is affirmed by Dr. Ncauder to be

the most ditficult iu the Gospel history.

1. What affinity existed lietwcen the two Marys stated in the above text to

have been sisters? Some interpreters distinguish between the terms "the sister

of his mother," and " the [widow] of Clopas," as different iudi^-iduals, thus

making four females in the iniimcration, instead of three ; but the insertion of

the distinctive particle kci between each of the other terms, and its omission

between these, must fairly be understoo<.l as denoting their identity by gram-

matical oyj/w*// ('on. It is manifest, however, that no two sistcrs-^frman would

have the same name given to them ; such an unprecedented oversight would

prod\ice continual confusion in the family. Besides, the Law did not allow a

man to l>e married to two own sisters at the same time, (Lev. xviii, 18,) as we

shall see would then have been the case here. Nor wouhl cither of these objec-

tions be obviated by supposing these two Marys to have been half-sisters. The

only other plausible explanation is, that they are called sisters (that is, sisters-

in-law) because of their nuxrriage to two ))rothor3 respectively, namely, Joseph

and Clopas ; a supposition that is strengthened by their apparent intimacy with

each other, and ])y their similar connexion with Jesus, intimate<l by their both

remaining near his cross. Clopas (or Alpliaeus) seems to have been an elder

brother of Joseph, and dying without issue, Joseph apparently married his wife,
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(probably before his marriafrc with the Virgin, as he seems to have been much

older than the latter,) according to the Ix-virate laTf, (Deut. xxv, o.) On this

account,

2. James II. or " tlic Less," Joseph's oldest son by that mari-iaje, wouM be

styled the [legal] son of Glopas, as well a« the [reputed half-J brother of Jesus.

This helps to clear up the controversy whether this is the same with -'James

the Lord's brother." Gal. i, 19. However, the express title of Apostle given the

latter in this last passage, as well as in 1 Cor. xv, 7, (compare also .\ct3 ix, 27,)

seems decisive as to their identity, no other James being mentioned among the

twelve except " Jaines the brother of John," who was no relative (so immedi-

ately at least) of Clirist. Another question is, whether he was the same with

the James mentioned along with Joses, Simon, and Judas as Christ's brothers, in

Matt, xiii, 53, and parallel passages. This is almost certain, if the above view

of the sisterhood of the two Marys be allowed. Its direct determination de-

pends upon the intcrpi-etation of the term " brother " as used in these texts

last cited. That the title is intended to be taken in its proper sense, and not in

the general signification of kinsman, is pretty clear fi'oni its use there, (as well

as in John ii, 12; Matt, xii, 46-50; M:>.rk iii, 31-35; Luke viii, 19-21; Acts i,

14,) in explicit connexion with his actiial mother, and under relations which

imply that they were members of his iiiuac'liatc family ; especially as no inti-

mation is there or elsewhere conveyed to the contrary. Th.is inference is sus-

tained by the striking coincidence in the names of the brothers in the list of the

Apostles (namely, James, Judas, and apparently Simon, in Luke vi, 15, 10; Acts

i, 13) with those in the reference to Christ's brothers, (namely, James, Judas,

Simon, and Joses, ?tlatt. xiii, bo, and parallel places ;) and also by the fact that

both " James the Less and Joses " are said to be the sons of the same Mary who

was the *idow of Clopas. (Mark xv, 40, and Matt, xvii, oG, compared with John

xix, 25.) Moreover, " the brethren of the Lord," referred to as Apostles in

] Cor. ix, 5, could have been no other than this James and these his assuciute<l

brothers. (Compare Jude 1.)

This arrangement meets all the statcnicuts in the case, and is conf rm- d by

declarations found in early Christian writers, which may be seen in full in

Lardner's Works. (Consult the Index.) The only objection of any force against

such an adjustment is, that towartl the latter part of our Saviour's ministry it

is said, " neither did his brethren believe on him," (John vii, 5,) whereas two

of them at least are in this way included among his Apostles, (namely, James

and Judas, if not Simon;) and although they are mentioned in Acts i, 14, as

subsequently yivMing to his claims, yet the language in John vii, 7 seems too

strong to admit the supposition that those there referred to can then have sus-

tained so prominent a place among his converts. A more likely mode of recon-

ciling these two passages is, to suppose that there were still other brothers bo-

sides those chosen as Apostles, not mentioned particularly anywhere, perhaps

only Joses and one younger, who may not have believed in him until after his

resurrection. Indee<l, if three of these '-brethren" were Apostles, the language

in Acts i, 13, 14, requires such a supposition of additional brothers ; for after

enumerating the Lleven, (including, as u.-ual, James, Simon and .TuJas.) it adds

"aurf iiith his brethren." Whether these unmentioned brothers (as indeed may
be said also of the " sisters," and jxjrhaps of Simon) wore the children of Mary,

Clopas's widow, or of the Virgin Mary, is uncertain ; but in the expression, '-hor

_^rs<-born son," applied to Jesus, (Luke ii, ",) as well as in the intimation of

limited abstinence in Matt, i, 35, there seems to be implied a reference to other
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cliildrcn of Joseph by tbc latter; and be that as it may, there can be no good

reason given wliy such shouM not naturally have been the case, popish sancti-

mony to the contrary notwithstanding. 'We may therefore conjecture, that

vrhilc James, Simon, Judas and Josos, vrere Joseph's children by Clopas's widow,

and the first three of sufficient a.u;e to be chosen Apostles, all the others were by

the Virgin, and among them only some sisters were of such age and notoriety

at Christ's visits in Xazareth as to bo specified by his townsmen; the children

of the Virgin generally (including perhaps Joses) being the "brethren" that

did not believe in Christ till late. To the objection, that if the Virgin had had

other children, especially sons, she would not have gone to live with tlie Apostle

John, a comparative stranger; it may be replied, that they may have been still

too young, or otherwise not suitably circumstanced to support her: and if there

had been no inconvenience of this kind, the express direction of Christ, her

eldest son, would liave decided her residence with " the beloved disciple ;" who

was moreover eminently fitted, by his amiable manners and comparative afflu-

ence, to discharge that bequest.

To illustrate in one view this whole subject, I have constructed the follow-

ing

u
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Art. Xn.—literary INTELLIGENCE.

The reputation of Professor Ebp.ard, of

Erlaiigen, lu the department of Nevy Testa-

ment criticism and Apologetics was estab-

lished by his Wi^senschaftliche Kritik der

cvaiigelisehen Gesehicbte, the second edi-

tion of which we noticed hricfij some time

ago. We have now before us his Chn'^t-

liche Dogmntik, vol. i., (Kouigsberg, 1851,

pp. o.'>2.) In the preface. Dr. Errard de-

tines his book to be a Chrintinn theology,

written from the R'/onnrd st:uid-point, but

not with strict couformify to the older

Refonued theologians. He further states

that it will appear, es]>ecially in the second

volume, that, with regard to the doctrine

of Predestination, he is a follower of ^le-

lanethon rather than of Calvin. The gene-

ral division of the work numbers three

parts:— I. Die Lehre von der Verkllirung

Gottes als des Ursprungs der Crcatur.

.II. Die Lthre von der Verklarung Gottes

eIs des Mittlers in deiu Faktum der F.rKi-

sung. in. Die Lehre von der Verkliirnng

Gottes als des Yollenders. The subordi-

nate divisions are logical and exhaustive,

but we have not space to give them here.

We have received a copy of " Synoivtia

EcangfUca, ex qitatuor Eianrjdiriii orJiiie

ChronoUifjico conct'nnnvit, prat'-xlo brci-icont'

nunitario il/iistravt't, ad ttndqiioi tcntcs appoii-

to ajijtarolii criiico rcccntinit. COXSTAXTIXVS
Ttschexdorf (Lipsise, 1S51 ; Svo., pp. 202).

The volume gives us the last results of

Tischendorfs critical labours in the appro-

priate form of a harmony of the Gospels.

He adopts the trijxufrJm) theory, and his har-

mony is framed according to it. The book
is neatly printed, but it adopts the upright

Greek type which the I'rtnch have intro-

duced, and which, while it economizes
room, is yet very painful to the eye. The
margin 'is crowded with references and
critical remarks, the same, in substance, as

are furnished in Ti5chendi.>rf's last critical

edition of the New Testament.

OvR readers w ill reiuemlMT a translation

ofpart ofOtto Vox Gki-.i.ach's Commentary
on the New TesUiment, anil also a brief

estimate of his character, in a former num-
ber of this journal. Wc have since received

A coity of •• P,cJi;it-n iiUr herkijmmlidtc Ptri-

L-o^cn und/i-i.ie Tn'tc," jjrcached by him in

dl) c 1 g i r a 1

.

EUROPEAN.

the Elizabeth church in Berlin, in the

years 1S:',&-1<R). Tlicy furnish a fair im-

pre.-sion of his religious and intellectual

activity at the best period of his life.

A XKw school of theology, or something
very like it, is springing up ou the IUii:ie,

under the impulse of Prof. Sciikkkp., late

of Geneva, whose ultra-lif)cral views on the

subject of the inspiration of the Scriptures

have been heretofore mad-.- known to our

readers. It finds an or;,'an in the " llevue

de Theologie et de Phil.isojdiie Chn'tiennc,"

published lu Strasbourg, and «dit-d by
Licentiate C'olani, a friend of Schcrer's.

From this school also comes a new v.ork,

which is greatly praised in the ^'iiidim v..

Krifikcii for ability and thoroughness; viz.,

Jitchirchca crlttquci giir rEjjItrc dc Jade,

p;ir E. Arnaud, Strasbourg, ISoI, i)p. 21S.

OxE of those exhaustive discussions

which only Germany can furni.:h, li.'s be-

fore us in "Vie Vllkcrtnjd d-r G-nr^ls;

Ethiograjiliinchc Untertuiliiiiigcii ton Avgl'ST

KxoDEi, Professor zu Giessen." (Svo., pp.

SOS.) It traces the generations of the sons

of Xo;^.h, as given in the tenth chapter of

Genesis, by the light of history and of eth-

nographical science, as far down as possible

in the history of humanity. Whatever
may be thought of Prof. Knol/el's conclu-

sions, none can refuse him the praise of

great erudition, ingenuity, and research.

Thoixck's " Piiroiiriifs on the landing

Qtirgtinus of thr Age in rrgnrd to HiHr^;.-,,^''

are in process of translation by I'.ev. W.
Farrer, and are publi-ilied in single num-
bers at three-pence each. The tlrst sermon

treats of " The Worth of Human Reason."

JFessiis. JoHXSToxi: .t HiNTi;n, of Edin-

burgh, have issued their prospectus of
" The Protrstant J.ilrrir'/," and announce

th.at the first year's issue will contain the

foUov. ing works:—Vol. I. Purrow on the

Sujiremacv chiimed bv the Poj-.o t>f Hume

:

Vol. II. oil the Ilule of F.iith : Vol. III. On
the Inf.illibilify riainud by the Papacy:
Vol. IV. Treatises on the Rcform.ation. and
on the Church. The subscription price

will be one guinea a year.

Messp.s. r.At;>TF.r. A Snxs announce the
third volume of Dr. Pavivlsou's "lutroJuc-
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tion to the Xew Testament, contiiinin? an

Ex.'iminatlon of the Authority, Inter|iii'tii-

tion, aud Iiitc;^ity of tho Caiioiiical lUx.kj,

vith rcfennco to tlie latest iiuiuirits."

This volume coninktos tlic work.

NvMBEU 1 of a new seriis of The Journal

of Sacred LitcratuK', edited hv Win Kiito,

r.D., F.S.A., will 1^- pullishcd on tho 1st

of October, IMl. In this scries more equal

attention IN ill he gi\eu to nil the depart-

ments of sacred literature, and an eti"i>rt will

be made to render the Juurnal more gene-

rally readable to fi//\\ho take interest in

Biblical investiirations, vithout conipro-

niisinj the character for sound scholarship

which the publication has already won.

A XEw edition of Chevallicr's Transla-

tion of the Epistles of t'linient of Rome,

Polycarp, and Ignatius; and of the Apolo-

gies of Justin Martyr and Tortnllian ; with

an Introduction and brief notes illustrative

of the Ecclesia^^tical Hi-tury of the fir>t

two Centuries, has Utn recently issued.

This edition contains an iiitrotluction trcat-

inij of the integrity of the tireck test of

the Epistles of Ignatius, with reference to

the Sj-riac version lately edited by ilr.

Cnreton.

LETTER FROM PROFESSOR JACOni.

Berlin, 2S!h July, 1S51.

The Conferenrf. of .Vni{',t.-r>! at Berlin,

June lS-20, \<o\.

The Annual Conference of Ministers

opened its session at IVriin on the ISth of

June. The fir»t qmstion considered was,

whether Christian mi-n d<'<titute of literary

and theological trainiu;; mi'/ht be safely

employed as missionariis, or whether the

choice should be eoniiufd only to educated

theologians. Dr. Lf.h.nkkdt (successor of

Neander in the I'nivcr.-ity of Berlin) opened

the discussion in a sjieech w Licli received

great approbation. He took the ground

that, as a rule, missionaries should be men
of thorough education. In suj^port of liis

views, he distinguished between the jiosi-

tlon of Christ, his a}«istles, aud modern

preachers of the goajx-d, as follows: Christ

was dtocodo^, because in him dwelt tlie

wisdom of God and the fulness of the

Spirit; the ajiostles were (^rcirrrti'ffroi, be-

cause endowed with special in-piratien of

the Spirit; the preachers of the p..spel,

however, are OtU^n^aKToi, because their

Christian knowledge stJiuds in need of eri-

ence. He did not mean to deny, however,

that study and science are hiiman means,

odditional aud subordinate to Christian

faith. The apostles, indeed, were unculti-

vated fishermen ; but the Jews, as such,

had this sui>eriority over the heathen—that

they stood upon a higher religious plat-

form than the heathen,—being trained to

refer all the forms of ordinary life to the

law of God, which was. in a certain mea-

sure, itself a theology. God has given ns

an intimation of his own will in this re-

spect, in that the Bible is given to ns in

ancient and foreign tongues, making philo-

logical science necessary for an indepen-

dent understanding of its contents. I.>r.

Lehxerdt therefore argued that it was

very important to the missionary to be aMe

to compare the original languages of Scrip-

ture with the cuiTent versions. His calling

also demands more than ordinary know-

ledge of Exegesis and of Church Hi-iory.

So he should understand the hcatheui.-m

with w hich he ha? to fight, and this know-

ledge w ould be greatly aided by a thorough

acquaintance with ancient heathenism.

LEHXEnDT was followed by Ahlfeij^t, of

Leipsig, (^formerly of Halle,) one of oar

most distinguished preachers, especially

pre-eminent in the gift of popular oratory,

who supported LEH^^;^.r.T's opinion, and"

added, that the missionaries should hold it

a.s part of their duty, when Providence

opened their way, to plant the seeds of

scieucc and knowledge in the minds of

their converts. At the same time, he

thought it should be well settled, that

while {preparatory education should W the

nilc, it should also be- understood that h- ip-

etn, without such training, might l>e ad-

vantageously employed, and that educa-

tion to the same e.xtcnt was not equally

necessary among all the heathen nations

to which missionaries might be sent. The

United Lrelhren were cited as showing

great prudence and wisdom in the adaj ta-

tlou of their missionaries to the fields they

were to occupy. The forenoon of the se-

cond day was occupied by Professor J.vcop.i,

in an address on the " Age of the Picf.rma-

tion compared with our own time:"' and

the afternoon by the Missionary Anniver-

sary. On the morning of the 2i>th. Dr.

NiTZcn delivered a most instructive lecture

on "The Recent Conversions to Roman-
ism," in which he gave an excellent state-

ment of the characteri-itics of true Protest-

antism. You will tind this lecture print<J

in the Daitiche Ziitmhri/t.

New and Important M'orlct.

Among the recent publications, there

are two of special importance aud value
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to theological science, particularly with

reference to ecclesiastical antiquity. The
first is " Ikrf.n'jnriun Tiir"ncnHi«, oder eiiie

Sammlunj ikn betrrff<:n'lT Jiriffe herausg.

von Pr. H. Surtemlorf." Bcron?ariu3, a

coutemporarj- of I\>pe Gregory VH., was

one of the ablest thinkers of his age,

ond the greatest among those theologians

of the eleventh century who sought to

establish a theological science derived

from the Scriptures, the fathers, and rea-

son. Doctrines dt-rived from these three

sources, were not, he thought, to be subor-

dinated to those whcise only support was

Church tradition. It is well known that

Berengarius's doctrine on the Lord's sup-

per was very similar to that of Calvin, and

that he declared himself boldly against

transubstantiatiou, for which he was per-

secuted, though at first protected by Grego-

ry, who sympathized more with his views

than those of his opponents, lie was weak

enough to recant, yet continued afterwar Is

to spread his opinions. The present re-

markable collection of his letters is edited

by Dr. Sudendorf from MSS. in the Hanno-

ver library. It throws much new light

upon the character of Berengarius. It

shows him as a worthy luau, a loving

Christian, and a man of tender and placa-

ble nature. It shows also that his learning

embraced a wide range : he was a most

realous student of the fathers, he jiractiscd

medicine as a jihysician, and was much
admired as an orator. It shows further,

what was not before known, that he was

iu intimate relations with some of the

foremost men in Trance ; and that, iu par-

ticular, Godfrey of Anjou was his friend

and protector. AVe also learu a great deal

from this book of Gregory's conduct during

his stay in Trance, and find that a very

general sympathy with T.ercngarius's views

existed among the chief clergy of Trance

and of the neighbouring German border.

Dr. Sudendorf's historical explanations arc

both acute and thorough.

The second of the works referred to is

the so-called manuscript of Origen, of

which a fuller notice is given at page 615

of this number.

There is another w ork, longer before the

public than the two mentioned above, but

which has not yet. I think, received, in

America, the attention it deserves. It is

" liriefi: an Kitiner Kurl V., gcKchrichen von

teini-in IkichiiaUr in </. Jahrm 1"<:"/KS2. In

dcm SpaniKhcn liiithiarchh- von Limnncan
an/gr/iindcn u. vutj<.thcilt\ou Dr. G. Hei>t."

(Berlin, ISiS, pp. 562.) The editor was

a young man who studied theology in

Berlin, and then went to Spain and de-

voted himself to the search for lit«-r.iry

treasures in the libraries of Spain, se\eral

of which have never yet been thoroughly

examined. His labours were rewarded by

several valuable discoveries—among them
a fragment of Livy. On the memorable

revolutionary night of l^th March, 134^

he was mortally w ounded. The " Letters"

before us furnish the most important re-

sult of Heine's travels that has yet ap-

peared, and they throw much light upon

some of the most iniport;int years of the

Reformation. The "Letters" were written

by the emperor's confessor, Cardinal Gar-

cia de Loaga, who kept up a constant cor-

res[iondence with him from Home on politi-

cal and personal affairs, and was one of his

most trusted advisers. They atford us

glimjises of the most private relations of

the emperor, of Pope Clement VIL, and of

other very important personages. The
cardinal himself was a fine specimen—even

a moilel—of the zealous, i>olitico-rclig:ou5

Catholic priesthood. He fultilled his du-

ties as confessor to the emperor most eou-

scientiously. Contrary to our previous

understanding, these letti>rs .show that

Charles had occupied his thoughts with

/religious subjects from early youth. Th.e

emperor was penetrated with a sense of

gratitude to God for the vast jiower which

had been committed to his tru-t, and often

expressed to his confessor his wi:,h to do

battle for Chri=t, and to Lay down his life

in testimony of his gratitude for the creat

blessings he had received. The confes>or

warned him of the sins to wHiich he was

most liable,— uncha>tity, intenii'craucc,

and indolence,—and urged him to abandon

them all ; reminding him that the great

task was laid upon him of re-establishing

the peace of the Chureh, and of freeing it

from the Protc-tant h.resy. Any and .all

means to that end he ju-tifi.-s. He ad-

vises the emperor to gain over inlluential

Protestants by brflK-ry, ami to fill even

the Spanish bishopries w itii Germans, if ne-

cessary. The political and theological

leaders of Protestantisjn, lio says, niu.-t be

boiKjht: no price cuuld be too great for such

a purchase : God wouhl reimburse the em-

peror for money so spent, not only in suc-

cess and honour, but also iu fine ducats.

Succeeding with the leaders, he advi-cs

the emi>eror to issne admonitions and

edicts to the common people ; and finally,
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should they not obey, to cmjiloy the best

medicine to heal them—force. The enipe-

ror, delighted with his success at kwj.%-

burgh in 1530, proijoscd to settle the dis-

pute by a couucil—a projiosal from ^vhich

the pope, and, in secret, the cardinal also,

shrunk back with ft ar. It is well known,
however, that Charles, aft^r boincr Icmj,'

kept in suspense, finally brou'.'ht about the

convocation of the Council of Trent.

l)r. Heine has given us these remarkable

letters in Spanish, with a trood German
version, and has added other imjtortant

documents, as well ns \ery valuable re-

marks and observations of his ow n.

J. L. J.

Onr esteemed correspomlent. Professor J.

L. Jacoei, has been transferred from the

University of Deri in to the University of

Konigsberg, and will continue his letters

to us from the latter place.

Wk propose hereafter to give statements

of the contents of o// the foreign theologi-

cal journals of importance. Our readers

will thus be enabled to see what subjects

are treated of in these journals, and those

who wish it, can send for single numbers

containing articles of interest to them,

through Mr. Tutnam or Mr. Wiley, of Xew -

York.

The Theotwfische Studirn und Kritilccn for

July contains the following articles:

—

I. Neander's Services to Church History,

by Trof. L. R. HagcnL.uh, of 13asle: U.
Ernesti on Phil, ii, G, in reply to I'.aur : HI.

Umlreit on the Stventli Ch.iptir of llo-

mans : IV. X new Explanat ion of Rom. viii,

lS-2\ by F. Zyro, of Ikrn: V. A Review

of Semisch's Justin Martyr, by Gri:nm:

M. \ Review of Arnaud's Critical Re-

searches on the Kpi-tle of Jnde, by Dr.

Kienlen: Vll. The Koclesiastical Assem-

blies in Wittembfrg, l"?!!!, and in Stutt-

gardt, 1S,jO, by Lechler.

NlEDXtR's Zcitschri/t fur Jli^toriiiche Thc-

oloijie for July contains the following arti-

cles:—I. A Survey of the Literature of

Church History from l^'lo to IVx), by I>r.

Kngelhardt of Erlangcn : II. The relation

of the SyTiac recension of the Ignatian

F.pistles to the shorter Greek Version, and

the authenticity of the Kpistles themselves,

by Uhlhorn, of Guttingeu.

TuF. lintiih QitarUrhj for .Vugust contains

the following articles:—I. Theories of

Human Progression: II. Dramatic Poetry

in the Age of Elizabeth : HI. Thought:, on

the Labour Queslion : IV. The German Ro-

manticists: V. Missions in South Afrira:
VI. Lancashire and Yorkshire since l'><iO:

VII. The Papal Index of Prohibited Books:
VUI. The C:orn-latiun of Physical Forces :

IX. Naturalism versus Lispiration.

The Prof2>^<.ihe Iteiiew for August has
the following articles :—I. Mor.al Limits to

Economic Theory and Socialist Counter-
Theory : U. Seriient-A\orship and the Age
of Stonehenge : HI. Life and Writings of

Zurapt: IV. Casa Guidi Windows: V.
Rland and Kingsley's Sermons: VI. Rns-
kin on Sheepfolds : "MI. Reformatory
Schools : VUI. Oakley's Ritual of the Mass.

The Xorik Bridnh Ecview for August
contains the following articles:— I. The
Social Science—Its History and Prospects:

II. Literature of Ajiologetics: III. Net Re-
sults of 1S4S in Germany and Italy: IV.

Tyjiical Forms—Goethe, Professor Owen,
and Mr. Fairbairn: V. Recent Works of
Fiction: ^^. Kingsley's Saint's Tra,'<ily,

and Sermons : VII. Character in Archifcc-

ture—Ruskin's Stones of Venice: MTI.
The Five Wounds of the Holy Chuich : IX.

The Exposition of 1S5I.

The Edinhmjh Jievictc, August :—I. Tlie

Greek Text of the New Testament: II.

Johnston's Notes on North America: HI.

Hartley Coleridge: IV. Fatal Accidents-
How far Preventiblc: V. Ptilszky's Tales

and Traditions of Hungary : VI. Sir Edward
Bulwer Lytton's Letters to John IJv.H

:

Vn. The Romans in Britain : VIU. Grote's

History of Greece, vols, vii and viii: IX.

Dixon's Life of Penn : X. Modern Chemis-

try—Its Progress and Extent.

The Thiohgwal Critic (edited by T. K.

Arnold) for June contains the following

articles:—I. The Month of May: II. Or.v

tio D. T. Matthad: III. Passn-.'lia on the

Prerogatives of St. Peter: IV. The Milleni-

um : V. The Lord's Supper : \l. On the

Bishops of the New Testament: Vil. On
the gift of Tongues: ^^II. Theodoret and

his i'imes: IX. Hebrews xiii : X. Things

New and Old.

Month!)/ Christian Spectator, (London.)

Jitnr.—\. Illustrations of Protestantism

and Romanism: H. Miss Harriet Martineau

and Atheism: III. Thoughts on the Great

Exhibition: IV. Respectability: V. May
Meetings of l^:>\. Ju'y:— l. A ffW

Thoughts on Abstract Principles : II. The

Women of the Commonwealth— 2. Mrs.

Hutchinson: III. Christ and the Essenes

:

IV. Words for the ^^ ise—i. ;Mamnion in
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the Chair: V. Old Trees: VI. The Poetry

of Cowpor: \1I. Kiito Hall, or one of the

Graces : VIIT. rottry—Hymns for Morning.

Aognat:— !. Itcvolatiou— The Iteliirioiis

Guide of Human Xaturo : II. John Milton

:

III. The Gospel aud the Poor: IV. The

Ediieutioual Controversy—Free Elucatiou

Pehemes—Endowment of all Religious

Opinions—Interests of the fhurchei in

Voluntary Education: V. Words for the

Wise—3."lIow did you Like Him? VI. The

First Step: VII. Reginald Knatchbull, or

Reli-ions Trials of the Sixteenth Century :

\T\i. Poetry—A Song of the Atfections.

Edecfic Renac. J>n;c:—T. Hartley Cole-

ridge's Life and Works: II. The Fugitive

Slave Act : III. Pap;:! Power and the State

Church in L-cland : IV. "VVestwood's Burden

of the P)eU : V. The Univer.-ity Commission :

VI. The Bards of the Bible : VII. The Great

Exhibition. July:—I. Descartes—his His-

torical Position and Philnsophical Claims:

II. Tales and Ti-a litions of Hungary: HI.

Daniel Pe Foe: IV. Firmamental Architec-

ture: V. Gillies's Memoirs of a Literary

Veteran : W. ApuU'ius and the Second Cen-

tury : VII. Italian aud English views of the

Papacy. August:—I. Delta's Sketches of

Poetical Literature: II. Sculpture—Works

of Edward Hodges Baily : III. Progres^s of

Australia: IV. Protestant Protests: V. A
Pilgrimage to the L:ind of my Fathers:

VI. P.ede's Ecclesiastical History: MI.

Life of Edward Raines, M. P. : ^TLI. Animal

Magnetism.

The following works in theology aud the

kindred scieuces are anuouuced as pub-

lished or in press in England :—The Rev.

Dr. Halley's Second Course of Lectures on

the Sacraments, 1 vol. Svo. :—The Person-

ality of the Temiter, and other Sei-mons,

Doctrinal and Occasional, by J. Vau-han,

D. D., Head Master of Harrow School, Chap-

lain in Ordinary to the Queen, 1 vol. Svo.

:

—On the State of Man subsequent to the

Promulgation of Christianity, Part I., cm-

bracing the period from the Birth of Christ

to the Death of Constanline the Great, fcp.

8vo., being No. PJ of " Small Rooks on

Great Subjects :"—Quakerism, or the Story

of my Life, by a Lady, who for forty years

was a Member of tiie Society of Friends,

royal Vlmo.

:

—Letters on some of the Ervurs

of Romanism, in Controvcr.sy uith Nicho-

las Wiseman, D.D., by William rulm.r,

M..\.., Prebendarv of Sanim, new ulliion

revised:—The Life of St. Paul, iUustrattd

from contemporary History, Tfith the Epis-

tles Chronologiciily Arranged, and Lite-

rally Translated ni.on the basis of the Au-

thorized Version, l-y Thomas Lew in, >LA.,

of Trinity College, Oxford, in two volumes,

crown Svo. :—An Analytical Arraugemeni

of the Holy Scriptures, according to the

Principles developed under the nami- of

Parallelism in tliv Writings of Bi-^liop

Lowth, Bishop Jebb. and the Rev. Thomas

Boys, v.ith an A;.iiendix and Note", by

Richard Baillie Roe, B.-A.., in J vols. S\o. :—

Lectures on the Christian Miracle?, uniform

with "Apocalyptic Sketches," by Rev.

Dr.Gumming :—Fi\e Letters to .\jch>lv.acon

Hare on Hippolyius, Presbytvr of the

Church of Rome, Author of the recently

discovered book ascriU'd to Origm, and the

bearing. of his work on the leading Ques-

tions oV Ecclesiastical History and Polity,

by C. C.J. Bunien, D.C.L. :—The Church of

Christ, in its Idea, Attributes, and Minis-

try, with an especial reference to the Con-

tro\ersy on the Subject between Romanists

and Protestants, by Edward Arthur Liiu.:i,

M.A., Perpetual Curate of Stockton IK.uh,

and late Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford :—

Protestantism and Poiwry contrasted by

the .acknowledged a;id authentic Teachi:ig

of each Religion, i'lited by the Rev, .Jolm

Edmund Cox, M.A., F.S.A., of All S..-,:s'

Colle-ge, 0:vford, Vicar of St. Helen's, ii-h-

opsgate, London, 2 vols. ^v.i. :— l::.'.:a:i

Missions in Guiana, by the R-v. W. 1{.

Brett, fcp. Svo. :—.\n Exp-^^ition of the

Principal Motives which intluced me to

leave the Church of Rome, by C. L. Trivier,

formerly a Roman Catholic Priest, tr.uis-

latcd from the French by Mrs. Bushby. fcp.

Svo. :—A History of Era^tianisra, by Arch-

deacon Wilberl'orce, post i^vo.

Among the new works nccutly an-

nounced on the continent arc the foUow-

incr :

—

Piaktische Th.-ol>.'ie von Pr. C. Imm.nn-

Xitzsch. 2. Bd. 2. I'.uch: D.is kirehli-he

Verfahren otler die Kun'tlehren. 2 Abthl.

:

DerevancrelischoGottesdienst. Bor.n,?iIar-

cns. l^-.l. Svo.. pp. 12-<.

BeitrUge zuni S.-liriftvcrsiUndniss in Pie-

digteu von F. L. Sttinmeyer, Lie. d.Theol.

u. Berlin, ISJl. Svo., pp. 2'A.
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PlJOFESSOR O
versity of Koehcster, has in jjrci.iiratiou a
" N<.'W ami Con)j)kte 'J'ransliition of the

Holy Scrijitures frum the (»ii;.'iiial I.iin-

gurtpjes, with brief Explanatory Notes."

Messrs. Dkkby, .AIii.lkr fc Co. (.\ubnn))

announce as iu press '• Ejiiseniial Method-

ism as it Was and Is," by liev. P. \). Gor-

rie: also the "Young Man's I'nok. or Self-

Educatiou," by Rev. W. Il'ismer: and

"Lives of the three Mrs. Jiulson," by

Aralx'lla W. Stuart.

Mkssks. L.ofE & Scott have received

from Loudon the second and concluding

volume of Moody's Now To.-taiucnt, and it

is now passing through the press as rapidly

as possible.

We intend hereafter to give summaries

of the contents of the leading American

journals, for the same reasons as have pre-

vailed with us to give the European. Our
readers will thus be kept aequainted with

the contents and tendencies of the best

periodical literature of the age.

The Jfcrcrrnbiirff liiiifw for July con-

tains the following,' articles:

—

I. Our Na-

tional Religion: IL The Apostle Peter:

in. The Anglican Crisis: IV. Myer's

Church History. September.—L P.ailey's

Festus: IT. The Cicadie: 111. Tlie Nature

of the Reformation and its Preparation:

IV. The Holy Eueh.iri-t—Translation from

Thiersch's Le'-tun s : V. Early Christianity :

VI. Zacharias Ur>inu?.

Jirownsons QiinrlTlit iT.rntonl for July:

—

I. Cooper's Ways of the Hour: II. Nature

and Eaith—a Re\iew of Wh.ttely's Essays

on Romanism : III. Bushneil on the Mys-

tery of Redemption: IV. The French Re-

public: V. The Fugitive Slave Law: VI.

Literary Notices.

Southern PrcH'^jliTinn /.\n>ir (Columbia,

S. C.) for July :-^l. p.nnestie [i. e., South-

ern] Literature: II. Validity of Popish

Baptism: III. Tlie Millcnniu:n: IV. Credi-

bility and Plenary Inspiration of the Scrip-

tures: V. Harmony of Revelation and Na-

tural Seienec, wilh siKcial reference to

Geology: VI. Hugh Miller's Foot-prints of

the Creator.

Eramj'Ueul Eeyiftc (Gettysburg, Ph.) for

July :—I. P.ible Itidiience Indispensable to

Society : II. Nature of the Saviour's Pre-

Bcuec in the Eucharist: 111. Inquiry info

the Nature of Fundamental Doctrines:

rV. Review of Irvincr's ilahouiet : V. Re-

AMERICAN.

of the (Raptist) Uni- view of Schaft"s Church History : VI. Jour-

nal of a Vovage by Rev. H. M. Muhlenberg :

MI. Notice's.

Quarterly Rnicio of thn }[' thvUat Epi»-

copal Churrh, Srjutk, (Richmond, Va..) for

July :—I. Traits of History and Doctrine

peculiar to Christianity : II. Philosophy of

Infidelity: III. Modern Lexicography

—

Freund's Latin Lexicon: IV. High CJiureh-

ism, its -Affinities and Tendencies : V. Analy-

sis and Review of the first eight Chapters

of Romans : "VT. Chalmers and Sidney Smith

on Methodism.

Church Bevieic, (New-Haven, Conn..)

July :— I. Wordsworth : IT. The Rev. Samu-
al Furmar Jarvis, D.D., LL.D. : III. The
Puritan Church : IV. The Canadian Clergy

Reserves: V. Colleges and tlie ^linistry:

\J. Letter on Modem Pantheism : VII. The
Secessions: Mil. Virginia Colonial Church
Papers.

BihUnthcya Si.icra, (Andover.) July:

—

I. The Arrangements in the Constitution

of the Mind for a Future Judgment and
Retribution : 11. The Relation of Style to

Thought : III. The Four Gosiiel? as we now
have them in the New Testament, and the

Hegelian Assaults npon them : IN'. Trans-

lations from Anselm: V. An Investigation

in Syriae Philology : M. Life of Zuingli

:

Vn. Unity amid Diversities of Relief, even

on Imputed and Involuntary Sin.

Theological ami Literary Jonninl, (New-

York,) July :—I. Brown on Christ's Second

Coming: II. A Designation and F'..xposition

of the Figures of Isaiah, Chapters xiii and
xiv: III. Philological Contributions: IV.

The Thcophany Celebrated Psalm xviii.

Real, not Figurative: V. The Papal Power

identified with the Little Horn of the

Fourth Beast, Daniel vii : VI. Gobat's

Three Years' Residence in Abyssinia : ML
Critics and CorresiMjndents.

Chri«tian Examiner, (Boston.^ July:

—

I. Dr. Wood's Works: 11. Tlie State "and

State.Mnanship: III. John Wiclif and the

First English Bible: FV. Euphrauor: V.

The Apostle Paul : VI. Ecclesiastical Chris-

tendom.

BiUi'al Repertory, (Princeton,) July:

—

I. Insi.iration and Catholicism: II. Peter

Collin-.-n—Memorials of John Bartram and
Humphry Marshall: III. Kurtz on the

Old Covenant: IV. Panslavism and Ger-

manism: V. The Typology of Scripture:

VI. The General .Vss'cmblv.
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ChrUtian Review, (Xcw-York,) July :

—

I. The South Am'Ticau Hepuhlics : If. The
Promise Fultilkd, Acts ii, 1-4 : III. On the

Signiticatiou of /iTicrtf, lioiu. viii, 1!>-1'1.':

IV. The Works of Loouanl WooJs : V. Lin-

coln's llonu'e: VI. WcrdbuorthC'ousiilerocl

as a Religious I'oct: VII. llobiusou's Greek

onJ English Lexicon.

New-Eiv/lindcr, (New-York,) August:

—

I. The Railroad J'.nterprise—Its Progress,

Management, and Utility : II. Amuse-

ments : III. James II. Perkins : IV. The Re-

lation of RaptizeJ Children to the Church :

V. The Military Orders: VI. Sketch of the

Life uikI Character of Hon. Simeon Bald-

win: VH. The World's Progress.

Thk '' MithixliHt Monthly," (Leiin^ton,

Ky.,) edited by Rev. T. X. Pudsfou. aislsted

by Rev. W. II. Anderson and Rev. E. W.
Brush, is sold at the low price of $1 i«) a

year. A niiirktd feature of this journ;U

is the generuUy guhtttrtntial chtraotor of its

articles,—a feature in which it contr.ists

most favourably with the current monthly
magazines. It deserves the lar.-e=t suc-

cess.

Classical anb iUisccllancous
EUROPEAN.

Messes. WnxiAiis & Nnp.n.^xE, London,
announce an edition of Wunder's Sopho-

cles, with Erfj^Iish notes, and a collation of

DindorPs text, introduction, and indexes,

to be sol'l at three shillings a volume in

paper. The Q£dipns Rex has already ap-

peared, and the remaining plays will foUow-

at brief intervals.

The third volume of 5Ierivale's '• History

of the Romans under the Empire," is an-

nounced as forthcoming in Loudon.

Amoso the new works announced as

published or in press in Great Britain, are

the following :

—

The Literature of Italy, from the Origin

of the Laniruage to the Peath of Boccaccio,

an Historical Sketch, by Leonard Francis

Simpson, wst 8vo. :—The Morning L.ind,

or a Thoiis;Hid and One Days in the East,

by Frederick Bodenstcdt, with notes, Ax.,

by Richard Waddington, 2 vols, post 8vo.

:

—Tibet, Tartary, and Mongolia, being their

Social and Political Condition, and the

Religion of Boodh, as there existing, com-

piled from the Reports of Ancient and

Modern Travellers, especially from M.
Hue's Reminiscences of the Recent Journey

of himself and M. Gabet, Lazariste .Mission-

aries to Mongolia, by Henry T. Prinsep,

Esq., post Svo. :—Fight Years in Palestine,

Syria, and .Vsia Minor, from 1S4J to l"^'iO,

by F. A. Neale, Esq., late attached to the

Consular Service in Syria, 2 vols., with

Illustrations:—Narrative of Five Years'

Eesldence at Ncpaul, by Thomas Smith,

Esq., late Caj.tain, Bengal Native Inf.uitry,

Assistant Political Rc>idint at Nepaul,"l

vol. w ith Portrait, Map, Ac. :—England in

the Nineteenth Century, by Wilii.im John-

stone, 2 vols, post Rvo. :—Memoir and Dia-

ries of Pluiner Ward, portrait, 2 vols. Svo.

:

—Farini's History of the Rom.m State, 2
vols. Svo. :—Poole's Horx Eg}7iti.K.r, Svo.

:

—A Voyage to the Mauritius, by author of

"Paddiana,"' post Svo. :—The Palaces of

Nineveh and Persepolis, by Jamis Ftrjus-

son, forty-tive woodcuts, Svo. :—Thr His-

tory of Greece, from its Conquest by the

Crusaders to its Conquest by the Turks,

and of the Empire of TrezibanJ, lL''"'t-l 101,

by George Finlay, Esq., Honorary Meml-er

of the Royal Society of Literati:re. Anther

of" Greece under the Romans." 1 v.d. d- my
Svo. :—Notes of a Residence in the Canary
Islands, the South of Spain and .Vlgiers.

illustrative of the State of Reli.-i.-n in th. .^e

Countries, by the Rev. Thos. JVbary, 5LA.,

post Svo. :—The Present State of the Repulv

lie of the Rio de la Plata, (Bntn' s A\Tes.)

its Geograi)hy, Resources, Stasi^tic?. Com-
merce, Debt, Ac, deseriUd. %\ith the His-

torv of the Conquest of the Countri- by the

Spaniards, by Sir Wcxibiiie Pari>h. F.R.S.,

K.C.H., F.g".S.. fonnerly Hvr M.»jcsty-s

Consul General and Charge d'.\:Taires r.t

Buenos Ayres, with new Maji and I!Iu*tr.i-

tious. Svo. :—Ci.ntraNis of Forci;.-u and Eng-

lish Society, or Records and Recollections

of a Residence in various p.irtj of the Con-

tinent and England, by Mrs. .\i:>t!n. 2 vols,

post Svo.:—The History of Ikro.Iotas. a

new English Version, tran<latcd from the

Test of Gaisford,* and edited by Rev.

George Rawlinson, M..\., Exett-r Colle^-e,

Oxford, assisted by Colonel R.i-.vlinson,

C.B., and Sir J. G. Wilkinson, F.R.S., with

cojiious Notes and .Vppendic.s, illustrating

the Hi-,tory and Geograj.hy of Htr-viotus,

from the most recent sources of informa-
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tion, 4 vols. 8vo. :—Lrttcrs and Journals

of General Sir Hmlson Lowe, revealiu'^ the

true History of Xaiioleon at St. Hi'lonn,

partly compiled and airan!.'cd l>y the late

Sir Nicholas Harris Nicolas, with portrait,

3 vols. 8vo.

Amovg the new works nnnouncid on the

contiiioiit are the following :

—

Cornelius Tacitu.s. I^rklart von Dr. Kiirl

Kipperley. Erster Band. Ab excessu

divi .\u;?usti I-'VT. Mit den Variantcn dcr

Horentiner Handiohrift.

De vetenim i^-'.iryptiorumdiufjua et Ute-

ris, sive de optima si^'na hiiro^iyphica

explicaudi via atque ratione. Accodunt

indices et vocabularii hicrojfljphici speci-

Tiien. Scripsit Max. Ad. Uhlcmann, Phil.

Dr. AA. LL. M., Soj. Lit. Orient. Germ.

Sod. Lipsiae, 13ol, 8vo., pp. 116.

AMERICAN.

Mkssks. C. S. Fra.n-cis it Co., New-York,

are now publishing " The Writings of Alex-

ander Hamilton," to Ix^ completed in seven

octavo volume^, of which four are already

issued. The contents of the several volumes

are as follows:—^^'o!. L comprises the cor-

respondence of Hamilton prior to the estab-

lishment of the present •rovcrnment (from

17G0 to ITSD) : Vol. II. embr.icos the residue

of the writings of this period, <i series very

essential to a correct knowledcre of our

early political history: Vol. HI. contains

the i)apors which relate to the organization

and conduct of the fiscal department, its

revenue and public credit: Vol. IV. will

include tlie period from 17^'J to 17!r>, em-

bodying the pajiers d.-siirnated as " Cabinet

Rjpers," comprehending the most impor-

tant part of Washington's administration:

Vol. V. will be devoted to other oj/icinl

writings, not coming within tlie previous

description. The remiii'.ing volumes will

give tlie corrcspondern e ?i!!i>rn|Uent to the

year 17S0, and an aceur;ite series of politi-

cal papers of great and lasting value.

Mkssks. James Mint.ok ,t Co., Boston,

Lave in press The Pliilicpics of IK-mosthe-

ncs, with Notes, Critical and Explanatory,

bv Prof. M. J. Sniead. Ph. 1»., William nn"d

Mary's College, Va., 1 vol. \2mo. :—The

Cam'el Hunt, a Narrative of Personal Ad-

ventures, by Joseph '\V:inen Palier, 12mo.

:

—Companions of my Solitude, by the Au-

thor of "Friends in Counci'," &c., d'c,

16mo.

ILvrper's New Monthly Magazine con-

tinues its career of sueciss. Wc notice

that the recent numbers contain elal>orate

original articles by American writers, add-

ing greatly to the value of the journal.

The " Editor's Drawer '' is another novelty,

and is very attractive. The only rival of

Harper in the field is " The Intcmationnl

Magazine,''^ which is conducted with the

highest degree of taste, skill, and vigour.

Its section on "Authors and Books" alene

is worth the price of the w hole work.

AVe have received the first number of the
*^ Southn-H liepcrtort/ and CoN'-fjc Rtvktc"

conducted by the Faculty of Emory and

Henry College, Virginia. A paramount

object of the journal will be to promote the

cause of education, while the general inter-

ests of literature, science, ami art, will by

no means be disregarded. The following

is the table of contents:—I. Introduction :

n. Classical Education,— Dr. Anthon's

Text-books: III. Emory and Henry Col-

lege : IV. The Voice of God : V. Geometry

as a Text-Book of Logic : VI. Beauty : Vlf.

Truth and P.omance: ^^1I. Canzonet: IX.

Composition : X. Clerical Disfranchisement
—the Virginia Constitutional Convention:

XI. The Exponents of American Letters:

XII. Intellectual Cultivation. *

The " Tcmpk'' (HaiTisbnrg, Pa.) is a

magaziue devoted to Masonry, literature,

and science, edited by B. Parke, Esq., and

Professor C. E. Blumenthal, of Dickinson

College. The several numlxrs of this new
journal which have come to hand, disjilay

an unusual degree of t:ict. skill, and infor-

mation on the p.irt of the editors. Of the

Masonic part we cannot speak, being, for-

tunately or unfortunately, not amoug the

initiated; but the literary execution of the

work is far above the ordinary standard of

our magazine literature. The work is

very neatly got up, and is furnished at the

low price of $1 50 per annum.
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, his benevolence 151
, secret of his surprising labours... 1/52

, his peculiarities as a lecturer l.">3

, his personal piety VA
, his death l.-i.!

, successor to 1^2, 402
, works of 148, ISl, 183
, his Theological Lectures 402
, his Light in Dark Places 655

Nebula; and clusters of stars CI
Nejitune, }danet, discovery of 55
Newman, Dr., long a concealed Papist 49

, his Lectures on Ditliculties felt by
Anglicans in Submitting to the
Catholic Church 178

Nineveh, relics of ancient 184
Nott, Ih-., author of a w ork against the

Unity of the Human Race 34S
Ohio Conference Offering 667
Ohl disciples connecting links of the

Church 86
Clin, Dr., sketch of his life and charac-

Opdyke's Political Economy
Urigen, lost work of, discovered... 497,—— or Hi].polytus
Ovid's Fasti, Tristia, Poetic Epis-

tles, Ac :....

Pantheism of Piushnell's theory
Parallax in astronomy ."

Patriarchal Age, the"
, learning of the

Paul's ministirial devotedness
IVntafiuch, S.ireuseu on the

, Tetrajlot. in Hebrew, Samaritan,
Chaldee, and Syriac

Phillips's Curran and his Contempora-
ries

Philosophy a natural development of
the' mind

and Faith
, definition of
, development of
, error of modern systems of.

, necessity of postulates in 196, 2lX),

, new (Jerman treatise on
, siieculative, wants a valid founda-

6.-.2

40t5

G15
645

Oi>i

141
35
on

tion.

, struc-le of, with fiith
,

Philosophoumena Ori','enis

, not written by Ori-en
, Hipr.<ilytus the i)rol>able author.
, value of the work

338

489

216
185
189
18.S

215
2()6

arj

192
l-*6
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Pierce's (B. K.) Eminont Dead.... Page 16S

Pierce, Dr. L., ami flie General Coufer-

eiice of If^t^ 1-6

PLin of S<'(i;irati<ni uiiconstitiitiimal -117,4-1

, so (!• dart-d by General C'onfcreuce

of 1N43 424

Planet Neptune—ordinary problem of.. o-'>

, particulars of its discovery 56

Planets, variety in tbe physical consti-

tution of.
•'"'3

Platonisra and Christianity l-"'

Plutarch against the Stoics 47S

acrainst the doctrines of Epicurus

, cliaraoter of his writings

Plutarch's Moralia 4.17, 455,

Pope Pius IX., Apostolical Letter of.....

Power on Domestic Piety

Powerscourt's (Lady) Letters and Pa-

pers

Prayer, ]>uMic, detVcts in

Preacher's example, intluence of.

Preaching, defects in

, ftniale

, specimen of, in sixth century .....

Presbvter-bishops in the Aj)ostolic

"Church
Presbyters, oftice of the

Prescience of the Deitv 302,

Presidin- Elder qm>ti.m in 1«20
Priesthood, the uiiivir-al

Prichard's Natural History of Man 346,

Proj)ertv in the Apostolicl'hurch
Proudhou on the Sabbath
Providence, Divine, various theories of

, special, relation to, of inherent

properties in matter, workiujj by
general laws

, the true theory of 292.

sonu times interrupts the course

of natural laws
Providential interposition, modes of....

operations in the kingdom of grace

Pru.soia, new ecclesiastical constitution

of

Putnam's World's Progress

Piitz's Mediaeval Geography

Radico-abolitionists, secession of the...

Randulph, John
, his early days
, rememljrance of maternal teach-

ings

, his unhappy temper
, his tirst appearance as a speaker.

, liis integrity as a politician

, his spiritual exercises

, he makes a w ill emancipating his

slaves

, views of colonization and slavery

, religion rooted out by politics....

, his duel with Mr. Clav.....

appointt'd minister to Ilussia

, nis last hours ;•••.•••

Regeneration and sanctitication distin-

guished 511, 527

Reid on the InttUectual Powers 324

Religion, divine authority of its rules.. !'•>

Religious Inttlligcnce—American 3r?G

, Foreign 172

Representative Bovernment, the oricin

of ri,'e G-iS

Revivals, the noise and confusion some-
times accompanvinir 313

Piehes. Plutarch on the love of i>'0

Ritschl on the Early Church 1S<>

Robinson's Ruttman's Greek Grammar 4^S

Greek and Euglish Lexicon of the

New Testam.nt L">3

Rom.iu Church, mor.ils in the early C'x)

Uoniish miracle T^'3

Rothe on the Commencement of the

Christian Church 4^2

Puffin's Fathers of t!ie Desert 32'J

«;abellianism 126. 542. 619

Saisset's Essais sur la Philosophic et la

Religion au XIX. .Seicle ISo

Sanctification distinguished from re-

generation 511

Santvoord's Life of Algernon Sidney... 5-j>)

Sartain's Magazine 1^5

S.irtorius's Person and Work of Christ.. 114

Satan of the Rook of Job 612

Schaff's Geschichte der Christlicheu

Kirohe 4W
Schleiemiacher and Neander 146, 149

Schmidt's History of Greece
Schmidt and Zumpt's Classical Series.. .".o2

Schoiieman, l>r., visit to 177

Science and religion, strucrirle between l''")

Scientitic Discovery, .\nnual of. l-'l

Sclf-praise.when inoliensive,Plutiirch uu 474

Sensation defined

1 Senses, knowledge imparted by the,

i

limited 10

Sermons by Wesleyan Ministers 332

[

Shaftesbury, Earl, character and ca-

recr'of. 5vm
' Shakspeare, Hudson's edition of. ti-'i

i

Sidney, Alu'crnon •'>>

I

joins the parliamentary p.irty 5.:'2

retires from public life during the

Protectorate ^""57

I becomes an exile at the Restora-

I

tion •''^

, his Discourses on Government.... .^-'7

returns to England..... 5'">l

' again engages in politics 5'V3

I

, fiis trialand execution 56"J, 571

I , his character 572

1 Slavery anions the Romans .^J'|}

, Christianity opposed to i'i>7

' in England 452

, its tiicroachments in the Metho-

I

dist Episcopal Church..... SOS

j , no connexion allowed with tlie
'

episcopacy 4'.'3, 414
' Small things, iniport.mt results from... J.'-O

Smith. Dr.^Iohn I've, death of 4li7

; Smith's (Dr. A. W.> Elementary Trea-

I
tise on Mechanics 319

I

(James) Greeu Pastures for the

I

Lord's Flock ^-2^

' (Dr. W.^ Classical Dictionary .'ca

Smyth's Inity of the Human Race \M, 346
Socrates, his philosophy l!>9

Solar system—ntiiul« r of bodies in the ?4
1 , direct motion of the 6J
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Screnscn on the Pentateuch Page 403

Southty, Liff and Cirrcsponilcuce of... 330

, list of his works 312

Species in zoolocr)" lUlined 349

Spiral systems, Lordllosse's G2

Stars, binary or double 59

, clusters uf, and neliuht; 61

, variable 5S

Stevens's Mcniorials of Methodism in

the Eastern States C62
Sketches ofa Sui)erannuateJ Itine-

rant 431

Steward's Pvelii'lon the Weal of the

Chnrch 4S0
Stewart's (Dueuld) Philosophy 321

Stoics, Plutarch against the 178

Strickland's Lives'ofKncrlish Queens... 327

Strong's Harmony of the Gospels 342

Stuart, Prof., on the Lo^os 377

Sun, heat of, strongest in the southern

hemisphere.". ^ 49

, spots in the 50
Sunday-School Union of the M. E.

"Church, Annual Report of the... 337

Taylor's (Isaac) Elements of Thought 6G-5

Teachers, necessary qnalitieatious of... 110

Telescope, the Kos'se, jiower oi" 51

, confutation of La Place's nebular

theory by C3

Theocracy of tlie Hebrews 610

Tholuck. 'notice of an interview with.. 317

Tischcndorfs Synoj'sis Evancrelica 673

Tithes in the (Thristian Church 437

Token of Friendship 167

Trann^iiillity of mind, Plutarch on 46-3

Transit iii>triinient, the 40
Treirelle's Greek Tesinmeut 492
Trench's Star of the Wise Men 6-39

Trenton Falls, Picturesque and Descrip-

tive 603
Triads of Pa-;an Mythology 610
Trinity, the.'.

".

:... 119, 133

, iiu^hnell's theory of 136, 042

, origin of early discussions on 124, 619

,
jicrsonaliiy ot" 54G

, Wilbeiforce's view of 123

TnmbulPs Theophanv Pa?e 114
Tuthill's Success in Life : theikchaiiic 167

Unitarianism, modern 123

Vestiges of the Natural History of Cre-

ation 9

, Atheistical principles of the work 19

, the author s theory of de\elop-

nient 21

Vice produces misery 474
Virtue, protjress in, "Plutarch on 473
Virtue and Vice, Plutarch on 470

War opposed to liberty 456
Watson, lliehard, his return to the

Weslevaii ministry 31->

Wau?h, Dr. Alexander, Life of. 3:J0

AVesley, Rev. John, usefulness of his

"sermons in Prussia 317

, AVestmiiister Review on 34<)

"WTiatelcy's Lectures on the Apostles... 493
Treatise on Angels 493

Wilberforce's (R. 1.) Doctrine of the

Incarnation 114
Wilberforce's iW.) Practical View 324
Wilkins's edition of Sir T. Browne's

Works 2S0
Williams's Religions Progress 170
Wise's Youn- Man's Counsellor 332
Women forliidden to preach or pray in '

public 443
Woodbury's New Method of Learning

German 16S
Wortley's (Ladv) Travels in the United

Stittes...: 664

Youn:^ men—danger of moral aberra-

^tion .-. 103
should aim at the highest excel-

lence 110
only fully adapted to the special

exigencies of their times 94
Young men of the Church S6

."their elements of strength 95, 97, 08
KO, 107

, their sphere and responsibility... S8
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